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for the year ending June 30, 1867.2... ......---- 2-2-2 - eee eee ee ee---| 6 | 2 43 | 
Estimates for appropriations for the support of the northwest Executive | 
building for the year ending June 30, 1867.......---...---.-------.--| 6 | 2 43. | 

; Estimates for appropriations for the support of the building corner of Fif- 
‘ teenth and F streets for the year ending June 30, 1867........-..-----| 6 | 2 44 
i. Estimates for appropriations for the support of the building corner of F 

| and Seventeenth streets for the year ending June 30, 1867........-.-.-| 6) 2] © 44 
Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Navy Department for 

4 the year ending June 30, 1867......---.--.- 22-2. ----- 0 eee ee] 6 | 2 44 
4 Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Yards and | | 

Docks for the year ending June 30, 1367.... ....----.-----.---------| 6 | 2 45 
4 Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Equipment | 
j and Recruiting for the year ending June 30, 1867..................-.-.-| 6 | 2 45 : 

Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Navigation 4k 
4 for the year ending June 30, 1867.............----------------- ----| 61 2 45 | 
j ‘ -- Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Ordnance for 

| for the year ending June 30, 1867....-....----.---------------------| 6 | 2 46 | 
4 Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Construction 
3 and Repair for the year ending June 30, 1867...--...-.-....---..-----| 6) 2 46 | 
: -‘istimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Steam En- | 
1 gineering for the year ending June 30, 1867....----.-.-.-.-----------| 6 | 2 47 
j Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Provisions 
4 and Clothing for the year ending June 30, 1867..........-.-.-.-.----| 6 > 2 47 
3 Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Bureau of Medicine and 
q | Surgery for the year ending June 30, 1867..-.-..----.-.--.--.-------| 6} 2 47 
4 Estimates for appropriations for the incidental and contingent expenses 
j of the Navy Department for the year ending June 30, 1867.........--.] 6 | 2 47
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\ _ Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Post Office Department : 

for the year ending June 30, 1867..-....----.------ +2222 eeee ee eee--| 8] 2 48 E 
Estimates for contingent expenses of the Post Office Department for the ‘ 

} year ending June 30, 1867..---..---6---- eee nee cece ee eeeeeeeeeeee | G1 2 49 t 
Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Department of Agricul- | E 

| . - ture for the year ending June 30, 1867......---.-----.--------------| 65 2) 50 E 
: Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Mint of the United States | | : 

~ and branches and Assay Office in New York forthe year ending June 30, 5 

— 1867 oe cee ccc ee cece cece ee cere ween ewe et cece ee cent eeeeseeeneee| 6] 2] 51 E 

* Estimates for appropriations for the support of the governments in the Ter- ' 

__-yitories during the year ending June 30, 1867.......----.------------| 6 | 2 o4 : 
Estimates for appropriations for the support of the judiciary during the year : 

ending June 30, 1867.....----- 22-2 2-22 eee eee eee eee eee eee 6) 2 57 ; 

a Estimates for appropriations for the expenses of intercourse with foreign ' 
pO nations for the year ending June 30, 1867......---------------------| 6) 2 64 E 
{ Estimates for appropriations for miscellaneous for the year ending June : 

(30, 1867 ce eeeneceeceeeeeceeececeereeeceeeceeeeeeteesseeeseee-] 6] 2] 66 | 
{ Estimates for appropriations for the continuation of the survey of the coast q 

7 of the United States during the year ending June 30, 1867.....----.--; 6 | 2 67 i 
4 Estimates for appropriations for the support of the light-house establish- gE 

| ment for the year ending June 30, 1867....---.----------------------| 6] 2 67 : 
{ Estimates for appropriations to be expended under the direction of the Sec- | | : 

retary of the Interior for the year ending June 30, 1867.-.--..--------- 6; 2 69 t 

| Estimates for appropriations for the support of public buildings and grounds | 7 | 
| for the year ending June 30, 1867......-..----------- eee ee eeeeee | 8] 2 70 t 
| Estimates for appropriations for the support of the jail in the District of : | : 
{ Columbia for the year ending June 30, 1667...--....---.------------| 6 | 2 7 : 
| Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Government Hospital 

| for the Insane for the year ending June 30, 1867....-.-.-------.------| 6] 2 73 j 
: Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Metropolitan Police for , | . : 
| the year ending June 30, 1867.....20-2. 2-2-2 eee eee ee eee eee eeee| 8) 2 73 i 
4 _ Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Columbian Institution | 1 

| for the Deaf and Dumb for the year ending June 30, 1867...--.-..----| 6 | 2 73 { 

| Estimates for appropriations for expenses of the collection of revenue from : 
| sales of public lands for the year ending June 30, 1867..-......-...---| 6} 2) 74 | : 

| Estimates for appropriations for surveying the public lands for the year | : 

. ending June 30, 1867......0. 222-22 coe eee eee cee eee eee ee eee eee | 6) 2 74. i 
| Estimates for appropriations for the payment of pensions for the year end- | ' 
| “ing June 30, 1867.-.2-2 0.22 eee ne wenn eee ee eee cece eee ee eee] 6] 2] 76 i 
| Estimates for appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the i 

Indian department and fulfilling treaties with the various Indian tribes | i 
during the year ending June 30, 1867..-.....---.------------------.5 6 | 2 76  - 

Estimates for appropriations for the support of the army for the year end- - | a i 
| | ing June 30, 1867.......--0.- eee e cece ee cee meee cee cree cteceee tees) G6 {| Qi BI 7 
| _ Estimates for appropriations for armories, arsenals, and munitions of war : | 

| during the year ending June 30, 1867...........--------------------: 6, 2 84 t 
- Estimates for appropriations for the support of the Military Academy during i 

the year ending June 30, 1867-....----. -2-- 2-22 -e ee eee e ee eee ee nee] 6) 2 (84 E 
| - Estimates for appropriations for the repairs, preservation, and construction | | F 
| of fortifications during the year ending June 30, 1867......-.--.------| 6 | 2 84 i 

Estimates for appropriations for the support of the navy for the year ending | f 
L June 30, 1807...2-. 222k eee eee ee cee ee eee cee eee eee eeee| GB) Qi Bd I 
| Estimates for appropriations for the support of the marine corps for the year | : 

fo ending June 30, 1267.....-.----. 2-22-2222 eee ene eee eee eee eee eee] 8] 2 86" | : 
| Estimates for appropriations for the various navy yards for the year ending | - : 

‘ June 30, 1807... cc. 22 e coce ne ene ce ccee cece ececcecceesecececeeess: 6) 2 86: f 
/ Expenditures in the Indian department. Letter from the Secretary of the , : 

Interior relative to... 22. 022. ee eee cee ee ee ene eee ce eee cece eee ae 12 [107 : 

Express Company, Imperial Mexican. Message from the President of the | ' 
P United States relative to the...-..------ a... eee eee eee ewe ee eeee!) FT | 88 | 
| Exposition at Paris. Message from the President transmitting letters from: | : 
| the Secretary of State relative to the universal...... ....-.---202------| 7 | 12 |
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Fenian prisoners, release of. Message from the President of the United \ | ? States relative to 
| 16 {154 | ] Finances of the country during the year ending June 30, 1866. Report of | 1. the Secretary of the Treasury on the condition of the... eneeneeeee----| 61 8 : j Fishing grounds near the British provinces, Message from the President | o j / relative to the... 2.2 ee ee ee cece cee cece cee. 12) 88 : Foreign affairs. Papers relating to. (Part 1)..-... 2.222200] ToL | 4] France, fishery and water culture in. Message from the President of the 3 . United States relative to the... 2.2 eee le le eee eee ee ee 12 1103 ok q Franking privilege to officers of the Light-house Board. Letter from the | 2 Secretary of the Treasury relative to................................. 16 {135 | ¥ 1 Freedmen’s affairs in regard to land seized -as enemy’s property. Letter | | / | from the commissioner of .............22222-2200....22--. 7 | 19 . 4 Freedmen, refugees, and abandoned lands. Message from the President | : 1 transmitting a report of the commissioner of ......................... 7} 114  Y 1 Freedmen’s Bureau. Letter from the Secretary of War transmitting a re- . j port of the commissioner of the ..........1-.-...................... 8 | 70 7 Freedmen in the southern States, relative to. Message from the President | | | of the United States -... 2.2.22... ee. tells eee 12 {118 , 1 Freedmen, Refugees, and Abandoned Lands. Message from the President of | | } j the United States transmitting a report of the Secretary of War relative to..| 12 |120 | 4 Freedmen, Refugees, and Abandoned Lands. Message from the President | of the United States transmitting a communication from the Secretary | , of War of the operations of the Bureau of.........2222...2222..-2----1 UL 1193 : 3 Freedmen and refugees. President’s veto of House Bill No. 613, for the i relief of... 22.20.0222. wre eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee | 16 LAG E ! 

: Gold, sales of. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury relative to the..| 12 |124 7 Gold, sales of. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury relative to the..| 16 1134 | ] ' Grant, U. S., Lieutenant General. Report of. (Part 2)...........-....| 31.11 00 

Harbor at Lake Superior. Letter from the Secretary of War relative to...| 8 | 65 | ] Harbor at Toledo. Report of the chief engineer relative to improvement : | | 4 a 
78 oe d Harbors in the United States. Letter from the Secretary of War relative to.| 7 | 18 | : Harbors on the sea and lake coasts. Letter from the Secretary of War | | : ; transmitting report of the chief engineer in regard to..--........-.-...] 8 | 58 | | / Harris, Benjamin G., Hon. Letter from the Secretary of War transmitting | oe | E record and testimony in the trial a | 7144 of : Hays, 8. 8.,on the subject of petroleum. Letter from the Secretary of the | 3 Treasury transmitting report of..-...--.22.222222..22222--..---..-..| 81 51 | j Henry, Joseph, Professor, of the National Academy of Sciences. Report of.| 8 | 72 | SO | Herold and Booth, findings of the commission for the capture of. Letter | | j from the Secretary of War relative to the..........-....--............ 12 | 90 | 

Immigration, Board of, expenditures of the. Letter from the Secretary of | | ; State relative to the...--. 2.2 2.....0..020..2----00..00 8 | 66 | ; Income taxes from estates of deceased persons. Letter from the Secretary | ( | of the Treasury relative to........20022.020000 00-22 eee eee 7 | 43 N Indian Affairs. Annual report of the Commissioner of.......... seeeeee-) Qi od 169 \ : 

\ 
Papers accompanying the above. , | } 

: ° | WASHINGTON SUPERINTENDENCY, _ | : 
| No. 1. Report of W. H. Waterman, superintendent.........2.2..2...) 2] 1 235 ! No. 2. Report of.8. D. Howe, Tulalip agency.................. 0... 2 1 240 : 2 No. 3. Report of C. C. Finkbouer, in charge of Lummi reservation.....| 2! I 242 |
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_ No. 4. Report of Rev. E. C. Chirouse, teacher Tulalip agency.....-...| 2/ 1 243 : 
| No. 5. Report of A. R. Elder, Puyallup agency....-..-..-.-2---..-..] 2] 1] 246 ' 
po No. 5 A. Report of C. H. Spinning, physician ditto...........---.----, 2] 1{| 248 i 

No. 5 B. Report of W. Billings, farmer ditto.....-..----.--2.--...----/ 2) 1 248 : 
| No. 5 C. Report of J. Hubbard, in charge of Chehalis reservation.....| 2! 1 249 E 
ho No. 6. Report of J. T. Knox, sub-agent Skokomish agency...-------.; 2; 1 200 . \ _ No. 6 A. Report of F. Ford, farmer Skokomish agency........--------) 2] 1 251 : i _ No. 7. Report of James H. Wilbur, Yakama agency........---...--..| 2] 1 201 | 3 
A No. 7 A. Report of W. Wright, teacher Yakama agency...-...----.-.| 2] 1 209 
ae No. 7 B. Report-of W. Miller, physician Yakama agency-.-.--..-----| 2] 1 207° 3 

No. 8. Report of H. A. Webster, agent Neeah Bay agency-.--. .----.., 2] 1 958 E 
No. 8 A. Report of J. G. Swan, teacher Neeah Bay agency.-.-.-.-----| 2]. 1. 261 i 

| No. 8 B. Report of Geo. Jones, farmer Neeah Bay agency ...-....-.-.| 2] 1 264 | E 
i No. 9. Report of Joseph Hill, sub-agent Quinaelt agency------....--.| 2) 1] © 264 q 
i | No. 10. Report of Geo. A. Paige, Fort Colville special agency.....-.--| 2/| 1 266 E 

No. 10 B. Report of Geo. A. Paige, Fort Colville special agency...----| 2| 1 268 

. OREGON SUPERINTENDENCY. . , 

| No. 11. Report of Superintendent Huntington, treaty with Klamaths, &c... 2} 1] 269 : 
I. No. 12. Letter of Superintendent Huntington, relative to Coast Range | 

Indians ....-. 2.2200. 2-28 ee ee eee eee eee eee eee eeeeee| 2] 1 273 : 
No. 13. Letter of H. D. Barnard, on same subject..----........------| 2] 1 276 F 

| . _ [For other papers see Appendix. ] ; 

CALIFORNIA SUPERINTENDENCY. ; 3 

No. 14. Report of Charles Maltby, superintendent ................---| 2] 1 278 -  £§ 
No. 15. Report of D. P. Moffat, physician Hoopa Valley reservation....| 2 | 1 284 t 

- No. 16. Report of late Superintendent Wiley, relative to special agency E 
to Mission Indians ....-. 02222. 22. ee ee ee eee ee eee eee eee-| 2] 1 286 E 

[ _. No. 17. Letter of J.Q. A. Stanley, relative to special agency to Mission pe : 
y Indians .-.. 022222 eee ee ee eee eee ence eee eeee| 2] 1] 287 i 
| | No. 18. Report of W. E. Lovett, special agent to Mission Indians......| 2 | 1 | 288 &€ 
| No. 19. Report of J. Q. A. Stanley, special agent to Mission Indians...) 2) 1 293 : 

! a ARIZONA SUPERINTENDENCY. F 

| No. 20. Letter from G. W. Leihy, superintendent......----....-...2..) 2] 1 296 q 
| | No. 21. Letter from John C. Dunn, agent.....-...----..-----2....---| 2] J 296 : 

. . No, 22. Letter from M. O. Davidson, agent for Papagos...........----) 2/ 1 297 E 
! No. 23. Report from M. O. Davidson, relative to character, traditions, | E 
| habits, &c., of Papagos -.-. .0eeee eee nee eee eee eee eee eee eee) 2) 11 299 E 
oo No. 24. Instructions to Mr. Davidson, relative to his agency...-.-...... 2, 1] 304 { 

| No. 25, Letter from H. Ehrenberg, relative to Indian affairs in Arizona.. 2; 1 | 306 : 
| No. 253. Letter of Superintendent Leihy, relative to Indian hostilities, &e. 2) 1 307 ' 

[or annual report of Superintendent Leihy, see Appendix. ] : 

NEVADA SUPERINTENDENCY., oo | . 

: No. 26. Instructions of Secretary Usher to C. W. Thompson, relative to E 
| selling mill at Truckee River reservation.............---..----.--.-| 2/1 309 E 

No. 27. Copy of contract fur sale uf Truckee River reservation .........| 2] 1 310 E 

, UTAH SUPERINTENDENCY., E 

No. 28. Report of O. H. Irish, superintendent......-...----..---.--..: 2} 11] . 310 t 
No. 29. Instructions to Superintendent Irish, relative to making treaties | 2/ 1 316 E 
No. 30. Report of Superintendent Irish, transmitting treaties...........| 2] 1] ° 317 , 
No. 31. Report of Superintendent Irish, forwarding Special Agent Sales’s , ; 

repert of operations among Indians of southwest.........--.....--..| 21 11° 320 ; 
No. 31 A. Report of same, relative to. Special Agent Sales’s visit to Pah- | E 

Utes... 22. ee ee cece eee ee cee cee cece neces 2! 1! 322 : . 
No. 32. Report of Superintendent Irish, relative to mining discoveries | : 

in the southwest .... 2... 2-2-0 ..2202 cee eee eee eee eee ee ene! 2 | 1) 326 : 
No. 33. Letter of Governor Doty, transmitting treaties ratitied by Indians ' 2 1. 326 t 

: No. 34. Report of Luther Mann, jr., agent at Fort Bridger.............| 2) 1] .
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3 , . NEW MEXICO SUPERINTENDENCY. a 

3 No. 35. Report of F. Delgado, superintendent......-.---.------.----./ 2} 1 328 | 
No. 36. Instructions of Secretary of Interior, relative to slavery in New 

1 Mexico.....- 22-2. eee ene eee ee ee eee eee eee eee cceeee] 2] LT] 348 | 
| No. 36 A. Order of the President of the United States,on same subject | 2] 1 349 

No. 37. Reply of Superintendent Delgado, on same subject...--.-----.| 2] 1 349 
i No. 38. Report of John Ward, agent for Pueblos.-...--...----.------| 2] 1} 350 7 
: No. 283. Report of D. Archuleta, Abiquiu agency..-.-...-..----.----| 2] 1 3651 ” 
: No. 39. Letter of Hon. K. Benedict, United States judge, relative to | f 
: bonds of agents..---.-.---- 22-2 eee ee eee eee eee eee eee eeeeee| 2] 1] 352 | 
4 No. 40. Report of Superintendent Delgado, relative to needy condition | | 

of Pueblo Indians..--2. 022. 2... ee ee ee ce eee eee ee eeeeeee-| 2] 1}. 352 . 
q No. 40 A. Agent Ward’s report on same subject....-..-..-.--..------/ 2] LT} 353 

| No. 40 B. Letter from Rev. F. Jouvet, on same subject...--......-----| 2] 1 3o4 | 
j No. 41. Report of Agent Ward, relative to Moqui Indians........-----) 2 | 1 34 | 
| ~ No. 42. Report of Agent Ward, relative to Moqui Indians.....----..-..| 2] 1} 355 

No. 424. Annual report of Agent Labadi, Cimarron agency..--..------| 2{| 1 307 | 
4 . } 

COLORADO SUPERINTENDENCY, — | 

No. 43. Letter from Governor Evans, relative to Arapahoes desiring to | 
| make peace...- 22. eee ee ce eee ce eee cee eee ence ce eeeeeee-| 2] Lt 860 
: No. 44. Office letter to Governor Evans in reply to above..---.......--| 2] 1| 361 | 
4 No. 45. Report of Lafayette Head, Conejos agency..---....-----------| 2] 1 | 862 ! 
; _ No. 46. Report of D. C. Oakes, Middle Park ageney.-.....-.-------.--| 2} 1 363 
| No. 47. Letter of Governor Evans, transmitting Agent Head’s report as . 
; to Indians held in slavery...--..----. 22.22 eee ene eee eee ee eee] 2] I 063 | 

No. 47 A. Report of Agent Head, as above..--...--...--.------------| 21 1} 364 
3 No. 48. Letter of Governor Evans, relative to outbreak of Indians....../ 2{ 1 365 4 
; No. 49. Letter of late Superintendent Albin, relative to shipment of 
: OOS. 22. ee ee ee ee ee eee ce etn cee ee eee ew eee] Qt YT 365 / 
4 No. 50. Report of Governor Evans, relative to distribution of goods....., 2/ 1] 366 i 

, DAKOTA SUPERINTENDENCY. . : 

; No. 503. Annual report of Governor Edmunds....-.-.---.-----------| 2] 1 367 ! 
No. 51. Report of Governor Edmunds, ex officio superintendent......-.1 2| 1} 373 ' 

1 No. 52. Letter of Governor Edmunds, urging necessity of treaty with | 
3 Upper Missouri Sioux....-...2225 02-22. eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee] 2] TE 875 2 
4 No. 53. Office instructions to Governor Edmunds, relative to treaty...... 2} 11] 376 | | 
i No. 54. Letter of Governor Edmunds, on same subject....-....-..----| 2 li 378 . 
3 No. 55. Report of General Pope to General Grant, against the proposed | | | | 
| treaty, and giving his views of policy to be pursued.--..-...---.----| 2] 1 380 ! 

No. 56. Letter of Secretary Harlan to General Pope, relative to same sub- | —— | 
: SL | 383 | 
; : No. 57. Instructions of Interior Department to Commissioner of Indian | 
4 _ Affairs, on same subject.....----..----- ---- ee eee eee ee eee ee eee) 2] 1 335 : 
a | No, 58. Circular instructions to superintendents and agents, same sub- | . | 

© ject. eee eee eee eee ee nee eee eee cece eee eeeeeeeee! 2/1 1) 386 
, No. 59. Despatch from General Pope, recommending commission to | | 

make peace with Indians.-..-.-..-..2-----..---------------------| 2) 1) 387 
] Nos. 60, 61, 62, and 63. Reports of General Sully, relative to his cam- | 

paign in Dakota...--. 222. 2-2 -- eee ewe eee eee eee eee eee eee] 2] 1 388 
No. 64. Report of Governor Edmunds, relative to condition of Indian | 

Affairs 2... 2 eee eee ee ee ee eee cece eee ne neeeceee| 2] 1 395 
3 No. 65. Instructions of Governor Edmunds to Agent Conger, approved | | 
i by Indian Office... ... 0.2. eee ee ee eee cee eee eee eee eee eee | Ql] O07 

No. 66. Special report of Agent Conger, relative to Yancton agency....; 2/| 1 | 398 | 
No. 67. Special report of Agent Potter, Ponca agency.......---..-.---| 2/ 1 | 400 

7 No. 674. Annual report of Agent Potter, Ponca agency.--...----..----| 21! 1 401 
4 No, 68. Office letter to agent, relative to murder of Poncas by whites-..| 2 I y | 403 

= No. 69. Special report of Agent Stone, Crow Creek agency...-....----.| 2 | 1 403 
1 No. 70. Special report of Agent Stone, relative to turning back of his | | 
q _ Indians from their hunt by military orders............2.0002-222---1 2) 1 405
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| No. 71. Report.of Governor Edmunds, transmitting special report of | 
j Agent Wilkinson, Upper Missouri agency..-.-.-------------------| 2] 1] 406 a 
3 No. 72. Report of Agent Wilkinson...-.. ..----..-.-----------------| 2) 1 406 : 
| No. 73. Letter of Governor Edmunds, transmitting sundry reports of 
4 | Agent Wilkinson... -.-- 22-220 cee ee eee eee eee ee ee eee eee eee | 2: 14 407 

| No. 73 A. Report of Agent Wilkinson relative to condition of Indians -.| 2; 1 | 407 
1 No. 73 B. Report of Agent Wilkinson relative to residing at agency ---.| 2| 1 409 

~/*, No. 74, Annual report of Agent Wilkinson..-.......-....------------| 2) 1 410 
_ No. 75. Report of Agent Stone, Crow Creek agency, for September, 1865); 2/| J All | 

q No. 754. Annual report of Agent Stone, Crow Creek agency.-...------| 2 | 1 412 a 
1 No. 76. Letter of Captain J. L. Fisk relative to colonizing Indians | 

/ -  mnorth of Missouri river...22. 22.2 0-22 eee eee ene cee eee ee eee eee] 2] 1 413 

i, IDAHO SUPERINTENDENCY. | 

: . No. 77. Report of Governor Lyon, ex officio superintendent....-.-.---.| 2 | 1 415 
ae No. 78. Office instructions to Governor Lyon relative to treaties with In- 

/ dians.--. 22.2 eee ee eee ee ee en eee eee eee ee ee eee} 21 I 419 | 
4 No. 79. Annual report of J. O’Neil, Nez Percés agency.......--..-.--.| 2) 1 420 
4 No. 80. Letter of Agent O’Neil relative to hostilities by Blackfeet ......; 2) 1 423 

MONTANA SUPERINTENDENCY. ; 

| No. €1. Report of Agent Hutchins relative to Flathead school -.....-..; 2/ 1 424 
No. 82. Office instructions to Agent Hutchins on same subject .---....| 2| 1 427 

4 No. #3. Special report of Agent Hutchins, distribution of goods........| 2) 1 428 , 
| No. &4. Annual report of Agent Hutchins, Flathead agency..--..-...-| 2/| J 429 

No. 85.. Special report of Agent Hutchins, Flathead school....-...-.-.) 2] 1 A32 
No. 854. Instructions to Agent Upson as to treaty with Blackfeet .....| 2) 1 434 

| No, 853%. Letter from Agent Upson relative to hostilities among Black- J 
feCb.-- 2 eee cee cece cece eee eee ceceeeeceececereces eoesecceeseeee] 2] 1] 434 | 
[For Agent Upson’s annual report, see Appendix. ] fo 

oe SOUTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY. pe . . 

| _ No. 86. Annual report of E. Sells, superintendent.......--.-.2---.----} 2] 11} 486 | 
| No. 86. A statement of cattle captured, &c., referred to in superintend- | | | : 
\ ent’s Yeport.. 2... ee eee ce ee eee eee cee ence eee] 2] 1 444 ) 
i No. &7. Agent Reynolds to superintendent relative to cattle-thieving....| 2 | 1 446 | 
| _ . No. 88. Report of Superintendent Sells to office, same subject, August | 

A, TOGO. eee ee ce ee eee cee eee eee eee ee eeee ee] 2} 1 447 a 
| No. 89. Report of Superintendent Sells to office, same subject, August | ' | 
| By 1865-0. seewee venneegeeeeneeeeet anes eeeeet ease eeteessnces| 2 | 1] 449 3. 

No. 90. Instructions of Interior Department, March 20, 1865, same subject} 2: 11]. 45 | 
4 | No. 91. Office letter to late Superintendent Coffin, February 14, 1885, | | 
4. | relative to charges against Indian agents ...-....---....-.. -----.-! 2/ 1 454 , 
| | No. 91 A. Letter of Colonel Phillips to Secretary of Interior ....-......| 2] 1 455 ) 

| No. 92. Interior Department instructions to Commissioner of Indian Af- 
; . fairs relative to same subject .--.-. 2.22. 02-----2------2-eeeeee ee] 2] I 456 | 

No. 93. Reply of Agent Colman to charges ...--..2---..-------------| 2] 1 457. | 
: No. 94. Reply of Agent Cutler to charges ....-.-2--.-----------------| 2] J 458 | 

No. 95. Repiv of Arent Harlan to charges ..---.-22--2---------------] 2) 1 459 
- No. 9%. Annual repurt of Agent Coleman, Chickasaw agency-...-.-.-.; 2/ 1 | > 468 | 

: No. 97. Annual report of Agent Revnolds, Seminole agency ..---..-..-| 2) 1 465 
, No. 98. Supplementary report of Agent Reynolds, Seminole agency.-..| 2; 1| 467 

| No, 99. Annual report of Agent Harlan, Cherokee agency.............| 2/ 1 468 
pot No. 100, Annual report of Agent Gookins, Wichita agency...-.......-/' 2] 1 O72 
j No. 101. Annual report of Agent Dunn, Creek agency...--..-......-.| 2) 1 474 

No. 102. Annual report of Agent Snow, Neosho agency...-.....--.----| 2] 1 476 
fo No. 103. Letter of Superintendent Sells, transmitting special report of 

‘ . Agent Snow relative to exploration of Quapaw reservation......-...-| 2] 1 A473 
No. 104. Despatch of Major General Reynolds, June 28, 1865, relative 

| to Indian couucil to make peace .----....--.-.--..-----.----------| 2] 1 479 
No. 105. Despatch from Major General Reynolds relative to proposed | | 

| . peace council .. 2... eee ee en cee nee cee ewe nee cee ee cece 2) Ji 479
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| : a ‘Title. | Vol.| No.| Page. © 

No. 1053. Report of Commissioner Cooley, as president of council at Fort | 
| Smith... 22. le ee ee ee ee eee ne een ewes eweneeneee| Bl I] 480 | 
| No. 106. Official daily record of council at Fort Smith ....2........2..] 2] 1 496 
| No. 107. Letter of John Ross to Opothleyoholo, Creek chief, September 
| 19, 1861 ...... 0-2 ee ee ee en ee eee eee ee eee) 2} 1 537 | 
| : No. 108. Same to same, October 8, 1861 .......-..-...--------------| 2] 1 538 k 
| No. 109. Address of John Ross to the Cherokee regiment, December 19, ' 

No. 110. Despatch from General Hunt, October 23, 1865, with letter | 
. from Governor Colbert, of Chickasaws, October 11, 1865............] 2) 1 B41 

CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY. so 

| No. 1103. Annual report of Thomas Murphy, superintendent ......---.| 21) 1 542 
| No. 111. Report of Agent Farnsworth, relative to disarming Indians...| 2 | I B45 | 
) No. 112. Office to late Superintendent Albin, same subject..---..-.--.| 2 | 1 545 A 
| No. 113. Superintendent Murphy to Commissioner Cooley, same sub- 7 : 
| JOCb. ee ee ee ee ee eee cee eee cece eneeee| 2] 1 546 : 
| No. 114. Office reply, same subject.....-.--....---.---.------------| 2} 1 547 an 
) No. 115. Supplementary regulations as to Indians alienating lands.....| 2| 1 DAT : 
: No. 116. Office letter to late Superintendent Albin—shipment of Indian : 
: : 0 > 548 : 
| No. 117. Office letter to Superintendent Murphy, same subject....--.-.| 2] 1 548 | 
| No. 118. Annual report of Agent Pratt, Delaware agency.....-.------/: 2] 1 549 | 
| No. 119. Annual report of teacher, Delaware agency...----.----.----| 2] 1 550 | 
| No. 120. Special report of Superintendent Murphy, relative to Delaware , | 
, SCHOO), .- ~~. ee en cee ee nee eee eee eee eee ee eee] QLD 552. ! 
| No. 121. Annual report of Agent Colton, Osage River agency-...-....| 2| 1 553 | 
| No. 122. Special report of Agent Colton, relative to leasing oil lands...) 2| 1 559 | 
| No. 123. Secretary of Interior’s instructions, relative to same....-.--.-) 2] 1 556 | 
| No. 124. Annual report of Agent Adams, Kickapoo agency...-..------| 2] 1 557 | 
| No. 125. Annual report of Agent Palmer, Pottawatomie agency...----| 2] 1 508 | 
: _ No. 126. Annual report of physician to Pottawatomie agency...---.-..| 2] 1 S61 | 
| No..127. Annual report of J. F. Diels, superintendent of school, Potta- | 
| — watomie agency...---- 2-22) eee ee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee) Ql I 562 - | 
| No. 128. Office to Superintendent Murphy, relative to Indians as licensed . 
: .  traders.... 22.222 0-2 ee eee ee ee eee eee eee eneeee) 2] 1 563 | 
| _ No. 129. Secretary of Interior’s decision relative to patents and pro rata. | 
: > share of tribal funds for Pottawatomies....-..-.--.---.------------| 2) 1) 563 | 
: No. 130, Annual report of Agent. Martin, Sac and Fox of Mississippi | | 
| AVCNCY ~~. oe eee ee ee ee ee ee ce eee cn eee eee eee] 2] J 563 

No. 131. Annual report of teacher, Chippewa and Munsee school....-..| 2] 1 565 7 | 
| No. 132. Annual report of teacher, Sac and Fox of Mississippi school...) 2| 1 565 | | 

No. 133. Letter of congressmen from Kansas, recommending sale of | | 
additional Sac and Fox lands..........-2. 0.2. .-0-----2------- eee] J 566 | 

No. 134. Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, February 27, 1865, | 
| same subject..---...------- +--+ +++ 22+ een ee eee eee ee eee eee eee] 2] 1) 567 
, No. 135. Annual report of Agent Hutchinson, Ottawa agency..-..----; 2] 1 567 an 

No. 136. Letter of Agent Farnsworth, relative to treaty between Kaws | . | 
: and PawneeS...... 22-22. 02-2 eee ee eee ce ee eee eee eee eee eee-| Q 1 568 oo | 

| No. 187. Letter of Agent Wheeler, same subject ...--..--------.----| 2{| 1 569 
. ~No. 138. Office instructions on same subject....-..------------------| 2| 1 569 | 

No. 139. Report of Agent Farnsworth, same subject...--..-----------| 2 | 1 O70 | 
| Ne. 140. Letter of Agent Leavenworth, Kiowas, &c., January 9, 1865..) 2; 1) 571 | 

No. 141. Letter of Agent Leavenworth, February 19, 1865...--.-.---.) 2) 1 572 | 
No. 142. Report of Agent Leavenworth, May 6, 1865, relative to pro- . 

a, posed action towards Indians, the military, &c......-.--..-----.---| 2] | 573 
No. 143. Report of same, May 10, 1865, relative to his action, &ce......) 2) 1 o74 : 
No. 144. Despatches, with authority to Senator Doolittle and others to | 
make treaties ...--. 2.222. 02 eee ee eee ee eee eee ee eens] 2] J | 575 

. No. 145. Report of Agent Leavenworth, of agreements by Kiowas, &c., | 
_ to make treaties... 2-2... 022 eee ee ee ee eee eee eee eee) 2) 1. 5G 
No. 146. Despatch from General Pope on same subject....-...---.---. 2] 1: 580 | 

| No. 147. Report from Agent Leavenworth, September 19, 1865....-..., 2] 1 | 580 | 
| For report of treaty council with Kiowas, Comanches, &c., see Appendix. ] | | 

; |
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Title. tH Vol.|No.| Page. _ j 

NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY, 4 

| No. 148. Annual report of E. B. Taylor, superintendent.....-.-..-----| 2} 1 581 ; 
| No. 149. Special report of Superintendent Taylor,relative to Omahaagency| 2/ 1 585 q 

po No. 150. Office letter to Superintendent Taylor, in reply...---..----.--| 2 {| 1 586 E 
: No. 151. Annual report of Agent Furnas, Omaha agency.....---------| 2{| 1 | 587 , 

1 No. 152. Annual report of teacher at Omaha agency......------------| 2] | i 590 . 

y | No. 153. Special report of Superintendent Taylor, Winnebago agency..| 2 | 1 | 591 
No. 154. Annual report of Agent Baleombe, Winnebago agency...-----| 2] 1 595 . 

| No. 155. Letter from Agent Furnas, relative to preparing land for Win- |  - 
nebagoes to cultivate ...-22---22 2 eee ee eee eee eee eee eee] Bl TE 597 e 

No. 150. Office report to Secretary of Interior, relative to Winnebagoes | | E 
| who re.rain in Minnesota ...--. ...------- ee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee| 2] 1 597 E 

No. 157. Petu: ~ of Winnebago chiefs for a school....---.-----------| 2} 1 598 | 
No. 158. Annua: ~eport of Agent Burbank, Great Nemaha agency.----.| 2] 1 599 | E 

No. 159. Annual re, >t of teacher of Ioway school..---...----.------| 2 | 1 601 7 
| No. 160. Annual report of farmer for loways..-.--.------------------| 2] 1 602 E 

No. 161. Special report of Superintendent Taylor, relative to Pawnee | 3 
AVCNCY 20 oe eee eee ee ee eee eee eee eee tere eee eceeeeeee| 2] T 602 4 

- No. 162. Annual report of Agent Wheeler, relative to Pawnee agency..| 2 | 1 604 ¢€ 
No. 163. Annual report of teacher of Pawnee manual labor school.-----| 2] 1[| 607 — E 
No. 164. Annual report of farmer at Pawnee agency...--.------------| 2] 1 609 E 
No. 165. Letter of late Agent Lushbaugh, relative to enlistment of Paw- : 

| nees in United States service....------------ 2-22 -- eee eee eee eee] 2] 1 610 q 
No. 166. Letter of late Agent Lushbaugh, transmitting treaty between , 
Kaws and Pawnees...... 202 -e cee nee ce eee eee cece eee en cceceee| 2] I 610 

No. 167, Annual report of Agent Daily, Ottoe agency...---.----------| 2 {| 1 612 : 
No. 168. Annual report of engineer at Ottoe agency.....----.---..---| 2) 1 613, 3 

, No. 169. Annual report of farmer at Ottoe agency.---:..-------------| 2 { 1 614 E 
No. 170. Office instructions to V. Jatrot, agent for Fort Laramie agency; 2 | 1 614 E 

: No. 171. Report from Agent Jarrot, July 15, 1865......--------------| 2 | 1 616 . E 
| No. 172. Report from Agent Jarrot, August 18, 1865.....-------------| 2] 1 - «| 

GREEN BAY AGENCY. | poof F 

No. 173. Annual report of Agent M. M. Davis.......----------------+| 2 1 619 4 

| No. 174. Annual report of R. Dousman, teacher for Menomonees-.-----| 2 | 1] 628 | 

| No. 175. Annual report of Kate Dousman, teacher for Menomonees..-.-.|. 2 | 1 623 q 
No. 176. Annual report of Jane Dousman, teacher for Menomonees..-..|. 2 | 1 624 4 
No. 177. Annual report of farmer for Menomonees..---.-------------- 21 1] 624 : 
No. 178. Annual report of miller for Menomonees...--..--------.----| 2 | I 625 : 
No. 1784. Annual report of blacksmith for Menomonees...--...-..---.; 2 | 1 625 &§ 
No. 179. Annual report of teacher for Stockbridges and Munsees...----; 2} 1 626 | 

No. 180. Annual report of teacher for M. E, mission school, Oneidas...| 2 | 1 626 . 

| No. 181. Annual report of teacher for P. E. mission school, Oneidas..-| 2] 1 626 : 

| No. 182. Letter of Agent Davis, transmitting appeal of Stockbridges, q 
| . &e., for relief... 22. eee eee ee eee eee cee eee eee eee ce eeee eens] 2] I 627 i 

No. 183. Office letter in reply to the same......-.-----.---------------| 2] 1 628 t 
| , E 

CHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI. j 

| No. 184 Repert of Agent Clark, relative to selection of a place for the | : ; 
AGCNCY - 20-22 eee eee ee ee ee eee ene eee eee e teens eteceeereee| Bi LT] 628 ' 

| No. 185. Letter of George Bauga on same subject..-....-------------| 2 | 1 629 — F 
No. 1854. Letter of Secre:ary of Interior, relative to licenses.....------| 2) 1) 631 F 

: .  CHIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR. | | | : 

No. 186. Office letter to Superintendent Thompson, relative to Lake | E 
Court Oreilles reservation. ....----- --0------- eee ee eee eee eee eee] 2} 1 631 : 
[For Agent Webb’s annual report, see Appendix. ] : 

SPECIAL AGENCY FOR POTTAWATOMIES, ETC. IN WISCONSIN. . : 

No. 187. Agent Davis’s letter relative to depredations by wandering |- | | | 
Indians 2... 2-2 ee cee eee ee eee wee eee ce nen e wwe wee e ec ceeeeeeeeee| 2] I 632 E 

No. 188 Agent Lamoreaux’s letter on same subject....--..-----------| 2} 1 | 633 i
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. Title. | Vol.| No. | Page. 

bo. | | | MACKINAW AGENCY. . : 

| _ No. 1883. Annual report of Agent Smith............2...202..2---.--/ 2/ 1 633 | 

| NEW YORK AGENCY. | | . 

No. 189. Annual report of Agent Rich....-.........-22.-22eeee-----.{ 2] 1 638 j 
| No. 190. Annual report of the ‘‘Thomas Orphan Asylum”........-...| 2/1 640 y 

[For statistics, see Appendix. ] | 

Oo STATISTICAL TABLES. - | 

: No. 191. Table of amount anticipated from appropriations for year : | 
ending June 30, 1866.... 22-222. - ee eee ee ee eee eee eee eeeee| 2+ I 732 | 

No. 192 A. Indian trust lands........2...-.....---...-2---.....--..1 21 1 733 | 
| No. 192 B. Indian trust lands...... 2.222222. 0222 cee eee cence eeeee| 24] 736 | 

No. 192 C. Indian trust lands..-.-. 2-2. .22.2..2-0-2 002. eeeeeeeeee--| 2] 1 738 
/ — No. 192 D. Indian trust lands.... 2.22.2. 222 eee eee eee eee eee eee] 2] I 739 | 
1 . No. 193. Indian trust funds, Nos. 1, 2, 3....-.....-..----.--22eee----| 2) 1 740 — | 
|. No. 194. Liabilities of the United States to Indian tribes..............| 2] 1 746 | 

| No. 195. Population, schools, individual property, &ce.......--.-.....| 2] 1 759 | 
No. 197. Recapitulation of statistical tables of 1865, compared with those | _ | | 

| of 1864, .-.--. 02-2 ee ee ee ne ee ee eee eee eee] 2] 7 762 | 
[The documents which follow in the appendix were received too late for. | 

4 special notice and comment in the Commissioner's report. ] | 

; : | OREGON, | 
. : | 

| No. 1. Annual report of Superintendent Huntington..............--..| 2] 1] 645 | | 
No. 2 A. Statement of Indian tribes in Oregon.............--.---.-..| 2] 1 653 | 
No. 1 E. List of depredations by Snake Indians........2....-..-.---.} 2] 1 656 | 

_ No. 14. Letter of Superintendent Huntington, relative to agricultural | : 
4 premiums to Indians. ........-....2- 2220-222 e eee eee eee eee eee] 2] 1 658 | 

No. 2. Annual report of Agent Harvey, Grande Ronde agency.........| 2} 1 659 . 
No. 2. A. Annual report of teacher at Grande Ronde agency...........) 2] 1 660 | 
No. 2B. Annual report of teacher of Umpqua day school........-....| 2] 1 660 | 

; No. 2 C. Annual report of physician at Grande Ronde agency....-....) 2/ 1 661 ! 
| No. 2 D. Annual report of farmer at Grande Ronde agency............{| 2| 1 661 | | 

| No. 2 E. Annual report of miller at Grande Ronde agency........-.-../ 2] 1 662 . 
No. 2 F. Annual report’ of carpenter at Grande Ronde agency..........| 2] 1 662 | 
No. 3. Annual report of Sub-Agent Collins, Alsea sub-agency.........) 2] 1]! 663 | 

_ No. 3 A. Annual report of superintendent of farming, Alsea sub-agency..| 2] 1 664 | 
| No. 4. Annual report of superintendent of farming, Warm Springs — | 

| AGENCY. -- +. ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee cece ees eeneee| 2) 11> 668 | 
_ No. 4 A. Annual report of teacher at Warm Springs agency......-....| 2] 1 667 . | 

: No. 4 B. Annual report of physician at Warm Springs agency.........| 2] 1 667 = 
| No. 4 C. Annual report of blacksmith at Warm Springs agency........| 2| 1 668 | 
4 No, 4 D.’ Annual report of wagon-maker at Warm Springs agency.....| 2] 1 668 ! 

No. 5. Annual report of Agent Barnhart, Umatilla agency.............| 2] 1 669 | 
| No. 5 A. Annual report of superintendent of farming, Umatilla agency.| 2] 1 673 | 

No. 5 B, Annual report of carpenter at Umatilla agency. ....-.....-.-.| 2] 1 673. : 
No. 5 C. Annual report of physician at Umatilla agency...-......-...| 2] 1 674 ; 

| No. 5 D. Annual report of teacher at Umatilla agency..............--./ 2{ 1 674 0 
: No. 5 E. Annual report of wagon-maker at Umatilla agency........-..| 2] 1]. 675 | 
1 No. 5 F. Annual report of blacksmith at Umatilla agency........-..-.) 21) 11 675 

No. 6. Annual report of Agent Simpson, Siletz agency..--...----..-..1 2] 1 675 
4 No. 6 A. Annual report of teacher at Siletz agency.---....--.--....---| 2] 1 676 | 

No. 6 B. Annual report of physician at Siletz agency-.........-......| 2/1 777 
, No. 6 C, Annual report of farmer at. Siletz agency..---.......2.......) 2/ 1 777 | 

| | , NEW YORK. | | | 

: . No. 7 A. Statistics of education, &c., New York agency.--.--..-.---.| 2] 1 | 680 
No. 7 B. Statistics of farming, &c., New York agency............--.:/ 2] 1 681
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i . | | Title. | Vol.| No. | Page. | I 

| : : _ SHAWNEES. : . , : 

- No. 8. Annual report of Agent Abbott, Shawnee agency.--------.----} 2) 1] 682 q 

| . No. 8 A. Annual report of manual labor school, Shawnee agency..---.| 2 1 685 E 

| No. 8 B. Statistics of Shawnee agency.----------------+++---2-+---- 2; 1 686 E 

4 No. 8 C. Copy of Kansas law relative to Indian land titles. ....--..---- 2; 1 686 : 
| - 

: | PAWNEES. | | q 

No. 9. Statistics of Pawnee agency-.----------0 --eeee cece ee cere eee] 2] 1 687 i 

: ARIZONA. ‘| | : 

| . No. 10. Annual report of Superintendent Leihy...---.----------------| 2] 1 687 . 

No. 10 A. Report of Special Agent Dow, Yavapai agency...----------| @| 1) 692 4 

. CHIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR. | . | 

fo No. 11. Annual report of Agent Webb..-.--.----------2eeeeee eee} 2] 1 693 E 

: MONTANA. | : | | | . | : 

No. 12. Annual report of Agent Upson, Blackfeet agency-.-----------; 2} 1 694 7 q 

CENTRAL.—TREATY COUNCIL WITH ARAPAHOES, CHEYENNES, APACHES, 4 

| _. KIOWAS, AND COMANCHES. Se | | ¥ 

fo No. 13. Report of commissioners of council with Arapahoes and Chey- t . 

| CNNCS one nee eee ee ee eee cee eee eee eee cece cece ee ener ee ceeeeeeeee| 2] 1 699 o£ 

. No. 13 A. Record of daily proceedings of council with Arapahoes and | 3 

| Cheyennes, October 12, 13, and 14......-..----------2----2-------| 2 1 701 - 1 

to No. 14. Report of same commission of council with Apaches, Kiowas, |. a q 

: and Comanches..---- ----e+ cece en cece ee cece e ence ence cence eeeees| 2] 1 711 E 

- No. 14 A. Record of daily proceedings of commission of council with oo 9 

Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches, October 16, 17, 18, and 24.......| 2] 1 712 

No. 15. Report of same commission of council with Osages and other | : 

, triDeS 2 - oe eee cee cee ce ee eee cee nee cece eee ee cent eeeeceeeee| 2] 1 720 : 

: Indian service, moneys on hand applicable to the. Letter from the Secre- eo 

tary of the Interior relative to-.----------------------2 +++ 2+ certo 12 |101 |. 5 

i. Indian department, expenditures in the. Letter from the Secretary of the | . : 

o Interior relative t0.----+ -ecee cone cece ce econ cece ee cece e cence eee eee] 12 {106 : 

: Indians, Sioux, relative to the. Message from the President of the United | | : 

, States transmitting report of the Secretary of the Interior.----.-.-----.) 12 126 , 

Insane hospital, annual report of the board of visitors for the. ....--.-----| 2 | 1 814 

Insurgent States, laws in. Message from the President of the United States | , : 

, relative tO .--cee cece ee cee e ee ee eee cece ee cece ee cows ene ceeeceeeccee| 12 [131 7 

| Interior, annual report of the Secretary of the.........-----------------| 2| J 1 E 

2 Papers accompanying the above. a : 

po Annual report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office.-.------| 2} I 1 | 

Annual report cf the Commissioner of Indian Affairs..----------------| 2; 1 168 

Annual report of the Commissioner of Pensions.--.--..---------------| 2 1 773 ; 

Annual report of the Commissioner of Public Buildings. -.--.-----.----| 2) 1 799 ; 

Annual report of the architect of the Capitol extension--.---.--.------| 2) 1 809 7 

| Annual report of the board of visitors of the government hospital for the 

| -  (nsane ...--- eee eee ee eee eee eee eee cree e cee r teense eee | 2 1 S14 

| Annual report of the Columbian Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind.| 2; I 831 & 

Annual report of the Board of Metropolitan Police..-.-...----.--------| 2 1 842 t 

Annual report of the warden of the jail in the District of Columbia..---.| 2] 1 852 i: 

Letter from the mayor of Washington in reference to the relations of the j 

general government to the city of Washington..-.--------.--------| 2] 1 855 _  - 

Report of Lieut. Colonel James H. Simpson, corps of engineers United ] 

States army, in regard to Union Pacific railroad and its branches, &c-) 2; 1 871 : 

Interior, transmitting statement of persons and capital employed in manu- | : 

factures. Letter from the Secretary of the.......--------------------| 1 5 29 |
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| Te | | | 

Interior, relative to receipts from sales of public lands. Letter from the 1. 
| Secretary of the.....---. 22-22. 2-2-2 eee ee cee eee 7) 457 2 Interior, relative to a wagon road from Niobrara to Virginia City. Let- 7 | | ter from the Secretary of the .-..-..2..22.2.0200220222.-.- 0---.-..| 8 | 5S | . | Interior, relative to the cost of printing and advertising in his depart- | 

ment. Letter from the Secretary of the..............-..-...........| 8 | 6] | : | Interior, relative to disbursements of the southern superintendency. Let- 
ter from the Secretary of the....---.2....222..2.-2.-----.....-.....1 121 91 : i to Interior, transmitting report of Thos. U. Walter relative to warming and | | | ventilating the Capitol. Letter from the Secretary of the........-....| 12 |100 

| Interior, relative to moneys on hand applicable to the Indian service. . , ! | Letter from the Secretary of the..........2.........................| 12 {101 
| Interior, relative to wagon roads in western territories. Letter from the 
| Secretary of the ....2. 222222. e eee eee eee cee eee neue... -.| 12 1105 | 

: Interior, relative to expenditures in the Indian Department. Letter from | | | | the Secretary of the........2-2 0222-0... 002022 eee eee eee... | 12 1107 | | | Interior, relatvie to William Sawyer and others. Letter from the Sec- a | retary of the......---. 2.02222 ee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee ee} 12 {119 | 7 = Interior, relative to the reissue of the Dundas patent for cultivators. | | toy Letters from the Secretary of the -.-..........12-...........-.-.....| 16 143. 
Interior, relative to public lands in California. Letter from the Secre-_ | | | tary of the. -... 22-2 eee eee ee eee cee eee eee eee ee eee .| 16 1144 7 [nterior, relative to Indian affairs in the Territory of Dakota. Letter | from the Secretary of the. --.. 22-22. 02222. 002020 ee eee eee ee eee. | 16 AT | : | Interior, relative to pensioners dropped from the pension rolls. Letter | . ! | from the Secretary-of the -..22. 22.22. cee e ee cee cece ee cone cone ee ee ee | 

, ! 
i 

: i Juarez, President of Mexico. Message from the President of the United . | 4 States relative to...... 2-20. --- 220 ee eee eee eee eee eee eet O71 BL a ! | Juarez, President of Mexico. Letter from the Secretary of State rela- 3 tive t0 2-2-2. eee ee eee ee eee eee eee eee ee....| 8+ 64 | : Judge Advocate General. Report of the. (Part 2)....................| 3] ] 1008 | 

| Kidnapping in Mexico. Message from the President of the United States a | in regard t0 .. 2.0.22 eee cece ee cee cece ee cee cece cece eee eee eet 7 PQ T- | , 

| b ae a | ! | | | Lake Superior harbor. Letter from the Secretary of War relative to....../ 8-1 65 | | Land Office, General. Annual report of the Commissioner of the...--.-.) 2} 1]| — | 
4 

| Papers accompanying the above. | { 
i No. 1. Statement of the surveying returns to this office for the fiscal year | 1 ending June 30, 1865, and for the quarter ending September 30, 1865..| 2 | 1 45 
4 No. ‘2. Statement of public lands sold, of cash and bounty land scrip | 

ae received therefor ; number of acres entered under the homestead law 1. 
| of May 20, 1862; of commissions received under the sixth section of | | 

said act; also of land located with scrip under the agricultural college | . 4 | 
' and mechanic act of July 2, 1862; and commissions received by regis- | | | j ters and receivers on the value thereof; and statement of incidental | 2 expenses thereon in the fiscal year commencing July 1, 1864, and | : | | ending June 30, 1865.... 2.2.22. 2 222. eee cece cece cece ee eee) 24 1 46 | | No. 3. Summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1865, showing the | 
i _ number of acres disposed of for cash, with bounty land serip, by |. | : entry under the homsetead laws of May 20, 1862, and March 21, 1864, | | -with aggregate of ten-dollar homestead payments, homestead com- | | j : missions, also locations with agricultural and mechanic college scrip | | under act of July 2, 1862... -- 22-22 e ee eee ee eee eee eee nee 2] 1 58 | 4 No. 4. Statement showing the quantity of swamp land selected for the | | | i several States under the acts of Congress approved March 2, 1849, 

| and September 28, 1850, and March 12, 1860, up to and ‘viding Sep- | tember 30, 1865. ..----. 22.22 cece eee cece cece cece ceca neceee]/ 3} 1 60
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No. 5. Statement exhibiting the quantity of swamp land approved to | : 
the several States under the acts of Congress approved March 2, 1849, E 
and September 28, 1850, and March 12, 1860, up to and ending Sep- 3 

fo tember 30, 1865. ..---- 2-22 ee ee ene ee eee eee eee eee eee eee eeee] 2] 1 60: E 
No. 6. Statement exhibiting the quantity of swamp land patented to . 

oo the several States under the acts of Congress approved September 28, E 
1850, and March 12, 1860, and also the quantity certified to the State E 
of Louisiana under act approved March 2, 1849.....--..-----------| 2) 1 61 « &§£ 

_ No. 7. Exhibit of bounty land business under acts of 1847, 1850, 1852, . 
and 1855, sbowing the issues and locations from the commencement E 
of operations under said acts to June 30, 1865-.....--------------- Q9; 1 61 . 

No. & Estimate of appropriations required tor the office of the Commis- | : 
sioner of the General Land Office for the fiscal year ending June 30, | ee : 

1 1867 .. 22 eee eee ee eee eee cee eens cee eee eee eee eeeeee]| 2] 1 63 
No. 9. Estimates of appropriations for the surveying department for the 3 

fiscal year ending June 30, 1867.....-----------------------------| 2) 1 66. . 
_ No. 10. Estimates of appropriations for surveying the public lands for | | . 

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1867.....------.------------------}| 2) 1] 68 : 

: No. 11. Reports of surveyors general, A to I, inclusive. .--.----..----} 2] 1 70 E 

No. 12. Connected map of the public land States and Territories, com- ft 
piled from the diagrams accompanying the reports of the surveyors |  &§ 

: general ...2-- 22-2 ene eee eee er en en ee ee tee ees E 
No. 13. Agricultural selections within certain States, and also scrip loca- E 

, tions under agricultural and mechanic act of July 2, 1862------..---| 2) 1], 168. 7 
No. 14. Statement exhibiting land concessions by acts of Congress to F 

States and corporations for railroad and military wagon road purposes , E 
from the year 1850 to September 30, 1865, accompanied by maps in- l : 

: dicating the lines of routes and limits of the States of Arkansas, Ala- |. &£ 
bama, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska Territory; of the States of | L rE 
Louisiana, Missouri, Mississippi, Minnesota, Michigan, Illinois, Wis- | E 
consin, Oregon, California, with a connected map showing the lines | - 
of routes under congressional grants and the seats of land offices.....) 2] > 1} 165  &§ 

| GENERAL LAND OFFICE, October 3, 1865. : | q 

| Nore.—The diagrams accompanying the annual reports of the sur- | | | 
veyors general are omitted, and the connected map of the public land. | : 
States and Territories, brought up to current date therefrom, is bound | : 

| with this report in lieu of them. . . 

/ _ Lands, public, receipts from sales of. Letter from the Secretary of the po sg 
Interior relative to the ..---..----- 2-22 --- 2-2 eee eee ee eee ee eee] 7 | 48 : 

Lands for the Sioux Indians. Message from the President transmitting. | 7 | 
report of the Secretary of the Interior relative to...-..------.-----....| 12 126 f 

Lands, public, in California, Letter from the Secretary of the Interior | | L | 
i relative to ..---- ee eee eee ee we eee ce ee ce ee ce ene wee ne ee eee ee | -t 

Light-house Board, franking privilege to officers of the. Letter from the | 4 
: Secretary of the Treasury relative to the ...--.-----------------.-----| 16 |135 |) i 
| Lincoln, Abraham, assassins of, reward offered for the arrest of the. Mes-.|) |. f 

sage from the President of the United States relative to the-.----.....--| 8 | 63 |: o£ 

- Manufactures, persons and capital employed in. Letter from the Secre-. | > E 
tary of the Interior in relation to ...-....2--. 2-22. 20.----- 2 --- eee eee | 71 29” 7 

Marine, mercantile. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury relative to Sh | j 
tNE ~. ee ee ee ce cee ee ee a ee ee cee ee eee eee eee ee 7 25 . f 

; Maryland, commissioner of claims for. Letter from the Secretary of War | #- 
relative to the appointment of .....----.------------ +--+. 2-2 -eeee| 7 | 22 | : 

. Mayor of Washington, in reference to the relations of the general govern- E 
ment to the city of Washington. Letter from the.-.-..-.---..----.---| 24 J 855°: E 

McCallum, Brevet Brigadier General D. C. Report of, (Part 2)...-..--.; 4] 1 i 
Memphis rivts. Letter from the Secretary of War relative to .....-..---.; 12. |122 | i 

Metropolitan Police. Report of the board of.........----.--2.-.--------/ 2] 1; 842. i 

Mexico, slavery in. Message from the President relative to....-.--------)) 7 | 13 | | 
Mexican affairs. Message trom the President relative to ......-...------) 7 20 i
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| Mexico, kidnapping in. Message from the President relative to..........| 7 | 21 , | 
Mexico, Austrian forces in. Message from the President relative to...-..| 12 {130 | 

| Mexico, European troops in. Message from the President of the United | 
| States relative to...--. 2.222222) cee eee eee eee wee eee nee eee. | 16 [187 | 

Mexico, condition of affairs in. Message from the President of the United | | 
: States on the, (Part 1.)...-.. 2-2. 222.022.0022 22 ee eee eee eee eee} DD | 73 | 
: Mexico, evacuation of, by the French. Message from the President rela- . | 
boy tive to the.... 222. 2 eee ee eee ee we ee ee eee ee eee ee eee | 12 | 98 
| Mileage of members of Congress. Letter from the Secretary of the Treas - 
| ury relative to the salary aud.......-..----.-.---. 2-22 -.---- 2-2. ----| 12 | 25 | ! 

Missouri, department of. Letter from the Secretary of War transmitting Jo | 
_ report of Major General John Pope of the....-..----.-----..--------.| 12 | 76 
Money in the several States. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury 

| relative to the deposit of........-..--------- eee cee nee ee eee eee] 7 | 26 | 
} Montana, surveying district in. Message from the President relative to -.| 16 |156 

| ON, | 
| Naval Academy at Annapolis. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury 

relative to the amount expended in the permanent establishment of the-.| 7 | 16 | 
| Navy, transmitting statement showing the appropriations for the naval 2 

service for the year ending June 30, 1865. Letter from the Secretary of 
the 222-2. ee eee cee ee cee we ee wee eee e meee aw nwcceceee-| 7%] 8 

| Navy, giving a list of chaplains in the naval service. Letter from the Sec- ! 
retary of the-.-....---. 22. eee eee ee eee cee eee ee eee eee eee | 8 | 54 i 

t Navy, relative to paper, printing and advertising in his department for oe | 
the year 1865. Letter from the Secretary of the...............--.----| 8 | 57 | 

: Navy, annual report of the Secretary of the...........-....---.2--..---| 5 | 1 1 | 

q Papers accompanying the above report. : | 

Index to reports of officers....-. 2-22. .-22-- 022 eee eee eee ee eee | 5B] 1 3” | 
‘ Reports of the chiefs of bureaus and accompanying papers..........---| 5 | 1 
; No. 1. Detailed estimates of the office of the Secretary of the Navy and 
: southwest executive building .......-2.2.2.---20.202.-0-00- 0022 --0---| 5B] I 2 

| No. 2. Report of the chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks, with esti- oO | 
mates, statement of contracts, proposals, &¢e ....-----.-...----------| 5] 1 30 | 

No. 3. Report of the chief of the Bureau of Navigation, with estimates, : | 
rn SO 159 ? 

No. 4. Report of the chief of the Bureau of Ordnance...........----. 5 | 1 17 ! 
No. 5. Report of the chief of the Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting, ( 

: with estimates, statement of contracts, offers, &c ..--.......-..:---.| 5B] J 200 | 
No. 6. Report of the chief of the Bureau of Construction, with statement | 

to of contracts, Offers, &¢ 2.222. 2. eee ee ee eee eee eee eee te| 5 1 235 ; 
| No. 7. Report of the Bureau of Steam Engineering, with statement of | : 
; contracts, offers, &¢...- 2. ee eee ee eee eee ee eee eee ee] BY] I 306 | 
1 No. 8. Report of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, with schedules i 
i of contracts, offers, &¢-.- 22 ee ee ee eee eee eee eee) 5] I 373 | 
i No. 9. Report of the chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, with : 
1 estimates, WC .-.. ie ee ee ee ee eee eee eee ee | 5 1 383 | 
: No. 10. Report of the colonel commandant of the marine corps, with es- 

timates, statement of contracts, &c ..---. 22.22.22 2 ee eee ee eee! 5 1 426 | 
Po, No. 11. Summary statement (civil) of the office of the Secretary of the 
3 Navy, bureaus, and southwest executive building -.....---.........| 5 | J 441 | 
i ° No. 12. Summary statement for the navy and marine corps.-----..---.| 5 1 442 | 
4 . No. 13. Report of the board of visitors of the Naval Academy ........--| 5 | 1 443 

Navy, transmitting statement of the expenditure of the contingent fund. | | 
7 Letter from the Secretary of the --.--. 20.0.0 .002 222 eee eee cee eee eee | 12 | 89 

Navy, relative to clerks in his department. Letter from the Secretary of | 
; the .-..-- --- +e -- 2+ ee eee ee ee ee ee eee ee ee eee eee ee} 12 [106 ! 
: Navy yard at Patuxentriver. Letter from the Superintendent of the Coast : 

; Survey relative to @.-.------. 2-2-2 cee eee ee eee eee eee ee | 7 1 39 : 
J Navy yard at Philadelphia. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury | 

| | relative t0.& .. 2.0.22 se eee cece eee ee eee eee cece cece eee eeeeee| 7 | 40 | | 
| - | | | 

q . | 

fo | | |
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4 Navy yard at Philadelphia, relative to the value of property atthe. Letter | | ; 
q from the Secretary of the Treasury .....2--2---2---2--02 eee eeeeee eee] 7 | 44 | : 
4 New Orleans. Message from the President of the United States relative to | E 
j the investigation at... ... 2.2222 eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee] 12 | 98 | 
4 New York harbor, quarantine station at. Letter from the Secretary of War | | . ] 
4 relative tO... 2-202. cece cee e eee cee ee cee eee ee cece ee eee ene ef 12) BF. q 
q _ Niobrara to Virginia City, wagon road from. Letter from the Secretary of | I 
5 the Interior relative to @.-....-- 2-2. pee ee eee eee ee ce eee eee eee eee | 8 58 | : 

Norton’s cancelling and marking stamp. Letter from the Postmaster Gen- | 
4 eval relative to ..---- --2 2 eee ee eee ene cee eee eee eee eeeeee en) 7 | 30 q 

4 O. : : 

q Oath, test. Message from the President, presenting communication from |. | . 
z the Secretary of the Treasury and the Postmaster General, relative to the..| 12 | 81 
q _ Officers and soldiers buried near Atlanta. Message from the President of | 

the United States relative to the........---...------------ eee eee ee) 12 | ORE ; 

; _ Ordnance of the United States army, of the operations of his department “ & 
‘ during the year ending June 30, 1866. Annual report of the chief of, : 

(Part 2). 2222. 22 eee ee ee eee ee eee eee ee eee eens | 3} Li) 994 : 

1 Pardons and abandoned property. Message from the President of the | | 
i United States relative to....-...-----2---- 0-2) eee eee ee eee eee eee | 12 | 99 
4 Paris, Universal Exposition at. Letter from the Secretary of State relative | oe t 
4 to the...... 22-2. eee ee eee eee ee cee ee cee ee cee eee ee eeeeee| 7) TR 3 

Patapsco river, improvement of. Secretary of War asking appropriation for.; 12 | 84 | &¢€ 
d Patents, transmitting the Mechanical Report of the Patent Office for the | !  - 
3 | year 1865. Letter from the Commissioner of, (Part 1)..----..-.-..---| 9 | 82 ; 
4 Paymaster General of the Dnited States army, of the operations of his de 4 | : 

partment during the year ending June 30, 1866. Annual report of the, | | ; 
. (Part 2)...222 ee ee ee eee eee ene ee cee eee eee ee eee] 3] 1 897 q 

q Pennsylvania, draft in the eighth congressional district of. Letter from the | : | : 
a Secretary of War relative to the........-...-------..----------------] 12 ;129 : 

| Pensioners dropped from the rells. Letter from the Secretary of the Inte- | : 
4 rior relative to..-.--.- 22. ee eee ee ee ee ee eee ene ewe ween eee | 16 1158 oO . 
3 _ Pensions. Annual report of the Commissioner of.........-...----------) 2 | i 773 og 

| , Papers accompanying the above report. | 4 

3 | A,.—Statement of the number and yearly amount of original applications, : 7 
q and for increase of army pensions, admitted in each State and Terri- | : 
q tory for the year ending June 30, 1805......-..---.-22.2-22---.----| 2 | 1 794 ; 
4 B.—Statement of the amount paid for army pensions in the several States . ; 
q and Territories for the year ending June 30, 1865...................| 2) 1 795 ; 
4 C.— Statement of the number and yearly amount of original applications | E 
q and for increase of navy pensions admitted in each State and Territory | _ | {t 
1 for the year ending June 30, 1865.....-.....2-2-----220--2----.----, 2) 1 795 i 
q - D.—Statement of the amount of funds in the hands of agents for paying | de | 
{ army pensions on the 30th day of June, 1865...--...2222.---2-----., 2] 4 7960 : 
q E.—Statement of the amount of navy pensions paid at the agencies in | i 
: the several States and Territories for the year ending June dU, 1865...; 2) 1 796 
j F,-—Statement of the number and yearly amount of army pensions on the | 
4 rolls in the several States and Territories on the 30th day of June, 1865..; 2] I 797 

G.—Statement of the amount of funds in the hands of agents for paying 
] . navy pensions on the 30th day of June, 1865.........---..2----.--.-]| 2 | 1 797 
4 H.—Statement of the number and yearly amount of navy pensions on : : 
j the roll of each State and Territory on the 30th day of June, 1865.....; 2 | 1 798 | 
: Petroleum. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting report } 
: of S. 8. Hays, on.----------------- 2-2-2 eee eee eee eee eee eee] 8 | 51 
i Philadelphia, navy yard at. Letter from the Secretary ef the Treasury | 
_ relative to the cost of the...-....--....---.-2-2-- 222 e ee eee eee wees} 7 | 40 | 

Philadelphia navy yard, relative to the value of property at the. Letter | : 
_ from the Secretary of the Treasury..-....-..------ ---- eee eee eee eee] 7) 44!
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Po 

Police. Report of the Board of Metropolitan.................-.2-------} 2/ 1] 842. | 
po Pope, John, Major General. Letter from the Secretary of War transmitting | | oo 

report Of. .---- 220. eee ee ee ee ee ee een cee seen eee eeeee| 121-76 oe : 
Postal laws, violation of the. Letter from the Postmaster General relative 9 | —_ | 

FO Ae. ee eee ee ce ee cee ee ee teen ween cece ee eee} 12 | 85 
| Postmaster General of the operations of his department during the year | ~ | | i 

(1865. Report of the... 2.20... eee eee eee ce eee cence eee eee] 6 eo 1 | 

| Papers accompanying the above report. P| | 

| No. 1. Exhibit of annual receipts and expenditures from J anuary 1, 1831, | | 
| to June 30, 1865_... 22.222. eee ee ieee ee ee eee ee ee eeeet OF 1] 17 | 
| No. 2. Estimates for expenditures for 1867....-....22--..22-2.2..-.--1 6) 1| 17 | 

No. 3. Postage stamps and envelopes issued during the fiscal year | | po | 
1864-69... ee eee ee ee ce eee eee ee eee eee eeeeee} OF 1] 18 

: No. 4. Statement of the mail service for the year ended June 30, 1865...| 6} 11 19 
No. 4 A. Table of mail service in the following States and Territories for | ; - 

the year ended June 30, 1865, as exhibited by the state of the arrange- | | | 
ments at the close of the year... ..---.---- 0-2-2022 ee eee eee} 6] 1 21 

I No. 4 B. Railroad service as in operation on the 30th of June, 1865....| 6| 1 22 
No. 4 C. Steamboat service as in operation September 30, 1865.........| 6; 1 3A 

/ No. 4 D. Table showing the increase and decrease of mail transportation | 
and cost in the following States and Territories during the year ended po | 2 
June 30, 1865..---. 022-2. eee eee eee cee ee eee ee eeeeeeeel 61 1 of | 

No. 5. Table of mail service restored in southern States up to November . . : 
| __ 1, 1865, compared with the old service and pay on the same.......-..| 6 | 1] 38 
| No. 6. Statement of the number, kinds, sizes, and cost of mail bags pro- 
| cured under contract and by open purchase, and put into service, | : 
| during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1865...--..--+---------------| 6] 1} 50 

a No. 7. Statement showing operations and results of foreign mail service | . 
_ _ for the fiseal year ended June 30, 1865.......................-----| 6] ] 50 

No. 8. Additional article to the articles agreed upon between the post 
office of the United States of America and the post office of the United | | 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, for carrying into execution the P | 
convention of the 15th December, 1843.... 2.2. .2-.---.02-2------.-| 6| 1} 52 

No. 9. Total operations of the appointment office for the year ending | | \ OO 
June 30, 1865.20. 2-2. eee ee ee ee cee eee ee eee eee eee! & | 1] 54 

No. 10. Table showing the increase and decrease of post offices in the ? a | 
several States and Territories ; also the number of post offices at which Po 

. appointments are made by the President and by the Postmaster Gen- ) | 
| Oral... eee ee ee ee eee cee eee cee e ee eeeeee| 6 I se ! 

No. 11. Post offices at which letter-carriers are employed, with the num- | | | 
ber and aggregate compensation of the latter at each office.....-.....| 6 Li. 56 | 

| No. 12. Statement of the operations of the free-delivery letter-carrier sys- = | 
tem at the following offices for the fiscal year ending June 30,1865 _-.| 6] 1 | 57 

No. 18, Statement showing the disposition of letters received containing | 
money during the year ending June 30, 1865...---.......--....-...| 61 1 oF | 

| No. 14. Annual statement of dead letters containing papers: of value | | 
other than money registered and sent out for delivery to the writers or | : | 
owners thereof during the fiscal year ending on the 30th day of June, | | 
1865.2 22. ee eee ee ee eee cee eee neeneeeeee ee -f 61 14 58 | : 

| No. 15. Regulations concerning the disposal of dead letters ......-.-... | 64} 1] 58 | 
| No. 16. Letter from the Postmaster General to special agents.....-.---. | 6; Tf 59 | 
| . No. 17. Auditor’s report . 22.22 22.2 eee ee ee eee ee eee ee eeeeee| 61 14 61 | 

| Papers accompanying the above. : : | : | 

The tabular statement numbered 1 exhibits the receipts of the depart- | pot | 
ment under their several heads..-..----. 2.2. 2-0-0. cee eee eee-| 6] 1 78 / 

That numbered 2 exhibits the expenditures under the several heads....| 6 | 78 | 
That numbered 3 exhibits the postal receipts and expenditures in the. | 

| several States and Territories....-. 2222222222 .2.ceeennereee-----| 61] 1 79 
| That numbered 4 exhibits the operations of the free-delivery letter- ! 
| carrier system at the principal offices in the United States.-........| 6| 1 81 | | | That numbered 5 exhibits the miscellaneous payments during the fiscal it | | 
| YOOE oo eee ane eee ee cece cee ee eee cece ee ween cece ee eeeereeeee-| GO| 1} 82 | 

a : | 
. . | 

\ | | | |
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That numbered 6 exhibits.4: summary of the principal labors performed | . 

by this office during the fiscal year...--......-------------------| 6] 1 90 - 

That numbered 7 exhibits the amount of letter postage on British mails o£ 
received in and sent from the United States ...........----..-----| 6 1} 92 E 

i That numbered 8 exhibits the amount of letter postage on Prussian | | : 

mails received in and sent from the United States ..-.-.-----------; @ |] 1 93 
That numbered 9 exhibits the amount of letter postage on French E 

mails received in and sent from the United States.......-----------| 6) 1 94 LE 
That numbered 10 exhibits.the amount of letter postage on Belgian : 

mails received in and sent from the United States.......----------| 6) 1 95 , 
That numbered 1] exhibits the amount of letter postage on Bremen a 4 

. mails received in and sent from the United States......-------.---| 6 | 1 96 , 

That numbered 12 exhibits the amount of letter postage on Hamburg e 

mails received in and sent from the United States.......-.-.------| 6] 1] 96 e 

, That numbered 13 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- ! —E 

| changed between the United States and the United Kingdom in 7 q 

: British mails...-.. 202-22 2-2 eee ee eee wee eee eee tee eee eee] 6] 1 o7 E 
That numbered 14 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- ; . 

q changed between the United States and the kingdom of Prussia in fo | E 
closed mails ...--. .--- 2-2-2 eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee.| GF 1 97 . 

That numbered 15 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- | 4 

4 changed between the United States and France. ..-.--------------| 6 | 1) 98 | E 

4 That numbered 16 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- E 

changed between the United States and Belgium.-----.--..-------| @| 1 98 . 
That numbered 17 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- | F 

! changed between the United States and Bremen ......------------| 6] I 99 ’ 
1 That numbered 18 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- 

changed between the United States and Hamburg.--..------------| 6| 1 99 : 
That numbered 19 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers, with ; 

3 the several: postages, conveyed by the West India line of ocean E 
; StCAMETS ..2 2 eee ee ee ee ee ee eee eee ee eee eee eeeee| GF] I 99 : 

; That numbered 20 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers, with 4 

7 . the several postages, conveyed by the South Pacific line of ocean E 
- StEAMCLS . ene ee ee cee eee eee eee eee ete eeeceeeeeees| GB] Ly} 100 . 

- That numbered 21 exhibits the number of letters and newspapers ex- . 
i | changed between the United States and foreign countries..---.--..| 6 | 1) 100 . 

: That numbered 22 exhibits the amount of postage on mails exchanged : 4 

4 between the United States and the British provinces .......--.-..-] 6 | 1 101 

pO That numbered 23 exhibits the amount of postage on foreign dead | . 

letters sent from and returned tothe United States.....-.--..-----) 6; 1 101 E 

That numbered 24 exhibits the balances due from and to the United : | 

: | States on the adjustment of accounts with foreign nations.......--.| 61) 1 10L . 

That numbered 25 exhibits the Prussian closed mail account for the | | j 
: year ended December 31, 1864......-------------- wececeeeeseeel 6] I 103 E 

That numbered 26 exhibits the Canadian closed mail account for the | 
: _- year ended December 31, 1864.......-...----.-2----------------| 6 | LT]. 104 : 

._ That numbered 27 exhibits the Havana closed mail account for the | | ! | 
| year ended December 31, 1864.......--...-------------2---.----| 6] 2] 104 : 

That numbered 28 exhibits the Honolulu and Vancouver’s Island | : 

| closed mail account for the vear ended December 3], 1864....-----)| 6 | 1 105 

That numbered 29 exhibits the Belgian closed mail account for the . : 

3 year ended December 31, t864....-.-....-----------------------| 6] I 105 , 

‘That numbered 30 exhibits the amounts reported due the various lines q 
of ocean mail steamers during the fiscal year ..--------+----------| 6 | 1) 106 &§ 

That numbered 31 exhibits the balances due the United States from . 
presidential offices in the late rebellious States, and also the total . . 

i amount due from postmasters in these States...--...-------------| 6] 1) 107 ae | 
Those numbered 32 to 35, inclusive, exhibit the details of the transac- i 

tions of the money-order department from November J, 1564, to June E 
30, 1865.2... 22-2 eee ee ne ce eee cee eee ee cee eee ee ene] GO] I 110. E 

Postmaster General, relative to Norton’s marking and cancelling stamp. &§ 
Letter from the ....-. 02.2 2-22 2 eee ee eee eee cee cece ce ceeeeeee-| 7 | 30 | : 

Postmaster General, relative to violation of the postal laws. Letter from 
: the ..- 2 ee eee ween cece cee eee teens cee ee cee een cecnee cone cece] 12 85 | : 

- Postmaster General, relative to the mail steamship service to Brazil. Re- | E 

port of the.. 22. 22.22 eee eee eee cece ene cece cence cee enccce| 12 121 | L
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Eee ee | 
Post Office Department, transmitting statement of the receipts and expen-: 

| ditures of the. Letter from the Treasurer of the United States.........| 12 | 74 . 
4 President of the United States on the state of the Union, with accompany- | oe 
i ing documents and reports. Annual message of the, (Part J.)..........) 1} 1 
i President of the United States, transmitting report of Commissioner of the en 
| Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands. Message from | = | 

the .----. 2. ee eee ee ee ee ee eee cece ee eee seen] TIDUS | 
| President of the United States, transmitting letter from the Seeretayy of bo | 

State relative to the exposition at Paris. Message ofthe ..............| 7 | 12 | 
| President of the United States, relative to slavery or peonage in Mexico. | | 

Message from the ........, 2-22-2222 eee eee eee eee eee eens] FE IZ 4 ! 
President of the United States, relative te affairsin Mexieo. Message from 9 | 

| the .----- ew ee eee ee ee ee ce ee we eee wee ee eee eee ee) 7} BOE” | 
President of the United States, relative to kidnapping in Mexico. Message 

from the... .----- 22.2 eee eee ne eee ceed ewe e ee cece eee] 7 L214 | 
President of the United States, relative to President Juarez, of Mexico. | | 

| Message frem the ----....--2- 2222 eee ee eee ee eee eee eee-| 7 4 81 - 
bo President of the United States, relative to the reported surrender of the : 

rebel pirate Shenandoah. Message from the...-.....-....---.-.--.-.| 7 | 36}. 
President of the United States, in relation to pay of agent ta the Domini- : | 

can Republic. Message from the..-.........--..2....2..222--------| 7b B7 |. | 
| President of the United States, relative to the Imperial Mexican Express Po 

| Company. Message from the ...-.. 220.2. 0222. e eee ee eee eee eee] 7 1 BB | | 
i President of the United States, relative to the imprisonment of Jefferson ; 

. Davis and others. Message from the...............--....-----.-----| 7 | 46 | | 
President of the United States, transmitting correspondence relative to } D ! 

2 cholera at Constantinople. Message from the...................--2--| 7 | 48 | 
| President of the United States, with regard to rewards offered for arrest of : 
| assassins of Abraham Lincoln. Message from the.........-...-..----| 8 | 63 | : 
| President of the United States, with regard to Juarez, President of Mex- 

ico. Message from the.......2.. 202 -.  e  ee ee ee eee eeee}| 8 | 644 oe 
| President of the United States, as to the number of men and officers in the : : 

regular and volunteer army. Message from the.--.........-.......| 8471} . : 
| President of the United States, on the condition of affairs in Mexico. Mes- | pk 

. sage from the, (Part.1)...--. 2.2222. 2 eee eee ee eee eee eee ee ee ee] UD | 734 3 
j President of the United States, relative to direct tax in Alabama. Mes- 

- _ sage from the..----..---. eee ee eee eee cee cee eee eee ee eee} IZ 479 | - | 
President of the United States, transmitting report and papers of the Sec- bop 

retary of State relative to claim of owners of British vessel Magician. 
Message from the.........-.-. 2-2. 2222 eee ee eee eee eee ees} 12-41 80 F- | 

President of the United States, communicating suggestions from Post- . 
master General and Secretary of the Treasury modifying the test. oath. | 
Message from the .---.-.2...0. 2-222 eee eee eee eee eee eee} 12 | BLE ( 

President of the United States, relative to fishing grounds near British 
provinces. Message from the.......--. 22-2 -222 2-22-20. eee ees ----| 12 | 88 . 

President of the United States, transmitting report of the Secretary of War | : | 
1 relative to officers and soldiers buried near Atlanta. Message from the..| 12 | 92 , | 
i President of the United States, transmitting report of the Secretary of State ; : | 
| relative to the evacuation of Mexico by the French. Message from the...| 12 | 93 | | | 
| President of the United States, transmitting report of the commissioners to 
| examine the third section of the Union Pacific railroad. Message from ot | 
| the ..- 22. eee eee ee el ee ee ee ee eee eee eee eee 12 | 94; 

President of the United States, respecting the rebel debt known as the | 
| eotton loan. Message from the......2 22-22. -22--- eee ee ee eee eee} 12 | 95 | 
| President of the United States, relative to the investigations at New Or- | : | 
| Jeans. Message from the....-. 2-2. 2-2-2222 seen eee ee cee eee eee eee} 12 | 96 | | 
i President of the United States, relative to pardons and abandoned prop- | _ | 
| erty. Message from the ....-....--. 22.222. 2222 eee eee tee eee eee} 12 | 99 | | 
; President of the United States, transmitting additional information relative 

to fishery and water culture in France. Message from the...........-.| 12 {103 | 
President of the United States, relative to discrimination against American | 

; | commerce. Message from the...--.-.-..-2--...2---..-...2--..-----| 12 {110 | 
; _ President of the United States, transmitting statement from the State De- | 
4 partment relative to the number of clerks employed in the State Depart- | 

=: ment. Message from the.----..----..----- 222. eee eee eee eee eee} 12 HL | - : 
: President of the United States, relative to the republic of Ecuador. |. pos ' 
2 Message from the ...-..------ --- 2-2 ene eee eee cee ee eee eee! FQ HID | | 
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; President of the United States, transmitting letter from General Grant . 

relative to the organization of the army. Message from the.-..-------- 12 {113 ; 

3 President of the United States, transmitting reports from Secretaries of | E 

: Interior, Navy, and Postmaster General, relative to clerks employed in | E 

: their departments. Message from the. .---2- cece ee cence eee eee eeeee--| 12 HD | 

: President of the United States, transmitting statement of clerks employed | 3 

4 in the Treasury Department. Message from the....-------------+-2-7" 12 117 

/ President of the United States, relative to the provisions in the constitu- &§ 

; tions of several southern States relative to the freedmen. Message from F 

: the .. 2 cece ec cece cone tee e eee cece eee e eee e eee e es eee reer ares 12 1118 o*§ 

4 President of the United States, relative to refugees, freedmen, and aban- t 

doned lands. Message from the..----------------+e---erecrttyt ce 12 [120 | . : 

4 - President of the United States, relative to the mail steamship service to | i: 

| - Brazil. Message from the...---------------------- pert 12 121 : 

- President of the United States, transmitting communication from the Sec- i 

: retary of War of the operations of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, | I 

fo and Abandoned Lands. Message from the..----. ----------++-+--+-- 12 {123 | t 

President of the United States, transmitting report from the Secretary of ft 

: the Interior relative to the Sioux Indians. Letter from the..-.-------- 12 |126 : 

President of the United States, relative to claims against Venezuela. Mes- E 

sage from the.....-.--------+--2eec eect ree cee ree et 12 |127 | 

President of the United States, relative to Austrian forces in Mexico. | j 

Message from the ...--.-----2eeceee cere cere crests ree 12 |130 | 

| President of the United States, relative to laws of late insurgent States. E 

Message from the ..---..----+-----+ eee eee rere cee 12 (131 : 

President of the United States, relative to progress made in completing : 

maps connected with the boundary survey under the treaty of Wash- E 

ington. Message from the...----.-----+------eerr yr 12 132 : 

| President of the United States, relative to direct tax in insurgent States. | : 

| Message from the. ..-.- -----------+ +--+ 22 cere creer rrr 12 133 : E 

i President of the United States, in regard to the employment of European fod, : t 

| troops in Mexico. Message from the....----------------7-7y20c07 16 |137 | 

President of the United States, with regard to arrest of American citizens E 

in Ireland. Message from the...-.--------------2+ e225 rcpt 16 {139 

yo President of the United States, in relation to appropriations and expendi- | : 

: tures connected with the Indian service. Message from the.-..-.------ 16 |140 | 

: President of the United States, in regard to honors paid to rebels, living. | a 

I or dead. Message from the ..---.------------2+--0+ creer tet 16 141, . 

: President of the United States, returning the Freedmen’s Bureau bill, No. | : 

- 613, with his objections. Message from the.....------------++2-+2--- 16 |146 E 

to President of the United States, relative to a reform of the system of coin- i 

| age, weights, and measures. Message from the....---.--------------| 16 148 

4 President of the United States, transmitting his views relative to the resto- : 

4 ration of Tennessee by joint resolution, informing the House that he had | | | 

' signed the same. Message from the.......-..----+-----2----2+------| 16 151 | | 

4 President of the United States, relative to the release of Fenian prisoners. ' 

Message from the, ..---------+-----+---- reer eer eres 16 (154, | 

President of the United States, giving his objections to the act erecting f 

: Montana in a separate surveying district. Message from the..-..--:--| 16 |156 | | : 

3 Printing and advertising in his department. Letter from the Secretary of I 

4 the Interior in regard to the cost of ..----------------c5 errr rrct 8 | 61 | 

Printing, Public. Annual report of the Superintendent of ....-----------| 7 | 23 

Printing, Public, for the vear ending June 30, 1866. Estimates of addi- | 

tional appropriations for the office of Superintendent of ..--------------| 7 | 6 

a Printing and advertising in his department. Letter from the Secretary of |. 

4 State relative to the cost of paper and, ---- ----------+-----2rt ree eee 8 | 60 | 

] Printing, and advertising in his department. Letter from the Secretary of : 

q the Treasury relative to the cost of paper ..------------+2252-e+rrr00e 8 | 55 

: Printing, and advertising in his department for the year 1865. Letter . 

. from the Secretary of the Navy relative to the cost of paper and......-; 8 | 57  & 

Prize-money. setter from the Secretary of the Treasury relative to..---.| 12 {114 : 

4 Provost Marshal General of the United States. Annual report of the, (Part | )..| 4 1 78 

Provost Marshal General of the United States. Final report of the, (Part 2).., 4] 1 | 

: Public Buildings. Annual report of the Commissioner of -..------2-----| 2] 1 799 

i Public Buildings during the fiscal year ending June 20, 1265. Statement of ! | : | 

| the receipts and expenditures under direction of the Commissioner of....' 2; 1), 807 |
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4 Public Buildings, clerks in the office of the Commissioner of. Letter a 1 relative t0..---.-- 2-22-20 eee eee ee ee eee eee cee ee -e..| 12 1109 } : Public Printing. Annual report of the Superintendent of ...............| 7 | 23 ! 
: Public Printing for the year ending June 30, 1866. Estimates of addi- oe : tional appropriations for the office of the Superintendent of ............| 7] 61 | | 

Quartermaster General of the United States. Annual report of the, / . a 82 / 
| Quartermaster General’s Department. Letter from the Secretary of : | | War relative to persons employed in the..-...............-..........] 12 | 82 | 

Quarantine at New York harbor. Letter’ from the Secretary of War | 
Telative tO-.-.- 2-0-2 ee eee eee ee ee eee eee ee cece cote eeeene} 12 | 87 / 

| Railroad property in possession of the government of the United States. | 2 
| Letter from the Secretary of War relative to...........-...--.......-| 16 [155 : 

Railroad, Illinois Central, amount paid the, for transportation by the | 
United States. Letter from the Secretary of War relative to the.......| 12 | 83 | 

Railroad, Union Pacific. Message from the President of the United | 
States transmitting report of the commissioners of the ................| 12 | 94 | 

| Rations, commutation of, to soldiers while prisoners of war. Letter | | | from the Secretary of War relative to -..-.-....2...2222.-.---...-...| 16 [142 | i 
i Rebel debt known as the cotton loan. Message from the President of . | | | 

the United States respecting the -........-..2..2222220-2.-.--.-.---..| 12 | 95 | 
Rebels, honors to. Message from the President of the United States . | 

| relative tO ..---. 2-22-02 ee eee ee ee eee eee eee ee eee eee! 16 HAT | | fo Receipts and expenditures of the treasury to March 31, 1866, and esti- ! mates to June 30, 1866. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury | : 
relative t0......---- 22 eee eee eee ee eee ee eee cence eee ee. ....} 16 1150 | 

; _ Reeves, Clement. Letter from the Secretary of War relative to the | : seizure of land belonging to............222.0.220.0222-02.-----.-...| 7] Al : 
| Revenue, internal. Letter fromthe Secretary of the Treasury relative to..| 7 | 17 
; Revenue Commission. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury trans- 
: mitting report of the United States...-....222...22...2222...........| 7 | 42 | | 4 Revenue Commission on distilled spirits as a source of revenue. Let- | 4 ter from the Secretary of the Treasury transmitting report of the.......| 8 | 62 | | 
1 Revenue Commission, on proprietary and other medicines, perfumery, | 

playing-cards, &c., as a source of revenue. Letter from the Secre- 7 ! 3 tary of the Treasury transmitting report of the.......................| 8 | 68 | | | 
| River, Patapsco, appropriation for the improvement of the. Letter from | 

the Secretary of War relative to an -..2. 222222222222. eee eee eee ee} 12 | 84 Oo | 
| 8. | , | 

i Sawyer, William, and others. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior : 
relative t0.-..-.---- .. ee eee eee ee ee ee eee cee eee eee eee| 12 1109 3 

Shenandoah, rebel pirate. Message from the President in relation to the 
reported capture of the.........---. 222-2. 2222 eee ences eee eee ----| 7 | 36 | 

Signal officer of the army of the operations of his corps for the year ending : | 
__ October 20, 1865. Report of the, (Part 2)...........22..022.22...-...} 3] 1 999 

| Simpson, Lieut. Colonel James H., report of...............-..--.-..-..| 2] 1°} 870 
Slavery in Mexico. Message from the President relative to .....-:-.-...| 7 | 18 
Smithsonian Institution. Annual report of the Board of Regents of the...| 14 |102 | 

| Soldiers furnished in each State. Letter from the Secretary of War relativeto| 7 | 15 L 
| Soldiers, murder of Union. Letter from the Secretary of War transmitting : 

: report of Judge Holt relative to the....-....22...........--.---.....| 12 | 98 ! 
Soldiers, Union and rebel, who died while held as prisoners of war. Let- 

| ter from the Secretary of War relative to.............---.-2---2-------! 16 [152 | 
Southwest Pass, navigation of the. Letter from the Secretary of War trans-_ | 

| mitting report of board of engineers relative to the..............-..-..| 12 | 97 | 
, , State Department upon foreign affairs. Correspondence of the, (Part 1), } 1; 1 | 
: State, Secretary of, relative to relief and protection of American seamen. 

Letter from the.....-. 22.2.0 222 eee eee eee eee eee eeee| 717 | 
| State, Secretary of, acting, relative to disbursement of the contingent fund. | 
| Letter from the... 2.2... ee eee eee eee cece ee ence cece veccee| 7 | 32 | 

| | | 
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: State, transmitting a report on the commercial relations of the United States 3 

3 with foreign countries for the year 1865. Letter from the Secretary of..| 10 | 56 | 

State, in regard to cost of paper, printing, and advertising, in his depart- : 

ment. Letter from the Secretary of...-------- +2220 -eeeereereee eee | 8 | 60 | o£ 

State, relative to expenditures of the board of immigration. Letter from £ 

a. the Secretary Of..----.-----+ 2-222 cere eens cece eee eeeteereteee cee | 8 | 66 : 

‘State, Department of, relative to clerks employed in that office..--..----- 12 |111 , 

3 States in rebellion, since April 1, 1865. Letter from the Secretary of the E 

: Treasury in regard to receipts from.......---------2e--eee ners rece] 7] AY | . 

i Surgeon General of the United States army, of the operations of his depart- |  - 

: ment during the year ending June 30, 1866. Annual report of the, (Part2).| 3 ; 1 894 an | 

3 Survey, boundary, maps of, under the treaty of Washington. Message | E 

4 ~ from the President of the United States relative to-.-.-..-------------| 12 [£82 | : 

Tax in insurgent States, direct. Message from the President of the United E 

States relative t0...- --ee cece cece cece cee cree ce rec eee tenets eee eee | 22 [133 q 

Taxes, from estates of deceased persons. Letter from the Secretary of the : 

| Treasury relative to income ....------------+--- +--+ 2 eee rer eee 7 | 43 a E 

Tennessee, restoration of. Message from the President of the United States : 

informing the House that he had signed the joint resolution for the-...- 16 151 | : 

i Toledo, harbor at. Letter from the Secretary of War transmitting report f 

: of the Chief Engineer relative to the improvement of the......---.---.., 2 | 78] | ’ 

4 Treasurer of the United States, transmitting a statement of the accounts of | : : 

5 the government for the year ending June 30, 1864.......------+-.---- 7@| 5 | ; 

: Treasurer, transmitting statement of receipts and expenditures of the Post E 

Office Department for the year ending June 30, 1865. Letter from the o£ 

t United States... - cc ccecccccccee ceeleccece cece cccees ceecceeeeeceeee| 12] 74 : 

: Treasury, transmitting estimates for appropriations for the year ending | 

June 30, 1866. Letter from the Secretary of the....--..-...---------| 6} 2 | F 

Treasury, on the condition of the finances of the government for the year | . 

1865." Annual report of the Secretary of the..-.-...----------+------| 6] 3 . | 

: Reports and documents accompanying the above report. of, 4 

: The Seeretary’s report....-.- 22. -----2 ce eee cece teee cree cess ceeeceees| GF 3] LT 
4 Statement No. 1. Receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ending of 

i June 30, 1864....-- 2-22 eee cee eee eee ee eee eee eee eees eee] GY 8 43 

po Statement No. 2. Receipts and expenditures as estimated for the fiscal | 

i year ending June 30, 1866..-.-. ---.------ ---- +2 e222 teen eee eee 6; 3 4A : 

j Statement No. 3. Duties, revenues, and public expenditures during the E 

4 fiscal vear ending June 30, 1864, agreeably to warrants issued, exclu- 

: sive of trust funds...--.-------eecce cee cce cece ce cee cee ceeeeeeeeee| GF 3 440 : 

| | Statement No. 4. Receipts and expenditures for the quarter ending Sep- | | 
tember 30, 1864, exclusive of trust funds.-.......------------------| 6; 3 AZ : 

i Statement No. 5. The indebtedness of the United States.......---.---.; 6 | 3 50 : 

: Statement No. 6. Paper money circulation, and domestic exports.-..---.| 6 | 3 56 : 

’ Report of the Comptroller of the Currency...--.--------------2------| G8] 3 62 

: Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue..---.---------------- 6} 3 74 

: Report of the Treasurer...-.. 22-222 2-2 --- ee eee eee eee eee eee eee 6} 3 93 

’ Report of the Register.....-...--.- 2-2 ------ ee eee eee cece etre eee 6; 3 100 

: Report of the Solicitor...-.-.....------ 222-22 cee e eee ee cece eens 6/1 3 107 a : 

{ Report of the First Comptroiler......-.--------2--ee2 cece cere eeeee| OY 8 14 | 

3 Report of the Second Comptroller.----..------+----+eeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| Gf 38 116 

1. Report of the First Auditor..--..-----------+ eee eee cece ee cere ee eee| GB] BT. 122 

; Report of the Second Auditor....-...---- ---- eee e eee eee eee cence: 6 | 3 123 | 

| Report of the Third Auditor... .------.---2e2-eee cee eee cece cree eee | GF 8 128 * 
Report of the Fourth Auditor....-.-.----.-22+ eee eee eee eee eee eee 6| 3 137 

3 Report of the Fifth Auditor...--....--. ----------- eee eee eee ee eee eee 6) 3 146 | 

: Report of the Sixth Auditor......---...2-- 2202 eee eee eee eee ee eee eee 6) 3 168 . 

Report of the Commissioner of Customs...-.------------------++-+-+- 61 3 170. 

1 Report of the Supervising Architect........-------- 2-22 eee cree ee eee] GF] 8 186 : 

1 Report of the Light-house Board......-.---.------ +22. eee eeee eee ee | 8) 3 192. | 

7. Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey....---.-------------| 6 | 3 | 203 , 

Report of the Supervising Inspector of Steamboats........-.-------- | 61 3) 206 |
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Report of the Director of the Mint.......2......---.....--.---.------| 6/ 8 228 : 
4 Statement No. 7. Gold, silver, and copper coinage at the mint of the 

United States in the several years from its establishment in 1792, and 
the coinage at the branch mints and the New York assay office from . a | theis organization to June 30, 1864..............---...---......... 6| 3]| 250 | | Statement No. 8. Amount of the public debt on the first day of January | | in each of the years from 1791 to 1842, inclusive, and at various dates | | - in subsequent years, to July 1, 1864................-..----.-......| 6] 8 252 | 

‘ Statement No. 9. Revenue collected from the beginning of the govern- | | 
ment to June 30, 1864, under the several heads of customs, internal | 
revenue, direct tax, postage, public lands, and miscellaneous sources, . | | with the receipts from loans and treasury notes, and the total receipts.| 6 | 3 254 . Statement No. 10. Expenditures from the beginning of the government | | | to June 30, 1864, under the several heads of civil list, foreign inter- | . | course, Navy Department, War Department, pensions, Indian Depart- 
ment, and miscellaneous, with the interest and principal of the public | ! , __ debt, and total expenditures...-..........200..0222-0---2e--0----.-| 61 8 256 | 

; Statement No. 11. Domestic exports for fiscal year ending June 30, 1865.} 6 | 3 258 | 
Statement No. 12. Foreign exports for fiscal year ending June 30, 1865..! 6 | 3 261 | 

| Statement No. 13. Imports for fiscal year ending June 30, 1865........] 6 | 3 264 | : Statement No. 14, Foreign tonnage, entrances and clearances, by dis- | 
tricts, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1865................2-..-----| 6] 3 274 | 

; Statement No. 15. Foreign tonnage, entrances and clearances, by coun- | 
tries, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1865...................--..-..| 6 | 3 275 2 

| Statement No. 16. Domestic tonnage, old admeasurement, by districts, | — | 
1 year 1805... 02. eee ee cee eee cee ee ce cece eeeee.| 61 8 -276 
| Statement No. 17. Domestic tonnage, new admeasurement, by districts, . | 

year 1865.22. 2.2. ee ee eee ee cee cee eee ee cece eee ceceee! 6] 3 278 
Statement No. 18, Exports reduced to gold value, with imports and ex- | 

ports, compared for fiscal years 1862, 1863, 1864, and 1865..........| 6] 3 280 
Statement No. 19. Gross value of the exports and imports from the be- . ! 

: ginning of the government to June 30, 1864.........-....---..-----| 6] 3 281 | 
Statement No. 20. Exports and imports of coin and bullion from 1821 to " 

1864, inclusive; also the excess of imports and exports during the , | 
4 SAME VCATS .-- oe Lee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee eee eee eeee| 6 | 8 282 | 
7 _ Statement No. 21. Foreign merchandise imported, exported, and con- . | 
4 sumed annually from 182] to 1864, with the population and rate of con- | 
: sumption per capita calculated for each year.................-..---.| 6] 8 283 : 

Statement No. 22. Value of domestic produce and foreign merchandise, | 
exclusive of specie, exported annually from 1821 to 1864..-..........| 6| 3 284 . 

- Statement No. 23. Export of staple products, breadstufts, provisions, oils, 
and animal products for five years..-.....--....2-..22.2-------4--| 6 | 3:5} 285 

| Statement No. 24. Value of leading articles of manufacture exported from 2 
| | 1847 to 1864....2. 2202 eee ee eee ee ee eee eee eee eee -e--| 6] 8 286 
| Statement No. 25. Amount of the tonnage of the United States annually | 

from 1789 to 1864, inclusive; also the registered and enrolled and 
licensed tonnage employed in steam navigation each year.......--.-. | 6} 3 290 0 

: Statement No. 26. Amount expended at each custom-house in the United | 
4 States during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1864.............-----| 6] 3 292 
4 Statement No. 27. Number of persons employed in each district of the | 
| United States for the collection of customs during the fiscal year ending ee 
1. June 30, 1864, with their occupation and compensation........-.--..| 6 | 8 294 
| Statement No. 28. General results of all receipts and disposal of merchan- | 

dise within the United States during the fiscal year ending June 30, : 1864.22 oe. ee eee ee cece eee cee cece eee eeeeeeceeeeees| 6/ 3] 3IL | 
Statement No. 29. Liabilities of the United States to various Indian tribes | 

{ | under stipulations of treaties, &¢......-.-.22.---c0050.202 eee ceeeee| 6) 8 314 | 
1 Statement No. 30. Stocks held in trust by the United States for the 

Chickasaw national fund and the Smithsonian Institution............] 6! 3 327 7 
Statement No. 31. General regulation for the purchase of products of the | 

insurrectionary States on government account.................----.| 6] 3 328 
Treasury, relative to disbursement of the contingent fund. ‘Letter from | 

| the Secretary of the...-.. 2222. eee ee ee cc eee eee eee! 7 | 10 
| | Treasury, relative to the amount expended in the permanent establishment | 
: of the Naval Academy at Annapolis. Letter from the Secretary of the:. | 7 | 16 

| 
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Treasury, transmitting communication from the collector of ‘internal reve- | | : L 

nue in Georgia. Letter from the Secretary of the..-.-----------------| 7 Ww t 

Treasury, transmitting the names of persons employed in the coast sur- E 

: vey. Letter from the Secretary of the. .---------.++--5+- grr trent 7 | 24 E 

Treasury, relative to the mercantile marine. Letter from the Secretary of | 9 . 

the .. ec eccecc cecece ceecee cece ccccee cere cess seer eercersssassc sss 7 | 20 - 

; Treasury, relative to the deposit of public money with the several States. E 

3 Letter from the Secretary of the..-.---------2----eseeer errs 7 | 26 4 

4 Treasury, relative to registered foreign vessels. Letter from the Secretary | fe 

; of the....-- --2- e022 cere cece eens cette 7 | 28 £ 

; ‘Treasury, relative to apportionment of circulating notes made to different | : 4 

4 banks in the several States. Letter from the Secretary of the...-------| 7 | 38 1 

4 Treasury, relative to a navy yard at Philadelphia. Letter from the Secre- j 

tary of the...------------+eeeeet erence 
7 | 40 E 

3 Treasury, transmitting report of the United States Revenue Commission. E 

. Letter from the Secretary of the..-.--.-----------+ ---2-2 terre 7 | 42 q 

Treasury, relative to income taxes collected from estates of deceased per- | 4 

gong. Letter from the Secretary of the..-----------------0reet pee 7 | 43 | . 

_ Treasury, transmitting appraisement of the value of property at the Phila- 3 

3 delphia navy yard. Letter from the Secretary of the....--.----------| 7 | 444 - E 

Treasury, in regard to receipts from States in rebellion since April 1, 1865. £ 

i Letter from the Secretary of the. ..------------------eere erect 7 | AT E 

4 Treasury, transmitting report of S. S. Hays on petroleum. Letter from 3 

i | the Secretary of the. ..-.--------------2e cree creer ag 8 | 51 Og 

Treasury, giving list of clerks in his department. Letter from the Secre-  . - 

tary of the....-.-------2eeeeeeeeceeeeee nese 8 | 53 ‘ 

Treasury, relative to cost of paper, printing, and advertising in his depart- | | E 

| ment. Letter from the Secretary of the..----.-----+---3- nrerer ra 8 | 55 | 

4 Treasury, transmitting report of Revenue Commission on distilled spirits - : 

as a source of revenue. Letter from the Secretary of the....---------- 8 | 62 | . 

Treasury, transmitting report of Revenue Commission on proprietary and | E 

| other medicines, perfumery, playing-cards, &c., as sources of revenue. | - : 

Letter from the Secretary of the....-.----------------eererrrt gn 
8 | 68 t 

Treasury, transmitting statement of the amount now in the United States 7 

treasury. Letter from the Secretary of the...---..----- 07-771 etre nore 8 | 69 . 

Treasury, recommending an appropriation for the Dismal Swamp canal. | E 

' Letter from the Secretary of the..---.---------------ere erat errr te 12 | 77 

Treasury, relative to prize-money. Letter from the Secretary of the...--.| 12 j114 | : 

Treasury, relative to clerks employed in his office. Letter from the Secre- | F 

; tary of the..----------eeeeeeeeee een tener 12 117 t 

: Treasury, yelative to the sales of gold. Letter from the Secretary of the.. 12 [244 E 

Treasury, relative to salary and mileage of members of Congress. Letter a | 

from the Secretary of the..-.--..----- +--+ ---- 2-2 eee ee 12 125 : 

2 Treasury, in regard to commercial relations with British America. Letter 1 

f from the Secretary of the.....----+-+-++-2e2eeeeecenceeeee seers rts] 12 (128 | E 

| Treasury, relative to the sales of gold. Letter from the Secretary of the-- _| 16 {134 : | 3 

Treasury, relative to franking privilege to officers of the Light-house Board. | 1 

Letter from the Secretary of the..-.....------2------+-e222 seer gt 16 1135 : o£ 

j Treasury, receipts and expenditures of the, from March 31, 1866, to June q 

2 30, 1866. Letter from the Secretary of the. ...--- eeecee enc eee eee eee 16 | 150 . : 

Treaty of Washington, maps of boundary survey under the. Message from oe 

the President of the United States as to progress of-.-----.------------| 1 132 |. : 

Vv. | 

; Venezuela, relative to claims against. Message from the President of the 

i United States. ..---- .e-cee cece ee cece ee eee erent center erent ress 12 |127 

° Ventilating and warming the Capitol. Letter from the Secretary of the In- : 

: terior transmitting report of Thomas U. Walter relative to...---------| 12 |100] | I 

:. Vessel, British, ‘{Magician.” Message of the President relative toclaim | — : 

4 of owners Of the... ---eeecee ceceec ceee ce cece es cece eee cess eeeeeees 12 | 80 : 

‘ | Vessels, registered, foreign. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury 
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items of Y. & D., A... ee ee ee eee eee ee eee eeee-| 5B] L 23 | 
No. 4. Estimate for improvements and repairs at yards and stations.....| 5 | 1 23 : 
No. 5. Estimate for repairs of all kinds, showing the sums which make : 

4 up the amounts under this head in Y. & D. No. 4..... ..--.--.--+--/ 5 | 1 26 
No. 6, Siatement of expenditures under the head of contingent during | 

_ the past fiscal year, and estimates for the same for the fiscal year end- : 
ing June 30, 1867.2... 0-2. ee eee eee eee ee eee eee ee ee-| 5B] 1 27 

~ No. 7. Estimates of appropriations under the cognizance of the Bureau 
| of Yards and Docks, required for the service of the fiscal year ending | 

June 30, 1867.22. 2. on ene ne ne ee cee cen wee ewe wee eeeeeee] 5 ] 29 
No. 8 Abstract of offers.... 2.222.202 eee ee ee cee eee eee e ee eee-| Bf] Ll 30 | 
No. 9. List of contracts for 1865-"66...... 00022. cee cee eee eee eee eeeee| 5 | ] 46 

. ' 
4 . | 

|
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| PAPERS | 
: RELATING TO 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 

— AUSTRIA. — : 

| From whom and to | - | | q \ No. whom. | Date. : . Subject. | Page. | | F 

1864, I | 
| 78 | Mr. Motley to Mr.| Oct. 23 European affairs ....2. 20200. ceeeee cone eee. 1 f 

Seward. | a F 
: 79 |..-.-.do..........| Oct. 31 | Resignation of Count Rechberg as minister 4 

- _of foreign affairs. : | 
| 82 |.-----do...-......| Nov. 8 | Alleged scheme for the shipment of Polish 4 : 

po | | soldiers for the rebel armies. | : 
: 86 |......do.-........] Dec. 12 Funeral obsequies of Count Giorgi at New 4 | : 

2 | York. | 
fo | 1865, | | a | 

. 87 |..---.do..........| Feb. 13 | German and American affairs ...... 222.022. a L 
t 88 |......do...-......| Feb. 26 Effect in Europe of the peace conference at 8 J 
| | - Hampton Roads. J 
| 129 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Mar. 13 Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch 10 | 

Motley. | | No. 87. | | 
89 | Mr. Motley to Mr.| April 2 | Debate in the Reichsrath on financial ques- | 10 L 

Seward. | tions. | : 
| 92 |-.----do..........} April 9 | liberal policy of the maritime powers of Eu- | 16 f 
: | rope towards the United States. Friendly E 

. , attitude of the Austrian government. | [ 
4 93 |.-----do..........| April 9 _ The military situation -.----++----+-2e-e2-| 17 OE 

95 wane e dO. eee ee April 16 | The same subject ...-....222. 022200. ---00. 17 j 
| 140 | Mr. Hunter to Mr. | April 22 i Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch — 18 

| Motley. No. 89. | ; 
| 100 | Mr. Motley to Mr. | April 24 | Evacuation of Richmond. Congratulations 18 ; 

/ Seward. | of the government and press. | : 
‘ 101 |...---do..........| April 30 | Reception of the news of the assassination of | 20 
} . | . , the President and the attempted assassina- | | 
| | tion of the Secretary of State. | 

102 |...-..do.......---| April 30 | Tributes of respect to the memory of Presi- | 22 
dent Lincoln. .



| IV LIST OF DOCUMENTS. | 

| AUSTRIA—Continued. | 

| From whom and to} _ fo CO | 
No. whom. Date. | Subject. Page. | 

103 | Mr. Motley to Mr. May 8 | The military situation...-.-..........-2--. 24 | 
Hunter. a oe ! 

| 105 |......do...--.....| May 8 Assassination of President Lincoln.....----- 2D | 
106 |..--.-do..........| May 8 The same subject ........222.2-2eeeeeceeee 25 
144 | Mr. Hunter to Mr.| May 16 | Receipt of despatches. bane eee ee eee ee wee 26 | 

Motley. | - : 
| 107 | Mr. Motley to Mr. | June 5 Proclamation relative to insurgent cruisers .. 26 
| : Seward. | a | | | 
| 108 | Mr. Motley to Mr. | June 5 | German and Mexican affairs...-.-..-.-.-.-. ; — 26 : 
| . Hunter. | , | | 

| 148 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | June 13 | Receipt of despatches. .... ee 27 
| Motley. — ° | | 

| 111 | Mr. Motley to Mr. | June 27 Financial condition of Austria............-. 28 
| Seward. - - | | 
| 112 | Mr. Motley to Mr. | June 28°) Ministerial crisis ....---.-. ce... we eeee eee o2 | 

Hunter. a | | | . | 
115 | Mr. Motley to Mr. | July 10 | Relative to instructions to the admiral of 33 

Seward. | the United States squadron in European 
| | | | waters. | | 

118 |...--.do..-...-.-.| July 24 | Formation of the new ministry..........2...| 33 i 
120 |......do........-.] July. 31 | Closing of the Reichsrath. Speech of the | 34 7 

| | | | | Emperor. List of members of the ‘new | | 

: ministry. : 
| 122 |..-.--do.......-..| Aug. 8 | Schleswig-Holstein question........ weer eens] 36° | 
| 153 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Aug. 14 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch o¢ 
| Motley. No. 118. | 

125 | Mr. Motley to Mr.| Aug. 22 | Schleswig-Holstein question...........----- 38 ! 
{ | Seward. | | , 

154 | Mr. Seward to Mr.} Aug. 30 | Financial-condition of Austria as compared 33 | 
i | Motley. | | with that of the United States. , | 
| 128 | Mr. Motley to Mr.; Oct. 8 | Transmitting an imperiai manifesto and oo | 

| Seward. | patent. | : 

: | | PRUSSIA. | | 

a | 1865, - | 
j S0 | Mr. Judd to Mr. | Jan. 12 | Annual message of the President. Comments 42 : 

. Seward, | of the press. I : 
| UL |.-..--do..........; Jan. 16 | Opening of the legislative body. Address of | 43 — 

| | the King. | | 

| 
| | | ; a |
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS. . Vv «k 

| PRUSSIA—Continued. | 

_ | From whom and to | | 
| No. whom, Date. | Subject. | Page. | 

| 1865. | | | { 
| | 85 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Feb. 1 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch a7 : 

: Judd. No. 80. | | | 
85 | Mr. Judd to Mr.| Feb. 24 | Schleswig-Holstein question.....---.------.! 47 . b 

| Seward. | I 

; «7 |... do.......---| Mar. 13 | Conflict between the House of Deputies and 48 F 

| the King. | tO : 

| 92 |......do.......-..|} April 18 | Effect of the news of military successes in the 48 

| United States. | | : 
| 93 |......do..-....--- April 27 | Reception of the news of the assassination of AY j 

| the President and the attempted assassina- | } 

| tion of the Secretary of State. | : 

| 94 |..--.-do.......-.. April 28 | Honors to the memory of President Lincoln - | 50 [ 

95 |..---.do......---.| April 29 | The same subject -....---.---.--2.--------) 51 : 

| 96 |..----do...+......| May 1 The same subject ......---+- --.s22200-00. 52 i 

1 97 |....-.do..........| May 2 The same subject ..-/.---+ 2-22-2202 -eee eee! 52 | 

I 98 |......do..........] May 2 The same subject -.... 2.222.222 2022-222 eee: SD | 

99 |Mr. Judd to Mr.| May 4 | The same subject .........-----0---2-ee---1 5 [ 

, | Hunter. . | F 

| 100 |..---.do......-...| May 8] The same subject -.-see+ sees ceseseseseeeee 56 F 

. 1OL |..----do.......-..| May 28 | The same subject ....--....--.--..-------2) 57 : 

105 |.....-do..........| June 2 | Schleswig-Holstein question. Conflict be- 57 : 

| | tween the House of Deputies and the King. 2 : 

Effect in Germany of the military successes : ] 

| in the United States. | | 

2 91 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| June 18 | Receipt of despatches..........---..-------, 59 | 

| Judd. . | . 

| 109 | Mr. Judd to Mr.| July 3 | Affairs inthe United States. Demand in Ger- | 59 

Seward. many for United States bonds. k 

2 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| July 18 Relative to the shipment of two sentenced 60 

Wright. criminals to the United States from Prussia. 

1 115 | Mr. Judd to Mr | Aug. 9 | Impressmeni of naturalized American citizens 60 | 

| Seward. ' into the armies of Prussia and other Ger- 

| | | ; man States. oS fo . 

1 | Mr. Wright to Mr. | Sept. 7 | His presentation at the court of Berlin. Im- 61 | | 

Seward. — | | pressment of naturalized American citizens | 

y into the armies of Prussia and other German | : 

? States. | : | | | 

| 6 |...--.do.........., Oct. 25 | Impressment of naturalized American citizens | 83 | 

. into the armies of Prussia and other Ger- : 

| man States. | : 
| * i



— VI LIST OF DOCUMENTS. | | 

: a PRUSSIA—Continued. | 

| From whom and to | - 7 . | | 
| No. whom. Date. | Subject. Page. | 

1865. : | 

7 | My. WrighttoMr. | Nov. 8 | The same subject ......cseeecesecceeeeeeee] 65 | 
| | Seward. | | : : 

8 |..-.-.do......-...| Nov. 15 | The same subject .....-.---------------+--- 66 2 

13 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Nov. 30 | Relative to the shipment of two sentenced | «68 

- Wright. | criminals to the United States from Prussia.’ | 

|  -'15 |..-.-.do......---.] Dec. 2 | Impressment of naturalized American citizens 68 

| oe into the armies of Prussia and other German 

| | States. | : 

BELGIUM. 

| | 1864, , | 7 

3 150 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Oct. 15 | Alleged scheme for the shipment of Polish | 7 70 

| _ Sanford. soldiers for the rebel armies. 7 | | 

155 |..-...do......----] Dee. 21 | Opinion of the European press on the presi- 70 : 

dential election. ' ot : 

234 | Mr. Sanford to Mr. | Dec. 29 | Effect in Europe of the annual message of the 71 | 

| Seward. I President. | | 

| | 1865. — | | 

i 158 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Jan. 16 | The same subject Lecececccceccccceccceceee| 71 

i | Sanford. | | _ | S | 

| 159 |....-.do..........| Jan. 20 | Address of the Free Speech Society of Ant- 71 | 

. : : | werp on the re-election of Mr. Lincoln. | 

236 | Mr. Sanford to Mr. | Feb. 1: Presentation of M. de Balan as Prussian min- 72 

Seward. | | ister at Brussels, Shipment of a detach- 

| ment of the Belgo-Mexican Legion for Vera : 

. Cruz. | 

237 |......do..........| Feb, 2 | Statement of the foreign commerce and trade 72 : 

of Belgium for the year 1864. | | 

if 239 |......do..........| Feb. 6 | Debate in the Belgian House of Representa- | 73 | 

: | | tives on military affairs. | | 

241 |......do...-......| Feb. 20 Acknowledgment of the receipt of instruc- 73 

| | | tion No. 159. | | ! 

; 246 |......do.....---.-| Mar. 13] Recruitment in Belgium for the so-called Th | 

| Mexican empire. | | - 

947 |...2..do......+-+-| Mar. 14 | Convention for improving the condition of 75 | 

| | soldiers wounded in battle. | 

: 248 |......do..se0.-.--| Mar. 16 | Effect in Europe of the peace conference at 75 | 

2 | | Hampton Roads. | 

| | | . | 

: | 

| |



| | LIST OF DOCUMENTS. WIT : 

: BELGIUM—Continued. : | 

: From whom and to | . , | 
| No. whom, Date. | Subject. Pa 

a 1865. | | 
} 250 | Mr. Sanford to Mr. | Mar. 20 | Important reform in the administrative sys- 76 E 

' | | Seward. | tem of Belgium. F 

| 165 | My. Seward to Mr. | Mar. 25 | Case of the Stonewall....--....seeeeceeeee.] 77 | 
i Sanford. E 

166 |......do.......---| April 4 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch v7 E 
4 1 No. 248, | | | 

167 | Mr. F. W. Seward | April 8 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch 77 

| to Mr. Sanford. | No. 250. | 1 

| | 252 | Mr. Sanford to Mr. | April 12. Recruitment in Belgium for the so-called 73 

| . Seward, | Mexican empire. | | E 

2 254 j..----do---...---.| April 24 | Serious indisposition of the King of Belgium. 78 | 

200 |..----do......---.} April 24 Reception of the news of the fall of Riche | 79 f 

| , mond, . | | | 

| 257 |......do.......--.| April 28 | Reception of the news of the assassination 81 : 

| of the President and attempted assassina- ) 

: 4 | tion of the Secretary of State. f 

; 258 |......do........../ April 28 | Continued indisposition of the King of Bel- | 82 | 

2 | gium, | fo 
: 261 |..-.--do..........| April 30 | Honors to the memory of President Lincoln... 82 | 

| 262 |..----do..........| May 1 The same subject .... 2... ..-..0022 cee ene 85, I 

266 | Mr. Sanford to Mr.| May 5 | The same subject -... 0.2.0.0. ce0sccee cece 86... L 

| | Hunter. . . | | I 
/ 267 |.-----do-..-......| May 5 | The same subject... ce cece cone naccenencs 8% j 

—. 269 |.-----do..........| May 6 | Proclamations closing certain ports in the | 97: F 

United States, and also relating to recipro- : 
= cal naval hospitalities. E 

270 |.-----do...-...... May 6 Assassination of President Lincoln ..... 2... 87° ; 

274 | Mr. Sanford to Mr.. May 19 ! Departure of rebel emissaries from Brussels.. 88 : - : 

Seward. | . i 

! | 277 |.-----d0......--- - May 29 | Loss of Belgian troops in Mexico-.......22..|.. 88° : 

i 283 | Mr. Sanford to Mr. : May 3] Assassination of President Lincoln.--....-2-/ 89° | 
j Hunter. | , | 

284 |..--..do..........| May 31 ; Effect produced in Brussels by the loss ofi; 99°: oo ] 

( Belgian troops in Mexico, : | | 

| 289 |......do..........| June 12 Neutrality of Belgium in ‘the war .between 90: 

7 | Brazil and Paraguay. Se | 

| 288 |..-...do......4.../ June 13 | Alleged compulsory enrolment in-the-Wnited | ° 91. 

| | States of Belgian emigrants. | , 

293 | Mr. Sanford to Mr.| June 24 | Census of the population of Belgium........ 91:. I 
| | Seward. | | : ;



i 

VIII LIST OF DOCUMENTS. 

fo oe BELGIUM—Continued. | 
I A A A ! 

From whom and to , : | No. whom, Date. | Subject. | es : 

po 1865. | | | 
| 303 | Mr. Sanford to Mr.| July 31 | Courtesies extended to the United States 91 ! 

Seward, steamer Niagara on her arrival in the : i a | Schelde. | | | : 
4 309 |....-.do........../ Sept. 13 | Cattle plague. Precautionary measures taken 92 ! | | | | | . for its suppression. | : 

31] |...---do...-....e. Sept. 30 | Exposé of the systems of revenue, taxation, 92 | 
| &c., in Belgium. | | 

4 -179 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Oct. 2 Reception of despatches.................... 97 | i , - Sanford. | | 
313 | Mr. Sanford to Mr.| Oct. 21 | Statement of the foreign commerce and trade 97 | : | Seward. | of Belgium. : 1 315 |..---.do..........| Oct. 30] Postal convention between Belgium and 97 ! 

| | | France. | : 
183 | “Mr. Seward to Mr. | Nov. 17 Acknowledgment of the above despatch. .... 98 : 

| Sanford, | | 
. _ 318 |-Mr. Sanford toMr. | Nov. 30 Friendly sentiments of Belgium towards the 98 | | “Seward. United States. | 

ee PORTUGAL. — 

| | 1864. | 
| . Wor | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Dec. 2 Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch 99 | 

Harvey. No. 301. , 
158 |.--.--do....-.....| Dea 5 Importance of a United States squadron in 99 | : . | | : European waters, and of its frequent com- | 

| munication with our ministers. | | 
| 308 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.| Dec. 23 | The same Subject 2-2-2. 22. eee 99 | 

Seward. - | a | ! 
162 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Dec. 27 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch 101 | 

Harvey. - | No. 305. | { 1865, | : 
: 312 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.| Jan. 8 | The piratical cruiser Sea King or Shenandoah.| 101 | ! 

Seward. _ | | | 316 |..--..do........--|"Feb. 5 | The same subject. Anticipated depredations 102 - of : on American commerce by rebel cruisers in : 1 | | European waters. | | 
: 317 -eo---d0........-.| Feb, 6 | Reported appearance of the piratical cruisers ! 104 

| | a | Shenandoah and Stonewall in the ports of | | 
2 | ' | Corunna and Ferrol. | | |



| | 
| ; . E 

| LIST OF DOCUMENTS. | IX 

| | PORTUGAL—Continued. 

! | From whom and to 
No. | whom. Date. , Subject. as E 

4 oO F 

| oo 1865, | | 4 
{ 318 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.| Feb. 9 | Thesamesubject. Movement of United States 105 L 

i . Seward. ° vessels-of-war. : 

| 319 |...-.-do......----| Feb. 11 | The same subject....--...-.---------------| 106 | ; 

| 320 |....-.do.......---| Feb. 12 | The same subject .....--.---.-------------| 107 I 

| 322 |......do......----| Feb. 19 | The same subject ..........--.--..---.----| 108 | E 

826 |......do.......--.| Mar. 18 | Case of the British steamer Amy..........--| 108 | 

168 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Mar. 28 | Receipt of despatches.......-...-.-+--.--.-| 109 | f 

| | Harvey. | | : 

| 327 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.| Mar. 28 | Arrival of the Stonewall at Lisbon. Move- 109 

| Seward. | ment of United States vessels-of-war. E 

| 328 |...--.do.....-----| Mar. 31. The same subject. Improper conduct of the 1138 : 

| commandant of Belem Castle in firing upon : 

an : the United States steamer Niagara. . | : 

4 331 |......do.....---.- April 7 The same subject .....2--.-----e--eeeeeee- 116 © | 

170 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| April 22 | Receipt of despatches.....2....2.se0ee020--/ 119 

Harvey. : | , 

: 330 | Mr. Harvey to Mr. April 288 | Royal decree regarding the admission of ce- 119 ; 

| _ Seward. reals into the ports of Portugal. Its inju- | 

: rious effect upon the commerce of the United I 

, | States. : | | 

336 |..---.do...-..----| April 28,| Receipt of the news of the assassination of 120 L 

| | the President and attempted assassination | 
: | of the Secretary of State. | | 

| | 337 |....-.do.....-....| May 8 | Friendly action of Portugaltowardsthe United | 121 L 

4 | States in not conceding belligerent rights | 3 

| | to the insurgents. I 

i 338 |.-----do-..--.----| May 11 ' Herors to the memory of President Lincoln... ; ded | : 

3 339 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.}] May 13 Honors paid to the remains of the late Duke | 126 t 

Hunter. | Heritier by the Portuguese authorities. Co- 4 

| operation of United States vessels. 

YP 340 |..---.do-......2..; May 15 Ministerial affairs -....22...2.......-.222..| 127 | : 

f 34] |..----do..........| May 16 Assassination of President Lincoln..........| 128 
342 |..----do--........| May 15 The same subject -.....-..----..-.--.----.| 129 : 

344.|.-.--.do..........| June 5 | Appreciation by the Russian government of 130 | 

1 | honors paid to the late Duke Héritier by | 

| | 7 | United States vessels. _ | 

| 172 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| June 13 | Receipt of despatches..........----.--.+---| 130 i 

| Harvey. | | 

| 346 Mr. Harvey to Mr.; June 16 | Assassination of President Lincoln..........| 180 ; 

| | Seward, |



x LIST OF DOCUMENTS 

| | PORTUGAL—Continued. 

2 From whem and to | : | No. whom, Date. Subject. | Page. | 

| | | | 1865. | | | | 
348 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.| July 5 | Relative to instructions to the admiral of the 131 | 

! — | Seward. United States squadron in European waters. | 
176 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| July 24 | Receipt of despatches..........22..-..-----| 182 : 

| - Harvey. = 
po 353 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.} Aug. 8 | Relative to hospitalities extended to insurgent 132 

Seward. : cruisers in European waters. | 
| B57 |.-----do..........| Sept. 6 Ministerial crisis .........--. 222+ ----eeece. 134 | 

358 |..-+--do......---.| Sept. 10 | Proposed establishment of a coal depot at the 134 | 
| 7 Cape de Verd islands. : 
I 178 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Sept. 13 | Relative to hospitalities extended to insurgent 136 | 

Harvey, | cruisers in European waters. i 
| | 366 | Mr. Harvey to Mr.| Nov. 21 | Relative to the death of José Manuel, killed 136 | 
| | Seward. | in an affray with American seamen. — | | 

| a TT ALY. | oe 
7 | 1864, | : 

109 | Mr. Marsh to Mr.| Nov. 22 | Relative to the temporary establishment of a | 439 
| Seward. | 1865 naval depot of the United States at Cagliari. | — 

111 |-...-.do.......-..| Jan. 16 | Removal of the court from Turin to Florence, 140 — 
| | | | | Reception of the news of. the re-election.of | 
| : President Lincoln. | 
| 125 | Mr. Seward to Mr.} Feb. 7 | Acknowledgment of the above despatch....-.} 141 

Marsh. | : 
| | 114 | Mr. Marsh to Mr. | Feb. 13 | Removal of the court from Turin to Florence. 142 | 

, Seward. | | 
117 |..-.--do....--....| April 28 | The same subject ..........22.--2--------.| 149 | 

| 118 | Mr. Marsh to Mr. | April 29,} Receipt of the news of the assassination of 43 
Hunier. the President and attempted assassination | _ | 

| . of the Secretary of State. | 
119 |...---do..........) May 15 Assassination of the President. Rumored] 144 | | 

| | alliance for the maintenance of an imperial | | ~ 
| ' dynasty in Mexico. | | 

| 12] |..---.do...-......) June 5 | Mexican question..........22.-cs--.-02---.1 145 : 
122 |.--++.do-...2.-...; June 10 | Relative to the treatment of United States| 146 

| vessels-of-war in foreign ports. | : 
123 | Mr. Marsh to Mr.| June 29 | Proposed treaty of commerce and navigation 148 | 

| Seward. | | between the United States ‘and Italy. | 
Mexican question. | 

| 135 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | July 24 | Acknowledgment of the above despatch.....] 149 | 

i | : 

| |



| —_ : 
| | LIST OF DOCUMENTS. XI j 

ROME. } 

| From whom and to : : 
; No. | whom. Date. | Subject. Pe : 

| OO 1864, a | | i 
29 | Mr. King to Mr.| Dec. 24 | Reception of the news of the re-election of | 150. [ 

| Seward. . - President Lincoln. | I 
. 1865. . 3 

30 |...--.do...--...--| Jan. 7 | Official visit to the Pope and cardinal......-.) © 140 | 

4 31 |...---do--.--.-.-.| Jan. 14 | Effect produced by the military successes in 151 : 

| | | the United States. | | 
| - 24 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Feb. 8 | Acknowledgment of the above....-..-...---| 152 | 

King. . q 

| 32 | Mr. King to Mr.| Feb. 11 Tributes of respect to the memory of Edward | 152 E 

| Seward. Everett. Political affairs. : 1 : | 

33 |..----do......----| Mar. 4 | Reported cession by Maximilian of certain 153 | 

| territory in Mexico to France. Rebel |. E 

emissary at Rome. ; 

34 |......do..-...----| Mar. 11 | Receipt of the news of the fall of Charleston. |. 154 | | 

i. Rumored departure of the Pope from 
- _ Rome. | 

| 35 |......do....-...--| Mar. 25 | Relative to the withdrawal of French troops 154 | 
| | from Rome. | 

36 |...---do.....---..| April 22 | Receipt of the news of the fall of Richmond. 155. | | 

| | Italian and Mexican affairs. | | : : 
37 | Mr. King to Mr.| April 29 | Receipt of the news of the assassination of | 156 _ : 

Hunter. | the President and attempted assassination - 7 . 

: of the Secretary of State. | aan ' 

! 38 |..---.do....-.-..-| May 6 | Honors to the memory of Piesident Lincoln. 157 | 

| | | Italian affairs. . | ] 

| 39 |.---.-do......----| May 13 | The same subject .-.---.-.---...----------| 158 r 

| 40 |Mr. King to Mr.| May 24 , Pending conference between the Pope and 159 I 

Seward. Victor Emanuel. Mexican question. t 

4 41 | Mr. King to Mr.| June 2 | Interview with the cardinal secretary of state 160 *£ 

_ Hunter. - | on American affairs. ) : 

| 42 |Mr. King to Mr.| June 24 | Anniversary of the election and coronation | 161. 

v Seward. | of the Pope. His views respecting affairs . | ; 

| | in the United States. : 

2 27 | Mr. Seward toMr.| June 29 . Receipt of despatches......... wee eeen eee ...| 162 : 

| | King. a . 

| _ 43 |Mr. King to Mr.| July 4) Relative to instructions to the admiral of the 162 7 

| | Seward. | United States squadroninEuropean waters. | : 

| 45 |......do..........| Nov. 10 Ministerial crisis. Evacuation of French | °163 : 

, | | troops from the Papal territory. ; 

: 46 |......do..........] Nov. 18; Conversation with the Pope on Aimorican and 164 

| | European affairs. | |



; XII , LIST OF DOCUMENTS. : 

| | DENMARK. 4 
: Ae | 
| From whom and to | , No. whom. Date. Subject. | Page. ! 

4 
a 

ene nr : : 1865. | : 
_ 182 | Mr. Wood to Mr. | Feb. 6 | Relative to the piratical cruiser Stoerkodder, 166 | 

Seward. | alias the Stonewall. | 
| 183 |.----.do..........| Feb. 14 | The same subject..---. 2.22 .....ceeee eee) 167 | 
| , 184 |.-....do..........| Feb. 20] The same subject..--.....0222..----.------| 168 : 
; | 103 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Feb. 21 | The same subject...---...2...2.0-.222.-2.-) 169 | 

Wood. = | 
i 104 |.....-do......--..| Mar. 2 | The same subject....2. 222222 -.ceeceeeeeeee| 169 | 
| 105 ~-----d0.--2--2-.. Mar. 3 “The same subject..--.- -s.c0ece 2-22-2028. 170 ! 
| 185 | Mr. Wood to Mr.| Mar. 3 | The same subject..........-.......--..-...| 170 : 

| Seward. Of : | | 
187 |..----do.-.. 22.222. Mar. 14 | The same subject...... 2.002.022 .. eea eee. 171 | 

1 188 |....-.do.....---..) Mar. 22) Alleged insurgent scheme for the purchase of | 174 
a vessel and enlistment of crew at Copen- | 

a hagen, | : 
107 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Mar. 24 | Piratical cruiser Stonewall -..222.2..0..222., 175 

, Wood. | 

189 | Mr. Wood to Mr. | Mar. 29 | The same subject...............----....... 175 
| Seward. | | | 

191 |......do.......... April 14 | Failure of insurgent scheme for the enlistment | | 176 2 
| | ~ of men in the rebel service. | . 

, — «W982 |.-----do..........) April 15 | The same subject. Piratical eruiser Stone- | 177 | 

| 193 |......do......-... April 24 | Action of the Danish authorities regarding 177 
5 ‘ the Stonewall, 

2 194 |......do......- ---/ May 1 | Receipt of the news of the assassination of | 178 
4 | the President and attempted assassination | 

of the Secretary of State. | | : 
195 | Mr. Wood to Mr.j May 8 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of instruc: | 178 | 

Hunter. | | tions. | 
197 [dow ee. - dune 6 Relative to hospitatities extended to insurgent 179 ‘ 

2 | | cruisers in European waters. : 
198 |....-.do.......-..| June 18 | The same subject.............-2.......-...|° 179 7 : 

t 203 | Mr. Wood to Mr. | Sept. 18 | Avowed animosity of theinhabitants of Schles- 180 | 
3 Seward. wig to Prussia. | 

204 |..---.do.-........| Oct. 3 | Relative to the removal of restrictions on 180 | 
- | / | trade in the insurrectionary States. Ap- : : 

| - | pointment of Mr. Yeaman to Copenhagen. | 
| 115 Mr. Seward to Mr.| Nov. 4 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch 180 ! 

: | Wood. | No. 205. : | 
1 | | :



: | | : 
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DENMARK—Continued. - 7 f 

| a 
, From whom and to E 

. No. i whom. Date. Subject. . Page. : 

1865. | : 
209 | Mr. Wood to Mr. | Nov. I1 | Relative to the American and Brazilian Steam 181 F 

: | Seward. | Navigation Company. | 

| — O11 |......do......----| Nov. 18 | Presentation of letter of recall......-...----| 181 I 

. 2 | Mr. Yeaman to Mr. | Nov. 20 | Audience with the King. Presentation of 181 ; 

| Seward. letter of credence. | | [ 

| | SWEDEN AND NORWAY. ' 

| | | 1864, | | | : 
2 Mr. Campbell to; Sept. 20) Arrival at his post. Receipt of the news of 184 E 

| | Mr. Seward. | the evacuation of Atlanta. | I 

3 . .....do......----' Sept. 27 | Audience with the King. Presentation of 185 | } 

| letter of credence. : _ [ 

| 4 |......do......----| Oct. 3 | Conference at Vienna on the Danish ques- 186 o£ 

, | tion. American affairs. : 

| 7 |....-.do.......-.-| Nov. 5 | Accéptance by Baron Weiterstedt of the mis- 187 

| : | sion to the United States. Courtesies ex- | : 

: | tended by the United States naval authori-’ 

| . . ties to a Swedish officer. Celebration of 

| | the anniversary of the union of Sweden | 

| and Norway. | 

| - 8 |......do.....-----| Dec. 6 Effect of the result of the presidential elec- 188 q 

| ! tion. oo : | 

| 9 : Seward to Mr. | Dec. 13  Civilities shown the United States steamer 188 I 

| Campbell. | : Wachusett hv the anthorities at St. Bar- | _ . 4 

} | '  thalomew, West Indies. q 

| 9 | Mr. Campbell to Dee. 13 Mission of Baron Weiterstedt to Mexico. ..-- 188 t 

Mr. Seward. | 

| 10 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dec. 17 Receipt of despatches...-....-.-----.------| 190 : 

/ | Campbell. | . 

| | 1865. | | 

: 10 | Mr. Campbell to | Jan. 3 Courtesies extended by the United States | 190 | 

3 Mr. Seward. i naval authorities to a Swedish officer. 

| 11 |.-----do..-.......; Jan. 9 | Civilities shown the United States steamer 191 : 

| | Wachusett by the authorities of St. Bar- | 

| | . | | tholomew, West Indies. | : 

| 11 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Jan. 10 | Mission of Baron Wetterstedt to Mexico.....| 191 | : 

| Campbell. | 7 

12 | Mr. Campbell to, Jan, 12) International exhibition at Bergen ......---.| 192 | ; 

| Mr. Seward. | | :



: XIV LIST OF DOCUMENTS. , | 

| . SWEDEN AND NORWAY—Continued. | : 

From whom and to | | | | 
: No. . whom. , Date. | — Subject. Page, 

; | 1865. | oe | | | 
2 13 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Feb. 13 | The same subject.....-..-.--:.--------+---| 193 | 

2 ~ Campbell. : | : 

; 16 | Mr. Hunter to Mr.| May 9 | Schemes of rebel emissaries in Sweden ..--..| 193 | 

2 7 Campbell. . | | 

; _ 15 | Mr. Campbell to| April 8 | International exhibition at Bergen. Relative 193 : 

: Mr. Seward. | to the purchase of a vessel by the insur- : 

gents at Copenhagen. | : 

| 16 |...-..do.--.......} April 25 | Anticipated emigration from Sweden and 195 : 

| OO Norway to the United States. : | 

17 |.....-do...--.....| April 30 | Reception of the news of the assassination of 196 | 

| | the President and attempted assassination ! 

I | | of the Secretary of State. | 

18 |......do......---.| May 3 | Assassination of President Lincoln.......... 200 ! 

— 19 |..----do..-.......; May 5 | Anticipated emigration from Sweden and|- 200 

| Norway to the United States. | 

i 20 |..---.do.......-..; May 8 / Relative to the closing of certain ports of en- | 202 

: | fo try of the United States. Exchange of re- | 

| | | | ciprocal hospitalities between war vessels’| . 

| - | of the United States and those of foreign , 

: | | powers. . | 

Q] |..---.do..........; May 8 | Honors to the memory of President Lincoln-.| 202 | 

| 99 |....-.d0....-.02-. May 12 | Relative to the closing of certain ports of the 203 

: | United States, and also to reciprocal naval 

| hospitalities. . | 

23 |------do.......--.| June 13 | Proclamation relative to insurgent cruisers.-.| 203 | 

: 25 |.-----do..........| Sept. 14 | Visit of the Russian squadron to Stock- 204 

| holm. 

26 |.-----do..---.....| Sept. 26 | Proclamation removing restrictions on trade 204 

with the insurgent States. ! 

| oO 20 | Mr. Hunter to Mr. | Oct. 17 | Acknowledgment of the above........--.-.| 205 | 

| Campbell. , . | | 

| 28 | Mr. Campbell to | Nov. 4 | Opening of the Storthing. Address of the 205 . 

Mr. Seward. | King. | | 

| 31 |.-----do..........| Nov. 15 | The same subject -........-+-...----------| 206 | 

SWITZERLAND. | | 

1865. | | | . 
| G66 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Feb. 8 | Project relative to the formation of a Swiss 210 

| _ Fogg. navy. | | ! 

| Oo | | | | !



| LIST OF DOCUMENTS. | | Xv | 

| - SWITZERLAND—Continued. 

| | From whom and to : : 

| No. | whom. | Date. —. Subject. Page. 

. | 1864, } 
76 | Mr. Fogg to Mr. | Nov. 26 | Proposed convention for improving the con- 211 : 

| Seward. dition of soldiers wounded in battle. : 

| | 1865. - . | 
(| ° 98 j..---do.......-2.| Jan. 2 | Inauguration of the President of the Swiss | 212 : 

| Confederation. E 

82 |......do.........-} Mar. 4 | Project relative to the formation of a Swiss 213 E 

i navy. : I 

84 |......do..........| April 14 | Relative to the emigration to the United States 214 | | 

| of Polish refugees from Switzerland. j 

85 |......do........-.| April 18 | Effect produced on receipt of the news of the 216 : 

capture of Richmond. | E 

86 |....-.do.......--.| April 24 | Views of the press on the military successes | Q17 [ 

in the United States. | ' 

| 87 | Mr. Fogg to Mr. | May 3 | Receipt of the news of the assassination of 219 : 

Hunter. President Lincoln and attempted assassina- | : 

| tion of the Secretary of State. : 

: 88 |. n-ne dOwcanee nese May 14 | Honors paid to the memory of President 219 

7 | Lincoln. | | F 

69 | Mr. Hunter to Mr.| May 6 | Relative to the emigration to the United States 221 : 

| Fogg. | | of Polish refugees from Switzerland. | | 

| 91 | Mr. Fogg to Mr. | May 30 | Proclamation relative to insurgent cruisers...) 221 [ 

Hunter. | 

| 93 |....--do....------| June 20°] Assassination of President Lincoln......-.-.| 221 

| 2 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | July 25 | Instruction on presentation of letter of cre- 222 

| Harrington. : | dence. . 

102 | Mr. Fogg to Mr. | Oct. 16. Retirement of Mr. Fogg, and presentation of | 222 L 

Seward. . | his successor as minister resident. | | 

=: 3 | Mr. Seward to Mr.}| Nov. 1 | Assassination of President Lincoln.......-.- 225 . , 

: | Harrington. | | | 

3 |...-..do..........| Nov. 17 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch | 226 | 

: | 

JAPAN. — 

| 1864. | | 

69 | Mr. Pruynto Mr. | Dec. 6 | Relative to the murder of two officers of the 227 | 

| Seward. British army in Japan. | q 

1 _ 86 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Dec. 14 | Maintenance of the treaty rights ofthe United | 229 | 

Pruyn. - States in Japan. | 

| 71 Mr. Pruyn to Mr. | Dec. 29 | Execution of one of the murderers of the two 229 a: 

| Seward. | British army officers. | 

2 j..-22-do..---.-..-} Dee. 30 | Internal political affairs of Japan.----...-.- 230 :



i . 

| | XVI LIST OF DOCUMENTS. 

| | | JAPAN—Continued. | 

| From whom and to | | | 
No. whom. - Date. | Subject. | Page. 

| 1865. | | | 

| 7 | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. } Jan. 21 | Treaty provisions for the assignment of land | 234 

| Seward. to foreigners. | | 

8 |..----do....-....-| Jan. 27 | Insurrection in Japan....---------.--------| 238 

| 88 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Feb. 9 | Receipt of despatches...--...---..-------.-| 239 

| Pruyn. | | ! 

: 9 | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Feb. 13 | Relative to the closing of the port of Kana- | 240 

Seward. gawa. - 

, 12 |......do..........| March 16 | Action of the Japanese government regarding | 240 | 

| . the sale of raw silk and silkworms’ egos. : 

| 16 |......do...-..-... April 24 | Japanese indemnity...-.-...---.----------| 246 | 

— Qh |...---do...-......| April 28 Monopoly of foreign trade by the Tycoon....| 248 | 

| 7 27 | Mr. PortmantoMr.; May 16 | Insurrection in Japan..-.-..-...--..--------| © 249 ! 

| _ Seward. ! 

32 |.----.do..........| June 9 | The same subject..---.....----------------] 250 | 

33 |...---do..........| June 10 | Relative toa grant of land for a coal depot 200 | 

| at Yokohama for the use of the British, | | 

- French, and American steamship compa-. 

| of | nies, . | 

| 35 |...--.do...-......| June 20 | Assassination of President Lincoln...---.--.| 251 

| 36 |.-.--.do......-...| June 24 | Memorandum signed by the representatives 202 

| oe | of the four powers regarding the opening | 

| | of the Straits of Simonoseki to foreign trade. | 

| AQ |...--.do..........| July 5 | Honors paid to the memory of President 203 

Lincoln. ~ — | 

| 44 |...-..do..--......] July 24 | Information desired as to the object of the 253 

os _ visit of the Japanese embassy to Europe. | 

| 47 |..----do..........; Aug. 6 | Action of the Japanese government with re- 204 

| 7 | gard to foreign vessels engaged in illicit : | 

| | trade. , : 

48 |......do...-2- 2... Aug. 22 | Japanese indemnity....-...---.-----------) 256 | 

| 1 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Aug. 31 | Receipt of despatches...-...-----.-------.-| 258 | 

. | Portman. 

2 |...---do...--.....| Sept. 4 Relative to a convention with Japan for the 258 - | 

: reduction of import duties, and also one for | | 

| _ the payment of indemnities and expenses. | | 

| 2 er ne Sept. 3 | Honors to the memory of President Lin- | 258 | 

| | coln. Oo 

50 | Mr. Portman to Mr.; Sept. 5 | Receipt of the first instalment of the Japanese 209 

: | Seward. indemnity. | | | 

| 52 |..----do......--..| Sept. 13 | Removal of restrictions at Kanagawa on the 259 i 

| | | _ trade in silkworms’ eggs and cocoons. 
| ; be ; | 

|



LIST OF DOCUMENTS. XVII 

_ JAPAN—Continued. | | 

| From whom and to | | | 

No. whom. Date. | Subject. Page. 

: 1865. | 

54 | Mr. Portman to Mr.| Sept. 22 | Abolition of restrictions on the trade in irico, 262 

Seward. : - awabi, and.sharks’ fins. » | 

61 |......do......----| Oct. 20 | Japanese domestic affairs...............-..| 263 

63 |......do.......-..] Oct. 30 | Measures taken for the arrest of the fugitive 264 

| murderer of the two British officers. 

64 |......do..........} Oct. 30 | Japanese indemnity...-.....--.------.----| 265 

65 |..----do..--------| Nov. 18 | The same subject........--.---------------| 268 

7 | Mr. Seward to Mr. | Nov. 20 The same subject...----------e-2e2 e020 200 275 

| Portman. | - | | 

66 | Mr. Portmanto Mr.| Nov. 30 | Sanction of the treaties by the Mikado. Re- | 276. | 

Seward. | ported assassination of Mr. Portman. | 

| TURKEY. , | 

ae | _ 1864, | | . | 
100 | Mr. Morris to Mr.) Dec. 7 | Effect of the re-election of Mr. Lincoln ..-...) © 277% 

. Seward. | a , | | 
| 1865. | : . 

104 weeee-d0..2 20. — Feb. 15 | Statement of the military and naval force of | 278 

Turkey. fo 

106 |...--.d0....------; Feb, 22 ‘Improvementin the material of warin Turkey.| 280 

| | | Effect of military successes in the United | 

| | States. | - | 

108 |......do..---.---.' Mar. 29 | Question of religious tolerance inthe Turkish | 280: 

| | | empire. 

110 ....-.do.......... April 19 - Charges arainst American missionaries. Re- 233. — 

| ceipt of the news of the fail of Richmond 

| | and Petersburg. | 

111 |......do...-...... May 1, Reception of the news of the assassination of | 287 

| President Lincoln and attempted assassina- | 

de : | tion of the Secretary of State. | 

112 | Mr.. Morris to Mr. May 3 , Honors to the memory of President Lincoln..| 288 | 

| | Hunter. : | : 

| ----- Mr. Morris to Mr. May 4 | The same subject ...-----222-2e- cence eee] 290 

| | Seward. | —_ 7 fo 

114 Mr. Morris to Mr. May 11 | The same subject ..............-----------| 290 

| | Hunter. | | oe 

1B 1... do..--.+..+./ May 18 | The same subject......222.2.22222-22e2----] 298 
116 '......do......-...| May 25 | The same subject. Statement of a financial 294 | 

a | | = scheme of the Turkish government, | . 
9



: XVII LIST OF DOCUMENTS. , 

: : - TURKEY—Continued. : 

| | From whom and to | | | 

. No. whom. Date. Subject. | Page. 

_ | 1865. ae | | 

90 | My. Hunter to Mr.| June 27 | Receipt of despatches..---..----------2--+-| 296 | 

| - | , Morris. — | | | 

118 | Mr. Morris to Mr. | July 13 | Friendly attitude of the Sultan regarding in- 297 

oo Seward. | surgent cruisers. 

| 119 |......do.....-----| July 13 | Appearance of the cholera at Constantinople. 298 | 

| 120 |..222-do..--+.---.|--.-------| Continued ravages of the cholera. Adoption | 298 

; | | of sanitary measures. | 

: 121 |....-.do.-....---.| Aug. 14 The same subject ....------------e-eeee-e-} 800 

122 |......do.-----.--.| Aug. 28 The same subject .....-----+-2---+ <2 eee 300 ! 

124 |......do......--.-| Sept. 4 | The same subject -.-.----------------+---- 302, ! 

| 92 | Mr. Seward to Mr.) Sept. 5 | Precautionary measures to prevent the intro- 303 : 

2 Morris. | | duction of the cholera into the United States. : 

. 125 | Mr. Morris to Mr.) Sept. 11 | Decrease of the cholera. Destructive. fire at 304 | 

| | Seward. | Constantinople. : ae | 

93] Mr. Seward to Mr.) Sept. 21 | Employment of Egyptian soldiers for the | 305 | 

-  Morris.. French army in Mexico. | | 

; 126 | Mr. Morris to Mr.| Sept. 21 Increase of the cholera. .-. ence ceeeecenenes| 308 | 

| 7 Seward. | | | | | | | | 

127 |..----do......----| Oct 9 | Transmitting a pamphlet on the treatment of | 306. 

| | | Asiatic cholera. | | ‘ 

=. 120 |...---do..---.---.| Oct. 29 ! Employment of Egyptian soldiers for the 309 

| | | | | French army in Mexico. | oo | 

99 Mr. Seward to Mr.| Nov. 17 | Acknowledgment of the receipt of despatch 310 

| Morris. | No. 129. 

: 131 | Mr. Morris to Mr.; Nov. 22 " Internal improvements in the Turkish empire. dll | 

: Seward. | | | | | 

| EGYPT. a 

| | 1864, | | 

| 8 |Mr. Hale to Mr.| Nov. 25 | Observance of Thanksgiving, in accordance 313 

| | Seward. | with the President’s proclamation. 2 

10 |...-..do...--.--.-| Dec, 22 | Donation of money by the Sultan to the Pro- | 313 | 

an | testant community. | | 

: | , 1865. | oO | 

Q0'|......do...-------| Mar. 4 | Vessels constructed in England for the Pacha 316 | 

: | a | supposed to be intended for the use of the | 

: . | insurgents. | | 

i 94 |......do.---------| April 19 | Arrival of delegates of various chambers of; 318 - ! 

| | | commerce for the purpose of inspecting the | | 

| oS fe _ works of the Suez canal. | |



| : | 
| LIST OF DOCUMENTS. XIX 

| a _ EGYPT—Continued. | | : 

. From whom and to | : 
No. whom. Date. Subject. - Page. | 

=) YS | 
| 1865. | : | E 
| 2o | Mr. Hale to Mr.| May 5 Honors paid to the memory of President Lin- | 319 t 

po Seward. — | coln. | : 
26 | Mr. Hale to Mr. | May 13 | The same.subject -.......--...2-----------| 319 I 

| oo Hunter. | | | | 
30 | Mr. Hale to Mr. | June 3 | The same subject ........-....---.02------| 320 ] 

| Seward. | | | | E 
| 32 |......do..........} June 14 | Felicitations of the Pacha at the successful 320 : 
| 7 . termination of the rebellion in the United | j 
| States. Egyptian navy. Effect produced | - E 

in Egypt on theresult of the war. Finan- | : 
| cial crisis. Charitable measures of relief | : 

| | adopted by the Pacha. _ | | 
| 33 |..----do-.....----| June 19 | Cholera at Alexandria .......-..2..-.------| 321 : 
; 34 |..----do---.------| June 27 | The same subject -.......-2...-2--.-------| 322 | 

| 9 | Mr. Hunter to Mr.; June 29.| Receipt of despatches... ne >) ; 

Hale. | : | | 
35 | Mr. Hale to Mr. | June 29 | Discoveries made in the exploration of the | 323 | 

| . Seward. : Nile. | co j 
87 |..222.do... 22. eee. July 7 | Cholera in Egypt ...0......00...2.2..---2-) 328 I 

| 33 |....--do.....-----| July 19 | The same subject..........22....--2-------| 324 F 
10 | Mr. Seward to Mr.) July 24 | Receipt of despatches........-.2.-2--------| 327 L 

| Hale. | : . 
| 89] Mr. Hale to Mr. | Aug. (7 | Cholera in Egypt ........22.22.2222.e02222{ 827 | 
| ‘| Seward. nl | : 
I 41 |......do-....-----| Aug. 26 | Employment of Egyptian soldiers for the 328 | : 

, _.| French army in Mexico... 
; 12 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Sept. 4 | Cholera in Egypt...-............--.------ 330 
| | Hale. | 

| 13 |......do.....-----| Sept. 21 | Employment of Egyptian soldiers for the | 330 | . i 
| | . | | French army in Mexico. : 

44 | Mr. Hale to Mr. | Oct. 27 : The same subject went cee cece ecee sees e-| 330 
/ Seward. ! : | 

| — 45 rerer2dO.-- sees ee, Noy. 13 The same subject -..-.---------.----------| 332 i 
4 46 |..---.do..---.....; Nov. 18 | The same subject ..........22.-2---02-+---| 332 i 
| 16 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Nov. 27 | The same subject .............--.---------| 887 { 

1 48 | Mr. Hale to Mr. | Nov. 27 | The same subject ..............2.220222---| 398 ' 
4 Seward. — | 

|



Xx LIST OF DOCUMENTS. 

| | TUNIS. | 

: From whom and to a - Ot 
2 No. |- whom. Date. Subject. Page. 

o 1864. | | : | ! 
3 58 | Mr. Perry to Mr. Dec. 7 | Relative to the abolishment of Tunisian 339 | 

_ Seward. — slavery. | | | : 

2 60 |......do..........| Dec, 17 | Method of collecting revenue in Tunis. In- 343 

| | . | surrection. © | | 

‘| 1865. | | : 
2 66 |....--do....--....| Mar. 18 | Annual reception by the Bey....--.---.----| 348 

68 |......do......----| April 29 | Receipt of the news of the fall of Richmond | — 

| , | | . and of the assassination of President Lin- 344 

fo | de coln, 7 | | 

| 70 | Mr. Perry to Mr.| May 138 | Honors paid to the memory of President 344 | 

1 - Hunter. SO Lincoln. a | | 

71 |..:.--do........-.| June 17 | Tunisian affairs. Presents from the Bey to 345 | 

| : | | | | the President. Anticipated visit of an : : 

| | | | | | embassy to the United States. oe 

, (72 |......do..........| June 24 | Formal announcement of the appointment of | 346 : 

a a an embassy to the United States. | | | 

14 | Mr. Seward toMr. | July 27 | The same subject -..---..----.-22---------| 346 | 

: Perry. | a Oo | | 

75 | Mr. Perry to Mr.| July 29 | Ceremony of investing the Bey with the Order | 347 

: : Seward. | of the Bath. Delay attending the departure 

| | of the embassy. 

77 |......d0...-.....-| Aug. 30 | Formation and departure of the embassy to 347 

| pe America. | | ne 

78 |......d0....------| Sept. 13 | Arrival of the embassy at Paris...---------.| 348 | 

| 79 |......do...-------| Oct. 3 Enclosing letters from the Bey addressed to, 048 | 

| 7 | the President, Secretary of State, aud to | 

| | Mrs. Lincoln. | 

| - TANGIERS. , : 

| | | 1864, | | | 
14 | Mr. Hunter to Mr. | Nov. . 7 | Erection of a new light-house at Cape 350 | 

MeMath, = |_— Spartel. : fp | 

to | | | 1865. | oe | 
25 |Mr.McMathto Mr.| July 8 | The same subject .........--eeeeeeeeeeeee-| 85 : 

~ Seward. . - — : 

26 Mr. McMathtoMr.| May 4 | Receipt of the news of the assassination of 351 : 

; | | Hunter. the President and attempted assassination ! 

- - . of the Secretary of State. . |



! | | 3 

| LIST OF DOCUMENTS. XXI F 

p | TANGIERS—Continued. i 

: | From whom and to : | _ : 
No. | whom. | Date. — Oo Subject. Page. 

| 1865, | 7 E 

| 97 | Mr. McMath to Mr. May 15 | Difficulty between the Moorish authorities 302 j 

| | Hunter. | | and the resident Jews. | F 

| 31 | Mr. McMathtc Mr.| Oct. 7 | Measures adopted to prevent the introduction (855 E 

Seward. | of the cholera. | F 

MEXICO. , 8 an 

| 1864. | | | F 
| / 442 | Mr. Dayton to Mr.| Mar. 25 Completion of the loan to Maximilian as. 306 Oo ; 

| Seward. emperor of Mexico. | : i 

825 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| April 7 | Resolution of the House of Representatives 306 E 

| Dayton. ; of the 4th of April declaring its opposition ; 

| | to a monarchy in Mexico. | E 

| - 728 |...---do........-.| Dec. 20 | Resolution of the House of Representatives | 359 | 

| : _| of the 7th of April regarding Mexico. | 4 

1 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Dec. 21 | Relative to a proclamation of Maximilian 309 

Bigelow. | affecting the British settlement in Hon- L 

I | duras. Political affairs in Mexico and the | _ a | 

4 ft West Indies. | | | | 

po 1865. | : | 
_ 8 | Mr. Bigelowto Mr. | Jan. 20 | Relations between France and the United | 361 | : 

| Seward. } States. Cession of Sonora to France by | | : 

~ Maximilian. | 1 

2 33 | Mr. Seward to Mr.| Feb. _7 | The same subject. Project of the insurgents 883 ! 

Bigelow. | to involve the United States in a war with ! 

| | | France and England. | 
: 38 |.-.-.-do..........; Feb. 7 | Arrest of fugitive insurgents from Texas by 363 j 

: _ General Mejia. | | 

: 25 | Mr. Bigelow to Mr.| Feb. 9] Cession of Sonora, Chihuahua, &c., to 364 | : 

1 Seward. | France by Maximilian. Oo ' 

3 29 |.-----do...-......) Feb. 14 | Movements of the Niagara. The Stonewall 364 

| | | at Ferrol. Letter from a rebel emissary | So 4 

| ; : upon the subject of her departure. Sym- |. | 

: : | pathies of France with the insurgents | — ' 

. — | growing out of the Mexican question. { 

| BB |. eeeedo.-...ceee-| Feb. 17 Opening of the Corps Legislatif. Emperor’s 365 7 

] speech; its tranquillizing tone. Italian - | 

a | and Mexican affairs. | 

36 joreeee do......- a Feb. 17 | Enlistment of Poles for the insurgent service. 366 |



: XXII LIST OF DOCUMENTS. 

MEXICO—Continued. 

| From whom and to | - | | | 
| No whom. Date. | Subject. . Page. 

7 | 1865. SO | 

48 | Mr Seward to Mr.|:Feb. 21 | Case of the steamer Ark, captured by insur- 368 | 

| | Bigelow. | gents in Mexican waters. 7 | 

49 |......do.....----.| Feb. 21 | Delivery of insurgent deserters from Texas oil 
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| _ Do.........| Nov. 29 | Proposition for the withdrawal of French 449 

/ troops from Mexico. E 
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2 Bigelow. | — | | E 

| a 990 |...---do..........| Nov. 22 | The same subject ..--e2+eeeeee coe eee eres 463 i 

| 209 | Mr. Bigelow to Mr.} Nov. 30 | The same subject -------------+-++---- w---| 464 ' 

| Seward. a | ' 

Mr. Seward to Mr. | Dee. 10 The same subject -...s0-sseceeceeeeeeeeee-| 464 f 

—_ Romero. | oo 

4 | | 1866. | | | | 

| Mr. Romero to Mr.| Jan. 5 | Transmitting a letter from General Ortega on 464 : 

| ‘Hunter. — : _ the eve of his execution. . . | 

| | Do.....-...| Jan. 22 | Determination of Maximilian to exccute the 465 i 

| | decree relating to prisoners of war. . |
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| | | can empire. - - . 
| Mr. Seward to Mr. | Aug. 9 | The same subject ..........-...--e--..---.| 488 
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| a AUSTRIA | | , i 

7; | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | a 5 

7 No. 78.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ § 
q | ~ Vaenna, October 23, 1864. r 

4 ~=©~—_s«s&rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches, Nos. 87, | 
cs 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, and 95, of dates August 26, (two,) 29th, September | 
{ _. 19, (two,) 24, 26, October 4, (two,) respectively, and a circular'of date Septem- __ | 
7 ber 12. oo Da 5 

j _ I thank you very earnestly for the full and authentic intelligence they convey &§ 
3 as to political and military events, the general character of which is certainly © § 

iT most encouraging to all those who sincerely love their country and have an =— si && 
j abiding faith in the noble destiny of the commonwealth of the United States. - ' 

4 . I have nothing especially new to report of European affairs. There has been | 
3 a lull of considerable duration in the long agitation of the political surface. 8 
i ____ The peace between the German powers and Denmark has not yet been signed, | ' 
i ‘but it is thought that no obstacle exists to its signature in the immediate future. &§ 

_ The treaty, when concluded, will doubtless be published, and as there is prob- ' 
' ably nothing in the details of any especial interest to us on the other side of the : r 
4 Atlantic, I have not thought it desirable to call your attention to such portions : if 
a of them as might become known during the progress of the negotiation. After — E 
: the scission of the provinces from the Danish monarchy has been consummated, ' 
i ~—s. the question of the sovereignty will press very strenuously for its solution, and — | 

4. ___ there will probably be much animated debate before the succession question has &£ 
{ been settled by the diet at Frankfort. / : | E 

_. Iam not in possession of any state secrets, and certainly should never affect 7 F 
y= ~—_s in this correspondence to enjoy such an advantage, even supposing it to be an 1 
: advantage to a representative of the United States government, and supposing. &§ 

- that there were really very many profound mysteries in the diplomatic world to : 
( be discovered. I have, therefore, always abstained from attempting to cast any _ t 
q horoscope as to European politics, save to give the result of my observations from ae 

_ time to time as to the general question of peace or war in the immediate future, o£ 
7 always an important one to us. ) i re t 
| . At the beginning of the year a war between Denmark and Germany seemed == —— 
ij _ inevitable, as I ventured to state. During its progress it appeared probable, from 
j __—scthe menacing language and attitude of other powers, that the local war would og 

_ expand into a more general one. That fear has since been dispelled, and it is ££ 
_ even possible that Denmark may now be more tranquil, deprived of provinces  &§ 

| which it.was unable or forbidden to incorporate, than during that period of 
struggle against an inexorable conclusion which has been terminated by the war 

4 and the consequent triumph of the German powers. SO | 
_ The “personal union,” which. at a certain stage of the. proceedings might : 

| probably have been secured by Denmark, would hardly have been more than a { 
4 _ very temporary arrangement. | oe | : if 

_ I am not able, therefore, to inform you who is to be the sovereign of the | 
1 pc ** | | _&£
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duchies, although I suppose it to be probable that Lauenburg will be annexed 
| to Prussia. | | | 
i _ As to the future settlement’ of the “burning questions” of Europe I pretend = 
4 to no power of prophecy. I doubt, too, whether there are many European 
] _ statesmen who would be willing to hazard predictions with confidence. There | 
| is logic in events, but the syllogisms can with difficulty be comprehended until 

i they have been fairly propounded by time. Academic dissertations about Prus- 
’ sian ambition and its possible schemes of annexation and mediatization, the — 
a _ chronic dualism between the great kingdom and the great empire of Germany, . | 
{ and their historic rivalry for the hegemony of the great people by which central | 
] | Europe is mainly occupied, the embodiment of the German state-right principle 
7 in the policy pursued by the middle and lesser powers, the remodelling of the 
' _ maps of Europe, and, in general, the possible future of the world in this century 
i . or the next, are interesting and important themes for philosophical and historical 

speculation, but have surely no place in a diplomatic correspondence, especially | 
: in that of a transatlantic power. I shall only say, therefore, that, so far as my | 
; observation can reach, no political changes seem very imminent, and the imme- | 
| diate future can be best expressed by negations. ee : | 
j It does not seem to me very probable at present that Schleswig Holstein will — 
i _ be annexed to, Prussia, or that the German confederation will be strengthened | | 
7 or weakened or essentially modified in any way, or that France will extend her | 

j frontiers, or that the King of Italy will reign at Rome, or that an independent 
i; Poland will be reconstructed, or that Venetia will cease to be a part of the Aus- 

ij trian empire. At present it appears that the instinct of the governments, if not 
i of the nations, is for peace, for the husbandry of state resources, and for the ; 
1 development of internal industry. : a | 
| Ihave nothing to say of the famous French-Italian convention of Septem- 
3 ber. ‘T'wo years hence is a long way into the future. It is not probable that | 
q this government would look with satisfaction on the downfall of the Pope’s : 
7 temporal power, even supposing that such an event were a possible result of the | 

oe treaty. 1t is very certain that Austria would abstain from any unprovoked at- 
: ‘tack upon Italy, or upon any power, and I suppose it to be equally certain that 
; she would resist to the utmost any attempt to deprive her of Venice and the | 
i; Lombard quadrilateral. I neither comment nor moralize, but give you objec- 
j tively what seem to me the actual facts. = — 4 
{ | - Austria is sincerely desirous of peace with all the wo1ld. Her financial con- | 
{ dition is not very satisfactory at present, and there is a varying, but consider- 
| able deficit. The rate of taxation is very high. In Vienna, one-third of the : 
j rents of real estate goes to the tax-gatherer, and there is an income tax of seven | 
i per centum. ‘The debt is about.three thousand millions of florins, including the 
i fund for disencumbering the soil from feudal charges (greindentlastungs steuer.) [ 
4 Nevertheless, the resources of the empire are very great, and with a long period — 
; of peace, and a more thorough development of liberal institutions, there is no 

reason why the wealth of the empire should not be vastly increased.. _ 
‘Phe statesmen of Austria are well aware that the least profitable item of na- 

i tional expenditure is war-making. There is a strong party, too, who believe = | 
that the old system of exclusive tariffs, and of what it is the fashion in many = | 

4 _ parts of the world to call protection of native industry—that is to say, taxation : 
i of the mass of the consumers of a country for the benefit, not of the national. 

treasury, but of a certain class of producers—is an error, and a very expensive — | 
j one. But the production of beet-root sugar, of native tobacco, of spirits, wines, 
i | and many other articles, which could be purchased far more cheaply, and of f 

i better quality, in foreign countries, has been. immensely stimulated by protec- | 
j _ tion, and the classes interested are too powerful not to be able to oppose with 4 

--- guecess any sacrifice of their vested interests. oe | 
] The-new Zollverein, which will be formed on the basis of the recent French-
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1 _ Prussian treaty at the expiration of the original one after next year, will in- j 
q clude-nearly all the states of Germany, excepting the Austrian empire, and the — - 

j tariff of duties will be considerably lower than those of the present Zollverein, — : 
and of eourse than those of this empire. ‘There is much negotiation, I believe, — i 

| between Austria and Prussia on this subject, and it is supposed some bitterness, §= § 
qa as the political as well as commercial advantages ensuing to Prussia through 7 E 
| the new customs union are thought to be great. : 
| As you are well aware, the direct trade between the United States and Aus- ‘ 
| tria has sunk to an almost imperceptible amount. ‘The direct exportation from = 

q the United States to Austria in the year 1862 was $35,615, although, of &€ 
q course, a considerable portion of the exports to Bremen, Hamburg, and the Zoll- ; 
4q verein, which in the same year amounted in all to nearly thirteen millions ot : 
4 ~=~——s dollars, was sent to Austria. Nevertheless, it will at some future day seem 
qT most astonishing that the traffic direct and indirect of seventy millions of peo- i 
1 > ple—about equally divided between the republicand the empire—could be kept 7 
i within such infinitesimal proportions, mainly owing to the prohibitory legisla- 3 
q tion of both countries. There is a kind of panic in the Vienna bourse, and there , 
| —__sihas been a rise in the gold agio of a few per cent.—a very trifling matterin _ 3 
1 comparison with the spasmodic oscillations of our own exchange, but one which, = ° §— 

_ nevertheless, causes uneasiness. The premium on specie is now about 17 per a 
|. cent. The panic is partly ascribed to the large purchases going on in financial == 
| centres, like Frankfort, of United States bonds, and a corresponding sale of a 
1 Austrian securities. Certainly, to those who believe in the continued existence of 
q of the United States in the family of nations, the prices of our stocks are tempt- | . 
1. ing. It is not often that the obligations of a great commonwealth pay an inter- of 
| est of 15 per cent. to the purchaser. When one recollects that the nation whose j 
| credit stands thus low adds one-third to its population and doubles its capital i 
|= ___ every ten years, and has never been delinquent to its plighted faith since its j 

j} government was established, it may be supposed that there are individuals hardy : 
ij ——_ enough to venture upon such a speculation, notwithstanding the enormous false- 3 
‘ hoods and calumnies which have been sown broadcast through the world by our t 

enemies. 4 
; I should say that a considerable change in the public opinion of Kuropein =~ 

_ regard to our affairs had taken place of late. It begins to be thought possible | / 
- that the republic of the United States may, after all, prove to be the fact, and | &- 

qo the slaveholders’ confederacy the fiction; and the world of late has been some- : 
7 —__ what less favored than before with school-boy declarations about the horrors of war 
4 and the blessings of peace. Writers or speakers who imagine that the Ameri- ; 
7 ~—__ ean people, in defending their national existence and their free institutions against E 
] the revolt of the slaveholders, were simply inspired by a love of carnage in the E 
q _ abstract, and by a desire to sacrifice themselves, their children, and their worldly j 
4 goods, for the mere amusement of carrying on a terrible war, are, perhaps, a &£ 
j little less admired than they have been. oo : 
3 _ Those Europeans, on the other hand, who could understand from the first the , &£ 
j great purpose, the high resolve, the steady progress, and the unfaltering energy : 
4 of a great people, when engaged in a work which Providence had imposed upon — 
1 this generation of Americans, rejoice at the result, which now seems to them ~~ 
q securéd—that negro slavery and the oligarchy based upon it are to be num- : 
j bered with the things of the past—they have seen that no war of which history 
4 has preserved a record was ever more definite or more logical in its object, more | : 
i humane in its details, or more thoroughly justified by reason and the highest : 
4 considerations of humanity. | : Oe : : 
4 For the American republic to have accepted the political annihilation threat- | 
4 ened by the slaveholders, from a base fear of the perils and sacrifices of war, 4 
4 ~ would have been to proclaim itself unworthy to be the guardian of popular free- | 
| dom and free institutions in the western world. |
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tm The Reichsrath has been summoned by his Imperial Royal Majesty to assem- — | 
1 ble on the 12th of November. . | | | 
i I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, Ho 
j | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY | a 
7 - Hon. WiLtuiaAmM.H. Sewarp, Oo ae Oo 
7; __. Seeretary of State, Washington. a oo | 

a Mr, Motley to Mr. Seward. , | | 

j No. 79.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
oe _— eee Vienna, October 31, 1864. | 

1 Siz: I have the honor to state that, upon the 26th of October, his Imperial | 
: Royal Majesty accepted the resignation by his excellency Count Rechberg of | 
q his functions as minister of foreign affairs and of the imperial household. The | 
] fact was communicated on the same day by circulars to the various foreign lega- | 
| tions at Vienna. On the following day a circular from Count Mensdorff Ponilly 

2 announced his appointment to the functions resigned by Count Rechberg. : 
] _ I have the honor to remain, your obedient servant, | | 

| , St - _ J. LOTHROP MOTLEY.  — 
| Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Sc., Se, §e. | a | 

’ Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. 

{ No. 82.] - LEGATION oF THE UNITED StTatTEs, — | 
1 | oe | Vienna, November 8, 1864. 
1 Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 99, | 
| ' enclosing a copy of a despatch from Mr. Jackson, United States consul at Hali- | 
1 fax, in which certain reports are given from Charleston and Halifax newspapers | 
i. in regard to a supposed scheme for shipping thirty or forty thousand Polish | 
| soldiers. for the rebel armies. I shall not neglect your instructions to use due | 
| vigilance towards thwarting the scheme referred to, but I would observe that so 
1 far as Austrian Poland is concerned the state of siege in that country atill exists, 4 
' and it would be extremely difficult for any recruits for this Polish confederate 
7 army to cross the frontier in any direction, except with permission of the gov-_ | 

ernment, which assuredly would not be given. _ oo | 
| I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

4 J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
: Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, Oo ? 
] Secretary of State, Washington. | | 

{ a a | _ Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. — a ) | 

q , No. 86.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, —. 
j | : ) ” Vienna, December 12, 1864. 
‘ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 103, 

of date November 14, giving an account of the ceremonies performed at New __ 
i York in honor of the deceased imperial royal minister resident at Washington, 
| Count Giorgi, in conformity with the instructions issued by the State Department, _ 
1 and enclosing copies of two letters from the United States district attorney, E. i
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| _— Delafield Smith, esquire—the one to the Department of State; the other to the | 
4 imperial royal consul general at New York, Mr. Loosey. | | 
| I have further to state that, immediately upon the receipt of the documents, a | 
7 I addressed a note to his excellency Count Mensdorff, imperial royal minister : 
q of foreign affairs, communicating the substance of your despatch, together with ; 
1 a copy of Mr. Smith’s letter to the department. | 
] I also took the opportunity to express my own sympathy for the loss sus- 
7 tained by the imperial royal government in the death of Count Giorgi, and to . 
| add my own tribute to his personal worth. — oo . 
4 ___Inow enclose the translation of a note just received from his excellency Count of 
1 Mensdorff, in which, as you will perceive, I am requested to express the high i 
| _ appreciation by the imperial royal government of the friendly and becoming | 

spirit in which the United States government has thus paid these last and well- : 
1 merited honors to the lamented deceased. Bn | 1 
' | I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, : 
’ | | | — J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. ’ 
' Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | - | | a : 
{ Secretary of State, Washington. Ce a ] 

Count Mensdorff to Mr. Motley. | | | / 

q _ [ Translation. ] SO . o&- 

| | : | _ VIENNA, December '7, 1864. | : 

9 The undersigned, minister of the imperial household and of foreign affairs, has the honor : 
i. to acknowledge the receipt of the esteemed note of the envoy-extraordinary and minister : 
q plenipotentiary of the United States of America, Mr. Lothrop Motley, of date the 2d instant, EF 

and to express his thanks for the official communication therein made in relation to the de- . 
: _ cease of the imperial Austrian minister resident at Washington, Count Giorgi, and to the : 
1 solemn ceremonies at his funeral. | | : 
7 The undersigned takes the liberty also of expressing to the United States minister the E 
4 great satisfaction with which he has perceived in that esteemed note and its accompanying 7 
j documents, that the sincere grief which the imperial government feels at the loss of its repre- _ 
q sentative at Washington is shared by the government of the United States, and that the lat- 4 
j ter issued such comprehensive directions in relation to the last honors to the deceased as ex- | E 

. hibit a striking proof of its sympathy. ae £ 
1 | The imperial government values all the more highly the confirmation upon this occasion ££ 
3 of the friendly sentiments of the United States government, since it recognizes therein a pur- 7 
q pose to do honor to the power of which the deceased was a representative, and to give a E 
4 worthy expression to the friendly relations between the two states. q 
3 The undersigned has the honor also to request the United States minister to express the q 
i sincere thanks of the imperial royal government to the United States government for its pro- E 
4 ceedings upon the occasion of the obsequies, so honorable both to the deceased, Count Giorgi, . 
4 and to the Austrian imperial states, and embraces the epportunity to renew to the minister : 
2 the assurance of his high and distinguished consideration. | 7 
3 SO . MENSDORFF PONILLY. : 
q Mr. LoTHRoP MOTLEY, 7 
qa | Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary oe : 
q | , of the United States of America. . 4 

| | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. — - 

{ a : [ Extract. ] | | | F 

{ No. 87.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
i | : Vienna, February 13, 1865. : 
1 | Sir: K * Ok *K *K *K *K * Kk *K kK o£ 

1 There has been for a period of two or three months a remarkable lull in the E 
4 _ Enropean atmosphere. In this empire an indisposition on the part of the gov- F 

co | * 7 |
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' ernment to depart from the circle of its domestic cares and duties is more and | 
i more apparent. The Reichsrath is oceupied—in committees chiefly—with pro- | 
{ jeets for retrenchment and economy, and it is supposed that the budget for 1866 a 
7 may possibly be laid before the Chambers previously to the final disposition of 

the estimates for 1865. . a | a 
i Projects exist of assembling the diets in Hungary, and hopes are entertained oe 
q even of obtaining deputations from that kingdom to the Reichsrath before the. ! 
q expiration of the term for which the present assembly was chosen, but the pro- 
i — jects would seem to be premature and the hopes over-sanguine. — | 
7 > At present matters remain in much the same condition as that which has ex- | 
4 _ isted for the last two years. The passive opposition of Hungary to any plans | : 
’ for merging its separate existence in the constitutional empire still continues. tf 
| The elose political intimacy between Austria and Prussia seems unbroken, 
{ so far as can be judged from any outward signs, and this combination, which a : 
4 =——s few years ago would have been an impossibility, has already become one of the | 
; commonplaces of European politics. Yet there is no doubt that a vague feeling | 

of uneasiness on the subject exists both in Germany and in the rest of Europe. | 
] Prussia and Austria combined are an enormous military force, capable of 
1 neutralizing any manifestation in the centre of Europe, to which it should be =, 

| hostile. External movements against the Rhine or against Venetia, rising in 
’ Poland or Hungary, would be utterly futile so long as this alliance remains. - | 

_ Whether the Schleswig-Holstein matter is to cement the compact, or whether, 
3 on the contrary, it is to fall asunder as soon as a decision of that question is 
| reached, must soon be seen. | ae Oo | | 
; | There is much impatience felt here as to the masterly Prussian procrastination  —- i 
| through which the interim still continues. ‘The diplomatic correspondence be- 7 | 
| tween the two powers has not yet been published, nor has it yet,come toanend, : 
3 but the. general opinion would seem to be that a present scheme for annexing. 
j the duchies to Prussia does not exist. It is observable, however, that while the —~ 
1 liberal party is loud in denouncing all such projects, and in calling for the | 
1 installation of the prince of Augustenburg as rightful sovereign of the duchies, | 

the more ministerially inclined appear almost indifferent as to the possibility of | 
4 annexation, and are lukewarm in regard to Augustenburg. But the matter | 
j 7 cannot be protracted much longer, and a decision as to the sovereignty must soon | 
q emade. — OC | | | 

In regard to our own affairs, I should say that a decided change in what is — 
4 _ ealled the public opinion of Europe is manifesting itself. In thisempire we have 
7 never had to combat with the malice, the calumny, and the treacherous and per- | 
{ _  fidious “neutrality” by which some other nations have succeeded in injuring us 
3 almost as much as by direct hostilities. - 
7 We have not often been brought into actual contact’ with the government on — : 
1 exciting questions, but its attitude towards us has been uniformly loyal, frank 7 | 

| and unequivocal. The sovereign of the country has, on more than one occasion, 
, done me the honor to express in energetic language his admiration of the 
; steadiness, the courage, and the vast resources by which the United States : 
i government had maintained its authority; and his sympathy with our military | 
1 successes ; and certainly not a word has ever emanated from the imperial royal Ss | 
j Foreign Office, or from any statesman or public speaker, that could offend the — 
1 dignity or wound the susceptibility of the American people, engaged as it is in | 
7 =°©)~—~S™”:soaw life and death contest with the demon of slavery. | | 
ij  ~—~—sS The tone of the journalism in this capital in regard to our affairs has been, in 
3 general, respectful, friendly, and intelligent, while articles have been occasionally _ 
q _ published manifesting a thorough acquaintance with the subject, and much breadth _ 

and depth of reflection as to the consequences of our great revolution. At present | 
i _ the opinion seems to have pervaded every channel of public thought in Europe —s 

2 that the war is drawing to a close, that the cause of the confederacy is lost, and | 

{ ¢ | | | a ¢ ee _
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that the united republic is to rise superior to all the powers of domestic treason == & 
and foreign malice, and.to be more conspicuous and formidable than ever. | fF 

' I shall not endeavor to analyze the materials of which this opinion is com- . 

qa pounded. I only state it as a fact, and as anew one. ‘The very opposite opinion : 
i has been until lately the prevailing one; and those who have maintained the ae 

a certainty of the continued existence of our undivided commonwealth, and the i 

1 ultimate extinetion both of the mutiny and of slavery, have been met with a smile  &£§ 
4 of incredulity. _For my own part, as I have never faltered for one instant since : 
: the beginning of the war in my faith that Jefferson Davis and his fellow con- | : 
q spirators had undertaken an impossible task, and that a government founded of 

3 like ours, on the broad basis of the popular will, and a widely extended suffrage, : 

| —_ was immovable and impregnable, I do not feel any more encouraged now that : 
7 the whole European world accepts than I was disturbed when it denounced and 
4 __ ridiculed such convictions. | | | | 
{ On the contrary, I should say that Europe in its impatience is again going 
1 too fast. Four years ago it was in a great hurry for the United States govern- : 

| _ ment to abdicate, and for the American nation to get itself decently buried without 7 

| __ further delay. Now it is equally hasty in giving short shrift to the rebellion, 

| and in expecting by every day’s steamer to hear that it had given up the ghost... E 

{ Especially an importance which seems inexplicable has been attributed to cer- _ 

| tain reported negotiations which it was supposed were at once to bring the 

q war toaclose. As if the very term negotiation were not in itself an absurdity § §— 

1. and a recognition of the rebellion, and as if the United States government were 
‘about to make itself an accomplice in one of the darkest crimes ever recorded © : 

1. by history, by proposing to compound the gigantic felony with the chief criminals. ] 

| —_ Certainly there seem unequivocal symptoms of a coming counter revolution by q 

1 the people of the slaveholding States against the oligarchs. The palingenesis : 

: of Missouri, of Maryland, and (as it now seems probable) of Tennessee, makes _ —& 

q the heart of every loyal American and every hater of slavery leap for joy, and 

1 —_ it would seem to require only a wider expansion of the movement—to expect ft 

| __ which in the early future seems not over sanguine—to cause the whole common- =| 

] wealth of the United States to be born again into a newer and a higher life. | 7 
] But we cannot disguise from ourselves that we have a long road to fravel FF 

1 __ before the end of this war is reached. Rebellion still maintains great armies in q 

: the field, and defies the lawful government from its intrenched capital. F 

4 Until those true peace negotiators, our great generals and admirals and our ; 

a magnificient armies and fleets, have destroyed the military power of the rebellion, ; 

4 we can hardly dare to hope for an effective counter revolution in the insurgent _ : 

4 States. | o£ 
q The European: public is, however, already busy with speculations as to the 7 : 

7 __ series of events likely to follow the reconstruction of the Union, prominent among 

q which, of course, are tremendous military movements by the combined veteran 4 

4 armnies of the loyal and of the lately insurgent sections. aa q 

1 __ The invasion of Canada and of Mexico without an instant’s delay, the sweeping — &£ 

4 off from the American continent of every vestige of European dominion, from : 

]_ Behrings Straits to the Isthmas, the revolutionizing of Ireland—a war with . q 

i _ France and England, and I know not what besides—these are the phantoms _ : 
made to dance about to appal the souls of fearful politicians. Itis superfluous to : 

say that such tricks to inveigle the rulers of Europe into rgndering assistance o£ 

| at the last moment to the sinking rebellion are too shallow & have a chance of - F 

7 —— success. | * | &— 

1. I have the honor to remain your obedient servant, , / : 

| . | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. : 
q | Hon. WILLIAM H. Seward, §c., §c., &c. _ ' &—§
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] | — Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | | | } 
No. 88.] | - Legation oF THE UNITED States, _ | 

| | | : Vienna, February 26, 1865. 
| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches Nos. 123 | 
q and 124; of dates of January 30 and February 7, both reaching me by the same 
; post. mo | re Be 
| __ The subject which, perhaps, more than any other is causing excitement in the 
| European world at this moment is the late conference between the United States | 
‘ government and the insurrection. The rumors concerning these negotiations, as 
j _ they are called, have been various, and the comments upon them in many organs of 
] public opinion in Europe occasionally very laughable. For my own part, I have 
j been waiting very patiently for an authentic account, never having an atom of fear 
1 ‘that the President could contemplate any compromise on the integrity of the nation 
q and the abolition of slavery, and not entertaining a hope that the ringleaders of the 
} insurrection were yet ready to abandon their attempt to destroy our great republic. | 
4 . As it is not possible for me to imagine any third result to the war—the only — | 
1 alternative being the absolute success of the insurgents, or their subjugation—I | 
] have always believed that the sword must continue to be the only instrument to 
4 | effect a solution of the terrible problem, which has been given the Americans of the — | 

present generation to solve. Four yearsis a long time in the life of an individual, : 
4 but it is a mere moment in the life of a great nation; and although every heart is 
i sick with the bloodshed and the sufferings—worse than death— which this slave-_ 
1 holders’ insurrection has brought upon our once prosperous country, no man , 
] capable of thought on great subjects can doubt that the only way to avoid eternally | 
1 recurring warfare on our continent in future is to make thorough work now. © : 
7 _ It is very heroic, no doubt, to talk of resisting subjugation by the United 
j States government, but as you and I and all of us are also subjugated in the 
q same way without much discomfort, and as twenty-five millions of Americans 
i are willingly obedient to the law, there does not seem any great tyranny in en- | 

1 forcing it on a minority who happen to prefer anarchy. oe 
; If our fundamental law, the United States Constitution, violates the eternal | 
7 principles of reason and justice, rebellion against it, with a reasonable prospect : 
j of success, would be most virtuous. But as no man ever yet had the hardihood 
7 to make such an assertion, it is clearly the duty of the President to maintain the 
‘ Constitution until rebellion is beaten down, or until bloody treason has trampled 
] out the government of our fathers. a ee | 

’ Neither result has as yet been reached, and, therefore, peace seems still im- ; 
j possible. In this empiresas I have always informed you, we have never had to | 
4 contend with the calumny and malevolence with which America has been so : 
j profusely indulged by some other countries. ot 

Here there is an honest desire, I think, both on the part of the government | 
and of a majority of the population, that the insurrection should be suppressed, 

] slavery abolished, and the Union restored.. It is not necessary on this occasion “} 
i to analyze very closely these sentiments, but there is a feeling that the growth 

of the United States in power and prosperity is not, necessarily, a misfortune | 
oy for the Austrian empire; and there is also a general conviction that the United 

j States government represents law, order, and civilization, while the slaveholders’ : 
; rebellion means barbarism and anarchy. oF, tk 
4 There is a strohg wish expressed Here that peace should be restored in 
j America, and the contrast is very great between this sentiment and the panic t 

which raged in England and France at the moment when there seemed a proba- 
3 bility that peace was to be suddenly restored in our country. Oe | 
: _ There is something almost diverting at first sight, and yet, in reality, very 
i melancholy in the public explosions of fear, of hatred, and of irritation at such 
q a possible result on the part of those who have so long been howling over our | 
; “wicked, causeless, hopeless war.” |
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1 Nothing will suit the American people, when its government is once restored i 
; in its integrity, it appears, but an instantaneous onslaught upon Canada on the : 
1 one side, and upon Mexico on the other. _ | | 
1 The American mob, dripping in gore and domineering over a feeble government, ot 
4 (which, however, has become so entirely tyrannical as to have obliterated every | j 
4 vestige of popular liberty,) is about to rush forward to a war with France and ' 
] England at once, not being half satisfied with the bloodshed of the last four years. 
1 As it is not possible to discover in our own country any respectable source of j 
4q any such dire forebodings, one is forced to ascribe them to the guilty imagina- : 
1 tions of public writers and stump-speakers on this side of the Atlantic. It is 
4 thought natural, perhaps, that the Americans, whose national character, public E 
. men, current history, whose noblest deeds and highest aspirations, have been : 
4 - during the last four years the object of calumny, hatred, and persistent falsifi- a 
1 cation, altogether without example in history in what used to be called “our | ' 
7 mother country,” stung by the memory of those insults and by the material } 
a injury inflicted gypon their commerce by English pirates, may be disposed to  - 
] avenge themselves when they-feel themselves strong enough. And because the 
1 ___ destruction of an unfortunate republic—our next-door neighbor—by the flcets i 

and armies of the first military power in the world, does not seem exactly con- i 
: sonant to our ideas of right and to our national traditions, it is supposed that we — a 

4 shall consider it our duty to dethrone the new emperor by force of arms, even ] 
- although the Mexicans should unequivocally manifest their desire to be gov- — _-E 

q erned by him. I need not say that I have on proper occasions combated all i 
j these hysterical suggestions; and until I am otherwise instructed, and untill = = == § 

see very different indications of the national tendencies from such as are now _ tf 

1 evident to me, I shall continue to maintain that the dearest object of the people FE 
|. and of the government—which are one in the United States—is to preserve ’ 
; peace with all the world, and to have no more bloodshed during this century if it : 

|. can be avoided. | | | | | | : 
7 We shall have enough to do when our civil war is over in cultivating the  &- 

j arts of peace; and as to our European enemies, whose name is legion, it is to be ft 

1 hoped, so long as they refrain from passing from words to blows, that we shall. E 
1 astonish them by a great indifference. __ oo | | F 
3 - Tam glad to see the termination of the Fort Monroe conference and cannot — : 
] help believing that its result will be to strengthen the government by making : 

3 manifest the fact—which has, however, always seemed evident enough—that 
q until there is a counter revolution in the insurgent States against the leaders of : 
] the rebellion, the idea of peace must be renounced. | 
7 The report of the President, together with your despatch to Mr. Adams of 
q February 7, reached me yesterday as published in the New York journals, and 
3 I need not say with how much interest I have read them. : 
7 I send you a bit of European comment on these various “negotiations” with o£: 
| the Richmond cabal, printed in a great variety of continental journals, and — : 
4 coming originally from an English source. If you have not seen it, it may  &£ 
{~~ __ cause you a laugh in the midst of your labors to see the solemnity with which : 
‘ such childish gabble is uttered by the public instructors of Europe. I cut the  &- 
q slip from a Belgium paper, never having seen the English original. The facts E 
3 of President Lincoln’s having abandoned the emancipation proclamation, and of : 
] the coming incorporation of the rebel army with that of the United States for : 
] foreign war, are very refreshing. — Coke Og 
1 Our volunteers by the terms of enlistment being disbanded on peace being — 
| made with the insurgents, the United States. army will prove but a slender : 

nucleus for the great invading force contemplated. : 
: | I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, : : 

- J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. : 
| Hon. WiLuiam H. Seward, §c., &e., &e. | : oo
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| - Translation. 7 en 

] NEWS FROM ENGLAND. | Oo | 
oe - -——., Lonpon, February 17, 1865. | 

4 The Morning Pest vouches for the truth ef the following news, which it borrows from : 
| the Owl, which appeared on Wednesday : cs oa | 
i We have it in our power, from information through a special channel, to give positively L 
q the conditions transmitted by President Lincoln, through the intervention of Mr. Blair, to — i 
q President Davis, as bases of pacification. ‘They are as follows: | | i 
q _ Ist. The abolition of slavery shall be determined by the legislatures of the States as to i 

time and circumstance, but slavery must be abolished. - ; 
‘ 2d. The Confederate States shall re-enter the Union with the same rights and privileges =| 
4 which they had when they left it. | 
7. 3d. The confederate army'shall not be disbanded, but-shall be incorporated with the 
q . federal army for foreign war, tits 7 eo , | E 
q 4th. In the Union re-established, the past shall be forgotten. a . 
7. _ The second of these propositions having been immediately rejected by President Davis, it 
q : became useless to discuss the others. oe | 
q a In publishing this document we shall call the special attention of our rgaders, first, to the 
] fact that we know, upon incontrovertible authority, that if Mr. Blair had not been invested +t 
4 with full power by President Lincoln, he would not have been received by President Davis ; 4 
3 secondly, to the fact that President Lincoln abandons emancipation by his own proclama- | 
1 tion, leaving the question to the separate action of the States; thirdly, to the fact that the | 
7 policy of his government tends direetly to foreign aggression. - ; 

. Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. | 
j No. 129.] | ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| ° | Doge a Washington, March 13, 1865.. - 
1 _ Sir: I thank you for your very interesting despatch of the 13th of February, =| 

_ * which relates exclusively to German affairs. Although there is no immediate 
j connexion between those matters and the now ruling interests in the United 
] _ States, it is nevertheless certain that a knowledge of the political and financial —ss| 
: condition of the continental European countries, and of their neutral relations, is | 
j “necessary to enable us to determine what policy, in regard to ourselves, we may | 
i at any time expect at the hands of the principal maritime powers. | 

At present, these powers are so far easy in regard to European questions, — 
: that they remain at liberty to co-operate, as they have generally done, in a | 

policy which is unfair and illiberal towards the United States and the other | 
7 American republics.  » Oo | : | 
} ~~. Harmony among the European nations is not likely to increase, while, happily 
1 _ for us, our military and political situation seems to be steadily and decidedly f 

_ improving. — ak - | | | 
i. It was the chief responsibility of our administration during the last four years 
7 to preserve the integrity of the Union against the assaults of faction. The : 
7 next four years may well be occupied, so far as this department is concerned, : 
; . with lawful efforts to restore its prestige among the nations. | I 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, = = = 8 | | 
’ | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 5s 

_ J. Loturop Mortey, Esq., §c., §¢., §c., Vienna.  . | 

i ee | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | | . | 

No. 89.] | - Unirep States LeGavion, 
7 a | yo — Vienna, April 2,1865. | 

i Sir: ‘The debates in the Reichsrath for the past few days have been of un- [ 
q usual interest. The subject of the budget has been under discussion, and the | [
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q finance committee of the. Reichsrath, after having obtained a concession for a E 

{government of twenty millions of florins.as a reduction of the appropriations, : 

q has insisted on still further subtractions in detail, amounting in gross to some five —E 

or six millions. This the government: opposes, and there has been foratime = § 

4 a good deal of talk, both in the papers and in various circles of society, about of 

4 what it is the fashion to call a “ ministerial crisis.” As it seems certain that 7 i 

4 on the question of reduction the government would be in a minority, it was 4 

4 supposed that the ministry would resign. oe SO : 

,- The speeches in the Reichsrath have been very able ; for, as I have often had : : 
4 occasion to remark in this correspondence, it is for rio lack of forensic talent 
4 that Austria is not among the leading parlimentary governments of Europe ; : 

1 but I cannot venture to ask your attention, occupied so intensely as it is with 
q our own most weighty affairs, to the debates in general ; but I would recommend . &£ 

| you to read the able and luminous exposition of the policy and principles of 3 

] the present imperial administration, especially in regard to internal affairs, made 

| by the minister ef state, M. de Schmerling, the most pregnant passages of . . 

4 which I have just translated. 7 oo Be : 

q I abstain from all comment, because the speech itself will give you a clearer : 

- idea of the position of parties in and out of the Reichsrath than I could possibly - 

| do, even by a long despatch. You who are so familiar with the certaminis ff 
| — gaudia of great legislative assemblies, and are yourself so consummate a | : 
{ master of debate, will not fail to observe the passages which called forth the : 

4 angry retorts of opponents, and those which gave most satisfaction to the sup- : 

] porters of government. __ ’ | t 

q ~ The conclusion you will perceive to be that the ministers have no intention  &£ 

q of resigning. a | 7 | oo E 

, . (SPEECH OF THE MINISTER OF STATE.) | oo : 

{ - «The debate on the address and the discussion of the budget,” said the . 4 

4 minister of state, “are commonly the moments in parliamentary life when the . &- 

q contest is carried on on both sides in the most vigorous manner, and where the j 
1 weightiest forces are summoned into action either for or against the government. - 

1 We had the one contest—that on the address—months ago. ‘The second is 

q now begun; and although I maintain that, perhaps, under our present circum- 1 

q stances, it is not entirely justifiable to bring on a contest for or against the gov- 

] ernment on the occasion of the budget discussion, yet I cannot conceal from £— 
4 myself the fact that the contest is taking place. E 

“If I say that, according to my individual view, this should not be the object : 

1 of an excited contest in the present condition of Austria, I may be permitted . 

4 to express myself somewhat more definitely. Above all, there is no doubt on : 

1 ‘the part of the government and of the Reichsrath that the greatest possible | 

3 economy should be practiced, that every possible effort should be made to re- - &§ 
1 store the equilibrium in the-state accounts, while in regard to the measure there : 
3 may indeed be a difference. - | Co | 

“ Still less, in my opinion, is there any reason to make a so-called act of con- . 
fidence or of distrust in the government out of the question whether one votes : 

4 for a greater or a lesser sum. This may have full justification in other parlia- | 4 

- ments, and, in fact, we have seen that the votes given in a budget discussion E 

j have been of necessity interpreted into a vote of confidence or want of con-  &§ 

4 _— fidence in the government. But in other countries—for in other countries we | 3 

have, after all, totally different arrangements in the composition of the budget, ae 

1 —_ quite different arrangements in the appropriation of the voted sum, quite dif- : 

ferent arrangements in the calculations of the same. There, where it is per- a 4 

q missible to make a general appropriation for the whole of one department, (min- : 

1 isterium ;) there, where it is even permissible to make one general appropriation :
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1 for all the departments—there, indeed, this act is of such a nature that it implies = | 
4 confidence or distrust in the government. For where a vast power of dealing 

_ with money is given to the departments, there certainly is a possibility of 
| misuse of the sums voted, there certainly corruption is possible; but of all this 
; _ there is no possibility in Austria. ee, ' 
q _ “I say this quite openly. Any man who reads the five-volumes of our state 

| computations; who sees with what exactness the salary of the minister as well | 
i. _as the humblest servant, the residence of the stadtholder as of the gamekeeper 
] on any domain, is settled; who sees the thousand and thousand sets of figures, 
| and, on- the other hand, looks through the finance laws in which the government 
q is bound not only to the separate chapters but to the particular titles and para- , 
i: graphs—that man I will ask, What minister, even if a much larger sum is ac- : 
1, corded to him than to many may seem proper, will find that a special confidence : 
4 is reposed in him, when it is pefectly clear in what way the money is to be 
| spent, and when the ministers are not in the position to spend the money for 
i anything else than the objects for which it was voted 2 * + *  # : 
1 a During the debate on the address there | 
] ‘was a very loud. cry to us ministers in particular—for you we have one warn- i 
| ing—self-recognition and conversion. Now, as regards self-recognition, we 
4 can openly confess that we have it sufficiently. It is very conceivable that we | 

should possess it; for if one looks into our circumstances, if one observes what | 
q is written and spoken, one will indeed admit that there has been no lack of 
q ‘Warnings, rebukes, and tuition for the ministers. The days in which it could 
1 _ be said that men flattered princes and ministers are long since passed away. 
to Certainly, the ministers are not much flattered at present. [Universal and | 
{ continued merriment. | * *  * * *& * And, first, of ex- | 
7 ternal policy. I shall say but a few words of this, as I doubt not my honored 
1 colleague, the minister of foreign affairs, will be able within a few days to speak ~ | 
] circumstantially on the subject. * * * * * eR 
| ‘ Doubtless, one demands of us the greatest energy in our foreign policy, : 
; in order to strengthen and maintain the position of Austria as a great power. | 

: This is doubtless what is wished, what is justly required of him in whose hands | 
3 | the direction of our foreign affairs is placed. What is offered to him now for | 
4 support of this vigorous policy? On the one side, that we cannot possibly — 

: _ -Inaintain anything else than a perpetual peace—that we, at least, should not 
j think of ever following any other policy than that of peace, that is to say, the © 
j abstinence from every active proceeding, even should such active proceeding be, [ 
: , _ after all, very much demanded. And what further is offered us? Perpetual 
1 representations that we are an entirely broken-down, dilapidated, creditless, | 
3 ' ruined state. | | : 
| | “YT think, gentlemen, that these are not the elements out of which to create 
| for us a powerful position in foreign lands, and to make it possible for the min- : 
1 | ister of foreign affairs to bring his word as a weighty one into the councils of : 
7 Europe. [Bravo in the centre.] = Oo a 

: “Look, gentlemen, at the way in which they deal with such matters a little — | 
| to the northward of us. We have in a northern capital the truly melancholy : 

1 | and unrefreshing spectacle of ruinous internal constitutional circumstances, an 
4 earnest conflict carried on by the house of deputies against the government, and 
: ° the fierce and animated debates are brought to us in every newspaper. But 

3 , have you, gentlemen, heard from one single deputy in that northern capital, — 
] _ during the debate on the military reorganization, an intimation that Prussia should 
7 _ give up her position as a great power—should reduce herself for a time, and | 

keep quietly at home in politics, and let things roll over her as they might? * 

1 _ “No deputy has so spoken. * eR Be * Not one — | 
7 intimation has there been that the state was a broken-down and a ruined one, |
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and that one must, therefore, renounce any vigorous movements in the external 
world. [Commotion on the left.) © = .. So 

’ T eome now to that which most concerns me, and about which I have been | i 
obliged, both yesterday and to-day, to hear many reproaches—namely, the man- : 

: agement of our internal policy. The reproach is always made to the govern- ] 
{ ment that the interior constitutional circumstances are not yet arranged; in i 

other words, that the constitution is not yet carried out, or, as it is the fashion . 
i to say, the Hungarian question is not yet solved. * * % * * 
| * * For us there is but one solution, whether a resultless one or not the  o- 
4 future must show, that we hold on inviolably to the constitution, and put every- . 

: thing in motion to bring about its recognition in Hungary.. We are by far not o— 
! so sanguine as one thinks, if one assumes that we flatter ourselves that the next E 
: Hungarian diet (Landtag) will bring the constitution question to a pacific solu- . &£ 
; tion, and that, a few weeks after it has assembled, deputies will be chosen from E 
: Hungary for the Reichsrath, and come here to take their seats among us. We 

are not so sanguine as that; and if from some parts of the house there-is always __ 
1 the greatest value attached to the summoning of the Hungarian Landtag, while 
4 then the constitutional question is to be at once solved, we are not disposed to j 

believe that the question will be at once solved. ce | f 
- «But we flatter ourselves thatby a quiet and consistent forward movement of 

| the government at last this question will also come to a settlement. We expect : 
4s that very many, even in Hungary, who have the inner conviction that a close ; 

‘ annexation (Anschluss). must be carried out, and that the imperial constitution : 
t must at last become a truth for Hungary; that they at last will take courage to : 

4 stand up for their convictions by speaking out, and that we shall thus at last E 
q reach the goal towards which we.have so long been striving. : | &—f 
q “That this aim is a great one no man will deny; that great aims are not ; 
| reached in a very short time is quite as certain; and if you will look back, : 
i gentlemen, to the period when it was at last possible for an English parliament — 
1 sto carry the Catholic bill, the corn bill, the reform bill, you will not stigmatize. 3 
4 this government as careless and ineflicient if it has not in four years found it { 
1 possible to bring the Hungarian question to its solution. At any vate, we have ; 
¥ =the honest will to take hold of the question. We can only manifest that will _ o£ 
q by declaring, in the name of the government, that all preparations are made to : 
q convoke in the shortest time the Croatian and Hungarian diets, and that at last : 
] it will only depend on this high assembly to hasten the period, because those oo 
4° bodies can only be assembled when the larger Reichsrath (Gesamntreichsrath) E 

has concluded its session. «= * * * ** *% *® 8% F  * : 
4 In regard to the financial condition of the empire, the finance minister has al- E 
4 ready spoken, and I have, therefore, but little to say. But this I will say, that | 
| if our financial circumstances are such as they have been depicted—if the distress | E 
i]. is so great throughout the empire as we have here been told, then is our posi- | 
}] tion an entirely desperate one, and then one had better take counsel how to | E 
4 apply radical remedies for the calamity; I say radical remedies, because that it : 
1 is not a radical measure, whether twenty or twenty-five millions are struck off - 
} froma budget of more than five hundred millions, seems to me tolerably clear. ae | 
4 x * * * Ra e E 
j ' « A few words, in conclusion, as to the position of this administration in regard 

q to this house and the different parties in it. Bs f 
4 _ “J have repeatedly said, and say it now, that a true constitutional life is only : 
1 thoroughly: possible when there is as harmonious a co-operation as is practicable  &§ 
’ of the government with the representative body. I have repeatedly said that ; 
] the government and the representative body are not two different parties, inas-  - 
i much as that both have one object before their eyes, namely, the welfare of the : 
4 empire, and, perhaps, can only be of different opinions in regard to the means. | [ 
1 I have already declared that conflicts between the government and the repre :
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] sentative bedy are to be lamented, and to be as much as possible avoided, for - | 
4 the very simple reason that they are not two opposing parties, and because, if =| 
: even that were the case, there is no superior judge to decide between the parties, | 
4 that therefore prudence ‘and necessity drive government and representatives | 

; into the way of working as harmoniously as possible together. oe 
4 _ “This is the view which I have ever taken, and which I now express again, be- i 

cause it brings me to declare whether the government deserves the reproach that it 
is one-sided, obstinate, self-willed, because it does not conform itself in all direc- | 

1 tions to the votes of the representative body. On this I have to observe as : 
j follows: I leave out of view whether or not a strong parliamentary government 
1 | is a possibility in Austria ; whether it be possible or not to govern exactly accord- | 
q ing to the majority, and if it be possible or not to form so-called majority adminis- 
4 | trations. Bc ee oe | 
jl “TI will only indicate the moral effect of the so-called majority of a house on | 

| the resolutions of the government. I can well understand that a government, | 
7 which is opposed by a closely-formed party, a party which has a fixed pro- ) 
1 gramme, a party in the midst of which are men with a suflicient knowledge of 
] affairs (Sachkenntnisz) and equipped with a competent gift of administration i 
: to take the reins of power if they are called upon to do so. I can well under- ‘ 
( stand that a government is morally bound to be aecountable to such a party 
1 and to accommodate itself to it as far as possible. _ | 
] : _ “T beg to be excused, however, if 1 adhere to the opinion of a deputy who 
' has said that such parties do not exist in this house, and that, in particular, the _ | 
3 party which calls itself his Majesty’s faithful opposition cannot be considered : 
] by us as a party with a fixed programme. The relation is rather that many 
i. men, doubtless guided -by conviction, have temporarily found themselves to- 

| gether, who, in the most important questions, have quite divergent views, and 
j | whom we cannot, therefore, regard as a party, because it is only a party in that. 
| it makes opposition:to government. = . a | | 
q “ And to this party we cannot concede that decisive weight which, acedrding to | 
j our opinions, ought to fall into the scale as the moral weight of a fully or- ! 
q ganized party: ‘This must not be taken ill of us, and therefore offence should J] 
ij. not be taken, if when here and there the votes of this house go against the gov-- 
1 ernment we still find it consistent with our honor, our duty, and our constitu- | 
i tional principles, to continue to place our services at the disposition of his 
i Majesty. * * * * * * Jf we are—however we may lament it—not 
3 always in accordance with the views of this honorable house, it is not froma ~ | 
1 contradictory spirit; it is the expression of the feeling that the government is =| 
i an independent factor in the constitutional life, and, therefore, must act according | 
i to its convictions, as it is assumed to be the case with the other factors of the 
: constitutional life. | ae | 
‘ ‘For us is the same device as that which has often been announced by mem- \ 
i bers of this honorable house : true to the Emperor, but also to the constitution, | 
| and true obedience to duty.” ae Sc | 

| | You are aware that a new step is about to be taken in the Schleswig-Holstein | | 
; affair. A motion has been made in the Diet, and will be voted on the 6th of this 
1 month, to establish the prince of Augustenburg in the government of Holstein, | 

the question de jure being reserved for future decision. This so-called Saxon- 
i - Bavarian-Hessian proposition is to this effect, the diction being important: - : 
1 “That the high assembly of the Bund would, under reservation of a further 
| and final decision, (Beschlusz fassung,) express the confident expectation that 
; | it will please the high governments of Austria and Prussia to give now to the 

| hereditary prince of Schleswig-Holstein Sondesburg-Augustenburg into hisown =| 
i administration, the duchy of Holstein ; in regard, however, to the arrangements 

| made between them as to the duchy Louenburg, to cause communications tobe | 
; made to the Diet.” _ Oo ee oe | 7 

7 | . |
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|. Ihave reason to believe that this proposition is favored by the Austrian gov- &-§ 
ernment, and that it will be opposed by Prussia... oe : 

4 The matter was, of course, much alluded. to in the debates in the Reichsrath, E 

1 and you will see by extracts from the speech of Count Mensdorff, which append, = ~~ & 
i that the position which Austria means to take will be very clearly laid down in 
1 the Diet. You will observe that the minister attaches the highest importance - ] 
4 to the good understanding with Prussia, but expresses himself as hopeful of a oe 
4 satisfactory solution of the Schleswig-Holstein question. : 
’ If the Austrian declaration to the Diet be of the nature indicated, it is diffi- : 
| cult to see how it can be otherwise than unpalatable to Prussia. : : i 

4 | ‘COUNT MENSDORFF’S SPEECH. 

] * * * * «Very far from regarding diplomacy,” said the minister of 7 
| ___ foreign affairs, Count Mensdorff, ‘as an exclusive guild, mystery, only attain- 

able, by the elect, I entirely share in the opinion expressed in this house, that it an | 
1 is possible for every educated man of average capacity, without having been at _ ; 
3 a regular diplomatic school, to form a correct judgment in questions of foreign : 

_ policy. But I also permit myself to hold tomy modest view, that the handling : 

| __ of these foreign questions ‘requires the greatest discretion when one is not in- 
]} ‘tending to quit the diplomatic field and to.go over to that of deeds. The word : 
7 which falls into publicity from the lips of the foreign minister of a great power —  &£ 
4 must be closely and wisely pondered, because it imposes upon the state the ob- : 
q ligation, in case of necessity, with its whole power to makeit good. That may  &£ 
1 _ be the reason why in all times and places the observance of reserve has always 
: formed and still forms one of the first rules of diplomacy. 
7 “ After the gloomy picture painted in this house of our interior circumstances, _ : 
| it is a doubly sacred duty for him who has the honor of conducting our foreign : 
j affairs to lend all his energies to the maintenance of peace, of which the em- q 
| ____ pire seems in every respect to stand so much in need. We believe ourselves to _ | 
7. have never left this aim out of view, and to have attained it through the course ; 
7 ‘pursued by the imperial cabinet, so far as that an earnest danger of war is not _ i 
qa threatening us from any quarter. a Co a ££ 
4 Jn a rapid solution of so complicated a question as that of Schleswig-Hol- a | 

{7 . stein probably no one ever seriously believed. Were the legal question as in- £ 
] _ disputably clear and indubitable as it is represented here to be on many sides, : 
4 —_—sC there would not be so many various conceptions concerning it, and the affair : 
4 would have long since found its solution. The imperial cabinet will have an F 
4 opportunity on the 6th of April to indicate in Frankfort the stand-point which - : 
3 it means to take on the question. By the co-possession in the duchies, Austria 4 
3 is in a position to prevent a solution detrimental to itself, and to guard the justi- __ 
4 _—_ fiable claims of the German Bund. 7 - &£ 
3 «Prussia enjoys the same advantage with equal justification, and we entertain | (OE 
q the conviction that this much-decried diplomacy will succeed in making a solu- | | : 
q tion possible without endangering that good understanding with Prussia which, ; 
3 notwithstanding all arguments to the contrary, has thus far, according tomy — 
i inmost conviction, prevented any interference by foreign powers in German — ; 
q affairs. I see therein still the basis for a greater unifiction of Germany, and 
4. therefore of an elevation of our prestige (auschen) in respect to foreign countries. — : 
1 A less circumspect policy would probably have involved us in a war, as to the  &- 
q dimensions and. consequences of which I shall refrain from giving any opinion.  &£ 
4 If thereby financial difficulties have been lessened, and the development.of our . £ 
i. institutions furthered, are questions which answer themselves. | 
i You may be sure that the imperial government will do its best to further the _ q 

industrial interests of the empire  * * * * * * o£ 
4 “ The relations with Italy have great difficulties. The hostile attitude comes
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| not from Austria alone, but it is maintained in those regions perpetually, and on | 
{ all public manifestations nothing is neglected to depict our possessions in Italy | 
4 as an unjustifiable one, and as an attack upon Italy. That this is no small : 
] difficulty for the minister of foreign affairs to find a way consistent with the | 
a honor and dignity of Austria for furthering Austrian commercial interests in this | ! 
{ direction, you will surely, gentlemen, admit.” * * Ke ot 
q -I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, | | | 
q | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
1 — . Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, Sc, &c., ge. — _ _ | 

i Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. — a | 

] No. 92.) _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATEs, . 
4 | | a Vienna, April 9,1865. = = | 
1 Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 129, ~ #! 
7 of date 13th of March, containing very interesting reflections on the close con- ©} 
| nexion of the political condition of Europe with the development of our great | 
| revolution. | sO - en | 
j | You observe that the principal maritime powers of Europe are so far easy in | 

7 regard to European questions that they remain at liberty to co-operate as they | 
1 have generally done in a policy which is unfair and illiberal towards the United | 
1 States and the other American republics. You add that the next four years of : 
7 _ the present administration may well be occupied in restoring the prestige of our | 
j republic among the nations. No expression could certainly be more just or more : 
j . moderate than those thus employed to characterize the conduct of the great west- | 

ern powers towards the American republic throughout her great contest with the 
1 | slave power. It is difficult to speak with calmness of that unfairness and illib- : 
; erality on the part of two governments which have not unfrequently affected at 
i somewhat earlier. periods of our history to hold the institution of African slavery =| 
] in horror. .'That their whole moral influence, besides very considerable material 

support, has been given to the insurgent slaveholders in their efforts to destroy | 
q the United States, and to establish an independent state avowedly based upon - | 
; slavery as its corner-stone, and that whenever in the course of our great struggle =f 
j to maintain the national life disasters seemed most to thicken upon us, the danger | 

Lo of direct or indirect foreign interference in our domestic affairs has always become —f. 
i most imminent, are facts which history will forever hold fast, and which the [ 

American people are not likely soon to forget. If there remain to us any illu- | 
1 sions that the tie of a common language, and origin between ourselves and the — | 

subjects of the one power, or any hereditary friendships and traditional kind feel- 
| | ‘ing towards us on the part of the other great nation, were likely to influence 
{ their combined policy towards us, these illusions have been rudely dispelled. 
1 This effect will be salutary if it impresses upon us the important truth that in in- : 

ternational affairs, liberality and justice are freely manifested by great powers } 
; . towards others as great as themselves, and that the Union, if true to itself, and ot 
j to the great principles of human freedom on which it is founded, will be always | 
4 strong enough to dispense with political friendships, which experience has shown — | 

to be impossible. : : an 
' ~ As to the recovery of our prestige among the nations, that process seems already 

: to have begun. Several long debates in the English House of Commons on trans- 
] atlantic subjects, with hardly one insulting or calumnious expression towards | 
‘ _ the United States, are certainly refreshing and novel phenomena. ot 
; | The slaveholders’ conspiracy must indeed be considered in a desperate con- — 

dition by its European patrons. __ | | 7 | 
- | | 

| | | |
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In regard to the attitude of this government towards the United States and | 
{ _ . of the general tone of public opinion in this empire, I have only to repeat what i 
! it has so often been my pleasure to state, that nothing could be more frank and | 

| high-minded than they have been from the beginning. Now that the hours of | 
3 our trial are numbered, and that the great republic is seen to be emerging more of 

: prosperous and powerful than ever, the feeling towards us has not diminished = — 

in cordiality. | | oe : ' 
; I have so recently addressed you on the subject of German politics that I 3 

4 shall say nothing more to-day, save to observe that the Saxon-Bavarian-Hes- 3 
4 sian motion before the Diet has obtained, as you doubtless have noticed, the ex- j 
4 pected majority. The opposition of Prussia, and the fixed resolution of Austria i 
| to preserve its intimate relations with that kingdom, deprive the vote, I suppose, E 

of much practical significance. | | | : 
1 I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, = © ‘ 

fo . | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. i 

l<  _ Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, | | ' 
yo! Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c,. | Oo , | | ; 
je Oo : | 

: | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | oo ' 

] No. 93.] CO LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTEs, 1 
i. a | — Vienna, April 9, 1865. ft 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 130, . 
ij of date 13th of March, containing military news, especially in relation to Major : 
; General Sheridan’s magnificent expedition, which certainly seems to be one of a 
3 the most remarkable exploits of this or of any war. | 
1 We are looking with intense anxiety, but with highest hope, upon the devel- | 3 
{ opment of. our vast military drama, ot which the details, obviously prearranged | [ 
] by the hand of a great master in the art of war, seem rapidly bringing about.  £§ 
} __ the catastrophe for which the whole world has so long been almost breathlessly o&- 
; waiting. | | &-F 
1 | The exposition of the political situation of Richmond, referred to in your de- o£ 
4  spatch, has also reached me, and I have read it with very great interest. Of ; 

q course the importance of such pictures depends upon their accuracy, and upon E 
q the opportunities of the artist who paints them. As you seem to have been 
4. satisfied as to their fidelity, I need not say how closely I have studied them. _ 4 
4 I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, | F 
q | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY: . ; 
7 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, &c., &c., §c. | | | : 

q a Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | . : 

1 No. 95.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTEs, : : 
, |  - Vienna, April 16, 1865. | : 

_ $e: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 132, : 
1 of date 21st of March, containing military intelligence, especially concerning 3 
j General Sheridan’s splendid successes, of which the importance can scarcely, I 
1 think, be exaggerated. | | os of 

The details of General Sherman’s wonderful campaign reach us slowly, but : 
are studied with intense care, and it would be difficult for me to describe the 

: emotions of pride and patriotic exultation with which we follow the career of | ; 
7 this daring and most sagacious chieftain, Who can doubt that the cause of 7 
’ 2pDc* : . E
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] eivilization and of human freedom must triumph under the guidance of such mil- | 
; itary genius as it now possesses ? | - 
4 | a I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, 
1 oe | Oo J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 

~ Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, Oo 
1 en Secretary of State. . | : : 

4 a — | | . | 

ee Mr. Hunter to Mr. Motley. 

No. 140.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
4 | oe | — Washington, April 22, 1865. | 

3 Sir: Your despatch of the 2d instant, No. 89, has been received. For the | 
i very interesting summary which it presents of the recent debates in the Reichs- 
1 rath, you will please accept the thanks of the department. Co | ' 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, __ a | 
] | : | W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. | 
1 J. Lorarop Motuey, &c., §c., Vienna. | 

4 . _ Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. - | 

] No. 100.| — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - | 
| = ee | Vienna, April 24, 1865. | | 

j Sir: It would be quite impossible for me to express the joy with which 
‘ , every American heart abroad, as well as at home, has been filled at the recent 
| tidings of the occupation of Richmond and the destruction or capture of the 
1 | whole of Lee’s army. The first emotion must naturally be one of intense and 
| | _ humble gratitude to God, that our terrible expiation is nearly accomplished. 
q Certainly no one can now doubt that the four years’ war by which an oppressed | 
i race has been redeemed from slavery and the great republic secured upon well- | 
7 nigh impregnable foundations, is rapidly approaching its end. | 

: - No thinker in any part of the world, no one accustomed to ponder the mean- — | 
| ing of daily events and to estimate moral and political forces, can ever have | 
7 doubted as to the ultimate result of this great-struggle. Nowhere more than in 
] America have the moral forces a direct and visible effect upon political affairs, 
| and never were the moral forces of humanity exerted on so prodigious a scale : 
q and in so unequivocal a direction as in this contest of principles which the pro- 
] _ fane and vulgar of Europe have been in the habit of denouncing as our “ wicked, | 

causeless, and hopeless” war. Certainly, those who have so firmly hoped for | 
] the success of a conspiracy ostentatiously founded on perpetual negro slavery as 4 
| its corner-stone, must have been brought up in a different school of morals from | 
7 that in which the majority of Americans have been educated. And if the pres- 
3 ervation of a great commonwealth like ours, resting on wider foundations of 
3 popular liberty, and offering better hopes for the general. progress of humanity 
3 than any political organization yet attempted by mankind, did not justify the 
j vast and voluntary expenditure of blood and treasure with which the American 
: _ people has startled the world, then was bloodshed never authorized on earth. 
i In my own humble judgment, there has never seemed a chance of success for. | 
i. the rebellion even in the darkest hours, for to contend against the democratic 
g | principle in America was like struggling against any of the elemental and inex- 
j -orable laws of nature. But while the supremacy of the republic and the de- 
j ‘struction of the rebellious oligarchy were predestined events, there was ever a | 
q terrible uncertainty as to the number of years during which the sacrifice of [ 

( | | . |
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1 human life and the outpouring of national wealth might go unchecked ; and it | 
was not until the final destruction of Hood’s.army by Thomas, and the magni- | | 

1 ficent march of Sherman from Atlanta to Wilmington, that the downfall of the 
| so-called confederacy within the current year became inevitable. I confess, — ' 

however, that I, for one, was not prepared for the most dramatic and complete | 
catastrophe which the genius of the Lieutenant General had so quietly ordained. : 

j It is an additional cause of national gratitude to that great soldier that the de- : 
| cisive crushing of the rebellion against American liberty has been effected in so ; 
j sudden and startling a manner. —— . ft 
4 The haters of popular freedom everywhere who have been praying so fer- ; 
| vently for the success‘of the slaveholders cannot but be more vividly impressed E 

! by such a termination than if Lee had withdrawn his army intact from an un- ; 
tenable position, and had thus, perhaps, been enabled to continue the struggle - 
in some other stronghold until the rebellion perished of exhaustion. And the f 
moral effect upon after ages will thus be the more distinct, for the method taught ; 

J by Grant of trampling out sedition against the majesty of the people will as- j 
suredly be a lesson to be studied in the schools of states unborn and nations. : 

| yet to be. . | : oe a j 
} Ido not think it exaggeration to say that this ten days’ work will always : 

{| rank among the most consummate of military achievements. ; 
1 Not often in history have we read of a stronghold like Richmond—besieged, ' 
4 but not invested—being taken by assault, and the whole defending army of &£§ 

seventy thousand men, killed, wounded, or captured within less than a fortnight i 
| of time. And the modesty and patience of the general-in-chief awaiting with q 
4 the steadiness of fate the issue of his vast combinations, and the utter indiffer- : 
i ence to the common joys of the conqueror, in abstaining from taking formal 

. possession of the captured city that he might the more rapidly intercept the. ; 
| flying but not yet annihilated rebels, are as impressive in a moral point of view | 

2 as are the wisdom of his strategy and the vigor of his blows when the long: : 
{ foreseen hour to strike had come. oe : 
i I am trespassing too much on your time, having nothing especial to commu-  &- 
] nicate, and it is superfluous for me to dwell any longer upon this victory of | : 

Grant, upon the splendor of Sheridan’s exploits, which will live as long as we : 
{ _— have a history, and upon the steadiness, courage, and sagacity of all our other E 

4 leaders, and of the whole noble army of the Potomac from corps commanders. — 
to privates. But what is most likely to strike the foreign observer, and to be. ; 

4 most pregnant in useful lessons to mankind, is the magnanimity exhibited by of 
3 the American people in the hour of its triumph, the absence of a thirst for ven- | : 
3 geance, the yearning for reconciliation with our opponents which mingled with a 
q the rapture of success; above all, the spontaneous outburst of devout thanks- j 
| giving to the Almighty for the preservation of our united republic. | : 
3 Military and naval triumphs as signal as those which have made the names. | q 
4. of Grant and Sherman, and Farragut, and of others, immortal might prove a. ft 
4 __ curse instead of a blessing to’ the nation if we forgot that they had been achieved | 
; over our own brethren, and if they should foster in our people a love of war: ; 
3 for its own sake, a passion for a national military renown which at best, in this : 
7 age of the world, is a-poor thing, and which for us would be fatal as well as 
4 vulgar. : | F 
; Of this we need entertain no fear, I think; and it seems to me the duty of : 
q every American representative abroad to combat the very prevalent theory that 
4 our success in crushing a domestic sedition by force of arms foreshadows war E 
‘ with foreign nations, and that it will be necessary to seek new fields of action ; 

for the great fleets and armies which the rebellion has called into existence.. ; 
| There is no need of my dwelling now on the very obvious arguments, so familiar to : 
q every American, by which I endeavor to prove the unsoundness of these fears, 
| the certainty that the American people has had enough of bloodshed for a cen- :
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] tury, and that it has far too much common sense not to perceive that a future of 
1 prosperity and of a higher life is opening before it by cultivating the arts of 
4 peace such as never lay before any nation until now. | | ot 
’ '. I ought to add, that on reading the telegraphic news of the surrender of. Lee 
; | with the remains of his army I had an interview with the Count Mensdorff, and 
| nothing could be more cordial or genial than the felicitations with which he | 

greeted me on my entrance, for the news had already reached him. 
’ “You know,” he said, “that our wishes have always been for your success, =| 

| and that his Majesty has always frankly desired the suppression of the rebellion.” 
i It was a pleasure to me to respond. that ever since my residence here I had 
7 _ never heard a word from any one conneeted with the imperial royal government =| 
| except of friendship and cordiality to the American Union. I take pleasure in © | 
: adding that the language of the Austrian press, so far as I have observed, and of | 
q all circles of Vienna society, is one of very sincere congratulations. | | 
| Europe is ringing with the news almost to the exclusion of other topics, but | 
4 the voice of detraction and of impotent malice is unheard in these regions. | 
] In concluding, I beg to express my most fervent congratulations on these aus- 
4 picious events to the President, who during this eventful period has so well { 
1 represented the American people in its unsophisticated wisdom, its courage, its E 
; patience, and its generosity. — | . | 

3 I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, - : 
] | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. — : 
1 Hon. Witiiam H. Suwarp, : | | 
| | Seeretary of State, &c., &c., &c. _ | 

iT Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. = | 
] No. 101.] | _ LEGATION oF THE UNiTED STATES, | 
j — - | Vienna, April 30, 1865. | 

1 Sir: The news of; the great tragedy, which has brought desolation upon our | 
country in the very moment of our highest joy, reached this place on the 26th. | 

; This is the first post which leaves Vienna since the receipt of the intelligence. 
3 I shall not even attempt to picture the consternation which the event has. 

4 caused throughout. the civilized world, nor to describe the anguish which it has | 
a excited in my own heart, as in that of every loyal American, whether at home | 
4 or abroad. - | | . ae 
{ . The European public spontaneously expresses in every public way its admi- 
q | ration for the character of the murdered President, and its horror at the vile 
1 assassin who has taken his life. .And if the inhabitants of foreign and distant 
; lands are giving expressions to such deep and unaffected sentiments, what must 
3 be the emotions now sweeping over our own country? I confess that I shud- | 
i der at the thought of the despatches and journals now on their way to Europe. ; 
i As yet we have nothing but the brief telegraphic tale of horror published by : 
3 the Secretary of War to Mr. Adams, in London, and by him transmitted to the 
i - United States legations on the continent. | . | a | 

| Not often in human history has a great nation been subjected to such a sud- | 
q den conflict of passions. In the midst, not of triumph nor vulgar exultation, 
1 but of deep, religious, grateful joy at the final suppression of a wicked rebellion, | 
1 the redemption of the land from the perils of death, and the certainty of its 
; purification from the great. curse of slavery, blessings brought about under God | 

by the genius of. our great generals, the courage of our armies, and the saga- 
city of our statesmen, the American people has seen its beloved and venerated. , 

: Chief Magistrate murdered before its eyes. : | 
j _. The eminent statesman who, with such surpassing ability, has guided our for-
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eign relations during the most critical and dangerous period of our history q 
seems, thank God, to have escaped death, if we may trust the recent telegrams j 

| received last night; but we must wait with intense anxiety the arrival of more ' 
than one pest before we can feel confidence that the cowardly and murderous / 

‘ assault upon him in his sick bed has not after all been successful. May God | 4 
; grant that his invaluable life may be spared, and that the country may long  -E 
1 have the benefit of his wise and faithful counsels. May the life of that excel- | L 
q lent son, who has so nearly perished in the attempt to defend his father, also : 
4 be preserved. What may be the effect of this sudden revulsion in the national 7 
4 feeling I hardly dare to contemplate. _ co . ££ 

| - The benignant heart of the late President was filled, as we have reason to E 
| believe, with thoughts of peace and reconciliation and reunion ; with the feelings : F 
/ of compassion for the criminal, mingled with detestation of the crime, becoming 7 
| the chief of a great, free, and magnanimous nation, in the hour of its victory, — — 

| when the assassin took his life. And the country itself, conscious of its strength, q 
{ - seemed fully to respond to these sentiments of the President. : 

: Will not these gentler feelings give way to a desire to vengeance, to a convie- : 
| tion of the necessity of terrible severity, now that the great treason has just — E 

: accomplished its darkest crime, now that the most illustrious of all the innumer- 3 
, able victims of the slaveholders’ rebellion has been so basely and wantonly. j 

sacrificed 2? : : — i 
1 I should apologize for giving expression to these thoughts, not suitable to a for- q 
; mal despatch, but in such days as these, and in the midst of such anational sorrow, q 
4 ‘it is difficult to be formal, and impossible to be calm.. Nor can I resist the im- , 
4 pulse to add my humble contribution to the universal eulogy which I know is 
4 pouring forth at this moment from so many more eloquent tongues than mine, 

and out of so many millions of sorrowing and affectionate hearts, now that the ot 
most virtuous of chief magistrates is no more. , 

I know that one should avoid.the language of exaggeration of over-excited : 
1 enthusiasm, so natural when a man, eminent in station, mental abilities, and lofty o£ 
i. characteristics, is suddenly taken away, yet I am not afraid to express the opin- | E 

ion that the name of Abraham Lincoln will be cherished so long as we have a &- 
1 history as one of the wisest, purest, and noblest magistrates, as one of the great- ] 

est benefactors to the human race, that have ever lived. I believe that the : 
_ foundation of his whole character was a devotion to duty. To borrow a phrase ; 

: from his brief and simple, but most eloquent inaugural address of this year, it : 
was “his firmness in the right as God gave him to see the right’? which enabled f. 

4 him to discharge the functions of his great office, in one of the most terrible 
3 periods of the world’s history, with such rare sagacity, patience, cheerfulness, 4 
4 and courage. And God, indeed, gave him to see the right, and he needs no : 
4 nobler epitaph than those simple words from his own lips. a - ; 
q So much firmness with such gentleness of heart, so much logical:acuteness q 
3 with such almost childlike simplicity and ingenuousness of nature, so much [ 
: eandor to weigh the wisdom of others, with so much tenacity to retain his own : 
q judgment, were rarely before united in one individual. :  -F 
q ~ Never was such vast political power placed:in purer hands; never did a heart : 
4 remain more humble and more unsophisticated after the highest prizes of 
; earthly ambition had been obtained. a | - a ; 

Certainly, “ government of the people, by the people, for the people” —to quote: &- 
4 again his own words—shall never perish from the earth so long as the American: 
4 people can embody itself in a character so worthy to represent the best quali-. : 
q ties of humanity—its courage, generosity, patience, sagacity, and integrity—as: 
| __ these have been personified in him who has been one of the best of rulers, and: : 
|} is now one of the noblest of martyrs. — oe 

4 If it seems superfluous and almost presumptuous that I, a comparative stran-- : 
: ger to Mr. Lincoln, although honored with his commission, should speak of, him
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i thus at length to those who shared his counsels and enjoyed his intimacy, I | 
can only reply that the grief which, in common with every loyal American, I 

; most profoundly feel at his death demands an expression, and that at this 
] distance from my country it is a consolation for me to speak of his virtues to 

those who knew him best. | | 
7; - T have followed his career and have studied every public act and utterance of 

i; his with an ever-increasing veneration for a character and an intellect which | 
{ seemed to expand and to grow more vigorous the greater the demand that was | 
1 made upon their strength, = | | | 
] | And this feeling, I believe, is shared not only by all Americans worthy of 
; the name, but by all the inhabitants of foreign lands, who have given themselves 

| the trouble to study our history in this its most eventful period. _ 
] I wish to conclude this despatch by requesting you to convey my most re- | 
7 spectiul compliments to President Johnson, together with my prayers for his ! 
| success in administering the affairs of his great office. That he is animated 
i with the warmest patriotism, and by a determination to meet wisely and manfully 
| the great responsibility which has devolved upon him, we are all convinced ; ! 
' and I am sure that the best wishes of every patriotic heart, and the counsels i 
i; of the wisest minds will be ever ready to support him in the great task of re- / 
1 constructing that blessed Union which traitor hands have failed with all their : 

efforts to destroy. | ) : 
4 I have the honor to remain, respectfully, your obedient servant, | i 
| - J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
i Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, ~ a | i 

q “Secretary of State, Washington. | , 

’ | a Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | - 

i No. 102.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
4 ae | Vienna, April 30, 1865. | 

1 Sir: The impression created in this capital by the horrible murder and at- 
| tempts to murder just committed in Washington has been intense. 
1 The whole diplomatic corps, with scarcely an exception, have called upon me, 
j as representative of the United States, and their warm and sincere expressions 
q of sympathy at our national loss, of cordial good will for the Union, and, more | 

j important than all, of decided respect and admiration for the character of our 
] lamented President, have ‘been most grateful to my heart. | . 
7 The journals of the capital—all of them, as I have often had occasion to 

remark, conducted with great ability—have vied with each other in eloquent © | 
4 tributes to the virtues of Mr. Lincoln, in expressions of unaffected sympathy 
3 for the great cause of which he was the impersonation, and of horror at the ac- 
i cursed crime by which one of the best of men has been taken from the world. | 
7 ~ IT enclose (marked A and B) the correspondence between the minister of for- 7 
j ‘eign affairs and myself in relation to this event. I send, further, a translation 
| (marked C) of the report, taken from the journals of the day, of the action 
] itaken on the subject in the Reichsrath. Dr. Berger, the member who pro- 
j mounced the brief but feeling eulogy upon Mr. Lincoln, is one of the most 
] edistinguished and eloquent members of the house. 7 | 
7 | I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, | 

; : | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
] ‘Hon. WitLiam H.:SEwarp, §c., §¢., &c.. | |
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4 The undersigned, envoy extraordinary.and minister plenipotentiary of the United States . 

: of America, deems it his duty to state to his excellency Count Mensdorff, imperial royal min- 

3 ister of foreign affairs, and through him (if such a course be considered proper) to his Majesty = 

: the Emperor, that official intelligence has been received by telegraph at this legation of the as- i 

4 sassination of Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, in his box at the theatre at q 

q Washington, on the evening of the [4th April. The President died on the morning following. : 

4 The extent of this calamity can hardly now be duly measured. 

q No President of the United States, since Washington, has so thoroughly possessed the confi-  - 

q dence and the veneration of the great majority of the American nation as did Mr. Lincoln. 3 

: No man doubted his purity of character, his patience, his firmness of purpose, his benignity, : 

q his wise cheerfulness in the darkest hours, and his transparent honesty. 
His love of his whole country was perfect. To restore the blessed Union which the rebel- . 

7 “° lion of a vast number of misguided individuals, acting in the interest of negro slavery, had at- ft 

tempted to destroy, was the object of his administration. That object had been secured after E 

3 four. years of terrible warfare, by the capture of all the strongholds of the insurrection, the 

| __ capitulation of its principal armies, and by due legal provisions for the emancipation of the ; 

| slaves. | : 

| The President was on the point of issuing an address to the people of the insurgent States, E 

1 doubtless with the intent of expressing the terms of that amnesty and pardon which Congress, ; 

1 relying upon his wisdom and generosity, had already empowered him, at his discretion, to 4 

| grant, when the hand of the assassin took his life. | : 

j The undersigned will not even allude to the universal distress which this tragic termina~ : 

3 tion to the virtuous career of their Chief Magistrate must cause in the hearts of the whole . 

: American people. Words are too weak to depict such a universal sorrow as this; but if an Er 

3 excuse be thought necessary on the part of the undersigned for thus dwelling upon the events | : 

which have just overwhelmed him with grief, it must be found in the fact that the imperial E 

4 royal government has ever so frankly and so nobly manifested its sentiments towards the 3 

1. United States government in its contest with this iniquitous rebellion, as to justify the hope ; 

i of its sympathy at this tragic moment. It is a consolation to the undersigned to remember | 

1 - «+ that one of the last public utterances of the lamented President in regard to foreign affairs P 

5 was a recent acknowledgment of the magnanimity and friendly attitude of his imperial royal 3 

q Majesty towards the United States throughout the course of the great contest. . ’ 

] No details as to the condition of the United States minister of foreign affairs, Mr. Seward, — 

has yet been received, but the critical state of his health, caused by a severe accident a very . 

1 little while before the murderous attempt upon his life, makes it but too probable that the q 

q United States may soon be called on to mourn also for the loss of this most eminent and ae- 4 

q complished statesman. | &—f 

{ The undersigned seizes the opportunity to renew to Count Mensdorff the expression of his E 
; most distinguished consideration. | | : | oF 

— J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. q 

! His Excellency COUNT MENSDORFF, q 

4 Imperial Royal Minister of Foreign Affairs. : 

4 B. 3 

a | | VIENNA, April 28, 1865. ; 

4 The undersigned has the honor to acknowledge the receipt from the Hon. J. Lothrop Mot- 

4 ley, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America, of the : 

| esteemed note concerning the frightful act perpetrated against the President, Mr. Abraham 

q Lincoln, and to state that he at once laid the said note before his most gracious Majesty the . 

q Emperor. | ae | | oo q 

q The imperial government could not receive the news of this horrible event without the i 

4 deepest indignation, which has made upon it the more painful impression, as shortly before it 3 

3 had seen reason to instruct its minister at Washington to express to the government there q 

4 its sincere congratulations upon the brilliant results which promised a speedy end of the ; 

4 bloody contest in the States of the Union. | | 4 

1 The horrid crime of which Mr. Lincoln was the victim could not but inspire the govern- E 

4 ment of his Majesty the Emperor with the more sincere grief, as at no time have the relations 4 

4 between Austria and the United States borne a more friendly character than during the offi- E 

q cial term of Mr. Lincoln. | a 

4 The imperial government cannot but cherish the liveliest desire that the hopes of a F 

happy future for the United States, which in this country it was believed might be confi- o£
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dently based on the distinguished characteristics, the wisdom and moderation of the lamented __ 
q President, may be fulfilled under his successor, and the peaceful relations between the United | 
’ States and foreign powers be preserved undisturbed. | - ot 
q In conclusion, the undersigned feels it his duty to give expression to the sincere wish of - | 
7 the imperial government, that it may please Providence to preserve to the country still fur- 2 
] ther the eminent Secretary of State, whose life has also been in danger from murderous hands. 2 
1 - The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to the honorable minister the as- 
1 surance of his distinguished consideration. | : | | 

_ .._In the absence of the minister of foreign affairs, a - | 
4 | | : MEYSENBUG, | 
; oe | The Under Secretary of State. | 
4 . His Excellency J. LorHrop Mor rey, | : 
] _ Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the U. S. of America, 

i; Session oF THE Houser or DEpuriss, April 29, 1865. - 
| The session opened at 10.40. Deputy Dr. Berger spoke as follows: SS | ! 

_ GENTLEMEN: The news of the tragical fate which has befallen the President of the United ( 
4 States, Abraham Lincoln, through a murderous hand, atthe very moment in which the cause \ 
, of the northern States, and with it the cause of freedom and civilization and humanity, was | 
7 victorious, has, I believe I may announce, deeply moved all circles and all classes of society | 
q in our fatherland also. | | | | | | 
j From the very beginning of that eventful and bloody struggle, which has lasted several 
i years, Austria was always on the side of the north, and on the day on which the news of the 

4 last victory of the northern States reached Washington, the man who now stands at the head | 
q of the United States declared that the sovereign of the state to which we belong, from the begin- | 
; ning an enemy of every rebellion, had always stood on the side of the north. . 
1 I think that it becomes this house, which represents the population of Austria, to express | 

: . its sympathy for the cause of the northern States, its sympathy for the tragic fate of Abraham | 
4 Lincoln, the plain, simple man, who has risen out of the people to be placed at the head 
4 of the greatest state, and I move that the president should summon the house to sig- | 
4 nify, by rising from their places, this its double sentiment—sympathy for the tragic fate of 
j : President Lincoln—sympaithy for the cause of the northern States. SS 
; The PRESIDENT. I doubt not that the house shares the views and feelings which the dep- 
1 uty, Berger, has expressed, and will be ready to give proper evidence thereof by rising from 
3 their seats. 7 \ : oS — 
] (The assembly rises. During this ceremony the ministers are in their places as deputies. ) 

| | | Mr. Motley to Mr. Hunter. a | 

No. 103.] Oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED StarEs, | 
] : ‘ S | Vienna, May 8, 1865. 
1 | _ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 136, of 
{ date April 10, signed by F. W. Seward, Acting Secretary of State, and giving | 

_ official intelligence of the great events which would seem to have nearly de- . 4 
stroyed the military power of the insurrection—the battles before Petersburg, 

| the capture of Richmond, and the capitulation of Lee. | 
1 _ As this intelligence had already reached me, and had already been made the 

_ subject of more than one congratulatory despatch on my part, I refrain from 
1 further allusion at this moment to this memorable campaign, which has. rarely 
1 been surpassed in consummate military ability and success in the annals of our | 
j _ own or of any other nation. | | ! 
3 I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
i | on J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 
1 Hon. Wituiam Hunter, §., «., &. | | 

3 . . . . ”
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: | Mr. Motley to Mr. Hunter. . j 

| No. 105.] | e LEeGaTion oF THE UNITED STATES, | q 
{ a Vienna, May 8, 1865. j 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular, of date j 
i. April 17, giving official intelligence of the horrible crimes committed at Wash- i 

ington on the night of the 14th April, and of the great national bereavement 3 
3 in the death of our wise, courageous, and virtuous President. t 
i _ As I have already, both in official despatches and private letters, expressed : 
: my emotions upon this awful calamity, and alluded to the intense and universah ; 
4 sympathy which it has excited throughout this country and the civilized world, o£ 
4 I confine myself to-day simply to acknowledge your despatch. — : 
3 You further inform me that Andrew Johnson has formally entered upon the — 

duties of President, and I beg through you to offer my most respectful good : 
- wishes to the new Chief Magistrate of the nation, together with an expression 

1}. of entire confidence in the zeal, patriotism, and great ability with which he ' 
seems assuredly destined to carry out the great work of the national redemp- 

1 tion from the horrors of treason and slavery. | a 
i Already there is a general feeling of respect, not unmixed with astonishment, : 
4 felt throughout Europe for the steadiness and tranquillity with which this ; 
1 _ change in the executive head of the government has been effected in the’midst 

: of a tragedy almost unparalleled in history, and of a popular emotion hardly ever 
; known before. | : _ a | : 
i _ The world’s faith in the stability and beneficence of democratic institutions - 
i _ is not likely to be diminished by so noble a spectacle of national anguish, tem- i 
3 pered by national self-reliance. | | : : | 
i ~ You likewise notify me that you have been authorized temporarily to act as | 
4 ‘Secretary of State, and I shall accordingly have the honor to address my : 

despatches to you in that capacity. oe | | i 
| _ I have the honor te remain, sir, your obedient servant, _ sO - 
' a | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 3 

~ Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | | ' _ ; 

to Acting Secretary of State. OO | , | | 3 

7 Mr. Motley to Mr. Hunter. : 

3 No. 106.] 7 . LEGATION OF THE UNITED S'raTEs, 
q | -_ | Vienna, May 8, 1868. - 

4 Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 139, | 
4 . of date April 18, by which. the news is officially confirmed of the capture of : 
4 _ Selma and of Mobile, and of the proposed surrender by Johnston, Mosby, and 
4 Imboden, of the insurgent armies. | | ] 
3 - You further inform me that “Mr. Seward, senior, is decidedly improving; and = : 
| that Mr. F. W. Seward’s case has shown more favorable symptoms.”  &- 
q For this most consoling intelligence I am sincerely grateful, and I beg through o£ 
j you to offer to our eminent statesman and his excellent son my congratulations &£ 
i. and my fervent hopes for their complete recovery. _ ' | : 

_ You instruct me in the same despatch to notify all United States consuls within a 
a the Austrian dominions that all the usual forms of national mourning for the : 
3 President are to be observed, and I beg to say that this struction has already 
q been complied with. _ | | , if 
4 I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
i _ , — J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. if 
4 ~ Hon, WILLIAM HunTeER, | | : : 

i. Acting Secretary of State. |  *§
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3 | _ Mr. Hunter to Mr. Motley. | 

q No. 144.] - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ee 
] Washington, May 16, 1865. 

q Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches from | 
q No. 90, of the 9th ultimo, to No. 100, of the 24th of the same month, with the =| 
| exception of No. 98, which has not yet come to hand. | | : 
1 Your observations upon the fall of Richmond, and the military events which 
4 _ immediately succeeded the occupation of the insurgent capital, are extremely | 

j _ interesting and instructive. , | ae f 
] , . Tam, sir, your obedient servant, ee | 

|. | | / | W. HUNTER. | 
: _ J. Loturop Mot ey, Esq., c., &c., Vienna. | 

4 fr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | - | 

1 Ne. 107, LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTES, | | 
q | : | | a — - Vienna, June 5, 1865. 
q Sir: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches Nos. 140 

| to 144, from April 22 to May 16, containing summaries of political and military =| 
4 events. : . | | | 

In No. 143, of date 16th May, were enclosed two copies of the President’s : 
| proclamation relative to insurgent cruisers, one of which, in accordance with your | 
q instructions, I have communicated to the imperial royal government, accom- | 
j panied by a brief note, of which the following paragraph is an extract: 
j “Phe undersigned is glad to make use of this occasion to express his satis- , 
1 faction and that of his government with the fact that, so far as the Austrian | | 
| empire is concerned, this proclamation has no practical application, inasmuch as — 
i. the insurgent cruisers in question have never, so far as known to the undersigned, 
i been harbored or countenanced within the dominions of his Imperial. Royal 

: Majesty.” | 4 
3 I have the honor to remain, sir, your very obedient servant, = = 

oe J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 
3 Hon. WILLIAM HunTER, | | 
j Acting Secretary of State, Washington. | | | 

7 ae 7 Mr. Motley to Mr. Hunter. | | So 

j No. 108.] | . Legation oF THE UNirep StTaTEs, tf 
q | | | | | Vienna, June 5, 1865. 

] Sir: It seems to me that the time of the department must be too much 
| absorbed by the grave duties of reconstruction at home, and of directing our re- : 
j lations abroad with those foreign states whose conduct during the four years’ war 
3 has been less straightforward and loyal than that of the Austrian government | 
i has been, to leave many leisure moments at present for attending to less import-_ | 
j ant correspondence. | 
] I shall only say, therefore, in regard to the affairs of this country, that nothing | 
i very important has occurred since my last writing. The Emperor is about to | 
j make a, visit to Hungary, and hopes are entertained that the personal presence =| 
: : of the sovereign may exercise a fortunate influence on the relations between the | 

countries beyond the Leitha and those other parts of the empire which have : 
; already accepted the constitution of 1861. 7 : 
1 I believe it is expected that before the close of this year the Diet of Hungary
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) will be convoked, during the sessions of which vigorous attempts will be made __ 3 
: to overcome the passive resistance hitherto offered by.that kingdom to the con- : 

stitutional union. I should not think, however, that sanguine hopes were enter- q 
j —__ tained of very soon seeing Hungarian deputies elected to take the seats provided : 
] for them in the Reichsrath. | | t 
q The Schleswig-Holstein affair drags its slow length along. The imperial : 
3 government has consented to the Prussian proposition, that the provincial Diets &§ 
4 of the Elbe duchies should be summoned according to the electoral law of 1854, 
4 rather than the more liberal one of 1849. : a | 
4 The sovereignty of those provinces still remains in the joint possession of the ae | 
4 Emperor of Austria and the King of Prussia, and no very rapid steps seem - 
q likely to be taken on the part of those potentates to vacate their condominium : 
1 in favor of any of the rival claimants to the dukedoms. There will be much | : 

4 tedious, legal, and historical disquisition before Prussia will avow herself con- : 
vinced on the subject, and meanwhile her able and indefatigable prime minister &£ 

1. will see to it that the naval and military requirements of that kingdom receive : 
1 no detriment. | | | ; 
] The question of Mexico occupies a very large part of public attention in : 
| Europe, and the probable dangers impending over her new order of things, so 3 

far as established in that country, is a very fruitful topic of discussion in the : 
journals. I have had no conversation, official or informal, on the subject with the : 
imperial government. My personal views as to this adventure have been long : 

| ago expressed whenever fitting occasions offered, and the position of the govern- 3 
4 ment of the United States has been fuily set forth by my communication of the E 
4 despatches of the Secretary of State according to his instructions. As I have ; 
; often had occasion to observe, the imperial government has ever held itself aloof : 
1 from the whole Mexican enterprise, and disavows responsibility for its results. F 

4 T suppose that the United States government continues its diplomatic relations 
1 with the Mexican republic, and has no present intention of departing from the 
3 line of strict neutrality which it has laid down between the contending parties 7 
q in that country, nor any intention of lending assistance by underhand means to &- 
‘ either belligerent. In case any change of attitude is contemplated, I beg to re- L 
4 ceive as early instructions as possible, and I should be much gratified to be q 
; informed, if such a course be not inconvenient, as to any important communica- 
i tions that may have been had on this subject at Washington or elsewhere. It 
q is obvious that my position requires me to be at least as well instructed in this : 
3 matter as other diplomatic representatives of the United States may be. 
’ I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, | 
a | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. : 
3 Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | | : 
a | Acting Secretary of State, Washington. . : 

1 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. a 

q No. 148.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
J | - - Washington, June 13, 1865. . 
| - Sir: I have received and have read with deep interest your despatches from 
4 ~ No. 101, of April 30, to No. 106, of the 8th ultimo. Your accounts of the feel- 
3 ing with which the news of the assassination of the late President of the E 
q United States was received throughout the Austrian empire, as well as else- ; 
4 where in Germany, are very erating. Your own proceedings upon the case 
q are approved. | 
4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : 
‘ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. E 
4 J. Lorurop Motuey, Esq., §c., §c., Vienna. [
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: : Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. : 

{ Ne. 111.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
i : lt oe oy Vienna, June 27, 1865. 

4 - Sir: I have no startling events to record since my last writing. Nevertheless ! 
]  _ it cannot be denied that the attention of the Austrian statesmen is absorbed by 
] very grave matters. Whether the position of the administration or of any mem- 

bers of it is seriously compromised or not I am not prepared to decide; but it ! 
| is certain that defeats have been sustained by the government on vital questions, : 
’ _. which, in a regularly organized parliamentary system on the English model, | 
1 would necessarily lead to a resignation or to a dissolution.’ A few days ago ! 
j __ there was a warm debate upon the question whether, according to a certain = 
| | article (No. 13) in the February constitution, ministers were not bound to obtain | 

1 _ the sanction of the Reichsrath to measures taken during its recess.. A resolution | 
| to the effect that such measures were unconstitutional and void unless subse- 
1 quently confirmed by the representative body was carried against the ministers i 
i by a majority of two-thirds. I have not learned that there are to be any steps 
i taken in consequence of this vote. | | 
q _ ‘This week the minister of finance has announced that a loan of 117 millions 
/ of florins will be necessary to cover the estimated deficit for the years 1865 and _ 
j 1866. The house of deputies refused to sanction at present a loan of more than | 
| 13 millions, or one-ninth of the whole amount, a sum immediately required for , 
q the protection of the July coupons on the existing debt, and reserves the further | ) 
{ authorization of the loan demanded until the finance laws for 1865 and 1866 2 
] shall have been constitutionally passed. ; | 
j . ‘The effect of these sentiments and discussions has been very perceptible on 
| the exchange and in the public feeling. There is a sentiment, amounting almost ==, 
| to conviction in some quarters, that the empire is on the high road to national | 
‘ bankruptcy ; that it is impossible to raise any more revenue from taxation, as the | 
] people are not able to bear the existing burden, and that some means must be 

‘discovered without delay for reducing the expenses at least to an equilibrium —S 
q with the present revenue, and for putting an end to. the annual deficit which has 
3 assumed a frightful regularity. _ | | 
q . ‘Those means have not yet been found, and I refer you to extracts appended __ 
1 to this despatch from remarkable speeches just made in the house of peers, by 
i ——~—s some distinguished members of that body, as proofs that very great alarmis =| 
j felt, and that the alarm is not without cause. 
1 In previous despatches I have given you sufficient details as to the annual : 
i budgets of the empire, and as to.the amount of the national debt. | | 
1 In round numbers, for general purposes, it may be said that Austria owes to- | 
; day about as many florins as the United States government owes dollars. | 
3 The annual interest, exclusive of that upon the “Grund Entlastung,” (a debt — : 
7 of about 500 millions, contracted for the emancipation of the peasants,) is not | 
; far from 120 millions of florins. The market price of the Austrian loans, bearing 
; -& per cent. interest in specie, is quoted to-day in Frankfort at 66%, and that of 
; the United States six per cent. five-twenties at 75. | 
: * "Thus, at this moment of our emerging from a terrible civil war of four years’ | 
] duration, which has cost 3,000 millions of dollars, our credit is about equal to — | 
] that of the Austrian government, although our actual indebtedness is about 
1 double theirs, (a florin being nearly half a dollar,) while the population, re- | 

4 spectively, of the empire and of the republic ® almost exactly the same. 
4 As United States stocks have been sold as low as 36 in Frankfort, or at less 
1 than half their present market value, you perceive how rapid has been the ad- 

_ vance, in the belief that the American government is not rushing very rapidly |
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| - upon that national bankruptcy which our excellent friends in England have so 
steadily predicted. _ en : E 

1. After all, it is felt that a nation which has a vested capital of at least 21,000 : 
: millions of dollars, or seven times its debt, whose population doubles every : 
: quarter of a century, whose wealth doubles every ten years, and whose annual ; 
; production may be fairly stated at 4,000 millions, or considerably more than 
4 that of any other country, is not in danger of insolvency unless the character of 
; of its people, both for industry and good faith, should suffer some astounding ft 
q metamorphosis. | Oo | ne aj 
1 The instant disbanding of a large part of those armies and navies, (as soon _ oF 
q as the last shot in the civil war. was fired,) with which it was considered so cer- t 
| tain abroad that we were at once to attack England and France, and the world 
4 in general, in order to find occupation for our warriors, and to slake the per- 
; sistent thirst for blood which the war against the slave power was supposed to . 
1, have engendered, has astounded Europe—for Europe always knows that we : 
1 are going to do exactly the reverse of what we really do—but it has benefited : 
1: our credit. | oo : 

} _ The rapid disappearance of those tremendous forces seems as prodigious to : 
the European mind as their sudden apparition when required to save our na- | : 

: tional life, while the vanishing into space of the “nation” created by Jefferson : 
i Davis, and so warmly welcomed by the haters of our republic, without leaving. 
: ‘one solid fragment of itself in existence, ought to furnish a lesson to politicians : 
: in future in the art of distinguishing exhalations from organized bodies. : 
3 - But it is hardly possible for the Austrian empire, or for any of the great or 
: little powers of the continent, to effect such sweeping retrenchments as our E 
q geographical position and our democratic institutions allow. Of the four mil- ] 
] lions of soldiers always kept on foot in Europe, this empire has from 320,000 _ : 

to 613,000, the latter figure being that of its army on a war footing, while the 
| __ total number (active and reserve) of the army of Hesse Cassel, with its popula- : 
; tion of 740,000, is 15,000, or two thousand more than the whole United States 

| army—officers, musicians, and privates—in 1860. _ | 
| It is true that the expense of the imperial army has just been reduced, as 
1 _-was well put by Minister von Schmesling in his speech to the peers, from 135 : 
: million florins to 95 millions, being a saving of 40 millions; but the exposed : 
q condition of the empire, the troops of enemies ever ready to take advantage of F 

any momentary weakness, and the constant possibility of external wars, great 3 
q or little, or of disturbances in some portion of its very heterogeneous popula- 
4 tion, render it doubtful whether stich a diminution can be sustained, and almost : 

q certain that it could be carried no further. | ne 

4 _ That the exigency of diminishing the imperial expenditure is very great, 
q and that there is a frank determination, both of the ministry and of the opposi-. F 
7 tion, to effect such retrenchments, seem to be certain, but the road to them does ; 
4 not seem so clear. , | | 4 
3 It was wittily observed by Count Rechberg, ex-minister of foreign affairs, : 
i that the opposition was very loud in shouting fire, but they did not come for-. 
1. ward with the engines to put it out; and it was quite as wittily replied, by. k 
3 Count Auersperg, that the key of the engine-house was not in their hands, but. . 
q in that of the authorities. oo oe : 
j Thus far I have not seen any very promising indications of large economies to be : 
q effected in the future; and, after all, a great empire in Europe must, under the 
4 ~~ universal system which now prevails in this hemisphere, look rather to increased | 
q - national production than to very great savings of expenditure to relieve its E 
it embarrassments. : | | | | o£ 

q I suppose it to be as well established a fact as any in human history, that : 
i the largest individual liberty of action consistent with due security to life and i 
4 property will give the largest national production, other things being equal. q
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i _ It is for this reason that in the United States the same amount of capital, | 
| land, and labor yields more wealth than can be expected in any European | 
q country. : | | 

| _. No doubt the resources of Austria are great, almost inexhaustible; but this, . 
1 after all, is but a phrase. The resources of Mexico are boundless, so are those 

of Turkey, while the national resources of Holland are almost null; yet Hol- | 
| land has been at times one: of the richest and most productive states in the i 

world. a oe | 
4 ‘The more Austrian industry is freed from its fetters; the sooner the emanci- | 
‘ pated serf finds himself able to earn more than twenty kreuzers, or ten or twelve : 
1 _ cents per diem, which is about the daily wages of the laborer in many of the — 
‘ most populous and important provinces, the sooner will the deficit which now | 
4 perpetually stares the country in the face, suggesting horrid visions for the | 
i; future, begin to withdraw his disagreeable visage. | 
4 _ Certainly democratic institutions are not possible, scarcely conceivable; or 
i; desirable in Austria; but so long as protection, legislation, class privileges and | 
| general administrative interference with the individual prevent the mass of the 
j _ people, by whom the resources of a state must be worked, from having any  —s_ 
1 better prospect in life than that of earning, by twelve hours of daily toil, about | 

one-tenth of what can be earned by an American laborer of the lowest class 
1 in the same time, certainly a very largely increased productiveness of the 
4 empire cannot be expected. | | 

‘To perpetually look upward to government for assistance, direction, instruc- , 
tion, advice, and commands in daily affairs is not a habit which inspires a : 

4 people with the spirit of self-confidence and of self-help, out of which is born : 
national wealth, and which gives the deathblow to deficits. But I am not : 

q writing an essay on political economy. | ; 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
i : | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 
1 Hon. W. Hunter, | | a | 
| Acting Secretary of State. | 

q [ Extracts. ] 1 | | | 
q a . SESSION OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS, June 23, 1865. 

j - CounT ANTON AUERSPERG. * * * * It would be before all things desirable to 
expect that the official upholders of the constitutional principle should be those who would feel | 
bound to work most earnestly for the removal of those financial troubles. * * * * At. : 

4 the beginning of the so-called new era the old figures were retained asa result of the old sys- 
3 tem remaining unaltered. J know that thorough and lasting reforms cannot be effected in a | 
j moment’s time, but in these five years there has certainly been too little upward movement, : 
i and even an impulse towards a spring has not been given. * * * * (iouder and louder 
7 rise to us voices from the provinces, partially from the over-burdened provinces—voices of tax- 

payers crying for relief from taxes hardly longer to be borne. In Hungary, owing to ex- 
3 ceptional circumstances, a payment of taxes in natural products has been granted and an - : 

‘attempt made in this direction. Out of Styria, a country which, under its regular conditions, 
4 , enjoys a quiet and secure prosperity, a wish for similar favors reaches us through official | 
q organs. I will not even speak of my poor home, Krain (Carniola, ) where it has been allowed 
1 as a favor that executions should not be proceeded with, after the object for the execution 
j has ceased toexist. * * * * ITshould callattention to the fact that from these circumstances | 
1 results a certain amount of demoralization. Ifany one succeeds in spite of these melancholy 
4 circumstances in laying up a fortune by dint of industry and economy, does he know what he 
3 possesses? What can he really call hisown? If the father ofa family invests his aquired cap- 
i . ital in real estate, he receives from it either no revenue at all, or a comparatively small one. 
d If he invests it in stocks, he does not know what would remain to his heirs to-morrow if he were | 
1 _ toclose his eyes to-day. He allows that the fruits of his earnings should be squandered in the | 
3 enjoyment of life, even if he does not. share in them. The phantasmagoria of an almost ex- 
4 aggerated enjoyment of life and pleasure must not blind us to what lurks behind; there is | 
{ in them the sting of resignation, if not of despair. This is certainly a position of things far + 
q ‘removed from that which we had in view, and on which we placed our hopes, when the |
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celebrated circular of the minister of state opened a vista to us into a new future when we ' 
-_-were informed that ‘‘ Austria would find in the constitution the means to rise to that height | ££ 

/ of power which is the necessary foundation of material prosperity and intellectual aspira- . i 
1 tion.” But I look vainly around for this prosperity, for this increase ef elasticity. The : 

; conditions in which we live, and the causes which have brought them about, were propheti- F 
| cally indicated to a certain extent by another Austrian statesman when he said, ‘‘ 1 consider : 
q- it a destructive measure, the exclusive covering of the wants of the state by a perpetual : 
1 new increase of the debé&; it makes the cultivation of order in the domestic affairs of the state p 

| an impossibility; it undermines general confidence because every one loses confidence in | , 
4 himself and gives way to despair.” * *  * * * * * : 

3 If I meet the father of a family regularly at a pawnbroker’s door, if I see a husbandman 
4 regularly mortgage his still ungathered harvest, without laying up these most urgently re- q 

1 quired means against a day of want, I know what sort of order I have to expect in the 
; household of such a man. Itis not to be denied, in the channel which has been entered 
1 upon, the ship of state is rushing inevitably into the whirlpool of a financial catastrophe, : 
4 and we must try with all our strength to save her, for we have reached that point when the : 
q two levers which have been used to assist us in the still increasing need have ceased to perform E 
1 their service. It is certainly impossible to go any further in the augmentation of taxes. * * j 

~The loan system, too, has its limits. The eventual creditor is generally a good reckoner, . 
q and if he holds up to himself a domestic interior of the state, in which the interest of the : 

state debt and the army budget consumes half the revenues, and of the other half, twenty-six , 
{ millions are consumed by arrears of taxes, he will not be very impatient to place his capital E 
1 at the service of sucha state. * 7 * * * Jbelieve that this is understood in . 

the other house. I believe that it is also understood in this house, under these con- . 
ditions the finance budget was laid before the Reichsrath with a total appropriation of five 3 

_- hundred and forty-eight millions, and with a deficit which, atcording to government : 
figures, must be estimated at thirty millions. A species of permanent declaration of E 
deficit seems on the point of taking place, if an energetic opposition is not made. This 

‘ has already been made in the other house, and the result hhas been that the government itself, 4 
q at the first serious attack, has reduced its own budget twenty millions and a fraction. I E 

| regret that the government on the presentation of the first budget has not won for itself these 3 
laurels ; that it made these important reductions only after the pressure of the representatives 

1 of the people. In the crown lands this proceeding has not had a favorable result; the con- E 
: clusion has been drawn that the original budget was not put together with that earnest care : 

4 which the position and necessity of the state demanded; it was further concluded—and I &=§ 
| hardly believe that this was a mistaken inference—that if twenty millions could thus be q 

, saved, one could also have saved in a greater or less degree in former years. | . : 
* oe * e* * * * % * - 

Count Lro Tuun. The detailed reports had made upon men the impression of an at- , oF 
{ tempt at fine coloring ; and even the principal report was not free from this, forit mentioned, . 

for instance, that the end could only be reached gradually, and not by a single effort. The 3 
| committee indicates that a steady diminution of the deficit had taken place, but it was not 

i only a diminution—it was an entire removal of the deficit, that was urgently required. In 
1 this way (the speaker continued) we shall never reach that end. That no further increase 3 
1 of taxes is possible every one will admit to me, but I am justified in my question, why, in 4 

4 this increase of taxes, a sudden impulse was not avoided? Ifall those last farthings which F 
4 are brought in by means of the tax execution are put into circulation and a deficit still re- | 
q mains, in consequence of which the weight of interest rises to a sum which is still greater q 
4 than that which is brought in by the executions, then those last farthings have been collected 
4 in vain. [Bravo!] What is wanted is not a gradual change, but an immediate radical q 
q cure; for I am firmly convinced that if the balance is not soon successfully restored, this : 
| task will in a short time become impossible. Our position can be characterized in a few " 
q ‘propositions, the indisputable truth of which, according to the report of the minister of state, q 
1 has received full recognition in government circles. The first proposition is this: that every : 

| household which is so arranged that the yearly returning expenditure is greater than the re- 
4 ceipts, while the difference has to be covered by new and ever more disastrous loans, must neces- E 

sarily come at last to bankruptcy. The second proposition is this: that our receipts cannot 
qq be increased by tax laws; a tax reform is ever hinted at. The sanguine hopes, however, . : 
4 which are based upon this, are only that by this means the amount from taxation as it exists E 
: at present, can be made permanent for the future. A good deal of this is in no event to be 

expected. [Applause.] Consequently the equilibrium in the state accounts can only be q 
4 obtained by a diminution of the expenditure at least to that figure at which the receipts are. 
; now estimated. [Bravo!] . — 
4. To the result which the house of deputies, led by this view, have already reached, I must : 
: on one side still oppose the fact that even the figure at which the House of Deputies has ar- 
: rived does not seem to me sufficient. * * * * *. * * JT cannot think that the first 3 
4 speaker has painted with too black a pencil, and I should consider it serious at such a time E 

as this to bring such a reproach against anybody, for I admit frankly that the state of affairs ; 
with regard to finance is so black that it would be difficult to paint blacker than the reality. 3 

- "This tact is so well known that an avowal of it, in this house, cannot bring about dis- |
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4 couregement on the part of the population. [A voice: Quite right.] Those who have any 
] knowledge of financial affairs. know our situation, and it is not by an open exposition of © | 
q _ them that we shall injure a credit which is only to be helped by the conviction that we are | 
q | fully alive to the danger, and by inspiring the conviction that we mean to seek for a | 
4 remedy. [Bravo !] | | i 
1 _As far as regards the population, it feels through its own interests the consequences of 
q the position; and certainly what it feels works more deeply than anything that is said in , 
q this house or written in the newspapers. The tax-payer, whose hoyse is sold over his head, 
1 wie not look around him to be told by the newspapers what is the condition of financial — - 
4 affairs. - * | oe | oo 
; : The MINISTER oF STaTE, Vv. Schmerling. * _* * * Tt is an | 
4 _  wndoubted fact that we have a deficit in this year of 1865, and we can hardly deny the fact _ 
4 that we shall hardly get through 1866 without a deficit. This is certainly a serious and | 
( melancholy circumstance, but I must permit myself to throw a little glance on the past year 
4 in order to show that the requisitions of the present year and of the coming year are very 
1 different from those that existed in former -years. Whoever will throw a glance at the 
3 requisitions of a former year, and compare them with those rates that have their present i 
' | expression in the state proposition of 1865 and. 1866, will not be able to avoid the con- | 

clusion that a decided retrogression has taken place in the requisition. | | | 
3 : I shall only point-to the-one fact that the war budget, which has been so often drawn into | 
ae consideration, has experienced a reduction of more than forty millions. It is certainly said, | 
4 however, why is this saving just now? Why not in former years?. If. the conviction has 
a. been attained that.a round sum of 95 millions is sufficient for the war budget, why were u 

135 millions required in.former years? . Well, to-day we enjoy the certainty of a European | : 
1 peace; to day, in great and important things, we enjoy security in our interior. That this : 
q was not the case in former years will be clear to all who will throw a glance into the . ! 
4 past. x # *  #  #  &: oe *  % % oo i 

j __ I go further into the question. The government of his Majesty, and certainly not the | 
; finance minister alone, but the assembled advisers.of the crown, are penetrated and moved _ 4 
3 _ by the conviction that in all branches of the administration thorough reforms are necessary, | 
1 particularly in the direction simplifying the administration, and therefore necessarily making L 
4 it less expensive. [Bravo!] | : [ 
q The government will be, however,.in the position to lay before the lesser Reichsrath,ags =; 
} well as before the Diets in the provinces of the eastern half of the empire, propositions which : 
q will give the desired aid exactly in the right direction. [Bravo!] : | 
q _ But there is another very important question which must be kept in view, and that for : 
4 the present is only to be touched upon. It is necessary to increase the income of the state, . i 
q not by augmenting taxes, for the government is as thoroughly convinced as this high i 
4 assembly; but, in the present condition of the empire, there can be no further augmentation 4 
3 of taxes. But we must take into consideration the maxim repeated so often, that in Austria | | 
q there are still many resources which now lie dormant. They must be utilized, not in aug- . ' 
{ menting the taxes, but by creating new sources of revenue, and, as in this way the state | 
4 will indirectly obtain the means of imposing taxes which will not be burdensome, for the | 
4 future we may look to this as a source of help. That the government: of his Majesty have 
4 already turned their attention to this purpose, this high assembly must believe from one | | 
i slight indication, that it-is endeavoring in all directions to give every possible assistance to 
; institutions of credit which have the purpose of animating commerce, traffic, andindustry, == | 
3 as well as. to influence those individuals who are devoted to commerce. When, therefore, 
; | through the untiring activity to which the government is pledged and supported by the 
7 lively participation of this high assembly, and by the high House of Deputies, we shall have 
q succeeded in working in the double direction, that on one side a total reform of the admin- 
q istration shall diminish the requirements, that, on the other, new sources of: national pros- | 

perity shall be developed, then we shall have attained what we all wish to attain, and the = | 
' deficit will be permanently covered. [Bravo!] a , 

3 | | | Mr. Motley to Mr. Hunter. — : = | 

{ No. 112.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STAarss, . - | 
7 . a | Vienna, June 28, 1865, | 

{ Sir: As postscript to my despatch of yesterday, which will probably go by | 
3 the same mail which takes this, I have to state that important changes in the 

q cabinet have just taken place. SO oe 
‘ It is officially announced that the Archduke Regnier, president of the council — 

‘of ministers, has received, at his own request, a long leave of absence, and that __ | 
i oN |
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the minister of foreign affairs and of the imperial household, Count Mensdorf, — : 
{will act provisionally as president. © | | | 

It is further announced that his Majesty has accepted the resignation of | 
Count Hermann Zichy, aulic chancellor of Hungary, and of Count Nadasdy, | 
director of the aulic chancery of Transylvania. | : 

| Mr. George Von Maylath has already taken the oath‘of office as chancellor of __ : 

. Hungary. — eo ; 
: It is further understood that State Minister von Schmerling, Police Minister I 

Baron Mescery, Finance Minister von Plener, and the ministers von Hein and ] 
3 von Lasser, have likewise resigned, and that they are now holding office, at the 7 

| request of the Emperor, only until their suecessors can be appointed. — | ' 
: _ Inshort, the Schmerling administration, identified with the February consti- 7 

|. tution and with the idea of the parliamentary centralization of the imperial do- i 
| minions, has come to an end.. | | OO | { 

The principal and immediate cause of this change of policy is undoubtedly ] 
' the Hungarian question, and the appointment of Mr. De Maylath, one of the E 

leaders of the conservative party in Hungary, as chancellor of that kingdom, : 
points to an attempt at a compromise. | . - | 

_ The statesman most prominently mentioned as successor to Mr, De Schmer- : 
ling is Count Beleredi, at present statthalter of Bohemia, belonging to the anti- j 

| centralization and aristocratic party. | | | i 
, I have not time to add anything more, save that the changes would seem to 

: be in the direction of a federal and aristocratic, as opposed to a centralizing and | q 
1 more popular policy. | | | | I 
| Before the next post day it is probable that the various rumors now circu- of 

lating as to the new cabinet will have given place to facts. a a i 
/ I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, a j 

— | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. ' 
| Hon. W. Hunter, | | - 

Acting Secretary of State, Washington. OC | 7 

2 | | | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. ao : 

No. 115.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ' 
3 | Vienna, July 10, 1865. ; 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the circular of date E 
7 June 7, ultimo, signed by yourself, giving notice of the departure of Admiral 

Goldsborough to take command of the European squadron, and communicating c 
certain orders of the Navy Department to that officer. | : 

: As you are well aware, those orders have no particular application, so far i 
; _as the ports of this empire are concerned, the imperial government never hav- : 
4 ing extended belligerent rights to United States rebels. § 

| T have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, — 
: . J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. : 
| Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, §c., §c., §c. oo | ; 

! | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | | : 
|. No. 118.] a Lea@ation or THE UNITED STATEs, | i 

| | Vienna, July 24, 1865. : 
: Sir: I confine myself to-day to the simple statement that the new min- j 

istry is formed, although not yet formally announced. | 4 
| | Count Larisch, a noble of large fortune and high character, who has : 

3DC P
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| not been hitherto much employed in the public service, is to succeed M. | 
; De Plener. as minister of finance. Like the other leading members of 
{ the new cabinet, Count Mensdorff, Count Maurice Esterhazy, Count Beleredi, | 
; and: M. De Maylath, who are all between 40'and 50 years of age, he is in the 
; prime of life for political labor. | ee ! 

q _ This is also true of the new Travernicus of Hungary, Baron Seunyey, whose 
4 appointment is also settled. This post, which answers in some respects to 
q _that of a minister of the interior for Hungary, ( Tavernicoumere regahum mag- | 
4 aster, ) is of special importance at this moment, and I understand that M. | 
j - De Seunyey, like M. De Maylath, the new Hungarian chancellor, belongs dis- | 
3 tinctly to the “old conservative” party. : | 
3 - It would seem obvious, therefore, that the effort to bring about a reconcilia- | | 
1 tion of the kingdom of St. Stephen with the “hereditary provinces’ is to be | 
; founded on a good understanding between the conservatives in all parts of the 
| | Austrian dominions. RB | , oe | 

| It is not worth while to add any further conjectures to those already made © | 
f in this correspondence as to the probable policy of the new adminisrration. | 

a ‘The budget for 1865 has been voted, and the Reichsrath will adjourn on the / 
i 27th instant. The lesser Reichsrath will probably not assemble before the = | 
| - “new year. | Be | 
4 Meantime, the Hungarian diet will be convoked in October, the measures = 
4 of the government will then be developed, and the great practical questions, 
| | how to establish a united Austria for imperial purposes, how to reconcile the | 
; legal continuity of the Hungarian constitution with the February patent, and 
| how to modify that organic law in a constitutional manner, will press for solu- | 
q tion. oe — Oo - 7 — | 

The Schleswig-Holstein matter is no nearer a settlement, and it cannot be L 
| denied that the fair days of the Austro-Prussian alliance have been succeeded ; 
| by a somewhat threatening atmosphere. a | i 

j I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, __ : 

7 | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | i 

ic Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, , | 
| . Secretary of State, Washington. - | 

2 Lo i 

3 CS : Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. 

] No. 120.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
' - | — Vienna, July 31, 1865. 

i Sir: The session of the Reichsrath was closed on Thursday, the 27th instant, | 
4 | with the usual formalities, in the hall of ceremonies of the imperial palace, the 
| speech from the throne being read by the Archduke Lewis Victor, the Empe- 
j -ror’s youngest brother, as “alter ego”’ of the sovereign. | | | 
4 - The speech wasas follows: 9 | a 7 | | 

} “ Honorep Members oF THE RetcusratTH: The honorable charge is con- | 
| ferred upon me of solemnly closing, in the name of his Imperial Royal Apos- | 
3 tolic Majesty, the present session of the Reichsrath. In doing this, I greet ) 
i you, archdukes, princes of the imperial house, illustrious and honored gentle- 
4 men of both houses of the Reichsrath. Before all, it is incumbent. on me to 
1 discharge an agreeable duty in expressing our most gracious Emperor’s entire 
4 appreciation of the patriotic zeal and the unwearied activity which has been dis- 
1 | played, as well in the committees as in the assemblies of both houses, during | 

j the discussion of many important subjects. 
4 - Recognizing the influence which the stimulation of traffic and of industry — 

3 . I
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exerts on the universal welfare, a great part of your activity was devoted to the q 
j discussion of such projects as had for their object the furtherance of industrial 7 ; 

activity in the interior, the establishment of the legal protection necessary for a | 
the same, and the auxiliary support on the part of the government for under- - 

| takings which are to be regarded as the most effective means for promoting indus- - 
trial and natural production, trade and manufacture. ' 

] «The reasons which have induced you, after a careful and intelligent examin- ; 
: ation, to adoptthe new commercial treaty with the states of the German Zoll- | 
| verein have guided likewise the decision of his Majesty in signing it. We a | 
] may indulge the hope that, with a fresh and courageous exertion of the indus- ; 

trial energy and intelligence of the country, and by rapidly and prudently 
| making use of the advantages presented by the treaty, this work will conduce : 

essentially to the augmentation of the prosperity of the empire. : 3 
1. “Through laudable and mutual harmony of action in both houses, many laws q 

2 necessary for the requirements of the national household have been passed, es- : 
pecially the finance law for 1865. The determination exhibited during the E 

: discussion of this law to observe, in the appropriation of the means at command t 
| for the necessities of the state, an economy reaching to that limit which cannot 

| be overstepped without weakening the strength of the monarchy, and its posi- ; 
tion towards the external world, deserve a thorough appreciation. | | | 

«The maintenance of the universal European peace, which was always the E 
‘ task of the imperial government, will continue to be the object of its earnest | : 

| endeavor. | , | : ; 
}  — “In the Schleswig-Holstein question, his Majesty, in harmony with his Majes- : 
|. ty’s illustrious ally, the King of Prussia, will seek to bring the same to a solu- 

tion such as is required by the interests of Germany and the position of Austria. 
1 “ Weighty reasons, which touch the general interests, and which, on that ac- E 
1 _ count, have found patriotic and eloquent expression in the assembly of both houses, | 
, demand the speedy convocation of the legal representatives of the people in og 

the eastern parts of the empire, and bring with them the necessity of pretermit- | : 
| ting the discussion of the finance law for the year 1866 in this session. 
|. “Most serene, most worthy, illustrious, highly honored gentlemen : The satis- 
| faction created by the thought of your intelligent, patriotic labors does not _ 
| diminish the deeply cherished aspiration that a common discussion of the laws, : 
; duties, and interests which are common to all the kingdoms and provinces, may F 
| in the near future throw a firm bond of union around all the peoples of this em- E 
| pire. This hope is rooted in a recognition of the vital conditions of the mon- _ 

4 archy ; it is rooted in the noble feelings of true love and attachment to the throne | : 
3 and the fatherland. | | E 
4 «Where a hope rests on such firm ground, that which now finds expression 
: as a warm wish will, with the aid of God, svon ripen to the glad announcement ; 
: of a completed fact.” | , E 

7 It would be superfluous to make comments on the foregoing speech, further 4 
1 than to call your attention to the fact that it contains no distinct indication of 

the future policy of the government, while, perhaps, as significant a criticism as | : 
| any other could be derived from the absence in it of any allusion to the “con- : 

| stitution.” | | | | o£ 
| It has also not escaped notice that among the new ministers—whose ap- 

pointment. was officially announced on the day after the prorogation of the | 
Reichsrath—no name is to be found that has been identified with the February : 
atent. | i 

° I subjoin the list of the incoming administration, so far as published : : 
Count Mensdorff, foreign affairs and imperial household. : 
Count Beleredi, minister of state and president of the council of ministers. : 

. Count Larisch, minister of finance. :
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j 7 Mr. De Komers, minister of justice for all the kingdoms and provinces not | 
| belonging to the Hungarian crown. _ | 

; . Mr. De Franck, minister of war. | | 
{ Mr. De Maylath, chancellor of Hungary. | | 
| a Count Haller, chancellor for Transylvania. - | 
] Count Maurice Esterhazy, minister without portfolio. : | 
1 What would seem thus far to be certain is, that the theory of forfeiture by 
| the Hungarians and the other people beyond the Leither of their old constitutions, 
{ in consequence of the troubles of 1848, has been abandoned, and that the known | 
1 political opinions of the new ministers furnish a guarantee of as large a measure =| 
{ | of autonomy to those kingdoms as is consistent with any form of substantial | 
7 — imperial union. a , | 
j The cabinet has obviously been constructed upon what is here called a fed- : 
7 eral, as opposed to a centralistic basis. — - | 
] Isay nothing to-day of Schleswig-Holstein. Thereisa general feeling, however, | 
: that affairs between Austria and Prussia are at last approaching a crisis, and the : 

1 result of the special mission of Count Bloome, Austrian minister at Munich, to ; 
the King of Prussia, now at the bath of Gastein, in Styria, is looked forward to_ } 

1 with some anxiety. It would‘be useless to deny that there is a wide and deep : 
1 dissatisfaction felt in this empire at the position of things in the Elbe duchies, / 
4 and the bitterness between Austria and Prussia is increasing every day. ! 
j I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, = : 
| 7 | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, §¢., §c., &. ) | , 

3 Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | | 

| No. 122.] UniTep States LEGATION, —s| 
1 7 - | Vienna, August 8, 1865. | 

1 Sir: The relations between Austria and Prussia upon the Schleswig- 
4 Holstein question have become so very much embittered that I think it my 
{ duty to write a line by to-day’s steamer, although there are but few new facts | 
] to communicate. | : 4 
j ~The mission of Count Bloome to the King of Prussia, at Gastein, to which 
3 ‘I referred in my last, has not produced a distinct result. I am informed that 
4 he reports his Prussian Majesty and his prime minister as not disposed to con- 
7 cessions, and as maintaining very firmly the propositions of February last, 
] which have already been distinctly rejected by the Austrian cabinet. . | 
4 _ Those propositions which relate to the conditions to be laid down before any 

1 one of the candidates for the position of Duke of Schleswig-Holstein can be in- | 
q stalled in that dignity, are regarded here as inadmissible, because they give the | 
j virtual sovereignty, both military and political, in those provinces to Prussia, | 
] and would reduce the nominal duke to a state of vassalage. | 
j On the other hand, no compensation, as I understand, is offered to Austria. 

1 : The answer of the imperial government has always been—let us decide the | 

i question between the rival claimants of the sovereignty first, and then prescribe | 

4 ~ guch conditions as may seem proper. a — 
4 Prussia insists on laying down the conditions first; and_ those conditions are | 

] regarded by Austria as incompatible with any sovereignty but that of the King. 
j : _ The provinces, as you are aware, have been, since the termination of the war 

i with Denmark, under the condominium of Austria and Prussia, as represented : 
| by two commissioners, and sustained by detachments of troops from both ar- 
j mies. | 

; This condominium, as might be supposed, has led to much wrangling and to | 

:
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! many unpleasant incidents, the result of which has been great exacerbation of ; 
feeling between the empire and the kingdom. Yet the only means of avoiding 

! an immediate rupture, to be followed by a war between these two great German F 
i powers, is a continuation of that condominium. ; 
| As well as I can learn, Count Bloome will go back this week to Gastein, in- ; 
| _ structed to propose this prolonged condominium under new conditions, and with j 
] new commissioners. | | | i 
| Obviously, this arrangement is but little better than an armed truce. prelim- 
q inary to a war which, although it yet may be averted, is now regarded as at 
: least probable. oe oe | 7 { 
; Austria, believing the Prince of Augustenburg to be the sovereign desired by 
| a majority of the inhabitants of the provinces, and most acceptable to Germany : 

| in general, has supported and continues to support his claim. | 
| Prussia insists, as I understand, upon his expulsion from the duchies, together : 

| with all his adherents, and refuses to hear of him as a candidate. | : 
| As the Prince of Augustenburg has for some time been residing in the duchies, : 

| and will probably not withdraw voluntarily, it seems almost inevitable that his — 
violent expulsion during the condominium would lead to an armed conflict be- : 

| tween Austria and Prussia within those provinces. | | oe F 
If diplomacy succeeds in arranging this question without bloodshed, it will : 

= achieve a triumph, of which, at present, | am sorry to say there are no strong 
indications. | | ao : 

] It is considered almost; certain by Austria that Prussia is bent upon annexing | 
{ . the provinces in question. This is not possible for the imperial government to 3 

permit, for it would be equal to an abdication on the part of Austria of her po- | j 
‘| sition of first German power. Even now that rank, and the consequent prece- : 

dency of the Diet at Frankfort, is regarded by Prussia as an assumption, be- : 
cause Prussia has already more German subjects than the empire has. Should oF 

| she now place half a million more Germans under her sceptre this argument j 
would be irresistible. | oe ; 

| Austria is in no position to go to war. Her internal affairs, and especially _ : 
j the condition of her budget, (on all which subjects I have fully dilated in my : 
: recent despatches,) make peace almost indispensable to her, and most earnestly : 
| is she striving to avert a conflict. | q 
1 Nevertheless, the annexation she will, I think, prevent if possible, even at ; 
1 the cost of awar. Livery effort, however, will be made to keep the peace, and ] 

4 it is fervently to be hoped that those efforts will be successful. : 
q I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, : 
1 -_ | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. q 
: Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, §c., §c., Se. | | | 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. : : 

No. 153.] | : DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 
4 | Washington, August 14, 1865. : 
: _ Sir: Your despatch of the 24th of July, No. 118, has been received. I | 
: shall follow with much interest the development of the imperial policy for ob- 
q taining an effective and yet liberal national system of financial administration in : 
: Austria. While the steps that have been taken thus far appear to have been 
1 attended by much discouragement, it must be conceived that the government is F 

| exercising extraordinary patience and assiduity. - | : 
4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, . : 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. -—E 

J. Lorarop Motiey, Esq., &¢., §¢., Vienna. o£
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j Ce Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward.. — | 

q No. 125.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a : 
| | , | ce | Vienna, August 22, 1865. | 

1 Sir: I write a few lines just as the mail for this week’s steamer is closing, | 
i to say that a convention was signed at Salzburg on Sunday last, 20th August, t 
q | by which the governments of Austria and Prussia continue for the present their | 
1 condominium in the Elbe duchies, and the chance of conflict between those two / 
q powers is averted, or at least postponed. CT - | 
4 The treaty is not to be made public until the 24th of this month, but I am | 
7 able to state to you that the essential conditions are, that Austria will exclu- | 
4 ~~ sively administer the affairs of Holstein, while Prussia will govern Schleswig— | 
| each for an indefinite period. —_ | - | | 
4 Nothing has been settled as to the eventual sovereignty of those provinces, | 
7 so that the arrangement is merely a continuation of that state of suspense which / 
] has already caused much anxiety. | 7 . : 
? | ‘The most obvious criticism upon the present modification in the arrange- | 
; ments is, that the two provinces are now separated, whereas one of the leading = 
4 motives in the agitation which brought about the war with Denmark was the / 

supposed necessity of their perpetual union with each other. a - i 
| Whether this same necessity will ultimately cause the junction of Holstein | 
’ with Schleswig, under the sceptre of Prussia, time will show, but it would not : 
j seem probable that Austria could remain in Holstein for a very long period. 
4 I have the honor to remain, very respectfutly, your obedient servant, __ 
4 _ oan J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. i 
q ‘Hon. Wituiam H. SEwarp, &c., §c., §c. a | Fy 

| . Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. | | 
3 . { 

7 No. 154.] | - Department or Sratr, oo: 
] : ) Washington, August 30, 1865. | 
: | Sir: The despatch which you addressed to Mr. Hunter on the 29th of June, | 
| No. 111, was duly received, and the very suggestive parallel between the | 
] Austrian financial situation and that of the United States deserves especial 
i acknowledgment and appreciation. It is, however, hardly necessary for me. to 
1 mention how uncertain any continuing foothold in the department has been | 
’ rendered for me during the summer, by ill health and other casualties. It 
7 seems to me that the encouraging view which you take of our fiscal prospect is | 
3 quite correct. We have been able already, since the capitulation of the rebels, 
q to disband, pay and discharge a force of eight hundred thousand men. We 
1 still retain a force believed to be adequate for any domestic or foreign exigency | 
j that can be reasonably apprehended. But this force is far less than the stand- | 
j ing army which Austiia maintains in time of peace. It surprises many. of -our : 
; countrymen that thus far no great financial reaction has resulted from the sudden : 
1 change we have made froin civil war to what, as yet, continues to be profound 
] peace. While political economy is so very imperfectly understood as a science, | 
; prudence in regard to expenditures is very obvious policy. » 7 : | 
4 Like yourself, I find it difficult to conceive how Austria is effectually to | 

‘reorganize her financial system, and yet at the same time reduce the large mil- 
itary force upon which she depends for securing the integrity of the empire. 

q But, in this respect, her situation differs only in degree from that of other trans- | 

| | : | | i. | 7 : 

{ |
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: atlantic powers; it seems probable that the whole system of armed indepen- j 

dence, which prevails throughout the European continent, must at no distant ; 

| day receive a shock which may open the way for beneficent modification of 

government. oe oF 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | Oo - 

| 7 | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 

: J. Loturop Mot ey, Esq., &c., §c., §c., Vienna. q 

to Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | 

{ No. 128.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, E 

| . | + - Vienna, Octuber 8, 1865. : 

| Sir: Having been staying for a few weeks in the country at a few hours’ : 

| distance from the capital at the time of the promulgation of the imperial man ~ : 

1 ifesto and patent of the 20th of September, I neglected to transmit translations" : 

of those important documents. a - Oo : 

| __ As they have, however, been printed in various versions in all the European. ; 

: and (doubtless) American journals, I content myself now with forwarding an — E 

official copy of the manifesto and the patent as part of the history of the time. E 

As I have said so much concerning the internal politics of Austria in my : 

| recent despatches, especially Nos. 111, 112, 113, 116, 118 and 120, in all of ; 

| __-which the steps leading to the present position were described, and the catas- : 

q trophe has now occurred clearly indicated, I abstain to-day from any super- 

| .  fluous reflections ; I say catastrophe, because, although there is no violent uphea- o£ 

q val of the social and political elements, yet the constitution of February 7, ; 

1861, under which the empire has been administered for the last four years, | 

| seems to have come to an end, and an interim of chaos to have returned. f 

: The new patent of September, 1865, is brief; it consists, as you will observe, ’ 

| of two articles. a a | | : 

- Article first contains one important word, sistirt—suspended. Article sec- 
: ond provides that during said suspension the government will take all indis- o£ 

‘ pensable financial measures. | 
: How and when this period of suspended animation will terminate time must : 

| soon show. The new manifesto holds fast to the principles of October, 1860, 

4 by which some kind of constitutional existence was promised to his people by : 

| an absolute monarchy. It declares, however, the February experiment to be a : 

] _ failure. a | ; 

: That the new attempt to breathe the breath of life into the constitutional’ . 

{| embryo will prove more successful, we must be rather sanguine to believe with- — 

q out any hesitation. Meantime not only the centrifugal forces of magyarism o£ 

and ezechism are in full play, but movements for independent national existence : 

1 are rife in Croatia, Dalmatia, Illyria, and elsewhere, to say nothing of the Ital- = = = =—s 

; jan portions of the imperial dominions, = | | | : 
to To unite such vast and heterogeneous groups of nationalities as compose : 
i. this empire, ten kingdoms (not counting Jerusalem) and atleast thirty duchies 3 

and principalities under one sceptre by the coercive force of absolutism was i 

possible. But is a constitutional L pluribus unum conceivable, now that the Feb- | : 

ruary Reichsrath has confessedly failed ? - | : 
The very best that can be hoped for it is an E pluribus duo; for the realms 

: of Saint Stephen, after their recent victory, can hardly be expected to send | : 

members to an imperial parliament at Vienna. a : 

The Transleitha diets are convoked, and will be in session before the end of ;
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the year, and it will then be seen what propositions for legislative union the 
] government has to lay before them, and how such projects are to be received; 

meanwhile the said imperial parliament is sistert. | | 
1 _ Ihave the honor to remain your obedient servant, a 

| 7 | | ‘J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 
| Hon. Wiutiam H. Sewarp, &., §c., fe. | | 

1 | [ Translation. ] / 

. , IMPERIAL MANIFESTO. | 
To my People: . | —— 

j _ _ To strengthen the monarchy by reciprocal action in highest state matters, and to preserve j 
q the integrity of the country in its various and manifold constituents, was my chief design in 
1 my diploma of the 20th of October, 1860, and will hereafter continue to be my guide in trying ! 
4 _ to promote the welfare of my subjects. | So . H 
4 The right of the people to participate in legislation and management of the finances, | | 

i; through their legal representatives, as security for the advancement of the interests of the : 
q empire and its provinces, is solemnly guaranteed and irrevocably established. . i 
q The forms for the execution of these laws is indicated in my patent of 26th February, 1861, i 
1 promulgated with the fundamental laws concerning representation; andin the sixth article of ‘ 
q the same patent I have revised the entire code, and pronounced it to be the charter of my ; 
1 empire. | : | : 
4 _ The revival of this form, with harmony in all its parts, I leave to the freemanagement of —S 
1 my people. a Vea a | — | 
j I warmly acknowledge the readiness with which a large portion of the monarchy sent rep- | 
q resentatives to the capital for a number of years, at my invitation, for the purpose of solv- [ 
4 ing certain highly important questions. : | 
j But my design for the formation of a durable and constitutional charter of rights for the i 

empire, which would receive strength and importance from the free participation of all the [ 
4 subjects of the empire, is yet unaccomplished. _ : -_ . 4 
j The people of a large portion of the empire, though warmly patriotic their hearts.may : 
3 throb, have firmly refused any legislative action, perhaps, because the various laws now i 
4 composing the imperial code, in their judgment, appear inconsistent. _ | | 
q My duty forbids me to disregard a fact that hinders the realization of my good intentions, b 
1 and threatens the foundation of popular rights, for legislative action is only authorizedin ~ | 
; those lands not belonging to the Hungarian crown, which were specified as part of the em-. | 
3 pire in article VI of the patent of 26th February, 1861. So long as the principles of funda- 
; mental law of clear intelligence are wauting, there remains an important work for an impe- i 
] rial constitutional assembly. _ | 
4 Now, to keep my imperial promise, and not to sacrifice the sense of the letter, I have deter- | 
q mined to enter upon the way leading to an understanding with the legal representatives of 
3 my people in the eastern portions of the monarchy, and to lay for acceptance before the Hun- 
q garian and Croatian diets the diploma of 20th October, 1860, and the fundamental law pro- | 
4 mulgated by the patent of the 26th of February, 1861, concerning the representation of the | 
4 empire. . oe i 
j As, however, it is legally impossible to make one and the same constitution the subject of 
q negotiation in one part of the empire, while it is simultaneously treated in another part as a | 
q fundamental law, generally binding, I find myself compelled to suspend the validity of the 
q constitution and the actual representation, with the express declaration and reserve that the | 
i. result of the deliberations of the diet in each eastern kingdom, in casé they comprehend a : 
4 modification of existing laws compatible with the unity of the empire, and its position as a 
3 great power, shall be laid for ultimate approval before the legal representatives of the other 
q kingdoms and provinces, to receive and worthily estimate their expression of opinion. I can | 
i but regret that this imperatively required step also brings with it a suspension in the con- 
q stitutional working of the lesser Reichsrath, as the unity and equivalency of all legal prin- 
7 ciples for the deliberation of the council makes a distinctive and partial effect of the laws | 
q impossible. | oo . 7 

4 __, So long as the representatives of the empire shall not be assembled, it will be the duty of | 
1 my government to forward all measures that cannot be postponed, and among them, especi- | 

ally, such as are required by the financial and commercial interests of the empire. 7 
3 The course leading to an understanding, while taking into consideration legitimate rights, ot 
4 is now open, if, as I expect with full assurance, a sacrificing and conciliatory spirit and ripe i 
3 insight guide the views of my faithful subjects, to whom this imperial word is addressed in i 

thorough confidence. | | Oo : 7 | 
3 oo | | | | _ FRANZ JOSEPH, M. P. 1 

VIENNA, September 20, 1865. ; 

1 y . | 

7 | |
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, | [Translation.] } 

' | IMPERIAL PATENT. |. | { 

We, Francis Joseph the First, by the grace of God Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary : 

i and Bohemia, Kine of Lombardy, &e., be. make known, to wit: 3 

4 In consideration of the unavoidable necessity of forming a durable and constitutional 5 

3 charter of rights for the empire which shall receive strength and importance from the free q 

q participation of all its subjects, the legal representatives of the lands of the Hungarian E 

1 crown included, and of proposing to the diets for their acceptance the diploma of 20th Octo- | 

4 ber, 1860, and the patent of the 26th February, 1861, concerning the representation of the o£ 

: empire : | | a . 

4 Tn further consideration, as these laws are forbidden to be considered generally binding in . 

Q every part of the empire, with the advice and counsel of our ministers, we decree as follows : , 

. First. The effect of the fundamental laws concerning the representation of the empire, E 

q with certain exceptions, is suspended, and the déliberations of the Hungarian and Croatian : 

1 diets, in case they comprehend @ modification of the existing laws, compatible with the unity - 

| of the empire, and its position as a great power, shall be laid for our ultimate approval be-. - 

, fore the legal representatives of the other kingdoms and provinces, to receive and worthily ' 

estimate their expression of opinion. ee : | - , 

" Second. So long as the imperial representatives do not assemble, it is the duty of our : 

government to forward all measures that cannot be postponed, and among these, especially, E 

gach as are required by the financial and commercial interests of the empire. . 

: Given in our capital and place of residence, the 20th of September, 1865, and in the 17th 

| year of our reign. 7 Oo 3 

| FRANZ JOSEPH. E 
| | BELCREDI. | 7 
: , 7 | , | MENSDORFF. _ 3 

| , | ESTERHAZY. 
| . FRANK. | i 

4 | oS  MAJLATH. } 

4 | | | | LARISCH. so 4 

| , Oe | -KOMERS, | 7 

| | . - MAZURANTE, | . 

| a HALLER. | 7 

q By supreme command: | | | : 
: Co BERNHARD RITTER V. MEYER, - a
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PRUSSIA, a 

| } Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. | . 

| No. 80.] _ ._- LEGATION oF THE Unirep Statzs, | 
Do | ss Berlin, January 12, 1865. / 

1 Siz: Late events at home, beginning with Mr. Lincoln’s re-election, followed | 
7 _ by the opening of Congress and the President’s firm and unflinching message 
; regarding the war and the question of slavery, together with the glorious sue-. | 
{ cess of General Sherman’s wonderful campaign, and the brilliant victories of 
7 ~~ ~General Thomas, have not failed to affect most powerfully public opinion = 
| throughout Germany and Europe, and it affords me satisfaction to lay before / 
| you some editorial extracts from articles that have lately appeared in the Ger- / 
| man. press. I have selected the three foremost German papers, the “ Berlin | : 
1 National Zeitung,” the “ Kolnische Zeitung,” and the “ Augsburg Allgemeine: 
4 Zeitung.” The ability with which they are edited, no less than the numbers | 
] and class of their readers, put them widely ahead of all other papers in Ger- | 
] many. ‘Their views, as expressed in the articles from which I have selected the | 
7 following extracts, cannot fail to exercise a wholesome influence. I now pro- | 
| ceed to quote as follows: So | : 
q _“ There are two features running through this year’s message of Mr. Lincoln, 
1 which raise it far above the average value of his former state papers. It is full 
4 of the consciousness that a tribunal, even higher than Congress, has approved : 
q of his administration, and that the people have accepted and sanctioned the prin- 
] ciples which will impart to the statesmen of the north unity of purpose, and 
1 stamp the war with the sanctity of high aims worthy of the greatest sacrifices. = 
| The chosen leader of the people may well discard, as he has done, the. petty 
j arts which subserve to represent events and expectations ina more pleasing light 
j than a faithful record of the actual state of affairs would show them in. During 
1 _ the election campaign, all the deeds apd shortcomings, successes and failures, 
4 causes and effects, on the part of the administration, have been sifted through, 

and been painted in the most varying colors. The President need not add his 
j version to the manifold and widely differing representations of the great polit- 
1 ical parties. He does not court the favor of Congress, nor approbation from 
] abroad. In his re-election he has received a testimonial, that in his person he 
j far more embodies the will and the views and aims of the people, than the 
; _ present Congress assembled in its last session. _ Oo 
4 “In the message, the unmistakable voice of the American people speaks to | 
4 us, and that people has nothing to conceal, and need not soften a line of the | 
| _ stern picture of the present aspect of affairs. The north of the Union has = | 
7 _searchingly surveyed all the events since the breaking out of the rebellion, and | | 
1 has arrived at the conviction that slavery has ceased to be legitimate in that 
| civilized portion of the globe which in the future is destined to perpetuate the 
4 | name of the United States of America. This is the great stream of light, the =| 
| rays of which reach us across the Atlantic. From that source the whole pie- 
j | ture rolled up before us receives its wonderful light, and over all the surround- 
q ing groups that were heretofore wrapt in dark and gloomy shade is poured the ~ 
; clear light of day. | | | a 7 
i. “Now the goal is found, which no possible measure of sacrifice can purchase 
7 at too great cost, and success is assured. ‘The reign of human slavery has
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| —- geased in the United States; therein lay the real significance of Mr. Lincoln’s , 

2 ~ re-election, and from this consciousness flow the noble and simple words of his E 

message.” | ) | | : 

Another article contains the following : : 

q “The American people can contemplate the close of the year with satisfac- 

1 tion. With that practical instinct that has always characterized that nation, | : 

q they have re-elected Abraham Lincoln as President; and as at the ballot-box, | 

4 so on the field of battle they have won a great victory. General Sherman has 

q accomplished his march through the very heart of the rebellious States, from 

: Atlanta to the Atlantic ocean, a march which in conception, spirit, and ex- : 

4 ecution recalls Hannibal’s crossing of the Alps. The south, it is true, is still 

possessed of a valiant army and able generals, but Sherman has proved that the | : 

; southern colossus rests on feet of clay, and that the rebels have no power to 
place against the warriors and free laborers advancing from the west.” oS 

| The following was penned on receipt of the news of the capture of Savan- 
| nah: — | . j 

| _ « Every day the Union comes out more powerfully, more giant-like, from this i 

| dreadful civil war. She has no need to plead for friendships; her own citizens : 

| are the pillars of her free States. A few more months and Davis with his friends 

; and rebel companions will seek an asylum at the shores of the British lion. E 

4 There triumphal arches will be built for them, addresses made, and dinners 

given to them, until, a few months later, they, like so many others before them, __ : 

| —__ will be handed down to obscurity.” — | - E 
| _ I might add many others equally strong and expressive, but I content my- 

| _ self for the present, and have the honor to be, | | - 

to | - Your obedient servant, : | o£ 

: ae Pe N.B. JUDD. | 3 
; ~ Hon. Witi1am H. Sewarp,. | | | q 
1 | a Secretary of State, Washington. | F 

1 — Mr.. Judd to Mr. Seward. 

No. 81.] oo Unitep Stares LEGATION, . 

| : | : Berlin, January 16,1865. . ~— 

q Sir: The legislative body of this kingdom assembled in pursuance of the royal 7 
4 proclamation on the 14th instant. The ceremonies were held in the large hall 

q ‘of the palace, called “der weisse saal,’’ and were unusually imposing. A large i 
4 assembly had gathered, and by the great display of uniforms afforded a fine : 

4 spectacle. The galleries for the court, the diplomatic corps, and the public were : 

4 largely filled. Besides the members of the two chambers, there were assembled ] 
1 the generals of the monarchy, with field-marshal Count Wrangel at their head, = 
1 the minister of the royal household, Herr von Schlemitz, and all the high court &— 

' officials, and very many of the privy councillors and chief functionaries of the 
q civil service. At the appointed time the state ministers took their places at the _ 
: left of the throne, and after her Majesty the Queen and her royal highness the o£ 

4 Crown Princess had made their appearance in the royal gallery, his Majesty — 
; entered the hall, followed by the Crown Prince and all the other princes of the ] 
To royal house. His Majesty was received with the cheers of the assembly, and o£ 

after having bowed his thanks and placed the helmet on his head—he wore a 
L general’s uniform—he received from the hands of the president of the state min- iE 

istry, Herr von Bismarck, the manuscript of the crown speech, which he pro- 
ceeded to read in a loud, and at times an elevated tone of voice. The close of : 

the reading was followed by renewed cheers, and when the King had retired, :
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1 Herr von Bismarck. in theKing’s name, declared the Chambers of the monarchy 
| opened. | | / 
i I annex hereto a copy of the opening address. It corresponds in the main : 
1 _with the expectations which persons familiar with the condition of internal affairs | 
4 in Prussia had conceived. The government inflexibly maintains its stand-point 
| on the question of the reorganization of the army. This is expressed in the 
i speech in terms not to be mistaken. The tone is rather conciliatory, and the | 
{ King at the close expresses the hope that the differences now existing between 
4 _ his government and the House of Deputies may be removed. But it is difficult — 

to see how this is to be brought about, when the very question upon which that 
3 _ difference arose is maintained with even more emphasis than ever before. It 

‘requires no prophetic gift to foretell that the present session bids fair to lead to | 
q no other result than the three preceding ones. No understanding is likely to 
7 be reached on the army question, and as this is the condition precedent of a | 
; settlement of the constitutional and budget controversy, matters so far as regards — | 
1 that issue, too, will remain zx statu quo. ne | 
| The part of the speech relating to Schleswig-Holstein is so worded thatno 
4 definite prognostic can be given regarding the policy of Prussia in that matter. 
] The language is intentionally non-committal, and so framed as to leave to the 
j government freedom of action. It is no secret that Herr von Bismarck really 
3 means to annex them if Austria can be induced to consent thereto. ; 
q _ The finances and commercial relations as well as the industrial and agricultural 
7 interests of the monarchy are reported to be ina most gratifying and flourishing 

condition. ‘The war has been carried on without the necessity of resorting to a | 
loan, and notwithstanding the extraordinary expenses, the budget for the current - 

’ year will show a balance of receipts over expenditures. 
] The enlargement of the navy is warmly advocated, and in connexion there- | 
1 with, the building of the ship canal between the Baltic and the North sea is 
] insisted on in a manner as if that great enterprise was but an internal affair of | 
| Prussia. _ a : 
] Foreign relations are represented to be in a particularly satisfactory condition. 
7 Of course the army comes in for its due share of the royal eulogium and ap- 
: probation for its prowess and success in the war with Denmark. This is the | 
j _ topic upon which his Majesty ever loves to dwell and enlarge. __ | 
4 The foregoing constitute the leading points in the King’s address. As it 

yields nothing in principle, the House of Deputies, while grateful for the concilia- 
j _ tory tone of the speech, will maintain its position as unflinchingly as before. An 
| impression has prevailed that the military excitement consequent upon the suc- 
i cesses in Schleswig-Holstein, the satisfaction of the nation at the separation of 
j the duchies from Denmark, and the prospective gain territorially on the part of : 
4 Prussia, as well’as the increase of external influence and position already by 
ia the Prussians as a nation, would be strong enough to compel submission on the 
j part of the house to the demands of the ministry, and that indemnity for the | 
1 ministry for the past, governing without a budget voted by the house, and a | 
i grant for the future, to meet the King’s military views, would be the result of the 
' present session. From all that I can as yet hear as to the temper of the house, | 
j the ministry will be disappointed in these expectations as before stated, No 
3 official action has yet taken place in the house beyond its organization. Herr 
] _ Grabon has been re-elected president almost unanimously, and if that fact and 
q his opening speech are indications of the temper of the house, no agreement be- 
; tween it and the ministry is probable. The following extract from his opening 

speech expresses in fewer words than I can find, the interior administrative 
; policy of the present ministry:  —__ | | 
: “When we were last dismissed, the hope of an agreement with this house was 

renounced. Since, prosecutions of the liberal press and of liberal officials, non- 
confirmations of the elections of liberal muncipal officers, aspersions, accusations, 

: . / i
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and slandering of all liberal citizens, have prevailed in a greater degree than - 
before. Liberal views and opinions are under the ban. Fidelity to their con- 
victions, the fairest ornament of the Prussian official of old, is prescribed by the. 
Prussian regime of to-day. But the King’s motto, ‘He who plants himself on 
the rock of justice stands on the rock of honor and victory,’ is ours too. Under : 
this banner we can find the agreement with the government which we too desire 
and have hitherto endeavgred in vain to bring about in a way alone which does 
not involve the sacrifice of the rights the people have confided to us, and 

| we have sworn to uphold.” | | 
I abstain from speaking of the House of Lords. That body is in full accord 

with the government, and will sanction all the measures which may be brought 
before it by the ministry. | | a 

| Herr von Bismarck’s policy of postponement and “masterly inactivity” in 
settling the question of succession in the duchies of Schleswig-Holstein yet 
prevails, and no arrangement between Austria and Prussia has been reached. 
In the mean time they are governed by Prussia and Austria jointly, the real 

_ power and influence being on the side of Prussia. . | 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, ne . 

Hon. Wittiam H. Seward, © | So - 
Secretary of State, Washington. 

| | Speech from the throne. : | 

- INustrious, noble, and dear lords and gentlemen of the two chambers: A year fertile in 
events has passed away. In concert with his Majesty the Emperor of Austria we have suc- — 
ceeded in acquitting ourselves of a debt of honor which had been frequently recalled to our 
recollection, and with regard to which sentiments traditional in the memory of the entire 
country had been called forth. An honorable peace has been won by the brilliant valor of 

| our united armies. | | | 
| Encouraged by the satisfaction with which our people cast a retrospective glance upon 

this success worthy of Prussia, we turn our hearts with humility towards God, whose bless- 
ing has enabled me to give thanks, in the name of the country, to my army, for its exploits, 
which equal those of its most glorious military annals. After fifty years of peace, broken 
only by honorable but short campaigns, the education and discipline of my army, the utility 
of its organization and of its armament, have been brilliantly tested by the war of last year, 

: which the inclemency of the season and the valiant resistance of the enemy will render for- 
ever memorable. Owing to the existing organization of the army, the war was enabled to 
be carried on without our being compelled, by calling out the Landwehr, to inflict injury 
upon the relations of labor and of family among the people. After such experience it is 
more than ever my duty as a sovereign to maintain the present arrangements and to develop 
them upon the existing basis, so as to impart to them greater perfection. I may expect that 
both houses of parliament will afford me their constitutional assistance in accomplishing 
this duty. | . | : | 

The development of the navy also creates special obligations. By the part it has taken 
_in the war the navy has acquired just rights to my gratitude, and has proved its high im- 
portance to the country. If Prussia desires to fulfil the high mission imposed upon her by 
her geographical situation and her political position, it is requisite for her to give her navy 

, the fitting development, and not to refrain from making considerable sacrifices for this pur- 
pose. Acting upon this conviction, my government will lay before you a bill for the aug- 

| mentation of the fleet. | | | 
The duty of providing for those soldiers whose health has been impaired in the field, and 

for the families of those who have fallen, will find legitimate expression in the presentation 
| -of a bill for the pensions of invalids, which I hope will meet with a favorable reception at 

your hands. oO | 
| I have been enabled to put an end to the concentration of troops upon the Polish frontier —Ss_ 

after the suppression of the insurrection in the adjoining country. The moderate but firm 
: attitude of my government has sheltered Prussia from the encroachments of the insurrection, 

while the competent tribunals have sentenced persons guilty of isolated participation in ten- 
dencies aiming at the separation of a portion of the monarchy. 

The prosperous state of our finances has enabled us to carry on the war against Denmark 
without being compelled to have recourse to a loan. This result must arouse great satisfac-
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tion. It has been obtained by economical and far-sighted administration, and above all by = 
the considerable surplus of the public revenue during the last two years. — | - 

After striking the balance of last year, my government will lay before you a complete re- 
| port upon the subject of the costs occasioned by the war and the sums from which they have 

n met. . 
- The budget of the current year will be laid before you immediately. It includes. the in- 
crease of revenue expected to arise from the new land and industrial tax. While confining’ 
itself to the tried limits of -a prudent estimate, my government has also been able to place . 
the other branches of revenue at an augmented amount. J has thus been enabled, not 
only to re-establish equilibrium between the revenue and the expenditure in this budget, but 
also to allot considerable sums to meet the new requirements in all branches of the adminis- 
tration. ‘Besides the general accounts respecting the budgets of 1859, 1860, and 1861, 

- which will be again laid before you, you will alsu receive the accounts for 1862, in order 
that the government may be released from the same. 

_. The labors for the ulterior regulation of the land tax have been completed within the pre- 
| scribed p@riod and in a satisfactory manner. Iam happy to acknowledge that this result is 

solely due to the zeal and efforts which have been made in all quarters to arrive at a 
: solution of this difficult and laborious question. The preparatory labors of the tax upon 

buildings are also very greatly advanced, and only now require definitive approval. 
My government does not cease its efforts that the same progress should be realized in the 

, different branches of production, and that care should be taken to extend and improve the 
- method of communication. The bill for a general regulation of roads will again form an 

important item of your deliberations. Several bills will also be laid before you for the exten- 
sion and completion of the railway system. , | 
My government has had the preparatory technical works executed for the construction ot 

a canal between the North sea and the Baltic, across Holstein and Schleswig, which should 
be constantly navigable for merchantmen and vessels of war of all dimensions. In view of 
the importance of this great undertaking to the interests of commerce and of Prussian ship-_ 
ping, my government will endeavor to guarantee its execution by.a participation of the state 
in the expenses it will occasion. More detailed communications will be made to you upon 

- this subject at the close of the preliminary deliberations. 
_The working of mines, being freed from harassing restrictions, relieved from taxation, 

and developed by increase of the markets, acquires a more and more satisfactory position. 
You will have to examine the bill of a new general mining code, intended to regulate the 

~ legal position of this branch of industry. | 
The ordinance dictated by the interests of our commerce and our maritime ports, pending . 

the duration of the war, relative to extraordinary duties upon the flag, will be laid before you 
in virtue of an ulterior authorization. My government has succeeded in removing the ob- 
stacles which threatened to compromise the existence of the German Zollverein at the ex- 

| piration of the period fixed by treaty. The treaties concluded with the government of his . 
ajesty the Emperor of the French have obtained the adhesion of all the governments con- | 

_ gtituting the Zollverein, and the. customs treaties have been renewed with some modifications 
justified by experience. These treaties, together with the arrangements upon the subject of _ 
the wishes expressed by one of our allies in the Zollverein, will be laid before you for the 
purpose of obtaining your assent. The negotiations which, in consequence of these treaties - 
and in accord with the governments of Bavaria and Saxony, have been entered into with 
Austria with the view of facilitating and reciprocally developing business, permit the hope 

_of a speedy result, The work commenced by these treaties with France in August, 1862, 
and the execution of which has been pursued since that time with equal perseverance by my __ 
government and that of his Majesty the Emperor of the French, is thus approaching a con- 
clusion which will open a vast field to commerce, and, by the common development of pros- 
perity, will afford a fresh guarantee for the amicable relations of neighboring nations. | 

I cannot allude to the exploits of my army without expressing my satisfaction with, and 
cordial acknowledgment of, the deeds of the Austrian troops. As the soldiers of the two 

| armies have shared their laurels together in the fraternity of arms, so the two courts have 
continued united in the complications that have ensued by a close alliance, which has found 
a solid and durable basis in my German sentiments and in those of my august ally. In 

: these sentiments and in fidelity to treaties is to be found the-guarantee for the preservation of 
- the tie which connects the German states and secures them the protection of the confedera_ 

The peace with Denmark has given back to Germamy her disputed northern frontier, and « 
‘has restored to the inhabitants of those countries the possibility of taking an active part in 

| our national life. The task of my policy will be to secure this conquest by institutions . 
~ which shall facilitate the honorable duty of protecting this frontier, and allow the duchies 

to employ and turn to account their resources in the interest of developing the land and sea 
forces of the common. country. | 

In the maintenance of these legitimate claims, I shall seek in their fulfilment to combine 
| both the well-founded demands of the country and of the sovereigns. In order, therefore, 

, to gain a secure basis to judge of the legal questions in dispute, I have requested the law 
officers of the Crown, conformably with their duties, to give a legal opinion upon the subject.
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My convictions on the legal side of the question, and my duty towards my country, will 
assist me in my endeavors to come to an understanding with my illustrious ally, with whom 
I at present share the occupation and the care of a regular administration of the duchies. 

It affords me lively satisfaction that the complications of the war have been confined with- 
in a narrow compass, and that the dangers which might have threatened European peace 
have been averted. The re-establishment of diplomatic relations with Denmark has com- 
menced, and { entertain firm confidence in the formation of those more friendly and more 
profitable relations which so thoroughly conduce to the natural interests of the two countries. 

Our relations with all the other powers have not been in any way troubled, and continue 
to present the most agreeable and most satisfactory character. 

Gentlemen: It is my earnest wish that the difference which has arisen within the last few 
years between my government and the Chamber of Deputies should be brought to reconcilia- 
tion. The memorable events of 1864 will have assisted to enlighten the public mind upon 
the necessity of improving a military organization which has passed through the test of a 
successful war. 

I am resolved still to respect and uphold the rights the constitution has granted to the re- 
presentatives of the country, but if Prussia is to maintain her independence and the rank to 
which she is entitled among European states, her government must be firm and strong, and 
a good understanding with the representatives can only be secured by the maintenance of 
the organization of the army, which guarantees its military efficiency, and, consequently, 
the security of the country. 

All my efforts and all my life are devoted to the happiness and the honor of Prussia. By 
pursuing the same object, I have no doubt you will find the way leading to a complete 
agreement with my government, and your labors will thus conduce to the welfare of the 
country. 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Judd. 

No. 85.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, February 1, 1865. 

Sir: Your despatch of January 12, No. 80, has been received. I thank you 
for the very agreeable information it gives concerning the favorable impression 
which recent political and military events here has made upon the popular mind 
in Germany. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

: WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Norman B. Jupp, Esq., c., 8c., Berlin. 

: Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. 

[ Extract. J 

No. 85.] UNITED STATES LEGATION, 
Berlin, February 24, 1865. 

Sir : x * K * * * * * 

There is no immediate prospect yet that the status of the duchies of Schleswig- | 
Holstein and Lauenburg will soon be settled. Prussia and Austria cannot come 
to an understanding, and the question is more than ever a matter of agitation 
and apprehension throughout Germany. 

An interismistic flag for‘the shipping of the duchies has been agreed upon 
between Prussia and Austria, consisting of three horizontal stripes of blue, white, 
and red, with a yellow field in the blue stripe, on the top near the flagstaff, and 
foreign maritime nations will be asked to recognize that flag, and accord to the 
shipping of the duchies the rights and privileges as provided in the commercial 
and maritime treaties of Denmark with those nations, and which it enjoyed 
when the duchies constituted a part of Denmark. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

N. B. JUDD. 
Hon. WiuLuiAM H. SEwarp, 

Secretary of State, Washington.
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Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. 

No. 87.] Unitep States LEGATION, 
Berlin, March 13, 1865. 

Sir: Your despatch No. 85, dated February 7, 1865, is received. The dif- 
ferences between the Prussian administration and the house of representatives, 
so far from being compromised or adjusted, increase in their intensity, and the 
hope of a return to constitutional rule and to a condition in which the repre- 
sentatives of the people shall exercise some influence and control over the ex- 
penditures of the government is exhausted. 

At the last court ball Herr von Bismarck said to me that he saw no prospect 
of an agreement between the ministry and the house. That body is at present 
debating the budget for the purpose, as I suppose, of diffusing information 
among the people, and the result of the vote, when that is taken, will be its 
rejection in the form presented by the government, and the ministry will con- 
tinue to carry on the affairs of state according to their own will and pleasure, its 
only responsibility being to his Majesty. 

The negotiations between Prussia and Austria, in relation to the Schleswig- 
Holstein question, “ drag their slow length along,” apparently no nearer a ter- 
mination than they were six months since. Herr von Bismarck’s “ masterly 
inactivity’ still leaves the administration of the duchies in his hands, and the 
Prussianizing process is going on, not apparently with much success. A favor- 
able result could hardly be expected with the known feelings of a majority of 
the people of the duchies. Still this entire Schleswig-Holstein business has 
been from the beginning a series of lucky accidents in aid of Prussian experi- 
mental policy. There are those that believe the finality will place the duchies 
substantially and really under the control of Prussia, although formal annexation 
may not be proclaimed. It is true, Austria has just refused to agree to propo- 
sitions made by Herr von Bismarck to that effect, but this will not preclude 
further transaction, and not occasion a rupture, as Austria fears a total disagree- 

ment with Prussia in the present attitude of Italian affairs, and Herr von Bis- 
marck knows it. As long as that continues, the negotiations can end in only 
one way, and that is, by the concession of all that Prussia desires. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
N. B. JUDD. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. 

Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. 

No. 92.] Unitep States LeGation, 
Berlin, Apri 18, 1865. 

Sik: On Saturday I hung out of the legation our “star-spangled banners,” 
and thus notified the people of Berlin that rebellion and slavery had met their 

doom; that their fortified capital had been taken; that their executive was a 

fugitive, and the rebel army of Richmond for the most part killed, wounded, and 

prisoners. No details reached us on that day except such as a rebel subsidized 

news company, located in London, chose to despatch to the continent. I knew 

enough, however, to warrant unfurling the flags, and to-day the happiness is in- 

creased by the cordial congratulations of true friends. The well-informed have 

expected the “collapse” ever since Sherman entered the “shell ;” but, notwith- 
standing, the actual occurrence produced impressions as enthusiastic and exciting 
as though the result had not been expected.
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1 ~ The number of “T told you so’s” on the streets is rather remarkable. Still, | q 
the genuine reactionary and feudalist consoles himself with the wise belief that of 

' the nation, although successful in armed contest, is bankrupt, and that the : 
j _ finances will bring ruin to the (by him detested) republic. We can laugh at his _ ; 
1 “ divine right,” ignorance, and conceit. | — 

Your serenade announcement of non-intervention was a happy inspiration for oF 
3 the moment, as it accompanied the message of our triumph, and will soothe the : 

alarms of those that know they deserve chastisement for their past conduct | 
] towards us during our depression. | Oo | 

: The European rebel sympathizers, who for four years have gloated over the ; 
q anticipated ruin of the republic, and have believed to see in this ruin the final ; 

end of all hope for that form of government in any part of the world, feel some- 3 
j what easier in the presence of the “armed democracy” successful at your assur- ] 
ie ances that justice and honor only are to be sought for and protected in its future j 
{ career, and that the nation reinstated can afford to forget slights given us in — 
: times of affliction, however meanly it may think of the manhood of those who & 
1 have sought the protection of such circumstances to utter their contumelies. I | 
: have only a short telegraphic synopsis of your remarks, and as construed by me j 
| they only laid aside thoughts of vengeance, but yield not a jot of justice and ; 
1 honor. | 

I am awaiting to hear that you have demanded of other nations that pirates j 
i and piracy shall be called by their right names, and treated according to the : 
: laws of the civilized world, and the honeyed phrase of “ belligerent rights” should | , 

; cease to be used, and the protection of neutral harbors for such craft should be | F 
withdrawn. _ oe | | . 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, , : 
oe CN : N. B. JUDD. *£ 

Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | : 
Secretary of State, Washington. 7 F 

‘a Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward.  &- 

| No. 93.] -Unireo Strares Leeation, | : 
| | Berlin, April 27, 1865. 4 

q . Sir: Intelligence of the assassination of President Lincoln, and of the murder- 4 
4 ous attack upon yourself and many members of your household, reached Berlin : 
q at about two p.m. yesterday. The statement had such an aspect of horror é 
4 that I did not believe it. At the exchange, where it was first received, it was : 

pronounced a stockjobbing report. I telegraphed immediately to’ Mr. Adams, j 
q and iis reply was a confirmation of. the dreadful tidings. Your condition, as f 
: reported, gives occasion for the most intense anxiety, and no words can express | : 
i the feelings with which I await further despatches. The report states that 
q your son, Frederick W. Seward, was killed in defending the life of his invalid : 
1 father. A noble death of one so young and promising, though sad and mournful 4 
j __ to surviving relatives and friends to know that he died by the hand of an assassin. 
: The terrible and tragic death of Mr. Lincoln, and the calamities that befell your &-F 
4 household in that fearful night, are heavy blows for one enfeebled by previous : 

illness. May He who saved your life amidst all its horrors give ‘healing to : 
] —-—‘- your wounds, and restore you again to health and usefulness. Og 

- I cannot realize that Mr. Lincoln has been assassinated. He was saved from i 
| __ the Baltimore demons, when on his way to Washington, to be slain now in the  &- 
4 midst of friends, and just at the moment when public affairs have assumed their q 
4 brightest aspect, and peace and order are about to return to the country he 3 
: leved so well. / , — 
: 4pc** |
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i All the afternoon and evening yesterday the legation was thronged with | 
j anxious and inquiring friends, and many tears fell from the eyes of strong men. 
j Berlin talks of nothing else to-day. Expressions of horror and indignation at 
j the foul murder of our great and good President, and of deep sympathy and 
i condolence for our stricken people, mingled with fervent wishes that you may 
; recover and survive this terrible affliction, are on the lips of all—on the lips of 

_ foreigners and strangers, who see in you the trusted friend and counsellor of | 
our martyr President, and the man who, for four years so fraught with dangers 

| and trials, has preserved peace with Europe. | | | 
/ The legation is draped in black, and the passing world beholds that this is a | 
1 house of mourning. | , | 
' ) I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

, a : a : N. B. JUDD. | 
4 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | 
j Secretary of State, Washington. | : | 

4 Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. | 

] No. 94.] . Unirep States Leeation, 
| — Berlin, April 28, 1865. 

1 Sir: I have to-day received a communication from the minister president and 
minister of foreign affairs, Herr von Bismarck-Schoenhausen, expressing the 

' deep sympathy of his Majesty’s government with the government of the United | | 
_ States at the death of Mr. Lincoln, and the attempt on your life, and desiring 

1 me to convey the expression of their sympathy to my government. Herr von 
1 Thile, under-secretary of state for foreign affairs, was charged with delivering © 
to. the note in person, and came to the legation with it. In doing so he expressed 
4 in the warmest terms, for himself and his government, the deep feeling the sad 

3 occurrences have occasioned. | oe | 
j | I annex, marked A and B, copies of that communication and my response to | 

it. Herr von Bismarck’s note has been in turn delivered in person to Herr von | 
’ Thile by the secretary of this legation, Mr. Kreisman. ° | 

My colleagues of the diplomatic corps are all calling to express their sym- | 
pathy with us in this affliction, and their abhorrence of the foul deed. | | 

] | | lam, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
| | — : | . N. B. JUDD. : 

Hon. Wituiam H. Srwarp, | | 
1 | Secretary of State, Washington. . | 

. | { Translation. ] | | | 

i : BERLIN, April 27, 1865. | 
The royal:government is profoundly moved by the intelligence, which reached here yester- ‘| 

_ day, of the assassination of President Lincoln, and the simultaneous attempt on the life of ! 
1 the Secretary of State, Mr. Seward. | . 
| In view of the so happily existing friendly relations between Prussia and the United States, 
| | the undersigned cannot forbear to express to their government the sincere sympathy of the | 
; royal government with the great loss that this crime has inflicted upon them. He therefore 

; requests the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of 
3 America, Mr. Judd, that he will convey the expression of these sentiments to his government, i 
; and he avails himself of this occasion, too, to renew to Mr. Judd the assurance of his distin~ i 
j guished consideration. | . ! 

a | V. BISMARCK. : 
Mr. N. B. Jupp, &e., &e., Fe. | 

; : “ ; i 

. t
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1 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | . 
, | Berlin, April 23, 1865. : 

The undersigned has the honor to acquaint his excellency the minister president and : : 
A minister of foreign affairs, Herr von Bismarck, that he will not fail to transmit at once to : 
4 his government the expressions of sincere sympathy with the great loss the United States j 
a have sustained in the assassination of their President, Abraham Lincoln, and the prostration 4 
a of the Secretary of State, Mr. Seward, which his excellency, on behalf of his Majesty’s gov- 7 
4 ernment, has been pleased to address to the undersigned, in the note of the 27th of April, i 
4 1865, and which was delivered in person, by his excellency the under-secretary of state, 
4 Herr von Thile. : 
: In the midst of their great affliction, it will afford the government of the undersigned, as : 
4 it does him, a sincere satisfaction to receive a renewed and so marked a token of the happily : 

: existing friendly relations between the United States and Prussia. 4 
_ The undersigned but anticipates the directions of his government in assuring his excel- | 

| lency that the expressions of sympathy and condolence of his Majesty’s government will be - ; 
1. received with due appreciation and acknowledgment, and he avails himself of this occasion, E 
4 too, to renew to his excellency the assurance of his distinguished consideration. q 

N..B. JUDD. . 3 
His Excellency HERR VON BISMARCK, &c., &c., &c. [ 

Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. 

, No. 95.| — Unrrep States Leeation, Og 
| | | | Berlin, April 29, 1865. 3 
‘ Sir: Telegraphic advices from the United States by a later steamer reached 

here at noon to-day, and-it affords me sincere pleasure to learn that the first re- E 
: - port of the death of Mr. F. W. Seward has been erroneous, and that although in &£ 

i a critical condition, he still lives; and that notwithstanding the cruel and strange q 
|. wounds inflicted on you by a cowardly assassin, in addition to the severe injuries 

j sustained by your late accident, your condition was considered hopeful. : 
: All of the members of the diplomatic corps have paid me their visits of regard : 
| and condolence. So have the King’s chiefest officials, and many of the distin- 1 

guished men of science and letters. Oo - 
| As the details of the horrible crime become known, the interest and excite- E 

| ment in every circle and among every class of men increases. It is the one theme 
q of conversation and discussion. The public journals here and elsewhere are . 
: entirely filled with it. One intense and spontaneous burst of sorrow and indig- : 
| nation is ringing throughout Germany, and every one, high and low, great and : 
4 humble, is eager to bear testimony of his admiration and grief for a great and q 
: good man departed. - | : 

Yesterday the subject was brought before the House of Deputies by one of its 
] most distinguished members, Dr. William Loewe, well known among our German FE 
q citizens in the United States, from his long residence in New York, as a political 7 

_ exile from his father-land, In eloquent and feeling terms he paid a warm,. I 
1 ’ tribute to President Lincoln, and at the close of his remarks called upon the 
/ - house to unite with him in an address appropriate to the occasion, to be pre- : 

sented to the American minister here. Nearly the whole house rose in token : 
: of concurrence, and the address, as drawn up by the speaker, is receiving nume- F 

rous signatures. It is to be presented to me by a deputation of members, headed : 
| by the president and the two vice-presidents of the house. Dr. Loewe has con- 
i ferred with me, and it is arranged that the address is to be presented on the : 

7 afternoon of Monday next. | E 
] At my invitation the Americans at present at Berlin have met at the legation, 

: and it has been decided to have divine services, in memory of the late President, : : 
on ['uesday next, May 2, at 44 o’clock p. m., in the “Dorothea church,” the use :
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: of which for that purpose has been kindly granted us by the city authorities — | 
2 and the pastors of the church. President H. P. Tappan, formerly of Michigan 

university, will conduct the services for us. | 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | 

a | | |  N. B. JUDD. 7 
Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, 

Secretary of State, Washington. | | | | 

: _ Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. | | 
: ; ‘ , | 

| No. 96.] —_ a Unirep States LEGATION, 
' | Berlin, May 1, 1865. | 

) - Str: This forenoon Captain von Lucadon, personal aide-de-camp of his royal : 
‘ highness the Crown Prince of Prussia, presented himself at the legation and | 

| informed me that he was charged by their royal highnesses the Prince and Prin- 
1 cess Royal of Prussia to request me to transmit on their behalf, to the govern- 
' ment of the United States, their condolence at the sad event that had transpired, 

and desiring me also to convey to Mrs. Lincoln their kind sympathies in her 
j affliction. I enclose herewith a copy of my letter of condolence written to Mrs. | 

Lincoln. I shall send the original through the State Department, sealed. ! 
7 I am, sir, your obedient servant, : Ce | 
; | N. B. JUDD. — | 

Hon. Witiiam H. SEwarp, | Co | 
1 Secretury of State, Washington. oo ) | 
: i 

’ (For accompaniment see Appendix, separate volume.) | 

i ; oo , i 

Be Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. | 
3 | 

No. 97] | Unirep States LEGATION, — | 
| _ Berlin, May 2, 18685. 

| Sir: In my despatch No. 95, you were informed, that I had named Monday, | 
3 the first day of May, as the time to receive from the members of the Prussian — 

; House of Deputies their address of condolence on account of the death of Presi- | 
| | dent Lincoln, and the attempt to assassinate yourself. A note, received in the | 

morning of that day, appointed five o’clock p. m.as the hour at which the depu- 
tation would be at the legation for that purpose. : | 

3 I had concluded, from some casual remark of a member, that the deputation 
would be composed of some six or eight members. But to my pleasurable sur- 

i prise on its arrival, I found it numbered twenty-six of the most talented, cele- 
a. brated and influential men of the Chamber, headed by the venerable President 
q ~ Grabow, First Vice-President Herr von Unruh, and Second Vice-President Herr | 
2 von Backum Dolffs. The additional names of the members of the committee 

_-were as follows: Deputy Dr. William Loewe, deputy Prof. Dr. Virchow, deputy 
: Baron von Vaerst, deputy Stavenhagen, deputy Dr. jur Waldeck, deputy Par- 
: risius, deputy von Bonin, (ex-minister,) deputy Bassenge, deputy Schroeder, 
i deputy Dr. Ziegert, deputy Duncker, deputy Lent, deputy Baron von Zedlitg 
: and Kurzbach, deputy Riebold, deputy Schneider, deputy Dr. Johann Jacoby, 
1 deputy Raffauf, deputy von Saucken-Tarputschen, deputy Dr. Liemens, deputy 

, Dahlmann, deputy Dr. Krebs, deputy Dr. Von Bunsen. | 
: _. The title of doctor repeatedly recurring indicates a university degree, and not — 
| that of a physician, as used in our country. Dr. Loewe, who had the honor of | 

4 .
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3 your personal acquaintance when ke resided in New York, the political troubles 
4 of 1848 and 1849 having caused his temporary absence from Prussia, as stated 

dq in a former despatch, presented the address with a few remarks in German 
] expressive of the deep feeling in all Germany at the death of Mr. Lincoln, and t 

4 your narrow escape from the same fate, at the hand of an assassin, which he q 

4 followed by reciting the address in full. After apologizing in German for my : 

4 imperfect use of that language, and asking to be allowed to respond in English, : 

4 I expressed the thanks of the government and the people of the United States 4 

q for this sympathetic manifestation of interest in our affliction, assuring them that 7 

q the latest advices happily stated your improving condition, although the danger | : 

| had not yet.fully passed. That they might rest under the certain conviction : 

1 that the object sought to be accomplished by the conspirators in these horrible : 

2 and murderous attacks would not succeed. The government would not be par- : 

alyzed, but move stoutly and firmly forward in the political and social regenera- : 

tion of the communities in rebellion. That the experience of the last four years 

: had demonstrated beyond question the power of a people under a republican : 

j form of government to resist and overcome interior commotion and rebellion, ] 

That the administration of public affairs had passed toa new President, habituated. 

to public life and to deal with national questions, and whose talents and firmness q 

1 of purpose would speedily bring into submission what little remained of the if 

rebellious spirit. That revenge was no part of our national character, but security : 

| for the future was the essential element that would control and guide the con- 7 

: duct of public affairs. That the people of the United States appreciated the P 

j sympathy of the German people during this terrible rebellion, and that the. r 

q soldiers of German birth, many of whom not even citizens, would be heldin lasting E 

| remembrance by a grateful people, and that their memory would be bound with 

| the laurel common to all who had fought this battle of freedom, without distinction : 

| as to nativity or color. One member of the committee, Mr. Schneider Sagan, — 

was then in mourning for an only son, killed at Petersburg, Virginia, and another, —- 

| . Deputy Raffauf, has now a son serving in the army of the United States. The : 

German heart has been more moved by these awful occurrences thay by any | 

1 event in their own history since the year 1813. In the mindsof the great mass 

of German readers Mr. Lincoln had come to symbolize the republic in all its. : 
] attributes of the liberty and equality of all men, and their aspirations and hopes : 

] turned to him with admiration and affection. They feelthat in himall humanity : 

q has lost a pure and noble champion. | . 

After the close of my remarks, some time was spent in friendly conversation | 3 

| with the various members of the committee, and I parted with themat last, deeply . 

4 gratified and consoled by this mark of generous and noble sympathy with our ; 
| people and our cause. Be | : 

q ~~ Lenclose herewith the original address, with an English translation thereof, j 

| by the secretary of this legation, Mr. Kreismann, who was present during the 

7. interview. It is signed by two hundred and thirty-eight members of the cham- | 

| ber, and I feel persuaded that a fit place will be assigned by you for this interesting | . 

| document in the archives of the State Department. = — &- 

| Your old acquaintance and friend, Professor Tellkampf, a member of the upper : 

house, sought and obtained leave to add his signature. You will readily find : 

| _ his to you familiar handwriting. . oe | c 

: - I am, sir, your obedient servant, | ; 
, | ge N. B. JUDD. 

j Hon. Wiuitiam H. SEwaren, | | . oo | 

1 Secretary of State, Washington. 7
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q | [ Translation. ] 

| ADDRESS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE PRUSSIAN HOUSE OF DEPUTIES. [ 
' Sim: We, the undersigned, members of the Prussian House of Deputies, beg you to ac- 
7 cept the expression of our profoundest sympathy in the severe loss the government and the | 
i. people of the United States have suffered in the death of President Lincoln, and alike the | 
d expression of our deepest horror at the shocking crime to which he fell a victim. We are i 
; the more deeply moved by this public calamity, inasmuch as it occurred at a moment when 2 

we were rejoicing at the triumph of the United States, and as the simultaneous attempt upon. | 
the life of the faithful partner of the President, Mr. Seward, who, with the wisdom and reso- | 

j lution of true statesmanship, supported him in the fulfilment of his arduous task, betrays 2 
q the object of the horrible crime to have been, by the death of these great and good men, to i 
3 deprive the people of the United States of the fruits of their protracted struggle and patriotic 
i self-sacrificing devotion at the very moment when the triumph of right and law promises to 3 
4 bring back the blessings of a long desired peace. | a : 
: Sir, living among us, you are a witness cf the heartfelt sympathy which the people have | 
i ever preserved for the people of the United States during this long and severe conflict. You 

are aware that Germany has looked with pride and joy on the thousands of her sons who in 
q this struggle have placed themselves so resolutely on the side of law and right. You have | 
F seen with what joy the victories of the Union have been hailed, and how confident the faith I 
j in the final triumph of the great cause, and the restoration of the Union in all its greatness, | 
i. has ever been, even in the midst of adversity. | 
j This great work of the restoration of the Union will, we confidently hope, not be hindered | 
j or interrupted hy this terrible crime. The blood of the great and wise chieftain will only ce- | 
: ment the more firmly the: Union for which he has died. This the inviolable respect for law 
4 and love of liberty, which the people of the United States have ever evinced in the very 
§ midst of the prodigious struggles of their great war, abundantly guarantees, . | 
j We.request your good offices for giving expression with your government to our sincere | 
3 condolences, and our sympathies with the people and government of the United States, and | 
‘ proffer to yourself, sir, the assurance of our distinguished consideration. 
4 (Follow two hundred and thirty-eight signatures.) | | 

7 ———cne 

: , _ -REMARKS OF DEPUTY DR. WILLIAM LOEWE IN THE PRUSSIAN HOUSE OF DEPUTIES. | 

| GENTLEMEN: I have ventured to request the president to permit me to make a communi- | 
4 cation, for which I claim your sympathy. That which I wish to request of you does not in- | | deed belong to the immediate field of our labors, but it goes so far beyond the narrow circle 
q of private life that, in union with a number of our colleagues, I have ventured to eall your 
| attention to.it. A considerable number of our colleagues feel the need, under the dismay 

produced by the shocking news of the unhappy death of President Lincoln, to give expres- | 
sion to their feelings in regard to his fate, and their sympathy with' the nation from whom he | 

4 has been snatched away. Abraham Lincoln has fallen by the hand of an assassin in the _ | 
3 _ Imoment of triumph of the cause which he had conducted, and while he was in hopes of be- 

ing able.to give to-his people the peace so long desired. - 
4 | Our colleagues wish, in.an. address, to express the sympathy, not of this house—this I say in 
: _ order to remove all apprehension of a violation of the rules of the house—but the sympathy 
4 of the individual members of the house in this great and unhappy event. This address we 
’ desire to present to the minister of the United States. Gentlemen, I will lay the address on 
j the table, and I beg those of my colleagues who share with me the feelings of warm and 

heartfelt sympathy in the lot of a nation which is united by so many bonds with our own | 
1 people to give expression to these feelings by appending their signatures to the address. 
q These sympathies I regard-as all the more justified, as the United States have won a new and 
1 splendid triumph for mankind, through the great struggle which they have been carrying on 

for the cause of true humanity, and which, as I confidently hope, in spite of this murder of their | 
1 chief, they will conduct toa successful termination. In expressing our feelings of pain, we | 
q desire at the same time to prove our hearty sympathy with the American nation, and those of | 
1 our brothers who have taken part in the struggle for their cause. The man, gentlemen, who 4 

has fallen by the murderous hand, and whom I seem to see with his simple, honest counte- 
nance—the man who accomplished such great deeds from the simple desire conscientiously to 

4 perform his duty—the man who never wished to be more or less than the most conscjentious 
and most faithful servant of his people—this man will find hisown glorious place in th e pages 

3 of history. . In the deepest reverence I bow my head before this modest greatness, and Ithink 
3 it is especially agreeable to the spirit of our own nation, with its deep inner life, and admira- 
3 tion of self-sacriticing devotion, and effort after the ideal, to pay the tribute of veneration to 
4 ‘such greatness, exalted as it is by its simplicity and modesty. I beg you, gentlemen, ac- | 
: cordingly, to join in this expression.of veneration for the great dead, which, without distinc- 
: tion of party, we offer to him as atrue servant of his state and of the cause of pure humanity. di 

‘ | , 
4
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| Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. of 

No. 98.] | Unitep States Leaation, : 
4 Berlin, May 2, 1865. = 

: Sir: To-day, at 1 o’clock, a deputation, composed of Count Joseph : 
4 Potulreki and Mr. St. Motty, both members of the Prussian Chamber of | F 
4 Deputies, presented to me an address on the subject of the late terrible - 
4 calamity to our nation, signed by the Polish members of the Prussian Chamber . 
4 of Deputies, with a request to have the same laid before the government and : 
d people of the United States. I assured them of our full appreciation of this ; 
4 act of sympathy, and that I would not fail to immediately forward the address : 
| _ to my government. The address is herewith enclosed. | o£ 

, | I am, sir, your obedient, . | P 
| N. B. JUDD. 
| ‘Hon. WituramM H. Sewarp, oe 
j Secretary of State, Washington. . : 

| [ Translation. ] | | j 

j ADDRESS OF THE PRUSSIAN CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES. | 

4 The Polish members of the Chamber of Deputies of Prussia, at this moment present in 
4 Berlin, join their German colleagues in expressing all the grief and indignation they have : 
4 experienced on learning of the abominable crime to which the illustrious President Lincoln 
4 has fallen a victim—a martyr to the great cause of the abolition of slavery. , - OF 

4 (Follow the signatures.) | ‘ 

Mr. Judd to Mr. Hunter. : 

: No. 99.] 7 UNITED STATES LEGATION, : 
| — Berlin, May 4, 1865. | { 

| Sr: Your official circular, dated 17th April, is received. The intelligence 
j of the assassination of President Lincoln, and the attempt upon Mr. Seward, : 
4 accompanied by the wounding of Mr. F. W. Seward, official notice of which 
3 is contained in your circular, reached Berlin on the 26th of April. I need not 
4 repeat again the grief and horror felt on receiving the tidings of the sad event. 
4 The Americans in Berlin met at this legation and resolved to hold appropriate : 
] divine services, in memory of the lamented President. The original intention ~ : 
3 of meeting in the little chapel, ordinarily used by us for religious worship, had | i 
q to be abandoned, on account of the almost universal desire of men of all classes | 
4 here to afford them an opportunity of participating in the services, and min- 
{ __ gling their grief with ours in paying a last tribute tothe great and good man &- 
i departed. We therefore sought and readily obtained of the Berlin city authori- : 
4 - ties the use of the Dorothea church, one of the most spacious buildings of public  &§ 
3 worship here. It was arranged that the Rev. H. P. Tappan, D. D., of New | | 
q York, now temporarily in Berlin, should conduct the services and deliver an : 
7° address, and the German part of the exercises was intrusted to the very distin- i 
3 guished author and divine, Rev. Dr. Krummacher, chaplain to his Prussian | 

3 Majesty at Potsdam, who kindly had consented to officiate on the occasion. | 
a We also obtained the services of the choir of the Royal Cathedral; the church j 
i was draped in black, and the American flags hung in mourning. — | i 
4 The services were among the most significant and solemn ever held in Ber- ; 
; lin. The attendance was so large that many persons were unable to obtain | 

1 admission, and remained standing outside in the church yard. His Majesty the '
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1 King was represented by Major General Von Boyen, his aide-de-camp. The | 
q president of the ministry of state, and minister of foreign affairs, Herr von 
1 Bismarck, was also present. So were the members of the diplomatic corps | 
i. in full, a large number of the Prussian house of deputies, and very many of the | 
4 distinguished men of science, letters, and art. It was indeed a noble tribute to 
’ _ our martyr President, and the cause in which he had died. I beg leave to en- 
7 close the order of exercises as printed for the occasion. | | 
| _ The addresses by Dr. Tappan and Dr. Krummacher were eloquent and | 
i feeling tributes to the public and private virtues of the deceased, and to the 
1 genius of our institutions in developing character, as illustrated in the life of Mr. 
] Lincoln. Throughout the whole of the exercises the audience remained absorbed | 
q and profoundly touched by the simple solemnity and impressiveness of the scene, 
] which will be long remembered by the people of Berlin. | : ° 
j There is no abatementas yet of the intense excitement and heartfelt sympathy 
3 in all classes of society, here and elsewhere in Germany, over the sad event, and | 
| the possible and probable consequences thereof. All are moved, and seeking ! 
1 words and modes to show us their deep emotion and genuine sympathy. i 
; The first feeling of many here and elsewhere, on learning of the assassination / 
: of President Lincoln, was one of alarm and apprehension lest his death might  —. 
‘ be followed by anarchy and confusion, and our government be paralyzed. The | 
4 quiet and undisturbed assumption of office by President Johnson, his speeches : 
; at his inauguration, and on other occasions, have now removed all fear, and con- _ : 
i: vineed all persons that the people, and not dynasties, rule in the United States ; | 
4 that our government and our institutions do not depend upon any man’s life, | 
{ however great and good that man may be. The American people stand forth | 
: greater than ever in the eyes of Germany and Europe. | | 
‘ Whatever may have been done in the United States, Mr. Lincoln is being - | 
] canonized in Europe. A like unanimity of eulogy by sovereigns, parliaments, \ 

corporate bodies, by the people, and by all public journals, was never before : 
witnessed on this continent. The most truthful and eloquent testimonials are : 

{ now given by some of tho8e that belied him most while living. a 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : 

| 3 | | N. B. JUDD. | 
] ~ Hon. WitLiam Honter, | 
| Acting Secretary of State, Washington. 4 

Mr. Judd to Mr. Hunter. 

No. 100.] Unirep States Leeation, . | 
: | | : | Berlin, May 8, 1865. 

i Sir: On the 6th instant a deputation from the “Berlin Workingmen’s 
1 Union,” consisting of Messrs. A. Korig, L. Hoff, R. Krebs, Robert Nouvel, and | 

| Loehmann, presented an address of condolence in relation to. the death of Mr. 
: Lincoln. | : - 
to That Union is composed of nine hundred members, and is one of the influential | 
| clubs of Berlin. : | | 
| , I thanked them for their kind sympathies, and promised to forward the ad- 
fo. dress to the government of the United States, to be laid before the people. 
| Annexed is a translation into English, made by the secretary, Mr. Kreismann. | 

I an, sir, your obedient servant, - 
1 | | N. B. JUDD. © 

| Hon. WILLIAM Hunter, ; 
Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. 

(For accompaniment see Appendix, separate volume.) 

: 
|
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: Mr. Judd to Mr. Hunter. : 

No. 101.] | -— Unirep States LEGATION, oo. q 
| ae Berlin, May 28, 1865. — F 

3 Str: Accompanying this I have the honor to forward an address to the © 
| President, presented to me for transmission by a committee of the “Berlin — & 
4 Artisans’ and Mechanics’ Union,’’ a very large and respectable association of : 
q men for mutual advancement and benevolence. I have properly responded to _ : 
q and thanked the gentlemen who delivered me the address, and I herewith en- E 

4 close it with an English translation thereof, made by the secretary of this lega- of 

{ tion, Mr. Kreismann. | , : 

j I also beg to enclose an address to the President, presented by a committee : : 
|. of the Berlin branch of the “ Allgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiter-Verein,” an asso- 4 

, ciation of German workingmen, extending in branches, with a central organiza- 

j tion at Leipzig, throughout all Germany. _ | , E 

These are but additional tokens of the deep and universal sympathy prevail- ] 
ing among the Germans of all classes for our cause and our people, and are en- & 
titled and will receive our grateful acknowledgments. | | 

2 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | E 
| N. B. JUDD. . 
4 Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, , ae, 
: Co Acting Secretary of State, Washington, | a E 

| (For enclosures see Appendix, separate volume.) ay : 

| | Mr. Judd to Mr. Hunter. | | : 

: a [Extract. ] | Oe : 

No.105.) — Unitep States LEG@ATION, | | : 
: | Berlin, June 2, 1365. E 

j _ S1r: Prussian politics, internal and external, remain as unsettled as ever. : 
Negotiations still continue between Prussia and Austria, in relation to the final : 

: disposition to be made of the duchies of Schleswig-Holstein. The peculiar views © £ 
7 and desires of Prussia I have mentioned in previous despatches, and thus far 

4 masterly inactivity is having its influence in her favor. So sure was she of : 
q accomplishing her objects, that a short time since her fleet was ordered to the 
4 harbor of Kiel, and the initiatory steps entered upon, to establish a permanent. : 
4 navy yard and a depot of naval stores and supplies at that port, to be accompa- : 
4 nied by fortifications permanently armed and manned by Prussian troops. ‘This 
3 was done without saying even “by your leave,” to the duchies or to Austria. : 
d - The interference of the Austrian commissioner in the duchies has so far checked q 

that action. Propositions are now pending between Prussia and Austria for : 
4 the assembling of the estates of the duchies, and this seems to be assented to — 
1 by both the governments, but they are still separated by the questions as to : 
j _what are the constituent parts of said estates under existing laws; by what law 
] the composition is to be regulated, and when assembled, who is to have the 
i __ initiative in the measures to be acted upon, and other points of a like nature. rt 

Certain it is, that neither of the governments intends to permit the estates to 
q settle the succession, and regulate such other matters as may to them seem 1 
i necessary. ‘The people of the duchies are treated as of no importance, and are 
4 to be finally disposed of according to the interests and wishes of the conquerors 
: of Denmark, to whom the duchies were ceded as the spoils of victory. ; 
4 The differences between the government and the Chamber of Deputies continue E 
, as decided and irreconcilable as ever. The military budget has been overwhelm- I 

‘ * | |
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; _ ingly rejected. The annual budget has shared the same fate. In fact every | 
1 measure of the government, having for its object a grant of money beyond , | 
| the points of the most restricted ordinary expenditure, is peremptorily rejected. ! 
| The debates are bolder and freer than ever before in the history of this king- | 

dom. ‘The charges of corruption and despotism against the minister of justice, | 
: in the composition of the courts for the trial of political offences, are boldly 

1 uttered, and, that too, by members who themselves are judges. Unfortunately, ! 
] the charges of using the judicial power to punish political opinions are too true | 

to be denied, and the minister of justice has no other defence than that of say- ! 
| ing “T protest,”? without meeting one of the specifications with even a plausible _ | 

] explanation. The truth is, that Prussia is to-day as thorough a despotism as 
exists in Europe; the excesses of the despotism being, however, restrained by 

j ' the really good heart of his Majesty. 
The debates in the chamber have created a profound sensation among | 

1 the people. They are permitted to appear in full in the newspapers, but a 
; pamphlet edition thereof, intended for general circulation, has been confiscated | 
j by the government. Repression, according to the system now in vogue in | 
| France, is being carried out in this kingdom. | / 
i. The influence of the United States at the present time upon the masses in | 

; Europe, and especially in Germany, cannot be estimated by a person not living / 
q among them. ‘The brilliant military success, the putting down of the rebellion, | 
i the quiet transfer of the government from one mau to the other, as the result of 

the horrible tragedy in Washington, the stern and steady onward march of public : 
1 affairs under the new President, have convinced the masses of the steadiness of / 
1 power in a self-governed people, and European rulers look to-day with more 
] interest at what shall emanate from your department than all the other diplo- | 
] matic bureaus in Europe. The system of the repression of liberal ideas that 
i now prevails in all the governments of Europe, withthe exception of Russia and | 
; Italy, must break down, and no influence does or will operate so strongly to ! 
; produce this result as the universal discussion in every circle of the affairs 

of the United States, and the successful progress of events there, grander | 
1 and more powerful for humanity than any that have yet occurred in the politi- | 

: eal or military history of this continent. | | 
} The rebel cause has now no longer any friends in Europe. The murder of 
1... President Lincoln, and the attempt upon the lives of the Secretary and Assist- 
; ant Seeretary of State, so filled the public mind with horror and indignation 

that all its advocates and sympathies here are thoroughly silenced. And now | 
’ the capture of the redoubtable rebel chief, Davis, in his wife’s petticoats, has 
: covered him and his ruined cause with withering ridicule. What a fall there 
‘ was! A shout of homeric laughter went forth all over Germany at the ridiculous 
1 plight in which that worthy was taken prisoner. His capture, it is plainly felt, 
; removes the last obstacle to a permanent and lasting peace. Kirby Smith and 
| his bushwhackers will not long stand in the way thereof. The fourth of July 
| next will see the nation restored, slavery abolished, and our land not only in | 
j song, but in fact, “the land of the free, and the home of the brave.” o | 
1 United States bonds here and elsewhere in Germany are quite buoyant. 

2 They are now quoted at 73. Permanent investments therein continue to be made ~ 
quite largely, although the speculating mania which had seized upon them, and 

1 was crowding out all other funds, has perceptibly abated. ‘The attempt which 
was lately made by the enemies of our cause to stop the sale of our bonds, by | 
starting rumors of the circulation of large numbers of counterfeit bonds, has 
utterly failed. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, which was received 

] here in Berlin, and published in the daily journals, has fully removed all appre- 
hensions regarding the existence of any counterfeits of our bonds whatever. | 

1 The article on our finances, and ability to pay our national debt, prepared by 
1 Dr. William Elder, under the auspices of Jay Cooke, has likewise done much
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good. I deemed it of sufficient importance to seek its insertion in substance in 
the “ Berische Zeitung,” the journal of the largest circulation here. 

Yesterday, the first of June, pursuant to the President’s proclamation, was 
duly observed at this legation in memory of our late beloved President. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo 

| | N. B. JUDD. 
Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, . | : 

Acting Secretary of State, Washington. | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Judd. , 

No. 91.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, June 13, 1865. | 

Sir: Your despatches from No. 93, dated April 27, to No. 100, dated May 
8, have been received, and have been attentively read. Your narratives of the 
public and private demonstrations of sympathy in Prussia, occasioned by the 
tragic occurrence of the 14th of April last, are very interesting as well as highly 
gratifying. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

Norman B. Jupp, Esq., §c., &c., Berlin. 

| Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. — | 

No. 109.] . _Unitep States LEeaatIon, 
| Berlin, July 3, 1865. 

Sirk: Your despatch No. 91, dated June 13, 1865, is received, and contents 
duly noted. I am deeply gratified that a kind Providence has restored you 
to health, and preserved your invaluable services to our country, that stands so 
much in need thereof. May you soon have the happiness of seeing your son 
Frederick also entirely recovered. 

The department circular, relating to Admiral Goldsborough’s squadron in 
European waters, is likewise received, and I shall not fail, as occasion may 
require, to make the subject of the circular known to the proper persons here. 

Berlin at this time is entirely deserted by all prominent official and diplo- 
matic personages. His Majesty the King has gone on his annual tour to 
Karlsbad, accompanied by M. de Bismarck, and he is not expected to return 
to Berlin before September next. “3 | 

Affairs in the United States continue largely to engross the attention of the 
press and people of Germany, and hopes are indulged that the reconstruction | 
of the States on the basis of the total and final abolition of slavery will be suc- 
cessfully carried out. Public sentiment here is strongly in favor of seeing the 
right of suffrage conceded to the colored population of the rebellious States. 

_ The demand for United States bonds is still very active, so much so that at 
_ this time they are from 2 to 3 per cent. higher than in New York. They are 

quoted to-day at 772 a 77§. | 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | | 

| | N. B. JUDD. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | 

. Secretary of State, Washington.
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: Mr. Seward to Mr. Wright. oS : . 
| | | t 

No. 2.] | a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 
' | oo | : ' |Washington, July 18, 1865. 

4 Srr: Information has been received at this department, from the United 
4 States consul at’ Bremen, of the shipment from that port to the United States 
| of two sentenced criminals from Prussia. I enclose a transcript of the consul’s | 
7 despatch upon the subject, from which it appears that the convicts referred to 
1 were sent to Bremerhafen by the local authorities at Wandersleben, in Prussia, 
7 under the escort of a Prussian officer, in order to be shipped to this country at 

the cost of the said local authorities. It further appears that one of the 
criminals has already sailed, and that the other, having committed a fresh | 

j offence at Bremerhafen, has been sentenced to three months’ imprisonment, at | 
} the expiration of which he will also probably be sent to the United States, his. | 
1 passage thither having already been paid. a ae 
ij . You are requested to make a representation of the above facts to the Prussian . | 
i . government, and to express the expectation that prompt measures will be | 
j _ taken to prevent a repetition of such unfriendly proceedings on the part of any | 
q of the local authorities of that government. You will also state that the | 
4 criminals referred to will, in case of their detection on arrival here, be promptly 
1 returned to the port whence they departed. _ 
1 _ Lam, sir, your obedient servant, — | | | 

| — >. WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
 JosepH A. Wricut, Esq., &c., &c., Berlin, | | 

| ConsULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AT THE 
j FREE HANSEATIC CITY OF BREMEN, Bremen, June 21, 1865. : 

1 Sm: With reference to my despatch No. 159, I have to inform you of a new case of ship- / 
i ment of criminals to the United States. In this case the culpability of the local authorities =| 
j in Prussia has been fully proved in a Bremen court, and reclamations, if you deem them | 
j necessary, can be based upon positive facts. It appears from the proceedings in the Bremen | | 

assizes, of June 15, that in the first days of March two criminals from Prussia, named ~ | 
; | Ernest Roediger and Krumholz, both incorrigible criminals, and already many times sentenced | 
{ for larceny to the penitentiary, have been sent by the local authorities of Wandersleben, | 
q Prussia, to Bremerhafen, escorted by a public officer, in order to be shipped to the United. | 

States at the cost of the above local authorities. Kumholz sailed with. the Bremen ship | 
4 Laura, but Roediger committed another larceny at Bremerhafen, and was sentenced to three 
; months’ imprisonment, after the expiration of which he will probably. be sent to the United 
4 States, as his passage is already paid. I subjoin the full evidence in the reports of two | 
; _ different newspapers for further. use. I cannot believe that these local authorities are acting | 
: without the consent. of their government; and even if they do, a diplomatic reclamation 
4 from our government would probably put a stop to this daily increasing mal-practice. 
j - .. Lam, sir, your obedient servant, 7 | 7 | 
7 | oe HENRY BOERNSTEIN, 

=: | 0 e os United States Consul. | 
' _ : | 

| | _ Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward, — oe 

q : | | | [ Extracts. ] | | | 

No. 115,] UNITED STATES LEGATION, 
if | : Berlin, August 9, 1865. | 

] Sir: Allow me earnestly to call your attention to the. question of the im 
q pressment of adopted citizens of the United States into the armies of Prussia 
| and other German states. It is now assuming such importance, by reason of 
{ | the numbers returning to Germany, that I would respectfully suggest that the 

; . / i
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}- ‘restrictions placed upon this legation in your despatches, and particularly in ~ 5; 
{ those numbered 29, 49, and 92, should be removed, and liberty given to the q 

" representative here to exercise his discretion in the cases as they arise. | ; 
With the closing of our civil war, the reasons for the prohibitions contained : 

j in those despatches have ceased. Citizens of the United States, Germans by _&§ 
q birth, who have boldly followed the flag of the Union for the last three years j 
: and more, are now returning to visit their relatives, and they are threatened : 
4 with compulsory military service here. And this will apply to many who have : 
q acquired the right of citizenship in accordance with the act of Congress con- | 
| ferring such right for actual service in our army. LHvery steamer brings more : 
4 or less of these young men to the land of their nativity. * * * * | 
j _ I suppose that the government of the United States intends to protect its : 
] citizens. It surely should do so, and not permit this state of things to con- | 
ij _ tinue, even if extreme measures should have to be resorted to. If this is not ] 

1 to be done, good faith to our adopted citizens, at least, requires that they be : 
j notified that they are not to be or cannot be protected when they return to q 
‘ Germany, and that the claims for the free right of expatriation, which we have 3 

: always made on foreign governments, should cease. I hold there is no occasion : 
{ __ for the latter course, and that a positive and earnest demand for the adjustment 4 
4 of the question would be successful. Hiding from the military authorities of | } 
. Prussia and other German states, by a man who has worn our uniform during F 
1 the last four years’ struggle, is not the course a citizen of the United States — of 
|. — should be required to take, and is not in accordance with the prestige of our E 

nation. * OK * ® * * 3 
| . I am, sir, your obedient servant, | ee : 

| | | N. B. JUDD, : 
7. Hon. WituiaAmM H. SEwarp, © oe q 

| oo  - Secretary of State. | 

] | Mr. Wright to Mr. Seward. - a | 

| 7 — [Extract.] a 

3 No. 1.] oo ,  Unrrep States LeGATION, | 4 
1 : _ | Berlin, September 7, 1865. : 

4 Sir: In answer to the request of Mr. Judd, the minister of foreign affairs, ‘ 

4 __ Baron Von Bismarck replied the King would receive Mr. Judd and myself in . 
i audience at Baden Baden on the 3d instaat at 11 o’clock a.m. The day pre- q 
q vicus I met the King with his brother, Prince Carl; they both greeted me 7 
4 with words of compliment; his Majesty remarking in English, “I am most : 
4 happy to welcome you again to Prussia.’’ At the appointed hour Mr. Judd  &£ 
4 and myself were presented by the minister of foreign affairs, (Mr. Judd prece- : 
4 ding me.) The interview was brief. The King spoke highly complimentary : 
4q of Mr. Judd’s course at Berlin, and bade him an affectionate adieu. His Maj- q 
3 esty said, among other things, he was rejoiced at the termination of our war, 3 

4 and the prospect of the restoration of law and order. I had remarked on this : 
4d. subject, that during the last four months we had discharged eight hundred : 

3 thousand soldiers, and paid out more than two hundred millions of dollars; yet,* t 
q amid all this, there was no perceptible change in society except. the labor of | 
4 the soldier being transferred to his ordinary avocations of life. I assured the 

King of the sentiments of friendship and esteem entertained for him and his : 
q subjects by the President, and the ardent desire of the President and people of 
4 the United States that the two nations might become more and more closely j 
; united in the bonds of friendship. To this his Majesty warmly responded, | 
1 __ most fully reciprocating the sentiment, and closed by saying to me pergonally,
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' “T trust your future residence at Berlin will be as happy and productive of | 
j good feeling as the past.” The day before this interview with the King Iwas 
] introduced to the minister of foreign affairs, In the course of our conversation ; 
j he alluded, with some feeling, to the subject of military duty of Prussian citizens, | | 
1 and to the position of the Prussian government. I hear every few days of cases 

of arrest throughout Prussia. Some of these purchase their way out of the | 
: country ; others leave in a manner not very creditable to an American. The 
3 consul general at Frankfort (Mr. Murphy) writes me as follows: “I have | 

before me four new cases in Cassel and Nassau. One of the parties is too old 
: to serve in the military; he has no money to procure a substitute or pay a fine, 
3 and he lies in jail now. He emigrated to America when he was seven years : 

old, and has lived there twenty-one years, and now for the first time visits his old 
home.” ‘There is a great increase in the number of our German adopted citi- 

3 zens returning this year, many of whom have been soldiers of our army. In . 
1 this connexion the views of our government on this subject, as expressed from 
{ time to time, are well known to Prussia, and hence I have no doubt the subject | 
: is now attracting the attention of the Prussian government. I have no evi- | 
; dence of any change in the police of the government. Yet I do believe | 
j good will result from a direct and firm issue on this subject. Prussia de- | 
7 sires our friendship and good will; her ministers fully comprehend what is to | 
j be the condition of things resulting from the past, present, and future emigra- 
] tion to our country. I am not mistaken in saying some of them are anxious to , 
1 settle this vexed question. A despatch from you at this hour may be of incal- >| 
; culable benefit. | a | | 
4 I enclose copies of correspondence with P. F. Von Rhein, of San Francisco, | 
i; California, on the subject of his return to Prussia. I deem it my duty to call | 
{ the attention of the government to the probable demand for our agricultural © 
4 productions on this side of the Atlantic. In some portions of the country the [ 
1 drought has entirely destroyed the grass crop, and farmers are shipping their 
| stock away or making hurried sale. Already there have been some heavy im- | 
, portations of American rye into Hamburg at a good profit. I believe thisis . | 

only the commencement of large importations from our side to supply the wants | 
| of many portions of the country on this side of the Atlantic. It should be | 

known also that during the past year a considerable business was done in im- | 
: porting corn to Hamburg, (called here the white horse tooth-corn,) for seed. | 

] ‘They cut the plant green and use it for fodder, so that every year the demand : 
for the seed is renewed, and constantly increased. | 

1 Emigration to our country is on the increase; every berth on steam or sail- | 
j ing vessel from Hamburg (and I hear the same is true of Bremen) is taken up | 

to the last of October, and the companies are sending out extra vessels. 
{ We have some German papers which are willing to publish articles giving a 
1 correct condition of things at home. I shall not fail to furnish such papers and : 
i pamphlets, or items sent from the department or may come to my notice, which 
7: are adapted to the German mind. * * ** * OK ** , 

' I have the honor to be, most respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
! JOSEPH A. WRIGHT. | 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
1 ¢ Secretary of State. | 

’ Mr. O. F. Von Rhein to Mr. Wright. | 

1 | : | San FRANCISCO, July 18, 1865. | 
j Sm: It is not unlikely that circumstances will make it desirable for me to reside in Berlin | 
4 for some length of time, or it may be permanently.. You would, therefore, confer a great 
; , favor if you will kindly reply to one or two questions which I shall take the liberty to ask. | 
4 Your answer must in some measure decide whether I return to my native city or not. I am |
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‘ by birth a Prussian, my father having served as captain in the royal army. I left Berlin i 
4 some twelve years ago, taking with me a passport which entitled me to remain abroad for | 
q one year only. I remained in New York, however, for over five years, when, having become 7 : 
i of age and a citizen of the United States, I returned to Germany on a visit to my mother, ] 

j who resided in Berlin. I remained but two weeks, being, during that time, in hourly fear : 
i of being arrested and forced to enter the army. With the exception of these two weeks, I  &-£ 
4 have never been in Europe since my sixteenth year. The question, then, to which I crave : 
q your reply, is, can I, being an American citizen, permanently reside in Berlin without dan- : 
4 ger of being forced to do duty in the Prussian army? In order that your honor may under- : 
7 stand my case fully, it may perhaps be well to add that on my return from my former visit E 
3 to Germany, feeling somewhat annoyed at being obliged to make my stay in Berlin very : 
1 much shorter than I would have done had jt not been for fear of the army, I addressed a [ 
q few lines to the New York Herald, to which, contrary to my expectations, the editor attached : 

1 my full signature. | : 
; I do not now recollect the exact words I used; but they were about as follows: ‘‘To the E 
j Editor of the New York Herald. Sir: I am by birth a Prussian; by adoption a citizen of the : 
‘ United States. On a recent visit to Berlin, finding myself in danger of being forced into the F 
4 Prussian army, I called on Governor Wright, the American minister in Prussia, for protec- 3 
| tion. That gentleman, after examining my passport, told me that while he had the wish and : 
3 inclination, he lacked the power to protect me. Governor Wright, therefore, advised me to : 

: leave Berlin as soon as possible. Such being the case, Mr. Editor, would it not be better to E 
: withhold a passport from naturalized citizens than to consign them to the very grasp of a ; 

tyrant, with no better protection than a worthless piece of paper?” . . 
q The appearance in the New York Herald of a notice something like the above aroused ££ 
1 some little discussion, through the public press, by parties who were strangers to me person- Ez 
1 ally, but felt interested in the principle involved. It is, therefore, not impossible that the ; 
q fact that I have written and published a notice similar to the above may have come to the ; 
q Knowledge of the Prussian government; and if so, can I be held responsible on the ground j 

that I have formerly been a Prussian subject? | E i [am a married man, having a wife (a native of New Orleans) and two young children, . 
4 and, if I decide to reside in Berlin any length of time, not being rich enough to live on the : 

i interest of my money, shall be obliged to do something towards the support of my family. I | : 
should either engage in some mercantile pursuit or establish myself as a teacher of languages ; : 

: (I speak French, English, Spanish, and German. ) : 3 
q The subject is tome a very important one. I have for this reason been more lengthy ] 
j than I at first intended, at the risk even of trespassing on your honor’s patience. a 
i Be kind enough to address your reply to the undersigned at San Francisco, California. d 
{ Very respectfully, your honor’s most obedient servant, 4 

| O. F. Von RHEIN. : 
] The Hon. UNITED STATES MINISTER to Prussia. | : 7 

Mr. Wright to Mr. Von Rhein. 

1 BERLIN, PRUSSIA, August 26, 1865. : 
3 Str: Yours of the 18th of July, dated San Francisco, is just athand. I am not yet the 4 

accredited minister to Prussia, but shall be in a short time. I hasten, however, to say, in ; 
j reply to your note, that no change has been effected on the subject of expatriation and the : 
3 _ Tights of citizenship between our government and Prussia since you called upon me in 1858. : 
3 The subject is now being agitated on account of the great number of German soldiers from : 
4. our army and others returning to the land of their fathers. I will advise you if any change J 
3 occurs. Under all the circumstances you name, I cannot at present deem it advisable for E 
g you to change your residence. | ° a 
4 In haste, yours truly, oo q j | a J. A. WRIGHT. : E 

3 O. F. Von RHEIN, 105 Montgomery street, San Francisco. 

, —_______ 

: | Mr. Wright to Mr. Seward. c 
q [ Extract. ] : 

: No. 6.] UNITED Srates LEGATION, F 
: Berlin, October 25, 1865. : 
; Sir: Immediately on the receipt of the news of Lord Palmerston’s death, I 
j called upon Lord Napier, the English ambassador at this court, and expressed : 
q to him my profound sympathy and regret, in which my country would join, at ’
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: the loss his government had sustained in the death of the first officer of the | 

j country. His lordship responded with much feeling to my expression of sym- | 

| pathy, and desired me to convey to my government his unfeigned thanks for 

:. this mark of respect and sympathy, and he desired at the same time to be espe- _ 
cially remembered to you. OO | | | 

: /I forward with this despatch the reply of Baron Thile, the acting minister of 

4 foreign affairs, to the application of Jacob Carl Breiger, who desires to return to _ 

| Prussia with a view of settling his family affairs. The case was reported by | 

| Mr. Judd, December 27, 1864, in despatch No. 79. This reply of the minister | 

1 is certainly without any precedent. 'The.idea of a child 13 years of age being | 

| ‘charged of having left his country with a view of avoiding military duty seems | 
} to me most absurd. After making this statement, as connected with the finding | 

| of the court at Newstadt, he says: “Under the peculiar circumstances of the |, 

7 case, the government will permit the said Breiger a short stay in Prussia, upon | 

i the condition that he submits to the judgment, by the payment of the money or | 

} imprisonment for one month;” and then adds, most generously, “Mr. Breiger 
i must pay the cost.” This language is applied to a young man who left this 

i ‘country when a child with his brother, having committed no offence, upon 

j whom no liability had accrued of any kind, and who is now only asking per- 
i mission to return to adjust and settle his family matters with a government | 

_ which have, by solemn treaty with us in 1828, stipulated and agreed, among other 

7 things, that “the inhabitants shall be at liberty to sojourn and reside in all parts — 

1 of said territories, in order to attend to their affairs,”’ &c. _ Having written so | 

j much on this subject, I do not propose to take your valuable time with a repe-_ 

’ tition of my views, but would most respectfully refer you to my despatches Nos. | 

i 50 and 56, as also No. 13, with the accompanying documents connected with | 
4 the case of Eugene Dullye. | 
j -. The Minister Baron von Bismarck is not expected to return for some days. | 
j T am most anxious to see him before replying to your despatch No. 4. I will, | 

3 however, say we have everything to gain and nothing to lose by taking a de- | 
; cided and firm stand on this subject; not by attempting to enforce our views | 

i. _ by threats, nor by the way of menace, but by argument. ‘The condition of things : 

in Prussia -at this time is most favorable for us. All is not quiet and secure. 

i - Much dissatisfaction exists in many portions of the country. Great discontent is to : 

i be found among the working classes, not only on account of the question of wages, oy 

4 - but on political questions. The agitation is greatest in the Rhenish provinces. | 

' - The questions connected with Schleswig-Holstein and Lauenburg provinces 

are not settled. Prussia has a popular legislature, called the Landtag, elected _ 

4 | -by the people, who are at variance with the King, and have been for years. | 

| Taxes are levied and collected for the payment of the army without appropria- | 

i tions made by law, although she has a written and liberal constitution. Large | 

i bodies of her leading men have been prohibited from meeting together to dis-- : 

4 cuss political questions. | ! 

q At this time our commerce and trade with Prussia is very great. We pur- : 

chase five times the amount of Prussia that she does of us. ‘The emigration is - | 

i constantly increasing, consequently the communication and correspondence are 

i ‘daily becoming more frequent by the cheap and weekly steamers by the way of 

1 Bremen and Hamburg. : | | | | 

1 There have been at least five hundred American citizens in Prussia the present = 

t year, liable to perform military duty according to their laws and regulations. 

‘ - ‘They do not succeed in placing in the army one ina hundred. I believe the 

7 arrest of any American citizen by Prussia, which necessarily becomes the sub- 
4 ject of discussion in the papers, with the consequent agitation that follows, is | 

3 productive of great evil to Prussia. All these things are beginning to be fully 

| understood by the Prussian cabinet ; they will not let the subject lie over from, 

i; year to year, becoming, as it must, more and more complicated and formidable. _
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) But the initiative should come from Prussia. In my opinion it will come if we | 
4 take our position with firmness, for they desire the continuance of our good will E 
1 and friendship. Prussia acknowledges the right of men to expatriate themselves, 4 
1 as she is constantly admitting citizens of other countries to become citizens of | : 
} . Prussia; acknowledging thereby she is opposed to the doctrine of perpetual oF 
4 allegiance, and thus favoring the right of men everywhere to form new political 1 
4 associations. = = = = * — * KL ak * | 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, most respectfully, your obedient: servant, | 

| JOSEPH A. WRIGHT. q 
q Hoa. WitLtiam H. Sewarp, Oo ; 
] | — Secretary of State. - 7 | 

q | _ [ Translation. ] | | E 
7 | So ' BERLIN, October 21, 1865. r 

j In reply to the memorandum of the 4th of April last, the undersigned has the honor to in- | 
| form Mr. Wright, envoy extraerdinary and minister plenipotentiary, that the former Prussian 4 
7. subject, now citizen of the United Siates, Jacob Carl Breiger, who desires to return tem- : 
1 _ porarily to Prussia on account of family matters, was condemned to a month’s imprisonment __ : 

4 or a fine of fifty R. (fifty thalers) by the circuit court of the district of Newstadt, on the 10th , q 
| of February, 1358, fer having left the country with the intention of avoiding the performance : - 

{ of military service. In consideration of the peculiar circumstances of the case, the govern- & 
q ment will permit the said Breiger a short stay in Prussia, upon the condition that he submits ; 
| . to the judgment which was passed upon him, and he pays besides.the costs. Itisin this — : 

sense that the.authorities have been instructed to act. - . a q 

1 The undersigned takes this occasion to renew to Mr. Wright the assurances of his most.  &§ 
4 distinguished consideration. 7 re : 

ae | The minister for foreign affairs, by authority,-§ =. a 7 q 
ae SC , | . THILE, _ a 

} Mr. Wricut, &c., &e., Fe. a ae Oe 4 

| Mr. Wright to Mr. Seward. oO oe | 

No. 7.] - Unirep States LEGATION, =~ | E 
; | Berlin, November 8, 1865. 9° > E 

? Sir: -I forward with this despatch the reply of Baron Thile, acting minister | . 
' of the Prussian government, to your despatch, No. 2, dated July 18, 1865, | . 
q which refers to the sending by the-authorities of Erfurt two condemned crimi- : 
4 nals from Prussia to the United States. The answer of the minister evades the | 
1 main question, by attempting to show it was the act of individual citizens, and o£ 
4 not of the Prussian authorities. I quote his language: ‘This request, according : 

: to existing laws, could not be refused, and, in consequence,.tie authorities at- . 
| Erfurt gave them permission to emigrate.” This.is the very act of which we - 1 
j complain. hey were condemned criminals. ‘They could not leave Prussia 
| without the consent of the legal authorities. This consent was given, and from. : 
' this reply of the minister of his Majesty’s government there is to be found no | 
} condemnation of the act of the public authorities at Erfurt, but a distinct ap- 

proval. If such is the existing’ laws of Prussia, they should be repealed at | Og 
j once. The answer of the minister, to use his own language, may present this _ | 
] case in its true light,-but I cannot believe it will be satisfactory to the govern- - t 
i ment of the United States. If so, this will form a precedent for sending to our. |  &-g 
1 country the condemned ‘criminals of other countries whenever philanthropic in- . OE 
| dividuals can be found to raise the necessary means for the accomplishment of — j 

this purpose. Ido not believe the minister for foreign affairs, Baron von Bis- o£ 
i marek, would have made such a reply. I shall know in a few days, : 
; The views of the President in reference to the protection of our adopted citi- | 
4 zens, if expressed in his annual message, will do much good. No document 1 

oDc** |
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from our country is so generally published and read by the Germans as the | 
| message of the President. In this way the German people can be made toun- | 

- derstand our views on this subject. I do trust it will be alluded to in the forth- | 
-  eoming message. — | —_ / 

| I have the honor to be, most respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
PO | | | | . JOSEPH A. WRIGHT. | 
: Hon. WituiAmM H. Sewarp, | . | | 
i | Secretary of State. sa : a 

[ Translation. } - : Oo , 
| | | . _ _ BERLIN, November 1, 1865. \ 

| The legation of the United States of America, in a note dated 19th of August last, eom- : 
| | plains that two condemned criminals, George Simon Krumbholz and Ernst Frederick : 
| Rodiger, from Wandersleben; province of Erfurt, had been forwarded by a steamer to i 
j America, under the conduct and costs of the local authorities. The undersigned has the | 
i honor to inform Mr. Wright, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United 4 

| States of America, in reply to this note, that, from the inquiries which have been made con- | 
cerning this affair, the complaint seems to rest upon erroneous suppositions. Krumbholgand  . - 

| Rédiger, who are in truth condemned subjects, had expressed the desire to‘seek in America | 
| | a new home, thinking a continued existence in Wandersleben doubtful.. To put this plan " 
| into execution, a manufacturer, Lilienthal, living in the vicinity, animated by philanthropic | 
1 sentiments, had given a considerable sum, and the citizens of Wandersleben had furnished : 
| an equal amount for this purpose. These two individuals ask now, in order to accomplish / 
| this purpose, their liberation as Prussiau subjects. This request, according to existing laws, - ! 
to could not be refused, and, in consequence, the authorities‘of the province of Erfurt gave them — | 

permission to emigrate. Only, in order to see that the. money given by Lilienthal and the | 
| citizens of Wandersleben should be employed for the purpose proposed, a member of the | 

| local authorities of Wandersleben accompanied the twe individuals:as far as Bremerhafen. I 
| This conduct was-not in the character of police; it took place enly in the peculiar and private i 
| interest of Lilienthal and the citizens of Wandersleben, who, m a very generous manner, | 
| . had offered to these two emigrants the means of seeking a new existence. | | | 

In asking Mr. Wright to make this affair known to the government of the United States, : 
| the undersigned has no doubt but that this explanation of the case will be suficient to make | 

the affair appear in its true light. ee | |, 
The undersigned takes this occasion to renew the assurance of his most distinguished con- | 

sideration. | Se . [ 
: , The minister for foreign affairs, by authority, | 

SO | Z THILE. : 
Mr. Wricur, &c., &e., &c. . . | f 

| _ an Mr. Wright to Mr. Seward. | ae 

No. 8.] —_ | _ Unrrep States Legation, => 
a | Berlin, November 15, 1865. 

Sir: I have had an interesting conversation with Count Bismarck, minister 
of foreign affairs. My opinion is, he will in a few days modify and change the j 

| _ views as expressed in Baron. Thile’s communieation, forwarded to you by my / 
/ . -* ast despatch, in reference to the two sentenced criminals designed to be sent to | 
po the United States by the authorities at Erfurt. er 

| _ The minister’s. attention was called to the ease of Jacob Carl Breiger. ir 

7 was evident he had no knowledge of this ease, it being acted upon during his | 

—_ absence. This brought up the whole subject of Prussian laws as connected 
| with military service, and the difficulties in the way of adjusting the same with / 

| the United States. He said it would be almost impossible to change by legisla- 
po tion the Prussian laws, in view of the prejudice among the German peasants, | 
| _ that, as all Prussians are subject to military duty, the returning adopted citizens) 
| would be exempt. After some conversation, during which the count, exhibited |
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the most earnest desire to adjust the whole subject—admitting it was becoming F 
| more formidable and complicated every: year; as the numbers returning from the | 
: United States were increasing—he agreed with me that not one in fifty : 
4 liable under the Prussian laws were brought into the army, and, to use his own : 
i language, “There was no: desire on the part of his Majesty’s government to ; 
{ arrest any American citizen returning to his native land on business; but when E 

| ~~ acase was presented to the government by the police authorities, giving the : 
| name, place of birth, age, &c., the law was imperative, and the government { 
4 compelled to act.” He remarked, “The subject could only be adjusted by —& 
{ some treaty arrangement with the United States; at least, in his opinion, this ; 
4 would be the proper way to commence its adjustment, and, if it was successful, : 
1 no doubt the principles agreed upon would be carried out by the legislative : 
| authorities of both countries.” a | OS : 
: My anxiety was to hear his plan for the settlement of this vexed question in 4 

detail. It was substantially this: “ Exemption to all Prussian subjects return- , 
ing to their native land who had left before their seventeenth year, and ex- F 

j ' emption also to all other persons who were not in the army or notified to enter ot 
\ at the time of leaving, and who shall have been out of the country for ten years.” 

1 Allusion was then made to the difficulty in arresting and bringing to trial - 
} —_—s persons charged with criminal offences in either of the two countries under the | 

present extradition laws. While on this subject, he remarked the progress in o£ 
j the commercial world since the date of our treaty, in 1828, showed the propriety ; 
| of some additional guards and restrictions of a summary character, whereby a — 
| more prompt enforcement of the criminal. laws may be had, and he hoped there | 
; would be some modification of the extradition laws between the two countries. : 
« ° Tleft Count Bismarck with the understanding that he would communicate with , : 
1 Baron Gerolt on this subject, and the military authorities of his Majesty’s govern- &- 
{ ment in Prussia. If they should concur in his views, he wouid then, through * 

this legation, communicate to the United States government his views upon the | 3 
propriety of making some changes in our present laws on the subject of sur- 7 

: rendering criminals; expecting the government of the United States, if receiving ' 
the same favorably, would reply with an allusion to the military law of Prussia, : 

i __ asking for some modification of the existing law by which the settlement of this #- 
question might at least be entered upon, and which, he trusted, would result in - 

' its satisfactory adjustment. I heard all; gave no assent to his proposals, but | 
i remarked, I would communicate the same to the government of the United States, : 
' believing they would be favorably received. I believe Count Bismarck is in F 
‘ earnest and desires the settlement of this question. He promises to look into the | 3 
{ case of Mr. Breiger, and I am more confirmed in my opinion that if this subject ] 
1 _ is referred to in the forthcoming message of the President, it will accelerate the : 

. settlement of this question. | | ae |  &- 
i The Paris correspondent of the Czas, a Polish paper published at Cracow, 
1 who derives his Mexican intelligence from the Polish generals and colonels in ; 
7 the service of the emperor Maximilian, and whose trustworthiness has been E 
; repeatedly tested by gentlemen in whom I place implicit confidence, states that 
' the French government have opened negotiations with the imperial government 
/ of Mexico on the subject of the withdrawal of the French troops from Mexico j 
| within one or two years. The emperor Maximilian (the correspondent adds) q 

is very unwilling to accede to the proposal, but the French Emperor insists : 
i upon his assent, giving him, however, to understand, if, at the time of the con- &£§ 
1 templated witlidrawal of the troops, the state of things in America and Europe | E 
; _ should render it proper for Franéé to leave her troops in Mexico, arrangements F 
{ will be so modified as to suit the then existing state of things. In the opinion F 
i _ of the same writer, this arrangement will be perfected in time for Napoleon to | 4 
i - announce this fact at the opening of the next French Chambers, and it is in- 
a tended to pacify the United States, on the one hand, leaving Napoleon, onthe other, ;
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- _ full liberty for the future. A féw weeks will test the truth of this writer’s pre- 
diction. I should say many of the diplomats at this court place full confidence 

| ' in his statements. | . | 
: | JT have the honor to be, most respectfully, your obedient servant, i | 
| | | JOSEPH A. WRIGHT. | 
: ‘Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | | | . 
| — Secretary of State. | oe Oo | 
4 | a | 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Wright. | | 

No. 13.] | DEPARTMENT oF Strate, 
fo | Washington, November 30, 1865. 

_. Bir: Your despatch of November 15, No. 8, has been reeeived.: I shall be | 
Po glad to hear that the Prussian government has reconsidered the deeision which 

was announced here by Baron Von Gerolt, in the ease of the convicts exported ~~ 
' to the United States. Directions have been given in that case to refuse the — | 

: convicts a landing, and to cause them to be returned to Prussia.. The expense, ! 
tT if any, which may attend that proceeding, we think will be a fair ground of 

; claim against the Prussian government. as | 7 : 
You will read this despatch to Count Bismarck, and leave a copy with him if / 

he shall desire it. Itis the President’s wish that it may be understood as a | 
respectful protest against any future proceedings by which the Prussian govern- 

| | tment might direct or consent to the transportation of convieted criminals to the | 
‘United States. a | | | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | oe | | 
. Do WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

fo Josepy A. WricHt, Esq., §¢., &c. Berlin. y | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Wright. | 
| No. 15.) | | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | | 
| SS oe Washington, December 2, 1864. | 
| | _ Str: Recurring to your despatch No. 8, which has already been acknowledged, _ | 
| I have now the honor to give you the President’s views in regard to the pro- | 

ceedings in Prussia, by which natives of Prussia who have voluntarily exchanged | 
allegiance from that government for the rights and privileges of citizens of the | 

_ _ United States, and have been duly naturalized as such, are nevertheless arrested | | 
and held liable to perform military service on oecasions of their transient visits | 
to their native country. The question involved in these proceedings is an old | 

fo one, and was a subject of elaborate discussion between the two countries before i 
; | the occurrence of our late civil war. Considerations of ease and policy prevailed | 
| with this department to allow the subject to rest during the continuance of the | 
| war. We beeame even less anxious upon the subject when it was seen that =| 
|. worthless naturalized citizens fled before the requirement of military service by | 
| their adopted government here, and not only took refuge from such service in 

their native land, but impertinently demanded that the United States should in» 
__ terpose to procure their exemption from military service exacted here. Those -. 

| circumstances, however, have passed away, and the question presents itself in its | . 
; original form. ‘The United States have accepted and established a government  —_ 
| upon the principle of the rights of men who have committed no crime to choose — 

the state in which they will live, and to incorporate themselves as members of | 
that state, and to enjoy henceforth its privileges and benefits, among which is | 

| |
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included protection. This principle is recommended by sentiments of humanity ! 
| and abstract justice. Itisa principle which we cannot waive. Itis not believed — oF 
{ that the military service which ean be procured by any foreign state in denial I 
j of this principle can be important or even useful to that state. The President I 
] desires that you will present the subject to the serious consideration of Count q 
{ Bismarck. In doing so, you will assure the minister for foreign affairs that we : 
; are animated by sentiments of sincere friendship and good will to Prussia, and | 
4 that, therefore, we shall be ready to receive and consider with candor any opinions q 
3 upon the subject that the Prussian government may think proper to communi- : 
; eate. : | | : 

You will also assure Count Bismarck that any suggestions that he may think 4 
proper to make relative to the extradition laws of the two countries will receive ] 
just and friendly attention. . | : 

4. _ I am, sir, your obedient servant, | oe . 

to - -  ° WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ; 
| dosepH A, Wricut, &c., $c., Berlin. | | - |
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PO BELGIUM. | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. | , a 

No. 250.) DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | | | 
| | - Washington, October 15, 1864. | 

Sir: I eall your attention to the enclosed copy of a despatch from Mr.M. | 
| A. Jackson, United States eonsul at Halifax, and of an extract from a late 
| Charleston paper by which it was accompanied, in regard to the proposed build- 
| ing in England of a number of fast sailing steamers for the purpose of running | 

the blockade of Wilmington with troops from Poland to the number of thirty 
| thousand. . | | : - | 
| You will exercise your usual vigilance towards thwarting the seheme referred | 
| to. 4 a 4 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, — | | 
to WILLIAM H:. SEWARD. © | 
| Henry S. SANFORD, §c., §c., Brussels. | | | 

| (For enclosures see despatch No. 1130 to Mr. Adams, Diplomatic Corres- 
| pondence 1864, Part 2.) ) 

| | _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. | | 

» No. 155.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
| Washington, December 21, 1864. : 

Sir: Your despatch of November 25, No. 229, has been received, and TE. 
| thank you very sincerely for the full account it gives of newspaper opinion in 

: Europe concerning the probable influence of the recent presidential election. L | 
3 regret with you that Kurope does not see American facts more clearly, and : 

reason upon them more wisely. I can well believe that a newspaper in Europe 
| | which should speak in the name and with the authority of the government 
i would in many respects be useful. But, on the other hand, I remain of the 
| - opinion I have heretofore expressed to you, that there is no need that. the United 
i States should compromise their just dignity by employing other than the cus- | 
, tomary diplomatic defenders in any part of the world. Therebels naturally sub- 
| sidize presses in Hurope, for they seek favor and aid there. We stand orfall 

not by means of foreign love or hate, but exclusively by reason of our own : 
oe physical and moral strength. We wish only good to all Europe. We get in 1 

, return for this benevolence mingled love and hate. ‘This results from the na- | 
ture of our institutions, and our unusually elevated aspirations. Let us be con- 

| tent with this situation. We shall thus get through our troubles all the sooner, 
and be all the safer when they are passed. | 

fo I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
a | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| | Henry 8. Sanrorb, Esq., §c., §¢., Brussels. | | | 

| | | | | ! 

i 7 | | |
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| _ Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 234.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, o£ 
| : Brussels, December 29, 1864. : 

| Sir: The message of the President has been widely republished here, and , 
; has confirmed and deepened the profound impression produced by the elections. 
{ Its compactness has also contributed to assure it a more general circulation than - 

i has been usually given to such documents. — oe . | : &£g 
: Its unyielding position with regard to slavery has destroyed effectually the a 
4 only remaining argument of our enemies, which had much influence on the pop- | : 

- ular mind abroad—that slavery had nothing to do with the war, and would be 
i protected even if the south would not yield. a . : I 
1 -. 'T‘he impression on all sides, so far as I can observe, is, that the rebellion is ; 
) approaching its end, and that the cause of the Union must triumph, : 
: It would have been of great utility if there had been sent abroad, at the same ' 
| time with the message, copies of the departmental reports. They excite a good ’ 
: deal of interest, are much sought after, and could have been very effectually em- j 
| ployed among public men and the organs of public opinion before they came F 
: emasculated in substance and spirit, through the medium of a hostile press. : 
4 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, ; 

4 . a H. 8. SANFORD. OE 
{ Hon. WittramM H. Srwarp, ST | | ; 
| Secretary of State, &c., &c., &e. : | , | . 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. a | i 

| No. 158.) _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © - | 
; | Washington, January 16,1865. if 

Sie: Your despatch of the 29th of December has been received. 7 7 
: We learn with pleasure that on the continent the President’s message is gen- 7 

erally accepted as proving the confidence of the people of the United States in &- 
‘ ee ability to overcome the resistance of slavery, and to preserve their national | E 
: nion. . OO j 

_ The military and political incidents which have occurred since the message *- 
was transmitted to Congress tend to confirm the favorable impression which has F 

; thus been made. OO . j 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, 7 

: WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — : 
: HENRY &. SANFORD, v., &c., Brussels. | 

i a, Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. : if 

No. 159.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | so Washington, January 20,1865 — : 

4 Sie: I have received a despatch from Mr. Crawford, United States consul at 3 
Antwerp, communicating a congratulatory address to the President from the : 

| “Free Speech Society,” on the occasion of his late re-election. The interesting | 
paper has been submitted to the President, who desires that you will make an } 

j acknowledgment of its receipt. In doing so you will state that so far as the 
sentiments expressed by the society are personal, they are accepted by the : 

2 President with a sincere and anxious desire that he may be able to prove him- . ; 

| |
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self not unworthy of the confidence which has been recently extended to him | 
| | by his fellow-citizens, and by so many of the friends of humanity and progress | 
: throughout the world. , : | a ! 
| | I am, sir, your obedient servant, «| | a 
Z | an | — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
i Henry 8. Sanrorb, Egq., &c., $c. Brussels. | 
( : | 

| | Oo Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | | 

No. 236.} _ LEG@ATION OF THE UNITED STATES, me 
| | , . Brussels, February 1, 1865. ~| 
| Siz: M. de Balan delivered his letter of credence to the King as envoy ex- — 
| traordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Prussia near this court, on the 25th 

ultimo; Prince de Reuss, who had been previously designated for this post, 
having been appointed to Munich. ee a | 

_ IT have had the honor to receive in due course your despatches Nos. 154 to o 
L _ 158 inclusive. a | — ae 
4 _ I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
| a a  H.S.SANFORD.. | 

i P. §8.—Another detachment of the Belgo-Mexican Legion, and, I believe, the : 
| last, numbering about two hundred men, sailed for Vera Cruz, via Saint Nazaire, 
fo on the 14th ultimo. — | | OO 

| Hon. Wiutuiam H. Sewarp, | _ 
| 7 secretary of State, &c., &c., &e. | | 

. Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. 

oo No. 237.] — | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
Bo oe | — Brussels, February 2, 1865. 

: _ Sir: J have the honor to transmit herewith, from the Moniteur, tabular state- 4 
| -. ments prepared at the department of finance, showing the movement of trade : 

fC and commerce of Belgium with foreign countries for the year 1864. | 
'Z _ By reference to these it will be seen that the augmentation of imports and | 

exports over the year 1863 is ten per cent. and nine per cent. respectively. | 
The importations of wool, linen, hides, and woollen fabrics have been in round | 

{ numbers to the amount of four and a half, three, one, and one million of dol- 
| | lars, respectively, over the importation of 1863. The imports of grain, salt | 
| meats, &c., andecotton have diminished respectively by three, one and a | 

quarter, and half a million dollars. oO | | 
a The augmentation of exports are on manufactures of linen, woollen, and iron, | 

i - and on coal; and the diminutions fall principally on refined sugars, butter, and = 
| fire-arms. _ Oo | | | : : 

| Petroleum has become the most important article among our exports to | 
a Belgium; the importation from all countries the past year, according to these 

tables, amounts to about six millions of dollars, of which itis fair to presume ~ 
i that over five-sixths is of American origin. I learn from another source that 
| the importations from the United States of this article at Antwerp the past | 

| year are about nine millions of gallons. ne BS |
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i; These tables give evidence of the steady growth in wealth and prosperity of j 
this country. | ee ee | : | 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, & 
| a | H. 8. SANFORD. | ; 

- Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | — 
Secretary of State, &c., &c., §c. oo : 

| | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. : i 

No. 239.] / —.  Lreation or THe Unrrep S'rares, ] 
‘ee | | . me Brussels, February 6, 1865. { 

4 Siz: I have the honor to transmit herewith, from the Moniteur, the reports | 
i of an interesting debate in the House of Representatives upon the war budget. of 
{ The general discussion of that appropriation bill, commencing on the 19th ulti- : 
| mo, closed on the 28th, the debate up to the vote on the Ist being confined : 
4 thereafter to the articles in detail. | | { 
j Free expression was given therein to the different shades of opposition to . 
| the military system of Belgium, whether in favor of abrogation of a standing E 
i army altogether or of its reduction; and on the other hand, in defence of this 1 
{- - system, which, upon a nominal army of 100,000 men, keeps up a peace estab- . F 

lishment, in round numbers, of 40,000 men under arms, and with a war budget . 
of seven million dollars. : oo - |  *- 

|. Instead of an analysis of the debate, which would exceed the limits usually oF 
| given to .a despatch, I would refer you to the speeches of Mr. Hardy de Beau- | OE 
| __ lino and of Mr. Coomans, the one opposed to standing armies, the other opposed F 
] to the present system; and on the other side, to that of the minister of war, . . 
i General Chazal, and of Mr. Vanoverloop. The very able speeches of the min- : , 
| ister of war, while showing a much more profound knowledge of military ] 
; affairs in Belgium than in the United States, are an interesting exposé and 4 
i. defence of the military system in this country. | , 
1 _ The bill was passed on the Ist by 64 to 27 votes and 9 abstentions, 10 of the 
. liberal members voting against it. = | Oo 4 

: I refer particularly to this debate as being probably a point of departure of . 
| a systematic opposition to the large military establishment of this country, | 7 

: and as likely to have an important bearing, unless political events come in | 
j meanwhile, to change the growing popular feeling on this subject on the next : 

general election. | | | | 7 
: I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 
poe Oe H. 8. SANFORD. © 
i Hon. Wituiam H, Sewarp, | Lo | , 
q Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. - | | ] 

| CC Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. , ] 

| No, 241.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| - an - Brussels, February 20, 1865. . : 

| _ Se: I have had the honor to receive your despatch No. 159, and, in accord- = ——s—*EF 
4 ance with its instructions, have addressed a letter to the Free Speech Society, — : 

in reply to its congratulatory letter to the President upon his re-election, of _ ] 
| _-which I enclose a copy herewith. | &- 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 3 
| H. 8. SANFORD. | 

— Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, : 
| Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. '
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: | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Brussels, February 15, 1865. . | 

i . GENTLEMEN: Your congratulatory address of the 26th November to the President on the 
occasion of his late re-election, andforwarded through the United States consul at Antwerp, . 

| | has been submitted to him. | | Oo | 
; I am desired by the President to acknowledge its receipt, and to say to you that, in so 

far as the sentiments expressed by the society are personal, they are accepted by him with | 
] a sincere and anxious desire that he may be able to prove himself not unworthy of the.. 
po confidence which has recently been extended to him by his fellow-citizens and by somany | 
a of the friends of humanity and progress throughout the world. | | 
a I have the honor to be, gentlemen, your obedient servant, : | i Seems Oe OEE H. 8. SANFORD. 
| To the MEMBERS OF THE FREE WORD SOCIETY, Antwerp. — : : of 

| 7 | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. - | 

; [Extract.] | ; / 

No. 246.] _— LEGATION OF THE Unitep Srates, | : 
oe | a | a Brussels, March 13, 1865. an 

i Sir: I had the honor to enclose to you in my despatch No. 214 the report 
: _ of the debate in the House of Representatives on recruiting in this country i 
: for the Belgo-Mexican legion, and the result, viz., a vote on Mr. Bara’s motion : 

that ‘the House, in view of the formal declaration that the government has re- . : 
: mained, and will continue to remain, completely aloof (étranger) from the for- © 

mation of a corps destined to serve in Mexico, passes to the order of the day.” 
t On the 24th ultimo the debate was again opened upon the subject, which is | 

a thorn in the side of the government that the extremes of both parties / 
appear to delight in vexing, upon the report of the committee to whom were i 

| referred two petitions touching the legality of these enlistments ; one of the 
| petitions is by Mr. Vandenkerkhore, a lawyer here, being a pamphlet of consid- | 

erable volume, invoking on this subject the action of the laws,and more espe- 
_ Cially the 92d article of the penal code, against recruitingin Belgium for foreign 

| | service. a - ee 
| Five of the ministers of the government took part in the discussion, which 

i was quite animated, and which served to bring forward the fact of the personal 
. sympathies in this enterprise of several of them, including the minister of 

foreign affairs, while at the same time all insisted that the government had not, 
| | as such, taken any part in it. A request was made of the minister of war for 

the documents bearing upon the formation of this legion; and these appear in 
_ the Moniteur of yesterday. — | | 

| : After a day’s discussion, the report of the committee, referring the petition to 

| the minister of justice and of the interior, was adopted. 

4 | _ The first, under date of the 25th of July, is a circular, signed in behalf of : 
| | the minister, addressed to the generals commanding territorial divisions or 

army corps, “to give, without delay, to Lieutenant General Chapelie, pensionne, | 
all the facilities which he may ask for the accomplishment of the mission with = 

i which he is charged.” , | | | 
i, The second, under date of 3d September, (the day after the vote before men-_ 

’ tioned,) is a circular to the same authorities, as follows: “The intervention of | 

, the government, in accordance with the desire expressed by the House of Rep- > 
i resentatives, being to remain aloof from the said organization of a Mexican | 
| corps, I have to recall to you that you can execute no act which can engage the | 
i responsibility of the government.” OS an | 
| These are accompanied by the royal decrees of 8th October and 19th No- | 

: | 7 :
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vember, 1864, and 10th February, 1865, authorizing officers and soldiers “to | 
serve temporarily in the armies of: his Majesty. the Emperor of Mexico,” and : 

2 continue to them their Belgian nationality. | . 
: According to the minister’s statement in the House, 875 authorizations were o&- 
; given to officers and soldiers to enlist; and aceording to statements made in the OB 
3 course of the debate, it would seem that the whole number recruited in the : 

| Belgo-Mexican legion was from 1,200 to 1,500. q 
1 There have been difficulties, before referred to, growing out of the want of 4 

means and dissatisfaction of the soldiers, which have prevented the raising the : 
3 2,060 originally contemplated, and complaints of the soldiers from Mexico, and _ q 
; their parents here, which are now beginning to be heard, will probably make : 
4 this a sore subject for some time to come. oo | | | : 
: _. I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | 
| Oo | ne HL. S. SANFORD. : 
t Hon. WitttaAM H. S—warpD, os | : 

a Secretary of State, &c., &c., §c. a | oo : 

| Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. : : 

i - No. 247.] | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
4 Brussels, March 14, 1865. 

: | Sik: I have the honor to enclose herewith, from the Moniteur, the text for a : 
; convention ratified by this government on the 14th November last, entered into | j 
l by Belgium, Baden, Denmark, Spain, France, Hesse, Italy, the Netherlands, ‘ 
: - Portugal, Prussia, Switzerland, and Wurtemberg, for ameliorating the condition 

of soldiers wounded in armies.in campaign, and by which military ambulances - 
and hospitals are, together with their attendants, recognized as neutrals. | E 

The various provisions for mitigating, so far as is consistent with the-rules of : 
i warfare, its rigors, will be read with interest. os oF 
‘ This convention, signed at Berne the 22d of August last, only appeared in oO; 
‘ the Moniteur of Sth January, and was at the time mislaid, or it would have E 
i been forwarded to you more promptly. oe , : - : 
4 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 
: _ H. S. SANFORD. 4 
4 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, ~ , 7 : 
| . Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c.  &£ 

| 7 Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. 

. No. 248.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a o£ 
: oe : | Brussels, March 16, 1865. -- ; 

; Sm: I have had the honor to receive your despatch (unnumbered,) under date — 
3 of 7th of February, relative to the peace conference near Fortress Monroe. _ 
: This despatch has since been published in the public press from documents 

‘communicated to Congress, has had wide circulation, and attracted much atten- ; 

: _ §So far as my observation extends, it seems to have made'a most favorable : 
impression, and to have come very opportunely in aid to counteract a wide- - 
spread apprehension of ulterior foreign aggression on our part. : 

1. The earnest endeavors of the agents of the insurgents abroad to convey the 
| belief that the extrinsic policy referred to therein did not originate with or was : 

favored by them, seem to have failed. People are beginning to remember that .
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_ the aggressive spirit and language on our side, which so frequently excited ap- / 
; prehension abroad before the rebellion, almost invariably emanated from | 
; southern influences, and that the moderation displayed by our government, | 

amid the trials which have beset it for the past four years, are indications that 
{| our future course will continue to be equally just and conservative. a 
fo | There exists still, however, a very general but diminishing feeling of distrust | 
1 touching our foreign policy after the peace which all now anticipate. It is as-_ 

_ sumed that our great armies cannot safely be disbanded, and will require em- | 
| ployment, which popular sentiment will favor in the direction of Canada or | 
{ _ Mexico. | oe oe Jo | 
| _ My reply to the expression of these apprehensions is, that if our past course | 
1 towards foreign states is no guarantee to them for the future, our interests are | 
1. also opposed to other wars than in defence of our nationality; that we have | 
| now all the territory that we can well govern, and the sentiment of the country ss 

is opposed to further acquisitions ; and that our practical people, having learned | 
: now that war means debt, taxation, draft, and deranged trade and finances,. | 
to will not be able to favor any “ extrinsic policy” likely to renew such costly ex- _ | 
j _ perience. | _ | ST | 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, ! 
7 | ; a HH. §. SANFORD. : 

Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, Oo a | : 
to | _. Secretary of State, §c., &c., &c. | , | | | 

a | |  * Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. os a 4 

| No. 250.] | ss LEG@ATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs, o 7 
| | | | | : oe Brussels, March 20,1865.° © 

|  Srk: Important modifications have been lately made, and are likely hereafter _ 
to be introduced, in various of our departments of administration ; and these, as : 

| time and experience shall test them, will, doubtless, require further changes and | 
adaptations. | er | 

- It has occurred to me that much useful information in aid thereof might be | 
| - procured abroad expeditiously and without expense to the government through : 
| its public agents in Europe; especially in matters connected with the depart- 

ment of our finances, where a new revenue system has been introduced, and => 
to where a knowledge of the machinery and workings of similar branches of ad- 

ministration in Europe would be likely to be valuable. Their system of collec- | 
| tion of internal revenue, and of accountability of collectors and receivers in par- 
| ticular, perfected by the experience of centuries of taxation, could not but be a | 
| - profitable study tous. a - 7 a a , 
| | It would afford me real pleasure to furnish any facts on these subjects likely 
| _ to be useful at home; and I would suggest that the best method to procure 4 

them would be by a series of questions on specific points where information is 

| _ needed. , Co | Oo a 
_I have at different times, looking forward to our future requirements in this | 

, field, made reports upon the systems and workings of different branches of ad- | 
, - mninistration abroad. In Ex. Doc. 68, 33d Congress, in the same volume with 
| my report upon the Penal Code of Europe, is an extended paper of mine upon 7 
| the administrative changes introduced in France by the republic and the — 
1 empire. My despatches Nos. 68 and 177 (the former published in Diplomatic oe 
| -~-- Correspondence of 1862) accompanied, respectively, reports upon the revenue | 

system of this country, and the recruiting systems of this and other countries. oo 
| I have also prepared for a congressional committee a paper upon the legislation 

| | of Kuropean states touching bankruptcy, and for another a paper upon the mili- :
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3 tary schools of this country, and this experience. has convinced me that much ; 
q of the labor in preparing such documents might be saved if attention could be = 

4 directed to the precise points upon which information is most needed. Hence t 

4 the suggestion which I have taken the liberty to make to you. ; 

4 We have now nearly passed the phase of war, and of solicitude touching the | 

q action or opinion of Europe with respect to it and its consequent labors, and we : 

q are about entering upon the important one of reorganization and consolidation ; OE 

4 and it seems to me that our agents abroad could materially aid in laying and q 

q strengthening the bases of the modified administrative system which the wants j 

j and changes of the past four years have rendered necessary. 3 

4 TfL can be of assistance in that work, the department has but to command : 

/ my services. | . — | 

' I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, oF 

i. . : a | ‘H. S. SANFORD. OE 

‘ Hon. Wittiam H. SEwarbD, " - SO | 4 

i Secretary of State, &c., &c., ke. ae a | 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. oO oo 

No. 165.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : +t 

: oo Washington, March 25, 1865. | | 

: Sir: I enclose for your information a copy of a late instruction addressed to ; 

i —s Mr. Bigelow, and also to Messrs. Adams, Perry and Wood, relative to the : 

pirate Stonewall, otherwise Olinde or Stoerkodder.. . | a: 

- I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo | & 

1 - | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ae: 

i Henry 8S. Sanrorp, Esgq., &c., §c., Brussels. | | ae q 

‘ -. (For enclosure see despatch No. 1302 to Mr. Adams.) a co ot 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. ) | 3 

: No. 166.] oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

i. : a Washington, April 4, 1865. | 

1 Sir: Your despatch of the.16th of March, No. 248, has been received. | 

; The politicians in Europe who anticipate aggressive wars by the United 3 

i States as a consequence of the expected return of onr domestic peace, reason Ee 

' rather from European than American principles. We must insist on the free- E 

3 dom of the seas for our commerce and the safety of our borders against exter- : 

3 nal violence. These rights will doubtless be yielded to us, although not with-. | q 

3 out regret and possible reluctance. Beyond that there are no questions which - 

; may not be safely and wisely left to the province of diplomacy.” Co &—£ 

1 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | , : 

3 | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — - 

2 Henry §. Sanrorp, §c., §c., Brussels. | | a #8 

: Mr. F. W. Seward to Mr. Sanford. | 

| No. 167.] Fe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe | 
| a : | Washington, April 8, 1865. — 

: - §rr: Your despatch of the 20th of March, No. 250, has just been received. : 
| ‘The subject to which it relates is an important one, and the suggestions you have | q
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7 offered are valuable. Ihave submitted the despatch for perusal to the Secretary 
| of the Treasury. | | ; 

: | I am, sir, your obedient servant, / 
| | | —_ F. W. SEWARD, 

| , Oo Acting Secretary. 
' Henry 8. Sanrorp, Esq., §c., &c., Brussels, | | | 

se | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. . 
| No. 252.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED SratTEs, | | 

| oe | Brussels, April 12,1865. 
1 Str: I transmit herewith from the Moniteur the report of another debate 
| -which took place in the House on the 4th and Sth instant, upon interpellations, 

by M. Delaet, a member of the opposition from Antwerp, touching the organi- 
| zation of the Belgo-Mexican corps of volunteers for the service of Mexico. | 
i No new facts of special moment were elicited during a discussion marked by | 
| considerable bitterness and violence of language. | | 
| Lhe following motion proposed. by .M. Coomans, of the opposition—“«The 
| House, regretting that the government has not remained completely aloof from | 
| the Belgo-Mexican expedition, passes to the order of the day’”’—-was rejected by | 

27 to 44 votes. ‘he motion of M. Bara, that “the House, in view of the ex- | 
planations given by the government, persists in its decision of the 2d September, 

| and passes to the order of the day,” was adopted; the portion of the liberal 
a party opposed to the Mexican expedition being evidently unwilling to aid the 

opposition in weakening or overthrowing the ministry. SO | 
| | _ ‘The most notable event in connexion with this debate is that it appears to | 

/ have led to a duel between M. Delaet and the minister of war, in which the lat- _ : 
| ter was slightly wounded. | | ae 
| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 
| ns H. 8. SANFORD. | 

Hon Wituiam H. Sewarp, | : | 
Po - Secretary of State, &c., &c. &c. | | 
] ‘ | | 

| | 3 Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. ! 

, No. 254.| . : - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTEs, | | 
, | | , Brussels, April 24, 1865. : 

2 -. » Sir: I telegraphed you on the 23d instant, via Queenstown, as follows: 
| | “ Moniteur announces an indisposition, not without gravity, of the King.” : 
| | Yesterday’s bulletin at the palace states: “The King contracted in England 

a severe bronchitis; great prostration has followed; condition this morning more 
| satisfactory.” 7 : | | oe , 

This morning’s bulletin announces “less prostration of strength, but the  _ 
1. cough was more frequent during the night.” | ce 

The bulletins since have stated that his condition has ameliorated, but he has 
to been in a very eritical state, and cannot yet be considered out of danger. His 
| : natural robust health has carried him through an attack which would have 
4 _ proved fatal to most men. |. | ee me 

I believe it is expected that the Duke de Brabant will reach Suez this week : 
to on his return from China. | | 7 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, So 
| 1 7 ; | | . H. 8. SANFORD. | 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, : : | | | ! 

a Secretary of State, &c. &¢., Sc. :
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; Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. / 
T No. 255.] a - Lea@ation or THe Unirep Srates, : 
i | | | Brussels, April 24, 1865. j 

1 Sir: The news of the capture of Richmond and rout of Lee is generally | j 
|. received here as a certain indication of the collapse of the rebellion. : 
: A deputation consisting of the chairman, M. Picard, officers and other parti- ; 
1 cipants of a public meeting of Belgians held in this city, preceded by music a 
i and the flags of the United States and Belgium and followed by a large procession | ; 
| _—_-with torchlights, came to this legation on the evening of the 22d to present an : 

address of congratulation upon this event. : 
4 I enclose a copy of the address, and also of my reply (A) and rough transla- i 

tions of ‘each, (B and C.) | | | : | 
4 In response to the serenade which followed, and the enthusiastic cheers | : 
|. _ of the immense crowd which had accompanied the deputation, I appeared at the — : 

| balcony and thanked them for their congratulations. Although what I said — : 
would appear too insignificant to bear repetition, I annex D, in accordance with F 

; general instructions—verbatim in translation—the few words I said to the as- q 
sembled multitude. | , | | | 

; I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, ] 
1 : HLS, SANFORD. ' 
1 Hon. WittiaM H. Sewarp, | | . | 
q | Secretary of State, &c. &c., §ce. | | | q 

Sir: Deputed by a large number of our fellow-citizens assembled in public meeting, we: ( 
come to congratulate you upon the brilliant triumphs gained by the people of the United E 

; States, and to evince at the same time the lively sympathies which we ever entertain for ; 
q them. | | 7 q 
4 We are happy and proud to be near you, sit, who represent here the great American re-+ : 
i public, the organ of this manifestation. : 3 
1 During the days of trial which the Union has traversed we have not ceased to pray for its : 
1 triumph. To-day, when that noble cause is victorious, permit us to associate ourselves E 
, with the joy of the people of the United States, and to salute them as brothers. 4 
4 The capital of the rebels is taken; the star-spangled banner floats over the walls of 
; Richmond. It may be asserted henceforth that the revolt is conquered, and that the Union 7 
; will subsist in its integrity. E 
3 These facts represent more than material victories, and therefore we could not remain in- 

: different to them. | | a 
; When a country enjoys, as yours does, every liberty; when every part of its territory, : 
; when every individual, has its share in the national sovereignty, resistance to the laws of : 
4 the majority is an attack upon right; armed rebellion becomes a crime. = . 3 
j . The revolt of the south against the north was unjustifiable. It could not be that right, E 
: desperately struggling with blind interests, was to issye mutilated from this great combat. — £ 

ae War, often an iniquitous scourge, has been elevated with you to a mission of justice and E 
3 of humanity. It was, in fact, the arm, the mailed arm, of civilization. . i 
ij. _ The blood: which has been shed will not flow in vain. The dead have freed the living. E 
3 Two hundred and fifty thousand men of the north have perished, but, in falling, they have d 
’ given liberty, and admitted to the common law, four millions of slaves, and with them a: ’ 

whole race up to this day oppressed and despised. . | a | : 
1... . Dotbly fruitful sacrifice! It suppressed slavery at the same time that it strengthened the | : 

j American Union. . - . ne | oan Sa. oo 
q The whole people of the United States will again enter upon the tranquil current of works  -F 

of peace, and give us the blessed example of the complete development of its liberties. o£ 
: The whole world has been deeply moved by your successes, for it feels that beyond the : 
j seas you areaharbortoit. | | 7 : 

It knows that the United States represent the aurora of a new policy, which is caused to 
| replace everywhere the ancient law. It knows that, after having repudiated governments : 

based upon force or divine rights, you have, since a long time, proclaimed the principle of &— 

&£
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| the autonomy of every nation. It knows that with you every man is really a citizen in the | 
4 true acceptation and grandeur of that word,.and in the whole reality also it knows that 
1 with you all the powers emanate from the nation. These principles are not only inscribed 
i in your Constitution—the practice of each day reaffirms them. 4! 
i You have the veritable sentiments of democracy,.and this sentiment has caused American | 
| society to tend constantly towards the most perfect realization of self-government, that. 
j 3 political ideal of society. Hence, what marvellous results have everywhere been obtained | 
| by you! Human invention, extending each day its limits; your system of railroads and 
| _ telegraphs, vaster than that of all Europe, carrying the conquest. of civilization from the 
{ shores of the Pacific to those of the Atlantic; popular instruction, that vivifying well- 
| spring, penetrating from strata to strata, till it reaches the home of the poorest citizen, and — | 
4 . from prairie to prairie across your immense territories to the most distant hamlets; the par- / 

: ticipation in public affairs of all the citizens formed in the double school of a vigilant press, 
—— which spreads abroad everywhere the opening idea, and of immense: popular . assemblies, 4 

where come, and whence issue in every direction, the great currents of opinion; the con- 
i stant accord of the administration with the nation it represents, and of which it is proud to 
| be the simple organ; finally, even in the midst of the severest trials, this admirable spec- 

tacle of order always maintained in the midst of agitation, and of liberty ever respected. _ | 
Such nobie efforts, such noble conquests, will bear their fruits for humanity. : 

4 Your entire continent will be gradually drawn into the current of your expansive civili- =; 
zation. | 7 | | 

These teachings which Young America gives us will not be lost on Old Europe. : 
] You have thus paved the way for universal brotherhood. You have strengthened tke ~ 

| Union at home; we count upon you to cement the union of peoples. a 
d : i 

( GENTLEMEN ; I thank you for this manifestation of your sympathies for the American 
i Union and for your congratulatory address to the people of the United States by your fellow- | 
| citizens. without party distinction, on the occasion of the victories which assure the end of 

_ the slaveholders’ rebellion. | a 
i It is natural that the friends of civilization, humanity, and progress everywhere, should ot 
4 celebrate an event of such great influence upon the world’s affairs. ‘The triumph of this formid- / 
to _ able-but now expiring rebellion would have been a retrograde of civilization and a perpetual me- 
| nace for public peace. It was, indeed, devised bya class for its own selfish and criminal pur-. 

poses, not only to overthrow the republic but. to make itself, while destroying universal suffrage, 
| _ anoligarchy of slaveholders and fillibusters, and it believed with the monopoly of cotton to be able 

to dictate laws.tothe universe. And our victories are not alone the defeat of a-class of slavehold.: 
i ers; they complete emancipation, strengthen the Union, elevate the nation,’abase our enemies, 

, and consolidate American liberty. The rebel chiefs will seek.to escape by flight from the ven- . | 
| - geance of their fellow-citizens whom they have destroyed, as much as from the penalties of the 
, laws they have violated; and the world will see how a great people, which to crush the rebel- 
: lion and to defend its cherished institutions has made unheard-of sacrifices, will be generous 
| -and magnanimous towards its erring brethren. Those who think that the Union will not 
| come out intact from this last great trial, deceive themselves; there will be, it is true, a 

4 change in the Constitution; the stain of slavery will disappear from its pages; but with that 
i respect for legality which is one of the most striking characteristics of our people, and which 

: | they have constantly maintained during this crisis of civil war, it will be done legally and 
1 in accordance with the provisions of that venerated charter. So . 
3 ' We shall soon enter, Lhope, upon an era of peace. Certainly it will not be the people of the 
7 United States which will desire to see it disturbed; they comprehend, and hope that others | 
| will comprehend, that every State has the right to, discuss, vote, and, if need be, to fight out 
: _ its own internal questions, without interference on its part against others, or on the part of 

fo others against it. oe . | ok, : 
: _I thank you again, gentlemen, and I pray you to thank, in my name, those you represent, | 

_ for their sentiments towards the people of the United States. and their sympathies for our | | 
i. - cause, which you have expressed to me; they cannot but tighten the bonds of friendship and | 
fo of brotherhood which so visibly draw together the two peoples. DO 

ce My voice cannot command this vast crowd; but, although I have just thanked your dep- | 
| utation, I cannot omit to thank you personally for this imposing manifestation of your sym- 
po . pathies for the cause of the American Union, and your congratulations upon the defeat. of the = 

slaveholders’ rebellion. oe, | : SO | 
| I am happy to salute the flag of Belgium which I see here by the side of that of my coun: 4 
| . try. Again I thank you. | | : : 

| 7 |
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Mr. Sanford to. Mr. Seward. , : 

: No. 257.] | . TgaaTion oF THE UNITED STATES, ; 

4 . - So | Brusseis, April 28, 1865. of 

4 Sir: The tragic tidings from Washington of the assassination of the President, : 

4q and murderous assault upon the Secretary of State, has caused a deep impres- — rE 

3 sion here of horror and indignation at the cowardice and cruelty of the confed- ; 

4 erate plotters. Following so rapidly upon the excitement created by our late q 

4 victories, and the public demonstrations on account of them, the announcement E 

q has aroused unusual agitation in this city, and through the country. E 

| The King, from his sick bed, sent to me one of his aides-de camp, Major Gen- : 

] eral Boarman, to express in his name his deep feeling. at this tragic event, and o£ 

1 for the great loss we have sustained. The minister of foreign affairs and the : 

: other members of the cabinet, the president of the House of Representatives, — 4 

| the high dignitaries of the court, most of the foreign legations, and a very &£ 

4 large number of persons of every rank and station, have come personally to offer 

| _ their condolence, and to express their horror at this crowning atrocity of the re- ££ 

1 bellion. | | ee oe E 

| M. Rogier informed me he had sent a despatch to the Belgian charge d’af- r 

: faires at Washington to offer directly to the government the expression of their — 4 

1 sympathy at the sad event. Immediately on receipt of Mr. Adams’s. telegram I _ r 

1 addressed a circular to our consuls, of which | annex acopy. coe : 

1 The shock caused by this news is too great to permit me to appreciate calmly ££ 

| _ its influence on public sentiment touching our affairs abroad. It cannot fail, I : 

i think, to cause a far-reaching reaction in the sympathies heretofore entertained. o£ 

{by the so-called “ better classes” in Europe for the rebels and their cause, and  &£ 

q to stimulate, on the other hand, a more friendly feeling toward us and the cause © o£ 

4 of the Union. | | | | ae E 

q ‘The fact that the confederate loan at the London exchange yesterday rose 3. 4 

4 per cent. upon the news is a significant indication of the effect which the insti- : 

} gators of this dreadful crime imagined it would have upon their cause. — E 

The calm transition of the executive power to other hands at Washington, E 

1 contrasted with what would be likely to oceur on a similar occasion in most. e 

| European states, cannot but help to strengthen the conviction already becoming . -£ 

1 general by the influence of the success which has crowned this trial under the E 

q strain of the rebellion of the power, fitness, and durability of our system of gov- ; 

4 ernment. : 7 

4 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 

q . | ee H. 8. SANFORD. | 

q Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, - . | ' 

| Secretary of State. : 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, __ : 

1 - : Brussels, April 26, 1865. | cE 

; Sir: Another dreadful crime has signalized the slaveholders’ rebellion. Aftef having been ; 

. marked by barbarities which could only emanate from the influence of a barbarous cause, . E 

i, its overthrow has culminated in a crowning atrocity ; the President, whose assassination was - rE 

i; attempted through the same influences at the outset, has been murdered; a merciful God a 

] has weakened the arm of the assassin, who sought to murder, in his sick bed, the Secretary 

qo of State, and add another affliction to the country, another foul crime against society. | E 

Elevated by his own worth from the humblest sphere to a position. of power and re- : 

3 sponsibility unequalled in the world, Abraham Lincoin has given to mankind a rare example ee | 

3 of unselfish patriotism, integrity, and singleness of purpose, in working for the country’s : 

1 good and carrying out the behests of the people. The denomination of *“‘honest,’”’ which : 

4 popular sentiment had affixed to his name, will pass to history, as his well-earned distinction rE 

j with that of patriot and martyr. What a bright example he leaves for those who follow after  &§ 

im! 
E 

! 6pce**x
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: Providence spared him to see the virtual accomplishment of the great work to which he : 3 had been called; the rebellion and slavery, its cause, are at an end; and the Union is not 
alone preserved, but has gathered new strength and vitality as a nation. Thank God, 

i its safety or peril can depend on the life of no one man; its government is but an emanation ! 7 of the popular will, and the passing away of the elect of the people at another time than | | i the limit of his presidential term can cause no perturbation in the state. The people re- ! 4 _ mhain, and their will is continued by his successors. | j Called upon to mourn the death of a great and good man, and the loss of an eminent | 
Chief Magistrate, Ihave to request you to display your flag on the day, and for the three fol- | 
lowing days, after the receipt of this communication, at half-mast: also, that you will cause 

q the Masters of the American shipping in your port to hoist their flags for the same period at 
: alf-mast. | | 7 I have further to request that you wear the usual band of mourning for thirty days. 
j Respectfully, yours, . , 

. H. 8. SANFORD. i To UNITED STATES CONSUL at Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent, ‘Liege. | | 

4 Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | | 

7 No. 258.] _ LeGaTIon oF THE UNITED STaTss, : 
4 | | Brussels, April 28,1865. | 

Bir: The bulletin of the King’s health issued at the palace to-day is the 
same as that of yesterday, and is as follows: “The night has been more tranquil. : 

q The general condition of the King is more satisfactory.” | 
4 I do not consider he is yet out of danger. He has been much debilitated and | 
] prostrated, mentally as well physically, from want of food and sleep, and these : 

tell additionally upon his advanced age. His physicians, I understand, finally 
: induced him, not without difficulty, to partake of some nourishment on the day | 

before yesterday, and sleep followed, and he has since improved, but not with- 
out one relapse of the suffocating attack which caused so much alarm a few 

| days since. One lung seems to be seriously affected. There is a good deal of | 
] apprehension touching the result still entertained, but he is in a much less criti- 
: cal condition than he has been. ts | | 
3 ‘The Duke de Brabant, if he connects with the various steamers from India, 
{ will arrive here about the 8th proximo. | 
| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, ==» 
1 | | H. S. SANFORD. | 
3 ~~ Hon. Wiuutam H. Sewarp, , | : 
, | Secretary of State, &c., &c., §c. | | 

j | | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 261.] | LeGATION OF THE Unitep STatTEs, : 
Brussels, April 30, 1865. 

; Sirk: His royal highness the Count de Flanders sent to me yesterday one | 
1 of his offices of “ ordnance” to express in his name his condolence on the untimely | 

_ death of the President. I also received in the afternoon a private note from M. 
4 Rogier, expressive of his sentiments, of which, as he refers to it in public debate, 
: I venture to enclose a copy, A. I replied to it by a few lines of thanks. | 
j In the House of Representatives, this afternoon, M. Hardy de Beaulieu, a , 
j member of the extreme left, moved, in accordance with previous notice, for an | 
| | expression of feeling at the late tragic event at Washington. He was followed | 
1 and warmly seconded by the late Canon de Hearne, of the “conservative” party, | 
q who is the author of a widely disseminated pamphlet on our war, and is an 
{ , ardent friend of the cause of the Union, and by M. Rogier, who announced that 
2 he adopted on the part of the government the views just expressed, and that he 
i | :
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q hoped the House would join in the expression of his desire for the recovery of : 
the eminent statesman, Mr. Seward, to whose existence was attached, in so great E 

: a degree, the definitive pacification of the country for too long a time desolated : 
| by war; and, after rendering homage to the moderation which he had dis- E 
4 played, the minister expressed the hope “that they might one day rejoice over 
] the restoration of his health, at the same time with the re-establishment of peace &— 
q between the fractions of a great people whom they admired, and who had 
4 always had their sympathies, and which he hoped would take again in the world i 
4 the great part which is assigned to it”’ All which, interrupted by frequent 7 
j marks of approval by the members, was declared by the president to be the : 
: unanimous sentiment of the House. | 7 
| I enclose the report of the same from the Moniteur, (B.)- | F 
| I wrote to thank M. Hardy de Beaulieau and the Canon de Hearne for ini- q 
q tiating this expression of opinion by the House, and transmit (C) copies of my : 
4 letters to them. |  - 
| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, e 

| - H. 8. SANFORD. 
q Hon. WititiAmM H. Sewarp, | &— 
j Secretary of State, §c., §c., &c. &£ 

| | a. | 
. | | Translation. ] | : 

' _ My Dear MINISTER: While I transmit to Washington the expression of the sentiments E 
: of the government of the King, on account of the horrid crime perpetrated upon your vener- 7 
: able President, I must inform you of our astonishment at the sad news that has resounded . 
4 through the entire country, and beg you to be the medium of our sentiments to your govern- 3 
4 ment. : . ee &£ 
: - Lalso take the liberty of asking you to have the kindness to be my interpreter with the 3 
1 family of Mr. Seward, for whom I have always professed a particular regard. The news 4 
4 given by the papers leave some hope for the recovery of the eminent statesman; and it is my E 

3 dearest wish that he may be restored to perfect health, and give peace to a country so long 3 
4 desolated by the calamities of a war greatly to be deplored by all friends of liberty. : 
q | Accept, my dear minister, the new assurance of my very high and affectionate consideration. : 
: CH. ROGIER, Minister of Foreign Affairs. 
4 BRUSSELS, April 29, 1865. | j 

4 [ Translation. ] | 

4 Motion in order. | | | a 
4 Mr. LE Harpy DE BEAULIEU. Gentlemen: You were all horrified three days ago on E 
4 hearing of the assassination of the President of the United States. You all felt that 1t was 

not only the chief of a free nation that was struck down, but at the same time it was law, _ : 
4 the safeguard of all, and I may say civilization itself; for there is no longer any personal a 
q security when political passion substitutes brutal action for the protective power of law. I E 
j have thought it becoming, gentlemen, for us not to let this occasion pass without the ex- : 
a pression of our painful sentiments. | : 
4 I will not give you the history of the eminent man who is no more: he sprung from the F 
3 humblest ranks of society, and elevated himself by labor and industry, when the American : 
3 nation, with that acumen that rarely fails an intelligent people in important emergencies, _ 
q chose him as a guide to direct it through a dangerous situation, where a formidable insurrec-. o£ 
4 — tion had placed it. a : 
3 You all know, gentlemen, what difficulties Mr. Lincoln had to overcome. — - E 
d - Confronted by a portion of the nation that rebelled against the laws they themselves had : 
q made, he did not falter once in his patriotic duty. In the most perilous circumstances, in q 
4 face of all kinds of dangers, external and internal, he was always calm, and, I may even | i 

4 say, benevolent to his bitterest enemies. | | ; 
After gigantic efforts, after a struggle of four years, Mr. Lincoln at last reached the close F 

of that most bloody contest on American soil, and the greatest troubles of his life seemed over.
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1 He had already expressed the sentiments of conciliation that animated him—it was in his 
4 last message, his political testament—when the assassin’s bullet struck him in the back of | 
i. the head, and laid him low. | : | i. I cannot foretell the consequences of that crime, so horrid that no terms are strong enough | 3 to condemn it; all I can say is, that the parliament of a free nation like Belgium would fail | 3 in its duties of international confraternity, if it did not express its feelings of horror and regret | ! at a crime that has robbed a great and generous nation of its eminent Chief Magistrate. | | In expressing these sentiments, we confirm the unanimous wishes that the deplorable loss 3 may not deprive the American nation of that calmness which is necessary to finish the great 2 
q work of conciliation and pacification which Mr. Lincoln had so nobly begun. I am done. 

| Mr. DE HEARNE. I agree with my honorable colleague in the sentiments he has expressed, ° | and I am persuaded that the feeling of horror produced by this sad news from America is felt 1 not only in this house, but in every quarter of the globe. ‘Yes, gentlemen, we feel the greatest | 3 indignation at this political crime that has plunged a great people in the deepest mourning, | 4 but has not discouraged it, we must hope; for the great President, who was the victim of 4 the barbarous and cowardly act, has set an example which his successors should follow for [ 4 the good of the nation they represent and the enlightenment of a free people. L 3 The dreadful catastrophe that has thrown America into the greatest consternation and has 
appalied the world contains a great lesson for the people, particularly when contrasted with f 4 the victories that had rejoiced the American Union only a few days before. - } i _ On Palm Sunday the news of General Lee’s capitulation was announced in most of the | | | cities of the United States—on that day consecrated to the Prince of Peace, as an American i 7 paper expresses it—and on Good Friday Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward were attacked by bar- ; 
barous assassins. And this recalls a profound remark of the august and holy pontiff Pius IX, ; 

4 who, speaking of the many vicissitudes of his reign, said: ‘‘Truly, Good Friday is very | | . near to Palm Sunday!” | | : 
i The people of the Union who were identified with their chief, particularly after the last | q presidential election, were morally immolated with him, after enjoying the national triumph, 
1 to which Mr. Lincoln added glory by his moderation. oe | | 4 The nation is plunged in grief, but hope will resurrect her from the gloom, like the Prince 4 
j of peace and glory. This grand and terrible lesson of misfortune to the people and their | q governments will prove a valuable instruction by the spirit of conciliation bequeathed them | ; by their worthy President, as a mysterious pledge of future prosperity, the secret of which is | i hidden in their past glory. | | 
q If there is a nation that ought to sympathize with America in its grief on this occasion, ' 4 that nation is Belgium; for we are the only nation that has remained faithful in spirit to ; i. traditional rights, and followed America from the foundation of her political establishment i 
q and her liberal institutions. Yes, gentlemen, we looked upon England, on the one hand, as ‘ worthy of imitation in the march of progress, in the path of true and practical liberty; but, | 

i at the same time, we were conscious that there were certain customs in the institutions of | 1 that country we could not adopt, and we cast our eyes beyond the Atiantic, where we found | 4 a great people worthy of entire imitation; and it is the institutions of,that people we have | ; chiefly inscribed upon our organic charter, We have followed their example in all that re- | | 1. gards. public liberty, the distribution of power, the election of representatives, and decentral- 
1 ization of rule. For that reason, I say that Belgium ought to sympathize with America by E ; expressions of horror and indignation, such as ail civilized nations feel, and protest against 
; the act of barbarism that has stained the soil of America with the last mournful trace of ex-_ : 1 piring slavery, which has now vanished before the vivifying breath of modern civilization. — 
q The sentiments manifested in this house are felt throughout all Europe: England has pro- __ 

tested through Parliament; France has spoken by the mouth ot her imperor; Prussia by 4 her legislative assembly, where all the members rose to declare that the infamy of the horrid . 
3 act deserved the condemnation of all civilized nations. We must also do homage to the man 
q who was the victim of that atrocious crime—to the man who, as the honorable Mr. de Beau- 
3 lieu. has truly said, sprung from the people to adorn a nation, and, like certain popes, came 
3 from the lowest ranks of society to be the greatest honor to the church. __ 
3 Lincoln was a self-made man; he drank from the spring of liberty; he was guided by the | q light. of a democratic nation; -and merit elevated him to the highest dignities of the country. — 

He has set a worthy example, which his successor ought to follow, relying on the support: | 
7 of public opinion, which should be his constant guide, never to be abandoned or opposed. 
3 That, gentlemen, should be his greatest honor, which, united with his firmness and wise 
q _ impartiality, will mark him a place in history. | 
3 In joining other civilized nations in our protest against this political crime, we do a good 
4 deed; by our participation in the sentiment of universal indignation, we help to arrest the. 
; sontagion of an abominable example that might attack other nations. 
q By outlawing monsters guilty of such crimes, we terrify those who might be tempted to 
4 zommit them, | i Mr, RoGigER, minister of foreign affairs. It is useless for me to say, gentlemen, that the | | q government participates in the sentiments so eloquently expressed by the two honorable 
4 members of this assembly, entertaining different political sentiments. Our government | 

|
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; sympathizes with the bereaved nation, and has transmitted the expressions of its sorrow to E 
, the government. of the United States and their honorable representative in Brussels. 
. The motion just made is new to Belgium; but it has been made elsewhere, and the import- : 
q ance of the event justifies it. I consider the sympathy expressed in the speeches of the : 
q honorable Mr. de Beaulieu and Mr. l Abbé de Hearne as the unanimous opinion of the House; : 
4 and thus the legislative assembly joins the government in the regrets felt and expressed on ; 
q the occasion of a crime that has filled Belgium and the rest of the world with dismay. 4 
4 We must also express our wishes for the recovery of the eminent statesman who was : 
4 attacked at the same time with the venerable President of the republic. His life must be : 
4 preserved to insure the final pacification of a splendid country too long desolated by the . 
q calamities of a war afflicting to all friends of true liberty. _ | i 
q May that great statesman, now burdened with a heavy duty, persevere in the sentiments : 

1 of moderation he has always shown through the excitement of the great struggle, and may . £ 
4q we soon hear of the restoration of his health and the return of peace between the factions of : 
q a great people whom we admire, who have always had our sympathies, and who will soon re- _£ 
3 sume their exalted station in the world. oy | &£ 
3 The PRESIDENT OF THE House. Gentlemen: As no objection is offered, it is now : 
| decided that this house is unanimous in its approval of the sentiments just expressed by the 4 
j two honorable members, whose speeches you have just heard. | | | : 

q Mr. Sanford to M. de Beaulieu. © | ; 

1. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | &£ 
q a Brussels, April 30, 1865. f 
4 My Dear Sir: I write to thank you for initiating in the House of Representatives, yester- d 
i ~. day, the expression by it of its horror and regret at the last rebel atrocity which has brought | 
J to an untimely end our loved Chief Magistrate. I could not doubt that the national represent- o£ 
4 atives of liberal Belgium would give public token to its appreciation of this crime, and of : 
ij its sympathy for a sister nation, and I thank you again for having elicited it. : 
q Yours truly, . | | E 
J | H. S. SANFORD, : 
J _ Monsieur HARDY DE BEAULIEU, : | 
| Representant de Peuper, &c., &c. | | : 

| . Mr. Sanford to M. le Chanoine. | q 

j LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, , 
to | Brussels, April 30, 1865. E 

a CHER MONSIEUR LE CHANOINE: I cannot allow the words you uttered in the House of : 

4 Representatives yesterday, in the reprobation of the last infamous act of an expiring rebellion, B 
4 and of sympathy for the cause of the United States, to pass without writing to thank you for £ 
4 them. I have known you too long as one of the most ardent and best-informed defenders of : 

4 the cause of right, justice, and liberty, against this atrocious attempt to overthrow free : 

4 institutions in America for the benefit of slavery, not to be certain that your voice would be : 
4 raised on such an occasion, and that your words would find echo not only in the chambers, o£ 
q but in the country. Certainly, as you say in your speech, if there is any nation which ought E 

: to associate itself with our mourning in these circumstances, it is Belgium, whose institutions : 
4 have been in so large part formed upon our own; and I am happy to testify to you, as one . 

j of the originators of this expression of horror, regret, and sympathy by the, House, the satis- t 
y faction it has given me, and which I know will be shared by all loyal people in my country ; E 
q - and I pray you at the same time to accept the assurance of my cordial regard. : ; 
4 H. S. SANFORD. &- 
4 Monsieur LE CHANOINE DE HEARNE, . 8 | | 
qa | Representant du people, &c., &c., &e. oo : 

| Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. OO 

4 No. 262.| | _ Lea@ation OF THE UNITED STATES, © : 
4 | | Brussels, May 1, 1865. 

4 Str: The Moniteur of yesterday contains a note touching the expression of : 
4 the sentiments of the King, of the Count de Flanders, of the minister of foreign :
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; affairs, and the cabinet, as well as the House of Representatives, with respect to | 
the murderous attacks upon the life of the President and the Secretary of State. | 

| I enclose it herewith. | | 
; | I have this day called upon the minister of foreign affairs to express my grati- 
| tude for the condolences of the King, and of the Count de Flanders, and to ask 
4 him to convey to his Majesty, and to his royal highness, the expression of it; I | 
i took occasion at the same time to offer my thanks to him and his colleagues for : 
; the evidence they had given for their sympathy on this occasion. i 
] : _ I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 

H. 8. SANFORD. — : 
Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, | 

F | Secretary of State. : 

: (For enclosures see Appendix, separate volume.) _ | 

, [Note from the Moniteur of the 30th April, 1865.—Translation. ] | 

j The King ordered one of his aides-de-camp to go to Mr. Sanford’s and express to him the 
i sorrow his Majesty felt at the news of the attacks on the President and Secretary of State of : 
j the United States of America. His highness the Count of Flanders also sends one of his "1 
4 aids to the minister, on the same mission. The minister of foreign affairs and other members [ 

of the cabinet, on their part, hastened to call on Mr. Sanford, and instructions were sent to | 
3 the Belgium legation in Washington to express to the American government the sentiments } 
q of regret and condemnation excited by such odious acts. 
: In the House session of yesterday Mr. Hardy de Beaulieu spoke in the most moving terms | 
1 of the emotion produced in Belgium by the news of the tragic event which has just occurred 
3 in the United States. He called general attention to all the eminent virtues of President 
i Lincoln. a . | 

; Mr. de Hearne joined Mr. de Beaulieu in a eulogy of much beauty upon the character of 
: the lamented President. | | | 
4 The minister of foreign affairs added, that the government sympathized sincerely in the | 
4 sentiments just expressed by the honorable members, and that he had already despatched a 
| communication of that effect to the government of the United States, and to their honorable | 
3 representative in Brussels. He expressed jthe most fervent wishes for the recovery of the ' 
q distinguished statesman, Mr. Seward, whose life was necessary to the final pacification of a | 
7 ~~ country that had been so long ravaged by the desolation of war, and the prosperity of which } 

was greatly desired by all friends of liberty. | | 

| _ Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. — 

No. 266.) . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
7 7 Brussels, May 5, 1865. 

| Str: The voice of hostility to the Union is hushed by the universal senti- | 
{ ment of horror and sympathy which has been aroused by the tragic events at | 
7 Washington. Under the cloak of condolence, however, is a general outcry on 
: the part of those most opposed to us heretofore for ‘“ moderation, conciliation,” | 
1. &c. It would seem as if our enemies, assured that this rebellion was to be a | 
7. failure, were seeking, under the plea of humanity, to prevent the thorough erad- 
q ication of treason from our land, in order that its roots may remain and bring | 
3 forth a new crop of rebels, to again attempt our destruction.. a ) | 
] My reply, in my limited sphere, to these officious people, is that the treatment of 
}_ - those who plotted and carried on this rebellion is an internal matter which con- | 

cerns ourselves solely, and is the business of those charged to execute our laws, 
! and of nobody else; that the masses who have been led astray, I doubt not, | 
4 will be treated as erring brethren, who have already been punished severely | 
1 enough by the calamities of the war into which their chiefs betrayed them, but |
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j that their political leaders will, doubtless, receive the same punishment, if cap- : 

tured, that would be meted to treason in any other country. __ | 

1 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | 

q | H. 8. SANFORD. | 

| Hon. W. Hunter, : 

| _ Actng Secretary of State, &c., &c, &e. : 

q Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. j 

1 No. 267. | LeGaTION oF THE UNITED STATES, ] 

1 Brussels, May 5, 1865. | 

{ | Sir: I desire to supply an omission in my despatch No. 257. | f 

1. The compliments of condolence and of sympathy addressed to me on the ] 

| ___ part of the King, as I have since learned from his aide-de-camp, applied also to | 

| the crime which nearly cost to the state the life of Secretary Seward. | : 

q I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 

| | H. 8. SANFORD. q 

q Hon. WILLIAM HuNTER, ‘ | #&g 

: Acting Secretary of State, §c., &c., &c. | : 

| 7 a Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. : 

a No. 269. | _ Legation oF THE UNITED STATES, E 

q | : _ Brussels, May 6, 1865. . 

q Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 169, en- -&— 

elosing copies of three proclamations of the President, under date of 11th April, : 

: relating to the closing of certain ports of entry, and reciprocal hospitalities to 

, the vessels of foreign navies in the ports of the United States, and to our vessels- : 

of-war in foreign ports. Iam heartily rejoiced at the steps taken with respect 

: to the unjust and humiliating treatment to which our national ships have been : 

3 subjected, and I doubt not it will lead to a return to that courtesy which is due ; 

| to a friendly power. I have also had the honor to receive despatches Nos. 166, ] 

q 167, and 168. | F 

’ I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 

2 H. 8S. SANFORD. : 

q Hon. W. Hunter, OO , 

4] Acting Secretary of State, Sc. §c., &e. : 

| | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. : 

7 ~ No. 270.] LegaTIon or THE UNITED STATES, | : 

q | Brussels, May 6, 1865. E 

4 Str: I have had the honor to receive this day your circular despatch of the : 

’ 17th ultimo, announcing the assassination of the President and the attempt to i 

q murder the Secretary of State. ce 

q I have already informed you of the profound sentiment of indignation and &£ 

q sympathy it had excited here. | | : 

3 Unusual interest has been manifested with respect to the new President, and : 

3 never, perhaps, in Europe, have accounts of the past life and public record of j 

q the incumbent of that high office been sought for with more interest or been : 

4 more widely disseminated. :
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i _ Iam happy to state that the result has been to create a most favorable im- 
7 pression in the public mind, which has been augmented by the conservative tone of 
: of the President’s reply to the British minister on presenting his credentials. | 
: | Public sentiment here, somewhat incredulous at first, owing to the malignant | i 
’ aspersions of enemies, now is, that the succession has fallen into capable and : 
i worthy hands. However much the late tragic events may have caused sadness, | 
1 there is one feature in connexion with them abroad which cannot but cause a | 
; | melancholy pride, and that is, the conviction created thereby in classes hereto- : 

fore incredulous in the permanency of our system of government, which, unin- | 
’ fluenced by what would shake any European government to its foundations, _ | 
; moves calmly on in its great work, amid the most formidable difficulties with | 

: which a government has ever had to deal. __ , | i 
3 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant. 
j | H. 8. SANFORD, | 
1 Hon. W. Hunter, | | | 
4 Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &€. | 

. Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | | . | 1 No. 274.] | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, | 
] nen cee ee Brussels, May 19,1865. 
4 Siz: Mr. Mann, the commissioner of the late insurgents, has, I understand, 
1 _ taken his departure from Brussels and returned again to obscurity. His action | 
3 and influence here seem to have been mainly limited to furnishing his version of | : 
; the news from the United States to a small. journal here, which was finally com- t 
1 pelled, under the pressure of events and the indignant sentiment of the party to | 

which it belonged, to throw him and his cause overboard. | 
i I am not aware that we have any extradition treaty with Belgium. In view 
j of the probability that many of the accomplices in the assassination at Wash- 
| ington will seek refuge here, I would respectfully call the attention of the de- 
4 _ partment to this fact. | 
i I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
q oe —— ] |  #H.S. SANFORD. 

| Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, — | , 
] | Secretary of State, &c., §c., &c. | | a | 

3 . : . i 

| Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | 

' | | [ Extract. ] , | | 

q No. 277.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, 
: | | Brussels, May 29, 1865. 
| Sir: Mourning has been brought to many families here by the news from | 
| Mexico of the destruction of a detachment of the Belgian legion in a combat at 

; Tameaburo, in the State of Michoacan, on the 11th of April. It is stated in the 
4 published reports that the whole detachment of about 300 men were either i 
j killed, wounded, or taken prisoners. Among the killed is a son of the minister | 
7. of war, General de Chazal, who was a captain, and seven other officers. * * | 

: I have the.honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
j | - H. 8. SANFORD. ! 
| Hon. WititiaAmM H. Sewarp, | | : | | 
q | — -Seeretary of State, &c., §c., Se. a | 

| |
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| | _ Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. 7 

4 No. 283. ] Sn | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 t 
q ae _ Brussels, May 31, 1865. &— 

4 Sir: I enclose a copy of a letter of condolence on the occasion of the as- . 
4 sassination of President Lincoln from the Septentrion Lodge of Masons, of ; 
| Ghent, and translation of my reply. | F 
q I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 
4 | H. S. SANFORD. ; 
7 Hon. WILLIAM HuNTER,  &£ 
q | - Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. Bn : : 

| (For enclosure see Appendix, separate volume.) ' 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| | Brussels, ———, -——. q 

: Sir: I have received the letter which you addressed me on the 20th instant, informing me _ &§ 
4 of the regrets and sympathies of the Septentrion Lodge, of Ghent, on the occasion of the ; 

4a assassination of our venerable President, Lincoln, and also of the satisfaction at the triumph : 
q of the United States over the slaveholders’ rebellion. | t 
* I cannot but subscribe to the touching manifestation of fraternal sentiment, and beg to  & 
4 offer through you to the Septentrion Lodge my sincere thanks for this new proof of the sym- 4 
q pathy of Belgians for my country and for the cause of the Union. © —_ : 
4 Accept the assurance of my distinguished sentiments. , a 
q : - H. 8. SANFORD. : 
q The PRESIDENT OF THE SEPTENTRION LODGE, GHENT. o£ 

| | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. oe q 

| . [ Extract. ] a : 

| No. 284.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; 
q Brussels, May 31, 1865. | : 

4 - §1r: The order of the day to the army, of the minister of war, upon the late 
4 disaster to a portion of the Belgian corps in Mexico, of which mention was made q 
4 in my despatch No. 277, appeared in the Moniteur yesterday, and was the | 
q subject of inxterpellations by M. Coomans in the House, who expressed his re- &€§ 
4 grets at this association of the Belgo-Mexican legion with the army of Belgium. q 
q M. Rogier replied that the minister of war had communicated the account re- f 
| __ ceived direct from the military cabinet at Mexico to the army and to the jour- E 
q nals, for the information of all. A sentiment of pride in the gallant conduct of : 
4 Belgians had, doubtless, influenced him in bringing it thus officially to the : 
4 knowledge of their former companions-in-arms; he insisted anew that the de- j 
' parture for Mexico of Belgian volunteers was not a government enterprise; : 
| that the Belgian legion, although for the most part going from the army, was | é 
; not a part of it—did not serve under the Belgian flag or wear a Belgian cockade.  &£ 
4 There was nothing in this, he thought, to compromise the government. 
q He was followed by M. D’Hane-Steenhuyse, who insisted anew upon the en- ; 
4 rolment of the Belgian legion, composed, he said, in ‘great part of soldiers of the 
/ army, who had left it for the purpose, under the express authority of the gov- &£ 
{ ernment, and who might be considered as on leave, as compromising the neu- : 
: trality of Belgium, likely to expose its commerce to the attack of Juarez’s a | 
4. _ privateers, and in the end to cause difficulties with the United States. — &£§ 
4 M. Rogier, in reply, treated as absurd the possibility that, in case of an inter- ; 
q - vention by the United States in Mexico, Belgium would be held responsible for :
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1. the presence of a thousand Belgians under the Mexican flag; those Belgians 
1 had, moreover, he continued, contracted an engagement not to compromise the : 
j foreign relations of Belgium, and in the event of a regular war, could return 
1 home. As many Belgians, he affirmed, had served in the United States under 
j the American flag during the late war as were now under the Mexican flag. | 

_ M. Haymans considered the discussion useless; that the Mexican questionhad — | 
| been long ago decided by the chambers, and on three occasions in the sense : 
' that there was no Belgian expedition in Mexico, and that if any power could 
1 find fault with Belgium under this head, it would be, least of all, the United 
j | States, which, according to him, had enrolled recruited soldiers everywhere; and ! 
j he again insisted upon the charges he had made, in a newspaper which he edits, | 
3 that Belgians had been enrolled by force into the army of the United States | 
: after having been engaged here as laborers. co | 
q * * * * > . * | 

4 I regret not having been supplied by the department with the refutation of 
7 these charges to which M. Haymans referred, and which were brought to your : 
i knowledge in my despatch No. 222, accompanying the letter of M. Rogier on | 
1 the subject. | 
; A copy of the “answer of the governor of Massachusetts to inquiries respect- | 
‘ ing certain emigrants who have arrived in this country from Europe, and who | 
; are alleged to be illegally enlisted in the army of the United States, &c.,” | 

printed at the Government Printing Office, came into my hands a short time 
i since, through a private source, and appears to be a complete refutation of these 
i charges. I immediately, on reading the debate referred to, took it to the Foreign 

Office and left it for M. Rogier, who was out, with the request that, if it had ) 
3 not already been brought to the attention of the government by its own agents | 
] in the United States, he would take cognizance of it; and I propose seeing him 

_ to-morrow to repeat the hope I expressed to the secretary general, that he would | 
have the justice to correct the impression which his silence on the occasion of L 

: M. Haymans’s assertions would seem likely to make on the public as indorsing 
| these scandalous statements. | 
} _ I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | 
7 : : | H. 8. SANFORD. | : 
3 Hon. W. Hunter, | | | 

. Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | 

{ Mr. Sanford to Mr. Hunter. | : 

| [Extract] , , vee ; 

j No. 289. ] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED Status, | 
| —_ Brussels, June 12, 1865. ; 

1 Sirk: The Moniteur of yesterday contains a note announcing that this | 
‘ government has been officially informed that war has been declared between 
| Brazil and Paraguay, and that the ports of the latter have been blockaded by ) 
q the Brazilian navy. Recalling the fact that Belgium had adhered to the : 
7 principles laid down in the declaration of the congress of Paris, of April 16, 
: 1856, it gives warning that all persons subject to the laws of the kingdom who 
] shall fit out or take place in privateers, or do any act contrary to the duties of — 
i neutrality, will be liable to be prosecuted before the Belgian courts, inde-— 
1 pendently of any other measure of rigor which they may incur in other 
7 | countries. - * * * * * * 
j I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 
1 Oo H. 8S. SANFORD, 

Hon. W. Hunter, | | oo 
Acting Secretary of State, §c., &c., &. | | |
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; | Mr. Sanford. to Mr. Hunter. ; 

q No. 288. | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

4 |  _ Brussels, June 13, 1865. 1 

; Sir: With reference to that part of my despatch No. 284 touching asser- | 

q tions by M. Haymans, in the House of Representatives, relative to alleged com- : 

q pulsory enrolment in the United States of Belgian emigrants, I called upon E 

q M. Rozier the following day to repeat what I had said to the secretary general. j 

4 He said that he regretted the incident; that he had himself called out, “You 4 

| are wrong,” to M. Haymans, but that his remark had not been reported in the ; 

| official journal. He would look into the matter, he continued, and thought he 4 

E would seek an occasion to bring the subject up in the House, in order to make 4 

1 correction if found advisable after looking into the reports of their agents in : 

1 ‘the United States upon the subject. I expressed the hope that he would make q 

j such correction. | | : 

q I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, : 

1 | | H. 8. SANFORD. . 

1 Hon. W. Hunter, : 3 

q Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | : 

: | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. . : 

1 | [ Extract. ] | : | | : 

q No. 293.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ~— : 

1 a | Brussels, June 24, 1865. - : 

Sin: The Moniteur of the 15th instant publishes the census of the popu- : 

1 lation of Belgium for the year 1864. According to the statistics furnished by : 

q the “commercial” administrations, under the direction of the minister of the q 

| __ interior, the population of the kingdom on the 31st of December, 1864, was E 

q 4,940,570, showing an increase over 1863 of 47,549, five-sixths of which is:due : 

| to excess by births over deaths. * * * * * | 

1 The resumé shows that the ratio of births to the population is one to 31.7; ; 

] of deaths, one to 42.6; of marriages, one to 133.7. There is one still-born in c 

4 19.9 births. The ratio of female births is one to 1.06 male. The proportion of : 

4 illegitimate births is one in eight in the cities, and one in eighteen in the country ; q 

4 and there is an average of four legitimate births to one marriage. | : 

4 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, j 

' | H. 8. SANFORD. | 4 

, Hon. WiLtiam H. Sewarb, : : oo : 

3 Secretary of State, &c., §e., &c. : 

' n Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. j 

3 No. 303.| - _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 

an oo : | Brussels, July 31, 1860. | ; 

q Sir: The Niagara left the Scheldt yesterday on her return to the United 

3 States. Itis my pleasing duty on the occasion of her departure from these : 

j shores to bear testimony to the good impression which her commander and q 

] officers have left upon the authorities and people of this country. Commodore ] 

q Craven has won the respect and esteem of all with whom he has come in con-  & 

1 uact here, and carries with him their good wishes. :
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h 
1 The presence of the Niagara in these waters has had an excellent effect. 
;. While in Antwerp she was visited by many thousand citizens, who came from | 
; all parts of the country for that purpose, and the courteous reception and kind | 
1 attention extended to them have done much, I doubt not, to stimulate the cordial 4 
; good feeling which exists on the part of this government and people for the | 
4 United States. Both ship and commander have done us eredit, and have left | 
‘ favorable impressions in Belgium. : | 
: | I have the honor to.be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
i | | H. 8. SANFORD. — 1 Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | | 4 Secretary of State, §c., &c., &e. , | | 

: Mr, Sanford to Mr. Seward. | | 
4 [ Extract. ] Se | 

No. 309.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
i. | Brussels, September 13, 1865. 
3 Sir: The cattle plague, which is causing such great ravages in England, has 
4 appeared in this country, having spread from Holland, where it was brought by 
| some Dutch cattle sent to London for sale, and reimported. A commission of : 
1 Belgian veterinary surgeons was sent to Holland ‘to examine into and report | 
j upon this malady, and the cattle on the farms where it has appeared have been | 

destroyed and the importation or transit of cattle, fresh hides, meat, and tallow 
have been prohibited by royal decree; and stringent regulations for the imme- | 

q diate slaughter of cattle infected, and the proceedings with regard to those sus- | 
] pected of or liable to infection, have been promulgated—indemnity to the 
1 | amount of two-thirds of the value being alluwed to the owners of cattle de- 
] stroyed by order of the authorities. * * * | 
j I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | 
i . a H. S. SANFORD. | 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, a | 
_ Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. a | 

: 
I 

4 _ Mr, Sanford to Mr. Seward. — | 

{ No. 311.] — Bra, September 30, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, in translation, some data I have | 
j procured touching the attributions of the court of accounts of this country, and | 

which I owe, for the most part, to the obligingness of one of its counsellors, M. 
i Misson, and which I think may be useful for reference. : 
4 I do not send the laws referred to therein, as I have not all in my possession ; : 
i but if desired by the department, I will forward them on so far as I can procure : 
3 them. | | | 
1 In my despatch No. 250 to the department, in the month of March last, I 
] _ ‘suggested that, in view of the probability of an early termination of the war, 

and the changes in the various departments of the government, required to 
7 meet the new condition of things caused by it, series of questions touching the 
4 system, organization, and workings of similar departments in Europe be pre- 
7 paredjand sent to our public officers abroad, in order that our government might 
7 be able to profit by the experience of other countries, and our agents be able | 

. 
i!
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| to labor intelligently to that end. I still think that most valuable information,  — ] 
| especially in respect to systems of revenue and taxation, collection of accounts, r 
! &e., &e., can be obtained, of the highest importance in forming a definite legis- " o- 
4 lation for ourselves on these vital subjects. | : 
4 I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, i 
q a oes H. S. SANFORD. : 
q Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | oe 
4 Secretary of State, &c., &c., §e. . : 

4 The great principles which govern public accounts in Belgium are derived from the con- F 
4 ‘stitution and from the law of the 15th of May, 1846. | | : 
4 The court of accounts was created by the constitution of 1831, and organized by the law. : 
4 ~— of the 29th October, 1846; it is charged with the examination and the liquidation of the ac- | : 
q counts of the general administration, and of those of all having accounts with the treasury ;: E 
4 it sees to it that no article of expenses of the budget is exceeded, and that no transfer takes. 4 
4 place; it audits the accounts of the different administrations of the state, and is charged to 
7 this end to collect all necessary information and vouchers. | . 
; _ ‘The court judges and passes upon the accounts of the state and provinces. 4 
J No requisition is paid by the treasury except with the visa of the court, which visa is only ; 
4 given by that body after having examined and verified that the payment asked for is really E 

destined to acquit a debt of the treasury; that it is applied for the time and for the purpose. . 
4 specified in the appropriation; that it is due to the parties in whose favor it is drawn; that : 
q the conditions of the contracts or bargains have been faithfully and exactly executed; in fine, 3 
4 that it is a regular debt, which is due and has to be paid. | : 

When the court deems it proper not to give its visa, the motives of its refusal are examined F 
q by the cabinet; and when it decides that the payment shall be made upon its responsibility, F 
: the court visas, but renders an account of its course and the reasons thereof in its annual re- F 
q port to the chambers. : | o£ 
| The justification of a credit can be made subsequently to the visa in two cases only, to 3 
4 wit: when the nature of the service demands the opening of credits for an outlay to be made, . 
4 and where the continuation of a service carried on from motives of economy requires advances , : 
4 to the agent of said service. 3 
q hese advances cannot exceed 20,000 francs ($4,000,) and their employment must be ac- j 
4 counted for to the court within the delay of four months. : 

The opening of a credit for outlays to be made is by an ordinance ad hoc, which is 
4 submitted tor the preliminary visa of the court, and this credit is disposed of by drafts upon : 
| __ the agents of the treasury in favor of the creditors of the state. The payments are audited: 
q monthly by the court of accounts, which, after examination of the vouchers annexed to the . 
; ordinances of regularization, visas them. a | & 
q A duplicate of the great book of public debt is deposited with the court of accounts, which a ; 
4 sees to it that the trausfers and payments, as well as the new loans, are duly inscribed therein; E 
Z it also sees that each accountable functionary furnishes the caution money provided for as a : 
q guarantee for the taithful performance of his official duties. . 
4 All bonds whatever, of loans or of conversions, and certificates of caution money must have : 
4 ' the visa of the court. - | | | , 
4 The court keeps a duplicate of the pension register. The pension certificates are visé and E 
q registered by it after examination and payment. ; 
q The inventories of furniture furnished by the state are deposited in its office, and it receives 
p irom the head of the ministerial departments a detailed statement of the property and revenue | . 
4 of the state. | 
4 The court of accounts corresponds with the ministers direct; it corresponds also with the : 
4 accounting officers in what relates to the rendering of their accounts; it fixes the delays. E 4 within which their accounts must be deposited at its office. It can condemn those who are . 
q behindhand to a fine to the profit of the state, not to exceed half of the salary, independent of : 
i suspension or loss of office, which it can cause if there is ground therefor. Every condemna-. . 
: tion to a fine is pronounced upon the demand of the youngest counsellor, who acts as public ; 
j prosecutor. : | | . 
: The court judges and passes upon accounts, it establishes by definitive decisions whether . : 
: or no the accounts of accounting officers are balanced, are in advance or in debt; in the two F ] first cases it pronounces a final discharge, and orders a restitution of the caution moneys, and, &€§ 
q if need be, the raising of injunctions and mortgages upon their property by reason of the ; 
3 functions incident to the account passed upon. In the third case it condemns them to pay , 

their debt to the treasury within a delay which it prescribes. In each case a copy of these : q proceedings is addressed to the minister of finance, that he may see to their execution. Three _ \ Ug 
years after the cessation of his functions the accounting officer has a definitive discharge, if .
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; the court of accounts has not otherwise provided. The court, notwithstanding a decision L 
' which has definitively passed upon an account, can proceed to its revision, either upon the de- | 
4 mand of the accounting officer, supported by vouchers recovered since the decision or proprio } 
j motu for error, omission, or double entry, discovered in the verification of other accounts. | 
; _ The decisions of the court against accounting officers are carried into effect, unless within . ! 
} three months appeal is made to the court of cassation for violation of form, or of the law. ) 
q In case of cassation, the affair is sent before a commission ad hoc from the House of Representa- | 
q tives, and judged without appeal. | | [ 

The court of accounts is composed of a president, six counsellors, anda clerk. | 
] - The president and the counsellors must be at least thirty years old, and the clerk twenty- f 
1 five years ; the latter has no vote; they are named every six years by the House of Representa- I 
3 tives, but can be dismissed at its pleasure. The members of the court cannot be related or / 

connected with each other by marriage within the fourth degree inclusive, nor at the epoch — | 
of their first appointment related or connected within the same limit to a minister; they | | 
cannot be members of either house, nor. fill any office salaried by the treasury, nor be inter- | 

3 ested, directly or indirectly, in any enterprise liable to accountability to the state; they can- | 
q not exercise by themselves, or in the name of a wife or any other intermediary, any kind of | 
| commerce, or be business agents, or participate in the administration of a company or in- | 
3 dustrial enterprise. They cannot deliberate upon affairs. which concern them personally, or | 
3 | in which their relations or connexions to the fourth degree inclusive are interested. | 
3 For its ordinary labors the court is divided in two sections of three counsellors each; every | 
; six months changes are made in the composition of the sections in such way that every coun- | 
3 sellor shall sit in both sections every year. The first section is occupied with audit- | 

ing accounts; the duties of the second comprise the functions of comptroller, and the care of | 
; all that relates to the public debt; the accounts are closed and passed upon in general assem- [ 

bly of the court. : | 
; The court of accounts has no vacation. [ 
4 _ No tax for the benefit of the state can be established save by laws; such taxes are voted ! 

| annually. : 
No privilege can be established in levying taxes. | 

’ ‘No exemption or moderation of a tax can be established save by law. | 
q - Exception in cases formerly specified by Jaw; no citizen can be constrained to pay money | 
/ | save under the head of taxes for the state, province, or commune. | 

[ - The chambers pass every year the law of accounts, and vote the budget, in which must be : 
i. included all the receipts and expenses of the government. The vote upon the budget is by | 
; chapter and by article. By this means the chambers exercise a real and efficacious control | 
; upon the finances of the state. 
1 - Every law relating to receipts and expenses of the government must, in the first place, { 
; be voted by the House of Representatives. 
: - The collection of state dues can only be effected by an agent of the treasury, whose mis- | 
3 sion it is, under the supervision of superior officers, to liquidate and compute the amount 
3 . due from tax-payers, (excepting in case of direct taxes, which are confided to special agents, ) { 
3 to notify to them the amount thereof, to collect the same, and to prosecute therefor, in ac- 
3 cordance with the laws and regulations laid down for that purpose. | 

These agents, before entering into their functions, must take oath and deposit the amount. | | 
4 of their bonds, or caution money, which is regulated according to the importance of the col- 
q ~ lections which they are employed to make. ps | 
q | They are responsible for the full amount of the taxes which collection is confided to them, | 
q and they are not discharged from this responsibility with respects to sums not collectedex- © | 
3 cept upon proof that the non-collection did not proceed from their negligence, and that all : 
q necessary prosecutions had been made. | | | 
: Every collector, depositary, or agent whatsoever, in charge of the public moneys, must ob- | 

; tain, in case of robbery or loss of funds, proof that it was the result of superior force, and : 
j that the precautions prescribed by the regulations were taken, or he is held accountable tor “| 
1 the same. | | 

’ The amount of collections made by these agents must be paid to the treasurer- general , 
3 once or twice a month, according to the importance of the receipts, orders, and necessities of 

, the service. : , a | 
q - On the 31st December every year their papers and books are passed upon by functionaries ! 
3 or agents appointed for that purpose, and ina detailed minute the amount of money and the : 
3 cash and bills on hand, which is annexed to the account of their stewardship, and which they | 
; | are required each year to render to the court of accounts. This account presents all acts in 

connexion with their office during the year, whatever their nature, and to whatever service, i 
7 public or individual, they may relate. : | 

It presents—Ist. A list of moneys on hand in cash or in bills, and of bills receivable at the 
4 commencement of the year. 2d. The receipt and expenses of every nature made during this | 

period, specified in detail. 3d. The amount in cash and bills on hand, and the amounts re- [ 
7 maining to be.collected, or the sum which the agentis in advance. | 

i The individual accounts have annexed to them statements showing by article and by sub- i 
division the dues remaining uncollected at the close of this fiscal term, with the reasons for |
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non-collection, the justification of the agent, and the observations and opinions of the provin- &§ 
| cial directors. Bo , . 

{ The minutes of the condition of the cash account and of bills receivable drawn up at the q 
q end of each year by agents of the administration, specially appointed for that purpose, are ; 
4 also annexed to the individual accounts of the agents; they enable the court not alone to : 
d verify the amount in cash and bills reported in the general account of finances, but also to : 
= examine into the character of the bills. : | | 
4 The public treasury has prior lien upon the property of its agents, and the officers specially ; 
q and directly charged with the supervision and control of their accountability are responsible q 
q for any deficit which may have been occasioned by a remissness in verifying the conduct of . 
a the functions of the defaulting agent. The degree of responsibility of these functionaries ' 
a is decided by an administrative inquest before which they are examined, and after inspection Ec 
4 of all the papers, books and documents of accountability, this inquest is ordered by the min- : 
4 ister to whose department these functionaries belong. | 3 
; If it results that these functionaries are in fault, and as such declared responsible, the re- : 
| covery of the sum charged to them is prosecuted as provided for by law, and if need be, for : 

4 withholding their salary, without prejudice to disciplinary measures to be taken in the in- & 
4 terest of the service. | oo 
: The heads of the ministerial departments send to the courts all documents serving to show : 
4 a right required to the State. These documents enable it to verify the annual accounts of | E 
E the agents. 
‘ _ After being culled by the court, these documents become themselves the elements of verifi- 4 
1 cation to arrive at the correctness of the results stated in the accounts of budgets or fiscal E 
; eriod. | 4 
a P The above accounts serve the court, therefore, for the successive examination of the account : 
3 of the past fiscal year, and of the provisary account of the succeeding year, concurrently with | : 
4 the following documents: | : 
4 Ist. The books of payments made for account of budgets and of special funds voted for the 4 
; wants of corresponding fiscal years. (These books are kept in the bureaus of the court.) : 
4 2d. The discharges delivered by the court for payments made and justified. : 
a od. The statements of payments made as verified by the duplicates of the receipts which : 
4 receive the visa of the agents of the treasury in the provinces, in conformity with article 4 : 
1 of the law of the 15th of May, 1846. (These duplicates or minutes—talons—of receipts, which . 
q _ are transmitted to the court. quarterly, enable it to exercise a control in comparing the funds : 
4 whose payment is announced, with those receipted for in the account of the treasurer, and : 

4 to thus verify the regularity of the accounts, the one by the other. ) : 
q Ath, and finally. The statement of receipts and expenses as shown by the virements of ac- &£ 
4 counts in the general comptabilité. 4 
1 These operations of virements of accounts in the general comptabilité of the finances apply &€£ 
q to articles of receipt and expense which only represent changes of designation, movements &£ 
q of accounts current, and other operations which give rise to no material entry or outgo of E 

money. | 7 : 4 
4 To the general account of the finances is annexed an account of the treasury, showing the 

movement of funds the issue and payment of bills payable as well as the receipts and ex- : 
4 ‘penses in account current, and which have for object as much to maintain the equilibrium . 
4 between the resources and wants of the State, as to assure everywhere the punctual payment : 
4 of the public expenses. This account has annexed to it the balance-sheets of the administra- ;: 
4 tion of finances, showing the situation, on the 31st of December of the year which has ex- : 
4 pired, the operations of the current year, and the situation on the 31st of December. 4 
3 By the aid of the account of the treasury, the court of accounts can follow every move- 3 
q ment of the public moneys, and assure itself as to the employment of the funds of the state. j 
3 from the receipt of the taxes up to the payment of the public indebtedness. 3 
E _ Public debt.—The special account of the public debt is also joined to the general account £ 
4 of the finances; it gives the situation of the different kinds of debis, and makes known by 4 
i means of tables annexed thereto, the amount of the capital of each of them and the amount & 
d of the interest money at the different periods when it falls due, the situation of the sinking fund an | 

q and that of credits granted by the budgets. The said tables make known, finally, the & 
4 amount and the number of existing pensions, the movements and the motives of increase ; 
4 or decrease thereof. : 
qd _ Sinking fund.—The resources destined for the extinguishment of the national debt are ; 

placed at the disposition of the bureau of the sinking fund semi-annually, by orders having 4 
a the visa of the court, and the employment thereof is justified subsequently to it, by the o£ 
j accounts of the bankers who have made the purchases in the markets. | : 
4 After having published in the Moniteur notice of the same, the titres brought in are de- E 
q stroyed by an officer of the department of finances in the presence of the delegate of the : 
q commission of supervision, of a member of the court of accounts, and of the lenders when : 
4 their intervention is demanded by the terms of the loan. | : 
j These operations are ratified by a minute (procés verbal,) the duplicate of avhich is sent to E 
; the court of accounts. : 
J . Floating debt —When it is foreseen that the ordinary resources of the government will not i.
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: suffice to meet all its expenses, a provision of the yearly loan of wages and means author- 
1 izes the government to issue treasury bonds up to a certain sum. When it reaches a large | 
1 amount and can embarrass the government it is transferred into consolidated debt. | 
{ These treasury notes are visé by the court of accounts, and those paid are returned to it | 

every fortnight. | 
7 The bureau of the sinking fund and that of the depdt et consignations (where caution money | 
j is deposited by public officers or their bondsmen) were organized by the law of 15th of © | 
1 November, 1847, The royal decree which provided definitively forthe execution of thislaw | 
q is of the 2d November, 1848. | | on [ 
; The law which organizes the service of treasurer of the state is dated May 10, 1850. 
3 The bases of the organization of the service of the treasury in the provinces were determined | 
4 by royal decree 28th October, 1850. See, also, the instructions of the minister of finances, , 4 
; dated 5th and 21st of December, 1850. | | 
j . A royal decree, dated December 27, 1847, regulates the service of expenses payable by the 
i agents of the treasury in the provinces. . |. _ | | | 
' Another royal decree of December 27, 1847, provides for the application of the articles of 
q the law of accountability which relate to the duration of the exercice, the accounts of the 
3 state, of the ministers, and of the agents with the treasury, and the accountability.of the 
q rovinces. . . | : | 
1 | P The decree which regulates the form of the budgets and their relations with the accounts. | 
3 to be rendered is dated February 19, 1848. 
j The royal decree of November 15, 1849, brings together the provisions in vigor touching | 
4 the comptabilité of the state, and regulates the application thereof. a | [ 
3 A royal decree, dated December 6, 1853, regulates the accountability touching objects of | 
: consumption and of transformation belonging to the state in every department of the public 

: service. , | | | | 
A royal decree to assure the regular and uniform execution of article 47 of the law of 

3 accountability touching furniture, provided by the state, was published March 26, 1858, | 
; Public revenues.—The budget of ways and means is divided into four chapters : 
4 Taxes, tolls, capital and revenue, payments. : / 
; Taxes, properly so-called, are divided into direct and indirect. Of these two fiscal | 
; sources, the first, which is derived upon real and personal property, licenses the sale of 2 
4 spirituous liquors, and tobacco is fixed annually, and is consequently certain, foreseen, and 
i obligatory. The second, the indirect revenue, is, from its nature, essentially variable, ._ [ 
3 having its source in consumption—changes, in a word, in all that constitutes social activity. | 
3 The branches of revenue which compose the three last chapters are derived from services 

carried on by the government, or from payments made to the treasury from divers sources. 
1 Owing to the moderation of the taxes, as well as to the comparatively easy circumstances | 
3 of the people, the revenues of the state are collected with remarkable regularity. _ 
3 The budget of ways and means increases each year by the single fact of the development. | 
; of public prosperity and the progressive increase of the population. | 
‘ _ The direct taxes comprise the real estate tax, the personal licenses, dues from mines, re- : 

: tail of spirituous liquors, retail of tobacco. | 
The real estate tax is based upon cadastral valuation. | | 

3 ~The bases of the ‘‘ personal”’ tax are the following: ! 
i Renting value, (valeur locatiff,) doors and windows, fireplaces, furniture, domestics, horses, 
q The license tax comprises trades, commerce, and the professions in general. | 
3 The dues from mines reach directly those working mines, and according to their degree. | 
q of prosperity. | | | : 
; | The principal aim of the law of March 18, 1838, creating a tax upon the sale of distilled 
j liquors, was moral rather than financial. | | 4 

The tax upon the sale of tobacco was established by the law of December 20, 1851. . | : 
q _ Vouchers of receipts.—These are documents going to show aright acquired by the state, 
3 the reports of revenue, and receipts. 
3 Vouchers of expenses.—Every draft upon the public treasury, in order to be admitted for 
7 payment by the court of accounts, must be sustained by documents which show that the 
, object is to pay in whole or in part a debt of the state. 
i Thus for the personnel expenses there must be produced statements setting forth the. : 
3 grade, character of employment, the position as to presence or absence, the service done, — 
4 the duration thereof, the deductions to be made in favor of the cazsse of widows and orphans, : 
; and the net amount to be paid. | | | 

And for the expenses of the materiel: 1st, copies or extracts, duly certified, of royal de- — : 
3 crees, or ministerial decisions, of contracts of sale, orders or minutes of acceptance, of ieases, / 

- agreements, or bargains; 2d, detailed statements of the deliveries, of regulation, and of 
liquidation, showing the service rendered and the sum due on account or in full. . 

3 If need, be the court demands other vouchers to verify the credit to the persons in cause. ' 
i _ Vouchers of payments.—The drafts which are paid are transmitted quarterly to the court, 
3 by the director general of the public treasury; after examination and admission of the same | 
3 they remain deposited at the court with a copy of the statements concerning them; the other | 
q - gopy, clothed with the visa of reception and admission, is sent back to the director general | 
3 of the public treasury, to be annexed to the public account. |
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. | 
{ [ Extract. | a : 

| No. 179.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
4 . | | Washington, October 2, 1865. : 
4 Siz : Your interesting despatches Nos. 309 and 310, both dated September 13, 
4 and your private notes, dated, respectively, August 29 and September 12, have : 
4 been received. } | | | : 4 The subject of the communication addressed to you by Baron de Rothschild q q will be duly considered. a | . : 4 * % % % at % | : 
4 a I am, sir, your obedient servant, — 
| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 4 

4 Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | .&— 

’ No. 313.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs, : 
‘ : Brussels, October 21, 1865. - 
| Sir : The Moniteur of to-day contains a report to the King by the minister of | : 
|. finance, accompanying the annual statement of the trade and navigation of | ; 
4 Belgium for the year 1864. It shows increase of trade as compared with ~~ 4 | previous years. The general commerce (of importations and exportations) 4 

amounted to nearly $500,000,000, being an increase of 18 per cent. upon 1863, : 
4 and 24 per cent. upon 1862. | j 
1, ‘The importations from and exportations to the United States have increased . | 
4 10 per cent. upon 1863. / | | j 
4 _ ‘The exportations to Mexico, it will be observed, continue to augment in notable : 
q proportion, being 356 per cent. increase upon 1863. : 
| The statement gives evidence of the steady increase of wealth and prosperity : 
| of the country. | 7 
| | I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, " : 1 | 7 H. S. SANFORD. : | — Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, ] 

a Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | q 

4 Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. — : 

q No. 315.] LEGATION OF THE UNrIvTED STATES, : 
j | : | Brussels, October 30, 1865. 3 
q Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the Moniteur of yesterday contains 3 q a convention additional to the postal convention of 30th December, 1857, _ j 
q between Belgium and France. The postages on letters between the two q | countries is reduced by it from 8 cents to 6 cents for the single rate of 10 3 7 * grams (% oz.) when prepaid, and is to be 10 cents when not franked, - Busi- ] 
4 ~—sness papers and other manuscripts not having the character of -correspond- : 
q ence can be forwarded prepaid for 10 cents the single rate of 200 grams—about | &g 
4 7 oz. Newspapers are to pay 1$ cent coming from, and 12 cent going to : q France. | | | oe : q Another convention provides for the safe transmission of moneys, &c. in regis- : 
|. tered letters. In additional to the usual charge for such letters, they can be Og 
q insured up to $400, by paying 4 cents for every $20 or fraction thereof of : 
q amount transmitted, and in case of loss the same to be refunded by the post q 
| offices. . - 
‘ } 7pc** :
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The date of entering in force of these conventions is not fixed, and is to be 
- announced later. | i 

: I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
| a | H. S. SANFORD. 
7 Hon. WituiamM H. Sewarp, | 

Secretary of State, &c., &e., &c. | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr Sanford. - | 
No. 183.] | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 

1 | Washington, November 17,1865.  — | 

i Sir: Your despatch of the 30th ultimo, No. 315, has been received. | | 

4 ‘I shall take great pleasure in submitting a copy of tke new postal treaty | 

' between Belgium and France, which accompanies it, to the Postmaster General, | 
for the information of that department. | 

jo I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

3 : : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

3 Henry 8S. SanrorD, Esq., §c., &c., Brussels. | | 

a Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. : 

q No. 318.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: a | - Brussels, November 30, 1865. | 

| | Sir: I cannot give a better idea of the sentiments generally prevailing here =| 
3 touching the administration of our government, than by an extract from a toast | 
1 given by the Canon de Hearne, a member of the House of Representatives, to the : 
4 | minister of the United States, at a dinner at his house on the 28th instant, where ) 
; the large party assembled was composed of conservatives, members of both 
| houses of Parliament, and of the clergy. | 

Although the dinner was a private one, the character of the guests present, | 
j ; _ representing a class which has not been noted for its sympathy for our cause, 
q and the very warm reception given to the sentiments expressed, prompted me 
1 | to communicate it to you as an interesting indication of the drift of feeling | 
j concerning the President and our country, and I accordingly asked permission | 

of my host to do so. ee - 
j I have honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient sevant, 
1 H. S. SANFORD. — 
1 Hon. WiLuiamM H. SEwarpD, : | 

} | Secretary of State, &c., &c., &e. 7 

' | [ Translation. ] | 

1 * * * To the representative of the great American nation; to the envoy of 
3 - President Johnson, that distinguished statesman, of whom we admire the wisdom, the 
j | moderation, as well as christian, patriotic, and truly liberal sentiments : 

~ Worthy successor of the wise Washington, of Madison, that great promoter of religious ~ 
3 liberty, and of Lincoln, that noble victim of the purest patriotism, Mr. Johnson has given.a 

striking proof of those sentiments in the proclamation which he published one month ago, 
; _ setting apart, as a day of national thanksgiving, the first Thursday of December, for religious 

exercises, in which all generous and Christian hearts should be associaied. In that memo- 

4 rable document, the President of the United States renders thanks to the Almighty for the in- | 
1 crease of civil liberty. He invites people to render thanks to the Creator of the universe 
4 \ for the benefits and blessings which they have received at his hands. He recommends the 
1 : whole people to make a confession of national sins against the infinite goodness of God, and 
; to implore with one heart and spirit the Divine guidance to walk in the paths of national 
3 virtue and holiness; He resumes these beautiful ideas by a phrase worthy of the greatest 
j : men of ancient or modern times: ‘‘ Righteousness exalteth a nation, while sin is a reproach 

to any people.” Such principles as these are indeed the basis of the grandeur and veritable | 
3 power of a nation. OO :
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. : 

1 sNo. 157] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
q Washington, December 2, 1864. : 
1 Sir: Your despatch of the 2d ultimo, No. 301, has been received. I thank 3 
q you for the information it conveys relative to the affair at Bahia, and commend ; 
| __ the vigilance and diligence practiced by you on this as on other occasions affect- 
| _ing the interests of your government. ; 
1. I am, sir, your obedient servant, ae oF 
i | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. j 
| _ JAMES E. Harvey, Esq., 8¢., §c, Lisbon. ; 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. i 

4 No. 158.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a ae 
a Washington, December 5, 1864. ; 
i Sir: Herewith I enclose for your information a transcript of a letter of the 
q 3d instant from the Secretary of the Navy, on. the subject of your despatch — j 

No. 296, which was submitted to him for perusal, and in which you suggest the q 
4 expediency of a readier mode of communication between the ministers of the ' 
q United States and our naval officers on foreign stations. — q 
4 | i am, sir, your obedient servant, Ses | ; 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. .° &§£ 
qy JAMES H. Harvey, Esq., §c., &c., Lisbon. | i - 

1 Navy DEPARTMENT, December. 3, 1864. | 
4 Sir: I have the honor to return herewith despatch No. 296, from Mr. Harvey, United j 
4 States minister at Lisbon, which you transmitted to me on the 29th ultimo, and commended 
4 to my attention the suggestion contained therein concerning the expediency of a readier : 
4 mode of communication between the ministers of the United States and our naval officers on : 
a foreign stations. ~ j 
4 It is in contemplation to establish at an early day a squadron in European waters, and 3 
4 place it in charge of an experienced officer, who will feel authorized to make such arrange- p 
4. ments as may appear to him advisable and expedient regarding communication with our : 
q ministers within the limits of his command. E 
4 ‘Very respectfully, &c., : | ; | GIDEON WELLES, | 
4 Secretary of the Navy. 
q Hon. WILLiaM H. SEwarD, Secretary of State. | 7 

i | Mr, Harvey to Mr. Seward. | : 

{ No. 308] LEGATION OF THE UNITED States, | { 
4 Lisbon, December 23, 1864. | 7 
q Siz: Reports have reached me from different quarters, written within the ' 
: last few days, that two suspicious steamers have appeared off the southern part '
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: of this coast, under circumstances which have excited the apprehension on my 
; part that they are destined for hostile service, and that they design, if practi- | 
i; cable, to enter one of the secluded harbors with which the Algarve district is 
; indented at various points, and from that base to operate against our commerce. =| 
1 _ That region, as I have had reason to represent on former occasions, offers | 
1 peculiar advantage to piratical cruisers, from its natural formation, its geogra- |, 

phical position, the character of its population, and the comparative impunity : 
i with which depredations may be committed, unless it be strictly guarded. | 
1 This government is not able to maintain the supervision which is required =| 
{ by our exposed interests, but I was able to effect an understanding a year ago | 
| that still continues in force, by which the duty of the required vigilance was to 
j be performed by our special agent, with such assistance as he could procure, | 

| while the government agreed on its part to expedite a war steamer to the spot | 
1 whenever the agent should report to me a sufficient reason for that purpose. In 

| fact, that was done on two occasions with effect. | 
3 His Majesty’s government is really anxious to avoid any form of complica- —| 

| tion which might possibly arise from the arming, equipping, or harboring of hos- 
| tile cruisers in the ports of this kingdom or its colonies, and that disposition has | 
| been manifested very positively and beneficially at the mid-ocean islands, but | 
1 its means are limited, and the suggestion is not unreasonable that we should : 
| co-operate in preventive measures which look exclusively to the protection of our : 
2 own commerce. - | | | : 
i I have to-day adopted the best expedient which this emergency permits, by : 

i: sending the special agent heretofore employed down to the Algarve upon my : 
‘ own responsibility, hoping for an approval.in view of the imperative necessity ° 
i; of that proceeding. He is active, faithful, and understands the people, their * 

: : language, and their habits. But as I consider any discretion in this matter on | 
1 , the part of the legation wholly terminated by your despatch No. 142, of the 2 
1 | 30th of June last, I beg leave to ask for a particular instruction upon the sub- | 
j ject, so as to protect myself while making the endeavor to discharge my duty : 
| | with efficiency and benefit. Should there be another mode more agreeable to the 3 
1 department, whereby the desired object may be attained, I shall not failto — | 
] adopt it with alacrity and zeal. . , : 
1 If the remote and secluded harbors of a sparsely populated portion of this : 
1 kingdom are used to our injury, as has been repeatedly threatened, against the =| 

best efforts of the government, the sufferers will find but cold comfort in the 
{ prospect of subsequent reclamation and redress by diplomatic intervention. | 

] Such issues ought to be avoided, if possible; and although the suggested co-ope- ) 
1 - ration on our side is necessarily attended with expense, it is worthy of consid- : 
7 eration whether that cost is not, after all, a real and valuable economy. That 
] | question is, however, to be determined by the more enlightened judgment of 
: the department. : OO 
j : The United States steamer Sacramento, which had been in port for several | 
( weeks undergoing repairs to her machinery, went out yesterday, at my sug- | 

| | gestion, to the succor of an American ship reported to be in distress. I shall | 
1 request her commander, upon his return, to proceed to the Algarve, and endeavor | 
: to establish a means of communication between him and the special agent now ! 
| on his way there. | : | co : 
' I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
’ — JAMES E. HARVEY. 
i Hon. Winutam H. Sewarp, | | 

Z Secretary of State. a |
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i Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. CO 

i ~=©No. 162.] | : - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, . &€£ 
4 i Washington, December 27, 1864. 1 
] Siz: Your despatch of the 3d of December, No. 305, has been received. The &£ 
q proceedings which you took on the occasion of the birth-day of the Emperor __ 7 
4 of Brazil were proper and commendable. . 
3 This government does not feel serious embarrassment in regard to the affair 3 
qa at Bahia. It reposes confidence enough in the public strength and virtue to ] 
1 insist on its own rights, and to recognize the just rights of other nations. j 
7 _ [ am, sir, your obedient servant, | : : 
Jo WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
4 _ JAMES E. Harvey, Esq., &., &c., &¢., Lisbon. 4 

q Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | | j 
q No. 312.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; 
q | Lisbon, January 8,1865. : 
4 _ Sim: I have had the honor to receive your No. 155, instructing me to make i 
q a representation to his Majesty’s government in regard to the equipment of ] 
q _—s another pirate in Portuguese waters. _ . i: 
4 As that instruction is predicated, apparently, upon the belief that a British | o£ 
j —s steamship called the Sea- King had, by preconcert and collusion with another ] 
4 __ British steamer called the Laurel, been converted into a rebel cruiser at the 4 
q Desertas, near Funchal, I have deemed it prudent to suspend action until the 4 
3 explicit information, which I have heretofore sought in vain upon this subject,  &£ 
q can be obtained. : [ 
1 There are various conflicting reports, none of which are quite satisfactory to f 
’ my mind. Our vice-consul at Funchal seems in much doubt as to the real facts, : 
ij —_and has not been able to answer distinctly the various inquiries made from this | 4 
q legation. , OE 
3 _ Had it not been for special official causes, demanding my constant presence j 
j _here for some time past, I should have gone personally to Madeira, and to the : 
q spot, to make a thorough investigation of the matter, under the authority con- j 
q ferred for that purpose by your No. 133. It may be still necessary for me to p 
4 adopt that course, and no personal convenience will be allowed to interfere with ; 

its execution if further reflection and a sense of duty should require it. . 
q I have heretofore explained that we must look mainly for the protection of | 
4 American commerce in these waters to our own resources; and it was for that 
4 reason that I ventured frequently within the last two years to urge with much | ] 
' earnestness upon the proper department the absolute necessity of placing upon | : 
4 = amore efficient footing than has all along existed whatever naval force could be | : 
q spared for European service. Those suggestions, derived from actual experience | 4 
1 and from anxious observation, failed to attract attention, doubtless because of . 
4 more pressing cases, so that we have paid a costly penalty for the want of plain t 
1 and effective organization. | a | - : 
j This government has a very limited navy, which is not equal to the pro-— : 
4 tection of its own exposed interests, and is but little available for those duties : 
] which other nations may claim under circumstances such as now embarrass the | : 
j United States. An unusually prompt and good disposition has been manifested ; 
{> ‘©n Various occasions to arrest the intended equipment and preparation of rebel ; 
{sc eruisers, but the means are not always at hand when most needed, and conse- ' 
j quently we are thrown back upon our own naval resources to prevent depre- F 
3 dations and to punish the depredators. t 
3 There is no other reliable mode of security; and if our ships-of-war now in ;
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2 Europe, or to be sent to these waters, are judiciously devoted to this important 
_ object, there will soon be less injury to regret, and little cause for serious com- 

; plaint. But as long as there is no system, and nothing but indifferent concert 
i of action between the civil and military agents of the government abroad, | 
’ commerce will be comparatively at the mercy of the corsairs which roam the 
1. ocean, seeking what they may plunder and destroy. © OS 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
} JAMES E. HARVEY. 
j Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, , 
: Secretary of State. 

oe 
| Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | | 

No. 316.] : _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, __ 
“Lisbon, February 5,1865. | 

j Sir: Information from various sources and directions has reached this legation | 
q within the last ten days, all tending to show that several rebel cruisers are 

afloat in these and the neighboring waters, and that a serious hostile demonstration 
j against our © ommerce is meditated. Copies of the notes and telegrams on this 

subject are co mmunicated herewith, in the order that they were received. 
i _ The United States steamer Sacramento left here about a month ago for Cadiz, 
1 principally to take in stores deposited there, and at the same time to make some’ 
3 necessary repairs. As soon as I was made aware of the facts above stated, a 
: telegram was sent to her commander, inquiring if the ship was ready for efficient __| 
1 service, and upon receiving an affirmative reply, he was requested to come here 
] immediately. It is to be presumed he is now on his way to this p ort. a ) 
i _ The United States steamer Niagara is supposed to be in one of the ports of — 
1 Belgium or Holland, and as her services are not needed in that quarter, but are | 

imperatively required hereabouts, I deemed it proper to telegraph Mz. Sanford 
at Brussels yesterday, requesting him to give that information to C ommodore | 
Craven. | 

j The steamer Ajax, referred to in Mr. Moran’s note, put into the Tagus on the 
7 3d instant, owing to stress of weather. From inquiries made yesterday, [lam 
3 led to believe that she is an intended blockade-runner and. not a cruiser, | 
7 The ram mentioned in Mr. Montagnie’s despatch has not yet appeared here. 
; Immediate steps will be taken in regard to the representations made by Mr. | 
7 Bayman at Funchal, but it will be necessary to proceed with a certain degree of 
j prudence, as this government, under any pressure, might be inclin ed to follow | 

the example of the larger powers, and apply arule to our vessels-of -war which, 
j under existing circumstances, would be far more injurious to the public interest. | 

. than the impertinent proceedings to which attention has been called. = 
] My first endeavor and duty, in the midst of these complications, and with | 
‘ but a single ship-of-war at hand, must be to protect our exposed commerce, and, : 
j if possible, to punish the armed depredators. oO OS | 

I venture to suggest, as Lisbon is a much more available point than Cadiz 
7 for the information by which the movements of our ships-of-war in these waters 
j ; must be to a great extent determined, that it would be a material economy of | 

time and of money if the supplies intended for them were stored here, so as to | 
, be quite at hand in case of emergency. Whatever naval force can be spared [ 
; for Europe should be so disposed in all respects as to give it the fullest vigor 
4 and efiiciency. The want of systematic organization has been and is still se- 

riously felt | 
7 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 

: | | JAMES E. HARVEY. 
4 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, Secretary of State. oe | ee
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] | Mr. Moran to Mr. Harvey. | : 

j a | LONDON, January 19, 1865. | : 

q My Dear Sir:. I write privately to say that there is a double screw propeller now in the : 

a harbor of Kingstown, Ireland, which is, no doubt, intended to be used as a rebel gunboat. . 

3 _ She is called the Ajax, has but one funnel, painted white, anda black hull. She has iron : 

q beams, andis very strong. I cannot learn her tonnage. She has eighty berths, with tables : 

5 to let down from the ceiling of saloons to accommodate that number of persons; and although &— 

3 she has no guns on board, she has ample room at the bows and stern for pivot guns ; and though E 

a she has no portholes, her-bulwarks are low enough for guns to range over them, and she is . 

4 a three-decker. Her crew are all in a state of mutiny, and say she is going to Madeira. ; 

4 There are two or three rebel officers on board. She has two masts, but no yards, as she only E 

4 uses mainsails. She has four boats swung on davits painted white. Her coalis in bags. Her 4 

| engineer says she is to be used as a gunboat. If we should not stop her I will telegraph to E 

4 you. She took arms and iron plating on board at Glasgow. E 

gi I give you these facts for your own use, so that you may have one of our vessels on the | 1 

4 lookout for the Ajax about Madeira. The rebels recently sent away a large number of men q 

4 from London ona screw steamer of theirs called the City of Richmond. She may be intended : 

a to meet the Ajax. : . 

4 Ever truly, ee . oo : 

3 | 7 BENJAMIN MORAN. : : 

7 | Hon. J. E. HARVEY. : q 

[Telegram.—Lisbon, January 27, 1865.] | 

q Benjamin Moran, Esq., Legation of the United States, London: | a | 

q Your letter has been received. You should notify Niagara, which is probably at Antwerp. Q 
4 Mr. Sanford, perhaps, knows her whereabouts. | : 

a . | JAMES E. HARVEY. £— 

| [Telegram.—Nantes, January 30, 1865. ]. | ' 

4s American Minister, Lisbon: | 
4 Ram Olinde, built at Bordeaux, and transferred by Danes to rebels at Houat island, here + : 

4 sailed for Lisbon on Saturday. : | : 

4 | | MONTAGNIE, Consul. [ 

| [Telegram.—Lisbon, January 31, 1865. ] , | | : 

q Captain Walke, war steamer Sacramento, Cadiz: | | : 

ql Have your repairs been completed, and is your ship ready for efficient service? : 

q JAMES E. HARVEY. : 

| [‘Telegram.—Cadiz, February 1, 1865. ] q 
| United States Minister, Lisbon: 4 

q _ Sacramento is ready for efficient service. Have answered by letter. | . 

s | CAPTAIN WALKE, | ; 

i [‘Telegram.—Lisbon, February 2, 1865.] | : 

| Captain Walke, war steamer Sacramento, Cadiz : | - | ° | 

q Your letter just received. Come here immediately. . a, &£ 
§ | JAMES E. HARVEY. : 

q . - [Telegram.—Madrid, February 4, 1865. ] oe 

| Minister of the United States, Lisbon: | | | | ; 

i The confederate cruiser Shanandoah is in the harbor and asks for repairs. Notified our ships. : 

4 . PERRY. q
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of oo [Telegram.—Lisbon, February 4, 1865. ] | | | 
Hon. H. 8. Sanford, United States Minister, Brussels: a 

: ‘Inform Commodore Craven that several vessels, reported to be rebel cruisers, are here-. 4 abouts, and, unless restricted by orders, his services are urgently needed. 4 | - JAMES E. HARVEY. 

: | [Telegraph.—Lisbon, February 5, 1865.] a 
] _E. 8. Eggleston, Consul of the United States, Cadiz: oe j | Has Sacramento started? If not, tell Captain to come here immediately. / 4 a | : JAMES E. HARVEY. 

7 Mr. Bayman to Mr. Harvey. | 
4 , UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | , i a . Madeira, January 31, 1865. | 
3 Sir: On the 3d instant the steamer Alice arrived, five days from Cork; burden, 450 tons; : forty-seven men, all told; bound to Nassau; took 150 tons of coal, and sailed the 6th instant. : This vessel came in under the rebel flag, afterwards lowered by order of the governor. I | 3 enclose copy of my correspondence upon the subject. : i On the 28th instant the steamer Fannie arrived, ten days from Glasgow; 390 tons, fifty | 7 men, all told, two passengers; took 200 tons of coal, and sailed to-day. Also under the of | rebel flag, which was ordered to be lowered, as well as that of the steamer Confederate i States, just arrived, thirteen days from Nassau, 279 tons, fifty crew, twelve passengers; re- 1 ports in ballast, bound to Liverpool. 7 i — 7 These three steamers are paddle-wheeled, painted. white, and said to go 15 knots the hour. 3 . Have had no correspondence with the government regarding the Fannie and Confederate 3 States, as the policy pursued towards the rebel vessels will not be altered without orders from ™ _ Lisbon. 

‘If there be any vessels of war within reach of your telegram, it is well to let them know | 4 | that this place is likely to be frequented by the rebel ships bound to and from Nassau. j I should state that the steam power of the Alice was 200 horse; the Fannie, 250; and j Confederate States, 140. . 
4 I have the honor to remain, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | : : | | ROBERT BAYMAN. : His Excellency JAMES E. Harvey, | : | 7 | United States Minister, Lisbon. , 
; | | | 

: a Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 317.] _ Lecarion oF THE UNITED STATES, — | | | oe Lisbon, February 6, 1865. | | 
1 Str: Inasmuch as sufficient time has elapsed for the United States steamer _ i. Sacramento to come here from Cadiz, in response to my urgent request of the | 1 2d instant, and as she had not appeared, and no reply had been received to } my telegram, I made inquiry of our consul at that port yesterday, and was 
3 surprised to learn that she had started on Saturday, (the 4th instant,) at 2 p- 
i m., for Vigo. 

__ Without having any information upon the subject, I presume this movement | _ has been made in consequence of the cruiser Shenandoah being reported at 
Corunna, seeking repairs. I find myself, therefore, without any resource to ! ; confront the various emergencies to which reference was made in my despatch : 7 yesterday. | : 

4 Superadded to the causes. of anxiety already stated, a telegram in the 
_ Spanish papers received this morning contains the following information : 

3 “FeRROL, 1st——The confederate war steamer Stonewall has just entered : 1 this port in distress, with damages, from Copenhagen.” |
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j As Ferrol is a little to the northward of Corunna, it is possible that the 
a vessel named in the foregoing telegram may be the same referred to in Mr. _ ] 

| Perry’s despatch, (communicated in my No. 316 yesterday,) of the 4th instant, | j 
I under the name of the Shenandoah ; for, according to previous accounts, the 
4 steamer Shenandoah was committing depredations along the coast of Brazil. | 
j A telegram from our minister at Brussels, in reply to mine of Saturday, the : 
J 4th instant, requesting him to notify the United States steamer Niagara of the | 
| state of facts hereabouts, informs me— . : 
| “Niagara sailed yesterday morning. Copy of your despatch forwarded to tf 
q Craven, at Dover. | : 
4 | | “SANFORD j 
| _ “BRUSSELS, February 5, 1865.” : ] 

4 In view of the actual situation, and of the disappointment occasioned by the F 
q departure of the United States steamer Sacramento in another direction, I have 4 
q just now addressed the following telegram to Mr. Adams at London: | &£ 
4 oe “LIisBon, February 6—114 a. m. | F 
4 “Hon. CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, : | ; 
7. “* Minister of the United States, London: | | | | : 
i ‘Please inform Commodore Craven immediately that several rebel cruisers ; 
4 are in these waters, and that his presence is urgently needed. Niagara is at j 

3 Dover. ) a Og 
’ | oo “JAMES E. HARVEY.” | q 

; Tt will thus be seen that every precaution has been taken to provide for the 1 
4 pressing exigency, which never would have existed if the suggestions derived ; 
4 from positive and costly experience that have been presented, urged, and re- j 
q _ peated time and again during the last three years, had been regarded as worthy —£ 
q of attention by the proper department. | | 
a _ Efficient steps have been taken for a thorough investigation in regard to the : 
4 suspicious steamer Ajax, now in the Tagus. 
7 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | &§ 
’ JAMES E. HARVEY. : 
q Hon. Wituam H. Sewarp, : 
q Secretary of State. : 

J Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | 4 

, No. 318.] _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED Stars,  &£ 
| | Lisbon, February 9, 1865. , ; 
q ‘Sir: The United States steamer Sacramento put into this port yesterday with E 
{ her engine in a disabled condition, having started from Cadiz for Vigo on Sat- of 
| urday last in consequence of information communicated from our legation at ; 

Madrid; it is yet uncertain when the necessary repairs will be completed, ; 
3 ‘though her commander, who has just left me, will urge them forward with all e 
; possible expedition. | : 
1 It is now positively ascertained that the opinion ventured in my last despatch 4 
j was correct, and that the rebel cruiser supposed by Mr. Perry to be the P 
j Shenandoah at Corunna, is in fact the French ram Olinde under the name of 7 

Stonewall, which entered Ferrol in a damaged state on the Ist. instant. &§ 
If the Sacramento can be got ready for sea in time, she will be despatched 1 

without delay to the vicinity of Ferrol, in the hope of capturing or destroying _&£ 
| the ram in question. Or, if the Niagara should appear in these waters, as is +f
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1 "remotely hoped, in consequence of my telegram to Mr. Adams on the 6th in- 
3 stant, {to which no reply has yet been received,) that duty will be assigned to =, 
: her, also, in concert with or independent of the Sacramento, as circumstances 
1 may render necessary. | 
1 There is no other resource that can be invoked for this urgent occasion, but 

every pains will be taken to employ our limited means to the best. advantage. 
, I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, —_ 

] a | JAMES E. HARVEY. | | 
3 ~ Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | . | 

Secretary of State. | 

, Mr. Harvey to. Mr. Seward. 

1 No. 319.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
i; | | Lisbon, February 11, 1865. | 
j Sir: The following telegram reached me yesterday morning: | 

1 - “Maprip, February 9. : 

‘Has the Sacramento sailed? Send her. Lose no time. I am afraid the 
ram will be off to-morrow. | : 

| « PERRY.” | 

, The only answer which I could give was, that the repairs to the. Sacramento 
1 were proceeding, and it was uncertain when they would be-completed. Not “I 
3 _ satisfied, however, with the reports which had reached me on that subject, I 

determined to go-on board immediately and make an investigation on the spot: | 
i which should clear away all doubt. - : 

: That purpose was at once put into execution, and Captain Walke summoned: 
the chief engineer, at my request, to a conference in his cabin. I interrogated | 
him as to the nature of the injury to the machinery, the possibility of its being prop- 

; erly repaired here, and the time that would be absolutely necessary to complete | 
j the work. Without going into details, it may be said, in brief, that the engineer 
3 stated ten days were required for this labor. That reply necessarily precluded : 
q all hope of employing the Sacramento for the capture of the rebel ram at 
j Ferrol; and, upon returning on shore, I notified Mr. Perry by telegraph of the 
1 result of my inquiry, so that he might shape his proceedings upon a certain 
i knowledge of the unpleasant fact. | | 1 
; I received his answer an hour ago, substantially as follows, so far as it can 
3 | be made out, for the telegram is confused in the transmission : | 

; | | “Maprip, February 10—10.50 p. m. : 
} “If that ship (Sacramento) cannot move forward immediately, ought to | 

have help of Commodore Craven on the scene of action. ‘This is certainly a 
3 7 most unfortunate condition. | : 
4 | | | « PERRY.” 

{ I have not been able to put myself in communication with the Niagara, and, | 
] indeed, am wholly ignorant of her whereabouts. Upon the suggestion of Mr. l 
3 Sanford’s telegram of the 5th instant, I supposed she was at Dover, and there- 
4 fore telegraphed Mr. Adams, informing him of the urgency of her presence in: 

these waters. As he has not replied, I must infer that the Niagara was not at. 
q Dover, or within reach of notice from him. : 
4 This state of things is not only unfortunate for the public interests, but is: 

most mortifying in every respect, for, with means to capture or destroy the ves--
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1 sels which have recently been set afloat to depredate upon our commerce, we — : 
1 are wholly unable to employ them; in one case, because of an unlucky accident; q 
4 and in the other, because, for the want of a proper system, there is no mode of | 

4 ascertaining where to find a substitute. : 
Every ship-of-war is provided with aclerk to the commander, whose ordinary &£ 

q duties are easy and light. If the eommanders now in Europe were simply re- 
q quired to notify the United States ministers when starting out on a cruise, long | 
4 or short, of their intended movements and destinations, much confusion would | : 
j be avoided, and some degree of efficiency would. be given to the service. Under 
q the imperfect arrangements which have heretofore existed, it is quite impossible, 4 
i except by mere chance, to assure the presence of any ships-of-war for the exi- q 
j gencies which are constantly occurring. This experience is by no means new : 
q or recent, and it has involved most serious and costly consequences. . 
% I avail myself of this opportunity, without making a special despatch on c 
i the subject, to state that the Portuguese government has. withdrawn its offer of ~ : 
3 mediation between Brazil and England, and, therefore, that the original status ; 
7 of the question which complicates these two powers is necessarily resumed. 4 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, _ | 4 
i JAMES E. HARVEY. ] 
4 : Hon. WiLuiam H. Sewarp, 7 | _ | 

: Secretary of State. UE 

- | Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | | 4 

q No. 320.] LEGATION OF THE Untrgp STATES, t 
3 | a — Lisbon, February 12, 1865. q 

q Sir: It was a great relief to my anxiety to receive the telegram which is. &§ 
4 given below, last evening, when nearly all hope of being able to make any 4 
q effective opposition to the exit of the rebel ram at Ferrol had been abondoned : ] 

1 | “Corunna, February 11—2 o’clock p. m. | 
q «“ Am here with the Niagara. Please send the Sacramento here immediately. q 
4 | , “CRAVEN.” a | 

{ Necessity compelled the answer of which you are already informed, and which | 
i I repeat for a more perfect understanding: . . 

i “Lisson, February 11—7$ o’clock p. m. ; 
4 =. “Commodore Craven, United States Steamer Niagara, Corunna: ; 

q=——i‘ «=~ Sacramento is disabled and cannot be repaired under ten days. Please keep. . 
i me informed of your movements. a | 
: a “JAMES E. HARVEY.” — : 

4 I shall make it a point to go on board the Sacramento again to-day with the. : 
: intention of hastening the repairs if that be at all practicable. : 4 
q As yet I am not informed whether the Niagara has appeared at Corunna in L 
| response to the urgent requests contained in my telegrams to Mr. Sanford and : 
{  ~——sC Mr. Adams or not, though it appears quite probable from the dates of the two &£ 
1 facts. In any event, the presence of that ship at such a time is a cause of much q 
] gratification. | | . - q 
; I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| 7 | JAMES HE. HARVEY. j 
: Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, a - 4 
q | Secretary of State. ;
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i; , Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | 
' No. 322.] _ Leeation or toe Unirep States, | | 1 _ | LInsbon, February 19, 1865. | 

Siz: Anticipating yesterday that the United States steamer Sacramento would | 1 be in a condition to leave this port without much further delay, and that there | 1 would be anxiety on that account owing to the presence of a rebel ram at Ferrol, | 3 T addressed the following telegraphic despatch to my colleague at London, with — | j a view of having the information transmitted to the department by the Cunard packet which sailed yesterday: , , | 
a | “¢ LISBON, February 18—1 “- | 

7 _ “Hon, Coar.es Francis Apams, Minister of the United States, London: - | 
“ Please inform department immediately that Sacramento will start to-night | ; or to-morrow to join Niagara at Ferrol, where rebel ram is still reported, 1 | “JAMES E. HARVEY.” | 

i The repairs to the Sacramento were pushed forward night and day, and what- a j ever influence I could exert personally to urge expedition was applied. I have now the satisfaction of announcing that she has just left the Tagus, bound for | 1 Ferrol, which place ought to be reached within two days. This fact is now on ; the way to Commodore Craven, of the Niagara, who has been anxiously calling 
for the aid of the Sacramento. | | | oe | — 

i There were other duties which claimed attention in these. waters, and for = i which I should have requested the service of the Sacramento under a different | i condition of things; but as the case at Ferrol seemed to be regarded as the most j urgent, all the res#rces at command have been turned in that direction, though | at the hazard of some exposure elsewhere. - There are but two United States | ]  _ Ships-of-war in Europe, and they are both at one spot. oe a ] If the reports which have reached me from various sources are to be credited, — | ; the “ram,” which has excited so much apprehension, is effectually disabled, and | j cannot be made seaworthy without going into dock and being entirely overhauled. 
1 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | po JAMES E. HARVEY. ; Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, . | = Secretary of State. : 

] . Mr, Harvey to Mr, Seward. | | | 
No. 326.] — | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 

q | Lisbon, March 18, 1865. 
‘ _. Sir: A British steamer, known as the Amy, put into this port some time ago 
7 _ in a disabled condition, and has remained here since then evidently waiting for 
j instructions. That vessel was strictly observed by my direction, because her 
| _. appearance, and the reports which attached to her, excite suspicion. | : | _ Since the capture of Wilmington the Amy has received orders to return to | ' Glasgow—a fact which points almost conclusively to her original destination. 

A pending controversy between the crew and commander has developed a fact | j —__ which is worthy of notice by the Navy Department, since it may serve to guide | 
i: the instructions to be given to officers afloat, on blockade or other duty, con- | 
i cerning the papers of ships which they may examine. — | ) 
; The actual captain of the Amy is not the person named in her papers, and he } 

holds no certificate, ‘such as the British law requires, entitling him to command. 
; His explanation is that he took charge of the steamer at the last moment, be-
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{ _ cause the regular commander refused to make the voyage. It may be assumed ; 
q that many such cases have occurred, and, perhaps, have escaped seizure as law- q | ful prizes upon the faith of papers which covered international fraud. : j I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,  -§ 4 ae _ JAMES E. HARVEY. ] j Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. 7 a | 

4 _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. — | : 

| No. 168.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ) 4 
| | - Washington, March 28, 1865. : 
qt Sir: Your despatches No. 323, of February 28, and No. 324, of March 6, have 
j _ been received. The explanation given in the former is entirely satisfactory, | 
~~. and leaves happily nothing to censure or regret in any quarter. The informa- os: 
J tion communicated in your No. 324, relative to the resignation and the subse- 3 | quent reappointment of the Duke de Loulé, is very interesting. : it 
4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, _ ; a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | ; | James E. Harvey, Esq., §c., §c., Lisbon. SO j 

| ss Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | _ ] 
i No. 327.. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - : f Lisbon, March 28, 1865. E 
| _ Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the rebel cruiser Stonewall, a most | 1 formidable iron-clad ship, entered this port on Sunday evening, the 26th instant, : 
1 having left Ferrol the previous day. As the flag which was flaunted from her  &£ 
| mast-head was entirely unknown here, and somewhat resembles that of the © &€£ 
| Russian service, she was generally supposed to belong to that navy. And, in 4 
q fact, the real character of the vessel was not ascertained positively until the E 
4 next morning, when certain individuals, calling themselves officers, published an 
j their disloyalty in the streets in gray uniforms and arrogant language. f ; | As soon as I was informed of the identity of the craft, immediate steps were 4 1 taken, personally, to have her ordered out of port, and they were followed 1 | later in the day by a formal note to Duke de Loulé, now enclosed, (marked A,) . which will explain itself. 7 

Assurances were given without hesitation that the vessel would be required 7 
to depart within twenty-four hours, and I have occasion to know that the orders ; 

| were at once made, and the notice officially communicated to the Stonewall, : | The Niagara and Sacramento arrived last evening, having been delayed on : , the way from Corunna many hours, by the deranged condition of the latter’s . 
engines. ‘Their presence created great excitement in the city, from the absurd og apprehension of a naval combat in the harbor, which it was very difficult to j | allay, and the contagion of which seized even those who should have been : 1. better informed. As an accident delayed the departure of the Stonewall until q | this morning, the alarm became greatly magnified, although our ships had re- 4 mained, at the friendly request of the authorities, off Belem, some few miles of 
down the river. At an early hour I despatched a messenger to request Com-  &§ 1 modore Craven, the superior officer, to call at my residence to consult with him | | as to the measures which duty and wise policy required to be adopted. While ; . we were in conference, the under-secretary for foreign affairs came in with a } f verbal reply to my note, and perhaps with a view of getting an assurance that f | no collision would be permitted. Indeed, the King himself had previously sent j
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1 an aide-de-camp on board the Niagara to express his solicitude on that point’ 7 
j A few words soon relieved any misgiving, but I improved the occasion to say 
1 _ emphatically, that if our ships desired to go out they should go out, because 
j the time for the departure of the Stonewall had elapsed, and because the rule __ | 

=: applicable to an armed pirate, in no legal sense recognized as a belligerent by 
’ this government, should not be applied to a regular ship-of-war carrying the [ 
: honorable flag of my country, ss ) 
1 | A brief consultation with Commodore Craven soon satisfied me—for I did not 

_ feel at all qualified to judge a professional question of such moment and serious | 
] -Importance—that in the present condition of fine weather and smooth sea, to seek | 
3 a combat with this powerful iron ship would be to invite almost certain and — 
q wanton destruction of life and property. There was another reason bearing | 
1 directly upon a decision in a different form, which necessarily attracted atten- 
j tion. By referring to the letters marked B and ©, of our consul at Liverpool, | 
j it will be seen that two vessels are now on their way to this port with cannon, 2 
4 munitions of war, and large military supplies for the Stonewall. They may be | 
j expected hereabouts from one day to another... It is very important to cut off 
i and. capture these sinews of war, without which the intended hostile operations : 
i of the cruiser cannot be successfully prosecuted. Our ships will address their | 
3 efforts directly tothat duty. | 
d According to my information derived from careful inquiries and investigation, 
| the Stonewall is in perfect sea-going condition; has all the improvements of 
1 modern art, science and experience adapted to the objects for which she was : 
3 constructed ; received all the necessary repairs which were required, during a | 

stay of seven weeks at the naval station of the Spanish government at Ferrol, | 
4 and succeeded also while there in enlisting numbers of seamen and others for 3 
: her piratical service. She is of remarkable speed for a heavy iron-clad, having | 

made the voyage from Ferrol to Lisbon in some thirty hours, which compares 
d favorably with the running time of the best steamers of the commercial marine. 
j Large inducements were held out to procure enlistments in Lisbon. As much : 

as £10 sterling monthly wages and £15 bounty were offered, but only one 
; misguided and dissipated victim was secured, and he by a process of kidnap- 

ping. The fact only came to light too late tobe visited with the penalty which 
| I should certainly have assisted in seeing enforced. a 

_ Inasmuch as anxiety will naturally be felt at Washington in regard to the 
' movements of the Niagara and Sacramento, and the Stonewall, I deem it proper 4 
{ to communicate to Mr. Adams the fact stated in the telegram, marked D, here- | 
j with, in order that he might transmit them immediately to the department. | | 

I also communicate herewith, marked E, a copy in translation of the note of 
4 the Duke de Loulé, in reply to mine of yesterday’s date. | a 

These papers and this general statement concerning the cruiser Stonewall 
since her presence in the Tagus will enable the President and the department | 

1 to appreciate understandingly the official proceedings which were adopted to- | 
meet an exceptional and vexatious emergency. 

;_ I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 
j | - JAMES HE. HARVEY. 

Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. | | 

A. 1. , | 

; | Mr. Harvey to the Duke de Loulé. : | 

7 | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lisbon, March 27, 1865. 

Sir: A piratical steamship called the Stonewall entered the harbor of Lisbon yesterday | 
(Sunday) under a flag not recognized by any civilized nation. That vessel quitted the port | 
of Ferrol, Spain, on Saturday, the 25th instant, at 11 o’clock, after having remained there since .
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i the 4th of February, that is to say, during a period of seven weeks, the pretext for claiming 
i hospitality being serious injuries previously suffered at sea. | ; 

a Attention is called particularly to the two facts above stated—first, to show that the excel- , 
g lent condition of the ship is attested by the short passage from Ferrol; and secondly, to dem- : 
4 onstrate that upon no pretended plea of humanity can any claim be justified for furnishing E 
g coals and supplies after a voyage of little more than twenty-four hours, and after a continu- : 
‘ ous stay in port of nearly two months. . : 
4 The Stonewall is a formidable iron-plated armed ship, commanded and officered by persons 3 
q representing themselves as in the service of a factious insurgent force, who have revolted ; 
q against the authority and laws of the United States. The open and avowed aim of this € 
4 piratical craft is to burn and destroy and ravage the property of citizens of the United States E 
4 on the high seas, and to embroil, if possible, the friendly relations now happily subsisting be- : 
q tween Portugal and the United States. | . 
q In addition to these grave and undoubted facts, information has just been received from o£ 
4 the United States consul at Liverpool, which gives the most serious importance to the pres- E 
4 ence of the Stonewall here and to the purposes of those concerned in a hostile conspiracy q 
q against the commerce and interests of the United States, for which it is proposed to make the E 
7 ports and islands of this kingdom the base of military operations. ‘The consul’s letter to E 

4 | me, dated March 19, says: ‘‘The English brig Fairline, now lying at this port, has taken : 
a _ forty bales of clothing, blankets, supplies and the like, marked C, and numbered from one . 
q _ to twenty ; eight large guns, weighing eight and a half tons, each with equipment or fixtures ; - 
a a quantity of small-arms, and a large quantity of shot and shells suitable and no doubt in- 
4 tended for the guns; also enough coal to supply a large steamer. The shot and shell are : 
4 computed to weigh one hundred tons. The vessel is ostensibly entered for Rio de Janeiro, i 
q but the crew say she is to go actually to Lisbon. There can be no doubt but these guns q 
4 | and supplies are intended for a war steamer, and most probably the Stonewall. Thecrew of : 
a the Fairline was shipped yesterday, but it is not probable that she will sail before Wednes- : 
4 da .? 

re 

3 in another letter, dated March 21, the consul says: ‘‘ I wrote you on Sunday last about 3 
q the schooner Delgada taking anchors and cable for two steamers at Ferrol. I learn this | —&£ 
4 morning that the Delgada had proved too small, and that the schooner Merton Castle is to . 
q be substituted in her place, ‘The captain of the former told one of my men that a part of the F 
@ ' anchors and cables, together with the stores, were forthe rebel iron-clad Stonewall, now at 3 
3 Ferrol.. She is to take ten large anchors.and two hundred fathoms of large and heavy chain q 
q cable. * * * * * The English brig Fairline, in command of Captain Savage, men- : 
4 tioned in my last letter, cleared and sailed this morning for Lisbon.” | j 
q _ The evidence of a collusive intention to outrage the territory of his Majesty and the ob- . 
a ligations of the public law are too clear to admit of any reasonable doubt, asis also the design ; 
4 of this audacious conspiracy to wage a piratical warfare against citizens and commerce of : 
qa the United States. ; 
q I have reason to know, positively, that the Stonewall has entered this port to obtain a large £ 
i stock of coals and provisions, and with a view of increasing her hostile equipment by enlist- : 
4 | ing seamen and firemen. Such proceedings are forbidden by the royal proclamation of July  &-& 
q 29, 1861, by good faith, and by the law of nations applicable to the existing circumstances. .  &£§ 
4 It becomes my duty, therefore, to ask in the name of the United States— ; 
4 Ist. That his Majesty’s government will immediately adopt the necessary measures by ; 
4 which this piratical vessel, now flaunting in an insulting manner, a flag not recognized by q 
a any nation, shall forthwith leave the port. . 
4 2d. That no supplies of coal shall be allowed. — | F 
4 3d. That all enlistments of seamen, firemen, or others, shall be strictly prohibited. . 
q The urgency of this occasion is such as to admit of no delay, and therefore I permit myself to E 
| hope that the decisions of his Majesty’s government will be made known in sufficient time . 
| to be telegraphed to-morrow, so as to be forwarded to the United States by the Liverpool E 
| packet of Wednesday, the 29th instant. a : : 
q _ If supplies and enlistments are in any way permitted here or elsewhere within Portuguese f 
; jurisdiction, the government of the United States will be constrained to accept such a@ pro- q 
q ceeding as a most unfriendly act, and to claim the fullest indemnity for every species of : 
q depredation that may be committed by this pirate. | . 
a I avail myself of this occasion to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consider- 1 
i. ation. | | : 
| : JAMES E. HARVEY. . 
q His Excellency the DUKE DE LouLf, . : 
4 Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. :
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Mr. Dudley to Mr. Harvey. - | | 

’ | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, TOWER BUILDING, | : 
j : | South Water street, Liverpool, March 19, 1865. _ | 
3 Dear Sir: The English brig Fairline, now lying at this port, has taken forty bales o | | a clothing, blankets, supplies, &c., marked C, and numbered from one to twenty; eight large - j guns, weighing eight and a half tons each, with equipment or fixtures; a quantity of small- a _ arms, and a large quantity of shot and shells suitable and no doubt intended for these guns, : . and enough coal to supply such a steamer as the Alabama. . The shot and shell are computed 
3 _ to weigh one hundred tons. The vesselis entered for Rio de J aneiro, but the men say she is to 3 go to Lisbon. There can be no doubt but what these guns and supplies are intended forsome 4 war steamer. There is everything to fit her out foracruise. Ifear they are intended for some _ 

piratical craft to destroy our commerce. Her crew were shipped yesterday, but it is not | 4 _ probable that she will sail before Wednesday. It would be well to communicate this infor- j mation at once to our consuls in the islands, and to tell them to keep a lookout for the suspi- | 1 cious steamers. a a [ 
Very respectfully yours, &¢c., &c., : | 4 | | THOMAS H. DUDLEY. | | Hon. JAMES E. HARveEy. — | | 

q N. B.—The schooner Delgada has taken ten large anchors and chains for steamers, as she | ] says, now at Ferrol, in Spain. — | | oe : | 

Mr. Dudley to Mr. Harvey. | - | 

7 UNITED STATES CoNSULATE, TOWER BUILDING, 
3 | South Water street, Liverpool, March 21, 1865. 
4 Sir: I wrote you on Sunday last about the English schooner Delgada taking anchors and ! q _ @able for two steamers at Ferrol. I learn this morning that the Delgada has proved to-be too small, and that the schooner Merton Castle is to be substituted in her place. The captainof == | | the former vessel told one of my men that a part of the anchors and cable, together with the . +t 
4 | stores, were for the rebel iron-clad Stonewall, now at Ferroi, and that another vessel was to | ; be there, to which the balance is to be transferred. I learn from other sources that this is | _ true. She will sail, so far as I learn, on purpose to supply this vessel and some other rebel q vessels which she is to meet. She is to take ten large anchors and two hundred fathoms of | : = large and heavy chain cable. I infer from what the captain says, as well as from the quan- | 3 tity of anchors and cable, that there is another iron-clad somewhere afloat intended for the | ] _ rebels. The English brig Fairline, in command of Captain Savage, also mentioned in my | 
: letter of Sunday last, cleared and sailed this morning for Lisbon. She has eight large guns, | 

with equipments, fixtures, &c., each weighing eight and a half tons—I think one-hundred- i 4 pounders—and about fifty cases of clothing, small-arms, and supplies; one hundred tons I : of shot and shell intended for the guns, and a quantity of coal, allintended for some war ves- : 
sel. The man who had the charge of shipping them told one of my men they were for the — 

j Spanish government. If this is so, why do they clear her for Lisbon? From what I learn : i. from outside sources, I think they are intended for some piratical vessel built in Europe for ; 
7. the confederates. I have but little doubt about it. Look out for her, andinform our consuls 
4 at all seaport towns. | a . i j | ' Tam, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : i ; THOMAS H. DUDLEY. 
7 | Hon. JAMBS E. HaRVEy. | 

: 
: 4 7 Mr. Harvey to Mr. Adams. | 

[Telegram.—Lisbon, March 28, 1865.] - | 
j Hon. CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, American Minister, London: | | 

| Please inform department immediately that cruise Stonewall arrived here Sunday evening, : 
and left this morning, ordered out by government on my application. Niagara and Sac- 
ramento arrived last evening, and remain temporarily on special and important service. | : JAMES E. HARVEY. |
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: | Duke de Loulé to Mr. Harvey. — : 

| - DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, ; 
q | March 28, 1865. 
4 I received the note which you were pleased to address me under yesterday’s date, regarding F 
a the entry in this port of the steamer Stonewall, wherein, after sundry considerations on this E 
3 occurrence, you make the following requests :. | . : 
3 1. That his Majesty’s government shall immediately take the necessary steps to order that | 3 
3 vessel away. | a ££ 
a 2. That she be not allowed to receive supplies of coal. : : 
- 3. That the enlistment of seamen, firemen, or any other individuals be prevented. . 
a In reply, [have the honor of informing you that, so soon as his Majesty’s government was. . 
7 made aware of the arrival of said vessel, and that the cause thereof was the want of coal, intima- ; 
i tion was given to the respective commander that, on completing his supply, and within twenty-. 4 
4 four hours, he should proceed to sea. Said term expired this afternoon. On perceiving this E 
3 morning that the vessel was still at her anchorage, a naval officer was sent on board to ascer- . 
7 tain the reason why she had delayed her starting. The said officer, on his return, stated that 4 
i if the Stonewall had not started within the prescribed time, it was owing to her not having . . 
q taken in all the coal, and that there being to-day a strong current, the commander was afraid : 

that a slight derangement in his capstan might prevent his weighing anchor; and the latter -- 
4 further declared that as soon as the current might diminish its intensity he would quit the : 
: port, and this he effected about 10.50 a. m. — E 
a Regarding the supply of coal, against which you insist, allow me to observe that the vessel | E 

being a steamer, his Majesty’s government could not avoid, with good foundation, that she _ , : 
y should be provided with that article, for the same reason that it could not deny to any sailing E 
4 vessel in a dismantled state to provide itself withthe needful sails. In reply to your third ] 
4 request, and to what you say regarding the English brig Fairline and the schooner Merton : 
4 Castle, which were about sailing for Lisbon with munitions of war, chains, and anchors, sup- a 
4 posed to be destined for the Stonewall, I hasten to assure you that his Majesty’s government, E 
4 having greatly at heart not to give any motive which might alter the friendly relations and : 
5 the good harmony which happily subsists between Portugal-and the United States, has not 
4 hesitated in adopting all necessary measures, through the departments of marine, interior, q 
4 and finance, to put a stop to all such plans. , : 
4 Tavail myself of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished con- E 
4 sideration. 
a | DUKE DE LOULE.  &§ 
3 JAMES E. HaRvEY, Esq., Sc., &c., &c. | : 

; Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. 
No. 328.] | LEGATION OF 'THE UNITED STAtTEs, q 

4 | Lisbon, March 31, 1865. 4 
q Sir: The enclosed copy of a note which I had occasion to address to the . 
4 Duke de Loulé on the 29th instant, and the papers which accompany it, will ; 
q bring to your notice a vexatious incident, which has excited much interest and feel- & 
: ing in this community. It is not necessary now to repeat the details, since the | 4 
i complete history of the case is related in the note to the minister of foreign affairs. ; 
¢ _ It may be observed, however, that no moral doubt was entertained that the of- | 
3 fence complained of originated in the inexcusable mistake or excessive zeal of 4 
3 the imprudent officer in command of Belem castle, which, though bearing a ; 
3 very imposing name, is really little more than a beautiful architectural ornament. 4 
a to the harbor, and of no consequence in a military point of view. . | : 
4. The government of his Majesty served no notice of any kind upon me, apply- | ] 
; ing to our ships what is known as the 24-hour rule, and I feel authorized to state, 3 
j from that fact and others, that there was no intention on the part of the responsible of 
i authorities to. impose any such restraint upon their movements. . 3 
| In the midst of the confusion and alarm. which prevailed during the presence : 
j of the Stonewall in port, and the apprehension that a collision might occur in- { 
4 the Tagus, verbal orders were probably passed among military officers, without ; 
i definite instructions from their superiors, which led tothis untoward circumstance ; 7 
4  8ncr* q
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| still the event was of itself of a character which could not be passed by in silence, | 
‘ and, after a lapse of 24 hours, I addressed the Duke. de Loulé in such terms as 
; seemed to be appropriate to the occasion, keeping in view the propriety of a : 
4 dignified calmness, and not forgetting that our own government had been recently _ 
4 compromised by a similar indiscretion. That note was not delivered in point of | 
4 fact at the Foreign Office until yesterday at 12.20 p. m., and was sent from there to. | 

: theroyal palace of the Ajuda, where the Dukede Loulé was attending the King in. ! 
q a council of ministers. It was kept back in order that there might be no ap- . 
3 pearance of precipitancy, and in the hope that the government would anticipate 
: the necessity of any communication whatever. | 
q _ At the usual audience of the diplomatic body later in the afternoon of yester- 
3 day, the Duke de Loulé stated to several of my colleagues that he was gratified 
3 _ with the moderation and tone of my representation, and that he would respond 
] to it by ample reparation for the wrong. I permit myself to hope that this 
i | proceeding may merit the approval of the department. | | 
: The shots which struck the Niagara did not inflict the least injury, or I should : 
i have required the repairs to have been made. | | So | 
7 I have ‘the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

- JAMESE.HARVEY, 
j Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, a | 7 

| Secretary of State. | 

| Commodore Craven to Mr. Harvey. | 

| a | uO UNITED STATES FRIGATE NIAGARA, 
3 : a Lisbon, March 28, 1865. 
4 SmR: With the object of shifting her berth further upthe river, so as to be nearer the usual 

landing straits, at about 3. 15 p. m., the Niagara was got under way with a regularly authorized 
; Portuguese pilot on board, and was about being turned head ‘‘ up stream,’”’ when three shots | 
3 | were fired in rapid succession directly at her from Castle Belem. Supposing that the officer | 

~ commanding the fort might have been under the impression that I was in the act of following — 
70 CO the pirate Stonewall out to sea, and had fired those guns asa warning not to proceed, I im- 
4 mediately ordered our flag to be dipped, or hauled part way down, a signal that his warning 
4 was understood and that I did not intend to pass the fort. 
i But, to my astonishment, so soon as those guns could be reloaded, they were again fired at 
q my ship, and this too when my flag was at half-mast and the ship’s head being rapidly turned up 
3 stream. The firing having been ceased for some few minutes, my flag was run up to its place at : 
qa ~ the ‘peak,’ when almost immediately a third volley of three shots was fired at us. At the 

| moment this last round was fired at us the port quarter of the Niagara was presented to the . 
3 castle, and no one but an idiot could have imagined for a moment that there was any appearance | 
j of intention on my part to quit the port. | | 
3 The officer who perpetrated this gross outrage upon our flag cannot invent the least possible | 
3 excuse for his conduct, andI feel that I have only to submit this statement for your considera- | 
] tion, in order that the whole case may be presented to the Portuguese government. 
4 | : I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
i. a THOMAS T. CRAVEN. | 
i Hon. JAMES E. HARVEY, t 
3 Minister Resident of the United States of America at Lisbon. 

| . | | No.2. | | 

1 | ‘Mr. Ivens to Mr. Munro. . | 

‘ | | Rua DA EMENDA, March 29, 1865. _ 
i Mv Dear Sir: Inreply to your request to be informed of anything I know regarding the 
4 | affair between the United States ship Niagara and Belem castle, I beg to say that I went . 
4 on board said steamer between 3 and 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon with my two sons, for the pur- | 

| pose of ascertaining what coals she might require; when I spoke to Mr. Roberts, the chief | 
j engineer, he told me that he could only state the quantity exactly, when she got to her anchorage | 
i near the city; and as she was then under steam, and about to leave her moorings, he told us
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a we had better get into our boat at once, which we did. I then steered for the Sacramento, : 4 and after a few minutes I heard a gun, followed immediately by another, and looking round 3 : I saw a shot or two strike the water, and in a short time two or three, or more, one of which | : 3 passed the Niagara and struck on the shore, on the south side, near Porto Brandao, or the : 3 Lazaretto, when the Niagara’s head was that way far over on the south side, viz., her head : a and stern across the river; this was the last shot I saw fired. © | : 
a I must mention also that at the second or third shot the Niagara dipped her colors; I must E 
q also state that, as the tide was coming in, her head was necessarily turned down river, there- : 
@ fore she could not make the turn without steaming a little way ahead. | . 
a I remain, my dear sir, faithfully yours, 7 £— 
5 | | | . ARTHUR H. IVENS. : 4 CHARLES Munro, Esq. ~ | [ 

2 | | : No 3. | 7 | - 

a Mr. Tufnell et al. to Mr. Harvey. : 

i - LISBON, March 29, 1865. — ; 
q Sm: In compliance with your request, we have to state that we were visiting the castle , 
a of Belem yesterday afternoon about 3 o’clock, when suddenly a shotted gun was fired at the. F 
3 United States ship-of-war Niagara which was then in motion, and immediately after three. . 
q others were discharged in quick succession. Meanwhile the Niagara was plainly turning to- : 
4 wards the city, and after her bow was pointed in that direction, two other guns were fired at E 
a: her. . : | 4 
a WILLIAM TUFNELL, London. : | : E 
4 AUGUST ARNAUD, 48 Boulevard Picalle, Paris. E 
q | GEORGE W. WURTS, of Philadelphia. : 
a Attaché ala Legation des Etats Unis a Madrid. . 
a His Excellency JAMES E. HARVEY, | 4 
4 Minister Resident of the United States at Lisbon. . q 

; Mr. Harvey to Count de Loulé :  &§ 
4 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, o£ 
i , m Lisbon, March 29,1865. ee 
q Sir: The unpleasant duty is imposed upon me of bringing to the attention of his Majesty’s : 
q government an event-which is officially reported. by the letter of Commodore Craven, com- - 
4 municated herewith, (marked No. 1,) and which, unexplained, assumes the nature of an act: : 
q of war on the part of the Portugese against the United States, without notice, cause or pro= : 
== _+~=vocation of any sort. The facts of this case are so extraordinary that it is difficult to believe : 

q they could have occurred in a community governed by the laws and usages of civilized : 
a society. . . 
A Tho United States steamers Niagara and Sacramento azrived in this port on Monday afternoon, : 
qa the 27th instant, and upon entering the harbor were-verbally requested by some officer claiming ; 
4 __ to represent the naval authorities to anchor near Belem, as much anxiety and apprehension - E 
4 were entertained, owing to the presence in the Tagus of the piratical cruiser Stonewall. E 
q Although that request involved considerable inconvenience, and was in no manner obligatory, . 

it was at once respected and obeyed. | | : 
i The two ships remained off Belem until about three o’clock yesterday afternoon, some 3 
q five hours after the departure of the Stonewall. Commodore Craven then ordered them to j 
q be moved to the usual place of mooring of vessels-of-war, which is more convenient for in- : 
7 tercourse with the city. The Niagara was under the charge of a regularly licensed Portuguese ; 
4 pilot in making this change of position, and he alone directed her movements. As soonas the E 
4 ship got under way to be turned, Belem castle discharged three shotted guns in quick sueces-. : 
7 sion directly at the Niagara, without previous warning of any kind. As Commodore Craven . 

q supposed that this hostile and unwarrantable act proceeded from some misapprehension on : 
q the part of the officer commanding at Belem, the flag of the Niagara was immediately en 
§ —_ dipped or hauled partly down, a signal which is universally understood to express submission E 
| to the governing authority. The guns were reloaded and fired in flagrant disregard of this : 

q token. The national flag of the United States was then hoisted at the peak, and while the : 
q bow of the ship was actually turned to the city, the guns of the castle again opened fire. : 
4 These proceedings were witnessed by numbers of persons and are verified in detail by the . 
4 statements marked Nos. 2 and 3, which accompany this note. | 
4 Three of the shots struck the Niagara at different parts of the ship, and if no life was : 
4s sacrificed, it was not because the gunners at Belem castle did not do their best regardless of 
q consequences. If the Niagara did not respond to this warlike demonstration, as she was, : 
q and is still, entitled to do, it may be attributed to the singular prudence and forbearance of E
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Commodore Craven, who with becoming humanity wished to avoid the effusion of blood, - | 

; and to spare innocent persons from the penalty which they would have inevitably shared) 

j with the authors of this crime, if the broadside of the Niagara had been once opened upon 

’ Castle Belem. A state of actual war would have then been inaugurated, the consequences | | 

: | of which I do not permit myself to contemplate. OS | 

E It is assumed with entire confidence that his Majesty’s government has in no way author-. 

: ized or sanctioned the acts which are now presented to notice, though it is not easy to recon- 

4 cile the fact of a military officer at all competent to command a post proceeding to such 

4 : violent extremities without the knowledge or consent of his government. But whether that = = | 

j officer acted with or without instructions, the actual responsibility is the same, though the 

4 moral aspect of it may be modified by explanation. ' 

4 The facts of the case admit of no dispute, and of no extenuation, whether the plea be | 

4 ‘misapprehension, hot zeal, or ignorance of duty. The amicable relations between governments | 

4 and the grave questions of peace and waf ate too momentous in themselves to be com- 

3 -- mitted to the keeping of a caprice, passion, prejudice or partiality. , | 

j The conviction is entertained that his-Majesty’s government will regard this matter in the 

7 : only light that it can be viewed with due respect to legal and moral obligations, and will be 

_ glad of the opportunity to disavow at once all responsibility for the wrong, accompanied by ~ | 

4 proper acknowledgment and atonement, to require the flag of the United States to be | 

1 saluted in form with a national salute by Belem castle, and the national fortifications and 

; ships in harbor at a day and hour to be named for that purpose, and to visit the officer who. | 

q directed the firing upon the Niagara with the most exemplary punishment. . | 

q _ As itis desirable for both parties that a question of this character should not be allowed. 

1 to hang in suspense, and as there is no necessity or reason for discussion since the proof is 

4 : conclusive, the hope is indulged that his Majesty’s government will find it convenient to / 

signify its pleasure within forty-eight hours after the delivery of this note, in order that the. | 

q decision may be made known to my government, by the British packet which can be inter- | 

cepted in Ireland on Sunday next by the telegraph. | | 

3 In closing this communication, I beg to assure your excellency of a sincere and earnest | 

3 desire on my part to avoid any and every form of complication, end to strengthen friendly 

3 ' relations between the two countries in the most enduring manner. P , 

1 I avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate the sentiments of my highest consideration | 

and respect. oO | 
JAMES E. HARVEY. 

7 His excellency the DUKE DE LOULE, | 

: Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. : | 

| a Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | | | 

] No. 331.] | LeEGATION oF THE UnrreD STATES, 

3 | oe Lisbon, April'7, 1865. 

Sir: I bave now the honor to communicate a copy of the note of the Duke 

4 ~ de Loulé in reply to the representation regarding the indignity and violence 

offered to the United States steamer Niagara, by the governor of Belem castle, 

’ on the 28th of March, and of my acknowledgment and acceptance of the same. 

-It should be stated in this connexion that the flag of the United States was 

1 | raised above the main tower of Belem castle yesterday at noon, and formally 

saluted with twenty-one guns. The Niagara returned the salute as an actof | 

courtesy. This was the first occasion upon which the flag of a foreign nation 

4 ever floated over the tower of Belem, it being reserved exclusively for the royal | 

3 | standard. A flagstaff is erected upon the lower part of the castle for salutes of . | 

4 ceremony. | | | 

; , I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
- JAMES E. HARVEY. | 

j Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, — | 

4 Secretary of State. a : | | 

] | The Duke de Loulé to Mr. Harvey. - | 

1 | DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, _ 
3 — 7 March 31, 1865. | 

1 I received yesterday the note which you were pleased to address to me under date of the 

4 89th instant, calling attention of his Majesty’s government to the disagreeable occurrence: |
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which on the previous day had taken place with the United States ships Niagara and Sacra- : 
q mento. BC _ | E 
q You observe— | SO | : : : 
a 1. That these two vessels having entered the port of this capital on Monday, the 29th in- . 
a stant, it was virtually requested of them by a naval officer, in the name of the respective : 
a authority, that they would anchor near Belem, seeing there existed apprehensions and fears E 
q owing to the steamer Stonewall being then in the Tagus, a request which Commodore Craven E 
4 respected and obeyed, notwithstanding that it implied great inconvenience, and was not in &£ 
4 any way obligatory. _ : 
aq 2. That both vessels remained at the point thus indicated to them until near 3 p. m. of the : 
4 day before yesterday, near five hours after the starting of the Stonewall, the said commodore : 
q issuing then his orders to weigh anchor and proceed to the usual mooring ground of men- . 
3 of-war, which is less inconvenient for communicating with the shore; but that as soon as : 
q the Niagara commenced moving, so as to turn round, three shots in succession were fired e 
a directly at her, without any previous warning of any kind from Belem fort. : £ 
qa _ 3. That Commodore Craven, supposing this hostile and unjustifiable act to proceed from  &£ 
i. some misapprehension on the part of the commander of the tower, immediately lowered his E 
4 flag as a signal universally acknowledged to express submission to the constituted authority; : 
% but that, notwithstanding, they continued to fire on him in flagrant disregard of said signal; E 

and that hoisting then the national flag of the United States at the peak, and when the bows | : 
aq of the Niagara were already turned towards the city, the firing was continued, three of the : 
: shots striking that ship in different points. 3 
a . You add that you have full faith in the fact that his Majesty’s government in no way au- : 
4 thorized or sanctioned the acts to which your said note refers, but that whether said officer : 
4 acted under instructions or not the responsibility is all alike, however much its moral aspect : 
4 may be modified by means of explanations ; and you conclude by declaring that you confide ; 
a in his Majesty’s government that it will not deny that prompt and complete reparation which . 
g may be due, and will hasten to make known its disapproval of the conduct of whosoever may ££ 
; have thwarted its good intentions, and have offended the flag of the United States. : 
4 Taking into due consideration all that you have exposed, and assuring you that his j 
4 Majesty’s government preserves unaltered its desire to maintain and strengthen every day : 
3 more ‘and more its friendly relations with the United States, it is my duty to add that the . 
4 facts treated of in the note you were pleased to address to me yesterday shall not put a stop 7 : 
4 to this desire in presence of the following frank and loyal reply: - q 
4 With respect to the firstof the three above-mentioned points, it is my duty to say that in a 
. Portugal, as in all other civilized countries, it is the exclusive attribute of the national au- ££ 
q thority to regulate the police of its ports in such manner as may be judged most convenient. &£ 
q To Commodore Craven were indicated, by the competent authority, the points in the Ta- an 
: gus where the two men-of-war, Niagara and Sacramento, should anchor. On this occasion 

Commodore Craven did not manifest the slightest wish to select any other anchorage, and ; 
4 nobody could have supposed that he did not consMer as obligatory in the port of Lisbon that £ 
q which is so in all other military ports. Further, if Commodore Craven entertained any : 
4 doubts on this head it would have been natural for him to have requested information thereon ; 
4 from the authority who communicated to him said information, but no information was asked . 
4 for, which shows that the point indicated and accepted as anchorage was considered obliga- e 
q tory. . 7 : 
4 With regard to the second point, it occurrs to me to say that the authority who trans- ; 
4 mitted to Commodore Craven the indication as to the anchorage ground, informed him at the : 
4 same time that the Niagara and Sacramento, having entered the port of Lisbon, should not ; 
q leave until after the lapse of twenty-four hours trom the starting of the Stonewall, which was &£ 
4 then in the Tagus waters. - q 
4 Five hours had not yet elapsed since the Stonewall had weighed anchor and quitted the o£ 
4 port when the Niagara and Sacramento began to move, keeping their bows turned towards | . 
q the bar. a . e 
q The Niagara gradually approached the tower of Belem, and always with her bows in the : 
4 same direction. , : 
| Notwithstanding that this vessel had anchored near the Portugese corvette Sagores, whence E 
] had emanated the above-mentioned communications, Commodore Craven did not intimate — z 
4 either to the corvette or to the competent authorities the movement which he intended to — : 
4 execute. It must be further added, that if the Niagara had kept her moorings for a very : 
q short time longer, the turn of the tide to the ebb would have placed her in a position to pro-° | ; 
1 ceed to the new anchorage grounds, and to avoid the movements which gave rise to the ok 
4 shots from Belem tower. | | : 
4 Through this concurrence of circumstances it was to be supposed that the movements of E 
q the United States ships indicated the purpose of quitting the port of Lisbon. . : 
4 I must call your attention very particularly to this point, because, if Commodore Craven : 
4 had manifested his desire to change his anchorage, the authorities would not have opposed : 
q themselves to the carrying out of his wish, and all the subsequent events would have been . 
gs avoided. | : 
q With reference to the last part of your note, I must bring under your consideration that :
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1 in conformity with international rights, his Majesty’s government could not, and ought not, | 
4 to abstain from its duty of issuing the necessary orders to prevent, by every means, the sail- 

ing of the Niagara and Sacramento before the stipulated time. _ | 
In consequence of the first movement of the Niagara it became the duty of the governor ; 

4 of Belem tower to order the firing so long as the ship did not indicate that her movements | 
j had not for their. object the quitting of the port of Lisbon, but immediately that Commodore 

Craven showed that he had not such an intention, and hastened to make a signal indicating 
submission to the warning given him, the governor of Belem tower ought immediately to | 

7 have ceased firing. . | 
3 ' This did not happen, as the firing still continued after the Niagara had changed her direc- | 
j | tion, and receiving the last shot when she was already steering with her bows turned towards | 

~ the city of Lisbon. So | | . : 
4 _ Commodore Craven’s prudence displayed in this last period is worthy of praise. 
1 With that frankness and loyalty which guide the conduct of his Majesty’s government, | 
1 and from which it never swerves, it is my duty to declare to you that the shots fired fromthe = | 

tower of Belem subsequently to the moment in which the Niagara lowered her flag consti- 
q _ tutes a fact which his Majesty’s government deeply deplores—-a fact which was completely : 
: . independent of its will, and which is deserving of its disapproval; the conduct of the gov- | 
i ernor of Belem tower, who went beyond the instructions communicated to him, being in this | 
7 part worthy of reprimand. | 4 . : | 
4 Under these circumstances his Majesty’s government considers that a reparation is due to : 
3 = the United States, and in conformity the governor of Belem tower shall be dismissed without 

: delay ; his dismissal shall be published in the first order of the day of the army, and subse- 2 
3 quently in the Diario. oo | , | 
3 This categorical explanation precludes any idea that, on the part of his Majesty’s govern- | 
: ment there existed the remotest intention of offence to the flag of the United States. | 
: But a very’short time ago, in its conduct towards the Stonewall, did his Majesty’s gov- | 
j ernment, give evident proof to the United States of how much it has at heart the acting with : 

4 justice and loyalty. | | | 7 , 
; _ In virtue of the foregoing considerations his Majesty’s government thinks that no doubt ; 
3 can exist regarding the sentiments which have always animated it in continuing in good and | 
4 . amicable relations with the United States, and which it desires to strengthen more and more. | 
; _ LT avail of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. | 
4 ‘ : DUQUE DE LOULE. \ 

i JAMES EK. HARVEY, Esq., &c., &e., &c. | : | 

4 . . | 

: . 
3 Mr. Harvey to the Duke de Loulé. oo 

i. : é LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | | . , Lisbon, April 6, 1865. | 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 31st March, and to 
1 say that the explanations and reparation made for an act of unjustifiable violence towards the 
4 _ United States steamer Niagara are accepted, though it would have been more agreeable to my 
3 government if they had come spontaneously and without the necessity of an official repre- 
q . sentation, since the facts were notorious to the whole public, and their serious character 
4 _ demanded a prompt and thorough investigation by his Majesty’s government. The privilege 
a is reserved for another occasion of demonstrating, as can be done without the least difficulty, 
i that the views advanced by his Majesty’s government, in regard to the international rights | 
: involved in this question, are in conflict with all the accepted principles of public law as | 

applied to the status of Portugal. = : | 
3 * "And it is my duty to add, that when your excellency assumes that, ‘‘in consequence of the 
: first movements of the- Niagara, it became the duty of the governor of Belem Tower to order 
4 the firing so long as the ship did not indicate that Ler movements had not for their object the 
4 , quitting of the port of Lisbon,” a grave responsibility is accepted, and a doctrine is as- | 
4 serted, which, with less moderation and prudence than were manifested on that particular 
4 ~  oceasion by Commodore Craven, might have provoked a very different state of facts from 
: that which now happily exists; for, had it been understood that his Majesty’s government | 
d considered the governor of Belem in ‘‘ duty’ bound to fire shotted guns at. a ship-of-war of 
4 the United States without warning, precaution, or injury of any kind, it is quite sure that = 
i. : those shots would not have been accepted as evidence of the friendly assurances which have | 
4 been protested so strongly. On the high seas when a ship-of-war desires to examine a sus- | 
q picious vessel a blank cartridge is fired as the first notification of the intended purpose. If | 
- that notice be disregarded, then .at least one and sometimes two shotted guns are discharged : 
i across the bows, and, asa last alternative, a shot may be fired at the hull. The practice of all 
q civilized nations has sanctified this usage as law. If this be the rule for the sea, how much } 
j SO more ought it to be the rule inside harbors, and especially towards the ships-of-war of friendly 
j nations, having rights to claim and responsibility to protect them against unworthy suspicion ? 
3 _ -As a mere matter of practice the firing of shotted guns is forbidden as a mode of warning
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| even when there is good reason to suppose a meditated wrong; and, in the case of the : q 
4 Niagara, taking in view the position which Portugal and the United States occupy towards o&- 
q each other under the law of nations, that firing would be an:act of deliberate and flagrant ; 
3 war according to the doctrine described as a ‘‘duty’’ by his Majesty’s government in the : 
q paragraph already cited from your excellency’s note. 4 
q The complete power of his Majesty’s government to regulate the police of the ports of the . 
4 kingdom has in no manner been questioned. That power is a natural attribute of sovereignty, : 
4g but police regulations may not discriminate partially and to the prejudice of friendly na- E 
q ' tions. Ships-of-war of the United States do not enter Portuguese ports upon mere sufferance, : 
a subject to the caprice, convenience, or orders of local subordinates. They come clothed with ; 
q the rights guaranteed by treaty and by the public law, which are fully reciprocated on the : 
3 part of the United States. They carry with them wherever they go the ensign of nationality, ; 
q and represent the dignity and honor of a government which respects the rights of others, and 7 
4 is competent to maintain its own. Those ships-of-war are specially instructed to manifest, 3 
4 and have always shown, the utmost respect and courtesy towards the authorities of her ; 
a Majesty’s government, giving a most signal proof of that disposition in the very case under | : 
E consideration, by accepting and obeying the verbal request of an unknown subordinate to E 
4 anchor at Belem, in the presence of the fact that a pirate or privateer was allowed to proceed . 
4a without objection or restriction to the anchorage assigned to regular vessels-of-war.. The : 
3 United States claim the same privileges that are conceded to other nations in this respect, and : 
a when they involve indisputable rights they will be asserted. ‘ . 
4 I permit myself to hope that measures will be taken to prevent the recurrence of any such : 
a - incident as that which has recently engaged attention, because it is not always possible to . 
4 assure the same calm demeanor in presence of such great and serious provocation. | Ez 
3 I avail myself of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most: distinguished j 
3 consideration. | | | | | | 4 
3 * | JAMES E. HARVEY. 3 
3 His Excellency the DUKE DE LOULF, , & 
a Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. | , 3 

—— oe Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. a . : 

3 No. 170.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ , : 
a | | co Washington, April 22, 1865. : : 

2 Sir: Your despatches Nos. 325, 326, 327, and 328, dated respectively March E 
3 12, March 18, March 28, and March 31, have been received. Nos. 326, 327, and &- 
3 328 have been submitted for perusal to the Secretary of the Navy. Your pro- . 
| ceedings relative to the rebel ram Stonewall and the firing upon the United E 
3 States frigate Niagara from Castle Belem are approved. q 
a I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo | . 
j | a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
q James E. Harvey, Esq., §c., &c., Lisbon. i 

: | | Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | | | 

‘ No. 335.| * LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | E 
q _ | Lisbon, April 28, 1865. : 

Str: I communicate herewith the copy of a note. which I addressed to the F 
4? Count de Avila on the subject of the recent royal decree regarding the admis- i 
a sion of cereals into the ports of this kingdom, which decree affects injuriously q 
a the interests and the rights of the United States under the treaty with Portugal. oF 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, : : 
’ | _* JAMES E. HARVEY. 
i Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, , 
J Secretary of State. co &£
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1 - - Mr. Harvey to the Count de Avila. | | a a / 

j | 3 _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 
| a : Lisbon, Aprit 26, 1865. | ! 

: _ Sir: A royal decree, issued under date of the 11th instant, and countersigned by the late : 
4 ministry, assumes to establish provisionally the rates of duty that shall be paid in this king- — | 
: dom. for the admission of various cereals, discriminating between ports on the sea and what | 
: are called portos seccos—dry ports. This discrimination not only draws invidious discrimina- | 
7. tion between countries standing upon the same footing by commercial treaties with Portugal, 
3 but it does so with a prejudice on the one side and a partiality on the other that are inconsist- | 
4 ent with those obligations. , . : 

_ For example, a duty of six hundred reis per hundred kilogrammes is imposed on wheat in 
j grain and eight hundred reis on wheat in flour in the sea-ports, while but two-hundred and | 
: four hundred reis, respectively, are imposed on the same articles in the ¢ry ports. It is | 
3 | very well known that the only dry ports are those along the Spanish frontier, which are wholly 
3 inaccessible to all other nations, and consequently the effect of the decree in its existing form | 
; is to give a preference to the productions of Spain, at the expense of other countries enjoying : 
: , the same rights. | 
4 Article three of treaty between Portugal and the United States declares as follows: | 

. ‘No higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into the kingdom and pos- | 
3 sessions of Portugal of any article the growth, product, or manufacture of the United States | 
3 of America, and no higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into the United | 
3 States of America of any article the growth, product, or manufacture of the kingdom and [ 
7 ‘possessions of Portugal, than such as are, or shall be, payable on the like article, being the [ 
7 _ growth, product, or manufacture of any other foreign country.” | co 
4 It has been shown that the terms of the decree are in conflict with the article of the treaty * | 
4 by a large discrimination in favor of Spanish grains and flowr, to the injury of those of other 
q countries. . [ 
3 At this time there are, at least, ten American ships at Porto loaded with grain, the growth | | 

and product of the United States, and others are daily expected to arrive here and there. 
3 Those cargoes are not fairly subject to the prejudicial distinction which the decree assumes 
; to make for the exclusive advantage of one nation over all others, and, therefore, this repre- 
3 sentation is now made in the expectation and belief that his Majesty’s government will take | 
a. immediate measures to correct an error so manifest in itself, so urgent in its operation, and 

: so violative of the spirit of the treaty. | | 
The hope is entertained, inasmuch as there are large interests at stake and an important / 

4 _ commerce may be seriously affected, that this matter may at once engage attention. The | 
q cargoes in question will not be discharged from the ships until the decision of his Majesty’s | 
’ government is known. oe 7 | | 
j I avail myself of this occasion to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consider- 

ation. | | oe | JAMES E. HARVEY. — | 
i - His Excellency the CouUNT DE AVILA, . , | 
3 Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. . | 

; oo | Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | 

4 No. 336.] -LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATEs, | 
: - | Lisbon, April 28, 1865. - 
] - Sir: Mr. Adams telegraphed me last night from London the terrible news of 
] the assassination of President Lincoln, and of the atrocious attempt upon the  —S 

life of Mr. Seward on the same evening—the result of which ‘is not yet known | 
here—by the hand of another assassin. ‘These events have excited the pro- | 

' | foundest emotions in all the circles of Lisbon, and have called out general and | 
particular expressions of sympathy and respect from the government, the diplo- | 

; matic body, and the community. | | 

i _ Ido not trust myself to speak of this great crime at a moment of mingled | 
] sorrow and prostration, but I may be allowed to say, that after the grief natu- | 
| | ral to such an occasion, the sense of humiliation at the thought that an atrocity 
j so awful could by possibility be perpetrated in a country like ours is that which 
i most masters and overwhelms me. | | | | | 
; a Christian charity may, with the blessing of God, teach us to bow down be- | 

| 

4 + | | | | |
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: fore this stern trial, but the stain which it inflicts cannot soon be wiped out from. . 

q a name heretofore untarnished by any such act of infamy. : 
i. If there was anything wanting to complete the fame of Mr. Lincoln, it may 3 
q be found in the crown of martyrdom with which an eventful career in a most ] 
4 eventful epoch has been closed, to the regret of a whole people who shared his . 
4 convictions, honored his virtues, and lamented his taking off. : 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 4 
q ——- | JAMES E. HARVEY. q 
q Hon. Witiuiam H. Sewarp, | a 4 
q | Secretary of Stafe. a ; : { 

a | | Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | oo : 

q ° OUNo. 337,] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, > : 
q , | Lisbon, May 8, 1865. - 4 

a. Sir: I have had the honor to receive your No. 169, with the proclamations | ' 
a referred to therein. | - ; 

4 : Attention is specially called to the one which very properly prescribes that : 
q the measures of hospitality which foreign nations may extend to national ships q 
4 of the United States shall be reciprocated by the United States to the ships-of- . 
4 war of those nations. — | . a &£€ 
4 _ No exception can be taken to a rule so just in itself, and so necessary to the | 
g dignity and position of our government before the world. j 

_ [am proud to say that no diplomatic action will be needed here in regard to ; 
a this particular instruction. Portugal never declared neutrality during the war - 
4 ~=~——s now happily terminated, and never conceded belligerent rights to communities - 
5 which revolted against the constituted authority in the United States. Our 5 
a ships-of-war have used these ports with the same freedom and entire absence of  &- 
5 restriction as their own, and have been welcomed with a generous and friendly 3 

hospitality throughout. j 
4 _ Efforts were made at the outset of our sad: struggle to induce his Majesty’s 4 
q government to adopt the policy and the proclamations of the principal powers, , 
| but it declined to go beyond the declaration of the treaty of Paris, of 1856, pro- : 
q hibiting the equipment of privateers, and the sale of prizes made by such ves- 4 
q sels. And the royal proclamation to that effect was made at my own instance, : 
q and with an object which has served an important purpose. r 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, , 
4 I JAMES E. HARVEY. ; 

q Hon. WiLutiAM H. Sewarop, es | 
4 | oe Secretary of State. | ] 

a - Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. _ i, 7 

q No. 338.) LeGation oF THE UNITED States, : 
; | . Lisbon, May 11, 1865. . ; 

a _ Sr: The papers herewith enclosed will bring to your view the proceedings : 
of the Cortes in regard to the recent melancholy event which has so much | 

4 shocked the civilized world. | _ | E 
The note of the minister of foreign affairs only communicates the action of — 1 

a the chamber of deputies, because the motion in that body specially required it o-E 
- to be done, while that in the peers did not do so. I have thought it best, how- ; 

: ever, to send a translated copy of the full proceedings in both branches of the j
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Cortes, in order that their spirit may be the better appreciated. The tardy 
; publication of the official journal does not permit at this time (on the eve of the 
; _ departure of the mails) such a translation as I desired to furnish, but the gen- | 
1 eral tone of the speeches is fairly reported. That of Mr. Rebello da Silva, in | 

the peers, was remarkably eloquent and touching, and has received very im- 
4 perfect justice at the hands of the translator. In the pressure of the moment : 

: it has been found impracticable to translate one of the addresses, which is com- : 
, municated in the original. Oo 
1 It seemed to me only becoming to make an acknowledgment of the note of | 
j _ the chamber of deputies, and I beg to enclose a copy of my letter to that effect. 
1 Every manifestation of respect to the memory of the late President Lincoln 
; which could be expected or desired has been made by this government and people, | 
; both in an official and in a private manner. His Majesty the King, immediately | 
j upon being informed of the sad event, sent me the kindest words of sympathy and ! 
{ regret. Hvery member of the government called in person to express similar . | 
{ sentiments, and when our ships-of-war, the Niagara and Kearsarge, exhibited 
: the customary signs of mourning on Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday last, the | 
; Portuguese national ships not only united in a similar observance, but Castle | 
3 Belem also responded to all the salutes by order of the authorities, and without | 
3 any notice or request on our part. ' 
7 ‘While upon this subject, I may be permitted to remark, as quite worthy of _ | 
] | notice, that the popular legislative bodies of the different states of Europe have | 
; taken the initiative in nearly afl the expressions of public sympathy. Sucha — | 
3 tribute was not only fitting in itself towards our lamented President, but the | 
j fact is significant of a mighty change and progress in ideas and usages, as it is 
3 of a coming time in the near future when the peoples of Europe will claim the ! 

right to assert those great principles of political.and personal liberty which 
i Abraham Lincoln illustrated so well, and for which he may be said to have even | 
i made a sacrifice of his life. oe | 

a I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, _ | 
j | - JAMES E. HARVEY. | 
4 Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, a . | 
’ 7 Secretary of State. | , 

_ HOUSE OF PEERS, | 
i 7 Session of May 5, 1865. 

| Mr. ReBELLO pa Siiva. Mr. Speaker, I desire to bring forward some considerations in 
I an affair which I deem of importance; my object is to present my reasons for the motion | 
3 which I shall presently introduce. . - | : | , | 
j The house is aware, by official documents published in the foreign papers, that a criminal , 
7 event has plunged in grief and mourning a great nation on the other side of the Atlantic— | 
7 the powerful republic of the United States. | ; | 
i, ‘The COUNT D’ AVILA. I desire to speak on this incident on the part of the government. | 
q Mr. REBELLO DA SILVA. President Abraham Lincoln has been assassinated in the theatre, 
j _ almost in the very arms of his wife! ; . | 
1 The perpetration of this cruel act has caused profound pain in America and in every | 
j court of Europe. Every cabinet and every parliament have given vent to their deep feelings | 
3 _ on such a painful event. It behooves all civilized societies, it becomes almost the duty of | 
3 _ ail constituted political bodies, to cause their manifestations to be accompanied by the sin- | 
4 7 cere expression of horror and profound pain with which they deplore acts so grave and crim- | 
| inal. [Hear, hear. ] , | 
‘ It very often happens, apparently through fatality or through the sublime disposition or 

: unfathomable mysteries of Providence, which' is the most Christian histori¢ law, that in the | 
. life of nations as in that of individuals, after attaining the highest position ; after consummat- i 

j ing the most eventful destiny, and even having reached the very highest steps in the scale of _ : 
] _ human greatness, when the road appears suddenly easy and smooth, when all clouds disap- 

pear from the horizon and the brightest light enlivens every object around, it is then that an 

1 | | | | | |
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a invisible hand raises itself up from darkness, that an occult and inexorable force arms itself . 

; in silence, and brandishing the poignard of a Brutus, pointing the cannon of a Wellington, E 

4 or presenting the poisoned cup of the Asiatic kings, dashes down from the heights the trium- _ E 

q phant and laurelled victor, and casts him at the foot of Pompey’s statue like Ceesar, at the ; 

4 feet of exhausted fortune like Napoleon, at the feet of the Roman colossus like Hannibal. | : 

q The mission of all great men, of all heroes, who are looked upon almost as demigods, | . 

a while receiving, as they do, from above, that short-lived omnipotence which revolutionizes ; 

a society and transforms nations, passes away like the tempest’s blast in its fiery car, and o£ 

3 moments afterwards dashes itself against the eternal barriers of impossibility, those barriers . : 

q which none can go beyond, and where all the pride of their ephemeral power is humbled q 

q and reduced to dust. God alone is immutable and great. : 

q _ Death strikes the blow, or ruin attains them in the height of their power, as an evidence . ££ 

4 to all princes, conquerors, and nations, that their hour is but one, and short; that their work j 

4 becomes weak, as all human work, from the moment that the luminous column which guided o£ 

a them is extinguished and darkness overtakes them on their way ; the new road which they E 

a have carved out, and whereby they expected to proceed undaunted and secure, have turned : 

a into abysses where they have fallen and perished from the moment that the Most High num- : 

a bered the days of their empire and their ambition. [ Hear, hear. ] | | . : 

qd _ This has been witnessed as a terrible example, as an admirable lesson, in the catastrophes 3 

3 which have overtaken the most conspicuous men in history; and thus do we this day see the . 

4 | recent pages of the annals of the powerful republic of the United States spotted with the : 

q illustrious blood of one of its most remarkable citizens. | | . 

a At the close of the first four years of a government, during which war became his motto, : 

a the President of the republic is suddenly struck down at the moment of his triumph, and 3 

a his now inanimate and paralyzed hands let fall those reins of administration which the force E 

a ~ and energy of his will, the co-operation of his countrymen, the prestige and sublimity of the : 

a grand idea which he personified and defended, have immortalized with the acclamations of q 

a millions of arms on the battle-fields and of voices in the popular elections. Re-elected, car- : 

a ried a second time on the popular bucklers to thes upreme administration of affairs at the mo- ; 
a . ment when the ardor of a civil contest was subsiding, when the union of that immense : 

a dilacerated body seemed to foreshadow the healing up of the wounds whence had gushed 4 

4 forth for so many months and in such torrents the generous blood of the free, almost in . 

4 the arms of victory, in the midst of that populace who loved him most, in the centre of : 

a his popular court, he suddenly meets with death, and the bullet of an obscure fanatic closes - 

and seals up the golden volume of his destiny at the very hour when success promised a ~ : 

3 new life and was welcoming peace with joyful acclamations. | , 
a This is no king who disappears in the darkness of the tomb, burying with himself, like ££ 
a unto Henry the IVth, the realization of great hopes. He is the chief of a glorious people, . 
a leaving a successor in every citizen who shared his ideas and who sympathized with his &£ 

4 noble and well-founded aspirations. It is not a purple-covered throne which has been. cov- 3 

a ered with crape; it is the heart of a great empire which has been cast into mourning. That | E 

a cause of which he was the strenuous champion has not ceased to exist, but all weep at his : 

4 loss, in horror at the crime and the occasion, and for the éxpectations which his pure and ££ 

a generous intentions had inspired. : 
a0 Lincoln, a martyr to the prolific principle which he represented in power and in strife, now : 

a belongs to history and to posterity. Like unto the name of Washington, whose example and . 
q principles he followed, his own name shall be allied with the memorable era to which he : 
a belonged and which he appreciated. 7} 

q As the champion of freedom in America, Lincoln drew without hesitation the sword of E 

4 the republic, and with the point thereof erased from the code of a free people that anti- . 

q social stigma, that blasphemy against human nature, the sad, shameful, infamous codicil of / , 

: antiquated societies, the dark and repugnant abuse of slavery, which Jesus Christ was the | : 
2 - first to condemn from the height of the cross when he proclaimed the equality of men before | E 
a - God, and which nineteen centuries of a civilization enlightened by the Gospel has proscribed E 

a | and condemned as the opprobrium of these our present times. [Hear, hear. ] | | 1 

a « At the moment that he cast away the chains of an unfortunate race of men, and when he , 

| ‘contemplated millions of future citizens in the millions of emancipated men ; at the very. ’ 
a momeut that the echo of Grant’s victorious cannon proclaimed the emancipation of the soul, ; 
a of conscience, and of labor; when the lash was about to drop from the hand of the task- - 
a master; when the former hut of the slave was about to be converted into a home; at the mo- ; 
a ment that the stars of the Union, bright and resplendent with the gladdening light of lib- : 

| erty, waved triumphant over the fallen ramparts of Petersburg and Richmond, it is then : 
oo. that the grave opens its jaws, and the strong and the powerful falls to rise no more. In the . 

2 midst.of triumphs and acclamations a spectre appeared unto him, and, like that of Cesar E 

in the ides of March, said, Thou hast lived! 9 
Far be it from me to enter into the appreciation of the civil questions which have disturbed ££ 

4 | the brotherhood of the same family in America; Iam neither their judge nor their cen- -— 
a sor. I bow downto a principle, that of liberty, whenever I see it respected and upheld ; but : 

at the same time I have learned to love and cherish another, not less sacred and glorious, : 
4 the principle of independence. May the force of progress in our days bind again those who | : 

S / 
. 3
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: have been separated by differences of opinion, and may it reconcile the ideas which exist | 
3 in the heart, the aspirations, and in the desire of all generous-minded men. bos | 
1 _ Inthis warfare, the proportions of which have exceeded everything that has ever been | 

3 seen or heard of in Europe, the vanquished of to-day are worthy of the great race from which | 
4 they descend. Grant and Lee are two giants, whom history will in future respect in an | | 
4 inseparable manner. But the hour of peace was perhaps about to strike, and Lincoln de- : 

sired it as the reward of, his pains, as the. great result of summary sacrifices. After the 
7 exhibition of strength comes toleration; after the bloody fury of battle comes the fraternal | 
3 embrace of citizens. | _ - : 
4 . _ Such were his manifested intentions—these were the last and noble wishes which he had 
’ formed. Aud at this very instant, perhaps the only one in which a noble mind is so power= ; 
1 fulin doing good, and when the soul rises above whole legions as a pacificator, that the 
i hand of the assassin rises up in treachery and cuts off such mighty and noble purposes. 

; [ Hear! Hear! ] | | 7 . | 
3 _ Were not the American nation a people grown old in the painful strifes and experiences | 
3 _ of government, who is there that could foresee the fatal consequences of this sudden blow ? 
4 Who knows but that, in such a case, the fiery torch of civil war, in all its horrible pomp 
; and terror, would spread itself to the furthermost States of the federation? But happily no 

such calamity is to be apprehended. At the time that the press and public opinion have, | 
] with justice and severity, condemned this event, and given expression to their horror at the 
1 fatal crime, sentiments and feelings which are common to the whole of Europe, they: pay oy 

homage to the ideas of peace and conciliation just as if the great man who first invoked | 
4 them had not disappeared from the great scene of the world. And I purposely repeat the 
1 expression great man, because, in truth, great is that man who, confiding alone in his own 
d merits, rises from profound obscurity to the greatest heights, like Napoleon, like Washing. 

ton, like Lincoln. Who elevate themselves to the heights of power and of greatness, not | 
4 in virtue of the chances of birth or of a noble descent, but by the prestige of his own ac- | 
3 tions, by that nobility which begins and ends in themselves, and which is solely the work | 
1 of their own hands. [Cheers; hear, hear.] | | 
j The man who makes himself great and famous by his own acts and by his own genius is [ 
2 more to be envied than he who was born among inherited eseutcheons of nobility. | 
q Lincoln belongs to that privileged race, to that aristocracy. In infancy his energetic soul | 
j was tempered in poverty ; in youth, labor inspired him with the love of liberty and respect | 
3 for the rights of men. Up to the age of 22, educated in adversity, with his hands hardened | 
1 by honorable labor, while resting from the fatigues of daily toil, drinking in from the in- | 
: spired pages of the Bible the lessons of the Gospel, and in the ephemeral leaves of the : 
: . public journals which the morning brings forth and the evening disperses, the first rudi- 
j ments of that instruction which is subsequently ripened by solitary meditation. Light : 
q gradually and gently illuminated that soul. The wings with which it took its flight then | 
| expanded and strengthened, the chrysalis felt one bright day the rays of the sun which | 
7 called it into life, it broke through its bonds, and rose up from its humble condition to those | 
3 luminous spheres where a higher destiny was awaiting its approach. The farmer, the 
3 laborer, the shepherd, like Cincitinatus, abandoned his plough half buried in the earth, and | 
i as a legislator in his native State, and subsequently in the national Congress, he prepared | 
j in the public tribune to become one day the popular chief of many millions of people, the | 
] defender of the whole principle which Wilberforce inaugurated. What strifes, what agitated f 
3 scenes, what a series of herculean works and incalculable sacrifices are involved and repre- | f 

sented by their glorious results in these four years of. warfare and government! | 
i _ Armies in the field, such as ancient history speaks not of; immense battles, during which | 
i the sun rises and sets two and three times before victory declares itself on either side. | 
i Heavy marches, where thousands of victims, whole legions, cover with their dead every | 
; foot of the conquered ground. Invasions, the daring and dangers whereof far surpass the | : 
‘ records of Attila and the Huns! . | 
7 What awful obsequies for the scourge of slavery! What a terrible and salutary lesson L 
1 has this people, still rich and vigorous in youth, given to the timid scruples of ancient f 
q Hurope, now the battle-field of principles likewise sacred! : > 
| _ These were the beacons, the land-marks, which guided his grand career. If the sword’ : 
i was the instrument in his hands, yet liberty, inspiration, and the courage, which were the L 
3 eutgrowth of his principles, were equally effective. Trampling down the thorns in his path, | | 

guiding his steps amidst the tears and the blood of so many holocausts, he still lived to see | 
: the promised land. He was not permitted to plant on that soil the auspicious olive branch | 
q of peace and concord. When he was about to reunite the loosened bond of the Union, 
1 | when he was about to infuse into the body of his country the vivifying spirit of free institu- : 
’ tions, after collecting and reuniting its dispersed and bloody members; when the standard l 
3 of the republic, its funeral dirges ended, its agonies of pride and defeat silenced and sub- 
j sided, was about to rise again, and to spread its glorious folds over a reconciled people, | 

purified and cleansed from the stain of slavery, the great athlete tripped in the ring and | 
: fell, thus proving that, after all, he was but mortal. [ Hear, hear. Applause. ] 
3 I think this brief and hurried sketch is quite sufficient. for the occasion. The chamber | 
7. being, by its nature, by duty, and by orgnizaton, not only the conservator, but the faith. | 

2 | 7 |
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a ful warden of traditions and principles, will not hesitate to take part in the demonstration : : 
3 which the elective chamber has already adopted, thus following the example of all the en- : 
a. lightened parliaments of Europe. Silence, in the presence of such criminal attempts, can 4 
a only be maintained by such senates as are dumb and void of elevated sentiments and ; 
q aspirations. [ Hear, hear. ] | {i 
q By voting the present motion the chamber of peers takes a part in the feelings of pain now 3 

qi experienced by all civilized nations. The crime which has closed the career of Lineoln—. 4 
a a martyr to the noble principles of which this epoch has reason. to be proud—is almost, is ; 
4 essentially, a regicide, and a monarchical country cannot but abhor and condemn it. The E 
a descendants of those men who were the first in the 16th century to reveal to Europe the new . 
q road which, across stormy and unknown seas, opened the gates of the eastern world, must : 
q not be the last to bow down before the grave of a great citizen and a great magistrate, who 
a himself piloted his people through terrible tempests, and succeeded in leading them in : 
q triumph over the fallen ramparts of slavery’s stronghold. Let each people and each era . 
a have its task and its share of glory. Let each illustrious citizen have his crown of laurel, q 
a or his civic crown. [Hear, hear. Applause. ] | 
a The MINISTER OF ForEIGN AFFAIRS, Count d’Avila. As a peer of the realm, he takes | : 
a _ part in this noble manifestation. As minister of the crown he had already done as much, in . 
5 his own name at first, when mere rumors were circulated that the crime had been committed ; : 
4 and again, after having received the order of his Majesty, as soon as no doubt, unfortunately, £ 

existed on the subject, in order to show what were the sentiments of the Portuguese gov- 3 
4 ernment. , | : 
3 ' Mr. REBELLO Da SILVA. Mr. Speaker, I am rejoiced to hear the words of the minister of ; 

finance and of foreign affairs. They give evidence that the government has acted in this ; 
4 affair with that propriety and promptitude which its duty indicated, and which are inspired : 
4 by noble feelings. I shall now lay on the table my motion of order, as follows: ; 
3 ‘*The chamber of peers deplores, with the most sincere feelings of pain, the criminal act q 
a which has just thrown into mourning the sons of a great nation, by the death of the President . 
D of the United States of America, Mr. Lincoln, who died a martyr to his duty.” E 
3 L. A. REBELLO DA SILVA, the speaker. The chamber has heard the reading of this motion. E 
4 I do not consider it necessary to have it again read from the table, as it would not have a ; 
A better effect than when read by its author.. [ Hear, hear. ] : 

Mr. REBELLO DA SILVA. The Count d’Avila has likewise signed the motion. 3 
i : The SPEAKER. All the worthy peers who approve of the motion will be pleased to indicate 
4 as much. | ° : 

4 Ii was unanimously approved. | . : 

3 The CouNT D’AVILA. I request that it be recorded in the minutes that the voting was q 
q unanimous. [ Hear, hear. ] | | 4 

3 | [ Translation. ] ; 

4 HOUSE OF DEPUTIES, . 
4 Session of May 3, 1865. ; 

q The PRESIDENT. The proposal just placed on the table by the deputy, Mr. Medeiros; will . 
a now be read; it is as follows: | 4 
a Proposal: I move that the house do insert in its minutes a significant expression of the E 
a profound emotion with which it received the news of the barbarous assassination committed E 
@ | on the person of Mr. Lincoln, the President of the United States of America, and that the E 
a __-worthy representative of that republic at this court be respectfully informed of the deliberation e 
q of the house on this subject. . £ 
4q House of sessions, May 3, 1865. The deputy Henrique Medeiros de Paula Medeiros. : 
q The minister of public works, (Mr. CaRLos BENTO.) I do not know whether the motion ; 
q is admitted, but it appears to me that from its very nature, it is of an urgent and excep- . 
a tional character. Ou my part I do not hesitate, in the name of the government, in sharing ] 

such a noble and feeling manifestation as the one contained in the proposal. : : 
4 2 =©——”:—C Wee ree all unanimous, in common with the civilized nations of Europe, in condemning an 4 
a act which has excited the indignation of the whole people, without respect to party distinc- : 
q _. tions. All and every individual reprobates the fatal deed which has taken place in the : 

United States. | . ; 
q I willingly take part in the expression of the vote contained in the proposal. I feel con- | 
i vinced that the Portuguese parliament will not hesitate one moment in adopting the mani- _ ; 
a festation of such becoming sentiments. [ Hear, hear. ] . q 
4 Mr. Sant’ANNA E VASCONCELLOS. I thank the illustrious deputy, the author of the : 
2 motion, for having brought it forward, and I do so from my whole heart. 4 

Mr. PauLa Meperros, I thank the noble deputy for his expressions. E 
qa Mr. SantT’ANNA E VASCONCELLOS. If the disastrous war which has existed in America 

a during the last three or four years has a justification, it is to be found in the one grand and ; 
noble motive which has dominated throughout the—abolition of slavery. The man who has :
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| just fallen a victim to the assassination which we all deplore maintained that noble and sub | oo 
j lime idea. In view of the fact which is in itself so much to be deplored and in presence o ; 

| the great and persistent idea of that great citizen, we cannot refrain from being unanimous : 
7 in voting the motion. 7 : | 
j The MINISTER OF PUBLIC WoRKS. I spoke in the name of the government, and I can | 
3 assure the house that the government has already tendered those manifestations which its 7 L 
4 duty and its feelings clearly indicated. I congratulate myself on the fact that the parliament | 
j was allowed the opportunity, by a spontaneous initiative, of manifesting its sentiments. 
q In putting the motion to the vote it was carried unanimously. | 

{ I have the honor of handing you copies, inclosed, of a communication addressed to me by ~ | 
] the secretary of the chamber of deputies, under yesterday's date, and of the motion referred 
4 to in said communication, which was presented in the Session of the 3d instant and voted : 
4 unanimously, manifesting the sentiments of said chamber in regard to the horrible deed com- | 
; _ mitted on the person of Mr. Abraham Lincoln, late President of the United States of America. 
3 ' . While requesting you to bring these documents before your government, itis my duty to | ( 
3 inform you that his Majesty’s government, immediately that it was informed of an event | 
d which has saddened a nation whose destinies had been confided to such an illustrious magis- : 

trate, issued the needful instructions to his Majesty’s minister in the United States, with a \ 
3 view to express to the American government the profound regret with which his Majesty the | 
4 King and his government received the news of that event. } 

: I avail of this opportunity to reiterate the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. - | 
] - . | CONDE D’AVILA. 
i. DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, May 6, 1865. ( 

- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
3 | | | | Lisbon, May 10, 1865. | 
1 I have received, with deep emotion, the expression of sympathy and condolence uttered by 

the honorable chamber of deputies in a manner so touching and marked, in reference to the 
3 deplorable event which now saddens the hearts of the American people. | 
3 ‘In the very hour when peace had spread her benignant wings over a distracted country, © 
4 he, who by his virtues, gentleness, and public worth had inspired everywhere a generous 
3 confidence, was struck down by the criminal hand of passionate resentment. oO 
7 ‘The martyrdom with which an eventful career was crowned becomes the legacy not only © 
3 of a nation but of humanity; for his life was a sacrifice on the altar of duty. | 
7 A great and a good man has fallen, but the principles which he represented and defended | 
3 so uprightly and well survive to honor his memory, and will continue to live and be cherished | 
j wherever constitutional government, liberty, and justice are respected. | 
j The people of the United States, who had learned to value the good will and honorable | : 
j conduct of Portugal during a period of strife now happily terminated, will welcome her voice | 
; of sympathy in this hour of universal grief as a token of friendship which should bind them ~ 
q more closely together. os : | 
j It will be my duty to.communicate immediately to the government of the United States _ | 
3 the sentiments expressed by the honorable chamber of deputies, but I cannot peimit this oc- 
4 casion to pass without conveying, on behalf of the constituted authorities and for myself | 
| individually, a united appreciation of this high mark of consideration and respect. : 
: | JAMES E. HARVEY. 

' Mr. Harvey to Mr. Hunter. | 

No. 339.} | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Lisbon, May 13, 1865. 

Sir: A Russian squadron of four ships, bearing the remains of the late Duc. 
; Héritier, entered the 'Tagus on the morning of the 10th instant. The United 
{ States ships Niagara and Kearsarge were then in port. The Russian minister, 
| Mr. de Kondriafisky, had previously informed me of the intention of the squad- 

ron to come in, and of the ceremonies proposed by the Portuguese authorities 
when it should appear and during its stay here. ‘The Niagara had just returned 

‘ from a cruise to Madeira, and I at once addressed a note to Commander Craven, 
requesting him to consult and co-operate with the Portuguese authorities, and _ | 
to superadd to their action any peculiar tribute of respect permitted by the | 

’ naval service of the United States on such occasions. . . | | 

| | |
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q Commodore Craven called upon me soon afterwards to say, that as he was: 7 
4 going to Antwerp, he proposed to offer his ship as an escort to the Russian  &- 
1 squadron. The suggestion struck me as a very proper and becoming expres- , ; 
q sion of our sympathy, and at the same time as a manifestation of friendship ; 
q towards a great power which, from first to last, had borne itself kindly and con- : 
q siderately to the United States during our whole struggle. OO q 
7 I fully concurred, therefore, in the view of Commodore Craven, and made : 
| the intention known to the Russian minister, in order that he might accept or . 
q decline the offer, according to the wishes of his government. He at once ex- . 
| pressed the greatest satisfaction and gratitude for the courtesy, and made the : 
{ _ purpose known to the Emperor, now at Darmstadt. I received a formal visit ££ 
4 from him yesterday, being instructed, as he said, by the Emperor to express . 
q his acknowledgments for this act of considerate and welcome attention. : 
q It occurred to me as proper for the Kearsarge to accompany the said cortege 3 
q a certain distance to sea; first to render our respect the more imposing, and &£§ 
q next in order that the progress of: the voyage up to a particular point might be : 
q reported to the imperial court. | of 
4 I feel quite confident that no manifestation of good feeling or of sympathy on F 
{ this melancholy occasion could be made here which would not be acceptable to : 
q the President and the department, and therefore I have had no hesitation what- | : 
4 _ ever in obeying my own impulses, because they responded, as I believe, to the . 
4 wishes and sentiments of our people. : : 
4 And if there had been no other reason to guide me, the expression and con- _ : 
4 duct of the Russian government at the great affliction which has recently been ; 
4 = ~__ deplored by our people, and the language of friendly attachment addressed. to o£ 
4 =. the United States by the official press at Saint Petersburg, in the presence of  &£- 
4 _ the world, would have been sufficient to have determined any little responsi- : 
q bility on my part, if a doubt as to the plain course of duty had ever crussed my of 
a mind. | | . ; 
4 The Russian squadron is now about leaving the 'Tagus, under the convoy of — E 
4 the Niagara and Kearsarge, her Majesty’s ship Defence, detailed from the : 
3 fleet recently here to escort the squadron to Plymouth, and the Portuguese ; 
; ship Sagree, which will attend it ceremoniously a short distance. . a 
: I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, _ o£ 
4 _ JAMES E. HARVEY. F 
q Hon. WILLIAM Hunter, 4 
4 Acting Secretary of State. | . 

| a Mr. Harvey to Mr. Hunter. | | ; 

{ No. 340.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : F 
j | ‘ Lisbon, May 15, 1865.  - 
| Sir: A royal decree was communicated to the Chamber of Deputies to-day, 1 
q - dissolving the Cortes and convoking the chambers, after the elections, for the . 
q 30th of July. , | : ; 
{ The new ministry found it wholly impracticable to carry on the government ; 
4 with a majority in the popular assembly, which had been instrumental in caus- 
4 ing the abandonment of power by its own friends. ) | 
| Parties are now in a state of fusion, and the chiefs of opposing divisions have : 
4 _ banded together in the hope of carrying into office a coalition which contains E 
i. the seeds of its own dissolution, even in the event of a temporary triumph. : 
q Both sides profess confidence in -their ability to secure a majority in the : 
q _ Chamber of Deputies, but the actual ministry has an advantage in the organ- _ F 
q ized machinery of official patronage which quite counterbalances if it does not :
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exceed the combination of strange elements which form the temporary op- 
1 position. | | | ae 
1 The ministry of the Marquis de sa da Bandeira attracts the sympathy of the 
: substantial interests of the country, and deservedly enjoys the confidence and. 
’ respect of the representatives of foreign governments. 7 | 
j | I have’the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | - | 

| a JAMES E. HARVEY, | : 
1 ~ Hon, Wituiam HUNTER, © | | : 
1 | Acting Secretary of State. | : | | tf 

4 | Mr. Harvey to Mr. unter | : 

No. 341.] _ Legation oF tHE Unirep States, 
' | Lisbon, May 16, 1865, 

i | Sir: The note from the Count d’Avila which accompanies this despatch | 
1 communicates officially the proceedings of the Chamber of Peers in reference to | 
; the assassination of the lamented President Lineoln. It will be observed that | 
3 the count was associated in the motion which was passed unanimously in that | 
: ‘ body. pe | 
3 The eloquent speech of the distinguished orator Rebello da Silva—the author | 

of the proposition—was included in the note of the minister of foreign affairs, | 
q having been recorded as a part of the minutes of the chamber; but I do not | 
4 now enclose it, as my No. 338 has already put the department in possession of = =— 
4 a copy published in the official paper. © | | 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

| | | JAMES E. HARVEY, 
1 Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | Se 
’ Acting Secretary of State. | 1 | 

- Count d’ Avila to Mr. Harvey. 

2 a DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FoREIGN AFFAIRS, 
| | | | | May 12, 1865. 

j In addition to my note dated 6th instant, I have the honor to hand you enclosed a copy of 
j the communication which, under date of 9th, was sent to me by the vice-president of the 
4 chamber of peers of the realm as well as of the document, a copy of which accompanied it, : 

containing the motion made in the session of the 5th instant by the worthy peer Luiz Au- 
4 gusto Rebello da Silva, a motion in which I took part as a peer of the realm, and which was ~ : 
7 carried unanimously, to the effect of having it recorded in the minutes how deep was the 
7 pain experienced at the news of the horrible crime perpetrated on the person of Mr. Lincoln, | 
; President of the United States. | | 
: In the aforesaid document you will find that part of the minutes which refer to the subject,. 
1. and I have to request that you will be pleased to make known to your government the . 
q manifestations of said chamber on an event which all so deeply deplore. 
3 I avail of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. 
4 | a COUNT D’AVILA. 
| JAMES E. HARVEY, Esq., &c., &c., &e. | | 

' | _ CHAMBER OF WORTHY PEERS OF THE REALM, | 

1 Most EXcELLENT Sir: The chamber of peers of the realm having unanimously resolved, 
i in its session of 5th instant, and on motion of the worthy peer Luiz Augusto Rebello da 

Silva, in which the worthy peer Count d’Avila took part, to record in its minutes the ex- 
pression of great pain which the chamber felt at the news of the horrible crime committed in _ : 
the United States of America on the person of Mr. Lincoln, their illustrious President, I have 

q now the honor of handing your excellency the enclosed copy containing the aforesaid motion 
: and that part of the minutes which relates to the subject, in order that your excellency may, |
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q through such channel as may be deemed most appropriate, cause the same to be made known ; 
q to the government of the United States. = | 
4 May God preserve your excellency. Palace of the Cortes, May 9,. 1865. OE 
4 oo | COUNT DE CASTRO, Vice-President. . 
4 Wis Excellency the CouNT D’ AVILA, a Oo | E 
4 . Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. : 

t 7 , EMILIO ACHILLES MONTEVERDE. j 
1 DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, May 12, 1865. 4 

| oe Mr. Harvey to Mr. Hunter. 1 

| No, 342.] LeGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
1. Lisbon, May 18, 1865. o£ 

1 ‘Sir: I have the honor to communicate herewith the copy of a note from the : 
| Count d’ Avila, with the proceedings of the chamber of deputies, in regard to ft 
| the reply which I addressed to that distinguished body on the 10th instant in ] 
q answer to their expression of sympathy on the occasion of President Lincoln’s | &£& 
§ death. : : , 1 
q | I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | : 
| JAMES E. HARVEY. &- 
q Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, . F 
i a _ Acting Secretary of State. oo : 

| : | DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, | F 
| | | a May 16, 1865. 7 

I have the honor of handing you for your information the enclosed copy of a despatch 4 
q which the secretary of the chamber of deputies, now dissolved, addressed to me under date of  § 
4 13th instant, and likewise of the motion which accompanied the same, made by one of its : 
4 members, and unanimously voted, on the occasion of communicating to the said chamber the | 
q note which you addressed to the house on the 10th instant. 
4 I avail of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. E 
qa : | COUNT D’AVILA. — : . 
4 _ JAMES E, HaRvEY, Esq., Se., §c., &e. | : 

i . BUREAU OF THE SECRETARY OF THE CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES. | 7 

] Most EXcELLent Sir: I have the honor of transmitting to your excellency, for your in- i 
4 formation, the enclosed copy of the motion presented in this chamber by one of its members, F 
q and voted unanimously on the occasion of communicating to the house the note from tpe : 
3 legation of the United States of America at this court, in reply to the manifestation of feeling — | : 

and regret addressed to said legation on the atrocious assassination of the Pxesident of that . 
; republic. | | oo | 3 
i _ May God preserve your excellency. Palace of the Cortes, May the 13th, 1865. E 

: _ .JQOAQUIN XAVIER PINTO DA SILVA, | : 
_ Deputy and Secretary.. 

His Excellency the MINISTER AND SECRETARY OF STATE e 
q | | | for Foreign Affairs. | | j 

4 =~ = Truecopy: EMILIO ACHILLES MONTEVERDE. | j 
| DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFaIRS, May 16, 1865.. Oe | : 

_ I move that it be recorded in the minutes that the chamber has heard with every demon- . : 
4 ~=—-_ stration of true respect and profound sympathy the note which has just been read at the table, o£ 
q and addressed to the house by the minister resident of the United States of America at this q 
q court. | : 1 
: I further move that the government be informed of this deliberation, in order to communi- ; 
1 cate the same to the distinguished minister, Jacintho Augusto de Sant’Anna e Vasconcellos. 

1 Correct copy: | | POSIDONIO A. P. PICALUGA.  «- 
4. __ BUREAU OF THE SECRETARY OF THE CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES, May 13, 1865.. | . 

: True copy: | | EMILIO ACHILLES MONTEVERDE. &£ 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, May 16, 1865. E 

9pc ** q
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| Mr. Harvey to Mr. Hunter. 7 

4 No. 344.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
1 Lisbon, June 5, 1864, | 
i | Sir: The Russian minister, Mr. de Kondriaffsky, called upon me this morning = 
7 and brought with him the last number of the “Journal de Saint Petersbourg,” = 
{ (the official paper,) containing an article describing the manner in which the 
j Russian squadron, bearing the remains of the lamented archduke, had been \ 
‘ received in the port of Lisbon, and the part taken by this legation and our ships- | 
: of-war. | : | 
4 As the semi-official note which I addressed to the minister on that occasion | 
, | had also been published, he desired to explain to me that he had transmitted it 3 
1 at the time to the Emperor, who, being pleased with the sentiments therein ex- : 
| | pressed, had personally directed the note to be embodied in the official docu- 
] ment of the proceedings. | : | 
i This is all the information I have regarding the publication in question, and 
4 in case it should happen to attract your attention, | have thought it proper to 
1 make this statement, in order to correct any possible misapprehension. - 
q I permit myself to believe that the sentiments of that hasty but sincere note 

3 express the real feelings of our government and people towards a country which 

; never wavered in friendship or fidelity when those terms had a practical and 

; valuable signification. | | | 7 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, _ 

1 , a JAMES E. HARVEY. 
Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | 

; Acting Secretary of State. | 

4 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. 

q No. 172.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 
j oo Washington, June 13, 1865. 

: | Sir: Your several despatches from No. 330, dated April 6, to No. 339, of 
q the 13th of May, inclusive, (with the exception of No. 332,) have been received, 
: and have been read with great interest. Your proceedings as therein set forth 
| are approved. : | | 
j - I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
1 : | oO WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
q * James E. Harvey, Esq, &c., &c., Lisbon. | | 

: | ¥ 
) 

4 a Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 346.| - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, 

q | | oo  Lasbon, June 16, 1865. 

1 Sir: The accompanying address was delivered to me a few days ago by a 
{ special committee delegated by an association for the improvement of the work- 

; ing classes of Lisbon. I replied verbally at the time, promising a more formal | 

1. acknowledgment afterwards, which is now also enclosed. . . | 

| - The presentation of this address was delayed by the illness of the president | 
| of the society. 
q I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 

| | | JAMES E. HARVEY. | 
Hon. WittiaM H. Sewarp, | 

{ | Secretary of State. . 

1 (For address see Appendix, separate volume.) | |
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] sg | - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | ] 
a | . oO Lisbon, June 16, 1865. E 

| GENTLEMEN: The address which you did me the honor to deliver personally, in behalf of . 
4 the ‘‘ Centro Promotor dos methoramentos das classes laboriosas de Lisboa,” expressive of 7 
4 sympathy and regret on the occasion of the death of President Lincoln, will be immediately E 
4 communicated te my gevernment, and willbe received as an utterance at once worthy in & 
4 . itself, and acceptable from its touching and appropriate sentiments. | ] 

Among the many sympathetic expressions which this sad occasion has called forth, none , 
4 have been more welcome than the voices of associations like yours, whose aim is to elevate . 
4 and dignify man by enlarging his intelligence and usefulness, and whose ambition is thus to : 

promote the prosperity and happiness of the people at large. 
q However much the political institutions of the New and Old World may differ, these are . 

fs objects upon which all men may agree, since they are the necessary foundations of stable and : 
4 successful government. Enlightened progress marches forward in proportion as popular ££ 
q | education is diffused, and it stops and stagnates where free instruction is denied. The civili- 3 
q vation of a state can only be measured by the intelligence of its people. | 43 
a Abraham Lincoln was a striking illustration of this idea, and his career furnishes an ex-  . o£ 
4 ample and an honorable incentive which will endure in all history. Humble in origin, EE 
4 unfavored in fortune, self-reliant, and upright, he rose from ebscure beginnings to a position : 
q which attracted the gaze of the world. How bravely and well he bore himself; how un- ££ 
4 selfish and noble was his conduct; how fervent and patriotic were his aspirations; how. . 
i gentle and guileless was his heart; how simple and yet how grand was his nature, are of 
4 qualities and virtues for the future historian to describe. It is our pride to point to him as a | ; 
q type of American civilization. | . | E 
4. None sympathize more strongly than he with every effort to improve the condition of labor ; : 
| to educate its children, and to raise it up to a higher dignity. His hands had been hardened 3 
q »y honest toil, and his youth had been disciplined by stern necessity. Therefore his sympa- - & 
4 thies were ever earnest and practical. | | E 
E Hence it is fitting that associations with kindred aims te those which illustrated the life of E 
: our lamented President should linger over and leave offerings upon his grave, and that we, E 
4 who in foreign lands witness these voluntary tributes, should feel our hearts swell with 4 
i mingled emotions of gratitude and manly pride. | E 
4 fam, with high respect, | rE 
q | | JAMES E. HARVEY. E 
4 Messrs. FRANCISCO VIEIRA DA SILVA, ; 
q | President, : 
i And MIGUEL JUSTINIANO CORREA EL SILVA, E 
: . ALFREDO AUGUSTO CORREA, j 
: Secretaries. : 

| Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | ' 

| No. 348.] LEGATION OF THE Unirep Statss, ' 
j | Lisbon, July 5, 1865, ' 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 172, together i 
- with various circulars recently issued relating to the public sérvice, to which ; 

| proper attention will be given. , , q 
There is no necessity for communicating with his Majesty’s government in | 

4 regard to the squadron under command of Rear-Admiral Goldsborough, as no ] 
- concession of belligerent rights was ever made by Portugal, and no restriction | 

of any kind was ever imposed upon our ships-of-war, during the existence of _ q 
4 the civil strife now happily terminated. ‘That squadron will be cordially . ; 

welcomed here by the public authorities, whenever and under whatever circum- E 
] stances it may appear. a | | 

d I avail myself of this occasion to offer my sincerest felicitations upon your tf 
return to the department, and to express the hope that you may be spared, not q 

4 only to consummate the great work of pacification, but to enjoy long and well the oF 
i fruits of that noblest of victories. j 

1 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, . 
i : JAMES E. HARVEY. 

| Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, : 

1 Secretary of State. '
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| : Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. — | | 

| No.176.j | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = | 
3 a _ Washington, July 24, 1865. 

1 . §ir: Your despatch of June 8, without number, and your two subsequent _ | 
1 ones Nos. 346 and 347, dated the 16th and 18th of June, respectively, have | 
i; been received. The address which accompanied your No. 346, and which was si 
q - delivered to you by a special committee, delegated by an association for the | 

improvement of the working classes of Lisbon, together with your interesting | 
i acknowledgment in reply, will be carefully preserved in the archives of the =| 
3 | department. . oe 7 | 

1 Sn I am, sir, your obedient servant, - | | | 

| a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
j JamMES E. Harvey, Esq., §e., &¢, Lisbon. | oo, | 

7 | | Wr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. — a ) 

No. 353.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oo | 
: | : Lisbon, August 8, 1865. | 

' Sir: Immediately upon the receipt of your despatch, enclosing the President’s | 
1 proclamation in regard to the harboring or giving hospitality to msurgent | 
j cruisers, I transmit a copy of the same with a note, of which a copy is herewith — | 
’ enclosed, to the minister of foreign affairs, stating at the same time that the ) 

; -. proclamation of July 29, 1861, if properly enforced, would give the necessary | 

] _ protection in this respect. - , ne | a | 
| Count d’Avila, in order, as he supposed, to comply fully with the wishes of | 

our government, directed a new portaria or decree to be issued, enjoining the 
| strict and continued execution of the proclamation, as will be seen by his note 

to me and its enclosure. | | 3 | 
1 As the proclamation of 1861 did nothing more than reaffirm the adhesion of | 
j this government to that clause of the treaty of Paris of 1856, by which the 
i arming and equipment of privateers aud the sale of prizes made by them in 
| _ Portuguese ports was prohibited, I have not thought it necessary to ask for its | 

| revocation, which I am sure would be at once granted, if desired. But if the 

j department entertains any other view upon this subject, I will be most happy to 
1  earry out its instruction, or to adopt whatever policy may be considered as most 
j wise and proper. _ | | | Ly 
7 It may be observed in this connexion, that the proclamation of 1861 was 
: issued at my own instance, and was suggested as a means of preventing a con- | 

q cession of belligerent rights, such as had been then just proclaimed by nearly all 

] the maritime powers, and the example of which Portugal was then arid afterwards 

- hard pressed to follow. That proceeding kept the ports open and unrestricted 

3 to our ships-of-war, avoided any application of the 24-hours rule, and was | 

i; materially serviceable in arresting the schemes of public enemies who expected 
to use the mid-ocean islands and the secluded harbors of the coast for hostile 

] ~~—___ enterprises. a oO 7 
' The government co-operated to the extent of its ability, and with sincere | 

good will, in efforts to stop all abuses of hospitality, and often seconded my 

; endeavors when there were no United States ships-of-war at hand, by de- 
- spatching their own vessels to exposed points in order to protect our commerce _ 

| and to prevent intended depredations. 
ij. Considering the relation of this country to other powers, and its peculiar . | 

i circumstances, it is barely justice to say, that the conduct of Portugal towards the | 

United States, during the whole period of the late civil strife, was exceptionally | 

4
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| - friendly and stands out in marked contrast to that of various states, which 7 
| seem to claim and receive credit for rescinding concessions, that largely con- E 
1 tributed to the moral and material support of the rebellion during its existence. ; 
iT And this is the more proper to be said, since there appears to be adisposition = § 
| to depreciate and disparage that conduct by those who are either ignorant of or : 
| indifferent to the facts. — | , F 
q | I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, ; 
| co | | | - JAMES E. HARVEY. | 
| . Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, . : 
| | 7 | Secretary of State. | 

| | Mr. Harvey to Count de Avita. | ee 

| | _ LEGATION OF THE UNrTreD STATES, j 
| . : ‘Lisbon, June 8, 1865. : i 

1 Sm: I am directed to communicate to his Most Faithful Majesty’s government the en- 3 
4 ~ élosed copy of a proclamation by the President of the United States, in regard to the harboring : 
q er giving of hospitality to insurgent cruisers which have heretofore depredated and still : 
4 threaten to commit further depredations upon the commerce of the United States. . . 
4 The proclamation of his Majesty, dated 29th of July, 1861, if properly enforced, would ex- — 3 
4 clude all such vessels from Portugese ports, and it is hoped that the necessary measures will | E 
i be adopted to give it full vigor in this kingdom and all its possessions. I avail myself of : 
1 - this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. = E 
q : JAMES E, HARVEY. 3 
] _ His Excellency the COUNT D’ AVILA, | 
1 | 7 ‘Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. | E 

1 : | | | Count @ Avila to Mr. Harvey. — , 4 

j a _ { Translation. ] —— . 

] | . . DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, - ; 
4 August 5, 1865. 4 
q I acknowledge the receipt of the note which you were pleased to address me under date of E 
q _ the 8th of June last, transmitting, by order of your government, a proclamation frm the Presi- ; 
4 dent of the United States, regarding hospitality and asylum granted to insurgent cruisers, - 4 

which have caused and still cause so much damage to the commerce of the United States, 4 
and manifesting the desire that the decree of the 29th of July, 1861, be continued in full force : 

; in the ports of Portugal, as well as in those of the adjacent islands and colonial provinces. : 
a. Having taken due note of your said communication and of its enclosure, I have now the ; 

honor of informing you that through the marine and colonial department, under yesterday’s . 
| date, was published, as you will please observe, by the enclosed number of the ‘‘ Diario de : 

Lisboa” of this day, a royal order to all the governors of the colonial provinces, to the : 
: major general of the navy, and to the navy inspectors, directing them to observe in the most E 
i stringent and punctual manner the execution of the aforesaid decree, whereby full satisfaction q 
q is thus given to your representation. | 7 : : 
' IT avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate the assurances of my most distinguished q 
7 _ consideration. . E 

- | COUNT D’AVILA. » t 
7 JAMES E. Harvey, Esq., &c., &c., &c. | \ . | ’ 

{Translation from the ‘‘ Diario de Lisboa” of August 5,.1865.] _ | ] 

t | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR MARINE AND COLONIES, a 
oo | | Royal Palace, August 4, 1865. : 

, Tt being pessible that doubts may arise on the part of some of the authorities, whether the _&£ 
dispositions of the decree of the 29th of July, 1861, are to be considered in full force, in view ; 

3 of the present position of the United States of America, his Majesty the King, through the E 
q marine and colonial department, is pleased hereby to declare unto all the governors of the : 

colonial provinces, to the major general of the navy, and to the inspectors of the navy, that : 
, the said decree of the 29th of July, 1861, continues to subsist in full force, and that it is . &£ 

their duty to execute the same in the mest punctual and stringent manner. j 
| | SD. DA BANDEIRA. .
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Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | 

i No. 357.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STatTEs, | 
i : | . _ £asbon, September 6, 1865. v 

Siz: The ministry of the Marquis de Sa da Bandeira resigned office on the | 
2d instant without any formal expression on the part of the Cortes. After a 

| close contest for the choice of presidents of the chamber of deputies, in which the 
] ministry barely sueceeded, it beeame evident that a sure working majority - | 

! could not be relied upon, and that to prolong the struggle would only involve : 
_ additional embarrassments. Under these circumstances it was considered proper : 

1 to withdraw from an irksome and thankless responsibility, and to leave to an | 
opposition of mixed materials, which had united for a given purpose, the task | 
of administering the government in the difficult circumstances which it had | 
brought about. | | | 

, His Majesty the King then summoned Mr. de Aguiar and the Duke de Loulé, 
the two chiefs of the coalesced opposition, and committed to them the duty of 

: organizing acabinet. After various conferences the interest represented by the a 
Duke de Loulé confided the organization exclusively to Mr. de Aguiar, and he | 

! - announced to the chambers yesterday the new ministry, composed as follows: | 
1 | President of council and minister of interior, J A. de Aguiar ; minister of foreign: 
i. affairs and public works, Conde de Castro; minister of finance, Foutes Pereira 

de Mello; minister of justice and worship, Barjona de Freitas ; minister of war, 
3 Conde Torres Novas ; minister of marine and colonies, Visconde Praia Grande. 
4 No confidence is entertained that this ministry will sueceed any better than 
q the one which it sueceeded in ousting from office; and so far as respects the 
4 practical conduct of affairs, and especially the diplomatic relations, it is less ac- . 
; ceptable that its predecessor. : | 
3 It was announced in the chambers to-day that the Cortes would be adjourned 
| till November. This recess may enable the new eabinet to recruit some addi- 
3 tional strength, but there are certain elemants of discord which cannot be easily 
i reconciled, and chrenic causes of complaint which a mere change of ministers | 
4 will not remedy. | | | 
! | The public men, generaily, have either neglected or failed in the courage to 

apply the stern treatment which the situation demands, or, in other words, te 
_ confront the necessity, as it presents itself to every careful observer. 

In compliance with the terms of the constitutional charter the King has ob- | 
2 tained leave from the Cortes to absent himself temporarily from the country, 
1 and intends to make a voyage with the Queen, soon after the opening of the ex- 
q position at Porto, on the 16th instant, to include visits to England, France, and 
1 Italy, travelling in comparative incognito under the title of Duke and Duchess | 
1 of Braganza. a | 
‘ I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 
; | | JAMES E. HARVEY. 
] Hon. Witiuiam H. S—warp, Secretary of State. | , 

, Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. | 

| No. 358.} LEGATION OF THE Unitep STATES, | 
1 Lisbon, September 10, 1865. | 
4 | Sir: The accompanying communication is enclosed for information, as it is | 
| of interest to our vessels-of-war which may touch at the Cape de Verd islands 

for supplies of coal and water. | | 
7 The present supplies of those necessities, for the national and commercial ma- | 
4 rine, are to be obtained at the Cape de Verd group of islands, only from the |
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| British consul at St. Vincent, whose undisguised sympathy and partial proceed- ; 

q ings during the existence of the late rebellion were frequently made the subject | : 

| of complaint to this legation by those who had experienced exceptional treat-. : 

ment at his hands. | a / | E 

1 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, ; 

| | | | JAMES E. HARVEY. 

, Hon. Wittiam H. SEwarp, - | ' 

| Secretary of State. , : 

4 oO Messrs. Burnay and Martins to Mr. Harvey. : 

I | LISBON, August 23, 1865. &§ 

4 | Sin: We, the undersigned, ask permission to lay before your excellency certain facts con- | 

q cerning the establishment of a coal depot in the Cape de Verd islands, which facts we most . 

respectfully pray your excellency to make known to the proper authorities in the United States. i 

: an For more than a year we have been engaged in the preliminary arrangements for estab- 4 

q lishing a coal depot at Porto Praya, a safe and excellent harbor of St. Jago, the capital island : 

: of the group known as the Cape de Verd. We obtained from the Portuguese government, : 

4 in the month of June this year, in the name of one of the undersigned, the enclosed grant, — : 

4 from which your excellency will see that we have every desirable privilege as to wharves, q 

q coal, depot, &c. We ought here to remark, that though the present concession is in the 4 

i name of but one of us, we are, nevertheless, partners in the enterprise, and the Portuguese &£ 

: government will before long cause the documents to be duly amended. : 

q To one acquainted with the Cape de Verd islands it would be superfluous to say that St. 3 

4 Jago is the most fertile of the group. Jt contains about 25,000 inhabitants; abounds in veg- : 

; etables, fruit, and excellent water, and is, moreover, the seat of government. Only once in 

4 the memory of man has St. Jago been visited by the dreadful dry season which has frequently 

q been so disastrous to the other islands. * * * * * : 

We intend to keep a constant supply of the best American anthracite, Cardiff, and New ; 

4 Castle coal, at a uniform rate, not varying with the necessities of the steamers, or the whim &§ 

of our agents or employés. By the end of January we shall be able to supply vessels-of-war E 

5 and merchant steamers on the African coast, or those bound to the Cape of Cood Hope, or 

qa from southern Europe to the Brazils. There is but one other coal depot in the Cape de Verd, | ; 

, ‘at the barren island of St. Vincent. Till now this has been a monopoly, and sometimes a : 

1. burdensome one, enabling the proprietors to take advantage of the necessities of steamers. : 

q ‘A few considerations will show the desirableness as well as superiority of a coal depot at : 

| Porto Praya: 
- £ 

ql 1. The competition of the new will be a wholesome check on the old establishment. & 

4 2. The water at St. Vincent, according to the testimony of every captain, is of very inferior ; 

i quality, having often proved unfit for cooking after it has been brought on board; so that : 

men-of-war, after coaling at St. Vincent, have frequently gone to Porto Praya for water. ; 

On the other hand, the water at Porto Praya is of the best quality, and can be put alongside ft 

ship for $1 per hogshead, that of St. Vincent costing from $1 50 to $2 per hogshead. j 

3 St Vincent is a barren, volcanic island, obtaining all its supplies either from Europe or E 

from some other more favored islands. All stores, therefore, are high. Porto Praya, on the : 

contrary, has had at all times (except the one dry season referred to) plenty of vegetables— -& 

as sweet potatoes, turnips, cabbage, squashes, pumpkins, &c.; and abundance of fruit—as E 

. oranges, lemons,. bananas, &c. . E 

4. Porto Praya is no further out of the way than St. Vincent in the voyage from America i 

qa to Africa or China. — | , p 

7. 5, At first, coals will be shipped with the same rapidity as at St. Vincent, but when our ; 

machinery (for which one of us will go to America, the other to England) is all in operation q 

1. we shall be enabled to do it much quicker. | E 

: ! In conclusion, we may say that one of us (J. B. Burnay, from Belgium) is a merchant of ; 

long standing in this city, and your excellency can easily be satisfied of his capabilities and 7 

3 responsibility. ‘The other partner (C. Martinez) is a naturalized American, of the State of ; 

' Massachusetts, though a native of Porto Praya, and speaks English fluently. Mr. Martinez : 

was for a long time on the coast of Africa, as agent of Charles Hoffman, esg., of Salem, ‘ 

: Massachusetts, the well-known merchant in the hide trade; he was also American consul at , F 

Bissau, west coast of Africa. | 

/ Submitting this memorandum to your excellency’s judgment, and hoping that your excel- E 

7 lency may see no objection to laying these facts before the government of the United States,  &- 

: we remain your excellency’s most obedient servants, : 

: JEAN BTA. BURNAY. j 

; : CLARIMUNDO MARTINS. . 

: His Excellency JAMES E. Harvey, Esq., | : 

4 Minister of the U. S. of America at the court of his Majesty the King of Portugal. : EE
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- Mr. Seward to Mr. Harvey. | 

No. 178.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | | 
=) OO - | | Washington, September 13, 1865. 

_ Sre: Your despatch of August 8, No. 353, has been received. The course _ 
1 pursued by you on receiving my instruction enclosing the President’s proclama- 
q tion in regard to the harboring or giving of hospitality to insurgent cruisers and 
q _ the proceedings of the Portuguese government in relation thereto were doubtless 

sufficient, and they are satisfactory. It is for the government of Portugal to | 
| decide whether it desires to be undemonstrative in the matter. We ask nothing. 

’ _ Tam, sir, your obedient servant,  - | 
; | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
in | JAMES E. Harvey, Esq., &c., &¢., Lisbon.  _ oe a . 

| Mr, Harvey to Mr. Seward. | a 
; No. 366.]} LEGATION oF THE UNITED SraTzs, | 
| - | Lisbon, November 21, 1865. 
i | Sir: The correspondence communicated with this despatch will bring to your 
1 notice the material facts connected with a lamentable event which occurred here 

on the evening of the 24th October, resulting in the death of a Portuguese sub- 
3 ject, named José Manuel. | 

=: _ As the consul is charged with questions relating to American seamen, the | | 
| authorities necessarily addressed themselves to him in the preliminary proceedings, 
{ . __ but he at once consulted with me as to the steps to be taken, and fully concurred | 
| in my earnest wish to have the criminal discovered and delivered up. 
j , All efforts at detection have thus far failed, probably from the indisposition of | 
| the seamen to make any revelations on the subject which might criminate one 
1 of their own body; and the investigation before a mixed commission, informally 
q _ organized for the purpose, while in some degree complicating one of the sailors, | 
| did not warrant his surrender, for the testimony only excited a misgiving, and - | 
i was not of a nature to be regarded as judicially or even morally sufficient against 

- a person of established good character. | | as | | 
1 Rear-Admiral Goldsborough, and indeed all the officers, manifested a proper 

: and becoming disposition to advance the ends of justice, and vigilanee will not | 
| be relaxed because the case has assumed its present torm. His Majesty’s gov- 

ernment is fully satisfied that every desire is entertained, and that every energy 
i has been exerted to trace the offender, as also that these endeavors will be con- | 

4 tinued so long as there is a reasonable possibility of discovery. a 
q _ As the unfortunate victim of the affray was the sole support of aged and infirm | | 
i _ parents, I suggested the propriety of a subscription for their immediate relief, | 

1 which was handsomely responded to by the officers and crews of the ships now | 
j in port. » | ae 
i ; I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, , | 
: | | | , JAMES E, HARVEY. . 
7 | Hon, WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | 
] | Secretary of State. | | i — 
; | Count de Castro to Mr. Harvey. | 

i The civil governor of Lisbon, in a communication under date of October 26, made known 
q to the department of interior that, on the 24th of said month, about 6 o’clock p. m., a boat- : 

man, named José Manuel, residing in Rua da Silva, No. 37, was mortally wounded, with two 
1 stabs, by one of the seamen belonging to one of the American men-of-war now in the Tagus, | | 

| | | | a |
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4 said occurrence having taken place on the Caes do Sodré, from whence the wounded man was: : 

q carried to St. Joseph’s hospital, where he died shortly after. The aforesaid magistrate further | 3 

; adds, that the aggressor fnanaged to escape on board one of the boats without its having been. : 

q possible to identify him. oS 

: In bringing this serious affair to your notice, his Majesty’s government expresses the hope : 

i. that you will not fail to adopt such necessary measures as may lead to the punishment of the . &§ 

4 criminal, assuring you that, as communicated to me by the minister of interior, the civil o£ 

i governor of Lisbon has caused to be drawn out the requisite form of declaration, with all the . 

; attending circumstances and investigations regarding the crime and its perpetrator, in order : 

E that proper proceedings may be instituted, and that communication has been made to the . 

4 United States consul of all that has taken place, at the same time requesting him to have the . 

4 criminal given up. . 

q -~ JT renew on this occasion the assurance of my most distinguished consideration. : 

4 CONDE DE CASTRO. E 

q DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, November 7, 1865. | E 

to . Mr. Harvey to,Count de Castro. | 

q LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 

4. | Lisbon, November 14, 1865. 4 

i: Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 7th instant, which : 

q was only delivered at this legation at 6 o’clock last evening, six days after its date. — E 

| The general facts relating to the unfortunate event, to which your exceilency invites atten- , 

q tion, had already been brought to my notice by the consul of the United States, and the . 

q measures taken by him and by the officers of the United States ships-of-war in port, for the | 

i purpose of investigating the alleged crime and tracing out the criminal, were adopted with E 

4 my knowledge, privity, and co-operation. b 

q It appears from the inquiries made through this legation, that a seaman belonging to th &£ 

4 United States transport ship Guard was badly maltreated by some of the boatmen who pur- : 

4 sued their calling at the Caes do Sodré, in the afternoon of the 24th of October, and that sub- . 

: sequently, when one of that ship’s boats reached the quay at about 6 o’clock, and while its 

4 crew were in the act of transporting their disabled and wounded comrade to the boat,a E 

4 general broil ensued between the Portugese boatmen and American sailors, during which one . 

‘ José Manuel was stabbed by some unknown hand, and subsequently died of the wounds. - 

4 ~ As it was alleged that the fatal blow had been struck by one of the sailors of the Guard, the . 

4 commanding officer of that ship, upon being made aware of the charge, immediately and of 4 

1 his own accord ordered all the seamen attached to two boats which had been on duty, and ; 

4 five others who had been ashore on liberty, under strict arrest to await judicial examination, . 

1 and he proceeded to make an inquiry himself, with a view of discovering the criminal, if he : 

: wason board the ship. That inquiry made no disclosure affecting any of the seamen in ques- OE 

4 tion, but the arrest was nevertheless continued. : 

: . Inasmuch as a report had gained currency that the offender could and would be promptly ce 

identified by various witnesses, if all the seamen said to be implicated were produced, the 3 

4 consul of the United States, at the instance of the commander of the Guard, addressed a note q 

7 to the civil governor on the 2d instant, stating his readiness and desire to furnish that oppor- : 

tunity, and to have instituted the most searching investigation. . 

Accordingly an appointment was made for an examination at the arsenal on the 4th instant, : ; 

‘ 7 which was attended by his Majesty’s administrador, the United States consul, the commander é 

of the Guard, and other officials designated for that purpose. The fifteen seamen were ranged. : E 

in line, subject. to the fullest scrutiny of four witnesses who were brought forward; not one. - 7 

a of them had been engaged in the melee, and of whom two were boys. The recorded evidence E 

a establishes that there is not a particle of proof to criminate any particular individual, or to e 

‘ fix the responsibility of this grave crime. In the absence of such proof or of any evidence : 

that would be recognized in a court of law to hold a person charged to answer for crime, it. 7 

is necessarily impossible to make delivery of a criminal who is not known, and who as yet 7 

has avoided all efforts at discovery,.if he really be one of the seamen suspected, But there. . 3 

is every disposition on the part of this legation, and of the officers of the ships-of-war, to pro- E 

q mote the course of justice, and to that end every aid will be given for further investigation, E 

in any proper form that may be indicated by his Majesty’s government. Although there is | : 

4 no treaty of extradition between Portugal and the United States, all questions of form will 3 

be waived in order that the criminal may be brought to a speedy trial, if he is within the : 

jurisdiction or under the protection of the American flag. And with a view of leaving no _&€ 

3 duty undischarged, the whole case will be at once presented to the notice of Rear-Admiral q 

Goldsborough, who arrived in the Tagus this morning, so that such additional measures may . 

be adopted as his superior authority over the fleet will authorize. | ; 

Without the least desire to avoid responsibility, or to depreciate the seriousness of this &— 

crime, it may be suggested as worthy of consideration, whether in the confusion of a broil at oF 

: nightfall, in which a large number of persons were engaged, there can be any reasonable cer- | :
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. tainty without clear’ and convincing testimony, as to the individual who may have inflicted | 
the fatal wound, or whether the blow was struck intentionally or accidentally. The Portu- 

: - guese boatmen largely outnumbered the American sailors, and it is Very remarkable that not 
one of those engaged in the affray should have appeared at the arsenal, to testify at the ex- oe 
amination which they were notified was to take place. There is no doubt but their cruel 

7 treatment of one of the seaman was the provoking cause of the quarrel and of its lamentable 
4 consequence. _ : 
q _ The occasion is a fitting one to call the attention of your excellency to the imperfect police 

at the Caes do Sodré, and to suggest the propriety of designating a special landing for boats 
belonging to foreign ships-of-war, or at least of establishing. some regulation, by which they 

i may be protected against the constant outrages of boatmen who throng that quay and obstruct 
3 free communication. | 
; _ _ Since writing the foregoing, Admiral Goldsborough has called at the legation and been in- | 
1 formed of this note. He fully concurs in its suggestions and stands ready to afford every fa- | 
’ cility for the most thorough investigation, and to assist personally in any manner that will 
| . best promote that object. | | 
1. _ _T avail myself of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished con- _- 

' sideration. 
‘ | . JAMES E. HARVEY. | 
j His Excellency the CounT DE Castro, . 

Minister and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. | 

7 Count de Castro to Mr. Harvey. — 

I have had the honor of receiving the note which you were pleased to address me under yes- 
terday’s date, informing me that notwithstanding all the efforts employed, it has not been 

i possible to discover the perpetrator of the crime attributed to one of the seamen belonging 
; to the American transport ship Guard, and declaring that there exists both on the part of the 
3 legation under your charge and of the commanding officers of the United States ships-of- 
: war, the utmost desire to aid the Portuguese authorities in forwarding the ends of justice. 
3 Thanking you for this communication, which I shall immediately make known to the 
j minister of the interior, and appreciating in a high degree the good. offices tendered by the 
1 worthy commander, and other officers of said ship, with the approval of Admiral Golds- | 
4 borough, in the case in question, I shall avail myself of the first opportunity to make known 

: to you any resolution which may be adopted, with regard to your suggestion as to the de- 
; signation of a special point for the landing of the crews of foreign ships-of-war. 
1 I avail of this opportunity to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. 

| , | ~ COUNT DE CASTRO. | 
4 DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR FoREIGN AFFAIRS, November 15, 1865. | | 

— | | 
7 : Mr. Harvey to Rear-Admiral Goldsborough. 

1 | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
2 | | Lisbon, November 20, 1865. | 

: Sir: I have the honor to furnish you with copies of a correspondence between his Majesty’s | 
] government and this legation, in regard to a charge of crime made against some unknown- 
3 | seaman alleged to belong to the transport ship Guard, attached to the squadron under your 
: command. Be, 
7 It appears that his Majesty’s government is entirely satisfied with the disposition shown 
q and the efforts made by all of the officials of the United States, not only to discover the | 
j criminal in question, but to purge themselves of all responsibility connected with the crime, : 
1 and that no further investigation seems to be desired. | | 
7 In view of these facts, there is no good reason for detaining the transport ship longer in | 
1 port, as you had properly and promptly directed should be done pending the investigation. ; ! 

3 . I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, — 
. | | | JAMES E. HARVEY. | 

4 Rear-Admiral L. M. GoLpsBorovueH, . : ; 
| Commanding U. 8S. European Squadron now at Lisbon. 

3 . t 

|
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1 | | Mr. Marsh to Mr. Seward. j 

1  ——- No. 109.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

| | ; Turin, November 22,1864. © ; 

| ‘Sir: I mentioned ina recent despatch that I had applied to the Italian gov- F 

| ernment to permit the temporary establishment of a depot for naval stores of the 

| - United States at Cagliari. | 3 

| _T have received a reply, a translation of which is enclosed herewith. The . 

1 decision of the Navy Department to defer for the present the employment of : 
| __ storehouses on shore, renders it unnecessary to prosecute the subject further, — : 

| and I have notified the Italian government accordingly. | q 

| I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, : : 

| | GEORGE P. MARSH. ; 

| Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | | ] 

| Secretary of State. | | j 

! | | [Translation. ] - . 

| TuRIN, November 1, 1864. ; 

4. Mr. MINISTER: I have communicated to the ministry of marine the contents of your note : 

: of the 26th September last, in relation to having magazines in the port of Cagliari to receive : 

ql the United States naval stores, which are to be removed from the depot at Spezia, on account . 

4 of the transformation of the gulf of Spezia into a military establishment for the royal marine - : 

q of Italy. og - 

i In view of theamicable relations existing between the two countries, and in considera- 3 

: tion of the exceptional circumstances that the United States of America have no posses- : 

4 sion in Europe, and their great distance from the Mediterranean does not permit them to Eg 

3 provision directly and opportunely their ships in that sea, the government of the King has : 

no objection to granting the permission desired. But you will recognize, Mr. Minister, in - 

; making this concession we are obliged to return to the King’s government that liberty of E 

, action which its own interests and the maintenance of maritime neutrality demand. It is E 

my duty then to fix the following conditions: _ . 

: | The privilege accorded to the United States to rent magazines at Cagliari for the stores of q 

_ their naval station in the Mediterranean can at any time be revoked by the government of , E 

; the King, and the marine of the United States will be held to evacuate the aforesaid maga- = 

tm zines within a delay of three months after notice given to the legation of the United States — ; 

' at the court of Italy. | | | : 

q In case of a rupture between the United States and any European power, the magazines . 

a of Cagliari must be evacuated immediately after the declaration of war. : 

The United States will not be entitled to indemnity for the evacuation of their naval mag- E 

azines at Cagliari. - : E 

, Ships-of-war of the United States marine will conform to the provisions of the royal decree : 

of 6th of April, 1864, hereunto annexed, in regard to the neutrality of the ports of the Italian 3 

: Kingdom. | - : 

In case that ships-of-war of the United States should have to remain in the port of Cagliari E. 

beyond the time fixed by article 12 of the said decree, they will be required, except in case : 

of forced stoppage or of damage, to obtain the authorization of the King’s government. d 

4 The provisions of the before mentioned decree relating to belligerent ships will be applica- E 

a ple to the military marine of the United States, whenever the United States shall be at war : 

4 -_-with any other power, or in case ships-of-war or privateers (armis en course) of the separa- E 

i tists should make their appearance in the Mediterranean. 
i I shall be glad, Mr. Minister, if, while appreciating the necessity of these conditions, you : 4 

: should find no difficulty in accepting them. :
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[ 

j I hasten to add that the government of the King will be happy to be able to give proofs of 
q its friendship towards the United States in according to the federal marine all facilities that 
; : may be consistent with its duties; = 
j I take with pleasure, Mr. Minister, this occasion of renewing to you the assurances of my 

high consideration. | 
4 ALPHONSO LA MARMORA. : Mr. Marsu, Envoy Extraordinary and | 7 | q | Minster Plenipotentiary of the United States of America. | | 

i | Mr. Marsh to Mr. Seward. | | 
i. [ Extract. ] , 

No. 111.] _ Lere@ation or tae UNITED StaTss, | 
Turin, January 16, 1865. a 

Srp: * % % ee % # % 
| | The removal of the seat of this government to Florence is to take place on 
: the first of May next, and the necessary alterations and constructions of public | 
' _ buildings for the accommodation of the different departments of the ministry | 
3 and other branches of public service are now in progress at that-city. | 

The excitement which the sudden announcement of this change produced | 
4 having subsided, the measure has now become a subject of calm reflection, and | 
] _ is by no means regarded, even at Florence, with the favor which welcomed the | 
1 first intelligence of the convention. On the contrary, while it has gained no © 
1 _ new friends, as a wise or necessary step, the convictions of those who origi- 
1 nally opposed it have been strengthened, and if the question were now to be tried | 
' _ Upon its merits, I do not think the ministry could command a majority of either 
1 branch of the national legislature in its favor; that it was intended by some of | 

a the parties to the negotiation as a renunciation of the claim to Rome as the | 
: national capital would now be scarcely denied; but however that may be, the | 
: effect of it will be to renew the agitation of the Roman question, and it will soon 

. present itself to the people in a shape more imperiously demanding a satisfac- : | 
: tory solution than ever. | a | | | 
| - Hitherto the desire to retain the seat of government at the ancient capital of | 
‘ its kings has, in a great measure, stifled the voice of Piedmont on this question, : 
j and, therefore, the most powerful national influence which could be brought to : 
4 bear upon it has been, to a certain extent, paralyzed. The moral strength of : 
; the nation resides in Piedmont, and the whole influence of all classes, with the : 

exception of the clergy, throughout the old provinces, will now be directed to 
q the accomplishment of an end to which the population of the former Sardinian — | 
q kingdom has been hitherto comparatively indifferent. Jealousy of Florence | 
] and of ‘Tuscan influence in the government will combine to rouse the spirit of : 
7 other parts of Italy in the same direction, and the peninsula will be better united | 
1 on this point than it has hitherto been on any other. - | 
a Happily for the interests of Italian liberty, the recent encyclical letter of 
1 Pope Pius IX is likely to frustrate the various schemes of conciliation. which | 
: have been dreamed of as effectually as the madness of our own southern pro- | 

: slavery politicians has dispelled the visions of a new compromise between the | | 
1 spirit of slavery and the spirit of freedom in our own commonwealth. 
] One of the mose important measures now under discussion in the Italian par- | | 
] liament is the bill for the suppression of monastic corporations. It is unfortu- | 
; nate that the measure had not been proposed and. sustained on moral rather | 
1 than financial grounds; for its advocates have thus deprived themselves of their | 
| strongest argument, and at the same time furnishes their opponents with the — 

most powerful weapons of resistance. Considered as a question of expediency _ 
’ in a moral point of view, independently of religious prejudice, the reasons for the. 

| _ ee |
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suppression of the conventional establishments are overwhelming, and their a 
force is much increased by numerous recent disclosures of a turpitude and de- . ; 
pravity among the members of many monastic institutions which are happily fr 
unimaginable in countries not familiar with the history of similar establishments _ : 
in former periods. Four or five monastic schools have recently been closed by : 
the government for reasons similar to those which led to the suspension of the | 

| school of the Gynorantelli at Turin, in 1863. * * ~ * *  &€§ 
i The fate of the bill is doubtful, but it is thought probable that it will pass ; 

the chamber of deputies, in a modified form, and then perhaps fail altogether in 
| _ the senate. | : 

| But while the political condition of Italy is in many respects unsatisfactory, : 
q there are in some directions some tokens of at least material progress. The § 
4 readiness with which the proposal to anticipate the taxes for 1865 has been &£ 

met by the people, is a very favorable indication of the pecuniary condition of 7 
the people; and the improved well-being of the laboring classes, and especially : 

q _ the great reduction in the number of mendicants, are circumstances which very : 
forcibly strike the attention of all strangers who knew Italy fifteen years ago. . 
The sale of the railroads and of the public domain, though at prices far below 
their probable value, will serve to relieve the treasury, and, in fact, the financial E 

] embarrassments of the government are among the least of its real difficulties. : 
The re-election of President Lincoln has, as you have heard from all quar- E 

ters, been received with the greatest satisfaction by the friends and the greatest : 
1 disappointment by the enemies of European liberty. The issue presents itself 
: on the continent in two aspects ; first, as a question of the abolition of domestic . 
| slavery, and, secondly, as a question of the power of popular government to . 
1 maintain themselves against domestic as well as against foreign hostility. ‘The : 

present administration of the American government enjoys, I believe, the con- F 
4 fidence of our European well-wishers—that is to say, of all the popular masses &§ 

on this side of the Atlantic, on both points. I have no reason to doubt that Er 
a most of the members of this government are friendly to us, though I regret to 4 
; say that it allows the ministerial journals to indulge in atone of malevolence and : 
1 _ misrepresentation of fact against us, which it certainly would not permit in the  &-£ 
1 case of states whose good will it valued at a high rate. : 1 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, . 
1 : | GEORGE P. MARSH. q 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. | 

- | Mr. Seward to Mr. Marsh. q 

§ No. 125.] ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 7 
| | _ Washington, February 7, 1865. _ § 

- §rr:: Your despatch of the 16th of January, No. 111, has been received, and ] 
your proceedings therein mentioned are approved. | . 

7 I thank you for the information you have given me concerning the political : 
affairs of Italy. . | |  &£ 

‘The United States rejoice in everything that contributes to the stability of { 
the Italian government, or tends to promote the welfare and happiness of the &§ 
Italian people. If, as you suppose, these sentiments are not fully reciprocated : 
by the government of Italy at the-present moment, we may regret the circum- ' 
stance without allowing it to affect our settled policy in regard to that very in- : : 

7 teresting country. Once we enjoyed the general respect of European states, j 
: some of them became unfriendly when we entered the ways of adversity. We : 
_. shall always gratefully remember that Italy was not one of these nations. 7 

However unfriendly any of its governing statesmen may regard us, we do not 
cease to remember that the fate of the civil war in which we are engaged is | :
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{ — little dependent on foreign favor ; that if we fail we cannot expect friends, and 
2 if we continue to be successful, it will be less necessary than it has been hitherto. 

| to plead for friendship. © | 
q I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

; a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
i - GeorGE P. Marsu, Esq., &c., &c., Turin. | | 

| Mr. Marsh to Mr. Seward. : 

‘ No. 114.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
i | Turin, February 18, 1865. | 

Sir: As the public journals have already informed you, the King of Italy | | 
] | left Turin for Florence on the third day of the present month, and the latter | 

city will henceforth be the royal residence. ‘’he immediate occasion of the 
q King’s departure was the absence of any representation of the municipality of | 
q Turin at a court ball given on the evening of January 30, and the refusal of | 
j that body to disclaim or apologize for popular manifestations of dissatisfaction | 
| in the streets and public squares of the city on that evening. | | 
1 These manifestations, it appears, were specially provoked by the neglect of — | 
j parliament to pass resolutions implying some censure of the ministry for their | 

conduct during the disturbance of September 21 and 22, and to make any 
: provision for the relief of the widows and children of innocent persons killed | 
q on that unhappy occasion. | ) | 
| The departure of the King was extremely sudden. No previous notice of his | 
‘ intention to remove to Florence was given, nor, in fact, was that intention even 
: generally suspected at Turin before it was carried into effect ; no public announce- 
/ ment of his change of residence has been since promulgated, nor has any | 
{ communication yet been made to the diplomatic corps on the subject. The | 
1 King, however, was accompanied by General La Marmora, president of the coun- 
{ cil and minister of foreign affairs, by some others of the ministry, and by the : 
q principal officers of the court, and many of the public journals declared that the — 

: | personal removal of the King and court was held to involve the removal of the 
seat of government, and to be, in fact, an execution of the act of parliament and 

1 | the royal decree for transferring the capital to Florence. | 
In order to inform myself on this point, I visited the minister of foreign | 

j affairs at Florence on Monday last, and learned from him that Turin is still 
| considered the official capital of the kingdom, and will continue to be so re- 

garded until the actual removal of the public offices ‘and their archives and | 
q personnel. | | | 
] This it is understood will not take place until April, or more probably May, , 
i | and in the mean time most, if not all, of the foreign diplomatic representatives 
1 will remain here, visiting Florence from time to time, if occasion shall require. | 
4 - _[ shall, unless otherwise instructed, pursue the same course, and hope that this 

decision will meet your approbation. | 
' | I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

- . ~~ GEORGE P. MARSH. | 
] Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State, §c., &c.. &c. | 

| Mr. Marsh to Mr. Seward. 

| No. 137.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
; a Turin, April 28, 1865. . | 

{ ~ Sir: I have received from the minister of foreign affairs official notice that 
j the office of that ministry will be transferred to Florence on the fifteenth day of 

| | |
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May next, but I have been since informed by the secretary general that it is 
doubtful whether the minister of foreign affairs will be at that city in person F 
before the end of the month. : 

It is understood that the King leaves Turin for Florence to-day, but no formal | ] 
announcement of his change of residence has been made. ) ; 

I shall remain at Turin until the removal of the public offices actually takes : 
place, and shall then proceed to the new capital. | : 

’ I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, ; 

| ; GEORGE P. MARSH. of 
i Hon. Wi1LLIAM H. SeEwarp, | 7 | | | : 

| Secretary of State. Ec 

| Mr. Marsh to Mr. Hunter. | t 

No. 118.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,  && 
| | | Turin, April 29, 1865. j 

Sir: Two days since a telegraphic message forwarded to this city for trans- F 
| mission to Constantinople brought us the first announcement of the fearful crime 4 

to which the Chief Magistrate of the Union has fallen a victim. The want of 
direct intelligence and the brevity of the telezram led many to suspect that it 

i was a false rumor, invented for purposes of speculation, but it was confirmed by &§ 
later messages, and the post of this morning brings us many of the details of 

i; the assassination, as well as a notice of your appointment as Acting Secretary of : 
| State. | 

Upon the reception of the first message members of the Italian senate and E 
7, chamber of deputies, which were then there in session, called at my house for 

- information as to the truth of the report. This, in consequence of the accidental 3 
failure of telegrams to and from Mr. Adams, I was unable to give, but know- : 
ing, as I do, the character of the enemies with whom the late President had to F 
contend, and remembering the threats of which he was often the object, [have _ | 
long thought such an event probable, and did not hesitate to say that I so con- j 
sidered it. ; 

You will receive from nearer sources abundant evidence of the reprobation 1 
7. and horror which this enormous offence against humanity has excited throughout j 

_ Europe, and I am happy to say that the most eminent friends of Italian liberty &—§ 
1 are not behind the foremost in condemnation of the crime and in regret for the sud- | 
i den removal of a public officer who, at the moment of his death, enjoyed the j 
: reverence of the civilized world in a higher degree than any other man of our j 

times. : j 
_ The minister of foreign affairs has requested me to assure my government of ' 
the special regret and sympathy of the King of Italy and of the present ad- ; 
ministration of the kingdom, and most of the foreign ministers at this court have : 
expressed to mesimilar sentiments. The senate and the chamber of deputies have q 
passed appropriate resolutions on the occasion, but as these will be officially i 
communicated to the government through the Italian minister at Washington I : 
forbear to transmit them. I, however, enclose herewith, at the request of re- : 

7; spectable persons, two series of resolutions from masonic associations, which have I 
just been communicated to me. ) 

; Great interest is naturally felt and expressed respecting the probable policy : 
of Mr. Lincoln’s successor, and the effect of the President’s death on the polit- ; 
ical interests of the United States. It has been a great satisfaction to me to be ] 
able to testify, from personal acquaintance with the present incumbent of the t 
presidential office, to the purity and elevation of his character, and to his sound- 4 

1 ness, ability, and integrity as a statesman, and at the same time to profess a con- |
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1 fidence in the stability of our institutions which excludes all fear either of a | 
1 . dangerous shock to them or of a temporary derangement of their normal func- 
i tions from even so calamitous an event as this. | | aoe 
1 It would be ungracious at this moment to inquire jealously into the sincerity 

| of the official expressions of Kuropean regret, or into the probable effects of Mr. > 
1 _ Lincoln’s death on the policy of foreign powers towards us. Happily the pro- 
1 gress of our arms has secured us from all visible danger of European interven- 
; tion, and if there are governments which, in earlier stages of the rebellion, 
1 might have availed themselves of such a conjuncture as this for evil ends, itis 
} now too late to make it an occasion of successful wrong-doing by any European — | 
i state to the people of the United States. _ _ | | 
q i We are yet without definite information as to the condition of the Secretary of 
1 Stateand of his son and assistant; but the telegraphicintelligence seems favorable 
: to the life and complete restoration of both of them. The great wisdom and 
{ ability with which Mr. Seward has conducted the foreign relations of the United | 

1 States are universally acknowledged, and are, indeed, so deeply felt that his | 
1 _ decease at this moment would be regarded by Europe as a loss to his country 
/ hardly less than that of the President himself, and I most earnestly trust both 
4 that his life may be saved and that he may be spared the heavy affliction of 
] the loss of a distinguished son. = | 

=: I am, sir, with high respect, your obedient servant, _ | OO 
| GEORGE P. MARSH. | 

1 Hon. W. Hunter, | eS — | 
| Acting Secretary of State. | i | | 

i (For enclosure see Appendix, separate volume.) | 

i; | Mr. Marsh to Mr. Hunter. | | : 

j | [Extract.] , ce 

1 — No. 119.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs, oe 
i 7 7 a | - Turin, May 15, 1865. | 

i | Siz: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction of | 
4 April 17, 1865, with the official announcement of the assassination of the Pres- _ 
} ~~ ident of the United States. I immediately communicated a copy of this an- | 
: nouncement to the minister of foreign affairs, and have received a reply, of . | 
4 which a translation is annexed. a | oo 
j I have received a considerable number of addresses, resolutions, and other 
1 expressions of condolence with the people of the United States on this sad | 
i event, which I shall forward to Washington by the first private conveyance. I | 
i. retain them in the mean time, because they would form a package somewhat | | 
j bulky for the mails. | a a | 
’ % | * # # % ot 

j here are in circulation many rumors of a projected alliance between France, | 
i; Austria, Italy, and Spain for the maintenance of the new imperial dynasty in - 
; -. Mexico, at a cost, even, of a war with the United States; and a visit of Gen-. 
: eral Cialdini to Spain, at this moment, is suspected by some to be connected | 
i - with a negotiation for this end. ‘The whole thing seems extremely improbable | 
i as to some of the powers in question, and supremely absurd as to the best in- . 
j terests of all of them. In such a crusade I can hardly believe that this or any | 
zl other European government, except, perhaps, England, would have the sup- 
4 port of its own people; and so transparent an attempt to put down republican- | | 
1 ism in America as this would be, might very probably teach European states- : 

men that democracy is a much more powerful element of opposition to measures 
| of despotic policy than they, at this moment, consider it. a |
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| The session of parliament is not yet closed, and the minister of foreign affairs 
f is still here, but the transfer of -all the public offices: to Florence will probably | : 
| be completed before the month of June, and I intend to go to that city in the | 
| course of the present or the next month. _ 
| el am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, : 
| | | - GEORGE P. MARSH. . 
J Hon. WILuiamM HUNTER, ~ —_ | , [ 
} Acting Secretary of State. | . : 

| 7 : | : [ Translation. ] : : : 
I 7 | TURIN, May 6, 1865. : 
x Mr. MINISTER: I have received the note which you have done me the honor to address . 
{ me under date of May 5, transmitting to me a copy of a circular of the Department of State . 
q _. at Washington, which conveys the official announcement of the assassination committed on q 
| the person of the President of the United States and of the accession of Mr. Andrew Johnson : 

to the Presidency. | : : 
f On the 28th of April last, I hastened to transmit to the minister of Italy at Washingtonthe. 1 
{ address which the Italian parliament had voted to the Congress of the Union, in order to : 
f express to that body its sentiments of lively sympathy and the indignation which the execra- E 
7 ble crime of which Mr. Lincoln has been the victim has excited in Italy. : 
f The King, my august sovereign, and his government, fully concur in this manifestation, £ 
1 and I renew toyou, Mr. Minister, the warmest expression of the sentiments they have felt, in E 
| common with the whole Italian nation, on this sad occasion. 3 
| In forming sincere wishes for the prosperity of the States of the Union and of their worthy : 
. President, Mr. Andrew Johnson, I beg you to accept, Mr. Minister, the assurance of my : 
f high consideration, | | an | 
| | ALPHONSE LA MARMORA. : 

| — Mr. Marsh to Mr. Hunter. | of 

| = No. 121] — ae LEGATION OF THE Unitrep States, 
| - . . Florence, June 5, 1865. &€ 

| Sir: I left Turin on Tuesday last and came immediately to this city. I : 
| shall make my arrangements for a permanent residence here as rapidly as pos- : 
, sible, though, for reasons stated in a former despatch, I shall be obliged to 4 
t- make occasional visits to Turin, until I can secure proper apartments for my ; 
i. family, and the convenience of the legation, which is by no means an easy task. ] 
| Mr. Clay preceded me by a few days, and has taken lodgings which will serve as - 
| an office until a better provision is made. | | : 
| The Foreign Office is now established at Florence, although one branch of it, 3 
j the diplomatic council, as well as some other public offices, still remain at the : 
| _ former capital. : 
| I saw General La Marmora on Saturday. He inquired into our present and | 
| probable future relations with Mexico, with no small interest, and 1 know from . 

1 - various sources that this subject is now occupying the serious attention of Ital- : 
| ian statesmen of all shades of pdlitical opinion. In case the Emperor Napoleon &§ 
| shall decide to send large re-enforcements to Mexico, I have no doubt whatever . 
| that Italy will be called upon to furnish a contingent, and the leading article in i 
1 the Opinione, a semi-official organ, which I sent to you by the last post, was : 
| doubtless intended to prepare public opinion in Italy for such an event. -— 
| Lhe pending negotiations with Rome are looked to with much anxiety. | : 
1 Nothing authentic has transpired as to the character of the instructions of the —o-E 
| Italianenvoy. * * * * * *  * * : 
i. I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| | GEORGE P. MARSH. 4 
{ Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, : 4 
i Acting Secretary of State. ; 
| 10 p c** 4
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: : Mr. Marsh to Mr. Hunter. | - 

No. 122.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED Srarzs, | 
a . — Florence, June 10,1865. 

Siz: On the receipt of the three proclamations of the President of the United 
a | States, dated April 11, 1865, relating, respectively, to the treatment of vessels- 

of-war of the United States by foreign powers, in the ports and waters of | 
: such powers, to the closing of certain ports of the United States, and to the 
: | port of Key West, I enclosed copies of them all to the minister of foreign 
: affairs, with a note, a copy of which, marked A, is hereto annexed. . _ 
: On the 29th of May I addressed to the minister a note, of which a copy, — 
i. marked B, is hereto annexed, together with a copy of the proclamation therein | 
: referred to. | 7 . | | 
| I have received from the minister two notes, dated June 6th and June 9th, . 
7 translations of which, marked, respectively, C and D, are annexed, | 
: _ Ishall go to Turin to-day, partly for reasons of personal convenience, and 

partly to finish the draught of the treaty which I am authorized to negotiate | 
2 with this kingdom. The library and archives of the legation still remaining at 

Turin, I can perform this labor much more conveniently at that city than at | 
i this, and I hope to complete it in a few days. . a , 

It is now announced that the archives and offices of the Italian parliament 
, will remain at the old capital for some weeks, or even months longer, and, as | 

: the expected dissolution of the national legislature has pot yet taken place, it 
is suggested that a new session may be convoked at Turin for the purpose of 
sanctioning a convention with Rome, or, possibly, of acting on the question of 

: furnishing an Italian contingent to the French army of occupation in Mexico. 
7 | The latter supposition is less probable than it seemed a few days since; but the 

present chambers would go with France and the Italian ministry on either point. 
‘The next parliament may prove less pliable. ne a | 

: | I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, an | | 
fo | SO GEORGE P. MARSH. | 
: Hon. WILLIAM HuNTRR, | | 
: | Acting Secretary of State. a 

: | : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
3 - | Turin, May 5, 1865, 

\ _ Your EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to enclese to you copies of a proclamation by the 
4 President of the United States, dated April 11, 1865, relating to the treatment of vessels-of- od 
4 war of the United States by foreign powers in the ports and waters of such powers; a proc- | 
] lamation by the President of the United States, dated April 11, 1865, relating to the closing 

of certain ports of the United States enumerated in said proclamation, and a proclamation by 
j the President of the United States, dated April 11, 1865, declaring that the port of Key West, | 

: inadvertently included in the terms of the last-mentioned proclamation, shall remain open. | 
' Your excellency is aware that the government of the United States has never admitted the . 
validity of the reasons which have induced various foreign powers, during the rebellion ofa ~ 
portion of the lawful territory of the Union, to deny to the armed vessels of the United States | 

; the hospitalities reciprocally usual between friendly nations. — | | 
j It is also known to your excellency that by recent victories of the arms of the Union, the | 
: federal government is once more in undisputed possession of nearly the whole of the territory 

lately occupied by the rebel forces, and that the so-called Confederate States are now without 
a political capital, without an army, without seaports, and, in fact, without a government | 

. recognized even by themselves. Ce | 
The alleged reasons for the refusal of the usual international comity to our ships-of-war, 

4 never, as I have said, sufficient in the eyes of the federal government to justify such refusal, — 
| have now, therefore, altogether ceased to exist, and my government confidently expects that 
| all foreign powers, and especially the kingdom of Italy, in whose waters no vessel bearing 
: the rebel flag has ever appeared, and which has always manifested the most amicable senti-
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ql ments towards the United States, will acquiesce in the justice and propriety of restoring to : 
q the armed vessels of the Union the enjoyment of the hospitalities which has been granted by &£& 
i. each of the two nations to the navy ofthe other, = | E 
5 It is proper that should admit, on this occasion, that the United States have had no occa- : 
, sion to complain of the enforcement, in practice, of the rules prescribed by his Majesty’s gov-  &£ 
1 ernment respecting the treatment of foreign armed vessels, and I take pleasure in acknowi- E 
4 edging a comity on the part of the Italian government, of which my own is by no means . 
4 ~ insensible, and which may justly be regarded as a proof that the friendship so long manifested - 
q | by his Majesty’s government for the government of the United States is in no degree impaired. o£ 
id - pray your excellency to accept the renewed expression: of my high consideration. : 
| | | a GEORGE P. MARSH. | : 
| His Excellency General A. LA MARMORA, E 
| . | ° Minister of Foreign Affairs. . : 

[ | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; 
| | | Turin, May 29, 1865. : 

, Your EXxceLLENcy: I have the honor to enclose herewith a printed copy of a proclama- . . 
q _ tion by the President of the United States in relation to the treatment of cruisers acting under . | : 
4 the pretended authority of the so-called Confederate States in the ports of foreign powers. q 
' | It is certainly not to be expected that vessels under the rebel flag will seek an asylumin | : 
{ the ports of his Majesty the King of Italy, but in such case the liberality with which his . 
‘ Majesty’s government has treated the armed ships of the United States in Italian waters, and : 
a the notorious fact that no shadow of a confederate government now exists, justify the expec-  - 
| tation that no manner of recognition, aid, or comfort will be extended to ships claiming to : 
4 belong to this illegal organization. | : E 
1 I pray your excellency to accept the renewed expression of my high consideration. o£ 
ft  | | a - 7 | - GEORGE P. MARSH. - 

{ - His Excellency General A. LA MARMORA E 
f —- President of the Council and Minister of Foreign: Affairs. . - 

i | _ [Translation.] — | : 

; | : : FLORENCE, June 6, 1865. 7 . 
f Mr. MINISTER: The-transfer of the capital to Florence has not allowed me to reply sooner , ; 
1 to the note you did me the honor.to address me, under date of May 5, communicating to me : 
f proclamations of the late President of the United States, Mr. Lincoln, relating to the treat- : 
q ment of ships-of-war of the Union in foreign waters and to the closing of certain ports of the . 
, United States. os - 
q You are aware, Mr. Minister, that the King’s government has never concealed its sympa- E 
4 thies for the just cause which has obtained so decisive successes, and you have yourself ad- q 
a mitted that if we have been obliged to apply, in principle, to the armed vessels of the United __ &£ 
, States in the waters of Italy the conditions which our regulations impose upon belligerent : 
A vessels, we have taken care to mitigate their enforcement in practice, so as to embarrass as ; : 
4 little as possible the entrance of Union ships-of-war into our ports and roads and their stay at E 
7. such points. _ | : 

Now that the civil war may be considered at an end, we are happy to be able to give to : 
4 the government of the United States new pledges of our continued friendship. . : 
| I hasten, then, to announce to youthat all the restrictions provisionally adopted with refer- : 
| ence to the armed vessels of the United States are rescinded, and that hereafter these vessels : 
4 will be treated in our waters on the footing of the ships-of-war of other friendly powers in : 
q time of peace. a - : 
1 As to the armed vessels of the separatists, we hope that none of them will appear on our i 
4 coasts. But if, contrary to all probability, any such should present themselves, they would _ E 
J not be received into our ports except in case of urgent necessity, under circumstances where : 
4 _ the laws of humanity would not allow us to reject them;-and in that event, our authorities o£ 
4 will take all necessary precautions to prevent any inconvenience from resulting therefrom. E 
q Accept, Mr. Minister, the assurance of my high consideration. — . 
{ a - A. LA MARMORA. . 
4 . Mr. GEORGE P. M4rsuH, | : : 
. Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 4 
q of the United States of America. :
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en [ Translation. ] © | | 

a | a oS - FLORENCE, June 9, 1865. | 

Mr. MINISTER: The decisions which I had the honor to announce to you by my despatch 
of June 6, having anticipated the communication, which by your note of May 29 you have 

| : made me, of a proclamation by the President of the United States relative to the treatment of | 
armed vessels of the separatists, it only remains for me to discharge the duty of acknowledg- 

; ing the receipt of that document. | . 
| I avail myself of this occasion to offer you the assurance of my high consideration. . | | 

- ee For the minister, M. CERRUTI. | 

Mr. GEORGE P. Marsu, | | 
oe Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary : , 

| | | of the United States of America, | | 
4 | . 

: Mr. Marsh to Mr. Seward. — BO | 

| [ Extracts. ] | | | 

No. 123.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs, | 
| | | : Florence, June 29, 1865. 

; Sir: Although I am not officially informed that you have so far recovered as 
i to be able to resume the discharge of your functions as chief of the State De- 

| partment, I infer from the newspaper accounts that you are again at your post, | 
1 and I accordingly address this despatch to you. I beg you, sir, to accept for | 

yourself and our common country my sincere congratulations on your return to | 
duties which, if less arduous than heretofore, are still of a character to demand | 

; the utmost powers of an intellect which has been exerted with such commanding | 
| ability and such signal success in the direction of our foreign affairs during the | 
| eventful administration which has lately closed. . | 

The transfer of the official capital of the kingdom of Italy to Florence is now | 
substantially effected, though some public offices still remain at Turin. The 
work of reorganization is, however, not completed, and it will be some months | 
before the engine of state is again in regular operation. The King has gone to | 

: Piedmont for the summer, and the minister of foreign affairs is at present at | 
7 Turin. : | 

: __ [have left'a draught of the proposed treaty of commerce and navigation between | 
: the United States and Italy at the Foreign Office for examination, and shall pro- 

ceed with the discussion of its provisions as soon as the ministry is ready to — 
enter upon it. | oe - 

a By the letter of my instructions I am authorized to negotiate a treaty or trea- | 
ties. I suppose this expression would include a consular convention as well as 
an ordinary commercial treaty, but I am not clear as to the expediency of con- | 
cluding a separate convention for this purpose. A consular convention much 
resembling ours with France was negotiated between that power and Italy in 

| 1862. Great Britain has no consular convention with this kingdom, and ‘the — 
British government has contented itself with inserting in the treaty of commerce 
and navigation of 1863 a general clause securing to the consuls of the two coun- | 
tries respectively the powers, privileges, and exemptions granted by each to | 

3 consuls of the most favored nations. | _ | 
: As I view the question, the principal motive for negotiating an independent 
i convention for defining the power and privileges of consuls would be to limit 

the exemption of consular officers from liability to attendance in courts as wit- 
; nesses. ‘T’o invest consular pupils, or vice-consuls who may be American citi- 
| zens, or commercial representatives of insignificant powers, with privileges which | 
j | ‘may occasion great inconvenience to American legal tribunals, as we appear to |
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| have done in our convention with France, seems to me a subordination of the q 
1 _ judicial authority to mere commercial interests, which is inconsistent with the 1 
| dignity properly belonging to what American and English law regards as so : 
| exalted a department, and I should propose to exempt only consuls general and : 
| consuls, citizens of the states they represent and not engaged in commerce, from 4 
| compulsory attendance in courts of justice. : 
, You have certainly better means than I can have of judging of the intentions ; 
| of the French Emperor with regard to Mexico and the United States, but I cannot an | 
| help attaching some importance to the tone of the Italian ministerial press, and : 
| __ of all the Italian journals in the French interest, in regard to this question. : 
| ‘They are evidently still aiming to prepare the public mind for a call from France : 
f for a contingent to the French army of occupation in Mexico, and for a possible . 
| rupture with the United States. How far these journals speak from ministerial : 
| " inspiration, and how far from French suggestion, it is hard to say. * * * : 
| The negotiations with Rome will be resumed as soon as the preliminary elec- : 
| tions are over; and if the present ministry remains in power new concessions : 
| will be offered, provided it suits the policy of France to require them. Many q 
| suppose the settlement of the Roman question to be especially desired at this ; 
| moment by Napoleon in order that both his troops and those of Italy be less _ 4 
| embarrassed in their Mexican movements, but I shall be much disappointed if a | : 
|. Gallo-Italic transatlantic war does not end in a Gallo-Italic revolution at home. _ 4 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, 4 

j GEORGE P. MARSH. ] 
J Hon. WiutiamM H. Seward, | : 
J . | Secretary of State. Oo : - 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Marsh. 

| No. 135.] . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | q 
1 Washington, July 24, 1865. : 

| Str: Your despatch of June 29, No. 123, has been received. I thank you. £ 
1 for the interesting information which it communicates. It is not deemed im- E 
| portant that you should make at present any proposition to the Italian govern- E 
| ment relative to the negotiation of a consular convention. You will, therefore, : 
1 confine yourself, under the authority that has already been given you, to the ; 
| negotiation of a commercial treaty. Oo oo . 
; I am, sir, your obedient servant; Ep 
| 7" WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 4 
1 GeorGE P. Mars, Esq., §v., §v., Florence. | :
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: 
. 

: . 

f | ROME. : | | 

, Mr. King to Mr. Seward. | 

: No. 29.] _  ‘(ExGation oF THE UNITED STATES AT Rome, | 
: | | _ December 24,1864. | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 20, - 
of November 18, in answer to mine of October 24, and am gratified to learn . 
that the contents of the communication to which it refers were satisfactory to 
the government. _ oo, - BO | 

7 Since my last, of November 24, nothing has occurred at Rome calling for | 
special mention. Political quiet continues to prevail throughout the papal 
dominions. The health of his Holiness, somewhat impaired by a cold during __ 

j the past week, is now fully restored. — | oe ce 
‘ The intelligence of Mr. Dayton’s sudden death in Paris was received here | 

by all who knew him with feelings of profound regret. The country loses in | 
: him an able, faithful and zealous public servant, and his family one whose =  ~° — 
i; place cannot be supplied. — | | Oo a | 

The impression produced in Europe by the ever-memorable result of the 
i recent presidential election, and the firm self-reliant unyielding attitude assumed | 

by the American people in vindication of the national authority and honor and | 
1. in defence of the national life, continues to strengthen and extend. It is the 

3 | ardent hope of all loyal Americans abroad, and of the millions in Europe who | 
sympathize with them, that the progress of our arms may speedily complete | 

, - the triumph of law, liberty and Union which the popular verdict of November 
8 so gloriously inaugurated. | | | | 

: _ L avail myself of the occasion to tender to our honored President and his faith- ~ | 
ful cabinet ministers the good wishes and congratulations appropriate to this _ | 

: festive season. - | 
: I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

, oe RUFUS KING. 
: | Hon. WILuiaAM H. Sewarp, §c., §c., &c. | | | 

| | | Mr. King to Mr. Seward. a 

| a [Extract. ] | . 

4 No, 30.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED States aT Rome, 
: | - | January 7, 1865. 

SIR: * * * — # a ee ® 

In accordance with diplomatic custom, I paid an official visit to the Pope 
i and cardinal secretary of state, during: the Christmas week, to tender the good «ss 

wishes and congratulations appropriate to theseason; I enjoyed with each a | 
a pleasant and satisfactory interview, and availed myself of the opportunity to 

direct their attention to the gratifying character of the recent intelligence from | 
! America, They both appreciated in its full force the significance of the news 

: and joined in the hope, which I expressed, that the steady progress of the | 
‘federal arms would speedily restore to our country the inestimable blessings of | 

; | peace and union. | . |
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Bishop Lynch, of Charleston, South Carolina; returned from Paris to Rome | : 

a few days since. I know of no reason to suppose, however, that he is at all 7 

| more likely to be received and acknowledged as: an official representative of i 

q the rebel government than at his previous visit. q 

| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, i 

1 _ | oo RUFUS KING. ; 

Hon. WiLiiam H. SEWARD, &c., &c., &c. ne : 

q ; Mr. King to Mr. Seward. 4 

| No. 31.] | LecATION oF THE UNITED States aT Rome, : 
| - | : January 14, 1865. . 

] ~ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 21, of De- : 

1 cember 16, from the State Department; in reply to mine of November 12, and — . 

1 conveying instructions as to the disposition to be made of sundry volumes in the if 

q archives of the United States legation in Rome. . | . 7 L 

| The intelligence of the capture of Savannah by the federal forces, under com- q 

| mand of General Sherman, reached us on Monday last, and was received with ; 

| the utmost enthusiasm by the Americans in Rome. I attended a state dinner | : 

f at the Austrian ambassador’s on the same day, and had the pleasure of receiving : 

1. from various members of the diplomatic corps their hearty congratulations upon : 

(I the favorable complexion of the news. The Russian chargé d’aflaires, Baron 4 

1 Meyendorf, and the newly appointed minister. from Venezuela, Signor Pullido, _ - 

were especially earnest in their felicitations. Baron Meyendorf remarked that . 

| Russia sympathized deeply with the United States in this hour of our national o£ 

1. trouble, and that not only the Eniperor but the people of Russia had been inex- 3 

1. pressibly touched by the warm and generous welcome extended to the Russian 

| fleet, during its visit last year to different ports in the United States. Ieordially -  &§ 

| assented to the hope which he expressed that the relations between our two q 

| governments might become more and more kindly and fraternal as the years 

| rolled on. The Venezuelian minister was even more emphatic in the expression : 

| of his good wishes. He said that for years past the predominance of the pro- 4 

1 _ slavery interests in the councils of the great American republic had exerted a . 

| baneful influence upon the new-born governments of the south American states ; : 

| - that in their early struggles and later development they had met with little ; 

: sympathy from the quarter to which they had naturally looked for encourage- E 

ment, as well as example, but that now, happily, all was changed, and from the . 
United States of North America, under their present rulers, they had met with . 

_ the kindest recognition; therefore it was, he added, that the progress of the federal &§ 

arms and the impending overthrow of the slaveholders rebellion was hailed with E 

1 delight by the people and states of South America, as it held out to them the: : 

| bright promise that the system of free government and republican institutions, : 

1 inaugurated and vindicated by the people of the United States, was to be the | E 

| common heritage and proud boast of the entire western continent. 

1 The telegraphic despatches yesterday gave us the substance of the note ad- — : 

| _ dressed by the State Department to the government of Brazil in reference to the | 4 

1 capture of the Florida in the harbor of Bahia. I thought it a good occasion to | 

| —__— converse with the Chevalier de Figuereido, the Brazilian chargé d’affaires, on the © : 

| subject, and was glad to find that he was equally pleased with the spirit and t 

| tenor of the communication, as calculated to allay all ill feeling between the two : 

| governments, and to satisfy the authorities and people of Brazil that the United | 

| States would do justice in the premises. | | | 4 

1 I had an official interview yesterday morning with the cardinal secretary of f 

| state; he too expressed his satisfaction with the action of our government in the P
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| matter of the Florida, and remarked that it would quiet the angry spirit which | 
] had been at first aroused in Brazil by the conduct of the American consul at 
‘ Bahia and the captain of the Wachusett. Reverting to our home affairs, the 
7 cardinal observed that the recent signal successes of the federal arms seemed to 

promise an early end to the war, which he most earnestly desired, and the re-es- | 
1 tablishment of the Union. . He thought that the great difficulty now would be 
: to arrange the terms of peace and the re-admission into the Union of the seceded | 

States, as the violent passions excited by such a war as had afflicted our country | 
4 for the past four years were not easily allayed. I remarked to his eminence 
1 that there was no angry spirit, no feeling of revenge, towards the people of the | 
3 southern States among their brethren at the north; that we believed they had. | 
3 been misinformed and misled by a few ambitious and unscrupulous men, and 
; that they would be welcomed back into the Union with open arms and in a for- | 
: giving temper, the moment they submitted themselves to the authority of the 

{; federal government. - | Co | 
4 | T availed myself of the opportunity to mention to the cardinal a rumor which | 
4 has been in circulation in Rome, that the Pope had written a second letter to 
] Jeiferson Davis, in the sense of encouraging him to persevere in his work of re- 
‘ bellion, and giving him the benefit of a papal recognition. The cardinal with- | 
j . out any hesitation pronounced the report untrue. The Pope had written no | 
7 second letter, he said, though he himself had addressed one, general in its terms 
; and pacific in its spirit, to the southera “commissioners” who had addressed a | 
q circular to all the courts of Europe. This, the cardinal remarked, simply en- : 
i gaged the good offices of the Pope to bring about peace, whenever a fitting op- | 
1 portunity should offer itself for the exercise of his moral influence. Beyond this | 
d I do not think that the papal government will be in any more haste to interfere | 
3 in our affairs than France or England. é m ! : I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 

| . - RUFUS KING. 
1. : Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, §z., 8v., Se. | 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. King. | 
1 No. 24.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
; a a Washington, February 8, 1865. | ! 
i Sir; I have received your interesting despatch of J anuary 14, No. 31, and | 

7 have read with much pleasure the account it gives of your conversation with | 
various members of the diplomatic corps, on a recent occasion, at the residence | 

4 of the Austrian ambassador to Rome. | | | 
q _ Your proceedings, on receiving by telegraph the substance of the note of this 
q department, relative to the capture of the Florida in the harbor of Bahia, are, 
’ | approved.. , oO . | 
3 I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
’ | | - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
: Rurvus KIne, Esq., Sc., &c., Rome. : 

4 Mr. King to Mr. Seward. | 
4 No. 32.| LeEGATION oF THE Unirep Staves av Rome, | 

tf - | February 11, 1865. | 
q _. Sir: The intelligence of the sudden death of the lamented Edward Everett 
i was received by the Americans in Rome with profound and unaffected regret. 

| | oe | fo a |
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| Anticipating the wishes of the State Department, I have caused the rooms of 
( the American legation to be draped in mourning, as a slight mark of respect to 
[ the memory of the departed statesman, orator, and patriot. oF 

; The unexpected departure of Victor Emanuel from Turin for the new capital i 
| of Italy—Florence—excites some effervescence in the political circles of Rome. 
| The adherents of the papal government do not openly attach much importance 
I to the change, but the liberal party build high hopes upon it. This party for 
; several years past has kept entirely aloof from the carnival celebration cus- 
| tomary at this season, but in honor of the Franco-Italian treaty, and, as they 
i believe, the approaching realization of their darling wish—an united Italy, 
| with Rome for its capital—they have resolved this year to participate in the 
, carnival festivities, and do whatever they can to add to their gayety -and | 

splendor. | an 7 : | | 

| The health of the sovereign pontiff continues excellent, though the winter 
thus far has been an unfavorable one, and an unusual amount of sickness has 

| prevailed in Rome. a . | 

I The number of American visitors here has largely increased within the past 

\ few weeks, and I am happy to say that, with very rare exceptions, they are 
| earnest and ardent supporters of the government of the Union. 
|. I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 
| | RUFUS KING. 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | . } 

| | Secretary of State. 

: | Mr. King to Mr. Seward. | : 

| No. 33.] LEGATION OF THE Unitep Statres at Rome, 

/ | | March 4, 1865. 
io Sik: Iam reminded by the date of my letter that on this day our honored 

f _ President renews his vow of devotion to the Constitution and laws of our E 
| country, and enters upon the second term of his administration. I desire to 
" offer to him and to the faithful counsellors who form his cabinet my heartfelt | 
| congratulations on the events of the past few months and the happy auspices 
[ under which he resumes his good work, as well as my earnest wishes that, by 
| the blessing of God, he may realize, within a brief period, his ardent hope for 
I peace, liberty, and union. | | . , : 

lL Nothing has transpired in Rome since my last despatch calling for special ; 
I comment. The carnival passed off without any disturbance, and was very ; 
L generally participated in, as well by foreigners as by Romans. | 

I had an official interview with Cardinal Antonelli a few days since, and a 
[ very frank talk about affairs in America. His eminence seemed to appreciate 
HE fully the events of the late campaigns, and to look forward hopefully to the 
| speedy cessation of hostilities and the submission of the insurgents to the con- 

stituted authorities of the country. | 
| I availed myself of an opportunity during the current week to converse with 
| the French ambassador, the Count de Sartiges, about affairs in Mexico and the 

7 rumor, very current in Europe, that Maximilian had ceded certain provinces to : 
(| Napoleon as security for material and financial aid, of which ex-Senator Gwin 
bE was to be viceroy, and which was to form the nucleus of a “confederate”’ 
: colony. ‘The count treated the story as an absurdity, and repeated what he 
ic said to me some months ago, that the Emperor of the French would withdraw 
| all his troops from Mexico at the earliest opportunity. : 
| Bishop Lynch is still in Rome, though in no accredited official position. I 
| hear, however, that he and those who sympathize with him profess confident 

[
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7. hopes of some European demonstration in behalf of the so-called Confederate — i 
2 States on or immediately after this the 4th day of March, I do not myself | 
i entertain any apprehensions on the subject. Europe has enough to do at home, 7 | 

: ' while the United States of America have abundantly proved that they can take 
care of themselves, and neither ask nor fear any foreign intervention. 

? oe I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, : 
| OC oe RUFUS KING. | 

Hon. WinuiaAM H. Sewarp, a | | | 
:— Secretary of State. me oo | a | 

: Mr. King to Mr. Seward. | | 

3 No. 34.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED States at Rome, 
: | , | Oo March 11, 1865. 

; Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatches Nos. 23 and | 
q 24, from the State Department, under date of February 8, in reply to mine, 
i, Nos. 30 and 31, of January 7and 14.0 | | : | 
1 The news of the fall of Charleston, which left New York on the 22d of —— | 
; February, Washington’s birth-day, arrived in Rome on the 4th of March, the | 
i first day of President Lincoln’s second term. The coincidence added not a | 
: little to the pride and satisfaction with which the glad tidings were hailed by 
; the loyal Americans, as well as all others in this imperial city, who look forward : 
i hopefully to the progress of civil and religious liberty throughout the world. | 
1 he rumor to which I referred in a previous despatch, about the Pope’s ss 
3 probable departure from Rome in the event of the withdrawal of the French | 
; garrison, has been revived during the past week, and is quite current in diplo- | 
‘ matic and other cireles. It is added that, in the case that he leaves Rome, the | 
4 Holy Father will take up his residence, temporarily, at least, in the island of | 
1 Malta, where an asylum is understood to have been offered him some time since | 

| by the British government. My information upon the subject is not yet. 
7. sufficiently reliable to enable me to form a definite opinion as to the authenticity | 
; of this report. I hope, however, to obtain ere long precise and trustworthy | 
i. intelligence in the premises. , | 
1 I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | | 
] - oe | RUFUS KING. | 

Hon. WitturAmM H. Sewarp, §c., &¢., §c. | | 

7 | Mr, King to Mr. Seward. | 
] 7 | [ Extract. ] | | 

: No. 35.| . LEGATION OF THE UNITED StTaTEs aT Rome, | 
i | Oo "March 25, 1865. | | 
; Sir: * *k * %*  * The relations between the French and | 
; papal courts continue to engross attention in Kurope, and many rumors are cir- | 
' culated as to the conversation between his Holiness and Count Sartiges, to which 
: I adverted in my last communication. From what I can learn, I am inclined to | 

4 believe that the French ambassador simply called the Pope’s attention to the | 
; fact that the Emperor intended to carry out the Franco-Italian treaty, by with- | 
1 drawing his troops from the Roman states, and suggested the advisability of } 
|. organizing a sufficient force to preserve the peace and to maintain the papal | 
j | authority. It is generally believed that the Pope, in reply, declined to increase | 

| the number of his troops, as not warranted by the resources at his command, or |
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A by the necessities of the case. I adhere to the opinion, heretofore expressed, «i 

| that notwithstanding the: treaty,.in the possible’ event of the Pope’s authority 

: being threatened in Rome, there will be no lack of French bayonets to sustain | 

i it, and no transfer of the military protectorate to any other European power. ‘ 

a The recent intelligence from the United States has wrought marked change : 

M in the public opinion of Europe. The belief that.the war is nearly ended and : 

f peace, liberty, and union assured to our country is becoming very general. The | 

F idea of any foreign intervention in behalf of the so-called Confederate States is : 

( well nigh abandoned. Oo 
/ I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
: | : RUFUS KING. 
| Hon. Wittiam H. Seward, &c., §c., §e. a 

| : . Mr. King to Mr. Seward. , : 

0 No. 36.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES AT Romr, |  & 

yd. April 22, 1865. | 

J Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 26, from : 

' the State Department, under date of March 7, in reply to mine of February 11, 

M4 and expressing satisfaction with the contents thereof. | 

4 The imposing ceremonies of Holy Week and Easter Sunday passed off this «| 

| year with unwonted eclat. The weather was uncommonly fine, the concourse 
‘| of visitors from all parts of the civilized world unprecedented, and the health of 

iM the Sovereign Pontiff so good as to admit of his officiating in person on the days : 

4 appointed. ‘T’o the Americans in Rome our Easter was a scene of special re- & 

iF joicing, for the eve of Paschal Sunday brought us the glorious tidings of the de- ; 

| feat of Lee, the capture of Richmond, and, as we trust and believe, the final 
4 overthrow of the wicked and wanton rebellion. The intelligence was received 
| with the sincerest gratitude and delight, and almost all the members of the diplo- : 

: - matic corps at the papal court offered me their hearty congratulations on this 
i: happy issue out of our national difficulties. __ | | / 

A The Francc-Italian treaty continues to excite lively discussions in the diplo- E 

| matic and political circles of Europe. It is not easy, in the miust of the varying 
: opinions expressed and the conflicting rumors circulated, to predict with confi- | 
i dence the results of that convention. The chief interest hinges upon the future . 

| status of the Pope, and the probabilities of his leaving or remaining in Rome,. 

HW in the event of the withdrawal of the French troops. I had a long: conversation. | 
| | with the French ambassader, Count Sartiges, on this topic a day or two since. 
: The count expressed the belief that matters were approaching a crisis; that the 
i Pope was pressed by conflicting counsels, one party (the ultra-montane) urging 
: him to abandon Rome, and the other opposing such a step as suicidal; that the 
! issue was with the Holy Father himself, who thus far, at least, was strongly. 
: disinclined to leave the Vatican. That in his, the count’s judgment, the de- | 
| parture of the Pope from Rome would be the signal for a general convulsion in i 
| Italy, if not throughout Europe, and that the peace of the world might depend 
a: upon the Pope’s remaining in the imperial city, where he thought his person 
0 would always be secure and his authority respected. Count Sartiges further | 
| informed me that the Pope had addressed an autograph letter to Victor Eman- 

J uel, with a view to bring about a conference touching the questions of church | 

3 ~ and state, in issue between the papal and Italian governments, and that within 

: a few days an accredited representative had arrived in Rome from Victor Kman- _ 

to uel, charged with a reply to the papal missive. He regarded this, he added, 
u as a very important step in the right direction, for that would be the happiest SE 

7 possible solution of the problem, which, leaving the spiritual power of the Holy
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Father unquestioned, should sustain his temporal authority by Italian bayonets. 
: T have given quite fully the substance of the French ambassador’s remarks, as : 

, I thought them very significant and based upon intimate knowledge of the facts. | 
: : Passing from Italian topics we conversed briefly about American affairs. The 

count said that he regarded the last news as entirely conclusive and the war as 
substantially at an end. His apprehension then was that some trouble might 
grow up between the United States and Maximilian. He did not fear any hos- | 

: tile or aggressive action on the part of our government, certainly not—he said, 
7 so long as the State department ¢ontinues to be managed by the same able | 

‘statesman, who had presided over it during the past four years; but there was 
| _ danger that forty or fifty thousand desperate or adventurous men, thrown out 

of active service by the return of peace, might, at any moment, cross over from | 
the southwest into Mexico, while there never would be wanting a Juarist 

: chief to issue a pronunciamento and give to the movement the color of a revo- 
{ lution. I assured the count that peace once restored, the aim and policy of our 
: government and people would be to cultivate friendly relations with all mankind, — 

_ and that so long as our rights were respected and fair treatment extended to us | 
: we should be the last power to resort to war. __ a . | 

_ I cannot close this despatch without tendering to our honored President and | 
: his faithful cabinet my heartfelt congratulations upon the glorious successes | 
; which have crowned the Union arms and cause. “Thanks be to God who giveth 

. us the victory!” | : | | | 
| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
i | | | RUFUS KING. 
to Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., $e. : | 

Mr. King to Mr. Hunter. | oe | 
: oo 

No. 37.] _ Leaation of THE UNITED StTATEs AT Rome, | 
a April 29, 1865. | 

Sir: The appalling intelligence of the assassination of President Lincoln and | 
: _ the attempt upon the lives of the Secretary and Assistant Secretary of State, _ 
{ _ which reached Rome on the morning of the 27th instant, excited the most pro- 
: found and universal sentiment of horror and indignation among men of every 
i class, condition, and nation. The first account represented that the Assistant | 

Secretary of State had also fallen a victim to the assassin’s knife, and that the | 
_ life of the Secretary was despaired of, but we are at least spared this aggravation 

of horrors, the latest despatch reporting that “Secretary Seward is out of 
, danger,”’ and that his son, though in imminent peril, is still alive. As the 
| _ tidings spread the Americans in Rome gathered together at the rooms of the United | 

States legation, and held a meeting to give utterance to the feelings which the 
| news had excited in every loyal breast. I transmit herewith, as requested, a | 
tO copy of the resolutions adopted. They but feebly express the intense emotions | 
i which the dastardly crime of the southern conspirators has everywhere aroused. | 

Nor is this confined only to our own countrymen. From the cardinal secretary | 
of state, the ambassadors of France, Spain and Austria, the representatives of 

: Russia, and Brazil, and others, members of the diplomatic corps, and from some 
i of the principal Roman nobility and citizens, I have received assurances of the — 

utter detestation with which they regard the crime, and of their profound sym- 
pathy with the government and people of the United States in the hour of 
terrible trial and affliction. May Almighty God safely guard and guide our | 
country through the surging waves of trouble into the calm sunshine of peace 
and public order. | 

| | | | 
|
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i In token of respect for the memory of the great and good man, who died as | 
iH he had lived, faithful to his trust and at the post of duty, I have caused the 
| rooms of the United States legation to be draped in mourning. The loyal | : 

iM Americans in Rome have all assumed the usual badges of mourning as a slight 

| manifestation of their sorrow for the lamented death of our President, and of 
regard for his memory. | - | 

| I need scarcely add that we await with trembling anxiety further news from | 
M America, and that it is the devout prayer of all true-hearted Americans in Rome 
0 that the lives of the Secretary and Assistant Secretary may be spared to their 
if country. 
| - Iam, sir, with great respect your obedient servant, 
| | RUFUS KING. 
Hb Hon. W. Hunter, , | 
| . Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | 

_. (For enclosure see Appendix, separate volume.) | 

| Mr. King to Mr. Hunter. 

yo [ Extract. ] : 

io — No. 38.] “LEGATION oF THE Unrrep States at Rome, - 
| May 6, 1865. | 
| Sir: The terrible catastrophe of the 14th of April, at Washington, still occu- 
i pies all thoughts and tongues on this side of the water, and has called forth ; 
| from the courts and people of Europe an expression of heartfelt sympathy and 
( sincere sorrow unparalleled in history. Appropriate religious services were | 
E held in the United States legation rooms here, which were largely attended by  & 
| Americans and others. * * * * # # — 
t Our latest advices from home to the 22d of April encourage the belief that : 
b both the Secretary and Assistant Secretary of State have escaped the fate . 
| designed for them by their brutal and cowardly assailant, and still live to serve 
| their country. I need not say with what unfeigned gratitude and joy this news i 
[ has been received, not only by the Americans, but by men of all nations in Rome. : 
|. I had an official interview with Oardinal Antonelli a day or two since. His  &- 
: eminence embraced the opportunity to express to me, for himself and for the : 
i Holy Father, the horror with which they regarded the bloody act which had 
: struck down the head of the American republic, and aimed a like blow at the 
: life of his chief counsellor, and of their earnest sympathy for the American gov- 
| ernment and people in this hour of trial and affliction. His eminence further 

begged that I would make known these sentiments to the authorities at Wash- 
|: ington. | re 

' , _ In my despatch of April 22 I mentioned the arrival in Rome of an accredited _ 
I representative of Victor Emanuel, charged with the reply of that monarch to 
| _the autograph letter addressed to him some weeks since by the Pope, in reference : 
i to certain matters at issue between them. This gentleman, Mr. Vegezzi, has 
i: been in Rome upwards of a fortnight; has held several conferences with the Pope 
I and with Cardinal Antonelli; has received visits from the French ambassador o£ 

and other members of the diplomatic corps, and only left on his return to Flor- i 
| ence yesterday. I have very good reasons for belicving that he is greatly con- —& 
| tent with the issue of his mission, and goes back in high hope that a reconcilia- : 
li - tion between the Pope and Victor Emanuel, which would bring with it peace : 
| and union throughout the peninsula, will ere long crown the ardent wishes of the : 

friends of a united Italy. Such a result, it cannot be doubted, would be hailed 
P with delight by the mass of the Italian people. On the other hand, it is wholly
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, repugnant to the views and wishes of that formidable body in the Catholic = 
_-ehurch known as the ultra-montane party, and they, of course, will oppose in 

all possible ways the desired consummation. | 
| | I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 4 

: | | RUFUS KING. | 
: Hon. WILLIAM HunNTER, | | , 

Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c. | re 
2 , = | oo | | 

: | Mr. King to Mr. Hunter. | 

No. 39] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES AT RoME, 
| a May 13, 1865. | 

Sir: I duly received a copy of the circular from the State Department 
under date of April 17, directing all officers and others subject to its orders to. 
wear crape upon the left arm for,the period of six months in honor to the memory 

t of our late illustrious Chief Magistrate. Anticipating in this respect the wishes of Lt 
the department, I had already caused the United States legation rooms here | 

: to be suitably draped, and, in common with all loyal Americans now in Rome, | 
| had assumed the customary badge of mourning, which will be worn during the | 

. time prescribed. It is a melancholy satisfaction to know that the grief we feel | 
: at the bereavement the republic has sustained meets with general and earnest 

sympathy in all parts of the Old World, and that in Europe, as in America, 
enlightened public opinion has already inscribed among the most illustrious | | 

| names on the roll of fame that of our martyred President. | | 
3 The intelligence from home, to the 29th of April, bringing details of Johnston’s : 
| surrender, seems to remove all doubt as to the complete and final overthrow of | 
i _ the slaveholders’ rebellion. The four years ordeal through which our country — | 
{ has passed has proved indeed a fiery one, but, thank God, it has been bravely, 
( unflinchingly, and triumphantly encountered. The latest advices as to the | | 
{ ‘steadily improving condition of the honorable the Secretary and the Assistant 

Secretary of State have given wide-spread satisfaction. We cherish the hope 
that a few weeks will restore them to their wonted health, and once more in- 

' sure to the country the benefit of their counsels and services. | 
po In my despatch of May 6 I mentioned the recent. visit to Rome of M. Ve- | 
; gezzi, an accredited agent from King Victor Emanuel, and spoke of the cur- | 

rent rumors and conflicting hopes as to the progress and probable issue of his | 
: mission. The subject excites very general and lively interest in political. cir- | 

cles, and forms ore of the chief topics of conversation. It is not supposed that - | 
much has yet been accomplished towards effecting a complete reconciliation or : 

| establishing cordial relations between the Pope and the King of Italy, but at | 
‘ least a step has been taken in the right direction, and this of itself affords great | 

encouragement to the friends of Italian unity. There can be no question, in : 
: my judgment that the Holy Father is sincerely anxious to bring about such a | 
to result, and is prepared to make liberal concessions in furtherance of so desirable | 
: | an object. The advisers of Victor Emanuel and the body of the Italian Pope,. | | 

in the papal as in the royal dominions, look forward. hopefully for the same end. | 
But, as I mentioned in a previous despatch, a very strong body in the church i 
are wholly opposed to it, as are the radical or Mazzinian party among the peo- | 
ple, though for very opposite reasons. It seems, indeed, to be a contest 2 

‘ between extremes and means, the result of which is’ still very doubtful. | 
The counsels of the French Emperor, I have reasons to think, are all in the | 

- sense of peace and unity between church and state in Italy, and everything ~ | 
| seems to indicate his settled purpose to carry out the H'ranco-Italian treaty, and | 
| withdraw his troops from Rome at the time fixed upon. This, however, as I | 

| |
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/ have before remarked, is contingent upon the maintenance of peace and public 

We order here; for the Emperor will not: permit the person or authority of the Pope E 
| to be molested or assailed for the want of adequate protection. 
[ I called yesterday upon the cardinal secretary of state to communicate to him a 
| the latest tidings received from America. He fully concurred with me in re- . 
Ho garding the intelligence as decisive, and the-war as practically at an end, and he | 
| freely avowed his satisfaction at the auspicious result. | 

pp The cardinal inquired particularly as to the state of Mr. Seward’s health, and 
| again expressed for himself and the Holy Father their earnest hopes for his : 
, speedy recovery, and their sincere condolence with the American people in the 
Li loss of their lamented President. ou : : 
i I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | E 
E a | 7 , RUFUS KING . | 
I Hon. WiLLIAM HUNTER, | a | 
| - _ Acting Secretary of State. | | 

Mr. King to Mr. Seward. 

oe [Extract] | a | ; 

i No. 40.| . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES aT Romeg, | a 
| a May 24, 1866. 
F _ &rr: Since my despatch of May 13, nothing has transpired in Rome calling } 
| for special mention. ‘The discussion to which I referred in my last, as to the 

if result of the pending conference or correspondence between the Pope and Victor | 
Lh Emanuel, is still going on in diplomatic and political circles. It is doubtful, 
4 however, whether any material progress has yet been made towards a solution - 
A of the different questions involved. The return of M. Vegezzi, the envoy of &§ 
| Victor Emanuel, is daily looked for here, and it is generally supposed that he : 
) - will bring with him some definite proposals on the part of the King of Italy. / 
/ The feeling of opposition to any compromise or reconciliation between the Pope 
He and the King does not seem to abate either with the ultra-montane party in the 
[ church or the radicals among the people, and the hope of a favorable issue to &£ 
i the negotiations appears to be less strong than it was a fortnight since. : 
| Among the rumors received from America by the last arrival was one which 
i has created some excitement and elicited a variety of comments on this side of of 
: the Atlantic. It is that which refers to the proposed “emigration” of many a 
i disbanded officers and soldiers of the federal army to Mexico, with the view of : 
4 taking service under Juarez. The course which Maximilian has pursued 
a towards the church since he ascended the throne of the Montezumas has cost 

: him a large share of the popularity which he enjoyed at Rome a year ago, and 
| . - there were not a few of the Catholic dignitaries who expressed the hope that  &- 

i the Austrian archduke may speedily find it advisable to return to Europe. : 
f Some of the French journals, accepting the rumor as a fact, see in it a threat : 

against France, and seek to hold the federal government responsible for any : 
L movement of the kind. In conversing, however, last evening on this subject E 
k with the French ambasgador, Count Sartiges, I was glad to hear him express 

the utmost confidence that, so long as the State Department at Washington 
| continued to be guided by the same able hands and wise counsels which had ; 
; controlled its action during the past four years, there need be no fear of any 

difficulty or misunderstanding between the United States and France. , 
| * ** * * ** x OK * i 

| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant,  & 
| : RUFUS. KING. : 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarD, &c., §v., &c. |
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| Mr. King to Mr. Hunter. | | 
3 | 

No. 41.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES aT Rome, | 
i | June 2, 1865. | 

_ re: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the circular from the © 
State Department, under date of May 16, enclosing two copies of the Presi- | 

| dent’s proclamation of May 10, relative to insurgent cruisers, one of which I ! 
am directed to communicate, without delay, to the government to which I am | 
accredited. In accordance with these instructions, I this morning presented | 
to the cardinal secretary of state a copy of the proclamation in question, with a | 

i brief explanation of its contents. | . 
| T availed myseif of the opportunity to converse with his eminence on the 

subject of American affairs. He rejoiced, he said, to see that the war was en- | 
tirely over, and that the questions remaining to be disposed of were of trifling | 

| _ Importance compared with the great one which had been so effectually settled. 
i Alluding to the capture of Jefferson Davis, the cardinal expressed the hope that 
i the government might find it consistent with its views of duty to spare the life’ 
| which he had forfeited to the outraged laws of his country. I remarked to his | 
| eminence that of one thing at least he might rest assured—that no feeling of | 
j vengeance would dictate the course pursued, and that fewer victims would fall — | 
| at the close of our great civil war than in any other similar struggle recorded in : 
i history. . _ | 
| ‘The cardinal adverted to our existing relations with England and France, _ | 

and the causes which might disturb them. Of these he seemed to think that : 
| Mexico was the most prominent. I assured his eminence that the American | 

government would not permit any “ filibustering”’ expedition to be fitted out in | 
to the United States, with a view to upset Maximilian and expel his French pro- | 
q tectors from Mexico. At the same time I expressed the belief that the Austrian i 
{ archduke could not maintain his authority there without foreign help, and when | 
| that was withdrawn—as it shortly must be—he would probably follow in their | 
' | footsteps. ‘The cardinal coincided in this opinion, and added that when con- | 
4 sulted on the subject by Maximilian, upwards of «a year ago, he had cautioned | 
| the Austrian prince against undertaking the enterprise. All that his eminence | 
| said, indeed, confirmed the view taken in my last despatch, as to the feeling now | 
{ entertained by the papal court towards Maximilian and his projected empire on — 2 
4 the western continent. | | 
| I mentioned to the cardinal that, within a few days past, Bishop Lynch, of | 

Charleston, South Carolina, a reputed confederate agent, had applied to me, | 
through a friend, to know upon what conditions he would be ‘allowed to return | 

i to South Carolina and resume his clerical functions. The cardinal remarked, 
; in reply, that the bishop had never been received or recognized in any way as | 
1 an accredited representative of Jefferson Davis, and that, like every other good | 

Catholic, resident in the United States, it was his bounden duty to honor, re- " 
spect, and obey the constituted authorities of the government under whose | 
protection he lived. _ | | : 

1 _ The envoy of Victor Emanuel, M. Vegezzi, is expected to return to Rome 
1 on Monday next. This is another step forward in the pending negotiations | 
; between the Pope and the King of Italy; but no prediction can yet be safely | 

=: | hazarded as to the final result. | 
: I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 
: | | RUFUS KING. | 

Hon. W. Hunter, : | | | 
: Acting Secretary of State. - | 
: | |
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: | _ Mr. King to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 42.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES AT RoME, | 
4 | - June 24, 1865. 4 

| Sir: I have received from the State Department copies of the presidential 
proclamations of April 11, and May 2, 9, 10, and 22, as also of the notification 

a issued by the Secretary of State, dated June 2, relating to foreign passports. | 
i The festival of Corpus Domini was celebrated in this city on the 15th instant, , 

with all the pomp and ceremony with which the church of Rome is accustomed | 
i to surround its public observances. The sovereign pontiff, whose health con- | 

| tinues excellent, bore a conspicuous part in the imposing pageant, and was wel- | 
a -comed with every outward demonstration of affection and respect by the multi- | | 

_ tude assembled in the great square of St. Peter. | | | : 
The anniversaries of the election and coronation of the present Pope, occurring => | 

2 on the 17th and 21st instant, were duly honored in Rome. In accordance with | 
1 eustom, all the members of the diplomatic corps now here called to offer to his | 

«| _—-« Holiness their congratulations upon the happy return of these {to him) memor- | 
i able days. During my interview with the Holy Father, he spoke with much | | 
4 feeling about American affairs, expressed’ the sincere pleasure which it gave him | 

to learn that the war was ended, and desired me to convey to the President his | 
: best wishes for the success of the administration and the complete restoration oe 

: of peace, prosperity, and public order. He asked several questions about our | 
national debt, remarking, in the connexion, that ours was a country of wonders i 

a and of resources apparently so vast that even a debt of such magnitude need — — 
| cause no disquiet: His Holiness seemed greatly interested in the probable fate : 
Ei of the leaders of the great rebellion, and especially of Jefferson Davis, express- _ 
i - Ing the hope that his life might be spared, and no victims offered up on the | | 
i altar of the restored Union. But as for the conspirators and assassins who had 

ql struck down President Lincoln and attempted the murder of the Secretary of a 
i State, he was entirely content that, in their case, justice should do her perfect 2 
i work. I repeated to his Holiness the assurance which I had heretofore given - | 

to Cardinal Antonelli that no life would be wantonly, vengefully, or unneces- | 
| sarily taken, and that the greatest civil war the world had ever seen would close | 

q with the smallest number of victims recorded in history. - mo | 
i’ After taking leave of the Pope, I proceeded as usual to make a formal visit to os 
: the cardinal secretary of state, and conversed for some time with his eminence | 
a about American affairs. He, too, manifested great interest in the progress and : 
| results of the American state trials, and warmly congratulated me upon the | 
i _ final and happy termination of our great struggle. 
i ‘M. Vegezzi, the representative of Victor Emanuel, has been in Rome, on his a 
i second visit, for two or three weeks past. He is here, however, in no recog- - | 
i nized official capacity, but rather as a private and confidential messenger; and 
i thus far his mission has been without any actual practical result. The influ- | 
: ences for and against his success seem so nearly balanced that, as yet, it is _ 

difficult, if not impossible, to predict which way the scale will turn. | | 
_ The papal court is about breaking up for the summer. LHarly next month | 

| | his Holiness goes to his favorite retreat in the Alvan hills, Castel Gandolfo, and 7 
Hi the diplomatic corps have already commenced dispersing. After St. Peter’s 

day, the 29th instant, very few will be left in Rome. - | 
Bishop Lynch, of Charleston, South Carolina, late .confederate agent, is still CO 

here. I had an interview with him at his request a short time since. He ad- | 
mitted that the cause of the south was hopeless, expressed a wish to return to , 

1 his home and post of duty, and asked me on what terms he could be re-admitted | 
into the United States. I told him that the first thing to be done was to take | 
the oath of allegiance, and make his pecce with the federal government. This : 

| | 1l pc ** Oe
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| he was willing and ready to do, if that would suffice; but he seemed apprehen- — | 
; sive that if he returned to America he might be proceeded against criminally. I | 

told him that the President’s proclamation, which was daily expected, would | 
; no doubt contain full information on this point. The proclamation has since | 
7 arrived, and Bishop Lynch, I understand, considers himself included in the list - | 

Z of exceptions. His present purpose, as I learn from a mutual friend, is to pro- | 
Oe ceed to Havana, and thence make his appeal to the federal authorities. Ijudge - | 

that he is effectually cured of his secession folly. | | | 
| , I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 

1 | . | | RUFUS KING. 
: | Hon. WitiiaM H. Sewarp, §c., &c., §e. | | | 

: : oe . | | 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. King. | | 

: No. 27.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
, , | - Washington, June 29, 1865. ! 

: Sir: Your despatches from number 33 to number 39, with the exception of = 
: number 35, have been received, and have been read with much interest. Your | 

account of the feeling excited in Rome, and of the proceedings which took place | 
2 there, on the reception of the news of the assassination of President Lincoln, | 
, are very gratifying. | | | 

- Iam, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 

: a | - ‘WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
i Rurus Kine, Esq., §c., &c., Rome. - - | 

: Mr. King to Mr. Seward. . / 

| | | [Extract.] - : | 

! No. 43.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES AT Rome, | 
) | July 4, 1865. ! 

_ Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the circular ‘from the 
; State Department, under date of June 7th, relating to the order issued to Rear- _ ! 

| Admiral Goldsborough, then about to sail in the United States steamer Colo- | 
- . rado for European waters. I believe that nearly all the maritime powers of | ! 

Europe have now withdrawn their recognition of the insurgent States as belli- 
: gerents, and no longer accord to rebel vessels-of-war any privileges as such, or i 

| withhold from the flag of the United States the customary naval courtesies. | 
| The government to which I am accredited possesses no navy, nor any ports _ | 

likely to be visited by American ships-of-war, and has not taken any action in 

1 the premises to which the United States could object. When I mentioned to | 
Cardinal Antonelli this morning the substance of the circular above referred to, he | 

| - at once replied: “We, at least, have never recognized the southern belligerents.” 
: St. Peter’s day, the 29th ultimo, was duly honored in Rome. It was the | 

great festa of the church, and nearly the whole population of the city seemed | 
: to take part in the ceremonies. ‘The Pope officiated in person at the celebration | 

| of the mass in the morning, and a vast and perfectly orderly crowd enjoyed the | 
i magnificent display of fireworks on the Pincian hill at night. His- Holiness, | | 
| whoke health continues excellent, takes his departure for Castel Gandolfo in a | 

tf few days. | | 
i M. Vegezzi, the special messenger from the King of Italy, left Rome, on his 
i return to Florence, last week. Thus far nothing has been accomplished, nor | 

| does the prospect of an ultimate agreement between the Pope and Victor Ema- | 
| nuel seem at all flattermg. § * * #* * * | |
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f The few Americans remaining at this season in Rome, though far away from 

their native land, do not forget that this is the nation’s birthday, and they honor 
|‘ it accordingly. They may be pardoned for repeating; with conscious pride, in the | 

: ancient capital of the world the old Roman boast, “I am an American citizen.” | 
q I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, a 

| ge “"" "RUFUS KING. 
U Hon. WiLLiAm H. SEwARD, &c., §., Se. | 

Mr. King to Mr. Seward. 

ly | — [Extracts,] : 
No, 45.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED StTaTEs aT Rome, | 

4 | | November 10, 1865. / 

i Sir: * * * Ok ok * * % . 

L - Two events have occurred in Rome, since my: last despatch, of more than 
ordinary interest. The retirement of Monsignor de Merode from the papal | 

i cabinet, and the commencement of the evacuation of the papal territory by the 
{| . French troops. The explanation given by the press of M. de Merode’s with- | 
i drawal vary according to the political bias of the parties making them. ‘Those 
I who wish to attach but little consequence to the change attribute it to M. de - 
q Merode’s failing health, while a much larger party see in it an important step 
i in advance, and think that it augurs favorably for the reconciliation of Rome _ : 

F and Italy. M. de Merode was understood to reflect the sentiments of the ultra~ 
{| _-montane party, in church and state, and a marked antagonism existed between : 
f himself and Cardinal Antonelli, which threatened at times to disturb the har- 
i mony of the papal council. Now, however, that M. de Merode has retired, the 
i influence of the distinguished secretary of state has become all paramount, and 
#  . will, it is confidently hoped, be wisely and faithfully employed. 
BO ‘The evacuation of the French troops, in pursuance of the treaty between the | 
_ Emperor of France and the King of Italy, commenced on Monday last, two | 

_ batteries of artillery having left Rome that day to embark on French transports 
i now lying at Civita Vecchia. Other bodies of troops will follow at brief inter- | 
E- vals, and there seems no reason to doubt that the whole movement will be com- 
i pleted within the period stipulated, to wit, two years from September 15, 1864. 
| To replace the soldiers thus withdrawn by Napoleon, the papal government is | 

i recruiting and organizing a considerable force; and the belief gains currency | 
a that, before the final evacuation of the French, an arrangement will be entered _ 
| into between the Pope and Victor Emanuel which will secure to the Holy See 
f all the protection it needs. | | 
I The cholera still lingers at different points along the Mediterranean coast, 
| and; within the past few days, has been quite fatal in Naples. ‘Thus far the 
| pontifical states have escaped, comparatively unscathed, though it is hardly to 

q be expected they will go entirely free. Meanwhile very rigid quarantine reg- 

| ~~—_ulations are enforced all along the frontier, and the result is that, as yet, but 

; few Americans or other foreigners have come to Rome. Should the sanitary 

| condition of the Italian peninsula improve, however, there is every prospect of. 
f _a large influx of Americans during the coming winter. - So | 

4 Within the current week I have enjoyed two interviews with the cardinal ) 
j secretary of state, and conversed at some length on topics connected with | 
, . American affairs. His eminence expressed his sincere gratification at the rapid : 
{ _ progress towards peace and union which our country was making, and spoke | 
| in terms of very warm praise of President Johnson’s plan of reconstruetion, and 
' of the merciful and magnanimous course which had been pursued towards the = * 
: -yanquished rebels. * x * * * * bo
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| - The Pope, I am happy to say, is in the enjoyment of excellent health and 
: ‘spirits. He passed, Thursday, along the whole length of the Corso on foot, 
: meeting everywhere, from the crowds who thronged that thoroughfare, une- 

: quivocal demonstrations of affection and respect. | - | 
! I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, ! 

| . |  & RUFUS KING. | 
: -Hon. WittiAM H. Seward, = | | | 

Secretary of State. _ | | 
| | | | 7 | 

Mr. King to Mr. Seward. FF 
| | 

No. 46.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES AT Rome, | 
| | | i November 18, 1865. 

i Sir: I had the honor, yesterday, of an interview with the Holy Father, and | 
: | enjoyed a long and interesting conversation with him about American affairs, as 

well as the condition of things in Italy and Europe. The Pope had many | 
, questions to ask about the progress of events in the United States, and expressed _ | 
| great satisfaction at the return of peace and the reconstruction of the Union. He _ 

: inquired particularly as to the health of the President, whose life, he trusted, | 
would be spared, that he might finish the work he had so well begun. He | 
warmly approved the clemency which had been shown the rebel leaders, and | 

| hoped, he-said, that Jefferson Davis would also receive the executive pardon, | 
‘The most difficult problem he thought for the United States to solve was the | 

{| = ~—._: proper disposition of the negroes; and he seemed to apprehend that we should | 
find the question a troublesome one. Passing to European affairs, his Holiness | | 

; remarked that there was great political agitation all over the continent; not in | 
| Italy only, but in Germany, Spain, France, and England, there seemed to be | 

trouble brewing. Ireland was restless and discontented, and Fenianism uttered 
ominous threats. He had no idea, he said, that this movement would affect 

i British rule in Ireland, for the ocean which rolled between the United States | 
‘and Great Britain forbade the idea of invasion. But Canada, with its extensive 

, and exposed frontier, offered an easier prize, and thither, he thought, the Fenians . | 
might turn their arms. It would be for the advantage of all parties, the Holy 

i Father remarked, that the United States should take Canada and incorporate it 
into the American Union, rather than allow the Fenians to possess themselves | 
of it. ‘Better that it should be done by a regularly constituted government than 

| by a revolutionary and irresponsible organization subject to no control, and 
liable to every excess. His Holiness spoke, I thought, despondingly of the as- = 
pect of affairs in Italy. Within another fortnight, he said, Saxony and Bavaria 
would reorganize the kingdom of Victor Emanuel. The Emperor of France 

_ was about to withdraw from Italy, and “the poor Pope would be left all alone 
: - ‘in his little boat in the midst of the tempestuous ocean.’””’ What would happen 
: God alone knew, and to His will and protection the Holy Father committed him- | 

self. J expressed the hope that no serious trouble would occur in Rome, and 
| - -- reminded. his Holiness that it was the duty of the diplomatic corps to share his 

: . fortunes and remain near his person. Yes, he said, and during the revolutionary | 
2 movement of ’48, when he had sought refuge in the palace of the Quirinal, the 

diplomatic corps all hurried thither and formed, as it were, a cordon around him, 
so that, inthe midst of the tumult and firing, he remained calm and tranquil. — 

: . His Holiness adverted to the concessions which the different governments of — 
| Europe seemed to be making “to the revolutionary spirit-of the age.’ They 

would not, he said, satisfy those who were clamoring for change, but only en- | 
| courage them to make further demands until they would finish by telling the 

i . f
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i governments themselves that they could dispense with their further services. | 
| Evidently the Holy Father looked upon the condition of affairs in Europe as | 

anything but satisfactory, and it was with deep and manifest emotion that he 4 
i referred to the Supreme Ruler of the universe as his only guide and refuge in | 

the apprehended troubles. a | 
H After taking my leave of his Holiness, I paid the customary visit to the ear- | 
a dinal secretary of state, and was received by him with his wonted kindness and | 
i courtesy. His eminence, who watches with close attention the progress of | 
; events in America, referred with great satisfaction to the reported interview of a 
5 delegation from South Carolina with the President of the United States, and to | 
| the language used and the sentiments avowed by Mr. Johnson on that occasion. | 
qs His eminence cordially assented to the justice of the President’s views, and ex- 
f pressed his warm and earnest approval of the course pursued by the federal 
4 _- authorities in re-establishing law, order, and civil government among the people 
i of the States so lately in rebellion against the Union. A policy at once so wise | 
I and so humane deserved, as it could not fail, he thought, to secure complete . 
; success. | oo 
t The cholera still prevails with great severity at Naples, but, as yet, there has | 
§~~—_ not been a case in Rome, and the authorities here hope to escape the visitation __ | 
_ of the. pestilence, at least during the present season. Meantime very stringent | 
i quarantine regulations continue to be enforced all along the papal frontiers, and’ | 
| the result is that Rome is comparatively deserted; though at this period of the’ 
q year it is usually crowded with visitors:-from all quarters of the globe. Bo 
f ' The French troops continue to leave Rome by detachments, and Count Sar- ~ ) 
| tiges, the ambassador of France, remarked to me a few days since, that within 
| a year there would not be a single French soldier left in the papal territory. | | 

;- I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | 
| oo a RUFUS KING. : | 
I Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, . . 
1 - Secretary of State, &c., Se. |
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No. 182 | _ | LEGATION oF THE UNiTED STATES, | 
Se _ Copenhagen, February 6, 1865. | 

Sir: On the 4th instant, having received a communication from Mr. Bigelow, | 
the United States chargé d’affaires at Paris, I addressed to the minister for for- © | 

eign affairs the accompanying note, No. 47, and interrogatories, and to-day have | 

3 -_ addressed another note to him, No. 48, a copy of which is also herewith enclosed. | 

. Some time last autumn an iron-clad brig-rigged steam ram arrived at this port » | 

i, from France. I was informed, in answer to my inquiries, that she was for the 

Danish government. I was subsequently informed that she did not pass inspec- | 

i tion, and would be returned to the builder, in France, as unfit for the Danish 

navy. I was also informed by a Danish naval officer that she was rudely and 

badly built, as he knew by inspection, and that her bolts had no heads to them, | 

| and she was in other respects defective. After lying here some three months, 

| and. having had several inspections, none of which, as I was informed, was sat- | 

| isfactory, she, with a crew of some thirty men, (as I was also informed,) was : 

sent back to Bordeaux, and of which Consul Hansen duly apprized our consul | 

| ‘at that place. She is a formidable and dangerous-looking craft, and is said to | 

' be heavily armed with Armstrong guns., I await the answer to my inquiries. | 

| , It is possible this government may have been deceived, as there is a rumor of 

one “De Reviere,” who once offered to make cannon for us and was refused, | 

1 being concerned in the affair. oe oO 
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, ae | 

3 | — _ Minister Resident. | 

; | Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | | - | 

1 | . Secretary of State. Oo 

: Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. | | 

. No. 47.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

; ve a Copenhagen, February 4, 1865. 

q : Sir: From authentic information this day received from the legation of the United States 

q | at Paris, there is reason to fear that one or more vessels-of-war built in France, but carrying | 

; ; the Danish flag, have recently passed into the hands of the so-called confederates of North | 

j 2 America. Though I do not suppose that his Majesty’s government has sanctioned or will 

| a sanction such a use of that flag, yet it is very desirable that the government which I have | 

; - the honor to represent should be in possession of all the facts connected with this transaction, 

j # with a view to obtain such information, (if in the possession of his Majesty’s government. ) 

' / [take the liberty of herewith enclosing to your excellency certain inquiries which, when | 

; answered, will put me in possession of the desired information. May I ask of your excel- | 

’ leney as early an answer as will Ph convenient. . | ; | | 

’ With renewed assurances of distinguished consideration, I have the honor to remain your | 

j excellency’s obedient servant, | 

! BRADFORD R. WOOD, | 

i; _ - Minister Resident. | 

; | ‘His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, | 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, &c. : | 

. | . . 

| | | |
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; 1st. How many vessels has the Danish government purchased in France? oo 

i 94. What are the names they bore before and after their purchase by the Danish govern- | 

| ment? ee re ee 

. 3d. Were they, or either of them, afterwards sent back to France, and what were the 

a orders- given their captains in fespect to their delivery ? | | 

: 4th. When and where were they delivered, into whose hands, and what became of their | 

: equipage ? | a | oo - 

f 5th. Were they sold before their redelivery ; and if so, to whom, and what were the terms | 

i of sale? ee oo | | | 
£ 6th. Was any notice given to the French government that the vessels were not accepted | 

f by the Danish government before their sale and delivery to the new purchasers; ifso, when 

E andto whom? —_— oO ae 

F 7th, What was the name, rank, and nationality of the officer who took command of them, | 

, or either of them; and where and how were they, or either of them, named after the de- 

gf - parture of their Danish equipage ? | | 

‘| Sth. Had they any armament on board when they were delivered ; if so, in what did it 

E : consist ? - , So oo | a | 

E 9th. Were any arms or munitions of war taken on beard while the Danish equipage was 

a being transferred; if so, of what did they consist? | | | 

Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. - j 

f No. 48.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
' Copenhagen, February 6, 1865. a 

5 Sir: In addition to the inquiries I had. the honor to address to you on the 4th instant, I 

f would suggest, inasmuch as I learn from Paris that the French government say the Danish - . &- 

ft government bought the Staerkodder absolutely, that his Majesty’s government furnish i 

fi me with a certified copy of the contract and any other papers that passed between the two : 

§ governments, and I would also respectfully inquire under what permission and other circum- | 

4 stances the Staerkodder left Copenhagen, whether under the command of an officer of the ; 

q Danish navy, and whether she was fully coaled and armed. I assure your excellency that ' 

to in seeking this information, I do it to exculpate his Majesty’s government from any censure | 

a in the transaction. . - 

f With renewed assurances of high consideration, I have the honor to remain your excel- 

1 lency’s obedient servant, : _ | 

| | BRADFORD R. WOOD, 

q 7 | | Minister Resident. 

{ His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, os 

t Minister of Foreign Affairs. : | | 

| | Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. 

| No. 183.] - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 

| | oo Copenhagen, February 14, 1865. | 

Sir: Since my last despatch I have had several interviews with the acting | 

minister for foreign affairs, Mr. Quaade, (Mr. Blumhe being ill,) and the director | 

general of the ministry, Mr. Vedel. The affair of the Staerkodder, the iron- : 

| plated ram to which I referred in my last, is undergoing an investigation, and 

| ___Lhave an assurance that the whole matter will be placed in my hands. From 

these interviews with the minister and the director general, I learn that the | 

Staerkodder never belonged to the Danish government. Some time last | 

winter or last spring they made a contract with one Arman, of Bordeaux, to 

build an iron-plated ram, carrying three heavy Armstrong guns, but as she did f 

| not fulfil the contract, she was rejected. . Notwithstanding this she was sent to 

Copenhagen under the French flag, without guns; the guns following subse- 

] quently in an English ship. The ram, after arriving here, was again inspected 

and again rejected. In the mean time, or on her first arrival, she discharged 

her French crew. After lying here from the first of November until some
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| - | 
time in January, either the agent of Arman, De Riviere, or Mr. Puger, a Danish | 

_merchant to whom she was consigned, applied for liberty to ship a crew, and | 
_ permission to take her back to Bordeaux, under the Danish flag, inasmuch as | 

‘she could not be taken back under the French flag, as two-thirds or three-fourths = 
| of the crew were not French; the French law, it was alledged, requiring it. | 
| _ ‘This permission was conceded, and the Staerkodder, with a crew of forty-five | 
7 Danes and Swedes or less, set out for Bordeaux, with De Riviere, the agent of __ 
| Arman on board, and under the command of a Danish merchant captain. | 
| After passing into the Cattegat, for some. cause or other, perhaps an alleged 
i storm, she returned to Elsinore, and landed De Riviere. She again put to sea, 
| but was compelled to put into Norway and coal, De Riviere having furnished | 
! the money. From thence she proceeded to the coast of Holland and took on : | 
7 board De Riviere and another man, and proceeded to Quiberon or Nantes, and, | 

when anchored in French waters, De Riviere informed the Danish captain that | | 
| he had sold the ship and he need go no further. The Danish captain and crew, | 

(with, perhaps, the exception of two or three, said to be engineers or firemen,) | 
: left the ship, taking the Danish flag with them. | | | 

_ I should state that the Armstrong guns were placed in the hold of the Staer- 
kodder when she left here. I must confess that the whole matter looks very | 
much like a French trick on the part of Arman and his agent De Riviere, in | 
which, perhaps, Puger had a hand, and in which the Danish government were | 

| - the unsuspecting dupes. I have written Mr. Bigelow, our chargé d’affaires at | 
2 _ Paris, but fear, from the state of the mails, the Baltic being closed, that he has | 
2 not received my letter. We have communicated by telegraph. | 

3 I remain your obedient servant, | | | | 
a | BRADFORD R. WOOD, 2 

an _ Minister Resident. 
Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | | 

| Secretary of State. 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. 

i No. 184. | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
i. . Copenhagen, February 20, 1865. | 

Sir: I herewith enclose a note I addressed the director general of the | 
|. ministry on the receipt of a letter from Mr. Bigelow, our chargé d’affaires in | 

Paris. I have seen him this morning, and he reiterates the assertion that the | 
| Sphinx or Staerkodder, or Stonewall, never belonged to the Danish government. 

I read in Galignani of the 12th instant, from the index, “That a secret ne- 
 gotiation is progressing between the United States government and the Danish | 

| government for the purchase of the Clyde-built iron-clad, of the Warrior | | 
model, belonging to the latter, and now lying at Copenhagen.” | | 

1 his ship is undoubtedly for sale, for, learning last autumn that negotiations . 
for this purpose were pending, I made inquiry and was confidentially informed | 

: that the negotiations were with a power friendly to us. I understood from | 
outsiders that the negotiations were with Spain. I repeat an opinion made | 
some two years ago, that we should have a man-of-war in the North German | 
ocean, and, commanding the Baltic, we can be our own best police. — | 

' I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | | 
i; | BRADFORD R. WOOD, | | 

| | | Minister Resident. — | 

-- - Hon, Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | . | 
Secretary of State. oe | |
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: Mr. Seward to Mr. Wood. : 

: No. 103.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
‘ oO | Washington, February 21, 1865. | | 

i Sir: It is with sincere regret that I find myself obliged to call your atten- of 
q tion to a serious cause of complaint against the government of Denmark. 
q Certain vessels were building at Bordeaux for the insurgents of the United 
I States. This government remonstrated. The French government interdicted 
| the departure of the vessels. One or more of them was reported to have been 
i sold to Denmark. It is certain that one of them went to Copenhagen. , 
i Recently, that vessel is reported to have come, with a Danish crew and a Danish 
ft flag, to the island of Houat, on the coast of France, and to have there received | 
i an equipment and crew from an English vessel, and coals from a French vessel, — ) 
i and then to have put to sea as an insurgent vessel. There is much confusion 
‘ in the reports of the transaction which have reached the United States. Itis ) 
i even doubtful whether there are not two vessels concerned in the transaction, 
f instead of one. Again, we hear of one such vessel as having put into Ferrol 
a. for repairs; and again, of the same vessel, or another, having put into Corunna | 
; for repairs. | | 
; Mr. Raasloff here, and the Danish minister in Paris, deny that the Danish 
is government have owned or sold the vessel which is reported to have been | 
f brought to Houat. The French minister of finance is understood to affirm 3 
q that the vessel was so sold. Even the fact of the transfer to the insurgents is 
q not yet clearly established. ‘There is, however, too strong a presumption of ) 
q the fact to allow this government to remain idle or unconcerned. , 
q You will, therefore, ask for explanations of the Danish government, and in . 
| doing so you will not omit to inquire how it happened that, if that government 
f intended to divest itself of responsibility, it caused or suffered the vessel to go . 
i into Houat, an unarmed place, not within the surveillance of the French gov- sf 

ernment, instead of Bordeaux. |  &| 
q In every case, and speaking only upon the condition that the facts reported are : | 
| true, you will inform the Danish government that this government cannot be t 
| expected to submit uncomplainingly to apprehended invasions of piratical ! 
a vesels coming from European ports. We shall expect that Denmark will do | 
| whatever is necessary to prevent such acts, if the responsibility shall be traced 
| to the government or to the subjects of Denmark. 
| You will say, moreover, that this government deems the time to have come | 
1 when the maritime powers of Europe ought to withhold all protection and shel- | 
| ter from enemies of the United States who proceed from countries with which | 
1 they are at peace. 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, a | 
| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| | BrapForp R. Woop, Esq., &c., &¢., Copenhagen. : | 

| | | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Wood. — | | 

| No. 104.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | | Washington, March 2, 1865. — | 

| Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 
| 6th of February, which contains an account of the representation you have 
| made to the Danish government concerning the transfer of the ram Olinde, other- | 
| wise called the Stonewall, to pirates engaged in hostilities against the United | : 
\ tates. |
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__ While it seems to me possible that your representation might properly have | 
| been made in a form more acceptable to that government, yet I approve of the | 

, proceeding in its general effect, and I authorize you to state to his Majesty’s = 
| government that the subject is regarded by the President as one which it is 

hoped will receive the serious attention of the government of Denmark. __ 
| | The inquiries which have been made in France leave it doubtful whether the | 
; Danish authorities have exercised that vigilance and that regard to the rightsof == 

the United States, in the transaction referred to, which, as a friendly nation, | 
i they had a right to expect. It must be apparent that this government cannot | 

7 rest content if a naval war is waged against us, under a piratical flag, from any ~~ 
| of the maritime states of Europe. _ ) | | 

; I am, sir, your obédient servant, | So | 
| —WTELTAM HL SEWARD. 7 

: | BRADFORD R. Woon, Esq., &c., §c., Copenhagen. — | 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Wood. —— a 
No. 105.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

| . a a Washington, March 3, 1865. 

i Sir: Herewith I enclose, for your information, a copy of a despatch of the = 
9th ultimo, (No. 23,) from Mr. Bigelow; ehargé d’affaires of the United States | 
at Paris, in which he communicatés a transcript of a note addressed to him by | 

: Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, relative to the steam ram Olinde, otherwise Stonewall, 
together with several other papers upon the same subject. 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | | 
| | re WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| - Braprorp R. Woop; Esq., §c., 8c, Copenhagen. ' | 

(For enclosures see despatch No. 25, from Mr. Bigelow.) | | | 

7 Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. 

No. 185.]. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: . Copenhagen, March 3, 1865. | 

Sik: 1 herewith enclose copies of notes to the director general of the | 
i . foreign ministry, of the dates of 25th, and to the minister for foreign affairs on | 

the 28th February, ultimo. The letter to the foreign minister, who is still con- _ | 
: _ fined to his house by illness, was written after. my interview and a full under- | 

standing with Mr. Vedel, the director general of the ministry. I yesterday had 2 
: an interview with Mr. Quaade, minister without portfolio, and he assures me 

| the fullest investigation shall be had in the matter; that my note of the 28th | 
ultimo had been laid before the minister of justice, and that I might expect a | 
speedy answer. I have to-day had aii interview with Mr. Vedel, who submitted | 
to me the contract with the French builder. of the Olinde, alas Sphinx, alias 
Staerkodder, alias Stonewall, and other papers, which show that the ship never | 
belonged to the Danish government. Copies of these will be placed in my — 

i hands. While I acquit the Danish government of an intentional breach of | 
neutrality, yet we may suffer just as much as if they had intended it. 1 await | 

| _ the evidence now being taken, and to be taken, before presenting the whole case. 
; _ T have the honor to remain your obedient servant, _ | 

coe | | “ -. BRADFORD R. WOOD, : 
| oO | a. - Minister Resident. | 

_ Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. Coe |
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£ : Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. 
i ~, LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oT 

a - BC ; a February 28, 1865. | 

$m: From information I have received from Mr. Hansen, the American consul, commu- | 

ti nicated to him by one of the crew of the Sphinx, or Staerkodder, and now the Stonewall, | 

q I learn that when this ship left Copenhagen shé had on board another passenger beside De | | 

f Riviere; a-confederate officer, passing under an assumed name, and who took command of the 

a ship after she arrived in French waters, (or when she met another steamer,) or when the | 

E Danish captain ceased to.command. I am also informed that the French engineers who had 

fT brought ‘the ship froni France were kept on board this ship (the Staerkodder or whatever 

f name) until the Danish engineers went on board, or until the day before, or a short time be 

E fore she left Copenhagen; and that she had her guns in position when she left, and coal suffi- , 

{ cient for the voyage to Bordeaux. That when she put back to Elsinore she landed De 

§ Riviere, and a Mr. Puggard brought her another engineer. After leaving Elsinore, and, as q 

i alleged, on account of bad weather, she put into Christiansand or some other port in Nor- 

a way, coaled and remained there four or five days, three of which were pleasant, and went to , 

f° sea in weather more boisterous than when ee entered that port; the ship being a good sea- 

i boat, but.leaky. About thirty-six hours Mter leaving Norway the ship. altered her course 

f for Nieu Dieppe, in Holland. One of the engineers remonstrated with the captain, as the 

— | weather was fine and the ship had plenty of coal. a oa. | 

5 At Nieu Dieppe she again took on board De Riviere and another man, (Waddell, ) also a mo | 

ft confederate officer, known to one of the engineers, and. who informed the Danish captain | 

5 who he was, and who subsequently became the second officer, or an officer on board the | 

f Staerkodder after she passed into confederate hands. | | 

f On the 2ist January the Staerkodder arrived off Quiberon, or in French waters, and came ° | 

fi to anchor. Here a man representing himself as the brother of De Riviere came on board 4 

q and soon after left. The next morning the Staerkodder got under way, and was shortly after . | 

A met by a ship under English colors, with coal, munitions of war, and a new crew, and soon 

7 after meeting with her was met by a French steamer. The Danish captain then informed - | 

' his crew that the ship was sold, and tried to induce his crew or some of them to enlist and | 

; to remain on board, and which they refused to do, andinsisted on being put on shore. They 

' : were set to work by the Danish captain to coal from the British steamer under the promise 

4 _ of eight frances per man for doing it. One of the engineers protested against this delivery | 

| of the ship, and insisted that the captain should go into port and the crew be properly | 

q discharged. They were finally landed by the French steamer, leaving the Danish captain on , 

f board and the Danish flag still flying. . | | | 
f I would request of your exdellency that the Danish captain be examined as to his | 

q knowledge or belief as to the truth of the above, and particularly as to his knowledge | 

; or belief of the real names, character and business of _ the passengers who left Co- , 

| penhagen with him, and of those who came on board in Holland, and what has becomé 

| of them, and where he last saw them. And, further, that such of the engineers and | 

| crew be examined as shall be indicated by Mr. Hansen, the American consul ; and, further, 

1 _ that the Mr. or Messrs. Puggard be examined as to their knowledge or belief of the character | | 

| of the Staerkodder, or any of the particulars in the foregoing statement. And I would fur- | 

' ther request that inasmuch as Mr. Hansen understands the Danish language he may be | 

1 present at such examination, and be permitted to suggest such questions as may occur to 7 

q : him bearing on this matter. I need not suggest to your excellency that if the captain and | 

| . the agent or agents of this ship are innocent, the more searching the investigation the better | 

7, for them. I do not believe that his Majesty’s government has intentionally departed from | 

i the strictest neutrality ; but if it should appear that Danish citizens have used the Danish qt 

flag for a fraudulent or piratical purpose, Iam confident that his Majesty’s government will | 

_. _-vindicate its neutrality. | a. 
With renewed assurances of high consideration, I remain your excellency’s obedient | 

: servant, | . | 

| B. R. WOOD, Minister Resident. | 

' Mr. BLUMHE, Minister for Foreign Affairs. | 

i Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. — | | 

| No. 187.] | a _ DLEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ~ | , 

| = . 3 Copenhagen, March 14, 1865. 

| $m: Your despatch, No. 103, of the 21st ultimo, was received yesterday. | | 

1 From the despatches and copies of letters received ere this, and those I now | 

| send, you may perhaps think I have more than anticipated my instructions. |
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TI am very glad to receive and communicate to this government your last des : 
| _ Spatch, as the director general of the ministry informed me, a few days since, © | 

| that the court intrusted with the investigation of the affair of the Staerkodder 
| had discovered “it had not sufficient jurisdiction” to make the examination - 

I desired. I have but recently discovered that the Staerkodder was origi- | 
nally intended for the confederates, and I am credibly informed that the Mr. : 
Puggard I have already mentioned, a Danish merchant in this city, the con- ! 
signee or correspondent of the ship, and the man who procured her crew and: | 

7 liberty to leave the port under the Danish flag, and whose re-examination I | 
have asked, advanced large sums of money for the building of the Staerkodder, | 
knowing that this vessel was being built for the confederates. I have informed | 

| _ both the minister for foreign affairs and the director general of the ministry of | 

7 _ ‘To prevent all laches I again send a copy of my note to the director gene- | 
| ‘ral, of the 25th ultimo. From a trans ate of Mr. Blumhe’s note to me, en- 
| | closing copies, &c., of the contract with A¥man, the French builder, and other 

papers, you will see what he says of the affair. I am still of the opinion that 
| _ the Danish government was practised upon by the Frenchmen and one or more 

of its own subjects, and how far it will screen the latter remains to be seen. | 
| | I have the honor to remain your obedient servant, | | 
Po ee BRADFORD R. WOOD, | 
| ai) . | | Minister Resident. — | 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | | | 
7 | Secretary of State. | a 

| . | Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. : 
| ee | | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | ! 

ey oe | Oe . : March 12, 1865. — | 
. Sir: On the 25th and 28th ultimo, I respectively addressed notes to the director general — 

of the ministry for foreign affairs and to his excellency the minister for foreign affairs in ) 
relation to the Staerkodder, and requesting an examination of the captain and some of the | 
crew of that ship, as well as of Mr. Puggard, who, I have since learned, advanced money — 

! to build that ship when orignally intended for the so-called confederate insurgents. Ina , 
: recent conversation with Mr. Vedel, the director general of the ministry, I expressed my fears _ 
: that the crew of the Staerkodder would be dispersed before any examination of them could 

be had on the points I had presented. I am now informed that one Bolling, an engineer on 
: board of the Staerkodder, will soon leave Copenhagen, he being engaged on a steamer run- 

ning between Cursoe and Keil. I am also informed of some difficulty in the constitution of 
the court before which the examination is being held to obtain the investigation I have re- 
quested. I shall very much regret should there be no examination of the men I have desig- 
nated. | . co 

: With renewed assurances of high consideration, I remain your excellency’s obedient 
servant, 

: oo BRADFORD R. WOOD, Minister Resident. | 
- His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, a | | | Minister for Foreign Affairs. oe . | 

| , Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. —_ : | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| March 13, 1865. 

Sm: I have this day received a despatch from the Secretary of State of the United States, | 
in which, speaking on the condition that the facts reported are true, I am instructed to inform | 
the Danish government, ‘‘That the government of the United States cannot be expected to 

_ submit uncomplainingly to the apprehended invasion of piratical vessels, coming from Euro- ~ 
pean ports, and that.i1t is expected that Denmark will do whatever is neéessary to prevent 
this, if the responsibility shall be traced to the government or to the subjects of his Majesty, 
the King of Denmark.” I am also instructed to ask an explanation of his Majesty’s govern- | 
ment, and in doing so to inquire how it happened that, if his Majesty’s government intended | |
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ft to divest itself of responsibility, it caused or suffered the Staerkodder to go into Houat, an 
f unarmed place, not within the surveillance of the French government, instead of Bordeaux. 
; I am also instructed to say, ‘‘That the government of the United States deems the time to 
gE. have come when the maritime powers of Europe ought to withhold all protection and shelter : 
5 from enemies of the United States who proceed from countries with which they are at peace.” _ | 
fq With renewed assurances of high consideration, I remain your excellency’s obedient — | 
q servant | : 
| : me So BRADFORD R. WOOD, Minister Resident. | 
‘ His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, a , 
t Minister for Foreign Affairs. | | 

5 _ Mr. Wood to Mr. Vedel. 

fi DEAR Sir: From information I have received to-day, I have no doubt that the Danish | 
q captain of the Staerkodder knew the destination of that ship when she left Copenhagen, and | 
i that an examination of some of the crew will implicate him. I think it can be shown, be- 
i yond a doubt, that he knew the ship belonged to the confederates when he went into or when 
4 he left Nieu Dieppe. I have reason to believe that Mr. Puggard also knew the character of | 
| the ship. If this should prove true, and the Danish captain has used the Danish flag as a 
{ cloak, does it not only require his arrest and punishment, but also a request from the Danish 
q government to the Spanish government not to consummate the fraud, but to retain the Staer- 
f kodder or Stonewall in the Spanish port, where she now is? I will see you at the earliest 
q convenience, and fully explain. é . | 
q I have the honor to remain, very truly, your obedient servant, . 
| . . | | B. R. WOOD. | : 
4 Mr. VEDEL, : , : 
| Director General of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. ~~ — | | 

| Mr. Blumhe to Mr. Wood. | . | 
| [ Translation. ] | 

| | = COPENHAGEN, March 8, 1865. &£ 
4 Sir: In the note you have done me the honor to address to me the fourth of last month, - 
: you have called my attention to the circumstance that one or more vessels-of-war built in | | 

France, but bearing the Danish flag, have passed into the hands of the so-called Confederate 
: : States; and while entirely dismissing the supposition of any connivance whatever on :the : 
1 part of the government of the King in this transaction, you have asked of me some explana- 
| tions upon certain points set forth in the appendix to your note. | | 
: Being sincerely desirous of removing any suspicion which could attach to the government ; 

of the King, under these circumstances, I have endeavored to collect all authentic information ; 
a upon the negotiations which have taken place between the government of the King and Mr. k 

Arman, shipbuilder of Bordeaux, relative to the iron-clad vessel Sphinx, alias Staerkodder, ; 
for it is evidently to this ship that your note alludes. | : 

In sending you, sir, the enclosed documents, marked by letters A to F, I permit myself to 
d accompany them with as succinct a narrative of the principal points as these portions admit of. _ 
‘ On the 31st day of March last, a contract was signed by which Mr. Arman engaged. to «| 

deliver on the 10th of June, 1864, an iron-clad vessel of 300 horse-power, with guns and mu- : 
; nitions. The vessel, which was already upon the stocks, was to be finished under the control : 
7 of an officer of the Danish navy, who, in accordance with articles [IX to XI of the contract, ; 
: _ was charged with inspecting and accepting the vessel before she could leave Bordeaux to go 5 
' to her destination. The conditions of the contract were not fulfilled by Mr. Arman. The 
‘ ship was only finished on the 21st of October, and she neither realized the promises made as | 

to her speed nor as-to her draught of water. a - - 
_ ‘The Danish officer, Mr. Shonheyder, consequently could not accept her. Nevertheless, | 

Mr. Arman, hoping to succeed by a direct negotiation with the minister of marine, in causing 
i _ the ship to be accepted, sent her the last of October to Copenhagen.’ The refusal of Mr. 
; Shonheyder was, however, repeated to Mr. Arman during an interview which he had at 

_ Paris with the director of the ministry of marine, Mr. Eckildsen, and the Danish official 
i added expressly that the ship having left Bordeaux without the authorization of ‘the proper 
: officer, she could only have been sent at his own risk and peril as well as at his own expense. 
_ _ The vessel, which arrived at Copenhagen in the middle of the month of November, was in- | 
i spected here, but the minister of marine persisted in refusing to accept her ; consequently the : 
i contract was annulleds and Mr. Arman understood expressly that the Danish government 
: was freed from every obligation to him under the contract. . 
i The ship must then return to France, but, from motives of economy, the builder had dis |
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missed his captain and French crew upon the arrival of the vessel at Copenhagen. Hethus = 
found himself under the necessity of engaging here, through the intervention of his corre- | 
-spondent, a merchant of Copenhagen, a Danish merchant captain and a crew composed of 
Danish and Swedish sailors in order to carry the vessel back to Bordeaux; which rendered 
it necessary for him to ask a special permission of the department of customs, in order that 

: the vessel, though French property, should be able to leave the port of Copenhagen under | 
conditions so unusual. Being no longer able to demand assistance of French consuls in the 
ports where the severity of the season might, perhaps, force the ship to seek refuge, Mr. Ar- 

| man likewise asked for a letter of recommendation to the Danish consuls as well as permission — 
to make the voyage under Danish colors. This permission and this letter of recommendation 

; were given to him, but I need not add that all the advances the captain should ask for in | 
‘the ports were to remain entirely unconnected with the government of the King, and that it | | 

| was expressly enjoined upon the Danish.captain to strike the Danish flag as soon as he | 
| entered the port of Bordeaux. ae | vo | : 

I hope, sir, that these explanations will serve to answer the questions which you have | 
, addressed tome. ‘They prove that the government of the King has been entirely uncon- 

nected with the transaction which appears to havetaken place, and that it regrets it sincerely. : | 
7 I am engaged in taking some steps in order that, with the help of depositions made before 

the tribunal by persons belonging to the crew, there may be drawn up some “‘ proces verbaux’’ | 
; upon everything which has taken place during the voyage of the vessel since her departure 

; _ from Copenhagen, and I wait in order to send you this intelligence as soon as it reaches me. 
| | Accept, sir, renewed assurances of my most distinguished consideration. 

| | as | _ BLUMHE., | 
Mr. Woop, a | oe | 

Minister Resident of the United States of America. | 

| | ~ | | 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. — | 

, No. 188.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

a : Copenhagen, March 22, 1865. | 

7 Sir: I herewith enclose my last notes to Mr. Blumhe, the minister for foreign 
affairs. My information as to the confederate officer was received from Mr. | 

Bigelow, our chargé in Paris. So far, I cannot learn of any suspicious arrivals _ | 

tt in this city. Consul Hansen says he has been informed of enlistments for the | 
confederates, forwarded to Hamburg by a Danish confederate agent. We have | 
a detective on the lookout. I have written Consul Andersen. | 

| I remain your obedient servant, | | 

, | | ~'- BRADFORD R. WOOD, : 
a , , | a Minister Resident. 

Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, : | | 
: | Secretary of State. : oo | 

. . | 

| | : oo Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. 7 7 | 

- | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : | 
a | : Se March 20, 1865. | 

Sm: I have just received information that two or three confederate insurgent officers, of | 

the names of Doty, Bishop, and Thomas, were to leave London on the 10th instant, for Co- I 

| : penhagen, to purchase and equip a vessel for the confederate service. They doubtless ex- | 
pect to get this vessel to sea as a private commercial enterprise. Should these men, or any | 

| of them, succeed in their attempt, and by the complicity of subjectsof the King, as in the case 
; | of the Staerkodder, I can merely refer your excellency to the last despatch I have re- | 

ceived from the Secretary of State of the United States, and which I have already communi- | 

cated. As the French government are throwing on the Danish government the responsibil- | 

ity of the escape of the Staerkodder, and as neither the government of France nor Eng- 

1 land have permitted such a ship to leave their ports, and the English government are now | 
3 “prosecuting those engaged in assisting the confederates, may I hope his Majesty’s govern- ot 

‘ment will be equally prompt in this matter with those Danish citizens who pay no regard to 

{ the neutrality of their country. I must again ask that Mr. Poggard be re-examined as to the 

j facts I have hitherto presented, as well as the Danish captain of the Staerkodder, and es- 
pecially whether they did not know, or have reason to believe, before that ship left Copenha-
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yt. gen, or before she left Elsinore the last time, that she belonged to or was intended for the so- 
5 called confederates. I have already asked for the re-examination of some of the crew, to be | | 

ft designated by the American consul, Mr. Hansen, and particularly of the engineers, only one 
i of whose names, Belling, I have learned. I would also request that the Danish minister in | 
5 Paris be permitted to furnish the American chargé de affaires, Mr. Bigelow, with the proofs | 
, that the Staerkodder did not belong to the Danish government. 
, | _ With renewed assurances of distinguished consideration, I have the honor to remain, your | 
E excellency’s obedient servant, — - — | 
i : . oe , B. R. WOOD, Minister Resident. 
1 His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, | | | 
to Minister for Foreign Affairs. | | 

| a | | Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. _ : | | 

q | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| ae March 22, 1865. 
| ’ Sir: Consul Hansen informs me that one Block, No. 6 Hyskenstrade, is enlisting men 
q for the confederate service, and in some instances paying their expenses to Hamburg. — 
q With renewed assurance of distinguished consideration, I have the honor to remain your 
q excellency’s obedient servant, - | |  & 
4 B. R. WOOD, Minister Resident. , 
| His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, | | 7 

Minister for Foreign Affairs. | | . 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Wood. : 

No. 107,] | _ Department or Stare, | 
4 : Se Washington, March 24, 1865. | 
| ‘Sir: Your despatch of the 20th of February, No. 184, has been received. 

As the case of the Stonewall or Staerkodder stands at present, the proceedings : 
d of the Danish government, in connexion therewith, appear in an unfavorable : 

_ light. A despatch, dated the 27th ultimo, has been received to-day from Mr. 
Hansen, our consul at Elsinore, communicating facts which painfully confirm our , 

| apprehension that the government of Denmark has not exercised in the matter . 
| such diligent care as the occasion required. We do not learn that it has addressed 

remonstrances either to Spain or to France, or that it has taken any interest in 
the subject, or even answered the inquiries you have made. . 

I do not doubt that Mr. Hansen has fully acquainted you with the facts which : 
he has communicated to the department, nor that you will exercise proper vigi- 
lance in your efforts to collect further information upon the subject. . 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
tt | : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — &§ 

BraprorD R. Woop, Esq., &c., §c., Copenhagen. a | | 

. | _ Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 189.] | | LEGATION oF THE UNiTED Sratss, | 
a | , oo Copenhagen, March 29, 1865. 

__ Sir: The director general of the ministry called on me yesterday with copies | _ of the testimony already taken, (in Danish,) and said they would allow any , 
| further examination of the witnesses desired. I shall look them over with Consul ‘| 

, Hansen, (whose Danish makes him very useful,) and supply any deficiencies. _ 
: I have requested this government to inform officially the French and Spanish 7 

_ governments that the Staerkodder, now Stonewall, never belonged to the Danish - 
government, and the director general assures me it shall be done. But as with o£
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| men, so with governments, who have little to do, they are forever doing it. I | 
have sent to Mr. Bigelow the copies of the original contract between this gov- 

| ernment and Arman for the building of the Staerkodder, and of other documents, | 
verified, and the Danish are translated into English. a | 

| Learning that a man by the name of Block was enlisting sailors for the = 
confederates, and soldiers for the north, whom it seems he literally sold or forced 

| to enlist, I have made complaint against him, and he is (the director general | 
informs me) to be proceeded against criminally. : | 
Weare still blocked up by ice | 

| : I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | | | 

| | | BRADFORD R. WOOD, 
: | Minisier Resident, &c. 
i Hon. Winiiam H. Sewarp, | ! 
i- Secretary of State. | 

| | oo | 
i | Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. | | 

No. 191.] _ , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 

| . | Copenhagen, Apri 14, 1865. 

- Sir: I herewith enclose a translated copy of the minister of foreign affairs, 
Mr. Blumhe’s, reply to my note of the 3d instant, a copy of which I duly for- | 

7 warded to you. | | 
: For obvious reasons I withheld communicating your despatch or circular, No. | 

7 106, until I had received the minister’s reply to that note, as I knew you could 
not have been aware of the activity of the rebels in these waters. I also enclose 

| you a note addressed to the minister of foreign affairs of the 12th instant, enclos- | 
| ing a copy of Mr. Consul Dudley’s note to me. The Denmark is the same | 

iron-clad I referred to in despatch No. 184, (20th February last,) built by | 

Messrs. Thompson, on the Clyde, originally for the confederates. It seems the | 

Danish government have employed (as Mr. Dudley informs me) the Messrs, = | 

, Thompson, or an Englishman by the name of Watson, of Liverpool, to sell her. — 

She is now lying in the harbor of Copenhagen. On the 8th instant—the King’s | 

birthday—the diplomatic corps waited upon him. He took the occasion to thank | 

me for the kind manner which I had conducted in the affair of the Staerkodder, | 

| Sphinx, or Stonewall. I think I have balked the rebels in enlisting men here, 

and I have advised Mr. McDonald, the vice-consul at Hamburg, who is on the | 

lookout for them. — | | | | 
I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | : 

| : ~ BRADFORD R. WOOD, | 
| | | oe Minister Resident. | 

/ Hon. WiLuiAM H. SEwarp, | | | | 

Secretary of State. | | | 

| : Mr. Blumhe to Mr. Wood. 

[ Translation. ] | 

: COPENHAGEN, April 8, 1865. | 

Sir: I hasten to inform you that in regard to the information you have been kind enough | 

; to furnish me by your letter of the 3d instant, I have taken some steps in order that any at- 

? tempt in the direction of enrolling Danish subjects for the service of the so-called confed- 

i erates shall be put down. : . 
{ I ought to add that the existing laws inflict very severe punishments not only on the re- 

1 “ __ eruiting agents, but also on those allowing themselves to be enlisted. | 

] Be pleased to accept, sir, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. oe 
i o_o ne BLUMHE. | 
7 His Excellency Mr. Woop, Minister Resident. — ~ | : 
j : | |
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i - Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe.w ; 

k : | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED StTaTEs, . i Oo April 12, 1865. | 
i Sm: Ihave this morning received a letter from Mr. Dudley, the United States consul at 
a Liverpool, (a copy of which I herewith enclose, ) informing me of his apprehensions that the 
f Denmark may be so sqld as to pass into the hands of the so-called confederates, and which | 
ql I have every reason to believe his Majesty’s government does not intend. | 
ft With renewed assurances of high consideration, I remain your excellency’s obedient | 

A servant. B. R. WOOD, Minister Resident. | ti His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, ae 
f Minister for Foreign Affairs. | | . | 

| | Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. _ | | : | 

F No. 192.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs, | 
i | | | Copenhagen, April 15, 1865. | 
i Sir: The director general of the minister for foreign affairs, Mr. Vedel, has 4 
|. _ Just called to say that the police have written assurances that the sailors enlisted | 
q here were for the merchant service in Mechlenburg. I had just received your oe 
q despatch No. 107 of the 24th March, ultimo, and which I read to him as well as | | 
q the material parts of despatch No. 106, and which I was prevented from read- 
q ing to the minister on conference day, that day (Thursday as well as Friday) | 
t being a holiday. Do not these despatches rather conflict, at least in tone? t I The director general informed me that the government, immediately on my re- | 
| quest, instructed Captain Fobby, the Danish minister at Madrid, to put himself 4 
qo in communication with the Americamchargé d’affaires and to act in concert with | 
{| __— him with the Spanish government. The Danish government early informed the S| 
T. French that the Olinde, or Staerkodder, now the Stonewall, never belonged to | 
[| —__ the Danish government. Yon do not seem to have received my despatch No. : 
|  . 1883, of the 14th February last, in which, after giving you a history of the affair | 
| of the ship as I then understood it, I expressed my belief that the whole matter | 
| looked like a French trick on the part of Arman, and in which he was assisted 
| by Puggard the Dane. As this was some thirteen days before the date of Mr. __ , ij _ Hansen’s letter, I must confess I do not understand the delay. _ 4 
, I remain, &c., your’ obedient servant, _ | | | . BRADFORD R. WOOD, | | , ; | | | | Minister Resident, §c. | | Hon, Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | | 
, Secretary of State. , | os | 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. , - 

1 No. 193.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STatEs, _ | 1 | | Copenhagen, April 24, 1865. 
| _*. Str: I should have stated, in connexion with your despatch No. 106, that this ae 
1 government never acknowledged the belligerency of the confederate rebel States, | 
| would never have permitted the Staerkodder, or Stonewall, to leave this port had : 
| her character been known, and never would have permitted her to coal ina Danish mY 
| port. It was on my suggestion that Consul Hansen put himself in communieca- 
| tion with some one or more of the former crew of that ship, though the inform- dq 
i 12pc** |
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| ation thus elicited and communicated has not been wholly borne out by the | - | 
| judicial investigation and examination. I believe now that the department has — | 
: all the facts of the case, if my despatches have been duly received. | 

I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | 
| BRADFORD R. WOOD, : | 

_ | Minister Resident, &c. | 
Hoan. WiLLiaAm H. Sewarp, , | 

Secretary of State. — — | 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. : 

_ | [ Extract. ] | - | 

| No. 194.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: - - Copenhagen, May 1, 1865. | 
: Sir: There was but one feeling of horror here, on learning the assassination | 
i of President Lincoln and the attempt on your life. As soon as it was authorita- 
| _ tively known, the diplomatic corps and the minister of state called to express their | 
| | sympathy, and the King, in a note from Mr. Blumhe, the foreign minister, (who 

is still confined to his house from illness,) feelingly expresses his; and this on 
| the day of the funeral services for the deceased. Czarowitch, his intended son- 

in-law, and at which all the foreign ministers assisted. 1 congratulate you on 
your narrow escape. I hope I can on yourson’s, but the news is contradictory, | 
and I fear the worst. This terrible tragedy,at Washington is a natural sequence | 
of this rebellion and in keeping with the murder of Union prisoners by starva- 

| tion. It is a consequence of slavery. Well, if the nation now rouse to the | 
conviction, (as I have long since had, as you well know) that there is a class at | 
the south, (of whom Booth was one,) the plotters of this rebellion and their, | 

| brigands, who must, as a political necessity, be expatriated or in some way an- | 
| nihilated from our soil, if the freedman and the northern emigrant are to dwell in 
| peace and safety at the south. The future of the south demands this * * | 
| | remain, very truly, your obedient servant, __ | 

: — BRADFORD R. WOOD,  - | 
: nee Minister Resident, &c. 

. Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | 
| _ Secretary of State. | - | 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Hunter.  ‘ | 

No. 195.| Oo | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
! a : : -Copenhagen, May 8, 1865. . | 

Sir: Your despatch No. 108, of thé’ 12th of April, in relation to the closing | 
of certain ports in the United States by a proclamation of the late President, | 
and your circular of the 17th of April, ultimo, advising me of the assassination of | 
-President Lincoln, and of the accession of Mr. Johnson, the Vice-President, to | 
the presidential chair, have been received and their contents communicated to | 
Mr. Blumhe, the minister for foreign affairs. By a reference to my despatch No. 
194 of the 1st instant, you will see that I had communicated the sad news ofthe _ | 
murder of President Lincoln, and that this government had addressed, through Mr. | 

_ Blumhe, a kind and sympathizing letter of condolence. | 
| - [ have the honor to remain, your obedient servant, 

~" BRADFORD R. WOOD, | 
- Minister Resident, &c. | 

Hon. W. Hunter, | | | 
| Acting Secretary of State. - 7 

. . |
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| Mr. Wood to Mr. Hunter. | | 

4, | No 197.] | LEGATION OF THE Untrep States, | j | | - Copenhagen, June 6, 1865. «| 
i Siz: I herewith enclose a copy of my note to Mr. Blumhe, minister for foreign j affairs, on transmitting him the President’s proclamation of the 10th of May,  &| | ultimo, in relation to the national ships of other powers. By reference to my : | despatch No. 193, you will see that that proclamation is not applicable to this 
1 government. = | | | : 
I I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | 
f | | | BRADFORD R. WOOD, | | 
T OO | Minister Resident, &c. 
| | Hon. W. Henter, Acting Secretary of State. - | 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Blumhe. | : 
| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - q May 31, 1865.  & 
| Sir: The within proclamation of the President of the United States I am instructed by { the Acting Secretary of State to communicate to his Majesty’s government. | q | With renewed assurance of distinguished consideration, I have the honor to remain, ‘your | _ excellency’s obedient servant, | | | | BRADFORD R. WOOD, : 1. | | oe | Minister Resident, &c. : q His Excellency Mr. BLUMHE, © | 1 Minister for Foreign Affairs. oe 

| | Mr. Wood to Mr. Hunter.. | - | 
| No. 198.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
1. | | _ Copenhagen, June 13, 1865. | 

Sir: I herewith forward a copy of a note I have received from Mr, Blumbhe, f 
| the minister for foreign affairs, in answer to mine of the 31st ultimo, enclosing a 

copy of the President’s late proclamation. From this you will see that this 
: | government has never acknowledged the so-called Confederate States as belli- 

gerents, having, as I think, a better record towards us than any other European 
_ power. 

| I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | 
sO BRADFORD R. WOOD, 

; | Minister Resident. ae: , Hon. W. Hunter, Acting Secretary of State. | oe 

| _ [Translation.] | : | 7 : 
| | _ Mr. Blumhe to Mr. lWood. o | 

| | COPENHAGEN, June 9, 1865. | 
__ Sim: In answer to your letter containing the proclamation of the President of the United : -&— States of the 10th ultimo, relative to the American insurgent cruisers, I hasten to inform you | j that the government of the King has never recognized the so-called Confederate States as a belligerent party, and consequently that proclamation will not affect the conduct hitherto i observed by the Danish authorities towards their cruisers. On mentioning that this fact is | _ well known to the cabinet in Washington, which has often expressed satisfaction for it, to ; d the minister of the King in that city, I accept the occasion to repeat the assurance of my most d distinguished consideration. | 

. a | BLUMHE. o£ ' Mr. Braprorp R. Woop, | 
Minister Resident of the United States.
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| - Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. . : 

| No. 203.] | / - Legation. oF THE UNITED STATES, | | 

od | oS Copenhagen, September 18, 1865. : 

Sip: Tam aware that it has often been said that the Prussians and Austrians : | 

- waged war against the Danes for (among other things) their oppression of the | 

| inhabitants of Sleswig. | | | 

| A delegation of some 2,500 from different towns in that duchy were here last 

week the guests of this city. They were most enthusiastic in. their declared at- | 

tachment to Denmark, asserting that, come what might, they would never cease 

nm to be Danes. At the banquet which took place at Klampenburg, near Copen- | 

| - hagen, and where some 50,000 people were assembléd, and tables spread for 

4,000, telegrams were being constantly exchanged between the towns in Sles- | 

a wig, responsive to and in approbation of the speakers. The Sleswigers availed | 

| themselves of the last days of their liberty, before passing under the Prussian 

yoke, to make known their views and feelings towards Denmark, and their ! 

; ‘hatred of Prussia, and should the opportunity ever present itself they would be | 

the first to rise and throw it off.  ° a a | | 

We should covet these men for emigrants. The King was absent in Jutland, a 

a but among the speakers at the banquet was Mr. Lehman, a former minister under | 

| the late King and a thorough republican. | Oo | 

; ~ [ remain, sir, your obedient servant, | — | | : | 

7 es / BRADFORD R. WOOD, | | 
: : Minister Resident, &c. | 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | | 

Be Secretary of State. Oo - | 

|. | Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. | | 

: No. 204.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

a - - , 7 , Copenhagen, October 3, 1865. ! 

Z - Sir: The proclamation of the President removing all restrictions on the trade 

of the insurrectionary States has been received and communicated to this gov- 

{ ernment. I have also this day received your despatch No. 111, of the 19th 

| ultimo, giving me the agreeable information that Mr. Yeaman has accepted this | 

i mission. I will await his coming and shall be happy to render him all the assist- | 

| " ance in my power, and which, as a stranger, he may need. I hope soon to re- ot 

ceive my official letter of recall from the President to enable me to makemy =~ — 

| cogné to the court preparatory to leaving a country in which I have taken a 

i great interest. — : | : | 

I remain, &c., your obedient servant, | 

{ Oo ‘BRADFORD R. WOOD, | | 

| a : : | | Minister Resident. | 

‘ Hon. Wituiam H. SEWARD, oo | | a 

| | Secretary of State. a | | | | 

Oo | Mr. Seward to Mr. Wood. | 

| | No. 115.] a 4 DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 

| ot | | . Washington, November 4, 1865. 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 205, of October | 

16th. Your announcement of the liberty which has been granted to the Ameri- | 

| | ; : : | . |
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f ean Methodist Episcopal Church throughout the kingdom of Denmark is re- - 
, ceived with great satisfaction. _ 
f I am, sir, your obedient servant, . : 
1 | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| BRADFORD R. Woon, Minister Resident. . | | 

| - Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. . | 

1 No. 209.] ‘ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
| | oo Copenhagen, November 11, 1865. 
| Sir: I herewith enclose a copy of my note to the new minister of foreign ) 
| - affairs, Count ‘Trys. I attended his first conference on the 9th instant. He is _ | 
t- evidently a gentleman of culture and is of good address. The proposed amend- q 

ments to the constitution rejected by the ministry have been accepted. | 
| I called the attention of Count Trys to the application of the American 
| and Brazilian Steam Navigation Company, and which I had placed before the | 
| late minister, Mr. Blumhe. He referred me to Mr. Vedel, the director general — 
| of the foreign ministry. From him I learn that the government will wait the I 
| report of the governor of St. Thomas. : . | | 
| I remain, &c., your obedient servant, a : 
| | - BRADFORD R. WOOD, | | 
| | Mianister Resident. 
| "Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State: a a ; 

1 Be, Mr. Wood to Mr. Seward. | - | : 

No. 211.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTEs, — : 
] ro | Copenhagen, November 18, 1865. — 

| Sir: I have had audience with the King, delivered my letter of recall, and . 
| assured him (as directed) of the sincere desire of the President to maintain un- 

impaired the friendly relations so happily existing between the two countries. 
His Majesty reciprocated this assurance in the kindest and most cordial man- 
ner, and requested me to convey to the President the high estimation and re- 
gard in which he held him, and (as by the tenor of my instructions I am re- - 
quested to communicate what was said, or I should not do it) he also requested §=——& 

zz me to convey to the President his thanks for my having been appointed a min- __ 
_ ister resident near this court, and for the kind and considerate manner in which a 

j . I had discharged my official duties. He was evidently solicitous about our 
anomalous relations with Great Britain, and wished to know my opinion. . 

: I have yet to have audience with some of the members of the royal family. 
, _ ILremain, &c., &c., very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | : 

BRADFORD R. WOOD, | 
a | Minister Resident. | 

; Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. | | f 

Mr. Yeaman to Mr. Seward. 

| =: No. 2.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,  &| 
3 . 7 | | Copenhagen, November 20, 1865. 

‘Sir: I have the honor to state that I arrived here on the 12th instant, and, 
as soon as practicable, (on the 15th,) announced my arrival and mission to 

: Count E. Juel Wind Frys, minister for foreign affairs, enclosing to him a copy _
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_ of the President’s letter to his Majesty Christian IX, acerediting me as minis- | 

ter resident here, and asking for an audience with the King to present the ori- | 

| ginal as early as convenient. On the 18th I was advised by a note from the : 
grand marshal that his Majesty would give me a special audience at half past | 

one o’clock to-day, at the Christianburg palace. At the appointed time I re- | 

paired to the palace designated and was received and presented by the grand | 
marshal. ‘The King’s deportment and conversation manifested the most marked , | 

friendship and regard for our government, inquiring with earnestness for the | 
- President’s health and the peace of the country. In presenting the President’s | 

letter I addressed to the King a few observations about the friendly relations | 

a subsisting between the two governments, and also the conclusion and results of 

our late civil war, the substance of which and of the King’s remarks in response | 

; will be found in the annexed paper marked A. The interview was emi- — 

-.  nently satisfactory and agreeable. — : | | 

| | I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

; | | GEORGE H. YEAMAN. | 
: Hon. Wituiam H. SEwarp, | | 

; | Secretary of State. . 

, | mo, | MR. YEAMAN’S REMARKS. | | 

| T have the pleasure and the distinguished honor of presenting to your Majesty the letter of | 

2 your friend, the President of the United States of America, accrediting me as minister resi- a 

.  dentfof that government to reside near the government of your Majesty. In doing this, I 2 

; beg to assure your Majesty that to me it is cause of extreme self-gratulation to have been 2 

designated as the representative of my government to a power which has always manifested 

| so much friendship towards the American republic, and which has especially tendered so / 
many proofs of that regard entirely through the terrible ordeal to which the union of the | 

States was exposed for four years. I am happy to say that that contest has been decided in 

: favor of the government, and its success has not been merely a triumph of arms. That suc- | 

q cess and its consequences are valuable in other and more important lights. It has demon- | 

4 strated and secured in matter of fact and practice what was always true in law, that the © 

Constitution of the United States is the framework of a government, a political nationality, 

4 invested with the most important attributes of sovereignty erected by citizens, and to which | 

| the citizen in turn owes allegiance and obedience, and that the Union is not merely a league 
"or confederation of separate and independent sovereignties, from which any State or local | 

! government may retire at its own discretion or caprice. Happy it is, in this sense of our 

| nationality, that all parties with us, even the lately insurgent forces and people, now accept | 

2 the solution of the issue submitted by them to the arbitrament of the sword. The States 

| which assumed to go out are rapidly and voluntarily resuming their places in the Union and 

| under the Constitution; and those who were brave soldiers against the republic are promptly — 

‘returning to their allegiance and to the walks and pursuits of private life, becoming loyal 

i citizens under the wise policy adopted by the President. Your Majesty will excuse me for | 

4 - dwelling so long on these points, when you reflect that they are matters about which there 

has been so much misunderstanding in Europe. : 

4 Another result of that contest, and in which both parties to it seem to concur as a fact, is, | 

that a race of some four millions of people receritly held in slavery have been freed from | 

_ bondage. The system of unpaid coerced labor is come to an end with us, and this change, 

j - in fact, will probably soon be incorporated as a declaration in the Constitution, the supreme 

: law of the Union, so that the relation of master and slave may never again exist within the | 

' jurisdiction of the republic. In this particular, I am persuaded, we will secure the congratu- 

| lations of nearly all governments, since there is no point of political economy and the morals | 

: of natural ent upon which Christian people and the lessons of modern civilization are more 

| nearly agreed than that it is not well that any man should be a slave and his labor the prop- - 

erty of another. | | | 

| With profound wishes for the continued health and happiness of your Majesty, and for 

| _ the suecess and prosperity of your government, and with the hope, well assured, that no 

| circumstance may ever occur to mar the very cordial relations subsisting between your gov- 

ernment and my own, I thank you for the polite and friendly attention bestowed on me, a 

, personal stranger, in consideration of the power which Iam deputed to represent in your 

1 presence. | | | . | 

, | | | |
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; THE KING’S REMARKS IN RESPONSE. 

i To the observations upon the friendly relations subsisting between the two governments, | 
E and the hope that they may be perpetuated, the King responded at that moment with the | 
j most earnest and kindly reciprocation. Of the views expressed as to the result of the war, in 
| establishing our nationality and bestowing freedom on a race, he manifested a clear appre- 
qi ciation and approval, and further remarked that the contest had been very deplorable, and, | 
| for so great a one, very protracted; that it had cost us innumerable and very valuable lives, 
5 and he hoped we would now forever remain one people and one mation. He expressed the | 
q - surprise and horror he felt on hearing of the assassination of President Lincoln, and spoke of : 
{ him as a very great and a very kind man. He spoke of the agreeable and satisfactory rela- 
| tions that had existed between himself and my predecessor, Mr. Wood, and wished me an 
| equally agreeable residence. He then asked in a most friendly way about my family, if we 4 
q | were comfortably situated, hoped we could: stand this northern climate, and concluded by , 
| asking me to express his thanks to the President. 

e, ;
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| ) SWEDEN © | | 

OC ——_— | | 
: oe _ Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | 

| Extract.) / | 

No. 2.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Washington, September 20, 1864. | | 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that I arrived here on Saturday, the 
: 17th instant, by the way of Cologne and Lubeck. Upon my arrival I found my ! 

_ predecessor, the honorable Jacob S. Haldeman, with the books, papers, and 
archives of the legation in charge. _I will take an early opportunity to examine | 
the archives and property of the United States at the legation, and to prepare | 

_ and forward a copy of the inventory thereof, properly verified, to the Depart- | 
: ment of State. - Ca : | | 
---._-- Having secured suitable apartments for myself and family, I hope within a | 

short time to give my entire attention to the business and duties of the legation. | 
| In this connexion it affords me pleasure to add that I have received from the | 
i; honorable Jacob 8. Haldeman every kindness and attention necessary to secure | 

| individual comfort or to facilitate official duty. 
: Yesterday, the 19th instant, I had the honor to be received by his excelleney | 

ma Count Manderstrom, his Majesty’s minister for foreign affairs, in company with | 
j Mr. Haldeman, upon which occasion I presented-my open letter of credence : 

_ from the President of the United States, and requested an audience with his = | 
| Majesty for the purpose of delivering the original. His excellency, who re- - | 
i ceived me very kindly, remarked that his Majesty was at the island of Ouland, 

on the Swedish coast, with a hunting party, and would return before Thursday, __ | 
i the 22d instant, and that he had no hesitation in saying that an early day 5 | 
| would be fixed for my official reception. | 

2 2 OR x x * ae - 
2 In the interview referred to Count Manderstrom further read a telegram re- | 
| ceived by him during the day, announcing the avacaation of Atlanta by the so- | a 

called confederate forces, under Hood, and their defeat. by the federalarmy, with _ 
heavy loss. As he appeared desirous of ascertaining my views in relation to the 

i effect of this success of the Union arms, I took occasion to explain the import- 
: ~ ance of the capture of Atlanta, and expressed the opinion that it would have a 

very material influence upon the ultimate triumph of federal authority. He 4 
_ paid strict attention to my suggestions, and then observed that both sides seemed | 

- equally confident. Thereupon I took occasion to suggest that the vaunted | 
i  —_.. eonfidence of the so-called confederates could by no means be admitted, and | 

pointed out facts to establish a contrary opinion, and remarked that even if the | 
| correctness of the position assumed by Count Manderstrom was admitted, still _ | 

it was obvious that the more rapidly increasing weakness of those in rebellion | 
: must yield to the superior strength of governmental authority. - | | | 

Count Manderstrom further informed me that the Prince and Princess of — | 
Wales were expected to visit Stockholm the latter part of the present month. 4 

i. IT have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, __ 
a | | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

| ‘Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, a oe —— : 
: Secretary of State, &c., §c. , | : | 
i . : - . 

, i
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' | | Mr, Campbell to Mr. Seward. | 

i - [ Extract. ] 

i No. 3.[ 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | a Stockholm, September 27, 1864. | | 

| Sir: -In my despatch of the 20th instant I had the honor to inform you of 
| my arrival here, and of an interview with Count Manderstrom, his Majesty’s 
q minister of state and of foreign affairs. Upon the return of the King from Ou- 
f land, on the 23d instant, I received a note from Count Manderstrom informing oo 
q me that my audience with his Majesty would take place at the palace on Satur- 
: day, the 24th instant, at three-quarters past one o’clock p. m., and a subsequent 
| _ note informing me that on Sunday, the 25th instant, I would be presented to her 
| _ Majesty the Queen at the royal palace of Ulriksdale. At the appointed time 
| —_ on Saturday I was accordingly taken in charge by the grand master of cere- ; 
i monies and King’s chamberlain, and conducted in the King’s carriage, with the 
| _ usual ceremonies, to the palace. My interview with his Majesty, after the cus- 
T tomary salutations, was cordial and unceremonious; I could not have been re- __ | 
I ceived more kindly by any gentleman in Europe. In delivering my letter of | 
{| . credence, I assured his Majesty that I was charged to convey to his Majesty : 
| the distinguished consideration and personal regards of the President of the 
| - United States, and to express the earnest desire that the amicable relations, | 
| both commercial and political, existing between the government of the United | 
| States and that of his Majesty, might be perpetuated. I took occasion to say | 
I during the interview that the President of the United States felt assured that 
| the same enlightened judgment and experienced statesmanship that so ably di- 
| rected affairs in his Majesty’s kingdoms, secured to the Executive and people } 
| of the United States, engaged in sustaining an established and Christian gov-  &- 
1 ernment, his Majesty’s profound sympathy. The King reciprocated my friendly | 
| expressions, and avowed himself sincerely desirous of continuing amicable rela- 
] tions with the government of the United States. — | 
| My subsequent interview with the Queen at Chateau Ulriksdale was as agree- | 
| able as interesting. Her Majesty was pleased to make many inquiries about 
| _._° the productions, climate, and people of my country, and appeared well informed 
_. concerning the United States. A note from Count Manderstrom informs me 

_ that tue Queen Dowager Josephine will grant me audiel&e at her country-seat 
| of Drottingholm on the evening of, and immediately before, the ball to be given | 

by her to their royal highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales. On that — , 
_ oceasion I will probably be presented to to the other members the royal family, 

thus completing the ceremony of reception. 
In this connexion I may with propriety state that in my audiences with their _ 

Majesties I was preceded by Mr. Mora, envoy extraordinary and minister plen- | 
ipotentiary of the emperor of Mexico. Ata dinner given by Count Mander- — | 
strom, minister of state and of foreign affairs, the various honors which Swedish 
etiquette permits upon such occasions were bestowed upon the representatives 

' of the continent of America, being distributed between the Mexican envoy, the — f 
| __— retiring American minister, and his successor. The reception.of Mr. Mora in — =: 

_ his official capacity by the king will, it is believed, be followed by the estab-  &- 
lishment of a minister plenipotentiary of Mexico near his Majesty, unless cir- | 

| _ cumstances of marked significance mar the plans of the emperor of that country. _ 
® * % # % € * * | 

tm The Swedish military and naval departments having in charge the subject of , 
military mining, have of late been making a series of experiments under the di- _ | 

: rection of Colonel J. P. Shaffner, who claims to be a loyal citizen of Kentucky, | — 
_ In the Malar lake. Colonel Shaffner claims to be able to explode a mine in 

_ Water, or in earth at any distance, say within twenty miles, with fuzes so con-
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_ structed that there cannot be a failure of explosion instantaneously. The ap- 
paratus, or battery, is so portable that a youth can carry it from point to point, 
and so simple that it is always ready for use. He can explode one mine or one 
hundred at the same time or consecutively. I have seen the wrecks of the gun- | 
boats destroyed by Colonel Shaffner experimentally. Their destruction was | 

| complete. He has been able to explode a mine here at the distance of one and | 
_ one-half mile, want of additional wire having limited the experiment to that | 

distance, while the military authorities here having the subject in charge were | 
only able to pass a spark over six hundred feet of wire. 

Military men have informed me that during the battle of Alsen Colonel Shaff- | 
ner, at 5 a. m., was ordered to mine a narrow strip of land, having the sea on | 

| both sides, over which the Danish army was obliged to retreat. Before 9 o’clock 
a.m. the mine was finished, and for a period of three days fifteen thousand ! 
Prussians remained in sight of the Danish army, not daring to traverse the | 
mined territory. When the royal commission shall report upon the invention | 

| and experiments of Colonel Shaffner, I shall take pleasure in forwarding a copy | 
to the Department of State. — — | | | 

| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 

| | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
7 Hon. Witiiam H, Sewarp, ae | 

| | | Secretary of State, &c., &¢., &c. | 
: ; { 

| 

: | Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. ! 

| ° [ Extract. ] | 

No. 4.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
2 . | Stockholm, October 3, 1864, | 

Sin: * kK x ee ae XK: oK x | 
: | In an interview with Count Manderstrom this afternoon, he informed me that 
: the prevailing rumor that the conference at Vienna relating to the Danish ques- 
| tion had closed abruptly without a satisfactory result, was unfounded so far as | 

he could learn, and that in his judgment the termination of that conference would | 
: be pacific. There is, 4owever, much anxiety here, if not apprehension, in rela- | 

tion to existing complications between the German powers and the Danish gov- | 
| ernment, and the general opinion is that Prussia is exacting and illiberal in her 

: demands, and that her course, if persisted in, will lead to further and unpleasant 

: complications. — 7 | 
Count Manderstrom made many inquiries in relation to the progress of the 

: war in the United States, as well as to the probable result of the approaching 
| ' élections. I took the liberty of stating, in reply, that I had no hesitation in 

saying that, from all the information in my possession, and particularly in view. = 
; of recent events, which I explained to his excellency, the administration, its 

, views and policy, would be sustained by the American people, and that the , | 
rebellion was evidently tottering to its final and complete overthrow. | | 

| The Prince and Princess of Wales will leave Stockholm for England on 
Tuesday next. The festivities in honor of their visit to Sweden, particularly 

, the journey to and banquet at the historical palace of Gripsholm, were well sus- | 
: tained throughout, and beautiful as interesting. | 7 | 

| | _ I have the honor to be, with the greatest respect, your obedient servant, | 

| oe | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
: Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | 

. | Secretary of State, Sc., &c., &c. 3
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i , Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. 

fo . : [ Extract. ] | 

| No. 7.] | - LEGATION OF THE UNITED States, | | 
| | a _ Stockholm, November 5, 1864. 

| Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt from the department of despatches of | 
| October 5, No.2; October 10, No. 47, (addressed to Mr. Haldeman;) October | 
| 13, No. 3, and October 17, No. 4. | | , 
; _ An early opportunity was embraced by me to say to Count Manderstrom, in | 
| | ‘pursuance of instructions contained in your despatch No. 2, that the appoint- 
| _ ment of Baron Nils de Wetterstedt as envoy extraordinary and minister pleni- | 
| _ -potentiary to Washington was duly appreciated as a mark of the friendly regard | 
| of his Majesty towards the United States; and I further assured Count Man- | 
1 derstrom that the Baron de Wetterstedt would he cordially welcomed by the | 
4 President as the representative from the King of Sweden and Norway. | , 
| Count Manderstrom expressed much gratification at the intelligence, and : 
| remarked that the Baron de Wetterstedt was well known at Washington. | 

Count Platten, minister of marine for his Majesty’s government, meeting me | 
| at the palace, requested, in an informal way, that 1 would convey his acknowl- . : 

edgments to the Secretary of the Navy of the United States for the courtesy _ : 
extended in permitting a Swedish captain of marine to take passage on board one | 
of our monitors to New Orleans, thus enabling him to make report upon its con- t 

| struction and qualities. The Swedes are building three monitors after American 
1 . models. I assured the Count Platten that the courtesy he referred to was a ; 
; pleasure, and that the authorities of the United States would lose no opportu- . 

nity of strengthening the friendly relations existing between the governments 
and peoples of the two countries. | : 

1. The 4th instant having been the fiftieth anniversary of the union of Sweden 7 
and Norway, was celebrated in the capitals of the respective kingdoms with 

| unusual splendor. The crown prince, Oscar, journeyed to Christiana to assist 
| in the Norwegian observances, while a deputation from Norway was received at 

, Stockholm by his Majesty King Charles. The ceremonies at this capital con- | 
sisted of tedeum, anthems, and solemn discourse in the royal chapel; ode, music 
and oration in the hall of state; state dinner at the palace, and a grand illumi- ) 
nation of the city in the evening. The following night the rejoicings were con- 

: tinued by a gala spectacle of a national character in the theatre, which was : 
filled by his Majesty’s guests. At all of these ceremonies and festivities I had a 

_ the honor of attending in an official capacity. It is with diffidence that I offer : 
| _ a suggestion to so close an observer of European politics as yourself, but I have 

__ been forcibly impressed with the fact that the recent rejoicings of the court were , 
without sympathetic response from the people. The national jealousies are great, | 
and render impracticable the grand dream of Scandinavian union indulged in by | 

e a party of which Prince Oscar is the head. Warned by the fate of Denmark, : 
| the disposition of European governments seems towards strong alliances. 

| * % % a * e : 
I have not been able to learn, after diligent inquiry, that the insurgents are 

: making any efforts at present to purchase vessels or ordnance within the limits 
of this legation. | | 

| I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
a JAMES H. CAMPBELL. 

Hon. Witutam H. Sewarp, — | | | | 
| Secretary of State, c., 4c. &.
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| | Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | | 

SC | | _ [ Extracts. ] | 

No 8) | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
a : Stockholm, December 6, 1864. | 

‘Sim: * * * * 0X * * a 
_ Permit me to tender my congratulations on the decisive result of the presiden- | 

tial election. It virtually ends the rebellion by depriving it of hope. It has | 
. been worth many victories in the field, and asa moral triumph, rising above the | 

terrible sacrifices of civil war, reaches a sublime altitude. I have felt its influ- | 
| ence in the changed political atmosphere around me. By reanimating our | 

friends, and creating respect and fear among our enemies, it gives assurance of | 
future unity and greatness. The telegram from Hamburg announcing the result | 

| was received here on the 22d ultimo and published in the evening papers. It | 
7 was of the most satisfactory character, stating, as it did, that Mr. Lincoln had a — | 

_ majority of 400,000 on the popular vote, and in an electoral vote of 234 he would | 
- receive all but 13, and that all the States voting had cast their ballots for Mr. — | 

| Lincoln save Kentucky, New Jersey, and Delaware. ‘This despatch, written | 
| by a friendly hand, created surprise in some quarters, and I received congratu- | 

| lations from others. It was not what the “governing classes” expected or de- | 
| | sired. They preserve “friendly relations,” but would prefer the dismember- | 

| ment of a power jealously regarded as too great, and the success of the aristo- | 
i - cratic rebellion. Our safety consists in the strength they deprecate and the | 
7 ability with which that strength is guided at home and directed abroad. | 

: xk * KR x x Ok « KO | 
| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, oy 

| oO eS oe JAMES H. CAMPBELL. : 
Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, §c., §c., Se. | —_ | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Campbell. Oe | 

No. 9.] | ss DEPARTMENT oF STATE, : | 
- a . — Washington, December 13, 1864. 

i _ $e: Information has been communicated to this department by the Secretary | 
of the Navy that the steamer Wachusett, commander N. Collins, on her recent _ 

_ passage home from the coast of Brazil, had occasion to touch at the island of 
' Saint Bartholomew, in the West Indies, for supplies. Commander Collins re- | 

ports that every facility was afforded for the accomplishment of the object, not-" _ | 
. withstanding the Wachusett at the time had a case of varioloid on board. _ | 

i The civility and courtesy of his excellency the governor of the island are highly | 
: appreciated, and it is deemed proper that you should make suitable acknowl- | 
| edgments therefor to the Swedish government. | | | 
7 7 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | : 
/ Oo WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
? James H. CamMpPBELL, Esq., §v., §v., Stockholm. | | 

oe | | Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. _ : : | 

No. 9.] i Lea tion oF THE Unitep States, | 
| ae Stockholm, December 13, 1864. — 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, on the 11th instant, of 
i. your despatches No. 7, of the 18th November, and No. 8, of the 19th November 

last. — : —
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| _ In accordance with instructions contained in despatch No. 8,I sought an 
| - early interview with Count Manderstrom, minister of state and of foreign affairs. | 
1 His excellency received me with his usual cordiality, and hastened to commu- a 
1 - _ nicate the contents of depatches announcing the progress and success of our | 
| armies in Georgia, under General Sherman. I then opened the business with 
| which I was charged, by saying that my government had learned with regret 
| that the Baron Nils de Wetterstedt had been despatched to Mexico, on business 
| of a diplomatic nature, as the envoy of his Majesty; that while on a recent | 
| occasion it had afforded me great pleasure to express on the part of my govern- 
|. ment sentiments of appreciation and welcome, in accordance with the high offi- 
| cial and private character of Baron Wetterstedt, I was now pained to say to 
| his excellency that his official errand to Mexico was far from being satisfactory | 
| * to the United States, and that if it did not prevent his official reception, it | 
| _ would certainly impair the cordiality of his welcome ; that in thus speaking I 
| _ did not exceed the letter or spirit of my instructions. _ 

Count Manderstrom here expressed regret that the mission of Baron Wet- | 
| _ terstedt should be thus regarded by the United States; and argued that not 

, having reached Washington, or been officially received by my government, he | 
_ could not be considered as minister to the United States while on his errand to | 

| Mexico. | : 
| . To this I answered, that the note of his excellency, on file in the Department : 

1 of State at Washington, announcing the diplomatic trust confided to the Baron __ : 
4 Wetterstedt, and the reply of welcome on the part of the United States, cer- 

tainly established inchoate relations in the contemplation of both governments. , 
; _ Count Manderstrom then assured me that the fact complained of did not | 

originate in any want of respect to the government of the United States; that _ 
it had not been practicable or desirable for the governments of Europe to main- | 

tain relations with Mexico in her former disturbed condition; that theempire of | 
_ Mexico was now the only government in that country; that it had, through | 

nm diplomatic agencies, claimed, and received, recognition of most of the powers of _ | 
Europe, and he did not think the United States could complain of Sweden | 

| adding her recognition to that of her neighbors. 
co I rejoined, that the United States maintained amicable and full relations with : 

_ the republic of Mexico, and knew no other government in that country; that | 
she regarded with disapprobation the attempt to establish on her borders insti- 4 
tutions inimical to her own; that while the right of recognition, claimed by 

| _ all sovereign states, involved responsibilities, I was not instructed to make that i 
| _ the ground of complaint in this instance. But it must be apparent to his excellen- | 
| cy, In view of the distinctly enunciated sentiments of my government, that any | 
\. _ Intercourse with the so-called empire, through the envoyé to the United States, | 
| . . ,must be regarded by them with displeasure. 
| - Count Manderstrom then remarked, he understood, and thought he was not 

mistaken in saying, that Russia and Belgium had directed their respective — 
: representatives at Washington, Mr. Stoeckl and Mr. Blondeel von Ceelebroeck, | : 

to proceed to Mexico on similar errands. I contented myself with observing, 
that upon this fact, or the consequent action of my government, I was not in- 
formed. | 

The minister of foreign affairs then, with great earnestness and warmth, re- | E 
_ peated his assurance that no disrespect to the United States had beenintended. 

He reminded me of the long-established friendship of Sweden for the United 
_ Btates, and her consistent avoidance of recognition, or assistance to the confed- 

__. erate rebels, and the frequent aid his Majesty’s subjects had rendered in our 
_ armaies, thus showing the sympathy which our cause received here, and ‘he sin- 

| cerely hoped the good understanding heretofore existing might not be inter- 
| rupted. I expressed the appreciation of the government of the United States 

_ for the friendship of Sweden and Norway, and assured him I should take plea- |
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sure in conveying the sentiments declared by him to my government, and rose | 
to leave. Count Manderstrom accompanied me to the door, hoping that I would | 
convey the full import of his expressions of respect and amity to my govern- | 
ment, and with much frankness added, taking my. hand in his, “ My dear sir, it | 
was simply a question of economy; Russia has done the same thing, and you 

_ know,” said he, laughingly, “you are very good friends with Russia.” “Not 
better than we have been with Sweden,” said I, and took my leave. 

In the course of the conversation Count Manderstrom remarked that Baron | | 
Wetterstedt would only remain in Mexico about five days. . | 

I have the honor to. be, your obedient servant, | 
JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

| | Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, - | 
Secretary of State, &c., &c., §e. | 

| | 

a _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Campbell. | | 

: | | [ Extract. ] | 7 | | 

| No. 10.] i , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
7 | Washington, December 17, 1864. | 

Sir: Your despatch of the 5th ultimo, No. 7, has been received, and so much | 
of it as relates to Count Platten’s request concerning the courtesy extended by 

: the Secretary of the Navy, on a late occasion, to a: Swedish captain of marine, 
:_ has been communicated to the Navy Department. I thank you for the informa- 

: tion you have given me relative to the anniversary of the Swedish union. 
: + . ® # % | * * | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 
, , | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

| _ James H. CAMPBELL, Esq., &c., §c., Stockholm, | 

2 | Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 10.] a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | : a Stockholm, January 3, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 9, | | 
| of December 13, 1864, relative to the courtesy extended to Captain Collins, 

United States navy, commanding United States steamer Wachusett, by his | 
excellency the governor of the island of St. Bartholomew, on her recent passage | 
home from the coast of Brazil. | a | | | 

: I enclose a copy of a note addressed by me to Count Manderstrom, minister | 
: of state and of foreign affairs, on the subject. | | 

_ I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, a | | | 
| | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

Hon. WiLtiam H. Sewarp, §e., §c., Sc. | : | | 

i LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | | Stockholm, January 2, 1865. | 

2 Sir: The United States steamer Wachusett, ona recent passage home from the coast of 
' . Brazil, found it necessary to touch at the island of St. Bartholomew for supplies. Her com- . | 
1 mander, Captain Collins, United States navy, subsequently made report to the honorable the | 
|  Seeretary of the Navy of the United States, that the kindest consideration was bestowed : 
1 upon him, and every facility extended for the accomplishment of his object by his excellency | 
] the governor of the island. Although there was a case of varioloid on board the Wachuset
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d | at the time, the knowledge of which might have restrained authorities less kindly disposed, | a yet the civility extended was as marked on the part of his excellency the governor as bene- 
| _ ficial and grateful to the recipients. oe 
q I beg leave to assure your excellency that this courtesy was highly appreciated by my gov- | ; ernment, and, on behalf of the President of the United States, I most cordially thank his - _ Majesty for this new assurance of friendship. a ' | | Permit me to renew on this occasion the assurance of my highest consideration. ' | : JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | ji His Excellency Count MANDERSTROM, 
f Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs, &c. | 

I _ Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. : 

| No. 11.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED SraTEs, : 
| | Stockholm, January 9, 1865. | 
| Sir: I have the honor to enclose a reply to my note of the 2d instant, ad- 
j _. dressed to Count Manderstrom, minister of state and of foreign affairs, in rela- | | tion to the recent visit of the United States steamer Wachusett to the island 
| of St. Bartholomew. - | ne | 
| A copy of the reply and of the translation thereof are herewith enclosed. : 
1 I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | 5 
| | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. a 
| Hon. WiLtiam H. Sewarp, §c., §c., Sc. | | | 

oe Count Manderstrom to Mr. Campbell. - : 

[ Translation. ] —— | 
| | . STOCKHOLM, January 4, 1865. 

| Sir: I have had the honor to receive the communication dated the second of this month, . in which you express, to me, by direction of your government, the satisfaction which it has : . experienced from the friendly treatment which the steamship Wachusett, of the United States : navy, had received during a recent visit to the colony of St. Bartholomew. | | In acting thus, the governor has only fulfilled the intentions and instructions of his gov- ernment. T’he ships of the United States can always rely upon the most cordial reception in. 7 the ports of the united kingdoms and their dependencies. | ; | In having the honor to offer you the assurance of this, I seize the occasion to add thereto, : sir, that of my most distinguished consideration 

MANDERSTROM. 
Mr. CAMPBELL, Minister Resident of the U. S. of America, &c. 

i Mr. Seward to Mr. Campbell. . 7 
| No. 11.] DEPARTMENT OF Srate, | | 3 a Washington, January 10,1865. 

| _ _ Sir: Your despatch of the 13th of December, No. 9, has been received. 
Count Manderstrom must have been misinformed. Bussia has not directed: Mr, | Stoeckl to leave his mission here to perform a duty in another quarter—such as | the court supposes. The United States acknowledge with pleasure the rela- 
tions of cordial friendship existing between themselves and Russia. But this | friendship is neither more intimate nor more cordial than that which the United | States desire to preserve with Sweden. They would deeply regret any. 7 occurrence that should show that this desire is not reciprocated on the part of | Sweden. : | | oF | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | ; WILLIAM H. SEWARD : | James H. CAMPBELL, Hsq., &c., §¢c., Stockholm.
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. i Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. . | | 

| No. 12.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| } Stockholm, January 12, 1865... | 

Sir: I had the honor to receive your despatch No. 10, of the 17th ultimo. | 

| Enclosed you will please find the translated copy of a note, No. 1, received | 

by me from Count Manderstrom, of the 27th ultimo, as well as a copy of my | 

- reply, No. 2, relating to an international exhibition to be held at Bergen, Nor- | 

| way, next summer. - : So | 

| This exhibition, to which the Foreign Office calls my “special attention,” will | 

embrace fish of all kinds, from the whale to the minnow; fishing tackle ; prod- : 

ucts and preservatives of fish; models of ships, boats, barrels, boxes, &c., &¢. | 

This subject cannot fail to prove interesting to the fishing and trading com- i 

munities of New England, and I trust the enterprise and ingenuity of my coun- | 

trymen will contribute to the attraction of the occasion. | 

It is desired by those having the matter in charge that public attention in | 

_ | the United States me be called to their enterprise. I enclose copies of the — 

| programme, with a trafislation of the same. | | 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 

—— | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

| Hon. WitttamM H. SEwarD, _ Oo | : | 

| a Secretary of State. | | | 

| | Nol | | 

Count Manderstrom to Mr. Campbell. . | | 

7 8  ['Translation.] | | | 

| | STOCKHOLM, December 27, 1864. | | 

, Gi: I have the honor to call your special attention to the international exhibition of the | 

2 products of fish and fishing tackle, as well as other objects employed in fishing, which will 

take place at Bergen, Norway, from the Ist of August to the 16th of September, 1865; an — : 

exhibition of which I have the honor to transmit you herewith the programme. . 

i a Be pleased to accept, sir, the assurance of my most distinguished consideration. i 

i; ——- . ) “MANDERSTROM. | ! 
- Mr, CAMPBELL, 

: a | 

Minister. Resident of the United States of America, &c., &c., &e. 7 | | 

jo | Oo No. 2 - | 
| | 

; Mr. Campbell to Count Manderstrom. | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

, a | | Stockholm, January 11, 1865. | 

sin: T have the honor to receive the note of your excellency of the 27th ultimo, calling ~— 

i my attention to an international exhibition to be held at Bergen, Norway, in the course of _ 

| ‘next summer, relating to fish and fisheries. | CO | 7 | 

j The branches of industry embraced within the purview of the programme you did me the | 

a honor to enclose have added much to the wealth and prosperity of the New England States — | 

1. of my own country, as well as to the United Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway. | 

| The exhibition cannot fail to be of importance and interest to the peoples of both countries, | 

i and I shall take pleasure in calling the especial attention of my government to a purpose so 

' interesting. | a 

This occasion is embraced by me, sir, to present the assurance of my most distinguished | 

: - gonsideration. | , 
i 7 : ne JAMES H. CAMPBELL. . : 

His Excellency COUNT MANDERSTROM, hoe Oe _ 

j Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs, &c., &e., Se. a
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Campbell. ee 

| No. 13.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | | Washington, February 13, 1865. | 

| Sir: Your despatch of the 12th of January, No. 12, has been received. . 
In order to make the request of a friendly state as widely known as possible | 

throughout this country, the President has communicated to Congress a copy 
of your despatch and its accompaniments, relative to the proposed international | 
exhibition to be held at Bergen, in Norway, during the coming summer. | 

1 Lhe subject, as well on account of its novelty as its general importance, will 
no doubt attract the attention here which it so eminently deserves. | 

_ Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | | | , 
| _ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | , 
; JAMES H. CaMPBELL, Esq., §c., &c., Stockholm. | 

— Mr. Hunter to Mr. Campbell. _ | _ , 

[ Extract. ] | | 

No. 16.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, May 9, 1865. 

Sir: Your despatch No. 15, of May 8, has been received. The prompt 
measures adopted by you to thwart the supposed schemes of rebel emissaries 
in Sweden, to which your attention had been called by Mr. Wood, are approved : 
and commended. | 

/ * e * an — | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
a; W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. , 

James H. CaMPBELL, Esq., §c., §c., Stockholm. ' 

| Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. / | | 

{ Extract. ] | : 

No. 15 ] LEGATION OF THE Unrrep Sratss, : 
Stockholm, April 8, 1865.  - 

| Sir: Your despatch of the 13th of February, No. 13, has been received.  —_ : 
I took occasion to communicate to Count Manderstrom the action of my gov- 

~ ernment on the subject of the Bergen international exhibition, with which he 
expressed himself much gratified. , | 

_ A letter from Mr. Wood, United States minister resident at Copenhagen, of | . 
| - the 1st instant, and received by me on the 6th instant, informed me that “con- | 

7 federate agents’? were prowling around that city in search of a vessel that | ; 
would answer for piratical purposes, and that he (Mr. Wood) understood that : 
“ Waddell, the captain of the late Florida,” who was there, had said that he 

| might go to Sweden, &c. | | 
t I immediately took the necessary steps to place the consuls of the United 

States at the Swedish and Norwegian ports on their guard against the supposed 
purposes of these rebel emissaries, and requested careful watchfulness of their : 
operations. | 

I enclose a copy of Mr. Wood’s note, (No. 1,) and of my reply, (No. 2,) as | 
| well as a copy of a letter addressed by me to the consul at Gothenburg, Mr. 

Thomas, on the subject, (No. 3.) . 
. | 13 pc ** -
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e e , e ; e , ‘ { 

_ Preparations for the resumption of commerce with the Baltic ports are now 
being made. It is supposed the navigation will be free from ice after the 15th | 
or 20th instant. The winter has been one of unusual severity, but the snow | 

_ and ice are now fast disappearing. - 

| : I have the honor to be your obedient servant, , | 
| -,s« SAMES -H. CAMPBELL. | 

Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, &c., &., &. | 

Nol 0 | 

| Mr. Wood to Mr. Campbell. : | | 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| . : Copenhagen, April 1, 1865. ( 

| DeEaR Sir: Confederate agents have been prowling around this city, and, I suppose, | 
looking out for some vessel that will do for a pirate, and which they would expect to get out | 
as a merchant vessel and arm at sea. 

. I have been informed that Waddell, the captain of the late Florida, is here, and that he has 
dropped the remark that he might go to Sweden; in other words, go where he could find | 
such a ship as he wanted. | | | 

I am not sufficiently acquainted with Swedish ports or Swedish commerce to indicate what f 
place he would go to, but have thought it advisable to apprise you of what I have heard. | 
As it is no longer as easily as formerly to equip pirates in England, the confederates are 
now, I think, turning their attention to the smaller maritime powers. | 

I remain, very truly, your obedient servant, | 
| , BRADFORD R. WOOD. | 

Hon. Mr. CAMPBELL, 
United States Minister, Stockholm. 

[ 
P. §.—I should think Gothenburg a port, or one of the ports, most likely to be visited 

! by the confederates. | W. | 

No. 2. | 

2 | Mr. Campbell to Mr. Wood. | 

| / LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
7 Stockholm, April 6. 1865. | 

| Sm: Yours of the Ist instant was received this morning, and I thank you for the informa- 
_ tion thus promptly given. We have been out of the track of rebel operations here, and, | 

with the exception of a person calling himself William L. Preston, C. 8. A., who left this , 
place about the time of my arrival, I have not heard of any one within the jurisdiction of 
this legation who might fairly be suspected as a spy or agent of the insurgents. | 

I can understand the value of your suggestions, and will immediately take the necessary 
steps to place our consuls on the alert, and if, or when, necessary, will call the attention of 
the Swedish and Norwegian officials to the subject. | 

‘With thanks for your suggestions, and in the hope that we may meet in Europe, I have 
7 . the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
? JAMES H. CAMPBELL. 

Hon. BRADFORD R. Woop, | 
United States Minister Resident, Copenhagen. 

? | | No. 3. | . 

Mr. Campbell to Mr. Thomas, Jr. — 

= . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| ~ Stockholm, April 6, 1865. 

Sm: The following extracts are made from a letter received this day from Hon. Bradford — | 
R. Wood, United States minister resident, Copenhagen, and dated April 1, 1865, viz: 

‘Confederate agents have been prowling around this city, and, I suppose, looking out 
7 for some vessel that will do for a pirate, and which they would expect to get out as a mer- 

chant vessel and arm at sea. I have been informed that Waddell, the captain of the late
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| Florida, is here, and that he dropped the remark that he might goto Sweden; in other . 
q words, go where he might find such a ship as he wanted. I am not sufficiently acquainted 
1. with Swedish ports or Swedish commerce to indicate what place he would go to, &c. As it 
1 is no longer as easily as formerly to equip pirates in England, the confederates are now, I 

think, turning their attention to the smaller maritime powers, &c. I should think Gothen- 
burg a pert, or one of the ports, most likely to be visited by the confederates.” | 

As the operations of the insurgent’s agents may extend to your neighborhood, I have 
deemed it advisable to call your attention to this information, and to request of you (that 

| which I know the interests of the United States will always receive at your hands without | : any request of mine) especial care and watchfulness in this regard. If necessary, my aid 
: with the government officials here can be invoked by telegraph or otherwise, as you may 

deem best. I have written to the consuls of the United States at Bergen and Porsgrund on 
this subject. = 

i What is the prospect of emigration to the United States from your part of Sweden for the j 4 approaching season? Be pleased to let me know. | 
. _ I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
i | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
e WILLIAM W. Tuomas, Jr., Esq., 
[ . United States Consul, Gothenburg, Sweden. | 

Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 16.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTgs, | 
. Stockholm, April 25, 1865. , 

Siz: Your despatch of the 24th ultimo, No. 14, has been received. I will | | 
. give attention to the selection of proper consular agents at Hammerfast and | 

if ‘Tronso. : a | | | 
| It is abundantly evident that immigration from Sweden and Norway to the , 

| United States will be larger this season and probably in excess of any former | | 
_ year. Jt is accelerated by the now universal conviction that the rebellion has | 
| been subdued, and that there will be a great demand for labor in the United 
a States in all branches of industry. In addition to ordinary inducements, it is 

| thought extraordinary ones will arise in repairing the waste and destruction ot 
| war. On all sides we hear of families and individuals leaving for America, and 

reports from the various consulates indicate increased activity in the same di- _ 
rection. It is said that the Swedish foreign office issued one hundred and seven 
passports during the first few days of last week for persons intending to leave 

| for the United States ; and when we take into consideration the fact that emi-  &§ 
grants are not obliged to take out passports, and probably not one in three does 

\ take out one, the conclusion points to a large immigration. The subject has 
created alarm among landed proprietors and governing classes. In the country 
meetings have been held by employers, complaining that young laboring men | 
are leaving the country, and insisting that government should take steps to - 
prevent an exodus of the people, so detrimental to landed and productive inter- 

| ests. ‘They charge that the government of the United States, engaged in a 
great war, are inducing and aiding the able-bodied men to immigrate, and this 
idea obtaining among the people eauses one class to regard its officers with jea- 
lous distrust, while another class daily seek at the doors of the legation and 
consulate the means to reach American shores. Again, political partisans seize 
the occasion to turn the feeling to their own account. Those who may be styled | 
liberals insist that the cause of the immigration is to be found in ‘the laws of 
the country, which they urge, among other things, obliges the citizen to pay 
taxes to support a state religion his conscience does not approve of, and that 
while the country is poor and wages low public burdens are onerous. | 

But I imagine the true reason is obvious. Receiving through letters from _— 
friends and relatives in America accounts of improved condition, and liberal : 
Institutions of homestead bills and fertile soil, the Swedish and Norwegian pea- : 
sant believes he can better his condition in life, not for himself only, but for |
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his children, and up to this better condition his desire reaches, as plants to the | 
gun. ‘The railings of government organs, and the publications, as the denun- | 

-—— giations of interested classes, are vain. He has faith in the statements of his | 
- own class, and go he will, if he can provide the means. And that is the great 

| impediment. The land is poor. Thousands would go if the means were pro- | 
| vided. ‘The doors of the legation have been besieged by persons inquiring 

whether the minister of the United States was not sending emigrants to Amer- ; 
ica, and the same inquiry bas been so constantly made of the consul (Mr. | | 

| Ieefft,) that he felt called upon to insert a notice in one of the newspapers of 
the city to the effect that the government of the United States was not paying { 
the passage money of immigrants, and that he had nothing to do with immi- i 
gration companies. Among those who made the inquiry referred to at this lega- | 
tion, I recognized one or two with whom the object was simply to ascertain 

| whether the current reports were true or not. ‘T’o one and all the answer was | 
returned that whilst I would furnish information to any one who desired to 
proceed to America, where all good men would be welcome who chose to go, 

| yet that the government of the United States, its ministers, consuls and agents, | 
had nothing to do with sending emigrants to the country, much less with fur- 

| nishing funds for that purpose. | | : —_ | 
| The news received within the last twenty-four hours of the surrender of Lee’s 

| | army, as well as of the capture of Richmond and Selma, has developed a feel-  — | 
: ing of satisfaction among commercial and laboring classes of which I have 
1 sometimes doubted the existence. Swedish merchants are anxious to resume | 
| the exchange of iron for cotton, whilst the laboring classes have an impression | 

that the war was in the interest of free labor and liberal institutions, and peace | 
will stimulate both commerce and immigration. _ | | 

Congratulating you upon the triumph of our arms, and the suppression of a | 
causeless but gigantic rebellion, — | | | 

I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, | 
JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

~ Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, &e., &c., &c. | 

- | | 

| Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. 

{ oo | 7 [ Extract. ] : | | 

No. 17.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
i. | | | Stockholm, April 30, 1865. | 
i. ~ Sir: On the evening of the 26th of Aprila telegram from the embassy of | 
: the United States in London was received at this legation, announcing the death, 

| by .assassination, of Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States; also, 
an attack upon the life of the Secretary of State, resulting in injuries so severe | 
as to render his recovery doubtful. an | 

Overwhelmed with horror by this woful news, which was already in circu- | 
| _ lation in Stockholm, inspiring grave misgivings and vague fears in the minds of 
i the friends of the republic, who but imperfectly understood its organization, I | 

| deemed it proper, on the following morning, to announce to the department of _ | 
state and of foreign affairs of Sweden and of Norway, the facts of the death | 

; of the President of the United States of America, and the installation of his 
; constitutional successor in executive office. (A copy of my note is herewith | 
i enclosed, No. 1.) At the same time, I communicated to Count Manderstrom | 
i+. the afflicting intelligence of the condition to which you, sir, had been reduced 
q by a murderous attack, (No. 2.) , | | 
1. The prompt and sympathetic response of his excellency displays a warmth |
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| | of emotion unusual in official papers, and is in harmony with the reputation and | 
: horror felt by all classes of the Swedish people, (enclosures Nos. 3 and 4.) | 
tT These sentiments have sought expression. at this legation in such varied forms . | 
: as have deeply touched my heart, and caused ‘me to feel that the blow dealt my : 
a beloved country by an assassin’s hand is resented by all Christendom. | 

I have the honor to report the direct and marked action of the King, who 7 
: commissioned the Count Axel Cronheilm, an officer of the royal staff, to visit 

the legation of the United States with messages of condolence, coupled with | 
the strongest possible terms of detestation for the parricide, and assurances of 
the admiration entertained by him for the pé#sonal character and attributes of | 

' our lamented Chief Magistrate. These sentiments of sympathy for a mourning | 
_ people, and reprobation for the crime by which they have been bereaved, were 

: expressed in such earnest and feeling words as were worthy of the noble heart | 
. of his Majesty, and must prove acceptable to the nation in whose behalf they , 
. were uttered. | 

It was also the desire of the King that I would convey to him the earliest in- ; 
telligence of your health, sir, as his Majesty felt the deepest interest in the pres- | | 
ervation of a life so eminent and valuable. | _ 

In addition to the official communication from the department of state of 4 
Sweden and Norway, that most excellent gentleman, Count Manderstrom, in a _ ; 
personal visit, and private notes, (Nos. 5 and 6,) evinced such feeling as com- 
mands my gratitude. 

In some of the ports the flags were at half-mast for the death of the Presi- | 
. dent; the public journals spoke with appreciation of his life and death. | 

2 * * % & | | 

. The Swedish court has worn mourning for several members of royal houses : 
: in Europe, during the past winter, but in no instance have I observed a popular | 

tribute comparable with this. ‘The members of the diplomatic corps in Stock- 
holm have been instant in their tokens of sympathy, and the American resi- : 
dents here have sought at the legation such comfort and information as might 4 

| soothe their grief and allay their fears. The Baron Feysack, and Lieutenant | 
Anderson, gallant officers of Sweden, whose swords have been drawn in the | 
service of the United States, came to offer their condolences to the country they 
had defended, as did, also, the Count Piper, formerly minister resident at Wash- | 

| ington, and other distinguished Swedes. . | 
If the transmission of these details appears unnecessary, I find my excuse in | | 

: the conviction that such tokens of sympathy in a remote land, for their national : 
| grief, must be as acceptable to the American people as they have been to their 

representative. 7 | 
| I may be suffered here to give utterance to my own emotions upon the dire 

calamity which has visited my country. The hand raised against the life of the ; | 
President has inflicted a grievous wound upon every American heart, and, in 
common with millions bereaved of their Chief, I deeply feel the outrage perpe- oe 
trated upon sacred national rights. : | | 

| _ With regard to Abraham Lincoln, whom I knew and loved as a personal 
7 friend, I recognize with awe that God’s instrument has been laid away in 

heaven’s armory. Remembering how, in the raging of political tornadoes, he 
| bore himself with the passionless calm of some grand abstraction, and, divested Oo 

of prejudice or favor, devoted himself to the large ends of human freedom and J 
national life, I feel that his death was the seal to the deeds of his life. and he 
closed his eyes on great purposes achieved, to open them upon the immortal 
crown. ‘l’o his country he leaves the rich legacy of a beneficent government 
preserved ; the American ideal of liberty attained; and the noble record of the a f 
Christian life he lived, the patriot’s ends he wrought, and the martyr’s death | 

| that he died to embellish her story. |
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Allow me to tender you, sir, my respectful sympathy for the mental and | 
| physical sufferings you have sustained, and to express most fervent thanks- —Ss 

. giving to God, who, in His mercy, has spared a life so valuable to our country. | 
Praying for your speedy restoration to health and usefulness, I have the ‘| 

honor to be your obedient servant, | 
: JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | 
Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c.. | 

sé ) 
| 

No. 1. 

Mr. Campbell to Count Manderstrom. 

| _. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES. | | 
Stockholm, April 27, 1865. 

7 Sm: It becomes my painful duty to inform his Majesty’s government of the United 
Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway of the contents of a telegram received by me last night, 
from the honorable Charles Francis Adams, envoy extraordinary, &c., of the United States . 
of America near her Britannic Majesty. 

Mr. Adams announces to me the melancholy intelligence that his excellency Abraham 
| Lincoln, President of the United States of America, was assassinated whilst in his box at the 

theatre, in Washington. - | : 
To my country this is a terrible catastrophe, for the President was enshrined in the hearts 

and shared the confidence of his countrymen in a remarkable degree. The nature of the | 
! erime by which he perished shocks civilization, as it outrages humanity ; but his death will 

not retard the restoration of national authority, nor arrest the functions of the government. . 
The Vice President, the honorable Andrew Johnson, has assumed the functions of Presi- 

i dent in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution of the United States of America. 
Official despatches, containing the details of this most abhorrent crime, have not yet 

reached this legation. : | | 
Permit me to renew to your excellency on this sad occasion the assurance of my most dis- 

tinguished consideration. 
: JAMES H. CAMPBELL. 

His Excellency CoUNT MANDERSTROM, | | | 
Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs. | | 

. | No. 2. — 

: , Mr. Campbell to Count Manderstrom. 

: | | | THURSDAY MorninG, April 27, 1865. | 
My Dear Sir: Whilst writing to inform you of the national calamity which has smitten 

my beloved country, the kind note of your excellency was handed me. My London telegram, 
elsewhere communicated, forbids indulging in the hope expressed by you that the facts are | 

: exaggerated. 16 | 
A simultaneous attack was made upon the President at the theatre, and Mr. Seward in his 

sick-room, where he was confined by serious injuries occasioned by a fall from his carriage. 
| His recovery is doubtful, but I trust that God in his providence will spare to his country 

this eminent statesman, who, in her season of tribulation, has served her with ability, and 
guided her with wisdom. | 

No further details of these sad events have reached me. | 
For the prompt communication of the Swedish telegram, and the ready sympathy accom- | 

| panying it, receive my warmest thanks. I can well understand how the intelligence of this | 
enormous crime will shock the Christian people of Sweden. | 

Repeating my grateful appreciation of the sentiments expressed by your excellency, : 
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, | 

| JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
His Excellency CouNT MANDERSTROM, 

| Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs. 7
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: , , ‘No. 4, , 

| Count Manderstrom to Mr. Campbell. | 

| [ Translation. ] . 
, , STOCKHOLM, April 27, 1865. , 
| Str: T have received the official communication by which you have confirmed this morn- 

ing the melancholy intelligence already in circulation yesterday evening, of the odious out- 7 

| rage te which the President of the United States fell a victim, on the evening of the 1ith of | 
| this menth. | | 

I have thought is my duty to bring this overwhelming news immediately to the knowledge of y 
my august Sovereign, and it is by his express order that I hasten to convey to you, sir, all . | 

: the horror and profound regret with which it has inspired him. Not only the old and excel- 
| lent relations which existed between the two governments, but the high esteem and the , 

sincere consideration professed by the King for the noble character, and eminent qualities 
} of the illustrious President who has been taken from a country to the welfare of which he | 

was devoted, by the most atrocious crime, may easily explain the sentiments of just grief | 

pO and sad sympathy with which the King is penetrated, and the reprobation with which his 
Majesty stamps a shameful assassination, directed by a parricidal hand against that good man. 

This crime is aggravated by the infamous attack made upon the distinguished statesman | 
:- confined to his bed of suffering, and who, wounded also in his most cherished affections, ; 

| seems to leave us little hope of seeing him recover from his physical and mental anguish. | 
The King has charged me to beg you, sir, to testify to your government the sentiments en- | 

: tertained by him, and which, be assured, are shared by the two peoples united under his : 

_ sceptre. 
In giving utterance to the most sincere wishes that this frightful misfortune does not in- 

| jure the United States of America, the government of the King expresses the hope of con- 
. tinuing with President Johnson the same relations of confidence and amity which have been 

maintained under the government of the illustrious President whose loss we so bitterly de- . | 
plore. | 

In begging you, sir, to accept the expression of my most profound personal regret, I permit 
myself to add the assurance of my most distinguished consideration. : 

| MANDERSTROM. 
Mr. CAMPBELL, 

Minister Resident of the United States of America. 

| No. 5. 

Count Manderstrom to Mr. Campbell. 

l. WEDNESDAY EVENING. 
My Dear Sir: It is with the utmost dismay I find in the evening papers a telegram from : 

New York, of the 15th instant, to the following purport: : | 
| ‘‘ President Lincoln has been shot by an assassin. He died to-day. A murderous attempt | 

has been directed against Mr. Seward. His recovery is doubtful.” | 
| This news is from Hamburg. I have received nothing to confirm them up to this hour. , 

IT hope it is an untrue, or at least exaggerated, report. Ofcourse I will communicate to you | 
what I receive. | | 

, You cannot doubt, my dear sir, the general sentiments of horror and indignation by which , 
this awful news will be received in my country, and I beg to express to you the feelings of | 

/ my most cordial sympathy. | 
| I remain, my dear sir, with great truth and regard, yours, very truly, | 

MANDERSTROM. : 
| Mr. CAMPBELL, | | 

Minister Resident of the United States of America. 

| No. 6. oo | 

: Count Manderstrom to Mr. Campbell. | 
APRIL 27, 1865. | 

| My Dear Sir: I hasten to communicate to you the following details transmitted from 
London yesterday evening, but which reached me only this morning. - 

It appears that President Lincoln was murdered in his box at the theatre; the assassin, 
whose name is Booth, jumped down from the box on the scene and effectually escaped. He 
went directly to Baltimore, and was apprehended there. Ii was the brother of Booth &§ 
who made the attack upon Mr. Seward in his sick-room and wounded him dangerously.. : : 

| His son, Mr. Frederick Seward, hastening to help his father, was murdered on the spot.  &
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| __ General Grant was to have assisted at the play, but was prevented by official business ; | 
this being mentioned, I suppose there was some plan laid against him. ~ , 

7 | Such a shocking series of atrocious crimes, up to this day never witnessed in your country, : 
cannot fail to impress the minds of all good citizens and make them rally round the banner 
of order. : 

I reserve myself to answer officially to your note, but thought it my duty not to lose time | | 
: in giving you all the details I have received. a | 

| I am, my dear sir, your very obedient servant, oo | 
| | MANDERSTROM. 

Mr. CAMPBELL, : | 
| Minister Resident of the United States of America. 

/ \ : : t 4g i 
| - . ——. 

| | , — Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. oo | | 
| 

| No. 18.]. | _ Legation of THE UNITED SrarTes, 
a | Stockholm, May 3, 1865. 

: Sir: I thought proper to make a suitable acknowledgment for the note of | 
| Count Manderstrom, minister of state and of foreign affairs, of the 27th. ultimo, | 

? ‘ enclosed in my despatch of the 30th ultimo, No. 17, and therefore note a reply, . | 
| of which the enclosed is a copy. | c | 

i I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 
| a a JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

Hon. WiLLIAM H. Sewarp, 7 
: | Secretary of State. sO | 

7 | Mr. Campbell to Count. Manderstrom. | 

oo _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Oo _ | Stockholm, May 3, 1865. 7 

Sir: I had the honor to receive the official communication of the 27th ultimo, whereby | 
your excellency conveyed to me the detestation and horror entertained by his Majesty the 

_ King of Sweden and Norway for the infamous crime whereby the late President of the United 
States of America lost his life, coupled with sentiments of profound regret and personal 

_ admiration for the character of the illustrious dead, as wellas sympathy and condolence for a | 
7 bereaved people. I observed with unmingled satisfaction that his Majesty was pleased to 

refer to the excellent relations existing between the two governments, connected with the | 
hope that these friendly relations may be continued under the President of the United States 

| of America, the successor of the late President. 
3 With a mind deeply penetrated by the noble sentiments of his Majesty, and the gracious 

manner of their expression, I hasten to convey to the President of the United States their 
full import, and to assure your excellency his Majesty’s abhorrence for a crime that deprived 
a people of their chosen ruler, and sorrow for their loss, will be acceptable to, and fully ap- 
preciated by, the government and people of the United States, and will form a new tie between 
the governments and peoples of the two countries. . 

For the sympathy manifested by the Christian and law-abiding people of the united king- : 
: ‘doms of Sweden and Norway for your excellency’s personal sentiments of condolence, not | 

: only for the loss of our beloved President, but for the terrible injuries inflicted upon the person 
of the-very eminent Secretary of State of the United States, for his suffering heart, wounded 

' ‘In its most tender affections, I am deeply grateful. | | 
: To these assurances of profound appreciation on the part of my government suffer me to | 

~ add, sir, that of my most distinguished consideration. 
| | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

_ . His Excellency Count MANDERSTRoM, . | 
| Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs, &c., &c., &e. | 

| a Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | | 

i No. 19.] ‘Leeation oF THE UNITED States, 
: | | 7 a Stockholm, May 5, 1865. 

Str: In my despatch of the 25th ultimo, No. 16, I called the attention of my | 
government to the subject of emigration from Sweden and Norway to the
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Z United States. Since that time the official newspaper, published in Stockholm, | 
called the “ Post och Surikes Tiedmingar,” of the 26th ultimo, contains an order | 

| issued from the civil department of his Swedish Majesty’s government, in rela- 
| tion to emigration to America, a copy of which order, together with a transla- | 

| tion thereof affixed, (No. 1,) is herewith enclosed. | 
I feel very certain that Congress has not, and will not adopt any proposition | 

to “subject emigrants to a loss of freedom for a certain period,” however State | 
legislatures may establish laws to enforce contracts in the forms and ways | 
known to most civilized nations. Yet, I have not thought proper to protest } 
against what appears from the order itself to have been a report from a Swedish 
consul, that such an act “was being drawn up to be laid before Congress,” | 
when no official character is assigned it. In fact, the Swedish authorities are t 
sorely perplexed at the threatened loss of numerous of their most valuable arti- : 
sans and Jaborers, and the order in question shows the extent to which they 

- feel themselves obliged to go to arrest emigration. ‘ | 
We might join issue with the assertion contained in the order, that ‘“ experi- . 

ence has showa that many of those who have in former years emigrated to the 
United States have been disappointed in their hope of obtaining a better sub- _ : 
sistence.” This is doubted by the class which supplies emigration, for they 
know, from public and private channels, that experience, in most instances, ! 
points to a directly opposite conclusion. It is also well understood here that | | 
the governing classes in Sweden and Norway are interested in throwing every 
possible barrier in the way of depopulation, and, unless the department shall ) 
direct otherwise, I propose to leave the order in question to the press, to emi- _ | 
gration societies, and to private correspondence. _ 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | . 
ae JAMES H. CAMPBELL. — | 

: Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, : 
Secretary of State, &c., &c.. &c. : 

[ Translation. ] a | : | 

| Published in the official Gazette of the 26th of April, 1865.] 

SWEDEN.—CIVIL DEPARTMENT. | 

It having been represented to his Majesty, on the basis of a report from the consul of the : 
United Kingdoms at New York, that a company formed in that city, under the name of the 
American Immigration Company, with a view to promote immigration from other countries | 
to the United States of America, had appointed a special agent at Gothenburg forthe purpose | 
of endeavoring to obtain emigrants from various parts of Sweden, and especially from the 
manufacturing towns and the iron districts, to which end the said agent is empowered to. 
enter into an agreement with those who wish to emigrate, relating to the provision of em- 
ployment for them on their arrival, and the payment of their passage; and, also, that an act | 

| is being drawn up in the United States to be laid before Congress, providing that emigrants , 
who have had the expense of their passage to America advanced by the said Immigration | 

: Company shall be liable to be subjected to a loss of freedom for a certain period, in theevent — | 
of their refusing, on their arrival, to fulfil the provisions of the said agreement; and, fur- | 
ther, it having been proved by experience that many of those who, during previous years, q 
have emigrated to the United States have been disappointed in their hopes of obtaining a | 

~ better subsistence there than in their own country: | 
Therefore, his Majesty has been graciously pleased, on the 11th day of April, to prescribe 

that the grand governor of Stockholm, and the governors of those provinces from which | 
emigration takes place, shall warn, by public proclamation, those who are tempted to such 

. emigration not rashly to abandon their native land, in order to seek an uncertain existence , 
among strangers, speaking a strange language, and separated from their relations and coun- 
trymen, while easier means of subsistence are continually being provided at home for the i 
industrious workman. . 

In fidem. | 
STOCKHOLM, April 27, 1865. |
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| 
| Mr. Campbell to Mr. Hunter. | 

| No. 20.] LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATRS, 
Stockholm, May 8, 1865. 

| Sik: Despatch No. 15, of the 13th ultimo, was received at this legation. 
__ Tenclosed copies of the three proclamations of the President of the United | 

| §— States, dated, respectively, April 11, 1865, contained in that despatch, to the | 
_ Fortign Office of his Swedish Majesty, accompanied with a note, of which en- | 

closure No. 1 is a copy. — . | 
_ I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | 

| | | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. 
| Hon. W. Hunter, | 

| Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c, &e. | 

| | : | , | ; | 

Mr. Campbell to Count Manderstrom. | 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | | Stockholm, May 8, 1865. 

? Sin: Ihave the honor to call the attention of bis Majesty’s government to several proc- 
lamations issued by the President of the United States of America, dated, respectively, on the 
11th ultimo, and each herewith enclosed, in print, and attested by the undersigned. 

The first (enclosure No. 1) relates to the closing of certain ports of entry of the United 
7 States; the second (enclosure No. 2) relates to the port of Key West, in Florida; and the 
a third (enclosure No. 3) has reference to the exchange of reciprocal hospitalities between war 

vessels of the United States of America and similar vessels of foreign powers in the ports of | 
their respective countries. : | | 

_ In the language of the proclamation last referred to, (enclosure No. 3,) it is believed by ! 
the President that, ‘‘ whatever claim or pretence may have existed heretofore, the United | 
States are now, at least, entitled to claim and concede an entire and friendly equality of | 
rights and hospitalities with all maritime nations.” . | ( 

In requesting the attention of his Majesty’s government to the proclamations enclosed, I | 
seize the occasion to assure you, sir, of my most distinguished consideration. ! 

| JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
His Excellency CoUNT MANDERSTROM, | | | 

Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs, &c., &c., &c. | . | 

: Se | 7 | 

) 7 Lr. Campbell to Mr. Hunter. | 
, | 

| No. 21.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTEs, 
| , Stockholm, May 8, 1865. 

Sir: I had the honor to receive your circular of the 17th ultimo, announcing 
to me, officially, the assassination of our revered Chief Magistrate, the President | 

| of the United States of America. 
| The melancholy tidings reached this legation in a semi-official character, on | 

| the night of the 26th ultimo, from the embassy of the United States in London; 
and the action taken in relation thereunto, and the reasons therefor, will be 
found fully set forth in my despatches No. 17, of the 30th ultimo, and No. 18, 

| of the 3d instant. — | 
The order from the Department of State, of the 17th ultimo, relating to | 

| wearing crape in honor of the memory of our late illustrious Chiet’ Magistrate, 
was received and duly made known to the several consuls within the jurisdic- 

| tion of this legation ; but, immediately upon the receipt of the disastrous news, 
7 ' I took measures to pay that tribute of respect to the departed President. 

In the midst of unfeigned sorrow at the death of the late President, I learn 
with much satisfaction of the improved condition of the Secretary of State and
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the Assistant Secretary of State, and trust that their valuable lives may be ) 
spared to their family and the nation. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
: oe Oe JAMES H. CAMPBELL. - | 

7 Hon. W. Hunter, | ae 

| Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | 

| | . 

| | Mr. Cumpbell to Mr. Hunter. | 

{ No. 22.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
( : Stockholm, May 12, 1865. 

_ Sir: I have the honor to enclose a copy of the reply of Count Manderstrom, | 
, his Swedish Majesty’s minister of state and of foreign affairs, to my note of 
| _ the Sth instant, (see despatch No. 20,) conveying to him three proclamations } 

issued by the President of the United States. . . q 
| I have the honor to be your obedient servant, , 

| JAMES H. CAMPBELL. © : 
Hon. W. HUNTER, , 

, Acting Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | | 

Count Manderstrom to Mr. Campbell. : oe , 

| | [ Translation. ] 
STOCKHOLM, May 12, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of the note addressed to me by you, : 
dated the 8th of this month, announcing three proclamations, published a few days before | 
the detestable crime which put an end to his life, by the late President Lincoln: The first on 
the closing of certain ports of the United States; the second relating to the port of Key | 

| , West; and the third concerning the treatment accorded in ports of the United States to the 
| _ ships-of war of foreign nations. | . 

, I have not failed to observe them with the interest due their contents, and am happy to say, 
_ in regard to the last of these proclamations, that the restrictions which may be imposed upon 
: the vessels-of-war of foreign natious in the ports of the United States will not be applicable 

to those of the King my august sovereign, the government of his Majesty having never | 
refused to the ships of the United States the most favorable treatment, while it is a duty to 
acknowledge that such has also been the reception accorded to its own in the ports of the | 
United States. | | 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my mosi distinguished 
| consideration. . 

MANDERSTROM. 
Mr. CAMPBELL, | , 

Minister Resident of the United States of America, &c., &c., &e. | 

Mr. Campbell to Mr. Hunter. 

| No. 23.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | ° Stockholm, June 13, 1865. , 

| Sra: Your circular of the 16th ultimo, enclosing two copies of the proclama- | 
, tion of the President of the United States relative to Insurgent cruisers, was | 

received. . : 
I communicated the proclamation to his Swedish Majesty’s government, and | 

herewith enclose a copy of my note to Count Manderstrom on the subject. 
: Your despatch, No. 16, of May 9, 1865, was received. | | 

| I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | 
| | JAMES H. CAMPBELL. 
7 ~ Hon. W. Hunrsr, 
f Acting Secretary of State. |
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| Mr. Campbell to Count Manderstrom. 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | . Stockholm, June 13, 1865. | 
. Sir: Herewith I have the honor to enclose a copy of the proclamation of the President of | 

the United States relative to insurgent cruisers, under date of the 10th day of May, 1865. | i am pleased to believe his Majesty, King of the United Kingdoms of Sweden and N orway, Oo . will concur in judging, with the President of the United States of America, in the necessity | 
and propriety of the course taken by the President as indicated in this proclamation. 

I embrace the occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my most distinguished con- 
sideration. | | 

; . a JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
His Excellency Count MANDERSTROM, | | | 

Minister of State and of Foreign Affairs, &c., 8c., &e. i 

Mr. Campbell to" Mr. Seward. _ 
‘ [ Extract. ] | 

No. 25.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED SrarTzs, . | 
— | Stockholm, September 14,1865. 

Sip: % % * % % % % 
, The Russian squadron, of some twenty-five sail, including nine monitors and 

several iron-clads, with the Grand Duke Constantine on board, paid this capital — 
a visit within the last fortnight, and shortly before my return from the interna- 
tional exhibition at Bergen. One monitor was lost and one damaged by striking : 
a rock in the Bothnian gulf before the squadron reached Stockholm. | 

The visitors were received by the people with marked coldness or indiffer- 
ence, and by the King and officials with formal politeness. The Swedes say _ | 
they are indebted for the visit to the fact that the Russians wish to show they 
are masters of the Baltic. | | | 

_ Russia is Sweden’s chronic dislike. The loss of Finland has not been for- | 
gotten nor forgiven. The Grand Duke is proud of his ship, the General Ad- 
miral, built by Mr. Webb, of New York; he declared at Copenhagen that she 
was “the best ship in the world.” | | 

_ In the absence of Count Manderstrom, the minister of marine, Count Platen, 
: has discharged the duties of the Foreign Office. A note from Count Mander- | 

strom informs me that he has returned, and will this morning resume his post. 
Stockholm is exceedingly dull. The King is passing the season at the palace 

7 of Ulricksdale. © | | | 7 | 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | | 

| _ JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 
Hon. WiLLiam H. Sewarp, . | te | 

_ Secretary of State, $c. §c., &e. | 

| Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | 

[ Extract. | " 

No. 26.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| - | Stockholm, September 26,1865. | 

Sir: * Kk * * Kk xx se ! 
I had the honor to receive copies of the proclamation by the President of the | 

29th of August last, removing all restrictions on trade with the States recently 
in insurrection, including articles contraband of war, and in an interview had , 
yesterday with Count"Manderstrom, placed one of the copies in his hands. He | 
remarked that it was very gratifying to observe that order had been restored in 
the United States, and full foreign and domestic commercial relations re-estab-
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_ lished, and that Swedish iron and other articles of export could now go freely 
, _ forward. He further observed that the disturbances in the United States had , 

been severely felt in Sweden by diminishing the export of iron, and reducing | 
| the receipt of cotton, as well as in the high prices of tobacco, &c., and ended 

| by congratulating me upon the restoration of authority in and through the na- 
| tional domain. I assured Count Manderstrom that Americans valued Swedish 

congratulations, and that, in a very little time, my countrymen would furnish ; 
the markets of the world with cotton and tobacco, &c.,as they had done hereto- 
fore, and in increased quantities. * * * 7 

_ I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | 
: | JAMES H. CAMPBELL, | 

~ Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | 
: Secretary of State, ic, Sc. §c. 

| | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Campbell. 

No. 20.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

Washington, October 17, 1865. | 

| Sir: Your despatch No. 26, of September 26, has been received. It is grat- 
ifying to hear of the friendship of Sweden and Norway for this government, as 
expressed by Count Manderstrém at your last interview. — | 

| . I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
| W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. =: 

James H. CAMPBELL, Hsq., &., &c., Stockholm. | | | 

Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. 
No. 28.] LeGaTion oF THE Unirep Staves, 

| . Stockholm, November 4, 1865. | , 
| Sin: Herewith I enclose a copy of the opening address of the King of Sweden | 

and Norway, read to the Norwegian Storthing at the recent meeting of that a 
body, and which was transmitted to this legation by the Swedish Foreign Office, : 
together with a translation of the same. | 

No question of more than ordinary local interest is pending or will be laid be- , 
. fore the Storthing at its present session, with the exception of a military meas- | 

ure intended to give the King more immediate control of the Norwegian troops, ; 
a proposition which, in my judgment, the careful and jealous Norwegians are | 
not prepared to adopt. | | 

Since the separation of Norway from Danish authority, the former has grad- | 
_ ually and steadily increased in material prosperity. Last year the fisheries 

yielded abundantly, and the export of lumber and. cattle showed considerable | 
| improvements over former years. The country gives manifest evidence of pro- 

gress in various directions, and under a system of government which allows : 
) great freedom to the Norwegian, its continued well-doing may be expected. : | 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 3 
) JAMES H. CAMPBELL. , 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | : 
Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | | 

Discourse of the King at the opening of the eighteenth Storthing of Norway, 5th October, 1865, 

| _ | [ Translation. ] : 

‘Sirs: In regretting that circumstances do not permit me to assist in person at the com- | _ mencement of your labors, I transmit to you the expression of my royal good will, and I wish | 
you all prosperity in the accomplishment of your important work.
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During the epoch which has passed since the assembiing of the last ordinary Storthing, 
our industry, notwithstanding partial reverses, has prospered to such an extent that. the state | 
revenues have flowed abundantly into its coffers. Theextraordinary expenses for our system / 

=. of defence, caused last year by political circumstances, have thus been able to be met without a 
creating any embarrassment in the administration of the finances. The projects communi- | 
cated by me to the last ordinary Storthing on the subject of several questions relating to a | 
more satisfactory organization of the army, were only partially adopted. After the dissolu- | 

| tion of the Storthing, I announced my intention of submitting them to a further examina- | 
| tion. ‘This work being finished, I submit to you the projects based on its results. I rely 

| upon your enlightened love of country in nourishing the hope that the Storthing, while the : 
general situation admits of a calm and deep reflection, will arrive at aresult which I consider | 
as answering the urgent necessity of a satisfactory military organization. 

The debates which took place at the last ordinary Storthing concerning the reform of the 
judicial procedure in criminal matters has shown that there exists a great difference of opin- 

7 ion, not only respecting the necessity of such a reform, but also respecting the principles on L 
which it should be based and the extension which should be given to it. It appeared to me | 
that all these opinions agreed in recognizing the fact that the time for placing in execution a ‘ 
thorough principal reform has not yet arrived. But this should not prevent the reform of 
these acknowledged partial defects of the mode of judicial procedure, and a legal project tend- 
ing to this end will be submitted to you. J 

A commission of Norwegians and Swedes has been formed to take into consideration the | 
| ameliorations that could be introduced into the compact of union between the two kingdoms. 
: This commission commenced its labors in the spring of the present year, but several of its 

members finding themselves unable to continue them, on account of their labors as members | 
of the Storthing and of the Diet, the commission has been obliged to adjourn during the 

i reunion of the national representatives, and cannot reassemble until a later period. The doc- 
uments relative to the formation of this commission will be communicated to you. | 

| Treaties of commerce and navigation have been concluded with his Majesty the Emperor 
of the French. The United Kingdoms have by these treaties acquired the same advantages | 

. for commerce and navigation with France that that country had accorded by analogous . | 
| treaties to other powers of Europe. In taking into consideration the importance of our com- | 
: mercial relations with France, and that of navigation between the two countries, I look at 

3 the reductions obtained by these treaties as being of essential worth, and I have learned with 
7 sincere satisfaction of the favorable reception that this measure has met with in Norway. | 

Concessions have been exacted from us of the same kind as have been accorded to other | 
’ powers who have concluded treaties with France. Several of them assuming the concurrence [ 

: of representation, the validity of the treaties has been submitted, in that which concerns Nor- sy 
; way, to the approval of the Storthing. The project relative to this question will be sub- 
; mitted to you. | 
: The exhibition of articles belonging to the industry of fishing, which took place during the _ 
| course of the summer at Bergen, and which is the first industrial international exhibition of , 
, Norway, has offered a satisfactory testimony of a tendency towards progress, and will aid to 2 

bring important and durable results for one of our principal branches of industry. The | 
: marked good will of several powers and foreign nations in favor of this enterprise has estab- , 

lished their claims to our gratitude. | 7 
: The Storthing will receive with satisfaction the communication of the happy increase of _ ‘ 

the royal house by the birth of a prince, with whom Providence has again pleased to bless | 
the union of my well-loved brother, his royal highness Prince Oscar. | 

: | Our relations with all the foreign powers continue to be marked by confidence and friend- 
7 ship. 

In calling the blessing of the All Powerful upon your labors, I renew to you, sirs, the as- 
surance of my royal good will. . | . | 

: Given at the palace of Stockholm, September 30, 1865. 
= CHARLES. : 

SIBBERN., | 

| 
im Mr. Campbell to Mr. Seward. | 

| No. 31.] | LeGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Stockholm, November 15, 1865. | 

: Siz: I have the honor to enclose the address of his Swedish Majesty to the | 
| Diet upon the assembling of that body on the 24th ultimo, with a translation 

| thereof. Herewith will also be found a pamphlet copy of a proposition for the 
: reform of the representation, which was laid before the Swedish Diet of 1863 | 
: and brought up for action at the present session. | oe | 
: , |
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_ According to usage, this proposition must be discussed and accepted or re- 
- jected without amendment at the present Diet. 

ih The King, on the opening of the legislative chambers, called the attention of 
the members of the assembly to this project of reform, and urged its adoption | 
with distinctness. | | 

| The proposition, embracing a radical change in the organization of the Swed- | 
ish Diet, proposes to consolidate the four chambers of which the Diet is com- 
posed into two—a first chamber and a second chamber, the members of the | 

| first chamber to be elected by provincial assemblies and municipal authorities 
of the towns, for the period of nine years; the second chamber to be composed | 
of members elected for three years by county jurisdictions, whereof those pos- 

| sessing a population under forty thousand shall elect one member, and those | 
| exceeding that number shall be districted by the King on the basis of one mem- 
; _ ber to each forty thousand inhabitants. CS | 

| These are the noticeable features of the project. It may readily be under- 
. stood that so radical a change as the one contemplated in the organic law has. 

_ given rise to much discussion and no little apprehension on the part of the public. | 
It is urged by the friends of reform that the consolidation of the four chambers | 
into two is necessary to meet the requirements of progress which the present —_ | 

| _ cumbersome machinery retards, and that a privileged and numerous body, such __ | 
as the present House of Nobles, looking more to the interest of their order, as ; 
well as to an obsolete past, than to necessary legislation, and drawing to their 

_ support the clergy on most questions of a vital nature, fail to meet the exigen- | 
_ cies of an industrial and practical age. On the other hand, it is said the House | 

| _ of Nobles acts as a check upon what is termed the radicalism of the times, and 
is necessary under a monarchial form of government to the security of the throne. 
itself. | 

- The next month will probably determine the fate of the proposed measure, 
which at present is involved in much doubt, although the prevailing opinion is | 

| that it will be defeated. A modification by way of compromise may be agreed  § 
to and submitted to an extraordinary Diet convoked for its consideration. | 5 

There is apprehension on the part of the public that, in the event of the failure 
| of the contemplated reform, indignation may be followed by revolution; but this 

. I think improbable. | 
The government has presented the budget to the chambers for one year only, ' 

and not for three consecutive years, as has heretofore been the case. This de- § 
parture from established rule may meet with opposition, as it is affirmed by «| 
many to be without precedent and unconstitutional. Theexplanation givenby .— 
some of the friends of the government is, that they hope to carry the reform bill : 
this session; hence the inutility of a further demand on the public purse at 
present. 7 : | 

‘I shall take care to keep the department informed on the subject as further 
developments occur. a 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES H. CAMPBELL. | 

| — Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, 
Secretary of State, §c., &c., &c. . 

['Translation. ] : 

Discourse of the King at the opening of the Diet, October 24, 1865. 

Sirs: Grave interests and duties which impose a high responsibility call you to this ses- i 
. sion. May the All Powerful, whose divine protection we have just implored in the temple, 

preside over your works, and cause to issue from them the good of the country. . We cannot 
but recognize with gratitude the happiness, without marked interruption, with which the roya ; 

_ house and Swedish people have been blessed. The union of my brother, the Prince of Dalear
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lia, with the princess of the noble house of Saxe-Altenburg, and the birth of my nephew, the 
| _ Duke of Nericia, form a happy increase of the royal family. | ; | 

In the midst of disease and often alarming phases of the last five years we have constantly | 
been blessed with the benefits of peace, and my relations with all foreign powers conserve 
the character of friendship and confidence. : 

- The public enthusiasm which marked the celebration of the semi-centennial jubilee of the 
union of Sweden and Norway, in echoing equally from both sides of the mountains, proves | 
that the ties which unite the people-brothers tighten more and more each day. | 

The commission of Swedes and Norwegians named by me to deliberate on the means of in- | 
troducing ameliorations in the compact of union has commenced its labors. | 

The first of your duties will be to decide definitely, after conscientious examination, on the 
_ adoption of my proposition for a reform of the national representation. To ask an existing , 

representation to renounce its rights, in full liberty of action and will, and to give up to 
others the glorious task.of being the mandatories of the country, is to have a great confidence . 
in his patriotism. I have thus a high idea of that with which you are animated in announe- : 

| ing the hope that you will accept this project, in the adoption of which I shall see a new | 
guarantee of social progress. | 

In consequence of the decisions adopted by the general states at their last reunion, the new \ 
penal code, the maritime code, and the law on bankruptcies have received their application, 

- (gone into effect.) In the conviction that the important changes introduced simultaneously e | 
to this effect should not be followed too rapidly by reforms in other principal branches of our | 
legislation which should be revised, I will only propose to you during the present diet par- 
tial amelioration of existing laws. 

I have concluded with his Majesty the Emperor of the French treaties of commerce and 
navigation, which, so far as they relate to Sweden, will be submitted in their entirety to your | 
approbation. ‘These treaties have not only liberated our navigation from different changes, 
‘but have also facilitated the sale of several of our principal products. The concessions which, 

7 at the instance of other powers, we have made to France consist principally in a reduction 
justly due to the consumers of the duties attached to certain merchandise, at the same time | 
maintaining a tax upon them which corresponds to the just measure of protection accorded | 
to our national industries. By the treaties concluded in this regard with foreign powers | 
considerable reductions have been made in the transmission of letters and telegrams abroad, | 

: and a new telegraphic cable between Skona andthe island of Rugen offers us the certainty 
of not seeing ourselves deprived by sudden circumstances of this important way of commu- a 
nication with the continent. As the natioaal representation should meet annually according _ | 
to the terms of the project on which you are called to decide, the budget which I will submit 
to you only contains the extraordinary expenses for the year subsequent to those for whose 
wants the last diet has already provided. If the provisions on which this proposition rests 
should not be realized, I have still the means of bringing before the general states in an op- 
portune moment the necessary propositions for the following years. 

, - Although important reductions have been made in the custom-house duties, and though 
the progress made in every sense by the country exact new allocations, you will be satisfied, 

: by an examination of the calculations of the revenues of state, that they will amply suttice to | 
j cover the necessary expenses. [ 

j I have caused to be prepared complete plans for the organization of the army and the ma- 

: rine, calculated after the measure of our resources and the exigencies of our epoch, and I | 
1 have approved of these plans in their principal parts. Your concurrence and also the alloca- | 
: tions resulting from the adoption of these plans are indispensable to their being put in exe- | 

eution. 7 | 
] | In reposing on the views manifested by the general states, I have accorded to industry an | 

almost illimited liberty. The salutary influence that it will exercise in the future can be | 

7 judged of with more certainty as its inauguration has not been accompanied with any sud- 4 

den disturbance of existing relations. Liberal principles have equally received a more gen- 
; eral application in other respects, for the facilities of distributing capital as well as for the 

conditions of the circulation of money, and for the establishment of institutions of credit. 

| ‘Public instruction has been the object of my incessant solicitude. This work of the future 

becomes greater every day in importance as well as in extent. The number of pupils in the © | 

| superior schools -has been almost doubled during these last years; ameliorations have been 

| introduced as much in the government of these schools as in the manner of teaching. I have | 

united my efforts to yours to realize more and more the great idea of general primary instrue- | 

j tion. I have at heart the desire of giving a solid and intelligent education to the population 

and to spread these benefits to the less fortunate classes. | | 

Perfected institutions will equally furnish the best means of development to the national | 

industry, and will place it on a basis more just, and more conformable to the interests of | 

' society, which restrictive laws and a system of onerous protection would fail to accomplish. I i 

count with confidence on your co-operation for the encouragement of our industries; and in 
order to propagate the knowledge of their progress in all bran¢hes, I have decided that next | 

summer a general exhibition of the products of the arts and industry of Sweden, and of the 

| neighboring countries, will be opened in the capital. a | 

: The obstructions which arise at all times from great distances have been more and more | 

2 ) oo 

i SO | |
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overcome by the multiplied works which tend to facilitate in every sense communications . i | 
po between the different parts of the country. Our railroads have taken an extension which, 
| seeing the population of Sweden and its financial resources, can be compared to that which | 

has been executed in the richer and more populated countries. After having effected the ; 
junction of the two seas, and having brought ourselves nearer to the great European conti- 

| nent, I think it will be well’ to concentrate our forces on the accomplishment of railroads | 
which are destined to connect the capitals of the two united kingdoms, in order to bring the 
people-brothers to each other. we | 

Conforming to the tenor of the fundamental law, I declare the present session opened, in | 
assuring you, sirs, of all my royal good will. | 

| ; oo | | 
| | 

| | | | a 

: | a | 
| : 

, : 
| | : 
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| | | 

| | SWITZERLAND. oe 

7 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Fogg. - | 

! No. 66.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | - | 
| | Washington, February 8, 1865. : 

Str: Mr. Hitz, the consul general of Switzerland, iv this city, has trans- | : 
| _ mitted to this department a communication from the federal council relative to | 
| the proposed introduction of the Swiss flag upon vessels navigating the high | 
1 } seas, and has solicited a favorable consideration of its contents. Mr. Hitz has : 

been informed that the subject would receive attention, and that the views of 
1 . the department thereupon would be communicated to you. | 

| In order that you may fully understand the proposition, I herewith enclose a | 
: - copy, in translation, of the paper submitted by Mr. Hitz. | 

| Of its friendship for Switzerland, this government believes it has left nothing 
of doubt. - | : 

- The United States are now engaged in a serious conflict with insurgents who, | 
? although they have neither ports nor coasts, are supplied by subjects of other | 

powers, which powers recognize the insurgents asa naval belligerent. The | 
: United States deny that this recognition is just, or that it finds any warrant in | 

7 the law of nations. : | 
: Moreover, the United States have for the present disallowed ship-building 3 
2 and armament here for foreign powers, because they need all the labor and skill 

of the country for the equipment of their own navy. : 
ij; For these reasons you will seek an early opportunity to inform the Swiss 
j minister for foreign affairs that the present time is not deemed a favorable one | 

. for considering the question which has been submitted by the federal council. | 
| You will make this communication in a confidential manner, if the President | 

should prefer to receive it in this way, for the reason that this government, ani- 
| | mated by the highest friendship for Switzerland, does not wish even to appear a 

to be indifferent to a proposition that engages the attention of Switzerland. | | 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

; . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
GeorGE G. Foaa, Esq., &c., Berne. 7 

: | ___* . : 

’ | : Mr. Hitz to Mr. Seward. | 
| é 

: | CONSULATE GENERAL OF SWITZERLAND, | 
; oo Washington, D. C., January 31, 1865. | 

| Sir: In compliance with the request of the federal chancery of Switzerland, this consulate 
] most respectfully transmits to your honor the enclosed communication of the honorable fed- | 
j eral council of Switzerland, relative to the proposed introduction of the Swiss flag upon ves- ‘ 
q sels navigating the several oceans, and I would fain solicit a favorable consideration of its ‘ 

contents. : 

With assurances of high esteem, very obediently, - , 
| JOHN HITZ, | 

j Consul General of Switzerland. | 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | 

| Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. . |
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| The Federal Council to Mr. Htiz. . | 

[‘Translation.] : 

. | | BERNE, December 31, 1864. | : 

In reference to petitions presented by a great number of Swiss citizens, the federal council 
has been occupied with the consideration of the question, whether Swiss citizens, owners 

a of ships, should not also be admitted to the benefit of carrying the Swiss flag on the high seas. | 
Switzerland is assuredly on equality with any other nation in the right to use the free 

passage of the seas under her own name, and the circumstance that she does not border im- 
mediately on the seas cannot impair this right. | 

On the other hand, the federal council does not dissemble that, from the last circumstance, | 
some difficulty may arise about the practical exercise of her right. __ 

_ In consequence the federal council, before making a definite decision on this matter, takes . 
the liberty to inquire of the general government of the United States whether it would be 
disposed to admit to its ports Swiss vessels expressly authorized by the federal council to 
carry the Swiss flag, and to assure to them like legal position as to vessels of other nations, 
as also to accord to Swiss, established in the respective states, authority to build Swiss ves- 

| sels and to freight them. | Oo / | 
The federal council can the better yield itself to the hope of a favorable answer, because 

the neutral flag of Switzerland might, according to conjunctures, become advantageous to 
all the states or to general commerce. The federal council, moreover, would not hesitate 

an instant in accepting all the obligations of international right which attach to that of car- 

rying a flag. , , 

| The federal council has the honor to present to his excellency the assurances of its high 
consideration. | 

In the name of the Swiss federal council, | — 
| ° The President of the Confederation, Oo 

| DR. T. DUBS. | 

| | + The Chancellor of the Confederation, | 

— | | | SCHEISS. ) 

| Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 76.| : Unirep Srares Leaation, 2 
| Berne, November 26, 1864. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith the enclosed copy of a note from 

| the federal council, inviting the adherence of the government of the United , 

! States to the convention concluded by the international congress, at Geneva, | 

| August 22, 1864, for the amelioration of the condition of sick and wounded 

soldiers. | 
| By reference to article 9 of the convention—a copy of which convention I | 

transmitted to you in my despatch of September 14, No. 70—you will perceive 
that the protocol was left open to enable those governments not there repre- 
sented, or not represented by delegates empowered to sign the convention, tg 

| become parties to the same thereafter. | | 
As it is provided in the convention that the ratification should be exchanged 7 

. at Berne, the federal council deem it their duty to extend the invitation here- 
with enclosed. 

| - I had hoped to receive, ere this, an acknowledgment of my despatch above 
alluded to, with the views of the State Department in relation to the convention. 
Thus far I have received nothing indicating that the despatch, copies of the 

7 convention and other papers, have ever been received by you. Mr. Miller | 
| writes me that the package containing them was forwarded by the steamer 

which left Liverpool on the 24th September. I cannot, therefore, suppose it | 
failed to reach its destination, and can only explain to myself its failure to be 
acknowledged on the supposition of its having been reserved for examination, | 
and subsequently laid by and forgotten. It may readily be supposed that I | 
would like to be enabled to give some sort of response to the question: “ Will | . q 

a 
| 
/ | 

|
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_ the United States accede to the convention?’ A question of no little interest _ 
| among the people and in a country where the opinion and decision of the gov- , 

_ ernment of the United States are deemed of the very highest authority and | 
importance. | 

As I indicated to you in my former despatch, I have in no manner committed __ | 
the government, as, indeed, I had no authority to do, on this question. On the | 
contrary, I have informally answered, when inquired of by the members of the | 
federal council, or by my colleagues of the diplomatic corps, that it was very | 
doubtful, by reason, if no other, of the present condition of our country, and of : 

_ the impossibility of making the rebel authorities parties to the convention, or | 
compelling them to respect its provisions. | | 

Trusting soon to be in possession of your views in relation to this mattcr, 
-and of the intentions of the government thereon, | | 

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, | 
GEORGE G. FOGG. 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | ) Oe ) | | 
Secretary of State of the United States of America. | 

[ Translation. ] — | 

oe | BERNE, November 14, 1864. | 
In regard to article 9 of the convention concluded at Geneva, on thé 22d of August, 1864, | 

‘for the improvement in the condition of soldiers wounded in armies in the field, the Swiss 
: federal council has the honor to invite the government of the. United States also to assent to 

that convention, for which purpose the original draught has been left open for the governments 
_ of nations that have not yet assented. oe CO | 

As the management of the affair has been intrusted by the congress to the Swiss federal 
council, the latter hopes to receive an affirmative answer from the government of the United | 
States, and willingly accepts this occasion of offering to the minister resident of the United 

| _ States the assurances of high consideration. | - : | 
| DR. J. DUBS, | | 

| , . President of the Confederation. | | 
, | _ SCHIESS, Chancellor. 

Mr. Foee, United States Minister Resident, Berne. : | 

| Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 78.] UNITED STATES LEGATION, : 
| Berne, January 2, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that, inconformity with the Swiss federal 
: constitution, which forbids that the same member of the federal council serve 

#s president of the confederation two terms in succession, the national assem- ! 
OS bly, at its late session, made choice of Mr. Charles Schenk as president of the 

confederation, and of-Mr. Martin Kniisel as vice-president, for the year ensuing. __ ‘ 
_ Mr. Schenk served as vice-president during the past year, and Mr. Kniisel : 

_ has been several times president—the last time in 1861. Yesterday the new . 
president was inaugurated, and entered upon the dutiés of his office, remaining _ 
at the Palais Fédéral the greatest portion of the day to receive the New Year’s | 
greetings of the diplomatic corps, and such other officers or citizens as saw fit to 7 
-eall on him. | | : oo 

__ During my call the president expressed very earnestly and enthusiastically | 
‘the deep interest which himself, personally, and the great body of the Swiss 
people feel in the contest going on in the United States. In common with the 
rest of Europe, Switzerland was suffering in her material interests by the long 
continuance of the war. But she was not blind nor indifferent to the great issues 
and principles involved in that war. Much as the struggle had cost in men and | 

| ns
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money, the United States and the world would be, in his judgment, amply com- 

*pensated, if the result should be the extinction of slavery. | 

On parting, the president desired me to present his felicitations and those of | 

“ the federal council to President Lincoln, on the result of the recent national 

election in the United States, and on the still more recent results of the Union 

military operations in Georgia and Tennessee. He expressed the hope that the 

next New Year’s day might see the people and States of America once more 

united, happy, and free. | | 

Joining heartily in this hope, and earnestly wishing the president and your- 

self a happy New Year, I am, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 

| | | GEORGE G. FOGG. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | 
Secretary of State of the United States of America. 

| Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 82.] -Leeation oF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Berne, March 4, 1865... 

Sir: Your despatch dated February 8, No. 66, in regard to the communica- | 

tion from the federal council, asking the favorable consideration of the United 

States to the ptoposition to authorize vessels owned by Swiss citizens to sail 

under the Swiss flag upon the high seas, has been received. | 

In accordance with your suggestion, I yesterday had an interview with the 

president of the confederation, in which I explained to him the difficulties in 

the way of our government’s considering that question at the present moment, 

| when we are suffering from the recognition by other maritime powers of a belli- 

gerent flag, hailing from no accessible ports and owning allegiance to no mari- | 

, time tribunals. I told the president, that for the United States to now give 

their assent to the proposition of Switzerland would be to abandon, in principle, 

the grounds upon which we rest our complaints against the course of England, | 

France, and the other maritime powers who have conceded to the southern 

rebels the rights of naval belligerents, while such rebels were not in a condition 

| to observe, nor disposed to hold themselves amenable to any recognized code of 

international maritime law. ‘The rebel cruisers had assumed the right to burn 

| our merchant vessels upon the ocean whenever and wherever met with, upon ‘ 

; the very ground which, in our opinion, made them pirates, and not belligerents— 

| that they had no ports into which to carry their, prizes, and no prize courts to | 

| decide on the validity of their capture. Against this assumption by the rebels, 

and its practical recognition by several of the leading naval powers, the govern- 

‘ment of the United States had protested, and would continue to protest, reserv- 

ing to itself the right to decide hereafter if it would not demand of these powers 

. satisfaction and reparation for losses to our merchant navy, which only the un- 

| friendly recognition of foreign governments and the active sympathies of the | 

oe subjects of those governments could have enabled the rebel corsairs to inflict. 

: I added it was not impossible—perhaps not improbable—that, after the suc- ° , 

| cessful termination of our present struggle, and the settlement of the complica- 

| tions growing out of it, the United States might see fit to accept as lawthenew 

principles upon which the governments of England and France have acted | 

towards us, and in that event the recognition of the Swiss flag upon the high 

| seas, now asked of us, would be conceded as a matter of course. oo . 

In conclusion, I handed the president a French translation of your despatch, 

| which he read with evident satisfaction, thanking me for the explanations | 

had given him, and wishing me to express his warm thanks to yourself for the | 

2 cordial and friendly sentiments towards Switzerland contained in your despatch.
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He saw plainly, he said, the present obstacles in the way of the United States | 
taking immediate favorable action on the proposition submitted to them. But’ | 
he hoped, as did the whole Swiss people, that an early day would see those | 
obstacles removed by the suppression of the rebellion and the re-establishment 

_ of the Union. In this hope Switzerland could afford to wait, recognizing that | 
the perpetuation of our great republic was of more importance, even to Switzer- _ | 
land herself, than any formal recognition of her flag either on land or sea. | 

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, : | 
| | | GEORGE G. FOGG. | | 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | 
| Secretary of State of the United States of America. , | 

| 7 oe | | 

| Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. | 

~ No. 84.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STarTEs, | 
| Berne, April 14, 1865. | 

Sir: At the request of a large number of the persons interested, I forward to 
| you the enclosed letter from Professor J. Koronikolski to the President of the | 

United States, in behalf of the Polish refugees now temporarily in Switzerland. , 
The total number of these unfortunate men now within the limits of the Swiss | | 
Confederation is, I am told, about five hundred, mostly young men, and in many | 
cases belonging to the best families in Poland. Having been engaged in the | 
late unfortunate insurrection, they are unable to return to their native land, and 
are desirous to go to America. ° | | 

Professor Koronikolski, whose letter I herewith forward, is the agent of these | 
refugees, and is, | am assured, an honorable, patriotic and trustworthy man, and ~ 

: posseses the confidence of the federal council, who, as you will see by copy of a | 
note addressed to him, (marked A,) takes a:warm interest in the aspirations of | 

| these Poles to reach America. oe | 
Of course I have not felt at liberty to give any assurances of the government | 

| aid asked for in the enclosed letter, but I have assured them of the warm sym- | 
pathy both of our government and people towards their brave and unfortunate. 
nation. | | 

Enclosed I send you, marked B, a copy of my note acknowledging reception 2 
_ of Professor K.’s letter to the President. : 

| With the highest respects, your obedient servant, - : 
- | GEORGE G. FOGG. , | 

Hon. WILLIAM H, Sewarp, : . 
| Secretary of State of the United States of America. 

4 
OO The Federal Council to Mr. J. Koronikolski. 

. [ Translation. ] | | 

oS The Swiss federal council has resolved— | 
. Ist. To authorize the federal department of justice and police to give a contribution ot | 

one hundred francs each to such Poles as may desire to emigrate to the United States, pro- : 
vided that they find the other necessary means of transportation. | | 

’__2d. To instruct the Swiss consul general at Washington to inform the government of the | | 
. United States that a number of Polish refugees intend to emigrate to the United States with 

: the purpose of founding a new home by the acquisition of lands, &c., and that the federal 
council requests the American government to facilitate to these unfortunate men the execu- 
tion of their plan as far as practicable. 

_ Given at Berne, April 10, 1865. | , | 
: The Chancellor of the Swiss Confederation, SCHEISS. | 

Made ovt for communication to Mr. J. KORONIKOLSKI. | *
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: oe ss Mr. Fogg to Mr. Koronikolskt. 

| UNITED STATES LEGATION, 
7 Berne, April 17, 1265. | 

My Dear Sir: Your letter addressed to the President of the United States in behalf of a | 

portion of your unfortunate countrymen, Polish refugees now finding a temporary asylum in 

Switzerland, but wishing to secure a permanent home in America, has been received, and will : 

be forwarded to Washington at the earliest moment. | 

Without being authorized to promise that all the prayers of your letter will be granted, I 

ean assure you of the warmsympathy of the government and people of the United States | 

_ for the sufferings and misfortunes of the brave patriots of Poland. | 

Wishing you, my dear sir, every possible success in your laudable efforts to ameliorate the 

condition of your countrymen, I am, very truly, your obedient servant, , 

: | : | GEORGE G. FOGG. 

| | BERNE, April, 1865. 

-- Sir: Animated by the desire to procure for his unfortunate countrymen, the Polish refu- 

gees, the best means of finding a new home, the undersigned, professor of gymnastics at St. | 

Gall, Switzerland, has come to the conviction that by emigrating to the United States they 7 

would best secure a new civil existence under the protection and laws of that country. The | 

noble aspirations of the great republic are a pledge that its President will not withhold from 

them his generous support. | | * | ee , 

The Polish emigrants are scattered over a great many European states, where they have 

met with the most sympathetic reception, but no prospect of securing any durable futurity. | 

The only hope left to them in Europe would be to see the regeneration of their country—a 

p hope which, we must say, to our great pain, has vanished for a long time tocome. We may 

, therefore unhesitatingly say that, at present, we have no future in Europe. 

Under these circumstances it is very natural that the Poles, like other political proscripts, 

should look towards America and seek to place themselves under the protection of the Union, 

| which is assuredly the last and most secure asylum of the world, and in which they hope to 

| become useful citizens under the star-spangled banner. 

| Far from it to be the intention to solicit from the Union the assistance usually accorded to 

the indigent. On the contrary, it is our purpose to establish a Polish colony, under the | 

auspices, and, if possible, with the aid of our own resources—a colony which, at the same 

| time, would have the means of being useful to all its countrymen emigrating thither. 

| Our principal purpose is to obtain assistance of the government at Washington in order 

| that we may find on its hospitable soil some basis for the realization of our project and for 

keeping together our countrymen by a common tie. Besides, we would wish that the gov- — 

ernment would assign to us, for cash, lands in some part of the country where an extension 

of the colony according to its necessities would be practicable. | | 

. Wecan, of course, not know to what extent our request will be received by the govern- 

ment of the Union; considering, however, the facility with which colonization is going on 

in the Union, and in the conviction that the Union will receive the Polish proscripts as cheer- 

fully as other emigrants, and that we will prove ourselves to be citizens equally useful, we 

take new courage in the certainty of success. 
The undersigned takes the liberty respectfully and earnestly to entreat the American min- 

| ister at Berne to forward this petition to his excellency the President of the United States, 

. accompanied by his recommendation. 

At the next meeting of Congress we, of course, reserve to ourselves to solicit the gratu- | 

| itous cession of lands which, according to information given us by Minister Fogg, might be 

granted to emigrated American citizens. At the same time we desire, at a later period, to 

come to an understanding with the American committee of emigration as to the alleviation | 

of the costs of transportation, although we do not venture to express the hope of being trans- 

ported at the expense of the Union on board of its vessels. It may be the case that the gov- 

ernment in its generosity will accord to us that favor spontaneously, in which case we would: 

not consider it indiscreet to accept such favor from the hands of a great nation. 

Flattering ourselves in the hope of a favorable response, we cannot conclude without ur-. 

| gently recommending the unfortunate honieless Polish proseripts to your generosity and to 

the sympathy of the brave and liberal nation. 

I have the honor to be your excellency’s most obedient servant, 
| | J. KORONIKOLSKI. 

His Excellency ABRAHAM LINCOLN, | 

a President of the United States of America.
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a | | Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. | 
No. 85.] - - Unirep States Lecation, | , : : Berne, April 18, 1865. i 

_ Sik: The news of the capture of Richmond, which was received here by i | telegraph last Saturday, produced almost as much excitement as the same news | must have produced in the various cities and villages of the United States. | The enthusiasm of the people was nearly universal and quite irrepressible. | Extras were issued from the offices of the leading journals, and within an hour ! 
| the news was placarded all over the city. ‘The satisfaction could hardly have — | been exceeded had the news been that of a great Swiss instead of an American | victory. | 7 | | The president of the .confederation came to congratulate me on the great 

, event. Other members of the government and leading citizens came. ‘T'ele- | graphic despatches came a little later from different and distant parts of Swit- | : zerland, from clubs, associations, and from ‘individuals personally unknown to | : me, giving intelligence of the general joy at an event deemed of the greatest | , importance to the cause of liberty and liberal progress throughout. Europe. | ' Up to this date we have few details, and know little beyond the general fact | a of “three days’ severe fighting” and the occupation of Richmond by Union | troops. Of course we wait with great interest the news by the steamer which | | left New York the 8th, hoping to hear of the submission or dispersion of Lee’s | army and a substantial close of the war. The event already announced is | ? accepted in England and on the continent, equally by the enemies and friends’ | of the American Union, as the end of the rebellion. | | : The same telegraph which brought the news of the fall of Richmond, fortu- | nately for the financial interests of Kurope, brought also the report of a “ pacific” d speech by yourself. For some cause not entirely easy to explain the idea had 
come to be almost universal among people, politicians, and journalists all over. | | Europe, that the people and government of the United States, having got a ) 
taste of war, had become so in love with it, that as soon as they should have 7 | finished their own civil war, they would immediately pitch into England, a | ‘little later perhaps into France, and wind up by being ready to fight all the rest i of the world. 

_ | People here in Europe, where armies are composed of trained soldiers, who 3 _ are nothing but soldiers, cannot conceive what the United States can do with : | their immense military forces after the end of the present war, unless to employ | them in a foreign war. Hence the feverish anxiety and general expectation to | 
_ which I have alluded above. : The President’s inaugural did something towards dispelling this “fearful 

| looking for of judgment.” But I would have been glad to hear him declare 
_ himself more explicitly; and I am glad to believe that you have done so, 

Of all people in the world we shall, for a long time, have most need of peace : : with all nations, and least to fear from foreign aggression. With the immense | exhibition of military and naval power we have made, we will be honored, 
feared, and respected as second to no nation on earth, and that without making — , _ any new demonstrations for one generation at least. And this fact of our | 
pacific intentions cannot, in my judgment, be too promptly and emphatically 
declared. . | 

Begging you to excuse this suggestion and congratulating the President, | | yourself, and the country on the great triumph that has been achieved, I have 
the honor to be, with the warmest esteem, your obedient servant, 

GEORGE G. FOGG. 
| Hon. Wituiam H.-Sewarp, oo, | : 

Secretary of State of the United States of America. . 

| | , : |
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Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. . , 

No. 86 | | Be  Unirep States Lecation, | 
. | Berne, April 24, 1865. 

Sir: By request of the writer and as an indication of the feelings and ex- | 

pectations produced by the recent successes of the Union arms, I send you a ) 

copy of the Bund, containing an elaborate editorial written directly on the re- 4 

ception of the first news of the capture of Richmond. | 

~The Bund is the leading political journal of Switzerland, and the semi-official , 

organ of the Swiss government, and is largely the exponent of the liberal senti- 

ment of southern Germany. , 

Accompanying the Bund I send a translation of the article in question, which, 

as you will perceive, the editor wishes should be laid before the President. I ; 

will add that, in my judgment, the article does not overestimate the results 

likely to follow in Europe the re-establishment of the American Union, puri- | 

| fied from the great evil which came so near destroying our national life. : 

_ Congratulating you with my whole heart on the capitulation of General Lee 

and his army, and the approaching return of peace, with liberty and union, I } 

| have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 

: GEORGE G. FOGG. | 

Hon. Wittiam H. SEwarp, , 

| Secretary of State of the United States of America. 

: | [ Translation. ] | | , 

| | | : | | BERNE, April 18, 1865. 7 

. Sir: As a token of sympathy for the cause for which the Union has fought and achieved. . 

with so brilliant success in the interest of democracy and humanity, the undersigned takes | 

the liberty to send you the accompanying article on the fall of Richmond. According to the . 

| conviction at which I have arrived from the voice of the Swiss press, that article is the ex- , 

: pression of the predominant public sentiment of Switzerland. : | 
May the Union extend her military triumph to a complete civil regeneration of the United 

| States and secure republican freedom upon firm ground forever. 7 

With the most distinguished consideration, your obedient servant, ; 

| | | F. GEUGEL, Editor of the Bund. | 

His Excellency ANDREW JOHNSON, 
President of the United States of America. | 

| - [Translation.—From the Bund of April 18.] - 

| | The Fall of Richmond. | | 

Richmond has fallen, after three days’ bloody fighting and the almost complete annihilation | 

of Lee’s army; under circumstances, therefore, which, in the main point, are equal to the. 

termination of the American war! ‘This is the news which Easter day has brought us—a 

. bloody news, but grand and of the most auspicious portent in the history of the world. . 

Four years have already elapsed since the outbreak of the war. When it began, there 

stood the slave empire full of arrogance and confidence. It possessed an already formed 
army, nearly all the schooled officers having sworn allegiance to its star. Statesmen of reck- : 

less energy promised to lead it to victory. Upon its banner stood the motto of national inde- 

pendence and free trade, and it boldly denied, in Europe at least, that it was the slavery of | 

- the black race for which it had drawn the sword. All the mighty and rich men on its side, : | 

all the monarchs and aristocrats, all the material interests of Europe and their hosts of de- 
pendents, sympathized with it and made its cause their own. . To its side at first inclined the 

) fortune of war and victory, and with it the admiration of all who worshipped success. For 

| a while, indeed, it seemed as if really the young glorious republic on the other side of the 
ocean must crumble into dust as a proof of the impracticability of popular self-government 

and see itself trampled upon by slave aristocrats, and soon, like the Roman republic, by ab- 
: solute Czesars. 

Opposite to it stood, rich in resources, but hesitating and undetermined, indisposed to war, 

. : and without military organization, the democratic government of free labor. Unsuccessful | 

| 
: 

|
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| as it was at first, the monarchists and materialists of Europe derided it, ridiculed its people as 
slaves of the dollar, just as ifthe dollar were not most almighty with the mockers themselves > 
they laughed satirically at the pretended abolitionism of the north: they desired and hoped 
from the bottom of their hearts that it would succumb, and that every hope of maintaining | 
practical republican freedom would forever be destroyed for mankind. Even in our country | 

_ (Switzerland) there were plenty of deluded people who would not see that the cause for which = | 
the Union fought was neither more nor less than the vital principle of their own existence. | 

| And nevertheless there was a secret voice which whispered in all those hearts who love. | 
freedom that the people of the north were stronger than the slave-aristocrats of the south; | 
and even when the wails of the defeats of Chickahominy, of Fredericksburg, and Chicka- | 
mauga came across to us, the final triumph of the north was nevertheless considered certain. | 
How are matters standing now? Even in the worst epoch, when no military successes | 

smiled on the north, when no able commanders had yet appeared, the enemy were never able | 
to enter the soil cf the Union without punishment. Mr. Lincoln, the head of the republic, 
plain, but of thoroughly balanced mind, remained firm. Even if he did not perform any bril- | 
Hiant exploits, so much the surer did he adopt the right, and, in truth, the grander and more | 
successful policy, in which a genuine republican statesman is always superior to over-wise | 
diplomatic demagogues. He declared the black race free, and the people of the north said 1 
amen. When the leaders in the south called, in the agony of despair, for arming the slaves, ! 
the slaveholders’ congress struggled against it even in the last extremity, confessing’ openly 2 

| that it was slavery for which the war had been waged. At the same time it was in the north : 
> that the most significant right was conferred upon a black man, to plead as an attorney be- 

fore the highest courts of the nation. . ! 
The moral victory over the plague spot of slavery was followed at last by military success. | 

Two years ago Vicksburg was conquered and the confederacy cut in two halves. There were | 
two men who achieved this great feat by which the tide of victory was turned, namely, Grant ! 
and Sherman. The same men are now finishing the war. While Grant was approaching | 

: the rebel capital nearer than any one ever before him, and holding with iron grasp the prin- | 
cipal army of the south, Sherman, by his march through Georgia, cut the eastern half of the | 
rebel States again in two halves, exposing thereby the internal impotency of the rebelleague. | | 
And at last, after Sherman had captured Charleston, the very cradle of the rebellion, and took | 
his way northward towards Grant, Grant, at the right moment, grasped the rebel capital, al- | 
ready pressed from every side, and now crushed with one blow the organized power of the 
south. 

The war is at an end. Even if Lee should escape from the hands of Grant and Sheridan | 
and not run into the arms of Thomas, no more battles on a great scale need be expected. No | 

. more southern armies exist, but ohly bodies of from twenty to thirty thousand men, which, i 
being without connexions between themselves, can, at the most, only carry on a guerilla war. : 

. The probability is that the moral power of the victory will prevent even this, and that the | 
south will see that nothing is left it but submission. : | 

Since October 19, 1781, when Cornwallis surrendered himself to the champions of liberty . 
in North America, and by which event the existence of the Union was sealed, no day is more 
memorable than that on which Richmond fell. Eight years had not elapsed after the day of | 

» Yorktown when Europe witnessed the French revolution. As the victory of the American 
republic called forth then in Europe the greatest event which our continent has witnessed 
since the reformation, so will the present victory of the American republic send the surging _ | 
waves over to Europe. We very much deceive ourselves ifall the potentates of Europe have 

_ not felt a peculiar chill at the fall of Richmond. The people, on the contrary, feel in their | 
hearts the exultation of beaming hope. : 

Of all the nations, however, the Swiss are the first to congratulate the Uuion on her vic- | 
tory—they, the only old republicans of Europe, surrounded on all sides by monarchies, and - 
trusting their future only in the future of the democratic spirit of all the nations. Switzerland 
alone would be too weak to be the rock and champion of republicanism. Across the ocean, 

_ however, there stands now a great, firm republic, powerful enough to cope with any enemy | 
and to maintain her position on the page of history. In the self-reliant power with which she A 
has herself healed the cancer on her heart; in the fear which prevented even the mightiest ; 

~ monarchies of Europe, notwithstanding their most sincere desire, from troubling her convas 
lescence, we draw the assurance of safety and the pledge that our republic will also not perish, | 
but may, perhaps, at some future day, even, take deeper root in Europe. | 

May the Union, noble and magnanimous towards the succumbed, but firm as a rock in 
her principles, follow up her victory, and as a fruit of it re-establish her national life, thor- : 
oughly healed from the former evil, in order that it may become and always remain true that _ | 

_ «The cause of democracy and freedom must triumph!” | | | 

| | - * 

| , |
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Mr. Fogg to Mr. Hunter. 

No. 87.] | — Unitep States LEGATION, 

a Berne, May 3, 1865. | 

Sir: Your despatch of April 17, apprising me of the assassination of Presi- : 

dent Lincoln, is just received. The shocking intelligence has already been | 

flashed by telegraph all over Europe several days earlier, as had also the scarcely 

| legs astounding news of the probably fatal attempt upon the lives of Secretary | 

and Assistant Secretary Seward. __ 

| No words can convey any sort of idea of the excitement produced among all : 

classes—rulers and people—on this side of the Atlantic. At first no one was | 

/ willing to believe it. The news was too terrible for belief. But soona despatch ) 

| from Mr. Adams, in London, put an end to all doubts. The deed, terrible as it 

was, had been done, and the foremost man of all the world in the hearts of mil- 

lions on both sides of the Atlantic lay stretched in death by the dastardly hand | 

. of an assassin. | : -  &§ 

The millions in America who loved Mr. Lincoln as a father, and revered him | 

as the purest and greatest of patriotic statesmen, could scarcely have mourned © ) 

him more profoundly than did the masses in Kurope. Especially dear was he. | : 

to the citizens of this little republic of Switzerland, where, from the beginning | 

of our great struggle, his firm, true hand has ever been upheld by the warm sym- , 

pathies and prayers of a free and gallant people, who had themselves not lon® : 

since been called to strangle a somewhat similar, though far less iniquitous and ; 

sanguinary conspiracy against their nation’s life. | 

You will have seen how all Europe is moved. I am able to do nothing but | 

receive visits and letters of condolence from citizens, foreign «ministers, and the .— 

members of the government. ‘These last—some of them at least—I will send | 

you with my next despatch. , . 

Of my own personal grief over this great calamity, this is, perhaps, not the | 

| place to speak, bit I cannot forbear. Few mer out of his own family and neigh- | 

borhood were so eircumstanced as to know Mr. Lincoln better than myself up : 

| to the time of my leaving for my present pos... He was kind to me, and lL 

| loved him as a father. I mourn him now as my dearest earthly friend. | 

I pray God that the blow of the assassin may not have proved fatal to Mr. 

Seward and his son. Asking you to express to them, if living, my most pro- 

found and heartfelt sympathy in their and our country’s great suffering. 

. I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

| | | GEORGE G. FOGG. | 

Hon. W. HUNTER, . | | 

Acting Secretary of State of the United States of America. , 

Mr. Fogg to Mr. Hunter. | 

| No. 88. | UnireD STATES LEGATION, | 

: ne Berne, May 4, 1865. — 

Sir: I herewith transmit, in copy and translation, the enclosed letter of con- 

| dolence from the federal council on receiving intelligence of the assassination | 

| of President Lincoln and of the attempt upon the life of Mr. Seward. 

Letters of a similar tenor are being prepared and forwarded to me from nearly 

all the cantonal governments and from the citizens of every portion of Switzer- | 

| land. The mourning and regret for the death of our President are universal 

from the old men to the boys in the schools. I am convinced that no other man - 

. in any part of the world held such a place in so many millions of hearts. |
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Later J will forward to the State Department copies or the originals of the 
addresses now coming into the legation from the cantons, cities, and communes, | 

| near and remote, of Switzerland. , | 
: I herewith append also a copy of my note to the federal council in acknowl- ! 

edgment of theirs. | | 
: | With the highest respect, your obedient servant, | | : 
: oo GEORGE G, FOGG. . 

| Hon. WitLiam HunreEr, So | - | 
a Acting Secretary of State of the United States of America. | 

: | 
. [ Translation. } | | 

: ’ BERNE, April 28, 1865. | 
7 The federal council have been apprised by the public papers of the horrible crime, the vic- : 

tims of which are two of the most worthy and most noble citizens and statesmen of the United | ; States. One ery of horror and indignation at this act, inspired by the most brutal passion and ! 
the most heinous fanaticism, has resounded through the whole civilized world, and particu- 2 
larly through Switzerland, a country whose analogous institutions unite it so closely with — | 7 Lo its great sister republic. | | | | 

The federal council hasten to address their most sincere condolence to the honorable min- | ister resident of the United States in Switzerland, by expressing to him their profound grief | 
over this shocking event, and the strong sympathy which they feel at this great calamity. — 

| Free Switzerland, with similar institutions, will not cease to devote all her sympathies to. | 7 f@e America and to her tendencies, inspired by truth and humanity—sympathies deriving | 
new strength from this catastrophy. . : | | The federal council cannot conclude without expressing the consoling hope that the new | | 
Union, reconstituted under the auspices of fraternity and reconciliation, will follow with in- | | _ creased energy the path which Providence has traced out for her, and erect before the eyes of 
the world the most sublime monument to the glory of the illustrious victim. 

With these sentiments, the federal council have the honor to renew to Mr. Fogg the as- 
surance of their high consideration. | | . / 

In the name of the federal council. | | | | : : | 7 The president of the confederation, J. SCHENK, © : 
| | The chancellor of the confederation, SCHIESS. | od 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, / | 
: . oO, Berne, May 6, 1865. 

; The undersigned, minister resident of the United States of America in Switzerland, takes 
the earliest opportunity, after a return from a short journey, to acknowledge the receipt of 
the note of their excellencies of the high federal council, expressing their horror of the fearful 
act which has deprived his country of its great and wise chief, and plunged a whole great | | _ people in the profoundest grief. | | | 

This note will be forwarded without delay to Washington, where, if anything can alleviate | 
_ the great national bereavement, it is the universal manifestation of regret with which all | 

Europe, and especially Switzerland, share the grief of the American pevple, and mourn the 
great and good man, so suddenly struck down in the midst of his labors for the glory and | 
regeneration of his country. oe | 

| Among the incidents of his residence in Switzerland the undersigned will always remember, é 
_ with the liveliest satisfaction, that in all the long struggle which, during four years, has de- 7 

veloped the great qualities of President Lincoln, now recognized and honored by the whole 
world, the sympathies of Switzerland have never failed to be on the side of the govern- | 
ment of the United States. 

If other governments have sympathized with a rebellion against popular institutions and | : 
in favor of despotism, the government and people of the Helvetic republic have never wavered | 

: in their friendship towards a great sister republic and in fidelity to their own ancient traditions. : 
For this new testimony of friendship and warm wishes for the reconstitution of the American | 

Union, expressed by the high federal council, as well as for their sympathy in a great - 
national grief, the undersigned tenders to their exceilencies his sincere thanks. 

| With the highest esteem and consideration, | | | 
: | | . GEORGE G. FOGG. |
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| Mr. Hunter to Mr. Fogg. | 

No. 69.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

| | oe | Washington, May 6, 1865. 

Sir: Your despatch, No. 84, of the 14th, and No. 85, of the 18th ultimo, have : 

‘been received. The subject to which that of the earlier date refers, namely, the 

proposed immigration hither of certain Polish refugees now in Switzerland, | 

will receive proper attention. It has already been referred for consideration to ; 

the Secretary of the Interior. | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | / | 

| ' W. HUNTER, ; 
| Acting Secretary. | 

 GeorcGE G. Foae, Esq., §v. Berne. | 

Mr. Fogg to Mr. Hunter. So 

No. 91.] Unirep STATES LEGATION, | ~ &§ 
Berne, May 30, 1865. | : 

Sir: Your circular, dated May 16, enclosing two printed copies of the Presi- 

dent’s proclamation of the 10th instant, relative to insurgent cruisers, is received, | 

and, agreeably to your direction, I this morning waited upon the president of | 

the confederation and placed one of said copies in his hands. OF 

The president remarked that he had already perused a German translation 

of the proclamation, and that he thought it timely and just. If there was ever 

a justification for conceding maritime belligerent rights to the rebels, there could 

seem to be now no excuse for continuing such concession by any neutral or - 

| _ friendly power. | 

The president expressed himself enthusiastically, as he always does, in relation 

| to the future of our great, free republic, which, with slavery destroyed, would | 

leave no stain upon her escutcheon, at which the friends of liberty and popular ; 

institutions in other lands would be compelled to blush. He also asked particu. f 

larly after the state of Mr. Seward’s health, and in reply to my assurance of his , 

steadily improving condition, he wished me to express to Mr. Seward the pro- 

7 found wishes of the entire government and people of Switzerland for his speedy # 

- and complete recovery, and to felicitate him, as also President Johnson, upon : 

7 the end of the war and the near approach of a re-established Union, based on | 

political equality and universal liberty. | | | 

- With the highest respect, your obedient servant, | 
GEORGE G. FOGG. 

Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | —— 

Acting Secretary of State of the United States of America. | 
a / , S 

- | | Mr. Fogg to Mr. Hunter. | 

No. 93.] | Unirep States LEGATION, : | 

| | | | Berne, June 20, 1865. : 

Sir: I have the honor to forward herewith tothe State Department, by the 

hand of Henry A. Smythe, esquire, of New York, appointed bearer of des- 

patches to Washington, two bound volumes, containing over 300 original ad- | 

dresses of congratulation, sympathy, and condolence, from the various cantonal 

governments, municipalities, communes, associations, schools, and leading eiti- 

. zens of Switzerland, expressive of the universal joy occasioned by the triumph- |
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_ ant suppression of the rebellion in the United States ; the destruction of slavery, | 
| and the re-establishment of the American Union, and of the quite as universal 

| sorrow over the assassination of the late President Lincoln, the events of whose ; 
life, and the moment and manner of whose death, will enshrine him in the 
Pantheon of history as the most illustrious character of modern times. a | 

The volumes contain official addresses from the governments of twenty-one | 
. cantons, (all save one, Fribourg,) something more than 20,000 original auto- | 

graphs, comprising all the members of the federal council, members of the | 
cantonal government, magistrates, clergymen, and military officers. | 

i In truth, they comprise the aggregate and congregate voice of all Switzerland, | 
; whose heart, hopes, and prayers, have been with our government in all the long, | 

and bloody, and sometimes apparently doubtful struggle, through which we have | 
assed. 7 | 

' As these various addresses have been sent or brought to me by delegations | 
' or committees I have been obliged to make many brief speeches and write many | 
| letters, returning thanks.in behalf of the government and people of the United | 
: States for a sympathy as sincere and deep as it was universal. . ! 

_ ‘Trusting that these addresses and memorials will be sacredly preserved in the ; 
: archives of the State Department as evidence of the solidarity of sentiments and |! 

| aspirations between the people of Switzerland and those of the United States, : 
| I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | 
| GEORGE G. FOGG. : | 
7 Hon. Witiram H. Sewarp, | | 

_  ‘Seeretary of State of the United States of America. | 
| _. (For the accompaniments see Appendix, separate volume.) | | 

: _ | 

| 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Harrington. | 

No 2] | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | oo Washington, July 25, 1865. | 

Sir: In presenting your letter of credence to his excellency the President of | 
| the Swiss confederation, it will be proper for you, while assuring him of the 
| _ friendly sentiments of the government and people of this country, to state that 
7 the United States, during their recent struggle for unity and for the supremacy 

of their national government, have, among other adverse influences, had to 
| contend with a disposition, at least on the part of some foreign powers, to inter- 

7 fere in the contest. In opposing this disposition they have nut been unmindful 
that the integrity of the Swiss government was under similar circumstances ex- | 

__ternally threatened; but the Swiss nation, by prudence and firmness, success- 
| fully averted the danger. The recollection of that successful achievement of 

. Swiss wisdom and virtue had no small effect in cheering us and enabling us to 
persevere in the same course. | | 

J am, sir, your obedient servant, an i 
| _ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

| GEORGE Harrineton, Hsq., &c., §c., Berne. . ~ 

| . ; Mr, Fogg to Mr. Seward. | 

a No. 102.] Unirep Sratres Leeation, | | 
| | | | | Berne, October 16, 1865. : 

| Sir: Ihave the honor to inform you that my successor, Mr. Harrington, 
reached Berne last Friday, the 13th instant. The same day I called upon the 
president of the confederation to ask as early a day as convenient for the re- ! . fa " 

|
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| ception of the new minister. The president named Monday, the 16th instant, | 

at noon, as the day and hour. Accordingly, precisely at noon to-day lL accom- 

panied Mr. Harrington to the executive chamber in the Palais Federal, where | 
we were received by the president and the chancellor of the confederation. 

On presenting my letter of recall I addressed some brief remarks to the pres- _ 
ident, agreeably to the general tenor of your instructions. I send you herewith 
copies of my address to the president and.of the president’s response. I also | 
send, by permission of Mr. Harrington, copies of his remarks and of the presi- , 
dent’s response. | | ; 

As the train is waiting which takes me to Paris on my way home, you will ; 
please excuse the brevity of this despatch. 

: Your obedient servant, : : 
, GEORGE G. FOGG. 

| Hon. Witttam H. SewarD, | | | 
Oo Secretary of State of the United States of America. | : 

| Mr. Fogg’s address to President Schenk. ; 

, Mr. PRESIDENT: I have the honor to present to your excellency the enclosed letter from 
Mr. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States, advising you of my proposed retirement | 
from the mission with which I have been honvred for several years near the government of the 
Swiss Confederation | In performing this duty it gives me pleasure to assure your excellency, as : 
I am instructed to do, of the friendly sentiments of the President of the United States towards , 
the government and people of Switzerland, and of his determination to lose no opportunity to , 
improve and strengthen the relations of sympathy and good will so long and so happily stb- : 

. sisting between the two countries. I should do injustice to my own feelings, Mr. President, 
if I did not, in this hour of parting, say something more. When I entered upon my mission — : 
here, my country was just entering upon the most fearful crisis that can try a nation—a | 

| civil war—in which two diverse and hostile civilizations are contending for the mastery, and . 
where, the sword once drawn, the one combatant or the other must perish. I need not tell 
you that this great crisis is happily passed, the government and republican institutions of the ; 
United States, emerging from their baptism of blood, stronger thanever. Slavery, our great | 
national reproach, has perished in the conflict it provoked; and henceforth no incubus | 

: remains to cripple the influence or stay the advancement of liberal principles and popular | 
government upon the American continent. | | 

| Many new and important questions will undoubtedly arise out of the armed conflict which 
has just closed, and whose solution will tax the wisdom of the wisest. Of their peaceable | 

| solution, however, in accordance with the demands of reason and justice, 1 have no doubt. - | 
| My. President, I have alluded to this subject because I know how profound is the interest , 

which the republicans of Switzerland feel in regard to all that concerns their great sister ) 
republic on the other side of the Atlantic. I shall never forget the friendly sympathies with | 

| which our long struggle with rebellion was watched, and the joyful enthusiasm with which | 
the triumph of the government was hailed in every portion of the Swiss Confederation. Still : | 

| less can J forget the universal expression of indiguation and mourning which followed the 
- assassination of our great and generous President, whose fidelity, wisdom, and moderation 

had been so conspicuous as, even in a bloody war, to extort the admiration of the world. | 
Mr. President, I bid you, and through you, all your colleagues of the federal council, fare- 

well. Ireturn to my country to find it more happy than when I left it. I shall carry with | 
- me precious memories of your free and beautiful land, and of your people, whose independence 

. and liberties may God preserve. a 

| | President Schenk’s response to Mr. Fogg. | 

[ Translation. ] | | 

Mr. MINISTER: By the letter you have just now communicated to us, we have learned | 
| that you are guing to-leave our country, and to retire from the mission with which you were 

- charged by your government near the Confederation during late years. | 
During this time the eyes of the Swiss people and of the whole world were fixed almost | 

exclusively on the great events of your country. We saw—not spring into existence, for it | 
existed and was in preparation through a decade of years—but burst into action, the rebellion, 
which tended to nothing less than to tear asunder the glorious Union of North America. We | 

: saw it suddenly plunged into a war, which became trom year to year more vast and more | 
mo |
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formidable. We saw the star-spangled banner of the republic surrounded by enemies and by | 
_ dangers; but we saw also that it was protected by a heroic nation, and that the greater the | 

i danger, and multiplied force of enemies, the more did strength, unity, confidence, and patriot- a 
: ism increase. During this time, the Swiss people—I dare will aver it—shared with you, Mr. | | 

Minister, in the sorrow, indignation, fears, hopes, trust, and, at last, also in the joy, when | 
_ humanity triumphed over slavery, and the republic over its enemies within and without. | 

The Swiss people felt only’ too well that the fate of the great republic involved also a portion | 
| of their own destinies. That period will remain inscribed with all those emotions on our | 

memories, and we cannot remember them without calling to mind at the same time the worthy | 
: representative of the United States who has become so united in feeling with and so dear | 

to us. 
_ Carry with you, Mr. Minister, our thanks for the assurances of good will you have been | 

7 pleased in the name of your government to renew to us, and please to say to your govern- | 
ment how happy we are to witness the continuance and the strengthening of the relations of 
sympathy which so happily exist between the two republican nations. | 

| | = Mr. Horrington’s address to President Schenk. | 

Mr. PRESIDENT: In presenting to your excellency my letter of credence as minister resi- . : 
dent of the United States near the Swiss Confederation, I am instructed by the Secretary of | 
‘State to assure you of the friendly sentiments entertained by the government and people of : 
the United States towards the Swiss Confederation. 

: _ Lam further authorized to say that the United States in their recent struggle for unity and | 
| for the supremacy of the national government, have, among other adverse influences, had to | 

contend with a disposition, at least on the part of some foreign powers, to interfere in the | 
: contest. In opposing this disposition they have not been unmindful that the integrity of the | 

Swiss Confederation was under similar circumstances externally threatened, but the Swiss 
nation, by prudence and firmness, successfully averted the danger. The recollection of that 
successful achievement of Swiss wisdom and virtue had no small effect in cheering us and | | 
enabling us to persevere in the same course. . - . 

It will be my pleasure, Mr. President, as well as my duty, to preserve, and, if possible, to | 
| . strengthen the friendly relations so happily existing between the two republics. - | 

| . | 
: President Schenk’s response to Mr. Harrington. | 

7 _ [Translation. ] | 

| On receiving the communication which you have just made to me, I must at once express 
| our great satisfaction that the government of the United States has not allowed any interval 

os in the representation in Switzerland. We see therein, with great pleasure, proof positive of 
the interest it feels for the Swiss people and government, of which we are happy now to ' 
receive new assurances. We also attach great importance to the continuance of this friend- | 
ship, and will not forget on our part to do all that depends on us to keep up and add to the | 

, friendly relations which exist between the two countries. You have pleased to tell us that | 
in the recent contest the government and people remember the partially analogous position | 
In which Switzerland was placed some years ago, when a part of the cantons took arms | | 
against the confederation, and foreign powers menaced us with their interference. You | 
remark that the people of the United States found encouragement in the recollection of the ( 
course which in that condition had been followed by the confederation, and the success which 4 
had crowned that course. Allow me to reply, Mr. Minister, that the encouragement which 

. the United States may have found in our. recent. history is but little in comparison with the 
' fresh impulse and additional strength which our thoughts and our republican convictions | : 

have drawn out from your magnificent history of recent years. When after the terrible | 
, assassination of President Lincoln, happening at a most critical moment, the republic, with- , 

out being shaken for an instant, continued its course with a sure and firm step, that was for 
us, as for you, a triumph of republican institutions, and powerful strengthening of all hearts | 
in the love of these institutions. — | 

___ Accept, Mr. Minister, the assurance of our deep sympathy in the happiness of your country, : 
for the President and his government who have sent you to us, and be convinced that we | 
‘will endeavor to facilitate, as much as will depend on us, the accomplishment of the mission 
with which you are charged. ce : | 7 

. 

| | |
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Mr. Seward to Mr. Harrington. 

No. 3.] | ae - DEPARTMENT oF State, 
| Ue Washington, November 1, 1865. 

Sir: On the 20th of June last. your predecessor, Mr. Fogg, transmitted to this 
department a despatch, No. 93, which was accompanied by two large folio 
volumes. ‘The contents were in manuscript. These consisted of addresses and | 
other communications from the government of Switzerland, the governments of 
its several cantons, the municipalities and corpotations and the citizens of 

Switzerland, to the government and people of the United States. All of thése 
_ had been elicited by some oneor more of the great events which occurred in this 

country on or about the middle of April last, namely, the surrender of the insur- 
_ rectionary armies, the realization of the abolition of slavery, the close of our 

civil war, the assassination of the late President, Abraham Lincoln; with com- 
bined conspiracies and assaults against the Vice-President and other persons 
connected with the government, the inauguration of the present Chief Magistrate, | 

| aud the auspicious beginning of his administration. : , 
. These papers were from time to time delivered to and acknowledged by Mr. | 

_ Fogg, and on their being received at this department they were immediately 
laid before the President of the United States, by whom they were read with , 

__ feelings of profound and affectionate gratitude to the government and people of | 
_ Switzerland. He remarked with especial satisfaction the unanimity of that peo- 

| ple, the benevolent and fraternal character of their sympathies with the govern- 
_ ment and people of the United States, and the hopefulness of their sentiments. : 

concerning the prosperity and advancement of the free institutions of self-gov- as 
ernment. He was deeply affected also by the generosity of their tributes which 

_ the precious volumes contained to the memory of his predecessor, who had given : 
| up his life a sacrifice for the principles of this government, now so intimately 

connected with the great cause of humanity throughout the world. 
_ It was the President’s direction that the papers should be deposited as a per- Oe 
petual memorial in the archives of the government, and that the sentiments they - 

| _ contained should be communicated in due season to the Congress of the United 
States. It was further his direction that an acknowledgment of the precious oe 

| _ tributes should be promptly made. It devolves upon this department to exe- | 
( cute this last direction. Casualties which occurred early in the year arrested | 

the efficiency of the department, and caused the delay which I have now to ex- 
cuse. You will read this despatch to the minister of foreign affairs of the re-. | 

_ public of Switzerland, and give him a copy of it, if he will consent to receive the 
same and you will at the same time inform the minister that it will be ‘deemed | 

| a favor if you shall be permitted to promulgate the despatch, and thus to make _ 
known in the most effectual way possible the grateful sentiments which have 
been awakened in the government and people of the United States towards the | 
government and people of Switzerland, by the manifestations they have thus 
given us of their sympathies and friendship. 

IT subjoin a list of the addresses and other papers received from Mr. Fogg, 
and venture to ask that it may be published together with this despatch, with a 
desire that the various parties therein named will be pleased to regard that pub- . ! 

_ lication as an acknowledgment made to themselves. It is confessed thatin 
_ adopting this summary form of acknowledgment, I am unable to give full and | 

| discriminate expression of the sentiment of the United States: but proceedings. 
| on the part of the government of Switzerland vary so much, and so generously, 

| from customary forms of national intercourse, that I have not been able to bring | 
| my response to them within any measure of acknowledgments heretofore adopted | 

in international correspondence. — - 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, . 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. a 
.  GerorcEe Harrineron, Esq., §c., &c., Berne. | 
oe 15 Dc * * | ,
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: Mr. Seward to Mr. Harrington. : 

No. 3.] — | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: Washington, November 17, 1865, _ | 

Sir: Mr. Fogg’s despatch bearing. date October 16, and numbered 102, — : 
has been received. It gives an account of the ceremonies which occurred on — | 
taking his leave, and your presentation of your credentials to the President of | 
Switzerland. The narrative is very interesting. Mr. Fogg’s speech was proper oT 
in all respects, and your own was in accordance with instructions. The Presi- — | 
dent’s replies to Mr. Fogg and yourself have given especial satisfaction to the : 
President of the United States. | | | / 

a Congratulating you upon so auspicious a beginning of you mission, I have the | 
honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

Oo - | | ~ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
George Harrineton, Esq., §c., §c., Berne. : 

| 2 
: | ! 

ae | 

7 a 

| 

| - | :
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oe JAPAN. : 

| | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. oe : 

No. 69.] LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
| | Kanagawa, December 6, 1864. 

Sir: As you have been already advised by telegram of the 29th ultimo, via 
San Francisco; Major George Walter Baldwin and Lieutenant Robert N. Bird, | 
officers of the 2d battalion, 20th regiment of British army, stationed at this 
place, were murdered on the 21st ultimo, by two yakunins, while in citizen’s dress, 
near Kamakura, within the treaty limits. The murder was witnessed by several 
unarmed Japanese, who were laboring at a short distance from the place, and 

| the assassins immediately fled. “ 
Intelligence of this sad event was communicated to the foreign representation 

about midnight of that day, and it was stated one of the officers was still alive ; a 
| _ but when the British officials and escort arrived at the place, about 3 a.m. the 

next day, both officers were found dead and the bodies placed on mats in the 
public highway, with a rough shed over them and fearfully cut to pieces, as has 
been invariably the case in all such assassinations. | | 

I united with my colleague of France in commissioning the Abbé Mermet de 
Cachon, attached to his legation, to proceed to Yedo and represent to the Gorogio 
that the murder had caused great excitement in the regiment, as the officers 
were much beloved, and that it might be impossible to guard against retaliatory 
measures. We thought this suggestion might increase the desire and efforts for 
the arrest of the murderers. The Abbé Mermet on his return reported that the 
Gorogio very earnestly, and apparently with entire sincerity, promised that no 

_ effort should be omitted to bring the offenders to punishment. 
| I enclose Nos. 1 and 2, copy of my letter to the Gorogio, and translation of 

their reply. | 
I have not failed to give the British minister my hearty co-operation, hav- 

| ing at his request been present at all the interviews he has had with the 
Japanese Vice- Minister Sakai Hida No Kami and the governors of foreign affairs 
associated with him. I have also at his request carefully examined the evidence 
taken by the British consul, with a view to such suggestions for farther inquiry 
as I might deem necessary, and to such representations as the testimony already 

_ taken might render proper to be addressed to the Japanese government. 
oe We have been forced to the painful conclusion that one of the officers, | 

Lieutenant Bird, must have been put to death as late as 9 or 10 o’clock in the 
| evening, the attack having been made on them between 4 and 5 o’clock in the | 

afternoon; and if so, then by other than the two murderers, as they immedi- 
ately left the place. One Japanese witness testifies that the younger officer, | 

._ Lieutenant Bird, asked that a messenger should be sent to Yokohama to give in- 
telligence of their condition ; another that this officer asked for water anddrunk | 
it; two others that after the murderers escaped they saw one of the officers | 
(identified, from his position when seen, as Lieutenant Bird) sitting up and then 
fall back. In short, eleven witnesses in some form or other testify to his having : 

| been alive after the escape of the murderers. And yet the post-mortem exam- 
ination disclosed the fact, that the spinal chord had been completely severed, the 
wound being of a character which rendered it impossible for him to live after 
its infliction. Noris it open to the explanation that the spinal column only was 
cut through, as found on the examination, and that the chord might have been
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- ruptured by moving the body after death, as the surgeons who made the exam- | 

| ination testify that the chord was severed by a clean cut; and further, it is not 

oo possible he could have sat up, even if it were not severed, with so fearful a cut | 

| through the bone alone. a —_ 
_° ‘Phis evidence made a profound impression on the vice-minister. Thefearful | 

| suspicion excited, together with the tardiness of the governor of this place in | 

making known to the foreign representatives the intelligence he had received, 

| (a delay of nearly three hours being admitted, which he says, in excuse, were 

| - oceupied in giving instructions to his officers, and with a report to Yedo,) in- 2 

duced me to concur with the British minister in his opinion that the governor 

should be dismissed from office. The vice-minister asked that no formal demand | 

should be made, as that might embarrass the action of the Gorogio. The gov- 

| ernor has been dismissed. | oo = | | 

Oo I hope that our improved relations and the increased power of the T'ycoon’s 

- government will impart to it the desire and ability to bring the offenders to 

_ justice. Bo - a -_ | 

: I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 

4 ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 
a a | Minister Resident in Japan. , 

Hon. Wm. H. SEWARD, | 
Secretary of State, Washington. 7 | — | | 

| | No. 1. ne | | 7 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 

oe | oe | - Kanagawa, November 22, 1864. | 

_ The atrocious murder of two British officers has created so much feeling in this commu- | | 

nity, extending to officers and men of both the British land forces and fleet now at this place, 2 
ds to induce his excellency the minister of France and myself to commission the Abbé Mer- — | 

. met to explain to your excellencies the critical situation of affairs, and the measures which, 

| in our judgment, your excellencies should immediately adopt for the preservation of good | 

: faith, and in the interests of peace. } | | 

With respect and esteem, | | | Oo | 

- : - ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 
| Minister Resident of the United States in Japan, | 

| Their Excellencies the MINISTERS OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, dc., Yedo. | 

, No. 2. | | | 

| We have the honor to inform you that the intelligence of the murder of two Britsh officers . ~ 
| - in the vicinity of the town of Pruatshee, in Soshu, (Sagami,) has filled us with pain and hor- 

ror. Since the opening of the ports many deplorable events occurred, and we always did 
« all in our power to arrest the culprits, but without success. | | 

| This makes us despair, and grieves us exceedingly. We must say, however, that al- 
| though the troubled state of part of our country favors the rising of such banditti, we have | 

| better means than formerly of discovering them. We are aware that, should we fail to ap- . 

prehend the murderers, our friendly relations might be jeoparded. This is a matter of the 
greatest importance. We have, therefore, sent the vice-minister of foreign affairs to your - 

_place to make an investigation, and direct the measures to be taken to insure a successful . 

— . result. . , . | 

We had a conference to-day with Mr. Cachou, who fully explained to us the impressions | 
and observations of the ministers in regard to this murder, and feel convinced of the accuracy 
and great weight of his communication, which will stimulate our exertions to arrest the cul- , 

| prits. We have made it a point of absolute duty to come to a satisfactory conclusion before | 

the departure of Sir Rutherford Alcock, the ministegof Great Britain, which we state to your a 

excellency with respect and esteem. : 

The 24th day of the 10th month of the first year of Gengi, (November 23d, 1864.) 
a on MIDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI. | 

| | | | ABE BUNGO NO KAMI. | 
ae SUWA INABA NO KAMI, , 
His Excellency RoBERT H. PRUYN, ) 

Oo Minister Resident of the United States of America, &c. |
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Pruyn. 

- | [ Extract. ] 

. No. 86.] | DEPARTMENT. OF STATE, ) 
oo | : Washington, December 14, 1864. 

Str: Your despatch of October 12, No. 62, has been received, together with 
its voluminous appendix. | | | | 

_ The questions you have been obliged to consider, and the measures which 
you have feund it necessary to adopt in maintaining the treaty-guaranteed rights | 
of the United States in Japan, were very grave and important. The difficulties 
of the case were greatly enhanced by the manifest need there was for intimate, | 
cordial and hearty co-operation between yourself and the representatives of the 

_ other western powers. Having carefully examined the proceedings, lam au- 
thorized by the President to assure you they are fully approved. * * * | 

| | 1 am, sir, your obedient servant, 
Oo | ae WILLIAM H. SEWARD. a 

Rosert H. Prouyn, Esq., $c., &c., Kanagawa. | a 

| 7 Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. | 

| [ Extract. ] 

No. 71.] - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
| | | | Kanagawa, December 29, 1864. 

. Sir: I have the satisfaction to inform you that Shimidzu Seigi, one of the 

murderers of Major Baldwin and Lieutenant Bird, has been arrested and be- 
| headed, and that the same fate has befallen two of his comrades, who, though not | 

present at the time of the murder, formed a part of the band associated for the 
| destruction of foreigners. : | | | 

| The two latter were first arrested, having, in company with Seigi, made a forced 
levy on some Japanese farmers, claiming they should contribute to their sup- — 7 

) port, as they, the Lronius, were combined for the purpose of exterminating for- 
| eigners. The farmers succeeded in effecting the arrest of all but the principal | 

offender, though several were severely wounded, and two of their number have 
not survived their wounds. | SO 

The Lronius were brought to this place and publicly beheaded. SC 
Some time after their execution Seigi, having been traced by means of the 

money taken from the farmers, among which were some old coins, was likewise | 
apprehended. He was, after his trial at Yedo, brought to this place, confronted 
with the witnesses who saw the murder at Kamakura, and in the presence of 
the British vice-consul fully identified as one of the murderers. He was then 
paraded through the Japanese and foreign quamers of the town, preceded by a — 
placard stating his crime and sentence, and the next day was beheaded in the | 
presence of numerous spectators, including the battalion of the 20th regiment, 

_ the battalion of royal marines, the artillery, and a great number of naval and | 
— military officers. ‘Thus for the first time has punishment been inflicted on Jap- 

anese for the murder of foreigners. The offenders were two-sworded_men and 
‘ . gaid to be well educated. I saw the murderer Seigi as he was paraded through 

the streets. He appeared to be a resolute, desperate man, totally unaffected by | 
his situation unless, indeed, glorying in it. He improvised a song as he was se 
aken throvgh the streets, and sang even up to the moment of his death.
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The government have caused notices to be affixed at.the places where public _ 
notices are put up at Kamakura, and at this place, of the sentence and punish- 
ment of Seigi; and his head was placed for five days near the bridge over the 

- largest stream between this place and the Tokaido. © | 
_. This energetic action of the government will probably afford greater protection | 
to foreigners than has. heretofore been extended, but it can scarcely be expected | 
to put a stop to assassinations. Some desperate characters hearing of Seigi’s _ | 

| bold demeanor and of his dying declaration that foreigners would be the ruin of | 
| Japan, may not be deterred from the commission of similar crimes, but rather | 

. inclined to covet his posthumous fame. . | 
_ As stated above, the government have caused. a proclamation to be placed at 
prominent points within the treaty limits, to insure more effectually the safety 
of foreigners. oe | 

_ This has been, perhaps, in consequence of a suggestion I made to the vice- 
minister, Sakai Hida no Kami, of the character referred to in my unofficial letter 
giving you an account of the murder, that the officers and inhabitants who should 
fail to warn foreigners of an apprehended attack, or to capture those engaged 
in it, should be punished. * * * ** * OK 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
, | ROBERT H. PRUYN, | | 

| . Minister Resident in Japan. | 
Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. a | 

| Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. — | | 

‘No. 72.| a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
: . Kanagawa, December 30, 1864. | 

/ Sir: While there can be no doubt that the Tycoon is far more powerful ! 
| than the Mikado, and has at his command the wealth and military force of the , 

| empire, the influence of the latter has, of late years, been frequently and po- | 
- tentially exerted in controlling public affairs, and determining the policy of the | 

empire. | | 
Theoretically, the Mikado is the Emperor, and the Tycoon, though not nom- | 

inally even next in rank, is clothed with the executive power of the empire. | 
- The Mikado confers all titles of nobility, and any edict issued by him must be 

* obeyed. These orders may, however, be easily evaded and he kept in ignorance © 
| of such disobedience, in consequence of his seclusion, or, if openly disregarded, 

‘the Emperor is forced to submit, because destitute of means to enforce obedience. 
_ As I have explained, this shadow of power may become real and formidable 
by the aid of Daimios, who, though nominally subject to the Tycoon, as well 
as the Mikado, may be emboldened to defy the Tycoon’s power, especially if 

- shielded by the orders of the Mikado, to whom fealty is first due. | - 
_ Thave felt, as I have on several occasions informed you, that it was of vital 
importance to obtain the sanction of the Mikado to the treaties. ‘There can be 
no question that his public proclamation to that effect would contribute greatly — | 
to the peace of the empire, and to the improvement of its relations with foreign | 

| powers, by putting it out of the power of the hostile Daimios to justify their 
-. hostility, by the real or pretended opposition of the Mikado to the treaties. 

I have, therefore, frequently urged upon the Tycoon’s government that the 
Mikado’s assent to the treaties should be obtained, in justice to the treaty pow- |
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ers, and as a measure of security and stability to his own government. In the 
numerous interviews before and consequent on the operations at Simonoseki, 
my colleagues and myself united in pressing this closely and energetically on 
the government of the Tycoon. 

| We have been assured that the Mikado and Tycoon were at length in accord 
on this subject, and that, as soon as the Tycoon had completed his preparations 

for the security of the Mikado, the latter would make public proclamation 
thereof ; but that it would not be safe for him to do so at present, as he was 
surrounded by and under the control of powerful numbers of the Sako or hos- 
tile party. . 
The Gorogio finally agreed that the minister, one of their number who had 

represented them at Kioto, should address a letter to the ministers of treaty 
powers, stating that the Mikado had avowed his friendship toward foreigners, 
and that he would embrace the earliest safe opportunity to declare the same 
publicly. Letter No. 1 was thereupon sent to each of the ministers, but was 
returned, because not sufficiently explicit. It was again transmitted to us with 
a confidential enclosure, of which I now send translation. (Enclosure No. 2.) 

This is an important paper, provided we are assured of the sincerity of the 
| Tycoon’s government, as conclusive upon the point that the Mikado, as well 7 

as the Tycoon, has abandoned all hope of closing the ports and all opposition © | 
to the treaties. \ | | 

, A large force has been sent from Yedo, well armed and disciplined, uniformed 
| for the first time like foreign troops, to swell the numbers gathered and assem- 

bled at Osacca for the purpose of enforcing the sentence against Choshu. I 
have asked that information be given of the progress of events, but cannot, as 
yet, say whether this can be expected. 

I also enclose No. 3, translation of a very able and interesting letter sent to | 
| the British minister before the expedition to Simonoseki, which you will see __ 

contains statements corresponding with items of information already trans- 
mitted, and which I am inclined to regard as a more satisfactory history of the 
intrigues caused by the treaties than we have hitherto been fortunate enough to | 
obtain. 

| So many of the facts stated are known to be true as to justify the belief 
that the history of the secret conferences at Kioto may be regarded as reliable. 

[have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
ROBERT H. PRUYN, 

| Minister Resident in Japan. 
a Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, 

_ Secretary of State. 

Oo . No. 1. 

- . | [ Translation. } : 

a I have the honor to state in writing that, upon my arrival at Kioto, I fully represented the __ 
, circumstances of the relations with the treaty powers, as previously stated to you at the in- 

| ~  terview with my colleagues—the meaning of all of which was understood—wherefore every- 
: thing, as hitherto, will be strictly observed ; but now an important opportunity is presented 

to tranquillize the public feeling—the order for despatching troops for the punishment of 
Choshu having been issued, it is, therefore, desirable that you will note this first. | 
With respect and esteem. | 
The 23d day of the 10th month of the first year of Gengi, (Né.) (November 22, 1864. ) 

7 ABE BUNGO NO KAMI. | 
His Excellency ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 

Minister Resident of the United States of America, &c. | |
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No. 2. i | 

— [ Translation. ] | 

The present state of the relations of our government with the foreign powers has been well 
understood and acquiesced in at Kioto, as I stated in the accompanying letter of this date, : 

| the 23d; hence the sending of envoys to the foreign countries has been abandoned, and the ~ 
closing of ports shall not be mentioned; but there still remains hostile persons, and the | 
Choshu matter has not been disposed of, wherefore I cannot communicate this to you in an | 
official letter; those hostile persons, and also Choshu, will soon be punished, however, and 
when his Majesty the Mikado shall have been informed accordingly, this will be settled defi- 
nitely, and a communication again be made. As the secret meaning could not be made per- 
fectly clear to you from the accompanyiug letter alone, I now state that meaning privately 

| gnd in a friendly manner, and it is requested that you will keep this secret and not let it be 
nown. | 

| ABE BUNGO NO KAMI. 

| | | No. 3. 

: | 7 [ Translation. ] 

A Japanese giving an account of the state of affairs at present existing in his country, with | 
a glance at the unsettled and agitated feelings of its inhabitants, and wishing to learn by | 

. what means it may be possible to change or calm down these oppositions for some time i 
prevailing. — : re 

A peculiar state of affairs exists in this country. The person who is our Emperor we od 
eall-‘Fenshi, Son of Heaven; he lives in Kioto, and for a long time (the length of a cotton- , | 
thread) has reigned oyer us. The higher officers surrounding him, as his immediate minis- 
ters, we call Kangé. In olden times the Mikado governed by himself with the assistance of | | 
these officers. But now even centuries have elapsed since the government fell into the hands | 

| of a man of a military character, (Booké,) the Sai Shogung, (Tycoon.) By a state of con- 2 
fusion introduced into the government, by making small things large, and reducing large 
ones by bringing about violent and astonishing changes, the government assumed a new 
form and lapsed into the hands of the Tokugawa dynasty, whose reign has continued to the | 
resent day. oO 7 i 

P For more than three hundred: years the government was carried on by the direct line of | 
the house of Tokugawa, and during that period the country enjoyed profound peace. 

— The Mikado left everything in the hands of the Tycoon, and the power of the military, | 
Booké, came far to exceed that of the officer of the Mikado. 

- At this period Japan was closed, and of all nations, the Dutch and Chinese alone were 
privileged to have trading relations with us. But Commodore Perry appeared, and at Uraga | 

| and Yedo insisted upon making a treaty of commerce and friendship. ‘The Tycoon called a : 
meeting of Daimios, and put before them the demands of Perry, and asked their opinion 
whether the ports should be opened for foreign intercourse, or whether they were prepared | 
to engage in a war and commence hostilities. : an | 2 

, For along time the question was discussed, but no person of sufficient might and fore- | 
thought was there to give good advice. Among those most opposed to the Daimios was ! 
the prince of Mito, but as they were. not prepared for war, it was judged better to defer : | 

ostilities. : 

| A member of the Gorogio, a very clever and far-seeng statesman, Abe Ise no Kami, know- | 
ing well all the merits and demerits of the question at issue, concluded a treaty, when Perry | 

| appeared a second time, without any further reference to the other Daimios and the national. 
feelings, and consequently many nations came to Japan. But the people who were on the 
side of the prince of Mito, and desirous of making war with foreign countries, rather than sub- 

| mit to such a new order of things, have made of late years great disturbances, (like wasps dis- | 
turbed in their nests, ) retainers of Daimios, throwing up their masters and becoming Lronius, | 

_ Were going through the ccuntry assembling people of their own ideas, went to Kioto. and | 
represented to the Mikado that foreigners should be driven out of the country. These igno- 3 
rant people further represented to the Mikado that there is no better country in the world | 
than Japan, producing everything good for man, and have, therefore, no wants from without so 

a, to be supplied, and that now, for the first time, we have had intercourse with foreign coun- 
tries—trade ruins the interest of Japan. All the articles of daily use have been scarce, and 

_ great is the suffering of the country people in consequence ;' this has been undoubtedly the 
fault of the government of Tokugawa. oo | | | 

The Tycoon has ignored the Mikado, and his authority does not obey his orders, but looks 
| only to his own advantage. : | 7
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From what these officers report to the Mikado he believes them, and had little idea of the 
strength of other countries; the retainers of Choshu also trusted in the Lronius, and came to 
the conclusion that foreigners ought not to be allowed to remain any longer in Japan. . 
| Three traitorous officers of the Mikado, Sango, Anega Kojo, and Nakayama caused much 
difficulty by raising alarming reports and making false and unfounded representations to the _ 

. Mikado. ‘The power of the court of Kioto, however, waxed great and began to rise like the 
: morning sun, in its strength, while that of Yedo was gradually declining like a setting one. : 

| Thereupon, Satsuma, and other powerful Daimios, seeing the drift of things, assembled at 
Kioto, and took counsel together, with a view of discussing the errors of the government, 
and of applying some remedy to its weakness. Among these Daimios, some were foremost 
In proposing to put off the closing of Japan until the country should become sufficiently rich . 

. and powerful to accomplish it effectually, and without dishonor. But Choshu, backed in his 
designs by Anega and Sango, succeeded in influencing the Mikado, and making it falsely 
known that the Mikado had declared himself for the closing of Japan, to which he had only 
given a partial and undecided consent. | - 

~ Accordingly, on the 10th of the fifth month, the order forthe breaking off of all relations with , 
the foreigners was on its way to Yedo. Although the Daimios did not approve of these proceed- 
ings, they were still obliged to yield to the order of closing, supposed to have emanated from 
the court of the Mikado. They regretted the fact, and left Kioto. OO 

_ Jn the mean time, fruitless negotiations were going on in Yokohama with the foreigners. . 
But now, Choshu, exasperated at the issue of his favorite plans, fired upon the men-of- : 

war and merchant vessels of France, Holland, and America, contrary to all existing laws or 
rules. Meanwhile, in Kioto, the ill-designing Sango, and Anega Kojo were in constant 

_ league with Lronius, and deceiving the Mikado; but at length the Koogay Anega Kojo fell 
| by the hands of those in favor of the foreigners—he was murdered by a Dajimio’s retainer, | 

in secret. But still the affairs were not settled, notwithstanding many consultations and 
discussions, which, although worth recording, I shall not now repeat. | 

Envoys were sent by the Tycoon to Choshu to examine into his conduct; they were mur- | 
dered, and fell victims to the revenge of Choshu. : 

Satsuma’s eyes were opened since the fight at Kagolima, and affairs appeared to him in a 
new light; he changed in favor of foreigners, and thought now of making his country pow- 
erful and completing his armaments. Many Daimios began to take serious thought at the a 

—— battle of Kagolima and its results, and began fo calculate the disadvantages of being hostile _ 
. to foreigners. 7 oO . a 

. Choshu’s power was sinking fast, and the fire of his doings was burning itself out. One | 
of the ministers of Choshu, called Masida Dango, a very cunning and designing man, sent | 

_ for his retainers in all directions, assembled all the Lronius, and wentto Kioto, and proposed 
: to the Mikado and his officers that they should go to the god of Dai Sui Koo, in the province 

of Isi, in order to pray for the expulsion of the foreigners, his covert design being to carry . 
him captive to Yedo, close Yokohama, and upset the dynasty of Tokugawa, and assume the . 
Tycoonship himself. This was discovered in Kioto, and Choshu was expelled from the cap- 
ital by the Daimios Aisoo, Satsuma, Yekamonno, Kami, Himesi, and Esteizen. 

The Koogays concerned in the plot of Choshu, afraid that punishment might overtake | 
them, threw up their appointments, left Kioto, and took refuge in the territories of Choshu 

| The remainder of the Lronius went to the province of Yamato and raised a rebellion there, | 
used violence, and murdered many unoffending country people. 

. The Mikado called a meeting of Daimios at Kioto, and they went there again last year, in 
the eleventh month. At this meeting much had been discussed about the foreigners trading | 
in Japan, but without any definite resolution being come to. | 

After this Choshu fired upon a steamer at Satsuma at anchor at Tauonra, and burned also 
some cotton junks at Kamimoseka. This caused the Mikado to give an order to the Tycoon 
topunish Choshu. The Tycoon promised this, and called in secret upon Satsuma, Heigo and 
-Kohula, Geshu, Unshu, and Inshu to carry the order into effect. Before punishment could - 
be inflicted, Choshu got news of the intended expedition against him and gathered together Oo 

| many Lronires to defend him, and made them spread reports in his favor. . 
| The following is a record of his misdemeanors and crimes: | | oo 

| . First offence.—Choshu, Mito, Isihasi, Bisen, Inaba, and the Lronius informed the other 
/ - Daimios that Satsuma, Higo, and Etiszen were friendly with foreigners and desire commerce 
| and opening of the country, and that therefore their advice should not be accepted; they also | 
| informed the Koogays to the same purport. oo | 

Second offence.—Choshu, Mito, Isihasi, Bisen, Insha, and the Lronius told the merchants 
_ of Ohosaka thatthe reasons why all the articles of daily use had become so dear was that 

Satsuma, Higo, and Etiszen had sent them all to Nagasaki, and sold them there tc foreigners, * 
_ which caused great misery to the inhabitants of Japan. The merchants of Ohosaka believed 

these statements to be true and took great dislike to Satsuma, Higo and Etiszen. 
a ‘Third offence.—Choshu burned a cotton junk belonging to Satsuma at Kaminoseki and 

_ murdered the officer on board the same, exposed his head at Ohosaka with the statement 
that Satsuma was desirous of foreign trade and was making large gain by sending the | 

. +
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necessities of daily use to foreign countries, and that this man whose head was exposed wsa | 
punished in obedience to the mandate of Heaven. Also some hundreds of people were 
murdered by Choshu in secret for trading with foreigners. | 

Fourth offence.—Last year, on the 8th month, Choshu, by intriguing through the Koogay 
Sango, tried to excuse himself to the Mikado by addressing him in writing. At present 

, Sango isin Choshu and entertained under his protection. — . 
| “Fifth offence.—Choshu tried to embitter the Tycoon against Satsuma by spreading reports — | 

| that Satsuma tried to usurp the Tycoonship himself. , | . 
There are many other crimes and offences committed by Choshu which.are too numerous to 

be recounted here. | 
For a third time the Daimois assembled in Kiota, but they were not clever and farseeing, | 

so that they were nearly all for the closing of the ports. The only Daimios who were in 
favor of the opening were Satsuma, and Etiszen, and a few others of smaller importance. | 
Therefore Satsuma and Etiszen were not admitted in the council of the Daimios, and the 
Tycoon, Isihatsi, Kawakai, Itakoosa and other Daimios were misled by Choshu and formed 

| the resolution to close Yokohama and only allow trade to go on in Nagasaki and Hakodati. 
This successful stroke raised Choshu again into further importance, so that the presence 

of Satsuma, Heigo, Geshu (Aki, ) who were in favor of the opening, were no longer required oy 
| in Kiota, which made them much regret the consequences of such ill-advised resolutions, and 

they returned to their respective provinces grieved and their influence much impaired. The 
| remaining Daimios fixed upon the utumn of this year as the time for the closing of Yokohama. 

Stotsbasi was appointed defender and commander-in-chief of the Ohosaka castle and de- 
fences of the seacoast. He is about to erect more than twenty batteries and arm them with 

- gome 3,000 cannon to be made with all speed in order to protect the county. — 
Postscriet.—I have heard that two Dutch men-of-war have arrived here with instructions 

from their king to obtain satisfaction for the insult offered to their flag and the injury com- : 
mitted last year at Simonoseki, and that the English ships are to accompany them to co- | 
operate with them. I sincerely hope that this report may turn out to be true in the interest 

. of my own county. Although I am a very ignorant person, it appears to me that from the ; 
Mikado down to the Lronius there is a considerable darkness and ignorance prevailing as to 
the progress of events and civilization of foreign countries, and that therefore they look down | 
upon foreigners as brutal savages, believing themselves in their conceit to be wonderfully pow- 
erful, and to this ignorance can be traced the jmmoderate desire that exists for the closing of | 

- the country. Choshu looks upon his conduct as a great deed, as having been the cause of 
_ ‘the closing of the ports. . This shall cause also a general war with the whole of Japan, which 
shall not only cost the lives of many thousands and impoverish the empire, but also be ~ | 
bought by Great Britain with many lives, which is contrary to the rules of the gods. If now | 
‘Great Britain would have mercy upon our uncivilized people and teach them the power of 
your government, and, together with Holland, destroy.Choshu, in so doing showing the forces | 

and power of war to the whole empire, this would open the eyes of the whole of Japan, and 
acknowledging their mistake, they would in future observe the treaties. | : | 

In case this could not be done speedily, it would be good then to go to Ohosaka to show | 
_ the British forces to the Mikado and make a new treaty with him. This would have the 

desired effect without any loss of lives. an | | 
That I, a Japanese by birth, should request you to send ships to Chosu, must be viewed 

| by you with astonisment and like a traitor to my country, but it is because our country- | 
people being ignorant of the power of Great Britain are only desirous of closing Japan, in 
which case civilization would never spread over our country. | 

_ For many years I have contemplated and regretted the above state of things, but there is 7 
little help for it, and therefore I again beg, that in order to save and enlighten our country- | 
people, you will kill the prince of Choshu, and then my wishes will be fulfilled. | 

Although I intended to enter further upon the particulars respecting the present state of | 

- affairs in Japan, it would not be ready for the departure of the Dutch ship-of-war, and there- | 
fore you will kindly take all that I have said in a favorable light. 

[No signature and no date.] | 

- | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 7.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | | 

oo | Kanagawa, January 21, 1865. 

-$1r: Under the provisions of the various treaties with Japan, citizens and 
subjects of the several powers have been assigned land, subject to an annual 

rent payable to the government, without the payment of any sum by way of 

| . |
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| purchase money. When land was of merely a nominal value, this was produc- 
: tive of no mischief, but this settlement has increased with such rapidity, and 
7 the improvements are now of so substantial a character, as to have caused a 

great rise in property. The poorest lots in the settlement have been sold at 
from $4,000 to $5,000 each, and lots in more favorable situations have increased | 
more than tenfold in value since I have been in Japan, so that the present 

| annual rental may be regarded as fully equal to the price asked for lots on my 
arrival. It is obvious that a strong temptation is thus offered to adventurers in 

| China and elsewhere to come to Japan, demand a lot, realize a handsome profit, 
| and then leave the country for new-comers to repeat the operation. Another 

difficulty has arisen from claims being preferred that an assignment of lands 
- should be made to the powers with whom treaties have more recently been~ 

| made for their subjects, in the same proportion as already granted to those first - 
on the ground. 

My colleagues and myself have desired to remedy as far as possible those 
evils and to guard against speculation in lands (as heretofore) to be acquired 

- from the government. With that view we have entered into an agreement, of 
which I enclose (No. 1) a copy, to which we have asked the assent of the govern- 
ment, and which they have promised to give as soon as they shall hear from | 
the governors of the other ports. We also succeeded in making an agreement 
with the Japanese government, of which I send copy, No. 2, for the enlargement 

_ and improvement of this settlement and for the sale of the leases of the land 
| to be assigned to foreigners at public auction at a minimum price to be fixed by 

the consuls, which I need not describe in detail, as it will sufficiently explain 
itself. Our object in providing for public rides, &c., was to encourage excursions 
in directions and to an extent where foreigners would not be exposed to colli- | 
sions with Japanese, but would have exercise and pleasant rides on safer and 
better roads. I also enclose (No. 3) approval of agreement. _ | 

The block of land set apart for the consulate forms parts of the site where 
Commodore Perry’s treaty was concluded. — | 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
ROBERT H. PRUYN. | 

Hon. WitLiam H. SEwarp, 7 
Secretary of State. , 

| : No. 1. | 

| Memorandum in reference to future allotments of land at the open ports. — . | 

It being desirable in the common interest to agree and determine upon some plan for the : 
: appropriation of all such land as may be required to enlarge the limits of existing foreign 

settlement at Yokohama, as also at the other open ports, in such manner as shall be equitable 
| and fair to all, without favor or distinction to nationalities, and in order to put such plan in 

a clear and practical shape, the following bases have been accepted and approved by the . 
1. All land hereafter to be acquired by the filling up of the swamp at Yokohama, or recov- 

| ered from the sea at Nagasaki and Hakodadi, to be allotted by the consuls in concert, and in 
. such portions as the requirements of trade may, from time to time, suggest, at an upset 

price, to be regulated by the market value of land—this price to be set upon each lot by the 
said consuls, in common accord. If they do not agree, then the upset price to be deter- 
‘mined by the vote of the majority. | | 

2. These lots to be first offered to all those subjects of treaty powers who shall be, at the 
time, unprovided, and who, for legitimate purposes of trade and not for traffic in land, 
or as mere investments, shall have registered their names at theirrespective consulates, and 

--each lot to be assigned in the order of date of registry, irrespective of nationality. 
3. Any of these lots, if not accepted at the sale fixed, to be then put up to auction, with
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: a public notice of at least fifteen days, and particulars as to situation, dimensions, and | | 
upset price. If this price should not be offered, the lots to be withdrawn from the sale 
and reserved for subsequent sale or appropriation. | | ~ | | 

/ 4, The title-deeds to be issued on the requisition of the consuls of treaty powers, by | 
the governor of the port, and countersigned by the consul of the nation to which the 

lease-holder belongs. | | | - re | 
_ 5, The proceeds of any such sales shall constitute a municipal fund, under such condi- 1 

— tions as the consuls may conjointly agree upon. OO _ 
These rules to apply to any new extension of land that may be obtained in any other direction, | 

except that, when the Japanese government will not be indemnified for the expense of im- | 
provements by rent on land before valueless, one half the proceeds: derived from the sale 

: thereof shall be paid to said government, and the remaining half retained for said muni- 
cipal fund, and when the Japanese shall be dispossessed of any land, a reasonable com- ( 
pensation will be paid to cover the expense of the removal of their buildings to some other 

_ Jocality ; and no allotment of land to any foreigner for private use or advantage shall be | 
required or sanctioned by the consuls, and a communication to be made to the Gorogio to 
this effect. — oe . —_ 

| For public purposes the undersigned have already in their memorandum of the 22d of July, 
| 1864, formally disclaimed and renounced any title to exclusive advantage whatever in respect 

to concessions of land or territory, either in the open ports or elsewhere in Japan, as whatever 
is granted to one may, with equal right and justice, be claimed by all in virtue of the most 

- favored nation clause in all existing treaties. Itis to be hoped that the Tycoon’s government, 
fully advised of this, will, in their own interest, avoid making exceptional grants of landto | 
any one nation, minister or consul, or other authority, or without reference to the rest, and 2 

| to the equal rights of all. a , ; | 
, Finally, all past experience in China and Japan having shown that any appropriation of | 

land or concessions to distinct nationalities is a fertile source of trouble and a grave disadvan- | 
tage in the end to all, raising questions of diverse jurisdiction for municipal purposes, distinct : 
bodies of police, and tending to produce conflicts of jurisdiction, increased expense, and im- 
perfect results in order and security, besides perpetuating a mischievous error, that the interests 
of different nations in Japan are distinct and may be promoted at each others expense, whtreas 
in truth they are identical, and are best promoted by union and common action, the under- | 

_. Signed have determined to make an official representation by a note identique to the govern- t 
~ ment of the Tycoon, suggesting that upon no other bases should land be allocated for the F 

occupation of foreigners at any open port in Japan, and pledging themselves to uphold this - i 
arrangement as the only one consistent with equity and the best interests of all the treaty ; 
powers Without distinction. EE — I 
YOKOHAMA, December 3, 1864. - 

, ROBERT H,. PRUYN, / : | 
: Minister Resident of the United States in Japan. | 

RUTHERFORD ALCOCK, 
| H. B. M.’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan. | 

: , | LEON ROCHES, | 
Minister Plenipotentiary to his Majesty the Emperor of France in Japan, 

| | D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, 
| | | H. N. M.’s Consul General and Political Agent in Japan, | 

| | : No. 2, —_ | 

| o Memorandum. | 

Certain proposals for the enlargement of the settlement. at Yokohama, and other public | 
objects connected therewith, having been discussed and generally agreed upon by the under- | 
signed foreign representatives on the one part, and Shibata Hiung No Kami and Shirashi 

Shimosa No Kami on the other, on the 8th of September, 24th of October, and 8th of the — | 
present month, as recorded in minutes of each, signed by the aforesaid representatives, it has | 

. now been resolved to put on record, in a clear and practical shape, the bases and conditions 

of such improvements, extension, and public works, as now finally agreed upon, to which the 
: signatures of the said foreign representatives and Japanese commissioners shall be appended 7 

for the ratification of the government of the Tycoon, at Yedo, within five days from the date 2 

of these presents. | . | | 
-. «Tt has accordingly been agreed and resolved as follows: | 

. 1. An allotment of ground, already marked out on the other side of the canal, giving a | 
circuit of one English mile (eighteen Japanese cho) to be made and designed in perpetuity for 
a parade and exercise ground for all nations; also, for a race-course for the foreign commu- — | 
nity. The ground being now a marsh, to be filled up by the Japanese government at their _ | 
own expense, and as it is for common occupation both by Japanese and foreigners as a place |
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| of exercise, no rental to be claimed for the same, with exception of the outside circle des- | 
tined for a race-course, for which rent shall be paid at a rate hereafter to be fixed. ~ | | 

2. A site and temporary huts having been provided for naval, military, and civil small- 
pox patients of all nations, it is understood that an addition of either one or two huts 
being essential to complete the accommodation, these shall be put up by the Japanese gov- 
ernment in the first instance, at the requisition of the foreign consuls to avoid delay, on the | 

oo latter undertaking to repay the cost of erection. a | | 
7 | 3. A further extension Within the limits already defined, of the ground for a cemetery for | 

| all nations, to be granted contiguous with that already so appropriated on the joint application 
of the consul. oe | | 

4, Asite having been allotted by the sea-shore for the building of abattoirs, &c., neces- 
sary to relieve the settlement of a great nuisance, unsightly alike to Japanese and foreigners, 
and prejudicial to health, it has now been agreed that the necessary buildings, according to 

| plans already furnished, shall be erected without delay by the Japanese government, to be | 
| let under the control of the foreign consuls only to such butchers as they shall duly license ; 

the said butchers to rent the premises when completed, paying a yearly rental of ten per cent. 
upon the cost of erection. But it is distinctly understood that the total cost shall not exceed | 
about $10,000, a little more or less, the exact amount to be settled with the consuls. _ 

5. The whole of the swamp on this side of the canal to be filled up by the Japanese gov- 
ernment, and at their expense. When this is effected the Késakimachi, now situated in the 

| midst, to be removed to the end furthest from the foreign settlement. In the event of fire | 
and the burning down of this establishment before the completion of this work, it is agreed a 
that it shall not be built on the present site. Of this swamp ground, when filled up, the 
Japanese government shall reserve for foreign occupation, to be actually allotted to them from 

_ time to time, in such portions as may be required on the joint requisition of the consuls, the 
space lying between the Otamachi and the canal called Okagawa, on a line with the street 
between the custom-house and the consular lot, as marked in red in the plan annexed, No. 1; 
the proceeds arising from such disposal to be added to a municipal fund, which shall be em- | 
ployed for the making a drainage of roads, &c., and keeping them in a state of repair. It 

- is understood that rents shall be paid as for all other allotments within the foreign settlement. 
- 6. The location and site now being cleared and actually assigned for consular residences | 

and offices, marked No. 2 in the annexed plan, the same to be cleared completely of all 
| buildings or tenements, and delivered over to the consuls for appropriation to such uses and 

_ divided as heretofore agreed upon by the consuls among themselves, without further inter- - 
vention of the Japanese authorities, rental being paid by the respective tenants as in the . 
other portions of the foreign settlement. | 

| 7. The whole of the ground extending from the custom-house hatoba along the sea- 
front to the lot recently assigned to the French, at Bentong, and backward to the main 
street, (section No. 3 in the plan annexed,) to be held available for foreign occupation | 
and appropriated at public sale, open to competition for foreigners and Japanese, in such | 
proportions or quantity as, from time to time, may be found expedient. —_ | | 

The Japanese government undertakes, when these appropriations are in progress, to 
extend the present bounds of the foreign settlement ‘from the custom-house hatoba to the 
French lot of Bentong. Toward the expense of this work, already agreed upon in former 
conferences of the 8th September and 24th October, and recorded in the memoranda before , 

. mentioned, of one-half the proceeds of sales or prices paid for right of location in this new 
extension of settlement along the sea-side, (after paying expenses and indemnities for loss or 

\ removal of the Japanese tenants, ) to be paid to the governor of Kanagawa so long as the | 
whole expense shall not have been reimbursed according to verified estimates and contracts | 
for the work done. It is understood that the rent shall be paid the same as for all other allot- 
ments. So 

8. As the ministers of the treaty powers are not at present enabled to resume their resi- . 
dence at Yedo, it may be necessary to make provision for the temporary location of one or — 

| more at Yokohama. With this object in view, the French and Dutch representatives having 
already locations assigned at Bentong, (as also the Prussian consul, ) it is expressly agreed 

| and provided that the remaining portion of the sea-front of Bentong, extending from the | 
Prussian lot to the western corner and marked No. 4 in the plan annexed, shall be reserved 

| for the ministers of the diplomatic representatives of Great Britain and the United States, 
and if not immediately required shall not be otherwise appropriated for any use except as at | 

a present occupied without reference to them, and their consent obtained, the size of this loea- - 
_ tion to be settled afterwards between the Japanese government and the representatives of | 

the above named two nations. | | 
9. An adequate site for a club-house for the united services of all nations having been 

promised, either on the site of the buildings now occupied by the British commissariat, . 
_ marked No. 5 in the plan annexed, or in its close vicinity, it is agreed that quick possession | 

shall be secured, and the trustees of the club shall pay the estimated value of any buildings 
thereon or pay all the expenses of their removal by the owners, and be subject to rental in _ 
like manner as all other foreigners holding land. | | 

: 10. A conveniently situated market being a great desideratum for Japanese for the sale of _ 
provisions, it is agreed that the open space now in use for that purpose, and marked No. 6 in
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the annexed plan, shall be further enlarged and levelled, and at one extremity a series of stalls 
erected under a piazza or covered-way for the sale of provisions. ) | 
11. As under the present state of affairs the Japanese government desire foreigners to 

ride on the Tokaido as little as possible, they undertake to make a good riding road for the . 
exercise of foreigners four or five miles in extent, winding round and through the Mississippi | 
valley, not less than twenty feet wide, to be made and kept in good order by the Japanese | 

_ government in accordance with the plans agreed upon and already being put in execution 
under the direction and superintendence of Major Wray, a chief engineer officer. So 
12. Finally, in order to avoid all further discussion about the keeping of roads, drainage, 

cleaning of streets, and other municipal objects for which hitherto the Japanese local authori- 
ties have been held responsible in view of the high rental paid by all foreign leaseholders, 
it has been agreed that these objects shall henceforth be secured by the foreign land renters. | 
themselves, and towards the expenses that must be incurred annually there shall be a deduc- 
tion of 20 per cent. from the yearly rent paid by all lands leased to foreigners, to be paid in oY 
a municipal fand. , } | | 

| In witness whereof we, the undersigned foreign representatives and Japanese commissioners | 
auly empowered to that effect, hereto set jour hands and seals this 19th day of December, 

Done in quintupKicate. a | | oe | 
| : ROBERT H. PRUYN, | | 

| Minister Resident of the United States in Japan. — 
, RUTHERFORD ALCOCK, 

| | H, B. M.’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan. 
. | So LEON ROCHES, | 

Minister Plenipotentiary of H. M. the Emperor of France in Japan. 1 
. oe | — D. DEGRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, |. | 

H. N. M.’s Consul General and Political Agent in Japan. 
oe SIBATA HINGA NO KAMI, - 

| | SIRAISI SIMOSA NO KAMI. | 

“We have to state that Sibata Hinga No Kami and Siraisi Simosa No Kami having under — 
our instructions agreed with you about land for foreign settlement, we approve the same and 
will exchange ratifications accordingly. — - ot 

- The 23d day of the 11th month of the 1st year of Gengi (21st December, 1864.) ; 
With respect and esteem, a . 

| Bo MIDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI, | 
| ABE BUNGO NO KAMI 

| : . | SUNO INABA NO KAMI. | i 
His Excellency ROBERT H. PRUYN, ee 

_ Minister Resident of the United States of America, &c., &c., &e. | 

: Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. | | 

| {[Extract.] | . . ! 

No. 8.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, oo | 
- | Kanagawa, January 27, 1865. | 

| Sir: * * % * OR It is possible that the Tycoon will de- | 
| cide before I leave whether he will prefer to tender a port or to pay the money 

for indemnity and expenses. My impression is that he will not be disposed to | 
| open another port, though it is possible Simonoseki, after being occupied as im- __ 

_ perial territory, may be opened to trade. I have the statistics of the commerce 
of that port, which show a very large trade, and I shall meanwhile endeavor to * 
obtain information as to the trade of other ports favorably located. | 

It may not be impossible for me to remark that I think, evenshould a port be | 
. tendered, that a portion of the indemnity agreed to be paid should be exacted. 

The governors for foreign affairs have replied te a note which I directed Mr. 
Portman to write, asking information as to the projects of the expedition against | 
Choshu, that some of them would come to this place at an early day to make a i 
detailed statement on the subject. |
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i The forces of the Daimios of Kin Sin gathered to subdue Choshu are sta- 
, tioned at _Kokwea, on the south side of the straits. The Niphon Daimios are 

assembled near Kioto; the troops of the Tycoon, 16,000 of whom are armed 
with rifles and uniformed and equipped in foreign style, are commanded by the | 
Prince of Matsmai, of the island of Yesso. ‘The whole army is commanded by | 

i the Prince of Owari, of the imperial family. Choshu will not resist. It is diffi- 
; eult to hear what has transpired, or, rather, to form a correct judgment, in conse- 
| -—s quence of conflicting statements. I am inclined to believe, however, that Mori 

Daizen, Prince of Choshu, has abdicated, and assumed, as is usual in such cases, 
the garb and character of a priest. One of his ministers, descendant of a, fol- 
lower of Taico Sama, has taken the direction of affairs, and the heads of Cho- 
shu’s chief minister and of five of his chief retainers have been successively sent 
to Owari, who shakes his head and keeps silence, thereby intimating that atone- 

; ment has not yet been made for the sacriligious attempt of Choshu to seize the 
| sacred person of the Mikado. This is the cause assigned to the Japanese for | 

the crusade against Choshu, not his hostility to foreigners. — | 
| The best opinion I can form of the probable result is, that Choshu will be 

_ shorn of a part of his territory, probably the province of Suoro, and that,as his 
| submission has been prompt, and his humiliation deep, the province of Nagato 

may be ultimately left to his son, now called Nagato, who, though at present, like os 
his father, in priestly garb, may be spared to represent the ancient house—older 

: than the family of the Tycoon, and, before the rise of his dynasty, supreme in 
7 seven provinces of the Mikado’s empire. | ee 

This is said to be the policy of the powerful Prince of Satsuma, and may be 
sustained by the other Daimios. The magnitude of the preparations is too 
great to warrant the belief that the expedition will be abandoned without large _ 
sacrifice of territory and treasure by the refractory prince. ‘T’his induces me to 

- pelieve that it is intended to pay the indemnity, and thus provide for it, and 
inclines me to recommend that in any event payment of a portion of it should | 

. be required. - | | | 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obeditnt servant, | 

* ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 
Minister Resident in Japan. | 

3 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | 
x Secretary of State, §c., &c., &e. 

| 7 _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Pruyn. 

No. 88.) | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
a | Washington, February 9, 1865. 

| Sir: Your despatches No. 64, of October 28, No. 65, of October 29, No. 66, | 
of November 29, No. 67, of November 29, and your private note of the same | 

_ date, have been received, and your proceedings as related therein are approved. | 
Your No. 65 is accompanied by a copy of a convention concluded on the 22d 

- of October last between the treaty powers and the Japanese government. So 
soon as the original of this instrument shall have been received it will be sub- 
mitted to the Senate for its consideration with a view to its ratification. — 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, = | 
a | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

| RoserTt H. Pruyn, Esgq., §v., §c.. Kanagawa. | |
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a | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. | | 

No. 9.| _ Leeation or THE UNtreD States In JAPAN, 
| - Kanagawa, February 18, 1865. - 

_ Sir: [have the honor to inform you that I have received a letter fromthe  —>_—. 
_ ministers for foreign affairs, in which they state that they had determined not ° 

to send the embassy to the treaty powers, as previously announced. ‘ 
| In my despatch, No. 57, of the 3d September last, I informed you that the 

| embassy would not go further than Shanghai, the appointment having been 
made only for the purpose of gaining time, by inducing the hostile party to be- | 

| lieve that the Tycoon had not abandoned the hope of obtaining from the treaty | 
powers the concession of the closing of this port. a 

, The letter of the ministers for foreign affairs is only of importance as another 
_ evidence of the increased strength of the government. | | | 

| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
. ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 

| _. Minister Resident in Japan. | 
_ Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, oo | 7 

Secretary of State, Washington. | 

| : Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. a : 

| No. 12.] | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
| Kanagawa, March 16; 1865. . 

_ Sir: Ihave the honor to enclose copies of the minute of a conference re- 
| cently held with the Gorogio by her Britantiic Majesty’s chargé d'affaires and 

| the political agent of the Netherlands, and also of a memorandum submitted | 
| _ by them on that occasion, and of their letter to mé communicating the same, (en- 
| closures 1,2 and 3.) | 

.'Two subjects of common interest were considered on that occasion: one, an | 
| alleged attempt to create a government monopoly of silk; the other having = 
| _ reference to what they said they felt justified in declaring to be the desire of ° | 

their government as to the final disposition of the obligations assumed by the | 
| ‘Tyeoon in and by the convention recently concluded with the four powers. — | 
, I was at Yedo on the day the British chargé d’affaires left for that city, and | 
, was not aware of. his design to call the attention of the Gorogio to these sub- : 

jects, which Mr. Winchester states was owing to the detention of a letter which 4 
| he sent to the consul general of Holland, then also in Yedo, asking him to con- : 

sult me. But on the eve of his departure for Yedo Mr. Winchester had an 
i _ interview with the French minister, when the latter disavowed any such design 7 

as being entertained by himself, and he, therefore, now feels aggrieved at the | 
. formial presentation of the subject to the Gorogio after such disavowal, not only | 

as a discorteous act, but as one rather discrediting the sincerity of his disavowal ; | 
when, therefore, the Gorogio unexpectedly declared they had the right to pur- 
chase silks for sale abroad, and the representatives of Great Britain and Hol- 
land had presented their memorandum protesting against the same, it became  —_._'| 

: necessary for them to obtain the co-operation of their colleagues, with which ! 
| they had till that time believed they could dispense. The minister of France 

_ when waited on by them after their return from Yedo, condemned their course , 
| _ with considerable warmth, and declined sanctioning the memorandum by his , 

_ approval. I expressed myself willing to meet my colleagues and join ina | 
memorandum which should be free from the objections which I pointed out as ; 

| attaching to the one they had presented. "When they subsequently transmitted 

| , | |
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the letter and copies above referred to, the minister of France proposed that we 
should answer the same jointly, though we agreed in considering the memoran- 
dum objectionable in itself, and also in regretting that separate action had been __ 
taken. I preferred not to do so, fearing it might create some serious differences, 
and might connect me with personal difficulties the issue of which I could not 

- foresee and would be powerless to control. oo 
_ I have reason to know that my representations and mediation have tended 

greatly to moderate the reply of the French minister and to soften the asperity | 
of feeling which at one time appeared to threaten an interruption of our har- 

; monious action. ae oe 
. __ Lalso enclose, No. 4, copy of my letter to Messrs. Winchester and Polsbroek 

in reply, and No. 5, copy of note verbale of the French minister in reply to | 
the same. | . | 

__ I thought it best not to enter into any extended discussion of the memoran- 
: dum, but will ask my colleagues to join in a note to the Japanese government, 

| which shall be more precise, and which will not justify the adoption of mea- | 
| sures by the Japanese government which the representatives of Great Britain 

7 and Holland have inadvertently conceded it may legitimately adopt, such as 
either the direct increase of export and import duties, which is declared to be 

| the right of all governments on the indirect increase of the former by the im- 
| position of transit duties, the exercise of both of which rights must be regarded 

_ as restrained by existing treaties, and to that extent extinguished. The papers 
transmitted require no further notice. I hope the President will think I have — | 
acted with discretion, and thatit was well not to make this separate action the | 
subject of more serious complaint. My letter was framed with the design to 

permit such explanation as might re-establish harmony, though I was sensible | 
_ it was, to say the least, indelicate to forestall the action of the four powers in | 

| reference to a convention, which may even now be under consideration. , 
, I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 

| | _ ROBERT H. PRUYN, 
_ | | | Minister Resident in Japan. 

Hon. WiLtLiAmM H. Sewarop, Secretary of State. — 

| No. 1. fe | | 

Mr. Winchester and Mr. Polsbrock to Mr. Pruyn. 

KANAGAWA, March 11, 1865. 
Siz: We have the honor to wait on you with copies of a minute of what took place at an: 

interview we had with the Gorogio on the 6th instant, and of a memorandum which we 
_ thought it right to present to them, consequent on the reply to our request for information: 

~ on the subject to which the said memorandum relates. - | 
. Copies of this document have been transmitted to our colleague, the minister plenipoten- 

tiary of France. 7 : oe | 
7 Be good enough to accept the assurance of our highest consideration, while we have the: 

honor te be your mest obedient, humble servants, | Oo os 
- “ CHARLES A. WINCHESTER, 

| ee Her Britannic Majesty's Chargé d’ A ffaires in Japan, 
7 . D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, 

| 7 | | Political Agent and Consul General.of the Netherlands. 
- _. His Excellency RoBERT P. Pruyn, : 

: | Minister Resident of the United States. 

No. 2. 

a Minute of a conference held at Yedo on the 6th March, 1865. | - 
Present: Midsuno Idlumi No Kami and Suwa Inaba No Kami, ministers, and Sakai Hida 

No Kami, vice-minister, on the part of the Japanese goovernment, and Charles A. Win- 
| 16pc* *
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chester, her Britannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires, and D. de Graeff van Polsbroek, consul _— 
. general and political agent of the Netherlands. _ 8 | . | 

After the usual interchange of compliments, the British chargé d’affaires opened the con- — 
_ ference by announcing the return of Sir Rutherford Alcock to Japan, and the approval by — | 

| his government of the policy pursued by him with regard to the late Japanese aftairs, whick | 
intelligence was received by the Japanese ministers with much appearance of interest, and | 
inquiries were made as to the probable date of his return. | 7 
The British chargé @’affaires then, while thanking the Japanese ministers in the name of . 

: his government for the energetic steps taken. by them in bringing to justice one of the prin- _ ° 

. cipals in the murder of the two British officers at Kamakura, inquired whether any traces 
had been discovered of Sakahashi Togiro, the other assassin, to which the minister replied | 

- that Simidlu Seiji must have given a false name of his accomplice, as no such name as Saka- | 
chashi Togiro was known to them. No effort, they said, would, however, be spared to dis- 

| cover and punish this criminal. , | | 

- The gold watch sent out by the British government for the Prince of Matunai for services _ 
- yendered to the British barque Egeria was then handed over to the Japanese minister, with 

, some appropriate remarks as to the degree in which the British government appreciated the | 

kind treatment which, on various occasions, had been received by shipwrecked erews on the 

. Japanese shores. __ — 
Next came the Hakodate and Nagasaki complaints, respecting privileges enjoyed by the ; 

Chinese in purchasing and exporting anati, and irico, and other important articles, which 

could not be obtained, except with great difficulty, by the subjects of treaty powers. The 2 

foreign representatives present pointed out to the Gorogio the injustice of this monopoly | 

which had been granted to subjects of a new treaty power, and stated that it created con- | 

stant difficulties and led to an organized system of native smuggling. The Chinese, they 7 

said, were quite as well able to pay for such articles as they required as other nations. 

When Japan was opened by the treaty of 1858, the trade with Holland, which had formerly 

| been one of government’s, ceased to be so, and the continuance of a government contract 
favorable to the Chinese. but prejudicial to all other nations, was totally opposed as well to : 

the principles embodied in, as to the express provisions of, the treaties. Representatives 
| present were ready to admit that immediate interests might require special cousideration, but to 

7 . these would be better provided for out of the produce of a regular and authorized duty to be 

levied during transit of these articles, than by the continuance of a contract opposed to | 

: sound policy and treaty rights. | : | 

= The ministers stated in reply that the matter would be duly inquired,into, and that instruc- 
tions would be sent to the governors of Nagasaki and Hakodate to remove their cause of 

complaint. . E 

Foreign representatives present, while declaring themselves satisfied with this reply, said 

they had another and very important subject to bring under the notice of the Japanese gov- 

ernment, and one which they considered of such importance that they now thought it their 

duty to ask for information from the Gorogio. Certain rumors, which had caused much dis- | 

quietude, had reached them of a project having been formed for the consignment of large 

| quantities of silk and ova to one market in Europe for the purchase of vessels, arms, ammu- 

nition, &c. 
. The Japanese ministers did not deny the existence of some such project, and said they 

considered that Japan was perfectly at liberty to make contracts with any nation for the 

supply of vessels-of-war, arms, and other warlike stores, and to pay such contracts by the 

surplus of produce not required for home consumption in the same manner as they formerly 

. used to deal with the Dutch government. : 

Hereupon the Dutch consul general observed that the ministers were in error, inasmuch as’ | 

_ since the date of the present treaties Japan had never had any direct trade with the Dutch 2 

| government; for they must remember, he said, that even for the old contracts remittances | 

| ‘had to be made, not in produce but in dollars, through the Dutch Trading Company, and — 

that since the treaties were in operation the trade had been given over to individuals. ‘The | 

projects rumored led to the idea virtually of a monopoly which Japan was going to establish | 

: in favor of one market—a proceeding which he and his British colleague were bound to op- : 

pose. The subject was of vital importance for the trade of the subjects of their Majesties the | 

Queen and the King and all other treaty powers, and if the Gorogio could not give the as- | 

| ~ surance that such projects were not in existence, or would not be prosecuted, so as to guar- : 

antee the non-recurrence of the silk restrictions of 1863 and 1864, they had no alternative but 

, to refer the matter to their respective governments as inconsistent with the rights acquired 

by their subjects under treaties. As the time would not allow any lengthened discussion of 

, this important point, his British colleague and himself had, in the event of receiving such an 2 

answer as the above frum the Gorogio, drawn up a memorandum setting forth their views , 

upon the subject. The said memorandum, signed, in the Dutch language, with a Japanese | 

paraphrase, was then delivered to the first minister, who, in the name of the Gorogio, replied | 

| . that he had perfectly understood what the two foreign representatives present had said, and | 

| that they might feel assured that the subject would receive the consideration it deserved. | 

. It was then suggested, on the other part, that a governor for foreign affairs should shortly | 

| | be sent to Yokohama, in order to discuss the subject with the foreign ministers generally, — |
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. . Subsequently the two representatives present informed the Gorogio that, though no instruc- , 
i tions had been received as to the convention of October last, they had been made acquainted 

with the views of their respective governments as to the alternative condition which left to | 
the option of the Japanese government the opening of Simonoseki, or some other eligible port | 
in the inland sea,:in lieu of indemnity money, and were justified in stating that the same 
was unobjectionable, , 

The Japanese observed, in reply, that this was a point which required consideration, and ; 
a which should be deferred till the return of the two members of the Gorogio who had been 

sent by the Tycoon on @ special mission to the Mikado. oo | 
, In conclusion, the two representatives present remarked that the time had arrived fer re- 

establishing foreign legations at Yedo, and that the government of the Tycoon was now | 
| considered strong enough to remove all ebstacles to the permanent residence of foreign di- | 

plomatic agents in the capital. , : 7 
The Japanese minister replied, this was another point which they could not undertake to . 

discuss until the members of the Gorogio were complete; if the message to Kioto was success- 
ful, there should, on their part, be no difficulty in settling the question of the foreign lega- | 

: tions. Representatives were aware that since the past year a good deal had been done 
towards tranquillizing the country, and if the treaty powers would only give them a few . , 
months’ more time, order and peace might be sufficiently restored so as to afford better se- 
curity to the foreign agents in the Tycoon’s capital. 

The conference ended by the presentation of Commodore Montzessor, commanding British | 
squadron, and Celenel Browne, commandant ef the British troops, with their respective staffs. | 

_ As reported by me: MARTIN DOHMEN, | | 
Acting Japanese Secretary to her Britannic Majesty's Legation. 

: YEDO, March 6, 1865, 

Countersigned by— 
CHARLES A. WINCHESTER, | ; 

| Her Britannic Majesty's Chargé @ Affaires tn Japan. © | ; 
D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, | | ; 

- Consul General and Political Agent of the Netherlands in Japan. : 

‘True copy: . : MARTIN DOHMEN, | 

. No. oe ; : 

| Memorandum. . : 

The rumors which now prevail with respect to the existence of an extensive design for the | 
purchase of the raw silk and silk-worms’ eggs of Japan, and despatching these to one par- 
ticular market, to lay down funds required for the completion of contracts entered into on ; 
behalf of the Japanese government in that country, are of a’nature calculated to create _ 

| anxiety. . ; 
These rumors have been steadily on the increase, though they have not assumed such a | 

shape as to require the use, in speaking of them, of individual names; still, from their charac- | 
ter and persistence, the undersigned are justified in applying to the Japanese government , 
for general information as to whether any projects of the kind have been formed, and their 
nature, because, if the Japanese government is not able to assure the undersigned that such 
designs have not been or will be formed, it would be the duty of the undersigned to point | 
out the difficulties which such plans are certain to create, and adopt, in doing so, the | . 
weightiest form of remonstrance. | i 

The silk restrictions of 1863 and 1864, which consisted in the detention of that article at | | 
: Yedo, were clearly contrary to treaties, which provide that (Art. xiv, British treaty) for- 

eign merchants shall be allowed to trade freely with Japanese merchants in all lawful arti- | 
cles according to the stipulations in the treaties and the regulations. 7 

| There is not the slightest disposition on the part of the undersigned to complain of the se- 
lection by the Japanese government of any partial country for the supply of its stores, ships, | 

| and munitions ; neither of the bringing of silk into open markets at Yokohama and the other , 
ports is not interfered with, is there any objection to the Japanese government sending home _ 
silk instead of dollars to pay for their contracts. The experience of all commercial countries 

| _ proves, beyond doubt, that it is neither wise nor prudent in a government to make themselves , 
| merchants.. Whenever a government is known to be in the market to buy anything, the 
: price is sure te rise; if it wishes to sell, it is equally sure to fall, through the tricks of indi- . , 

vidual merchants, who are always jealous of government as competitors, and never think it 3 
_ any sin to fleece them. But both governments and individuals have to pay for their experi- 

ence, and only learn to abide by true principles when they find it is more costly to deviate 
_ from than to adhere to them. | . ; 

But this is not what the reports point to.; they mean a repetition of the restrictions of these 4 
last years, namely, that the native merchants are not to be allowed to bring their silk to | 
Yekohama till they have first sold as much as the government wants at a lower price. Now
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_ this is simply a repetition of the silk restrictions of 1863 and 1864, with the single difference | 
that its effect is to create a total or partial’ monopoly in favor of the country to which the 

- silk is destined. _ a . 
‘The effect on the merchants of other foreign countries settled in Japan is the same. There 

| is no free market for the purchase of silk to which the Japanese traders are permitted to bring 
| , produce, on payment of the customary and regular transit dues. The price of any silk which | 

° is then brought into the market is heightened, because the supply has been diminished in 
_ proportion to the amount of the quantity brought through this forced reduction. | | 

| Naturally, if, after the communication of the views of the undersigned, they find from ac- 
tual experience that there is a repetition of the restrictions alluded to, the government of the 
Queen and King will look to that of the Tycoon for explanation of designs which prevent 

_ British and Dutch subjects from trading in the open markets provided by treaty. On such 
a point they will make no question with any other party than the Tycoon’s government. 

_ . But there is another point of view in which it is the duty of the undersigned to invite a 
consideration of these projects as rumored, which appear to them to rest on an unsound 

: basis, and they believe are supported by false arguments. It is said there would be pre- 
sumably greater profits on Japanese produce if consigned abroad fer sale, in furtherance of 

. these designs, and not sold in Japan. Why should not Japan, therefore, keep to herself the 
| _ profit that lies between the foreign purchaser of the silk in Yokohama and the manufacturer 
| in the foreign country ? - oo - | . 

This is true in a way, but not in the manner represented. | 
: If the Tycoon’s government were to encourage Japanese merchants and commercial agents 

_ to settle abroad in the great marts of the world—as London, Paris, Manchester, Lyons, Am- 
sterdam, Hamburg, New York, &c.—there to receive the produce of Japan on consignment, 
and thence send back as returns such articles as are wanted, and, when sold in Japan, will 

: fetch a profit, the profit both ways would be saved, minus the outlay involved in these foreign | 
Japanese mercantile establishments. Nothing would give the governments of their Majes- 
ties the Queen and King greater pleasure than to witness such a step on the part of the gov- 
ernment of the Tycoon. Already have numerous yeuths from the estates of the Tycoon and 

_the princes been sent to Europe for instruction in sciences and arts. Why not send abroad | 
the sons of Japanese merchants and commercial agents also to be instructed in the counting- 
houses of these great trading cities, and afterwards form in these countries establishments | L 

. of their own? Such a step would be, indeed, the true reunion of Japan to the world. 
: But the mere consignment of whole or part of the available produce not required for con- } 

sumption in Japan to one foreign mart will not secure a higher price. . The essence of high 
price is competition. There are in Yokohama merchants from England, France, Holland, : 
Switzerland, Germany, America, competing keenly with each other, face to face, with equal 

: or greater number of Japanese merchants; whereas, if a particular market belonging to one + 
: of these nations is chosen, the competitors are in effect restricted to one section of the six or 

seven now to be found in Yokohama, so far as the side which will correspond to the foreign. 
, side of the Yokohama market is concerned, while the Japanese side must, as things now | 

_ stand, be entirely represented by foreign agency. The eminent statesmen who govern Japan’ co 
; will, if they weigh such considerations, have no difficulty in arriving at the conclusion that 

the best market for Japanese produce is to be found in submitting it to the greatest amount 
of competition. It is by steadily adhering to true commercial principles that. the financial — 
operations of a government are best conducted. Every government does wisely, without. 
foreign interference, to levy such steady and equitable taxes on its exports, imports, and 
produce as are requisite to supply the wants of the state, but the sudden creation of monopo- 

: a lies, and the imposition of restrictions to effect. particular objects, is wasteful. and. improvi- | 
dent; a nation may be great and powerful for other reasons in spite of them, but-never by =~ | 
reason of them. a - . 

YEDO, March 6, 1865. | ae 4 : 
a. CHARLES A. WINCHESTER, 
| ; | Her Britannic Majesty's. Chargé d’ Affaires in Japan. | 

| D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, 7 | 
Oo _ Consul General and Political Agent of the Netherlands in Japan. . . | 

| | | | 
. Ps Mr. Prayn to Mr. Winchester and Mr. Van Polsbroek. | 

, | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
a Kanagawa, March 14, 1865. 

| GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your joint letter of the 11th | 
instant, with its‘enclosures, consisting of a minute of what took place at your recent confer- | 

— ence with the Gorogio, and of a memorandum which on that occasion you presented to them. | 
| The rumors to which you therein refer had not escaped my notice, but the project which | 

| they indicated was so manifestly in violation of existing treaties, and so incapable of execu- | 
| | | | : | 

| | | -
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; _ tion, as to have failed to induce me to seek a conference with my colleagues, much less make | 
i it the subject of a formal note. I understood you, however, to say, when you verbally ecommu- — , 
: nicated to me the result of your conference, that they had assumed such shape and consistency 
: as not to permit you to pass them by:‘unnoticed. I should not have been indisposed, therefore, | 

i in conjunction with my colleagues, to have made them the subject of a joint memorandum, | 
| in which we should have declared to the Japanese government that the treaties contemplated 

only trade between the citizens and subjects of the different powers, and that any govern- 
mental interference, either by a purchase of the surplus products of the country or any part 

: of them, or by preventing their reaching the open ports, or by sending them beyond those 
3 ports, would be justly regarded as an infraction of those treaties. 

; The signal success which has attended the cordial co-operation of the representatives of | 
: the four powers in matters of common interest induces me to regret that there should have , 

| been an interruption of joint action, which I am disposed, however, to attribute rather to the 
_ suddenness of your determination while in Yedo to seek the interview, than to any want of 

courtesy to your colleagues, or of desire to obtaintheir concurrence. Apart from the necessity | 
| . . of manifesting to the Japanese government the continuance of this purpose of concerted 

action, I regret it the more as it deprives me of an opportunity of suggesting an important 
modification of your memorandum, to which I directed your attention at our interview imme- __ 
diately on your return from Yedo. I cannot admit ‘‘that there is no objection to the Japanese 
government sending abroad silk to pay for stores, ships, and munitions.’’ The Japanese | 
government would necessarily be the sole judge of the extent to which such right should be | 
exercised. My objection extends to the principle, and any violation of it should meet. with 
immediate and strong remonstrance. I was not aware till after the receipt of your letter that | 
you had made the convention of October last the subject of any remark at that interview. | 

| _ In the absence of any despatches from my government since the receipt of the convention in , 
| the United States, [am unable to say what its decision or preference will be if the alterna- | 

tive of some eligible port shall be offered for the acceptance of the four powers. I cannot 
| doubt, however, that our governments, when the proper time arrives, will act in concert after | 

full consultation. While disposed to interpret your remarks at the recent conference to be 
such as it was declared to be by the convention—the establishment of better relations with | 
Japan, and not the receipt of money—I would have suggested and counselled, had oppor- : ; 
tunity been afforded, that no communication should have been made in reference thereto, in* ; 
the absence ef positive instructions, until the representatives of the four powers were able to 
unite therein, : | 

| ' IT embrace this opportunity to renew the assurance of my desire to cultivate and maintain | 
unimpaired that perfect accord on the part of the representatives of the treaty powers which «| 
has been so happily established, and which has been productive of so much good, as most agree- ; 
able to my own wishes and the instructions of the President of the United States, and as the 

_ best security for the preservation of our common treaty rights. OO 
I have the honer to be, gentlemen, your most obedient servant, | 

— | ROBERT H. PRUYN, | | 
Minister Resident of the United States in Japan. 

Messrs. Caas. A. WINCHESTER, : 
Her Britanic Majesty’s Chargé d’ Affaires. | 

oS D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, _ . . - 
. Political Agent and Consul General of the Netherlands. | 

_ | oo | No. 5. | | 

: | | | Note verbale.—Translation. ] : 

a = LEGATION GF FRANCE IN JAPAN. 

The undersigned has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the joint letter, dated the 
ilth March, addressed to him by Mr. Winchester, chargé d’affaires of her Britannic Ma- 
jesty, and Mr. De Graeff van Polsbroek, political agent and consul general of his Majesty 
the King of the Netherlands, transmitting copy of minute of their conference with the Go- | 

| rogio, and of a memorandum which they have deemed proper to present to them. © . 
__ The undersigned has already verbally expressed to Messrs. Winchester and De Graeff van 
Polsbroek, when they came te communicate to him the object and the result of their proceed- | 
ing with the Gorogio the painful feelings which he experienced when learning that his col- | 

po leagues had acted without him in a matter which interested him personally. It was, indeed, : 
| publicly known that the ramors taken for basis of the memorandum addressed by them to : 

the Gorogio clearly and solely pointed to France and its representative, who, it was said, 
had induced the Japanese government to send all the silk of Japan to the market of Lyons, , 
&e., S&C. . an . . ) 

The undersigned will not repeat, now, his opinions on this subject, but contents himself | 
with submitting the following remarks to his colleagues: | 

The representatives of America, England, France, and Holland, having succeeded in 
| establishing among themselves a perfect understanding, which has so powerfully contributed
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to improve our political and commercial situation in J apan, and having engaged themselves 
’ to act in concert each time that the general interests of the foreign nations shall be threat- 

ened by measures emanating from the Japanese government, the undersigned thinks that 
both his colleagues, Messrs. Winchester and De Graeff van Polsbroek, might have come to 
an understanding with him previous to writing the memorandum which they presented to 
the Gorogio on the subject of a question so pointedly connected with the interests of the . 
respective citizens and subjects of the four powers above named. | | 

Her Britannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires and the political agent of his Majesty the King | 
~ of the Netherlands, would then have convinced themselves that not only does the under- 

signed consider any commercial operation on the part of the Japanese government as op- 
, posed to the spirit and the letter of the treaties and of international laws, but also that he did | 

not admit, as his colleagues have admitted in their memorandum, the right of the said gov- 
ernment to send silk abroad in exchange for arms and munitions which it may have pur- 
chased there. | | : 

The commercial interests which the undersigned is sent to protect require that the Japan- 
ese government shall absolutely abstain from any commercial act whatever, either directly 

’ or indirectly. oo 

The undersigned cannot explain the reply of the Gorogio, according to the minute written 
by his colleagues, in any other manner than as a misunderstanding or an error of translation, 
on many occasions, and recently again he has had similar commercial questions to discuss 
with the Gorogio or their envoys, and never has he been able to trace, in their replies, the 
slightest indication of intentions on their part such as are attributed to them. | 

The spread or the maintenance of such errors might affect the character of the representa 
tive of France, and he, therefore, considers it a duty to call, without delay, for a special 
statement on this subject on the part of the Gorogio. | . | , 

The undersigned also believes that Messrs. De Graeff van Polsbroek and Winchester might 
have omitted, jointly and officially, to discuss with the Gorogio the question relating to the 
war indemnity granted by the Japanese government to England, France, America, and 
Holland. This question having been the subject of a convention signed by the representa- 

| tives of those four powers, it seems more natural to the undersigned not to discuss it with the 
-Gorogio until after a mutual understanding of the said representatives. 

* Jt is thus with profound regret that the undersigned now states facts which would be of a 
nature to affect the good understanding which, until now, has subsisted between the repre- | 
sentatives of the four powers, if he had not, while dismissing any impression of personat L 
feeling, resolved upon maintaining unimpaired the unity which is the essential condition of ' 
the strength they must oppose to the restrictive tendencies of the Japanese government. | 

, | LEON ROCHES. | E 
YOKOHAMA, Marck 14, 1865. . a 

oe | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. 7 

! No. 16. 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | | 
| | - Kanagawa, April 24, 1865. | 

: Sir: I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter received from the minister | 
for foreign affairs, in which it is announced that his Majesty the Tycoon does not / 
think it expedient to avail himself of the privilege conferred by the convention | 

| of tendering Simonoseki, or some eligible port in the inland sea, in lieu of ! 
the indemnity which he therein agreed to pay to the four powers. (Hnclosure | 
No. 1.) | : 

| A similar communication was at the same time addressed to my colleagues ; ! 
| but as the representatives of England and Holland had announced to the Jap- | 

anese government that their governments preferred that another port should be _ | 
| opened, and the minister of France had been instructed that the government of | 

his Imperial Majesty thought it better that the pecuniary indemnity should be paid, 
| it was not thought we could frame a reply in which all could unite, I therefore | 

transmitted a letter to the Gorogio, of which I send copy, (enclosure No. 2.) ! 
As by the terms of the convention it was entirely optional with the Tycoon 

to open a port, and as the effect of the decision was to make the obligation to 
| pay the indemnity absolute, it appeared to me that it was advisable to offer | 

to receive the first instalment at the time named, as it was understood that the 
money was already in the treasury and appropriated for that purpose. I there-_ 
fore suggested to her Britannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires that it would not be
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~ inconsistent with his duty, under the letters he had received declaring the pre- 

4 ference of her Britannic Majesty’s government, to unite in receiving the money | 

1 provided the Japanese government paid it, with the understanding that such 

receipt ‘should not be understood as committing our governments to the ex- | 

tension of the times of payment of the remaining instalments. We therefore 

? had a conference and agreed to make that proposition; whereupon I addressed : 

| a letter to the Gorogio, of which I enclose copy, enclosure No. 3, which corre- 

sponds substantially with the reply sent in by each of my colleagues. 

You will see the government wish an extension of the time of payment of the 

| - gecond instalment, leaving it only to be inferred, not expressed, that the re- 

maining instalments will be hereafter paid agreeably to the terms of the con- 

| vention. But they make no promise to do so, and it is more than probable that 

if this extension be granted similar efforts will be made to extend the time of , 

, payment of the other instalments, which will prove an embarrassment to trade ; 

7 for several years. I concur with my colleagues in the opinion that no such ex- 

: _ tension should be granted. | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, respectfully, your most obedient servant, 

| : ROBERT H. PRUYN. | | 

| Hon. WiLuiamM H. Sewarp, | 

Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | 

; | [No. 1.—Translation. } . | 

- In order to arrange the difficulty caused by the hostile acts of Mori Daizen against the | 

ships of various powers, an agreement was entered into by us with the representatives of the 

treaty powers on the 22d of the 9th month, (October 22, 1864, ) providing that in view of the , 

| mutual interests of the governments interested, it is optional to open Simonoseki or another | 

port in the inland sea, or to pay a sum of money as indemnity, as stated in that written in 

strument. 2 

After having fully taken the present state of things in our country into due consideration, — | 

we have come to the conclusion that the opening of a new port is not only undesirable, in | 

oe  wiew of our internal affairs, but that it would also be attended with inconvenience for the | 

several powers. | 
The real cause which involved the friendly intercourse between the two countries in great | 

difficulties is the action of Mori Daizen; the money of the indemnity therefore should be de- | 

manded of him; but as one of the Daimios of our country, it is impossible to allow him to en- ! 

: ter into negotiation on the subject with the several powers, and hence our government was ) 

compelled to assume the responsibility. | a | 

If a port be opened instead, the inconvenience of both countries will increase twofold, and | 

therefore, after mature deliberation, we have decided to choose the latter alternative, to wit, 

_the payment of the indemnity. : | 

The Choshu difficulty is still unsettled. Yet one portion of the sum of indemnity to be | 

| paic in six instalments shall be delivered in the 6th month of this year, (August, 1865, ) and | 

| ecause this Choshu difficulty has not yet been disposed of, it is desirable that for the pay- 

a ment of the balance an extension of one year be granted, and it is proposed that the second 

instalment be paid in the 6th month of next year, and further payment, as provided by con- 

| vention, from the last named date. : | 

As you are well acquainted with the state of affairs in our country, we do not doubt that 
- you will fully comply with our desire. | - 

Stated, with respect and esteem, the 10th day of the 3d month of the 2d year of Gengi, | 
(April 5, 1865.) | 

| | MiDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI. | 

: ; SUWA INABA NO KAMI, 
: : His Excellency ROBERT H. PRUYN, | , 

oo Minister Resident of the United States of America, &c., &c., ec. , 

| Mr. Pruyn to the Gorogio. , 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 7 ) 
| Kanagawa, April 8, 1865. , 

_ ‘YT have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellencies’ letter of the 10th day  &- 

of the 3d month, (5th instant. ) 
Ié announces that the government of his Majesty the Tycoon has, after mature delibera-
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oe tion, decided not to tender Simonoseki, or some other eligible port in the Inland Sea, in liew | 
of the indemnity, the right of which was reserved by the late convention. | 

. Your excellencies therefore propose to pay the first instalment of the indemnity in the 6th 
month of the year, the second instalment in the 6th month of next year, and the four remain- 
ing instalments at intervals subsequent to the second payment, as provided by convention. 
Sufficient time has not elapsed to enable me to receive instructions on the subject of the 

convention from my government and to learn its preferences. | | . 
__1 feel assured, however, it would have cheerfully accepted a new port in lieu of all or part | 
of the indemnity, had such been the wish of the Japanese government. 7 

I sincerely hope that the decision which has been made, founded, as it is, on a more intimate - '- knowledge of the commercial and political relations of the several parts of the Empire with 
_ each other, may be such as is best calculated to improve the relations with the treaty powers, 

and to insure internal peace and tranquillity. | | 
Meanwhile I shall transmit to my government a copy of the letter of your excellencies. | 

On the arrival of instructions from our respective governments, the ministers of the four | 
powers will be in a position to take your excellencies’ letter into full and friendly considera- | 
tion, and give such answer as may be in our power, as to your proposal to extend the pay- og 
ment of the balance of the indemnity. | 4 

With respect and esteem, : 
co . : | ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 

7 Minister Resident of the United States in Japan. | 
Their Excellencies the MINISTERS oF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, &c., &e., Yedo. . 

ae No. 3, | 

| . | Mr. Pruyn to the Gorogio. | 

. . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
. : | Kanagawa, April 17, 1865. 

Tn continuation of my letter No. 36, in relation to your excellencies’ announcement, that 
the government of his Majesty the Tycoon had resolved to pay the indemnity agreed on 
by the convention of October 22, 1864, renouncing the right reserved therein to tender in | 
lieu ‘thereof an open port, it becomes my duty to inform your excellencies, that at a recent a 
conference between my colleagues and myself we arrived at the following conclusions, which L 
harmonize with those contained in my said letter No. 36, (enclosure No. 2.) | 

__ ‘The decision of his Majesty the Tycoon becomes now a part of the convention, and has : 
the effect to make the obligation to pay the indemnity absolute. oF | 

The representatives of the four powers will therefore be prepared to receive the first instal- 
: ment at the time mentioned by your excellencies, but only on condition that such receipt 

shall not be considered as binding their respective governments to the extension of the time 
| fixed for the payment of the remaining instalments. The undersigned would be authorized, 

with his colleagues, to accept the further instalments as they successively become due under | 
the convention. The convention having doubtless before this been ratified vy the powers, . 
parties thereto cannot be changed by their representatives. They must therefore make known | 

: your excellencies’ wishes to their respective governments: for their decision. It will be com- 
petent if they shall decide, in a friendly spirit, to comply in whole or in part with the request. 
of his Majesty the Tycoon to propose such equivalent advantages as may be regarded as ! 
necessary and just. - . oe : , . , 
Animated by the most friendly sentiments, I have transmitted a copy of your excellencies’ _ 

letter to my government, which will, at an early day after an interchange of views with the 2 
| governments of Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands, give instructions to its repre- 2 

sentatives, corresponding with the decision at which they shall arrive. ! 
.  * With respect and esteem, | a | | 

, oo ROBERT H. PRUYN, | 
| 7 Minister Resident of the United States in Japan. | 
: | Their Excellencies the MINISTERS OF FoREIGN AFFrairs, &c., &c., Yedo. : 

| | 

| | Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward. oe | 

No, 21.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, , 
| | Kanagawa, April 28, 1865. | 

Sir: It has long been my opinion, as you are aware, that internal troubles : 
in the empire are occasioned by the struggles of the Daimios to share in the 2 
profits of foreign trade, now wholly monopolized by the Tycoon, and I have | , 

i ; . 
| . / 
|
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; reason to believe that the true sentiments of the Daimios, if not systematically 
misrepresented by this government, are at least withheld from our know- | 
ledge. | 

, The Prince of Satsuma, once represented to be the head of the Sako or 
anti-foreign party, is now known to favor an extended trade. I believe such | 
has already been his preference. When Nagasaki was only open to a very - 

_ restricted trade with Holland, Satsuma imported largely from China through 
tm his princely domain, the Lew Chew islands. The highest-priced and most 

7 + largely used cotton fabric is called Satsuma, partly manufactured in and partly 
received through his dominions. | _ 

Letters from Nagasaki now represent it as undoubtedly true that Choshu was 
| equally favorable to an enlarged trade with foreigners, and is determined to par- 
| ticipate in such trade, even if obliged to do so clandestinely. | 

‘These letters are simply confirmatory of what we have otherwise learned of 
_ his purpose, and every Daimio in Kin Sin and Sikoku, save one, openly advo- 

cate the immediate opening of ports in the Inland Sea. | 
The ports now open are in imperial territory, where the retainers and mer- | | 

| chants of Daimios are subject to arbitrary arrests. Toguno Sagonou, one of | 
_ _Satsuma’s physicians, has been confined in prison nearly three years, because a 

letter was found in his possession from a foreign merchant to his Daimio, advo- 
! cating the policy of trade with foreigners. | | | | 

_ At Osacca, the Daimios of the empire enjoy privileges of trade, secured to 
: them by ancient laws and customs, which would enable them to meet the for- 

eign merchants on a footing of great equality with the Tycoon. The many 
vexatious restrictions on trade which can be maintained in the now open ports 

| would be loosened in that city, and another advantage, equally important, can | 
_ be only secured in that commercial centre of theempire. The great merchants 

7 and the bankers can be met face to face. Here, irresponsible men are the fac- | 
tors. Advances cannot be safely made on produce to be delivered. Large 
sums have thus been lost. At Osacca they could be safely made, if needful, 

| _ and with the enlargement of trade at this great entrepot of manufactured goods | 
and native produce, attended as it will be by more intimate relations with a 
better class of Japanese, a more friendly feeling will prevail, and greater secu- 
rity be obtained for life and property. | OS 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
| ROBERT H. PRUYN. ~ 

| Hon. WiLLiaM H. SEwarb, _ 
| | Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | 

_ ‘ Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 27.] LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | | 7 
- | | Kanagawa, May 16, 1865. | 

| Sir: It has been officially announced to me that, at.an early day, his Maj- 
_ esty the Tycoon will leave Yedo to place himself at the head of the army 

which is to act against the Prince of Choshu. | 
_ - In view of the profound peace which has uninterruptedly prevailed in Japan 

Oe for more than two centuries, the Tycoon’s government declared that they felt 
disposed to deal leniently with the Prince, and - facilitate by every means his 
return to his allegiance; but his recent proceedings led to the suspicion that he | 

: had met with some support. It was at first believed that Choshu would comply, 
instead of which his resistance is now more marked thanever. Prompt action, : 
had, therefore, been resolved upon to carry out the sentence by which he is to : 
be shorn of all power hitherto possessed. : a
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| _ The Tyeoon’s government felt confident of the result of this military expe- 
dition, and added, that, when their internal difficulties shall have been disposed of, 

| it will be easier faithfully to observe the treaties and cultivate friendly re- | 
_ lations with the treaty powers. | | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
| | | A. L. C. PORTMAN, 

| | : Charge @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 
Hon. WiLL1AM H. Sewarp, : | 

_ Secretary of Stat2, Washington. : | 

| eet 
| | 

Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 

~ No. 32.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
7 . Yedo, June 9, 1865. 2 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, No. 1, translation of a letter | 
from the minister of foreign affairs, informing me of the departure, this day, of | 

| the Tycoon, for the purpose of placing himself at the head of his army, which : 
a is to suppress the rebellion of the Prince of Choshu. 

This army is to gather contingent forces from various Daimios on the way, | 
| and, on arrival on the scene of action, it is estimated, will fully muster one hun- | 

dred thousand fighting men. | | | | : 
There appears to be much uncertainty in regard to the attitude of sev- | 

eral Daimios in the vicinity of Nagato, whose position as yet is not sufficiently | 
defined; but there appears, also, to prevail an impression that the presence of | 

| so large a force will, by itself, be found sufficient to overawe not only the Prince 
of Choshu, but also such other Daimios who are now more or less wavering in | 
their allegiance, and that the solution of all internal difficulties is now near at | 
an end. | : | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, — ( 
| 7 | — A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 

| | Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 
Hon, Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, §v., &c., &. | | | 

. é.. 

| - The Gorogio to Mr. Portman. 3 
A. L. C. Portman, Esq., | - 7 

Chargé d’ Affaires of the United States of America, &c., &e., &e.: | 

We have to inform you that to-morrow, the 16th day, (9th June, ) his Majesty the Tycoon 
will leave Yedo by land, for the purpose of punishing the Prince of Nagato and Suwo, and | 
that Bungo No Kami, Suwo No Kami, and Satsibana Idlumo No Kami will leave at the 

| same timé, in his Majesty’s suite. | 
Stated, with respect and esteem, the 15th day of the Sth month of the Ist year of K. U., | 

(8th June, 1865.) : 2 
| MIDLUNO TOLUNI NO KAMI. 2 

| ABE BUNGO NO KAMI. | 
| MATSUDAIRA SUNO NO KAMI. | | 

| Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. ° | 

No. 33.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, , 
. | Yedo, June 10, 1865, | 

Sir: As soon as intelligence was received here that the President had ap- : 
: proved the Pacific Mail Steamship Company bill, I united with the minister of , : 

| France and chargé d’affaires of Great Britain in applying to this government for - : 
a lot of land suitable for a coal depot for each of the three steamship companies. 

| | | 
a |
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It is expected that, at an early day, the French company of the Messageries 

: Imperiales will, like the British Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Company, ° 

make Yokohama the terminus of their line. | 

I have now the honor to inform you that I received a letter from this govern- | 

: ment to the effect that the governor of Kanagawa has been authorized to grant | 

a lot for that purpose. : | 
: I am aware that our Pacific Mail Steamship Company is not expected to go 
. into operation before 1867, but in view of the increasing prosperity and commer- 

cial importance of Yokohama, a suitable lot might not then be procurable, 
: except at a heavy outlay. oe } 
| I hope you will be pleased to approve of my action in this matter. _ | 

IT have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, ; 

: | A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 

| | Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 
, Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, 7 

Secretary of State, Washington. | | 

Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. — 4 

No. 35.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | , 

| | Yedo, June 20, 1865. 

| Str: IT have the honor to transmit, herewith, No. 1, copy of a letter from | 

her Britannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires, and No. 2, copy of my reply, in ref- | 

erence to the atrocious assassination of Mr. Lincoln. | 

- The extreme fiendishness of that deed, and of the attack on yourself, par- 

alyzes the judgment, and I can only pray that you may have entirely re- | 

covered. . | a 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
| | | A. L, C. PORTMAN, 

Chargé d'affaires ad interim in Japan. | 
Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, 

Secretary of State, Washington. ; 

(For enclosure No. 1 see Appendix, separate volume.) | | 

| No. 2. | | 

ae Mr. Portman to Mr. Winchester. | 

. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
| June 20, 1865, — 

Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your letter of yesterday, express 
ing the sentiments of profound pain and regret which, in common with all Englishmen in 

: Japan, you felt at the intelligence of the atrocious assassination of Mr. Lincoln. I shall 
transmit a copy of your communication to my government. . 

_ Expressions like these, of the enormity of the crime committed, and the immensity of the 
| loss sustained, will be received, in their affliction, by the people of the United States in the | 
| same spirit in which they are tendered, and cannot fail, under Providence, to contribute in | 
7 cementing those feelings of good will which I sincerely trust and pray may forever subsist , 

between our respective countries. _ | | 
mS I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 

; . A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 
 Chargé @d Affaires ad interim of the U. S. in Japan. — 

| CHARLES A. WINCHESTER, Esq., | | | 
| Her Britannic Majesty’s Chargé @’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. ;
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oe Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. , : 

* No. 36.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
| Yedo, June 24, 1865. 

| Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, No. 1, copy of a memorandum, 
signed on the 21st instant by the representatives of the four powers, who, in 
September last, adopted the policy of reopening the Inland Sea, closed against 

_ foreign vessels by the aggressions of the Prince of Choshu, at Simonoseki, | 
__-which policy was crowned with success, and met with the approval of their — 

respective governments. | 
The present memorandum is in continuation of that policy, in view of the 

approaching operations of the Tycoon at the head of his army for the sup- | 
pression of the rebellion of the Prince of Choshu, and with the object. of 

: securing the observance of strict neutrality. | a | 
I trust you will be pleased to approve of my action, | , : 

| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient. servant, - 
- | A. L. C. PORTMAN, Ot 

| _ Chargé d@’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. ! 
Hon. Winwiam H. Sewarp, ae i 

a Secretary of State, Washington. — | 

: No. 1. | : | 
. | Memorandum. - a | 

Choshu, Prince of Nagato, being in a state of overt insurrection against the Tycoon, and : 
his Majesty the Tycoon having resolved to march himself at the head of an army, intended 
to reduce his contumacious vassal to obedience, civil war is imminent, and from the situatiou | 
of its theatre may, to a certain extent, compromise the interests of the treaty powers by im- | 

_ peding the free navigation of their vessels through the straits of Simonoseki. | . In presence of-this state of things, the representatives of the four powers subscribing og 
the convention of the 22d October, 1864, have met for the purpose of consulting.as to the i 
“Ineasures it may be convenient to adopt for protecting the interests of their countrymen, and : 
securing the results contemplated by the expedition successfully directed by their respective | 
naval forces against the batteries of Simonoseki in September, 1864. | , 

This meeting took place on the 21st June, 1865, and the following is the result of the joint 
deliberations of the undersigned: | | | 

Considering that the batteries erected by the Prince of Nagato, in the straits of Simonoseki, | 
were employed to prohibit the free navigation of the inland sea to foreigners, and were dis- 
armed by the commanders of the allied forces, who imposed upon the prince the formal obliga- 
tion not to re-arm them: - } 

Considering that the allied forces have not renounced the obligation of a military position | 
: in the straits, save on a formal obligation accepted by the government of the Tycoon, to 

guarantee the free navigation of the straits to foreign vessels: 
_ Considering, moreover, that while the rules of a wise policy require of the powers Signing | | 

the convention to avoid every act of intervention in the conflict which has just commence 2 
between the Tycoon and the Prince of Nagato, their treaty relations of friendship and com- ! 
merce which exist only with the Tycoon require from them the moral support and facilities 2 

| necessary to the exercise of the rights acknowledged by such treaties to belong to the Tycoon: : 
For these reasons the undersigned have adopted with one accord the following articles, ! 

| and are agreed that a copy of this memorandum shall be addressed to the commanders of the 2 
naval forces of their respective nations now present or hereafter to arrive in Japan: : 

ARTICLE I. | | 
‘In the interval which will elapse before the land and sea forces of the Tycoon shall present | 

themselves in the straits of Simonoseki, the naval commanders of the powers, parties to the 
- convention of the 22d October, ought, in virtue of that convention, to oppose the re-armament 7 

of the batteries of the Prince of Nagato in the said strait, or even to proceed to their disarma- 
ment if the Daimio should have re-armed them; but as the carrying these measures into effect | 

- might bring about conflicts and complications, which the undersigned wish absolutely to | | 
avoid, the commanders of the naval forces are requested, in this latter case, to make to the | 

_ Prince of Nagato, or his representative, such remonstrances as they may deem appropriate, 
| and in any event to ascertain the state of things, and to furnish the undersigned with an im- 

mediate report, in order that they may communicate with the government of the Tycoon | 
thereon, and to place their respective governments in a position to give their instructions. . : 

- | | |
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| ARTICLE IL. | 
; Apart from the object of the preceding article, it is desirable that the commanders of the | 

_ naval forces should be able to assure the free passage of the straits to foreign ships using it | , 
; in regular trade with Japan, and to lend the aid required by treaty for repressing on the part > ) 

of the merchant ships belonging to their respective flags in any part of the territories of Na- | 
i gato, contiguous to the straits, trading operations, which, in terms of the treaties, are only : 
7 authorized in the ports actually opened to foreigners. | 

| ARTICLE III. —_ 

- It is equally important to prevent the ships of the Tycoon, charged with the prevention of | 
unlawful commercial operations with the insurgent prince, from going in such cases beyond 
the limits of right and humanity. . 

| ARTICLE IV. , : 
: When hostilities shall commence in the straits between the Tycoon and Choshu, the com” 

manders will warn foreign ships of the necessity of passing beyond the lines of fire, and | 
should even require them to abstain from entering the straits if the passage at the time should 
bring them into actual danger. . | 

| . ARTICLE V. | 
It is well understood that all the measures indicated by the undersigned shall be carried , 

out in the manner which the naval commanders shall consider most fitting, and in any case | 
: that their desire is that the strictest neutrality should be observed in all that concerns the. | 

| military operations between the Tycoon and the Prince of Nagato. 
' A. L. C. PORTMAN, 3 

Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim of the United States in Japan. | 
LEON ROCHES, | 

! . Minister Plenipotentiary of France in Japan. | 
CO | CHARLES A. WINCHESTER, , | 

, Hi. B. M’s. Chargé @’ Affaires in Japan. | 
| | D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK. | 

| | Hf, N. M’s Political Agent and Consul General in Japan. ; 

| _ Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. _ | 

No. 40.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
 Yedo, July 5, 1865. 

Sirk: Late in the evening of the 3d instant, the day of the arrival of the mail | 
at Kanagawa, I received a message from the Gorogio to the effect that several | 
officers of rank wished to visit me on this day. I was accordingly waited on | 

_ by the governors for foreign affairs with a numerous suite, who, in the name of _ 
his Majesty the Tycoon and his government, came to request me to convey to 
the President and yourself the sentiments of profound pain with which they had 

| learned the assassination of Mr. Lincoln and the attack on yourself, and also 
| their sincerest wishes for your speedy recovery. I assured these officers that I 7 

should not fail to comply with this request at the earliest opportunity. | , 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 

ee A. L. 0. PORTMAN, oe 
oe Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. : 

Hon. WittiAm H. Sewarp, | 
| Secretary of State, Washington. | 

/ | Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. : | ae 

No. 44.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED Status IN JAPAN, : 
pe | Yedo, July 24, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit, No. 1, eopy of a letter addressed by me to . 
the Japanese government on the subject of an embassy which recently left for | 
Europe. | a ; 

|
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Up to this date no reply has been received by. me to that letter, and I 
| have no doubt that the delay in giving me the information desired is owing to | 

- some secret agreement entered into some months ago with the representative of 
a treaty power in this country. | | 

- Although no engagement, either secret or otherwise, made on behalf of the | 
Japanese government by this embassy with any European power, could in the 
slightest degree be binding on the United States, yet it might ultimately prove | 
of an embarrassing influence. - | | | 

I feel confident that at an early day I shall succeed in procuring a satisfactory | 
reply to my letter from the Japanese government. | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
A.L C. PORTMAN, 

| | Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan | 
Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, §c., Sc., §c. | | 

No. 1. . : | | | 

| . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, ( 
i Yedo, July 8, 1865. 

I have to request your excellency to communicate to me the rank and names of the | 
officers composing your embassy, which left by last mail steamer for Europe, and to inform 
me of the object of their mission. | 

Your embassy which left for Europe in 1862 concluded a secret convention with the gov- 
ernments of Great Britain and France, which was shown me by Colonel Neale, then her | 
Britannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires, and the embassy which left subsequently concluded a 2 
convention in Paris, which latter convention was disapproved by his Majesty the Tycoon. : | 

: In neither of these cases was any notice whatever given to the minister of the United States. 
In the most friendly manner I now beg to submit that it is difficult to reconcile the con- | 

clusion of such conventions with a fair interpretation of the most-favored-nation clause, as | 
contained in article 9 cf the treaty concluded with. Commodore Perry at Kanagawa on the | 

: dist of March, 1854. | 
The President is animated with a most cordial friendship towards his Majesty the Tycoon 

and his government, which friendship, I am sure, is as cordially reciprocated, and 1 have — 
therefore no doubt that your excellency will furnish me at an early day with the information : 

| desired, | : | : 
With respect and esteem, => 

| A. L. C, PORTMAN, | 
| | , - Chargé @ Affaires of the United States in Japan. . 

His Excellency MipLUNo IpsumI No Kamt, | 
. an Minister for Foreign Affairs, &c., Sc., &e. 

Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 

| No. 47.] LeGATION OF THE UNITED States iN JAPAN, ! 
Se | | | Yedo, August 6, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, No. 1, translation of aletter from. | 
the Gorogio, informing me that two of the members at Osacca had commissioned | 

: two war steamers to cruise off the coast of Nagato, under instructions to seize | 
all foreign vessels engaged in illicit traffic with the subjects of the rebellious — | 
prince of that province. | | | 

This letter was handed me with the request that the greatest possible pub- | 
| licity might be given to it. _ a | 

I therefore addressed a letter to this effect te Mr. Seward, our consul general | 
in China, at Shanghai, (enclosure No. 2,) and to the consular officers in this | 
country, (enclosure No. 3.) | | | 
With my reply to the Gorogio (enclosure No. 3) I transmitted an au- | 

thenticated copy, in duplicate, of my letter to the consuls above named, for each : 
| | | | |
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of those two war steamers, for the double purpose of enabling their respective | 
commanders, in the probable absence of competent interpreters, to communicate _ | 
with any American vessel, should any unfortunately be found engaged in such | 

| illicit traffic, and to show that both in China and Japan the consular officers of 
the United States have been informed of the presence of those steamers and the | 

; subject of their cruise. | Oo 
On inguiry whether the commanders of those war steamers “would know how 

: to act’’ in case of their meeting with any American. vessel engaged in such illicit 
q _ traffic, it was stated to me that the Japanese government were not quite pre- 

pared to discuss “any question of international law,” but that I might rest as- | 
sured that both commanders were cautious gentlemen, and that, moreover, they | 
had been instructed to act with the greatest moderation, though it was hoped 
and believed that there would be no necessity for any action whatever on their , 
part. | ° 7 

‘The mission of those steamers, though not fully disclosed, perhaps, is evidently : 
the blockade of Simonoseki, to prevent supplies of arms, ammunition, &c., reach-- | 

- ing the Prince of Nagato, now bolder than ever in his overt rebellion against 
this government. —— 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
A. L! C. PORTMAN, 

; | Chargé d’ Affaires in Japan. : 
Hon. Witiiam H. SEwarp, 

; Secretary of State, Washington. - : 

; | | No. 1. a | 

| [have to inform you that, having learned that foreign ships are trading clandestinely at 
Simonoseki, in the province of Nagato, two ships-of-war, the Shokoku and the Kokurio, sta- | 
tioned at Osacca, have been sent, on the 25th of July, to cruise off the coast of Nagato for ; 

| the purpose of seizing all vessels engaged in illicit traffic. This has been communicated to &§ 
| me by my colleagues then at Osacea. . | 

: I request you to make the foregoing known to all American ship-masters who may sail 
| through the straits, and also to the commanders of American ships-of-war in the eastern seas, | 

| in order that a friendly understanding may exist when the officers of our respective nations _ 
shall meet each other. . . 

With respect and esteem. . 
The 13th day of the 5th month of the first year of the Ke-M, (August 4, 1865.) 

. MIDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI. | 
° A. L. C. PoRTMAN, Esq., 

Chargé d Affaires of the United States in Japan. 

No. 2. a : 

| | Mr. Portman to Mr. G. F. Seward. , | 

| | . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | | 
Yedo, August 5, 1865. | 

_ Sr: The Gorogio of Japan informed me that, on the 25th ultimo, two of its members at =: 
Osacca commissioned two war steamers, the Shokoku and the Kokurio, to cruise off the coast | 

| of Nagato, with instructions to seize foreign vessels engaged in illicit traffic. — | 
_ In compliance with the desire expressed, I now have the honor to request you to make the | 
foregoing known to the consular officers of the United States in China, for the information - 
of all American citizens within their jurisdictions. | . 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, , , 
| | A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 

SO Chargé @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 
GEORGE F, SEWARD, Esq., | | | : 

Consul General of the United States in China, Shanghat. 

{[Same, mutatis mutandis, to United States consuls at Nagasaki, Kanagawa, Hakodate, & 
and Hong Kong. ] 

|
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| | | No 3. | 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
| | —  Yedo, August 5, 1865. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s note of yesterday, stating | 
| that your colleagues at Osacca had commissioned two war steamers to cruise off the coast of 

| Nagato for the suppression of illicit traffic, and, in reply, to inform you that I have this day 
given notice to that effect to the consuls of the United States in Japan, and consul general 
at Shanghai, for the information of the American consulates in China. mS e 

I transmit herewith a copy of that notice, and also an additional ohe, should you desire to 
send to each of the war steamers named in your letter a copy certified, and under the seal of | 
this legation. | | | 

- With respect and esteem, | | 
A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 

| Chargé @ Affaires ad interim of the United States in Japan. 
His Excellency MIDLUNO IDLUMI No Kami, . : 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, &c., Yedo. BO | | 

| . Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. : | 

No. 48.] | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, — | | 
- 7 | , Yedo, August 22, 1865. | | 

Sir: On the morning of the 18th instant I was- waited on by governors for od 
foreign affairs, who came to inform me that the Japanese government was pre-. | 
pared to pay the first instalment of five hundred thousand dollars of the Simon- ! 

| oski indemnity, according to the convention of the 22d October, 1864. — 
Aware that under article 2d of that convention the large sum of three millions | 

| (3,000,000) of dollars was payable quarterly in instalments of half a million | 
(500,000) dollars each, “to begin from the date when the representatives of the 

| =. _~—s powers signing it should make known to the Tycoon’s government the ratifica- ! 
tion of the convention and the instructions of their respective governments,” I 
only inquired whether similar announcements had been made to the representa- 

| tives of the other treaty powers. a | | 
Zz The governors then informed me that early on that day another governor for —_{ 

foreign affairs had gone to Yokohama for that purpose, and that such announce- | 
| * ment would probably be made to the other representatives on the afternoon of = = 

that day. | CO a | | 

| In order that my absence; might not embarrass the action of those represent- 2 
7 atives, I accordingly went down to Yokohama at once, with the object of ascer- | 

_ taining their views on this unexpected announcement. | | | 
| The unanimous opinion was, in view of the decision taken and communicated | 

to the Gorogio in April last, that no option was left but that the amount ten-. | 
dered shotld be received. I respectfully beg to refer you to the despatch No. _ | 
16, of this series, with its three enclosures. | ) ae 

| I now have the honor to transmit herewith, No. 1, a copy of a memorandum | 
1 dated the 21st August, 1865, agreeing to take delivery of the sum offered, ap- | 

pended to which is a copy of an order to the chartered Oriental Bank and char- ! 
_ tered Mercantile Bank, to hold that money in equal sums of two hundred and / 

| fifty thousand (250,000) dollars each, to the conjoint order of the representatives: ! 
| of the four powers who signed the convention of the 22d October, 1864. | | 

Your instructions as to the disposal of that money have no doubt been sent Oo 
already. Their anticipated early arrival was an additional reason why I felt ; 

| no hesitation in consenting to its being received. If the offer of the Japanese 2 
government had not been accepted at once when made, the payment of the first | 
instalment might have been indefinitely extended, and the convention, as I learned, a 
had already, in substance, been approved by the governments of Great Britain | 

| ~ and France. | | Boe ) _ 2 
: 

. ,
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Should the whole amount of the indemnity, namely, three millions (3,000,000) | | 
of dollars, so much larger than originally intended, be deemed too large, which 

j > was Mr. Pruyn’s opinion, as expressed in his despatch No. 65, of the 29th Oc- | 
tober, 1864, I beg respectfully to suggest, inasmuch as it is stated in article 3 | 
of that convention that ‘‘the receipt of money has never been the object of the | 
said treaty powers, but the establishment of better relations with Japan,” &c., : 

i. that a portion of that indemnity, say five hundred thousand (560,000) dollars, 
| might be most advantageously employed in improvements in both the foreign : 

and Japanese settlements, at the open ports, such as drainage, cleaning streets, : 
é&ec. In no manner that I am aware of could any portion of such indemnity be 
employed to greater advantage and be of more lasting benefit to both our politi- 

| cal and commercial relations with this country. | Oo | 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | =. 

am | A. I. C. PORTMAN, 4 
. Charge d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. oo 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | 

: Secretary of State, Washington. , 

, No. 1. : : 

a Memorandum. OO | | 

7 _ The government of the Tycoon having offered, in April last, to pay, in the course of the 3 
sixth month of the Japanese year of Gengi, (which terminated yesterday, Sunday, 20th Au- 

_ gust, ) to the representatives of the foreign powers who signed the convention of the 22d Oc- ao | 
| tober, 1864, a sum of five hundred thousand (500,000) dollars, as the first instalment of the - 

indemnity stipulated for in the said convention, and the said offer having been accepted in  &§ 
April last by the representatives of the signing powers, and Taumra Higo No Kami having 

| tendered, on the 19th instant, to the undersigned, on the part.of the government of the Tycoon, ~ : 
the said sum of five hundred thousand dollars, the undersigned hereby record their agreement  &| 
to take delivery of the said money, and with a view to its‘safe custody, to authorize, by the : 
letter at foot, the deposit of the same in two equal sums. of two hundred and fifty thousand 
(250,000) dollars in the chartered Oriental Bank and the chartered Mercantile Bank at Yoko- . 
hama, each bank to receive one of the said sums and to hold the same subject to the instruc- . 
tions now expected from the respective governments of the undersigned as to the manner in : 
which the said money is to be disposed of. | 

Signed at her Britannic Majesty’s legation this 21st day of August, A. D. 1865. ) 
_ HARRY S. PARKS, | | 
a H. B. M.’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 

A. L. C. PORTMAN, , ! 
| _ Chargé d@’ Affaires of the United States. 

D. DE GRAEFF YON POLSBROEK, 
| H, N. M.’s Political Agent and Consul General. , i 

For the Ministre of France— _P. CHEVEY RAMEAU, | ' 
. | | Geiant du Consulat General de France. oo, 

| | _ COUNT DE TURENNE, Attaché. | 

You are hereby authorized to receive from the Japanese authorities the sum of two hun-- | | 
dred and fifty thousand (250,000) dollars, and to hold the same subject to our conjoint order. 

As the delivery of this sum may extend over several days, you will give a receipt at the: : 
close of each day for the amount received on that day, which will be countersigned by Mr. | 
ltusden, Japanese secretary to her Britannic Majesty’s legation. 

. . H. Ss. P. ; ; : | | . A. L. C. P. | 
| | D. DE GR. P.. , 

| _ 2P.C.R., (for M. Roches.) | 
eo | C’T DE T. | 

: S. G. RicHarD, Esq,,. | CO : 
Manager Chartered Oriental Bank. } 

R. BRETT, Esq., | | | 
Manager Chartered Mercantile Bank, Yokohama. a 

| 17 pc * * ,
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Portman. : 
. [ Extract. ] , 

! No. 1.] . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | . 
| | | Washington, August 31,1865. | 

_ Sir: Ihave received your several despatches numbered and dated as follows: © | 
2 Nos. 29 and 30, June1; No. 31, June 8; No. 32, June 9; No. 33 and No. 34, 
| June 10. | | | ‘| 
7 The removal of the legation residence to Yedo is a gratifying circumstance, 
| and it is hoped that the new building intended for the use of our minister there, | 

which is now in course of preparation, may soon be completed. 
The intelligence which you have communicated in your No. 32, relative to the | 

Tycoon’s imposing demonstration for the suppression of the rebellion of Prince | 
Choshu, is very interesting, and it is sincerely hoped that the movement will | 

a speedily result in a satisfactory solution of the difficulties which now beset the = 
| empire. * * OK * *k * _ OR * | 

: I am, sir, your obedient servant, vo | | 
) : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| A. L. C. Portman, Esq., §c., &c., Yedo. | | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Portman. 

; No. 2.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
? Washington, September 4, 1865. ~ | 

: Sir: A communication has been received from Mr. Pruyn, dated at London, _ ! 
July 31, transmitting the convention of January 28, 1864, for the reduction of : 
import duties, concluded by him with the Japanese government, and also the : 

: convention entered into by and between his Majesty the. T’ycoon and the gov- 
ernments of the. United States, Great Britain, France, and Holland, providing | 

| for the payment to said governments of the sum of three millions of dollars for 
7 indemnities and expenses. The latter instrument is accompanied by a memo- 

| 7 randum executed by the ministers of said treaty powers, explanatory thereof 
| * and embracing returns of the forces employed in the recent operations in Japan. 
| These two conventions will, at the commencement of the next session of Con- 

~_-gress, be submitted to the Senate for its consideration with a view to ratification. — | 
| I an, sir, your obedient servant, | 

; oo : _ | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| A. lL. C. Portman, Esq., &c., &¢., Yedo. a | 

| | oe Mr. Seward to Mr. Portman. 7 | | 

— No. 3.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| Washington, September 3, 1865. — | 

. rr: Your despatch of the 5th of July has been received and submitted to— 
| the President of the United States. He is profoundly affected by the expres- | 
| sions of sympathy and condolence in the recent afflictions of our country which | 
| the Gorogio of Japan have authorized you to communicate to this government. — | 

We humbly trust that the dangers with which we have been threatened have — | 
; ‘been averted by an all-merciful Providence. But we are not, therefore, by any | 

means less grateful to friendly powers for the good wishes they have expressed : 
in our behalf. You are authorized to renew to the Gorogio the assurance of the | 
friendship of the United States for the Emperor and people of Japan. | | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, an | | 
«WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

A. L. C. Portman, Esq., §c., §c., Yedo. Oe ?
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3 Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 
oo | Extract. ] 

1 No. 50.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
| - Yedo, September 5, 1865. : 

1 Siz: [have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of amemorandum, signed | 
: yesterday, acknowledging the receipt from the government of the Tycoon of the «| 

sum of five hundred thousand (500,000) dollars, as the first instalment of the : 
indemnity payable under the convention of the 22d October, 1864. : 

As stated in my despatch No. 48, of the 22d ultimo, this amount has been 
i —__— placed, in equal sums of two hundred and fifty thousand (250,000) dollars each, 

in the chartered Oriental and chartered Mercantile Banks, both at Yokohama, 
subject to the conjoint order of the four powers represented in the aforesaid | 
convention. * * * * * * UK * | 

. I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
| A. L. 0. PORTMAN, 

Chargé @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 
Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | | 

Secretary of State, Washington. | | | | 

. | | Memorandum. | . | 

| | / | AT YOKOHAMA, September 4, 1865. | 

' The undersigned, representatives of Great Britain, France, the United States, and the Ne- 
therlands, hereby acknowledge to have received from the government of the Tycoon the sum 

7 of five hundred thousand dollars as the first instalment of the indemnity payable to the afore- 
said four powers, under the convention of the 22d of October, 1864. 

. The government of the Tycoon having applied in April last to the aforesaid representatives | 
for an extension of time in respect to the payment of the second instalment of the said indem- . 
nity, the aforesaid representatives have submitted that application to the consideration of 

_ their respective governments, and now await instructions on the point. The payment of the 
instalment is entirely independent of that application; but to prevent the possibility of mis- 4 
understanding it is hereby distinctly declared that the receipt of the aforesaid sum of five 
hundred thousand dollars does in no degree affect the right of the aforesaid four powers to 
require, if they see fit to do so, from the government of the Tycoon the punctual payment of 
the whole indemnity in quarterly instalments in the manner stipulated in the aforesaid con- | 
vention. 

| HARRY §&. PARKES, 
H. B. M.’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan. 

_ LEON ROCHES, y 
| Ministre Plenipotentiaire de sa Majestie France au Japan. . E 

A. L. C. PORTMAN, . 
, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim of the United States in Japan. 

| _ D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, — 
| H. N. M.’s Polttical Agent and Consul General in Japan. | 

| | : Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | | - ; 

| — No. 52.] oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
oe _ Yedo, September 13, 1865. 

Str: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a correspondence on | 
the subject of alleged interference in the purchase by American merchants of 

- silk-worm eggs-and cocoons at Kanagawa, and to inferm you tha¢ all restrictions 
| have been removed. | 
| |
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! Enclosure No. 1, Mr. Fisher to Mr. Portman, August 14. 
| Enclosure No. 2, Mr. Portman to the Gorogio, August 15. | 
| | Enclosure No. 3, Mr. Fisher to Mr. Portman, September 4. a 

_ Enclosure No. 4, the Gorogio to Mr. Portman, September 7. . a 
| Enclosure No. 5, Mr. Portman to Mr. Fisher, September 7. | 
: | Enclosure No. 6, Mr. Portman to Mr. Fisher, September 9. | _ 

| Enclosure No. 7, Mr. Fisher to Mr. Portman, September 11. | 
! ' For several years the silk crops of France, Italy, and other silk-raising coun- 
| _ tries decreased, owing to a more or less alarming disease among the silk-worms. | 

Renewal of the species thus became of the greatest importance; seed from 
! - China and Bengal failed, but the Japanese ova succeeded beyond expectation ; | 
| and until such seed shall become acclimated in those countries they will be | 
: chiefly dependent upon Japan for a yearly supply of the same. | 
| It would appear that the interference only complained of at Kanagawa, and 
: not at the other open ports, was caused by the unauthorized action of the local 
| authorities. ‘Three American firms are alleged to have sustained losses in con- | 
| sequence of this interference, and their complaints are now being examined by | 

Mr. Consul Fisher, in conjunction with the present governor of Kanagawa, 
whose predecessor was removed. . : oS | 

: Should they have undoubted claims, I trust they will be of easy settlement : 
; at that port. I beg to assure you, however, that in no case shall I make any | 
: demands upon the Japanese government unless expressly authorized to do so. 2 
; _ have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 

_ | | A.L.0.PORTMAN, | 
| Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | | 
: — Secretary of State. : 

, No. 1. | | | 

) | 7 - | Mr. Fisher to Mr. Portman. . | | 

: . CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
| - Kanagawa, Japan, August 14, 1865. ot 

Sm: Serious complaints are made to me by the American houses of Messrs. Allmand & | 
Co., and Messrs. Walsh, Hall & Co., of direct and indirect interferences in their trade, and 
thereby of - positive daily violations made by the Japanese of article three of the treaty made 

: with the United States, July 29, 1858, in regard to their freely buying silk-worm eggs and 
cocoons. from the Japanese merchants who have them to sell, by the Japanese custom-house 

| officials of this port, in that they only suffer certain named Japanese merchants to sell these 
important staples by their payment of a certain bonus or leignorase to other specially-licensed 
merchants of this port. | es 

_ Itis said this way of doing business bas been ordered by the Gorogio, or government at 
Yedo, and EF will be greatly obliged to you for the earliest. possible denial of such interference, | 
and for such information as you may be able to procure as to what, if any, instructions have | 
been given to the custom-house officials of this port in regard to Japanese merchants selling | 
silk-worm eggs and cocoons freely, and whether the government deliberately and openly in- | 

| tends its subjects, officials, or otherwise, to violate and set at naught our treaty-rights, and | 
: thus embarrass and restrict the lawful rights of our merchants, trade, and commerce at this port. | 

Your early attention and answer will greatly oblige our mercantile interests here, and en- - 7 
able me to communicate with them more intelligibly what steps are best to be taken in view | 

. of the damages they are now daily suffering in consequence of this official interference so | 
justly complained of. | 

I have the honor to be, sir,, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : , | 
| | | GEORGE S. FISHER, | | 

oe co , | United States Consul. | 
: | A. L. C. PorTMAN, Esq,., : | 

Ho Chargé @ Affaires ad interum, Yedo. oS | 
a a | | | | | | a |
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| No. 2. | 

| Mr. Portman to the Gorogio. 

| LEGATION OF THI: UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, . ) 
| . | -Yedo, August 15, 1865. | 
| I have the honor to inform your excellency that I received this day a letter from the 

American consul at Kanagawa, containing serious complaints of interference in the purchase : 
of silk-worm eggs and cocoons by American merchants at that place, in daily violation of 

7 article 3 of the treaty, and to request you to desire the governor of Kanagawa, with such 
: officers who are well acquainted with the matter, to visit me at the earliest moment, for the 
d purpose of examining those complaints in view of their prompt removal. , 

| _ With respect and esteem, | ; 
7 . A. L. C. PORTMAN, . 

| Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim of the United States in Japan. | 
q His Excellency MipLuNo IDLUMI No KaM1I, | 

| Minister for Foreign Affairs, &c., &c., &e., Yedo. | | , 

| | | No 3. | 

: Mr. Fisher to Mr. Portman. | : 

: CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : oO ) 
_  Kanawaga, Japan, September 4, 1865. 

Sir: As the season is rapidly advancing, and will soon draw to a close for the business ot _ | 
| silk-worm eggs for this year, you will excuse me for recalling your attention to my No. 250, 

| (enclosure No. 1,) of the 14th ultimo, in relation to the interference of custom-house officials oe 
in the purchase and sale of silk-worm eggs at this port, and request, if possible, that you : 
will give me information in the course of this week as to what information you have obtained ) 
in relation thereto from the government at Yedo, that I may, without further delay, conclude 

| what steps had best be taken in regard to the interests of American merchants and traders in 
that relation. a . 

I have further to advise you that the American house of Messrs. Schultze, Reis & Co., of 
this port, have made the same complaint to me in regard to interferences .and necessity for — 
custom-house permits as Messrs. Walsh, Hall & Co. and Messrs. Allmand & Co. | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
GEORGE 8S. FISHER, : 

| United States Consul. 
So A. L. C. PoRTMAN, | | | - 

Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 2 | 

. No. 4. 

The Gorogio to Mr. Portman. | 

As it has been represented that foreigners meet with inconvenience in purchasing silk-. | 
_ worm eggs from our merchants, I have again instructed the governor of Kanagawa to allow 

_ this article to be as freely sold as any other article of commerce. | 
Stated for your information, in reply, with respect and esteem. : | 
The 16th day of the 7th month of the year of Ke-U, (7th September, 1865. ) 

| | | MIDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI, 
A. L. C. Portman, Esq., , 

- Chargé d’ Affaires of the United States of America, &c., &c., &c. , 

| : | | No. 5. . : 

Mr. Portman to Mr. Fisher. / 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | | 
Yedo, September 7, 1865. ; | 

_ Sm: On the receipt of your letter No. 250, (enclosure No: 1,) of the 14th ultimo, I at onee 
addressed the Gorogio on the subject, and, after several interviews with governors for foreign | 
affairs, I was informed in reply that instructions had again been issued to the governor of 
Kanagawa to the effect that the trade in silk-worm eggs and cocoons should be as free as the | 
trade in any other article. |
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| Presuming that all cause of complaint for the future has thus been removed, it remains to 
' ageertain the losses sustained by our merchants from this alleged interference in the purchase 

of silk-worm eggs, and I now have the honor to request you to transmit to me all such bona 
fide claims, in order that they may be presented to this government for examination without | 

| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
. A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 

| : | ; Chargé @’ Affaires ad intervm in Japan. | 
GEORGE 8. FISHER, Esq., _ | 

| | United States Consul, Kanagawa. | | 

| | No. 6. | 

| | Mr. Portman to Mr. Fisher. 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
. . Yedo, September 9, 1865. 

Sm: In amendment of the desire expressed in my letter to you, No. 90, (enclosure No. 5,) 
| of the 7th instant, I now have the honor to request you to present the complaints of the 

American merchants for interference in the purchase by them of silk-worm eggs for exami- 
nation to the present governor of Kanagawa, who, in conjunction with a governor for foreign | 
affairs, if necessary, has been authorized to examine the same. In compliance with the 

| suggestion made, it has been deemed necessary that an investigation of the said complaints _ 
at your port, where witnesses, if required, may be examined, would lead more promptly to 
the result desired. | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
| | A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 
3 | | Chargé d@’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. | 

: | | a : - No. 7. | 2 

a | Mr. Fisher to Mr. Portman. . 

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
Kanagawa, Japan, September 11, 1865. 

| Sir: Your communications Nos. 90 and 92, of the 7th and 9th instant, have been received, 

| and will have my attention with the governor of Kanagawa, &c., as suggested, and I coneur 
in opinion that this is the better plan than to refer these claims to Yedo in the first instance. oe 

- I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : | 
, a GEORGE 8. FISHER, 

| | | United States Consul. : 
: A. L. C. PORTMAN, Esq., : 

Chargé d@’ Affaires ad interim, Yedo. | 

| : Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 

. No. 54.) _  LeeGation oF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
| . Yedo, September 22, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, No. 1, copy of a letter received 
. from the Gorogio, in reply to representations made, informing me of the aboli- | 

| tion of the regulations concerning the trade in irico, awabi, and sharks’ fins, | 
important articles of commerce, principally at Nagasaki, for the China markets. | 

I enclose, No. 2, copy of a letter addressed by me to Mr. Mangum, at Naga- 

saki; similar letters on the subject were addressed to the consul at Kanagawa : 

: and commercial agent at Hakodadi. | | 
I can claim no credit for this important concession, which, like the removal of the : 

| restrictions on the purchase of silk-worm eggs and cocoons, the subject-matter of ! 
my despatch No. 52, of the 13th instant, is the result of prompt and united action ] 

:_ under the perfect accord existing among the foreign representatives in this : 
country. / 2 

; I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, - ! 
| | A. L. C. PORTMAN, 

| , Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. | 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. | |
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: a No. 1. 

The Gorogio to Mr. Portman. | | 

, I have the honor to inform you that I have instructed the governors at the three opened _ | 
ports to notify the consuls of the treaty powers at those places, respectively, that it has been . 

oe decided to abolish the hitherto existing regulations concerning the trade in irico, dried awa- , 
: bi, and sharks’ fins, and that from the 20th day of our ninth month (the 8th November , 
; next) the trade in those articles shall hereafter be as free as that in any other article of | 
3 commerce. _ . : ig 

The governors at the opened ports may possibly find it convenient to give effect to this | 
‘ decision at an earlier day, in which case the consuls of the treaty powers will be duly notified : 
: by them. | 
‘ _ [have to request you to make the foregoing known to the consuls of the United States in | 

this country. | 
1 With respect and esteem, the 2d day of the eighth month of the first year of Ke-U, (21st 
’ September, 1865.) oe . : 
i MIDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI. 
7 A. L. C. PORTMAN, Esq., | | | 

Chargé d’ Affaires of the United States in Japan, &c., dsc. . ' 

No. 2. a oo & 
: Mr. Portman to Mr. Mangum. 7 : 

; . | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN J APAN, 
! | | Yedo, September 21, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that this day I received a letter from the Gorogio, to | 
- the effect that the governors at the opened ports have. been instructed to abolish the hitherto | 
existing regulations complained of as restricting the trade in irico, awabi, and sharks’ fins, _ , 
and that from the 20th day of the 9th month (the 9th November of this year) the said arti ; 
cles*may be as freely purchased as any other article of commerce. 

7 _ The date as above mentioned has been fixed with a view of inaugurating this improvement | 
| at the opened ports on the same day, according to precedent, though it is optional with the 

| governor at each port to allow it to take effect at an earlier day; and on causing inquiry to 
: be made at the custom-house at your port, I trust you will find that the governor has availed ; 

himself of the privilege granted him, and that all the regulations of a restrictive character 
above referred to have been already abolished from the date of the receipt of his instructions. | 

Permit me to request you to make the foregoing known to all American merchants within 
your jurisdiction. | | | : 

_ I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 
A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 

Chargé @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. , 
W. P. MANGUM, . | | 

| United States Consul, Nagasaki. | 

| Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 61.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
a Yedo, October 20, 1865. 

| Sirk: The Tycoon and his Daimios are still absent from this capital; troops | 
are still going forward to Osacca, where the headquarters are established, and | =. 
nearly all the available naval forces of this government are at anchor off ; 
Hiogo. Two armed Japanese vessels are constantly watching the Nagato. | 

| coast, and occasionally other vessels are despatched on a cruise in the inland. 
sea, for the purpose of preventing the landing of arms and munitions in Choshu. 
and the re-armament of the Simonoseki batteries. | 

The internal policy of this government is, as formerly, wrapped in almost. |
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| impenetrable mystery, and, as usual, rumors are plentiful. It is with the great- 
7 _ est caution, therefore, that I approach the subject, experience having taught 
: that rumors should not always be utterly disregarded, as they often form a clue 
! to what is actually transpiring in this country. oo 
| _. Informal communications, from educated persons not in the employ of this 

_. government, in connexion with official statements I have been fortunate enough | 
: | to elicit, lead me to interpret the present state of affairs in this country as in a | 

! fair way toward an early solution, in a form acceptable to our interests, of the 
: hitherto existing internal complications. | | | 

: _ It appears to be beyond doubt that the Mikado and Tycoon cordially agree , 
_ upon all matters of internal as well as foreign policy. The Tycoon unques- 

1 tionably commands the situation. With the two prominent members of the | 
Gorogio who accompany him I am well acquainted, and I therefore feel quite 4 

| confident that as vigorous a policy will be pursued by this government as cir- 
2 cumstances will render advisable. oe | 

_ The Prince of Choshu still persists in his rebellion. — | 
! In most of the provinces of this empire there are, besides the Daimios of the | 
| : province,.so called because he cither is the lineal descendant of the founder - | 

of the princely dynasty, or his legal representative by birth, other personages, | 
: also, more or less directly tracing their origin to the founder of such dynasty, | 

many of whom, being Daimios, or members of the high nobility in their own 
| right, often rank with Daimios of the first class, particularly if their wealth | 

! enables them to keep a princely state and retinue. | | 
: _ There are known to be Daimios nearly ranking with first-class noblemen in ! 
: the provinces of Lewo and Nagato, and it is supposed that the pressure now | 

being brought to bear upon them by the united influences of the Mikado and ! 
: Tycoon will lead to their abandoning the cause of action which the Prince of 
i Choshu, the senior Daimio of those provinces, apparently compelled them to . 

_ adopt; and it is expected that, as soon as he shall find himself sufficiently iso- 7 
: : lated, the submission of this rebellious prince may be obtained without further 

resort to coercive measures. > | ee 7 : 
: It is as yet uncertain when the Tycoon and Daimios may be expected to re- | 
: sume their residence in this capital; this is not likely to take place for some , 

| time. | | | | 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 

i | A. L. ©. PORTMAN, of 
| | Chargé @’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 

| ~ _ Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, - | | 
! oe Secretary of State. | | 

| | —_____ oo | 

| Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 

| ‘No. €3.] _ Lee@ation oF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, : | 
| | / | | ‘October 30, 1865. 
i; Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the accomplice to the murder of | 
? _ the two British officers, which took place in November of last year, has at last | 

been apprehended. He confessed his crime, and was beheaded this day on the | 
| public execution ground, near Yokohama, in the presence of the British consul 
: cand other officers. — | | 

As in the case of Simidzu Seigi, the principal murderer, who was executed ( 
‘in December of last year, placards proclaiming his crime and sentence have | 

__ tbeen conspicuously posted at various places within the treaty limits of Kanagawa. | 
| ‘This government, vigorously urged thereto by the foreign authorities, have evi- : 

'
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7 _ dently been untiring in their efforts to apprehend this criminal, and itis satis- = ff 
-. faetory to reflect that their admission of the atrocity of such assassins has again 

' received a practical illustration. SO & 
| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, ; 

, | | | BS A. L. CO. PORTMAN, &£ 
a ce _ Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Le : — . 

7 : Seeretary of State, Washington. | | 

| | Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. | 

: No. 64 | : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
| Kanagawa, October 30, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, No. 1, copy of a memorandum, : 
: signed this day, setting forth the course of action unanimously adopted, in ac-  &| 
; cordance with instructions received from their respective governments, by the 

representatives of Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands. 
Similar instructions have, no doubt, been sent to this legation. I would have , 

_ preferred to await their arrival, but I knew that a golden opportunity to place 
| our political and commercial relations with this country on an improved basis 

had presented itself, and felt no hesitation, therefore, in cordially uniting with 
above-mentioned representatives. in carrying out the instructions that had been | 

| received. 
| This action is unquestionably in continuation of the policy that was inaugu- 
: rated with the successful expedition to Simonoseki, of which the President was 

im pleased to approve, and which has been productive of so much benefit. It was, &§ 
| moreover, in harmony with Mr. Pruyn’s views, as expressed in his several 

despatches with reference to the Simonoseki indemnity, and it was, also, well | 
understood, though not frankly admitted, that the temporary transfer of the 
foreign legations to Osacca, at this juncture, could not but be highly acceptable 
to the Tycoon and his government, and, in all probability, would be the means , 

a of averting civil war, into which the hitherto existing civil commotion appeared | 
likely to culminate at an early day. 

The Tycoon, and four of the five members of which the Gorogio is com- | 
| posed, are now at Osacca. © | : 

| I greatly regret that, on an occasion like the present, there is no national “OE 
vessel in Japan. Very acceptable arrangements, however, have been made by __ 
the vice-admiral commanding her Britannic Majesty’s naval forces on this sta- 
tion for my accommodation on board her Britannic Majesty’s frigate Pelorus,. | 
the largest ship in his. squadron next to the Princess Royal line-of-battle ship, oy 
in which the British minister and staff have taken passage. oo 

The French minister will take passage in the frigate Guerriere, and the 
' Netherlands consul general and political agent in the Dutch sloop Tontinan, and : 

. _ at 10 o’clock to-morrow morning the squadron will sail for Hiogo and Osacca. 
~The mail closes this afternoon, and only a few hours are left me to complete | 

all my preparations for this trip; I trust, therefore, that you will excuse me | 
from sending a translation of accompanying memorandum by this mail, | | 

I also transmit, No. 2, copy of my letter to the Gorogio, and No. 3, copy of } 
a nfy letter to the consular officers in this country, announcing the temporary 

transfer of the legation to Osacca. | | 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, : 

: | | A. L. ©. PORTMAN, | | 
| | | Chargé @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. | 

Hon. WitLtam H. Sewarp, | 
2 Secretary of State, Washington.
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i... No. 1. , oO | 

: [ Translation.—Memorandum. ] | 

: In virtue of the convention signed 22d October, 1864, the Japanese government engaged 
2 to pay to the governments of the United States of America, England, France, and the Nether- 

lands, a sum of three millions of dollars, as indemnity for the expenditures made necessary , 
j by the expedition. | | | 

The representatives of the four powers above named, desirous of testifying tothe Japanese. 
, _ government the disinterested views of their sovereigns, and of their sole desire to improve 

their relations with Japan, left to his Majesty the Tycoon the privilege of settling the pay- | 
| ment of this indemnity by opening a new port to foreign commerce, required by the repre- ° 

sentatives of the said powers to declare whether he would or not avail himself of this | 
| privilege. The government of Japan declared about six months ago that it preferred to pay the 
2 indemnity, seeing that the state of the country caused it to regard the opening of a new port | 

as impolitic; but at the same time requested the delay of a year to provide for the second | 
instalment of the indemnity. 

The representatives of the four powers, while acknowledging the right of the Japanese | 
government to choose between the two conditions, did not consider themselves empowered to : 
grant the postponement asked for, and had to refer to their respective governments. The | 
instructions which they asked for on this subject have reached the undersigned representa- 
tives of France, England, and the Netherlands. . | a oo 

The right of the Tycoon to choose between the payment of the indemnity in the terms 
settled by the convention of the 22d October and the opening of a port on the Inland Sea, 
is naturally admitted by each of the said powers, but they ditfer in opinion on the subject of 
the postponement asked for by the Japanese government. | a 

The cabinets of St. James and the Hague require either the strict execution of the articles 
, of the convention of the 22d October in this respect, or,.instead, consent to this postponement, 
| and even to the abandonment of two-thirds of the indemnity on the three conditions following: 

First, that the Japanese government open the port of Hiogo and the city of Osacca on 
: the ist January, 1866; second, that the Mikado ratify the treaties concluded with the foreign 

powers; third, and last, that the tariff of duties of import be fixed for the greater part of 
merchandise at five per cent., and can in no caseexceed 10 per cent. The cabinet of Paris, 
on the contrary, would not see any obstacle to according the postponement to the Japanese 
government, if the latter should act in good faith in respect to the powers, signers of the 
treaties, and would perceive a danger in imposing on it the opening of Osacca before the _ 

: epoch fixed by the additional convention of 1862. The cabinet of Paris declares, besides, 
_ formally, what is also admitted by the cabinets of St. James and the Hague, that the Tycoon 

being free to choose between the payment of the indemnity and the opening of a port, we 
‘would not have the right, if the prince execute one of these conditions, to exact the opening, | 
by anticipation, of Hiogo and Osacca. ‘The minister of the Emperor adds in recapitulation, 
in the despatch which his excellency addressed to the cabinets of London, of Washington, l 
and of the Hague, under date of 22d July, 1865, that the imperial government is of opinion 

_ that the solution of this question may be devolved on the representatives of the four powers | 
. in Japan. In answer to this communication, Earl Cowley has informed Mr. Drouyn d’Lhuys 

that the government of her Britannic Majesty consented to this last proposition. | 
The representative of the United States of America has not received any instructions from 

his government; but the measures settled by the present memorandum being only the conse- 
quence of the policy which has been inaugurated between the four powers, signers of the | 
treaties, Mr. Portman, chargé d'affaires ad interim, does not hesitate on this occasion to unite 
with his colleagues. Mr. De Graeff Van Polsbroek has received from his government identical 
instructions. In this state of things the undersigned, representatives of the United States of | 
America, of England, of France, and of the Netherlands, have deemed it necessary to assemble | 

: for the purpose of a mutual understanding—First, on the means of reconciling the instruc- | 
tions of their respective governments, while preserving intact the union and community of } 
purpose which have already given them such power; second, on the steps to be followed | 
so as to make the best possible of the actual situation. After having examined the question | 
in all its aspects; considering, on the one hand, that the proposition of the government of 
her Britannic Majesty to abandon a part of the indemnity in return, first, of the opening by 
anticipation of the port of Hiogo and of the city of Osacca; second, of the ratification of | | 
the treaty by the Mikado; and, third, of the revision of the tariff of duties, conforms with the | 
spirit of the convention of the 22d October, 1864; considering, on the other hand, that tee | 
government of his Majesty the Emperor does not diverge from the propositions of the cabinet 

. Of St. James, except what there might be in them inopportune; considering the state of par _ 
| ties in Japan: considering that the conditions claimed by Eugland and the Netherlands, if 

they, were spontaneously granted by the government of Japan would no longer present the ! 
dangers which France apprehended, if such conditions should be imposed, and would be 
preterable for all interested in the payment of thier third of the indemnity, and that France 
would then have no objection to oppose to this new arrangement, which, is repeated, is in 
ful conformity with the spirit of the convention of the 22d of October; considering that the | 

| |
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a, well-understood interests of the powers, signers of the treaties, and of Japan itself, require a | | 

prompt solution of questions depending, and that the abandonment of two-thirds of the in- | 

demnity might facilitate and hasten the ratification of the treaties by the Mikado, a ratifica- | 

tion which is the best guarantee of the future good relations of the foreign powers with Japan, 
and that, moreover, the government of the Tycoon has engaged to obtain it from the Mikado; ; 
considering that the absence of the Tycoon and his principal ministers renders any negotia- ~ | 

: tion at Yedo, if not impossible, at least illusory—that it is important, however, to affirm 

q our right to obtain in due time the execution of an agreement and of a solemn convention, | 

and to convince the Japanese government, as well as the Mikado and the Daimio, that the ; 

: foreign powers have irrevocably determined to exact the opening of Hiogo and of Osacca af 

q the time fixed by the treaties, if not obtained before in consequence of a mutual understand- 

’ ing—the representatives undersigned have agreed by common’ consent to transfer for the mo : 

4 ment the seat of their negotiations to Osacca. This measure, which is in perfect conformity 

; with the spirit of the treaties, because the said representatives are accredited to the Tycoon in | 

person, will have, besides, in the eyes of the friends and enemies of the Tycoon, a significa- , 

4 tion which will singularly influence the happy issue of events which are in preparation. 

: In fact, the undersigned have been informed that the Tycoon, yielding to the instances of : 

the Mikado and the Daimio who surrounded him, had consented to receive the Prince ot 

: Nagato as recipient in regard to conditions which this rebel Daimio had accepted some eight 

3 months before from Prince Owari, generalissimo of the Tycoon’s army, but which, upon | 

4 various pretexts, he had not complied with. But the Tycoon, distrusting, with reason, the real | 

i dispositions of his subject, fixed a period (the 13th of December) after which he would con- _ 

4 | sider the favorable conditions which he was willing to have given the rebel Daimio as not- | 

i having befallen, and would proceed at once to his chastisement. | | 

; The arrival at Osacca of the representatives of the powers, signers of the treaties, happen- 

: ing at this decisive moment, followed by a respectable naval force to treat amicably with the 

; ministers of the Tycoon, will prevent, there is room to believe, the commencement of hostili- 
ties, which would, perhaps, be the signal for civil war, the consequences whereof, whatever 
they might be, could not but injure the political as well as the commercial interests of foreign 

: powers in Japan; at all events, this arrival could not but give the Japanese government the 

| moral support that would facilitate the results of its measures, to the effect of obtaining from : | 

the Mikado the ratification of the treaties. | sO | 

In consequence the undersigned agreed immediately to address to the commanders of the | 
naval forces of their respective countries, in order to have them understand the political situ- _ 
ation, and to invite them to proceed to Osacca, where they would sojourn during the time 

_ necessary to lead to a good result the important negotiations which call them thither. 
The undersigned take this determination, with the intimate conviction that it may lead to 

: very fortunate results, and that in any event it is not of a nature to compromise the safe and 

| | conciliatory policy which their respective governments have ordered them to follow in respect I 
to Japan. 

Done at Yokohama, in quadruplicate, the 30th of October, 1865. _ - , 

| | | A. L. C. PORTMAN, : 
Chargé d’ Affaires of the United States in Japan. 

HARRY 8S. PARKES, | 
" H. B. M.’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan. 

: LEON ROCHES, 
Minister Plenipotentiary of the Emperor of the French. | | 

D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK, 
| H. N. M.’s Political Agent and Consul General in Japan. | 

oS No. 2. | 

Mr. Portman to the Gorogio. | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, : 

| * : October 30, 1865. 

After conferring with my colleagues, the representatives of England, France, and the 
Netherlands, I have formed with them the unanimous opinion that the promptest mode to 
secure a solution, alike satisfactory to the Japanese government and.to the treaty powers, of | 
all that relates to the convention of the 22d of October, 1864, is to settle the important mat- | 
ter by negotiation with the ministers who are at present with the Tycoon. 

I have, therefore, the honor to inform your excellency that I propose immediately to pro- 
ceed to Osacca with my colleagues, the representatives above named. | 

The object, as above stated, is so eminently of a friendly character that it cannot fail to be 
productive of substantial benefit to the government and people of Japan. | 

With respect and esteem, | . 
- A. L. C. PORTMAN, 

Chargé d’ Affaires of the United States in Japan, 
-His Excellency MIDLUNO IDLUMI NO KAMI, 

: Minister for Foreign Affairs, &c., &c., &c., Yedo.
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a No. 3. 

: Mr. Portman to Mr. Fisher. 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, 
7 | | October 30, 1865. | 

. Sm: I have the honor to inform you that in concert with the representatives of Great 
: Britain, France, and the Netherlands, I have determined upon temporarily transferring the | 

! legation to Osacca, at present the seat of the government of this country, with a view of : 
bringing more promptly to a successful termination important negotiations that have been in : 
progress for some time. oo | | 

I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, : 
| | : A. L. C. PORTMAN, | 
| : Chargé @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 

GEORGE S. FISHER, Esq., | 4 
United States Consul, Kanagawa. | . | 

: * | | | 
- Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. — | 

No. 65.] , _ Legation or THe Unirep Srares In Japan, | 
a | _EMiogo, November 18, 1865. 

_ Ste: [have the honor to inform you that I arrived here on the 4th instant, | 
and on that day addressed a letter to the Sorogio at Osacca announcing my = 
arrival. — | | - eo 

Since then two conferences have been held with the leading men of the Ty- | 
coon’s government, minutes of which I herewith transmit, (enclosures Nos. 1 

: and 2.) I also transmit (No. 3) copy of the convention signed by Earl Russell 
and Japanese envoys in London on the 6th of June, 1862, as constituting, in 

| connexion with the treaties, the groundwork for the negotiations now in progress. 
| Having been made acquainted with the contents of your letter to Sir Frederick _ 

__ Bruce of the 15th of August, in which you announce your disposition in antici- 
pation of the ratification by the Senate of the convention of the 22d October, | 

| 1864, to co-operate in the plans proposed by her Britannic Majesty’s govern- ' 
ment, I feel assured that you will be pleased to approve of my action. | 

| The information thus far elicited is of great importance, and in guidance in / 
: further negotiations I trust that it will be the means of leading to important | 

| results, which I shall, no doubt, be able to communicate in extenso at an early | 
day. | | So | | 

_ [ have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 

| | A. L. C. PORTMAN, Oe 
| Chargé @ Affaires ad interim in Japan. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, a | 
, | Secretary of State, Washington. | | | 

| | oe | No. 1. - | | 

ae MEMORANDUM. | 
, _ Minutes of a conference held on board her Majesty's ship Princess Royal, lying off Hiogo, on | 

the 11th November, 1865, between the undersigned representatives of treaty powers and the 
undersigned members of the Tycoon’s government. oe 

| - Present: Sir Harry 8. Parkes, K. C. B., her Britannic Majesty’s envoy extraordinary and. 
minister plenipotentiary ; A. L. C. Portman, esq., chargé ‘d’affaires ad interim of the United 

| States ; D. de Graeff van Polsbroek, esq., his Netherlandish Majesty’s consul general and 
political agent; Vice-Admiral G. St. Vincent King, C. B., commander-in-chief; Abe Bungo 
No Kami, member of the Sorogio; Yamaguchi Suruga No Kami, ometske of the Tycoon; 
Inowuye Mondo No Sho, governor of Osaccan. tt Ce
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The Japanese minister explained to the foreign representatives the circumstances that had ; 
prevented his meeting them on the 9th instant, as had been at first arranged. 

: An interview between the Mikado and Tycoon had been held on that day at Kioto, (Miaco, ) : 
and this necessitated his (the minister’s) attendance in that city. He had left the following : 
day and had travelled all night in order to be here this morning. - : 

The British minister thanked Abe Bungo No Kami for his exertions, and explained the 
arrangements made for his reception, first by the representatives then present, and afterwards 
by the French minister, who was prevented by indisposition from leaving his vessel. As to 

a the delay which had occurred at Kioto, it was hoped that this would in the end contribute to -  &€& 
the despatch of business, and that it denoted that the foreign questions had been well con- 

‘ sidered at Kioto, and that the Mikado and Tycoon had arrived at a satisfactory understanding 
7 with each other on those points. | £- 
q JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Tycoon’s interview of the 9th was a very satisfactory one, 
4 and no effort is spared by him to effect a complete understanding with the Mikado on the 
F subject of foreign relations. Unfortunately, this result cannot be immediately attained, in | 
: consequence of the evil influences which the Tycoon has: to encounter. oo 
f FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We hope, however, that the Tycoon has succeeded in ob- | 

taining that formal approval of the treaties which his ministers more than a year ago pledged 
i themselves to the foreign representatives to procure. If this has been done, then, as observed 
s in a letter of the 4th instant, our business may be greatly expedited. | eo 
q _ JAPANESE MINISTERS. This official sanction of the Mikado is still withheld, in consequence : 
4 of the intrigues with which the Tycoon has to contend. Choshu’s affair is one of these. . — 
; FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We regret to hear such a cause assigned, as it shows . 
g that the Tycoon’s influence must be very limited if he cannot overcome such difficulties. As 
: to Choshu, we have now reason to believe that he has become friendly to foreigners, and that | 
: the Tycoon no longer meets with opposition in that quarter to the execution of the treaties. | : 
: JAPANESE MINISTERS. It may be true that Choshu now appears to be friendly disposed & 

toward foreigners; but he still retains his enmity to the Tycoon and seeks to complicate af- 
a: fairs at Kioto. The Tycoon’s object has been to bring about an understanding with all parties. 

by degrees, and thus gradually create a general opinion in favor of the treaties. | 
“FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We trust to hear from you that the Tycoon’s efforts have , 

been successful. Co oe | | 
JAPANESE MINISTERS. Unfortunately, the result has not been entirely satisfactory. Con- . 

; siderable improvement has, however, been made, and the various parties in the country are 
beginning to understand that the treaties must be observed. It is very difficult, however, for | | 

_a people like the Japanese to change an opinion they have so long held. 
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We should feel obliged if you would describe definitely what 

difficulties are now experienced by the Tycoon’s government in the execution of the treaties.. | 
; JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Japanese people, who do not understand the foreign question, | 
i are very slow indeed in comprehending the situation. When the Tycoon proposes amicable | 
| relations with foreigners, persons step in to make difficulties, and persuade the Mikado that 

Japan ought to have no foreign relations whatever. The Tycoon has great difficulty in con-. : 
. trolling these people. ) 

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. Be so géod as to give us the names of those obstructive 
! arties. : : : 

P JAPANESE MINISTER. I am unable to give you names, or to do more than refer in these 
general terms to the existence of unfavorable influences. There are people, however, who. 
secretly complicate affairs and oppose foreign intercourse. Choshu is one of these. ° | 

. FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. Choshu’s hostility is an affair of the past, and the foreign. | 
governments cannot take into account those secret and indescribable hostile influences to. © | 
which you so vaguely refer. If these exist, it is the duty of the ruling powers of the country 
to see that they are promptly suppressed. The governments of the treaty powers are at all 

_ events determined to insist upon the faithful execution of their treaties, andif the Tycoon 
__ wishes to be regarded as the governing power in Japan, he must be able to enforce their ob- 

servance. ‘The information we receive as to the feeling of the Daimios and influential people. 
towards the treaties is of a very different kind to that supplied by the Tycoon’s government. | 
We find professions of friendship where the latter would lead us to expect direct hostility. : 
JAPANESE MINISTER. The Tycoon. is exerting himself, and with success, to suppress.all : 

hostile action. Were the sanction of the Mikado to the treaties once obtained, everything = = ~~ 
would go on smoothly. — | | | 
NETHERLANDS CONSUL GENERAL. I was at Simonoseki this year, and. received earnest as- "4 

_ _- surances from Choshu’s officers that he is not unfriendly to the treaties. On the contrary, I. 
| was told that he was anxious to open Simonoseki to foreign trade. I was further told that 

the real reason of the breach between the. Tycoon and Choshu was the convention he made — 
| with the admirals last year—in a word, Choshu alleges that he is attacked by the Tycoon, , 

not on account of his previous hostility to foreigners, but because he has lately shown himself | 
, to be well disposed towards them. - | | 

JAPANESE MINISTER. Choshu’s disloyalty to the Mikado has not yet been -atoned for. 
He attacked the Mikado and is still his enemy. Choshu’s friendly professions to foreigners 
are made solely with a view to his own interest.
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: NETHERLANDS CONSUL GENERAL. When Choshu fired on foreign vessels he did so in ac- 
' cordance with orders from the Tycoon, copies of which he furnished to the admirals. In — 
5 these orders the Tycoon declared that foreign relations were to cease, and that foreigners were 
- : to be expelled from the country. 

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We must now enter on the particular business that is before : 
2 us. The Japanese minister is doubtless familiar with the convention of 1864, and also with : 
] the agreement made by the Japanese envoys with Earl Russell, in London, in 1862. By 
| that agreement her Britannic Majesty’s government consented that Hiogo and other places 

should remain closed for five years, on certain conditions which the Japanese minister must F 
be aware have not been fulfilled. Therefore, in the terms of that agreement, her Britannic — | | 
Majesty’s government can insist upon the opening of Hiogo at once if they see fit to do so. | 

| | According to the convention of 1864, the Tycoon bound himself to pay an indemnity of 
$3,000,000 or to open a port. The Tycoon, after considering the subject for nearly six months, 
decided upon paying the indemnity; but at the time that he informed the representatives of 

_ his choice, he applied for a considerable postponement of the date fixed for payment. ° This 
application has been communicated by the representatives to their respective governments, | 
and instructions have now been received. They are to the effect that the governments of the | 
four powers are not satisfied with these repeated delays and evasions on the part of the Ty- | 

: coon’s government, and they are determined upon requiring the punctual payment of the 
7 indemnity if the Tycoon should still prefer this condition to the alternative which we now : 

i have to propose. These are based on the desire of our governments to furnish another proof | 
7 of their friendliness to the Tycoon, by convincing him that it has never been their wish to 

| . exact. money from his government, but to improve our relations with Japan. These relations | 
can. be better promoted by the extension of. commerce than by the payment of indemnities. | 
Our governments are, therefore, willing to remit to the Tycoon two-thirds of the money stipu-— | 
lated in the convention of October 22, 1864, in return for the immediate opening of Hiogo ot 
and Osacca to trade, the formal consent of the Mikado to the treaties, and the regularization 
of the tariff on a basis of five per cent. In virtue of the London convention of 1862, the 

_ opening of Hiogo and Osacca might be demanded at any moment, and a revision of the tariff 
can be claimed under the treaty itself. A formal announcement by the Mikado of his ap- 

z | proval of the treaties is, therefore, the only additional measure that is now asked, and this is 
simply a mark of friendship, which ought to be granted without hesitation, and which the Ja- 
panese ministers promised to obtain upwards of a year ago. We greatly regret to hear that 

| this has not been obtained, and are naturally led to inquire why. We are justified in sup- 
| posing that it is not withheld at the instigation of a strong hostile party, because we have | 

received friendly assurances from some of the reputed leaders of that party, and also because. | 
: the minister himself is unable to name.a single Daimio or person of influence who takes a 

part against foreigners. At the same time it would not be surprising to find that foreign in-— 
tercourse was regarded in a distasteful light by Mikado.and Daimios, if it be true that the 

: Tycoon, as is alleged, involves them in its burdens, and yet deprives them of participation in . 
7 Ats advantages. Itis possible that the disunion which is reported to exist between the Mikado. 

and Tycoon, and between the Tycoon and certain of the: Daimios, may be occasioned by dis- “ 
; putes among themselves, in which foreigners have no concern. Such causes, however, cannot. | 

be allowed by the foreign governments to interfere with the exercise of the treaty privileges. 
| In the proposed arrangements, which we have now met to discuss, an opportunity is offered : 

to the Tycoon of proving whether he is really well disposed towards those governments with 
whom he has made treaties, and is willing to improve and extend his relations with them. 

: JAPANESE MINISTER. I am aware that the opening of Hiogo and Osacca was postponed | 
on certain conditions. The Tycoon’s government greatly regret that they have not been - | 

. able to keep those conditions, but this result is not. attributable to unfriendly feelings on their 4 
| part towards the foreign governments, but to the obstacles they encounter among their own : 

eople. | , [ 
a P FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We should be glad if you would describe these obstackes. | 

| JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Daimios were at one time hostile. They have ceased to beso | 
- now, in so far that they no longer wish to engage in open conflict with the foreigners; but i 

| their opinions are still divided on the subject of foreign trade, and they would be glad to see [ 
| it stopped. I cannot give you, as you request, the namesof any of the Daimios; indeed, the 

opinions I refer to are those rather of sections of the population than of individual Daimios. 
_ FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We are glad to gather from your remarks some confirma- 

tion of the statements we have heard elsewhere, that the Daimios are adopting more intelli- | 
PO - gent views respecting foreign relations, and are laying aside their old unreasonable hostility. 

This state of things should materially facilitate the adoption of a liberal policy by the Ty-. 
coon’s government. mo | 

j _ JAPANESE MINISTERS. But if Hiogo and Osacca were opened at this moment, the old feel- 2 
ing would return and the people’s minds would be much disturbed. | 
FORFIGN REPRESENTATIVES. In our opinion, such an assertion cannot be maintained. 

We have never found the people unfriendly, and if the Daimios have ceased to be actively | | 
hostile, as the Japanese minister himself states is the case, we cannot see why the opening of | 

— the ports named in the third article of the treaty should be longer deferred. The foreign gov- |
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/ ernments will not be content to go on waiting if they think that the delay is occasioned by 
| faulty administration on the part of the Tycoon. _ ck. | : 
i JAPANESE MINISTER. Affairs are by no means in a settled condition. The Mikado’s ap- 
| proval of the treaties is still withheld, and must be obtained before any new ports can be. 
| opened. The Tycoon must proceed very gradually in this matter. If, in order to show. : 
| his friendship to the foreign powers, he were suddenly to open new. ports and cause fresh : 
| troubles to break out, neither foreign nor native interests would be benefited. I hope that 

the representatives will understand that the Tycoon’s government has great difficulty to : 
it contend with. —— : | 
' FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. You keep us so entirely in the dark as. to the nature of these ; 

alleged difficulties that it is not possible for us to understand them. On the other hand, the 
information that reaches us from other quarters is of such an opposite character that we may : 

- be excused from doubting whether these difficulties have any real existence. These indefinite ft 
statements have been so often repeated by the Tycoon’s government during the last six years § 

: thatwe can no longer place any reliance on them. It is clear that the Tycoon’s government 
| either occasions these difficulties themselves or are powerless to prevent them. Do you wish 
t us to understand that the Tycoon’s government positively prefer punctual payment of the | 
iq _ indemnity to accepting the alternative conditions now proposed ? : | 
E _ JAPANESE MINISTERS. We are quite prepared to pay the indemnity in punctual quarterly 

instalments, as stipulated in the convention. We would rather pay this money, and even a ~ | 
i much larger sum, than open new ports. This cannot be done while the present troubles: con- 
! tinue, while Choshu remains unpunished, or until various improvements in our government. 
F are effected, such as the construction of a navy, better batteries, &c. We wish also tochange. . E 

| the present wrong system in regard to the trade of the Daimios. At present a Daimio can only. | 
} trade at the open ports through the custom-house officers, and not by means of his own agents. ; 

We are considering how an improved system can be introduced. 
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. The restrictions placed on the trade of the Daimios is one of. &§ 

: the breaches of the treaty on the part of the Tycoon’s government of which we complain.. 
The treaty powers consider that the fulfilment of these treaties is the first. duty. on the part of : 
the ‘T'ycoon’s government, and should take precedence of the erection of batteries, &c., which &§ 

: are not needed to protect the country against a foreign enemy. When does the Tycoon’s 
i government propose to open Hiogo and Osacca? os 

_ JAPANESE MINISTER. Not before Choshu has been punished. We are aware that we are | 
i bound to open these and other ports in the beginning of 1868, and we trust to be able to do q 
4 so about or possibly before that time. 
: _ FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. The foreign governments conceded the postponement of the 

opening of Hiogo and other ports on certain conditions. As these conditions have not been 
kept, the foreign governments have a perfect right to insist upon the opening of these ports | 

q when they think proper. (Paragraph in London convention referring to this point then read.) 
The Japanese minister will therefore understand that the period of the opening of these ports | 
does not rest entirely with the Tycoon, and that it is quite within the competence of the for- 
eign powers to withdraw the concessions made in 1862 whenever they see fit to do so. : 

: JAPANESE MINISTERS. We regret that we have not kept all the conditions of the London 
; agreement of 1862, but we trust that the foreign governments will indulgently consider the 

difficulties of our position. | 
_ FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We cannot hold out the hope that the indulgence of the | 

foreign governments in respect to Hiogo will be much longer continued. How can the : 
| foreign governments take into consideration the alleged difficulties of the Tycoon so long as 

it is impossible to understand in what these consist, and the Tycoon’s ministers withhold all , 
| explanation respecting them! The reticence of the Tycoon’s ministers is an old subject of , 

complaint. Again, the foreign governments must be satisfied that their indulgence is not , 
abused by the Tycoon’s government. What good reason can the latter give for not having 5 

| removed those restrictions on trade and intercourse which they are bound to do by the Lon- | 
don agreement? The very first condition, the revocation of the old law outlawing foreigners, | 
has not yet been complied with. a Se | 

| A discussion here arose among the Japanese as to the correct translation. into their lan- , 
. guage of that passage in the London convention of 1862 which relates to the last-named 

z= subject. After advancing several contradictory statements, the Japanese minister finally 
declared that the law in question had been repealed twenty or thirty years ago, and that the 

- revocation had again been repeated at a later date, which he could not remember. He would | 
satisfy himself on that point, and inform the foreign representatives. | «| 
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. The revocation of this old law is only one of the various | 

conditions of the London agreement. Most of the restrictions on trade which should have 
been abolished both by the agreement and by treaty still exist, and I must repeat that on this | 
ground alone the foreign governments can at any time claim the opening of Hiogo and 

| Osacca irrespective of the payment of the indemnity of the convention of 1864. . 
NETHERLANDS CONSUL GENERAL. And I must distinctly remind the Japanese minister that , 

the Netherlands government can demand the opening of Hiogo at any moment, as, although 
they gave their consent to the postponement agreed to by her Britannic Majesty’s govern- 
ment, that concession was never formally communicated to the ministers of the Tycoon. :
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i _ FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We are anxious that the Japanese minister should carefully: | 
' consider the proposals that have been made to him. If they are rejected by the Tycoon’s 
4 government, and the speedy opening of Hiogo and Osacca refused, we shall have to repre- 
j sent to our respective governments our belief as to whether the Tycoon’s government have 
' good reasons for this refusal. Our governments will then consider whether they will insist. 
a upon their right to demand the opening of this and other ports on the ground of the non- 
{ _ fulfilment of the conditions of the London agreement of 1862. If, therefore, the Japanese 

ministers delay the opening of these ports, they may find themselves called upon to yield the. 
ij ~~ point without being able to secure the advantage now offered them of a remission of two- | 

| thirds of the indemnity. The foreign governments can demand both the opening of Hiogo | 
| and Osacca and the payment of the indemnijty, and yet are willing at the present time to 
| _ forego the latter if the Tycoon’s government will give a proof of friendliness and of their wish 
| to encourage trade by voluntarily opening the ports themselves. The Japanese ministers 

should, therefore, clearly see that their advantage lies in giving favorable consideration to 
, the proposals now made to them. We cannot perceive that the opening of Hiogo and Osacca, 
| under present circumstances, can be either difficult or injurious to the Tycoon. On the con- 

| trary, by conceding this point promptly, he will strengthen the friendship of the foreign pow- 
j ers, may secure the remission of $2,000,000, and may avoid finding himself in the position of | 
i _ having to open the port unconditionally, upon the demand which the foreign governments, 
j under the agreement of London, are entitled at any time to make. The foreign governments 
: wish to support that of the Tycoon, but they expect to find their friendship and considera- 
| tion reciprocated. ‘They have reason to believe that this would be done by those Daimios | 

who have expressed themselves anxious to cultivate relations; and the ministers of the 
: Tycoon should bear in mind that there is nothing in the treaties which forbid intercourse | 
i: with these Daimios at their own ports. | oo a | 
| JAPANESE MINISTER. These arguments place ¢he subject in a new light, and I shall be: 

glad to give them my best consideration. To enable me to do this, I should wish to adjourn | 
| this conference until to-morrow at 10 o’clock. | | | 

The conference then terminated. | | | 

: oo Co | No. 2. | : | 

| | ~ MEMORANDUM. | 

Minutes of a conference held on board her Britannic Majesty’s ship Princess Royal, lying off 
Mojo, on the 14th: November, 1865, between the undersigned representatives of treaty powers — 
and the undermentioned members of the Tycoon’s government. . | : 

Present: Sir Harry S. Parkes, K. C. B., her Britannic Majesty’s envoy extraordinary and 
: minister plenipotentiary; A. L. C. Portman, esq., chargé d’affaires ad interim of the United 

States; D. de Graeff van Polsbroek, esq., his Netherlandish Majesty’s consul general and polit- — 
ical agent; Vice-Admiral George St. Vincent King, C. B., naval commander-in-chief; Idlumi _. | 
No Kami, a vice-minister and member of the second council; accompanied by a Pometske of , 
igh rank. : | 
The vice-minister stated that he had been sent by the Tycoon to meet the foreign repre- oo] 

sentatives in the place of Abe Bungo No Kami, who was prevented by indisposition from : 
keeping the engagement he had made with them on the 1lthinstant. O. Sasaware Ike No 
Kami, member of the Sorogio, had also been directed to accompany him, but was prevented, ee 
like Abe Bungo No Kami, by sickness, from doing so. — | ‘ 

: FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. It is unfortunate that we should have to deal on each occa- 
a sion with a fresh envoy. - | | 

JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Tycoon received Abe Bungo No Kami’s report of the conference, 
on the 1ith, with the foreign representatives, and perfectly understood the arguments urged _ 
by the latter, and the justice of them. He had some idea of the foreign question before, but 
has now, for the first time, fully understood it, and is of opinion that it merits grave consid- 
eration. The Tycoon earnestly wishes a satisfactory adjustment, and will proceed to Kioto 

_. without delay to deliberate with the Mikado, whose sanction is necessary to the steps that L 
have to be taken. Abe Bungo No Kami promised to bring to-day a decisive answer to the 
proposal of the representatives; but as the Tycoon is unable, himself, to come to a determi- 
nation, without previously obtaining the approval of the Mikado, he will proceed to Kioto 
for that purpose. We hope the representatives will wait a few days to admit of our obtain- 
ing a final answer. | | | 

a FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES, Are we to understand these remarks to mean that the Ty- — 
coon has not yet explained to the Mfkado the state of foreign relations, or applied for the 
approval of the treaties ? . | | 
JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Tycoon may have spoken with the Mikado in general terms 

- about foreign relations, but the difficulty as to the sanction of the latter to the treaties still 
exists. It is with the view of obtaining this sanction that the Tycoon now proposes to visit | 
Kioto. | | oe | | |
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bo FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. But the Tycoon has only just returned from Kioto, where : : he staid a week, and his interview with the Mikado was assigned as the cause of the delay 4 £ which occurred in sending Abe Bungo No Kami to meet the foreign representatives. i B JAPANESE MINISTERS. That is true; but the late audience had more reference to the affairs i f of Choshu than to foreign relations. : i FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES, How long will it take to learn the result of this second : f audience ? | | | -§ fi JAPANESE MINISTERS. As the Tycoon will be unable to leave until the day after to-mor- . { row, and will take two days to go up and the same time to return, and as the negotiations at : 4 Kioto will take some time, we wish you to delay your departure for fifteen days. q FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. As the Tycoon has so much difficulty in explaining matters E f at Kioto, perhaps it would be as well if the representatives were to accompany him there. . ‘ JAPANESE MINISTERS. That would seriously complicate matters; it would alarm the E ‘ people and provoke the violence of the hostile party. The Tycoon himself will really pro- 4 ceed to Kioto for the purpose of fully explaining matters in person to the Mikado. : | FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. Are we positively to understand that during the year that | has elapsed since the Tycoon undertook to obtain the Mikado’s sanction to the treaties he E | has done nothing to effect this measure? | | i 4. JAPANESE MINISTERS. That is not so. The Tycoon has always been endeavoring to F | atrive at this result; but in consequence of the many difficulties he has had to contend - : { _ ‘with, he has not hitherto been able to succeed. a | : | _ FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. Can the Tycoon himself secure the Mikado’s sanction to c the treaties, or does it depend on the Mikado’s pleasure to give or withhold it ? | : f JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Tycoon will explain the matter fully to the Mikado, and will i | use every endeavor to obtain this sanction. | | : 4 FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. If the Tycoon represents matters clearly to the Mikado, E | -will the Mikado then give his sanction ? oo . | JAPANESE MINISTER. The Tycoon will represent affairs in such a manner that the Mikado L will be compelled to give his sanction to the treaties. | . FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. As to Hiogo and the other ports and places named in the ; : treaty, is it necessary for the Mikado’s consent to be first given before these can be opened ? : i _JAPANESE MINISTER. Yes, the Tycoon must first obtain the Mikado’s consent. d FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. In the event, however, of the Mikado’s consent being re- : | fused, can the Tycoon, in the exercise of his own authority, open these ports? | JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Tycoon will certainly succeed on this occasion in obtaining the : Mirkado’s consent. . oo r | FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. On the subject of the revision of the tariff, must the Ty- i coon also first refer to Kioto for the Mikado’s orders? . ; JAPANESE MINISTERS. Matters relating to the customs need not be referred to the Mikado, E s as they are not considered to be of sufficient importance. Formerly the Tycoon had the _ 4 power as ruler of the empire to open ports, but now that the state of affairs has changed the - d {ikado’s consent must first be obtained. 
f FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. You of course do not intend us to infer from these remarks : ; any inability on the part of the Tycoon to give effect to the engagements he has contracted ? JAPANESE MINISTERS, The Mikado must first give his sanction to the treaties that have E : already been concluded. This is required to enable the Tycoon to faithfully carry out his : Obligations. It is to the absence of this sanction that any failure on the Tycoon’s part to fulfil his obligations is to be attributed, and also all the troubles in respect to foreign relations : which have hitherto occurred. I regret that formerly the sanction of the Mikado to the treaties was not required, because the Tycoon himself held sovereign powers, (literally, was | : | the King Oi of the country;) but in the present state of affairs, he cannot enter into any new treaties or even carry out all the engagements of those already made without the approval of the Mikado. 

. ___ FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES, If that be the state of affairs it is of vital importance to the. ; Tycoon to obtain the Mikado’s approval. Unless he does so and proves to foreign govern- | ments that he is really charged with the conduct of foreign aftairs, his position will become | : as subordinate as that of an ordinary Daimios. | | E _ JAPANESE MINISTERS. This is perfectly true, and it is precisely because the Tycoon under- stands this contingency, that he now intends to leave at once for Kioto in order to settle this _ point with the Mikado. 
! FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. The Tycoon, however, and the Mikado also, must clearly understand that whether the treaty powers have in future to deal either with one or the other, | they will insist upon the strict fulfilment of the treaties. If the Tycoon wishes to be re- garded as the governing power, he must be careful to take whatever steps are necessary to _ make his power complete. From what the J apanese minister says, this sanction of the Mi- _ Kado to the Tycoon’s past acts and his authority for the future control of foreign affairs *ppears indispensible, and we trust in his own interest that he will succeed in obtaining it. e wish to put a question as to that clause of the London agreement of 1862 which pros Vides that the Daimios may trade at the open ports through their own agents. The necessary 

18pa** | :
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7 permission appears, however, to have been withheld. Is this attributable to the Tycoon’s 

action? 
| 

q JAPANESE MINISTER. The Tycoon can give this permission, but it would not be con- — 

' venient to exercise his right in this respect as long as the Mikado withholds his consentto = 

: | the treaties. So many complications are occasioned by the want of this consent, thatwe = = =| 

a, - consider the time has come when it cannot longer be deferred, and the Tycoon will now | 

4 come to a definite understanding with the Mikado. a | 

q ) FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We do not comprehend the necessity for these repeated de- | 

; lays in effecting this understanding, or, considering the proximity of Kioto, why such a pro- : 

i tracted interval as fifteen days should be required on the present occasion. We cannot con- 

7 sent to wait so long. 
7 JAPANESE MINISTER. I am unable to state the exact time the Tycoon will require to 

7 obtain the Mikado’s sanction to the treaties, but he is most anxious that no time should be 

j lost. Matters have now been brought to a crisis, and your arrival with ships in thése waters 

leads the Tycoon to suppose that you may wish to go on to Kioto yourselves unless he can 

3 effect a satisfactory arrangement. 
' 

q FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. It is indispensable that we should ascertain what powers | 

a the Tycoon really possesses—whether ‘the government of the country is in his hands, and ! 

] whether he is the friend to foreign governments which he professes to be. If he cannot 

; satisfy us on these points, we shall then have to consider how and where we are to seek the : 

real government—whether at Kioto or elsewhere. _ : 

| JAPANESE MINISTERS. The Tycoon, in order to keep up friendly relations with the treaty 

] powers, and indeed to maintain the existence of his government, must obtain the Mikado’s’ | 

3 sanction to the treaties. If he fails in this, then he will lose his power and sink into a position 

i something resembling that of a Daimio. I hope, therefore, that the foreign representatives | 

4 will wait here for fifteen days, as that time is really necessary for the Tycoon’s negotiations 

4 | with the Mikado. So | 

4 FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We regret that the Tycoon has not made greater efforts ! 

4 during the year that has elapsed, since the foreign representatives in October last urged 

upon him, both in writing and through the Sorogio, the gravity of the situation. 

q JAPANESE MINISTER. The Tycoon, in consequence of internal dissensions, has hitherto 

q been unable to direct his whole attention to foreign relations; but seeing that moderate 

i measures are of no avail, he will now insist upon obtaining the Mikado’s consent without 

further delay. | . : 

 POREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We will consider the time that we will agree to wait for 

' the Tycoon’s reply, but as we have waited here ten days already, we certainly cannot con- 

’ gent to remain fifteen days more. We might possibly agree to a delay of eight or ten days | 

7 at the outside, and in the interval we may find it convenient to. visit Simonoseki or other places 

j in the Inland Sea. 
| 

7 DUTCH CONSUL GENERAL. An agent of a Daimio called upon me in 1858 to inquire if his | 

' master could enter into direct trading relations with Holland, as he himself wished and was 

j ready to do so. - 

j _ JAPANESE MINISTER. There are other Daimios who would probably wish to do the same, | 

i but the Tycoon cannot give them permission to open their ports without the Mikado’s con- | 

{ . sent. 
| : | 

| FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. To judge from the representations said to have come from 2 

| the several Daimios, they believe they can dispense with this permission and consider that 2 

j they have the right to control their own trade, foreign or otherwise, in their own territories. 

{ JAPANESE MINISTER. I am sorry to hear that such representations should have been made. ( 

| It would be contrary to a mandate from Kioto, which forbids the Daimios to open their ports. 

1 Having informed you of the necessity the Tycoon is under to go to Kioto to discuss the con- 

| 7 firmation of the treaties by the Mikado, I wish to take my leave. 

j ‘FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. We cordially hope that success may attend the Tycoon’s 

negotiations. The foreign governments will have to judge of his power and good will by 

| his actions. Again, however, let us warn you that the treaties he has concluded must be 

| faithfully kept by the ruling power of Japan, in whomsoever it may be vested. 

’ The conference then terminated. 

1 , . No. 3: . 

1 Memorandum signed by Earl Russell and the Japanese envoys, June 6, 1862. | 

: It has been represented to her Britannic Majesty’s minister in Japan by the ministers of 

_. the Tycoon, and to her Majesty’s government by the envoys who have been sent to England 

: by the Tycoon, that difficulties are experienced by the Tycoon and his ministers in giving | 

effect to their engagements with foreign powers having treaties with Japan, in consequence : 

of the opposition offered by a party in Japan which is hostile to all intercourse with foreigners. 

Her Majesty’s government having taken these representations into consideration, are pre-
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q _ pared, on the conditions hereinafter specified, to consent to defer for a period of five years, to : 
Ei commence from the Ist of January, 1863, the fulfilment of those portions of the third article | : 
fi of the treaty between Great Britain and Japan, of the 26th of August, 1858, which provides | . 
f _. for the opening to British subjects of the port of Neegata, or some other convenient port on 7 
qf _ the west coast of Nipon, on the first day of January, 1866, and of the port of Hiogo on the : 
f first day of January, 1863; and for the residents of British subjects in the city of Yedo from a: 
F the first day of January, 1862, and in the city of Osacca from the first day of January, 1263. : 
f Her Majesty’s government, in order to give to the Japanese ministers the time those min- 
A isters consider necessary to enable them to overcome the opposition now existing, are willing : 
A to make these large concessions of their right under treaty, but they expect that the Tycoon : 
A and his ministers will in all other respects strictly execute at the ports of Nagasaki, Hako- : 
1 dadi, and Kanagawa, all the other stipulations of the treaty. That they will publicly revoke E 
q the old law outlawing foreigners, and that they will specially abolish and do away with— 
4 Ist. All restrictions, whether as regards quantity or price, on the sale by Japanese to for- E 
tl eigners of all kinds of merchandise, according to article XIV of the treaty of the 26th of : 
, August, 1858, a : 
| 2d. All restrictions on labor, and more particularly on the hire of carpenters, boatmen,  &§ 
{ boats and coolies, teachers, and servants, of whatever denomination. of 
| 3d. All restrictions whereby Daimios are prevented from sending their produce to market, : 
' and from selling the same directly by their own agents. _— 
j , Ath. All restrictions resulting from attempt on the part of the custom-house authorities and 
| - other officials to obtain fees. , 4 
{ 6th. All restrictions limiting the classes of persons who shall be allowed to trade with 
| _ foreigners at the ports of Nagasaki, Hakodadi, and Kanagawa. . : 
| 6th. All restrictions imposed on free intercourse of a social kind between foreigners and | : 
| the people of Japan. | | 
4 In default of the strict fulfilment by the Tycoon and his ministers of these conditions, 
J which, indeed, are none other than those they are already bound by treaty to fulfil, her Ma- _ : 
4 jJesty’s government will, at any time within the aforesaid period of five years, commencing 

from the Ist of January, 1863, be entitled to withdraw the concessions in regard to the ports 
and cities made by this memorandum, and to call upon the Tycoon and his ministers to a 
carry out, without delay, the whole of the provisions of the treaty of August 26, 1858, and 

: specifically to open the aforesaid ports and cities for the trade and residence of British subjects. 
: The envoys of the Tycoon accredited to her Britannic Majesty announce their intention, on. E 
: their return to Japan, to submit to the Tycoon and his ministers the policy and expediency of. 
E opening to foreign commerce the port of T’susima, in Japan, as a measure by which the in- f 
5 terests of Japan will be materially promoted, and they engage to suggest to the Tycoon and o£ 
oo his ministers to evince their good will to the nations of Europe, and their desire to extend ; 
: commerce between Japan and Kurope by reducing the duties on wines and spirits imported : 
: into Japan, and by permitting glassware to be inserted in the list of articles on which an | 

import duty of five per cent. is levied, and thereby remedying an omission inadvertently . 
made on the conclusion of the treaty. And they further engage to recommend to the Tycoon 
and his ministers to make arrangements for the establishment at Yokohama and Nagasaki of 

a warehouses, in which goods coming from abroad may be deposited under the control of ; 
Japanese officers, without payment of duties, until such time as the importers shall obtain — 

J purchasers for such goods, and be prepared to remove them on payment of the import duties. . 
q Her Britannic Majesty’s principal secretary of state for foreign affairs and the envoys of 

the Tycoon have accordingly signed this memorandum, which will be transmitted by the — 
former to her Majesty's representative in Japan, and by the latter to the Tycoon and his min- | 

; , isters, as an evidence of the arrangement made between them on the sixth day of June, 1862. 
| RUSSELL. , | 

(Signatures of the three Japanese envoys.) | oo | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Portman. | | . : 

: No. 7.] : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, November 20, 1865. : 

fo Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch, No. 48, of August 
22. ‘The President sees no reason for disapproving your proceedings therein 
mentioned in regard to the receipt of indemnity money tendered and paid | 

: by the Japanese government for the use of the treaty-making western 
powers. For the present the subject of the disposition of the money is at- | 

: tended here by two difficulties. first, the treaty has not yet been approved 
by the Senate. Second, we are waiting an understanding with the interested =:
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3 European powers. I hope that these difficulties will be removed in the | 
1 course of the next month, (December,) within which Congress will have as- 
4 sembled, and I shall look for communications on the subject from the Kuropean | 

states which I have addressed. | 
j | I am, sir, your obedient servant, —— | 
] | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
’ a A. L. 0. Portman, Esq., §c., &c., Yedo. | 

| - _: Mr. Portman to Mr. Seward. . 

i No. 66.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN JAPAN, | 
: | Yedo, November 30, 1865. | 

4 ‘Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the Mikado’s formal sanction of | 
| the treaties has been obtained ; this is, in fact, the ratification of the treaties. | 

7 In preference to the opening of the port of Hiogo and the city of Osacca; | 
jo on the ist of January next, the Japanese.government will pay the indemnity | 
j | of $3,000,000, aceording.to the convention of the 22d of October, 1864. , | 

A revision of the tariff has been agreed upon. | 
j It is also quite certain that civil war in Japan has now been averted. | 
| I left Osacca bay on the 26th, and arrived at Kanagawa on the 28th in- | 
‘ stant. On my arrival I learned there was a rumor that I had been assassi- | 
' nated at Hiogo. I was immediately waited on by governors of foreign affairs, _ | 
; and received 80 many congratulations besides, that I could not leave for this 
' place until yesterday in the forenoon. | | | 
; This morning I communicated to the members of the government the Mi- 

| kado’s sanction, and also the instructions which they will soon receive from 
‘ the Tycoon, with a view of arriving at a prompt amendment of the tariff so 
| urgently needed. 7 - - | | 
‘ I shall endeavor to prepare in time for this mail a detailed account of the 

successful negotiations and the results above mentioned, of which I have ne } 
{ doubt you will be pleased to approve. | | | | 
‘ I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | 
i —— SO A. L. C. PORTMAN, | | 
i —_ | Charge d Affatres ad wmiertm. - | 
' — _Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | 

Secretary of State, Washington. | - | 

| 

| | 

. Ds i
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: 7 TURKEY. : 

! _ Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. | F 
| . , | [ Extract. ] . | t 

No. 100.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, of 
2 —_ | Constantinople, December 7, 1864. ; Sir: * * * x 2k * x x : 

| I have translated the enclosed article from the Byzantes, a Greek paper pub- : lished in this capital, which has a large circulation both here and among the ; 
Greek population throughout the empire. | ; 

i It may be gratifying to the President to know how perfectly his character ; 
and actions are appreciated at this distant point by a foreign people, (for the F 

a editor but represents the sentiments common to all Greeks,) and how important | 
his re-election is regarded by the friends of ‘liberty in the east. | | 

With great respect, your obedient servant, | : 
E. JOY MORRIS. 

fo Hon. Winuiam H. Sewarp, : ; 7 Secretary of State. : 

| | THE AMERICAN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION. . a : 

[From the Byzantés, the leading Greek paper at Constantinople, of the 4th December, 1864. ] | ; 
| The news from New York announces the re-election of Mr. Lincoln, President of the _ United States. All the States, with the exception of three, cast their suffrage for this boid and energetic leader of the republic, who, long since, thoroughly cognizant of the ultimate : aims of the southern secessionists, has inflexibly persevered in his efforts to preserve the Union at all hazards. So f _ The event may be regarded as the beginning of the end. The war will be brought to an : end, the Union will be saved, and foreign machinations will be foiled. Through the elec- : tion of the peace candidate for the presidency foreign influence hoped to secure the success i of the secession movement and the establishment of another power between the new empire 1 of Mexico and the great democratic republic. If Mr. Lincoln had been defeated, the great , undertaking which has been so long prosecuted, and at such immense sacrifices of blood and : treasure, would have been frustrated, and before long the republic, through foreign intrigue, would have been dismembered, and the secession of the south recognized as a fixed fact. 3 There would, no doubt, have been found in every State of the Union men lost to all patriotic q instincts and animated exclusively by selfish ambition and monarchical sympathies, who . would have played the same part in their respective States which the secessionists are now i _ performing in regard to the Union. In confirmation of the truth of our remarks, we. refer to ; the tone of the greater part of the French press. There is no mistaking it. The independ- { ence of the south is a question of life or death for the new dynasty in Mexico. ; The secession movement is powerfully sustained from abroad by secret aid. The piratical. F cruisers of the disunionists find an asylum under the guns of Cherbourg, in France, and of 7 Brazilian ships-of-war in the harbors of that country. Look at the affair of the Alabama and the Florida; look at the frenzied zeal of the French journalists for the election of any- — 3 _ body but Lincoln, and the false reports constantly published by them of reputed successes of the south, and their clamor for the cessation of the war and the intervention of European fF | states, and it will be seen that we are not far from the truth. Lincoln has shown himself a ; man of superior intelligence; a consummate patriot, combining prudence with energy, and ' fertile, in an extraordinary degree, in expedients necessary for the successful prosecution of the great contest which he has in charge. ) | E If America is indebted to Washington for one thing, it will erelong be made manifest that i to Lincoln she owes all. Washington founded the Union; Lincoln will preserve it. It is : undoubtedly a much more difficult task to preserve than to establish. Lincoln, as President of the United States, has become the providential savior of human liberty. His indomitabic _ perseverance has stimulated the wonderful activity of the northern armies, given new lize to 

}
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, 

j the persistent energy of Grant and of the other generals of the north. Under his adminis- 

4 tration the American war approaches its end, and the south is sinking under exhaustion from 

: the incessant attacks to which it is subject, the devastation of its chief cities, and the system- _ 

7 atic siege of its capital. Lincom has accomplished the programme of the Unionists. At 

1 first this programme embraced only the abolition of negro slavery at every cost; subse- | 

i quently Lincoln added to it the maintenance of the Union at all hazards. Through the first | 

q the United States has shown itself consistent with the political principles to which it owes — 

its origin; through the second, Lincoln has completely baffled the insidious schemes of the | 

q monarchists. a | 

j The enemies of the administration of Lincoln have denounced it in every way as factious, | 

: selfish, reckless, and improvident, and as leading the Union to ruin. One of the chief or- 

q gans of the monarchical faction, the editor of the Courrier des Etats Unis, immediately after 

the election of Lincoln, left the State and transferred the seat of publication of his paper to 

i Mexico. Despairing of sowing seeds of dissension in the republic, he has offered his services : 

to the new empire. The enemies of Mr. Lincoln and the Union have endeavored to weaken 

3 the force of his re-election by asserting that it has been accomplished by illegal means. The | 

result has, however, signally demonstiated that it is altogether owing to the unshaken con- 

; fideuce of the American people in the character and actions of the President. The enemies 

; of the Union have not only sought to secure its dissolution by foreign intervention, but also 

3 in the protection which, openly and in defiance of law, they have afforded to the piratical " 

; vessels of the confederates, to involve the Union in war with foreign states, and to render | 

: Americans the instruments of America’s ruin. The world has seen with what consummate —_ | 

skill Lincoln has navigated the ship of state through these perils by which it has been sur- | 

j - rounded. Our readers recollect the manner in which Drouyn de Lhuys received the Ameri- ! 

4 can minister, Mr. Dayton, on entering his office to express to him the views of Mr. Lincoln ( 

j with respect to the new Mexican monarchy: ‘‘ You proclaim war against us, then.” 

i. They whe befriend the new Mexican empire, and who lavish their treasure for schemes of a 

j annexation and conquest in Cochin China, Africa, and America, to support the political sys- 

; tem with which their interests arc involved, are enemies of Lincoln. It is natural that the 

3 monarchical reactionists should denounce the republicans as demagogues, charlatans, sans 

1 culottes, revolutionists, &c., &c. They are called demagogues because they tell the people 

what their enemies do not wish them to know; charlatans, because they are frank and un- : 

: reserved in their dealings with them; revolutionists, because they have the power to move 

j the popular mind in the hour of danger. It is no wonder, indeed, that Lincoln is calum- 

niated by these traducers of the friends of liberty. Despite this storm of calumny, and of 

q | the efforts of the enemies of the great American republic, the helm of state has been again 

3 committed by the suffrage of the people to the hands of this man of firm and inflexible pur- | 

’ , pose, and of indomitable perseverance. The war will soon terminate through the subjuga- 

1 tion or the pacification of the south. The Jefferson Davis and Lee monarchical instruments | 

cannot withstand the iron will of twenty millions of people, and the southern States will re- 

i. turn within their proper orbit. And if Juarez, respecting the interests of the great democ- " 

{ racy, may now be silent, he will again be heard when peace is made in the United States. | 

4 The recent Union victories have given serious apprehension to the patrons of the new Mexi- 

q can empire: they see in them the signs of approaching ruin to the cause of Jefferson Davis ; | 

and when that shall take place they know the road to Mexico will be opened. 

4 The re-election ot Mr. Lincoln to the presidency of the United States must be regarded as 

: an event of signal historical import to the cause of liberty, and as a vindication of the supe- 

rior intelligence of the American people. If ever there was a day in American history which 

1 required the practical exercise of legal liberty, it was the day of the recent election for the 

| President of the United States. There can never be in the annals of the United States a a 

q more memorable day than that of the 8th of November, 1864, If the confederates make a | 

i great show of effort, and if Hood has entered Tennessee with 30,000 men, Sherman, accord- | 

2 ing to the telegraph, having destroyed Atlanta, has abandoned it. Grant is erecting his | 

3 winter tents in front of Richmond, and an extraordinary activity pervades all the armies of | 

the north. The coming spring will, in all probability, finish a war which, on account of | 

; many difficulties, could not have been previously brought to an end. oe | 

7] Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. 

1 | . [ Extract. ] Oo | 

No. 104.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 

j Constantinople, February 15, 1865. : 

j Sir : . Te | 
2 * * * ® * * | 

1 Having in a previous despatch given some details in relation to the Turkish — | 

. army, I deem it proper to furnish the following statements of the same, partly = 

y i
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| in correction of statements in that despatch, and for the purpose of approximat- ; 
ing as near as possible to complete accuracy. At the death of Abdul Medjid, | 

| the Turkish navy consisted of 105 vessels of all sizes, 1,252 guns, and 8,314 | 

: horse-power. Of these, three were steam line-of-battle ships, carrying $6, 84, ' 
! and 82 guns of 650 horse-power each, 5 frigates (steam,) each of 24 guns and 

459 horse-power, 4 corvettes (steam,) mounting in all 68 guns and 600 horse- ¢§ 
| power, (total;) 13 sloops, mounting in all 73 guns and of (total) 1,560 horse- : 
: power ; 19 steam transports, total horse-power 1,664. Of the sailing vessels, . 

there were one line-of-battle ship of 428 guns; another of 64 guns; 1 frigate ; 
of 34 guns; 13 corvettes of 136 guns; total: 11 brigs, total 176 guns; 4 f 

. schooners, total 36 guns; 8 cutters, total 60 guns ; 25 guns boats, total 85 guns. 4 

Grand total, 105 vessels of all sizes, 1,252 guns, and 8,314 horse-power. E 

| Since the accession of the present Sultan there have been added to this force: ‘ 
| one line-of-battle ship (steam,) 96 guns, 800 horse-power; 3 frigates (steam, ) : 

: 60 guns, 600 horse-power; 7 corvettes, 52 guns, 1,080 florse-power; 9 trans- ; 

ports, 970 horse-power; besides 4 iron-elad frigates in course of construction, : 

| mounting 136 heavy guns, and 8 sailing floating batteries, mounting 25 guns. : 

| Total 32 vessels, 490. guns, 4,500 horse-power, exclusive of the mailed 

frigates. | | 

fo The present Sultan has increased the naval force by more than one-third of OF 

its artillery and almost double its steam power, raising the total to 1,742 guns, — 

: and about 15,314 horse-power. - | . 
po Exclusive of the chief arsenal of construction at Constantinople, there are F 

four other secondary arsenals: at Ismid and Ghemlek in the sea of Marmora, : 

and Sinope and Eregli in the Black Sea, and two minor ones at Rhodes and | 
. Metelin. At all these places vessels are built. | | | 

: | The naval school is at Khalki, one of the Princes’ islands in the sea of Mar- ' 
mora, where excellent instruction is given in nautical science to about 200 : 
youths. General knowledge and the English language is also taught. The ' 
following is a table of the rank and monthly pay of the officers, including ra- | 
tions. The American gold dollar equals 83 Turkish piasters: Lieutenant, 500 | 
piasters ; captain of corvette, 700 piasters ; captain of frigate, 1,200 piasters ; E 

: commandant, 1,500 piasters; captain, 2,000 piasters; rear admiral, 3,000 
piasters ; vice-admiral, 10,000 piasters ; admiral, 25,000 piasters. The number | 
of men employed in the active service is 10,900 ; including the reserve force, it 
amounts to 33,000 men. The fleet is manned by conscription.and by volun- | 
teers. The term of service is eight years, at the expjration of which period : 
the men return to their homes, where they are divided into the first and second | 
class reserve. During the present reign great zeal has been displayed in the [ 
perfection and increase of the navy, and new vessels are constantly being j 
ordered in England and France, while the dock-yards of the empire are alive i 

--with unwonted activity. It is evident that the Sultan is fully aware of the | 
peril to which the empire is exposed by the ambitious designs of Russia and I 
France, and that he is determined to spare no expense or effort to meet the | 
crisis which, constantly menacing the national existence, must sooner or later 
confront him. | , | I 

In this connexion, I regret to announce the death of Mehemed Pacha, the | L 
minister of marine. I had the honor of his intimate acquaintance, and when- | 
ever we met he never failed to speak of the government and people of the 
United States in the kindest terms. He never forgot the courtesy exhibited to 
him in 1852, when on a visit to the United States. | 

K 2 * 2K ** 2 aan : 

With great respect, your obedient servant, | 
E. JOY MORRIS. ; 

| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, 

| Secretary of State. :
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ij. Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. _ | | 

1 | | | [ Extract. ] | 

' No. 106.) LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, 
i | Constantinople, February 22, 1865. — 

: Sir: * * *e * * * As an example of the 
| energy and zeal of the Sultan in military affairs, I may mention the fact that 
4 40,000 Enfield rifles have recently been imported for the use of the army, and | 
1 that within a short time 200,000 rifles of the best quality. will be manufactured : 
7 by the domestic arsenals and be placed in the hands of the troops. Five years 
1 ago the troops used only the flint-lock muskets, of a range of only 250 paces ; 7 
| now they are to be equipped with rifles carrying 3,300 feet. In addition to this, | 
| such improvements have been made in the imperial gun machine shops at Zeitun | 

Bournon that 52,000 rifles of the Enfield system, called interchangeable, can be | 
: manufactured per annum. Active preparations are also making in the govern- | 
1 - ‘ment machine shops for the manufacture of rifled cannon of iron and steel, of | 

wrought iron of the largest calibre, for the arming of the new fortifications in — | 
construction on the Dardanelles and Bosphorus, and the frontiers of European : 

‘ and Asiatic Turkey, and for the iron-clad vessels under construction in Eng- | 
: land and at Constantinople. All these measures show a knowledge on the part : 
| of the Sultan of the perils of the empire, and his determination to meet them. : 

The recent series of Union victories have produced a general belief that the | 
: rebel cause is hopeless, and that the complete triumph of Union and liberty are 
j near at hand. The liberal journals of Europe, almost without exception, are a 
i favorable to the success of the Union government, looking upon it as closely 7 
j connected with the progress of civil and religious liberty in the Old World. The | 
! _ downfall of the Union would be the downfall of liberty in Europe and the herald ! 
: of despotic reaction, and for this reason every friend of humanity on this side of | 
: the Atlantic rejoices in the victories that so signally prove the ability of the | 
| American republic to sustain its own existence, and in the mighty power it has | 
| displayed in the present struggle between the conflicting interests of freedom and | 
j slavery. | : | 
; With great respect, your obedient. servant, - a | 
1 | _ E. JOY MORRIS. | ! 
4 Hon. WiLutiAM H. Sewarp, 3 | | 
j : Secretary of State. a : 

| Mr. Morris. to Mr. Seward. , 

: No. 108.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | | 
| 2 | Constantinople, March 29, 1865. | 

| | Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 86, of the : 
date of February 11, and to transmit a translation of the note of Ali Pacha, min- | 

4 7 ister of foreign affairs, to the Turkish minister in London, relative to the question : 
OO of religious toleration in the Turkish empire. | a : 

4 It is important that the views of the Turkish government on this subject | 
’ should be put on record among our own state papers, that the religious commu- 2 
{ nity in the United States may understand to what extent the free exercise and | 
] teaching of Christianity is allowed in the dominions of the Sultan, and to what | 

restrictions itis subjected. As the American missionaries in Turkey have never _ 2 
- made themselves amenable to any of the accusations of this note, it is unneces- 2 
1 sary for me to repel them on their part. — | 
7 In despatch No. 96 I mentioned that the government of the Sultan had-ap- 2
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: pointed Haidar Effendi as special envoy to the government of the Emperor 
| Maximilian, to reciprocate the complimentary mission of Martinez del Rio. It 
! now appears that no minister will be accredited by the Porte, in any capacity, to : 

Mexico. | | 
| The inauguration of President Lincoln for a second term has been to me, on : 
| the part of the minister of foreign affairs, the Grand Vizier, and other members : 
7 of the imperial cabinet, a subject of the most cordial and friendly congratula- 4 

tion. His re-election is regarded by them as a just reward for the eminent ser- 
vices he has rendered, not only his own country but the world at large, in main- 

i. taining the integrity of the American Union and in promoting the progress f 
_of human liberty. Notwithstanding the burdens of debt and taxation, I find no | 

| one doubting our ability to discharge or sustain them, whilst our power and in- 
i fluence as a nation have been vastly increased by the formidable array of fleets | 

and armies created by the war, and the science, skill and valor of our military E 
| and naval forces. : F 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, ; 
po EB. JOY MORRIS, 

Hon. WILLiam H. Sewarp, | _ | 4 
| Secretary of State. , 

| [ Translation. ] ; : : 

His Highness Ali Pacha, minister of foreign affairs, to his excellency M. Musurus, ambas~' | : 
. _ sador of his Imperial Majesty the Sultan, at London. ’ 

| | SUBLIME PorTE, November 30, 1865. 
| | Mr. AMBASSADOR: I havereceived the two despatches addressed to me by your excellency if 

on the 27th October and 3d of November last, together with the account of the interview F 
held by Lord Russell with a deputation of the Evangelical Alliance. E 

I | My former communications have made you acquainted with the conduct of certain Pro- 
testant missionaries and the measures which the Sublime Porte was obliged to adopt. I now 
propose more particularly to enter upon the questions raised by the discussions which those 
measures have occasioned in England, and I feel sure that the same just and liberal appre- E 
ciation, joined to the conciliatory spirit which I have been pleased to find in the language of 
the principal secretary of state of her Britannic Majesty, will aid us in dispelling all doubts and 
in annihilating all calumnies. It is, therefore, with unlimited confidence in the equity and 

: friendly disposition of her Britannic Majesty’s cabinet, and in the tried justice of the English : 
! nation, that I submit the following explanations to the enlightened judgment of his lordship: F 

The imperial government has established by the Hotti Humayun (Royal Rescript) of | 
1856 the free exercise of all forms of worship existing in the empire. The scrupulous ae- 

i complishment of this promise has been the more easy since the diversity of religious elements 
2 united under its protection imposed upon it the obligation to watch indiscriminately over the | 

| safety of all religious interests, and to guarantee each creed against the aggression of the other, | 
. by giving to all an entire liberty in their legitimate manifestations. [ 

_ The Sublime Porte has acted in this spirit with the greatest sincerity. Not only has it 
recognized the jurisdiction and spiritual hierarchy of the different non-Mussulman creeds, 3 

| but it has admitted them all to the same honors enjoyed by the established religion, and has ok 
| spontaneously conceded to them equal prerogatives. Every one is now free to profess his 7 

own religion, and to follow his own form of worship. No law forbids religious communities E 
| of all the Christian rights to enter Turkey; their members are not subject to any restraints 2 

in the exercise of their spiritual ceremonies ; all religious creeds erect their places of worship. : 
there, and enjoy full liberty, even in their outward forms and in their public ceremonies ; P 

7 _ and the sacred books of all religions are printed and published in different parts of the empire. : 
We can, therefore, affirm that Christians of all sects and Israelites enjoy in Turkey rights 

which they would be happy to possess in most Christian countries in Europe. It-would be i 
useless to enumerate the restrictions imposed on liberty of conscience in other countries, per- 
haps, without even excepting England itself, which in this respect is one of the most liberal : 

| . nations, but whose legislature still preserves some restrictions of this kind. Among these, it b 
_ will be sufficient to cite the severe penalties prescribed by a law in the reign of William III, i 

for those who, by speaking, teaching, or writing, deny the truth of the Christian religion and 
the divine authority of the Holy Scriptures. 

; I do not contest that these restrictive enactments are in part modified in practice; but itis 
| not the less true that the British legislature has recognized their necessity. In making these :
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q observations I have no other intention whatever than that of requesting a little more indul- . | 
j gence towards us. If, indeed, the British government, which is at the head of civilization, | 
4 feels itself obliged in many cases to take account of the religious influence of a party, would | | 
; it not be equitable to acknowledge that the Sublime Porte, also, could not ut take into | | 
4 account the sentiments of her populations, and, above all, could not but seek to defend her | 
] _ religion within the limits of moderation and of justice against interested attacks? _ 
1 The imperial government which has not admitted the free exercise of proselytism in favor 
q of the religion of the state cannot admit it in opposition to that religion. The principle of 
j religious. toleration cannot, in our view, be reconciled with open aggression against any | 
3 religion whatever. | 
1 Lord Russell has stated repeatedly in his speech.the difficulties which arise in the applica- | 
i tion of the principle which is in question. His lordship declares that he cannot form a con- | 
4 ception of the liberty of religious creeds without the freedom of recording in the ardor of | 

conviction the arguments through which those ends have been adopted. The noble lord | | 
: goes so far as to allow the attack in a private manner of a religion which is considered erro- | 
j _ neous, but he sees offence in the act of publicly attacking and reproaching the religion. ( 
, Doubtless the liberty of opinion leads to that of wedding it; nevertheless, we believe that | 
1 it is forbidden to employ other methods than that of persuasion. So far this mode of making | : 

known religious convictions is, we consider, justified on the principle of liberty of opinion. | 
3 But his lordship, who condemns the aggression of religious convictions when they are made | 

in broad daylight, will not dispute that there is a great step between a spontaneous and | 
: tolerant manifestation of convictions and a systematic propagandism, which makes use of | 

powerful means, and acts with the settled purpose of effecting the subversion of other religions, | 
_ which draws all its energy from the intolerance and the hatred of those religions, which 

1 speculates not only on the ignorance of the masses and the weakness of faith, but even upon | 
3 | political views, and, above all, upon motives of interest, which insults and reproaches instead | 
i of respecting the fears of others, and fears not to have recourse to corruption when it cannot 
q obtain by persuasion. It would be vain to affect in practice all the considerations which the | 
: missionaries have too much neglected. Such asystem would be none the less the contradic- | 
q tion of the principle of religious liberty, for by its very existence it attacks that liberty in : 
; others, and that respect for the conviction of others, without which religious tolerance would | 
3 be but an empty form. ( 
q I do not think it necessary, sir, to insist upon the political consequences of this system. : 
1 Lord Russell has established the necessity which presses upon every power to insure respect ( 

for itself and for the established religion of the country; and his lordship will not dispute 
3 the gravity which religious propagandism acquires, particularly from circumstances in Tur- ( 
: _ key, and the circumspection which the imperial government must use in all those questions | | 
d which are of a nature to raise religious passions and to arm one race against another. The | 
3 government of her Britannic Majesty, which has not forgotten either the religious disorders : 

which have by turn covered every part of Europe with blood, nor the reserve which it has. | 
1 itself imposed upon Protestant missionaries in India, will willingly appreciate the respect due 

to the creed of a whole population, and the danger which would result from estranging it. : 
. No European government, moreover, has sanctioned the principle of religious propagand- 

ism in England, in Prussia, and in Austria. Everywhere propagandism is subjected to the : 
] supervision of the authorities. The most liberal and the most tolerant governments have 

reserved to themselves the power to condemn it whenever it threatened public security and a 
4 the interests of the religion of the state; and democratic Greece has just inscribed at the 
4 head of her constitution the prohibition of proselytism and of any other intervention contrary 
q to the dominant religion. © . | 
4 But the missionaries, not content with accusing us of intolerance, would wish further to 
| impute a violation of enjoyments solemnly contracted; they invoke in their favor the Hattz 

q Humayun, and strive to give to their enterprise the sanction of legality. Now, the 6th artiche 
3 of the Hatti Humayun says, ‘‘Secing that all creeds are and shall be fully exercised in my 
3 dominions, no subject of my empire shall be molested in the exercise of the religion which 
3 he professes, nor shall be in any way disturbed in that respect. No one shall be com- | 
q pelled to change his religion.” | . . 
4 It would be truly difficult to draw from this text, which is so clear, an interpretation of-a 
3 nature to justify the pretensions of the missionaries. The government of his Majesty the 
3 Sultan has spontaneously declared by the article I have just quoted that there will be secured 
q to each community the free exercise of its worship, to each individual the power to profess 
q and practfce his religion without impediment; nothing more. Every other interpretation 
3 would lead to strange errors. | a 
{ _ Can it be supposed that, whilst condemning religious persecutions, the Sublime Porte has ! 
3 consented to permit offence and insult to any creed whatever? That at the same time that 
j she was proclaiming liberty to all non-Mussulmen creeds, she had given them arms against 
q Islamism? ‘That she had, in fine, destroyed at the same stroke the guarantees with which | 
j she surrounded the: liberty of religious conviction? No one could for a moment insist on 

so unfounded an hypothesis without insulting the good sense of the Sublime Porte, and mis- 
i apprehending the tact of the eminent diplomatist who pleaded with her the cause of liberty | 
j of conscience. But if the least doubt could be raised as to the spirit of the Hatti Humayun,
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| he acts of the government of her Majesty the Queen would be sufficient to dissipate them. 
Your excellency is not unaware that an order in council of the Queen, addressed to the British 

embassy at the time of the formation of the high consular court, punishes with fine and even E 

with hard labor every subject of the Queen who should render himself guilty of turning into : 
derision or publicly insulting any religion established and professed in Turkey, or who : 

i should voluntarily commit any act tending to draw upon such religion or upon its ceremo- , &# 
nies, upon its worship, or its practices, hatred, ridicule, or contempt. ; 

If the imperial government, moved by a spirit of moderation—for which public opinion in e 

A England will assuredly give her ecredit—has tolerated the establishment of missionaries in i 
_ Turkey, it could hardly recognize in any organized body the right of exercising a propa- E 

A gandism which the most civilized governments reject, which reason, the spirit and the letter E 
_ of the Hatti Humayun, and the general interests of the empire equally repudiate. It could ‘ 

not sacrifice to the zeal of certain foreign missionaries the tranquillity of the empire. No one : 
_ disputes the right of the missionaries to express, by the same title as every other person, their . 

' yeligious opinions with the respect due to those of others; but in every case where this ex- ; 
pression assumes a character of publicity calculated to give rise to scandal to a part of the : 

a population, to wound the public conscience, and to disturb the tranquillity of the country, E 
the imperial government is compelled to reserve to itself the right to act in conformity with : 
the existing laws and public interests, which it is bound to protect. E 

It was my desire, sir, to expose without concealment our opinion upon a question which E 
we grieved to see obscured by inexact or interested allegations, and to define the limits E 
within which we think it right to reserve our action. . : 

As I attach a high value to public opinion in England, I think it my duty to request you q 
to make known to his excellency Lord Russell the foregoing observations, in order that his 
lordship may be in a position, when necessary, to cause their justice to be recognized, and : 
in order that the British nation, after having heard both parties, should not allow itself to be | 

4 influenced by gratuitous and unjust recriminations. ; 

. I think it my duty to add, in conclusion, that the free sale and circulation of the Bible 7 

continues, and will always continue, to be authorized by the empire. OO . 4 

a a Oo ALI. | 

| | | Earl Russell to Mr. Stuart. oo | 7 

| FOREIGN OFFICE, January 21, 1865. 
| Sm: Isend you a copy of a despatch of his Highness Ali Pacha to M. Musurus, which i; 

M. Musurus has just put into my hands. | : 
| I gather from this despatch that the Sultan will observe inviolably the 6th article of the i 

Hatti Humayun of his late brother, which is in these terms : og 
,  “ Seeing that all religions are and will be freely practiced in my states, no subject in my | 

empire will be troubled in the exercise of the religion which he professes, or be in any manner j 
disturbed on this account. No one will be compelled to change his religion.” , | i 

: I understand further. from the termination of the despatch, that the free sale and circulation E 
of the Bible continues and will continue to be authorized in the Turkish empire. If these F 
two declarations are maintained and acted upon, I am quite willing to close the controversy. ; 

I have no desire to impugn the general spirit of toleration which animates the Sublime i 
Porte, nor do I feel at all called upon to defend the laws and government of the British em- — F 
pire on the score of religious liberty. | | . “ 

- I request you to give a copy of this despatch to his Highness Ali Pacha. 
oe Iam, &c., so 

| | : | RUSSELL. : 

| Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. — _ 

No. 110.] | LeGaTION OF THE UniTeD States oF AMERICA, | F 
os | Constantinople, April 19, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit copies of a correspondence between his 
! Highness Ali Pacha, minister of foreign affairs, and myself, relative to certain E 
! charges preferred by him against the American missionaries, and also a commu- : 

nication from the Rev. George Washburn, secretary of the American Board of : 
i. Missions at Constantinople, upon the same subject. E 
| A telegram of the 5th of April, from New York, was received here on the : 
| 16th instant, announcing the capture of Richmond and Petersburg, and the E 
: great victories of General Grant, which accompanied this glorious achievement. |
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1 The news created intense excitement, particularly among the commercial classes, 
3 and is regarded by all as a forerunner of peace and the re-establishment of the 
3 American Union in its pristine vigor. ‘This event, and the victories of General - 
1 Sherman which preceded it, have created a most salutary impression in relation 

tothe strength of the government of the United States, and its ability to defend | 
] . itself against domestic or foreign aggression. Never was the United States more | 
1 _ feared and respected than it is now, in Europe, and never did our form of gZov- | 
j ernment more signally vindicate its self-sustaining power. The administration 
1 of President Lincoln extorts, even from its former most implacable enemies, the | 
j highest eulogies for its skill, energy, and consummate sagacity and wisdom | 
1 with which it has conducted this gigantic war for the preservation of the Union. | 
j _ To none, however, has this news of the successes of our arms given more | 
' gratification than to the members of the cabinet of the Sultan, who now, as | 
1 uring the whole progress of the war, have never failed to manifest their sym- _ | 

pathy with the Union cause, and their wishes for its triumph. As I have re- ( 
i lated in previous despatches, the Sultan has himself personally, to me, before | 

. the diplomatic corps, on several occasions, given expression to similar senti- | 
q ments. | - oe BO . | | . | 
j I have been accustomed to say to foreigners that the maintenance of the | 
| Union was not exclusively an American question. It is one which interests man- | 

kind at large as much as ourselves, and, in pouring out our blood and treasure | 
' for its defence, we are only fighting a battle for the interests of universal hu- | 
| manity. Its overthrow would be a disastrous check to modern progress, while | 
j its maintenance upholds a government that stands as a pillar of light to guide | 
! mankind to the redemption of its usurped rights, and to encourage it in its | 
q struggles with those rulers who use power to found dynasties on the oppression | 

of the masses. - | ot : | 
, This is the light in which the American question is regarded by all on this | 
] side of the Atlantic who have really any sympathy with the welfare of the | 
i human race, and the day is not distant when the United States, rising, phoenix- | 

like, with renewed strength from the flames of war, will exercise a greater moral | 
4 power over the civilized world than any of the great states of Europe. | 
4 ' I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

| ] oe | EK. J. MORRIS. | 
1 Hon, Wituram H. Sewarp, : 
j Secretary of State. | | 

* a Mr.. Washburn to Mr. Morris. | 

| CONSTANTINOPLE, April 5, 1865. | 

3 Sm: I beg to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of yours of this morning’s date, with 
3 a copy of a despatch from his Highness Ali Pacha, of the 2d instant. 
: As it is plain that his Highness has been completely misinformed in regard to the relations 
: of the American missionaries to the Protestant Christian community, it seems most desirable | 
3 that I should state to you, briefly, but frankly, what these relations have been and now are. 
1 His Highness himself cannot be more firmly persuaded than we are that foreign missionaries | | 
3 ought not to meddle with the civil affairs of this empire. We neither claim nor desire any | 
4 such right. We are well aware that, should we meddle in civil or political affairs, we must : 
4. identify ourselves with some personal or party interests, and.thus destroy our proper influ- 
3 ence as Christian teachers. We have, therefore, never sought to control the Protestant com- | 
3 munity, nor even to give advice, except when our advice has been formally asked. We have . | 
4 aften collected from friends pecuniary aid from the community, but only when it has been offi- : 
1 cially asked for, and even then the money has been given under protest. | 
3 When this community was formed, in 1850, the Protestants were very few in number, | 
3 and very poor. When Stepan Effendi was appointed their vehil, they were utterly unable 

_ to pay his salary, or even any great part of it. Under these circumstances they appealed to 
4 us, and we consented to. become responsible for one year. We collected the money and paid " 
' the expenses, but distinctly disclaimed any desire to control the action of the vehil. 
i ¥rom thit day to this we. have not ceased to urge upon the people the necessity of paying | 

i
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their taxes regularly. For some ten years we aided them every year with funds collected 
/ from friends, but about five years ago we gave them final and formal notice that we could i 

furnish them with no more money, as we wished to have no connexion with their civil 
; affairs. : 
: Stepan Effendi, however, failing to understand the necessity of such action on our part, : 
‘ demanded that his salary should be paid in full by the missionaries; if it were not, he 

| should cease to perform the duties of his office. We, of course, refused to do this, and con- : 
tinued to urge upon the people the necessity of supporting their chancery themselves. : 

| Since that time, during these five years, the Protestant community has been almost de- E 
' stroyed by the efforts of Stepan Effendi to compel the missionaries to become responsible for ; 
d his salary. Much of the time the business of the office has been neglected, and the people, : 
: suffering bitter wrong on this account, have refused to pay their taxes to him. | ° 
: Some three years ago, however, he agreed to adopt a certain plan, proposed by the council 
' of the nation, on condition of receiving arrears of salary. At the request of the Protestant ; 

council, the sum necessary was raised by the American and English missionaries; but, no [ 
i _ sooner had he received the money, than, apparently under the influence of some evil adviser, i 
| he violated his word, and overturned the whole arrangement. Much of the time since that e 
g date his office has been closed. 
' But about three months ago Stepan Effendi came, naslied of his own accord, to several : 
4 individuals, saying, ‘‘I wish very much to resign. Iam old. I need my arrears of salary, : 
| and I wish to leave my post honorably. I beg you to see if there is no way to raise the F 
4 money to pay me my dues. If it could be raised, I would gladly secure the appointment F 
: of some one else in my place. After this was finished I would take my money.” : 
4 These persons came to me, and it appeared that the time had come when all the troubles | 

of the community could be cleared away, once for all, by a friendly arrangement, equally | 
i pleasing to all parties. 

I therefore replied: if all parties desire this, and request it, I think for once more, for @ 
final settlement, I can find the money; but you must arrange it among yourselves. , | 

f They did arrange it fully among themselves. Stepan Effendi wrote a note to the notables : 
, of the community, of which the following is a translation: I 

7 | ‘* FEBRUARY 6, 1865. F 
| ‘* BELOVED BRETHREN: You are already well acquainted with the present condition of : 

the Protestant chancery. I cannot endure that condition any longer. My debts are daily : 
increasing, and in my present advanced stage of life I am in great distress. I therefore ap- | 
peal to your brotherly kindness, that you would kindly undertake to deliver me from this ; 
condition, I inform you that I am ready to resign my office, and in my old age to retire to E 
private life, if my claims upon the treasury are paid. } 

‘* With love, : 
“STEPAN SEROPIAN.” | 

It was agreed by these notables that he should ask the appointment of Boghos Effendi, of E 
Adrianople, in his place, as temporary caiinaham, until the people could nominate some one 
to the Porte as permanent vehil. . 

Under these circumstances I was willing to advance the money necessary to secure this 
object, provided these changes could be actually accomplished before the money was paid. ' 

; This was necessary, not from any desire on our part to control the Protestant community, 
but because Stepan Effendi had before violated his word under similar circumstances, and 
because I had the distinct declaration of the friends in England and America who had 
formally aided the community that they would not advance another para to the Protestant F 
community until its affairs had been finally and satisfactorily arranged. | ' 

; _ Stepan Effendi had proposed this condition in the first place. He still agreed to it, but he | 
| : now insisted that the promise in respect to the money should be given to him in writing by L 
| arayah, He suggested Mr. Haritun Minassian as satisfactory to him. Although this per- I 

son had no connexion with and no interest in this money, he consented to act as a mutual | 
friend in an arrangement which was certainly not less desirable for Stepan Effendi than for __ : 

| the community. ‘The following papers were exchanged between them : | 

| | [Translation of a paper given by Stepan Effendi to Haritun, ] : 

| _ ** FEBRUARY 15, 1865. +f 
‘*T have summed up the claims of myself and Moses, my secretary, to February 28, 1865. : 

The amount is 77,125 piastres. Of this I shall receive in gold 55,000 piasters, when, after j 
7 having resigned my office, I shall have established Boghos Effendi as temporary catnaham : 

_ of the Protestant community in my place, by order of the Porte. For 18,125 piasters I am ; 
to receive two bonds from Minassian Haritun, the printer. Iam to receive a certificate for ; 
21,000 piasters more, by which I can obtain this sum from the nation, and pay it to Ghazairs, : 
as borrowed of him by me. 

‘““STEPAN SEROPIAN, 
** Vehil of the Protestant Community." E 

i
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4 (‘Translation of a paper given by Mr. Haritun to Stepan Effendi. ] | 

: ‘sPepruary 15, 1865. : 

7. ‘‘The subject of this paper is to state that on the 20th of Ramazan 1281, 55,000 piasters 
7 in coin, and two bonds—one for 9,2374 piasters, the other for 8,8874 piasters~-in a bag, oe 
3 with Stepan Aghasscal, have been deposited with me, in behalf of the nation, and are in 
q my possession, as a pledge for the claims of Stepan Effendi, Protestant vehil, and hissecre- | 
q . tary, Moses, for balance,of salaries due them; subject to the agreement, that whenever, | 
4 ‘within six months from to-day, Stepan Effendi shall have resigned his office, and shall have | 
4 caused Boghos Effendi, of Adrianople, to be appointed in his place, the 55,000 piastres and 
7 the two bonds in my possession shall, without fail, be delivered to him by me. If this 
j agreement be not carried out, and the six months shall pass, then this money shall be re- 
: , stored to the individuals who have given it to me, and this paper will be void. 
7 | ‘*HARITUN.” 

As Stepan Effendi expressed the wish to see and count this money and put his seal on the | 
j bag, he came to my office and did so, knowing that if the arrangements were complied with, . | 
q this moniuy money was to be furnished by friends in England and America, as a free gift, 
3 to relieve the Protestant community of its embarrassments, and from all need of further aid. 

That the money might be perfectly safe until Stepan Effendi had fulfilled the above con- 
q ditions, I returned it to my safe whence it came, and gave to Mr. Haritun the following bond 

q as security to him: . | 

7 ‘¢ CONSTANTINOPLE, February —, ——. 

3 ‘‘ Received from Haritun Minassian, printer, a deposit of 625 napoleons, (sealed by 
4 Stepan Effendi, ) to be delivered to him whenever Stepan Effendi shall resign, and secure the 
j appointment of Bogos Agha, of Adrianople, in his place as head of the Protestant commu- — | 
7 nity, provided that this be accomplished within six months of the above date. After that od 

j : date this paper will have no value. — | 

3 a ‘‘GEORGE WASHBURN.” 

_ Up to this time it was supposed that Stepan Effendi was acting in good faith, as the | 
i arrangement had been originally proposed by him, and He had all along expressed his full 

4 satisfaction with it. : ’ | 
4 - But it would appear that in his old age he must have become a tool in the hands of bad 
j men, for, having secured the above bond from Mr. Haritun, he suddenly changed his mind, | 

q and declared that he had no intention of fulfilling these conditions of his own making, but | 

4 would take the money in spite of us, without resigning at all. He declared in our book- 

2 7 store that his Highness Ali Pacha had united with him to destroy the Protestant community, " 

and drive the missionaries from the country. Of course this was as false as possible, and 

he appears to have told his Highness equally false stories in reference to us. . ; 

7 Stepan Effendi has since instituted the most oppressive and vexatious proceedings against 
4 ‘Mr. Haritun, who is thus suffering as a perfectly innocent man for an act of friendship. 

; ee If there has been any wrong done he has not done it. It rests either upon Stepan Effendi 
4 or upon me. I leave it to your judgment to decide between us. | 

j His Highness Ali Pacha refers especially to a supposed purpose of ours to make a pub- / 

i Jie demonstration against Stepan Effendi. Iam happy to be able to assure you that his ey 

4 Highness has been deceived in this matter. We have never so much as dreamed of such a : 
thing, and we consequently deny the charge as totally unfounded. The particular meeting : 

4 - to which he seems to refer, the only one I have heard of, was not planned by any missionary, 

q | nor was any foreigner present at it or in any way connected with it. We knew nothing of | 

q the meeting until we were informed by the Protestant notables that they had decided to hold | 

4 such a meeting in the church in Stambool. | 
j -- Tam sure that if these facts are made known to his Highness he will rejoice in the oppor- , 

3 tunity of withdrawing the charge which he has been led, by incorrect information, to | 

q make against us. | | 
4 It is our purpose so to conduct ourselves in this country, where we live under the august 
q protection of his imperial Majesty the Sultan, that the Turkish authorities can have no occa- | 

4 sion for complaint against us. We should regard any unfriendly controversy with the | 

j Porte as a positive calamity. a 7 | 
4 With your permission I shall send a copy of this letter to the Hon. Mr. Stuart, her Bri- : 

7 tannic Majesty’s chargé d’affaires at the Porte, with whom also his Highness Ali Pacha 

4 communicated in reference to this question. , | 
4 I remain, my dear sir, in behalf of the American missionaries, your most humble and 
| obedient servant, : | oo 

3 | GEORGE WASHBURN. 

3 |
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a | | [ Translation. ] 
to . SUBLIME PORTE, BUREAU OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, | : 
foo . . April 2, 1865. i 
J. Sir: The Sublime Porte has just been informed that certain foreign missionaries are seek- & 
: ing to assemble the members of the American Protestant community with the view of causing E 

a change of the civil organ of this community. : 
‘ I need not remark to you, sir, that the interference of foreign priests in the affairs of a 4 

community exclusively composed.of subjects of his Majesty the Sultan cannot be allowed : 
4 by the Sublime Porte, and the’object, purely civil or temporal, in question, can only be set- F 
: _tled by the sole intervention of the authority of the country. Consequently I have to beg : 

you, sir, to be so good as to recommend to the American Protestant missionaries to refrain 
i from meddling with this question. | | 
| Accept, sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. . AL 

| Mr. MorRIS, Minister Resident of the United States of America. 

2 | Mr. Morris to Mr. Washburn. [ 
: LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

. Constantinople, April 5, 1865. . | F 
DEAR SiR: I have the honor to enclose to you herewith a copy of a communication which 

I have received from the Sublime Porte on the subject of foreign Protestant missionaries in 
Tl general, and the American in particular. 4 

With much respect, your obedient servant, | | | 
E. JOY MORRIS. q 

Rev. GEORGE WASHBURN, Pera. , 4 

| _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
| . Constantinople, April 7, 1865. F 

Sm: I have the honor to reply to your note of the 2d instant, relative to certain alleged 
| proceedings of the American missionaries, and to enclose a communication from the Rev. 3 

George Washburn, on the subject. | 
| The facts related in this paper exonerate the American missionaries from the charges pre- 

ferred againsi them, and I hope they will be accepted by your Highness as a satisfactory : 
refutation of the accusations of their enemies. . | | ; 

T avail myself of this occasion to renew to your Highness the assurance of my perfect con- E 
| sideration. | 

| E. JOY MORRIS. 
_ His Highness ALI Pacwa, | | F 

Minister of Foreign Affairs. E 
| « east 5a ies | i 

, Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 111.] _ Leeation oF tHe Unrrep States of Auerica, | : 
| : oe Constantinople, May 1, 1868. ; 

Sir: The receipt of a telegram from London on Friday last announcing the 
7 _assassination of President Lincoln, and an attack on your own life, produced a 

great excitement in this country. A universal sentiment of indignation and of ; 
horror for such a crime against such a man as our late President, at the moment 
when the shouts of our victorious armies proclaimed that he had saved the 

| country, and had won the respect and admiration of the world, by the success- 
ful issue of the struggle he had directed against that foe alike of humanity and 
American liberty and Union—southern slavery~-was expressed by all the vari- 
ous nationalities of this capital. | 

The half-masted flag on the legation had hardly been raised before my col- _ 
_ leagues of the diplomatic corps called to express their sympathies for our national | 

loss. The society of Italian workmen delivered me the enclosed address of con- | 
dolence,and the subjects of the Hellenic government in large numbers yesterday 
‘repaired to my residence to express their grief for such a calamity. Several of |
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3 their number addressed the crowd in their native Greek, and in reply to a for- | | 
3 mal discourge from the chairman of the committee, I delivered to the assembled : | 

people the enclosed reply. In recognition of such a friendly act, I caused the | 
] . Greek flag to be raised above the half-masted American flag. The spectacle of | 
1 these two flags, of the two most intensely liberty-loving people in the world, floating | 
j together in kindred sympathy on the same staff, created a deep sensation among | 
| the passing crowds. | 
4 It gives me a melancholy pleasure to refer to these incidents as showing how | 
, widespread was the fame achieved by President Lincoln, and how earnest was | 
4 the admiration felt for the services he had rendered to his race and to his coun- 
] try, even in this remote corner of Europe. | | | 
1 _ I eannot be mistaken, for I see and feel it all around me, in predicting that _ | 

this assassination, be the motive what it may, will produce important. political | 
consequences throughout Europe, and will arouse and stimulate the friends of | 
liberty to new efforts against despotism and arbitrary power. | 

q The assassin’s hand has consecrated the life and death of President Lincoln. | 
4 He fell a victim to his devotion to the cause of liberty and human rights, and he ( 

4 will take his place in history among the martyrs whom universal humanity | 
7 honors as its benefactor. _ | | | | 
1 _ Lest there should be some apprehension relative to the qualifications of Presi- | 
4 dent Johnson to the high office, to the duties of which he has been called, I | 

caused to be published in the journals of this city the excellent biographical | 
sketch of his excellency contained in Appleton’s American Encyclopedia. This | 

3 ‘memoir, reciting, as it does, in detail his public life—his long and honorable | 
1 ° eareer as governor of Tennessee, and in the legislature of that State, and in both i 
; branches of the federal Congress, and his tried loyalty to the Union—made a 

most favorable impression on the public mind and gave a correct understanding i 
i of the capacity and services of the present head of the United States govern- | 
3 - ment. , ! 

2 I cannot conclude this despatch without expressing my fervent prayer that ss 
q the life of Secretary Seward may be spared, and that by the favor of Almighty | 

- God he may recover from the wounds under which he is suffering. Never were | 
q his services to his country more evident than now, and never was there such a 
7 general concurrence in the opinion, both among strangers and Americans, of the a 

immense importance of your excellency’s life to the dearest ‘interests of the : 
American people. | 4 

. I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 
| a EE. JOY MORRIS. : 

j Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | : 
’ Secretary of State. | 

] By this or the succeeding mail I will transmit the proceedings of the Ameri- | 

ean residents, in meeting convened at my residence, relative to the death of | 

1 President Lincoln. ae | | 
1. N. B. The address from foreign bodies referred to in the above will be fur- | 

q nished in the next mail. | - | | 
4 ‘ | 

q Z Mr. Morris to Mr. Hunter. 

: No. 112.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, . | : 
j : 7 oS Constantinople, May 3, 1865. — | 

: Sir: I have the honor to transmit enclosed copies of a correspondence be- 
{ tween his Highness Ali Pacha and myself, relative to the late melancholy events 
{ at Washington. | 
| Since the answer was written to the letter from the Porte, we have recetved .
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the sad news of the death of Mr. Seward. This intelligence has caused a most 

| painful impression through all circles, and particularly those of the government | 

. and diplomatic corps. He had won the, admiration and esteem of all who are : 

| conversant with our polities, by his eminent ability as a diplomatic writer and | 

i by the rare skill and judgment with which he directed our foreign policy, in the ; 

most critical period of American history. His name and fame will be insepar- i 

ably associated with the great events in which he was so conspicuous an actor. : 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 

| | | K. JOY MQRRIS. : 

Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, : 

. | Acting Secretary of State. | : 

| Ali Pacha to Mr. Morris. | 

Oo [ Translation. ] a | ; 

| SUBLIME PoRTE, DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, May 1, 1865. ' 

Sin: The Sultan, my august sovereign, has learned with profound affliction the mournful : 

news of the cruel death of President Lincoln, and of the wounding of the Secretary of State; ] 

and I have been commanded to convey to you an expression of the regrets of his imperial : 

Majesty. 
: 

I need not state to you, sir, how much the imperial government, in its character of sin- . : 

cere friend of the United States, is interested in their prosperity, and how great has been the — &§ 

sorrow which this event has occasioned. : 

4 Be pleased, sir, to accept assurances of my high consideration. A I 4 

: . . \LI. : 

Mr. Morris, | | i 
. Minister Resident United States of America. , | | | | 

| Mr. Morris to Ali Pacha, | | 

| [ Translation. | : 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 1 

an | Constantinople, May 2, 1865. ' 

Higuness: I have had the honor to receive the letter which your Highness, by order of : 

_ your august sovereign, addressed me on the Ist of May, in expression of profound grief F 

of his imperial Majesty on learning the sad news of the cruel death of President Lincoln and | 

the wounding of the Secretary of State. = ; ; | 7 

I beg your Highness to be so good as to convey to his imperial Majesty my respectful 3 

thanks for this manifestation of his regrets on an occasion which has so deeply afflicted the 

hearts of a whole nation. This event is the more to be regretted as it came at a moment £ 

when a desolating civil war of four years’ duration, involving alike the best interests of 

| humanity and the American people, had been brought to a successful termination by the ; 

energy, wisdom, and firmness of purpose of President Lincoln, with the efficient co-opera; 4 

| tion of that accomplished statesman, Mr. Seward, and his colleagues in the cabinet, and by F 

the valor aud skill of our citizen soldiers and their commanders. It was hoped that these : 

two distinguished men would have been permitted by Divine Providence to live to perfectin | | : 

' peace the re-establishment of that Union in defence of which so much blood had been . 

, poured out on the field of battle. In His inscrutable wisdom He has otherwise ordained. E 

I would also thank the imperial government for its sympathy in favor of the United States. _ E 

During my residence at this court I have had frequent occasion to bear testimony to the 

American government of the earnest sympathy of the Ottoman government with the United E 

| States in the war for national existence in which it found itself engaged, and of the ardent 

desire of his Majesty the Sultan that it should terminate in the re-establishment of the Union E 

| in complete integrity, and on a firm and impregnable basis. In the hour of national calamity E 

we have found in the Ottoman government a true and zealous friend. This new expression k 

of its friendship only confirms its past acts, and will tend to strengthen yet more the good E 

relations existing between the two countries. . oo F 

~ Lavail myself of this occasion to renew to your Highness the assurance of my most dis. : 

tinguished consideration. | F 

p : | E. JOY MORRIS. q 

he .
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| a Mr. Morris to. Mr. Seward. | _ | 

7 a. ‘Legation oF rHE Unirep STATES OF AMERICA, | 
7 7. | os Constantinople, May 4,1865. 
3 _ Sir: I have the honor to transmit enclosed two copies of the proceedings of | 
{ a meeting of American citizens convened at this legation, relative to the assas- | 
| sination of President Lincoln and the attack on your own life. One copy is — 

intended for the widow of the President, to whom I respectfully request that it 
may be forwarded. | | | | | | 

q : Since the writing of my despatch of yesterday’s date, we have been over- 4 
5 _joyed to learn that the rumor of your death is not true, and that you are re- | 

= covering from the dreadful wounds inflicted on you by the assassin. We ~ 
; humbly invoke an all-merciful God to restore you to health for the sake of the 

best interests of our beloved country. However variant may be the opinions of © 
7 _ people in Europe as to the American war. they are accordant in the recognition 
3 of the consummate ability and sagacity with which you have directed our 

: foreign policy. The preservation of your life is regarded as an event in — | 
1 | which the world at large has a common interest with your fellow-countrymen. 
; May Heaven prolong your useful life for new services to the American people! 
j I enclose the address of the Italian industrial society of this place, with a if 
3 translation of the same; and also, as it was delivered in French, the original of : 
j my reply to the address of condolence of the Greeks, (Hellenics, subjects of | 
{ George Ist,) from the Courrier d’Orient of this city of May 3, 1865. 
] _ LT have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

ij - a kk, JOY MORRIS. / 
2 Hon. Wituiam H.Sewarp, = - a , — : 
; Secretary of State | | 
7 _ (For enclosures see Appendix, separate volume.) | | 

i Mr. Morris to Mr. Hunter. | 

q : | cE [Extract.] | \ 

4 No. 114.] Leaation oF THE UniTep Stratss oF AMERICA, | 
4 | | | oo | | Constantinople, May 11, 1865. — 
] ‘Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 87, and _ | 
3 the circular containing the official announcement of the assassination of Presi- | 
] ~ dent Lincoln. In a previous despatch I referred at large to the universal feeling | 
a of horror and indignation which such a monstrous crime had produced among — 
| | all classes of the population of this capital. No human event, it seems to me, | 
i could inspire a deeper, and more widespread sense of sorrow and abhorrence 
4 than such a crime against such a man. President Lincoln’s course of action, | 
4 | during his four years’ term of office, had been so honorable to himself and so 
4 useful to his country, that he had won even the respect of the enemies of the 
: noble cause he championed. He lived long enough to refute the calumnies of 
3 _ his foreign assailants, and to confound the wicked schemes of domestic traitors. _ 
4 His steady perseverance in the course of right, his unshaken faith in ultimate 
1 success, and the stern loyalty he exhibited to the Constitution, astonished the 
| | Kuropean world, and enforced its admiration of one of the grandest exhibitions 
j _ of noral courage and of the conscientious discharge of duty to be foundin 
: ancient or modern history. He has descended to the tomb with an untarnished | 
| fame, and honored alike by the kings and people of Europe, and the citizens 
; of republican America. | | | | | 

| Since my last despatch a deputation has called on me on the part of the | 

i | | | | | ge f
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American church and nationality to express their condolence, and their hopes: | E 

i. that slavery, the cause of all our ‘woes, will be forever eradicated in the United : 

|... States. This delegation consisted of three of the highest ecclesiastical dig- 
-nitaries of the American church. os + 

po Enclosed will be found copies of despatches to the United States consuls at : 

: Beyrout and Smyrna, to which I respectfully call attention. Their main object j 

| __-is to disabuse the public mind of any erroneous impressions as to the character : 

and qualifications of President Johnson. I am pleased to say that the elevated ; 

| . and rare traits of character which distinguished President Johnson, and his : ; 

eminent capacity for the high trusts devolved upon him, are now beginning to: be ‘4 

appreciated, and the European public are conscivus that the destinies of the ; 

--- United States are guided by a firm and vigorous mind, which cannot be intim- : 

|. idated by any array of difficulties, and which is equal to any emergency. E 

| Energy, force of will, inflexible patriotism, and high moral courage, are the &§ 

| gharacteristies now ascribed to President Johuson, and they are producing a a f 

| most salutary feeling of respect and regard for the nation over which he presides. “ 

| Among Americans unlimited confidence is entertained in President Johnson, 

| and the assurance is cherished that his administration will be a fitting sequel to : 

| that of his illustrious predecessor. E 

| LT respectfully suggest the propriety of giving publicity, through the press, : 

| to the addresses of felicitation and of sympathy made to me on the part of the | 

| Helenic Greeks of Constantinople. — That of sympathy is full of eloquent & 

| fecling, and does such honor to the gencrous people for whom it speaks, that I  . § 

| venture to express the opinion that it ought be spread before the American : 

republic. = * * * x x 

| I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, _ | 

| | | — EK. JOY MORRIS. : 

Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, a | . | 

| Acting Secretary of State. — _ ; 

| (For enclosure see Appendix, separate volume.) : ; 

Address of felicitation of the Hellenic Greeks of Constantinople to Hon. E. Joy Morris, United’ : 

States minister, April 27, on the victories which secured’ the overthrow of the pro-slavery : 

rebellion and established the American Union. . ; 

: | [ Translation. ] I 

| CONSTANTINOPLE, April 27, 1865. ] 

Honored representative of the American people and government | | | 4 

: under the Presidency of the great citizen Lincoln: — : 

"The descendants of Plato have assembled before the residence of the respected representa- ; 
tive of the glorious American republic to congratulate him on the victories which have saved : 

his country. | Se : E 

: When a hydra-headed rebellion was menacing the existence of the Union, with painful | . 

- anxiety we watched the progress of the struggle, and our prayers were offered up to God for E 

| a brave people contending for national existence against domestic treason and foreign 
intrigues. 7 ' | : 7 ; 

| Fearful as was the conflict, our hopes of ultimate triumph for the cause of Union and lib-- E 

| erty were based upon our confidence in the intelligence and patriotism of the descendants of ; 

| Washington, and in the wisdom and heroic firmness of President Lincoln, who, at this crit- : 

ical period, directed the destinies of the nation. | 

_ ‘We were not mistaken. The cause of humanity triumphed, because the American people: 3 

_ appreciated the great issues at stake, and with a sacrifice of blood and treasure unparalleled: : 

in history, on the fields of battle saved their menaced institutions of free government from de- OE 

struction. Noble example of patriotic devotion, worthy of honor wherever public virtue is : 

esteemed and love of freedom is cherished! 3 

The last American struggle must be inscribed with golden letters in the annals of history, -  - 
| - for it was a battle for the dearest rights of man. All mankind. participate in the benefits of :
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’ the victory achieved, and from all parts of the world the thanks of sympathizing millions ar _ 
4 tendered to the American people for the constancy and valor through which the cause of right 
q was finally crowned with success. : 

i Accept, honored sir, the heartfelt congratulations of the Greeks of Constantinople, and may 
j God inspire other nations to a similar exhibition of heroic virtue when their liberty and inde- 
j ‘pendence are assaulted. | : | : 

4 Translation, from the original French, of the reply of Mr. E. Joy Morris, United States min- 
3 ister, to the above address of felicitation of the Hellenic Greeks of Constantinople. 

j _ With mingled emotions of joy and grief I receive this imposing manifestation of the Hel- 
1 lenics of Constantinople towards my country and its illustrious chief, the late President Lin- 

coln. I rejoice that the character and actions of that great man are so justly appreciated and 
7 so affectionately revered by the intelligent community you represent. \ It is another proof of | 
7 the fidelity of the Greek people to the glorious traditions of their history, that the same love 
1 of liberty which distinguished them in antiquity yet exists, and that everywhere, where there | 
1 is a struggle between the spirit of liberty and despotism, their suffrages are on the side of | 
1 ® those who are the champions of the natural rights of man. | 

7 It is from your ancestors, Hellenic Greeks, that we have inherited our passion for liberty. | 
: The history of Leonidas, with his three hundred Spartans, perishing willing victims for the | 3 : safety of their country at Thermopyle ; that of Miltiades and Themistocles upon the plain | 
i of Marathon and the Gulf of Salamis, repelling the invaders of Greece, not by the force of 

numbers, but by the force of an invincible courage, is taught in our schools as a lesson of | 
sublime patriotism. | : 7 : | 

_. Honor to a people who, after the lapse of twenty-five centuries, yet preserve in their hearts 
that sacred fire which rendered their ancient heroes immortal! oe | 

The terrible conflict which is about te:minating in the United States was astruggle between 
the two opposite principles of liberty and slavery. To promote the interests of the latter, an | 

3 attempt was made to destroy the American Union and to erect on its ruins a government the . 
d corner-stone of which was to be human slavery. By the favor of God, the man most capable 

of meeting such a crisis in this emergency was at the head of the nation. He was a man / 
3 pure in his morals, of irreproachable integrity, and one who loved his race and country with 

: equal affection. In defending the Constitution, he knew that he was defending an instrument 
; of government in the preservation of which all mankind had a common interest with us. He 
1 . comprehended in all its proportions the great part which God had given him to perform, and, 

before Heaven and earth, he proved that he was equal to the task imposed on him. | 
4 At the moment when the shouts of victory were rising from all the fields of battle, when | 
3 _ the flag of liberty was again being raised on the towers and forts from which it had been sac- 
j | rilegiously torn down four years ago, the President fell beneath the arm of an assassin. | 
i Fearful crime to kill such a man! Supreme folly, to choose such a moment for so infamous 
’ _adeed. He had accomplished his mission; he had saved his country and had gained a place | 
' in the temple of glory where he will always be honored as one of the benefactors of humanity. 

: The assassins of liberty and_of its champions merit and receive in history an eternal execration. | 
4 _ The Secretary of State, Mr. Seward, who had so ably.seconded the efforts of the President, 
1 _ and who, by his great capacity, had so wisely represented the nation abroad in his diplo- 
| 7 matic writings, was also destined to be a victim. We implore an all-merciful God that his 
; life may be spared, that he may contribute by his sagacious intellect to the consolidation of 
4 the republic which is now rising so majestically, unchanged inform and unharmed in stren gth, 2 

from so many fields of battle. 
: _ Inthe name of the American people, I thank you, Hellenics, for this enthusiastic demon- 
4 _ stration of regard for my country and its savior, and for your wishes that the republic of the : 
1 United States of America may continue to exist in the fure, as in the past, the boulevard of | 

modern liberty and the pioneer of human progyess. - | | 
: __ Adieu, Hellenics, and may the Greek and American flags which float united above our 2 

_ heads be a symbol of that fraternity of heart that exists between two people who have the | 
: same sympathies and the same aspirations. | a | 

1 — Mr. Morris to Mr. Johnson. - — | | 

| — . Unrrep STaTES LEGATION, | 
- Constantinople, May 10, 1865. ! 

; _ _ Sm: You have no doubt already received information of the assassination of President _ | 
a - Lincoln, and of the attempt on the life of Secretary Seward, through the telegraph and the | 
1 State Department. These dreadful deeds have aroused a feeling of horror and indignation | 

throughout all Europe, and have betrayed to the world the fiendish passions engendered by | 
the institution of slavery. It seems in the order of human events that no great humanitarian | 

4 - revolution can be accomplished without the sacrifice of some illustrious victim. Men offer | 
7 - ! 
3 |
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; up their lives on the scaffold for the benefit of their race, and others risk life and fortune, and : 
j all that endears them to existence, to further the cause of human rights. Great social and | ; 
i political evils cannot be uprooted without commotions that shake the world by their violence. 

Certainly there never occupied the post of a ruler of a country a man who had less bitter- : 
ness in his heart towards his fellow-men than President Lincoln, or one who was more genial , 4 

4 in his nature, more tolerant to his enemies, and more just in his political conduct. The only E 
offence he committed was that of being loyal to his country when others were false to her; of : 

o saving the republic when menaced by destruction. God, in his mercy, permitted him to live o£ 
; till he had baffled the schemes of the conspirators and had established the Union in its original : 

integrity. His glory the dagger of the assassin cannot take away. It will live immortal in E 
history and endear his name to the remotest generations of American freemen. : 

Had not the plans of the conspirators failed for want of unity of action, we should have . 
had to mourn the deaths of the Vice-President and all the members of the cabinet. Their E 
diabolical malignity aimed at paralyzing the government by a temporary anarchy of rule, E 
thus hoping to create a widespread disorder and confusion. : 

President Johnson I believe you know. I knew him from six years since in Congress, F 
when he was a member, and I know him to be a man of the utmost firmness of character and : 
force of will, and to be possessed of a moral courage that renders him equal to any emer- ; 
gency. Amidst bad examples around him and the temptations incident to southern life, he  &£ 

as always been distinguished for exemplary habits of life. If there has been any deviation q 
from these habits it is exceptional and not characteristic of the man, and no doubt induced by ; 
accidental causes. I have unlimited confidence in him from my own personal knowledge . of 
and observation, and I beg that you will refer to me when speaking to your colleagues of his i 

_ eapacity and character. How long I may continue to serve the government under him I ; 
know not, and shall take no steps to interfere with the free exercise of the judgment of the E 
President in relation to the incumbent of this post; but as an American citizen I deem it my. i 

- duty to aid in dispelling serious misapprehensions as to his character and capacity. He will. q 
i be traduced and calumniated, as his predecessor was, because he is the President of a republic | E 

in the overthrow of which every enemy of human liberty has an interest, and every hour of q 
whose existence gives the lie to the necessity of despotism and arbitrary power as instruments E 

| of government. | oe 
I rejoice to be able to inform you that the Secretary of State and his son are in a fair way | : 

of recovery, and that their assailant has been arrested with several of his accomplices. a E 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | . _ | ; 

, | E. JOY MORRIS. 
J. A. JOHNSON, Esq., oe F 

| United States Consul, Beyrout. : 

| Mr. Morris to M*. Hunter. | 

| No. 115.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | : 
. Constantinople, May 18, 1865.. : 7 

rr: I have the honor to transmit, enclosed, addresses of condolence on the ; 
death of President Lincoln from the British residents of Constantinople and the 3 
printed account of the proceedings in connexion with the same, and from the : 

, native Protestant community of this place, through their head, Mr. Seropyan. | I 
That of the British residents represents almost the entire English colony of Con- ; 
stantinople, and contains very notable names belonging to it. | 

I beg that you will do the American community of Constantinople the honor | ’ 
| to express to President Johnson their unqualified confidence in his ability to 4 

administer the government, and their assurance that through his firmness of E 
purpose, energy and character, and long experience in public affairs, and his 3 
eminent capacity, the evils of the late civil war will soon be repaired, and the 
republic be restored to its pristine integrity and tranquillity. I venture also to : 

_ express the remark that among foreigners the conviction prevails that the _ : 
present head of the United States government is a statesman of unusual force: E 
of character and intellect. Whatever errors may have existed on this subject - &- 
have already been dispelled. 7 - | ; 

I visited the grand vizier and minister of foreign affairs a fews days since and’ 
took occasion to give them a correct estimate of the public career, character- , 
istics, and ability of President Johnson. They thanked me for the informa- E
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; tion, and assured me they would take great pleasure in communicating my ’ | 
1 statements to his Majesty the Sultan, who, as a sincere and undeviating friend | 
1 of the Union, would be pleased to know that a statesman of such tried capacity, 
1 private worth, and elevated traits of character, now presided over the American - | 
i; republic. : _ | : | 

General Marquez, a special envoy from the so-called emperor Maximilian of | 
_ Mexico, has arrived here for the purpose of delivering to the Sultau the decor-. 

{ __ ation of the Order of Guadaloupe. oe | | | 
j _I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

feos | E. JOY MORRIS... 
7 Hon. WiLuiam Eluntur,. | | 
q Acting Secretary of State. — | | 

] (For enclosures see Appendix, separate volume.) a | | 

1 | ' Mr. Morris to Mr. Hunter. | | 

j - [Extract.] 

No. 116.]. _ LEG@ATION oF THE UNiTED States oF AMERICA, | | 
1 or Constantinople, May 25, 1865. | 
3 Sir: I have the honor to transmit a letter of condolence on the part of the 
: Shah of Persia and one from the Greek minister of foreign affuirs to the Greck 

7 consul at New York. The letter has been communicated to me by the minister | 
4 _. of'Greece to the Porte, by order of his government, with the request that I should | 
] forward it to my government. a | 
; The object of the visit of General Marquez, the special envoy of the so- | 
1 ‘called emperor Maximilian, is limited to the purpose designated in my last de- | 
7 spatch. ‘The grand vizier declares to be without foundation the report that the 
1 Porte will give him its sanction of the incorporation of the Egyptian blacks | 
i _ anto the imperial army, and of a further contingent of black troops trom Egypt. 
7 He said, in reply to my inquiries oh the subject, that the Porte would have a] 
] nothing to do with such an affair. I learn, however, that General Marquez. : 
1 | expects to receive at Vienna four battalions and a regiment for the service of | 
| Maximilian. ‘The soldiers enlisted in Europe for this purpose are needy adven- 
] turers, whom necessity, and not sympathy with the imperial cause, has induced — 
j to accept the proffers of the agents of Maximilian. ‘hey are not such a class | 
i of men as can be relied on to support a government in the hour of adversity. 

q The desire to get to America also is so great that men will embrace any pre- 
i text to compass their wishes in this respect.» Never was there a time when the 
{ hearts of the million masses of Europe throbbed so warmly to the United | | 
i States as now, aud never was there less sympathy with any movements-di- | 
1 - rected against the spread of our political principles on the American continent. — | 

j I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | 
: | - | . | KL SOY MORRIS. ~ 
4 Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, : | , 

] Acting Secretary of State. 5 Bs | | 

: _ (For enclosures see Appendix, separate volume.) | ‘ | 

_P. 8.—I beg to enclose a brief statement of the last financial scheme of the 
7 “Eurkish government. 7 Ur | a i 

a
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The conversion of the home debt. | &£ 

The following is an abstract of the statement issued in London by the contractors for thi- 

operation : 7 | ty 

Pe The great object of the scheme may be described as that of definitely transporting Turk- : 

ish finance from the region of, Oriental into that of European finance. Oriental govern- 4 

ments invariably live from hand to mouth, They contract debts without forethought, are : 

| irregular in their payments, and as a consequence pay, in a long run, usurious rates in order : 

to cover the risks. Enropean governments, on the other hand, make the act of borrowing a : 

deliberate and public act, surrounded by as many safeguards 1o the lender as possible, and i: 

they invest their public stocks with as many attributes of security and convenience to the c 

holder as possible, so as to get money at the lowest rate which the intrinsic state of their : 

, credit admits of. Foremost among these attributes is the existence of one large, uniform : 

| stock, or consols, instead of various petty stocks of different denominations. Nor is it less : 

important for countries where domestic capital is scarce anda large part of their national debt : 

js raised abroad to make it payable in specie, at a fixed exchange, at all the principal mone-. : 

‘ tary centres of Europe. A consolidated debt of this sort, payable at London, Paris, Amster- E 

dam, and Frankfort, as well as at home, inscribed in a orand livré, and charged on the gen-. | 7 

| eral revenues of the empire, with cue. provisions against frittering these means away by . 

hypothecations or raising further loans, except openly and under legislative authority, may E 

be said to afford the maximum of security and convenience possible, and, consequently, to E 

i enable the state which adopts it to raise money at the minimum rate consistent with its in-_ EF 

| trinsic resources and credit. There is as much difference between this and the irregular | . 

expedients by which Oriental governments are accustomed to raise money as between the 7 

: mortgage which a nobleman may give an assurance company on his estate, and the bills which : ; 

the same nobleman, in the thoughtless days of his youth, may have given to some West End  &€ 

money-lender to meet a loss on the turf. The former is in some respects less convenient, for. c 

it must be paid punctually each quarter day in actual cash, while the latter may probably be | 4 

_‘gtaved off for aterm or two by signing a fresh piece of stamped paper ; but then he pays the, E 

| difference between 4 and 40 per cent. for the accommodation, and, what is even more impor-- q 

tant, he executes the mortgage deed only after due reflection aud on some grave occasion, , : 

| while, if once accustomed to it, he is apt to scatter about his signature to the looser sort of j 

paper to meet every passing whim or inconvenience. These general principles apply peculi-. EE 

arly to the case of Turkey. The cause of her pecuniary embarrassments has been, not the.  &-£ 

i deficiency of her resources to meet her necessary expenses, but the inveterate habit of borrow- 4 

ing from local money-lenders at Constantinople at 15, 20, and even 30 and 4U per cent., to. a 

mect arrears in the collection of taxes and irregular expenses incurred without any publicity , 

or sanction. | | : 

| _ “Again: punctuality in the payment of debts necessitates punctuality in the collection of rev- we 

enue. Now, the wantof this punctuality has been the want of Turkish finance. ‘The revenue 

is ample to meet the expenditure, but practically from 20 to 30 per cent. of each year’s collec- 

tion is allowed to fall into arrear, and a considerable part of this arrear is never recovered. | : 

There is no reason why the whole revenue should not be punctually collected, as in India, 

whiere the arrears are inconsiderable. The necessity of paying half-yearly dividends punctu- ; 

ally will soon bring about the administrative reforms which are alone necessary to make the | . 

collection of the very light taxation of Turkey prompt and regular. As regards the payment : 

| of a large part of her debt abroad, Turkey is also in an exceptionably favorable position. 3 

Turkey is iike India, a country which habitually exports more than it imports, and this favor- . 

able balance of trade is certain to increase as roads and railways develop the resources of the. . 

interior. In-the case of Turkey, therefore, as in India, a large amount of payment may be q 

made abroad by the State without preventing the influx of a moderate amount of specie. If % 

: these payments ceased, the influx of specie would soon become excessive and raise prices to 

| a point that would check exports.” es | : 

“Tn addition to these general considerations, it is pointed out that the special advantages to : 

| the Turkish government of the present consolidation will be—- : , 4 

“1, That it enables them to raise a sum of £2,000,000 cash, without any increase of pres- OE 

ent burden on the budget, the saving by the reduction of the sinking fund from 2 to 1 per F 

cent. on the capital covered being enough to pay 5 per cent. interest and J per cent. sinking &§ 

fund on £4,000,000 of new stock. | . 

“2 The new sinking fund being applied in the purchase of stock in the market at 50 or 60, E 

instead of in drawings at 100, will go nearly twice as far, and, in addition to paying off the 3 

capital of the debt in 37 years, will accumulate a reserve fund equal to that capital in the same a 

eriod. 
} | 

OF ‘63° The existence of this reserve fund, and of a reserve of authorized inscription in the. q 

grand livre, will-always enable the treasury to obtain such temporary advances as may be - 

required to equalize the receipts and payments of different periods of the year, or to meet q 

grave emergencies at a moderate rate of interest. | a 3 

| ‘As regards the present holders of the internal debt, the advantages are equally obvious. | o£ 

The holder of a six per cent. consolidé of 100 medjidies d’or, or £90 sterling, gets £110 ster- &-
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4 ling of new 5 per cent. consols, yielding a slightly better interest, with £20 more capital and | a7 all the vast improvements of security afforded by inscription in the grand livre and payment _ | ; | of interest in gold, at a fixed exchange, in all the principal places of Europe. For this great _ advantage he gives up nothing but the difference between the present two per cent. amortisse- 7 ment and the one per cent. new amortissement applied in purchasing the stock. As a ques- 4 tion of figures, it is quite clear he gains greatly. The new consols are in all respects on a par, : q as regards security, with the existing six per cent. external loans, except as regards the special q hypothecations of certain branches of revenue in favor of the latter, which are fast running off 3 by the action of their sinking funds, and to which, with the exception of the special charge j on the Egyptian tribute for the loan of 1854, no great value could be attached in the extreme. ] and improbable case of Turkey becoming insolvent. But if a 6 per cent. stock with a 2 per | cent. amortissement be worth 70, (and it is now quoted higher, ) a5 per cent. stock is worth i 53 without any allowance for fhe 1 per cent. amortisation, which, being applied in purchase, : j tends to raise the average market price of thestock. And if £100 of the new consols be worth | 1 £53, a consolidé, which is exchanged for £110, is worth £58. But the market value of the. q same consolidé was not above £48 until the recent issue on the prospect of the conversion, and q if the scheme for conversion had been defeated the price would in all probability have gone back to that figure, or lower. For the other classes of internal debt the advantage of conver- | : - sion is equally obvious. Lastly, as regards the holders of the external debts, their position is j _ improved by the general improvement of Turkish finance. Whatever improves the credit 3 _ and adds to the borrowing power of a state, improves the security of previous debts. The 4 holders retain al! their special securities, whatever they may be worth, unaffected, and the ’ only suspicion of an injury to them is that the superior attractions of the new stock may lead 4 | to competition with the old stocks in foreign markets. But this is by no means certain, as it — qa is generally found that when a domestic stock rises in value the native holders buy rather | | _ thansell. This was strikingly the case in India with regard to the rupee paper, and there is ij every reason to believe that as Turkish stock rises and confidence is created, a larger, rather | 4 than a smaller, proportion of the whole debt will be held in Turkey. At any rate, the holders 1 of the old external debts will always have the opportunity of converting, at a fair rate, if they | desire it, into the new stock, as the policy of the Turkish government must always be an- | j ticipated by voluntary conversions, the period of the complete unification of the whole national - | 3 debt, and discharge all special hypothecations. Supposing all debts converted into the new | 3 stock, the whole existing national debt of Turkey would only be about £60,000,000. Such 4: a debt will be by far the smallest debt of any country of Europe. in proportion to its popula- | 7 _ tion, revenue, and resources; and with a moderately good system of taxation and financial i administration, which are now in the way of being carried out, the Turkish treasury would i soon be in a state of prosperity. a 
3 _ The following extract froma statistical return just published by the Foreign Office affords | 3 the best proof how light are the debt and taxation of Turkey compared not only with those { of wealthy nations, such as England and France, but with the poorer countries of Europe, | | 3 such as Russia and Austria, and even with the states ofSouth America : 

: _--: PER HEAD OF POPULATION. — | 
. Annual revenue, Public debt. 

j | . | £s. d. £s. du. 1 | England....-. 2.2.2. eee eee ees cece ee cee ceceestececeee 2 8 2 28 2 5 j France... 22.2202. eee ee ee eee cece eee eececeee eee 2 0 4 14 0 4 | | 7 Russia... .-. see. eee eee eee nee ene cece ceecececeees 012 7 311 1 qa 7 Ausivia... 22. 022. eee ee eee eee cee cece eee cece 016. 8 612 4 | 3 . Ttaly...2-- 2.22 ek cee eee eee cece cee eeeecceeseeeeee 1 4 9 5613 3 
i SPAIN. . es cee ee eee eee eee cee cece eee neeceeeseeeee- 1 6 4 9 8 5 | q Portugal....-. 2.202. eee eee cee cece ee cece ceceee cues O17 1 8 7 1 4 «Brazil... eee eee cece eens ce cceecuecee.... O15 8 219 8 | 3 Chili... 2. eee eee eee cece cece cee e ne ceeeee caceee.,0 17 10 116 4 : 7 | Peru... 00 es oe ee eee eee eee eect eee cee eee weceeeeeeeeeee LOB 2 14 10 | 3 Turkey... 2-2 eee eee cee ec ee eee cee cece cece eceeee. 0 7 9 1 3 1 

4 | . | . | 
——_—_—_ 

| | | | Mr. Hunter te Mr. Morris. | ; | ! 
4 | 

No. 90.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATES, | 
q ) . Washington, June 27, 1865. | 
j Siz: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches from, 

: , No. 110 to No. 115, inclusive, the latter bearing date May 18. The accounts | ; | they furnish of the effect: produced in the Turkish capital by the intelligence of i 
: | |
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| the President’s assassination and the attempt upon the life of Mr. Seward have E 

been read with great interest and gratification. Your proceedings in connexion ~ r 

| swith this subject are fully approved. © F 

: I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

| | W. HUNTER, E 

? = Acting Secretary. E 

| E. Joy Morris, Esq., §¢., gc, §¢., Constantinople. | 

| oo | Mr. Morris to: Mr. Seward. : 

No. 118.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 

| Constantinople, July 13, 1865. E 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the circular announcing : 

the approaching departure of Rear-Admiral Goldsborough as commander of the 3 

United States squadron in European waters, and that he is instructed not to” q 

enter any port, unless absolutely necessary, where belligerent privileges maybe ff 

extended to the United States rebels, &c. In this connexion I beg leave to . : 

refer to my despatch of May 6, 1862, enclosing a copy of the vizerial order ad- | 

| dressed to all the public functionaries of the Sublime Porte on the sea-coast of | 

the Ottoman empire. That order was to the following effect : | | 

‘SUBLIME PorRTE, Chiral 24, 1278—( April 23, 1862.) , 

‘“ EXCELLENCY: According to the principles of international rights established in the late . &- 

j treaty at the conference held in Paris, the use of ships-of-war and other vessels as privateers: 

(Korsan) was entirely abolished by all the great powers therein represented. ae | j 

| ‘The legation of the United States of America has now requested that, conformably with. : 

the preceding, instructions be given by the Sublime Porte to its functionaries on the sea-coast ; 

of the empire, for the purpose of maintaining the principle adopted as aforesaid. As it has : 

| therefore been here deemed necessary, in view of said principle, that effectual measures : 

should be taken to prevent vessels of the United States of America from being exposed to in- 

a jury in any of the ports and waters of the Ottoman dominions by privateers such as those i 

. alluded to, your excellency will, in case any privateers or armed vessels preying on the 1 

| commerce of the United States attempt to enter them, with or without prize, adopt such . 

7 means as will prevent them from carrying the design into execution.” i 

| The above order was drawn up at my request, and with the understanding 7 

that it was intended to be a denial of belligerent rights to the United States q 

rebels, and as a sign of the determination of the Turkish government to dis-  &- 

countenance the hostile designs of the rebels against the integrity of the repub- 

lic of the United States. The government of the Sultan never recognized the  - 

rébels as belligerents, notwithstanding the example of England and France, nor : 

; did it at any time, directly or indirectly, manifest any sympathy with their - 

| efforts for the destruction of the American Union. During the whole period of : 

the war the war vessels of the United States enjoyed unlimited hospitality of : 

the Turkish ports, and they were never put upon a level with the rebel cruisers, 

and subject to an odious and unjust restriction of twenty-four hours’ stay in the : 

harbors of this empire. The above order was issued in good faith, and it would : 

have been enforced to its full extent had an occasion required it. ae 4 

It gives me pleasure, now that the war is over, to refer to these facts. Con- j 

| sidering the power of English and French influence at this court, it seems to me E 

that the policy of the Ottoman government, with respect to the United States 4 

during the recent civil war, is one that does it infinite credit, and is a striking F 

| exhibition of political courage in behalf of a government whose friendship it has F 

always cherished. There is no necessity, therefore, on the part of the Turkish : 

government to issue a proclamation withdrawing belligerent rights from the | 

| United States rebels, for it never conceded any to them. |
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i | Rear-Admiral Goldsborough, should he honor the waters and harbors of Tur- 
{key with a visit of the squadron under his command, will be received with the | 
] highest honors, and with a cordialiiy of feeling indicative of the sympathy of — 

__ this government with the cause he has so gallantly sustained in hostile waters 
i during the last four years. | , es | S 
; - With great respect, your obedient servant, | | 
7 | EK. JOY MORRIS. | | 
j Hon. WiLLIAM H. Sewarp, | | | 
j | Secretary of State | 

j | , — Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. : | 

| No.119.} = = Le@ation oF THe Unitep States or AMERICA, | 
| | | - + Constantinople, July 13, 1865. | 
: Sir: I regret to be obliged to report that the cholera has made its appearance | 
; at Constantinople. It was introduced here by an Egyptian war steamer, on | 
q which several cases and deaths from this disease occurred. Thus far it has not | 
4 spread much, it being confined chiefly to the arsenal to which the cholera. pa- | 

tients of the vessel above referred to were transported. In all up.to date not | 
] _ more than twelve deaths from cholera have occurred here. Sanitary measures — | 
j _ are being taken to prevent it from extending among the population. | fear, how- | 

ever, that having made its entrance here, this capital cannot escape its ravages | 
- to a greater or less degree of intensity. The last reports from Egypt represent | 
1 the deaths from cholera af almost 200 daily in Alexandria, and about 300 in - 

Cairo. It was apprehended that in the hot months of August and September | 
its ravages would be yet greater. - | : | 

] _ Ihave the honor to be your obedient servant, | 
- | | HB FOY MORRIS. | | 

| - Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, Te a | 
3 OO Secretary of State. . : 

’ a Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. : | 4 

’ No. 120.] _ LgGATION oF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 7 
; a | 7 Constantinople, 
4 Sie : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 90. I re- 
q gret to be obliged to state that the cholera continues to extend its ravages. not- 
4 withstanding the efforts making by the government to arrest its progress. What- 
{ _ ever may be the opinion of medical men, it is evident that it is propagated by 
4 contagion, as it fixed itself in the locality where the first deaths from an Egyp- 
i. tian man-of-war took place, and has thence gradually extended itself over the 
1. _ Christian quarter of Pera, and through Stamboul, (Constantinople proper.) Ia | 

the most infected region, Cassim Pacha, where it originally broke ont—a quarter | 
| inhabited chiefly by workmen connected with. the navy yard, and situated in a | 
’ low valley encompassed by high-hills, with imperfect drainage—it has been very 
] fatal, having attacked almost the entire population. Such have been its ravages 
1 there that the government has ordered all the large khans and buildings ocen- | 
; pied by many persons together to be vacated, and has provided tents for them 4 
: on the heights surrounding the city. Sy | i 
; _ Had proper quarantine measures been taken at first, the introduction of the oo 
i cholera from Egypt might have been prevented. It seems to me, from our ex- 
i perience here, that it willbe advisable in the United States to guard against it by 
j the most rigid quarantine regulations. Otherwise, if it once enters the country |
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: it will be very fatal, in consequence of the g:eat destitution prevailing in Vir- | 

: ginia and other of the southern States, and of the diseases which always follow 

. in the train of war. | EES q 

, The published number of deaths per day is about 160, but they are known : 

to largely exceed that number. Nhe whole number of deaths from the origin of : 

the disease to the present timc is about 2,000. A great panic prevails among the - 

' population, particularly the Christian portion of it, and people are fleeing by 4 

thousands in every direction from the city. Itis to be hoped, however, that the : 

sanitary measures adopted by the “government and pursued with great energy : 

will have the effect sooner or later to arrest the epidemic. 

With great respect, your obedient servant, | : 

: _ -#B. JOY MORRIS. : 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarn, Secretary of State. 4 

| | THE CHOLERA. | - — E 

To the Editor of the Levant Herald: : : | q 

‘$ir: During the prevalence of the cholera morbus in the different ports of Turkey, any ; 

‘remarks that may tend to the better knowledge of the mysterious disease and its develop- 3 

ment may be acceptable, and I have, therefore, taken the liberty of addressing you the fol- E 

lowing—the result of my observations : 
3 

Cholera can be communicated— | : | : 

: 1. By persons direct, who carry the seeds of the disease (or vitiated air) with them. : 

_ Q, By clothes or other articles used by the sick. | an re 

3. By infected vessels or lazarettos, which, though isolated, are too near healthy towns, E 

i and these generating vitiated air, it soon passes the imaginary boundaries of quarantine. E 

‘In proof of these assertions I may remark: | . 

‘1. ‘The cholera in the present instance was introduced into Arabia by pilgrims from India, | c 

bringing with them the seeds of the disease. It did not develup itself until the period of the — : 

| Courbarn-Baivam, when the thousands of animals sacrificed, of every size, irom a camel. | ; 

downward, were left to putrefy; the effluvium, combined with the ascent of the holy hill by ae | 

| the pilgrims bear-headed in a burning, tropical sun, and the free use of all kinds of unwhole- q 

some fruits and vegetables, was immediately succeeded by the outbreak of the disease. At : 

Djeddah it assumed a comparatively mild form, only ten per cent. of the cases proving fatal. - : 

The pilgrims in their passage through Egypt communicated the disease, which unfortu- : 

nately proved to be of a much more fatal type. | : 

! “The cholera was also introduced into Turkey at the commencement of the Crimean war by i 

a French steamer with troops from Algiers. On her arrival at Gailipoli it was whispered a i 

few cases had occurred during her voyage. ‘The troops were, however, landed; in a few . 

days cholera raged, and the French lost upwards of 2,000 men from the discase in this town ; 

alone. From Gallipoli the disease was introduced into the French hospital at Abydos by a 3 

few patients attacked with the malady sent from thence. Neaily the whole of the other pa- : 

tients were shortly after taken with the cbolera. . E 

9, The disease from the Abydos hospital was communicated to the Dardanelles. The first i 

persons attacked were the washer-woman and her daughter, who washed the dirty linen sent’ : 

, to them from the hospital; they died, and the malady soon spread in the town. 3 

. 8, During the present outbreak of cholera, the precaution of placing ia quarantine vessels : E 

and passengers from Alexandria has not prevented the malady from spreading beyond the q 

.-vesse!s and boundaries of the lazarettos, as instanced ai Coustantincple, Smyrna, and the ; 

Dardanelles, where it commenced chiefly in the immediate neighborhood of the lazarettos. 4 

Ii is certain the Egyptian frigate should never have been admitied into the vicinity of Con- . 

stantinople, nor the steamer from Alexandria allowed to anchor near Smyrna or the Dar- 4 

danelles, still less the passengers landed in the different lazarettos. Security, as far as we : 

can judge of this mysterious malady, can only be attained by an early attention in prevent- : 

ing vessels from infected places performing their quarautine near healthy towns; for al- E 

though the disease may uot develop itself with the same intensity in one place as another, 

owing to atmospheric and other causes, still there is no doubt that cholera can be communi- . 

cated (when the vicinity is too close) through the medium of the air, ma'gré quarantine 3 

and all its present regulations. Some distant poiut should have been chosen for the com- E 

: plete isolation of vessels coming from Alexandria, and there to perform their quarantine ; for | 3 

instance, one of ‘the numerous islands of the Archipelago, far away from any of the thickly : 

populated towns in Turkey. . ] | | a 2 

- Tam, &, © : 

: / , F. C. BE 

DARDANELLES, July 26. _ 4
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Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. ) | | : 
q a [Extract.] | | | 
, No. 121.] | LeGation oF THE Unirep STATES OF AMERICA, | q | | . Constantinople, August 14, 1865. — i # a * eo at * # 

Sir: I regret to state that the cholera still continues its ravages—the deaths 7 for the last two weeks averaging, according to the official reports alone, about three hundred daily. The actual number is in excess of this estimate. It has | 4 spread over all the environs of Constantinople, and along both the Asiatic and | j European shores of the Bosphorus to the Black sea, Since the nights have _ 1 grown cool, and the humidity has increased, it seems to have become more ma- | ; lignant, and to have assumed an almost contagious character. _ | Great consternation prevails among the population, and they are fleeing in | |. . all directions from the pestilence, many of them establishing themselves on re- | mote mountain heights. The government has, at its own expense, transported | 1 over 80,000 of the laboring classes to ports on the Black sea, and it is safe to | ] say that at least 150,000 people have left Constantinople. They seem to have | carried the pestilence with them, for it has broken out at Trebizond, Sulina, at | 7 the mouth of the Danube, Salonica, Sansoum, and among the islands of the | { Grecian Archipelago. | | ] Unfortunately, hardly any of the villages where Franks do not reside are __ | ; provided with either physicians or pharmacies. In exclusively Mussulman | : villages, for want of medical aid, the mortality is very great and the epidemic _ | 4 has full sway. Apparently the weather is of the most. salubrious character, | : the days being temperately warm, and the nights cool and refreshing, though | j humid. That the atmosphere is deranged, however, is evident from the fact — | _ that the slightest error in diet is sure to be followed by an attack of some of | _ the premonitory symptoms of cholera. Vegetables, with the exception of po- | =: tatoes, as well as fruits, are generally proscribed, and meats, such as beef, mut- | i ton, and poultry, constitute the staple food. These are the very articles, how- | 3 ever, the most out of reach of the poor, and for want of means they are obliged | to supply themselves with such cheap but pernicious food as melons, cucumbers, and other like vegetables. | | | Subscriptions have been raised on all sides to relieve the sufferings of the poor, many of whom, having lost the means of existence, actually perish with i famine. ‘The distress, destitution, and misery, is heart-rending and it is to be | feared will be the prelude to yet sadder scenes in the coming winter. | 3 _ It is generally supposed that the epidemic will prevail here, in a greater or q less degree of intensity, to the month of October. It appears within the last a few days to be very slowly declining. | 
’ Vessels arriving from any of the ports of the Ottoman empire are now re- | leased from quarantine restrictions. a | | _ With great respect, your obedient servant, | | E. JOY MORRIS. ] ~~ Hon. Wiutiam H. Sewarp, | - | | Secretary of State. - : | 

| a | 
‘ | Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. | | 
i No. 122.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, | 1 Constantinople, August 28, 1865. — | 
1. ‘Sirt I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 91. . : q The cholera is gradually disappearing. The number of deaths for the last |
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-- week has been daily lessening, and the latest report exhibits a total of only : 
| _—_ sixty-nine fatal cases within the preceding twenty-four hours. Its decline was : 

indicated first by the reappearance of other diseases which, according to phy- : 
sicians, cannot exist contemporaneously with cholera. In its last stages : 
typhus, intermittent, and typhoid fevers have developed themselves, and are : 
unusually malignant and fatal. A heavy storm of rain some ten days since : 

: seems to have a salutary influence on the atmosphere, and to have arrested the . 
progressive tendency of the epidemic. The cool weather now prevailing, and : 
the high winds, and great quantity of rain falling, will, no doubt, restore the : 
atmosphere to its usual salubrious tone, and put an end to the disease. E 

, The mortality, it seems, has been much greater than the official reports indi- ; 
cate. These did not include the deaths in the army and navy, and were im- E 

perfect, as a large number of deaths were not reported to the medical board, E 
and that the authorities also suppressed a considerable portion of the known | 
deaths, in order not to terrify yet more a panic-stricken population. I learn q 
from a reliable source that in one day alone the actual number of deaths was F 
1,627, and that for a fortnight at least 1,000 persons died daily. Up to the ; 
present date, my family physician estimates the deaths to amount to 40,000; E 
and this notwithstanding the flight of one-third of the population of Constanti- : 

| nople and its environs. From this point it has been carried by the fugitives. to : 
Trebizond and other ports on the Black sea, and to the towns on the lower q 
Danube, in all which places it is very destructive. ; 

The development of the cholera at Constantinople was very gradual and in- ; 
sidious. It was brought here by a Turkish war steamer from Egypt, June ; 
26. This vessel violated the quarantine restrictions, and although two of the : 

-erew had died of cholera on the voyage, twelve sailors were landed at the naval | 
hospital while suffering under the disease. For fourteen days the epidemic lay F 

, - brooding in the hospital; on the fifteenth day it burst forth from the hospital - 
and fell like a thunderbolt on the immediate neighborhood of Cassim Pacha and : 

- Hasskeni, sweeping away the population with irresistible havoc. From this F 
region it made a leap over all the intervening localities to Yeni Keni, some ten i 

: miles distant on the Bosphorus, whither it was‘ carried by a carpenter of the | 
| navy yard at Cassim Pacha. Thence it spread to the adjacent village of Thero- : 
| pea, where the mortality was so great that for a time the dead lay unburied in ' 
| the houses. Subsequently it spread out on all sides until it enveloped the en- k 
| tire capital and its environs in its pestilential embrace. | 

It seems to have had its origin among the pilgrims to Mecca during the a 
| early spring months. The slaughtering of some hundred thousand sheep for 

_ sacrificial purposes, and the leaving exposed to decay in the open air the en- | 
| trails and remains, infected the atmosphere, and caused the death, it is said, of t 

| 125,000 pilgrims. From Mecca to Djeddah the road was strewn, with putrified : 
corpses. Death and desolation were spread.around by the tainted air, and the 3 
returning pilgrims carried the cholera to all parts of the Hast. No precautions P 
were taken to prevent its introduction into Egypt, and multitudes of cholera- _ : 
stricken pilgrims were permitted to enter the country and disseminate the pes- 3 
tilence. Egypt was already prepared for the reception of the cholera by the q 
devastating cattle disease which, in the closing months of 1864, carried off ] 

| 800,000 cattle, and as many sheep, goats, camels, &c. ‘Three-fourths of these 7 
animals were thrown into the Nile, and in some places lay in such masses as to E 
block up the stream, as at Damietta, where the dogs were able to cross the ; 
river (here about 2,700 feet broad) dry-shod on a bridge of carcasses. As the F 
Nile affords the only drinking water, its infection from animal putrefaction must F 
have already been the source of disease before the cholera made its appearance. F 

| In Egypt 82,000 persons died of cholera in forty days; in Alexandria, 12,000; : 
in Cairo, 30,000 ; and in upper Egypt, 40,000. E 

Had not the most energetic and provident measures been adopted here by P
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4 ‘the government, after its first development, the mortality, great as it is, would | 
i have been far more extensive. A medical commission, composed of the chief 
3 - physicians, was created at the outset, and invested with authority to enforce 

such sanitary precautions as they deemed necessary. Under their supervision, = 
1 infection-breeding localities were purified, obstructed sewers cleansed, and those ~° | 
; ‘that were open covered over; all the quarters of the capital and its vicinity pro- | | 
1 vided with physicians, whose attendance as well as medicines were furnished 
1 | gratis to the poorer classes at the expense of the government; the sale of un- | 

wholesome food, and intramural interments, were prohibited; corps of fumiga- | 
i tors instituted to disinfect the houses and streets ; and hospitals, ambulances to | 
1 -earry the sick, and attendants, in requisite numbers, everywhere supplied. — 
3 The progress of the epidemic was resisted by all the means of which the gov- 

ernment could avail itself, and it is chiefly owing to iis sagacious course of ac- | 
| tion, and to the untiring efforts of the medical staff and the practitioners in its | 

1 employ, that we are indebted, under providence, for its final conquest. As a 
j _. body, the medical fraternity of Constantinople has most honorably distingnished _ : 
1 itself by its courage, devotion to professional duty, and scientific skill, during 
i _the last six weeks. The masonic lodge of “Italia” and the Italian Industrial | 

: Society deserve mention for the philanthropic spirit which ipduced their mem- _ 
| _ bers to remain in the city in the midst of the pestilence, and to give their per- 

| Sonal services to the care of the sick. Some of them fell victims to their noble- 
1 hearted zeal. No words of mine can do justice to the:moral courage and self- | 

sacrificing spirit which marked their conduct in a crisis when the boldest heart | 
2 | was appalled by the magnitude of the calamity, and which was so fearful in its | 
1 nature as in many cases to render men insensible to the common impulses of —— | 
] nature, and to terrify parents into the abandonment of their childreu when at- | 
1 ~ tacked by the .cholera. | a 
1 I respectfully suggest that, if it shall be deemed necessary to take pre- | 

cautionary measures against the cholera in the United States, is will be ad- | 
| visable to establish the cholera quarantine quarters on islands at a distance | | 
] from the mainland. It has been found to be invariably the case that the — | 
4 cholera communicates itself to adjacent. localities when the lazarettos are on | 
4 -the mainland, and that such is the elastic nature of the miasma it cannot _ 

| be prevented from propagating itself except by a wide mass of intervening | 
3 water. It has thus far been prevented from penetrating continental Greece, | 

and many of the islands in the archipelago, by the establishment of laza- | 
1 rettos on remote and distant islands. | _ 3 
4 With great respect, your obedient servant, © | | 
j | E. JOY MORRIS. Co 
4 ~ Hon. WititiamM H. Sewarp, | | | a : 

q _ Secretary of State. : : 

| . Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 124.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
| oe Constantinople, September 4, 1865. 

; Sir: The official reports represent a rapid decline of deaths from cholera, | 
; | and it is apparently nearly extinct at the capital? The number of deaths 
; for August 29 was 33; August 31, 25; September 1, 15. In Smyrna the 

deaths were about five or six per diem. If, however, the mortality in the | 
i immediate environs was included with that of the capital, the total, correctly 
: reported, would not be less, even now, than one hundred daily. The habits 

i of the people, their poor food, for the most part of vegetables and fruits, 
‘ and their wretched lodgings, render it very difficult to extirpate such a
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disease when it has once taken root in the country. It is only in the. | 
| principal towns that physicians and medicines are to be found, and in lo- q 

calities not more than fifteen or twenty miles froth. Constantinople, numbers : 

have perished for the want of any kind whatever of medical aid. : 

Unless rigid measures are adopted, the cholera will be revived here by the : : 

arrival of infected vessels from other ports of the empire. Within the last ten q 

| days, two Ottoman men-of-war, the Saadie and Medjidie, have entered the har- 4 

bor with cholera patients on board, and on both of them several deaths occurred | 

during the passage. As Constantinople is now in free pratique with all the ; 
| ports of Turkey, unless such vessels are thoroughly disinfected, there is good ; 

| reason to apprehend another outbreak of the epidemic. L 

| - Animal food being indispensably necessary as an article of diet at the present E 

time, and _ the terror inspired by the ravages of the cholera having caused the b 

: flight of the drovers and butchers upon whom the capital chiefly depends for its E 

‘supply, the government has been obliged to make up the deficiency. Tt haa : 

' ordered the purchase of 70,000 sheep in the interior, and it has also fixed the F 

price of the mutton at 5g piasters the ohe, that it may be within reach of the OE 
| poorer classes. . ) - | | | E 

| The cholera has recently invaded the imperial palace at Dolma Bagtche, — : 

where, after an illness of a few hours, it carried off the Hasnadar Ousta,or = ff 

lady superintendent of the harem. Several other inmates of the harem haviug : 

been attacked, the Sultan has been obliged to change his residence to another 
of the imperial palaces. Fo rere : 

| I should have mentioned that my authority for the number of cholera deaths F 

: in Egypt, reported in a previous despatch, was a Paris correspondent of the 
Free Press of Vienna, and that for the pilgrim deaths was the Courrier d’Orieut | 

of this city. As the figures given seem extravagant, I deem it proper to refer _ : 
; to the sources from which they were derived. While the deaths by cholera at | 

‘Constantinople cannot be less than 30,000, all statements beyond that number : 
must be merely conjectural. | | 

| I was not aware until recently of the personal exertions of a committee of | 
' the American missionaries among the cholera-stricken poor, many of whom 

| | have been saved from death by destitution and the epidemic through their | 

humane efforts in their behalf. | | ; 

? Very respectfully, your obedient servant, . 

7 . ee :  #E, JOY MORRIS. F 

| ~ Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. : 

- | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Morris. | 

No. 92.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ ¥ 
| | . | Washington, September 5, 1865. { 

, Sir: Your interesting despatches, No. 118 and No. 119, both dated July 12, 
and No. 120, without date, have been received. | ; 

Upon the recommendation of the Surgeon General, to whom was submitted, . 
without loss of time, your No. 120, relative to the ravages of the cholera in the 
Turkish empire, the attention of the governors of the various States has been E 

| invited to the facts set forth by you, with a view to the prompt establishment ; 
_ of rigid quarantine regulations, to prevent, if possible, the introduction of E 

| cholera into this country. Herewith I enclose a copy of the accompaniment of E 
a the letter addressed by this department to the governors of States. E 

| _ Iam, sir, your obedient servant, a | 
| | : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

_ E. Joy Morais, Eagq., §v., §c., §v., Constantinople. |
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; | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
3 / | - Washington, September 1, 1865. | 
1 _ His Excellency the GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF —-——:_ 
: Sir: Your excellency’s serious attention is invited to the accompanying letter of the acting | | 
4 . Surgeon General of the army, to whom the despatch from the United States minister at Con- f 
i stantinople, which it mentions, was referred, ‘The expediency of adopting quarantine | 
j measures for the purpose of preventing the introduction of Asiatic cholera into this country 

seems well worthy of consideration. | | : , | 
: I have the honor to be your excellency’s obedient servant, | : a : 

| ” WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| 7 SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE, . 
: | Washington City, D. C., August 29, 1865. 

3 Str: In the absence of the Surgeon General, I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt | 
4 of your communication of the 24th instant, enclosing despatch from Mr. Morris, minister . | 
4 resident of the United States at Constantinople, relative to the ravages of the cholera in that | 

: quarter, &c., and would most respectfully recommend that the attention of the governors of | 
| States be invited to the facts contained therein, with a view to the prompt establishment of | 

rigid quarantine regulations to prevent, if possible, the introduction of cholera into this | 
, country. —— | : 

j The despatch from Mr. Morris and enclosed paper are herewith respectfully returned. © 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, oo So | a | 

C. H. CRANE, | 
7 —— Acting Surgeon General, 
{ - Hon, WILLIAM H. Seward, Secretary of State. , | 

| | | Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. 7 | 

i “No. 125.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
| | . Constantinople, September 11, 1865, — | 

; Sir: The last bulletin of the medical commission reports but nine deaths by | 
i cholera. This is an indication that the epidemic is nearly extinct, but it is not | 
q reliable as a complete list of deaths, as a large proportion is unreported. It | 
| would be fair to estimate the daily mortality by cholera in Constantinople at 

from eighty toa hundred even now, including, of course, the immediate environs. | 
1 At no time has the official report been correct. ‘The deaths, which at the maxi- | 
; mum, according to this authority, reached four hundred in one day, are known | 
q _ to have been over two thousand. On the 14th of August the deaths reported | 

to the grand vizier were eighteen hundred and ninety-seven. There is good | 
reason to believe that for several days the mortality was considerably over two | 

;- thousand, and I find, from inquiry among official sources, that the total deaths | 
i cannot be less than fifty thousand. Indeed the desolation has been frightful ; | 
| in a single night, certain quarters of the city have been bereft of two-thirds of 

1 their inhabitants, and thus, it may be said, without almost any premonition. The | 
attacks being generally in the night and sudden, death occurred in most cases 

4 | before medical relief could be obtained. Although the poorer classes chiefly 
suffered, the greatest care in dietary regimen was required by all, the least ex- 

‘cess being dangerous, and in many cases conducing to fatal results. The epi- | 
] demic seems to be of a more malignant and contagious nature than its prede- | 

cessors, to judge by the great mortality here and in Egypt, and Arabia, and its | 
j fatally rapid termination. It is to be hoped it will not remain with us for 

another year, as in 1846 and 1847. : | Ls | 
3 I regret to report another terrible calamity to. this already sorely afflicted 

capital. At about midnight, on the 5th of September, a fire broke out in 
Stambol, (Constantinople proper, ) near the central police quarters, in the quarter 

i of Demier Kapon. Under the influence of a violent north wind it soon spread | 
i with great fury, carrying everything before it. It reached the enclosure with- 

' | in which stand the government buildings known as the Porte, having levelled _ 

i every intervening obstacle, but at this moment the wind changed, deflected the | 

4 . [
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flames and they took a course around the wall, on the north of this enclosure, | 

and rushed like a sea of fire on to the Hippodrome and the neighborhood of : 

the mosque of Sultan Ahmet. Nothing could arrest the flames, not even the | 

solid walls of the khans and mosques, and the pulling down of squares of : 
houses. The fire raged until 6 p. m, on September 6, having, in this time, : 

destroyed about eight thousand houses, ten mosques, twelve baths, twenty khans, : 

two Greek churches, and one Armenian church. The length of the track of — &§ 
the fire is one and a half mile, and its breadth half a mile. Many palaces were : 

destroyed, and among the rest one occupied by the Persian embassy. No such f 

fire has occurred in Constantinople since the memorable one which happened in E 
1 the time of the Crusaders, and which consumed one-third of the city. The : 

present fire is the cause of immense distress; thousands of families are without ; 
homes and are reduced to helpless poverty, and many of them after having ; 

already lost valuable members from cholera. The losses from the destruction of E 

property are immense, and at present beyond estimate. Generous as the gov- | 

ernment is disposed to be, it is almost beyond its power to afford relief toa 7 

| population which is suffering so fearfully under the scourge of fire and pesti- j 

| lence. Private benevolence is taxed to its utmost to alleviate the misery which : 
| we everywhere sce around us, but the affliction is so great that it will require | ; 

some more abundant relief than has been yet devised. | | oF 

_I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, oF 

fo : Oo | BK. JOY MORRIS. * : 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, : | 

, _ Secretary of State. | | | 

i . Mr. Seward to Mr. Morris. 

No. 93.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ; 

a oo | Washington, September 21, 1865. ; 

Srr: A despatch has been received at the department from Mr. Hale, agent : 

| and consul general of the United States at Alexandria, announcing that nine ; 

hundred negroes from the Soudan or upper country of Egypt, within the juris- «| 

| diction of the Pacha, were expected shortly to arrive at Alexandria to be em- : 

| barked in French transports for Mexico, to relieve the contingent which was | 

sent out in January, 1863. The latter proceeding, as you are aware, excited | 

| much comment at the time, but it passed unnoticed by this government, which : 

was then seriously occupied with a peculiar condition of merely domestic affairs, 7 

and with the foreign embarrassments which grew out of that condition. Since 7 

then the United States have abolished slavery. The attention of Congress as : 

well as that of the executive department and of the country has been very . 

| steadily fixed upon the course of events in Mexico, which I need not say form a ‘ 

subject of serious concern with regard to the safety of free republican institu- F 

| _ tions on this continent—an object with which we are accustomed to connect the 7 

| desired ultimate consequence of the abolition of every form of compulsory f 

| civil or military servitude on this hemisphere. : 
You. are instructed to bring this matter to the attention of the Turkish gov- b 

p ernment, and to state that, in the opinion of this government, the renewal of the ; 

transaction referred to could not be regarded with favor, or even without deep | 

anxiety by the people of the United States. It will be proper for you to in- Oe 

form the minister for foreign affairs that I have written upon the subject in the ; 

same sense herein adopted to the diplomatic agent of the United States at i 
Paris, and to the consul general at Alexandria. | : 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | j 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. oF 

E. Joy Morris, Esgq., &c., &¢., Constantinople. a 

20pc** —_ ,
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; Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. ee | 

1 | | (Extract. ) oe - | | 

i No. 126.| LeGaTION oF THE Unirep States oF AMERICA, — | 
1 | Constantinople, September 21,1865. | 

j | Sir: I am happy to be able to inform you that the cholera as an epidemic | 
i _has eeased to exist here. Such is the official statement of the board of health, | 
| It is still prevailing, however, with great intensity in Syria and Palestine, in | 
3 Aleppo, Damascus, and other of the principal towns and villages of that part of | 

the empire, and also along the Danube, and at Widden and other points in 
Bulgaria. It has thus far been excluded from those islands in the Archipel- | 

j ago belonging to the kingdom of Greece, by rigid quarantine regulations ; but it 
j has penetrated Candia and Cyprus, where it has committed great ravages. It 
| was, at last advices, particularly malignant and fatal at Larnaca, the political 

capital of Cyprus. * * ** | oo | 
: With great respect, your obedient servant, 

| | -E. JOY MORRIS. | 
3 Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | a 
j Secretary, &c. | | | 

1 & | | . : 

Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. | ) | 

1 | No. 127] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
: | Constantinople, October 9, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 92, and | 
to enclose a translation which I have made of a pamphlet in French by Dr. | 

{ Bozzi, physician to the imperial arsenal, on the contagious properties of Asiatic | 
q | cholera. ‘The observations of Dr. Bozzi, being founded upon professional ex- 
3 perience during one of the most fatal visitations of cholera on record, seem to ! 

a me to be of sufficient importance to be communicated to the department for the : 
j instruction of the American public and medical authorities. 

_ I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, == 
1 : | | EK. JOY MORRIS. 

| Hon. Witutiam H. Sewarp, | | 
i a Secretary of State. | 

j ‘ Observations on the contagious properties of the Asiatic cholera, and of the absolute necessity 
a of opposing its progress by the most rigid and, perfect system of quarantine, suggested by pro- 2 
j fessional experience at Constantinople during the summer of 1865, by Dr. Bozzi, physician to 
4 _ the imperial arsenal ; translated for the Department of State by E. Joy Morris, United States 
} minister to Turkey. : | 

i Whether the Asiatic cholera is to be contagious or not, is a question of the first importance | 
: to the public health of the world. Notwithstanding the many facts demonstrated of its con- 
q tagious nature, the advocates of the contrary doctrine—and they have thus far been in the | 
' majority—have enforced their views in the discussion of measures of quarantine against the 
4 | invasion of this disease; they have opposed every such measure, as not only incapable of 
: preserving a country from this terrible scourge, but also as inflicting great damage on com- | 
4. mercial and industrial interests. Even when quarantine restrictions have been adopted, no 
i regard has been paid to the term of incubation of contagious maladies, nor to other circum- _ : 

, stances equally important to be taken into consideration, in order that sanitary measures may : 
: produce their proper effect. This is the reason why the cholera has been imported into so 2 

7 many different countries. | ee | 
The Asiatic cholera was confined for several centuries to its place of origin in Hindostan, 

q and it was only when new and more rapid avenues of communication were opened, and com- | 
4 mercial intercourse became more general and easy, that it was enabled to break through the 
; limits imposed on it by nature. In its invading march it has followed with a wonderful |
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{ _ fidelity the most frequented and the most convenient routes, turning aside from natural ob- | F 
{ stacles, and not penetrating where it was opposed by severe sanitary precautions. The ; 
| ° German states, by extraordinary expedients, have preserved themselves from the cholera, : 
i although it has desolated neighboring countries, from which they are spared only by con- ; 
| ventional lines of demarcation. Graves, a careful observer and profound savant, in refer- : 
1 ence to the invasions of Asiatic cholera, remarks that ‘‘it is a very striking fact, and which E 
7  - ought to have great weight in proving the importation of this terrible epidemic, that it has E 
: never appeared in any town until the time materially necessary for its arrival from the in- : 
4 fected country had elapsed, and it would be easy to show that the facility of its propagation 7 
| varies according to the rapidity of its means of communication.”’ : 
| It. seems to me unnecessary here to cite the many facts which observers of great merit ; 
/ have published in proof of the contagious properties of Asiatic cholera. Those which have 
q occurred during the present visitation of the cholera are more than sufficient to overthrow all E 
4 the theories of the non-contagionists, and to remove all further doubt as to its truly conta- : 
| gious nature. : 
| Carried to Mecca by infected pilgrims from India, the pestilence there made unparalleled E 
1 ravages on account of the conjunction of extremely unfavorable hygienic conditions. Itwas — : 
| imported into Egypt by infected Arab pilgrims; into Syria, Cyprus, and Smyrna by fugi- : 
| tives from Egypt, where the fury of the epidemic had caused such a panic among the inhab- 3 
1 itants that the steamers were no longer sufficient for the transportation of an emigration E 
| which had suddenly taken the most extraordinary proportions. 7 ; 
: The cholera was introduced into Constantinople by the Turkish steam frigate Monkbiri- | q 
| Sourour, which arrived from Egypt the 28th of June, 1865, and from which several cholera j 
; patients were sent to the marine hospital. Before the debarcation of these cholera invalids E 

there had not been a single case of cholera at Constantinople. Soon after this event, how- -E 
to ever, the disease communicated itself in the first instance to the hospital attendants, and sub- __ : 
: sequently to other soldiers or employés of the navy, who had frequent or coastantintercourse . +t 
f with this locality. Following continually the same order of propagation, it extended its rav- : 
i ages into the different quarters of the capital. Thus the military operatives of the arsenal, q 
: and the marines, who occupied in common the same barracks, the sentinels, the crews of E 

vessels at anchor before the arsenal, and the inhabitants of the adjacent quarter of Cassim : 
} Pacha, all in close proximity to the infected hospital, and in continual intercourse with the : 

personnel of the same, were the first to be attacked by the cholera. Almost at the same 3 
time the disease broke out at Yeni-Keny, on the Bosphorus, separated from the first seat of . 
the epidemic by several quarters and villages, andnone of which had yet been visited by the : 

~ cholera. | , | : 
It was evident that the air had not borne it there; it was, on the contrary, proved that it . j 

; was a Civil operative of the arsenal who first carried the cholera to Yeni-Keny. Mr. Fran- ; 
4 ceschini, of Bologna, has very properly observed that the cholera is introduced by infected : 
i persons, and that it does not tali from the clouds. | [ 

During the prevalence of the epidemic at Constantinople it was the poorer classes who, 
i ' from their unwholesome manner of life, suffered most. At the cholera hospital of Conniber- : 

hané all of the six military attendants died of the disease. The chief druggist of the engi- 
d neer school, with his wife and four children, died of cholera. In my service in the two bar- . 

racks of tHe imperial Ottoman Maimé all the infirmiérs were attacked by cholera, but al- b 
most all were saved. . 

At the Princes islands an aged lady died of cholera in a chamber which contained sev- . 
eral beds. The physicians prohibited the members of the family from sleeping in the cham- : 
ber until it was disinfected. His injunctions were not heeded. What followed? The | . 
daughter of the deceased, her husband, a child, and a maid-servant all soon after also died. : 

An honorable family of Aleppo, residing at Pera, had given hospitality to a woman and 3 
| her child; the last was carried off in a few days later by an attack of cholera. The head of 3 

the house begged the woman to leave the premises, and he caused the chamber where the 3 
child had died to be carefully closed up, but negiected to take the necessary preservative 2 
measures. <A few days later his youngest son was attacked by cholera, and almost at the same E 
time his wife also, and a domestic, who was employed in the house only during the day, fell 3 
ill of cholera. All the necessary hygienic measures were adopted to prevent the other mem- | : 
bers of the family from taking the disease, and they were successful. Thus this worthy family . 
had the double satisfaction of being, in great part, preserved from the attacks of the epidemic, E 
and of seeing cured all who had suttered from it. . , 

Several philanthropic physicians fell victims to this fearful scourge; their names are en- — —E 
| graved in the hearts of the poor, and they have done honor to humanity. In the city I have ob- - 

served that when the disease broke out in a family the members of it generally were attacked ; 7 E 
thus a number of families were entirely destroyed, and others have lost a great part of their : 
members. In the space of a few days only about six hundred keys of houses, in which all . 
the inmates had perished by cholera, were delivered to the authorities. One-quarter of the - 
capital was almost entirely depopulated. The family and servants of a pacha, consisting of 
twenty-six persons, all died ot cholera except three. 4 
These are fearful facts. Do the non-contagionists require more conclusive proof of the E 

contagious character of cholera? In many instances persons living near an infected locality 

| , 4
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3 were attacked by cholera when they were in anywise predisposed to the same. It has hap- 
1 pened that families which fled from places of summer resort where the cholera was raging to 
3 their winter residences in quarters, where it had almost ceased. to exist, except in isolated and 

insignificant cases, have been the first to be attacked by the malady, and these have commu- | 
3  nicated it to a great number of the inhabitants of the same street without spreading further. 
; Two opposite extremities of Talaola were most singularly devastated by the cholera—Ar- 

kardja and Agio Athanassi. Arkardja was infected by the family of the engineer Kosti 
4 . Kalfa, which had returned from Koulely, a village on the Bosphorus, where, the day *before | 
1 their departure, one of their children had died of cholera in a few hours after the disease man- 
j ifested itself. Agio Athanassi was infected by the families which fied from Threpia, where | 
4 the pestilence had displayed itself in all its fury. The village of Yeni-Keny underwent three | 
3 successive invasions. ‘The manner of the first invasion I have already explained; the second | 
q and third were produced by the return of the inhabitants of different parts of the town from | 
; the country, whither they had fled on the first appearance of the cholera. | 

In other quarters of the capital the reappearance of the cholera was due to the same causes. : 
3 These facts again are an additional provf that the cholera does not travel of itself, but that | 
i _ itis carried from place to place by infected human agents, if no impediment be offered to its 
4 | progress. The radius of action of a cholera centre does not extend very far; but when a | 

| number of localities are infected, the contagious miasma may be absorbed by a great number : 
7 of individuals at the same time, and thus it may take the usual course of epidemic diseases. : 
1 It is frequently objected against the contagious nature of cholera that many persons who | 

have had constant relations with those affected by it have not been attacked.. But did there 
; ever exist a contagious malady which communicated itself to all who came in contact with L 
4 . it? Do not, also, according to general opinion, the most contagious diseases encounter con- 
1 stitutions either temporarily or absolutely refractory? Such immunity is to be explained by | 
‘ peculiar idiosyncrasies or other individual circumstances. The non-contagionists also insist | 
7 if the cholera were contagious it would diffuse itself throughout the towns in which it has | 

: merely made its appearance. They ask, moreover, why it is that countries which it has 
4 traversed have remained exempt, notwithstanding their commercial relations with infected : 
4 regions? It is easy to refute all these opinions: Ist, we repeat that there are permanent and | 
: temporary immunities dependent on the peculiar physical and moral characteristics of indi- 

- viduals which render them. unsusceptible of the disease: 2d, the cholera which, it is pre- 
4 tended, was observed on a very small number of persons, was it really the Asiatic cholera? 
1 There is nothing to prove it. Is it shown that no measure was taken to prevent the import- 
q ation of the epidemic? Or, if it was introduced because of the absence of opposition, was #o | 

precaution adopted against the first locality attacked 2? May it not be that the persons near 
1 | “these sites had not the constitutional predisposition to the disease? Is there evidence to 
7 show that a considerable number of persons of an uninfected region had frequent, and even ot 
3 constant, intercourse with cholera centres, without being attacked by the disease? . No; ab- i 
3 solutely no. Such a state of facts has no existence. And even admitting that the epi- oo 
q demic spared certain regions through which it passed, or that it merely manifested itself in 
a them without exercising any ravages, must we necessarily conclude from this that it was not 
; imported, and that itis not contagious? Certainly not; for it has been proven beyond — | 
4 ‘doubt that such localities as are in an excellent hygienic condition are but slightly suscepti- 
; ble of cholera infection. Is it possible, also, that all countries present a combination of cir- | 
7 ~ cumstances favorable to the propagation and intensity of the disease? When several cases 

. of cholera have occurred in a particular spot, has it not been after the arrival of persons from 
some infected locality? It may be objected that cases of cholera have sometimes been ob- 

j served where there was no communication with infected places. This is not satisfactorily | 
1 . proven ; but even if it be admitted, it is not at all surprising, for, if isolated cases of cholera | 
j have been noticed in certain countries, it is because they have previously been visited by | 
4 the cholera through importation. Why should we not admit the possibility of the seeds of 
2 contagion remaining in a dormant state? Numerous examples show that it is possible for | 
i | them so to exist for a long period of time. Nota single case of cholera has ever been seen | 
: | in any place which had not been previously visited by it. The fact of the importation of = | 
4 | cholera by human beings being incontestable, its contagious properties follow as a necessary 
| consequence. 7 : | 
q | Its mode of propagation has given rise to a quarrel of words among medical men. Some ! 
: insist that Asiatic cholera is disseminated by miasmatic and contagious infection; others, 
a by inhalation; and there are those who would have us believe that it is communicated by | 
4 ' the immediate contact of cholera poison contained in the vomitings and evacuations, or by the 

absorption of a volatile poison emitted by them. (Bund.) Franceschi, of Bologna, is of the 
‘ Opinion that it is generated from cholera matter liable to fermentation, ard which, brought into 
i contact with the putrid atmosphere of an inhabited locality, produces there an analogous | 
: fermentation which gives rise to infection and the disease. Others finally regard it only asa 
3 spontaneous infection united with the local influences. All these different modes of ac- 
| counting for the propagation of cholera are, I repeat, but a quarrel of words; but.this quar- , 
3 rel may have very grave consequences. If we obstinately refuse to see in these facts any- 
3 thing else than evidences of spontaneous infection, we shall be disposed to abandon preser- 

;
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4 vative measures, and the isolation which can alone prevent the introduction and extension E 

4 of the Asiatic cholera. : re 4 

i Where a malady has manifested itself after the introduction inte a country of an undeniable  -§ 
q cause of miasmatic disengagement, (degagement)—if persons exposed have been immediately F 
| attacked, as facts have demonstrated, or if, transported and dispersed in various places, they E 

| have, in their turn, become the sources whence a malady of the same nature has diffused E 

| itself in such localities, can there be any doubt of the contagious nature of this kind of dis- E 
4 ease? To deny evident facts, and lose one’s self in abstract explanations, is an abandonment : 

| of the only road which leads to the discovery of truth. | 

| Thus the researches of Pettenkofer upon the influence of the sun, and the interpretations : 

4 of Schoenheim, generalized by Stermer, having for an object to prove that the cause of the E 
| propagation of the cholera is the diminution of atmospheric ozone, are the product only of : 

| - chimerical imaginations, and which cannot have any weight when confronted with the i 

| array of facts proving that the disease is introduced by importation. 3 

| From the preceding exposition the following inferences may be deduced: : 

| Ist. Asiatic cholera can only be produced spontaneously in Hindostan—its place of birth. : 

4 It is only there that the special causes of soil and climate exist which periodically have de-. F 

veloped it for several years. .« : co E 

4 Od. If Asiatic cholera makes its appearance in any other country, it is an evidence that it ; 
l was brought there either by emigrants, pilgrims, or by passengers all alike infected. Certain E 

| matters, susceptible of impregnation by contagious miasma, and for its retention for a con- : 

H siderable period of time may also diffuse the disease, unless very strict measures of preven- ; 

; tion are adopted against them. . E 

4 3d. Asiatic cholera has always, in its march of invasion, followed the most rapid lines of . 

: communication, and those which render commercial intercourse men easy and frequent. j 

to Ath. Persons in the immediate vicinity of a cholera locality, and who are in constant in- q 

' tercourse with those under the influence of the disease, are much more liable to be attacked | — 

than those at a distance, or who, having but occasional relations with such a site, adopt the 

hygienic precautions which have a recognized efficacy. : 
5th. A grave responsibility in future must rest upon those intrusted with the quarantine : 

services. It is desirable that.sanitary physicians should be men of experience, and without E 

preconceived ideas; such as have passed years in the practical observation of diseases, and q 

5 not in meditating theories, and ia losing themselves frequently in the field of illusions. &£ 

i 6th. With regard to the time of duration of the incubation of contagious maladies, it is : 

: indispensable that the quarantine isolation of persons should be fixed at twenty-four days, : 

: and the same term should be re-imposed again in cases of death. Inanimate and infected ; 

‘ organic matter, and which may for a long time preserve the seeds of contagion, should be &£ 
treated with extreme precaution, and efficient means be employed to destroy the seeds of dis- : 

ease with which it is impregnated. ‘Too great rigor cannot be used in such cases. : 
Honor to the men who do not fear to sacrifice every possible interest in order to preserve 3 

the health and life of the nations. oo 
E To corroborate, in the most striking manner, what we have said on the advantages of rigid ' 

| | quarantine restrictions in resisting the invasion of cholera, we subjoin the following facts of i: 

recent occurrence ¢ ; 

Several maritime towns on the coast of the Ottoman empire having established strict quar- F 

antines against the recent cholera invasions, have been preserved from the epidemic, notwith- . 

standing the extraordinary affluence of emigrants arriving from Turkish towns where it was . 

raging. One of these exempted cities, Salonica, has had several mortal cases of cholera in j 

_ its lazaretto, but the disease could not penetrate within the town, because of the wise and i 
rigorous measures adopted against it. Greece has likewise been saved from the cholera by E 

a similar course of action. In Italy also, wherever prudent and severe anti-cholera restric- 
tions were established, the epidemic did not make its appearance, while in those towns where . 
no such antagonistical measures were adopted this scourge of humanity has exhibited itself ; 
in its most desolating aspects. | o&§ 

| Oo Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. _ 

No. 130.| - . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 

| | | . — Constantinople, October 29, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatch No. 93, dated : 

September 21, relative to the negro troops about to be sent from Egypt to Mexico. 

In conformity with the instructions from the department, I have made his High- | 

ness Ali Pacha, minister of foreign affairs, acquainted with the contents of the : 

| same. He informed me that the Ottoman government was in nowise connected + 

with the sending of the original contingent of negro troops from Egypt to Mexico ; :
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_ that it first became cognizant of the transaction through the public prints, and | 
| that at my request in 1863 it had addressed the late viceroy on the subject. He 
7 replied by telegram (and it was the last communication received from him, for he | 

was then in a dying condition) that it was an inconsiderate act on his part, of 
} which he deeply repented, but that it was then too late to recall the engagement 
j he had contracted with the French Emperor. The affair was altogether surrep- 

2 titious so far as the consent of the Porte was necessary to its authorization. 
{ His Highness further observed that the present Pacha of Egypt, during his 
q visit here last summer, had represented the great embarrassment he felt on this | 
4 subject ; that a request had been made to him by the French Emperor for a fur- | 
] ther contingent of negro troops to supply the losses occasioned by war and disease | 

in the ranks of those originally sent, and that he deemed himself in some degree ; 
] constrained by courtesy to a friendly sovereign and the example of his predecessor 
| to comply with the request, and that he desired to know if the Porte would inter- | 

: pose any objections. | | 
] His Highness replied to this inquiry, after consultation with his Majesty the 

: Sultan, thatthe Porte mustnot be considered as privy to the transaction ; that it was 
7 originally entered upon without its knowledge or approbation, and that while, 

; owing to the peculiar circumstances of the case, it would now insist on the can- 
4 celling of the obligations already contracted with the French Emperor by the vice- | 
2 roy, it must express the hope that this would be the last of such an impolite pro- | 

| ceeding. The Pacha assured his Highness that the wishes of the Porte would, ia | 
2 this respect, be complied with. His Highness added that none of these negroes 
4 _wereslaves. He said that the minister of Maximilian at this court, General Mar- | 
1 ques, had never spoken to him on the matter. . | 

In conclusion heremarked that the Porte entertained a sincere feeling of respect 
and friendship for the government of the United States ; that it regarded it as its 

| natural ally; that it admired the principles of equity and justice by which its in- 
1 tercourse with other nations was regulated, and, as he had often assured me, his 
i Majesty the Sultan, and all the members of the Ottoman government, most, cor- 
| dially rejoiced in the re-establishment of the integrity of the American Union, ' 
: and, as I was also aware, their sympathies during the late civil war had invariably | 

been on the side of the constituted government of the United States. He begged | 
4 me also to convey to the President of the United States the assurance thatthe gov- | | 

ernment of his Majesty the Sultan desired to be understood as having no wish to | 
interfere directly or indirectly against the interests of the government ot the United | 

| States or of those of the American people, but that, on the contrary, it would be most — | 
: happy to promote them whenever the occasion offered. | | 
1 I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
1 - a - ik. JOY MORRIS. a 
j Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, . . | 
7 Secretary of State. | | | 

i Mr. Seward to Mr. Morris. - | 
' 

i 

j No. 99.] — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, } 
3 es Washington, November 17,1865. 
j Sir: Your despatch of October 18, No. 129, has been received. It brings in- | 
4 _ formation of the very interesting fact that certain ecclesiastical estates within the 

empire have been secularized. | think that you very rightly anticipate, a8 fruits | 
1 of this reform, a considerable augmentation of the national industry, with a very | 
| convenient and desirable increase of the public revenues. If it shall seem to ! 

4 
{
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I you to be discreet, you will tender the President’s congratulations to the Sultan ‘ 

| upon that important event. | | | | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, ri [ 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ; 

| E. Joy Morris, Esq., &c., &c., Constantinople. | an | 

| | - Mr. Morris to Mr. Seward. | j 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, F 

| No, 181.] Constantinople, November 22, 1865. ; 

| - Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of despatches Nos. 95 and ; 

| 96. It is with pleasure that I find myself enabled to report another proof of E 

| practical progress in the interior of this empire. ‘The isolation of the commer- E 

{ cial centres from the marts of the interior, and the difficulties of transportation, F 

| as well as the great expense attending the movement of merchandise to the sea- 4 

] ports, has induced the government, through its own resources and the aid of 

| foreign capital, to engage of late in an extensive system of road-making. On f 

2 the 5th of November last the macadamized road, which has been in construction q 

for two years, between Ghemlek, on the sea of Marmora, and the city of Brusa, : 

| in Asia, was formally opened for travel. Brusa is about nine hours’ travel from f 

Constantinople, five of which are by steamers to Ghemlek. In the winter : 

season this important city, which contains a population of 70,000 Mussulmen, : 

Greeks, Armenians, Jews, and Franks, for want of a good road to the seaport, : 

has been almost entirely cut off from communication with the capital. It is the : 

seat of an extensive trade in raw silk, as well as manufactured silk and woollen E 

goods, carpets, velvets, safran, turpentine, wool, wine, &c., and possesses an ex- : 

tensive trade with the chief towns of Northern Asia. The new road will se- ; 

cure an easy and more economical means of transportation of its rich and varied 5 

 producis, and will be serviceable at all seasons of the. year. E 

A few weeks since a railroad has been completed from Smyrna to the city of E 

Magnesia, (Manisa, in T'urkish,) about forty miles in length. This is a flourish- | 

ing city of about 35,000 inhabitants, about one-fourth of whom are Greeks and 

| Armenians, and has largely engaged in the manufacture of cotton and silk stufts : 

: and goat-hair shawls, and is on the great road between Smyrna and the most 

| productive regions of Asia Minor. It is also one of the most ancient cities of 

this part of Turkey, and was a large and opulent city to the latest period of the : 

Roman empire. It is intended to carry the road to Cassaba and Ala-Cheir, two 7 

_ important seats of trade further in the interior. a | j 

| The railroad which has been in operation for more than a year from Smyrna 

to Ephesus, a distance of fifty miles, will be finished to Aidin, some thirty miles ; 

| further, ia the coming spring. Hitherto, the wool, silk, carpets, tobacco, &e., : 

| ~ have been transported at such heavy rates from the interior, by, the old route 

from Aidin to Smyrna, as to greatly enhance their cost price, the freight of a 3 

| ton of tobacco costing about a dollar between these two points. The comple- : 

| tion of the road to Aidin and of that to Magnesia will be the source of additional q 

prosperity and commerce to the thriving city of Smyrna. | | ; 

| An active competition exists between Russia and Turkey to secure the transit E 

trade from Persia to Turkey and Europe. The Russian government, taking ad- 

vantage of the utter absence of serviceable roads between Trebizond and the E 

_ Persian frontier, has recently commenced, with its usual vigor, the construction E 

| of a paved road from Poti, on the Black sea; via Tauris, Tiflis, &c., to the Per- j 

sian frontier, and has built a port at Poti. A portion of this road is already in F 

use, and has diverted such a large amount of trade from the old route between E
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Trebizond and Erzeroum and Persia as to oblige the Turkish government to en™ 
| ter upon the construction of a permanent and well-built road from Trebizond to | 

the Persian confines, about thirty-five days distant by the existing route, and => i which is next to impassable in the winter. A corps of competent engineers and 
i. a large working force are engaged upon this road, the completion of which, some i five years hence, will be of immense importance to both Turkey and Persia. - 
i _ As the opening of new arteries of trade are of universal concern, I have 7 deemed it proper to report the above details, as indirectly they have a bearing | j on our commercial relations with this empire, and it is also but just to the Turkish | 7 government that its enlightened efforts to develop the trade and improve the in- | i ternal condition of the country should be officially made known. 
{ With great respect, your obedient servant, a | 
{ | | _ E. JOY MORRIS. : | i | Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | i _ Secretary of State. ; | | 

i | | |
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1 | — EGYPT. | 

| | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. : 

| No.8.] AcENcy anp ConsuLATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or AMERICA, : 

| : Alezandria, Egypt, November 25, 1864. ; 

| Siz: I have the honor to report that the President’s proclamation of the 20th 

| of October, appointing the last- Thursday of November as a day of ‘Thanks- : 

| - giving and prayer, which he requested might be observed by all his fellow- 

| citizens wherever they might then be, was received here on the 19th instant. i 

|. ‘The American citizens were accordingly assembled yesterday at the consulate &§ 

| general, where the President's proclamation was read, after which an inter- ; 

esting and impressive religious service was conducted by the Rev. Gulian c 

4 Lansing, and the Rev. Andrew Watson, the American missionaries. : 

A telegraphic despatch announcing the re-election of President Lincoln had t 

been received here the previous day, and in his very able discourse the Rev. q 

Mr. Lansing did not fail to call attention to this wise disposition of their suf- q 

frages by the American people as a principal and conscientious cause of i 

thanksgiving; a sentiment in which he had the cordial concurrence of all who . 

were present. | *- 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

. | CHARLES HALE. : 

, Hon. Wintiam H. Sewarp, | : 

Oo Secretary of State. 4 

| | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | | 

| No. 10.] AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U. S. or AMERICA, 

| | Alexandria, Egypt, December 22,1864. ; 

Sin: When the Sultan visited Egypt about two years ago, he made a num- : 

ber of donations for benevolent and charitable purposes, which the Pacha | 

augmented in each casé by a grant from his own purse. There were dona- ; 

| tions to the Greek, Coptic and Roman churches, and also one to the protestant , 

| - eommunity ; the other donations were speedily applied, but that to the protestant ; 

- community remained untouched in the hands of the bankers to whom it had _ E 

| been confided, from the obvious want of any organization to receive. Soon F 

| after my arrival in Egypt, I learned that the banker had proposed to deliver — 

the grant to the consuls general of the United States, Prussia and Great Bri- _ ’ 

tain, acting jointly as the representatives of the protestant orgaiizations under : 

| their respective jurisdictions, provided they would come to an agreement among : 

themselves respecting a partition of the money. 

| Although the missionary and school establishments under the care of citizens : 

of the United States in Egypt might perhaps claim a larger importance than 3 

those under other jurisdictions, the only possible basis of an agreement among : 

| the three consuls general was that of equality. I accordingly united with ; 

: Mr. ‘Theremin, the consul general of Prussia, and Mr. Reade, the acting agent : 

and consul general of Great Britain, in an agreement for an equal division of : 

: the grant ; we also joined in signing a power of attorney to Mr. Barthon, United — j 

States vice-consul at Alexandria, to draw the money from the banker’s hands. j 

T should mention that the arrangement for an equal division among the three :
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; consulates general had received the assent and the approval of Nubar, who had | | ; been appointed both by the Sultan and the Pacha to superintend the application 
i of their bounty. | | 

The exact amount of the Sultan’s donation was not known until Mr. Barthon | 3 brought the sealed bag containing it to Messrs. Theremin, Reade and myself, | ] who had assembled on the 17th instant to finish the business. On opening the | | bag it proved to contain two hundred and fifty new Turkish gold-pieces, pro- | 
bably coined for the purpose of these donations, each of the value of eighty- 

7 seven and three-quarter Egyptian government piasters. The value of the | 
plaster, according to the official synopsis of foreign moneys prepared at the | 1 * United States mint, is a very small fraction in excess of five cents, (namely 

q 5.0067.) The Pacha’s augmentation of the grant was fifteen thousand govern- 
j ment piasters. ‘The whole grant, accordingly, was thirty-six thousand nine 
4 hundred and thirty-seven and one-half government plasters ; the share for each 
1 jurisdiction was twelve thousand three hundred and twelve and one-half govern- an ; ment piasters, or six hundred and fifteen dollars in American gold. 

; Messrs. Theremin and Reade joined with me in a memorandum of the pro- 
‘ ceeding, which was prepared in triplicate, and signed on the principle of the 
; alternate, each nation being named first in the copy of the instrument preserved 
1 by its representative. | | 
j There is fortunately no occasion for hesitating with regard to the disposition 
q to be made of the share of this grant assigned to this consulate general, as the 
4 mission establishment of Rev. M. Lansing and his worthy associates was un- : 1 « doubtedly intended by the Sultan and the Pacha to be the recipient of their | { bounty, and is moreover an organization which is in all respects able to make a | ] proper and fit use of the money. | 
] It was of course a matter of gratification to me to be able to take part in 
1 the conclusion of an affair which has been pending unsettled nearly two years. 
| _ In this country, where money commands a very high rate of interest, the grant 
: might have been considerably increased, could it have been withdrawn from the | 
: banker’s hands at an earlier date. It will now be made immediately available. —s_ 
1 _ Ihave also to report another instance of the good will of the Egyptian | 
7 government towards the American mission. The mission has recently pur- | 
] ___ chased an estate in Alexandria, with a building thereon to be used for its schools | 
: in this town. Property held for religious purposes in this country, as in most | 
; others, is exempt from taxation; the schools of the missionaries are free; and | 

the Pacha has in several instances manifested an enlightened interest in ‘public | 
: instruction. I. deem it not improper, therefore, to forward to the government the | 

request of the missionaries that the government tax usually levied in all cases | 
: of transfers of real estate might in this instance be raised. oo 
3 The minister for foreign affairs (who is also minister for public instruction) a 
4 answered that the subject was one that could only be treated by the Pacha i 
1 himself, and I accordingly mentioned the matter to his Highness, who immedi- 
4 ately answered that he wished the missionaries to be free of the tax, butin order. 

not to interrupt the regular course of proceedings, he would prefer that they 
should take out their title-deed and pay the tax in the usual manner, and that 

; he would afterwards reimburse the whole expense of the transaction as a grant 
from his own purse. — | | 

, The amount of the tax, with incidental expenses, proves to be about nine 
jj hundred dollars in American gold. oo | 
; Many formalities are necessary to complete the legal title, involving delays, ol 

_ notwithstanding the zealous efforts of the officials to expedite the business. I 
q detain the transmission of this despatch to be able to announce the completion | 

of the affair. ; | | | 
: [January 24, 1865.—The business is finished in a satisfactory manner, and | 
| the reimbursement of the tax has been paid into the missionaries’ hands. | | 

| .
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| It may he mentioned, as a proof of the progress of this country in civiliza- ; 

tion and of the enlightened regard of its rulers for the rights of foreigners, -E 

| that a few years ago Franks were not allowed to hold real estate, and in cases q 

T of purchases were obliged to resort to some subterfuge in getting their title. : 

Nothing of this sort is now necessary, and the title of the present estate is ’ 

registered in the local court, in the name of the Rev. Mr. Watson, citizen of the ] 

United States, who holds it in trust for the mission. Tt is but a few years : 

| since our American States repealed their laws prohibiting aliens from holding : 

real estate, and in some of the States I believe the disqualification still exists. 

| ‘Jn this particular, as in many others, moreover, it is to be observed that Egypt F 

I is far in advance of other parts of the Ottoman empire; and it is indeed ludi- 

crous that Great Britain should make such persistent efforts to mark the Pacha | 

T of Egypt as a vassal of the Sultan. Oe 

| These donations, although not very considerable in amount, are acceptable to : 

to the missionaries at the present time, when the high rates of exchange operate 1 

| largely to diminish the avails of the remittances to them from America; and 

| they are especially valuable as new evidences of the continued good will of the : 

| government, in which respect they are indeed significant. It may well be : 

to doubted whether there is any western nation whose rules, however tolerant of : 

| diverse religions, would make a money grant to a Mohammedan community. : 

| The anniversary of the birth of Ismail Pacha, the present ruler of Egypt, : 

| was celebrated on the 15th instant. In the morning the consuls general and i 

| . the high functionaries of state visited his Highness at his palace of Gazara and : 

expressed their felicitations. In the evening a banquet was given by Ragheb, eo &§ 

one of the Pacha’s principal ministers, at the palace of Kasr-el-nil. The ban- : 

quet was served in the European style, but with Oriental profusion and mag- F 

nificence. The apartment in which it took place was lighted by at least a | 

thousand wax candles. About eighty guests were present. When the cloth 

was removed, Ragheb made a brief speech of welcome and in honor of the - : 

Pacha, in the Turkish language. Mr. Testa, the consul general of Sweden _ : 

and Norway, (who is the senior among those members of the consular corps i 

here who are envoys of the nations they represent, ) responded in a brief | 

| speech in French. The minister for foreign affairs next proposed in French | 

the health of sovereigns and heads of governments friendly to the Pacha. It | 

i would have been proper that the former part of this toast should have. been | 

, answered by the representative of some of the great European nations, but, from : 

lack, 1 believe, of any understanding among them on the point, there was no re- q 

sponse. As I was well aware that the language of the toast had been chosen : 

| expressly to compliment the President of the United States, I deemed it 3 

| proper to make an acknowledgment of the courtesy. Beginning with an q 

| apology for my first essay at dinner-table speaking in French, (but no other 7 

| | language would have been understood by the greater part of those present,) I | 

| remarked that the President and people of the United States had observed 

| with pleasure the progress made by Egypt under the enlightened rule of its E 

present government. No doubt the staple agricultural productions of Egypt k 

| are the same as those of America—cotton, grain and sugar; and no doubt the q 

| present extraordinary prosperity of Egypt may be attributed in large degree E 

: to the American war; but our war is undertaken in the cause of humanity, and 3 

Po meanwhile we are not sorry that among all the countries of the world the 

| greatest incidental benefit should have accrued to one like Egypt, whose rulers : 

| have always been friendly to us, have appreciated our position and respected E 

Po our rights. I concluded by expressing a confident hope that the resources of 

| Egypt, once ever developed, would promote a commerce of which all nations, our ‘ 

| own included, would enjoy the advantage. 3 

, These remarks were heard with close attention by the company, and were . 

| well received. The ministers of state, and a few days afterwards the Pacha :
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_ himself, expressed in cordial terms their gratification. The speech was takens  __ 
q down on the spot by a Turkish short-hand writer, and was printed in the official 
7 gazette in Arabic, in Turkish and French. The Italian and Greck newspapers 
1 also printed it in their respective languages. mo 
1 : The Pacha, in allusion to the grandeur of our war, and its probable result in 
j _ the extinction of slavery, described to me in detail his efforts for the amelioration 
i _ of the condition of the laborers in Egypt, and for the promotion of agricultural 
q prosperity. He is himself one of the largest cotton-growers in the country, | 
4 -and enjoys a large profit from the high price of cotton; but the most abased | 
| fellah also partakes in the general prosperity, and in some of the villages the | 
1  fallaheen have been strong enough to make a stand against the oppressions of 
4 the local magistracy ; at any rate they are better able to put up with extortion, 
4 In cases. where they do not choose to resist. In the large towns, and especially | 
q in Alexandria, however, the condition of the people is very different, as there | 
1 has been an enormous advance in rents and in the prices of the necessaries of | 

life. . Be 
i Sir Henry Bulwer, British ambassador at Constantinople, arrived in Egypt 
] last week. His presence here is believed to be distasteful to the Pacha, who | has nevertheless placed one of his palaces at the ambassador’s disposal. Mr. _ | 
] Colquhoun, the British agent and consul general, is expected to return to his | 
7 post here by the packet to arrive to-morrow. Mr. Schreiner, the consul general | 

of Austria, arrived the day before yesterday; Mr. Popolani, of Portugal, a few | 
4 days earlier; and Mr. Ruyssnaers, of Holland, and Mr. Dumreicher, of Den- 

mark, last month. ‘The return of these gentlemen completes the consular corps, 
except that a successor has not yet been appointed for the Hanseatic towns to an: 

4 fill the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. de Rossetti. The unfitness of the 
] _ climate for a summer residence makes the practice of the European governments 
: nearly universal to give leave of absence to their representatives during the hot | 
| - months, and it is only now that the climate is becoming agreeable. The num- 
1 ber of travellers from all countries is much less than usual; from the United | 

States only five have arrived, of whom one has gone up the Nile. Last year | | 
; _ at this date I am told eighty parties had started for the Nile voyage; this year 
i. only eight. | | oO a 
| __ I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

| | CHARLES HALE. 
Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | 7 | 

; . | Secretary of State. . a | 

1 | | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | | 4 — | 
? No. 20.| AGENcy AND ConsuLATE GENERAL OF THE U. S. or America, a 
1 _ Alexandria, Egypt, March 4, 1865. | | 

4 Sir: I have the honor to report that at midnight on the 26th February, | 
4 being at Cairo, with all the other consuls general in Egypt, for the purpose of | 
j attending the official reception by the Pacha, appointed at the citadel at eight | 
1 o’clock the following morning. I received by a special messenger from Alex- 
] andria a note brought by the English mail, arrived that afternoon, from Mr. 
| Dudley, United States consul at Liverpool, of date of the 16th, informing me 
1 __ of the Jaunch in the Mersey on the preceding day of a steamer, to which was 
q given the Arabic name of Noor-el-Huda, and which was said to be designed for : 
4 the Egyptian government, but which he feared was for the rebels. It was im-. 

_ possible to speak to the Pacha on the subject on the 27th, as his day was given 4 
q to various formal receptions, but I saw his chief of ministers that day, and 

ascertained that they had no knowledge of the steamer; and on the morning of : 

: 
oo. i
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| the 28th I obtained an audience of the Pacha, when he gave me full informa- | 

tion to the effect that he had four steamers building in England, all with an 

| Arabic names, which he gave me, none of them resembling that given to the E 

| vessel launched at Liverpool ‘Two of these vessels are building for his own OE 

{ use in the Thames, and the other two for the Azizich company (a government E 

j establishment) by the English Peninsular and Oriental Company, also in the 4 

| Thames, as I subsequently learned from the agent of the latter company. This E 

| full information from his Highness I was able to transmit to Alexandria by : 

| telegraph the same morning in season to be forwarded to Mr. Dudley by the E 

| British mail going out that day, the 28th, and thus the answer to Mr. Dudley’s : 

. note left Egypt forty eight hours after the note came into the country. ; 

to. I afterwards prepared a more formal memorandum, which I transmitted to : 

I Mr. Dudley by the next post. On account of the proof it affords of the friendly | 

| disposition of the Pacha towards the United States, I think proper to transmit : 

| to you herewith a duplicate of this memorandum. You will observe that to : 

| save future questions of this sort the Pacha has promised to tell me whenever | 

| he orders a new steamer. a | ; 

1 _ I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 

po CHARLES HALE. 
] Hon, Winttiam H. Sewarp, | , : a _ : 

| Secretary of State. a F 

Memorandum of a conversation had, this twenty-eighth day of February, in the year 1865, : 

: between Charles Hale, agent and consul general of the United States of America, and Ismail ; 

4 Pacha, Viceroy of Egypt, at his Highness’s palace of Gazira. . : 

The consul general said that he had been informed that a steamer had lately been launched E 

; at Liverpool, which was reported to be designed tor the Egyptian government, or for an : 

1 Egyptian company, but which he feared was for the use of the confederates, and he had - 

’ ~ eome to ask his Highness if he had steamers building in England. : 

4 His Highness replied that he had four steamers building in England; that none of them : 

4 are war steamers; that one of them, a yacht, for his own use, and one other, are building ; 

4 - on the Thames, near London; that the two others are building by the Peninsular and | 

i Oriental Company for the Azizich Company of Egvpt. His Highness was unable to state 

‘ where these two steamers are building. : 

' The consul general inquired whether these steamers had names, and whether his Highness ' 

i would give the names ? 
: 

, His Highness replied that the steamers had names: he stated the name of the yacht, and | 7 

caused his excellency Fiki Bey to be summoned, who wrote all the names in Arabic charac- 3 

ters on a paper now in possession of the consul general. His Highness repeated the names, : 

and said they are the true and only names of his vessels, namely: for the yacht, Mabroussa ; : 

for the other steamer building at Loudon, Bahira: for the tvo steamers building by the = 

Peninsular and Oriental Company, Charkieh and Dacahlich. | : f 
The consul general mentioned the name Noor-el-Huda, given to the steamer launched at E 

| Liverpool, and his Highness said he had nv knowledge of that name. 7 
In the course of the conversation his Highness remarked he hada frigate undergoing repairs 2 

somewhere, but she is an old vessel; and, further. that in view of the unauthorized use that — E 

had been of his name and that of his government, that he would not fail, if now informed 3 

that such course would be agreeable to the consul general, to give him information whenever 3 
he (his Highness) should have occasion iw crder any war steamer to be built; which the . 

consul general accordingly requested, and his Highness thereupon promised. : 3 

The conversation was held in the French language. This memorandum faithfully gives : 

its substance. Everything here set down was explicitly stated without reserve or hesitation. OE 

/ In testimony of the truth whereof, the afuresaid Charles Hale, agent and consul genera! of P 

| | the United States of America, and Victor Barthon, vice-consul for Alexandria, who E 
[L. S.] was present during the whole interview, and heard the whole conversation, hereto 7 

/ set our hands at Cairo, Egypt, on the day first herein mentioned; and the said Hale 3 
| hereto affixes his official seal. | 

| | | CHARLES HALE. 3 

| . V. BARTHON. 3
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' | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | : | 

j [ Extract. ] ; | 

' No. 24.] AGENcy AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. of AMERICA, | 
7 | | Alexandria, Egypt, April 19, 1865. 
1 Sir: Delegates of various chambers of commerce, to the number of about one 
q hundred, assembled here about a fortnight ago, on the invitation of Mr. de 
| Lesseps, for the purpose of visiting the works of the Suez canal. They set out | 

on the morning of the 7th instant, and have this day returned... 
The number of accredited members of the party was eighty-five, from fourteen 

' different countries. There were ten official representatives of governments ; | 
| sixty-two chambers of commerce, and eight other societies or organizations 

were represented by their delegates. | 
q Of our own citizens among the party were Messrs. Cyrus W. Field, delegate i 
1 of the Chamber of Commerce of the city of New York, and Washington Ryer, 

representing the State of California. : 
4 I enclose a translation of the report subscribed by the delegates. They i 
] speak of the completion of the work as merely a matter of time and money. | 
| * ok : % % % . 
| Iam, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
q | CHARLES HALE. i 
1 Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | : | | 
7 Secretary of State. _ 

: . [ Translation. ] | I 

2 ~ | /  Carro, April 17, 1865. 
: We, the undersigned, delegates of the chambers of commerce to the canal of Suez. after 
q having examined the works aiready done, and having taken into consideration the possibility 
3 of the enterprise, report: . | 
q We started the 7th instant from Alexandria, by railroad, for Cairo, where we remained 
1 until the morning of the 9th. We then proceeded by railroad to Zagazig, where we embarked - 
; at 9 o'clock a. m., in boats drawn by mules and camels, on the fresh-water canal made by | | 
: Mehemet Ali, and arrived the same day at Tel-el-Kebir, a station of the company. : 
j The 10th, in the morning, we continued our journey in the same manner, and at noon we 
7 entered upon the fresh-water canal made by the company. At 5 o’clock p.m. we artived. at 
4 Ismailia, the central station on the Suez canal. | 
a The llth, we remained at Ismailia to examine the works there, as well as those of Sera- | 
3 pium, the most elevated points of the isthmus. . 

The 12th, we started from Ismailia, by the sea canal, in boats of small draught drawn by | 
q7 mules and camels; we arrived at Kantara at 4 o’clock p. m, having visited the important 

workshops and works of E] Gaisr and El Terdan. From this point, in many places, and | 
for a length altogether of sixty kilometres, (about thirty-six miles,) the canal is already | 

3 excavated to its full width. The portion previously traversed was only about one-third of | 
4 _the width proposed. - | | 
i The 13th, we left Kantara, in the same way, for Port Said; twenty kilometres (twelve 
q miles) before reaching this place we found five small steamboats, which brought us to the | 
ql Mediterranean. ‘There we examined the piers in course of construction. J 
j The 14th, we remained at Port Sa‘d to visit the important buildings, workshops fand ma- 
q terials which the company possessed in that town. / 
| The 15th, we returned-by boat to Ismailia, and the 16th, in the morning, we started for : 
4 Suez by the fresh-water canal in boats drawn by mules and camels, arriving at Suez in the : 
4 evening. The two locks, intended to connect the sea canal with the fresh-water canal in : 
q the course of construction at Ismailia, are not yet finished, and a transshipment here is now 
4 _ necessary. | 
; Our passage from the Mediterranean to the Red sea was accomplished in twenty-seven 
q hours, as follows: eleven hours from Port Said to Ismailia, and sixteen hours thence to 
1 Suez. | . . 
4 A telegraph wire extends the whole length of the canal, communicating with the wires of 
4 Cairo, Alexandria, and Suez. : | 

1 |
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| During our voyage we had opportunity to observe the excavators and other machinery 
| used for digging the canal. All the works belonging to the company appeared to us built  - 

i and equipped in a solid and permanent manner. In our opinion, the construction of a ship : 
canal across the Isthmus is only a question of time and money. ; 

i We are informed that the | company has already made contracts with various contractors q 

| for the completion of the ship canal by the Ist of July, 1868, without exceeding the actual E 
i capital, including therein the indemnity due by the Egyptian government under the award : 
[ of the Emperor Napoleon III. E 
F During the whole of our trip we received the greatest hospitality from Mr. de Lesseps and E 

{ the engineers of the company, and these gentlemen answered freely all the questions which E 
: we put to them. | F 

[Signed by the delegates. ] E 

| E 

—— Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | ; 

No. 25.] AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. oF Amprica, | : 
2 | | Alexandria, Egypt, May 5, 1865. & 

Sir: I have the honor to report that his Highness the Pacha of Kgypt has : 
seized the earliest opportunity to express to me the pain with which he has heard 5 

_ the sad tidings of the assassination of the President of the United States; his 
| detestation of the abominable crime, and his sympathy for our country in the : 
| grievous loss we have sustained. . : 
t I have the honor to be, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant, | . 
| | | CHARLES HALE. : 
| Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, . | : 
| Secretary of State. ; 

Mr. Hale to Mr. Hunter. 

No. 26.] AGENCY AND CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or Amzrica, 7 
| Alexandria, May 13, 1865. } 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instructions, under E 
date of the 17th of April, with official intelligence of the fou! assassination 3 

Z of the President, and of the dastardly attempt, happily unsuccessful, to take the _ : 
i lives of the Secretary of State and the Assistant Secretary. | j 

_ [have already, in my despatch No. 25, reported the cordial expressions of 3 
| sympathy which his Highness the Pacha of Egypt hastened to make me, in an . 
| official interview, immediately after the sad news was known here. | 
| I have since received and am daily receiving other expressions of the public oF 
| feelings of all nationalities represented here, in respect for the memory of the 3 

late President, and of confidence in the administration of the government by his 3 
! successor. , | 
| A special religious ceremony has been ordered by the Greek community, at — E 

- the Greek church, and one will be held at this consulate general, conducted by ; 
the American missionaries, on the day appointed for the purpose in the Presi- : 

fo dent’s proclamation. . | ; 
| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 3 

| CHARLES HALE, E 
D Hon. W. Hunter, Se F 

| Acting Secretary of State. | _ }
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i; : Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | | 

: No. 30.] AGENCY AND CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or AMERICA, | 
1 Alexandria, Egypt, June 3, 1865. 
: Sir: I have the honor to report that the religious services commemorative of 

the death of the late President, mentioned at the close of my despatch No. 26, 
j took place as proposed on the Ist instant, the day appointed by the President’s ~ 

_ proclamation. It was conducted by the Reverend Messrs. Watson and Currie, 
j the American missionaries. The service was largely ~attended, and the im- 
] pressive discourse by the Rev. Mr. Currie upon the life and services of our late | 
3 beloved President received an earnest and thoughtful attention. | 
| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient sérvant, | 
q : | CHARLES HALE. 
1 Hon. Witiiam H. SEwarp, | , 7 
] | — Secretary of State. | | | oe | 

| | a 

i a | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | ) | 

q No. 32.| AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL oF THE U.S. oF AMERICA, - | 
' | | Alexandria, Egypt, June 14, 1865. | 

| Sir: I have the honor to report that on the 28th ultimo his Highness the | 
; Pacha came to Alexandria, and on the 31st I had a long interview with him at 

his palace of Ras-el-tine hee. He expressed his cordial felicitations at the suc- 
| cessful termination of our war. | | | 

He remarked that the discomfiture of the rebels had enabled him to make 
within a few days several advantageous purchases in England, among which = | 

: he mentioned two war-vessels, and the complete machinery for the manufacture | 
] of small-arms, all of which had been destined for the confederates. 
4 The Pacha takes much interest in his navy. A natural pride is felt in the | | 
3 safe arrival, a few days since, at Suez, of the Egyptian steam-frigate L’Ibra- | 
1 himié, of four hundred horsé-power, the first war-vessel bearing the Egyptian 
1 flag which has ever doubled the cape of Good Hope. She left Alexandria for 
j Marseilles about eight months ago, and then passing the straits of Gibraltar 
q proceeded to England, where some repairs were made to her machinery. In 
3 February, her commander, Mustafa Bey, having received the orders of the Pacha 4 
] to proceed from England to Suez, the frigate started on her long voyage. Her | 

first stop was at St. Helena, where, as afterwards at the cape of Good Hope, | 
j every attention was shown her by the authorities of the British government. 

From the cape of Good Hope she went to the Seychelles and Zanzibar, whence, | 
1 touching only at Aden, she completed the voyage to Suez, the whole crew in | 
| perfect health and excellent spirits. The Pacha, who had previously ordered | 
3 that the pay of officers and seamen should be augmented one-fourth for the ! 
4 period of the voyage, was so much pleased. at its happy termination, that he | 

of also bestowed on all three months’ additional pay, as a private gratuity. 
] The happy tidings of the end of the American war produced a fall in the 7 
q price of cotton, from which resulted, here, a financial crisis. Several heavy | 
7 failures occurred, and there were many instances of suffering and distress. 
i. From the greatly diminished value of the cotton crop, it has been apprehended : 
4 | that the fellahs or native cultivators would find themselves unable to pay the 
7 advances which had been made to them, generally by European capitalists. | 
i; Under these circumstances the Pacha has come forward with a comprehensive 
7 measure of relief. He proposes to furnish to the fellahs the means of paying “ 
7 their debts, securing himself by a mortgage on their lands. oo | 

3 i
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The amount required for this purpose exceeds a million of pounds sterling, : 
which is to be reimbursed by the fellahs in instalments extending over a period &§ 

| of fifteen years, with interest. | a F 
As the Pacha, notwithstanding his immense resources, is generally without ; 

ready money, he is negotiating a new loan for the amount required. an | 
: It is needless to remark that this measure is acceptable to all parties con- f 
|. eerned. Qn the one hand, the capitalists are rejoiced to find provision made for : 

the payment of their debts; while the fellahs obtain an extension of fiftten E 
years’ time, in the course of which they may reasonably hope to be able to : 
cover their present losses. oe ) F 

On the part of the Pacha, moreover, the arrangement is not without its ad- : 
vantages. In the first place, his exchequer may gain something from the higher 
rate of interest charged te the fellahs above the rate necessary to be paid by ; 
him upon hisloan. Next, he substitutes himself for European creditors, many | ; 
of whom had mortgages upon the lands of their debtors, and prevents the pos-. q 
sibility of the lands falling into the possession of aliens, which, although allowed in. E 

| Egypt, is naturally distasteful. And, finally, he puts himself in the way of : 
augmenting his own landed possessions, in cases in which the fellahs to whom ; 
this measure of relief is accorded shall fail in their payments. From the con-  *£ 

| __ stitutional improvidence of these people this is not unlikely to happen in many F 
cases, and the passion of the Pacha for the acquisition of land may thus be gratified. if 

| _ Ithas previously been computed that he is the owner of no less than one-sixth of q 
| the cultivable land within his dominions. o£ 

_ Without shutting our eyes to the force of these material considerations, which | E 
| have no doubt had their share of influence in determining this measure, we must, : 
| nevertheless, give the Pacha full credit for it as an act of beneficent grace and : 
| timely relief which few rulers would have either the means-or the inclination to Og 
| accord to their subjects, ina time of financial distress. _ | : : 
: I received on the 11th instant the instruction of the Acting Secretary, under | 

date of the 16th May, covering the proclamation of the President, which I com- E 
municated without delay to his Highness’s minister for foreign affairs, offering, E 
at the same time, my congratulations that the Egyptian government four years 4 
ago assumed the position which the cabinets of London and Paris find them- q 

: selves obliged to take now, in consequence of the President’s proclamation. 
: I may mention without impropriety that both the Pacha and his minister, in ; 
| my interview with them, have inquired about your health with much solicitude, | 3 
| + and have expressed great satisfaction at the tidings I have been able to give q 

them of the progress of your recovery. | | 1 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, P 

| - CHARLES HALE. — : 
| Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | See E 

) Secretary of State. = 3 

| | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. ; 

No. 33.] AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or America, 
| Alexandria, Egypt, June 19, 1865. j 

i Sir: I have the honor to report that the presence of cholera in this town was § 
declared by the board of health on the 12th instant. The number of deaths re- ot 

ported on that day was three; on the next twelve; the next thirty-four; the E 
next thirty-eight; the next thirty-four; thenext fifty-three; the next sixty-one : 
and yesterday, when the malady had prevailed a week, ninety-four. As Alex- 3 
andria has a population of about one hundred and seventy thousand, these deaths __ : 
are more significant from the rapid increase they exhibit than from their abso- ; 

2lpe ;
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1 lute number. The proportion of deaths to population at its highest is still very | 
, much less than one in one thousand. / | | | 
j The outbreak of the disease has nevertheless cause# great alarm, and many ) 
1 persons have left the place. The regular steamships have been crowded, and | 
: : several have been charted for extra trips. I learn that at the Greek, Italian, and 7 
; Austrian consulates general, each of which has a very numerous colony here, —_ 
] hundreds of passports are signed daily (at the Austrian 400 in one day) for their | 
] subjects who are fleeing in dread of the disease. | | | 

I am happy to be able to report that thus far there has been no death in the 
1 American community. | a 

His Highness the Pacha departed for a marine excursion in his steam yacht = 
i. at the beginning of the last week, and is now reported to be at Scio. : : 
4 I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | 
1 | oe CHARLES HALE. — | 
j Hon. Wintuiam H. Sewarp, | 
i 7 | Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | | | | 

; | | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | | 
; ~No.34.] AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or America, 
‘ Alexandria, Egypt, June 27, 1865. 
4 Sir: [ have the honor to report that since the date of my last despatch the _ 
j mortality by cholera at this place has increased. oo, | | 
; The number of deaths since my last report, according to the daily official bul- 
j letins communicated to me by the Intendance Sanitaire, has been as follows: i 

7 19th, one hundred and one; 20th, one hundred and fifty-nine; 21st, one hun- 
q dred and forty-five; 22d, one hundred and fifty-nine; 23d, one hundred and 
| forty-one; 24th, one hundred and eighty-three; 25th, one hundred and ninety- : 
‘ three; 26th, two hundred and eight. | | 
4 Many persons entertain the impression that the actual number of deaths. ex- | 
1 ~ _ eeed that thus reported. oe | | 
4 The alarm is-in nowise abated, and the outgoing steamers continue to be | 
| crowded with passengers. | , - . 
1 The malady has made its appearance at Cairo. No official reports are made 
4 of the deaths there. We hear also of its ravages in the other inland towns and 
| the villages. j | | 
1 | There have been many deaths among the European shipping in the harbor. | 
| When the disease first made its appearance there were two American vessels 

. in port; one of them has since sailed. They have happily been spared, and I | 
am glad to be able to say again, under this later date, that no case has occurred | 

7. in the American community. | | 
; | I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
d | CHARLES HALE. | 
3 Hon. Witutiam H. SEwarp, Secretary of State. oe : 

i. | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Hale. | : 

i No. 9.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a | 
7 | | Washington, June 29, 1865. 

4 Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches, from — 2 
No. 19 to No. 29, the latter dated May 27, and to thank you for the interesting 

7 aud valuable information which they communicate. . | 
3 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
4 : | OS - W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. - 
j CHARLES HALE, Esq., §c., §c., Alexandria. — | 

a7 | | |
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| Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | : 

7 os Be fExtractp] 0 . 

: No. 35.]| AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U. S.oF AMERICA, : 
| | Alexandria, Egypt, June 29, 1865. : 

Sir: I have the honor to report that intelligence was received here yesterday, E 
from the Egyptian explorer, Baker, under date of Khartum, May 10, 1865. 

; He reports that on the 14th day of March of the preceding year, (that is, eigh- E 
teen hundred and sixty-four,) he discovered in north latitude 1° 14’ a lake, of 

i which he had been in search; that he sailed in a canoe upon this lake 13 days 
to its junction with the river Nile, in north latitude 2° 16’; that he then ascended 4 
the river for a distance not stated, until he came to a fall through a gap one } 
hundred and twenty feet higher. To the lake, which is two hundred and sixty [ 

i miles long, he has given the name of “ Albert Nyanza,” and he regards this lake { 
and the “ Victoria Nyanza,” of Captain Speke, as the two parents of the Nile. | : 

_ He reports that the lake “ Albert Nyanza” receives the whole drainage of the : 
Mountains of the Moon. | . 
The explorer is expected here shortly, and upon his arrival in Alexandria — E 

| further particulars may doubtless be obtained. * OK ke | 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : ft 

fo : | CHARLES HALE. | 
1 Hon. WiLLtiam H. Szwarp, , | _ &— 

| Secretary of State. | 

| | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | ] 

to No. 37.) AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. oF AMERICA, | : 
. | Alexandria, Egypt, July 7, 1865. : 
Sir: I have the honor to report that the number of deaths from cholera in : 

Alexandria, according to the official reports for each day since my despatch No. a 
|. 34, has been as follows: 

27th June, two hundred and fourteen; 28th June, two hundred and nine; 4 
1 29th June, one hundred and ninety-seven; 30th June, one hundred and eighty- : 

four; Ist July, one hundred and ninety-five; 2d J uly, two hundred and twenty - 7 
eight; 3d July, one hundred and seventy-six; 4th July, one hundred and eigh- _ . 
teen; Sth July, one hundred and thirty-two; 6th July, one hundred and forty- : 

i two. | . 
It will be observed that the greatest mortality occurred on the second, when : 

the number of deaths was 228, but that two days afterwards the number was E 
| reported 118, nearly one-half. This favorable change is due to a strong north E 

wind which has prevailed during the week, and whichit is earnestly hoped may — q 
| continue. Moreover, the beginning of the rise of the Nile has been reported by q 
| telegraph from the upper country; a favorable effect is expected when the wave | . 
\ shall reach the Delta, now in about twelve days, by covering with water the ; 
| _ low and stagnant places. | | | , 3 
| _ _ From the interior we continue to hear the most distressing reports. At Cairo 
| the mortality is very great, as many as four hundred and fifty-seven deaths hav- : 
i ing been reported officially to have occurred in a single day, while private re- : 
| ports, perhaps exaggerated, estimate the deaths at twelve hundred daily. At ; 
| Tanta; at Zagazig, at Damietta, Rosetta, and other places, the deaths are fright- ; 

| fully numerous. At most of these places there are no physicians, and the suf- ; 
ferers receive no assistance. 3 

; It is estimated that more than thirty thousand people have left Alexandria 1 
since the malady appeared on the 11th ultimo. It is ascertained that eighteen . | 7
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i thousand passports have been granted ; if it be assumed that an average of two 
7 persons travel under each passport, the number of departures has been thirty- 
i. six thousand. : | | 
] _ For three weeks after the outbreak of the malady, the American community ——s 
| was happily spared ; but it is my painful duty to report the death yesterday | 
] morning of Mr. A. U. Pangelaki, a citizen of the United States by naturaliza- : 
1 tion. His father, I believe, was one of the victims of the massacre at Scio; the 
q arphan boy was brought to the United States, and I have heard that he was” 
j _ employed in the Greek department at the University press in Cambridge, near | 
’ Boston. After several years’ residence in America he returned to the East, 
q never forgetting, however, his adopted nationality. At Smyrna, in the year | | 
i. 1846, he published a little book of lessons designed to facilitate the study of the 
4 English language by foreigners. For at least ten years past he has been a | 
q _ resident of Alexandria, where his mild manners and blameless character have | 
j contrasted him favorably with some others of the same nativity who have sought | 
| to live here under the American flag. His age was fifty. I should mention that | 

| it is said by the physicians that the disease of which he died was congestion of 
; the brain, not cholera ; but as I met him in perfect health thirty-six hours before 

] the sudden illness which in two days more ended with his death, I am still 
7 inclined to regard him one of the victims of the existing unhealthy state of the 

] atmosphere. , | So | 
4 The present is the sixth time Egypt has been visited by cholera, renewing in | 
j | destructiveness the mortality of the ancient plague. The first outbreak of the | 
3 cholera was in 1831, the next in 1838, the third in 1848, the fourth in 1850, 
j the fifth in 1855; the period of exemption has never exceeded ten years, the © 
4 term between the preceding and the present visitation. | 
1 _ It will readily be understood that in times like these no festivity was appro- | 

priate on the fourth of July; but I may report that on that day their excel- 
lencies Cherif Pacha, minister of foreign affars, and Mourad Pacha, governor | 

: of Alexandria, notwithstanding their severe duties and anxieties, did not fail to | 
_ Visit me officially, and offered their congratulations on the happy recurrence of 

| our national anniversary, and their best wishes for the prosperity of the Union. 
| | But one American vessel remains in port, and she clears to-morrow for England. | | 
q _. J have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully your obedient servant, | 
i : . - | 7 | CHARLES HALE. | ! 
: Hon, Witiiam H. Sewarp, | | | 

| Secretary of State. | oe 

| | : Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 38.] AGENCY AND ConsuLaTR GENERAL OF THE U. 8. oF AMERICA, | 
7 | Alexandria, Egypt, July 19, 1865. | 
] 7 Siz: I am gratified to be able to report that since my last despatch the mor- | 

3 tality at this place has continued to diminish daily ; the number of deaths from | 
j cholera reported yesterday was only eighteen; and there have been none in the | 
4 American community since the two previously mentioned. | ) 
q | The number of deaths from cholera in Alexandria since the outbreak of the | 
1 malady, until yesterday, inclusive—a period of thirty-seven days—according to | 
7 the official bulletins, has been three thousand nine hundred and thirty-one. The : 
; number of deaths, from other diseases in the same period, has been one thousand | 
i three hundred and sixty-nine. The aggregate mortality within this period ace 
: | cordingly has been five thousand three hundred. ‘The population of Alexandria 7 
j may be estimated at one hundred and seventy-five thousand. so | 
4 In Cairo the malady did not declare itself until eight days-after its appear- 

| |
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| ance at Alexandria. The number of deaths at that place to the 17th instant, ; 
inclusive, a period of ‘twenty-eight days, according to the official bulletins, has j 

| been the following: From cholera, five thousand two hundred and forty-nine ;  - 
| from other diseases, two thousand three hundred; total, seven ¢housand five | ; 

hundred and forty-nine. The population at Cairo may be estimated at four . 
hundred thousand. : E 

In Damietta, a place with a population of about forty thousand, the number : 
i of deaths from cholera between the 26th of June and 9th of July, inclusive, a : 

| - period of fourteen days, was one thousand four hundred and eighty-five; and in ; 
| the same period one hundred and three deaths from other diseases were reported. : 

| Similar reports are received from many other places in lower and middle : 
Egypt, but there have been very few cases at Suez, and none, it is believed, in : 

: - upper Egypt. 7 | . ] 
2 The mortality obtained its maximum in Alexandria on the 3d instant, when : 

the number of deaths reported from cholera was two hundred and twenty-eight ; | . 
H in Cairo on the 14th, when the number was four hundred and fifty-seven; in Da- : 

mietta on the 5th, when the number was one hundred and seventy-two, a rate of : 

mortality which, had it continued, would have wiped that town out of existence in j 
| eight months. Since these dates, happily, the amelioration has been constant ; 

and rapid. | a 
The depth of water in the Nile was officially reported on the 10th instant to 3 

be eight pics and nine kerats. It had not been so low at the same date for four 5 
years certainly, and I believe for a much longer period. It has gained nearly 
two kerats each day since that date, or about eight inches in the space of a weck. : 

| These measurements are made at the Nileometer near Cairo. | : 
| _ Ihave the honor to enclose tables showing the mortality, according to the 
| official bulletins, for every day since the outbreak of the malady, both at ; 
| Alexandria and Cairo, and a portion of a similar table for Damietta. It may #4 
| _ be interesting to trace the progress of the disease at each of these places. In E 
|* these tables the deaths are set down against the date when they were reported ; : 
| __—s in my previous despatches I have mentioned the same numbers with dates a day . 
| earlier. In point of fact, I believe the official bulletin each day ineludes the 7 

morning of the same day with the afternoon of the preceding day, and the night , 
between. | : 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 

| CHARLES HALE. ; 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | : 

Secretary of State. | - | ; 

| | q 

!
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4 Number of deaths officially reported daily in Alexandria and in Catro since | 
| a the butbreak of the cholera in each place in the year 1865. | 

j | - ALEXANDRIA.) ALEXANDRIA, | 

3 - Date. | Date. | | 
co Other Other | 
| Cholera. diseases. Total. . jCholera. diseases, Total. | 

: June 12 ....... 3 44 AT |) July 2-....... 195 23 218 | 
i 13 -..2e.. 12 38} «50 Bll. 228 37 265 

WA oo... 34 30 64 | 4.2...) 176 40 216 | 
4 15 ...2-.. 38 17 5D | OD wceceee lis |. 39 157 | 

16. ....22. 34 29 63 6.......| 132] 44 176 | 
. 17 ...a.e. 53 ~ 28 8] 7 wnnceee 142 3D 177 | 

] AB Loe. 61 30 91], Blt} 84 29 193 
3 1 94 21 115 a 91 31 122 | 
. 20 .....-- 101 ~~ 152. 10 2.22... 64 37 101 | 
7 21 ....... 159 | (42) 201 tl Ti ....... 55 44 99 
; © QR Lee eet 145 36 | 181 | 12 2.2... 61 33 94 | 
3 . 28 Lee eee] 159 39 198 13 .....-- 48 33 | 81 | 

24 ...---- 141 Oo” 178 | 14... 21 Al | 62 
1 25 .....--| 183 50 | 238 15 2.2... 231 45 | 68 | 
4 26 ...-.-- 193 48 241 16 ...2...) = QB 45, 67 | 
| Q7 ...-2--| 208 50] 6258) AT Lee 21 33 54 | 
] 88 | 24 | 4 | 59 18.....--| 18 37 55 | 
j 99 .......| 209 43 | 259 || —_____|__ 
| B80 eee} 197. 40 | 237°] Total.........| 3,931 | 1,369 | 5,300 

July Lev.se..| 184 25) 209 _ po 

q Do | CAIRO. Oo CAIRO. | 

Date. - | : Date. } ~ 
: | Other Other | 
1. | ‘Cholera. diseases, Total | Cholera. diseases. Total. | | 

June 20....-.-.| 2 46 48 | July 5..-.---| 356 6) 419 | 
q 21 ....--.| 2 52 54 ~ 6 ...2--.] 855 82 437 ot 
1 22 2-2-5] 2 68 - 7 7 .22---- 365 87 452 
: Q3 2... 3 52 BB] Bete} 389 90 479 | 

24 ...----| 17 5d 72 9 2.222. 347 97 444 
3 | 20 -ose--- 29 71 96 10 .....-. 252 103 | 305 | 
7 26 ....--- 71 74 145 | VW ....... 226 | = 84 310 
3 27 -.--2-e} 85 | 93 178 12 ...---. 204 98 | 302 
q © QB eee. 93} | 168 13......./ 166} 97 253 | 
: 29 ...---- 136 65 201 14 ....... 149 104 | 253 
] 30 ..-----| 216 84 300 15.-.----| 151 101 | 252 | 
; July 1.....-. 397 7 A406 | ~ 16 ....--. 109 89 198 

; | Q.......| 306 90 396 17 2.2... 64 107 171 | 
1 3....--./ 382] 112] 494 |__| ___ an 
1 ‘Aleeeeee| 457 84| 541 |] Total.......-.| 5,249} 2,300! 7,549 |
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| Number of deaths officially reported daily in Damietta, Egypt, since the out- t 

| | break of the cholera there in 1865. q 

Date. | | From cholera. | Other diseases.| “Total. | : | 

June 26. .2.cee cenn ence cece ee cee tn eeee 4] 1 2 : 

bo QT nnn nnn cee w ee nee ne cence ttre 10 | 7 17 : 

\ 08 |... wees neccceeeeeenceeeee, 35 4 39 : 

29 ee cecenececcececeececesess BA 4 58 : 

B80 Lee can cee enw ce eee e ee eee eee 67 | 8 » %B E 

| July Llissssscesseseeeeeeceeeetereee] 7 98 6 99 : 

| Fl lineee ee ee ee ceeee: 107 8 «1B : 

| rl ileee eee e ee cee ee: 141 7 148 
Ac cccececececececeeeeeeeeeces: 157 8 | 165 3 

| Bo ccc cecccsceccereceececeeees| 172 6 178 F 

| G oo ce ceeeeseneceseeeeseteeee: 171 i 182 : 

I Yo occce cannes aseeescecceeceeees 169 13 182 F 

| Q ce ensensecceceeeeeeteeees 166 u 177 4 

| 9 Illi eee eee eee 142 9 1d  & 

Total to Sth. ..------eeeeececee ceeeeee: 1, 485 408 1, 588 | 
ee ; 

| | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Hale. — | 

No. 10.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 

| Washington, July 24, 1869. ] 

. Sin: Your despatches from No. 30, of June 3 to No. 35, of June 29, have 

| been received, and I thank you for the interesting intelligence which they con- : 

tain. The sagacious and beneficent measure devised by his Highness the Pacha’ oF 

for the relief of his people, to which you refer in your No. 32, shows him to be . 

a wise and benevolent ruler. His expressions of kindness, as well as those of ; 

: his minister for foreign affairs, which are personal to myself, are very highly | 

2 appreciated. | | - : 

: I am, sir, your obedient servant, a , ; 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 

| CHARLES HALg, Esq., §c., &c., Alexandria. 7 

| | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. : 

| No. 39.] AGENCY AND CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or AMERICA, : q 

| Alexandria, Egypt, August 7,1865. | 3 

| Sir: I have the gratification to report that the cholera has almost entirely [ 

| disappeared from those parts of Egypt in which it has lately prevailed. For 

| several days past no deaths from the disease have been reported in Alexandria, E 

| and by the latest daily report received, the number at Cairo was only five. r 

| From the villages the reports are equally favorable. There are, however, un- ’ 

| happily, rumors of the outbreak of the malady in upper Egypt which had pre-. 3 

| viously been exempted. I shall take an early occasion to send you a completion. E 

| of the tables of mortality enclosed in my last despatch. 3 

His Highness the Pacha returned to ‘Alexandria from his sea voyage, which | 3 

has extended as far as Constantinople, on the 3d instant, and proceeded to Cairo ; 

|
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4 | | | | 1 _ the same day. On the 3d instant also arrived in Egypt Colonel Stanton, the | successor of Sir Robert Colquhoun, as agent and consul general of Great | 4 Britain. ) , i _ I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
i | | OO CHARLES HALE. q Hon, Wituiam H. Sewarp, : | 7 1 Secretary of . State. a 

] | | Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | 
] No. 41.] A@Ency AND ConsuLaTR GENERAL OF THE U.S. oF AMERICA, | | ] | Alexandria, Egypt, August 26, 1865. | ] Siz: Nine hundred negroes from the Soudan or upper country of Egypt, | q within the jurisdiction of the Pacha, are expected shortly to arrive at Alexandria | q to be embarked in French transports for Mexico to relieve the contingent fur- | i tively sent out in the month of J anuary, one thousand eight hundred and sixty- | j three. I must give the Pacha credit for putting me in possession of folland | ; early information on the subject in the most frank possible manner. On this 

occasion, at least, there is nothing clandestinely about the proceeding. I told | j him that I regretted to hear of the movement, and wished, at least, that it . 3 might be delayed. He said that it was simply the execution of an agreement 1 made between his predecessor, Said Pacha, and the Emperor of the French, | 3 three years ago; that the number of soldiers in service would not be increased 3 by a single unit; that the number was inconsiderable, being only one battalion, | or the fourth part of a regiment, and not exceeding nine hundred in all, officers | ; included. He gave me the most positive assurance that it is not proposed to | 3 increase this number. The Pacha then fell into a line of conversation, which, j especially as he expressed a wish that it might be regarded as confidential, it j is not necessary to report in detail, more than to say that he expressed to me | q no interest, wish or expectation to see the successful establishment of an empire | | 1 in Mexico, under French auspices. He ridiculed the small effective results. | } reached by the French in their efforts at colonization everywhere, and pointed ] with some pride to the small number of troops with which he keeps order in i his own dominions compared to the great number of French troops always in- : service in Algeria, citing the recent pamphlet of the Emperor of the French {| » for proof that, after all, that country is not well governed. He regards the 1 sending out of this relief corps as a necessary act of humanity to the Egyptian | negroes who are now in Mexico, while he thinks that he cannot in good faith | ] escape the maintenance of a small force there in respect of the engagements / : entered into by his predecessor. The whole cost of the movement, which is | 1. “enormous,” is paid by the French government. The Pacha made this point | 1 with emphasis, using the word “enormous” (or rather, its French equivalent) | q{ no less than three times, and betrayed evident satisfaction that the expenses do | not come out of his own purse. oe : 3 _ The circumstances of the original movement are described in the despatch of | i my predecessor No. 27, under date of J anuary 18,1865. Mr. Thayer addressed | most energetic remonstrances to Said Pacha, and to his minister, and obtained a | positive assurance that the number of the contingent should not be increased. : | Said Pacha was then actually on his death-bed, and his demise is reported in | ] _ the same despatch. Of one ground of remonstrance to the movement suggested — ; by Mr. Thayer, namely, the violation it implies of the suzeranity of the Porte, | : it may be remarked, in addition to the fact that it has heretofore proved futile, 2 ; and to other reasons which exist for not pressing it at this time, that as the | i Pacha has just returned from Constantinople, it may not be improbable that he 7 j has prepared himself with the necessary permission, ve 4 

| | 
|
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In the course of the conversation the Pacha told mé that the Egyptian army- 4 

list numbered about twenty thousand, of whom, as I understood, about eight ; 
thousand are in active service in various parts of the country. From other q 

} sources I have learned that the mortality in the army, from cholera, has been  &- 
frightful. The Pacha, however, remarked that only one of his negroes had died : 

from yellow fever in Mexico, saying that it appeared that the negro constitution 4 

i was proof against such maladies.. I hinted to him that if he can spare a few : 

| hundred soldiers peculiarly fit for service in Mexieo, the United States have : 

\ lately had under arms more than one hundred thousand of the same race. These : 

i men would be, in like manner, peculiarly fit for service in Egypt if the vicious : 
| principle of interference which supports the empire in Mexico, to which the Pa- . 

cha lends his soldiers, should at any time be retaliated by us. Hitherto we : 
| have practiced the contrary principle, and have expected other governments. to 
\ respect it, at least so far as America is concerned; and, without intervening our- E 

selves in Oriental politics, “what the Pacha has done in Mexico at the request : 

I of another power, the United States might do in Egypt at the request of some [ 

\ friendly power.” | | ; 

| _ These and other arguments, of course, might be pressed upon the Egyptian : 

| government, to prevent the departure of the relief. What I have already said E 

| to the Pacha will serve very well as a foundation for any formal communication j 

| in the way of an objection or protest that you may think advisable to instruct : 

| me to make; or, in case it is deemed best to let the matter rest without further ; 

| remark, I think you need not hesitate to believe that, while the Pacha cannot : 

| very readily get rid of the subsisting engagement made by his predecessor, he : 

| has wit enough of his own to see that his sending troops to America, however : 

| inconsiderable in number, is a thing not particularly agreeable to the people of __ : 
| the United States, and that it would be very foolish for him to do anything : 

| more that might have the effect to provoke an intervention of the United States’ 

: against him in some possible turn of Egyptian affairs. | 

No doubt you will regard the sending of this relief from Egypt, in connexion ; 
| with the recruiting in Europe for the Belgian and Austrian legions for service . 
| in Mexico, the renewal of the French forces there, and other matters, of the : 
| views of the government with regard to which I am not apprized. : 
i My audience with the Pacha took place at Cairo yesterday, and the overland ; 

| mail which must take forward this despatch is already announced. But, unless 

{ upon reflection (for which as yet I have had little time) I should conclude to q 
make a formal representation in writing to the Egyptian government, addressed 3 

| to the minister of foreign affairs, I shall content myself for the present with the : 
i general remarks I have already made verbally to the Pacha, awaiting your j 
| further instructions. | | | . 4 

| _ Although the arrival of the negroes from the upper county may be expected 3 
| at any time, everything moves so slowly in Egypt that it would not be at all . 

| surprising if it were to be considerably delayed. | | 
! : I have taken advantage of the departure of one of the American missionaries 3 
/ for the upper country to arrange for timely confidential information of their, 3 

: coming. | : 

| I believe nothing is known of the matter in general circles here. Ii had not E 

: been mentioned to me by any of my colleagues. | 
i I was gratified on the 19th instant by the receipt of your instruction No. 10, a 
i of July 24th. — | ; 
| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

i , | | CHARLES HALE. : 
Hon. Wittram H. Sewarp, a 7 : 

| Secretary of State. | | : 
. E
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Hale. . | 

4 No. 12.) | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
4 , Washington, September 4, 1865. 
] Sir: Your despatches from No. 36 to No. 40, both numbers inclusive, have _ 
| ) been received, and have been read with special interest. The department has 
] _ promulgated the information communicated by you relative to the ravages of | 
] the cholera in Egypt, the violence of which, we are happy to learn, has sensi- 
1 bly abated. + The completion of the tables of mortality already forwarded by | 
i you will be received with much interest. | | | 
q | I am, sir, your obedient servant, : 1 _ WILLIAM 4H. SEWARD. | 
: _ Cuaries Hate, Esq., §c., §¢., Alewandria. . 

1 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Hale. — | | 

: No. 13.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
; Washington, September 21, 1865. 
i Sir: Your despatch of August 26, No. 41, has been received. It announces 

a that nine hundred negroes from the upper country of Egypt, within the jurisdic- | 
3 tion of the Pacha, are expected shortly to arrive at Alexandria, to be embarked | 
j in French transports for Mexico, to relieve the contingent which was sent out 
, in January, 1863. The latter proceeding, as you are aware, excited much ) 
j comment at the time; but it passed unnoticed by this government, which was 
] then seriously occupied with a peculiar condition of merely domestic affairs, and 
q with the foreign embarrassments which grew out of that condition. Since then 
1 the United States have abolished slavery. The attention of Congress, as well 
1 as that of the executive department and of the country, has been very steadily | 

fixed upon the course of events in Mexico, which, I need not say, form a sub- 
q _ ject of serious concern with regard to the safety of the free republican institu- | 
| | tions of this country, an object with which we are accustomed to connect the — 

desired ultimate consequence of the abolition of every form of compulsory civil 
or military servitude in this hemisphere. | | | 

4 _ You are instructed to bring this matter to the attention of the Pacha’s minis- 
2 _ ter for foreign affairs, aud to state to him that, in the opinion of this government, 
: _ the renewal of the transaction alluded to could not be regarded with favor, or : 
1 even without deep anxiety, by the people of the United States. It will be | 
; proper for you to inform the minister that I have written upon the subject, in | 
j _ the same sense herein adopted, to the diplomatic agents of the United States 
4 residing respectively at Paris and Constantinople. | | 
4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, , | ee | 

1 | — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 2 
i « CuaruEs Hate, Esq,, $c. §c., Alewandria. | 

q Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. a an | 

[Extract. ] | | | 
J; No. 44.] AGENCY AND CoNSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or AmeERIva, : 7. | Alexandria, Egypt, October 27, 1865. | 
q Sir: I received on the 19th instant your No. 13, under date of 21st Septem- | 
| ber, and lost no time in writing to the minister of foreign affairs, who is now in |
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 Gatro, in the exact sense.of your instruction. No answer has yet been received ; : 

i but this is not remarkable, for the minister would naturally take the instruction : 

| to the Pacha, who has been making an excursion on the Nile so far as Minieh, ' 

from which he did not return to Cairo until the morning of the 25th. . 

f Colonel Stanton, the British agent and consul general, to whom I had com- q 

i municated the substance of my information at the end of August, and who had E 

| transmitted it to his government, called on me on the 20th instant (that is, the  &§ 

| day after I had received your instruction) and informed me that he had the in- : 

structions of his government to remonstrate against any forcible and compulsory 3 

I deportation of Nubians from Egypt to serve under the French flag in Mexico. . 

| I believe these are the exact words of his instruction. | | j 

f - I may mention that the British hold the Egyptian authorities to a very exact ; 

\ fulfilment of their promises for the abolition of slavery. It is certain that E 

slavery still exists in Egypt; but any slave who can manage to get before the : 

| British consul is sent with the dragoman of the consulate to the local court 4 

where his free papers are demanded and are accorded. In this way Mr. Reade, : 

i British consul at Cairo, and Mr. Stanley, British consul at Alexandria, have , : 

| secured the manumission of at least twenty each (probably a larger number) | 

since I have been here. In one instance it was a slave woman who had escaped : 

i from a Pacha’s harem, and fled to Mr. Reade’s house. Her master followed : 

| and tried to persuade her to return, She was firm, and he was obliged to give 3 

| her up, although, no doubt, she had cost him a large sum. My. Stanley, within : 

{ a fortnight, has secured the freedom, in a similar manner, for two or three people : 

| escaped from the service of a high officer in the Egyptian navy. | 

| It has, no doubt, occurred to Colonel Stanton, and the suggestion, no doubt, ; 

| would be approved by Lord Russell, that the same principles which led Great | . 

| Britain to object to forced labor on the Suez canal, and to involuntary domestic  &- 

1 servitude in Egypt, apply to compulsory military drafts here for service in | 

| Mexico. | : E 

| Soon after my despatch No. 41 was forwarded, one of the local papers here : 

, reproduced, in Italian, a letter, probably from the Independence Belge, connect- E 

1 ing Nubra Pacha’s visit to Paris with this business. It was stated in this letter 7 

| that the Egyptian government would place several regiments at the disposal of | ; 

France to re-enforce the army of occupation in Mexico, and that the question of : 

{ money was all that remained to be settled between the Egyptian and French I 

governments. | | 3 

The French local paper printed the day before yesterday some extracts from I 

I a paper, by the Count de Keératry, in the Revue des Deux Mondes, extolling : 

, the good service of the Egyptian troops in Mexico. : 

1 OK ¥ * * * . % * *K E 

- Meanwhile there is no intelligence of the coming of the negroes. A consid- . 

erable body of Egyptian troops, perhaps as many as four or five thousand, have _ : 

: just come to Alexandria, and are quartered in the barracks at Ras-el-tin. These, | a 

! however, are not negroes; a considerable portion of them are new recruits, and E 

| it is said they are brought here for purposes of drill. | : 

\ A detachment of French soldiers, from Cochin China, has also just arrived 3 

| from Suez at Alexandria, and is said to be waiting the arrival of transports to 7 

1 take them back to France. Meanwhile they are quartered on board the hospi- — E 

| tal ship, which is the only French government vessel now in this harbor. 4 

| Three Austrian men-of-war lately arrived and still remain in the harbor. , 3 

| I shall keep this despatch open until the latest moment before the departure E 

i of the mail packet, in order to be able to send any additional information which. ; 

: I may be able to obtain. | : | : 

| I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, - : : 

| , _ CHARLES HALE, — ; 
| , oF
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4 a SUNDAY Mornina, October 29. | q The mail packet is on the point of leaving. I have nothing important to add. ’ I have as yet no answer from the minister of foreign affairs, and the position of | § things at the barracks of Ras-el-tin and in the harbor, according to reports re- 4 ceived this morning, is not changed, oe : | | . C. H. 
| Oe 

| | 
1 Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | 1 oe [Extract. ] | | j No. 45.] AGENcy anp ConsuLaTe GENERAL OF THE U.S. or America, | 4 | Alexandria, Egypt, November 13, 1865. ; Sir: Although I have not yet received a formal answer from the minister j for foreign affairs, there is no room to doubt that the proposed deportation of i 1 -hegroes from Egypt for military service in Mexico has been abandoned ; and | a there is even some reason to believe that the trouble in the Soudan, which has been | 3 assigned in Paris as a reason for the abandonment of the expedition, was caused, | ; ‘if not wholly, at least in part, by the detestation entertained by the people, and | ; especially among the men enrolled for military duty, for the distant service to Ss 7 which it was feared they were to be sent. His Highness the Pacha has not re- | turned to Cairo, and has not remained in any one place more than one or two | i days since the date of my last despatch, and I must wait quite unwillingly, but : i. probably not longer than the next post, before I can complete my report on | ‘ this subject. | | | | | % # ® % t % * 2 I have the honor to be, sir. very respectfully, your obedient servant, ] | CHARLES HALE. i ~ Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | | =: | Secretary of State. | | 

I ———_______ 
| 

| a Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. 

— No. 46.) Agency ann Consunaty GENERAL OF THE U.S.oFr AMERICA, 7 | Cairo, Egypt, November 18, 1865. 
: Str: On the 16th instant I called on his excellency, Cherif Pacha, minister j for foreign affairs, having come from Alexandria for the purpose on the prece- ding evening. . | 

The minister courteously made excuses for his delay in answering my note of 7 20th October. in which I had communicated to him the observations contained — 4 in your instruction to me, No. 13, of the 21st September. He told me that he 4 was ready to give me an answer that would bein all respects satisfactory tomy | | 3 : government. | : | | | | : I said that I was glad to hear this, and that if he could conveniently send me | 9 his answer that day or the next, I could communicate its substance by telegraph | \ to Queenstown, in season to reach you, to be laid before the President before the _ | 4 | opening of Congress. He said that he would do so. | ! | We then dropped into a less formal conversation, when T was surprised to _ | 1 learn that the Egyptian government had not abandoned or even scarcely sus- : | pended the proposed expedition of negroes to Mexico. The minister expected | 4 that you would be entirely satisfied to have the expedition go on, if you were | j assured that the number of the force now in Mexico would not be increased, and |
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; that the soldiers were not slaves ; and such was the substance of the formal an- ; 
E swer he was about to send me. | F 
| As regards the first part of this answer, nothing else was ever proposed, and : 
E I told the minister that you could not have understood that anything else was [ 
: proposed. His Highness had very clearly explained to me that the nine hun- | 
} dred negroes were to be embarked to relieve the contingent sent out in January, E 
/ 1863; that I reported the proposition exactly in those words, although it was : 
L observed that nine hundred was the number given to me, while four hundred and ‘ 

fifty was the number stated to Mr. Thayer in 1863, and reported by him. No ] 
HE remarks had been made even upon this discrepancy. I spoke of the expedition E 

in my despatch as a relief; you began your instruction by rehearsing the words : 

of my despatch in the usual manner, and that your observations must be taken ; 
as based upon the distinct understanding that it was proposed to send out the ne- 3 

f - groes to relieve the contingent already in service, / | . 
t ~ The minister seemed to take it for granted that the compulsory service of the : 

negroes not only formed the whole objection to the affair in the eyes of the peo- | 
\ ple of the United States, but that if that objection were removed by assurances ss @E 
| on his part they would be entirely satisfied to see the expedition go forward. — : 
PO I told the minister that I knew nothing of personal knowledge of the circum- F 
; stances of the embareation of 1863, but | knew how it was described by Mr. ‘ 

Thayer, and what was the general opinion not only in the United States butin ~ : 
Alexandria, where the story of those days in January, 1863, when no black : 
boas (door-keeper) could be persuaded to open a door at night for fear of being ; 

| crimped, and when many black servants ran away to hide for a week in the : 
| desert, while the embarcation for Mexico was going on, was still familiar in many | E 
| households ; and I had supposed that there was no doubt of the furtive and se- ; 
1. eret character of the proceeding. | | : 
| _ With regard to this last remark, the minister said, no doubt, the embarcation 
| in 1863 was sudden and secret, but this was fora political reason, namely, that ‘ 
] it was necessary to keep the thing from the knowledge of the Porte until it was : 
1 all over ; as the whole proceeding at that time was against the Sultan’s will, it ; 
| was arranged to have it finished before his remonstrance could arrive. 

To conclude the conversation, however, I told the minister that his Highness E 
| had said to me expressly that he should not send the negroes except for the en- : 
{ gagement of his predecessor to the Emperor of the French ; that appreciating the : 
' position of his Highness, you had addressed your observations to the govern- q 

{ ments at Paris and Constantinople as well as to his own, and that I knew that ; 
| the French government had been good enough, while assigning a special reason 3 
| and reserving its general abstract right, to give up the affair on its part, after re- | ’ 

: ceiving your observations, and that I should be sorry if the Egyptian govern- 3 
: ment, after receiving the same observations, found no reason to change the course i 

that had formerly been proposed. I added that the announcement made by Mx. j 
| Drouyn de Lhuys to Mr. Bigelow to this effect was made independently of the 7 
| matter of compulsory service, which had not been discussed between them until a 
| after this previous point had been disposed of, and then only as a matter of ab- ; 
3 stract interest ; that Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys had expressly told Mr. Bigelow that : 
| the inquiries he proposed to set on foot here with regard to the nature of the 3 
| service in the Egyptian army were to satisfy himself, and not as a matter of offi- ‘ 
: cial concern to his government. : | : : 
| Cherif’ Pacha said this put an entirely new face on the affair, and could scarcely | 
| credit the accuracy of my information. To satisfy him I sentto my hotel for i 

7 the copy which Mr. Bigelow had kindly transmitted to me of his despatch to you, : 
| No. 186, reporting his interview with the French minister. I read to Cherif 3 
| Pacha the principal parts of this despatch, and afterwards, at his request, fur- F 

nished him with a translation into French. | 7 | : 
| In sending to Cherif Pacha this translation, I wrote a note to express what was :
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; already understood between us, namely, that this was not precisely an official | 
; communication ; that I was waiting his answer to my official note of the 20th _ 
; October, and that meanwhile I was willing to add to his information upon the : 
4 _ subject. I begged his particular attention to the fact that the note of the 20th : 
q October conveyed your observations upon understanding that the proposed ex- | 

i pedition of negroes to Mexico, was to replace the contingent now in service there. | 
] | said that whatever reason might be assigned, the thing needed to tranquillize / 
] publie opinion in the United States would be to hear that his Highness had been : 
j good enough to declare that he did not intend to renew the expedition of Egyp- 
q tian soldiers to Mexico ; that a replacement would be considered as a renewal ; 

. that if he liked to make a reserve of his rights in the manner pursued by the | 
. French minister, in saying that the proposed expedition was not abandoned, but | 
i that in effect it would not take place on account of domestic reasons, I should — 
j be satisfied with this, but that of course a definitive abandonment would give | 

us great pleasure ; that I believed France would make no objection to it ; among 
] our people in America it would be regarded as a new proof of the friendship of 
le - his Highness, and everywhere in the world it would be regarded as a proof of his 
7 noble wisdom in the interests of humanity, since, without giving to the service of | 
j the Egyptian negroes in Mexico the name of “slavery,” it must be admitted | 
7 _ would not be an agreeable thing for the soldiers, as his Highness himself had told 
j me with all possible frankness when expressing his anxiety to replace the men | 
j “now in that service by others. | | | 
| The substance of the preceding paragraph, and nearly in the equivalent words 

: in French, was written and sent to the minister, you will understand, with the | | 
2 view of influencing his answer to the note of the 20th October. He kept my 
j messenger waiting a short time, however, and sent back by him his formal an- | 
1 swer to that note, a translation of which answer is hereto appended and marked A. | 
1 As this formal answer to your observations will of course attract your partic- / 
q ular attention, I make no remark upon it. a | | 
1 _At the same time the messenger brought back a less formal note from the : 
3 minister, in which he acknowledged the receipt of my last note, saying that for 4 
1 the present he could only refer me to our conversation of the morning, repeating — 
j that it gave the subject. a new phase, of which the Egyptian government re- 
i served for itself the examination, and that meanwhile he hastened to send me 
1 his official answer to your observations. a a | 
3 I believe, that [have faithfully represented these communications, but for your — 
1 greater assurance I transmit herewith, marked B, C, D, and E, copies of the | 
F | originals of everything that has passed in writing, beginning with my note of the 
{ 20th October, in which I endeavored to give exactly the sense of your observa- 
1 | tions, continuing with the minister’s official answer, (of which the translation is 
1 the piece marked A,) and concluding with our less formal correspondence of the | 
3 16th instant, already described. 

| The telegraph wire between Alexandria and Malta had just broken ; but the 
] steam packet to the latter port leaves to-morrow, takes forward to Mr. Bigelow, 
7 in Paris, a telegraphic message to the effect that the Egyptian government say 
j the insurrection is suppressed, and that the expedition of negroes may go for- | 
4 ward. Ihave also written to him fully. | | 
3 A French transport has arrived in the harbor of Alexandria with troops for — 
4 Cochin-China, who have been disembarked and have taken the railway for Suez. | 
§ With regard to the question of the compulsory service of the soldiers in the 2 
7. Egyptian army, and especially that of the blacks from the upper country, I | 
4 hardly know what I may say with propriety in an official communication. I | 
j have reason to believe that Mr. Outrey, the agent and consul general here of | 
| France, was annoyed at being called upon by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to make 
| @ report upon this subject. Even to an entirely disinterested observer it might | 
q _ be difficult, in a country where the civil government is absolute, to distinguish 

, | | mS |
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between compulsory service in the army and_ military service everywhere ; to | 
| - distinguish between a levy in the Soudan and the conscription in France.. It 
E - would remain to weigh the evidence in such cases as are reported to have oc- : 
E curred in filling the number of the contingent at Alexandria in January, 1863. : 

If the object desired is merely to satisfy the private judgment of a candid : 
- observer, something might be learned from the various books of modern travel : 
2 in Egypt. The difficulties which embarrass the subject when approached as a F 

matter of discussion among governments are illustrated by the fact-—reported : 
l in my last despatch but one—of the frequent release of negroes from slavery : 
| | in Egypt by the interposition of the good offices of the British consulates. ‘The E 

Egyptian government may point: to these instances as so many proofs in sup- 3 
port of the assertion proudly made in the minister’s answer to your observa- : 

E — tions, “ Slavery no longer exists in Egypt;” for whenever the consulates bring | 
E forward an instance of the contrary, the man is immediately freed. Others . 
| would perhaps regard these instances as disproving the proposition insisted on, : 

or at least as illustrating that it is not of universal application. | | | 
I shall endeavor to collect the most authentic and also the most available q 

i testimony within my reach, without loss of time, but should be glad of your f 
I instructions as to the manner and degree in which it may be advisable to push | . 

ing uiries. | | ; 
I I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

| | CHARLES HALE. « 
| Hon. WiLLiaAM H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. , ) : 

| . [ Translation. ] . | : : 
| | MINISTRY OF FoREIGN AFFAIRS, 
| . Catro, November 16, 1865. 
| Monsieur Agent et Consul Genéral : | 
4 _ [have gladly received the despatch which you did me the honor to address me under date  &« 
4 of the 20th October last, for the purpose of presenting in the name of your government the : 
: observations suggested to it by the expedition by his Highness of a battalion of negroes, os ; 
i which the departure has been hitherto delayed by an insurrection in the Seudan, now sup- | 
i pressed, and who are destined to replace in Mexico those who were sent thither in 1863. i 
4 If your government had not thought proper to make any remark previously on this sub- j 
1 ject, you say this was because the government was too much occupied with internal affairs, . 
i. and also because it had not then decreed the abolition of slavery. The government of his . 
1 Highness, whose sympathies for that of the republic of the United States cannot be doubted. 4 
1 fer a moment, accerdingly thinks it of the first importance to give explanations to the latter, 3 
4 which Tf take pleasure in believing will reassure it completely with regard to the bearing and : 
4 the composition of the expedition in question. In fact, the situation of 1863 has not been 3 
| modified ; there has been no change to affect it. The Egyptian government, at the request : 

of a friendly power, thought itself competent to make certain engagements in which its neu- E 
| trality did not appear to be in any way compromised, and in which it was very far from ; 

thinking that it would ever incur the disapproval of the United States. , . 
The French government, in making a request for the replacement of the contingent now . 

in service by a new battalion, of which the composition remains exactly the same, and his: : 
Highness the viceroy, in agreeing to the request, do but obey the laws of the simplest hu- &€ 
manity. It is three years, in fact, that these men have been living far from their country, — E 

| . where most of them have left their wives and children; home-sickness (la nostalgie) has E 
made more gaps in their ranks than the climate or the fire of the enemy. In all countries of - 
the world such considerations are thought worthy of regard, and the Egyptian government : 
would have had a bad appearance not to accept their significance. Moreover, it would have 3 
been very difficult, not to say impossible, to escape the consequence of an agreement which r 
put at the disposal of the French expedition to Mexico a certain number of men, strong and 3 
well-fitted for military service. The honor of the flag, and the respect due to its engagements E 
then, united in requiring that the government of his Highness should receive with favor a re+ | _ 

| quest which had in its eyes the advantage of restoring, not only to their native country, but - 
_ to their separate homes, a certain number of these men, who were chosen originally from the E 

_ soldiers of the garrisons of Cairo and Alexandria, and who had a right to their discharge by 7 F 
: reason of the expiration of the period of service due to the state. a
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4 In the material point of view, then, we have merely to deal with a simple substitutfon, I 1 and there is, in truth, no reason for anxiety at @ situation which remains the same that hag 4 existed for three years past. | | In the moral point of view, the objection appears to me still less well-founded. It is 3 based on the fact that, at the date of the first expedition, the United States had not decreed q the abolition of slavery. | | 4 Thus, in the opinion of the cabinet of Washington, the Egyptian soldiers who make part : of the French expedition to Mexico are to be regarded as slaves, and their stay there as con- 9 tradicting the great measure of humanity which has freed all their brethren in America, | 4 Permit me, sir, to protest on my side against the expression of an error so clear. - Slavery no longer exists in Egypt. It was abolished there long before it was abolished in the United 7. States by the many sacrifices and glorious efforts on the part of the defenders of the Union, | 4 The negroes in the Egyptian territory are subjects of his Highness by the same title and with i the same rights as the other natives of the country: In serving under our flag they obey a q ‘ law of conscription equal for all. Regulations limit the period of service due by each man 3 to the country, and the length of this period is proportioned to the number of the population, - | 4 This is not all, In virtue of a principle made applicable as long ago as the reign of our | ’ illustrious Mehemet Ali, all slaves enrolled under the flag become free in full right. i The good conduct of some of these soldiers since they have been in Mexico has been | 7. pointed out by the general-in-chief of the expedition to the French government, which has | j not hesitated to award to them crosses and medals of honor; others have been proposed to — | 3 the Egyptian government by the same general-in-chief for similar distinctions, and even for oy ; promotion to the grade of superior officers, and the Egyptian government has made haste to | : recognize their merit. | : 
3 I appeal to yourself, sir, is there a country in the world where soldiers who were merely | ] slaves would be treated with so much regard and would enjoy so much consideration ? | 3 I rely, then, with all confidence on your co-operation to make known the details, to trans- | 7 * mit these loyal explanations to the government of the United States, and to reassure it re- | 3 specting the true condition of these Egyptian negroes. I take pleasure in hoping that, beb- | q ter informed than before, your government will be good enough to see nothing in this expe- 7 dition but the simple replacement of one battalion by another in conformity with the terms 
2 of an understanding ; a replacement of which the necessity is demanded by the laws of hu- | 3 _ manity and the rules of justice; at the same time that it is imposed upon his Highness by |. ; the benevolent interest which he feels for all his subjects without distinction. | j Be pleased to accept, sir, the assurance of my high consideration. _ | 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs, | 3 | | CHERIF PACHA. 

i [ Translation. ] 
4 | AGENCY AND CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE | | 
3 | UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN EGYPT, _ 

7 , : | Alexandria, October 20, 1865. - 
| Your EXCELLENCY: At an audience which his Highness, accorded me on the 25th of Au- 
: gust last, he was so good as to give me some explanations about the circumstances under 

| which the Egyptian government proposes to send nine hundred negroes to Mexico to replace 
4 the troops of the same kind which were sent there in the month of January, 1863. 
1 Having thereupon made report to my government, without failing to set forth the noble 
7 frankness with which his Highness expressed himself in giving me on this subject all the 

details without reserve, I have just received instructions from my government, 
1 I must say to you that the previous expedition in 1863, although it may have made room 
3 for many comments, was let pass by the government of the United States of America with- 

out remark, because it was at that time very much engaged with exceptionally complicated 
4 domestic affairs and with foreign difficulties. But since that epoch the United States have | 
3 abolished slavery. Our attention is steadily fixed on the course of events in Mexico, a sub- 
4 ject which seriously affécts the security of republican institutions on the American continent, 

with which we are accustomed to connect the so-much-desired ulterior consequences of the 
; a abolition of all compulsory servitude, civil or military, in the western hemisphere. 7 
4 I am therefore ordered, Mr. Minister, to bring the affair to your attention, and to say to | 

you that, in the opinion of my government, the repetition of an expedition of Egyptian ne- 
4 groes to Mexico would not be regarded with approval, nor even without profound inquietude 
q by the United States. | . | | 
’ I must also inform your excellency that instructions of the same character have been sent ! 
4 to the diplomatic representatives of the United States at Paris and at Constantinople. 2 ; I have the honor to renew to your excellency the assurance of my high consideration. ( 

Agent and Consul General, | 
4 . : : CHARLES HALE. | 
4 His Excellency CHERIF PAcna, . | 1 Minister of Foreign Affairs. o 

‘"
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H [ Translation. ] : 

AGENCY AND CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE | | : 
| oe UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN EGYPT, | 

Hotel des Ambassadeurs, Cairo, November 16, 1865. t 
Your EXCELLENCY: In submitting to you the translation, here enclosed, of a despatch : 

i from our minister at Paris, addressed to the minister of foreign affairs at Washington, you 
d will readily understand that it is not precisely an official communication that I make to you. tf 

I await your answer to my official note of 20th October, written under special instructions ; 
from my government; meantime I make known to you what has passed. 4 

i You will understand that I have only made mention to my government of a new expedi- E 
tion to replace the troops which are already in Mexico. The despatch of the 20th of Sep- : 

fe tember, of which our minister at Paris in the beginning of the letter here enclosed and also 1 
at. the end under No. 1, was of the same purport with that addressed at the same time to me,  *£§ 

i and which I communicated to you under date of the 20th October. I pray you especially , 
: _ to take note of the language of my government. F 
i I should say to you that, whatever may be the reason, that which is necessary to tranquil- 7 
: lize public opinion with us would be to learn that his Highness has been pleased to declare ‘ 

that he does not intend to renew the expedition of Egyptian soldiers to Mexico. A replacing | 
} would be considered as a renewal. | £ 
: If you wish to make a reserve in respect of your rights in the manner of Mr. Drouyn de . 

{i Lhuys, by saying that the expedition is not abandoned, but that in effect it will not take : 
t place in consequence of interior events in Egypt, I would be satisfied, but naturaily a defin- : 
{ itive abandonment would give us great pleasure. France, as I believe, would not make ob- ee | 
f jections ; with us in America it would be considered as a fresh proof of the friendship of his ; 
i Highness, and by all the world it will be deemed a noble proof of his wisdom in the inter- ' 
| ests of humanity. oe E 
| Provided that the service of Egyptian negroes in Mexico is not slavery, it may be admit- 4 
| ted that it is not at all agreeable.to the soldiers, as his Highness told me with all frankness ] 
| possible in expressing to me his wish to change the men sent by others. | : 
| I seize this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my high consideration. - | E 
| | ae CHARLES HALE, | 

| [ Translation. ] : 

| DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, CABINET OF THE MINISTER, | 
| : Cairo, November 16, 1865. 3 

7, MR. CONSUL GENERAL: I have just received your despatch of the 16th, and the transla- . 
4 tion of the document therein referred to. ; E 
4 For the present I can only refer to our conversation of this morning in repeating that your F 
4 despatch of to-day carries the question into a new phase, which the government of his Ma- o£ 
1 Jesty reserves to itself to examine. Meanwhile I restrict myself to sending you my official E 
i, answer to your esteemed despatch of 20th October last. 7 a 2 

Please accept, Mr. Consul General, the assurance of my high consideration.  - 
4 | CHERIF PACHA. - 
{ Mr. HALE, Agent and Consul General of the United Siates of America. : 

| | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Hale. | E 

| No. 16.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 4 
| a | Washington, November 27, 1865. . q 

I Siz: Your despatch of October 27, No. 44, has been received, and your 
| proceedings in fulfilment of my instruction No. 13 are approved. We learn 4 
| from Paris that the design which is referred to in that instruction concerning the 
| deportation of Nubians in Egypt to serve under the French flag in Mexico will - 

not at present be executed. , | ’ 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 4 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | E 
CHARLES Hate, Esq., §v., &c., Alexandria. E 

. 22 pc * * q
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; Mr. Hale to Mr. Seward. | | 

2 No. 48.] AGENCY AND CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE U.S. or AMERICA, : 

: 7 | Alexandria, Egypt, November 27, 1865. | 

| Sir: The Ardeche, French frigate, which brought hither French soldiers for 7 

j | Cochin China, sailed out of the harbor on the 24th instant, having taken on board, | 

1 - according to all observations and reports, only the French soldiers who had 

: previously arrived from Cochin China, and had been received on board the 
| Sevres, as mentioned in my despatch No. 44. | 

] The French soldiers brought by the Ardeche, of which the number is stated | 

: as one thousand and fifteen, were embarked at Suez on the 15th for their desti- : 

nation. | | 

General de Marquez, accredited by Maximilian as Mexican envoy extraordi-. | 

nary and minister plenipotentiary to Constantinople, arrived at Alexandria on | 

the 22d instant, and proceeded to Cairo, in company with Mr. Guiseppe Gogheb, | 

accredited in the same way as Mexican consul general here, and also in com- _ 
pany with Mr. De Maya, the Spanish consul general, an old personal friend. 

I have not previously mentioned that, on Mr. Gogheb’s hoisting his flag here, | 

q on the 2d instant, he sent to me, as well as to the other members of the consular | 

- corps, his circular intimating the day when he would be prepared to receive his 

: | colleagues. As I had met him previously in private circles, and also officially = 

; in his capacity as consul of Persia, (which commission he still retains,) I sent | 

him a private note to intimate that I could not salute the flag or make him an 

; a official visit, but that I hoped to maintain friendly personal relations with him, _ | 

and official relations with him in his capacity as consul of Persia. | 

3 Both Mr. Gogheb and Mr. Debhane, my Brazilian colleague, are natives of 

; the East; they are estimable gentlemen, but naturally have little acquaintance 

;. with the governments whose commissions they held, or with the condition of 

political society upon the American continent. | | 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

— a — CHARLES HALE. 

i — Hon, Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | 
j - - Secretary of State. | | | 

|
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| - BARBARY STATES. | 

| a TUNIS. oe : 

| | Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 58.] | | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, — a 
. Tunis, December 7, 1864. 

f Sir: I have had occasion in one of my despatches to speak of: the support o£ 
| given to the cause of freedom, as opposed to slavery, by theofficial Arab journals og 

of Tunis. In another despatch I spoke of a formal interview between an Amer- i 
ican: slaveholder and one of the ministers of the Bey of Tunis, in which the i; 
former endeavored to impress upon the latter his ideas in regard to the advan- | 
tages of slavery over free institutions. ‘The Moslem minister of Barbary appre- ] 

| ciated the zeal and eloquence of this propagandist of slavery, but having a =. 
| practical knowledge of this institution, failed to be convinced by the arguments ; 
| _ offered in its support. | OS — 
1 Though piracy and slavery existed in this regency for centuries, they have 
| __ disappeared with the advancing light of civilization. The former was abolished f 
| in 1816, when three thousand Christian captives (slaves) were released in. one | 
| day; the latter was abolished in 1845, and on the 23d ofJanuary, 1846, Ahmed | : 
| Bey, then upon the throne, addressed a letter to the resident consuls, in which : 
| he employed language to this effect : « Weare all fellow-creatures of God, and as 
| such have no right to enslave each other. I have long felt that human slavery _ : 
| is cruel, and have exerted myself for its eradication, and have given orders to : 
| my governors and deputies in all my provinces that no human being be hence- 
| forth recognized as a slave.” | 

That the actual Bey entertains similar sentiments I have ample proof. Dur- 
' ing our interview with him, after some expressions on my part in favor of con- : 
}  __ stitutional liberty, he replied: « I desire to extend the liberties of my subjects ; 

as fast as they are able to receive them ;” and he closed his remarks by saying, 
' as if for a delicate home thrust on me: “I see not how any just discrimination ; 
1 can be made in regard to these liberties on the ground of color or race; the 7 

privileges enjoyed should rather depend upon the intelligence and character of ; 
' the subjects.” | : | a 

IT now have the honor to lay before the department a more full, elaborate 3 
| and authoritative statement of Tunisian sentiment in regard to the great question _ . 

that agitates our country. It is a letter, already printed and circulated in the E 
Arabic language, from one of the most respected and worthy men in this re-  &- 

| gency. It explains slavery from a Moslem point of view, quoting from the  —_— E 
| Koran and its acknowledged expounders, and showing from what motives the | 
| proclamation for the abolition of slavery was finally issued. In writing this E 
| letter, General Heussein, who has travelled extensively in Europe and is an ac- o£ 
| curate observer, had distinctly before him here the terrible evils consequent 
| upon centuries of slavery. He saw here labor degraded by having been for P 
| so long a time regarded as the special and appropriate business of slaves; the : 
| public conscience deadened by familiarity with injustice and wrong; the prin- _ - 

| ciples of liberty uprooted, and supplanted by those of slavery, and the country ~~ E 
impoverished to a fearfulextent. With such asad picture before him, he speaks . 

| ' his honest convictions asa Mussulman and as a man, and in the name of human- 
| ity exhorts Americans not to harbor an institution which produces such results. | | ; 
| This letter comes with the highest sanctions of the country, and the appeal : 
| | which is made at the conclusion, to Americans, is but the utterance of a common :
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q sentiment in this region. General Heussein’s negro Bona, who was pounced | 
1 , ~ upon at Paris by a chivalrous southerner, still serves as his confidential com- 

panion; and should the general visit America, as he hopes to do at the conclu- 2 
sion of our pro-slavery rebellion, the question is asked whether Bona would be | 

3 protected in his rights as a gentleman in the grand opera saloons of America, as _- | 
he was at Paris. : | | | 

| _ Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
i Coy : AMOS PERRY. 
3 Hon. WiuuiAm H. Sewarp, | 
1 a, Secretar y of State, Washington, D. C. . 

1 Translation of a letter on Tunisian slavery. addressed to Mr. Amos Perry, consul of the | 
United States of America at Tunis, first printed in the Arabic language and circulated in 

pamphlet form. in the regency of Tunis by General Heussein, president of the municipal 
council of the city of Tunis and major general. | | 

j . | DsouMADA ETHANNIA, 1281 of the Hegira—( November, 1864, A. C.) | 
4 ‘Sir: Ihave been honored with a letter from you in which you state, that coming from a 
] country where liberty and slavery for along time existed and flourished side by side, and 

; where they are at present involved in a death struggle for supremacy, you find many facts in 
the history of Tunis calculated to throw light on the legitimate influence of these two antago- 
nistic principles. You ask me to explain Tunisian slavery, and to state what influence it has | 

: exerted on our institutions, and whether our people regret its abolition or rejoice thereat. You 
: further wish to know whether our experience is favorable to servile and unpaid labor, or to 
i. that which is free and paid, and which the Tunisian government prefers as the basis of its 

social fabric, freedom or slavery. . | | , | 

: 1, Here is my reply. And I will first speak of slavery as modified by our laws and of the | 
causes which led to its abolition in this regency. | 

|; - Our government, like all Mussulman governments, is a theocracy, and its administration | 
is consequently based upon laws which are in their nature both civil and religious. The j 

: ‘Mussulman religion tolerates or permits slavery ; and this it does because slavery is an insti- 2 
4 tution anterior to the three revealed religions, Mosaic, Christian, and Mohammedan. In the | 
q time of Jacob, the Israel of God, the robber was doomed to suffer slavery for one year as a | 
q punishment for his crime. Our religion substituted for the year of bondage cutting off the | 
3 hana atthe wrist. But it must be remarked that our religion authorizes slavery only on | 

such conditions and under such laws as are:very strict and difficult to be observed. One of 
1 these conditions is, never to injure or tyrannize over a slave. Nay, a slave who is ill-treated : 
q - is declared thereby free. The words of the Prophets are: ‘‘ Every slave ill-treated is free I 

ipso facto.” There are in our religious books innumerable precepts enjoining upon masters | 
4 . ¢he exercise of benevolence toward their slaves;-and the last words of our Prophet, on whom | 

; may the grace: of God rest, were these: ‘‘I commend to you prayer and your slaves.”” He | 
3 | ‘used to say. also: ‘‘The men whom you possess are your brethren; it is God who. has sub- 

4 jected them to you. Now he who has one of his brethren under his subjection should let him 
q . eat the bread of which he partakes, and should clothe him as he clothes himself, and should { 

2 not over-work -him.”? Oman Ben Alkatab, the second of the Califs, used to go every day 

{ where slaves were employed, and when he found any of them over-tasked, he diminished 
their tasks; nay, more, he went every Saturday to where beasts. of burden were found, and 

j if any: of them appeared to him over-loaded. he ordered that their burdens be lightened. 
] “Itis a fact that our legislator infused into our laws the spirit of liberty, profiting from the 
3 least: circumstance to favor personal freedom. Thus, if a master, by chance, let drop a word | 

q declaring one limb (for example, the arm) of his slave to be free, the law declares the whole ~ 

a body thereby freed from bondage. One of the eight objects for which expiatory alms are to | 

q be employed, as explained in the Koran, is the ransom of slaves. Thus we are bound to em- 

4 | ploy a part of our contributions for charity in purchasing slaves, with a view to their freedom. | 
j To be released from an oath inconsiderately taken, to. atone for the crime of homicide and for 
{ | the non-observance of a fast, and to be exonerated. from the izhar,* the freeing of slaves is 

q the prescribed means. Now, if the freeing of slaves had not been regarded by our lawgiver | 

4 as a meritorious act, he would not have devoted to it the expiatory offerings otherwise given | 
4 to the poor. Another proof of the liberal tendency of our laws is the recompense offered 
1 eS 

4 : - * The izhar is the state into which a husband falls by the hasty utterance of a word, which, | 

q aceording to the Moslem law, makes it a sin for him longer to live with his wife. Thus, for 
4 instance, if he says to his wife in a fit of passion, ‘‘I shall not touch you any more; if I do 
4 may it be.as I touch my mother or my sister,” he must either divorce his wife, or, to live | 

with her, must atone for that inconsiderate expression. By comparing his wife to his mother | 

: or his sister he loses his marital rights. _ To
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i to those who free their slaves. Thus it is written: ‘‘If a Mussulman free a Mussulman : : 
Es slave, God shall redeem from the fire of hell as many limbs in the body of the former as . 

there are in the body of the latter.” |  &£ 
[ Now, since all these conditions and laws were difficult.to be observed when our faith was  &-§ 
[ - yet lively and vigorous, how much more difficult must they be in these latter times, when sO f 
; our faith is chilled and our. zeal repressed. And the enslavement of negroes, who are so . : 
f different from the whites in‘their instincts and character, rendered the observance of these 

rules still more difficult. Infact, quarrels often occurred here between negroes and their : 
masters, which had no other cause than the natural repugnance and antipathy that exist be- : 

4 tween the two races; and these quarrels were a source of unhappiness to slaves and of ; 
i ' offence to masters, often giving occasion for the latter to violate the laws enacted for the well- j 

4 being of the former. — a — 7 4 
Slavery becoming worse with time, at length attracted the attention of the Tunisian gov- : 

ernment, which finally advised, as 4 radical remedy for the existing evils, the complete abo- o£ 
u lition of slavery in the regency; for when a master could no longer treat his slave with the 
li kindness prescribed by our laws, the slave had to be either sold or freed from bondage. The - 

former course was scarcely a remedy; since the slave sold only changed masters, and the - . = 
k evil was likely to be repeated. The latter course was effectual and final, and hence its adop- : 
: tion by our government. The act of emancipation occurred in the month of Moharram, : 
| 1262 of the Hegira, (A. C. 1845,) during the reign of Ashmed Bey, of blessed memory. 4 
i This prince addressed a letter to the religious tribunals on that occasion, in which he says: : 
i ‘Tt has been proved to us in a manner beyond question that.our people are incapable of | 
| holding negroes as slaves in accordance with the conditions prescribed by our laws. We q 
i have, therefore, deemed it necessary, in order to ameliorate the condition of these unfortunate 

beings, to abolish slavery altogether. We have been influenced in adopting this measure by : 
H some political considerations,’’ &c. | | 7 
i The political considerations here alluded to can be interpreted in different ways; but in my en : 
| opinion our lamented sovereign had in mind the principles demonstrated by the great politi- . &§ 
fs eal economists of our age, that those countries where free labor exists, to the exclusion of that 3 
{ which is servile and forced, are thereby rendered more prosperous. and happy. One.of our | 
|. distinguished writers and religious dignitaries, in a. document issued to induce all those under of 
| his charge to:comply with the requisitions of our late sovereign, employed the following E 
{ language : | | ae | 
| 20, “generous souls, hearts. full of compassion, your. law is on the side of liberty ; holding: : 
q men as slaves‘is.a misfortune and a disgrace; but God, who is the author of our being, can. ; 
| change the order of things, making slaves masters and masters slaves.” : oe : 
1 2. Another of your inquiries relates to the influence of slavery on our institutions and to: ; 
; the sentiments entertained by our people in regard to its abolition. | : 
: Since the holding of men in slavery was found to be-neither necessary to supply the com- & 
| mon wants of life, nor needful to the well-being of society, such a practice was, in general, ; 
: _ abandoned here without pain, if not cheerfully; and now, after nearly twenty years of ex- i. 
| perience, I am satisfied that this change is not regretted. And why should persons well to  &- 
/ do in life, who have at heart the well-being of their fellow-creatures and the improvement of | &£- 
4 their country, regret liberating their slaves, when they can have in their stead the service of 7 
4 freemen? And here the satisfaction.of such persons was enhanced by their religious con- P 
i victions that they would be rewarded before God in the final abode. But if there were per- : 
‘ sons who at first were disturbed by the abolition of slavery on account of changes introduced iE 

in their mode of service, or by reason of their selfishness and avarice leading them to prefer E 
i what was present and near to what was future and remote, these persons were at length con- 3 
i soled and satisfied, learning by experience the advantages of free and paid labor over that E 

which is servile and unpaid—advantages which are appreciable alike in the light of reason __ . F 
and of general experience. Those who had employed slaves and could not afford to employ’ . 
free servants readily returned to the order of nature, which is the best, doing their work with 3 
their own hands, so as to have the least possible need of their fellow-creatures. Indeed, - 3 

| - when a person gets used to being served by others, he often becomes incapable of performing | E 
: _ even the simplest duties of life; for man is more a slave of custom and habit than a follower E 
| of instinct. To gratify various wants of his existence, he is obliged to depend somewhat ’ 

upon those around him; but in proportion as he is thus dependent, it is difficult for him to be F 
| gratified, and those things for which he is most dependent on others are most difficult for . £E 

im to get. | : , E 
Mankind may be divided in respect to labor into four classes. The first class comprises | 3 

| those who attend to their own business in person, working, and in general putting forth their 3 
utmost efforts. They perform thelargest amount of labor. The second class comprises those - 
whoare out at service and are paid stipulated wages. Not putting forth, in general, their utmost E 

a efforts, they perform a smaller amount of labor, and though invaluable to society, areasa 4 
whole inferior to the first class. The third class comprises those who work by compulsion | 3 
and without pay. ‘To this class belong slaves and bondmen. Their inducements to labor F 

_ being small, their amount of service is also small, and their rank as a producing class is very oF 
inferior. The fourth class comprises those who work neither for themselves nor for other E 

people. They are the lazy and idle, whom God hates. Regarding labor as the part of slaves E
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| and slavish people, they would shun the very suspicion of belonging to suchaclass. Yet =~ | 
q - . these persons, who stand lowest in the scale of the political economist and in the divine order, | 

1 may not be lost beyond remedy. They may be benefited by seeing those of more intelli- | 

47 gence and elevated station performing the offices which they regard with disdain. The idle | 
and lazy need to be urged and encouraged by persons of influence and authority to pursue —- : 

3 the path of usefulness. Man is more disposed by nature and the light of reason to love and , 
: do good than to approve and do evil. He is prompted to evil by his lower or animal instincts; _ ! 
3 but as a man, or rather as a reasonable being, he aspires to that which is good, and when he | 

; finds a physician skilful in overcoming the infirmities of his nature, he is put in the best | 

| moral condition. It is when men are thus treated and helped that general prosperity is se- 

| cured; mutual assistance is afforded in the various occupations of life; all hands are employed | 
| ee for a common good; the sources of wealth are developed, and the country is enriched. It | 
4 is thus that those countries are more prosperous where liberty exists to the exclusion of 

_ slavery, than where slavery exists to the injury of liberty and labor. The cause of this dif- 
j ference seems to me clear. The amount of labor voluntarily performed by free men is far 

greater than can be forced from wretched slaves, and is at the same time infinitely more sat- 

] isfactory and advantageous to society. Oo . 
3. Itis my belief also that as liberty, unharmed by slavery, exerts an influence favorable | 

to the material prosperity of a country, so it serves to elevate the character and sentiments of 

| _ the people. There can be no permanent prosperity without justice, and justice results from 
freedom. If freedom be destroyed tyranny takes its place, disregarding the claims of justice 

| and injuring the best interests of society. There can be no doubt that the prevalence of 

. freedom tends to the elevation of the character of men, by leading them to reflect and reason 
in regard to general principles and their application in life. Men breathing the spirit of free- 
dom are elevated and ennobled thereby, and are less likely to contract certain bad habits, 

; such as vulgarity of manners, vanity, pride, and the like passions which often predominate 

’ ‘in slave masters; for by habitually dealing with slaves these latter persons often become | 
4 haughty in spirit and imperious and overbearing in manner. Nay, they often learn to regard 
] other men, especially if they are black,,as they regard their cattle. Slaves seem to them 
3 scarcely elevated above the brute creation. | | 
1 In illustration of what I have here said, I will state an incident of which I was a witness. J 

i; - During the carnival of 1856, I went to the grand opera at Paris with a young negro. I had 
been in the saloon but a short time when an American gentleman sprang upon my compan- ! 

i ion, and, trying to seize him by his clothes, cried out with rage, ‘‘ What is this negro doing ~ | 
4 in the saloon where we are? When has a slave ever been permitted to take rank with his | 
3 - masters?” The poor negro, not understanding what the American was saying, was aston- 
q ished, stupefied at the scene. I immediately approached and said to the American, ‘* Be f 

: calm, my friend; we are in Paris, and not at Richmond.” Meanwhile, attracted by the | 

‘noise, one of the guardians of the theatre hastened to the scene and informed the American ok 

4 : that French laws give no preference to gentlemen on the ground of color or race, but much G4 
3 | honor to character. In fine, the poor negro was delivered from the clutches of the American, | 

1 | not by the clearness of his white cravat and yellow gloves, but by the splendor of truth and : 
’ _ the justice of freedom. —_ | | | 

3 ‘A. To return to our subject: The Tunisian government, deeming it needful for the harmony — 
: of society that slavery should be abolished, enacted the law of emancipation, regardless of | 

4 the prophecies of those who maintained that slaves did not wish for their freedom, and that if 

emancipated they would prefer to return to a state of bondage. ‘The poet says: | 

4 ‘Sore eyes shun the light of day.” ‘ . 

4 - “To the sick, pure water often has a bad taste.” 

But the instances of freedmen repenting that they were not again slaves occurred only im- { 

7 mediately after the act of emancipation, when these poor creatures were thrown suddenly 
4 upon the world like cattle loosed from their stalls. They were ignorant and quite unprepared 

4 for the exigencies of their new life of freedom. But now that they have had experience, we 

4 find none of them with the slightest inclination to return to a life ef slavery. 
4 . But passing by this objection, that falls to the ground of itself, I turn, in connclusion, to 
3 address myself to the people of your country. | , 

: O, inhabitants of America, ye are like that nation of whom Omar Ben Elaas, the friend of | 

q our Prophet, on whom be the grace and blessing of God, said: They are the most compas- 

qa  sionate people in times of war and domestic trouble; the quickest to recover from misior- | 

qa tunes; repulsed, they return to the charge; to the poor, the orphans, and the feeble, they 

4 | are most charitable; and against the tyranny of kings they are most valiant.”” Such is the — | 
4. story of your character; and since God has permitted you to enjoy full personal liberty and _ | 

qa to manage your civil and political affairs yourselves, while many other people are deprived _ 

q of such distinguished privileges and blessings, it would not tarnish the lustre of your crown 2 
q to grant to your slaves, as an act of gratitude for the favors God has bestowed on you, such : 
3 civil rights as are not denied to the humblest and meanest of your citizens. You are too far ! 
q advanced in civilization to imitate the example of those who, with bandaged eyes, ever turn | 
4 in the same circle under the pretext of following in the footsteps of their fathers. Humanity = 
4 invites you to eradicate from your Constitution all that can give countenance to the principle 7 

; I
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L | | 

: of slavery. Pity the slave. God loves the. merciful among his worshippers. Be then ye : 

[ merciful to those upon earth, that He who is in heaven may be merciful to you. . of 

E In concluding this letter, Monsieur La Consieur General, permit me to express my pro- ; 

foundest regrets for the war that afflicts and saddens your land, and my tenderest sympathies : 

E for the slaves there doomed to suffer. ae , 

You will please accept the assurance of my distinguished consideration. : 

: Written with his perishable hand by the poor before the mercy-seat of his God, : 

| | —_ . GL. HEUSSEIN, 
| Major General and President of the Municipal Council of Tunis. E 

Mr. AMOS PERRY, | | | 1 

/ Consul of the United States of America at Tunis. ae 

’ Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. | 

| [ Extract. ] 

| No. 60. Unirep States CONSULATE, | | 

| Tunis, December 17, 1864. | 

Sir: The Bey of Camp, who is the presumptive heir to the throne of 'Tunis, =: 

; ‘get off from the Bardo on the 15th instant with an army of eight thousand men, — : 

composed of infantry, cavalry, and artillery. He is to collect taxes from the ; 

various tribes in the regency, extending his visit as far as the Gereed, and he | 

| is to be gone one year. Such has been the ordinary way of raising arevenue E 

| for many years past. Last spring the usual visit of the Bey’s revenue agents 

| was prevented by the rebellion. | : 

| -'The report of a battle between the Bey’s troops and the rebels, near Kef, : 

| reached here yesterday. This difficulty occurred with the tribe that commanded - | 

L the rebellion, by killing several of the Bey’s most important officers. : 

| The French consul made another visit to the Bey on the 10th instant, and as _ | 

| he held out his hand to the Bey the latter kept his hands firm in his side-pock- : 

| ets, as if not seeing the consul’s movement. This was probably done as a return | ' 

| for the consul’s previous act of disrespect to the Bey. * * * * : 

| -—- Tam, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | 

| . AMOS PERRY. | : 

| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarD, . Oo , 

| Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. on 

| _ Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. ] 

No. 66.] | Unirep SraTEs CONSULATE, 

1 , Tunis, March 18, 1865. : 

Sir: I have the honor to report that the annual receptions by the Bey on - 

ir the Little Byram have passed off with unusual harmony and good wiil. a E 

, The Arabs in the interior appear to be completely subdued, and peace exists E 

| throughout the regency. - - 

: Prince Arthur, third son of Queen Victoria, has visited Tunis this week, and ok 

i was received and entertained by the Bey in a princely manner. 

| I am authentically informed that the cabinets of England, Austria, and Italy -g 

| have expressed to the French cabinet the desire to come to a full understanding E 

! in'regard to the status of Tunis. The French cabinet has replied in each case ~ | 

| that this was an unfavorable time to discuss the Tunisian question. 4 

i The new French consul continues to pursue a conciliatory course towards : 

| the Tunis government. | | | 3 

| I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 

| : AMOS PERRY. 4 

| Hon. Witiutam H. Sewarp, | of 

i Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | | | i
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| | Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. | | | 

[ Extract. ] | | 

i No. 68.] Unirrep States ConsuLate,. - | 
oe | ee Tunis, April 29, 1865. ! 

j Siz: The news of the downfall of, Richmond was brought here from Malta | 
| on the 20th instant, by the commander of a Swedish sloop-of-war, and was by | 

him communicated to the Bey. The. Bey seized the occasion to congratulate 
| me on this event. The news soon spread, causing much excitement and general | 
; satisfaction. Large numbers of natives and foreigners have sought entrance 
1 into this consulate, for the first time during my residence here, to felicitate me 

on this event in our history. The address of Secretary Seward, delivered on | 
the 3d instant, has been printed and circulated in the Arab language. | 

The army of the Bey, commanded by the presumptive successor to the throne 
] of Tunis, which left. here last autumn to make a tour of the regency, has this , 
1 week returned to the capital, enriched, it is said, with some millions. in gold, ) 

and loaded with the products of the country, taken. from the various tribes. 
: While the Bey’s treasury will be replenished by this act, his future resources. 

will be diminished and the industry of the country discouraged. Such preda- 
tory excursions seem to be regarded as the legitimate exercise of governmental . 

' authority. It is an accepted maxim here that the masses can be controlled only. . 
i by keeping them poor, | | 
1 | The visit of the Emperor Napoleon in Algeria seems to cause some discussion 
| about the affairs of Tunis. No good understanding has yet been reached among: | 

the high powers of Europe in regard to,the political status of this regency. 
2 2 > ae > ok > Kk 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | | | mo AMOS PERRY. 
| Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | oo | 
1 | Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | 

_ P.S.—The Bey has to-day reviewed his troops, and givena gold medalto 
| each of his superior officers and a silver medal to his subordinate. officers and : 

privates. ‘The effect of this presentation is said to be excellent. The zeal and 
: fidelity of officers and soldiers are kindled anew, and the moral and physical 

condition of the troops is represented to be unusually good. : | 
, ‘The prevalence of a strange and cruel rumor, of whose truth or falsity I have 

no knowledge, may illustrate the excitability of the Tunisian populace in regard. 
j to American affairs. “Peace proclaimed in America and President Lincoln | | 

7 assassinated at Richmond.” ‘These have been the words bandied through the 
| city from noon to night. Great numbers have flocked to the door of this con- 
j sulate to ascertain the truth or falsity of this report, and the dragomans were | 
4 instructed to say that the consul has received no reliable information relative to 
q | the matter in question. The names of President Lincoln and Minister Seward 
| have, by recent events, become almost as well known to the populace of Tunis 
| as those of the Bey Mohammed and his minister Sidi Mustafa. 

] ee Mr. Perry to Mr. Hunter. | 

i, No. 70.] | | Unitep SraTes CoNnsULateE, ! 
4 oe | , Tunis, May 13, 1865. | 
] Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, on the 11th instant, of the | 
j two circulars of the 17th of April, 1865—one circular giving a statement relative ( 
7 _ to the assassination of our lamented President and the attempted assassination 2
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| of our honorable Secretary:of State, and the other circular naming the insignia — F 

} of mourning to be.adopted: by those subject to the orders of the department. | 

All the national vessels in this harbor had their flags at half mast three days, _ | 

| commencing on the Sth instant, in honor of our lamented President, and within : 

L an hour after receiving your circular (on the 11th instant) circulars to the same ' 

effect as yours were in the hands of all my colleagues, and the flags of all the ; 

! nations. here represented were hung in mourning. Last week each of my col- ' 

: leagues did himself and our nation the honor to call upon me with expressions ' 

E of sorrow for our deceased President and wounded statesman, of indignation : 

: against the perpetrators of those crimes, and of congratulation upon our glorious. : 

} victories and our prospects of peace. ; 

| I deem it inadvisable to trouble you with detailed accounts of the interest and ' 

sympathy awakened in this place by the recent events in our country. ‘The 

Bey’s minister has replied to my circular with touching expressions of horror : 

: and sympathy. My colleagues have, most of them, written me long and inter- ] 

| esting letters. A delegation from the Italian Masonic Lodge of this city waited _ | 

upon me yesterday with an address, a copy of which I herewith enclose. ' 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | : 

_ | AMOS PERRY. 
Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | 

| Acting Secretary of State. | . : 

(For enclosure see Appendix, separate volume.) | : 

| _ Mr. Perry to Mr. Hunter. | a | : 

| No. 71]. ) Unirep STATES CONSULATE, | 

| Tunis, June 17, 1865. - 

| - Sm: I have the honor to report:a state of general tranquillity and good order : 

] in this regency. The domestic difficulties which were so serious last year seem : 

| to be-fully overcome; and though the cause of jealousy and misunderstanding”  &- 

between several European governments that have a special interest here are not : 

( removed, there are fewer indications of irritation and bitterness now than usual. F 

A recent exchange of courtesies between the Bey and several Kuropean sov- ; 

ereigns has served to divert attention from the disagreeable scenes of last year. 

I The Bey has recently sent missions to Paris, Stockholm, and Copenhagen, and ‘ 

decorations and presents have been exchanged between him and these several 4 

cabinets. The Bey sent a delegation to felicitate Napoleon ITI, at Bona, week : 

{ before last; and there again a lot- of decorations were exchanged, and reports. 3 

: were brought back of most cordial relations. 3 

| The Bey’s portrait for our government is now completed, and other presents: : 

for the President and Secretary of State are spoken of as in a state of prepara- _ 3 

tion. Though a mission to America is not yet formally announced, it is spoken 7 

—_ of as a settled plan of the government, and I am waiting an announcement of E 

| the time and details. Our government is to be felicitated by the Bey on the E 

| abolition of slavery and on the establishment of peace, and the Bey’s minister’ F 

has requested me to inform him when the peace is restored in Texas as itis in 4 

| the other States. I know the idea here is that whenever the mission takes. 4 

| - place the American consul should accompany it. The mission may set out. 7 

| within a few weeks, or it may be deferred for some months. But to avoid em- E 

barrassing the Bey’s well-intended efforts, I beg leave to suggest that if the i 

mission be approved by the department, a conditional leave of absence be 3 

granted me at once, together with the authority to leave some suitable person. E 

charged with the duties of this office during my absence. I have specially in, L 

view for this charge the consul general of Sweden. | 4
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: I may say that a deep interest is here manifested for the life, health, and | 
} long service of our experienced “ prime minister,” Secretary Seward, and of our 

7 ~~ __new President. The war and the recent tragic scenes have served but to com- | 
j ~—__ mand additional respect for our government and heighten the interest in our | 

country. | | . an , | | 

1 The Bey is, I believe, sincerely interested for the abolition of slavery and for 
| the establishment of peace in America, but in his expressions of interesé he 
1 _ evidently avoids any expression that might prove distasteful to his neighbors. - | 
| Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

: | | AMOS PERRY. 
] | Hon WILLIAM HuntTERr, , 

Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D C. 
, | | 

1 | — Mr. Perry to Mr. Hunter : 

No. 72.) ' UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | | | 
| oe Tunis, June 24, 1865. 

4 | Sir: ‘The Bey has this day formally announced his decision to send an envoy 
_ to Washington with his portrait and with his felicitations on the abolition of 

: slavery and the establishment of peace. The Bey expressed the hope that I | 
j would deign to accompany his envoy; to which delicate invitation I expressed | 

an a willingness to do all in my power to gratify his Highness. I stated that I 
: could go only with the consent of my government. I assured his Highness | 
q that my government would do its utmost to gratify him, but that nearly two _ | 
1 months would be required to communicate with it. He said his envoy would | 
3 be ready to leave in three or four weeks, but could not well go without me. | 
] __As the telegraph is now complete from here to the continent, by way of. | 

Sicily, and as time is important, I suggest that a telegram be sent from Paris : 
as.early as possible. The expense of a short despatch does not exceed eight. ' 

: ' francs. If leave of absence is granted me, I will consider myself authorized to : 
make the best arrangements possible for the ‘discharge of the duties of this 

4 office during my absence. = | | 

_ Very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 
j — AMOS PERRY. 

Hon. WILLIAM HUunNTER, | 7 Co | 
i Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. _ | 

1 Mr. Seward to Mr. Perry. | 

No. 14.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
1. | | Washington, July 27, 1865. | | 
4 Sir: Your despatch No. 72, of June 24, has been received. In it you an-. ! 
3 nounce that his Highness the Bey, having determined to send hither an envoy. | 
4 for the purpose of presenting his portrait and his felicitations to the government © | 
7 of the United States on the abolition of slavery and the restoration of peace, had 
| expressed the desire that you should accompany his envoy. The leave of ab- | 
; sence which you ask for that purpose is‘hereby granted. | | 
| _ Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | . 
] oe ¢ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| Amos Perry, Esq., &c., §c¢., &c., Tunis. | - | 

| | | |
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| oe Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. : 

' No. 75.| | | ~Unirep STATES CONSULATE, : 

| | Tunis, July 29, 1865. . &£ 

[ gin: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of circular of May 15, 

| together with copies of two proclamations by the President. | 

| The announcement on my part that our country is now on a peace footing, 4 

F so far as regards its relations to foreign nations, drew forth from the Bey and 

I his minister warm expressions of gratitude. oe q 

; On the 23d instant Admiral Yelverton, of the British navy, arrived in the : 

~ harbor with a large iron-clad war-vessel, as a special commissioner from the 1 

yo Queen to invest the Bey with the Order of the Bath. On the 27th instant the : 

| ceremony of investiture was performed in the hall of state at the Bardo with 7 

great pomp, and in the presence of a numerous assemblage of Tunisians and i. 

[ foreign officials. ) oe : 

[ ‘To-day a camp, or army of the Bey, has arrived at the Bardo, and its officers : 

i and soldiers have received their medals of honor. | , 

The departure of the mission for America is delayed somewhat by the tardy : 

| arrival of the English admiral with the Order of the Bath. The plan seems to  &- 

be for the same envoy to thank the Queen of England for this dec@ration and ° 

i then to proceed to America with the portrait for the President. ‘The time for sf 

i the mission to set off has not been yet definitely named, though it will probably : 

| be in the course of two or three weeks from this date. : 

| Very respectfully, your obedient servant, - : 

| Se | AMOS PERRY. | 

i Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarD, | | | : 

1 | Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | : 

] | 7 Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 77.| Unitep STATES CONSULATE, j 

| | ss Tunis, August 30, 1865. i 

i Sin: I have the honor to inform you that all the arrangements for the de- F 

| parture of the Bey’s envoy, with the portrait for the President, seem to be 3 

completed. The chief of this mission is General Otman Hashem, who belongs . 

! to one of the most respectable families of Tunis, and has had considerable ex- . 

perience as a diplomatist. He has been the chief personage sent to Madrid and oe 

! to Constantinople. He is to. be accompanied by two aides-de-camp and by an 3 

| interpreter. One aide-de-camp has the rank of colonel and the other of lieutenant. : 

| The general and one aide-de-camp speak only Arabic. The interpereter and one 3 

| aide-de-camp speak French, Italian, and Arabic. E 

, September 3, 1865.—The mission is thus far on its way to America. ‘The 4 

| _ Bey’s portrait is a cumbrous article, and has to be sent first to Marseilles, and’ 3 

; then by grand speed to Havre. We are to. pass over Mount Cenis. As soon | e 

, as 1 know by what steamer and what day we sail from Havre or Liverpool, I 3 

\ shall write. | &- 

| The Bey, in his last interview with me, expressed the desire that we should E 

| return to Tunis as speedily as possible. On our arrival at New York or Boston ; 

| we shall have to rest three or four days before proceeding to Washington. If P 

- we go by way of Halifax I will telegraph from there; if not, I hope I may find i 

: some expression of your wishes at New York. This will be the first time that P 

| any member of the Tunisian government has ever crossed the ocean; the visit E 

| is purely complimentary and diplomatic; the stay in America will be short. A  &§
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| pleasant welcome on the part of our government and people will do us no harm. | 1 On the contrary, there are diplomatic and commercial considerations, as well as | ; those which pertain to civilization, that seem to me to favor a very cordial. re- | - ception on our part. The red caps of these Tunisians will attract attention, — 
1 and they have sufficient dignity and intelligence to command respect. I shall . 
j telegraph the department on my arrival. | : 

| Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| : oe | | | AMOS PERRY. — 
: Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | 
7 Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | 

{ Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. 

No. 78.| 7 | — -- Paris, September 13, 1865. : 
Sir: I have the honor to report our arrival here. We desired to sail.as early | 1 as the 16th, but are delayed by the difficulties in securing berths. We have | 

finally engaged passage in the Persia, which will sail from Liverpool on the 23d | 
instant. I beg to recommend, with the ‘sanction of our minister here, Mr. Bige-. | 1 * low, that the collector of our port at New York, or some other suitable person, 

i be named to receive the Bey’s envoy on his arrival at New York, and to con-. | ' duct him to Washington in the course of three or four days.;. The envoy may a 
thus receive informal official attention, and be gratified and instructed: at the 

j same time. If these Mussulmen ever attain civilization, it seems to me likely to | 1 be done through the light of our institutions. - Our mode of treating religion 
‘ may shock some of their prejudices, but it cannot encounter their hostility. | . The envoy informs me that he has two letters from the Bey ; one is addressed 
7 | to the President and the other to Mrs. Lincoln, and he is directed to deliver i them both in person. I presume. the Bey supposed Mrs. Lincoln to be in | | 1 Washington. The envoy is also instructed to express the gratitude of his sove- _ 

reign that the life of our distinguished Secretary of State is spared for the ser- : 
vice of his country and the world. SO 

1 : ‘I'wo of the party speak French and Italian, but I am the only one that tries” ]- _ to use the English language. | ' 4 The portrait was forwarded by express and expenses-paid.as far. as’ Havre, ae 
and I have requested our consul there to forward it by a Cunard steamer to the ! 

] care of the collector.in New York or Boston. We leave to-morrow for London. 
1 Very respectfully, | | | 

| | a : AMOS PERRY,. | 
| United States Consul. at Tunis. 

Hon. WiLuiam H. Sewarp, a | 
| Secretary of State. | | 

3 o Mr. Perry to Mr. Seward. 2 
7 No. 79.] STEAMER Persia, NEAR New York Harsor, — : | | Evening of October 3, 1865. | 
| Sir: I have the honor to report the arrival on our coast of the Tunisian em- — | j _ bassy, accompanied by his aide-de-camp, secretary and servant. Enclosed are ~ : 
| literal translations of three letters that are in the hands of General Hashem. a 
| They are copied subject to the influence of the turbulent waves. Letter No.1 was | 
j first brought to my knowledge on the ocean. Tunisian appreciation of our | 
| country and its rulers, though expressed in flowery language, may be regarded. : 1. as a reflection of European sentiments. | 7 

q 
.
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Our plan is to rest in New York two or-three days, and then proceed to q 

H Washington. The portrait ison board the ship. It will afford me pleasure to f 

| receive instructions from the department as soon as possible. | 

i Very respectfully, : 

| -AMOS PERRY. | 
| Hon. WitLiam H. SEWARD, | 

| Secretary of State, Washington. | j 

| No.. L. q 

| [Literal translation from the Arabic. ] | : 

E Praise to the only God: To the excellency of him who has given distinction to the ministry, E 

: who has at the same time ordered and directed its affairs; to the excellency of him who is j 

, the glory of eminent ministers; whose renown is universal, and whose character and services q 

i are above all praise—Monsieur William H. Seward, minister of state and of foreign affairs : 

of the United States of America: may he always be the head of the ministry and the director 4 

of eminent men. Rendering due honor fo the distinguished office and to the high character E 

: of your excellency, we make known to you that his Highness, our august sovereign, ceases. é 

| not to entertain for your government an abiding and ever-increasing friendship and regard, E 

E the cause of which is, your admirable conduct and your noble policy. His Highness has q 

i received the news of the re-éstablishment:of peace and tranquillity in your great country. : 

i This news has afforded him unmeasured satisfaction; and sincere friendship makes. him q 

] share with you the pleasure consequent upon this happy result and great event. : 

i To this end, then, his Highness sends to your government the honorable, the beloved, the . 

| elect General Otman Hashem, to express to the President his sincere felicitations, and also . . 

q to express to the President the heartfelt grief which his Highness experienced at. the death . 

q of the lamented President, Abraham Lincoln, which sad event wounded all our hearts. We . 

| pray God that this may be the end of trials and misfortunes to your beloved country. His : 

q ' Highness also sends with his ambassador his portrait, toserve.as a souvenir of his friendship, : 

; as stated in.his letter. : 

1 His Highness looks with confidenceto your excellency to arrange for an agreeable reception ; 

1 of his envoy, General Hashem, by his excellency-the President. ; 

i "We take this occasion, also, to inform your excellency that we have found in the conduct . 

4 of him who is distinguished among his colleagues, Mr. Amos Perry, consul of your govern- 

q ment at this court, the-best disposition to maintain and strengthen the bonds of friendship 

4 which unite our two governments. -His courtesy and honorable bearing merits and receives i 

the approbation and the best compliments of his Highness, our august sovereign. We make E 

1 this statement to bear our testimony to a worthy representative, and to show that your choice . 

4 falls only on meritorious men. . : — 

4 Written by the poor before his God. , E 

: MUSTAPHA, a 

Mojor General, Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs . 

of his Highness the Bey of Tunis. E 

Tunis, the 7th Rabi el tami, 1282—A. C., August 29, 1865. 3 

No. 2. | . 

| [ Literal translation from the Arabic. ] 7 | : 

| ' Praise to the only God: To the excellency of the eminent personage whose merits are cele- E 

| brated and whose renown. is universal like the light of the sun which cannot be hidden from £ 

| the day ; to the excellency of him who is the glory of great men—the cream of men of. dis- E 

| tinction—and whose virtues are above all praise, to our friend Andrew J ohnson, President of 5 

| the United States of America, may he always be exalted, and may his days be ever pros- E 

pered. : r 

| Having rendered due honor to.the elevated rank and to the eminent character of your E 

excellency, we inform you that we have heard the agreeable news of the fruitful victory 3 

| gained by your government, and of the consequent re-establishment of peace and tranquillity Og 

in your great country. This news has rejoiced us beyond measure, and has awakened our E 

| warmest sentiments of gratitude by reason of the great and sincere friendship which unites ; 
| our two governments—which friendship has been bequeathed to us as a heritage by our an- . 
| cestors to become stronger and stronger forever. | 7 

We were the more cheered by this news by having shared in the grief of the American ’ 

! people in the loss which they experienced in the death of their late President, Mr. Abraham :
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1 Lincoln, a loss which we keenly felt. This grief would have remained unalterably fixed in | 
2 _ our hearts, but for the news of the re-establishment of tranquillity in your country, which 

1 So news comes to moderate and assuage our affliction. - 
i We desire to present to your excellency, and to your people, our best compliments, with of 

expressions of condolence in your affliction and sorrow, and with expressions of felicitation 
4 ‘ in your prosperity and joy. We despatch our envoy, the honorable, the beloved, the elect, 
] our son, General Otman Hashem, to be the interpreter of our sentiments in the presence of your 
] excellency and in your country. We send at the same time with him our portrait, to be a | 

1] souvenir of our friendship. | 7 
: May God preserve your excellency, and perpetuate the happiness and prosperity of yourself | 

and of your illustrious nation. | 7 _ | 
: Written by him who has for your excellency the highest consideration, the slave cf his 
. God, the Mooshr Mohammed Essadek, Bashaw Bey, possessor of the Kingdom of Tunis. | 

The 7th Rabi el tami, 1282, A. C., August 29, 1865. : | 1 . _ [LOCUS SIGILLL ] | 

2 OS | No. 3. a G 

1 [Literal translation from the Arabic. ] | 
4 Praise to the only God: To the lady for whom we pray God that he would save her / i 

, from trial and affliction, and protect her from dangers and sorrows both bydayandbynight; = = | to her who is distinguished among ladies of distinction, the cream of elevated personages, and ) 1 whose virtues are above all praise—to Madam Abraham Lincolna—may God shield her from | 3 every ill. | | a 
4 Acknowledging the honor due to your elevated character and position, we desire to express 
j to you the pain inflicted on our heart by the sad death of your beloved husband. How cruel. | q _ this fate, and how deep the wound inflicted by this terrible event! All hearts are put in 
i mourning. ‘The news of this catrastophe both plunged us into affliction and overwhelmed us | j with consternation. It turned our eyes upon the distressed of this earth, and our spirits were | 2 troubled. | | 1 Against death all effort is vain, and our sole remedy is to resign himself to the decrees of | : the Great God, and with Him to seek consolation. May the Great God then grant you patience i and resignation, increasing your worthiness in proportion to the keenness and depth of your | ; affliction and pain. May He order that this be the last of your trials, and that yourdays. || 
4 become long years. 7 ; . | | 
q _ Written by him who has for you the highest consideration, the slave of ltis God, the Moo- / 

sher Mohammed Essadek, Bashaw Bey, possessor of the Kingdom of Tunis. : 
i. Tunis, 7th Rabi el tami, 1282, A. C., August 29, 1865. : 

[L. S.J) i 

- TANGIERS. - 7 OS 

3 ‘ Mr. Hunter to Mr. McMath. : | 

! No. 14] 0. | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 | 
7 | | Washington, November 7, 1864. | 
4 Sig: Your despatches, Nos 23 and 24, the latter dated the 6th ultimo, have | 
} been received, and the course pursued by you concerning the subject to which | 
7 _ they refer, the erection of the new light-house on Cape Spartel, is approved. | | 
4 Pursuant to the request contained in your No. 23, a full power is herewith en-— | 
| closed authorizing you to treat upon a footing with the representatives of other ! 
7 foreign powers at Tangiers with regard to the maintenance of the said light, | 
j &c. Notice of the time of illumination which had been agreed upon, the 15th ! 
7 ultimo, will be communicated to the Light-house Board, and will also be duly | 
4 made public. | Bo ae | : 4 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, os OS | | | | | W. HUNTER, 
1 oe , oe vues ce Aoting Secretary. i Jesse H. McMaru;, Esq, §., §c., Tangiers.
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: Mr. McMath to Mr. Seward. : 

| [Extract] | 

: No. 25.] . CoNSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 

i” | | Tangier, Morocco, July 8, 1865. i 

F $e: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches, Nos. i 

| 13 and 14, dated August 25 and November 7, 1864, respectively, the latter : 

[ containing the full power authorizing me to treat upon a footing with the rep- : 

resentatives of other foreign powers here with regard to the maintenance of the : 

i Cape Spartel light, &c. Circular letter dated 12th September last has been re- - 

Hy ceived. I had expected before this date to be prepared to forward the treaty : 

[ to the President, but, as I informed you in my despatch No. 23, dated 2d Sep- j 

tember last, the Moorish minister for foreign affairs was ordered near his Majesty ; 

I the Sultan, then at Rabat, and at this date has not returned to this place, al- | 

though his Majesty left Rabat about six weeks since for Fez, the ancient capi- . 

: -. tal of this country. We are daily expecting the return of the minister, and on 4 

his arrival no time will be lost in completing and forwarding the treaty. I can- i: 

not presume, however, that it will be forwarded ia time for the President to sub- . 

mit it for ratification to the present, nor, perhaps, the extra session of the Sen- | 

i ate that will probably be convened on or about the 4th of March next. I have : 

been informally advised that ten powers will unite in maintaining the light, &e. 

The maximum sum fixed for the maintenance thereof is fifteen thousand francs 4 

| per annum, fifteen hundred francs to each power, equal to $285. May I sug- | 

| gest that an appropriation be asked from the present Congress for that amount. : 

| By the regulations of the light-house council the cost of maintenance on the 15th : 

‘ of August last, two months previous to the illumination on the 15th of October 3 

| __ last. For the present the expense is paid by the Sultan, but it is understood | 

| that the treaty powers will retmburse at the earliest moment after the comple- : 

] tion of the treaty. | a | : 

| . * * * *« ok * rs * ' 

| I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect and esteem, your most obe- | 

] dient servant, . - 

. | JESSE H. McMATH. 7 

] Hon. WiLtLtt1AM H. SEWARD, : 

Secretary of State.  % , 

| Mr. McMath to Mr. Hunter. 2 
. , . 

| No. 26. -—-  GONSULATE OF THE U.S. oF AMERICA E 

| - | FOR THE EMpire oF Morocco, OE 

| : oe Tangier, May 4, 1865. | E 

| Sir: The lamentable news of the assassination of his excellency Abraham E 
| Lincoln, President of the United States, reached this consulate by telegraph, — . 

| via Madrid, on the 28th ultimo. This intelligence has produced the most in- E 

| tense feeling of sorrow in the minds of all our populations, native and foreign. 3 

| The event is so astounding that it is with difficulty I can bring myself to real- 4 

| ize its occurrence, or estimate its consequences. ‘The blow is sudden, horrible, F 

| and irretrievable. Never has a murder been committed more momentous in its : 

| bearing upon the time. A nation mourns the inestimable loss of one of the f 

| greatest and purest statesmen that ever lived. He dies surrounded with the E 
| brightest halo of glory that has ever crowned the labor of a statesman, and his. OE 

| work will survive him, and the greatest victory of liberty and humanity will OE 

, not have been won in vain. I am, as yet, without details which can give me .
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the slightest idea of the cause of so grave an event. However, it seems dificult | 
| to suppose that a crime committed on the President had not been dictated by a | 

2 political motive; and I may say this crime is not only odious but useless, for | 
Providence will not fail to raise up worthy successors of him who has fallen a | 

| | martyr to liberty, humanity, and constitutional government. To my bleeding 
, and grief-stricken country I offer my sincere sympathy and condolence. | | 

3 This consulate has gone into mourning for thirty days. oo | 
1 _ Immediately upon the receipt of this distressing news I informed my col- | 
| leagues that, as a mark of respect to the illustrious and unfortunate deceased, | 

President Lincoln, the flag of the United States would be displayed at half mast | 
for a period of three days at this consulate, and stated that on this mournful 

: | occasion I would be pleased to see my flag accompanied with those of their re- | 
spective nations. ‘T’o this each of my colleagues assented; and at the same 

| time expressed their sincere sympathy and condolence for the great national 
3 loss sustained in the untimely death of his excellency President Lincoln. I 

have also communicated this sad intelligence. to my vice-consuls on the coast, 
and have requested them to display their flags at half mast for three days, and ~ 

] request their colleagues to accompany it with those of their respective nations. : 
q _ The melancholy news of the attempted assassination of the honorable Secre- 
1 _ tary of State, and his son, the Assistant Secretary, reached me one day later | 
| than the former. Since then I have been advised by the latest news from Lon- 
; don that there is a probability that both may recover from the wounds inflicted 
i upon them. I sincerely hope and pray to Almighty God that both may be 
4 speedily restored to our common country, and to each my sincere sympathy is 

offered. , | | 
: In profound grief for the events which have taken place, I have the honor to | 
q be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, = | 
1 oo Oo a JESSE H. McMATH.. 
] ‘Hon. WILLIAM HunTER, | | | 
| Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | | 

Mr. McMath to Mr. Hunier. 

| No. 27.] CONSULATE OF THE U.S.-oF AMERICA oS oo 
2 & FOR THE Empire oF Morocco, = i 
] . Oo Langier, May 15, 1865. | 
: Sir: An incident has occurred at Tetuan which has caused a great sensation 

in this country. ‘The facts which have come to my knowledge are as follows: _ 
j | It appears that, according to an ancient custom, an old Moorish soldier acted 
4 as guard in the Jewish quarter and was paid out of the Jewish communal fund. 
] This post had not been filled for four months, owing to the illness of the present 
1 guard. Some weeks previous to the 3d ultimo the Bashaw sent a message to ; 
! the Jewish representative cummittee, claiming the guard’s salary. The com- 
i mittee, in their turn, requested the Bashaw to. relieve them of the expense, as ! 
| the services of so old a man could well be dispensed with, seeing that the post 
i had not been filled for four months. . Moreover, owing ‘to the late dearth conse- — | 
| quent on a severe winter, the funds of the community were already in arrear, | 
| and they were not able to afford this charge. The Bashaw said nothing until = 
| the 3d of April, when he summoned to his presence the committee, composed of | 
| twelve persons. He told them he had received peremptory orders from the Sul- - | 
i tan to place five soldiers as guards in the Jewish quarter instead of the one they 
4 _ formerly had, and to put in irons and send to the presence-of the Sultan,.at " 
7 Meccanez, those members of the committee who were Moorish’ subjects, while | 
4 those who were under foreign protection were to he banished from the country | 
] for the alleged crime of having rebelled against the Sultan’s authority in refusing 2 

3 :
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to keep the old Moorish guard. The vice-consuls were sent for to decide which _ 
; of the members: were. under their protection,.and they selected eight. The re- _ : 

maining four were immediately put in irons previous to being sent to Meccanez. : 
' Whereupon: the vice-consuls energetically protested against banishing any per- | 
i ‘sons under their protection, and appealed against the imprisonment of the four : 
i Jews. -After:expostulations with: the ‘Bashaw, the vice-consuls.obtained from : 
y him the promise that he would postpone sending the persons to Meccanez for ; 
i three days, that they might write.to their chiefs in this. city and. obtain.a reply. : 
4 On the-affair becoming known at this place. no time was lost. in-drawing up.a : 
i collectiveinote, signed by all the ‘foreign representatives, :and.addressed- to M. : 
L Bargash, minister:for foreign affairs, protesting, in the name of justice, against : 

l the arbitrary and tyrannical measure adopted. This note had due weight with : 
E the Moorish minister, who answered that he would.order the Bashaw of Tetuan | 
Hi not to-send the Jews to Meccanez, promising, also; to:release them :from their I 

|| irons. “‘Phree days having, however, elapsed without any of these promises — . 
| being. carried into effect, the British minister, Spanish. minister, the.consul.gen- | . 

| eral of Portugal, and myself, not:to be misled by promises, again ‘took ste ] 
4  -with the Moorish minister, which-resulted in the removal of the chains‘from the : 7 
{| . prisoners and their transfer from their dungeons to more comfortable quarters; _ : 

-.and.hopes were entertained that .as soon.as. the Sultan: was made. acquainted | 
; -with the attitude of the foreign representatives: his Majesty.would order: the:men 1 
i to be put at liberty. But before the return of the courier: from Meccanez, the _ : 

qashaw again transferred the four Jews to their former dungeons. ‘T’hereupon 
| each. of the.foreign representatives, except the minister. for .France, on the ,28th F 
] ultimo.addressed..a,note to the Moorish: minister, demanding, in the name of.jus- : 
} tice and humanity, thatthe four persons be at once set at liberty; that‘if-the ot 
| four were guilty of-any crime their colleagues must be equally guilty, and that  *& 
| steps had been taken ‘by:the vice-consuls at Tetuan to bring the eight persons, =— 
| foreign-protected, before a proper tribunal for trial; that after a careful exam- og 
| ination of.all:the facts .and.circumstances in the case, they had been adjudged | 
| not guilty of. any offence, and therefore, as no further or stronger proof could be | 
1 adduced. againstthe four Moorish subjects who were imprisoned in irons on a [ 
j similar charge, justice and humanity alike demanded that they at once be set at j 
| liberty; and I am glad to say this demand was at once complied with, and the OE 
1 four persons are now at liberty. ; a 4 

One of the eight. Jews was American-protected—being the clerk of our com- F 
mercial agent at that. place—one Austrian and six Spanish-protected.. The i 

| latter were brought to trial before the Spanish consul at Tetuan. My agent was E 
| ordered to be present, as. well as the vice-consuls, and after a careful and impar- - 
| tial investigation the Spanish protégés were pronounced innocent of the viola- | ] 
| . tion of any law. My agent reported the evidence and finding of the tribunal, F 
| and I ordered him to take no steps against our protégé. The proceeding on the 3 
| part of the Moors had its origin in a fanatical hatred for the Jews, and J am of | 7 
|. the opinion, from many.circumstances connected with this transaction, that the — : 

order for their. arrest.and imprisonment emanated from the Moorish minister, and. 4 
| that the’ Sultan knew nothing of it until the arrest was made and reported to. : 
| his Majesty,-who.at.once sent his order to the minister here to release the Jews. 4 
| _The Sultan is well disposed towards this part of his subjects, but. his. officers, | j 
| ‘wishing to.show their, authority, frequently manufacture :the most, unfounded 
| accusations: against them, and impose upon the Sultan by representations that 

‘have-no foundation in: fact. | : an | ; 

‘I trust. my:.action in this, affair will meet the approval of the department. : 

| Lhave the honor to:be,:sir,-very: respectfully, your obedient:servant, - oo o£ 

| ‘Hon. WILLIAM: HUNTER, | | . 
: Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. P 
a 23 Dc ** | | :
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Copy of the note to Mr. Bargash, referred to in the previous despatch. — | 

4 | TANGIER, April 3, 1865. 

_ The collective opinion of the representatives of foreign powers in Morocco upon the | 
1 measure adopted by the Bashaw of 'Tetuan against certain respectable Israelites of that city, =| 

| | counsels, and views, communicated on this subject to Sedi Mohammed Bargash: . | : 
3 From the official reports of the vice-consuls at Tetuan, it appears that the Bashaw of that 
d | - city has arrested some members of the Israelite community, with the exception of those who 
1 are foreign-protected. They have been charged with irons, and are to be carried to Mec- | 

canez. ‘This severe measure has no other motive than that these Israelites have refused | 
3 _-. some months since to accept and pay, according to usage, a caid for the Israelite quarter of | 
j _ that city. Moreover, the Bashaw threatened the members foreign-protected of that commu- 
1 _. nity to expel them from the empire. We protest energetically against this last measure, 
{ _ which is contrary to existing treaties. ee | 

. - The undersigned desire to make known to his Majesty the Sultan the cruel manner with | 
: | which his sovereign order has been executed. If all the accused are culpable, the under- 
3 _... signed are disposed to do justice concerning the complaint against the members foreign- | 
4 : protected; but as to the other members who are in irons, the undersigned consider it an act 

| of unqualified cruelty to leave them in this dreadful situation until they be sentenced upon | 
4 | a cause in which these Israelites should all be equally bound. In consequence the under- — | i _ signed demand, in the first place, that the persons incarcerated be freed from the irons until [ 
; the Sultan shall be able to take into consideration the cause of their offence, and make known 

what shall be their condition in order not, to incur this misfortune. The undersigned, per- : 
j suaded that the Sultan, in his justice and wisdom, desires to preserve friendly relations with | 

Christian powers, consider it their duty to inform his Cherifian Majesty of the acts of cruelty 
: - which have been perpetrated in his name. All are desirous not to see the authority of.the = | 
4 Sultan set at naught; and they cannot help to inform him of certain energetic observations, 
4 that, undoubtedly, by the exaggerated zeal of his agents, a general cry of indignation 
1 from without may occur by a neglect of humanity, which is completely in opposition to. the 

character for justice and generosity of his Majesty Sedi Mohammed. . , 
- SO E. DELUIN, 

: 7 : | Consul General for Belgium. 
; a | _ °F. MERRY Y COLON, 
a _ SS _ Minister for Spain. 
| — | oe _ JESSE H. McMATH, 
4 : Consul General for the United States. | 
A | : | os  AYMEE D’AGUIRE, | 

1 | - : 7 Minister for France. . | 
, | : , . J. H. DRUMMOND HAY, | 

. - co | _ Minister for Great Britain. | 
: | : A. VERDINOIS, | f 

4 | | Consul General for Italy. | 
| | JOSE CALASCO, CS : 

; oe | | , , | Consul General for Portugal. : 
3 | G. DIEHRENHOFF, | 
; | | Consul General for Sweden and Norway. t 

4 : & - | [ 

4 : Mr. McMath to Mr. Bargash. — | | 

3 . CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ~ 
q . | - FOR THE EMPIRE OF MOROCCO, | 
i | a , Tangier, April 28, 1865. | 
J Sir: The undersigned, prompted no less by the feelings of humanity than by a sense of ~— 
: justice for unoffending Moorish subjects, is constrained to call the attention of the minister - 
ij for foreign affairs to the very grave conduct of his Majesty’s authorities with reference to the 
4 cruel treatment of the four aged and respectable Israelites again confined in a loathsome 
: prison in Tetuan. The circumstances of the arrest and imprisonment of those persons are 
q , already well known to your excellency. It will also be borne in mind that the charge pre- 
| co _ ferred against them was also made against eight other Israelites, equally respected, the latter 
qa . being foreign-protected. JI am officially advised by the vice-consul of the United States at - | 
4 Tetuan, who was ordered to be present and report the result of the inquiry of guilt against = | 
q the Israelites Spanish-protected, and who were impartially tried before the Spanish tribunal 
3 at that place, that there was no evidence tending to criminate said Spanish protégés, and | 
: therefore they were dismissed. This, then, leads me to the conclusion that the four Israelites 
3 | now imprisoned are innocent of any: offence against his Majesty’s authority, and their con | 

a |
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4 tinued imprisonment upon unfounded charges will prove, if persisted in, highly scandalous q 
i" to the Moorish government, and provoke the indignation of the friends of humanity through- Ec 
: out Europe and America. Therefore, I demand that said Israelites be at once set at liberty. | : 
io. I avail of the occasion to assure your excellency of my high consideration and regard. | : 

| : 7 JESSE H. McMATH. | : 
i His Excellency SEDI MOHAMMED BaRGASH, oO : 
Hi _ -His Majesty’s Minister for Foreign Affairs. , | a : 

4 | __ | oe 

| oe | | Mr. McMath to Mr. Seward. 7 j 

(Extract. ] | OO | 

[ No. 31.] CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA** | 4 
| | FOR THE Empire oF Morocco, : 
} Tangier, October 7, 1865. . 

Sr: * * ** OK ok ok  &- 
k . I presume the United States consul at Gibraltar has advised you of the ap- _ 
4 pearance of Asiatic cholera at that place. It appeared there in July, but did — ff 

| not assume an epidemic form until about the 25th of August ; and during Sep- . 
E tember the mortality reached thirty per day, in a population of twenty-five : 

thousand, civil and military. It is now declining gradually:, I am glad to state  & 
; up to this time it has not appeared either in this city or on our coast; and as  & 
: the rainy season has commenced, it is not probable it will visit our coast this &- 
| year. On the 25th of August our board of health, (composed exclusively of ; 
q _ the diplomatic corps,) by a vote of four for and three against, cut the commu- ' 
j nication with Gibraltar, and thus prevented the English government supplying  - 
j _ the garrison with bullocks from this empire. By reason of this measure, her  *- 
| Britannic Majesty’s minister withdrew for the time from the board, and reported | 
q _ its proceedings and the vote of each member to his government. The French | 
j minister being one of the four, a few days since I was informed confidentially, a 
| by her Britannic Majesty’s minister, that Earl Russell addressed himself to of 
j the French government, and asked that instructions might be given to the 
| French minister to co-operate with her Britannic Majesty’s minister, and on . 

ic questions touching supplies for Gibraltar vote with the latter. To-day the E 
{ board opened communication with the garrison, and established a quarantine of a 
: observation of six days on all vessels arriving from that port. On this measure : 
: the minister for France voted with the English minister. In.consequence of the | E 
: adoption of this liberal regulation, the Spanish chargé d’affaires ad anterim with- - 

drew from the board. - : : | | E 
1. It affords me pleasure to inform you that our relations with his Majesty the £ 
: Sultan continue to be of the most friendly and satisfactory nature. , 
: | I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, —__ E 
| . JESSE H. McMATH. 7 
| Hon. Winiiam H. Sewarp, Oo | 7 3 

, Secretary of State, Washington. | | Oo j 

Po |
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| MEXICO. | 

i | THE OCCUPATION BY FRENCH TROOPS OF THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO, | 
| | AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MONARCHY THERE. ~ | 

: : Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. : 

= » No. 442.) oe Paris, March 25, 1864. 
/ Sir: Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys informed me yesterday that the negotiation for a | 
7 loan in behalf of Maximilian, as Emperor of Mexico, had been completed on 
: favorable terms, and that he would sail for Mexico on Sunday next. 
j _,__I regret to learn by the communication you enclosed to me that the.power of 
7 Mexico is still.further enfeebled by faction. and division among ‘themselves. 7 

There is nothing in the present condition of things there to justify a hope that 
4 the républicans of that country can successfully meet the French invading force, : 

| aided by factionists at home, and ‘any. action at present in that direction by the | 
1 _ United States would be sure to embroil us with France. We cannot, under ) 

existing circumstances, afford a war with France for the Quixotic purpose of  —| 
: helping Mexico. “Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof” = | | 

Tam, sir, your obedient servant, Bc 
j a a a WILLIAM L. DAYTON. | 

‘Hon. WituiAM:-H. Sewarp, © a a 
i Secretary of State, &c., &¢., &. | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | | 

i No. 525.] | - - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | | a | Washington, April 7, 1864. 

_ ‘Sir: T have received your ‘despatch of March 25, No. ‘442, which informs me | 
: : “Of the completion of the loan to the Grand Duke Maximilian, and of ‘his antici-_ 

“pated embareation for Mexico. In order that you may understand the‘condition 
i _ of affairs'in that country, as fully as'they are understood here, [have given'you 

a copy of a communication which has lately been received from our consul at 
7 “Matamoras. | a Co | 

4 | I give you also, for ‘your information, a copy of: anote*which has been received 
| from Mr. Geofrdy on the ‘subject of the protection which was extended ‘to the 

consul'at that place by Major General Heron, and of my answer to that paper. | 
] _ This correspondence embraces some other incidental subjects. ‘It is proper to 
q _ . say that Mr. Geofroy proposes to communicate to me‘a statement of another | 
{ distinct subject of complaint, in regard to proceedings on the frontier, under in- _ 
| structions from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and that I have engaged to bestow due 
{ consideration upon it. . | 
| _ I send you a copy of a resolution which passed the House of Representatives 
4 on the 4th instant, by a unanimous vote, and which declares the opposition of | 
| that body to a recognition of a monarchy in Mexico. Mr. Geofroy has lost no 
i time in asking for an explanation of this proceeding. | 
| It is hardly necessary, after what I have heretofore written with perfect can- | 
| dor for the information of France, to:say that this resolution truly interprets the 
q unanimous sentiment of the people of the United States in regard to Mexico. 

It is, however, another and distinct question, whether the United States would | 

q |
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i think it necessary or. proper: to express themselves in the form adopted by the . ' 
| House of Representatives at this. time. Thisis.a practical and purelyexecutive 1] 

] question, and the. decision. of it constitutionally: belongs, not to the House of ; 

H Representatives, nor: even to Congress, but to the President of the United. | 

if States. You will, of course, take notice that the declaration made by the House 
i of Representatives is.in the form of: a joint: resolution, which, before it can ac- - | 
4 quire the character of a legislative act, must receive first the concurrence of the ] 

H Senate, and, secondly, the approval of the President of the United States; orin . 

i case of his dissent, the renewed assent, of both. houses of. Congress, to be ex- : 

| pressed by a majority of two-thirds of each kody. While the President receives E 

i the declaration of the House of Representatives with the profound respect to &£ 

| which it is entitled, as an expression of its sentiments upon a grave and im- i 

portant subject, he directs that you. inform the government of France that he : 

| does not at present contemplate any departure from the policy which this govern- . 

‘ment has hitherto pursued’ in regard to the war which exists between France § 

[ and Mexico. Itis hardly necessary to say that the proceeding of the House 7 

; of Representatives was. adopted: upon suggestions arising within itself, and: not : 

E upon any communication of the executive department, and that the French, 7 

L government would be seasonably apprised. of any: change. of policy: upon this: 4 

L subject which the President might at-any future. time. think it proper to. adopt. ; 

- I am, sir, your obedient servant, oS a | : 

Watiiam.L. Dayton, Esq., §¢., Se. Ses — | SO ' 

{ Accompaniments: a | | | i 

i Mr: Geofroy: to Mr. Seward, April.3,,1864. | : 

q Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy, April 6, 1864. | a | 

| Resolutions: of House of Representatives, April 4, 1864, _ | | f 

| Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. « t 

| _’ [‘Translation.] | | 

| Legation oF France To THE Unirep States, | 
| a Washington, April 3, 1864. : 

j Sir: As.I have had the honor to inform you, I have transmitted to my gov-  &— 
| ernment the documents which your excellency submitted to me, on the subject , 

| of the affair at Matamoras. The documents can scarcely have reached Paris. at, ’ 

: this moment. | 7 4 

| While. awaiting the answer they will occasion, I this morning received: a. 4 

second despatch from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, pointing to new facts. on which I 1 

: shall have the. honor to. confer with. your excellency on the earliest day my .. &£ 

| health will permit me to go out; but there is a point which seems to be of im- — 

: ‘portance to bring immediately to your notice. It would appear that on the 3 

: news of the events of the month of January last, General Bazaine took the. : 

{- measures necessary to protect, in the direction of Matamoras, the Mexican ter- q 
|. ritory against any further invasion. Whatever may be the opinion we may: a 

| form upon past events, you will comprehend, sir, how necessary it is, to avoid. — : 
| all complication in the future, that General Banks, and the officers serving un- : . 

| der his orders, may be again called to the strict observance of the instructions ‘ q 

| given the 23d November, 1863, from your excellency’s department. : 

| I should not, either, leave you in ignorance.that. the French troops must also : 4 

| have been directed to Sonora, where, according to. reports, more or less founded, : 

| a very considerable number of emigrants from California must lately have. dis- : 

| embarked at Guaymas, and have established themselves in the country in virtue E 

of grants which were made to them by the ex-President, Juarez. 3 
| a. q 

| i 
| | .
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1 | The mission of our forces is to prevent, in Sonora, all these takings of illicit 
_ possession, if they be really attempted; and, in any case, the lawfulness of | 

i concessions which shall have emanated from Juarez will never be admitted. 
Your excellency will probably judge proper to make this known to American 

! citizens who might allow themselves to be drawn into such speculations. | | 
{ | I seize this occasion to renew to your excellency the assurances of my high | 
| consideration. Be OO | 
i So 7 a L. DE GEOFROY. | 
; | Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, §c., Sc., &. : | 

; Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. ot 

| oe od | | DEPARTMENT o¥ STATE, 
4 | _ : Washington, April 6, 1864. : 

_ Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 3d 
4 instant, in which you inform me that you have received a second despatch from ! 

_ Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, pointing to new facts in relation, as I am left to infer, Ss | 
q _ to the proceedings which took place at Matamoras in the case of Mr. Pierce, the - | 
j consul at that place, and which have been made the subject of recent correspond- 

ence on your part with this department. I shall with pleasure receive the prom- 
q . ised information, when the state of your health shall be such as to enable you to ot 
1 _ Visit me, and I sincerely regret the cause by which such a visit is delayed. © 

: Since my last note to you on the Matamoras affair was written, I have learned 
' that General Cortinas, with his forces, is certainly adhering to the government 
q of the United States of Mexico. In view of this fact, it is not now apparent to | 

1 —_. this government that France, being, in our view, only a belligerent in Mexico, | 
i and having no forces at or near Matamoras when the transaction in regard to - | 

a the consul occurred there, can reasonably expect explanations concerning it | 
] - from the United States. oS a | 
j .. You inform me in the note now before me that, on hearing of that transaction, 
j; in January last, General Bazaine took the measures necessary to protect the 
: Mexican territory, in the direction of Matamoras, against any further invasion, | 
7 and you suggest that, in consequence of that proceeding, Major General Banks, | 

and the officers serving under his orders, may be again called to a strict obser- : 
i vance of the instructions which I gave to that general on the 23d of November — | 

1 last. Passing over the words “further invasion,” as an accidental assumption of : 
4 a fact which this government has not conceded, and is not yet prepared to con- 4 
3 cede, I have had no hesitation in informing Major General Banks of the purpose _ 4 
{ of General Bazaine, and enjoining the United States general to a strict and faith- | 
1 ful observance of the instructions of November, which require him to forbear | 
| from any form of intervention in the war between France and Mexico. | 
{ You also inform me: in- your last-mentioned note that French forces have been 
7. directed towards Sonora, and you bring to my knowledge:rumors that a very | 
1 considerable number of emigrants from California have lately disembarked at 
q7 ~Guaymas, and have established themselves in the country in virtue of grants | 

which were made to them by President Juarez, whom you describe as ex-presi- 
1, dent. You further state that the mission of the French forces is to prevent, in 
4 _* Sonora, the taking possession of estates under such grants, the lawfulness of which 
] _ you say will never be admitted, and you suggest to me the expediency of 
1 making this information known to American -citizens who might be disposed to | | 
| allow themselves to be drawn into such speculations. : oy 
| While I appreciate the frankness and the good will which the Emperor’s 

government manifest in thus communicating its views and purposes on the sub- | 
ject mentioned, it nevertheless remains my duty to say that this government a
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d has long recognized, and still does continue to recognize, the constitutional — : 

| government of the United States of Mexico as the sovereign authority in that : 

4 country, and the President Benito J warez as its chief This government at the «| 

i same time equally recognizes the condition of war existing in Mexico between | : 

4 that country and France. We maintain absolute neutrality between the bellig- . 

i erents, and we do not assume to judge, much less to judge in advance, of the 

i effect of the war upon titles or estates. We have no knowledge of such an 

H emigration from California to Sonora as you have described in your note. But : 

if such an emigration has taken place, those persons who thus emigrate will, of | 

E course, be regarded as subjecting themselves to the authority and laws by which 1 

[ the rights of citizens of Mexico are governed ; and while it seems unnecessary i 

| tor the President to assume that such emigrants will claim the protection of this 

i government for any estates, of whatever kind, they may attain, or attempt to : 

| attain, in Mexico, it would certainly be premature to attempt now to decide : 

Hl upon the validity of such claims. | | | - OE 

i Peaceful emigration from the United States is entirely free from restraint.or 

[ influence of the government. Emigrants themselves are generally well informed . 

' concerning their rights. Under these circumstances, any interference of the : 

; government concerning suth emigration would be as inexpedient as it would be ; 

; without precedent. The case would be different if the act of emigration was . ; 

! attended with preparations and purposes hostile to Mexico, or to either belliger- _ q 

ent party, or to any other nation, and, therefore, incompatible with the laws of : 

: the United States, or with the law of nati§ns. It is believed that the govern- : 

i ment of the United States has sufficiently indicated the views it must take in ' 

: such a case,if it should occur, which, however, there seems no immediate reason 

to apprehend. | | | 1 

| Accept, sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration. a 

| _" “ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
| Mr. L. pe Georroy, &e., &c., &e. : 

| , | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | 4 

1 No. 728.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — ~ ; 
| Washington, December 20, 1864. o£ 

! Sir: I enclose a copy of a resolution which yesterday passed the House of _ ; 

Representatives by an almost unanimous vote, and may be supposedto have : 

| been occasioned by the instruction of this department to you, No. 525, of the E 

| 7th.of April last. | Oo —— = a 

: This morning I was visited by Mr. Geofroy, who inquired as to the purport o£ 

| of the proceeding. I answered that the views of the administration in regard 7 

| to Mexico are expressed in the President’s message to Congress at the opening q 

! of the present session. | . ; 

| | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : : 

| / ) - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
| - Winuram L. Dayton, Esq., §c., §c., ge. oe oe ; 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. of 

| No. 1.] oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ' 

} | Washington, December 21, 1864. | 

Sir: L enclose for your information a copy of a despatch of the 12th ultimo, ok 

No. 208, from Charles A. Leas, esq., the United States commercial agent at : 

| | ,
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: _ Belize, in regard to a recent proclamation of Prince’ Maximilian affecting the ___ British settlement in Honduras, and relating also-to other: features of political. 
i affairs in that quarter’and the West Indies: _ | | 
: Tam, sir; your obedient servant, _ a 

' ee : -- WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
tT JouN BicErow, Esq., ; | 

' Chargé @ Affaires of the United States. | 

: | Mr. Leas to Mr. F. W. Seward. , | 
: No. 208.] Unitep States. COMMERCIAL AGENCY, | 

| Belize, November 12, 1864. 
1 Sim: Great excitement: is prevailing in. the commercial and: official: circles. of Belize in. | 1 consequence of the appearance in the Mereda newspaper: of an. official proclamation, under ] the orders and by the authority of the emperor of Mexico, to the effect that the peninsula of | _ Yucatan ‘is, on and‘after the 1st-of October last, to be. governed or presidéd: over: by. three prefects, and to be divided into three:arrondissements, one’ of which’is:to be designated as-the - 4 arrondissement. of Mereda, the boundaries. of which are to be.as follows: Commencing atthe. mouth of the Rio St. Pedro y St. Pablo, on the Gulf of Mexicg, and running up the centte | 7 of that stream to the Usumasinti; up the latter to a point where the Guatemala district: of | ] Peten is'encountered; from-thence along: the line:that' divides Peten from: Guatemala to the : 
| headwaters of the river Sarstoon; doww the middle of the Sarstoon te: the gulf or bay of. | 1 Honduras, and from thence along the coast: to the place of beginning; comprehending in. ] this latter all: the keys and islands contiguoug to the main Jand. The same proclamation | provides; further, ‘‘that there are'a few Englishmen located at the mouth of the river Belize, : 2 or Wallis, who have had'the permission, under the treaties: with Spain, to cut wood, and that’ 4 they are not:to be molested,” meaning. that they are: not.to be-disturbed in:their wood-cutting: | 1 operations. . “ 3 Thus it will be seen that Maximilian has, by this proclamation, swept into his possession | not only the district of country known’ as’ Peten, and which has always’ been claimed as | 4 being: within the legitimate: jurisdiction of Guatemala, but the whole of British Honduras, with all the keys and islands, thus ignoring entirely the idea of British sovereignty. Tliese people are feeling themselves greatly insulted, as being designated as a few English wood- 1 cutters, and are mustering up a large amount of bitterness of feeling against the emperor of | ‘ Mexico, and, indeed, are preparing for dire vengeance against him. All the old and new | 7; guns, of a cheap character, are being purchased, with the view, I doubt not, to be sent for : distribution among the Indians. on the Yucatan. side. of the Rio Hondo, who are, and have | been for some years, not only hostile to the Mexican government, but in open rebellion, : having long since driven the Mexican authorities from the southern portion of Yucatan.. | q | Though much real anxiety is being manifested among the better classes in Belize lest. | England will, without a strugele, succumb to the demand and assumption of Maximilian, L i more with the view of shaking off a dependency which has. proved. more. burdensome. than | 3 profitable, than from any belief that the latter can sustain his claim either by force of arms: : ; or peaceable arbitrament, yet I doubt not that England will resist’ the claim of Mexico with: i great tenacity. The old-diplomatic battles will in every case, I doubt not, have to be: again. E 4 refought. I think I can see that Maximilianis disposed to take up the case where:old Spain. ; : left it, namely, after the defeat of General O’Neil at St. George’s key, at. the close of the | Pork and Doughboy war in 1798. If Mexico can evade or set aside her obligations as con- | tained in her treaty with Great Britain of 1826, the question then of plenary sovereignty as | 1 the result of peaceable possession will be fairly opened, and the first necessity then created 

3 will be to determine as to what length of time should be considered sufficient, as: between 4 nations, to constitute a de facto claim; because, undoubtedly,. England has remained in | 3 peaceable possession of this colony since the year 1798, without any practical objections 3 from any quarter, unless, indeed, it can be believed that the treaties of 1809 and 1814 re- f _ Vitalized those of 1783 and 1786; and which, I think, might. be believed without: much q damage to truth. However, I think the question is probably destined to be one of a some- 
4 what vexed and litigious character; and. the greatest barrier, in my opinion, to Mexico’s 4 _ claim will prove to be her treaty of 1826. But as this whole imbroglio is likely to be some- 1 what of the ‘‘dog-eat-dog”’ character, we have really nothing to do with it, particularly in q view of the present arrangement of parties: . 
4. These people evidently have a great horror for Spanish rule and government, and from 
4 the intimations of some. I infer that, if. they are to be forsaken by the British government, q they will, with uplifted, suppliant hands, implore the United States government to receive | j them under her capacious wings; and, indeed, some have interrogated. me already as to the 1 course we will pursue in case England relinquishes: her claim to this colony, and my answer. | J is’ “* Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof.” When the question demands: a solution.at
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| our hands the government of the United.States.will doubtless treat it as its merits demand. : 
4 But all this seems to look like a.verification of. the prophecy which. I ventured to make some. F 
yo months ago to the. effect that the full design of Napoleon would: not be consummated until : 
A the New Mexican empire should be made to comprehend the ancient boundaries as governed. 
4 by Iturbide; and, as a-partial: proof of this hypothesis, we: haveonly to loop:this effort ot iE 

i] Maximilian with the attempt of the late French consul at Galveston to alienate the State or : 

i Texas-from the: American Union, and the case is: fast being made out. : 

[ The same paper that contained the proclamation.of Maximilian also contained a very in- . 

k flammatory article: against tle English settlers in Belize, charging them with having fur- 3 
| nished: munitions: of war to. the Indians in rebellion against the Mexican. authorities; also : 
[ calling seriously in question their right to occupy this country. There is evidently a bad ; 

[ state of feeling existing on the part of the Mexican population of Yucatan, or. the authorities . 

[ thereof, against the English in British Honduras. Should you, however, find it desirable in F 
the future'to become thoroughly conversant with this entire question, so far as‘its historical E 

[ bearings ate concerned, I beg: most respectfully to refer you to. the manuscript’ which I had : 

[ the honor to transmit to the department some mouths ago, and which, I: think,.is-a faithful: q 

[ history: of the.country:of British Honduras. __ a a | : . 3 

A yumor reached this place a few days ago through the newspapers that Denmark had pro- E 

| posed to dispose of her West India possessions to the government:of'the United States; ; 

f . and ina’ conversation with the governor the day following, I mentioned the fact'of such: a: 
report being. current, when he promptly replied that.it would be the: very best disposition. E 

H that could be made of them. Whether or not he meant what he said is another matter. : 
This afternoon I again met the governor, while taking his usual afternoon’s ride, when he. : 

| stopped me, inquiring the news. J informed him that information had just reached methat E 
the Florida had been captured by a United States gunboat,.and: immediately the conversa-. : 

H tion changed to the proclamation of Maximilian... He said frankly that-Great: Britain would E 

f never relinquish the colony to Mexico; that. the opinion is gaining. popularity in England F 

i that it is not politic to hold so many dependencies at so great a distance: and hence, if it . 

q should: be deemed: desirable to relinquish this colony, it would: be to the people: themseives, . 
q so that they might either manage their own affairs or. seek such affinities’ as: would best: suit: : 

q their taste: and intimated, as he once before plainly observed, that.the United States, would: . 

i be more suited to exercise jurisdiction in Central America than Mexico. Believing that. his: 

i purpose was mainly to seek my opinion upon that subject, I remarked that. while Cuba, 4 
{ from many’ considerations; might be desirable to the government of the United States, yet 1 - : 

q was fully of the opinion that an extension of our territory upon the main land would neither: : 
a be politic nor wise; that we-now possess-as:much domain as.could be well managed by one — 
q central. power. But yet, nevertheless, the: fact need not be disguised that we do feel a ; 
7 great concern that these Central American countries should have. stamped upon them good. : 
q stable governments of a republican character; and that we doubtless should not fail to lend q 

| our full moral influence, upon all proper occasions, to bring about and secure such a result, : 

{ but that absorption, or annexation, is not any part of our present policy. Though I spoke p 

| thus to the governor as a man, and not by. authority, and may or may not have reflected the : 

i national opinion, yet they are views I think highly conservative, and will, at least, tend . 

{ greatly to smother up previous jealousies and assumptions: in regard to our propagandism | E 
] and cravings in Central America. : 
i I understand that the commandant of Ysabel, in Guatemala, has arrived here in connexion eo 

{ with. the proclamation of the emperor of Mexico. | _&£ 
i . With great respect, I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, i 2 

! | | | CHAS. A. LEAS, | - 

| — | | | United States Consul General. E 
~ Hon. F. W. SEWARD, Assistant Secretary of State. E 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | , 

| [ Extract. } | 7 7 

| No. 8.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © ££ 

| Paris, January 20, 1865. 

| Sir: During an interview which I had yesterday with his excellency the | : 
ie minister of foreign affairs, and. after disposing of some matters with which I £ 

ir have no: occasion to trouble you at. present, a conversation ensued, which I deem: q 

| it my duty to report to you—part of it at his excellency’s request. _ E 
| I took the liberty of recalling a remark which his excellency made to me at j 
| __— our first interview, to. the effect that the relations of France and the United ; 

States were, as usual, “friendly, though delicate—delicate.” I asked him if he F 

| :
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: had any special source of anxiety in-his mind when he made that remark, of | 
| which I or my government might be ignorant. He said promptly, “Oh, no; | 
: nothing. I only referred to the perplexities growing out of our neutral position.” 
] “No,” he added, “if there were anything special I should have told you; you 

may always be sure that I shall speak frankly-and ‘freely with you.” I-thanked | 
him for the assurance; said I should not have troubled him with the question, | 
but I had already learned to know the value of his words, and had been struck 

1 by the somewhat emphatic repetition of the word ‘delicate,’ which led me to. | 
1 fear that something might have occurred since he last saw Mr. Dayton which 

had not been communicated to me. oe | | 
if I then said that, with the frankness which he invited by his example and «| 
i promise, I would take the liberty of asking him another question, premising, | 

however, that I did so without any special solicitude upon the subject, and of . L 
course without any instructions from my government. I referred him to reports 

1 quite current in the public journals, and at the clubs, that the Archduke Maxi- 
{ milian, the titular emperor of Mexico, had ceded or was about to cede Sonora | | 
1 to France. I told him that while I had no instructions to put such a question, 
| I felt that I should neglect my duty if I failed to give my government the ear- 
1 liest information possible upon a matter in which the people of the United States - 
1 would feel the liveliest interest. | aa : 

His exeellency replied that there had been no cession of terrritory, nor any 
: question of such a thing; that it had been proposed to give the government of | 
1 _ France a lien upon the mineral products of Sonora, in some way to secure the | 
| . Mexican indebtedness to France, and an inquiry rad:been instituted to ascer- | 

: tain how far such a security could be made available, but nothing had been de- | 
termined upon, ee | | 

_ His excellency then said there was another report circulating in the papers, 
] which he was glad of an opportunity of speaking to me about. He referred to | 
| the article of which I enclose a translation, copied from the Epoca of Madrid, | 
4 : and which I had already read and discussed with Mr. Barreda, the Peruvian 
7. minister, who had satisfied me that its material averments were entirely ground- 

less. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys stated that there was no foundation whatever for 
the story ; that he did not know the motives of the Spanish journal for making | 

| such a statement, but he supposed the party in whose name it speaks were not | 
] indisposed to have it believed that France sympathized with Spain in her con- | 
1 troversy with Peru. | oe oo | 
i _ I told him that I had seen the extract to which he had referred in an evening | 

: print, but was so entirely satisfied that there could be nothing in it, that I had ! 
; - not thought of troubling him with questions about it. I only wondered how 
3 such a paragraph could have found its way into the columns of the Moniteur 
| _ He asked if it was in the Moniteur. I said it was. | 

j | Tam, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | 
j Te . | JOHN BIGELOW. 
| Hon. WituiamM H. Sewarp, | a | 
| Secretary of State. 

ia ok : [ Translation.] — | | . | 

7 At the risk of exposing ourselves to accusations, which, however, will not-affect our en- 
4 lightened patriotism, we believe it our duty to call public attention to the conduct of France 
q towards Spain, in the Pacific, under. circumstances in which it might have been put to the 
j proof by our naval forces on the coast of Chili and Peru. -According to statements made by 
4 semi-official journals and correspondents from Panama, it is certain, and proofs of these facts 
4 exist in: governmental regions, that after the catastrophe which destroyed the frigate Triemfo, | 
7 and when. the attitude of the Peruvian congress threatened to lead to difficult complications : 
: a | 

| | | , | 
4 | ) |
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4 for our flotilla, the commandant of the French naval forces in the Pacific put all his resources , : 

4 at the disposition of your navy; as also, several months previously, the French consul at ; 

if Panama had exposed ‘his life in order to save that of Mr. Salazar y Mazaredo, the Spanish . — 

i representative. Four years ago France placed herself in the same way, and resolutely, on : 

a our side, in our African war. She has sustained us in Mexico, and has not made the least £ 

He trouble on the subject of San Domingo. Of what importance is it that certain persons obedi- . 

i ent to the unworthy prejudices of our epoch disregard these facts, which, nevertheless, : 

iy evidence a profound respect for the independence of the Spanish nation, and prove sincere P 

H sympathy for the august sovereigns seated upon the throne of Castile? In our day public : 

iE opinion does justice to whom it is due, and the passions of a party cannot succeed in misrepre- &£& 

| senting the sentiments of a people as noble and as loyal as the Spanish people.—(Epoca.) q 

4 Letters from Guayaquil received by the Journal Las Noticias confirm the account published E 

; by la Epoca up to the 30th December. No demonstration or attempt of any kind had been . 

| made against our squadron in the Pacific, and according to the statement of its commandant : 

[ he had no fears whatever of being attacked. The 16th, three days after the departure of the 3 

(: mail, the vessels destined to increase our force in those seas ought to arrive ; and on the other 4 

| hand, our vice-admiral had received from the commandant of the French fleet offers of service L 

of every sort if he should have need of them.—( Idem.) | : 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. a q 

No. 33.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, os of 
i | | | Washington, February 7, 1865. : 

i _ §rr: Your despatch of the 20th of January, No. 8, has been received, and — ; 

j your proceedings therein are approved. — a 7 

q -” You are very right in addressing to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys the question about : 

j the reported cession of Sonora by the Archduke Maximilian to France. It is.  &—- 

| the opinion of this government that such a cession, or even the creation of a lien 

| upon the mineral revenues of Sonora, would not be regarded with favor by the of 

j people of the United States. It would relieve the relations between this country : 

{| and France very much if I am authorized to say that no such project will be 7 

|. adopted. No credit was given by this department to the story that France had E 

{ put her naval force in the Pacific at the command of the Spanish admiral. We 7 

| have every reason to be satisfied and gratified with the proceedings of the im- _ j 

perial government in regard to the suspected controversy which has arisen . 

1 between Spain and Peru—a controversy which, I am happy to have reason to E 

| believe, is now in a way of amicable settlement. E 

| You will read of projects on the part of our insurgents to suspend the present : 

| contest, or end it, by a combined war against France alone, or France and 4 

i England. If they come in question, you may confidently say that this govern- . 

| ment prefers to fight this civil war out on the present line, if no foreign state L 

| intervenes in behalf of the insurgents. 7 ; 

| | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | Ce | . 

, | : WILLIAM H.SEWARD. © . 

, Joun BicEtow, Esq., §¢., §¢., $e. Paris. | | 7 

| % | | , , | — 1 
; | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. — oo | : 

| “No. 38.] . a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 

: | , _ Washington, February 7, 1865. j 

| Sir: Mr. Etchison, recently for a brief period United States consul at Mat- _ a 

| amoras, a month or two since had an angry correspondence with General Mezia, . 

| the military commander there, on the subject of the arrest of fugitives from 4 

| | Texas who were claimed for the military service of the insurgents. Without -— 

| | :
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{ expressing an opinion upon the chief: points of the controversy, it may be 
acknowledged that, on the part of Mr. Etchison it. was. conducted in: a.manner- 

i by. no means likely to impress a military commander with the correctness, of his | 
] views-—was. mostly: officious, and. entirely unauthorized. by. this department. 
4 You may:communicate this information’to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, should: there: 
7. be occasion therefor, and may add. that at: the very date of the correspondence: 

__ referred to, instructions from. this. department. were on. the way. to Mr. Etchison. 
: relieving him: from. his: official functions.. . 
; Tam, sir, your obedient, servant, | 
] | : ~ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
i JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., §c., §c., Paris. | | os | 

: | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 
| | | oe [Extract.]/ | 

No. 25.] | 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, 
; Paris, February 9, 1865. ‘| 
7 Sir: Reference had to my despatch No. 8, I desire to call your attention to 

| the following official statement which I translate from the Moniteur of yesterday 
morning: | | / ; 

: “ All reports: circulating inthe journals relative to a cession made to France 
_ by the Mexican government of certain provinces of Sonora, Chihuahua, &c., &c., | 

are absolutely unfounded.” i | | | 
: ‘The rumors which this paragraph is designed to put at rest have been widely | 
: circulated in Europe, and had begun to provoke discussion even in France, but. 

in.a.tone uniformly unfavorable to the cession, the. proximity of. the new-colony. 
to the United States. being always enumerated as its chief misfortune. | | 

2% KS x OR ne Ke Ke 

Tam, sir, with great. respect, your very obedient servant, 

Hon. Witutam H. Sewarp, | | | | | 
- Secretary of State. : | | / 

_— Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 4 

1 , ot [ Extract. ] | 

1 No. 29.] LEGATION oF THE UNITED: STATEs, 
- . Paris, February 14, 1865. 

j Sir: ‘The Stonewall was yesterday afternoon lying at Ferrol. Mr. Perry 
q _. states, upon the authority of the consular agent at Ferrol, that she stands in | 
4 need of repairs before she can take the sea, and that. the. Spanish. government 
j will refuse her permission to make them. | : | 
4 7 Captain Craven is at Corunna with the Niagara. He exhibits impatience to 
q have the Sacramento join him. Mr. Harvey informs me that the Sacramento 
| is undergoing repairs also at Lisbon, but as far as I can gather from theirde- @ | 
1 _ gpatches, she will soon be, if she is not already, on her way to Corunna. I doubt 
] _ if Craven feels entirely confident of his ability to meet the Stonewall single- 
J handed. He asked me, ignorant, I presume, of what I have already attempted, 
| to:solicit the intercession of France with. the Spanish government: to detain: her | 
] Mr. Perry informs me, confidentially, that the fortifications of Ferrol are. not | 
i strong enough to keep the Stonewall, if she is determined to go out. If so, the. | 
1 only effectual mode of detaining her is by sending vessels-of-war, and: I doubt. | 
: 

i 

a | | | 
J | |
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i whether France has :anything at hand that she would dare to expose'to such 4 
t an enemy. | RA Dee | 
i I shall endeavor to ‘shake Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys’s determination when I see | 
i him on Thursday. I:am unwilling to reply in writing to‘his letter of the 7th _ ' 
i February, beeause I think it: my duty'to'leave to'you the'selection of the ground q 
' upon which the controversy over this vessel, which is impending, shall be waged. 3 
H I‘have ‘reason ‘to believe ‘that ‘Slidell ‘wrote home by the'last mail that the : 
i Spanish government had ‘sent to ‘their minister, Mr. Mon, in’ Paris,’to:ascertain : 
| whether France desired'the detention of the vessel. That Mr.‘Drouyn de'Lhuys . 
| said ‘they had ‘nothing'to ‘do with her,and that Mr. Mon sent for Mr. Slidell, -who 4 

satisfied him that the Stonewall was a regularly commissioned confederate 7 
| ‘vessel, Oe ; 

[ Tf Slidell is correctly reported—and I suppose he is—it only confirms me in i 
| the opinion towards which I have been steadily drifting since my interview : 
| with the ‘minister of marine on Sunday ‘week, that the depredations which the . 
| ‘Stonewall may occasion us'will be the least of the troubles of the government. | . 

‘They don’t care how much these steamers wrong us, provided they donot give a 
|. ts'an opportunity of fixing the responsibility for what occurs upon them. . 
; * “ie OOK ae a “= ££ 

Though I am unable to assign any very satisfactory authority ‘for it, Tam ; 

t strongly impressed with the conviction ‘that, but‘for the Mexican entanglement, — 3 

i the insurgents would receive very little further countenance from the imperial : 
government, and that a reconciliation of ‘the national policies of ‘the two: coun- 3 

tries on that question would:speedily dispose of all other sources of: dissatisfac- &- 

; tion. | | oo | 
Lam, sir, with great respect,’your very obedient ‘servant, : 

i | | | JOHN ‘BIGELOW. i 
i Hon. Witiiam -H. Skhwarp, : 
| | Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. ! ; 

, Mr. Bigelow:to Mr. Seward. | I 

| No. 35.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED: STATES, : 

| | Paris, February 17, 1865. ; 

i Sir: The corps legislatif was opened by the Emperor on the 15th instant with E 
| customary impressiveness. I enclose a copy of his Majesty’s discourse. He treated 4 

j the discovery of Columbus with conspicuous reserve. As in a family of child- 7 
{ ren the infant is apt to engross the. parental attention, so, out of the large fam- E 

{ ily of American States, the youngest born was the only one that cost his Ma- ; 

| jesty a remark. This silence in regard to the United States was natural. ‘There . 

has been, and from the nature of things there must continue to be while our war ; 3 

| lasts,’so much ‘of menace in our attitude towards Mexico that the Emperor could _ q 
i ‘hardly have pursued a course more consistent-with his: own dignity, or more sat- : 

| isfactory to his«subjects on this occasion, than by observing an expressive : 
: silence. ‘The tone of the discourse was eminently tranquillizing, and is greatly : E 
| admired for the skill with which it ‘disposed of several ‘very delicate questions | 3 
|. of‘foreign policy. ‘The only feature of it that has provoked criticism is that p 
| which’ treats of the convention of the 15th September, 1864,:and his language a 

! in that connexion is discussed, apparently, rather -vaith ‘the view of extracting F 
| interpretations ‘and admissions*from the official «press, than from anything 7 
| exceptionable in the'tenor of the speech. The-various allusions to his‘ Galican j 
| ecclesiastical policy: were  reeeived by his:audience with strong marks of appro- o£ 
| ‘bation. There was one paragraph of the-speech to which I attach’a larger E 
| meaning than perhaps it deserves. It was this: : 

| : | 
| | 
i ’ -
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1 “The convention of the 15th of September, disentangled from passionate  —| 
: interpretations, consecrates two great principles—the firm establishment of the 

new kingdom of Italy and the independence of the Holy See. The provisional | 
i and precarious state of affairs which excited so much alarm will soon terminate. 

It is no longer the scattered members of the Italian nation seeking to connect | 
4 themselves by feeble links to a small state situated at the foot of the Alps; it | 
i is a great country which rises above local prejudices, despising the ebullitions of 
j _unreflecting agitations, which boldly transfers its capital to the centre of the | 
1 Peninsula, and places it in the midst of the Appenines, as in an impregnable | 

citadel. By this act of patriotism Italy definitely constitutes herself, and at the 
4 same time reconciles herself with Catholicity.” : 

__ I have not been able to resist the suspicion that this language, coupled with 
: the silence of the Italian and French press for some months about Venetia, . | 
] _ imports some sort of a transaction in esse or in posse for a termination of the | 
; boundary quarrels between Italy, Austria and Rome, by common sacrifices, and | 
4 by the adoption of the Appennines as one of the natural boundaries of Italy. 

_ The habitually practical character of the Emperor’s statesmanship, and the | 
7° ~~ almost equal necessity of these three powers to arrange their differences by some : 
q less expensive agency than the sword, may, however, have led me to attach | 
4 more importance to these expressions than they really deserve. | 
: What is-said about the return of the army from Mexico is doubtless correct, | 

so far as the wish and intention of the government is concerned, though it does 
not correspond with information which reached me a few days since of orders 

1 having been recently issued for more troops to be in readiness to leave for 
Mexico upon short notice. | 

3 The speech is received with great favor by the liberal press, while the do- : 
mestic policy which is foreshadowed appears to have given universal satisfaction. 

2 I an, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, 
, | a JOHN BIGELOW. | 

q _ Hon. WittiaAmM H. Sewarp, | : | 
4 _ Secretary of State, &c., &c.,. &c: | | | 

, a _ | P. S.—I have no mail from Washington later than the 24th of January. I | 
j _ expect the Canada’s mail through the despatch agency to-morrow morning. 
4 5 p.m.—The Blue, or rather the Yellow Book, has just come in, but too late 
3 for this post. a : . J.B. | : | | | 

4 oo | | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

| No. 36.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| a | . Paris, February 17, 1865. 

] : Sirk: One of the last communications which I had the honor to address to you : 
{ . from the consulate related to a scheme for enrolling Poles in this city, and in | 
i other parts of France and Europe, for the confederates. I am now able to give 
| you some more definite information upon the subject. | 
q | The project had its origin with a Colonel Smolenski, a Pole by birth,who 

had resided many years in Texas, and who came out here to take part in the 
| | recent Polish revolution.g He could not agree with the Polish commissioners 
4 here, abandoned their cause, and projected a scheme for the colonization of the 

northern frontier states of the confederacy with his unfortunate country people, 
: who were to be supplied with a passage, a farm, and some other privileges, on 

condition that they would bear arms, if necessary, in defence of their new homes
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| The terms were framed under the direction of a Mr. Williams, an Englishman, of E 

i whom I can learn nothing precige, and a man named Bujnicky, refugeed from : 

| Russian Poland, whose propert¥ has been confiscated, and whose wife has been 

4 sent to Siberia. This man went, on the 26th of December last, to London for : 

: funds; he was here the other day, but without funds ; his address there is Hotel 

i Krall, John Street, American Square, London. Two Poles—one named Wilk- j 

iu iewiez, and the other Leongewski—were charged to receive the enrolments. 

i When the number reached three hundred, they were to be sent on to the Con- : 

d federate States ; and it was to obtain funds to meet the expenses of their expe- 

i dition that Bujnicky went to London. Three different recruiting stations were : | 

i opened in Paris, and I am told that the number of three hundred would have q 

4 been ready if the funds had arrived. ] 

ui Before the affair, however, had reached this point, the police, whose forbear- : 

H ance had been counted upon, and not without reason, began to take a new in- : 

| terest in what was going on, and Mr. Boudeville, the head of the department of } 

L police, which is occupied with the movements of emigrants, sent his men and | 

| seized all the lists and documents in possession of the recruiting agents, and put L 

| an end, for the present at least, to the scheme. : ee | i 

/ He took exception to the clause of their articles about bearing arms; said he 4 

L had no objection to their going as mere colonists where they pleased, but the 4 

| conditions of their enlistment compromised the neutrality of France. They must } 

find means to go somewhere else to enlist, if they wished to enter the confede- f 

i rate service. He then said, that if they wished to enter the Mexican service, E 

E _ they might receive some encouragement. Here the matter now stands. I pre- ‘ 

{ sume if these men avail themselves of Mr. Boudeville’s proposal, they will be | 

' used in aid of the Emperor’s undertaking to bring back the French army from — - 

; Mexico. : | a , j 

| I learn from the same source which supplies me these details, that a Mr. Irwin | 

q S. Bullock and a Mr. Lewis were here, on the second of January, to confer with  *~ 

the recruiting agents about this business, and left on the fifth for Marseilles and ; 

| Toulon. They have not returned so far as I can learn, though, as 1 was in- : 

| formed about that time, they were soon expected. | 7 

| Two hundred and fifty Polish volunteers enlisted in London, and are ex- an 

| pected to embark at Liverpool on the 25th of this month. | 

] Some Polish refugees in Switzerland have written to a Mr. Teichman, alsoa E 

4 Pole, acting for the confederates here, asking for aid to carry them to the con- E 

| federate territory. It is also reported here among the Poles that Count Sabol- ; 

j ewsky had been furnished with forty-five thousand francs to be used in collecting 4 

| Polish recruits at Zurich and in Italy. | | 4 

| While applications from Frenchmen and Germans for service in our army ; 

| - have been constant for three years past, I do not remember to have received a E 

half a dozen from Poles during my residence here. q 

: This fact, taken in connexion with what seems a sort of combined movement ££ 

| among the refugees of that unhappy province, leads me to suppose that some a 

means have been used to persuade them that they have common cause with the ; 

| insurgents against us on the ground that the United States have made common - 

1 cause with Russia against them. | | . E 

| I have here given you all the information I possess upon this subject up to q 
| date. I have not communicated these details as they reached me from time to j 
| time, because there seemed to be no occasion to trouble you with them. | 3 

| I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, _ - 3 

| | | | | ‘JOHN BIGELOW. | j 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, ; one i 

| _ Secretary of State, &c.; &c., §. | | { 

: 

i . 
=
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] Mr. Seward.to Mr. Bigelow. : 

| No. 48, | | Derartwent oF Srate, 
1 | Washington, February 21, 1865: 

‘Bir: [transmit a copy ofa letter of the 10th instant, and of the accompany- — 
‘ing papers, addressed to this department by the Secretary of War, relative:to | 

4 ‘the capture, in Mexican waters, by insurgents from ‘Texas, of the steamer Ark, 
‘when on a voyage from. New. Orleans: to'Matamoras. The-abuses of the -vights _ 

; of neutrals which, throughout the present war, have been committed by: trade | 
with the pretended neutral port of Matamoras, and the open intercourse and un- 
‘feigned. good understanding between inhabitants of that port and enemies of the 
United States in Texas, have materially served to prolong the-war itself,and, in — | 

-our opinion, would perhaps have justified, if not the seizure, at least the blockade 
of Matamoras, as a measure of self-protection. | | | 

‘Please call the attention of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to the subject, witha desire = 
that neutrality may be vigorously enforced there by the French troops in oc- | 
-cupation, and so remove a ‘source of embarrassment which seems to be. quite : 

| - annoying. | | | | a | 
, I-am, sir, your obedient servant, | : 

a - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
1 JOHN BIGELOW, Hsq., Sc. -&c., &c.,:Paris. .: | 

3 | | Mr. Stanton to.Mr. Seward. : 
1 | | | War DEPARTMENT, _ 
4 | | -Washington City, February 10, 1865. | 
: . Siz: I have the honor to transmit to you a report of Major General Canby, commanding 
: the military division of west Mississippi, in relation to the seizure of a United States vessel at 

4 ‘the mouth of the Rio Grande, together with certain official papers connected therewith, which 
accompany that report. 7 : . 

; So “Your obedient: servant, Ce So . 
| ee | “EDWIN.M. STANTON, ‘Secretary of War. | 

: ~ Hon. ‘WiLuiam H. SEWaRD, Secretary of State. | : 

. - _ NEw ORLEANS, January 19,1865. ! 
~Sir :'On the 16th of July last, the steamer Ark, Augustus Williamson, master, left this . | 

‘port laden-with lumber, &c. She belonged to John: Bochino, a: citizen of the United States, 
3 entirely loyal, and.a resident of this city for many years past. ‘The value of this vessel was | 

| not less than $25,000, and her cargo was worth. about $2,000. In proceeding up the Rio | 
Grande, and when about twelve miles above Bagdad, her machinery became slightly dis- i 

q abled, and she ran aground from eight to ten steps’ distance from the bank of the river on the : 
“Mexican side. “While in this position and in “Mexican waters, she:was: seized and taken «| 

: ~ possession of by the confederates, to wit, on the 7th of August, 1864, and, carried to: Browns- | 
4 ville, Texas. At this port she was condemned .as. prize, and. subsequently sold as such to : 
4] _ certain Mexican citizens, to wit, on the 23d October, 1864. oe : 
1 7 The steamer Ark cleared regularly at this port, receiving all essential documents, exem- , : 
4 plifications of:which are hereto.annexed. She was also duly entered at-the port of Bagdad i 
: “upon arriving there. a : 
q _ The object of presenting this case to you, Mr. Seward, is to obtain restitution of this prop- E 
4 erty, if possible. Mr. Bochino appears to have been divestéd violently thereof, in violation | 

of the laws of nations, and in violation of the protection afforded our commerce in neutral 
4 _ waters, and'Mr. Bochino has: thought fit to lay this matter before you,. sir, for such‘action as : 
q you. may deem fitting in the premises. —_ . | 
4 Respectfully, : a | 
4 | “JeS. WHITAKER, Attorney. 
4 . Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State. - , 

| __ John Bachino, the within named claimant, being duly sworn,. deposes and. says. that all the 
. facts set forth in the foregoing statement are true. - co | | 
4 | | a | “J. BACHINO. — 
4 Sworn to and subscribed before me this 26th day of J anuary, 1865. | 
q _ CHARLES CLAIBORNE, | | 
i | United States Commissioner. |
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A I, Charles Claiborne, United States commissioner for the eastern district of Louisiana, do . 

: hereby certify that John Bachino, the claimant herein, this day appeared before me at my | i 

| - office, and made oath to the facts set forth in this petition. =~ : if 

4 In faith whereof, I grant the presents under my signature and seal of office, at the city of : 

: New Orleans, this 26th day of January, in the year of our Lord 1865, and the eighty-ninth &§ 

qd year of the American independence. = : g 

My [SEAL.] - CHARLES CLAIBORNE, . 
A . | United States Commissioner. 3 

if UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA, F 

| City of New Orleans, State of Louisiana: E 

i On this 21st day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and F 
| sixty-five, before me, Charles Claiborne, a commissioner duly appointed by the circuit court : 
i of the United States for the eastern district of Louisiana, personally appeared at my office, in 7 
i the city of New Orleans, in the said eastern district of Louisiana, Augystus Williamson, . 

I who, having been duly sworn, did thereupon depose and say: That on the 16th July, 1864, . 
| he left New Orleans in command of the steamer Ark, bound for Matamoras, with a cargo of : 

[ lumber, say fifteen thousand feet, and three passengers. We arrived at Bagdad, Mexico, q 

i on the 29th day of July, 1864, and there entered the steamer at the custom-house. We laid , [ 
E at this port three days, and then on the Ist of August, 1864, left for our destination, Mata- . P 
| moras. At about 5 o’clock p.m. the machinery became so disabled as to prevent our further 7 

| progress. I then threw out an anchor on the Mexican side, about twelve miles above Bag- ; 

le dad, say at about fifteen yards from the Mexican side of the river. I caused the vessel to . 

i sheer close in to the bank during the night, so as not to be in the way of other vessels that were 
passing. The river fell during that night about four feet, and the vessel was then left fast 
aground. I then found it impossible to get her off; went to Bagdad, and obtained a small . : 

i vessel to take off her cargo, for the purpose of lightening her. On the 6th of August I car- . 
vied in our yawl an anchor to the Texas side, and had intended to have used this, with a . 

i chain attached to the steamer, for the purpose of getting her afloat in deep water; but the t 
i - chain not being long enough to reach the anchor, I was unable to use it as intended, to wit, 

| to heave her off. , . oo ; 
| ‘The steamer was not, therefore, attached to the Texas side of the river. On the 7th of - . 

i August I got out a large portion of the cargo on the deck, for the purpose of putting it on  &£ 
1 board the vessel referred to. Before I could get any of this on board the small vessel, armed | ’ 

7 confederates came up in force, from two hundred to three hundred strong, on the Texas side | . 

1 of the Rio Grande, (at this point not over one hundred and fifty yards in width, ) and re- : 

1 quired me to send my yawl-boat across for them, which I found it necessary to do. ‘Twelve oO 
{ came over and took possession of the vessel, and made me and the crew prisoners, my pas- : 

| sengers having already left me at Bagdad. On or about the 14th August they took us to . 

a. Brownsville, the steamer being still left aground, with twelve soldiers on board; we were . &- 

| imprisoned up to the 27th of August, 1864, released then two days on parole, and then sent : 

] to Houston, being released eventually on the 8th day of December, 1864. I gave my dep- - 

j osition to the same facts herein stated, while in Brownsville, before the confederate author , . 

i ities. I should have stated that some two or three days after the vessel was seized by the 3 

q confederates, General Cortinas sent a courier on board the vessel to Colonel Ford, in com- . 

| mand of the confederate force, demanding the vessel, because taken in violation of neutral E 

i waters, but the demand wag disregarded. ‘The confederates sold the steamer, after her cap- E 

| ture, for the sum of thirteen thousand and fifty dollars in gold. She was sold at auction at E 

1 Brownsville. I do not know who purchased her. Her name has been changed. She now _£ 
| is running on the river between Bagdad and Matamoras. ~ : 
| , AUGUSTUS WILLIAMSON. | a 

! - Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 21st day of January, 1865. | E 
| CHARLES CLAIBORNE, 4 

. | United States Commissioner. E 

1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA, : 
City of New Orleans, State of Louisiana: . 

| On the 2ist day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty- E 
five, before me, Charles Claiborne, a commissioner duly appointed by the circuit court of the 3 
United States for the eastern district of Louisiana, personally appeared at my office, in the 3 
city of New Orleans, in the said eastern district of Louisiana, Antonio Miguel, who, being Eg 

| _ duly sworn, did thereupon depose and say: q 
I left New Orleans on the steamer Ark on the 16th day of July, 1864. We left for Bagdad, ; 

| Mexico, with the intention of going from that place to Matamoras. We reached Bagdad on ; 
the 29th Juty, 1864. We laid there three days, and then left for Matamoras; on the same E 

| 24pdce** , : 

| Ee
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i. day, when we were about twelve miles from Bagdad, the captain, with one of the deck hands, 
z - was at the helm; the captain was intoxicated and could not steer the steamer properly, and 
i ran her aground on the Mexican side. He got her off, and backing her out she struck the 
1 Texan side; and when we had hardly started to go up the river the engineer cried out that — 
| the engine was disabled, and the captain then dropped anchor on the Mexican side, on the 

same place where we had been aground before. We remained there until the next morning. | 
4 The. water having fallen four feet: during the night, the vessel was hard aground. Not being - 
q able to heave her off, the captain went down to Bagdad to see the owner. We remained | 
: there two days, and then returned to the steamer in the yawl. We took the cargo or a por- 

‘tion of the cargo from the hold and put it on deck, for the purpose of having it ready for a | 
small steamer, the Valdez, which I understood had been chartered to take off the cargo of 

{ our steamer and transport it to Matamoras. The Valdez was alongside of us when a con- 
1 federate force of two or three hundred men hailed us from the Texas bank and asked for the of 
3 yawl, so that they could come on board. The yawl was sent to them. Twelve came on . 
: board and took possession of the vessel. They asked for her papers and for her American E 
4 flag. The Mexican flag was flying at her masthead; it had been sent that very day by the 

; owner to protect her. The papers and the American flag had been piaced by the captain in 4 
a tin box and dropped in the water where they could have been found when necessary. The | 

4 captain told the confederates that he had no papers on board, and that the only flag he had ot 
was the Mexican flag. | ai . 

1 That same night the captain was drunk and told them that the steamer was American; 
4 _ that he had buried the American papers of the vessel and her American flag, and that he 
4 would get them and give them up. The next morning Colonel Ford came on board and told 
4 the lieutenant in command of the capturing force that the steamer could not be held; that | 

she should be released. The lieutenant answered that she was a good prize, and gave to : 
Colonel Ford the information he had received from Captain Williamson. Colonel Ford then 

2 told us that if the papers and flag of the steamer were delivered to him he would release us 
all. We were two or three days before making up our minds to deliver them up. After a 
consultation between the officers and crew, we all agreed to deliver them up and take their 

q word that we should be immediately released. They did not keep their word; the flag and 
‘papers were delivered to them, and they took us prisoners to Brownsville, where we remained | 
until the 1st day of September, 1864. We were carried to Houston and released on the 8th ) 

3 of December, 1864. 
1 | 8 ANTO. MIGUEL. 

Sworn to and subscribed before. me, this 21st day of January, 1865. 
[SEAL ] | CHARLES CLAIBORNE, 

q . United States Commissioner. 

{ DiIsTRICT OF NEW ORLEANS, _ : 
Surveyor’s Office, Port of New Orleans: | . [ 

_ I do certify that the steamboat Ark, of New Orleans, is American built; that she has one | 
; deck, no masts; her length is eighty-two feet —— inches, her breadth seventeen feet —— : 
j inches, her depth three feet five inches, and measures forty-four tons ninety-two feet; has | 
: around stern; has —— galleries and —— head; and that her name, and the name of the | i 
; port to which she belongs, are painted on the stern in the manner required by the third sec- | 
j tion of the act for registering ships or vessels of the United States. Ul 
3 Given under my hand, at New Orleans, aforesaid, this twenty-eighth day of April, 1864. ' 

J. P. TUCKER, : 
1 Acting Surveyor. 

4 I, owner of the aforesaid, do agree to the foregoing description and measurement. | 

3 | a - NEW ORLEANS, April 28, 1864. J 
I, J. C. Woolverton, of New Orleans, shipwright, do swear that the steamer Ark, having 

| one deck, and being in length eighty-two feet, in breadth seventeen feet, in depth three and | | 
q five-tenths feet, and measuring 4422 tons, having one gallery and no head, was built by me, 
4 or under my direction, at New Canal, parish of Orleans, Louisiana, in the United States, in i 
4; the years 1863 and 1864. 
4 . , J.C. WOOLVERTON, 
4 7 Shipwright. 
1 Witness: P. E, Huaon, | | | 

q | ~ No. 107.—-PERMANENT. | | 

] In pursuance of an act of Congress of the United States of America, entitled “An act 
q concerning the registering and recording of ships or vessels.” 
4 John Bachino, of New Orleans, State of Louisiana, having taken or subscribed the oath 
q required by the said act, and having sworn that he is a citizen of the United States, and the |
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| oe only owner of the ship or vessel called the Ark, of New Orleans, whereof D. Bachino is at : 
| present master, and a citizen of the United States, as he hath sworn, and that the said ship or q 

| vessel was built at New Orleans, State of Louisiana, in the year one thousand eight hundred | 4 
iF and fifty-four, as per enrolment No. 147, and documents on file in this office having certified E 
; that the said ship or vessel has one deck and two masts, and that her length is eighty-two : 
| feet —— inches, her breath seventeen feet —— inches, her depth three feet 5 inches, and E 
| that she measures 44 tons; and that she is a steamer, has around stern and a plain head;  &£ 
| and the said John Bachino having agreed to the description and admeasurement above speci- o£ 
E fied, and sufficient security having been given according to said act, the said steamer has : 
f been duly registered at the port of New Orleans. : 
bs Given under our hands and seal, at the port of New Orleans, this 6th day of July, in the q 
[ year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four (1864. ) . 
i I do hereby certify that this isa true copy of the register of said steamer issued at this 4 

office July 6, 1864, q 
E . - JOHN N. COLLINS, Collector. 4 

: ge Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. - | : 

h No. 49.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, E 
— Washington, February 21, 1865. : 

| Sir: I transmit, for your information, a copy of a letter of the 7th instant, ; 

l and of the accompanying papers addressed to this department by the Assistant | | 
‘Secretary of War, relative to the surrender by General Mejia, at Matamoras, q 
of refugees from Texas as deserters from the insurgents. This was the subject : 

i -of the instruction to you, No. 38, of the 7th instant. 1 
i - Iam, sir, your obedient servant, | | ] 

o | WILLIAM H. SEWARD : 
| JoHN BiaELow, Hsq., §c., §c., &. | | : 

| | Mr. Dana to Mr. Seward E 

| War DEPARTMENT, : 
| Washington City, February 7, 1865. &— 

| Sir: I am instructed by the Secretary of War to transmit, for your information, and for E 
j such action as you may consider appropriate and necessary, the enclosed communication from e 
] Major General Canby, with its accompaniments, in relation to the surrender by General : 
i Mejia, commanding at Matamoras, Mexico, of citizens of the United States, deserters from 3 
1 the rebel service, or refugees from the rebel territory. ; Ee 
| I will thank you to return the enclosures, after having availed yourself of their contents, . 

_ I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, . . p 
: a | ~ C. A. DANA, : 
] Assistant Secretary of War. - - E 
i Hon. W. H. SEWARD, Secretary of State. | . 3 

: General Canby to Mr. Stanton. | 4 

HeapquarTers Murrary Division of WEST MISSISSIPPI, : 
: | New Orleans, La., January 27, 1865. 4 

: Sir: I have the honor to transmit, for the information of the Secretary of State, copies of E 
| certain papers, marked A, B, C, and D, in relation to the surrender by General Mejia, com- 3 
i manding at Matamoras, Mexico, of citizens of the United States, deserters from the rebel E 
| service, or refugees from the rebel territory, on the pretence that they are criminals and == F 

fugitives from justice. | | 7 
The course of General Mejia, which, from his own statement, appears to be authorized by : 

the Emperor Maximilian, is one of direct hostility to the government of the United States, i 
and, in my judgment, should be so treated. For reasons that have been impressed upon me E 

| by the Secretary of State, I shall, until otherwise advised, take no further steps in this matter 

E
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than to send an officer to the Rio Grande, for the purpose. of ascertaining the extent of this | 
i extradition, and the names of the unfortunates. who have been turned over to the vengeance | 
7. of the rebels, and, by remonstrance with General Mejia, prevent any addition to the number : 
’ . of victims. —— | 
a Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
i | | | ED. R. 8. CANBY, | - | 
4 | Major General Commanding. 

_ The SECRETARY OF WAR, Washington, D. C. | 

| _. General Vile to Lieutenant Colonel Drake. . | 

: | HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FORCES, | 
4 | - Brazos Santiago, Texas, January 12, 1865. 
q oo COLONEL: On assuming command at this place I immediately made such arrangements — 
q as greatly assisted deserters and refugees to reach my lines from Mexico. : 
q _ This had the effect to increase the number of deserters very materially, and threatened to | 
7 destroy the organization and efficiency of the rebel troops on this border. | 

| Rumors have been reaching me for a month that the authorities of the Maximilian govern- 
i ment were arranging to return deserters to the rebel authorities. During the last two days 
j there has been a stampede among the very large number of these persons now on the Mexi- L 
| can side of the Rio Grande. As near as I can learn, some forty to sixty have been arrested 

3 by the Mexican authorities at Matamoras and delivered to General Slaughter. | | 
q T have not been able to hear from the United States consul at Matamoras for some days. | 

If I had horses to draw the light artillery on the island I could easily drive Slaughter out of 
4 Brownsville. I have been over and felt of him sufficiently to satisfy me that he does not 
3 intend to fight in case we should advance. But it could not be held with the means ofthis 

: command, and no material damage could be inflicted on him without a cavalry force. | 
| No permanent relief can be given these destitute people without occupying and control- 

ling the valley of the Rio Grande, which, of course, can best be done by going in from Mat- 
agorda bay and occupying San Antonio, which is the key to this whole valley and frontier. 

These facts are stated for the information and consideration of the major general com- 
: manding department of the Gulf. , | 
; I have no doubt of the fact that deserters are being delivered on the claims of the rebel 

. authorities. I shall learn more in a day or two in relation to the matter, and will report. 
further. — 7 

. I shall be glad to receive any instruction or orders deemed necessary (if any) in the case. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | : 

| a WM. A. VILE, Brigadier General . | 
1 Commanding military Division West Mississippi. 
4 Lieut. Col. Gro. B. DRAKE, | 

oo A, A. General, Department of the Gulf. | 

Official copy: . i 
; a | , C.»G. CHRISTENSEN, | : 

: Lieutenant Colonel, Assistant Adjutant General. : 

| . General Mejia to Mr. Etchison. | 

7 3 {'Translation. ] : 

IMPERIAL ARMY OF MEXICO, MEJIA DIVISION, GENERAL IN CHIEF. _ oe 

2 No. 852.] MATAMORAS, January 10, 1865.. - : 

i. Mr. ConsuL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of and to answer your official 
: despatch of the 8th instant, containing a serious complaint in favor of the rights and liberties _ : 

d of American citizens residing in this city, and of those who, having escaped from the army | : 
: of the Confederate States, have come seeking the protection of the government of Mexico. : 
4 You assure me that you have reliable information to the’ effect that the so-called authorities 
q of Brownsville are daily carrying off American citizens, upon the pretext that they owe al- 
q legiance to their government, and that such abuses are committed by virtue of an agreement, 
1 . made for the purpose, between the commander of the imperial forces at Matamoras and the 
q confederate authorities at Brownsville. You conclude by stating to me that the govern. | 

, ment of the United States possesses the will and the power required to protect its citizens re- 
4 siding in foreign countries. , | 
4 This last declaration, Mr. Consul, is an unseasonable threat, and the entire despatch is 
4 | written under a strange hallucination of mind, entirely different from the measured language . 
q that is customary in the official intercourse between two countries, besides having no foun- 
| - dation in facts. | | | 

| | | | |
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| When you have deliberately considered their import, you will withdraw your words, or the . q 
government of the United States will do us justice by reproving the acts of its agent at Mat- | &£ 

[ amoras. | : ; 
k It is sufficient for me to state to you at present that itis untrue that any arrangement has been : 

made by which American citizens are pursued, arrested, and conveyed to Texas, under the pre- ; 
i text that, owing allegiance to the confederacy, they have deserted from theirarmy. Through 2 
| private communications, the principal articles of the extradition treaty in regard to criminals, , E 
i fugitives from justice, celebrated between Mexico and the United States during the ministry | 

of Mr. Dobadao, have been agreed upon; from which slaves, also excepted by that treaty, : 
i are now expressly excluded, and deserters from the army who may seek refuge in Mexico ; 7 
cE against these two classes of persons no claims can be attempted by the confederate authorities. E 

These private stipulations have been submitted for the approval of my sovereign, and, by : 
j his command, will be faithfully executed, as, being not only based on a pre-existing treaty, : 
b they attack the liberties of none others than criminals, but also in a sure manner expedite [ 
I the ends of justice. | - | a , 4 
| - - When the military commanders of the United States have pursued a course so diametrically : 
i opposed to humanity and civilization towards Mexico, as witnessed by the recent act of deliver- 4 
| ing Don Manuel de Regon, esq., a political exile, who sought refuge under the American flag, : 

into the hands of his enemies, it appears incredible that an agent of that same government should : 
f not desire that at Matamoras, where the memory of that horrible violation is more indelibly E 
i impressed, the rights of citizens who are in no danger, and whose liberties no one pretends a 
' to attack, should not be protected. : &§ 

The indecorous terms in which your note is couched authorize me, according to estab- . : 
Ho lished custom, to return it without answer. I answer solely for the purpose of conveying the 4 

views herein expressed, but in future will limit myself to acting as is customary in these cases. E 
Accept the assurance of my particular regard. E 

I | -- THOMAS MEJIA, q 
i . Com’dg General of New Leon, Coahuila, and Tamaulipas. iG 

The°CONSUL OF THE UNITED STATES at Matamoras, Present. . 

I certify that the above is a true copy. oe : 
| 7 Dp. G. FENNO, Lieut. and A. D. C. : 

| HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF, q 
i | , New Orleans, January 26, 1865. : 
i Official copy: : | 7 d 

| | C. 8. SARGENT, First Lieut. A. A. A. S. | : 
‘i E 

| Mr. Etchison to General Vile. og 

| UNITED STATES CONSULATE, . 
| | Matamoras, January 14, 1865. 

j Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, in relation . j 
| _ to the surrender of deserters and others from the so-called confederacy to the rebel authori- E 
j ties commanding at Brownsville, by the authorities of Matamoras. 
q : I addressed a very severe letter to General Mejia on the subject, and a copy of his reply  & 
j (translated) I enclose herewith. E 

It is reported in town that as many as twenty or more have been sent over, and without c 
any trial or investigation being made. They are arrested, generally, very early in the morn- E 

| ing, and are at once taken, with a file of soldiers, to the river, when they are delivered to the ££ 
| rebels. The whole proceeding is an outrage, as there can be no extradition treaty between — 
q two governments that have not in either case been recognized; and our treaty does not au- q 

thorize the return of even criminals, until undoubted proof is shown that they are guilty. : 
General Mefjia’s letter is a lame reply, and savors much of the pen of a rebel. 7 E 

| . ~ Referring to the cotton question, Dr. McManus requests me to say that, if you will have , E 
i the kindness to send his cotton to the mouth of the Rio Grande, and have it surveyed and ap- 4 
1 praised, he will pay the salvage to you or your order. : | 3 
| I am, sir, very respectfully, | | : 3 
| =. : oe _E. DORSEY ETCHISON, , E 
j United States Consul at Matamoras, Mexico. | 4 

1 - Brigadier General W. A. VILE, . . 
| Commanding United States Forces, Brazos Santiago, Texas. : 

I certify that the above is a true copy. | on 4 
: D. E. FENNO, -_ | E 

. . . Lieutenant and A. D. C. . E 

: HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF, : 
New Orleans, January 26, 1865. E 

Official copy: | | | ; E 
| : | C.S. SARGENT, * : 
| | First Lieutenant 2d La. Vols., A. A. D. General. : 

| . :
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a General Vile to Lieutenant Colonel Drake. - | 

i New ORLEANS, LA., January 25, 1865. : 
i _ COLONEL: Since my communication of the 5th instant, in relation to the agreement be- 
q tween the Maximilian and confederate authorities, by which deserters from the rebel army 
i are being surrendered to the confederate military authorities, I have received a letter from 
3 Hon. E. D. Etchison, United States consul at Matamoras, Mexico, enclosing copy of the. 2 
3 reply of Brigadier General Mejia to the protest. of the consul on this subject, copies of each _ | 

4 of which are enclosed for the information of the major general commanding department. | 
4 I am reliably informed that these persons are being delivered to the confederate officers at 

various other points on the river. , | 
; From all I could learn, I think about seventy-five have been given up in this way. | | 
; Ihave the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | 

| | WM. A. VILE, | 
| ; Brigadier General Volunteers. _ f 
| Lieut. Col. GEo. B. DRAKE, | 

| Assistant Adjutant General, Dep’t of the Gulf. 
| | 

1 | | HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF, | 
3 : New Orleans, La., January. 26, 1865. F 

Official copy : a | 
| | JOS. HIBBERT, : | 
q | Captain and A. A. General. : ! 

1 Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

| | [ Extract. ] . 

] No. 44.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
] | | | Paris, March 6, 1865. | 

| Siz: I send you some journals by this mail which may be worth your look- | 
{ ing over; among others the last number of the Memorial Diplomatic, which is 
: understood to be under the special inspiration of the ministry of foreign affairs. : 
| You will find on page 157 confirmation of what I sent you by last mail | 
‘ about commissioners sent from Mexico to negotiate a concordat with the Pope. 

_A translation of part of this article is enclosed. You will not fail to remark 
| that the commission is charged to treat directly with the Pope, and that Maxi- / 

milian has sent Velasquez, his minister of foreign affairs, as president of the com- / 
1 mission. 

The promulgation in Mexico of a decree from Maximilian imposing restric- 
tions upon the publication of papal bulls, &c., simultaneously with the de- — : 
parture of this commission, leads me to suspect that the tone to be taken by the 
commissioners when they reach Rome will be quite as decided as represented 

j ‘In my private note of the 3d instant. 
You will observe, by a paragraph on page 158 of the Memorial Diplomatique, 

7 that the government has found it convenient to attribute the delay to our gov- | 
ernment, in naming a minister to this court in place of the late Mr. Dayton, to 

: another motive than a disposition on the part of the President to resent the 
q long vacancy in the French mission at Washington, to which the delay is gener- 
] ally ascribed. It is one of many signs, becoming daily more common, that ot 
q public opinion here begins to require of the government a conciliatory manner 

towards the United States. __ | | 
' cS 2 K * * * * x x 

1. I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, © 
j | — JOHN BIGELOW. 4 
| Hon. Wituiam H. S—Ewarp, ~ 
i Secretary of State. | | |
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[Enclosure No. 44.—Translation. ] | E 

| From the Memorial Diplomatique, March 5, 1865. : 

| Our correspondent from Mexico informs us that, in accordance with the desire expressed by : 

| the Holy Father, and justified by the constant usage of the Roman court, negotiations for : 

[ the definitive arrangement of the ecclesiastical questions in Mexico are about to be concentrated ; 

[ at Rome. With this view his Mexican Majesty has charged a special mission to go and : 

treat directly with his Holiness ; and as it was of importance to invest with this mission, as : 

full of sharp points as it is delicate, men calculated to inspire a just confidence at the Holy . 4 

I . See, the emperor Maximilian has designated his minister of state, Mr. Velasquez de Leon, 7 

f as president of the commission, and first plenipotentiary of Mexico. : 

[ Mr. Velasquez de Leon is very favorably known at Rome for his devotion to the church. q 

| He will be aided by two councillors of state, charged more particularly to arrange the details 4 

of the execution of the concordat to be entered into between Rome and Mexico. ae . 

ae Mr. Velasquez de Leon and the two councillors of state who accompany him were to em- . 

; bark upon the French packet-boat which is expected about the 15th of March at Saint Na- Eo 

I zaire. woes & 

| 
| oo ] 

—— 
[ ” q 

| : j 
! Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. : 

, | | : 
| No. 62.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

| . Washington, March 7, 1865. 4 

|. Sir: Your despatch of the 9th ultimo, No. 25, calling my attention to the : 

official denial, in the Moniteur, of the truth of the report in circulation con- : 

| cerning the cession of certain provinces in Mexico to France, and to the com- . 

i munication of the Emperor to you upon the subject, has been received with : 

| satisfaction. | | | | | 

| Tam, sir, your obedient servant, — , | | . 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD.  &€§ 

| Joun Biaetow, Esq., §c., §e., §c., Paris. : 

| | | | | 

| | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | - ; 

| No. 50.] SO LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 

1 | | | Paris, March 10, 1865. | ; 

| Sir: Referring to your despatch No. 48, relative to the capture a 

United States steamer Ark by rebel Texans in Mexican waters when on a 7 

voyage from New Orleans to Matamoras, I have the honor to enclose a commu- 7 

, nication which I made upon the subject to his excellency the minister of 7 

! foreign affairs yesterday. | | | 

| I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, E 

_ JOHN BIGELOW. : 
~ Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, q 

| Be Secretary of State. — : | o£ 

7 Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. . 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : E 

| | . Paris, March 9, 1865. | 

| ' me: On the 16th day of July last the United States steamer Ark, belonging to John . : 

Bachino, a citizen of the United States, and commanded by Captain A. Williamson, was : 

1 cleared from the port of New Orleans for the port of Matamoras, in Mexico. : 

When about twelve miles above Bagdad, on the Rio Grande, in consequence of an acci- E 

| dent to her machinery, she grounded within a few yards of the Mexican shore. While in 4 

| this position, and in Mexican waters, she was seized, on the 7 th of August, by insurgent q 

| | :
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i enemies of the United States from Texas, taken to Brownsville, condemned with her cargo ot 
3 as lawful prize, and sold at auction to some Mexican citizens. | 
4 . The constant abuse of the rights of neutrals by persons trading with the port of Mata- - f 

moras throughout the present war, and the open intercourse and unfeigned good under-  —S |. 
| standing between inhabitants of that port and enemies of the United States in Texas, have 
‘ materially prolonged the war itself, and have provoked, if not the seizure, at least the ! 

blockade of Matamoras as a measure of self-protection. : : 
In view of all these facts, I am instructed to express to your excellency the desire of my : 

: government that neutrality may be regularly enforced by the French troops in occupation 2 
1 *  — of Matamoras, and thus a source of embarrassment may be removed which seems to be | 
2 quite unnecessary. oe, a | 
i I have the honor to renew to your excellency the assurance of my most distinguished | 

consideration. | | 
1 | | JOHN BIGELOW. 
1 His Excellency Mr. DRouyn DE LuUvys, a | | 

: | Minister of Foreign Affairs, Paris. : | 

7 | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

' No. 65.] | | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| Washington, March 10, 1865. | 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the | 
| 17th of February, No. 36, which gives me the information you have been able | 
1 to acquire concerning the insurgent proceedings to enlist Polish subjects of 
4 "Russia. | | 

It is a pitiable result of the loss of national life that any of the children of © 
: Poland should, under influences of whatever form of demoralization, be disposed __ 
1 to pass into the military ranks of the army of disunion and slavery in the 
4 United States. Happily, the waning fortunes of the rebels seem likely to 
: | render the acceptance of such persons to the insurgent forces practically im- 
1 possible, and so to prevent their incurring a disgrace to which we can only | 

lament that they have so blindly consented. . . | ! 
i | _ Iam, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| . | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
2 JoHN BIGELOw, Esq., Sc., S., &c. } } os 

| | @ | | - | | 

| | : Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. a 

. No. 52.| Legation or Tue Untrep Srarss, 
q Paris, March 10, 1865. 
| Sir: In consequence of a paragraph which I noticed in the Paris correspond- 
| ence of a London journal, I asked the minister of foreign affairs yesterday _ 
| whether he had any information of a circular issued by the minister of foreign 
7 aifairs of the Archduke Maximilian to the maritime prefects of Mexico, in 
| | reference to consuls acting irregularly and without exequaturs from the im- 
i. perial government, provoked, as was stated, by two recent appointments made 
] by the government of the United States. His excellency replies that he had 
7 | not heard of anything of the kind, but, if I desired, he would procure me a : 
| _ copy, if any had been issued. I said that as the circular purported, according 
q | to the newspaper reports, to have been provoked by the action of my govern- 
; ment, J presumed it would interest them to know what it was, and said I | 
q would thank him to procure me a copy if he could conveniently. His excel- | 
4 _ lency took a memorandum of my request, and said it should not be neglected. | 
i This morning I received the first copy of a new journal, entitled the Epoque, | 
7. established and conducted by M. Ernest Feydeau, in which the circular in |
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question is given at length. Though I presume a copy has already reached : 

l you, there is a chance that it has not; I therefore enclose a translation, with ; 

the editorial paragraph which followed it. a 3 

In this connexion, I invite your attention to an article in the Constitutionnel Og 

| of the 7th instant, signed Boniface, relating to the reciprocal relations of : 

' France, Mexico, and the United States, which is chiefly deserving of attention | 

| for the paragraph with which it closes, and which may be translated as follows: : 

; “The work which France has undertaken in Mexico, and which she will not 4 

E leave unfinished, moves, then, towards a happy and rapid accomplishment.” q 

This article appeared nearly simultaneously, I am told, upon what I deem : 

E credible authority, with the declaration of the Emperor to his council that the : 

f honor of France was involved in the support of the new empire in Mexico. — q 
This declaration was followed by the issue of orders for the transport of 8,000 : 

men—that is, eight regiments from Algeria—to the support of General Bazaine, : 

A who, as I have already advised you, lacks confidence in the mercenaries with q 

| whom the Emperor has attempted to replace the French soldiers in the arch- 7 

: duke’s service. Should this information prove correct, it will give to the ap- j 

i proaching debates on the address, in the corps legislatif, unusual importance. 1 

i I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | OE 

L | | JOHN BIGELOW. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarbD, | | F 

2 Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. . | 

_ [Translated from l’Epoque, March 9, 1865. ] | 1 

| | | The Minister of Foreign Affairs in Mexico to the Political Prefects of the Empire. SO, ' 

| | : | Mexico, January 18, 1865. : 

| It has come to the knowledge of this department that there are persons exercising the func- ; 
{ tions of consular agents in the territory of the empire without having received the usual : 
| exequatur either from the government of his Majesty or from that of the old republic, thus | : 
i contravening established usage and the law governing this matter. | 
\ You will be pleased to invite, with all necessary managements, the persons exercising th e : 
| above functions within your circonscription to present to you their brevet or their license. &- 

j You shall give to understand to such as shall not be able to present such that they must 1 
| henceforth abstain from the exercise of consular functions. . 
| You shall see that these prescriptions be strictly carried out, and shall give an account to 3 

4 this department of the irregularities you may have discovered, or may discover hereafter, in 4 

]j these matters. . . E 

! | RAMIREZ, | ; 
4 | Minister, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. | : 

: The circular derives a particular interest from the recent appointment of a new United : 
| States consul at Matamoras, and from the valueless exequatur delivered by Corona to the q 
| consular agent of the same country, residing at Mazatlan. | E 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | : 

No. 68.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
| | Washington, March 13, 1865. : 

: Sir: I have received your despatch of the 17th of February, No. 35, and I | 
| thank you for your careful comment on the Emperor’s speech, which was de- oF 
| livered on the opening of the chambers. &- 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, a : 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. & 

| JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., §c., §c., Paris. , | 

| | 
| | 

E 

. .
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| | , Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

| No. 70.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | : 
; | Washington, March 13, 1865. 

| _ Sir: IT enclose for your information a copy of a despatch which has been re | : 
: ceived from Mr. Chase, our consul general for Mexico, residing at Tampico | 
i and of my answer thereto. .A word of frank explanation may now perhaps be : 
| _ fitly spoken to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys concerning our consuls and commercial | 
] agents in Mexico. Oo : 

2 _ I begin with saying that it is understood that a person authorized by the | 
power now dominant in the capital of Mexico has arrived at New York and 
solicited an informal interview with me. The advance thus proposed has been 

1 declined, in conformity with the settled position of this government to hold no 
interview, public or private, with persons coming from any country, other than 

: the agents duly accredited by the authority of that country which is recognized 
by this government. This government has insisted that the opposite position, 

4 which to some extent is held in other States, and under which Mason, Slidell, 
| and Mann, insurgent emissaries from this country, are admitted to unofficial | 
ll conferences, is unfriendly and injurious to the United States. Thus we govern | 

} ourselves in our intercourse with other states by the principles that we claim 
| ought to govern them in their relations with the United States. | | 
: We have not, for political reasons, recalled, and we shall not recall, for such 
| reasons, from Mexico, any of our agents who are accredited to the republican 

government in that country. On the contrary, we have not intended and we 
do not insist on their being allowed to remain there in the exercise of their func- 

| tions by the authority which has displaced that government in the capital. If 
inhibited by these authorities, in places occupied by them, our agents are in- | 

] structed to desist from their functions, and, if need be, to withdraw from the 
country. ‘hus, while abiding events, we shall not be found increasing the 

3 confusion of affairs in that unfortunate country. In the course we are thus | 
pursuing in regard to consular and commercial agents, we do not understand | 

_ that they will, by tolerating this course on our part in Mexico, make any politi- ' 
i cal concessions to us. The matter is a purely commercial one, and has no po- | 
| litical significance whatever. ’ | 
j _ It may be well, on the other hand, that the existing authorities in the city | 
] of Mexico should understand through the French government that no exclusion 
i of our agents will have any influence whatever to induce a change of the politi- 

4 cal attitude towards Mexico which the government of the United States has 
q hitherto maintained. | | a 

: | This government has learned something of the value of concentration of pur- | 
3 pose. We are engaged in suppressing a dangerous rebellion, and we are not = 

willing to be unnecessarily diverted from that special duty with any contro- 
] versy with any party in Mexico or elsewhere concerning affairs in that state. 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, . . | 
7 | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
1 JouHN BiceLow, Esq., §c., §e., gc. | 

’ Mr. Chaseto Mr. F. W. Seward. | 

qa No. 9.] UNITED STATES CONSULATE GENERAL, | 
| Tampico, February 16, 1865. | 

j Srr: I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of a note (No. 1) from the prefect of this . 
q city, and my reply thereto, (No. 2,) by which you will perceive that the imperial minister of 
q foreign relations instructs the prefect to cause the commissions of all consuls to be presented 
4 to him, and, in the event of non-compliance, the offender is to understand that he is to abstain 
] from all consular privileges. - |
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| . 
; 

(| You will doubtless recollect that I was recognized by President Juarez at San Luis Potosi, : 

| and as my commission will be examined in this office to-morrow, I shall withhold that recog- r 

| nition from the ruling authorities here, and I am apprehensive that difficulties may be thrown 3 

i in my way to prevent the exercise of my consular prerogatives, and I beg that you will be ; 

[ pleased to instruct me as to the proper course to be pursued, so that I may carry out the views E 

| of our government should my fears be realized. | : 

i I have reason to believe that the whole force of the ministerial despatch upon this subject . 

| is aimed at this consulate, in order that the question of consular recognitions may be at once q 

| contested between the imperial government of Mexico and that of the United States. E 

i I have the honor to be, sir, with great esteem and respect, your most obedient servant, . 

[ | FRANKLIN CHASE. E 

I Hon. FREDERICK W. SEWARD, E 

| Assistant Secretary of State, Washington. , E 

Ho . 

Mr. De la Serna to Mr. Chase. | : 

; No. 1.] | So TaMPIco, February 11, 1865, £ 

| Mr. ConsuL: The political chief of this department, from the city of Victoria, adviseg : 
| this prefecture, in a note dated the 2d instant, as follows: e 

[ ‘His excellency the minister of state and foreign affairs advises this chief political prefec- : 
i ture, under date 18th January ultimo, what I here copy. ‘It hascome to the knowledge of q 
I the ministry that there are persons in the territory of the empire who are acting as consular &£ 
[ agents without having obtained the customary exequatur, neither from his Majesty’s govern- 3 
ki ment nor from that of the old Mexican republic, before its departure from this capital, con- — : 

travening, by so doing, the established usages and violating the laws relative to this matter. : 
Your honor will be pleased to invite, in a very attentive manner, the persons who are exer- : 

i cising those functions in the territory under your command, in order that they may present E 
to you their patent or authorization, and after taking notice of the same you will give an | . 

| account of its result. Those who do not present these documents, you will make them under- : 
{| stand they have to abstain from all consular functions. Your honor will take care of the : 

; strict compliance of this ordinance, and you will give an account to this minister of the _ § 

abuses of this kind which they may have committed or may commit.’ And I enclose it to ; 
you, in order that in that district it may be strictly complied with, giving me an account of : 
its results.’’ |  &§ 

| And I have the honor to communicate it to you for your knowledge and the end herein : 
| "expressed. | — | ; 
| God guard you for many years. | E 
| | - The Prefect, JESUS DE LA SERNA. : 

-The Secretary, P. §. GARERA, | : 

| Mr. CONSUL GENERAL : ; 
| Of the United States of the North, Present. | | 4 

] Mr. Chase to Mr. Serna. | . : a 

j No. 2.] UNITED STATES CONSULATE GENERAL, = — 
] | | | Tampico, February 13, 1865. E 

| Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 1ith instant, in E 
| relation to consuls, and in reply thereto I have to acquaint you that in the month of Decem- 3 

ber, 1836, I took charge of this consulate as vice-consul, was promoted by the President to ££ 
| the rank of consul in August, 1842, and to the rank of consul general in the early part of a 
1 June, 1863, and that the respective commissions are now filed in this consulate, subject to 3 
: your inspection, should your honor deem such inspection necessary. q 

I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, sir, your most obedient servant, 
| : | | | FRANKLIN CHASE. j 
2 Hon. JESUS DE LA SERNA, E 
| ‘* Prefecto Publico”’ of the Southern District of Tamaulipas, &c., &c., &e. : 

: | Mr. F. W. Seward to Mr. Chase. | 

' DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, March 13, 1865. E 

| Sir: Your despatch No. 9 has been received. Your action in reply to inquiries of the pre- : 
_— fect of police meets with the approbation of this department. Should it be required, you j 

i will exhibit both your commission and exequatur to the proper authorities. Your functions 
| are not political, and consequently you have nothing to do with the recognition of any gov- . 

t 
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1 ernment, but must submit to the authorities de facto present, and if prohibited from dis- : 
4 _ ¢harging your duties, you will desist, and report at once to this department. In that case | 
q you will be at liberty to remain at your post without exercising your functions, or return | 
i to this country, as you may see fit. : 
q I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
3 | F. W. SEWARD, Assistant Secretary. . | 
| FRANKLIN CHASE, Esq., oo - : : United States Consul General, Tampico. | , 

j Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 
q | | 
3 . [ Extract. ] | 
4 | 7 . | : No. 55. ] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ' 
3 a Paris, March 14, 1865. 
1 _ Sir: The sudden death of the Duke de Morny, and the prospect of an early | 

termination of the war in the United States, has almost produced a panic in 
3 Paris. At no time since the Italian war have the French people appeared so 
3 concerned for the future. The markets have all been depressed, in spite of the | 
7 efforts to sustain them. a | , 7 | 

_ To enable you the better to appreciate the influence and bearing of our late 
1 . military successes upon public opinion, I enclose extracts from a series of journals, 

all more or less “ officious,”’ and all published at or about the same time. Enclosure | 
No. 1 is an article from the Memorial Diplomatique on the “Monroe Doctrine.” | 

1 _ After giving an account of that doctrine, as he understands it, the writer pro- 
4 ceeds to present additional reasons for feeling no disquietude about the French 
; empire in Mexico, in consequence of unfriendly feelings in the United States. 
j Enclosure No. 2.is a report of some remarks made in the senate on the 10th | 
3 by the Marquis de Boissy. — a oo! | 
q a * # * eR * * % | 

Enclosure No. 3 is an extract from the reply of Chaix d’Est Auge to the Mar- 
4 quis de Boissy. | a | : 
: Enclosure No. 4 is an extract from an editorial article in the Avenir National | 
; of the 12th, commenting upon the article already cited from the Memorial Di- | 

plomatique. | | | 
4 Also extracts in same enclosure from the Patrié and the Presse and La France | 
q of the 13th. | . . | | | : | 
q These papers and proceedings will show that our attitude towards Mexicohas 

been rendered much more disquieting to the people of France as our prospects. 
1 of domestic peace have improved. a 

| I am, sir, very respectfully, yours, &c., | | 
| | JOHN BIGELOW. os 

1 Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, : . oy 
4 | Secretary of State. | : 

] os : [Enclosure No. 1.] | : 

1 | Translation from the Memorial Diplomatique, March 12, 1865, page 172. | | 

| Such, disengaged from the exaggeration of party spirit and political passions, is this | 1 famous Monroe doctrine, that certain journals seek to represent as the sword of Damocles 
ij suspended over the crown of Maximilian I. | 
q Put forward in order to protect the sovereign independence of the state of the New World, 
4 it cannot be applied to the actual state of things in Mexico without treading under foot the 
4 principle of popular sovereignty upon which it rests. Nothing is more natural than that the mo 
3 United States should not be particularly pleased with the re-establishment of monarchy 
: among their neighbors; but that, through pure sympathy for the republican form, they 

NO ee
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, should believe themselves to possess the right to force upon Mexico the return of anarchy, : 

14 is what simple good sense will ever refuse to admit. | | : 

: In presence of the incessant approbation of an entire people, in presence of the daily in- — : 

: creasing popularity of the imperial couple, the best accredited organs of the American press ; 

3 have been forced to acknowledge that the French expedition, far from having exercised an q 

| illegitimate pressure upon public opinion in Mexico, has, on the contrary, served to bring : 

cE outin a wonderful manner the free expression of the national will. : 

‘The end to beattained,’”? said the Emperor of the French in the letter which he wrote to E 

General Forey on the 3d July, 1862, ‘‘is not to force upon the Mexicans a form of govern- 3 

E ment which would be disagreeable to them, but to aid them in their efforts to establish, ac- ; 

cording to their own wish, a government which may have some chance of stability, and : 

which can insure to France redress for the wrongs of which she complains.” And imme- . 

diately afterward his Majesty adds: ) : 

E ‘¢We have an interest that the republic of the United Statés be powerful and prosperous, : 

: but we have no interest that it should seize upon the whole of Mexico, control thence the : 

Antilles, as well as South America, and be the sole dispenser of the products of the New ; 

World.” | . 

L Hence we think that if the eventualities be considered not from a point of view purely E 

f hypothetical and conjectural, but in their practical and real aspect, we ought to take into 

account the letter of Napoleon III, which traces out distinctly the attitude of France in case e 

i the United States should depart from the Monroe doctrine, to such a point as to arrogate to : 

: ‘itself the right of tutelage over a sovereign and independent state, as Mexico placed under : 

the efficacious protection of the French flag. 7 :  £- 

i It was with this object in view that, on the 10th of April, 1864, the convention of Mira- 4 

He mar was signed, in the preamble of which is read: | :  £ 

| ‘“‘The government of his Majesty the Emperor of the French and that of his Majesty the e 

: Emperor of Mexico, animated by an equal desire to insure the re-establishment of order in . €§ 

(i Mexico, and to consolidate the new empire, have resolved to arrange by a convention the : 

conditions of the stay of the French troops in this country. E 
‘‘ ARTICLE 1. The French troops which are now in Mexico will be reduced as soon as pos- - 

| sible to a corps of 25,000 men, including the foreign legion. . F 

i _ “This corps, to protect the interests which have caused the intervention, will remain tem- , 

q porarily in Mexico, under the conditions arranged by the following articles : 4 

y ~ ARTICLE 2. The French troops will evacuate Mexico according as his Majesty the Em- : 

q ‘peror of Mexico shall be able to organize the troops necessary to replace them. :  &§ 

q ‘ARTICLE 3. The foreign legion in the service of France, composed of 8,000 men, will, : 

q nevertheless, still remain for six years in Mexico after all the forces shall have been recalled, E 

i conformably to article 2. Dating from this moment, the said legion shall pass into the ser- : 

| vice and pay of the Mexican government. The Mexican government reserves to itself the 

{ faculty of shortening the duration of the employment of the foreign legion in Mexico.” a E 

i In virtue of the stipulation which we have just cited, an army corps of 25,000 men re-— 3 

{ mains in Mexico to protect the interests which have caused the intervention until the emperor 3 

| Maximilian shall have organized the forces necessary to replace them. E 

j Should, however, the reorganization of the Mexican army progress sufficiently rapid to o£ 

j render the complete evacuation possible at some not distant future, the foreign legion, which 4 

i, realizes an effective of 8,000 men, would still continue to unfurl the French flag in Mexico F 

i for six whole years after the departure of all the other troops, unless the emperor Maxi- 3 

{ milian should judge it expedient to shorten the duration of its employment. ‘Thus imposing q 

- as seems the force of bayonets of which the United States will be able to dispose if they = E 
1 end the fratricidal war which at present divides them, there is very little fear that they will ~- &-& 

‘be disposed to make an attack upon Mexico, where, for eight or ten years still, they are sure E 

4 to meet the French flag; and should they forget that it is to the generous co-operation of E 

France that-they owe their own independence, they could not be ignorant that the govern- . 
ment of the Emperor Napoleon III does not compound in a matter of honor and dignity. 3 

When Russia, confiding in the forbearance of which the other great powers had but too _ 4 
long time manifested in regard to her, attempted, in 1853, to fix forever her political pre- : 

‘ponderance in the east, imperial France did not hesitate an instant to draw the sword to E 
maintain the independence and integrity of the Ottoman empire. Then pessamists were not . 

| wanting to spread alarm over the issue of a struggle entered into, at so great a distance, E 
against the formidable colossus of the north. The British cabinet itself appeared at first E 

| frightened at the consequences of so perilous an undertaking, and was aiready disposed to - 

i subscribe to the wishes of the Czar; but imperial France having declared that were she E 
obliged to sustain the war alone she would none the less take up the glove which the Autocrat 3 

| of all the Russias had thrown down to Europe, England found herself drawn, in spite of E 
| herself, into the Crimean expedition. : : E 
| It is principally to this glorious campaign that the government of Napoleon IIT owes the : 

immense prestige which it now exercises throughout the whole world. | | 4 

I In revealing the power of his country in so striking a manner, he has, at the same time, E 

| ' delivered all Europe from the baleful terror which the Muscovite forces inspired, the exagger- : 

i 
a 
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i ation of which weighed upon her like a nightmare, paralyzing the regular development of 
liberal institutions in the centre of our continent. : 

; As soon as the note of the notables of Mexico, conferring the crown upon the Archduke : 
3 ‘Ferdinand Maximilian of Austria, had by the subsequent adhesion of the aywntamientos ob- j 
4 tained the legal sanction of the country, the French diplomacy made it its duty to assure : 
4 _ itself of the true dispositions of the American cabinet in regard to the new empire of Mexico. : 
7 President Lincoln and Mr. Seward, at Washington, as well as Mr. Dayton, at Paris, did not | 
3 cease to assert the well-defined purpose of the government of the United States to respect the | 
4 results of the free vote of the Mexican people. They added, that out of regard to France, 
; whose friendly sympathies for the Union were confirmed by her scrupulous neutrality in the | 
; war between the north and the south, President Lincoln, in case of re-election, formally | 

4 _ promised to enter into diplomatic relations with the government of Maximilian I if he was ! 
I generally recognized by the other powers of Europe and America. The best-informed Amer- | 
j ican journals agree in stating that President Lincoln only awaited the date of the renewal of | 

his functions on the 4th of March to recognize officially the new Mexican empire; and this — 
; recognition, positively decided upon and making a part of the political programme ot the gov- 

3 ernment at Washington, will no doubt establish without delay between the two countries re- / 
;- lations of perfect understanding and neighborliness. _ : : 

Never in its discussions has the cabinet of Washington allowed to transpire the slightest | 
: allusion to the Monroe doctrine: still less has it from this leading point made reserves imply- 
q ing any right whatever in the internal affairs of Mexico. In effect the last attempt at concil- | 
4 lation between the confederates and the federals has revealed to us that the initiative tend- 
1 : ing to prop up the Monroe doctrine does not belong to the government of the north, but to 

| that of the confederates, who, in a common undertaking based upon this doctrine, sawa | 
7 means of bringing back the opinion of the population of the south to ideas of conciliation 

and federal unity. CO | ce | | 
| It will be objected, perhaps, that if President Lincoln has preserved up to the present mo- 4 
a -ment a wise and prudent attitude, it was to better cultivate the neutrality of France in the 
1 existing struggle between the north and the south, and that nothing could guarantee to us 

: that, once a reconciliation made between. the belligerents, he will not break through. his : 
4 promises, shielding himself behind the double pressure of Congress and the public opinion of | 
4 the country. 
1 The most efficacious guarantee for the ulterior conduct of the government of Washington 
q lies, in our opinion, in the powerful interest which the. United States have to entertain amica- 
i ble relations with France. The notice to terminate the treaty stipulations of 1817 between 

England and the United States, relative to the great lakes, betrays in President Lincoln the 
presentiment of an inevitable rupture sooner or later between his country and Great Britain. 

3 __If peace is concluded between the north and the south, the armies at the disposition of 
1 the American Union will not be long in being used against. Canada under one pretext or 
: _ another. It would be the height of folly to irritate England, and at the same time to alien- 
q -ate the sympathies of France. The peace which would come to put anend -to the war which 

the federals and confederates now wage will never be more than a truce. The schism be- | 
2 tween the north and the south is too deep to be entirely effaced, unless after several genera- | 

tions. Let the great powers coalesce against the north, and allow the south to have a 
| glimpse of the perspective of a complete independence, they willat once find in the secession _ | 

4 States an army ready to again take the field against a common enemy. Spain, on her side, | 
will not ask better than to join her fleet to the naval forces of France and England, for more E 
than Mexico, which is covered by the French flag, is the island of Cuba menaced by the t 
United States. | - | . : 

SU, after four years of bloody war, the government of Washington has not yet succeeded in | 
4 subduing the confederates, can it for an instant remain under the delusion that it can make | 
: head against the formidable coalition of which France would necessarily become the soul? _ : 
j For in distorting the principle of the Monroe doctrine, in order to launch an army against : 
1 - - Mexico, the United States would in consequence affect France as to her honor and as to her i 

: interests: as to her honor, because she could not leave unfinished the work which Napoleon : 
: Ii has called the glorious page of his reign; as to her interests, because, as Mr. Drouyn | 
1 de Lhuys says in his despatch, addressed the 17th November, 1863, to the Marquis de Mon- | 
q tholon, (page 182 of the Yellow Book, ) the end of the expedition to Mexico would not be | 
q completely attained if it should not have for effect to create between two empires a close sol- 
a idarity of interests. | | : 
4 - LE CHEVALIER L. DEBRANEZ DE SOLDAPENNA. | 

q | | [Enclosure No. 2.] | 

4 . Extracts from the debate in the senate, March 10, 1865. | 

q THE MARQUIS DE Boissy. _* * 4 * * * 
4 I return to the question of intervention. "We intervene in China, and we are about to return. 
; But I think we had better first return from Mexico. There are two large black points in the 
2
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I horizon—Mexico and Rome. With respect to Mexico, this is the sentimental wish I form. E 
4 I wish that the American war may not end, but continue forever, even to the complete éx- ’ 
I termination of the contending parties, if necessary. Ifthe war should unfortunately come E 
l to an end, our army would be taken prisoner. (Protestations on all sides. ) E 

| BARON DE HUCKERIN. Such language cannot be used in such an assembly as the senate. : 
E (Adhesion. ) : 
i THE MARQUIS DE Boissy. Why, you would have to deal with an army of -500,000 or . : 
[ 600,000 scoundrels. (Murmurs.) — | | : 
| THE PRESIDENT. Your suppositions are injurious to our soldiers, and the senate expresses F 
; its feelings by its murmurs. . E 
ke THE MARQUIS DE Boissy. I donot think so. (Affirmative signs. ) é 
4 THE PRESIDENT. You see, M. le Marquis, that the senate does not agree with you. ; 
l THE MARQUIS DE Bossy. Nevertheless, it is true that our army reduced to a total—— E 
| (Interruption and cries of Question! Question !) E 

; THE PRESIDENT. The murmurs of the senate are the best reply to your observations. ; 
| THE MARQUIS DE Borssy. Well, then, beit so. Weshall triumph—20,000 men against : 
i 500,000 or 600,000. But how much will that cost us? (Enough! Enough!) Let us turn 
| our eyes, then, to China. | : : 

| [Enclosure No. 3.] | i 
| The Marquis de Boissy was followed by Chaix d’Est Auge. : : : 
l The following is an extract from the reply of Chaix d’Est Auge to the Marquis de Boissy, : 

in the senate, March 10, 1865: : & 
| | * * * The speaker has trenched upon a number of questions, into E 

which I shall hardly be expected to follow him. But the convention and the affairs of Mexico | . 
i are two important questions every way worthy of attention. Those questions will be treated : 

by other speakers, and this is not the moment to go very fully into them. Of the convention : 
t I beg leave not to say a single word. As to Mexico, I have at present not much to say. . 
i The Marquis de Boissy calls himself the friend of humanity; yet, when speaking of the fra- 4 
| tricidal war which is ravaging the United States of America, he expressed a wish that the . 
i struggle, impious in its nature and its results, might never cease. That is a wish which I q 
| repel in the strongest manner. And if the interests of my country required the continuation . 
q of this conflict, I could never, without the most heartfelt repugnance, immolate humanity on : 
{ the altar of my country. M. de Boissy fears that if the United States should become once : 
| ‘more united, our army would be compromised, and possibly soon be made prisoners of | 
i war. Let him be reassured: the United States have too much good sense and reason to enter | : 
{ into such a war; they will not traverse deserts to add other provinces to provinces already E 
{ too numerous. It is not because they are exhausted, but from a well-understood feeling as E 
1 to their own interest, that they would not think of attacking us in Mexico. The same reasons : 
1 prevailed with England when she declined to fortify Quebec, saying there was no reason to : 
] fear, and that Quebec was not threatened. I will briefly reply on a point to which I ad- : 
J] verted last year, and in respect of which I thought I had given the Marquis de Boissy him- E 

self satisfactory explanation. The customs receipts of Vera Cruz, before our expedition to — . 
j Mexico, were engaged to satisfy the claims of England, France, and Spain, and were divided . 
1 monthly between them. On taking possession of that port, could we say to England and E 

Spain, ‘‘the treaties are null and void; we tear them up and scatter them to the winds ?” E 
No; we regarded them as sacred, and respecting them was not giving way to England, but . 

: honorably fulfilling a contract which bore the signature of France. E 

| | a [Enclosure No. 4.] a E 

| | Extract from ‘*L’ Avenir National,” Sunday, 12th March, 1865. E 

! % * x | * * * * e | E 

The Memorial Diplomatique exerts itself to demonstrate that the Monroe doctrine is in no E 
way applicable to the present situation. ‘‘The system,” it says, ‘‘that President Monroe 
intended to combat was no other than that of legitimacy.” This was, in effect, we concede, F 
the first thought of Monroe at the moment when Spain thought of reconquering her former. : 

| colonies. We have already said that the declaration of Monroe was made at the instigation 7 
| of Canning, who was alarmed at the tendencies of the congress of Verona. P 
| But now the Americans give to the principle a more extended interpretation. They see 3 
| only in the words of Monroe the passage which is the solely important one for them: ‘‘We 3 
| owe it to our good faith, and to the amiable relations which exist between the allied powers E 

and the United States, to declare that we would consider any attempt on their part to extend : 
| their system to any part of this hemisphere as dangerous for our tranquillity and our secu- 

, 
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rity.” This is the political evangel of the Americans, and one can foresee that upon the | 
: day when the south, at the end ofits resources, will be obliged to submit,.it will take as a ot 

3 pretext for reconciliation the necessary application of the Monroe doctrine. _ . | 
1 _ We scarcely believe, with M. de Boissy, that as soon as peace is concluded there will be 

4 an invasion of Mexico. of 500,000 to 600,000 worthless scamps. But this is an eventuality : 
7 against which it would be prudent to guard. . oe | | 
i +  Itis wisdom in the French government to avoid af useless danger in foreign quarters. } 
3 The convention with Maximilian of the 10th April, 1864, says well that 25,000 men, including - | 

the foreign legion, will remain temporarily in Mexico; but no minimum of sojourn is stipu- | 
:. lated for—except for the foreign legion, which is to remain for six years—so all the other 1 
7 troops may be recalled from the present moment. We ought to wish that this may be at the | 
4 soonest period possible. ne | Oe i 
4 Nevertheless, the Memorial Diplomatique, so reassuring in whatever concerns Mexico, is | 

less incredulous in. what regards the British possessions. ‘‘If peace,” says it, ‘‘be con- | | 
cluded between the north and the south, the disposable armies of the American Union will 

4 not delay, under one pretext or another, to be used against Canada.’? What prevision is 
3 this which makes the Americans march rather towards the north than towards the south? sy 

| We do not wish, like the Memorial Diplomatique, to give ourselves airs of prophesy, but we | 
3 repeat that we would like for more than one reason to see our troops return from Mexico. 

: . - 3 . ; 
5 : | 

1 [ Enclosure No. 4. ] | . | 

3 Extracts translated from La France, (Reone financiere,) March 13, 1865. | 

3 Events have occurred, this week, which have reacted on the financial as well as on the 
political world. The illness and death of M. de Morny produced for a while a legitimate | 

7 sensation among the financial men accustomed to identify the public credit with the states- | 
4 man whose name is intimately connected with the institutions of the country. But this sen- 
3 sation could not be lasting ; the present state of inactivity existed at the Bourse previous to 
1 ‘the painful event which has so justly occupied public attention, and it will doubiless con- 
1 _ tinue to exist after this sensation shall have passed away. | 
4 Attempts are also made to influence the market under pretence of the various vicissitudes _ | 
4 of the war going on in America between the north and south; but the confederates are yet 
3 far from being conquered, and the fears expressed in relation to Mexico, in case of peace be- | 

ing restored in the United States, are singularly premature. . | 
Why not ascribe the present situation to its general and real causes, instead of stopping at 

§ mere secondary considerations? The cause may be summed up in one word—distrust. | 
: - How can those who have for so long atime sown the seeds of distrust wonder that they should — | 

now bear fruits? Every enterprise or institution of credit has been attacked, and wecannot | 
: be surprised that the public, having become suspicious of them, dares no longer venture upon | | 

a ground whose unsteadiness has so often been denounced. | | 

q CONTINUATION OF ENCLOSURE No. 4. | | 

4 [ Translated from the Memorial Diplomatique, March 13, 1865. ] - 4 

1 Besides the ‘‘ Credit Mobilier,” and its forthcoming dividend, which continues to be much 
; talked about, the financial world appears greatly preoccupied concerning the future of the : 

; _. Mexican empire and the consequences which the approaching cessation of hostilities between | 
: the northern and the southern armies may have for that country. | | 
4 | The warlike teudencies evinced some time ago by certain members of the United States | 
4 Senate were but disconnected facts, for which the government at Washington could in no : 
: wise be considered responsible. The initiative of the resolution adopted by that eminently : 

4 deliberative assembly is not of a nature to justify the fear that, as some ceaselessly repeat it 
4 - in the market, as soon as the fratricidal war which has for four years desolated that country 

_ [shall cease, ] the Mexican empire will become, in the name of the Monroe doctrine, the aim 
4  /of these tumultuous hosts, condemned by peace to an inactivity which would all at once be- 
q come dangerous for Europe. | 
q Shall the United States, after being reconstructed by peace, not have wounds enough of 
q their own to bind up before attempting to quarrel with their neighbors? An empty treasury, 
q a country laid waste, and a decimated popufation, are these not interior enemies with whom 
4 they shall also have to contend ? | 
q _ he work of regeneration so happily commenced and carried on by the emperor Maxi- 
4 : milian, with as much firmness as success, may well be considered as a sure proof of the | 
i liberal views of civilization and progress which have so far inspired all the acts of the new 
q Mexican empire. In our opinion the edicts of the emperor are in no ways inferior in reality 
| to the principles of pretended equality of the United States of America, _ ee 

: \ 
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FE Indeed, the ceaseless solicitude of the newly elected sovereign for the welfare of this peo- 
l ple becomes every day more manifest in his incessant labors. Creation of railroad compa- | 
4 nies, contracts for marine transportation on the Pacific, everywhere, in short, does the em- 
[ peror seek to simultaneously infuse activity and life into that country so favored by nature. : 
l To demonstrate once more the value of these assertions, we give here the principal condi- : 
E tion of a contract. between the government of his Imperial Majesty, Maximilian I, and Mr. o£ 
| Edward Gautherin, ship-owner, having the contract for the Imperial Mexican Express Com- - : 
i any: - . a E 
id P The company is to be Mexican: foreigners becoming members. shall have. to. renounce the : 
4 rights they may possess as such. . | | 
iE The vessels on the Gulf lines shall carry the Mexican flag, and be nationalized according to 4 
r the laws already in force. oe | ; 
: The steamers of the Imperial Mexican Express shall run on the four lines of Vera Cruz to 
i New Orleans, Vera Cruz to Havana, Vera Cruz to Campeachy, and along the whole coast ; 
i from Taxpam to Coatzacoalcos. . ; 
- The ships of the company shall be exempt from port and light-house duties. _ P 
a The company receives from the government of his Imperial Majesty the monopoly for the : 
: construction of jetties and breakwaters in the stopping ports of its steamers, and is authorized . 
q to levy upon commerce a transit or storage duty on all goods shipped from or landed on these E 
| jetties or breakwaters. | ; 3 
i This duty shall be equivalent to 80 centimes per ton for ordinary goods, and 80 centimes f 
i per two hundred pounds for such merchandise as iron, lead, rails, steam-engines, minerals, &c. | ; 
i ‘The government shall receive from the company 20 per cent. of the duties levied by it. : 
iy The receipt of these duties shall be registered in two books, one of which shall remain inthe 7 
| office of the company and the other at the office of the custom-house. : 
F The vessels of the company shall, on their lines, transport the employés of the preventive , 
| service and the mails. Besides the usual postage, the post office administration will take - 
lH additional postage on the company’s account, which it shall pay to it at the time of embark- : 
L ing the mail bags; and the amount due to the company shall vary according to the net : 
rE weight of the bags and the nature of their contents. | j 
ls Thus, for the mere transportation of letters the government shall pay one real per half 2 

ounce weight, being the price of a single letter from one point to another of the Gulf of : 
i Mexico. For letters to Havana the company shall receive two reals. 3 

For carrying newspapers, pamphlets, and printed matter, the company shall charge two ; 
i reals per arrobe. a . ae : | : 

The company engages to build its workshops, building docks, storehouses and yards on ; 
the grounds designated by his Imperial Majesty’s government. The port of Vera Cruz is the ’ 

i point momentarily chosen as the centre of the lines of the Imperial Mexican Express steamers. : 
? The company shall, as much as possible, employ the inhabitants of the country, as als j 

the materials it furnishes, such as wood, copper, iron, coal, &c. E 
The grant is made for twenty-one years, and to the exclusion of any other Mexican com-~ q 

pany. MAXIMILIAN. , 
CHAPULTEPEC, January 28, 1865. | &£ 

| [Extract from La Presse, Monday, March 13, 1865.] 2 

{ * * * e * # * * * * * E 

| ‘Money is abundant. The proof is seen by the state of the bank and by its rate of dis- p 
{ count, which it has been obliged to reduce to 34 per cent.; but this money does not want to q 
4 be employed. | | | j 
| This feeling of distrust which the capital evidences is not peculiar to France; the English E 
j market proves it by the continuance of its feebleness. One cannot, then, without injustice E 
j attribute to the situation of a place, nor to noisily rumored pruceedings, the dearth of our E 
q business and the weakness of our market. European politics leaves us in an absolute re- E 
i. pose. From the American side it is not the same. It is a sad thing to say, but we fear for : 

our cash boxes that peace may be made in America. The largest thorn that we have in our E 
j foot is, incontestably, the Mexican affair, which trammels our finances, and which causes’ _ | E 
| lively apprehensions for the future. The equilibrium of our budget will feel for a long time, » : 

we think, the Mexican expedition. It allows to float incessantly the fear of a loan, which 4 
: may be retarded by the aid of treasury means at the disposal of the minister, but the bank-~° | E 
| ers think that it cannot be avoided. Italy herself threatens us with a loan. | : 

: | [From La Patrié, March 13.] 

: Letters from New York, up to the 25th: of February, brought out by the North American, — | 3 
arrived yesterday in London. | 

They contain no further military news, but there has been received in New York the text ! 
of an address of Juarez to the Mexicans, in which he says, ‘* Faithful to my duty and tomy f 

oo 20 DC * * : . 
Vo - E
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| conscience, I shall devote all my energy to the national defence, with the assistance and co- | 
i operation of the Mexican flag.” He denounces emperor Maximilian as a usurper enslaving | 
} a free nation. | | oo 7 | | 
i Houston papers publish a correspondence between the confederate Colonel Cyron and | 
1 General Lopez, commanding the imperial troops on the Rio Grande. Cyron informs Lopez | 
4 that the confederate government desires to cultivate friendly relations with the Mexican gov- | 
; ernment. Lopez in return declares his sympathies for the southern cause. Named com- 
; mander by emperor Maximilian, he says that the sons of the confederacy can rely on’ the 
4 complete security of their persons and interest, and on the fullest hospitality. He shall per- ! 
i . mit no expeditions to be fitted out against the confederates. — , 
| Houston papers also report that Matamoras has ceased to be a free port. . | | 

| TO | [From La Patrié, March 13 ] . - : 

| _ However, in spite of all the elements tending to improve the condition of the market, the : 
i peaceful news from America has been made use of by the parties wishing to depreciate the 
4 _ stocks, who multiplied their offers, and sought to frighten their opponents by hinting at the | 
i _ complications which, according to them, might arise from’a cessation of hostilities in the 
{ United States. From that moment the upward tendency of prices was not only completely 
| _ paralyzed, but a retrograding tendency prevailed, and most stocks lost the advance they had 
' previously obtained ; some even descending below the previous fortnight’s quotation. | ? 

: | | | 
Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | : 

| No. 59.] / Legation or roe Unrrep Staves, 
| oo a : | - Paris, March 17,1865. | 

Sir; Enclosed you will finda memorandum of a conversation which I had | | 
the honor to hold with his excellency Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, on the 9th instant, | 
in reference to the forcible surrender by. General Mejia of refugees from the- | 
rebel army, referred to in your despatch No. 49. - | a 

1. _ The original of this memorandum was left yesterday with his excellency the | 
: minister of foreign affairs. : | a 

: » have the honor to be, sir, your very obedient servant, | a 
| | | 7 JOHN BIGELOW. | 
D Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | oe | 

oe Secretary of State, &c., §c.. &c. an 

| : [ Memorandum. ] : | 

. bo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | March 15, 1865. : 

The undersigned, chargé d’affaires of the United Stdtes, had the honor to submit verbally _ : 
to his excellency Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, minister of foreign affairs, the following statement | 

: on the 9th instant: 
It is stated upon official authority that General Mejia, commanding the Mejia division of 1 

the French army at Matamoras, had arrested between twenty and thirty refugees from the | 
j rebel army in Texas; conducted them, under the guard of a file of soldiers, to the banks of — | 

the Rio Grande and delivered them into the hands of armed enemies of the United States. | 
Vhe pretext assigned, I am told by General Mejia, for this procedure, was, that they were 

; offenders against the laws of the confederacy, and, therefore, liable to extradition. If so, | 
: _ General Mejia appears not to have been aware that the alleged criminals had a right to a fair : 

: trial and conviction, which was denied them before they could be surrendered to any govern- : 
: ment, and that he had then authority to surrender them only upon the suit of a government ! 

recognized by the Emperor of France, and to which the right of extradition had been con- | 
1 ceded by treaty. | | . oe so | 
: The refugees in question were seized by Mexican soldiers, under the orders of General Mejia, 
2 and delivered without any trial into the hands of an armed band of conspirators from Texas, 

who represented no lawtul government, and. who could not, -therefore, have any political : 
gtatus in any Mexican tribunal, civil or military. | | | 

The undersigned, while appreciating the difficulty of enforcing neutrality along the line 
which divides Texas, from Mexico, where the temptations to violate it are so numerous, ex- < 

: pressed the hope and expectation of his government that the government of France would _ 
| not permit the conduct of General Mejia to pass without such instructions as would prevent —-
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| the recurrence of a proceeding too liable to disturb the friendly relations of the two countries. | 
| The undersigned availed himself of the same occasion to express to his excellency the 7 
id minister of foreign affairs the regret of his government at the exceptionable tone of the corre- . 
J spondence, addressed by the United States consul at Matamoras to General Mejia, in refer- E 
Ec ence to the surrender of these refugees, and to state that orders relieving the incumbent from E 
4 his official charge were on their way to him at the time the correspondence was passing. | | 
: His excellency Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys stated, in reply to the undersigned, that he had re- i 
ul ceived no. information whatever upon the subject referred to by the undersigned, save what 3 
A the undersigned had communicated; that the subject should be taken into respectful consid- &£& 
4 eration, and that the officers of the imperial government in Mexico should be instructed -to 3 
: preserve a rigorous neutrality. | , ; 
i The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to-renew to his excellency the minister of : 
id foreign affairs the assurances of his most distinguished consideration. | j 

| re JOHN BIGELOW | 

: co | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. ; 

: | [ Extract. ] Oo oe | : 

: No. 71.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ae | 
: | Washington, March 17, 1865. — 

: Sir: I have now to recur to some suggestions contained in your despatch i 
‘| No. 29, the receipt of which I have already acknowledged, and also to acknow!l-. | 
: edge, in due form, the receipt of your despatch of February 14, No. 30. E 
i The burden of these matters is an uneasy state of mind in the Emperor’s oF 
| government concerning our private relations with France, as affected by the war : 

ft in Mexico. | | Co P 
i _ his government foresaw the present embarrassment, and expressed itself . 
: frankly to the imperial government before it intervened in Mexico. It is that OF 
| embarrassment which now affects the political situation in regard to that coun- 7 
; try. Even if it were necessary, on our part, to labor for its removal, the tradi-. ; 
| tions and sympathies of a whole continent could not be uprooted by the exercise q 
; of any national authority, and especially could it not be done by a government ; 
: that. is-so purely democratic as ours.. ‘Che Emperor’s persistence implies that ; 
; he yet believes to be certain, what we have constantly told him that the people F 
| of the United States, reasoning upon preconceived sentiments and national prin- ; 
F ciples, cannot even apprehend to be possible—namely, that a new Huropean | 

monarchical system can and ought to be permanently established on the Amer-  -E 
[ ican continent, and in territory bordering on this republic. It would seem that E 

| all parties must abide the trial of the experiment, of which trial it will be con- E 
! fessed that the people of Mexico must ultimately be the arbiters. : 

This government has not interfered... It does not propose to interfere in that _ 7 
trial. It firmly repels foreign intervention here, and looks with disfavor upon E 
it anywhere. Therefore, for us to intervene in Mexico would be only to reverse F 
our own principles, and to adopt in regard to that country the very policy which oe E 
in any case we disallow. , . Oo OE 

* ae * * | * | * * : 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, = > | : 
ae o a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. © : 

JOHN BiGELow, Esq., §c., §c., Sc. Paris. | : 

| Oo Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. — =. | : 

No. 77.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe : 
| a Washington, March 23,1865. | q 

: Sir: I have received your despatch of March 6, No. 44. 0 i 
| - Unemployed politicians can often raise vehement disputes upon mere surmises ; 
: or accidents, as they can sometimes prohibit all debate upon the most question- ; 

able measures. : oF
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| : The French government can very well understand that our delay in filling | 
the legation at Paris was involuntary, because that government has really found | 

| the appointment of a minister here was a duty attended by some embarrassment. 
! I thank you for the information you gave me concerning the negotiations of 
| Maximilian at Rome for a concordat. : 
] I am, sir, your obedient servant, a | 

{ | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
| JOHN BIGELOw, Esgq., §c., &c., Sc. 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

| No. 86. | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, , | 

1 a Washington, March 27, 1865. | 

2 Sir: Your despatch of the 10th of March, No. 52, which is accompanied by : 
, a translation of a circular issued by the minister of foreign affairs of the Arch- | 
| duke Maximilian, relative to consuls in Mexico, who have no exequaturs from | 

the imperial government, lias been received. I have already sufficiently ex- ! 
| plained our position on this subject. : | | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. . 
| JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., §c., Se. | | | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | 
i | 

i ~ No. 89.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
- : | . Washington, March 27, 1865. — | 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 10th instant, 

No. 50, enclosing a copy of your note of the 9th instant to Mr. Drouyn de | 

_ Lhuys, in regard to the capture of the United States steamer Ark by Texan in- 

surgents in Mexican waters, and in reply to inform you that your note is ap- : 

2 proved, a oe a | : 
: I am, sir, your obedient servant, | . | 

i | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
| JOHN BIGELOW, Esgq., &c., §c., &e. | | | 

| Mr..Seward to Mr. Bigelow. . | 

| No. 94.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
i | | _ Washington, March 28, 1865. | 

| Str: Your despatch of the 14th of March, No. 55, has been received, and I ! 

. have read with much interest the papers which accompany it, and which illus- 

| trate the disquietude now prevailing in Paris. | . 

, Fortunately, I have in my despatch of 15th instant, No. 71, explained to you : 

| the views and sentiments which our military and political situation suggests. : 

| We want our national rights. We are net looking for ulterior, national advan- | 

tages, or aggrandizement, much less for occasions for retaliating in other forms ! 

_ of hostility against foreign states. We are not propagandists, although we are | 

| consistent in our political convictions. | 
| Iam, sir, your obedient servant, _ a 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
: -  Joun BIGELOW, Esq., &c., &c., Sc. 7 | oO |
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| | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. ot 

| | {With two enclosures. ] 

| No. 66.] | Legation or Tae Unrrev States, ; 
d | | | Paris, March 28, 1865. 3 

| Sir: I have received a “note verbale” from his excellency Drouyn de 1 
| Lhuys, in reply to my note of the 9th instant, and in defence of the seizure of ; 
| one hundred casks of powder in the gulf of La Paz, on board the United States 3 
[ schooner W. L. Richardson, by a French vessel-of-war. I enclose a copy and ; 
4 translation; | | | : 

4 And am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, _. ee ; 

: | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
| Hon. WitLiam H. SEwarp, | | 
- ° Secretary of State, Sc., §c., §e. : | | 

: Verbal note. 7 

: [{ Translation. ] | ee 

: a oO _ Marca, 1865. ; 

Hl The minister of foreign affairs has had the honor of receiving the note addressed to him - ; 
: by M. the chargé d’affaires of the United States, on the 9th instant, concerning one hundred __ . : 

: casks of powder seized in the gulf of La Paz, on board of the United States schooner Wm. . 
L. Richardson, by a vessel of the French division, on the Pacific station. The information [ 

L received direct by the department of foreign affairs on this subject leaves no doubt that that t 

| seizure was made under the rule explained last year to Mr. Dayton. Circumstances were as 5 

. follows : ee | | Be | 

I A certain number of merchants at San Francisco had asked, through the medium of the 4 
: legation of the United States, to be authorized to send every month to the ports of Chayatlan — F 
I and La Paz powder destined for the working of the mines at Charique. Upon reflection ; 

} the imperial government decided that it was the less disposed to depart from the rule, that 7 j 

[ so long as there is fighting going on at any point, it must consider any invoice of powder ; 

shipped to that point as essentially a contraband of war, inasmuch as it had ascertained q 

|: that such operations had already been carried on for the benefit of its adversaries, from Mex- I 

| ican points on the Pacific coast. An answer to this effect was therefore returned to Mr.  &§ 

; Dayton in May last by a verbal note, which is doubtless still to be found among the records ; 

of the legation. re | 3 
The schooner Wm. L. Richardson having taken a cargo of powder to the port of La Paz, o- 

fell, necessarily, under the provisions of the rule recalled above, and there was all the less : 
2 reason to depart from it, as reliable information had denounced this fresh invoice of powder &- 

to the French authorities as destined for the ‘‘ guerillas” whom M. Veza was at the time en-. 3 
deavoring to raise in the States of Sonora and Sinaloa. | . 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. j 

No. 102.] _ | . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = : 
7 | | Washington, April 4, 1865. : 

' Sim: Your despatch of the 17th ultimo, No. 59, together with its accompany- E 
} ing memorandum of a conversation that you had with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, _ : 
| upon the subject of the forcible surrender, by General Mejia, of refugees from f 

| the insurgent army to the armed enemies of the United States, has been re- | 

ceived, and your proceedings are approved. | | E 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, ‘ 

| . oe WILLIAM H. SEWARD. OF 
| JoHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., §e., §e. | oF
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: Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 

| [ With two enclosures. ] | : 

No. 79.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED StTaTES, | 
j | a : Paris, April 18, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to enclose a copy and a translation of a “note verbale,” 
received from his excellency the minister of foreign affairs, in relation to the 

i seizure of the United States mail at Acapulco by the French authorities. - 
I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, 7 | 

| | - | | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
| Hon. WiLtiam H. Sewarp, | | 

Secretary of State, §c., &c., &c. | | | | | 

| | - & 2 

[Enclosure No. 2.—Translation.]_ | | 

Last November Mr. Dayton communicated to the Emperor’s minister of foreign affairs a 
despatch in which the United States consul at Acapulco complained that the commander of : 
the French forces in that city had ordered the seizure of the mail addressed to that consul. | 

: _. Positive information since received on the subject by the imperial government enables it to | 
. present this incident in its true light. It is necessary to state, in the first place, the exact 

position occupied by Mr. Ely, then consul of the United States, after the French troops had 
taken possession of Acapulco. . That agent, by abstaining from any visit or official commu- | 

| _ nication in writing asserting his quality to Admiral Bonet upon the latter’s arrival, author- | 
; ized the supposition that his exequatur having been granted not by Mexico, but by the local | 
. government of the state of Guerrero, he considered his mission to be interrupted by the new 

‘state of things. Admiral Bonet, therefore, considered Mr. Ely as having no longer any at- 
tributions beyond those of a purely commercial agent. Such was also the opinion of the 
commander of the United States sloop Narragansett, as evidenced in his search for a deserter | 
from that vessel, as well as the opinion of Admiral Bell himself. This view of the subject | 

4 appears to be also confirmed by the fact of the federal government giving only the title of | 
| commercial agent to the person appointed:since as the successor of Mr. Ely. Here, now, a 
| are the facts concerning the seizure of the United States mails as they occurred : | 
i , Acapulco, previous to its being taken possession of by the French forces, had no regularly | 

. organized postal service. Letters from abroad were brought there by the packets of the 2 
; Panama Steamship Mail Company in three separate bags. The one addressed to the com- 7 

pany’s agent contained letters relative to the affairs of that concern; the second, the mails in- 
tending to go on further; and the third, the correspondence for Acapulco and the interior of 
Mexico. This latter bag, for want. of a regular postal agent, was addressed to the American 
cousul, where the letters were delivered to the parties concerned and the postage collected. 
Complaints had occurred about deficiencies in the system of delivery of private letters, but, 

i aside from that consideration, it was impossible to permit this state of things to continue from 
the moment that Acapulco was to follow the system adopted everywhere else by the Mexican 

| government. Where taxes were to be levied it evidently belonged to a Mexican administra- | 
tion only to fulfil that office. The officer commanding at Acapulco had, therefore, decided 
on appointing a temporary postmaster, and his choice for this office fell upon the vice-con-_ - 
sul of France, M. Dupuy. This gent’eman, therefore, upon the arrival of the packet from 

7 San Francisco, on the 30th of September, caused the three mail bags, previously mentioned, | 
7 to be delivered to himself. The one addressed to the American consul was open, and its | 

’ contents proved that, as we have already stated, it was not a mail addressed by the govern- _ | 
ment of the United States to their consul at Acapulco, but simply an ordinary letter bag. 

| This decision, however, called forth some opposition at the hands of the commander of the | 
| . federal sloop Cyane, who, whilst acknowledging that Mr. Ely no longer had any right to 

a demand that the bag addressed to the American consul should be delivered to him, asked | 
: that it should be given to himself, who, as an officer of the United States navy, was the legal | 

representative of his government. After explanations on the subject had passed between the oo 
| | commander of the Cyane and the commander of the French naval forces, these two officers, 
: equally desirous of maintaining the friendly relations existing between the navies of the two ( 

countries, agreed that the bag should be delivered to the post office of Acapulco, and there | : 
opened in the presence of an officer of the United States sloop, who would thus ascertain 
that it was only a public mail, and not an official correspondence of the government of the | 

, United States. | He cy | 
This question had thus been disposed of in the most satisfactory manner, when subsequent | 

, events prevented this arrangement being carried out. M. Dupuy, the postmaster appointed, !
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4 having seen fit to resign that office, and the evacuation of Acapulco having been resolved : 

E upon, things were put back in their former position. This, nevertheless, shows that the q 

a measures adopted at the time when the French forces took possession of Acapulco were oe 

fully justified both by the irregularity of the process of delivery of private correspondence : 

4 and by the absence of any real right of Mr. Ely to demand that the system should be con- : 

| tinted. | | ’ , . ; 

| Paris, April 12, 1865. OO | t 

iu | | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. : 

| No. 107.] | Unirep Sratrs Leeation, : 

: | | | Paris, May 26, 1865. E 

HN Sir: I fear our government will not succeed in giving entire satisfaction to &- 

4 the ruling classes on this side of the Atlantic, whatever we may do. They | 

4 seemed very much dissatisfied, at the commencement of the war, that our armies E 

: were not more destructive ; when they became more destructive, the same par- 3 

|. ties censured us for bloodthirstiness and insensibility to the blessings of peace. : 

Q Now that peace has come, and we have reason to count upon a general jubilee ; 

/ in Europe, there appears to be more discontent than ever. ‘The great grievances _ 

i at present are, first, President Johnson’s proclamation offering a reward for the _ ] 

: delivery of Davis to the officers of justice; second, the reported emigration : 

| of discharged soldiers to Mexico; third, the trial of Booth’s accomplices with ; 

Ly closed doors. . an a | ‘ 

HM The readiness with which all these prestiges are seized to weaken the impres- E 

i sion which our unexpected triumph over what were deemed insurmountable em- , 

i barrassments has a tendency to produce, shows how great is the importance at- : 

| tached here to our example. . oe | Og 

| The proclamation putting a price on Davis’s head will be generally con- : 

E demned by the Latin race, who are so accustomed to see a price put upon the 7 

| heads of their most meritorious citizens that they feel an instinctive sympathy E 

| for any one who wears that flattering penalty. 1 think nothing that has hap- OE 

; pened during our war has produced so unpleasant an effect upon our friends E 

E here, though their impressions always yield to proper explanations when there — &§ 

; is an opportunity of making them. | | ] 

2 In regard to Mexico, the impression produced by the recent news from the Ok 

United States has amounted to a panic. Some military successes of the liberals E 

in Mexico are associated in the public mind with the emigration schemes adver- — E 

E tised in the New York and Washington papers, which are supposed to respond E 

to a public sentiment beyond the control of the government. ‘The absence of 4 

the Emperor at the moment aggravates the alarm, and leaves the community a — E 

prey to rumors of the most disturbing character. a a og 

: I dined with Mr. Fould on Tuesday evening. He sought several opportuni- E 

ties to talk with me of Mexican affairs. 1 assured him that he had nothing to 7 

2 fear from the United States; that the formidable enemies of the Archduke Maxi- ] 

| milian were “those of his own household”—the Mexicans. He expressed a 4 

doubt whether our government and its friends would be strong enough to main- , 

7 tain our neutrality. I told him that so far as I could judge, there were not, nor . 

| | were there likely to be, two considerable parties on our Mexican policy; that 4 

whatever the government decided to do would be pretty universally accepted by : 

the people, because it would be likely to reflect their deliberate wishes, one of ; 

| which I felt sure was to preserve friendly relations with France. He said he | 7 

| thought that the best way to remove all difficulty between the three countries, 4 

and to resolve all embarrassing questions, was for us to recognize the new gov- E 

| 7 ernment. This view he enforced with a few obvious remarks. I heard him _ 1 

through, and then remarked that he had opened a question which would require 4 

| ;
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me, for its discussion, to go further back in the history of our respective coun- 
, tries than was possible on such a festive occasion, but I felt prepared to say to 
: : him that but for the unfriendly tone of the official press, and the abounding evi- 
; dence of a willingness, if not a desire, on the part of influential classes in France 
j to see our republic weakened by a permanent disunion, the Emperor would proba- : 
: bly have experienced no difficulty in coming early toa satisfactory understanding 
; with our government about Mexico. Unhappily, the impression had got abroad | 
| among our people that the Emperor had undertaken to build up an empire in : 

Mexico upon the ruins of our republic, and it would take yet some time and 
some substantial proofs of good feeling on his part to remove this impression. 

7 His excellency arose from his seat at this remark, which I was preparing to’ ! 
elaborate a little, and said that was a subject that would take us too far to dis- 

| cuss on that occasion ; and after a few more words our interview ended, It | 
? ended rather abruptly, because Mr. Fould is entirely of my opinion; he has | 
| been opposed from the outset to this expedition. He feels that he is gradually | 

sinking, officially, under the weight of its burdens; and having no response to’ | 
{ make to the view I presented, he did not wish to be betrayed into admissions | 
2 unbecoming his position ; at least such was my impression. | 
| _ He introduced me, in the course of the evening, +o Baron Dussin the elder, 2 

! who is a very important arm of the government, though now eighty-five years | 
: of age, and whose sympathies have been rather with the insurgents than with 

2 the government during the late rebellion. He also showed great solicitude about ! 
1 Mexico, and seemed greatly relieved by my assurance that, regardless of the ( 

example set by other nations, and faithful to all our traditions, we shouldmake | 
| our people, if any were otherwise disposed, respect our neutral obligations. _ | 
; _ I mention these facts to show that the anxiety which is reflected by the press | 

here and in England is not exaggerated, and as the foundation for a suggestion | 
| which I think it my duty to make to you. It is that, as far as possible, we | 

avoid giving any pretext to this government upon which public opinion canbe 
i | rallied against us. It is in a critical situation, and,I think, on the eve of a very 
j important if not desperate step in reference to Mexico. Something must be 
1 _ done, and speedily. It is important that we neither do nor permit anything | 

that will relieve the situation at our expense, for we now need all the good feel- | 
| ing in Europe that we can possibly inspire to repair the waste of our war. If | 
| we alienate France, or even establish an unfriendly feeling here, it will poison — | 
‘ all the official journalism of Europe towards us, notwithstanding the universally ( 
/ acknowledged folly of the Mexican expedition. They all have less affection for 2 

: the Monroe doctrine than they have for France or Mexico. I hope, therefore, | 
| that our government will protect itself by all dignified means from any suspi- 
, cion of conniving at the military schemes, if there are any maturing in the 
| United States, against Mexico, and show the old countries of Europe to how 

much better use we can put them than by fighting them. I would hardly 
| trouble you with a suggestion apparently so superfluous as this, if I did not 
: feel that, where men are in desperate circumstances, they may do desperate 
2 _ things, and sovereigns are but men. 
j , _ Iam, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | 
j 7 Oo _ JOHN BIGELOW. ! 

| Hon. Witiiam H. Szwarop, | - oe : 
Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. OO | | | 

Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. | a 
2 | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
i Washington, June 5, 1865. | 

My Dear Sir: In compliance with the request of Mr. Seward, I have to | 
| acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th of April last, relative to the —
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4 support reported to be extended by the Emperor to Gwin, in Mexico, and the 
L character of the new loan in aid of that country.. In reply, I am directed to ; 
| thank you for the interesting information. 
: I am, my dear sir, very faithfully yours, 7 : : 

a Joun BiaELow, Esq., Sc., §c., ce. | f 

i Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. oe 1 

| No. 167.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | E 
M | Washington, June 12, 1865. 4 

: Sir: Your despatch of May 26, No. 107, has been received. It treats only 3 
4 of familiar questions ; but it treats of these with special earnestness. For this . 
: reason I reply in this communication to your suggestions, although I have ; 
|. considered the same subject so recently as the 3d of June, when I transmitted : 
: to you the views of the President. | | F 
4 You inform me that the proclamation putting a price on Davis’s head has — p 
4 produced an unpleasant effect upon the friends of the United States, and that it 4 
to is particularly condemned by the Latin race. Treason and the raising of civil | 
4 war, in some European states, are, for obvious reasons, regarded by mankind as : 
4 venial offences. In the United States they are looked upon with far greater F 
i severity, for reasons which it is not necessary that I should now explain. With : 
4 such severity crimes of the present insurgents in the United States are regarded 3 
i by the government and by the loyal portion of the peopleof thiscountry. The 3 
| time, indeed, is rapidly coming on when these crimes will be lamented with | ; 
| greater sincerity, and condemned with greater earnestness, in the region which - E 
L civil war has left desolate, than any political crime or casualty which has re- q 
L cently occurred in Europe has been lamented or condemned on that continent. E 
| The United States are not in a temper favorable to the making of apologies or 7 
ie explanations to European statesmen and politicians for matters which do not j 
| _ affect foreign nations, and which relate exclusively to our domestic affairs. I 3 
: have, therefore, to request that you will make no explanations or apology for the . j 
| action which this government has hitherto pursued, and, as events shall trans- : 
| pire, may be found to be pursuing, in relation to rebels, who, without cause or . 
| necessity or excuse, have not only spread desolation and death throughout a — - &£ 

| large portion of the United States, but have employed energies of surpassing i 
strength in the effort to invoke the intervention of foreign powers to make that 3 

| desolation more ruinous, as well as perpetual. I state, however, for your own 3 
: information, that the executive department has taken, as yet, no definitive L 
i action with régard to judicial proceedings against Jefferson Davis. Other sub- ; 

jects of greater urgency have, thus far, engaged its attention. | 4 
| If it be true, as you have conceived, that France is likely to adopt some q 

| measure of hostility towards the United States on the ground of real or expected E 
political complications in Mexico, the United States must wait the shock accord- 4 
ing to their ability. Itis already known to the government of France that the E 
United States are not prepared to recognize a monarchical and European power P 
in Mexico, which is yet engaged in war with a domestic republican government 4 
and a portion of the Mexican people; but it must be acknowledged, on the other E 
hand, that the United States have, from the first appearance of the shadow of E 

| that foreign domination in Mexico until its present stage of administration, ex- q 
| pressed its views to France upon the subject in a perfectly direct, frank, and E 

. friendly manner. The sentiments of the people of the United States in regard : 
| to affairs in Mexico, which have been so often expressed in the manner to which E 

i I have referred, are natural and inextinguishable. It would be a new event in :
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history if one nation can give cause of offence to another nation by decliningto = 
| become the ally of that nation in a war for the overthrow of a state friendly to 
3 the power so refusing to become an ally. We shall not believe, until we have 
, convincing proof, that France is to invade the United States on such a pretext. 

It is to this government a source of the highest satisfaction that, during the | 
i | three years that the war has been carried on between France and the republic 

of Mexico, the United States have maintained the strict line of forbearance and 
neutrality which their relations to the several belligerent parties dictated. From 
time to time the French authorities have given notice to the United States of 

t. apprehended violations of neutrality by American citizens, and the government 
; of the United States have promptly interposed and prevented the intrusions 
: menaced. Here the United States must stand. Beyond this they cannot go. 

They desire peace, and would cheerfully restore their traditional relations with 
| France. It will remain for France to say whether for these relations shall be | 

substituted an alienation whose consequences might involve an arrest of the | 
march of civilization throughout the world. | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| JOHN BicELow, Esq., Sc., &c., Sc. - | 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. / | 

: [ With one enclosure. ] : | 

; No, 117.] | Lea@ation oF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | a Paris, June 13, 1865. : 

| Sir: A statement of the minister secretary of state a few days since in the ! 
corps legislatif, and an article in the Moniteur of the 10th instant, have com- | 

2 pelled me to break the silence I intended to have kept until I heard from you — | 
in reference to the grounds upon which the minister of foreign affairs placed his | 

1 withdrawal of the proclamation of neutrality of June, 1865. I transmit herewith — ! 
_ acopy of a note which I addressed this morning to his excellency the minister | 

| of foreign affairs, which will sufficiently explain itself, and my motives for not | 
permitting the ministerial statements cited in it to pass in silence. | 

I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, . | 
‘ —_ - | JOHN BIGELOW. | 

Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarpb, — | a 
| | Secretary of State. | | 

| | [Enclosure No. 1.] | | 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. a 

| . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| " | 7 : Paris, June 12, 1865. 

Sr: In the official report of a speech made by his excellency the minister of state on the 
: 9th instant, I find an erroneous statement, which, to prevent any possible misapprehension | 

between your excellency and myself, I hasten to bring to your notice. . | 
_ , After speaking of the declarations made at Boston by General Rosecrans in reference to the | 

alleged recruiting of American soldiers for the Mexican army, M. Rouher is reported to have 7 
: said: ‘* Pendant que ces d¢clarations se faisaient a Washington et 4 New York, elles rece- : 

vaient ici leur sanction etdeur consecration formelle ; le ministre des Etats Unis se presentait 
| a notre ministre des affaires étrangéres et lui disait: Sans doute nous ne voyons pas d’un 

ceil favorable une monarchie s’etablir au Mexico. Sans doute nous preferons les formes repub- 
4 licaines ; mais nous respectons la volonté des peupleset des nations; nous comprenons que. 
1 le Mexique, qui a été longtemps regi par la forme monarchique veuille revenir a cet état de 

choses; il nous n’irons pas faire la guerre pour une question de forme de gouvernement.” - |
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id -.  [Translation.] _ | : 

: ‘While these declarations were being made at Washington and at New York, they re : 
| ceived here their sanction and formal consecration. The minister of the United States pre: — ; 

| sented himself also to our minister of foreign affairs, and said to him: Without doubt we : 
i do not behold with a favorable eye a monarchy established in Mexico. Without doubt we  § 
4 prefer the republican form, but we respect the will of peoples and of nations. We under- ; 
: stand that Mexico, which had been long governed by the monarchical form, may desire to if 
4 return to that state of things, and we are not going to make war upon a question of the form 7 
: of government.” : 
rt Mr. Rouher has probably misapprehended your excellency, for I am persuaded that you . 
4 could never have so entirely misunderstood my language as to have reported me as saying E 
| that the people of the United States understand that Mexico, after having been so long sub- . 
2 ject to a monarchical form of government, may desire to return to it. What I stated that : 
o may have given the impression which has misled the minister of state was this, in brief: that : 
| - now that the experiment had been begun, the Americans wished to be fully tried, under cir- 4 

cumstances best calculated to determine, finally and forever, whether European systems of E 
7 government suited the Mexican people best. If it should appear that they did, and public E 
| - tranquillity was restored, no nation was more interested in such a result than her immediate : 
4 neighbors. I added, that the success of republican institutions in the Spanish American - 

states had not been such as to encourage us to attempt the propagation of them there other- E 
| wise than by our example, and that whatever government was acceptable’ to the Mexican 3 
- people would be satisfactory to us. | 
i I trust to your excellency’s memory to confirm me in the assertion that I never expressed . 
Pp to you any opinion or impression importing that the Mexican people desired a monarchical : 
: government. In saying that the success of republican institutions in Spanish America had : E 
: not been such as to justify us in becoming their armed propagandists, I did not countenance - 
. the inference that the Mexicans themselves were dissatisfied with the form of government 
of under which they had been living prior to the occupation of their capital by French troops. | : 
: I beg your excellency will take such measures as may seem to you proper to correct the . 
o error into. which the minister secretary of state, in common with his hearers, appears to have si. . 
a been betrayed. | : 

I desire to avail myself of this occasion to correct another. misapprehension which has be- 7 
i come accredited by publication in the official journal. E 

The Moniteur, of the 10th instant, speaking of the neutrality of France between the United , 
States and the late insurgents in the slave States, says: E 

| “La situation étant aujourdhui changée et le gouvernement federal ayant fait connattre | i 
| son intention de ne plus exercer a l’egard des neutres les droits qui resultaient pour lui de F 
| l'état de guerre, le gouvernement de l’Empereur n’a pas cru devoir plus longtemps recon- P 

IL naitre de belligerants dans les Etats Unis d’Amerique.” _ ; 

I [ Translation. ] E 

f ‘“‘The situation being to-day changed, and the federal government having made known its E 
; intention no longer to exercise towards neutrals the rights which were imposed upon it as a 4 
| consequence of the state of war, the government of the Emperor has not deemed it its duty 3 
i _ longer to recognize belligerents in the United States of America.” 7 
i I presume reference is here made to the communication which I had the honor to submit . 

to your excellency on the 29th ultimo, extracts from which were quoted by your excellency E 
in a subsequent communication to me, announcing the withdrawal of belligerent rights from F 
the insurgents. Assuming such to be tke authority from which the Moniteur makes the  &~ 
statement which I have cited, I feel it my duty to say that, thus far, the federal government E 
of the United States has made no renunciation of any rights which belonged to it as a bel- 4 
ligerent. It has ceased to exercise such rights, I presume, but I am not aware that it has : 
renounced them. | : 

The communication to your excellency of the 29th ultimo was in reply to a previous decla- 
ration of your excellency that a renunciation by us of the belligerent right of. visit and cap- E 
ture of neutral ships must be a condition precedent to the withdrawal of belligerent rights 3 
from the American insurgents by France. Ct 4 

Tn arguing the inconveniences of making these measures dependent one upon the other, I 
| stated that ‘the United states government, in applying for a repeal of the declaration of E 

- June, 1861, abandoned any of the rights of belligerent which it is presumed to have claimed, E 
| and became directly responsible for anything it might do in the character of a belligerent. E 

If, after the withdrawal of the imperial declaration, it were to visit and search a neutral vessel, E 
it would at once expose itself to reprisals, the same as for any other violation of international . . 
comity.”” That is to say, we abandoned any belligerent rights which, upon the theory of E 
your excellency, we only shared in common with the insurgents, and, upon that theory, 3 
would be responsible for anything we might do in our proper character as belligerents. 

| These observations were based upon the doctrine of belligerent rights propounded in the : 
communication to which I was replying without either admitting or denying its correctness. E 

E 

| ’ E
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Should my government be of the opinion that a nation may be entitled to the privileges of 
: , belligerent in suppressing a rebellion, without thereby conferring belligerent rights upon the 

rebels, it might not be prepared to renounce the practice of visiting and searching neutral | 
; vessels so long as that remedy was necessary for the national security. Your excellency will 

remember that I made no concealment of the fact that I had no instructions from my gov- 
; ernment to offer or accept any conditions to be attached to the withdrawal of the declaration 
3 of June, 1861. I merely argued the inconvenience and unreasonableness of the conditions 
4 attached to its withdrawal upon premises assumed by your excellency. The final suppression 
i of the rebellion in the United States, of which intelligence has reached us since the corre- 
q spondence under consideration took place, deprives the matter to which I have invited your 

excellency’s attention of much of its practical importance, at the same time it is as well that 
the communications, both oral and written, which I had the honor to submit on the 27th 

] uitimo, should not acquire in their re-statement any importance not properly belonging te 
them. | | en -_ 

I beg, therefore, that nothing I have written or said to your excellency may be regarded as | 
an acceptance of the principle that the assertion of belligerent rights by a nation against its : 

: rebellious subjects necessarily confers upon the latter belligerent rights. . | 
_ I beg to renew to your excellency assurances of the very high consideration with which I | 

: have the honor to be your excellency’s very obedient and very humble servant, oo | 
: OO | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
| His Excellency Mr. DRovyN DE LuUys, ! 
{ Minister of Foreign Affairs. : 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

No.—.] oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | | . Washington, June 17, 1865. | 

1 Sir: We have received a complaint from our commander at Brownsville, | 
that General Mejia, the officer in command at Matamoras, had received from the | 
rebel commander a quantity of cannon and other public property. It is under- | 
stood that this complaint is to be followed by another, that the French authori- 
ties at Matamoras have also received into their service a large detachment of | 
late rebel soldiers, with their arms. Circumstances indicate a growing disposi- | 

| tion in some quarters of this country to find or make a casus bella with a view | 
of the political situation of Mexico. I think it would be well for you, in an in- | 
formal and confidential manner, to let the French government understand the | ! 
great importance, as we think, of the practice on their part of the most just and : 
friendly disposition towards the United States by the French authorities in _ 
Mexico, as well as in the shaping of French policies towards that country. _ 

Prompt and punctual attention to this subject will be of most essential im- 
: portance. _ | oe : 
; I am, sir, your obedient servant, 7 | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ! 
| JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., &c., §c., §e. | | 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | | | 
| : : | 
: No. 120.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED States, _ | 

| | oe Paris, June 21, 1865. 

3 Sirk: Ihave the honor to transmit to you enclosure No. 1, a copy, and in 
enclosure No. 2, a translation, of a despatch received from his excellency M. - | 

: Drouyn de Lhuys, in reply to my communication to him of the 12th instant, a | 
1 copy of which was communicated to you in my despatch No. 117. 

I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, a , 
, | oo “JOHN BIGELOW. © 

, ~ Hon. WiLttiam H. Sewarp, | | 
i Secretary of State, &c., &e., Se. a |
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| [Enclosure No. 2,—Translation. ] . | : 

4 | Mr. Drouyn de L’huys to Mr. Bigelow. | * | 

E | | | Paris, June 17, 1865. E 
4 Sir: I received the letter which you did me the honor of addressing me on the 12th of : 
4 this month. You were so kind on the occasion of some remarks that were made in the corps | 
4 legislatif, during the session on the 9th, by the minister of state, and of a note published in E 
r the Moniteur of the 10th, to recall to me the declarations which you had formerly made with . 
: regard to Mexico, and the withdrawal of the quality of belligerents from the seceded States. : 
Hi ‘‘ What I did write,” you say respecting Mexico, ‘‘ was that now that the experiment had E 
a been begun, the Americans wished it to be fully tried under circumstances best calculated to E 
Hi determine finally and forever whether European systems of government suited the Mexican : 
4 people best. If it should appear that they did, and public tranquillity was restored, no nation 
J was more interested in such a result than her immediate neighbors. I added, that the suc- : 
: cess of republican institutions in the Spanish American states had thus far not been such as 4 

2 to encourage us to attempt the propagation of them there, otherwise than by our example, ; 
| and that whatever government was acceptable to the Mexican people would be satisfactory : 

| to us.”’ , . | : 

- In the matter of withdrawing from the confederates the quality of belligerents, the follow- 3 
. ing is, you tell me, the language which you employedin your letter of the 29th of May: o£ 

- ‘‘The United States government in applying for a repeal of the declaration of June, 1861, . 
- abandoned any of the rights of a belligerent which it is presumed to have claimed, and be- . 
: came directly responsible for anything it might do in the character of a belligerent. : 
I ‘Tf, after the withdrawal of the imperial declaration, it were to visit and search a neutral : 
a vessel, it would at once expose itself to reprisals, the same as for any other violation of inter- ; 
: national comity.” - of 
4 Feeling as you do, sir, that a theoretic discussion of these two points would now be of no. 
i practical interest, I thank you for having recalled to me the exact language of those declara- ; 
: tions which you have had the goodness to make me. | f 
: ‘Accept the assurances of the high consideration with which I have the honor to be, sir, 4 
| your very humble and vary obedient servant, _— F 

DROUYN DE LHUYS. F 
‘Mr. BIGELOW, 

° Minister of the United States at Paris. E 

| | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. oF 

/ No. 184.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | j 
; Washington, June 26, 1865. | ' 

Str: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 13th instant» ’ 

| No. 117, transmitting a copy of your note of the day before to Mr. Drouyn de 3 
| Lhuys, correcting certain mistakes which had occurred in representing what j 
E you had said and written in regard, respectively, to the position of the United +E 
| States as to the Mexican question and the revocation ot the French decree con- 3 
| cerning so-ca]led belligerent rights of the insurgents. | : 

I am happy to inform you that your note is fully approved. | E 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, . | E | | 

i | | Acting Secretary. / : 
| Joun BieeLow, Esq., Sc., §c., §c.. Paris. | : | 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | ; 

| No. 133.] | _. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, E 

| Paris, June 29, 1865. F 

| Sir: In the course of an interview to-day. with the minister of foreign affairs : 
| his excellency referred to reclamations made by our government of the arms. a 

| and equipment of a fort in Texas, which had been bought by the Mexican E 

| 
| Fr
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: General Mejia from certain confederate officers after capitulation of the corps 
d’armée, to which the garrison of the. fort belonged. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys 

3 _ desired me to#ay to you that the information which had reached him led him to 
i _ believe that Major General Mejia had committed an error, and that he had writ-- 

ten in that sense to the French minister at Mexico. rc | 
i. - Lam, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | oe 

7 | eT | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
| ~ Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, | | : | 
i. | Secretary of State, &c., &c., &e. | 

. Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. — | | 

No. 134.] , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
i | Oo , - Paris, June 30, 1865. : 

Sir: In a recent conversation with the minister of foreign affairs, his ex- | 
cellency spoke of two subjects which I had instructions to bring to his notice | 

: some months since—the case of the federal steamer Ark, seized on the Rio 
| 7 Grande, within Mexican jurisdiction, by confederates from Texas, and sold at | 

Brownsville to Mexicans; and the case of certain deserters from the confeder-. — / 

| ate army, sent back by the Mexican general to the confederate authorities. His. | 
| excellency then read to me a report on the facts of these two cases, which had - 

been prepared for him in the bureaus of war and marine, to which it had been | 
| referred, and offered to send me a copy if I wished it. I said my government | 

would, of course, like to know what defence could be made to its re¢lamations, | 
| _ that it might know whether they deserved to be prosecuted. He said I should 7 
| have one to-morrow, with the understanding that it should only be taken for 

what it was, and not as an official communication of a final determination of the | 
| government on those subjects, I told him I would receive it, if he pleased, as a | 

2 memorandum of a conversation. He said I should receive it to-day. If it | 
| comes in time for this mail I will enclose it.  —§ . | | 
| I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, ! 
| fe oe | JOHN BIGELOW. : 
i Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, : 
| — Secretary of State, &c., &c., Sc. | : | : 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | : 

| No. 187.] a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
— Washington, June 30, 1865. ! 

Sir: On my resumption of the conduct of this department, after a journey to = 
Auburn, I find your despatch of the 13th of June, No. 117; and I find, also, | 

_ that it was duly acknowledged by Mr. Hunter, then Acting Secretary of State, | 
| in despatch No. 184. So far as it relates to the misapprehension made by Mr. : 

Rouher of your conversation with him in regard to the withdrawal of bellige- : 
, rent rights, there seems to be no reason for special remark. But so far as re- 
: lates to the condition of affairs in Mexico, I think it important to notice the fol- 
: lowing passage in your despatch; “ What I stated that may have given the 

impression which has misled the minister of state was this, in brief—that now oS 
: that the experiment had been begun, the Americans wished it to be fully tried, | 

, under circumstances best calculated to determine finally and forever whether | 
3 European systems of government suited the Mexican people best. If it should | 
2 appear that they did,-and public tranquillity was restored, no nation was more | 

] . | 

j |
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] interested in such a result than her immediate neighbors. I added that the ; 
r success of republican institutions in the Spanish. American states had thus far : 

| not been such as to encourage us to attempt the propagation of them there, OE 
i otherwise than by our example, and that whatever government was acceptable  &- 
4 to the Mexican people would be satisfactory to us.” ! : 
r It is thought that the argument which you have recited in the passage thus : 
u extracted is not warranted by the instructions of this department. It will be 3 
| well, at your convenience, to make this explanation to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. ; 
4 So far as our relations are concerned, what we hold in regard to Mexico is, that [ 
HM France is a belligerent there, in war with the republic of Mexico. We do not ; 
I enter into the merits of the belligerents, but we practice in regard to the contest : 
Q the principles of neutrality ; and we have insisted on the practice of neutrality ; 
| by all nations in regard to our civil war. Our friendship towards the repub-  *- 
| lic of Mexico, and our sympathies with the republican system on this continent, ; 
i as well as our faith and confidence in it, have been continually declared. We 2 
4 do not intervene in foreign wars or foreign politics. Political intervention in the j 
|. affairs of foreign states is a principle thus far avoided by our government. TJ : 
' attach no great importance to this matter. It is right and proper, however, em : 
|| the French government should not misunderstand the case, and so be suffered to : 
| fall into a belief that we have entertained any views favorable to it as an invader of 
ye of Mexico, or that we at all distrust the ultimate success of republican systems : 
i throughout this continent. | f 
i I am, sir, your obedient servant, os : 
/ | | | = WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — r 
i _ Joun BiGELow, Esq., §c., §c., $e. | | | : 

_ — co Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. - ’ 

| [Extract] oe : a : 

L No. 136.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | : 
H Paris, July 6, 1865. | : 

Sir: I have received from his excellency the minister of foreign affairs a _ E 
statement, of which enclosure No. 1 is a copy, and No. 2 a translation. of 

# #* * i * #* * * * r 

This résumé is the promised communication referred to in my despatch No. 134.  &£ 
d Lam, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | . . 

on JOHN BIGELOW. . 
| Hon. Witutiam H. S—warp, | | :  &- 

. — . . Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. | | : 

BS [ Translation. ] | , os 1 

| In a conversation of the 9th of March, and through two notes, one of the same date, and 4 
the other of the 15th of March, the minister of the United States pointed out to the minister - : : 
of foreign affairs of the Emperor, as infractions of Mexican neutrality, in behalf of the con- q 
federates, two occurrences that had become known on the Rio Grande and at Matamoras. — : 

i The steamer Ark, belonging to a citizen of the United States, having stranded in ascending | - 
the Rio Grande, above Bagdad, some yards distant from the Mexican shore, was seized, it is 3 
said, by the confederates, taken to Brownsville, condemned as a prize, with the cargo, and - E 
sold to Mexicans. When it is asserted that more recently General Mejia, commanding the  - 
allied division, arrested at Matamoras thirty deserters of the south, and caused them to be oF 

| taken under escort to the banks of the Rio Grande to be delivered up to a confederate corps. : 
| The minister, without assuming to prejudge the accuracy of the above facts, replied to Mr. q 

: | :
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| | Bigelow that, in principle, the government of the Emperor would always take into serious con- | 
4 sideration any act pointed out as infringing on neutrality. The minister consequently com- 

nicated the above information to his colleagues of the departments of war and marine, and 
requested them to beg the commandants in chief of our expeditionary corps and naval forces 

: in Mexico to see, as far as it should depend upon them, that no act contrary to neutrality | 
| should take place on the Mexican frontier, bordering Texas. M. le Marechal Randon and M. | 
; ' le Marquis de Chasseloup Laubat sent at once to Marshal Bazaine and Commandant Clorié 
; instructions in this sense. : 
3 Since then the commandant of our naval subdivision in the Mexican waters transmitted ! 
1 _ to the minister of marine precise information regarding the occurrences which Mr. Bigelow _ | 
2 mentioned to the minister. They show, in the first place, and as we had reason to expect, , 
; that the French authorities had no part whatever in it; and further, that the facts did not 
; exactly occur as was reported at Washington. 

=: | Thus, the steamer Ark was taken,as stated, by the confederates, but this seizure was | 
: effected before the expedition under the guidance of Marshal Bazaine, on the Rio Grande, © 

=: last year, and when the disaffected under Cortinas were masters of Matamoras and Bagdad. | 
7 When General Mejia afterwards took possession of Matamoras, in the name of the emperor 

Maximilian, the vessel was sold to one of its inhabitants, (a German, as we are intormed, ) 
| _ butas the vessel.was moored before Brownsville, General Mejia did not suspect what had : 
: passed in this matter, and that he would have to intervene with respect to the sale. The 
| fact, therefore, could neither be laid to the charge of the Mexican nor of the French authori- se, 

%, the case of the delivering up of southern deserters indicated by the United States minis- : 
ter, it is impossible, if it really did take place, to render any of the French authorities in the os 

: smallest degree responsible for it, considering that since the temporary occupation of Bag- : 
dad by the crews of the ships placed under the orders of the Admiral Rosse, there was: — | 

| positively no French military either at Bagdad or Matamoras until the second of last May, - 
‘ when the column of the Commandant de Brian was landed. <A confederate leader announced | 

that he was going to send back to the Mexican shore four deserters of the foreign legion. The | 
Commandant de Brian could not return them to the Texan shore, after they had been brought | 

; over to the Mexican shore. He therefore consented to receive them, but without desiring to 
| have an interview, on this occasion, with the authorities of Brownsville—a misconception of 
| the orders of which they were the bearers having led the Mexican major and the French ser- 
4 geant who were sent to meet these deserters to cross the stream in order to go in search of 

2 them. The sergeant suffered a month’s imprisonment, and the major a month’s arrest. M. 
le Commandant de Brian declared at the same time to General Mejia that neither of them | 

: should have any intercourse with the authorities of Brownsville; moreover, when the Com- 
mandant Florie was informed that they were also about to send back to him two of his sailors | 
who had deserted, he refused to take any steps which should facilitate their delivery. | | 

; —s 
; : Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | | 

- - 
| No. 192.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
{ Washington, July 6, 1865. 2 

| Sir: I transmit a copy of a letter of yesterday, addressed by me to the See- i 
retary of War, and of the telegraphic despatches therein referred to, from Major | 

| General Sheridan to Generals Grant and Rawlins; also a copy of a note of the , 
2 same date, which I addressed to the Marquis de Montholon;* all of which papers | 

relate to the fraudulent and illegal removal of a large portion of the property =~ 

recently surrendered to the military forces of the United States in Texas, from | 

that State to the Mexican side of the Rio Grande, including the steamer Lucy | 

‘Given and eight hundred and twenty bales of cotton. i 
: You are requested to make a representation of the facts to be gathered from | 

: these papers to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and to protest against the reception within | 
| the military lines occupied by French troops in Mexico of any of the property : 
i | above mentioned, expressing at the same time the expectation of this gov- | 

ernment that prompt satisfaction thereof will be made to the military authori-— : 
7 ties of the United States in that vicinity. _ | 

: You will inform Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that renewed instructions have been | 
given to the general commanding the United States military forces in Texas.to.
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i permit no aggressive movements of troops under his command within Mexican i 
: territory, unless special instructions to that effect from the War Department - : 
4 should be rendered necessary by a condition of affairs not now anticipated. ; 
i I am, sir, your obedient servant, : 
: | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
F JOHN BicELow, Hsq., Sc., Se., §e. . 

4 : | OFFICE U. 8. MILITARY TELEGRAPH, WAR DEPARTMENT, : 

| The following telegram received in cipher at Washington 5.30 a. m. June 30, 1865: : 

| NEW ORLEANS, La., June 28, 1865. . 

po GENERAL: I have justreturned from a hurried trip along the coast of Texas, The follow- j 
L ing is, to the best of my knowledge, the condition of affairs there: The Kirby Smith and | 3 
a Canby: surrender was, for the most part a swindle on the part of Kirby Smith & Co., as all ; 
i the Texas treops had disbanded or had been discharged and gone home before the commis- q 
: sioners were sent to General Canby. Kirby Smith, Magruder, Shelby, Slaughter, Walker, . 
4 and others, ef military rank, have gone to Mexico. Everything on wheels, artillery, horses, . . 
2 mules, &c., have been run overinto Mexico. Large and small bands of rebel soldiers, and F 

ft some citizens amounting to about two thousand, have crossed the Rio Grande into Mexico, £ 
: some allege with the intention of going to Sonora. | - 
: The Lucy Given, a small steamer, was surrendered at Matagorda, but was carried off and 3 
: is now anchored at Bagdad, on the Rio Grande. , . 
i There is no doubt in my mind that the representatives of the imperial government along ; 
4 the Rio Grande have encourageg¢this wholesale plunder of property belonging to the United - 
al States government, and that it will only be given up when we go and take it. General — 
i Steele says the French officers are very saucy and insulting to our people at Brownsville. _£ 
| Juarez does not appear to have any force of consequence on the Rio Grande. I cannot E 
l hear of any movements. The rebels who have gone to Mexico have sympathies with the i: 
| imperialists, and this feeling is undoubtedly reciprocated. : 
| | will direct General Steele to make a demand on the French authorities at Matamoras for : 
f a return of the property. The Lucy Given is a tangible case. F 
I A Mexican steamer, loaded with cotton and flying the American flag, was captured a few F 
i days since between Rio Grande City and Brownsville. After the surrender eight hundred ; 
| ° and twenty-six (826) bales of Confederate States cotton, stored at Rio Grande City, were E 
| crossed into Mexico, and this is only one item. - ’ 
| There is a good deal of irritation between French officials at Matamoras and our people, 3 
i and the Maximilian party is getting nervous. My sceuts report from Matamoras that seven E 
; thousand (7,000) troops are marching from the interior to that place; also that Mejia is work- E 

ing on the rifle-pits around Matamoras. This reported re-enforcement I give for what it is 7 
worth. 

. P. H. SHERIDAN, P 
Major General Command ng. , 

Lieutenant General U. 8S. GRANT, :  - 
Commanding Armies United States, Washington, D. C. | 

| - Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 4 

| No. 194.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a j 
a mo . Washgton, July 10, 1865. 4 

| Sir: Referring to previous instructions on the subject of the fraudulent and 7 
| illegal removal of property belonging to the United States to the Mexican side j 
| of the Rio Grande, I now enclose for your information, and as illustrating the : 

| importance of the early attention of the imperial government being given to our E 
| demand for the restoration of that property to the authorities of this government, E 
1. a copy of a telegram of the 6th instant from Major General Sheridan to General : 
] Rawlins, chief of staff of Lieutenant General Grant. » | | q 

! I am, sir, your obedient servant, OO oe 3 
t | | ‘WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
| JOHN BicELOw, Esq., §v., &c., Se. : , F 

| * This enclosure appears in the correspondence with the French legation, | ; 

] 26 p c** ’
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: oe Orrice U. §, MILiTaRy TELEGRAPH, Wak DEPARTMENT. | : 

The following telegram received in cipher at Washington 3 a. m. July 8, 1865: — | 

HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE GULF, | | 
; . | New Orleans, July 6, 1865. | | 

1 GENERAL: Affairs on the Rio Grande frontier are getting beautifully mixed up. Cortinas | 
has arrived, and now has his headquarters six miles from Matamoras, and has driven in Me- : 

; jia’s pickets. He also captured the steamer Senorita and took her over to the other side of 
1 the river for safety, and she was taken down to Rio Grande City and seized by General | 
: Brown. I do not know exactly how it is as yet. | : 
3 Mejia replied to General Steele’s demand for battery and other property taken across the | 
1 Rio Grande, that he had no authority to comply with the demand, but would refer it to the ! 
1 imperial government. This is just what I expected, and only confirms my former impres~ | 
! sion, that the property can only be obtained when we go and take it. | 
| General Steele says the French officers and soldiers are very bitter against our people, and 
j writes me that a grandson of Marshal Ney, with two thousand French cavalry, is reported 
: approaching Matamoras, and that he is very bitter, and says he is going to invade Texas. | 
| . The feeling of the people in the interior of Mexico is very bitter, while the natives, soldiers | 
| . and all, are said to be with our government, and want to get rid of French rule. Ringgold ! 
| ‘barracks is occupied by our troops. | 
| | - P. H. SHERIDAN, ! 
| | Major General Commanding. | 

- General Joun A. RawLINS, Chief of Staff. , | 

1 | | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 
1 | | | 

| No. 140.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . | 
| Paris, July 11, 1865. | 

Sir: His excellency the minister of foreign affairs has sent me the accompa- ( 
nying correspondence between him and the late mimister of war, in explanation 

: of the alleged purchase by General Mejia of guns and munitions of war from | 
| ‘the confederates at Brownsville after their capitulation. | 

oe I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | : 
- | | JOHN BIGELOW. | : 

| - Hon. WILuiam H. Sewarp, 
i | Secretary of State. , - , 

| [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] : 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs to his excellency Marshal Randon, minister of war. | 

| | Paris, June 29, 1865. | : 

1 MARSHAL AND DEAR COLLEAGUE: A despatch I received from our minister to the United | 
4 ‘States points out an incident which I hasten to mention to you. Aceording to official intelli- 
i gence received at Washington, at the time when the confederate corps which occupied Browns- | 

ville, in Texas, surrendered to the federal forces, the artillery and munitions shut up in the 
| fort were in part clandestinely taken to the Mexican bank of the Rio Grande and delivered 
| -to the authorities of Matamoras. Informed to-day only of this fact, the government of the™ | 
j “Cnited States asks for the prompt restitution of material which should have been delivered to : 
| -it at Brownsville; and the Secretary of State, Mr. Seward, has requested the Marquis de a 
| Montholon to engage himself in obtaining this restitution. Mr. de Montholon considering, / 

very justly, that the reclamation was thoroughly well grounded, (if the facts are correctly | 
stated, ) promptly deferred to the request of Mr. Seward, and wrote about it to Marshal Ba- | 

: -zaine, and to General Mejia, who was in command at Matamoras at the latest dates. . This affair | 
may, therefore, already have received, without further delay, a satisfactory solution. It | 

i; might, however, be otherwise, and, on this supposition, I turn to you, asking you to send 
; directly to Marshal Bazaine, by the courier of to-morrow, 30th, the necessary orders that he oO 

may contribute, if there still be need, and he has the means, to the prompt return of the ma- | 
: teriel reclaimed. I write myself to our minister, Mr. Dano, that he may equally press upon : 

-the Mexican government the necessity of doing right, if satisfaction has not already been | 
given to the request of the federal government. |
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4 oo [Enclosure No. 2.—Translation. | | : : 

. The Minister of War to his exceliency the Minister for Foreign Affairs. : 

f | | Parts, July 1, 1865. ; 
a MR. MINISTER AND DEAR COLLEAGUE: Your excellency has done me the honor to com- E 
cp municate to me, by your letter of June 29, last, the reclamation which the government of the 3 
- United States set up on the subject of the artillery and munitions belonging to the fort at ’ 
S Brownsville, which were clandestinely transported to the Mexican bank of the Rio Grande 4 
4 by the confederates, with the purpose of keeping them from the federal forces. ] 
4. I hasten to write by the courier of yesterday, June 30, to Marshal de Bazaine, to request ’ 
A him to give immediately instructions to General Mejia, commanding at Matamoras, to assure, 3 
- if it has not already been done, the prompt return of the materiel reclaimed by the govern- 3 

| ment of the United States. * | 

7 Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. +t 

No. 145.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, q 
: Paris, July 14, 1865. — ft 

Srr: I have the honor to enclose— | | 
Ist. A copy of the note by which his excellency the minister of foreign affairs j 

: acknowledged the receipt of the President’s proclamation of the 23d of June 
i: last, terminating the blockade; and | | j 
: 2d. A translation of an article in the official paper in reference to the manner : 
i in which the withdrawal of belligerent rights from the confederates had been re- oF 
| _ eeived in the United States, coupled with some remarks on the attitude of the OE 
i United States towards France in’ Mexico. This article marks an important | 
i change in the tone of the Moniteur,.and all the official press of the empire will q 
i feel the effect of it. 7 . 

I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, ' 
| JOHN BIGELOW. 

i Hon, WinLiAM H. Sewarp, F 
4 Secretary of State. a 

[Enclosure No. 2.—Translation. j : 

We now know the impression produced in the United States by the decision of the Em : 
: peror’s government to revoke the measures which had been adopted in our ports at the be- 3 
q ginning of the insurrection of the south, in conformity with the ordinary rules of neutrality. | E 
4 _ The Washington cabinet does full justice to the sentiments of which France has given E 

‘proof in removing the restrictions upon the federal navy which resulted from those rules, e 
; and in ceasing to recognize in the confederate ships the character of belligerents. It has E 
; been pleased to see that the imperial government has been guided by a sincere desire to re- E 
: viye the ancient sympathies of the two peoples, whose reciprocal interests as well as their : 
; traditions invite them to cultivate the most cordial relations. | 4 
) France, in her turn, finds nothing but what is praiseworthy in the attitude of the United | : 

States. The federal government has not hesitated to take the necessary measures to prevent E 
the manoeuvres of the agents of Juarez. | | E 

| President Johnson shows himself resolved to enforce the loyal observance of the law rela- E 
tive to enrolments, and the instructions given on this subject to the judicial authorities are 3 
being executed. _ | . E 

So, as we said about two months ago, the Washington cabinet, a little before the death of E 
Mr. Lincoln, had declared that it ought in no manner to create difficulties in the way of | 
France in embarrassing the establishment of a regular government in Mexico. | : 

| Under the new President the American cabinet has remained faithful to these assurances, 
| and its conduct, like its language, testify more and more strongly to its intention not te . 

| depart from them. .
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: Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. 

4 No. 200.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ! 
|  . Washington, July 17, 1865. : 

| . Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despateh of the 30th ultimo, 
7 No. 134, relative to your conversation with the minister of foreign affairs upon 

po the subjects of the steamer Ark and the deserters from the insurgent forees who 
' were sent back by the Mexican general to the insurgents. 
| I observe that the paper, a eopy of which was promised to you by his excel- | 
| lency, did not come. I understand from the Marquis de Montholon thathe has 

papers on the same subject from Mexico. It is to be desired that there maybe * — 
| no unneeessary delay or controversy on the subject. | 
j I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 

, | — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
JoHN BIcELow, Esq., §v., Se, Se. | | 

j - Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. i 

No. 201.| DEPARTMENT or STATE, | | i 
| Washington, July 17, 1864, i 

1. Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 29th ultimo, | 
| No. 133, informing me of the course pursued by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, in re- 1 

| - gard to the purchase by the Mexican General Mejia, from insurgent officers, of | 
the arms and equipment of a fort in Texas. | | 4 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

| Oo | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
JOHN BigELow, Esq., &c., &c., &e. : | | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. ee 

No. 205.} DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 

| | | | Washington, July 22, 1865. | 

| | Sir: I transmit a copy of a letter of the 12th instant, and of the accom- 
panying papers, addressed to this department by the Acting Assistant Seeretary = 

| of War, on the subject of affairs on the Rio Grande. 
| You will bring to the notice of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys the important state. = 

ments contained in these papers, viz: the opinion expressed by General Mejia | : 

that there is a recognizable rebel party in Texas, and that a design is entertained | 
{ in Mexico to produce an uprising against the United States in ‘Texas, witha = 
| view to its annexation to Mexico, or at least to co-operate in maintaining the | 

i government of Maximilian. You ask the proper explanations on this subject ! 

| | without unnecessary delay. : | | 
| : I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : | 

| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
— JoHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., Se., Se. : | 

| 

| _ Mr. Eckert to Mr. Seward. | 

| | WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, July 12, 1865. 

Sir: Tam instructed by the Secretary of War to transmit, for your information, copies of 
certain papers relative to the condition of affairs on the Mexican frontier, forwarded to this : 

} department by Major General P. H. Sheridan, commanding the military division of the 

southwest. oo : 

: I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, ! 

| : THOMAS F. ECKERT, | 
| Acting Assistant Sceretary of War. | 

2 | Hon. WILLIAM H, SEWARD, Secretary of State. i |
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= , General Brown to Lieutenant Colonel Canby. F 

4  . FARRADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FORCES, : 
i | - Brazos St. Jago, Texas, May 24, 1865. 

4 COLONEL: I have the honor to report that I visited Bagdad, Mexico, yesterday, and had 3 
Q @ personal interview with General Mejia, commanding the imperial forces on the Rio Grande. | E 
. The General expressed a feeling of kindness towards the government of the United States, E 
Ec and a wish to preserve such a policy as would insure an impartial action upon the troops , 
r under his command, between the government of the United States and the rebels, or confed- : 
E erates, as he termed them. He still held to the opinion that, notwithstanding the surren- , 
os der of the enemy on the east side of the Mississippi river, the rebels in Texas were a 7 
ia recognizable power. I had reliable information that the enemy had practically evacuated ‘ 
c Brownsville, but ‘General Mejia professed not to know anything about it, though the prop- . E 
| erty of the confederate government had been sent over to Matamoras. I am informed, from . 
4 a source I deem reliable, that General Slaughter has permission from General Mejia to cross : 

into Mexico with his troops at any time when he may deem it necessary to do so; though a 
7 this is not to be considered as being strictly official information. From all I can learn, the : E 

| rebels, who intend to continue the contest against the government, are the friends, and are . 
| eo-operating with the imperial government of Mexico. The peace party and friends of the | 3 
- government of the United States in Texas are the friends of the liberal government or party : 
: in that State. This confirms the information I had the honor to transmit in my despatch of | : 
6 the 23d instant. - 
- On the 14th instant a body of troops from this post, who were marching up the east bank 3 
a of the Rio Grande, were fired upon from the Mexican side. Upon its being reported to 3 
5 General Mejia he promptly disapproved of the act, and Iam informed that he arrested three q 
A men who were reported: to have been guilty of this breach of neutrality, and that he has . 
A ordered them to be shot to-morrow morning. An application to supply my command with | q 
: beef-cattle and horses from Mexico has received the approval of the Mexican commander, E 
if but, notwithstanding these acts of apparent fairness, 1 am of the opinion that one of the ; 
i strongest influences that are brought to bear upon the people of western Mexico, to induce , 
a them to support the imperial government, is that Texas is to be again annexed to that £g 
i government, or that a protectorate is to be extended over it. I submit these facts for the _ 
i eonsideration of the major general commanding. | ‘ 3 

I am, very truly, your obedient servant, E 
| , E. B. BROWN, | 4 
4 - - Brigadier General Volunteers, Commanding. : 
i Lieutenant Colonel J. 8. Cansy, : 
4 Assistant Adjutant General, Department Gulf, New Orleans. q 

i General Brown to Colonel Crosby. | | : 3 

I HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FORCES, F 
lH Brazos St. Jago, Texas, May 28, 1865. : : 

i CoLONEL: I have the honor to report that I have received information that the rebels at - £- 
] Brownsville have broken up, after imprisoning their general (Slaughter) and forcing him to | ’ 
H divide the money in his possession. Slaughter has sent the arms and ordnance stores into , . 

Matamoras and sold them to the imperial government. Such is the report. 7 : 
E I have ordered the 34th Indiana, and 62d A. D. C., with two pieces of artillery that I | . 
; have fitted up in an imperfect manner, and to be drawn by mules, across the Boca Chica, 3 
f and intend to move to White Ranche this evening, and to Brownsville to-morrow. | o£ 
f Jd shall increase the force, if I deem it necessary, and shall take the command in person. E 
i ° I am, very truly, your obedient servant, 7 | E 
; | E. B. BROWN, | E 
; Brigadier General Volunteers, Commanding. | 3 

Colonel J. SCHUYLER CROSBY, | 7 OE 
i Assistant Adjutant General, Department Gulf, New Orleans. - 

| General Brown to Colonel Crosby. - : 

| , HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FORCES, P 

| Brownsville, Texas, June 2, 1865. . 3 
COLONEL: I have the honor to transmit, for the information of the major general com- 

| manding, the enclosed copies of a correspondence between General Mejia and myself. When 3 
, the rebels evacuated this post the guard of citizens that was formed to protect their property = 8 . .— § 
| - was claimed to be a liberal company from Mexico, and, consequently, the representative of E 
1 the imperial government was apprehensive of aggressive action on the part of my command. 4
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i The apprehension was increased by the menacing attitude of Negreta and Cortina, who are 
constantly harassing the imperial forces, and, probably, more from a feeling that the receiv- 
ing artillery, marked U. S., from the rebel general Slaughter, and the extraordinary relations | 

: that have existed for the past four months between the rebels and the imperial government, | 
had placed the representatives of that government in a questionable position. Under these | 
circumstances, I thought proper to forward the letter enclosed, in order to allay the undue : 

7 alarm that was manifesting itself at Matamoras. a * | 
T am, very truly, your obedient servant, — | - 

| — E. B. BROWN, > 
j Brigadver General Commanding. | 
i | Lieutenant Colonel SCHUYLER CROSBY, 
| Acting Assistant Adjutant General, Department of the Gulf, New Orleans. / 
] | 7 | 
i — | : 

| | General Brown to General Mejia. a | 

| | | HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FORCES, ! 
| Brownsville, Texas, May 31, 1865. | 

GENERAL: In order that you may be informed of the desire on the part of the govern- =~ 
ment of the United States to preserve amicable relations with the republic of Mexico, E i 

3 have the honor to transmit the following extract from the instructions from the Secretary of 
| State to the commanding officer of the department of the Gulf, and which has been furnished 

to me for my guidance while in command of the Rio Grande. , ! 

| [ Extract. ] 7 | 

“*You have already found that the confusion resulting from civil strife and foreign war in | 
Mexico offers seductions for military enterprise. I have, therefore, to inform you of the | 
exact condition of our relations towards the republic at the present time. We are on terms | 

3 of amity and friendship, and maintaining diplomatic relations with the republic of Mexico. 
We regard that country as the theatre of a foreign war, mingled with civil strife. In the 
conflict we take no part, and, on the contrary, we practice absolute non-intervention and - 

] non-interference. In command of the frontier, it will devolve on you, as far as practicable; 
consistently with your other functions, to prevent aid or supplies being given from the 
United States to either belligerent.”” | 

| I am aware, general, that the fact that this town, immediately preceding its occupation ( 
‘ by the troops under my command, was, in a measure, protected by persons inimical to the : 

imperial government of Mexico, and the necessity that exists for the employment of menof | | 
this class in my operation against the bands of rebels in the country may be construed into 

‘ a belligerent feeling towards your government. | | 
I beg leave to assure you that such is not the case, and I repeat to you, formally, what i 

4 said in our conversation at Bagdad, that the troops under my command will not be per- 
| mitted, in any manner, to interfere in the present relations of Mexico. : 

The same assurance has been given to members of the liberal party of Mexico, now re 
! siding at this post. OS oe . | 

With considerations of respect, I am, general, your obedient servant, | 
! : | | E. B. BROWN, | | 
; | Brigadier General Commanding. | : 
| Major General Mes1a, | | 

Commanding Matamoras, Mexico. ) | | 

| General Canedo to General Osterhaus. . 

, | MATAMORAS, MEXICO, June 4, 1865: 
4 GENERAL: In accordance with your instructions I arrived here a few days since, and 
| have had but little of importance to communicate upon the L. 8. project as yet. I would 
: beg leave to recall to the recollection of the general-in-chief that I mentioned Mr. J. A. 
1 Quintero as one of the parties concerned in the affair, and that he had had an interview with | : 

Marshal Bazaine, in January last, in relation to it. Mr. Quintero was here last week in | 
4 close conference with General Mejia, and returned again immediately to Monterey, and | 

will be here again in aweek. He is ostensibly enlisted in the imperial cause, but in reality | 
is working for an uprising in Texas, the French and Mexicans to hold the frontier. | 

Of the other parties concerned in the enterprise two have gone to Europe, and one was 
: heard of in Montgomery, two hours before General Wilson’s entry into that place, endeav- 

oring to purchase horses to go to Texas.. One is now in San Antonio, and when I see Mr. | 
Quintero I will know what is expected of me. | | |
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4 _ The citizens and toreign residents of this place are wholly enlisted in the imperial cause. ; 

4 Fortifications are being thrown up from bank to bank, encircling the city. There are thirty- ; 

| five guns now here for defence. There are about six hundred Belgian troops and two bat- E 

. talions of Mexicans here. Four thousand infantry, artillery, and cavalry have just been . 

4 sent off to Camargo, while two thousand French troops are looked for from the sea-board. 4 

a A camp of instruction has been established at Monterey. An officer, formerly in the rebel . 

a service, is now here engaged in raising a regiment of Texans for service with the imperialists. : 

E To sum up, it seems the enterprise I spoke of has received a sudden shock from the rapid j 

a successes of the federal arms, but is by no means extinct. What the delegation now gone 

| to Europe may effect, with those who are to follow, remains to be seen; but certainly the 3 

i: feeling and spirit evinced by the confederates generally, and Texans in particular, is most : 

o decidedly in favor of an uprising in Texas, or at least assisting the imperialists against its 7 

| enemies, particularly the United States. a | q 

. Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | E 

| _ , - | A. H. CANEDO. 

B Major General P. J. OSFERHAUS, : | . 7 E 

- Chief of Staff, New Orleans. | | | : : . : 

- Through Brigadier General BROWN, .. | os : 

- | Commanding United States Forces, Brownsville, Texas. SO | ; 

c General Mejia to General Brown. Co . 

2 | [ Translation. ] | | - | 3 

. No. 180. ] MATAMORAS, May 31, 1865. : 

A - GENERAL: I have the honor to make answer to the note you have been pleased to address : 

a to me of this date, to inform me of the wish of the United States in maintaining friendly re- : 

fF lations with the republic of Mexico. For this purpose you send me a copy of the instruc: E 

E tions which the Secretary of State transmitted to the department of the Gulf, pointing out the E 

F neutral course he should observe, in view of the manner in which the United States consider 3 

3 the political situation of Mexico, and the state in which the relations of amity existing be- b 

a tween. both countries rest. | . - . ; 

ul Allow me, general, to reply with my soldierly frankness. Although I ignore that there E 

" exists in Mexico the republic and foreign war, I regard with great interest the friendly senti- 3 

iy ments of the United States towards my country, and I esteem at their just value the orders . 

i which in this sense emanate from your government. E 

H And what wishes do the government of his Majesty the Emperor Maximilian foster in rela- q 

i tion: to the United States? I have the honor to transcribe here the following instructions : 

ll which, in this respect, have been communicated to me by his excellency the marshal com- E 

i mander-in-chief: - ] 

| ‘The government of Washington, explaining certain reports which gave room to believe 3 

: that the authorities at New Orleans, or rather the federal forces in Texas, gave aid against q 

as to some guerillas and dissident chiefs, has given assurance that the instructions sent to the o- 

E federal authorities prescribed to them the strictest neutrality. It is, therefore, very proper, : 

i, that in reciprocation we should use all the vigilance possible to prevent the confederates from p 

: making in Mexican territory or Mexican waters any attack or movement against their ad- E 

; versaries, or meeting any support, although indirect.” SO | : 

i I think it useless to add, general, that I am disposed to comply exactly with the wishes of - 

: my government, and that I entertain sufficient confidence that the authorities of the United : 

3 States will have the will and the power necessary to repress whatever act of hostility might . E 

; be in preparation against my country within the territory of the Union. : ! 4 

: : Please accept, general, the assurances of my high esteem. | | 

; | Oo | General MEJIA, E 

; | Commanding General, &c., &e. E 

H Brigadier General E. B. BRowN, q 

: . Commanding U. 8. Forces at Brownsville. — E 

a | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. . 

No. 206.] a -. ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 

| , | Washington, July 24, 1865. - | : 

| Sir: Some observers who possibly aresuspicious, but who certainly are known 3 

| to be shrewd, infer from the tone of the ministerial press, and of that portion of 4 

: the other press in Italy which more demonstratively sympathizes with the : 

' French government, that a project is on foot which contemplates an addition 7
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from Italy to the French army now engaged in Mexico, and with a view to | 
: hostilities against the United States. It is not believed here that either the : 

Italian or French government entertains such a design. Nevertheless, existing | 
: circumstances render it important to the United States to know what measure of 

_ truth there is in statements of this character, and certainly it is only dealing | 
justly and properly with the powers concerned, to bring the statements to their 
knowledge with a view to any explanations they may be prepared to give. I 

l have, therefore, by the President’s. direction, taken measures to communicate | 
i with the government of Ttaly in an unofficial way, and will thank you to bring | 
3 the same subject to the notice of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in a friendly manner. | 
1 | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| | : | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ! 
| JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., &¢., &c. | | | 

ldr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

| No, 207.) Department or Stare, : 
| Washington, July 25, 1865. : 

1 Sir: Your despatch of the 6th instant, No. 136, with two enclosures, relative : 
to the alleged infringements of neutrality in favor of the insurgents on the Rio | 
Grande, in the case of the steamer Ark, and that of the delivery up of southern ! 

{ deserters to the insurgents, has been received, and will engage attention. | 
| JI am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., §¢., &¢., &c. : | 

| | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. a | 

No. 213.]  - 7 | _ DeparTMENT oF Strate, 
| Washington, July 28, 1865. 

| Sir: Your despatch of the 6th of J uly, enclosing a copy and translation of a 
i statement in regard to the case of the steamer Ark, and to the delivery up by 
| the French troops of a party of insurgent deserters to the insurgent forces in | 

Texas, has been received. | | | | 
A further inquiry will be made in regard to the steamer, and the statement | 

concerning the deserters will be communicated to the Secretary of War for his | 
information. | | a | | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | co 
| oO | | W HUNTER, Acting Secretary. os 
| — . «JOHN Bree tow, Esq., Sc., §c., &. oo 

- | | _ Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. 

: No. 214.] | DEPARTMENT OF StTaTE, | 
=: | Washington, July 28, 1865. 

: Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 11th instant, | 
: « No. 140, transmitting a copy of correspondence between the minister for foreign | 

affairs and the minister of war, in explanation of the alleged purchase of artil- 
: lery and munitions by General Mejia from the insurgents at Brownsville, and | 

_ showing the disapproval of the imperial government of any such transaction. | 
| These guns and munitions, probably, have been already restored to the United |
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d States milicary authorities. "Whatever may have been the facts of the transfer, ' 

P it gives this government great satisfaction to find our confidence in the honora- OE 

4 -ble disposition of France fully confirmed by the corréspondence accompanying ; 
4 your despatch. | 4] 
iH A copy of your communication has been sent to the Secretary of War for his i 

: information. — | : 4 

iF I am, sir, your obedient servant, : 

i | , - W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. 4 

| Joun BiGELow, Esq., §c., e., &. | : 

| | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. | ; 

| No. 215.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 4 
| Washington, July 31, 1865. : 

A Sir: I enclose a translation of a note of the 4th instant,* and a copy of the | P 
‘ accompaniments to which it refers, addressed to this department by Mr. Romero, 3 

: the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the Mexican republic 3 

| accredited to this government, relative to a supposed understanding between q 

| the insurgent commanders in Texas and the French commander in the adjacent 3 

i quarter of Mexico, and to an alleged co-operation between them, for the purpose : 

! of preventing the recovery of Matamoras from its present possession. Sup- 4 

4 posing the papers referred to in Mr. Romero’s communication to be genuine, : 
4 they seem to require explanation to the French authorities, which you will con- | E 

4 sequently request of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. — | | | : 
i lam, sir, your obedient servant, | : 

Hl | W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. E 

i JoHN BigELow, Esq., §¢, §c., &e. . E 

a / 
i | | : 
4 | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow.  * 4 

i No. 216.| _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, E 
| Washington, July 31, 1865. ’ 

Sir: Your despatch of the 14th instant, No. 145, and its enclosures, have : 

been received. The information which you give of the friendly change in the F 

tone of the French journals is very satisfactory. | q 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, | ’ 

oo | W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. | E 
JouN BigeLow, Esq., &c., Sc, &c. | : ; 

i Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | Og 

No. 154.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
Paris, August 5, 1865. E 

| Sir: Referring to your despatch No. 192, I have the honor to transmit here- 1 
with, in three enclosures, copies of a letter upon the subject-matter of that | E 
despatch addressed by me to his excellency the minister of foreign affairs on the q 

| 26th ultimo, and a copy and translation of his reply received yesterday. , : 
| I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, _ : E 

| | | JOHN BIGELOW. E 
| Hon. WiILuiAM H. Sewarp, | q 
| Secretary of State, &c., &c., &e. | E 

j *For enclosures see Mr. Romero’s note of the 4th of July. ]
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4 | [Enclosure No. 1.] | 

Mr. Bigelow to Mr. M. Drouyn de Lhuys. | 
1 . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 

Paris, July 26, 1865. | | 
3 Sir: Referring to a conversation which I had the honor to hold with your excellency on : 

the 6th instant, in reference to the delivery of cannon and other munitions of war by some | 
of the rebel commanders in Texas to the Mexican general commanding at Matamoras, and 

: : referring also to the very satisfactory communication which I had the honor subsequently. to 
receive from the Emperor’s government upon the subject, it becomes my duty to invite your 
excellency’s attention to the following supplementary representations. : 

Authentic information has reached my government that most of the rebel leaders of mili- | 
1 tary rank in Texas, including Generals Smith, Magruder, Shelby, Slaughter, and Walker, : : 

together with numerous large and small bands of rebel soldiers and citizens, amounting to ! 
two thousand in number, crossed the Rio Grande and found asylum in Mexico after the ca | 

: pitulation of the insurgent commander; that everything on wheels, artillery, horses, mules, 
| in fact all the public property that could be moved, were also carried over the border after the | 
' capitulation, but before the United States forces could occupy the country ; that among other 

things thus carried away, of which information has reached me since I had the honor of | 
bringing these border difficulties to your excellency’s attention, was the steamer ‘‘ Lucy | 
Given,”’ or “Gwin,” which was surrendered at Matagorda and is now anchored at Bagdad, | 
on the Rio Grande; and some 850 bales of cotton which were included in the capitulation 
and stored at Rio Grande City. | . , 2 

I regret to add that it is the impression of the federal general commanding that division of ! 
our army that persons calling themselves the representatives of the imperial government of | 
Mexico have encouraged this extensive plunder of property belonging to the United States | 

: government, and also that the French officers in that vicinity have incurred the reproach of | 
being very unfriendly and offensive in their bearing towards the citizens of the United States | | 
at Brownsville. . | | . 

_ I hasten to bring these facts to your excellency’s attention, in order, first, that the direc- | 
3 tions given by his excellency the minister of war, referred to in his communication to your | 

excellency bearing date July Ist, may be extended, if- not sufficiently comprehensive al- ! 
i ready, so as to’ insure the prompt restoration of the steamer ‘‘Lucy Given,” or ‘‘ Gwin,’”’ the | 
2 850 bales of cotton taken from Rio Grande City, as well as the artillery, carriages, horses, | 
: mules, &c., previously taken away by the rebels and-their abettors; and, secondly, that all | | 

persons under the control of the Emperor’s government may be instructed to avoid, as much Co 
: as possible, a language or demeanor calculated to aggravate the difficulties of preserving | 

peace on a frontier at the confluence of so many irritating influences. Animated by the spirt 
: _ with which it is hoped this request will be received, my government has issued renewed im 

structions to the general commanding the United States military forces in Texas ‘‘to permit 
| no aggressive movements of troops under his command within Mexican territory, unless un- 

der special instructions to that effect from the War Department, which shall be rendered ne- 
i cessary by a condition of affairs not now anticipated.” ° . 

I pray your excellency to accept assurances of the high consideration with which I have ! 
the honor to be, : ! 

| Your excellency’s very obedient and very humble servant, | | 
4 . | | JOHN BIGELOW. : 

His Excellency Monsieur Drovyn pe Luuys, ! | . , 
: Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

‘ | | 

| [Enclosure No. 3.—Translation. ] oy | . | 
: Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to Mr. Bigelow. _ . 

| | | PaRis, August 1, 1865. 

Sir: I have received the note which you did me the honor to address to me on the 26th 
: ultimo, concerning certain facts said to have occurred on the frontiers of Texas and Mexico, 

; , and to be of a nature to attract the attention of the government of the Emperor. | 
| You recall on this occasion the communications which passed between us in reference to a 

so. similar incident, namely, the delivery of the artillery of Brownsville to the authorities at 
: _ Matamoras. Information recently received in France, and which was reproduced in the news- 

papers, has made known to us the satisfactory solution given to that affair. Before our | 
: instructions, recommending the restoration of this property to the federal authorities, had time | 
4 to reach Mexico, General Mejia had, of his own accord, ordered its surrender to the com- 

mander at Brownsville. This voluntary decision shows dispositions which, I doubt not, will uo 
| be appreciated by the cabinet at Washington. The same information states, moreover, that - 

| |
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| the most friendly relations had been established between the military commanders of the 

4 United States and of Mexico in that part of the frontiers of the two countries. | : 

d You do me the honor to m&ntion to me, in your communication of July 26, the passing over : 

4 into the Mexican territory of a certain number of confederate generals, who, with some two E 

a thousand persons, soldiers, and others, are said to have, after the capitulation, crossed the ; 

4 Rio Grande, taking with them their artillery, horses, mules, &c., all of which were the prop- 4 

a erty of the federal government. 
o£ 

A - [am not yet in a position to offer you any explanations on this point; but, from what we q 

| mow of the views of the Mexican government, those proceedings would be entirely contrazy 

ig to its intentions. . 
: 

i As for the steamer Lucy Given, or Gwin, and the 850 bales of cotton included in the capit- . 

a ulation, which are said to have been transferred to Mexican territory, I am also obliged to wait, E 

iu before answering your demand, for the information which I have asked, both from the French E 

: military authorities and from the government of Mexico. 3 

A Accept assurances of the high consideration with which I have the honor to be, sir, your . 3 

: very humble and very obedient servant, q 

| DROUYN DE LHOUYS. 3 

Mr. BIGELOW, 
| : 

- Minister of the United States, &c., Sc., &c., Paris. | 3 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | . oo; 

| No. 234.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | E 

5 Washington, August 25, 1865. q 

y Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 154, of the 5th . o£ 

i instant, which is accompanied by a copy of the correspondence which passed I 

/ between yourself and Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys upon the subject of certain: prop- an 

E erty, belonging to the United States, which was delivered by the insurgents in. [ 

| Texas to the general commanding at Matamoras. Your proceedings therein 3 

E recited are fully approved. As far as relates to the affair at Matamoras, the | 

H action of the French government is satisfactory. ~ ‘ 

4 Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | 

E - | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ee 

qo JOHN BigeLow, Esq., §c., §c., &c. | : 

E Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 7 3 

No. 166.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | E 

- Paris, August 31,1865. q 

, | Sir: At my interview with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to-day, and after dispos- : 

ing of the matters referred to in my despatch of this date, marked “ confiden- E 

tial,’ I alluded to the unhappy consequences of M. Rouher’s attempt in the 5 

corps legislatif to quote from a conversation which had passed between Mr. *. 

Drouyn de Lhuys and myself in reference to Mexico. I expressed my regret — | 

tr that I had not then availed myself of his offer to make a correction in the Mon- i 

- jteur of the minister of state’s statement, and then remarked that the speech in : 

j question had given such importance to our correspondence as to render it neces- : 

sary for you to define with greater precision than I, ina somewhat desultory E 

conversation, had deemed it necessary to do, the attitude which the United  &§ 

States occupied in reference to France and Mexico. I then read to him your | : 

despatch No. 187. | | E 

| Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys said, by way of comment, that France neither asked , 

nor expected from the United States anything more than neutrality in reference 4 

: to Mexico—at. least for the moment; that you had insisted that Mr. Davis, . &«£ 

| though occupying a large territory with a large army, was not a belligerent; 

J and you now insist that Juarez, without an army and without a government :
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; that any one could find, represented the sovereign power of Mexico. He did | 
not agree with you on either of these points, but he gould not object to your | 
holding these views. As long as we observed the neutrality promised in your 
despatch, he felt that we were doing all they had a right to require of us. In 
regard to your letter, he said he did not see that it differed materially from what 

: Ihad represented; that I had never pretended that the people of the United 
i States were not more partial to a republican than to a monarchical form of gov- 

. ernment, nor had he ever supposed the contrary, but he could not suppose that == 
| | we would prefer to perpetuate brigandage and misrule, under the name of re- : 
| publicanism, rather than have order and security in Mexico, even under a ! 
| monarchical form of government. | | | 

Here, owing to the lateness of the hour and an interruption, it was necessary : 
to bring our interview toa rather premature close, to my regret. There were | 

_ several points raised in the course of his conversation to-day on which I would ! 
have liked to return, but must trust to some future opportunity for that satis- — | 

| faction. / 
_ Meantime I remain, sir, your very obedient and very humble servant, _ | | JOHN BIGELOW. | 

| Hon. Wititiam H. Sewarp, | . : 
| | Secretary of State, Washington. — | | 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. i 
[ Extract. ] / | : 

| No. 259.] | DEPARTMENT OF Starts, | 
| | Washington, September 6, 1865. a 

Sir: I have submitted to the President the letter which you wrote at Dieppe = 
2 on the 21st of August, and which was marked unofficial. In that letter you | 

discuss at large the present aspect of the relations between the United States | 
| and France as they are affected by the situation in Mexico. | | 
7 On this subject this government does not think itself called upon to volun- : 

teer opinions, counsel, or advice, or gratuitously to offer explanations to the 
; governments of EKurope. On the contrary, we have been content to stand upon 
: _ what we have already very frequently set forth, while every proper care has 

been taken to prevent or allay irritations which might.tend to bring about un- 
expected and undesired collisions. It is possible, however, that the French ; 

: government may think it proper to ask you for explanations to some extent of 
| _ the President’s opinions and policy. : 
| This paper is intended to enable you, in such a case, to submit to the imperial i 
| government, in an earnest and yet altogether friendly manner, certain views ! 
| which the President has taken of the political situation in Mexico. Those | 
4 views are by no means new, and they are as distinct and full as the present | 
, condition of the question involved enables us to express. | | 
. It can hardly be deemed necessary to repeat on this occasion what has been : 

so often and so constantly avowed by this government, namely, that the people : 
: of the United States cherish a traditional friendship towards France. We also | 

! habitually indulge a conviction that the existence of friendly relations between 
the United States and France is by no means unfavorable to the interests of 
that great nation. These sentiments have survived the many interesting , 
national changes which, during the present century, have occurred in the two | 

i countries concerned, and they may therefore be deemed to be independent of 
| * all merely partisan or dynastic influences in the one country or in the other. 

It is perceived with much regret that an apparent if not a real, a future if a 
not an immediate, antagonism between the policies of the two nations seems — | 

! — | 
. . ,
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| to reveal itself in the situation of Mexico before mentioned. The United States : 

4 have at no time left it doubtful that they prefer to see a domestic and republican | 

u system of government prevail in Mexico rather than any other system. This - &- 

4 preference results from the fact that the Constitution of the United States itself | : 

4 is domestic and republican, and from a belief that not only its constituent parts ; 

4 ought to preserve the same form and character, but that, so far as is practically : 

4 and justly attainable by the exercise of moral influences, the many American OE 
4 states by which the United States are surrounded shall be distinguished by the ; 

i" same peculiarities of government. I think it not improper to add, that although E 

| the Constitution of this government and the habits of the American people j 

J formed under it disincline us from political propagandism, and although they ft 

|. still more strongly disincline us from seeking aggrandizement by means of mili- E 

| tary conquest, yet that the nation has, at various times since its organization, q 
| found it necessary for expansion, and that the like necessity may reasonably : 

2 be expected to occur hereafter. That expansion has thus far been effected by j 

: the annexation of adjacent peoples, who have come into the Union through : 

| their own consent as constituent republican States under the Constitution of the 4 

| United States. To these two facts may be added the general one that peace : 

‘ and friendship between the United States and other nations on this continent, : 

and, consequently, the advance of civilization in this hemisphere, seem to us ; 

': more likely to be secured when the other American states assimilate to our own. F 
A It is hardly necessary for me to indicate wherein the present attitude and i 

proceedings of the French government in regard to Mexico seem to be variant 4 

HN from the policy and sentiments of the United States which I have thus described. E 

do I may remark, however, in general terms, that France appears to us to be lend- ’ 

: ing her great influence, with a considerable military force, to destroy the &€§ 

: domestic republican government in Mexico, and to establish there an imperial OE 

E system under the sovereignty of an European prince, who, until he assumed | ; 

My the crown, was a stranger to that country. _ , -F 

: We do not insist or claim that Mexico and the other states on the American &- 

F continent shall adopt the political institutions to which we are so earnestly at- 3 

4 tached, but we do hold that the peoples of those countries are entitled to exer- 3 

kl cise the freedom of choosing and establishing institutions like our own, if they 

are preferred. In no case can we in any way associate ourselves with efforts of E 

any party or nation to deprive the people of Mexico of that privilege. | 
Passing by all historical questions connected with the. subject as not now q 

i necessarily requiring discussion, I have next to remark that this government E 

i finds itself neither less obliged nor less disposed at the present moment than it og 

i has hitherto been to adhere to its settled policy. Perhaps the French govern- E 

i - ment may be supposed to have taken notice of the fact that, owing to the | 

3 popular character of our government, our national policy is not adopted from 4 

i the choice of any President or any particular administration, and that, on : 

i the contrary, every important or cardinal policy is a result of the determination F 

‘of the national will legally expressed in the manner appointed and prescribed : 

| __ by the Constitution. Experience has shown that, in every case, any policy | 

which has arisen from such popular sources, and which has been perseveringly | 

supported by the general national conviction through a long series of years, : 

i has been found to be essential to the safety and welfare of the Union.  &§ 

_ he intense popular interest which was awakened by the prevalence of a I 
civil war of vast proportions during a few years past has tended in some degree i 

to moderate the solicitude which the situation of foreign affairs was calculated q 

to create; but that interest is now rapidly subsiding, and it may be reasonably | 

anticipated that henceforth the Congress of the United States and the people ' 
in their primary assemblies will give a very large share of attention to questions | 

j of extraneous character, and chief among these is likely to be that of 6ur rela- 7 

I tions towards France with regard to Mexico. Nor does it seem unwise to take |
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into consideration the fact that the presence of military forces of thetwo nations; 
: sometimes confronting each other across the border, has a tendency, which both : 

of them may well regret, to produce irritation and annoyance. The French | 
government has not shown itself inattentive to this inconvenience hitherto, 

_ while this government has been desirous to practice equal prudence. Buta 
time seems to have come when both nations may well consider whether the _ 

=: _ permanent interests of international peace and friendship do not require the ex- 
: ercise of a thoughtful and serious attention to the political questions to which I 
: have thus adverted. | i 

* # % * %  # # 

: I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 
1 | . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | i 

. JOHN BigELow, Esgq., §c., §c., Se. | : 2 

| | _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. — | 

No. 263. | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
Washington, September 13, 1865. 

! Sir: I transmit a copy of a correspondence between this department and the : 
: minister of France, in regard to the case of the United States merchant steamer | 

Sonora, now in the port of T’ampico, in the hands of insurgents, and the resto- | 
= ration of which to her proper owner, Mr..F. Clavel, of New Orleans, is sought a 

by this government.* I also transmit a copy of a despatch of the 24th of June 
; last, No. 24, from Franklin Chase, esq., United States consul general at Tam- | | 
| pico. — | | | | 

You will be pleased to lay the facts of the case before the imperial govern- | 
: ment, and to request that French agents at Tampico may be instructed to do | 
! what they properly can towards enabling Mr. Clavel to recover his property. , | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 2 
:  Joun BiGELow, Esq , &e, §c., §e. , . 

; | Mr. Chase to Mr. Hunter. . 

) No. 24.] UNITED STATES CONSULATE GENERAL, 
: Tampico, June 27, 1865. 

Sm I have the honor to enclose herewith copies of the correspondence passed between this | 
consulate and the prefecto politico of this district, in relation to the steamer Sonora, to which 
I beg to invite your attention. | _ : 

The steamer Granite City, formerly belonging to our navy, which came into this port as a 
: blockade runner, late in the month of March last, under the name of Three Marys, display- 
, ing the secession flag, is still in this port; also the steamer Jeannette, under British colors. 
i These three vessels are the last of the arrivals from the coast of Texas. 4 
; Presuming that the movements of the Granite City might be of interest to our government, | 

I reported her presence here to the honorable the Secretary of the Navy, in my despatches to 
that functionary, dated respectively 10th and 17th ultimo. | 

The feeling in this place is still so much in favor of the late southern insurrection, that I | 
have but little or no hopes of anything favorable resulting from my interference in the case - 

4 of the Senora, and I would respectfully suggest that a vessel-of-war should be sent here ! 
i: forthwith, to demand her immediate restoration to her owner. | 

: ; Iam, with great respect, sir, your most obedient servant, | 
: , | FRANKLIN CHASE. : 
: | Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, | 
i Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | | | 

oe *This enclosure appears in correspondence with the French legation. 

i 2 :
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4 “ Now 1. oo re | 
H Mr. Chase to the Prefecto Politico. | : 

| | : UNITED STATES CONSULATE GENERAL, . 
: * . Tampico, Jane 20, 1865. *- 

E Sir: I have the honor to acquaint you that the steamer which arrived in this port on the q 
i 12th instant, from the coast of Texas, under the assumption of British nationality, is in reality q 
a the American steamer Sonora, belonging to Felix Clavel, es of the city of New Orleans, 3 

where she was duly and properly documented; but while in the prosecution of a legal trading E 
(1 voyage from New Orleans to Matamoras, she was unlawfully captured when at anchor in the § 
F waters of Brazos, by a boat with a crew of armed men, who overpowered the captain and : 
a crew, and escaped with her to the coast of Texas, then in possession of the so-called confed- - e 
B erate forces. * . : oo | . 
: | As a matter of duty to investigate still further the character of the steamer in question, I . 
FE have had an interview with Frederick Johnson, esq., her Britannic Majesty’s consul at this ; 
4 port, upon this subject, who informs me that she is not entitled to the protection of his gov- 2 
: ernment, and that he has warned the captain of the consequences of making a false use of . 
a the flag of his country. : 
Ls Although not officially, still I am credibly informed that all the so-called confederate forces iP 
E west of the Mississippi, under the command of General Kirby Smith, were surrendered by : 
qo that chief to Major General Canby, of the federal forces, on the 26th day of May last, thus : 
L giving the final blow to that insurrection which for a length of time had been so disastrous . 
iq to the United States. I mention this circumstance to show that while in the confusion of the F 
l reoccupation of the ports of Texas by the federal forces the Sonora escaped, with a few bales ; 
i of cotton, which have been landed in this port; consequently she did not depart from a port , 
f held in armed rebellion against the United States, because the whole State of Texas, by virtue E 
i of the above-mentioned surrender, has again come under the laws and the government of the . 

said United States, and thus her departure therefrom cannot now be considered as from an : 
4 enemy’s port to any party or power. Hence the time seems to have arrived when those - 
Hl privileges which have been granted by foreign powers to a forced trade with the enemies of F 
i the United*States have no further existence. oo : 
; Under these circumstances, I beg to express the hope that your honor will be pleased to j 
: consider it an act of justice to detain the Sonora until her legitimate owner can have time to P 
i appear here, or to produce documentary evidence in reclamation of his property thus unlaw- . 
; fully wrested from him. : | | 
: I improve this occasion to renew to your honor the assurances of my distinguished con- : 
i sideration and particular respect. | E 

FRANKLIN CHASE. 4 
Hon. JESUS DE LA SERNA, . 4 

Prefecto Politico, &e., &o., &e., of the Southern District of Tamaulipas. F 

: No. 2 ; 

| ° ___ [Translation. ] L 

| MEXICAN EMPIRE, POLITICAL PREFECTURE OF THE DISTRICT 3 
| SOUTH OF TAMAULIPAS, Tampico, June 23, 1865. . 

; - Mr. ConsuL: The business relating to the steamer Sonora, of which you treat in your F 
esteemed note dated 21st instant, has been transferred to the court of first instance of this P 
district, that it may proceed in what may be needful pertaining to its exclusive jurisdiction, 3 

: reserving to myself to send you the result when the judicial authority may determine what : 
! it considers to be proper. : 3 
: The occasion, Mr. Consul, offers me that of protesting to you my distinguished considera- E 
| tion and esteem. ; a 
: Oo | | JESUS DE LA SERNA, | : 
3 | | | The Political Prefect adinterim. EE 
4 ' P.S Garcia, Secretary. | oe : 
: ' CONSUL GENERAL of the U. 8. of America at this port, Present. : 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. : 

| No. 264.] | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, : 
/ an Washington, September 20, 1865. : 

| _ Srr: At an early period of the war between France and Mexico a body of : 
| native negro Egyptian troops was put by the Pacha of Egypt at the service of 3 
| the Emperor of the French, by whose direction they were conveyed from Egypt OF 
| | : 
| : |
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; to Mexico, where they were incorporated in the French service. It has been | 
: represented that the embarcation of the negroes on that destination was invol- ! 
: untary, and was effected not without compulsion. I am not prepared to say _ | 

that the statement is absolutely accurate in this latter respect. The proceeding | 
a excited much comment at the time, but it passed unnoticed by this government, = 

which was then seriously occupied with a peculiar condition of merely domestic : 
affairs, and with the foreign embarrassments which grew out of that condition. - i 
It is now represented to this government that a second embarcation of the same | 
character and with the same destination and purposes is contemplated. Since : 

: ~ the original transaction occurred the United States have abolished slavery. | 
i -—s-' The attention of Congress, as well as that of the executive department and of | 
: the country, has been very steadily fixed upon the course of events in Mexico, 3 

which I need not say form a eubject of serious apprehension with regard to the | 
safety of free republican institutions on this continent—an object with which we : 

3 are accustomed to connect the desired ultimate consequence of the abolition of | 
every form of compulsory civil or military servitude in this hemisphere. | 

You are instructed to bring this matter to the attention of Mr. Drouyn de | 
Lhuys, and state to him that, in the opinion of this government, the renewal | 

: of the transactions alluded to could not be regarded with favor or even without | 
deep concern by the people of the United States or by their government. It | 
is proper for you to inform Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that I have written upon 
the subject in the same sense herein adopted to the diplomatic agents of the | 
United States residing, respectively, at Alexandria and Constantinople. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, an : 
| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., &c., &c., ec. | : 

Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | | 

3 ‘LExtract. ] | 

No. 177.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED StTaTEs, | | 
| co Paris, September 21, 1865. | 

; Sir: I profited by an opportunity which presented itself to-day at the re- 
ception of the minister of foreign affairs to recall what his excellency had said , 

3 at our last interview about the gradual withdrawal of the French army from — | 
Mexico, for the purpose of mentioning a report which had reached me from our 

; consul in Egypt, that six hundred of the Pacha’s subjects of the Soudan were oa 
{ daily expected to embark for Mexico to re-enforce the invading army. I re- | 

marked that such a report was likely to provoke comment, and therefore I felt 
: a desire to know, if he was disposed to tell me, how much foundation it had in : 

: truth. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys said that he believed there were some troops GE 
: raised some time ago in Egypt; he did not know how many, but he gave me 

. the impression that he was not aware of anything on the way at this moment. 
i Their capacity to resist the diseases of the Mexican coast led the government 
2 , to look in that quarter for soldiers to garrison the unhealthy regions of Mexico. 
i But he went on to add, that whatever may be the number of troops gone or. 

going from Egypt to Mexico, what he had said about the actual reduction of 
the French army in Mexico was none the less true. Since seeing me, he had I 

] taken pains to verify in the proper quarter what he had stated to me as his 
conviction. The reduction, he added, would go on as fast as possible, for the 

i Emperor was very anxious to get out of the country. How fast they could 
reduce, he said, would depend a great deal upon the United States. It was | 

‘ their wish to retire as soon as they could leave their interests in Mexico properly | 
protected. * | | | ! 

: | I said that his excellency surely could not have expected our government to | 

4 ; , [
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a go further than it had already gone to show its forbearance, or words to that ' 
iH effect. “No,” he replied ; “my last letters from Mr. Montholon are very satis- ; 
: factory. So much so, that I sent a line yesterday to the Emperor on the sub- ; 
E ject.”’ I told him, in substance, that he ought by this time to feel satisfied that } 
E our government had no disposition unnecessarily to embarrass the government ; 
4 of the Emperor. | ae . : 
A * Ok OR * * * * 
\ I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, = : 

~ ‘Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. re : 

| ee Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | { 
4 | No. 269.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

| | | | Washington, September 25, 1865. 4 

vs Str: Your despatch of the 31st of August, No. 165, has been received. I P 
| have read carefully the account you have given therein of your conversation : 
5 held with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys on that day upon the special subject of the in- : 
>. tercepted Gwyn correspondence and the general subject of Mexican relations. . 

| \ I agree with the minister for foreign affairs in his concluding suggestion, ) [ 
4 - that, so far as possible, direct and verbal communications upon such delicate o£ 
4 _ Inatters are to be preferred over formal ones. Iam, moreover, well pleased with : 
iq the general spirit and tone manifested: by Mr. Drouyn-de Lhuys in ‘that con- 
| _-versation. . Beyond these points he will hardly expect a minister of the United. -  &£§ 
4 _—s- States to coincide. The unpleasant interpellation about Dr. Gwyn, as Mr. E 
4 Drouyn de Lhuys calls it, was a consequence, a remote one indeed, but: still a | 
4 consequence, of the Emperor’s giving private audience to Dr. Gwyn, atraitor= (sf 
b _ acting in the interest of an insurrection against this government. Aware that OE 
f such consequences must follow such suspected audiences, this department and — 
H this government decline in every case to give audience to such emissaries as : 
H Gwyn coming from states with which we are holding diplomatic relations. f 
k It is well, I think, for both the French government and that of the United 

States, to avoid the giving and the unnecessary taking of offence. The object q 
i of each is to avert misunderstandings and not to make them. It is useless to c 
| try to do that unless we can successfully abstain from everything that might q 
i provoke irritation. It must be easy to see that the people of the United States p 
H ave sensibilities as profound as those of the French people. The government | q 
; of the United States may well be believed to have sensibilities as tender as: . 

1 those of France herself. | - a  &£ 
H , I am, sir, your obedient servant,: ee ee | E 

1" . —_ oe , ~ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
\ JoHN BigELow, Esq., §c., §c, § : - - : 

| | . Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. - q 

| No. 270.| | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ a | 
| 7 Washington, Séptember 25, 1865. : : 
| Str: I acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 31st ultimo, No. 166). 4 
» relative to your interview of that date with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, in regard to- 1 

Mexican questions. Your proceedings on that occasion are approved. With ae | 
| regard to the views expressed by Mr. de Lhuys there is no occasion for special. | 
4 comment. . | — - £ 

}  . - I am, sir, your obedient servant, - | ee : 
poo | _ | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD.. | : 

| 4 - JOHN BIGELOW, Esgq., §v., §c., §c. BO : 
| 27D o** oo a | i
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2 7 Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. a . 

: No. 274 | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: Washington, September 25, 1865. | | 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 21st of June 
i last, No. 120, giving me a copy of a note of the 17th of that month from Mr, 

. Drouyn de Lhuys, in reply to yours correcting the statement made by the 
: minister of state, concerning your representations upon the subject of Mexican 

affairs. You will pardon the delay which has occurred in makimg this acknowl- | 
edgment, and which has been unavoidable. | : 

: I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| : : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

JoHN BiGELow, Esq., Sc., &c., Se. , ' : 

Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | | 
| : [ Extract. ] _ | 

| No. 180.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 
! | 7 Paris, October 6, 1865. © : 
| | Sir: [had the honor yesterday to submit to the minister of foreign affairs : 

your despatch of the 6th of September, defining the President’s policy in reference ! 
| to France as affected by her intervention in Mexico. : 
| Kk Ok 2 i 2 2 * 2 : 

| I an, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
: | | : JOHN BIGELOW. | | 
| Hon. WiLtiiaAM H. S—Ewarp, Secretary of State. | 
: oo | | 

| a 
“Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

No. 181.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
4 Oe | Paris, October 6, 1865. — 

| Sir: Nothing has come from the other side of the Atlantic since my resi- 
: dence in France which has given more general satisfaction than the President’s _ 

recent address to the delegates from the southern States. The Moniteur pub- : 
lished it at length. The Constitutionnel of the 30th September devotes an arti- 2 

] cle to the address, which commences as follows: | | 
2 “President Johnson has set out.boldly.in a path whither the sympathetic gy 
: | encouragements of every sincere and enlightened friend of the United States ; 
- cannot fail to follow him.” 4 
, In the concluding paragraph the writer says, that “after the terrible trials, - 
, which the United States have experienced, and which it was impossible for af 

: mation always friendly as France has been not to feel, it is a special goodfor) . 
: tune for the Americans, we might almost say providential, to be ruled by aman 
: who has known how to withdraw himself so promptly from pernicious influences _ 
, and to rise to the height of one of the greatest situations that can be imagined.” | 
, La France publishes the speech, and characterizesit as a very remarkable. 

7 speech. I send by this mail a copy of The France of the 22d September, in | 
which will be found an article devoted to our President, in which the writer | 

! says apropos of the President’s speech, published in its columns the day pre- | 
vious, ‘It is a model of benevolence, uprightness, and good sense.” _ | 

? _ Lalso send a-copy of the Avenir Nationale of the 2d October, which appre- | 
| ciates the speech in a like friendly spirit, | | ,.
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E The Moniteur of the 30th says: “A Vienna correspondent announces that i 
i enrolments for Mexico would be:resumed soon in Austria, but these enrolments , E 
3 would be made for the national (Mexican) army, and not for the foreign legion. F 
A A number of officers have already inscribed themselves. A knowledge of the | 
A Spanish language is required for admission. The troops will meet at Layback.”’ &- 
b I yesterday met the Austrian chargé d’affaires at the ministry of foreign EF 
I affairs, who told me that the soldiers who enlisted were expected to become E 
3 Mexicans, but that the officers would not cease to be Austrians. He promised E 
| to procure for me copies of the articles which they respectively were to sign, if : 
f he could. | E 
Q Your letter to Mr. Adams in reference to the debt of the Confederate States ’ 
i is also the subject of general discussion. In addition to what will be found in E 
f papers taken by the Department of State, I send you a copy of La France of F 
4. the first instant, in which it is said that “the federal government in refusing to E 
i recognize this loan was incontestably in the right.” a i 
u The Debats of the 1st instant, and in subsequent numbers, vindicates your F 
B course without reserve. | | o£ 

In the same spirit is an article in the Avenir Nationale, which I forward to- ; 
: day, of the date of October 4. a : ’ 
4 I send these notes merely to aid. you a little in gleaning such French news- ‘ 
i paper impressions of our affairs as may interest you. 3 
: I have only to add that President Johnson’s praises are now in every one’s : 
4 mouth here. | | | | 3 
f I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, - 
| | : JOHN BIGELOW. o£ 
: Hon. WiuuiaAmM H. Sewarp, | _ | 3 
A : Secretary of State. | | -~ 

4 Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. ; | E 

i No. 283.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
! Washington, October 9,1865. | 

3 Sir: Your despatch of the 21st ultimo, No. 177, containing an account of : 
7 your convetsation with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in regard to the reduction of the q 
a French forces in Mexico, has been received, and will be taken into considera- : 
; tion. An instruction of the 20th ultimo, No. 264, will have placed you in pos- i 

session of the views of thisgovernment in regard to the compulsory transporta- ; 
tion of Egyptian negro troops by France to Mexico. | : 
- I am, sir, your obedient servant, - : 

; oo - | W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. : 
JOHN BigELow, Esq,, §v., §c., §. | a | 

f : Mr. Humter to Mr. Bigelow. | , : 

No. 285.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - = ; 
a Washington, October 13, 1865. : 

| Sir: Referring to your despatch of the 11th of July, No. 140, and tomy -§ 
reply of the 28th of that month, upon the subject of the alleged purchase by i 
General Mejia of guns and ammunition from the insurgents in Texas, I have to i 

| state for your information, that in a letter of the 9th instant, from the Secretary i 
| of War, this department is informed that. Major General Sheridan reports; un- | 
| der date of August 6, that the artillery in question was turned over to Brigadier i
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! General Brown, United States volunteers, on the 8th of July, 1865, at Browns. 
. | ville, Texas, by Major General Mejia. | | 

=: . You will avail yourself of a convenient opportunity to express to Mr. Drouyn | 
i de Lhuys the President’s satisfaction at the honorable and friendly course of 
| the French authorities in relation to this matter. Oo : 
3 _ Jam, sir, your obedient servant, — ne | | 
: - | WE HONTER, Acting. Secretary. ! 

Joun BicELow, Esq., $e, Sc. Se. ee | 

; Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 186.] | . _ Legation or THe UNITED Starss, | 
2 | - Paris, October 18, 18684. | 

: Sir: I waited upon his excellency M. Drouyn de Lhuys on Tuesday, the ! 
: 17th instant, at his request, and among the matters brought under discussion 4 

was your despatch No. 264, of the 20th September, in reference to recruiting in | 
| Egypt for Mexico, which I read to him on Thursday last. His excellency said ! 

: that the Emperor entertained no doubt of his perfect right to avail himself of 
| the courtesy of an ally to strengthen his army, whenever and wherever he had. | 

eccasion to do so; that the Pacha had placed at his disposition already some of — : 
. | his soldiers, who stood the climate of parts of Mexico better than Europeans, 2 

and had promised him more: . There was no treaty nor written engagement be- So 
: tween them on the subject—simply a verbal understanding. It so happened, a 

however, that in consequence of an insurrection which has broken out in the : 
| Soudan, the Pacha has need of all his troops, and therefore the project of re- : 

cruiting in his dominions is for the present arrested. His excellency repeated | 
: his previous statement that the Emperor did not mean by this explanation to | 

countenance any doubt of his right to enter into any arrangements with any | 
, foreign power for military aid when he had need of it. -_ | 

I then asked if the purpose of taking troops from Egypt was finally and | 
2 definitively abandoned. He said no, he could not say it was definitively aban- 
: doned, though the government had no definite intention of renewing it. It was | 
| one of those prerogatives which, while they claimed the right, they had no 
2 present intention to exercise. So a 
| I then observed that the question raised by my government in your despatch 

was not the Emperor’s abstract right to recruit his army from among the subjects | 
2 of his allies, if they invited him to do so, but whether he would practically in- 
! sist upon taking Egyptian slaves, in the uniform of soldiers, to do military or 

other service in Mexico. I remarked that it was represented to our government | 
: that the troops in question were not levied upon any equitable system of. enrol- | 

ment, but were seized by soldiers of the Pacha, dragged away so far from their a 
homes as to be unable to find their way back, pressed into the army where they | 
had no civil or political guarantees. whatsoever, and, in point of fact, were taken | 

i. for the Pacha’s army in the same way, and by the same means, that the King : 
7 of Dahomey uses to stock. his slave market. Such, said I, is the popular im- : 

2 pression,-and such seems to be the impression left upon the mind of the Presi- | 
| | dent, as it certainly was on mine, by the communication received from our con- | 

sul general at: Alexandria. His excellency said that he did not know how the | 
: soldiers were levied by the Pacha, but should inquire about it; that his army | 

3 was composed of men. of different colors and nationalities; that all govern- | 
| ments required more or less-of involuntary military service in time of war, and | 

‘that men. thus impressed. hardly deserved. to be called slaves.. I said that was a | 
‘ question. of fact; that you didnot say absolutely that the service of the Pacha’s | 
io troops levied. for Mexico was servile, but that such was reported to you to be the ! 

| | | . |
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4 fact: and such, I added, was the presumption; that we, as a nation, had suffered _ ; 

| bitterly from the institution of slavery,.and that we naturally could not contem- an 
Hi plate with composure the possibility of its being planted in a neighboring country, a : 
| under any disguise whatever. Waiving, therefore, the abstract right asserted by j 
4 the Emperor, which I had no oecasion to discuss, even if I found myself unable 3 
i to agree with his Majesty, I begged his excellency to inform me, in case it E 
2 should appear that the troops levied by the Pacha for the Emperor were seized F 
F without any enrolment and without any recognition of their civil state and rights Pp 
a as citizens, whether France, the first to set the example to the world of eman- q 
4 cipating her slaves, would accept them? He replied promptly, “ By no means. p 
| The government of the Emperor will have nothing to do with the propagation q 
| or encouragement of slavery.’ He added that he should for his own informa- q 
5 tion—the practical question you had presented to him having been disposed of : 
5 _ by events, and therefore not requiring him to inquire officially—take steps F 
iu ascertain how the troops of the Pacha were levied for Mexico. | E 
1 I said I would thank him to do so, and that I should also endeavor myself 
i to obtain more precise information upon the subject. I concluded by saying E 
4 that I should have pleasure in informing you— Oo | f 

First, that the levy of Egyptian troops referred to in your letter was not to : 
4 be used in the re-enforcement of the French army in Mexico. : 
4 Second, that the Emperor at no time contemplated the enrolment of slaves , B 
| into his army in Mexico, or elsewhere. | a , E 

4 This communication will be submitted to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys before it is a 

a osted. | | | - F 
4 ee I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | | E 
Hf | : JOHN BIGELOW. : 
4 ‘Hen. Wintiam H. Sewarp, | Se ; 
4 7 _ - Secretary of State. | | 4 

i Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. , E 

No. 293.] DepaRTMENT oF States, 4 
1 Washington, October 30, 1865. q 

[ Sm: I have your despatch of October 6, No. 180. While you have very _ - 
properly given us the inferences which you drew from the conversation of Mr. q 
Drouyn de Lhuys, which was elicited by the reading of my despatch of Sep- : 
tember 6, you have, at the same time, implied that he would probably return to . ] 
the subject at a later day. The President waits with very considerable inter- 7 &-E 
est for the views of the French government. Whatever has occurred in con- : 
nexion with the subject since my despatch was written has tended to enhance | 

: that interest. fi | oo q 
: I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | | 

JOHN BIGELOW, Esgq., §c., &v., ec. | | ; 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | a | f 

| | LExtract. ] | q 

4 ~~ No 300.] DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | - 
| | , Washington, November 6, 1865. ; 

| My Dear Sr: . . * «+ * * « | 
| I will proceed to discuss the subject, and leave you to present the opinions of | 
| the President to such extent and in such manner as your own views of propriety i 

: shall suggest. The President feels himself bound to adhere to the opinion set. '
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! forth in my despatch No. 259, which has, as we understand, been already read 
iT to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. The presence and operations of a French army in 
| | Mexico, and its maintenance of an authority there, resting upon force and not ) 
; _ the free will of the people of Mexico, is a cause of serious concern to the United : 
4 States. Nevertheless, the objection of the United States is still broader, and : 

includes the authority itself which the French army is thus maintaining. That | 
’ authority is in direct antagonism to the policy of this government and the prin- | 
j ciple upon which it is founded. | | 7 
‘ Every day’s experience of its operations only adds some new confirmation of 
3 the justice of the views which this government expressed at the time the attempt ! 
i to institute that authority first became known. The United States have hitherto ! 

practiced the utmost frankness on that subject. : 
to They still regard the effort to establish permanently a foreign and imperial : 
i government in Mexico as disallowable and impracticable. For these reasons : 
j they’ could not now agree to compromise the position they have heretofore as-_ | 
! | sumed. They are not prepared to recognize, or to pledge themselves hereafter | 
i | to recognize, any political institutions in Mexico which are in opposition to the | 
; republican government with which we have so long and so constantly main- | 

tained relations of amity and friendship. I need hardly repeat my past assu- | 
rances of our sincere desire to preserve our inherited relations of friendship with ! 

3 France. This desire greatly increases our regret that no communications, for- : 
| mal or informal, which have been received from the government of that country = 

seem to justify us in expecting that France is likely soon to be ready to remove, | 
as far as may depend upon her, the cause of our deep concern for the harmony = 

; of the two nations. oo | Gs 
i - The suggestion which you make of a willingness on the part of France to 
} propose a revision of the commercial relations between the two countries is not | 
q regarded as having emanated from the government of the empire. However that = 

may be, it is hardly necessary to say that we should not be dwelling so earn- : 
j estly upon the branch of political relations if it had not been our conviction that : 
{ those relations at the present moment supersede those of commerce in the con- ! 
? sideration of the American people. | 

Believe me to be always faithfully yours, | | 
7 | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

; JoHN BIGELOW, Esq., &., &c., &e. | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. i | 

j No. 302.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, November 6, 1865. 4 

|. Dear Sir: I have just received your note of the 19th. of October. I assume 
that your information in regard to the discontinuance of the project for Egyptian : 
levies in Mexico is correct; it remains, therefore, for me to express the satis- 

: faction of this government at that result. - | 
I remain, dear sir, yours sincerely, | og 

: | | : - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
i; JouHN BiGELow, Esq., &c., §v., &c. | | 

, a Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. . ; 

No. 309. ] > DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | Washington, November 14, 1865. : 

; | _ §rr: I have received your despatch of the 18th of October; No. 186, in | | 
| which you give me the substance of a conversation held between yourself and 

|
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4 ‘Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys on the 17th ultimo, upon the subject of the re-enforoe- : 
F ment of the French army in Mexico by recruiting troops in’ Egypt. : 

4 You are instructed to say to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that the disposition of  *£ 

4 this matter by the Emperor’s government is received with sincere satisfaction &£ 

4 by the government of the United States. on 
a I am, sir, your obedient servant, | - 
: a | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 

iE Joun BiaELow, Esgq., §., §c., §e. - . 

: | Mr. Montagnie to Mr. Seward. | , 1 

4 No. 114.] © | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, E 

a : Nantes, November 16, 1865. : 

a Sir: I have the honor to report that the ship which sailed yesterday from E 

4 St. Nazaire to Vera Cruz carried four hundred soldiers for the so-called empe- q 

4 ror of Mexico. One hundred and fifty were French; the rest belonged to the : 
i so-called “foreign legion.” Oo | F 
4 ' JT have the honor, sir, to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 

| ' JOHN DE LA MONTAGNIE, Consul. - 

A Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, — | | - 
| Secretary of State. _ | |  £ 

4 Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | E 

i ‘No. 199.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; 

le ae a | Paris, November 21, 1865. F 

L $e: I shall send you by this post a copy of La France of the 19th instant, | 
y containing an extraordinary article in defence of the French occupation of Mex- : 

4 ico, from the pen of Lamartine. I should not trouble you to read this or any- E 

| thing else that Lamartine has written about the United States since his unsuc- : 

4 cessful appeal to American charity some ten years since, but for its appearance : 

q in the columns of a quasi official journal, and for the comments which introduced E 

it to the public. La France is edited by M. de la Guerroniére, a senator, who is - 

supposed to enjoy in a special degree the confidence of his sovereign, and to be i 

_ a perfectly legitimate aspirant to the portfolio of foreign affairs whenever it be- i 

comes vacant. The language of commendation, therefore, bestowed by La q 

; France upon “the masterly style,” “lofty inspiration,” and “strong thoughts” | 

of Mr. Lamartine’s rhodomontade gives it a certain importance which the effu- : 

sions of his brain alone have long ceased to possess. The thesis which Mr. | 

q Lamartine attempts to elaborate, and which Senator La Guerronitre deems ; 

i worthy of a conspicuous place in the columns of La France, is the following: : 
i “The Globe is the property of man. The new continent, America, is the : 
i property of Europe.” a, Oo : 

In elaborating this doctrine in justification of “the generous and eminently : 

civilizing purpose which has directed the imperial policy” of his sovereign in : 
, Mexico, Mr. Lamartine finds occasion to void all his ignorance and venom—and. i 

it is difficult to say in this case which most abounds—upon the people and gov-- ' 
ernment of the United States. Here is a specimen of both : | | 

| “We can easily understand that this people posgess as yet hardly any ele- | 
| ments of an American literature. The Mexicans before the conquest, the so- — Ef 

| called savages of Montezuma, the Peruvians with their qutppos, (peetiis,) were: F 
| in this respect greatly in advance of them. The gigantic monuments left by j 

| the Aztecs give evidences of intellect and power far superior to those evinced |
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| in the purely utilitarian structures of the Americans of the north. Pioneers do | 
- . not build for postefty ; woodmen only know how to cut down those grand aris- 

7 tocratic trees of the forest to convert them into lumber, taking pleasure in fall- | 
3 ing them, as envy does in overcoming natural superiority. ‘Their eloquence ex- 

tends no further than the debates of their public meetings, where they bring . 
! _ the violence of their rude manners, and where brutal gestures and clenched fists | 
2 take the place of that moral suasion which the great orators of ancient or mod- | 

: ern Europe exert by means of argument and. logic over distinguished men as- | 
2 _ sembled for the purpose of seeking together for truth and right in all things. 

; | “Their journals, innumerable because cheap, are but collections of the adver- : 
1 tisements of quacks recommended by the Barnums of the press, compilations ! 

of slanders and invectives daily thrown to the different parties to furnish them | 
! with odious names or trivial accusations wherewith to discredit each other and ! 
| | gain subscribers. Their drawing-rooms are held at hotels; their gatherings of 

| | men, unsoftened by kindly feelings or female politeness, are but clubs in which : 
eager traders avail themselves even of their time of rest to increase their fortune 
at the close of the day, proud of knowing nothing except that which pays, and | conversing only on real or imaginary speculations in which to increase their ! 

} capital a hundred-fold. Their liberty, which is entirely personal, has always 
in it something hostile to some one else. ‘The absence of kindly feelings gives | 

: them in general the tone and attitude of a person afraid of insult or seeking to 
3 prevent insult by dint of an overbearing attitude. They are themselves aware | 
: of the habitual disagreeableness of their manners. — / , | 

| “ One of the few political orators they possess, the most eloquent and the most | 
: honest, whom national jealousy has always prevented, on account of his superior- 
1 ity, from rising to the presidency, said to me one day : ‘Our liberty consists in | 
; doing everything that can be most disagreeable to our neighbor. ‘The art of 
1 | being disagreeable is their second nature. To please is a symptom of loving. | 
i They love no one; no one lovés them. It is the expiation of selfishness. His- 
i tory furnishes no type of a nation like unto this people. “Pride, coldness, correct 
7 ness of features, stiffness of gestures, chewing of tobacco in the mouth, a Spit- | 
: toon at their feet, the legs streched on the mantel-piece or crossed, without re- | 
‘ gard for the decorum which man ought to observe towards man, a short, monoto- ! 
j nous, imperious tone, a disdainful personality stamped upon every feature—such | 
; are these autocrats of gold. eee = : - 
1 _ With a few shining exceptions, who suffer everywhere from the general | 
j pressure in an inferior atmosphere—exceptions which are all the more honorable 
1 ag they are the more numerous individually, such is the American of the north, 
1 such is the air of his country, the pride of what he lacks. Such is this people to 
| whom Mr. Monroe, one of its flatterers, said, in order to gain its applause: ‘The 
; _ time has come when you must not permit Europe to interfere in the affairs of 

| America, but when you must henceforth assert your preponderance in the affairs 
-of Europe.’ ”’ | as } 

} While, as I have already intimated, the feebleness of Mr. Lamartine’s char- 
_._-aeter has long since made his talents as a writer a calamity 1o himself, and a | 

; source of mortification to his friends, it may be profitable for those who direct the a 
7 government of the United States to know what sort of opinions about us are 7 

still most cheerfully propagated by journals deriving their inspiration from of- | 
: ficial sources. re | 

: _ In connexion with Mr. Lamartine’s view of the Mexican expedition so cordially | 
i | approved by Senator La Guerroniére, I invite your attention to an extract from | 

an article which appeared jn the same journal only the day previous, the 18th 2 
{ instant, entitled «« Les remaniements territoriaux.” Its purpose was to show that | 
| if Prussia should persist in her design of annexing the duchies, France must | 

look to her own safety, and seck a compensation by extending her frontier, it | 
, ‘is tobe presumed, on the Rhine: _ a an 

| |
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4 «The Emperor’s government, faithful to that spirit.of moderation whieh France 
ls has shown, has no conflict to-engage in, pretensions to support, or compromising 
lq questions to raise. But, if other great powers thought fit to give way to the E 
r impulses of an ambitious and turbulent policy, to rush into adventures, and to &F 
E overthrow for their own profit the conditions of European order and equilibrium, | : 
E France could not remain inert in the midst of that agitation more or less : 
q directed against her; she could not see aggressive forces increasing around her &£ 
4 without thinking of fortifying her defensive positions ; she would not feel bound ; 
i to remain platonically quiet within her frontiers while other states had over- : 
4 leaped the bounds fixed by treaties; she would regulate her conduct by the q 
iL necessities of a situation which she has neither desired nor sought, but which : 
io had been created without her, in spite of her, and against her. She would do q 
" what the most simple common sense commands in such a case; she would in E 
E her turn take her precautions, and would think of her own safety by re-estab- 1 
a lishing an equilibrium which would restore to her the guarantees destroyed by 4 
4 the changes effected.” | : 
0 - Should the time ever come when we need the counsel of older states to guide q 
| _- us in determining how to indemnify ourselves against the encroachments of 
4 European powers upon the territory of our neighbors, this paragraph may have > 
| a certain value. ’ a | E 
4 I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | 3 
t DS JOHN BIGELOW. | q 
i Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | | ‘ 
\ _ Secretary of State, §c., key Se. | f 

iB : : . 

4 oo Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | OE 

No. 316.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 
4 , Washington, November 23, 1865. , | 

Sir: The Secretary of War yesterday informed me that he had justreceived = = = fF 
1 intelligence from Major General Sheridan to the effect that, on the 7th instant, = &£ 
: the republican forces in Mexico who were besieging Matamoras withdrew about  &- 
H six miles, but that they had again subsequently attacked the place; that our — E 

military officers in that vicinity have been subjected to most violent abuse by - 
the newspaper which espouses the monarchical cause at Matamoras; that it con- q 

stantly terms the President of the United States the murderer of Mrs. Surratt; 1 
i that some of our soldiers who were visiting Matamoras were arrested and put to j 

_ work upon their fortifications, and our officers and men fired upon by their gun- ; 
boats; that the most insulting letters from French officials have been addressed — / 

| to General Weitzel and other officers; and that the consequence is much excite- : 
i ment on the part of our soldiers. an : | 
1 You are at liberty to make such use of that information as you may think : 
| ~~—___ proper, to show Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys the condition of irritability existing on | 

that remote frontier, = —_ a oe oo : 
| I am, sir, -your very obedient servant, | | . oe i 

| JOHN BIGELOW, Esgq., §e., §c., &. - | | = ; 

| : Mr. Bigelow te Mr. Seward. | | 

| No. 201.] OC LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ' 
| Ss Paris, November 24, 1865. | ; 

| Sir: I received the following telegram yesterday from our consul general at | : 
j Alexandria: “Le gouvernement dit insurrection supprimé expedition pourra se |
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faire.” I interpreted it to mean that the rebellion in the Soudan, referred to by | 
his excellency Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in our conversation referred toin my de 

j spatch No. 186, had been suppressed, and that the project of sending Egyptian 
, troops to Mexico, suspended by the insurrection, was liable to be resumed. | 

In the course of an interview with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in the aftenoonI 
showed him the telegram, and gave him my interpretation of it. Hisexcellency 

! ‘promptly said that no change in the attitude of the imperial government on that — 
_ subject had occurred since our conversation, nor was likely to; that it had signified | 

: no desire to have the troops, nor did he think it was longer in the contemplation 
: of the Emperor to avail himself of aid from that quarter; and that, of course, 

| the Pacha would not send troops without a new application. He closed by the | 
| more positive form of expression, that he knew the Emperor had no intention = 
| of renewing his application. I expressed my gratification at receiving from him | 
! such a satisfactory assurance. | - | 

Lam, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | | | 
| | JOHN BIGELOW. | 

— Hon Wituiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. | | | 
| 

: Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | | : 

No. 202.] LeGaATION OF THE UnNiTED STATES, : 
Paris, November 24, 1865. | | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction No. ( 
j 296, covering the opinion of Mr. Attorney General Speed, in reference to certain : 

: _ decrees relating to emigration which have recently been promulgated from the 2 
| city of Mexico, and to enclose a copy of a communication addressed by me, in | 
{ compliance therewith, to his excellency the minister of foreign affairs, on the | 
j 22d instant. : | | | | 

| I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, __ | 
_ JOHN BIGELOW. — | 

i | Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. | | 

q | | [Enclosure to despatch 202.] | a | 
' , ‘LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — ok 
' Paris, November 22, 1865. 
1 _ Sim: Recalling the conversation which I had the honor to hold with your excellency on 

the 17th ultimo, in relation to the alleged levy of Egyptian troops for involuntary service in __ | 
Mexico and the representations I then made in regard to the natural unwillingnessof my gov- 

| ernment and country people to see slavery in any form replanted either within our territory 
or on our borders, I beg to invite your excellency’s attention to certain recent decrees bear 

2 ing upon the subject of emigration to Mexico, purporting to emanate from authorities acting | 
1 _ in opposition to that republic. In the opinion of the law officer of my government, these de- 
: crees, if enforced, would inevitably reduce to the condition of peon slavery workingmen of 
i; the African race, and of course such of the freedmen of the United States as may have already 

been or hereafter may be seduced to go there without a full and intelligent comprehension of 
| their liabilities. That your excellency may understand the grounds for this conclusion, Iam | 

instructed to transmit to your excellency a copy of the Attorney General’s opinion, which 
will be found enclosed, and to invite the attention of the imperial government to the questions ( 
there discussed. | mo | 

1 In complying with these instructions of my government, I avail myself of the language of 
the despatch containing them to say that, ‘(If European opinion can be regarded as estab- 

_ dished im reference to any one political question, itis settled that African slavery in any form 
ought henceforth to cease throughout the world. We do not doubt that the Emperor of 

4 France cordially and fully concurs, as we do, in this humane sentiment.” 
I pray your excellency to accept assurances of the distinguished consideration with which | 

_ I have the honor to be your excellency’s very obedient and very humble servant. : 
7 - JOHN BIGELOW. 

i His Excellency Monsieur DRoyUN DE LHUYS, : | 
j - | Minister of Foreign Affairs. - - | |
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: - Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. oO | 

Q : 0. Extract} | : 

| No. 203] _ LEGATION oF THE UNtrEeD STATES, i 
: | _Paris, November 24, 1865. E 

iE Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 300, f 

a in reply to my note of the 19th of October last, relating to Mexican affairs, and E 

a have given it very careful consideration. Yesterday I waited upon the minister ; 

A of foreign affairs, and after disposing of some other matters, said to him that I E 

MN had received no encouragement to continue the conversation which had occupied ; 

: so large a portion of our interview on the 17th ultimo. I then added that 1 did £ 

it not: know that I had occasion to say anything more. His excellency asked if q 

a I had received any communication upon the subject. I said I had, and that E 

: the President did not at present see any prospect of the two governments being : 

£ able to come to an understanding upon the basis discussed in our conversation. q 

| % * #  & | #8 % % 

5 | I am, sir, your obedient servant, - | q 

] - : | JOHN BIGELOW. — q 

4 Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, §c., Sc., §e. : 

; | _ Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. a : | | 

| - | | [Extract.] | Oo : 

4 No. 209.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,  - 

i / - | | | . Paris, November 30, 1865. | 

i Sir: Upon reflection I concluded that I should be likely to leave more cor- E 

i rect impressions, and perhaps exclude some erroneous ones from the mind of | - 

Hl Monsieur Drouyn de Lhuys, by reading your despatch No. 300 to him, than 

H by leaving him, after our interview on Thursday week, to imagine its contents. E 

I accordingly called upon his excellency on Tuesday last, and after disposing q 

| of some other matters of less importance, told him frankly that I wished to read 4 

4 to him the despatch, to the contents of which I had referred at our last inter- : 

1 view, to prevent his supposing it contained anything which I had thought Oe 

proper or had been instructed to conceal from him. 7 
: * % * % % e e E 

4 When I had finished he thanked me for reading the despatch, though he felt q 

i obliged to say that he derived neither pleasure nor satisfaction from its contents. | 
% % % *% | # % ¥ E 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, . so E 
JOHN BIGELOW. - 

Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &c. 1 

2 a | Oo Mr. Minor to Mr. Seward. 1 

| No. 153.] . Unitep States ConseLATE GENERAL, — q 

| | Havana, December 9, 1865. _ ; 

| Sir: The French packet steamer Nouveau Monde, from. St. Nazaire to E 

| Vera Cruz, stopping at Havana, arrived here on the 6th instant, and left for ; 

| Vera Cruz on the 7th instant, having on board nine hundred soldiers, re-enforce- 1 

| ments for the French army in Mexico. | | og 

| I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, : 

| | | WILLIAM T. MINOR, | | 
: | United States Consul Generat. : 

| Hon. WiLuiam H. Sewarp, : | | : 

Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. f
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | | 

No. 327.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | ! 
| | Washington, December 12, 1865. 

; Sir: I enclose for your information a translation of a communication of the | 
29th ultimo* from the Marquis de Montholon, proposing, upon conditions, to 

: : withdraw from Mexico the French troops. A copy of my reply is also enclosed. | 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant,; = oe | | 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | | 
Po JOHN BiaELow, Esq., 8c., §c., Se. | 

7 . a | 
| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | 

1 No. 328.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
; . Washington, December 14, 1865. / 

Sir: Ihave to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of November 24, | 
No. 203. _ | | 

iT - While it is very interesting, it seems to discourage an expectation on our | 
1 | part of the early withdrawal of the French force from Mexico. It is to be re- 
1 marked, however, that the opinions upon that subject which you have received | 
| from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys were expressed by him, not only without the posi- | 
1 tive sanction of the Emperor, but also in the absence of knowledge on the part | 

of the French government of the definitive conclusion of the President on the | 
’ subject discussed. | | | 
4 | ‘It is desirable to leave no part of those conclusions open to misapprehension. a 
' _ And it is equally desirable that we shall be authorized to infer that such expo- 7 
3 sitions of the imperial views as are given us in the name of the French govern- ! 
| ment are made with the Emperor’s approval. I trust that both these ends will = have been accomplished before you receive this despatch. Your communication . 

| authorizes this expectation. For the present, therefore, I must be content with | 
| approving the tone, spirit, and substance of your explanations to Mr. Drouyn oo 

| de Lhuys. | | | | 
| J have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, . a | ees “WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
: _  JoHN BieELow, Esq., §c., c., &c. . | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

| No. 329.] a _DrPARTMENT oF Strate, | ! 
; | | _ Washington, December 14, 1865. | 

— Str: Your despatch of the 24th of November, No. 202, with its accompani- | 
ment, has been received. | : —— : 

: The note you addressed to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys on the subject of peon | 
| _ slavery in Mexico is approved. : a 

i Tam, sir, your obedient servant, : . | 
7 WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
a JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., &c., 8c., &. | 

2 6 ese letter of 29th November, its enclosure, and reply of Secretary Seward, December :
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. _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. a | 

Z No. 330.] Se DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
3 OO Washington, December 14, 1865. | : 

4 Sir: Your despatch of November 24, No. 201, concerning the apprehended , ; 

4 expedition of Nubian negroes against Mexico, has been received. OE 
F Instructions upon that subject will be given to you in another despatch, q 
a Lam, sir, your obedient servant, a | : 

| oe a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
; JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., §c., §e., Se. : 

| Mr. Seward to Mr- Bigelow. : 
" No. 332.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = q 
4 | Washington, December 16, 1865. | | 

: - Sir: Your despatch of November 30, No. 209, was duly received, and it has a | 

a been submitted to the President. a . 4 

4 Your proceeding in reading my despatch, No. 300, to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys é 
de is approved. The general tenor of the remarks made by you to the minister E 

k of foreign affairs on that occasion is likewise approved. It is not the execu- | 

4 tive department of this government alone which is interested and concerned in : 

4 the question whether the present condition of things shall be continued in " o£ 
a Mexico. The interest is a national one, and in every event Congress, which is og 
J now in session, is authorized by the Constitution and is entitled to direct by : 
i law the action of the United States in regard to that important subject. _ ; 

‘ It has been the President’s- purpose: that France should be respectfully in- ; 
4 formed upon two points, namely : | | o£ 

First. That the United States earnestly desire to continue and to cultivate q 
i sincere friendship with France. | | 7 a q 

i Second. That this policy would be brought into imminent jeopardy, unless j 
i France could deem it consistent with her interest and honor to desist from the : 
i prosecution of armed intervention in Mexico, to overthrow the domestic repub-_ . 
1 lican government existing there, and to establish upon its ruins the foreign q 
| | monarchy which has been attempted. to be inaugurated. in. the capital of that — : 
i eountry. | | | | | : 

fi In answer to an exposition of our views which was thus made, the sugges- ; 
qe tion was offered to you by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that the government of the | 

United States might favor the express desire of the Emperor to withdraw from _ : 
Mexico, by giving to him some formal assurance that, in the event of his with- 4 
drawal, this government would recognize the institution of Maximilian in Mexico i 

| ade facto a political power, oo 
It was my desire, in framing the despatch No. 300, to express in behalf of — : 

q the Unitéd States a decision that the recognition which the Emperor had thus FF 
i sugeested cannot be made, and to assign, by way of explanation, the grounds ' 

| upon which that decision was based. I have carefully considered the arguments } 
against that decision which. were presented to you by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in | q 

| _ the interview referred to, and I do not find in them any sufficient reasons for | 
|. modifying the views which the United States have expressed. SO : 
| It remains now only to make known to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys my profound : 
| regret that he has thought it his duty to leave the subject, in his conversation — : 
| with you, ina condition that does not authorize an expectation on our part that : 
| a satisfactory adjustment of the case can be effected on any basis that has thus ; 
] far been discussed. | | | 
1 I ani, sir, your obedien+ servant; | | | 

: _ a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| JOHN BicELow, Esq., §¢5 ¢., $e. | t
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| | ‘Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

No. 333.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe 
4 | _- .. Washington, December 16, 1865. 

| _ Sm: Your despatch of November 21, No. 199, has been received. You have 
} _ ealled my attention therein to a recent publication of Mr. Lamartine. The text — 
| of the publication is that America is the property of Europe. The publication — | 
j has already attracted the attention of the American press. I think I can safely 
j leave the debate where it has thus been taken up. : 4 
{ You direct my attention also to expressions made by the French press con- = 
{ cerning apprehended conflict in the valley of the Rhine. It does not seem to 

me likely that France will, at one and the same time, occupy Matamoras and 
| extend her sway into Germany. Political writers are not hindered by the ma- 
j terial obstacles which military powers unavoidably encounter. Nevertheless, 
| notwithstanding this incredulity, I thank you for your attention in these 
1 matters. | | a | ! 

q I am, sir, your obedient servant, — 
, | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. . 

JouHN BIGELow, Esq., §c, §c., Se. | | | 

- GORRESPONDENCE WITH FRENCH LEGATION. | : 

| Mexican refugees tn New York and Washington preparing a movement | 
1 | Savor of Juarez. | - | 

Mr. de Geofroy to Mr. Seward. . Oo : 

Ls [Translation. ] | 

i LEGATION OF FRANCE tO THE Unitep Srates, i 
| | 7 Washington, January 12,1865. — 

Mr. de Geofroy presents his compliments to his excellency Mr. Seward, and = 
| has the honor to transmit to him a note containing some information in which | 
] he requests he will have the goodness ‘to fix his attention. . 

a 7 [Translation.] ° | 

| It is believed to be known with certainty that the Juaristrefugees at New York and Wash’* 
ington are preparing a movement in favor of the ex-President, and that they propose to stir i 
up troubles simultaneously at Matamoras and in Sonora; that meetings have been held at 
lawyer Chamcey’s, 243 Broadway, in the presence of some members of Congress. There 

4 Generals Doblado and Berriozobala, the intended leaders of the insurrection, must have stated | 
the object, which would be to persuade the federal government that the people of Mexico are 

3 impatient of the new order of things; that everything is ready for action. The business 
houses of Ok, King & Mira, Fausto & Gorcouria, will take charge of the voyage for the | 
partisans of Juarez on the eve of setting off from New York. Already those whose mission i 

2 it is to rouse Sonora, seven in number, must be on their way to California. , 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. de Geofroy. — | 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oy | 
| Washington, January 18, 1865. . 

: Sir: Referring to previous correspondence between yourself and this depart- - 
ment, relative to the construction in the ports of the United States of vessels : 

, destined to eruise against the commerce of France under letters of marque issued a
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4 by President Juarez, of Mexico, I have the honor to enclose for your informa- | E 
] tion a letter of the 3d instant, with the accompaniments from the Attorney q 
a General’s office. : : 

i I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, sir, your most obedient q 
4 servant, E 

ir Mr. L. DE GEorroy, §c.,. &¢., &c. OS E 

4 | . Mr, Pleasants to Mr. Seward. . | | 

q . . : ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, | 
4 Washington, January 3, 1865, E 

if Sm: By direction of the Attorney General, I have the honor to transmit you herewith a E 
r letter from the United States marshal for the eastern district of Louisiana, Cuthbert Bullitt, : 
. esq., in reply to instructions addressed to him by this office, relative to the alleged construc- E 
i tion in New Orleans of vessels ‘‘ destined to cruise against French commerce under letters of p 
i: marque issued by Mr. Juarez, of Mexico.” » | E 
4 Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | p 
A M. F. PLEASANTS;. _ &£ 
a co Acting Chief Clerk i: 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State. | p 

: Mr. Bullitt to Mr. Speed. | 
4 - OFFICE U. S. MarsHAL, EASTERN Districr Louisiana, : 
4 | New Orleans, December 23, 1864. . 

: Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your esteemed favor of the 3d instant, 5: 
u with a copy of a letter from Mr. L. de-Geofroy to the honorable Secretary of State, in which 

he alleges ‘‘ that there are vessels being constructed in this port destined to cruise against E 
4 French commerce under letters of marque issued by Mr. Juarez, of Mexico.” Ihave made p 
li every effort to discover if there is any foundation for this report, and called on the command- . 
4 ing general as well as the French consul in regard to it. They agree with me that there is 

no ground for the complaint. | £ 
l With much respect, your obedient servant, _ . E 
i | | CUTHBERT BULLITT, E 
4 : | a United States Marshal. E 
Hl Hon. James SPEED, - - | oe q 
i Attorney General of the United States, Washington. a 

Mr. Seward to Mr. de Geofroy. | 

a ‘Department or Stats, | : 
| Washingtow, January 21, 1865. q 

i Mr. Seward presents his compliments to Mr. Geofroy, and has the honor to oe 
acknowledge the receipt of his communication of the 12th instant, relative to the | 

i supposed movement of Juarist refugees at New York and Washington. | | q 
i In reply, Mr. Seward has the honor to state that the attention of the proper _ a 
' authorities has been called to the subject, with a view to the prevention of any : 

violation of the neutrality laws of the United States. — oe . ; 

| _ Memorandum from French legation to Department of State. : 

| [Translation.—Received February 4, 1865.] a q 

| MEXICAN ORGANIZATION IN NEW YORK. | ' | 
| _ It seems that several persons whose names are on the annex herewith are i 
! busied in New York in organizing an emigration which would be directed towards i 

Mexico, with an object hostile to the government of the emperor Maximilian. :
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{ These individuals seem to be full of confidence in the success of their projects. — 
{ They dispose apparently of funds considerable enough, and express themselves 

_ in a manner to allow the belief that the intrigue they are plotting in the United: | 
4 States has ramifications in Mexico. : | 

: The manner in which they speak of ex-President Juarez would lead to the | 
: | thought that it is not on him they count, nor in his favor that they are agitating. | 
4 Certain indications would lead rather to the supposition that the persons in ques- 
; tion lend sympathies to General Santa Anna, which the event would develop. 

What they say. of him would in any case be fit to compromise him, if the indis- _ 
' : eretions which escape them were to be taken seriously. 
| It is said that Brooklyn, Cincinnati, and Santa Fé are the points of rendew 
; vous for the emigrants that the favorers of the.intrigue in question seek to gather 
i in view of the disordersthey meditate. It appears that a captain in the American 
| army, whose name (Fichte) would indicate a German origin, set off five days’ 
7 ago for New Mexico, with the title of colonel and $7,500 in gold, given, it is: ! 

1 said, by a New York banker (Berriozabul.) Santa Fé, whither he goes, will ! 
become a sort of recruiting depot for operations against Mexico. | 

1 Annex.—Colonel Flores, Colonel Bidal y Rivas, General Rivas, Captain | 
Pelliteer, Marquis de Sard; an American: officer of German. origin, by name | 

3 — Fichte. 7 | | 

{ Mr. Seward to Mr. de Geofroy. | : 

; | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | ! 
' , _ Washington, February 7, 1865. | 
| _ Sir: Referring to your communication of the 12th ultimo, relative to an | 
t “alleged movement on the part of certain refugees to aid President Juarez, (a | 
4 translation of which was communicated to the Secretary of the Navy,) I have | 
i the honor to state, in reply, that this department is informed, by a letter of the | 
3 2d instant from the Navy Department, that Acting Rear-Admiral Pearson has : 
| been apprised of the supposed movement, and that he, with those of his command , 
; in the Pacific squadron, have been instructed to use proper vigilance with the © 2 
{ view of intercepting any expedition that may be fitted out in the United States > 
i in violation of its laws or international law, and which may embark from San , 

fo Francisco, or other ports in California, to take part in the difficulties now ex- | 
{ isting in Mexico. . _ | a 
{ Accept, sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration. . 

: BO ee WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
j Mr. L. DE GEoFROY, §c., §c., §c. | 

| oo Mr. Seward to Mr. de Geofroy. | 

| | ; DEPARTMENT? oF STATE, - 
- Washington, February 11, 1865. | 

| . Str: Referring to the correspondence which has occurred between the French 
2 legation and this department relative to the alleged construction, in the ports of 

the United States, of vessels-of-war intended. to cruise against the commerce of 
France under letters of marque issued by President Juarez, I have the honor to 
enclose for your information a copy of a letter of the 7th instant, together with 

i. its accompaniment; from the War Department. _ 
| _ Accept, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. _ 

- : - |  WHELLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
Mr. L. DE GEOoFROY, §e., §c., Ser ey | - | 

: |
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: a Mr, Dana to Mr. Seward. | | F 

4 : - en War DEPARTMENT, q 
4 | | Washington City, February 7, 1865. -# 

ig Sm: Referring to your communication of the 25th, and to the reply of this department of E 
E the 26th of November last, relative to the alleged construction in United States ports of ves- 5 
e sels intended to serve as privateers, under letters of marque from President Juarez, of the p 
a Mexican republic, I. am instructed by the Secretary of War to transmit a copy of a commu- : 
a nication.on the subject from Major General McDowell, commanding the department of the : 
a Pacific, to whom a copy of your letter was sent with directions to take all necessary precau- q 
a tions to prevent the arming or fitting of vessels intended to be used in depredations on E 
4 French commerce. : p 
4 L have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, : 4 
a Oo C. A. DANA, E 
E 7 | Assistant Secretary of War. 4 
a Hon. W. H..SEwarp, E 
a | Secretary of State. : a B 

: . General McDowell to Mr. Stanton, | q 

4 HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PACIFIC, 1 
4 San Francisco, January 6, 1865. E 

| Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a communication from the State De- 
a partment to you, enclosing the translation of a note from the French minister, dated the 12th E 
E of November, 1864, relative to the alleged construction in United States ports, and especially E 
4 in that of San Francisco, of vessels intended to serve as privateers under letters of marque: : 
a from the President (Juarez) of Mexico; on which letter was indorsed your orders to take all 5 
a necessary precautions. to prevent the arming or fitting of vessels-of-war intended to be used E 
i in depredations on French commerce. | | F 
4 On the receipt of these orders I immediately sent for the French consul, and inquired of E 

him whether he knew, or had any cause to believe or suspect, that any vessel was being con- p 
it structed, armed, or fitted out in this port for the purposes before mentioned. : 
q He replied that he knew of none, unless it was the Colon. OS = 
4 __ The Colon is a steamer, said to have been built by the Peruvian government, and which I E 
t have and have had under guard for several months past. The seizure was reported to you : 
i some time since. | to , | | E 

I asked the consul in what way he connected the Colon with any operations against the E 
i" French. He replied, only because the captain was a friend of the Mexican General Vega, q 
i and that he had every reason to believe that, General Vega had in his possession letters of 7 : 
i marque to be issued to parties in this place, but that he had been unable to fit out any vessels. : 
1 I have been and shall continue to. be strict in everything concerning vessels leaving this : 
H place, or of being built in these waters, which can in any way be converted into privateers, &§ 
4 either against our commerce or that of foreign nations. E 
i I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, oo 

| ; IRWIN McDOWELL, . 
H | Major General, Commanding Department. 2 
H Hon. E. M. STANTON, _ | : . 

Secretary of War, Washington, D. C. oe ® ; 

i | Mr. L. de Geofroy to. Mr. Hunter. | 

| | | [ Translation. ] | oo q 

| LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, | : 
i | — | Washington, May 5, 1865. j 

| Sir: It would follow, from reports worthy of credit, that certain persons pro- . 
| pose to profit of the disarmament, and the order which takes off the prohibition __ | 
| of the exportation of munitions of war, by organizing expeditions to Mexico. q 
1 At New York, at Philadelphia, and even at Washington, they would recruit 4 
1 men, and prepare shipments of arms. I shall take care to communicate to you _ : 
] separately all the information I have received and which I shall receive in this E 
2 respect. | : 
| 28 DC ** . ;
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i I confine myself here to calling the most serious attention of the government 7 
| of the United States to these manceuvres, and to the complications to which 
| they would lead, in consequence of the presence of our troops in Mexico. : 
; The legislation of the United States furnishes to the executive power not 

only the means to repress, but also to arrest any enterprise of a nature to dis- | 
| turb the good relations between the Union and friendly nations. | 

I pray you, therefore, sir, to be so good as to bring this condition of things as 
i soon as possible to the knowledge of his excellency the President of the repub- 
i lic, who will determine what are the most efficient measures to be taken in order 
| to remedy it. os | 

I seize this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my most distin- 
| - guished consideration. | | 

: | oe L. DE GEOFROY. | 
| Hon. WILLIAM Hunter, &c., §c., &c. | 

Mr. Hunter to Mr. de Geofroy. | 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
1 Washington, May 6, 1865. | | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 5th in- : 
stant, inviting the serious attention of this government to the reported proposi- | | 
tions of certain persons to profit by the disarmament and the order which takes -_ 

3 off the prohibitions of the exportation of the munitions of war, by organizing 
expeditions to Mexico, and to inform you that I have transmitted copies thereof 3 

2 to the Secretary of War and to the Attorney General, requesting them to give 2 
: the matter their attentive consideration. | | 
, Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. | 
: W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. | 

Mr. L. DE GEoFROY, &¢., &¢., Se. . | 

| | - Memorandum from French Legation to Department of State. . 

[Translation.—Received May 6, 1865. ] : 

: A recruiting office for Mexico is established in New York, in Thirty-second : 
i street, near the Hudson river. There is also designated a house on the corner | 

of Chatham and Pearl streets, as serving as a rendezvous for recruits. It is _ : 
ofupied by a person called Francis Laquer. 

Mr. Ortega, lodging at the Barcelona hotel, Great Jones street, directs the 
| operations. Mr. Ortega is at this moment in Washington. He would dispose 

| of sums in coined silver and in ingots, parts of which is deposited in the safe of 
the Barcelona hotel. : 

Ortega, accompanied by the proprietor of the Barcelona hotel, should have a 
2 bought within a few days past two thousand carbines—called Springfield rifles— | 

at an armorer’s named Stilwell, where they are still deposited, besides military 
cloths, &e. | | oe 

| The house should have sent twelve cases of arms to Philadelphia, where pre- 
| parations for an expedition are also making. A brig would be armed at the 

toot of Congress street, New York, at Atlantic dock, intended to carry men and 
arms to Matamoras; and two other ships—two steamers—preparing at Atlantic _ 

| dock, would be also destined to make part of the expedition. i 
2 Fifty-two men would have been sent from New York to Philadelphia. | |
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: | Mr. Hunter to Mr. de Geofroy. | E 

| | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, 

4 | | . Washington, May 10, 1865. 4 

Sir: Referring to your note of the 5th instant, concerning the alleged em- : 
4 ployment of certain persons in endeavoring to organize an expedition to Mexico, , 
4 I have the honor to inform you that it is stated in a letter of the 8th instant, : 
4 from the War Department, that whenever authenticated facts are submitted to q 
| that department they will receive due consideration. It is presumed that at the p 
4 time this letter was written the memorandum which you left with me containing | 
4 further representation on the subject had not been received, and it is believed | 
u that the statement therein contained will engage the attention of the Secretary q 
4 of War. | : 

J Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. | : 
: W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. : 
| _ Mr. L. DE GEorroy, &c., &c., Sc. oo a : 

: Mr. Hunter to Mr. de Geofroy. : 

| | - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, 
| | | Washington, May 11, 1865. 1 

4 $e: Referring to your note of the 5th instant, relative to the organization q 
4 alleged to be in existence within the United States, having for its object the . 

V completion of an expedition to Mexico, 1 have the honor to enclose, for your q 
i information, a copy of a communication of the 9th instant from the Attorney . 
4 General. — | ae q 
‘| Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. 4 
Hf W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. j 
4 L. DE GEoFROY, &¢., §v., &c. | : 

i | : | : 

Hi | E 

Mr. Speed to Mr. Hunter. . 

I ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, ; 
y 7 Washington, May 9, 1865. . E 

; _ rer: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the 6th and 8th instant, | 
i respectively, enclosing for my information copies of a note and memorandum addressed to : 
f your department by Mr. L. de Geofroy, relative to the alleged proceedings of certain persons, q 
i within the limits of the United States, to fit out expeditions to Mexico from our ports, and _ : 
A who may bring themselves within the provisions and penalties of the acts of Congress for the : 
| preservation of the neutrality of the United States. I thank you for this information, and : 
ij will address, immediately, letters to the district attorney at New York, Philadelphia, Balti- : 

more, and other places similarly situated, instructing them, in peremptory terms, to exercise — p 
{ the utmost vigilance in the detection and prosecution of persons who may be guilty of offences | 

7 against the statutes referred to. a | : 
I enclose a copy of a letter on the subject, addressed to the district attorney at the city of I 

q New York. £ 
A similar letter will be addressed to each of the law officers of the government in the other : 

| important districts. | | E 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 4 

| | 7 JAMES SPEED, q 
| | Attorney General. : 
4 Hon. W. HUNTER, : 
] Acting Secretary of State. 7 | :
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| | | 
1 : Mr. Ashton to Mr. Dickinson. | | 

L 7 ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
{ a Washington, May 9, 1865. 

| $m: I have the honor to enclose you herewith copies of a note and memorandum received | 
: at the State Department from the legation of France, calling the attention of the government | 
i. to certain proceedings alleged to be on foot in your district, and in other districts of the United 

States, for the purpose of fitting out expeditions to Mexico, with intent to violate the acts of ! 
3 Congress for the preservation of the neutrality of the United States. It is the desire of the : 
3 government that you exercise proper vigilance and care in the detection and conviction of 

1 persons in your district who may bring themselves within the provisions and penalties of the 
! statutes on that subject. | - a | a 
’ The enclosed documents may serve to indicate the movements of the persons alleged to be 
i engaged in the fitting out such expeditions, with sufficient fullness and precision to enable 
| you, and the marshal of your district, to obtain evidence that will warrant the arrest and 
| binding over of the guilty parties to be of good behaviour, under the Constitution and laws, 
j even if testimony sufficient to convict them cannot now be procured. | 
4 The Attorney General does not think it necessary to indicate the particular statutes on the 
{ subject of neutrality, with a view to direct you with regard to the means and methods of 

your procedure, in order to enforce the law and punish the guilty, with respect to the preser- 
4 vation of the neutrality of the government. He assumes that your acquaintance with the | 

statutes, and zeal and fidelity in the execution of your office, will enable you, whenever a 
- case fit for prosecution or conviction of the kind referred to is presented, to do all that a na- 

tional sense of justice and dignity, or a foreign state interested in the subject, could require 
: and demand of the executive department. of the government of the United States. | 
: You will please report the receipt of this letter, and the result of your investigation on the | 

_ subject to which it relates. a 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, — : 

3 | J. HUBLEY ASHTON, 
| oo | Assistant Attorney General. 

DANIEL S. DICKINSON, Esq., ot | | 
| Uniied States District Attorney, New York. oe 

| | Memorandum from French Legation to Department of State. : | 

. | [ Translation. ] | : 

| | The enlistments continue at New York; the bounties are such as have been 3 
announced in the newspapers; the men are to take with them arms and muni- 

tions ; a transport will be ready on Friday or Saturday for Tabasco. 
Received May 16, 1865. | | 

Attorney General informed May 17, 1865. 

3 | | | | i 

| Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. oe | 
: ‘ : 

3 | : . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

a , Washington, June 12, 1865. | 

4 Sir: This department has official information that the insurgent com- 
mander at Brownsville, in Texas, after. the surrender of his superior officer of — 

| the insurgent forces and public property in that quarter to the United States, : 

| clandestinely transferred to the authorities at Matamoras certain artillery and 
2 other articles, a part of those surrendered as aforesaid. As those articles be- 

game the property of the United States pursuant to the terms of the surrender, , 
| the authorities aforesaid could not acquire any title to them without the consent 

| of this government; it is, consequently, expected that they will be restored. 7 

, And you will oblige me, and may be instrumental in preventing further difi- | 

j culties if vou should request the officer in command at Matamoras, who may |
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4a, have received the articles, to restore them to the officer of the United States in q 
3 command at Brownsville, without any delay which can conveniently be avoided. &£ 
é I avail myself of this occasion, sir, to offer to you an assurance of my very | 
E high consideration. - q 

4 The Marauis DE MontTHOLON, &c., &c., &c., E 

L oo The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. | : 

4 | [ Translation. ] 7 | q 

| LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, | E 
oO | | - Washington, June 15, 1865. E 

/ ‘Str: I have received the despatch you did me the honor to write to me on E 
| the 12th instant, by which you inform me that the commander of the rebel sg 
a _ troops at Brownsville (Texas) must have clandestinely sent to the authorities at ; 
HE Matamoras a certain quantity of artillery and material of war, notwithstanding F 
4 the capitulations signed by his superior, one of the clauses of which implied the : 
q surrender to the federal authorities of the insurgent forces and of all public E 
4 property. | | : f 
: Ll immediately brought the fact to the knowledge of the government of the 
i Emperor, and believe it to be my duty at the same time to communicate it to 
é Marshal Bazaine, commander-in-chief of the French forces in Mexico, so that 4 
i he may inform himself without delay of the fact which gave cause to the recla- ; 
i mation your excellency has addressed to me. , | | : 
j | Accept, sir, the assurances of my very high consideration. | - -£ 
' Oo | | MONTHOLON. 
f Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &c. | | o£ 

: Mr. Hunter to the Marquis de Montholon. | | 3 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | a 
' Washington, June 22, 1865. : 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 15th 4 
instant, informing me of the steps you had taken to bring to the knowledge of 1 

| _ the Emperor’s government, and also to acquaint Marshal Bazaine, commander- E 
in-chief of the French forces in Mexico, with the circumstances attending the E 

i clandestine and improper transfer of men and arms by the insurgent commander E 
q at Brownsville to the authorities at Matamoras. . 
1 _ I beg that you will accept my thanks for your prompt action in the matter. an | 
L I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, sir, your obedient 4 
; - gervant, | | | &£ 

| / | W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. : 
| The Marquis DE MonTHOLON, &c., Sc., §c. | q 

| Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. | 7 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 4 
! a | | Washington, July 5, 1865. — 1 

| Siz: It is not without a somewhat serious concern for the public peace that : 
| I bring to-your notice the substance of information which this government has oO:
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| just now received, concerning the condition of affairs on the border which 
| separates the United States from Mexico. This information is to the effect 
' that all the public property belonging to the late insurgents in Texas, which 
| could be removed, was subsequently to their surrender, but before the United 
1 States forces could occupy the country, transferred to the Mexican side of the. 
; Rio Grande; that the steamer Lucy Given, which was surrendered to the United 
1 States at Matagorda, was afterwards carried off, and, according to the latest in- 
: telligence, was anchored at Bagdad, in the Rio Grande, and that eight hundred 
1 and twenty bales of cotton, belonging to the insurgents, stored at Rio Grande 4 
4 City, were also carried across the river into Mexico. 
: I will thank you to call the attention of the military authorities of France in 
| Mexico to this subject, in order that the property referred to may be restored, 4 
| and that with a view to tranquillity on that frontier, no similar proceeding may 

be encouraged or authorized. 
j I avail myself of this opportunity to renew the assurance of my high con- _ | 
; sideration. | a 

{ | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
i The Marquis DE MonTHOLON, §e., §c.,§c. | 

j . . | : 

| The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. : 
. | { Translation. ] | 

| : LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, ~ | 
| Washington, July 6, 1865. | 

| Sir: I have received the despatch you did me the honor to address to me on | 
i - the 5th of this month, in which you inform me that a great part of the public 

property of the insurgents of Texas would be, after the capitulation and before : 
the federal troops could have occupied the country, transported across the Mexican 4 

; river Rio Grande; that the steamer Lucy Given, surrendered to the government 
of the United States, must have been carried off, and be now at anchor at Bag- 
dad; and lastly, that eight hundred and twenty bales of cotton, belonging to 

, the insurgents and collected at Rio Grande City, must, in like manner, have | 
: been transferred to the other side of the river. 
: I will hasten, sir, to bring these facts to the notice of the government of the 
2 Emperor, and will at the same time make report of it to his excellency Marshal 
2 Bazaine, commander-in-chief of the French forces. in Mexico. | 
, As I had the honor to inform you on the 15th June, I have called the | 
: attention of his excellency Marshal Bazaine to the facts related in the despatch 

which you did me the honor to address to me under date of June 12th. Even | 
2 before having received my letter the marshal had hastened to inform me of the | 
: latest events occurred on the Rio Grande. . , 
| It results, from the intelligence he addresses to me at date of June 19th, that a | 
| meeting had taken place among the confederate troops at the moment of disband- 4 
3 ing them, and that one Colonel Fisher, who had served under Juarez, having | 

tried to get possession of some part of the materiel of the place—that is, six : 
| cannon and two forges—to put them in the hands of the Juarists, General 2 
; Stoughton, in order to stop this act from happening, sent this materiel across the | : 
| Mexican river. Marshal Bazaine informs me that General Mejia immediately | / 

2 caused it to be inventoried and placed on deposit at Matamoras, so that it may | 
be remitted to the disposal of the government of the United States. | 
‘Marshal Bazaine also apprises me that he has given the various columns : 

which are operating in Mexico the most precise orders, for the purpose of avoid- | 
, ing all that might give umbrage to the government of the United States. - |
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I hasten to bring these facts to your knowledge, as a fresh proof that the 
authorities are in no way disposed to encourage or authorize any act of a nature 

| to compromise the good relations which they desire to maintain with the federal ) 

authority on the frontier of Mexico. E 

i Accept, sir, the assurance of my high considerations. | i 

| — . MONTHOLON. i 

| Hon. Wititiam H. Sewarp, c., &c., ec. i 

q | Mr. Hunter to the Marquis de Montholon. 7 

oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © q 

| a Washington, July 31, 1865. i 

Sir: I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter of the 22d instant, from } 

i the Secretary of the Navy, and of that of the 10th instant, referred to therein, : 

relative to the case of the United States merchant steamer Sonora. i 

I hope that you may deem it proper to take such steps as may be in your © 1 

; _power towards securing the restoration of the steamer to Mr. Clavel or his agents. © i 

| Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration. | 

i W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. ; 

' The Maraquis DE MonTHOLON, §c., &c., §c. Oo | ; 

| Mr. Welles to Mr. Seward. . : 

. | Navy DEPARTMENT, og 

| | | | Washington, July 22, 1865. 

} Sir: I have the honor to refer to you the accompanying letter, dated the 10th instant, ; 

addressed to this department by Mr. F. Clavel, of New Orleans, Louisiana, who appeals to the 

4 government to aid him in repossessing himself of the steamer Sonora, which he states formerly 

| belonged to him; was captured by her crew, or a part of it, taken into an insurgent port, 3 

subsequently ran out, and is now, or was recently, at Tampico, where she appears to hay» ; 

been detained at the request of Mr. Chase, the United States consul general. a : 

; Very respectfully, &c., | ‘ 

| GIDEON WELLES, [ 

] Sccretary of the Navy, : 

| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, Secretary of State. 

j Mr. Clavel to Mr. Welles. q 

: oe | New OrLEanNs, July 10, 1865. | 

; EXCELLENCY: The undersigned respectfully begs leave to state that he is the owner of E 

: the steamer Sonora, belonging to the district of New Orleans, where she was registered on E 

1 the 25th of February, 1864. | a E 

i On the 16th of November, 1864, when on her way from Brazos Santiago to this port, she B 

yo was forcibly captured by a part of her crew, who ran her into Aransas bay, where they deliv- . 

‘ ered her to the rebel authorities. She was condemned as being the property of a citizen of : 

' the United States, and sold for the sum of eleven thousand dollars in gold, which was i 

| - divided among the captors. The crew had been shipped, and every one of them had taken . 

the oath of allegiance to the United States. oe | : 

Owing to the strict watch kept by the vessels of the western gulf blockading squadron, B 

| she did not leave Aransas bay before the 9th of June, 1865, after having learned the surren- | : 

{ der of Texas, flying the rebel flag, bound to Tampico, where she arrived on the. 12th of the : 

| said month. | : : 

| The above stated facts will easily demonstrate that the capture of the steamer Sonora was : 

| a wrongful act of piracy, and her subsequent sailing from Aransas Pass, after the surrender q 

of Texas, is another confirmation of the illegality of her capture. | : 

| The undersigned hopes that your excellency will afford him the protection of our powerful i: 

q government to help him to recover his vessel. She is now detained in the port of Tampico : 

{ by the demand made by Mr. Franklin Chase, United States consul, for her delivery to him, : 

| as being the property of an absent American citizen, piratically taken from him. :
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| The undersigned, in a letter by him received from Mr. Chase, United States consul at 
‘ ‘Tampico, is advised by him to furnish your excellency with all the information in his power. 
: The above statement is made to that effect. , 
4 | _ Respectfully submitted: 
: | F, CLAVEL, _ 
: 77 Magazine street, New Orleans, Louisiana. : 
; _ ° His Excellency the Hon. SECRETARY OF THE U.S. Navy, } 
, . - Washington, D. C. . 

| | The Marquis Montholon to Mr. Hunter. 

| [ Translation. ] : 

4 LEGATION OF FRANCE To THE UNITED STatTss, 
| Washington, August 4, 1865. 

Sir: I hasten to let you know that I have just received from his excellency 
| Marshal Bazaine a despatch announcing to me that the government of Mexico | 

has decided that the American materiel unduly taken over to the Mexican bank 7 
| on the surrender of Brownsville, to which the letter of your excellency addressed 
| to me the 12th July relates, should be restored without delay to the federal 
| authorities, and that orders were immediately sent to Matamoras to assure the 
] execution of this decision. | ‘ | ' 

Accept, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. : | oO 
i- MONTHOLON. 
; Hon. W. Hunter, &c., Sc., §e. | | 

Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. 

’ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: | Washington, August 8, 1865. | 

_ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 4th 
instant, in which you inform this department that, in compliance with the re- 
quest contained in my note of the dth ultimo, the French military authorities a 

: in Mexico have decided upon the restoration to this government of the public 
property which, on the surrender of Brownsville by the insurgents, was taken 

| over to the Mexican banks of the Rio Grande. 2 
Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. | | 

— WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — 
| The Marquis pe Monruoton, &c,, &c., §c. | | 1 

| The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Hunter. - 4 

| [ Translation. ] , 

: LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, 

Washington, August 8, 1865. | : 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of date 31st 
: July last, and also of the annexes which have relation to the affair of the mer- 

: chant vessel the Sonora. | 
fo I will hasten, sir, to communicate the claim of Mr. Clavel to the competent : 

Mexican authorities, and to testify to them the interest which the government | 
of the United States takes in the adjustment of this affair. | 

Accept, sir, the assurance of my high consideration. y | 
‘ | , — -  MONTHOLON. ! 
| Hon. WiLuiAM Hunter, Sc, &¢, | : 

| :
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4 Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. 1 

id | | , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | . 
a : | So Washington, September 13, 1865. og 

fe Sir: Referring to my note of the 31st of July last, concerning the desired | 
fs restoration of the steamer Sonora to her owner, Mr. F. Clavel, and thanking q 
a you for your reply of the 8th ultimo, I have the honor to enclose, in support : 
a of the claim, a copy of the letter of the 18th ultimo, from D. Lanzac, esq., of : 
ld New Orleans, attorney for Mr. Clavel, and of the documents which accompanied i 
iF it, from which it appears that Mr. Clavel has gone in person to Tampico, taking : 
4 with him other documents bearing upon his claim to ownership. — ; 
4 | The account of the transaction in regard to this vessel derived from the pa- 1 
L pers which have been laid before you is to the effect that the steamer Sonora J 
a. was, on the 25th of February, 1864, duly registered in New Orleans, Louisiana, ; 
4 as a vessel belonging to the United States merchant service; that on the 16th £ 
a day of November, 1864, when on her way from Brazos Santiago to New Or- ] 
| - leans, she was forcibly captured by a part of her crew, who ran her into Aran- E 
4 gas bay, where she was delivered by these piratical captors to agents of the - q 
| insurgents, who are reported to have caused a pretended condemnation and sale a 

of the vessel; the proceeds of which pretended sale, being the sum of eleven 4 
i thousand dollars in gold, are said to have been divided among the capturing E 
4 pirates, who had shipped on the Sonora as citizens of the United States, upon 1 
oo taking the oath of allegiance as such; that owing to the strict watch kept by 
J the vessels of the United States blockading squadron, the Sonora was prevented E 

J from leaving Aransas bay before the 9th of June, 1865, when she sailed for — - 
Tampico, flying the insurgent flag. | | : 

| | Under these circumstances this government holds that the before-named 

| steamer is the property of Mr. F. Clavel, and that the parties who navigated = : 
| her to Tampico are trespassers and intruders, having no rights or authority in E 

her; that the acts by which she came into their custody were piratical and : 
] fraudulent. It is therefore hoped that, so far as it might depend upon the 

agents of the imperial government, every facility will be afforded to Mr. Clavel : 
sto regain possession of the vessel. , ; 

| Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. | . : 
, WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

The Marquis DE MONTHOLON, &., &c., Sc. ; o£ 

| | | Mr. Lanzac to Mr. Hunter. | | 

| a New ORLEANS, August 18, 1865. E 

{ Sir: In reply to yours of 31st July, concerning steamship Sonora, I have to an | 
ti state that Mr. F. Clavel went to Brazos Santiago per schooner Mary Moulis, q 
] to have in the port of Matamoras, Mexico, an opportunity more easy than here _ i 
| to go to Tampico, as advised to do by the United States consul general, Mr. ] 

Franklin Chase. | | | E 
| Enclosed you will find copies of bill of sale by C. H. Delmater, in New ] 
: York, to F. Clavel, and copy of register of custom-house in New Orleans. : 
: Mr. F. Clavel took along to Tampico— _ | E 

| 1. Log-book of steamer Sonora, brought back by Captain George M. Good- . 
! speed. : : 
: 2. Affidavits of T’. Riondel and Thomas Delaney, firemen on board last trip the 
: _ steamer made, stating the piratical capture. . | : 
| 3. Copies of register and bill of sale. . 
| Since four weeks, about, Captain George M. Goodspeed, now commanding ; 

| Z
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4 United States quartermaster’s department steamer Ruthven, plying betweenGal- = 
7 veston and Houston, Texas, is requested to send his affidavit and protest about 
; the piratical seizure of the steamer by most of her own crew, but to this moment 

, _ I did not receive any. As soon asto hand, I will send it to you. | 
| | Two firemen and the cook are in New Orleans at present. 

j If I could do anything in this matter during the absence of Mr. F. Clavel, 
7 you will be so kind as to advise me, _ | | | 

| _ Most respectfully, I have the honor to remain your obedient servant, 
i Oo : | —D. LANZAC, 76 Orleans street. 

: W. Hunter, Esq., _ | | | | 
1 Depariment of State, Washington, D.C. — | 

i | Know all men by these presents, that I, Cornelius H. Delmater, of the city of New York, | | 
1 owner of the steamer called the Ouachita, of the burden of 79-43; tons or thereabouts, for and | 
i in consideration of the sum of ten thousand five hundred dollars, lawful money of the United | 
3 States of America, to me in hand paid before the sealing and delivery of these presents by 
3 F’, Clavel, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, have and by these presents do grant, 
1 bargain, sell, assign, transfer, and set over unto the said F. Clavel, his executors, adminis- 
1 trators and assigns, the said steamer, together with all and singular her masts, yards, sails, 
] rigging, anchors, cables, boats, tackle, apparel, and appurtenances; to have and to hold the 
1 Said steamer and appurtenances thereunto belonging, unto the said F. Clavel, his heirs, his 
1 executors, administrators and assigns, forever. 
q And I, the said. Cornelius H. Delmater, for myself, my heirs, executors and administra- 
j tors, do hereby covenant and agree to and with the said F. Clavel, his heirs, his executors, | 
. administrators and assigns, that at the execution of these presents I am the true and lawful y 

| owner of the said steamer Ouachita, appurtenances, and I now have full right and authority ‘ 
to sell and dispose of the same, freed from and cleared of all claims, incumbrances, or de- ‘ 

1 mands whatsoever. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, at the city of New Orleans, the 

i fourth day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three. 
; | : C. H. DELMATER. 
; Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of— | 
j A. C. WILMARTH. 

{ STATE OF NEW YORK, City and County of New York, ss: | 
’ On the 4th day of September, 1863, before me personally came Cornelius H. Delmater, to 
] me known to be the individual described in and who executed the foregoing instrument, and 
; acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
: | A. C. WILMARTH, 4 

| Notary Public, New York, 41 Chambers street. | 

i | CUSTOM-HOUSE, New Orleans, August 10, 1865. | 

: I do hereby certify that the above is a true copy of the record on file in this office. 
1 8. A. STOCKDALE, Deputy Collector. | 

In pursuance of an act of Congress of the United States of America, entitled ‘‘ An act con- 
i cerning the registering and recording of ships or vessels,” F. Clavel, of New Orleans, State ot 
i Louisiana, having taken or subscribed the oath required by the said act, and having sworn | 

that he is a citizen of the United States, and the only owner of the ship or vessel called the \ 
Sonora, of New Orleans, whereof J. Hayes is at present master and a citizen of the United i 

4 States, as he hath sworn, and that the said ship ov vessel was formerly the British schooner \ 
j _ Quachita, captured and condemned as a prize, and sold by the United States marshal of the | 
3 district of New York; and documents on file in this office having certified that the said ship 
7 | or vessel has one deck, and two masts, and that her length is 116 feet, her breadth 16 feet, 

her depth 6 feet 6 inches, that she measures 11642 tons, that she is a steamer, has square | 
4 stern, and round truck; and the said F. Clavel having agreed to the description and ad- 

measurement above specified, and sufficient security having been given according to the said | 
‘ act, the said steamer has been duly registered at the port of New Orleans. h 

WM. BULLITT, Deputy Naval Officer. | 

Given under our hand and seal at the port of New Orleans, this 25th day of February, in 
the year 1864. | 

| | JOHN F. COLLINS, Deputy Collector. | 

3 I hereby certify the above is a true copy: of original on file in this office. 
8. A. STOCKDALE, Deputy Collector.
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i a | | 

The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. 

oe _[ Translation. ] o£ 

| : LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, L 

| Washington, October 19, 1865. - ££ 

| Sir: I feel myself obliged to call the attention of your excellency to certain . 

| facts that occurred this year on the Rio Grande, and which seem to be in exact E 

| opposition to the repeated assurances your excellency has given me concerning : 

: the desire of the cabinet at Washington to preserve the most strict neutrality : 

in the events now taking place in Mexico. | | : 

i It is scarcely necessary for me to add, that I am convinced that the said facts : 

Hf occurred without the knowledge of the federal government, and that they must o£ 

be the result of the negligence of subordinate agents. I do not hesitate, there- 

fore, to inform you of them, convinced that it is only necessary to bring them to E 

7 your notice in order to prevent their future occurrence. j 

The information conveyed to his Majesty’s government states that the dis- ( 

| senting forces of Cortinas are recruiting many American colored persons, and : 

that this partisan chief passes and repasses the Texan frontier whenever he : 

pleases, going to Brownsville (Texas) to get whatever he needs. : 

! About the end of July last Cortinas attacked the steamer Sefiorita on the : 

river, loaded with cotton, taken on board at Camargo, and destined for Mata- *~§ 

moras. The attack occurred on Texas ground, and the captured vessel was L 

1] made fast to the Texan shore, where she has remained in possession of the dissent- E 

ers since the 27th of July. es | | | 7 ; 

In the course of the same month a convoy of goods was to start for Monte- i 

rey. Cortinas, who was in Brownsville, heard of it, and enlisted men publicly 4 

to attack it. His armed troops crossed the river, and the convoy would have . 

; certainly fallen into his hands but for the vigilance of the imperial authorities. E 

In fine, it is well known that Cortinas’s men ride and walk armed in the 

| streets of Brownsville, with ribbons on their hats, indicating the number of the } 

: guerilla band to which they belong. | F 

It would be difficult for neutrality to be more openly violated, and that facts ; 

| more grave should occur to contradict the assertions which your excellency has 

| given me in the name of your government. : 

I will be very much obliged to you, then, if you will cause to be issued the - 

orders necessary to prevent the renewal of any such acts in future. £ 

| Accept the assurances of my distinguished consideration. - 

| MONTHOLON. . 4 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, §c., &c., §c. E 

Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. q 

! — | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | ; 

| . Washington, October 31,1865. __ q 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 19th E 

| instant in regard to violation of neutrality of the United States alleged to have | 

| taken place recently on the Rio Grande. In reply, I have the honor to inform : 

you that I have requested the Secretary of War to cause the matter to be in- 4 

quired into with a view to the adoption of such proceedings as may be called for. ae | 

Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration. | 

h | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
I The Marquis DE MoNnTHOLON, §c., &c., §c. | 

.
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| _ Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. 7 

| “DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
Washington, November 10, 1865. 

to __ Sir: I have the honor to recur to your note of the 19th ultimo, in which com- | 
_ plaints are made of violations of the neutrality of the United States on the Rio 

| ‘Grande, and to my note of the 31st of October, acknowledging the receipt thereof. : The first complaint is, that the « dissenting forces of Cortinas are recruiting 
many colored persons, and that this partisan chief passes the Texan frontiers 
whenever he pleases, going to Brownsville to procure whatever he needs.” 
These representations were submitted to the Secretary of War for such inform- 
ation and such opinion as he might think proper to submit to the President. 

| It appears that upon these points the Secretary of War has no information, —_ 2 . Major General Sheridan was instructed to preserve the same neutrality that had | 
been observed towards the United States by the French or imperial party, | i. when Brownsville and the greater portion of the Rio Grande was held by the 
rebels. If it should be ascertained that the Insurgents had been able to cross | and recross the Mexican frontier at will, and go into Matamoras with a view of | obtaining what they required, then existing instructions might authorize a cor- | : responding course on the part of this government towards the liberals. The 
Secretary of War is not aware of the existence of any regulation which prevents | 
either imperialist or liberal from crossing the ‘Texas frontier, or proceeding to 
Brownsville to make purchases; and if recruiting has been allowed by officers 
in command, it has been without the authority of the Secretary of War. I am ! of opinion that, American emigration having been invited to Mexico by the im- ! 
perial party, there is neither law nor order preventing it; and that, as the 
republican government of Mexico is acknowledged by the United States, there — | 
can be properly no objection urged to such of their citizens as may choose going | 
to Mexico, and taking, when there, whichever side they may prefer. 

It is admitted that while the United States hold their present attitude 7 
towards Mexico, military commanders should not allow either party to recruit 
soldiers upon United States territory. | oe 

| | With regard to the second complaint, namely, that “about the last of July, 2 
a 1865, Cortinas attacked the steamer Sefiorita on the river, loaded with cotton, 
i taken on board that vessel at Camargo, and destined for Matamoras ; that the ! : attack occurred on Texas ground, and that the captured vessel was made fast | in to the Texas shore, where she has remained in possession of the dissenters 

: since the 27th of July last; that in the course of the same month a convoy of 
goods was to start for Monterey, and that Cortinas, who was in Brownsville, 
heard of it, and enlisted men openly to attack the convoy; his armed troops . | 

} . ._ erossed the river,’ &c., it is conceded that, if the facts were as represented, the 
: conduct of the commander at Brownsville was entirely inexcusable. These 
1 complaints have been referred to Major General Sheridan, commanding the © 
: military division of the Gulf, with suitable instructions and directions to reporé si 

_ the facts as to what had previously occurred. , 
It is stated by the Secretary of War that the United States have a long 

| frontier upon the Rio Grande, where none of our troops are stationed ; that 
either of the belligerents might easily commit acts of war upon the other from 

7 United States soil without such acts being known in time to prevent them. | 
: Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my very high consideration. 

| : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. . _ The Marquis DE MontHOLoN, §c., §c., Sc. | |
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4 The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. , ' 

| | [ Translation. ] | 

'  —- LEGATION.OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, : 
if | | Washington, November 23, 1865. j 

it Sir: Your note of the 10th November, in answer to mine of the 19th of i 
i October last, about events that had transpired on the Rio Grande frontier last 4 
I ear, informed me that the Secretary: of War had ordered an investigation of : 
u y . y 8 4 

\ some of the acts I complained of, particularly the capture of the steamer Seiio- ; 
4 rita: You even added that if the facts were as you represented to me, it was : 

4 evident the military commander in Brownsville was in the wrong. _ | ' 
q I have just received from his Majesty’s: acting consul in New Orleans the | 

4 annexed claim of the French commercial house of L. Mouler & Co., owner of : 
4 thirty-five bales of cotton, part of the cargo of the steamer Sefiorita. «= 
4 As your excellency will see by reference to the appended documents, Mr. — | 
4 Mouler’s complaint coincides fully with others from a different source, and seems: : | 
t to confirm the verity of the first reports that reached me. oe . : 
yo The house of Mouler & Co. now claims of the United States government,as. | 
4 indemnity, the sum of ten thousand and. thirty-seven dollars ($10,037) for | 
4 the loss of cotton, said to have been caused by the United States.  § 
i I will be very much obliged to your excellency if you will cause this claim ; 
4 to be put into the hands of the proper authorities, and let me know the result. : 
i of the decision as soon as possible. : 4 
i Accept the assurances of my high consideration. | | E 
' | oe MONTHOLON, — ; 

Hon. Wittiam H. SeEwarp, §c., §c., §c., | ] 
7 | Washington, D. C., : | 

h . | [ Translation. ] 7 | | : 

Claim of Mouler & Co.—The substance. E 

The French commercial house of Mouler & Co. sends a claim for $10,037 84 against the 4 
United States, for the loss of thirty-five bales of cotton, caused by act of the United States, =  &f 
to the consul. - J 

| | New ORLEANS, October 27, 1865. q 

| Sm: In June last Messrs. Maithes and Garza, of Camargo, Mexico, bought thirty-five ok 
| bales of cotton on our account, and paid the duty to the imperial government of Mexico, and ' 

also to Juarez’s agents, when they took possession of that port. &£ 
The house of Maithes and Garza shipped this cotton to us on the 21st of June, 1865, in | : 

the Mexican steamer Sefiorita, which was seized by the Juarist General Cortinas, and landed | E 
in the United States territory on the Texas side of the Rio Grande river. ee . 
We applied to the federal military authorities having the entire control of that part of the : 

United States, but they showed no anxiety to return us our property, or even to order its : 
| sequestration, and sent us to the Mexican republican courts, which is a denial of justice or : , 

an act of derision. | | - 

_ Under these circumstances, all that remained for us to do was to request you to transmit - 
. to his excellency the minister of the Emperor in Washington the claim of $10,037 84 in gold, : 

| which we make against the United States government, and herewith send you, with allthe : 
corroborating evidence. . : 

. Accept, sir, our respectful salutations. . : 
| | L. MOULER & CO. | ; 

. STATE OF LOUISIANA, Parish of Orleans : | | : 

| Before me, Pierre Coudrain, a notary public for the parish of Orleans, duly qualified and. : 
| sworn, personally appeared Mr. Réné Dumestre, born at Siarrony, canton of Vis de Bigorre, i 
i (Upper Pyrenees, ) one of the partners in the house of Mouler & Dumestre, established in : 

this city of New Orleans, No. 109 Chartres street, and at Matamoras under the firm of L. a 
: Mouler & Co., who having been sworn according to law, says and declares: E
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: 1. That the house of Mouler & Co., established at Matamoras, is a French commercial 
house, and consists of Louis Mouler, Austin Caunere, Jules Desca, and this affiant, all | 
French subjects; that none of its members have violated the neutrality commanded by the 
Emperor of the French in the conflict between the government of the United States and ; 
certain States assuming the name of Confederate States. | 

? | 2 That on the 21st of June, 1865, Messrs. Maithes and Garza shipped at Camargo, Mexi- | 
ico, on the Mexican steamer Seforita, on account of L. Mouler & Co., of Matamoras, Mexico, - 
thirty-five (35) bales of cotton, as shown by the original bill of lading, delivered by the i 
captain of the said steamer, annexed to the present affidavit, and of which an authenticcopy . 

-is annexed to the duplicates of this document. | : i 
3. That it is shown by a Spanish document, annexed to one of these patents, delivered by 

: the custom-house collector at Camargo, Mexico, that the thirty-five bales of cotton shipped 
on the Mexican steamer Senorita had paid to the republican and also to the imperial govern- | 

_ ment, at different times, (27th May, 1865, and 21st June, 1865, ) its entry dues. i 
3 4, That the Mexican steamer Senorita, on the way from Camargo to Matamoras, was | 
; captured by General Cortinas, of the Juarist army, and a part of the cargo were the thirty-five 
: bales of cotton shipped by the house of L. Mouler & Co., and belonging to them. 

5. That the capture of this Mexican steamer Seiorita is a fact too notorious to require 
2 proof of its seizure. 

| 6. That these thirty-five bales of cotton were placed by the said General Cortinas on the farm | 
4 of Mrs. Stephen Goseaseochea, who they say is Cortinas’s mother, situated on the left bank | 

of the Rio Grande, in Texas, and upon territory of the republic of the United States. : 
7. That the firm of L. Mouler & Co., on 15th and 22d of June, 1865, through its agent, 3) 

Mr. Maithes, of the house of Maithes & Garza, tried to get the cotton from the federal mili- 
| tary authorities, then controlling that portion of United States territory, exhibiting to them 

all proot of ownership. mo 
8. That the federal authorities showed no inclination to do justice to the French com- | 

mercial house of L. Mouler & Co., of Matamoras, and finally referred them to the courts of : 
i the Mexican republic. , | oo 

: 9. That these thirty-five bales of cotton were sold by General Cortinas without opposition 
: on the neutral territory. of the United States, though they belonged to the French house of | 
: x Mouler & Co., and the present affiant claims its value for his principal from the United 

tates. 
2 10. That these thirty-five bales of cotton intended to be shipped and sold in New York by : 
: the house of L. Mouler & Co., of Matamoras, where they would have probably arrived the ! 
1 15th of July, 1864, was of the quality of good middling. i 
: 11, That these thirty-five bales of cotton averaged 475 pounds weight per bale, or sixteen a 

thousand six hundred and twenty-five pounds, (16,625.) | 
12. That this affiant, in the name of L. Mouler & Co., will now fix the value of the said ; 

cotton in the New York market on the 15th of July, 1865, deducting the ordinary charges. 

ACCOUNT OF THE VALUE OF THIRTY-FIVE BALES OF COTTON. : 

13. At the 15th July, 1865, good middling cotton was worth fifty cents a pound in New 
I York, in United States treasury notes—that is, eight thousand three hundred and twelve j 
a dollars and fifty cents for the 16,625 pounds. 
, - From this sum is to be deducted: 1. The insurance from Matamoras to New York, to: 
i. have been paid by L. Mouler & Co., of five per cent. on the value of thirty-five (35) bales of 

cotton in Matamoras, which was thirty cents in gold per pound; that is, four thousand nine © 
1 hundred and eighty-seven dollars and fifty cents ($4,987 50) for the sixteen thousand six 

hundred and twenty-five (16,625) pounds, making a sum of two hundred and forty-nine dol- 
lars and thirty-seven cents ($249 37) in gold, or at the premium in New York, (forty-two, ) ’ 
the sum of three hundred and fifty-four dollars, and eleven cents ($354 11) in United States 
treasury notes. 7 | - 
2. The freight to have been paid by this affiant to New York, at the rate of two cents a 

pound, in United States treasury notes, or $332 50 for the sixteen thousand six hundred and. : 
twenty-five (16,625) pounds, making $332 50. : | 

3. The import duty at the rate of two cents a pound in gold, (act of Congress approved 
the 30th of June, 1864,) or two hundred and eighty-four thousandths (0.0284) of a dollar in 
United States treasury notes, or four hundred and seventy-two dollars and fifteen cents in 
United States treasury notes, for the sixteen thousand six hundred and twenty-five pounds, 
(16,625, ) making $472 15. The total deduction will be $1,158 76, leaving the net profit on 
the thirty-five bales of cotton in United States treasury notes at $7,153 74. 

14, That this sum of $7,153 74 cents in the United States treasury notes represents in = 
gold the premium in New York on the 15th of July, 1865, being 42, the sum of five thousand 
and thirty-seven dollars and eighty-four cents, ($5,037 84,) what the cotton would have 
brought in New York at that time. — | ‘ 

15. That this retention of property and denial of justice has caused the house of L. Mouler 
& Co. considerable damage, inasmuch as they have thus lost the use of that capital ; and the ‘ 

| affiant can adduce proof that the damage has amounted to five thousand dollars in gold
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| ($5,000, which sum the house of L. Mouler & Co., all the members of which are French sub ; 

| jects, claim in damages from the United States. 1. The sum of five thousand and thirty- | 
seven dollars and eighty-four cents ($5,037 84) in gold, the value of the thirty-five bales of 

2 cotton of which the house of L. Mouler & Co., has been despoiled. 2. The sum of five thou- i 
sand dollars ($5,000) in gold, as damages and interest. q 

| In all, the sum of ten thousand and thirty-seven dollars and eighty-four cents ($10,037 84) ; 

in gold, for the reason and causes above mentioned. | oe : 
| | Z R. DUMESTRE. : 

: Sworn to and subscribed before me, in New Orleans, on the 2ist of October, 1865. 7 

| [SEAL.] > , P. COUDRAIN, Notary Public. q 

| | | [ Translation.—No. 2. ] : E 

THE AUDITOR (CONDADOR) CHARGED WITH THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE FRONTIER 4 

- CUSTOM-HOUSE OF THIS CITY. : ; 

I hereby certify that the importation No. 45, dated 29th of May last, made by Messrs. E 

| _ Lopez and Garcia, to the number of three hundred and fifty bales of cotton, has paid all ex- E 

| penses in this office, as appears from the proper day-book, page 72, policy No. 170 ; and at the 

| request of those interested, and for legal purposes, I give this present copy in Camargo, the @ 

3d of June, 1865. . | on 

| Auditor in charge, | - . 

: . JESUS P. MARTE. 

ft STATE OF LOUISIANA, Parish and City of New Orleans: a 

: I, Pierre Coudrain, a notary public duly commissioned and sworn in and for this parish & 
and city of New Orleans, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct : 

: copy of the original, produced and exhibited to me this day by Mouler & Co.; that I have ; 

signed said original ‘‘ne varietur,” at the date hereof, in order to identify it herewith, and : 

| delivered the whole to said Mouler & Co. | : 
| In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed the impress of my sealof : 

| office, at New Orleans, this second day of October, A. D. 1865, and the ninetieth year of the 3 
| independence of the United States of America. - 
| [ SEAL. | P. COUDRAIN, Notary Public. q 

(Revenue stamp.) — | | t 

| - [Translation.—No. 3. ] | : E 

| I, C. Whitaker, a citizen of Matamoras, and owner of the steamer Senorita, say it is true, 3 
and acknowledge to have received from Messrs. Maithes and Garza, merchants of this place, | 

| the following effects : thirty-five (35) bales of cotton, marked and numbered asin ~ : 

{ M. & G. margin; entered, weighed, dry, andin good condition, to my entire satisfaction, to q 

be carried to Matamoras in due time, and delivered in the same condition to Messrs. p 
Mouler & Co. ; and the faithful and legal delivery having been made, I am to be paid for the E 

| freight, at the rate of $8 per every bale ; and to fulfil the same, I bind myself and my property, E 
, and sign these bills of lading, of the same tenor, and for a single effect. . 

Port of Camargo, June 21, 1865. , | 4 
C. WHITAKER. . 

: Amount of freight, $280. _ . 
| (In margin: Not responsible for old damages. ) : 

: STATE OF LOUISIANA, Parish and City of New Orleans: | : 
I, Pierre Coudrain, a notary public duly commissioned and sworn in and for this parish : 

and city of New Orleans, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct : 
| copy of the original, produced and exhibited to me this day by Mouler & Co.; that I have i 
| signed said original ‘‘ne varietur,’’ at the date hereof, in order to identify it herewith, and ; 

delivered the whole to said Mouler & Co. q 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed the impress of my seal of . o£ 
office, at New Orleans, this 2d day of October, A. D. 1865, and the ninetieth year of the inde- ; 

4 pendence of the United States of America. ‘ : 

[ SEAL. ] . P. COUDRAIN, Notary Public.
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| | [Third class—two reals.—No. 1.] | 
Mexican empire—opened for the year 1864~’65, according to section 3d of act 41 of the law 

1. of February, 1856. 

| _ -, MaTamoras, May 19, 1865. | 
Administrator, H. Galvan. Police prefect, Pedro de la Gazza. 

| THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE FRONTIER CUSTOM-HOUSE OF CAMARGO. | 

I hereby certify that the steamer Seforita left the town of Camargo on the 21st of June, of | 
the present year, with thirty-five (35) bales of cotton, the property of Maithes 

3 Mark, M.& G. and Garza, imported into said town by Messrs. Lopez and Garcia, and shipped | 
4 to Matamoras, to the consignment of Messrs. Mouler & Co.; and at the oy 

request of persons interested, I give the present, at Matamoras, on the 21st of July, 1865. i 
. | The administrator, J. MA. ROSS. : 

3 _ STarTE oF Lovuistana, Parish and City of New Orleans: — , 

: I, Pierre Coudrain, a notary public duly commissioned and sworn in and for this parish 
3 and city of New Orleans, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of  —; 
3 the original, produced and exhibited to me this day by Mouler & Co.;. that I have signed 
i. _ said original ‘‘ ne varietur”’ at the date hereof, in order to identify it herewith, and delivered 
4 the whole to said Mouler & Co. os oo | , 
’ In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed the impress of my seal of 
5 , office, at New Orleans, this 2d day of October, A. D. 1865, and the ninetieth year of the J | 
4 independence of the United States of America. oe 

bo  [SEAL.] , P. COUDRAIN, Notary Public. | 
(Revenue stamp.) : | f 

The administrator and auditor of the frontier custom-house of Camargo certify that the 
| custom-house of this city, under imperial orders, issued a permit, No. 26, for thirty-five (35) | 

bales of cotton, shipped by Messrs. Lopez & Garcia to Matamoras on the steamer Seforita, | 
i and consigned to Messrs. L. Mouler & Co., import No. 45, date 27th instant, as appears from 

policy No. 170, folio 72, of the day-book in which the office accounts are kept, the duties os 
having been paid to the liberal government at the time of importation. _ _ 

: The mark of the cotton is seen in the margin, and for the use of those interested I give the 
j present in the said town of Camargo, on the 24th of July, 1865. | 
; | | VIVIANO G. PERES. 
| | |  V. FEJEDA. , 

STATE OF LOUISIANA, Parish and City of New Orleans: | , ! 

I, Pierre Coudrain, a notary public duly qualified and sworn in and for the parish and city — 
4 of New Orleans, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a’ true and correct copy of 
j the original now produced and exhibited to me by Mouler & Co.; that I have signed said 

original “ne varietur,” at the date hereof, in order to identify it herewith, and delivered the 4 
4 whole to Mouler & Co. | | - 
j In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed the impress of my seal op 

| of office at New Orleans, this 29th day of September, 1865, and of the independence of the 
: United States of America the ninetieth. 
: [SEAL.|] — | P. COUDRAIN, Notary Public. — 4 
: (Revenue stamp.) oo : 

, STATE OF LOUISIANA—EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT. | : 
. BY J. MADISON WELLS, GOVERNOR OF SAID STATE. | 

| To all who shall see these presents, greeting : | | | | | | | | ‘ 

| Know ye, that the document hereto annexed is in due form and made by the proper officer, | 
4 and that Pierre Coudrain, whose name is subscribed thereto, was, at the time of subscribing __ 

| the same, notary public for Orleans parish, duly appointed and commissioned, and full faith \ 
. and credit are due and ought to be given to his official acts accordingly. - | 

Given under my hand and seal of the State at the city of New Orleans, this twenty-eighth " 
: day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and of i 
i the independence of the United States of America the ninetieth. | | 

[SEAL. ] | | | J. MADISON WELLS. 
4 (Revenue stamp.) _ | | , : 

By the Governor: | 
| S. WROTNOWSKI, Secretary of State. So
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. a ® | 

The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. . ; 

| _ [ Translation. ] —— | 

| : - Wasuineaton, November 29, 1865. 
| My Dear Sir: Conforming to the desire you expressed to me, I send you, - 

herewith, a copy and translation of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys’s despatch, the con- 
tents of which I have had the honor to read to you. | 

With the highest regards, I remain, my dear sir, respectfully yours, 
ee | ‘MONTHOLON. 

Hon. W. H. Sewarp, oe | , 
| Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. a E 

Monsieur Drouyn de Lhuys to the Marquis de Montholon.—( Confidential. ) | 

4 { Translation. ] : oe | 
4 MINISTRE DES AFFAIRES E'TRANGERES, I | . . - Paris, October 18, 1865. E 
4 MONSIEUR LE MaRQulis: I have taken several occasions since two months to advise you | f 
3 of the dispositicns of the imperial government concerning the duration of the occupation of 
| Mexico by the French troops. I told you, in my despatch of August 17, that we called with - £ 
a: our most sincere wishes for the day when the last French soldier should leave the country, f 
a and that the cabinet of Washington could contribute to hasten that moment. On the 2d of 
4 September I renewed to you the assurance of our strong desire to withdraw our auxiliary FE 
4 corps SO soon as circumstances should allow it. At last, following the same ideas more fully, : 
‘gin a private letter of the 10th of the same month I added that it greatly depended upon. the  «£ 
is United States to facilitate the departure of our troops. If they would adopt toward the Mex- 
a ican government an amicable attitude, which would aid to the consolidation of order, and in { 
a which we could find motives of security for the interests which obliged us to carry arms be- 
a yond the Atlantic, we would be ready to adopt without delay the basis of an understanding E 
if on this subject with the cabinet of Washington; and I wish to make fully known to you ' 

now the views of the government of his Majesty. : 
What we ask of the United States is to be assured that their intention is not to impede the 

consolidation of the new order of things founded in Mexico; and the best guarantee we could E 
receive of their intention would be the recognition of the emperor Maximilian by the federal | : 
government. | | | 

The American Union should not, it seems to us, be kept back by the difference of institu- 
tions, for the United States have official intercourse with all the monarchies of Europe and 
the New World. It is in conformity with their own principles of public law to regard the a: 
monarchy established in Mexico as being, at least, a government ‘de facto,” without par- 
ticular regard to its nature or its origin, which has been consecrated by the sufferings of the . 
people of that country; and in thus acting the cabinet of Washington would only be inspired E 

_ with the same feelings of sympathy which President Johnson expressed recently to the envoy . 
of Brazil, as guiding the policy of the United States towards the younger states of the Ameri- : 
can continent. | | a 

Mexico, it is true, is still occupied at this moment by the French army, and we can readily 
see that this objection will arise. But the acknowledgment of the Emperor Maximilian by : 
the United States would, in our opinion, have sufficient influence upon the state of the coun- 
try to allow us to take into consideration their susceptibilities on this subject; and should the 
cabinet of Washington decide to open diplomatic relations with the court of Mexico, we would . : 
see no difficulty to enter in arrangement for the recall of our troops within a reasonable period 
of which we would—might—consent to fix the termination. : 

In consequence of the vicinage and immense extent of the common frontier, the United 
States are, more than any other power, interested to see their trade with Mexico placed under 
the safeguard of stipulations in harmony with the mutual wants of both countries. We would : 
most readily offer our good offices to facilitate the conclusion of a commercial treaty, thereby : 
cementing the political “rapprochement” the bases of which I have just made known to you. 

_ By order of the Emperor, I invite you to make known to Mr. Seward the dispositions of his : 
Majesty’s government. | 

| You are authorized, if you think it proper, to read him the contents of this despatch. 
I remain, 

DROUYN DE LHOYS. 
The MARQUIS DE MONTHOLON, &c., &c., &c. | 

29 D c** . | :
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| _ . Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. — 

\ _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | | Washington, December 4, 1865. 

: Sir: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of 
| the 23d ultimo, in regard to the claim of Messrs. L. Mouler & Company, on 
; account of their alleged loss of thirty-five bales of cotton in consequence of the 2 
| _ seizure of the steamer Sefiorita by the Mexican General Cortinas, whois reported = = 
i to have landed the cargo on the Texas side of the Rio Grande, and there to | 

have disposed of it. | : | 
In reply, I have the honor to inform you that I have referred the claim to Oe 

: the Secretary of War for investigation. : — | | | 
| Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration. | 
i | , | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

The Marquis DE MontTHOLON, &¢., &c., &c. | a 

1. ) - . Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. 

i | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, i 
’ | | 7 Washington, December 6, 1865. 

j _ Sir: Having made known to the President the Emperor’s views on Mexican 
] affairs which you communicated to me on the 29th ultimo, I have now the i 
{ honor to inform you of the disposition of this government in regard to the same | 
| subject. It seems proper, however, for me to say, in the first place, that what | 
i I have to communicate has been already fully made. known to Mr. Bigelow, 
' with authority, in his discretion, to impart the same to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. | 

‘The effect of the Emperor’s suggestions when they are reduced to a practical | 
. shape seems to be this: that France is willing to retire from Mexico as soon as \ 

' she may, but that it would be inconvenient for her without first receiving from \ 
i the United States an assurance of a friendly or tolerant disposition to the \ 
i power which has assumed to itself an imperial form in the capital city of 
1 Mexico. The President is gratified with the assurance you have thus given of 
/ the Emperor’s good disposition. I regret, however, to be obliged to say that 
‘ _ the condition the Emperor suggests is one which seems quite impracticable. 
; It is. true, indeed, that the presence of foreign armies in an adjacent country | 
; could not, under any circumstances, but cause uneasiness and anxiety on the 
i ) part of this government. It creates for us expenses which are inconvenient, 
i not to speak of dangers of collision. Nevertheless, I cannot but infer from 
‘ the tenor of your communication, that the principal cause of the discontent — 

| prevailing in the United States in regard to Mexico is not fully apprehended 
by the Emperor’s government. The chief cause is not that there is a foreign _ 

zz army in Mexico; much less does that discontent arise from the circumstances 
that that foreign army is a French one. We recognize the right of sovereign | 
nations to carry on war with each other if they do not invade our right or 

_ - menace our safety or just influence. ‘The real cause of our national discontent 
: is, that the French army which is now in Mexico is invading a domestic repub- . 

| lican government there which was established by her people, and with whom — 
the United States sympathize most profoundly, for the avowed purpose of sup- 

--_- pressing it and establishing upon its ruins a foreign monarchical government, 
: whose presence there, so long as it should endure, could not but be regarded by 

_ the people of the United States as injurious and menacing to their own chosen 
‘ and endeared republican institutions. | | | 

I admit that the United States do not feel themselves called upon to make a
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war of propagandism throughout the world, or even on this continent, in the | : 
republican cause. We have’ sufficient faith in the eventual success of that 
cause on this continent, through the operation of existing material and moral 
causes, to induce us to acquiesce in the condition of things which we found 
existing here, while our own republic was receiving its shape and development. 
On the other hand we have constantly maintained, and still feel bound to  *& 
maintain, that the people of every State on the American continent have a 
right to secure for themselves a republican government if they choose, and F 
that interference by foreign states to prevent the enjoyment of such institutions 
deliberately established is wrongful, and in its effects antagonistical to the free | 
and popular form of government existing in the United States. We should 
think it wrong as well as unwise, on the part of the United States, to attempt ‘ 
to subvert by force monarchical governments in Europe for the purpose of 
replacing them with republican institutions. It seems to us equally objection- 

, ‘able that European states should forcibly intervene in states situated on this ° 
| continent to overthrow republican institutions, and replace them with mon- | ; 
| archies or empires. Se | | F 
4 _ Having thus frankly stated our position, I leave the question for the consid- 
a eration of France, sincerely hoping that that great nation may find it.compat- | 
8 ible with its best interests and its high honor to withdraw from its aggressive F 
4 attitude in Mexico within some convenient and reasonable time, and thus leave 
8 the people of that country to the free enjoyment of the system of republican i 
4 government which they have established for themselves, and of their adherence _ 
a ‘to which they have given what seems to the United States to be decisive and I 
a conclusive, as well as very touching proofs. I am, sir, the more inclined to i 
4 hope for such a solution of the difficulty for the reason that when, at any time ; 
4 within the last four years, the question has been asked of any American states- : 4 
4 man, or even of any American citizen, what country in Europe was the one ; 
5 which was least likely to experience an alienation of the friendship of the : 
; _ United States, the answer was promptly given, France. Friendship with | 

France has always been deemed important and peculiarly agreeable by the H 
American people. Every American citizen deems it no less important than. ; 
desirable for the future than for the past. | og 

The President will be pleased to be informed of the reception which the i 
Emperor gives to the suggestions which I have now made. | : 

Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my very high consideration. | ; 
| : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | : 

| Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. : 

| [ Translation. ] | | E 

- LEGATION OF FRANCE To THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | Washington, December 9, 1865. 

Sir: L hasten to acknowledge the reception of your excellency’s note of the: 
6th December, in answer to my communication of the 29th ultimo. | | : 

I will not fail to transmit, without delay, this important document to the- 
government of the Emperor. | 7 ee & 

Accept the assurances of my high consideration. | 
| | Os MONTHOLON.. | | 

~ Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, 8v., &., §., a 
| | Washington, D. C. |
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j Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. 
j ‘ [ Translation. ] 

; . - Mexican LE@ATION To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
{ | Washington, October 25, 1865. 2 
i Mr. SEcRETARY: Continuing my transmission to your department of the 
i principal documents that can give the United States government an idea of 

the principal events now taking place in Mexico, I now have the honor of send- 
i ing to you those mentioned in the enclosed index, some of which were brought 
i by the last steamer from Vera Cruz, and others, although of older date, I think 
i important. | | 
| As most significant, I must call your attention to the usurper’s proclamation, 
‘ dated in the city of Mexico, the 2d instant, and to his so-called decree of the 

. 3d of the same month. In the first, the ex-archduke supposes, contrary to the p 
; fact, that the constitutional President of the Mexican republic had abandoned | 
i the national territory, and from this false hypothesis he concludes that the | 
q defenders of independence, whom he calls bandits, in obedience to orders re- 
i ceived from the French, have no leader. It is nothing new for the usurper to 
/ call those patriots, who sustain the cause of independence and the institutions of 

Mexico, bandits; nor is it new for him to treat them as such, with a severity 
| that would be called excessive if applied to criminals of the lowest order. He | 
j showed the same determination in his proclamation of the 3d of November last, _ | 
4 of which I sent youa copy. Now Maximilian wishes to regulate this estab- i 
i lished system of assassination by a decree, issued on the 3d instant, creating : 

most informal military tribunals, extending their jurisdiction to every person in ' 
i the country found armed without license from his so-called government, regard- 

less to the numbers and character of the party he belongs to. In this decree, 
j excessively tyrannical, he condemns to death every armed man who is nota | 
; French soldier or a traitor ; and even those who will proffer information which ‘ 
] may aid the defenders of their country ; and sanctions severe penalties for the 
/ mere act of concealing a patriot or circulating alarming news ; and it has been 
‘ carried out by his French directors, who have been, by the system of courts- 
| martial, sending to the scaffold the captive patriots called guerrilleros, and even 
' military officers, of the national army, who could not be called so. 

This extraordinary severity is in open contradiction to the studied mild prom- 
4 _ ises made in his first proclamation on landing at Vera Cruz; which I also send 

to you, dated the 23d of May, 1864. | 
7 If the Mexican patriots have been waging a legitimate war during the exist- 

fs ence of the national government on Mexican territory, in the usurper’s opinion, 
what must be thought of his conduct in lending himself as a blind instrument | 
in this war, and in declaring, when there is no change of circumstances, that | 

: those fighting in a legitimate war are bandits, and must be assassinated 2 - 
Under No. 10 I send a copy of the usurper’s address delivered the end of last 

i month, on the occasion of the erection of a statue to Morelos, in Guardiola square, 
i city of Mexico. All the eulogies he makes upon that distinguished leader in 
, the first war of independence are now literally applicable to the citizens defend- | 
; ing the independence of their country in this second war of the same kind, and 

it equally as just and sacred as the first. With unexampled inconsistency the 
; usurper now declares those patriots bandits, and orders them to be assassinated 

- within a certain time by means of courts-martial. So 
| I also enclose two protests, made at ‘Tacambaro on the 10th and 24th of May 
i last, and signed by several French officers, prisoners of a republican force. In 

them you will perceive the generous and philanthropic conduct of the Mexican 
_ troops towards their prisoners, contrasting strangely with the decrees and bar- 

barous conduct of their enemies, _ :
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I also enclose a general order from the army of the centre, showing the most | 
recent organization of the national forces in that part of the territory of the re- 
public. - | f 

In conclusion, you will see among these documents two acts: one passed F 
, by the town and county of Zongolica, in the State of Vera Cruz, and the other : 

by the town and county of Juchitan, in the State of Oaxaca, in which the in- : 
habitants declare their hostile sentiments towards the so-called empire, which , 
takes place whenever the force of French bayonets is removed. : 

I take advantage of this occasion to renew the assurances of my distinguished «| 
consideration. | | Oe | : 

_ ‘M. ROMERO. 
Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &. s 

A A list of the documents sent by the Mexican legation, in Washington, to the Department of State — ; 
a. of the United States, with his note of the 25th of October, 1865, on events recently taken place ; 
4 in Mexico. | | : 

| No. 1. July 26, 1865. Act passed in the town of Zongolica, State of Vera Cruz, protest- 4 
4 ing against intervention and the empire, and offering obedience to the president of the re- 3 

/ public. | : F 
4 No. 2. July 27, 1865. Act passedin Juchitan, State of Oaxaca, protesting against the es- : 4 
a tablishment of an empire in Mexico by the French army, and acknowledging the republic. E 

| No. 3. Order from general-in-chief of the army of the centre, regulating the first division F 
4 of the army of the centre, operating in the State of Michoacan. : 
| No. 4. April 11, 1865. Protest of an officer and several soldiers of the foreign legion, ex- : 
a pressing their determination to remain as prisoners of war in Tacambaro, and not fight against f 

A the republic. | | [ 
4 No.5. May 24, 1865. Various French prisoners of war protest to remain in prison at Ta- . 
a cambaro until exchanged according to the laws of nations. : 
a No.6. May 28, 1865. Proclamation by the usurper to the Mexicans, published in Vera : 
s Cruz, on landing at that port. | . E 
¥ _ No. '7. November 3, 1864. The usurper to Velasquez de Leon, declares that the people E 

| are in his favor, and his adversaries must be persecuted and punished as bandits. i 
No. 8. October 2, 1865. The usurper to the Mexicans. Proclamation asserting that Pres- : 

ident Juarez had quit the territory of Mexico, and all defenders of the republic were outlaws. & 
No. 9. October 3, 1865. The usurper to the Mexicans. Decree ordering prisoners of war &§ 

to be executed within twenty-four hours, and those who aid the republicans or do not inform . 
on them, &c., and imposing severe penalties on citizens who do not or cannot resist them. 

| No. 10. September, 1865. The address of the usurper on the erection of the statute of : 
Morelos, in Guardiola square, city of Mexico. f 

| IGNO. MARISCAL. E 
WASHINGTON, October 25, 1865. m 

oe oe 

| [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. | | | | 

In the town of Zongolica, chief town of the canton of the same name, in the State of | | 
Vera Cruz, on the twenty-sixth of July, one thousand eight, hundred and sixty-five, inthe 
room of the town hall, assembled the persons whose names are signed to this act, and pre-  €- 
sided over by Leandro Almador, who stated the object of the meeting. 

Whereas the proposition of foreign intervention was accepted by some of the towns of the : 
republic of Mexico in consideration of offers made to sustain the government legally estab- 
lished in the country, and this promise has not been kept, nor can it be, for the intervenors 
with their partisans, deceiving and imposing upon the people, have pretended to establish 4 
monarchical government that can never be approved by any loyal Mexican, because it is not _ 
legitimate, and their emperor was elected by a small number of persons who met in the capi- 
tal and determined upon his inauguration. This was called a meeting of notables, (and in : 
fact they were all notable traitors to their country, ) and was evidently illegal, for the states , 
had not a single representative. Thus wrongfully established, this illegal government has F 
given open evidence of instability, and the free children of Andfhuac will never permit a 
foreign despot, supported by bayonets, to control their destiny. But if the intervenors had 
allowed the Mexicans a free election, the government so constituted would have been con- E 
sidered legitimate, whereas it now wants every feature of legitimacy in its constitution. F
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a Therefore, keeping in mind the sacred principles of the laws ot vations, pertaining to a 
; people who comprehend their duties and desire to shake off the yoke of tyranny, this assem- 
i bly has resolved as follows: - oO 
: 1. The canton of Zongolica disavows the government of Maximilian as illegal, because it | 
‘ | has not been rightfully established. Om | 
i | 2. It acknowledges as legitimate the government of citizen Benito Juarez, wherever he 2 
; may be, because he was lawfully inaugurated President according to the provisions of our | 
4 Mexican codes. | - | , - 
i 3. These resolutions, intending to defend our independence, acknowledge as chief he who 2 
i may be at the head of the national troops by legal appointment. < 7 
; 4, All urgent steps to be taken in our cause are left to the leader of the troops in this place, | 
; as he is rightfnlly entitled to authority. | , 

] Signed by Leandro Almador, Gumecindo Altemirano, Vicente Lebrija, Rafael Fuentes, 
7 Pedro Joaquin Cervantes, Teodoro Altamirano, Nicolas Tarvaleta, Pedro G. Telles, for the : 
' sergeants; Margareto Parrera and José Francisco Geria, for the corporals; Leandro Luna  §g 
q and Placido Gonzales, for the soldiers; José Maria Alfaro and Manuel Contreras. Luis G. | 
4 Fuentes, Ygnacio Guevora, Goregorio Parra, Estanislao Altominano, José G. Como, Rafael 

Mendez, Santiago Galicia, José Maria Luna, José M. Vallejo, José Anto. Cal, José M. 
4 Tello, Luis Garcia, Cristobal Rosales, Miguel Martinez, Manuel Garcia, Lorenzo Cano, and 
; _ -Francisca Luna. | | - 

Before me, | | 
' | YGNACIO 8. MENDIZAVAL, Secretary. | 

_ A true copy. : Oe oo, | 
q = | ~ YGNACIO MENDIZAVAL, © | 
q - Secretray of the Command. — | 
; ZONGOLICA, July 26, 1865. | . 7 

; A true copy. | | | | 
‘ JOSE ANTONIO RUIZ, Secretary. / 
‘ TLACOTALPAM, August 2, 1865 : 

q A true copy. | : 
/ ee | , IGNO. MARISCAL. | 

| WASHINGTON, October 25, 1865. | . | 

oe . [Enclosure No. 2.—Translation. ] : : | L 

q THE MILITARY CIMMAND OF THE DISTRICT OF JUCHITAN. | 

q _ In the town of Juchitan, on the 27th of July, 1865, the town council, the people, and the 
4 troops of Juchitan and San Blas, of Tehuantepec, having assembled in the hall of sessions; 
j under the presidency of the citizen political chief, to consider the affairs of the country; 

having stated the chief objects of the meeting, after a short discussion, the following resolu- 
i tions were adopted : a | | 
i Whereas Juchitan has always been one of the most loyal districts in defence of the repub- 
a lic and of liberal institutions, and has been abused by a few persons who wished to sell their ° 
’ country to a bold adventurer, announcing falsely that this district was disposed to acknow]- : 
: edge the perishing empire now established in the city of Mexico, and upheld only by French | 
' bayonets : mm 7 
i Believing it to be the duty ot every Mexican who loves independence and his country, and 
d the government established by the spontaneous and free will of the citizens, to banish every 
: suspicion of treachery imputed to him by miserable enemies, and to contradict them solemn- — 
i ly; to show their determination to defend the autonomy of their country at every sacrifice ; 
3 and holding it a sacred obligation of every good citizen to let his country know what his 
: sentiments are in regard to it, the people of Juchitan, fulfilling this duty,. declare : | 
1 1. That they have not nor will they ever recognize the imperial government established 
: by French bayonets in Mexico, taking advantage of its weakness, and imposing upon the 
; people against their free will, depending only on the feeble support a few spurious Mexicans 
: canlendthem. — - ee 
7 2. That they will resist that government by all means in their power, and oppose all au- 
‘ thorities and decrees emanating from it. ee | 
: 3. They respect and observe the authorities and decrees ordained by the constitution of | 
i 1854 and the reformed laws, as whatever tends. to national independence and territorial 
' | integrity. et oe : | . 
' | ‘4. They solemnly protest against all that has been said about their acknowledging the : 
‘ empire, as it is absolutely false, for this part of the country has always considered that form 
' of government as illegitimate and opposed to national. sovereignty. : : 
a .-5, Copies of these proceedings shall be transmitted to the governor and military com- 
i mander of the free and sovereign State of Oaxaca, that by him they may be remitted to the
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civil and military chief of the eastern coalition, as well as to other officers and military chiefs 
of the republic. Shea we, Sen . 

And so the meeting closed, with the following signatures to this document : 
Signed by Cosme D. Gomes, Ist lieutenant; Luis P. Municipal; Feliciano Torres, mayor ; 4 

José de Jesus Nicolas, Anastacio Giron, Pantaleon Jimenez, Mariano Martinez, Rufino i 
Pineda, Mariano Guerra, Pedro Esteban, Pedro Vicente, Feliciano Castillo, Dionisio Torres, 
Colonel P. Gallegos, Apolonio Jimenes, Anastasio Castillo, Nazario de la Rosa, Augustin 

| Gutierrez, Mariano Martinez, Albino Roblena, Miguel Varquez, Antonio Orozeo, Alexandro : 
Lopez, Lieutenant R. Martinez, Manuel R. Ortiz, Gervacio Marin, Miguel Lopez, Regino —&€ 
Sanchez. 

| | ; 

A certified copy: | a : i 
BF : GOMEZ ; 

JUCHITAN, July 28, 1865. . - , oo | 3 

. , — [Enclosure No. 3,—Translation. ] cS 

2 | General order of the central army—Distribution of its forces. : 

4 The citizen general-in-chief of the army has disposed that the first division be organized in F 

4 the following manner: | | | i 

- Its commander-in-chief is citizen Brigadier General Vicente Riva Palacio; and its second, : 

4 citizen General Nicolas Regules. 7 7 | | 

4 The first brigade, under the command of citizen General Regules, second in command of i 

4 the division, shall be composed of the first, second, third, and fourth battalions of Michoacan, | 

4 second corps of lancers of the regular army, second lancers of Toluca, and third of Michoa- i 

3 ean, (formerly Caballos lancers,) and the Solorio section, with a half mountain battery. — 4 

4 The second brigade shall be formed by the fifth, sixth, and seventh battalions of Michoa- 
a can, the first corps of Toluca lancers, third of the same, (formerly the Pachuca squadron, ) ‘ 

4 with a section of mountain artillery, the whole commanded by citizen Colonel Pedro Garcia. : 

4 The third brigade, under command of citizen Colonel Ignacio Zepeda, shall be formed of 4 

3 the eighth Michoacan battalion, the seventh corps of permanent lancers, the corps of active | 
4 Jalisco lancers, with a section of mountain artillery. : | | 4 

4 The fourth brigade, under command of citizen General Estevan V. Leon, shall be com- F 

: posed of the Zitacuaro forces, the Guerrero lance corps, commanded by Colonel Castillo, 1 

: and the southern expeditionary section of Toluca, with a section of mountain artillery. : 
ag The fifth brigade, commanded by citizen Colonel Leonardo Valdez, shall be composed of z 
ad the Nunez battalion, and the first and second squadrons of the Huetamo loyals, with a sec- EL 
| - . tion of mountain artillery. | Ef 

| The Garnica section shall be composed of the tenth Michoacan battalion, and the first corps f 
of lancers of the same State, formerly called the liberty lancers. oo E 

The Ronda section shall be composed of the ninth Michoacan battalion, and the second i 
lancers of the same State, formerly the Puruandiro lancers. | | : 

Citizen Colonel José Maria Mendez Olivares shall be major general of the division. 

Citizen Lieutenant Colonel Luis Santa Maria Cruzado shall be adjutant of the first brigade; | 
citizen Squadron Commander Lorenzo Contreras shall be adjutant of the second_brigade ; iE 

- eitizen Lieutenant Colonel José Maria Gomez Humaran shall be adjutant of the third brigade ; [ 
citizen Lieutenant Colonel Carlos Castillo, of the fourth brigade; and citizen Squad Com- 
mander Jesus Barajas, of the fifth brigade. . : 

Citizen Commander Fernando Gonzales shall’ be commissary of the first division; citizen 
Captain Miguel Alvarado, commissary of the first brigade; Trinidad Valdez, of the second; “ &§ 
Simon Becerra of the third, and the fourth and fifth brigades shall retain their present pur- f 

-  veyors. . &£ 

By. supreme command : f 
Major AGUIRRE. — 

Communicated : | | | 
| : oo | : | F. G. AGUIRRE. 
A true copy. _ 

| [Enclosure No. 4.—Translation. ] E 

We, the undersigned, wounded in the battle of to-day, in this city, and accepting the offer 
of the commander-in-chief of the republican army of the centre to let us remain here on E 
account of our condition, not being able to travel, and in accordance with the rules of war, | 

* promise upon our word of honor to remain here as prisoners of war to the said general-in- 
chief, and not to leave or take up arms against the forces of the republic, even when invaded 
or occupied by the enemy of that army. ~ : | 

The commander of the Belgian forces especially, who was in the place before the attack, 
binds himself by his word of honor, and the four soldiers attending him, to remain as prisoners : 

“ 
| °
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' ae . | | under the same conditions as tke other wounded Belgians who sign this protest with him | ] and his attendants. | | 
; We also declare that we sign this protest without compulsion of any kind whatever, and | § only on account of the kindness of the commander-in-chief of the republican army of the | _ centre, who respects the rights of humanity and the law of nations. 3 Done in Tacambaro on the 11th of April, 1865. | | | ; _ Signed by Major Teygad, Captain Schrimager, Lieutenant Carlot, soldiers; Pierre Schoos, i Pierre Corthout, Delange, (sergeant, ) Briart, Peters, Joseph Spenders, Frederick Frevens, } Desmit, (musician, ) Kaller, (corporal, ) Ziffars, and many others. } 4 A true copy. a : 
i TACAMBARO, May 24, 1865. . 2 

’ | [Enclosure No. 5.—Translation. | | | 
: Protest made to General Salazar, at Tacambaro, the 10th of May, 1865, by Joseph Alfred Wan- ) | derbach, (sergeant,) Leopold Sueur, and Francois Ronchon, first regiment zouaves, and ' : prisoners of war. . . f 
i General Salazar, chief of the third division of the republican army, wishing us to be as | i comfortable as possible, being his prisoners, and thinking the town of Reyas would be a | ; better place for us, has decreed as follows: | / ; Ast. That he has the best feelings for us, on account of the exchange proposed by Baron | q Neigre, commander of the French forces to which we belong, now in Morelia; that this ex- ‘ i change was delayed because they hoped to hear good news from commanders near our forces, | 7 | and in case of captures there, it would be preferred to exchange them instead of others of ' - more distant divisions. : 
i _ 2d. As General Salazar believes it will be better for us, he has had us brought to Reyes, ; requiring of us a protest, on word of honor, that when set at liberty we will consider ourselves 

as prisoners of war till exchanged. We make this protest in due form, binding ourselves | : not to violate it, but to regard it as a treaty made on our word of honor, to be confirmed by L ‘ Baron Neigre, conformably to the laws of war. | | / ' _ 3d. This protest shall be made duplicate, in French and Spanish, one copy to remain in [ ; General Salazar’s hands, the other to be retained by us, the subscribers. i ' , : J. A. WANDERBACH, ( ‘ , - . Captain of Zouaves. 4 ; , L. LE SUEUR. | : | | | RONCHON, | i 
; | . 7 | MILITARY CouRT OF THE THIRD DivISsION. 

The preceding protest was made before me, military judge of this division, and in the i presence of the citizen secretary. 
i a GUILLERMO SAMUDIO. { ROSENDO TAUREGUI, Secretary. 
i a . TACAMBARO, May 24, 1865. | ; A true copy: | | 
i | | J. MENDOZA, Secretary. 

‘ | | [Enclosure No. 6.—Translation. ] a —— 

q PROCLAMATION. 
7 - MEXICANS: You have longed for my presence. Your noble nation, by a universal vote, 
1 has elected me henceforth the guardian of your destinies. I gladly obey your will. Painful 
i _ as it has been for me to bid farewell forever to my own, my native country, I have done so,. i _ being convinced that the Almighty has pointed out to me, through you, the great and noble 

_ duty of devoting all my might and heart to the care of a people who, at last tired of war and : : disastrous contests, sincerely wish for peace and prosperity—a people who, having gloriously 
; obtained their independence, desire to reap the benefits of civilization and of true progress, ; only to be attained through a stable constitutional government. The reliance that you place ; in‘me, and I in you, will be crowned by a brilliant triumph if we remain always steadfastly 

| _ united in courageously defending those great principles which are the only true and lasting : bases of modern government, those principles of inviolable and immutable justice, the equal- 7 ity of all men before the law; equal advantages to all in attaining positions of trust and i honor, socially and politically ; complete and well-defined personal liberty, consisting in pro- ‘ tection to the individual and the protection of his property ; encouragement to the national . 
; wealth, improvements in agriculture, mining, and manufactures ; the establishment of new 
‘ lines of communication for an extensive commerce; and lastly, the free development of intel- 

ligence in all that relates to public welfare. The blessing of God, and with it progress and 
liberty, will not surely be wanting if all parties, under the guidance of a strong national gov-
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ernment, unite together to accomplish what I have just indicated, and if we continue to be 
animated by that religious sentiment which has made our beautiful country so prominent & 
even in the most troublous periods. — oe ; F 

The civilizing flag of France, raised to such a high position by her noble Emperor, to ~~ , 
whom you owe the new birth of order and peace, represents those principles. Hear what, I 
in sincere and disinterested words, the chief of his army told you a few months since, being — 
the messenger of a new era of happiness: ‘‘Every country which has wished for a great 
future has become great and powerful.” | E 

Following in this course, if we are united, loyal, and firm, God will grant us strength to F 
| reach that degree of prosperity which is the object of our ambition. | : 

Mexicans! The future of your beautiful country is controlled by yourselves. Its future is 
yours. In all that relates to myself, I offer you a sincere will, a hearty loyalty, and a firm Ef 
determination to respect the laws and to cause them to be respected by an undeviating and : 
all-efficient authority. eo 

\ My strength rests in God and in your loyal confidence. The banner of independence is : 
a my symbol; my motto you know already, ‘‘ Equal justice to all.”” I will be faithful to this : : 
ES trust through all my life. It is my duty conscientiously to wield the sceptre of authority, t 
f and with firmness the sword of honor. : 
4 To the empress is confided the sacred trust of devoting to the country all the noble senti- : 
a ments of Christian virtue and all the teachings of a tender mother. | F 
| Let us unite to reach the goal of our common desires; let us forget past sorrows; let us 
4 lay aside party hatreds, and the bright morning of peace and of well-deserved happiness will 
4 dawn gloriously on our new empire. - | : 
4 . | MAXIMILIAN. _ : 

VERA CRUZ, May 28, 1864. : a 

a [ Enclosure No. 7.—Translation. ] | | f 

A My DEAR MINISTER VELASQUEZ DE LEON: On returning from my laborious journey ; 
4 into the department of the interior, during which I have received in every city, town and : 

os village the sincerest proofs of sympathy and the most cordial enthusiasm, I have derived two : 
| important truths. The first is, that the empire is a fact firmly based upon the firm will of i 
4 the immense majority of the nation, and that in it there is depicted a form of government of : 
q real progress, and one that suits best the wants of the people. The second is, that this im- E 
4 mense majority is desirous of peace, tranquillity and justice—blessings that it expects and 
a anxiously asks of my government, and which I, keeping in view my sacred duties to God 

il and the people who have chosen me, am resolved to give them. — | : 
Justice will have for its foundation institutions suitable to the epoch, and in which I am j 

| laboring with unceasing zeal. To re-establish peace and tranquillity through all this fine ' 
extensive country, and to promote with speed its prodigious riches, my government is de- F 
termined to employ all its efforts and energy. If until now it has shown forbearance to its ' 
political adversaries, to allow them time to know the national will and unite themselves to it, E 

| henceforth it is under the imperious obligation to combat them, for their banner no longer 
. bears a political creed, but is only a pretext for robbery and slaughter. My duties of sover- 

eign oblige me to protect the people with an arm of iron; and in order to correspond to the : 
wishes loudly expressed from all parts, we declare, as head of the nation, with a full con- E 
sciousness of our sacred mission and of the duty imposed upon us, that all the gangs of armed | : 
men who still infest some parts of our beautiful country, desolating it, disturbing and threat- 
ening the hard-working citizen in his labor and liberty, must be considered as bands of 
banditti, and fall, in consequence, under the inflexible and inexorable severity of the law. : 
We, therefore, command all functionaries, magistrates and military commanders of the nation EF 
to pursue and destroy them with all their power. If our government respects every political : 
opinion, it cannot tolerate criminals who break the first of liberties which it is called upon to. . 
protect—that of the person and that of property. | F 

Given at the palace of Mexico, the 3d of November, 1864. 
: | | | MAXIMILIAN, | 

[Enclosure No, 8.—Tyranslation.] 

PROCLAMATION. 

MEXICANS: The cause which Don Benito Juarez upheld with so much valor and constancy I 
succumbed some time since, not only to the national will, but to the very law which that : 
leader invoked in support of his claims; and to-day even the bandits, into which the par- - : 
tisans of the cause have degenerated, have been abandoned by the departure of their chief 
from his native soil. The national government was for a long time indulgent, extending 
clemency so far as to give those misguided men who were ignorant of the facts an oppor- 
tunity to join the great majority of the nation, and once more pursue the path of duty. In
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: this the government was successful, and honorable men ranged themselves under its banner | 
‘ with confidence in the just and liberal principles by which its policy is shaped. The cause | 
: of disorder was sustained only by a few leaders, whose passions stifled their patriotism; by | 
; ~ the most demoralized of the lower classes, too ignorant to comprehend political principles, | 
’ and by a lawless soldiery, such as always remains the last sad vestige of civil war. | 
: | From henceforth the contest will be solely between the respectable men of the nation and | 

bands of criminals and highwaymen. There can be no more leniency, as it will benefit only | 
i bands of men who burn villages and rob and assassinate peaceful citizens, decrepit old men, 2 
3 and defencless women. ee, BES ) 

The government, strong in its power, will from this day forth administer punishment in | 
flexibly, as called for by. the laws of civilization, the rights of humanity, and the require | 
ments of morality. — : , 

: - : _ MAXIMILIAN, | 2 
‘ MEXICO, October 2, 1865. - . oo 

i: , [Enclosure No. 9.—Translation. ] . ' 

: : DECREE. i 

; We, Maximiliano, emperor cf Mexico, by the advice of our council of ministers and of | 
; our council of state, do decree as follow: | [ 

i ARTICLE 1. All persons belonging to armed bands or societies not legally authorized, | 
whether of a political nature or not, whatever be the number of those forming the band, or | 

; its organization, character, or denomination, shall be tried by a court-martial, and, if found 
3 guilty, if only of the act of belonging to such a band, they shall be condemned to capital pun- 
‘ ishment, which shall be executed within the twenty-four hours next ensuing after the declara- | 
d tion of the sentence. _ 
: _ ARTICLE 2. Persons belonging to the bands described in the foregoing article, when caught ( 
4 using arms, shall be tried by the commandant of the force making the capture, who, within 
it twenty-four hours after such apprehension, shall cause the offence to be verbally investigated, 

; hearing the offender in his own defence. A record of such investigation shall be written \ 
down, terminating with the sentence, which shall be to capital punishment should. the 

; offender be found guilty, if even solely of the fact of belonging to the band. The command- : 
; ing officer shall cause the sentence to be executed within twenty-four hours, allowing the i 
: culprit to receive spiritual consolation; and after execution of the sentence the said officer _ : 
; will forward a record of the proceedings to the minister of war. : ; 
; ARTICLE 3. Exemption from the penalty decreed in the foregoing articles shall be allowed - ' 
‘ solely to such persons as may be able to show that they were forcibly kept with the band, or m 
i that they met with it accidentally. . re 

ARTICLE 4. If, upon holding an investigation, as prescribed by article 2, evidence should 
| appear tending to the presumption that the prisoner had been forcibly kept with the band, 
q without having committed any offence, or that, without belonging to such a band, he . 
‘ had accidentally fallen in with it, then in such case the commanding officer shall not pro 
‘ nounce sentence, but forwerd the presumed offender, together with a written statement or ° 
; the proceedings, to the proper court-martial, in order that the latter may try the case in ae- 
‘ cordance with article 1. ee | 

| ARTICLE 5. The following persons shall be tried and sentenced conformably to article 1 of 
' this decree: J. All who voluntarily assist guerillas with money, or give them any other 
i species of material aid. 2. Those who may give them: information, news, or advice. 3. 
: ‘Those who voluntarily transfer or sell to guerillas, knowing them to be guerillas, arms, horses, 
7 ammunition, provisions, or any other articles useful in warfare. | 
‘ ‘ARTICLE 6. ‘The following persons shall also be tried in accordance with article 1, viz: 1. | 

Those who maintain relations with guerillas indicating connivance with them. 2. Those who 
: voluntarily or knowingly conceal guerillas in their houses or buildings. 3. Those who cir- 
| ~ culate orally or in writing false or alarming reports tending to disturb the public peace, and 
; | such as make any demonstration against the same. 4. All proprietors or administrators of 
: country estates who neglect to give the authorities immediate information of the passage of 
‘ any band through their property. The offenders mentioned in sections 1 and 2 of this article 
i shall be punished by imprisonment of from six months to two years’ duration, or with from 
_ one to three months’ confinement with hard labor, according to the gravity of the offence. 

Any person alluded to in section 2, who may be a parent, child, husband, wife, brother, or - : 
, sister of the party concealed shall not suffer the penalty above prescribed, but shall remain 
i under the surveillance of the authorities during such a-period as the court-martial may direct. 
a All ineluded in section 3 of this article shall be punished by the imposition of a fine of from 
: $25 to $1,000, or imprisonment of from one to twelve months, according to the gravity of 
7 the offence. Those included in section 4 of this article shall be punished by the imposition | : 
; of a fine of from $200, to $2,000. ae : oo 
; ARTICLE 7. The local authorities in villages who fail to give immediate notice to their 
: superior authorities of the passage of any armed body of men through their limits shall be
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punished gubernatorially by the said superior authorities, by the imposition of a fine of from : 
| $200 to $2,000, or with imprisonment from three months up to two years in duration. : 

ARTICLE 8, Any resident of a village or town who, after learning of the approach or transit : 
of an armed body of men through the district, shall fail to notify the authorities of the same, : 
shall be subjected to the payment of a fine varying from $5 to $500. | : 

ARTICLE 9. All the male inhabitants of any town between the ages of eighteen and fifty- 
five, and free from physical disability, are required, in the event of the town being threatened 
by any hostile band, to come forward for its defence immediately upon being called upon ; : 
and should they refuse to act, they shall be punished by a fine of from $5 to $200, or by from : 
fifteen days’ to four months’ imprisonment. Should the authorities deem it more advisable F 
to punish the town for not having defended itself, a fine of from $200 to $2,000 may be im- : 
posed, and the same shall be paid jointly by those refusing to come forward for the defence : 
of the place, as provided by this article. : 7 : 

. ARTICLE 10. All proprietors or administrators of landed property who, although able to. : 
defend themselves, shall take no steps to prevent the invasion of guerillas or other outlaws, : 

a or who shall fail to notify the nearest military post without delay of such occupation, or who : 
a shall receive worn-out or wounded horses belonging to lawless bands upon their property, . 
A . without informing the said authorities, shall be punished by a fine of from $100 to $2,000, ac- ; 
of cording to the gravity of the offence; and if of sufficient gravity, they may be consigned to . 
Bo prison and handed over to the proper court-martial, to be tried in accordance with this law. | ' 

u The fine shall be paid by the offender to the revenue officer for the district wherein the prop- 
“ erty may be situated. The first provision of this article shall apply to villages. . 
- ARTICLE 11. Any official, whether political, military, or municipal, who shall fail to pro- : 

: ceed conformably to the provisions of this law against parties who may be charged with the i 
a offences mentioned, or against those suspected of having committed the same, shall be pun- E 

ished gubernatorially by a fine of from $50 to $1,000; and should it appear that such neg- | 
4 lect arose from complicity with the delinquents, the said official shall, by order of the gov- 
4 ernment, be handed over to a court-martial, in order that he maybe duly tried and a penalty : 
| decreed suitable to the gravity of the offence. | : 
| ARTICLE 12. Robbers shall be tried and sentenced in accordance with article 1 of this : 
4 decree, whatever may be the manner and circumstances of the robbery. | : 
] ARTICLE 13. The sentences of death rendered for the crimes described in this decree shall : 
4 . be executed.within the periods stated, and no petitions for pardon will be received. When _ i. 
4 a sentence other than capital is rendered against a foreigner, after record has been made of — - 
| the sentence, the government may use its privilege to expel all dangerous foreigners from — : 
4 the national territory. | | i 
| ARTICLE 14, Full amnesty will be granted to all who have belonged or do now belong to - 
a armed bands, if they present themselves to tke authorities before the 15th of November next: | : 
J _ provided always that they have committed no other offence, reckoning from the date of the : 

present decree. The authorities will take possession of the arms of such as present them- . &£ 
selves for amnesty. | 7 | 
ARTICLE 15. The government reserves the right to declare when the provisions of this &- 

decree shall cease. . , [ 
| Our ministers are intrusted with the execution of this decree as far as each is concerned, 4 

and they will issue the necessary orders for its strict observance. : 
Given at the palace of Mexico on the 3d of October, 1865. | : 

| : MAXIMILIAN. | 
The minister of foreign affairs, charged with the ministry of state, t 

| JOSE F. RAMIREZ. | i 
The minister of war, . . | : 

_ JUAN DE DIOS PEZA. | : 
The minister of improvement, — | 

| LUIS ROBLES PEZUELA. 
- The minister of the interior, | 3 

co | | JOSE MARIA ESTEVA. 
_ The minister of justice, | / . : 
| ~ PEDRO ESCUDERO Y ECHANOVA. 
The minister of public instruction and religious worship, _ | 

- : MANUEL SILICEO. oo | 
The sub-secretary of the treasury, | 

: , - FRANCISCO DE P. CESAR. 7 

: 7 [Enclosure No. 10.—Translation. ] | E 

| ADDRESS. | | f 

MEXICANS: We celebrate to-day the memory of a man born in obscurity, from the lowest | : 
ranks of the people, and who occupies now one of the highest and most illustrious places in 
the glorious history of our country. A representative of the mixed races, to whom man’s
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alse pride, outraging the sublime precepts of our gospel, refused to grant what is due to 
1 them, he has written his name in golden letters on the pages of immortality. How has he | 
' done it? With two qualities which are the virtues of a true citizen: the patriotism and : 
1 _ courage of an indomitable conviction. . | | 
' He wanted the independence of his country ; he wanted it with the consciousness of the | 
q ' justice of his cause; and God, who helps always those who have faith in their mission, had 2 
4 _. gifted him with the peculiar qualities of a great leader. We have seen the humble gon of the : 
: people triumph on the battle-field; we saw him, a poor curate, govern the provinces under | 

: his command in the difficult moments of their painful regeneration; we saw him die in shed- : 
4 ding blood like a martyr to freedom and independence; but this man will live forever, for ! 

_ the triumph of his principles is the basis of our nationality. / 7 
i | . As a free and democratic country, Mexico has the happiness to show the history of its | 
q regeneration and freedom represented by heroes belonging to all classes of human society, , 
i of all the races who form now an indivisible nation. : . 
q This happiness constitutes its futurity. Every one of them has worked with the same ij 
4 patriotic zeal for the good of the country. All of them have the same rights of enjoying the 
i benefits of their arduous task, and thus to proclaim equality, which is the only and true basis | 
q of a nation which respects itself. | a 4 Let the movement which we inaugurate to-day for Morello’s one hundredth anniversary | 
’ be a stimulant to new generations, so that they learn from the great citizen the qualities | 
‘ which make the invincible strength of our nation. . | 
q | True copy: | . | a 

: | | IGN’O MARISCAL. | 
‘ ' WASHINGTON, October 25, 1865. | | | 

| Mr. Corwin to Mr. Seward. | | 

| , : [ Extracts. ] | | 

; No. 14.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
' | 7 Mexico, October 28, 1865, — : 

| Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches Nos. 105 and | 
| 106, dated, respectively, September 14 and 30. They were both received by | 

me yesterday morning. | . | a 
| In my despatch No. 13, of September 10, I informed you that M. F. Maury, ‘ 
j _ formerly of Washington, would probably be appointed by Maximilian « impe- 
; | rial commissioner of immigration.” Since that time he has received this ap- 

pointment, become a naturalized Mexican citizen, and been named honorary 8 
1 counsellor of state. J.B. Magruder, formerly an officer in the regular army of 
1 the United States, and lately a general in the confederate army, has also be- 
' come a Mexican citizen, and been charged with the supervision of the survey of 
| lands for colonization. Their scheme for bringing planters from the United 
i States to Mexico promises even thus early to prove an almost complete failure. 
i I mention these gentlemen on account of the prominent positions which one of 
i them, at least, has held under the United States government. 
i * % % % * % 

On the 13th of this month Colonel Ramon Mendez, with four hundred infan- 
4 try and three hundred cavalry soldiers, overtook and defeated, at Santa Ana 
i Amatlan, the liberal forces, amounting to one thousand men, mostly infantry, 
: under the command of General Salazar. The imperialists took prisoner Arte- 
‘ aga, general-in-chief of the army of the centre; Salazar, the general command- 
ij ing and governor of the department; four colonels, five lieutenant colonels, eight 

captains, and many other subaltern officers. They also captured four hundred 
of the troop, the armament, horses and park. 

: It has been reported here for the last three days, and generally believed, that 
: | on the 21st instant Generals Arteaga and Salazar and the four colonels were 
|; shot in Uruapan. No official account of the disposition made of them has been 

i published. | | | 
# # % % x % 

_ The second of this month, Maximilian issued an address to the Mexican peo-
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ple, which he begins by saying: “The cause which Don Benito Juarez sus- 
tained with so much valor and. constancy has now fallen, not only by the na- 
tional will, but before the law itself, which this chief invoked in aid of his titles. : 
To-day even the little band into which said cause degenerated is abandoned 
by the departure of its chief from his native country.” He then goes on to say 

| that the national government for a long time has been indulgent and prodigal 
of its clemency, in order to allow those who had been misled, who did not know j 

a the facts, to unite themselves to the majority of the nation, and place themselves [ 
again in the path of duty; but that this indulgence now ceases, as those alone 

| who burn towns and who rob and assassinate peaceable citizens, miserable old i 
| men, and defenceless women, would profit by it. | 
a In accordance with the idea contained in the above-mentioned address, on the | 
a 3d instant a decree was published, the first article of which declares that all — 
4 those who may belong to armed bands which may not be legally authorized, 
: whether they proclaim or not any political pretext, and whatever may be the _ 

: number of those who form the band, their organization and the character and i 
_ denomination which they may give themselves, shall be judged by courts-mar- [ 

\ tial, and if found guilty, although it may be only of the fact. of belonging to the | 
| band, shall be condemned to capital punishment and executed within twenty- : 

four hours. Other articles provide for the punishment of those who may have | 
corresponded with, secreted, or in any way aided those mentioned in article : 

| first; but I refer particularly to article first, as it shows that all those belonging F 
to the armies fighting for the republican government will be shot if taken pris- ; 
oners by the imperial troops. Article fourteenth grants an amnesty to all those i 

| who may have belonged or who may now belong to such armed bands, if they | 
| present themselves to the authorities before the fifteenth of next month. . 
| ea # % % % %* % * 

Some time next month, probably on the 5th, the emperor will leave this city 
| to visit Yucatan; the empress will accompany him as far as Jalapa. ; 

a Your obedient servant, | ‘| 

P| « | WM. H. CORWIN. i 
: Hon. Wm. H. Sewarp, ~ J 

Secretary of State of the United States, Washington. : i 
a | / : 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. [ 

[ Translation. ] | . F 

Mexican Legation ro THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, ; 
| | New York, November 20, 1865. — : 

Mr. SEcRETARY: In my note of the 25th Octoher last I sent you a copy of | 
a decree dated 3d October, issued by the usurper who pretends to be the ruler i 
of Mexico, authorized by his signature and those of his accomplices, members _ F 
of his cabinet, in which all Mexicans defending the independence of their coun-  *- 
try, and even those who conceal or aid the patriots in any way, are ordered to 

. be shot without trial or judgment of any kind. | 
This barbarous and bloody decree, the most cruel ever yet seen, has already 

begun to be executed. It is now my painful duty to inform you that on the 
13th of October last the Generals Arteaga and Salazar, and Colonel Diaz : 
Paracho, Villa Gomez, Perez Milicua, and Villanos, five lieutenant colonels, eight | F 
commandants, and a number of subordinate officers, were surprised and taken f 
prisoners by the French forces in the town of Santa Ana Amatlan, State of 
Lichoacan, as appears from the official despatch sent to the usurper, of which & 

I enclose a copy in French. 

: 8
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_. Phese generals and colonels belonged to the regular army of the republic : 
were officers. of education and profession, and had fought for the independence 

: of their country from the time the French first landed in Mexico. | 
General Arteaga had reached the highest rank inthe Mexican army, and | 

had recently succeeded ex-General Uraga in command in the army of the centre. | 
_ He was thoroughly loyal, a patriot without blemish, and enjoyed a high repu- 

tation of honesty and probity among his fellow-country men of all political shades. 2 
: His constancy and suffering in the campaign against the French, Austrian and 

_ Belgian invaders in the State of Michoacan, for the last two years, would suf: 
fice to give him great reputation if he had not already possessed one. His | 
humanity was proverbial, as the French, Belgian, and Austrian soldiers who 

| were taken prisoners by his forces at different times can testify. f 
j The other chiefs and officers who were made prisoners with General Arteaga, : 
i though they had not arrived. at the high position of their leader, were not less i 

respectable and worthy. — | 7 7 
‘These distinguished Mexicans were executed in accordance with the above- 

mentioned bloody decree of the usurper of Mexico. I have information, of the 
- truth of which, unhappily, there is no doubt, that the two generals and four colo- 

i nels were barbarously sacrificed, in flagrant violation of the laws of war and ! 
i. every principle of justice. But the consequences of these sanguinary murders | 
' oust finally be favorable to the cause of Mexican nationality ; for such acts of | 
i barbarism will not be tolerated by the Mexican people, who will punish the inva- 7 

ders and their instrument, so openly violating all the customs of nations and | 
every principle of justice. oe 2° | | | 

In communicating to you the news of these unpleasant events, I embrace | 
i the occasion to renew the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. : 
| oe ~ -M. ROMERO. | 

Hon. WituiaAm H. SEWARD, &c., 8v., &e., 

j | oe Washington, D. C. | | a 

[Enclosure No. 1.—Translation.] 

From the ‘* Estafette,” @ French paper published in the city of Mexico, of the 31st October, 1865. a 

Colonel Mendez made the following report to the War Department of his expedition against 
the disaffected of Michoacan: . . 

: On the 6th I left Morelia with the imperial battalion and two squadrons of the 4th regi- 
; ment of cavalry, commanded by Colonel Wenceslaus Santa Cruz, and took the road to Patz- 
: cuaro, where I arrived on the 7th. The rest of my brigade joined me in the night, and on 
: the Sth I started for Uruapan, where all the forces of the enemy, under Arteaga, were 
4 assembled. | . 
‘ I arrived in sight of Uruapan at three o’clock on the 9th, but a severe storm prevented me 
; from entering the town. The streams had risen so high, my forces were separated into three 

sections. I could not cross the torrents till midnight. , The enemy had several divisions. 
3 One of 700men, under Rondaand Riva Palacio, started towards Paracho; another of 600 men, 
i | under Zepeda, Martinez, and Simon Guttierez, took the direction of Los Reyes; and the 

_ rest of the forces were commanded by Arteaga and his subordinates, Salazar and Diaz | 
; Paracho. He had many officers following his headquarters, and forces to the number ot 
‘ ten or twelve hundred men. This column marched towards Tancitaro. 
: On the 10th I rested awhile, intending to pursue Arteaga. It is useless to inform you that 
' T flanked the enemy, instead of fronting them, so as to threaten both detachments and deceive . 
: Arteaga, who was my main object. | : a 
; On the 12th I left San Juan and reached Tancitaro, where the enemy was posted. He 
‘ left, and I pursued with my guerillas for three leagues. I was sure of overtaking him and . 
q whipping him before night, but that would not secure the leaders, so I made a halt at 
: ‘Tancitaro. . 
: At 2 o’clock this morning I took 400 infantry with 300 cavalry and started for Santa Ana 

Amatlan, where I would wait for Arteaga and defeat him. In fact, the enemy could not 
: | believe it possible for me to march twelve leagues a day in such hot weather. It did cost me 
; fourteen men, and most of the horses of the 4th regiment are foundered; but I attained my 

end: the enemy is completely routed. - | :
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Among my prisoners is the. commander-in-chief, Arteaga, General Salazar, Colonel Diaz 
Paracho, Villa Gomez, Perez Milicua, and Villanos, five lieutenant colonels, eight com- : 
manders, and a large number of subordinate officers, a list of whose names I will send : 
you. All the supplies, munitions of war and horses, mostly useless, have fallen into 
our hands. We have 400 prisoners, most of whom I will release, as they were enlisted by : 
force along the line of march. 

The government alone can appreciate this victory. I must make honorable mention ox 
Lieutenant Rangel, of the 4th cavalry, whom I promised, in his Majesty’s name, to promote 
to a captaincy, and for whom I solicit the cross of knight of the order of Guadalupe. This : 
brave officer entered the city at the head of twenty men, and we are much indebted to him E 
for the victory. Second Lieutenant Navia, of the imperial battalion, with only eight men, — 
followed Rangel. Ihave made him no promises, because he belongs to my battalion. In  &-E 

_ due time I will make a proper report of the gallant conduct of these two officers, that the F 
| worthy may wear upon their breasts an honorable signal of their bravery, serving to encourage f 
wy their companions. _ 
4 I congratulate your excellency, and beg you to inform my august sovereign of this memo- 
a rable day. God grant you many years. : , i 
a . | RAMON MENDEZ, Colonel. _ 

A _ ‘This achievement, one of the most glorious of the campaign, does the greatest honor to : i 
3 Colonel Mendez, and simplifies the task of pacificating Michoacan. Arteaga, without being S 
4 a skilful general, is an honest and sincere man, who has distinguished himself more than ; 
| once in his career by traits of humanity. Justice to the conquered, : 

| CH. DE BARRES. | t 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. 7 | | 

4 No. 297.] ss DEPARTMENT oF Srate, ; | i 
A | Washington, November 3, 1865. ; 
| Sir: I am directed by the President to request you to ask the serious atten- | 
Q _ tion of the French government to the military proceedings in Mexico, by which , : 
a native Mexicans taken captive while adhering in war to their own republican 
a government are denied rights which the law of nations invariably accords to : 
4 prisoners of war,, oo a 
4 I am, sir,"your obedient servant, = . | [ 
’ | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
A JOHN BiGELow, Esq., §c., &c., &e. | 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

, No. 320.] DEPARTMENT OF STaTs, - | | 
| | | i _ Washington, November 28, 1865. | . 

Sir: With reference to my despatch of the 30th instant, No. 297, it is now ; 
my painful duty to acquaint you that information has been received from the f 
minister of the republican government of Mexico accredited to this government E 
to the effect that the sanguinary policy referred to in the above-named despatch it 
has actually been inaugurated by the execution of several distinguished officers : 

. of the liberal forces who had been surprised and captured by the imperialist 
forces in the town of Santa Ana Amatlan, namely, Generals Arteaga and Salazar, 

: and Colonels Diaz Paracho, Villa Gomez, Perez Milicua and Villanos, five lieu- 
tenant colonels, eight commanders, and a number of subordinate officers. | 

It devolves upon me to instruct you again to eall the serious attention of the 
imperial government to this subject, and to inform Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that | 
these reports have been received with the most profound concern by the govern- E 
ment of the United States. If upon investigation they should prove, as there if 
is too strong ground for believing, that they are well founded, we cannot suffer 
ourselves to doubt that, so far as the government of France is concerned, it can |
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never countenance proceedings which are so repugnant to the sentiments of . | 
modern civilization and the instincts of humanity. | | | 

i I am, sir, your obedient servant, — | | 
| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
; JoHN BiGELow, Esq., §v., §c., &c. . | 

a _ Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

: | | [Extract ] | : 

No. 209.) - Leaation or THE Unitep States, os 
’ | | ‘ Paris, November 30, 1865. i 

; Orr: KO 2 x Ko * * OK * ' 

: He (Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys) here referred to the representation I had made i 
1 in regard to the shooting of the Mexican prisoners taken in war, and also to the | 
j case of Madame de Iturbide. Why, he said, do you not go to President Juarez ? 
j We are not the government of Mexico, and you do us too much honor to treat 
i us as such. We had to go to Mexico with an army to secure certain important 
; interests, but we are not responsible for Maximilian or his government. He is : 
i accountable to you, as to any other government, if he violated its rights, and 
j you have the same remedies there that we had. | | 
1 | > xk * x rr X x ok 

. I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 

; | } JOHN BIGELOW. | 
d Hon. WinLiamM H. Sewarp, Secretary of State, - a 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | 

| , | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, \ 

’ : Washington, December 10, 1865. _ aa 

i | Sig: Ihave had the honor to receive your communication of the 25th ot 
' October last, and the ten enclosures which accompanied the same, which you -— 

communicated for the information of the government of the United States. o 

j You are pleased to call my particular attention to the most significant of these | + 
q documents, namely, to a proclamation dated October 2, 1865, and to a decree of ‘ 

the 3d of the same month, issued by the so-called emperor of Mexico, in the , 
; latter of which the penalty of death is to be imposed upon all Mexicans who are | 
i in arms against his authority in that republic. \ 

In reply, I have the honor to inform you that your despatch and its accom- : 

| paniments, for which you will accept my thanks, have received the consideration 

i to which they are justly entitled from this government. | 
j You will accept, sir, the assurances of my renewed and very distinguished 
j consideration. — | | 
; | : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

; Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., §c., | 

Washington, D. C. 

| | Mr. Romero te Mr. Hunter. | 

- ['Translation.] — | 

Mexican LeGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
_— Washington, January 5, 1866. 

; ~ Mr. Actine SecreTARY: On referring to my notes of the 25th of October 
' and 20th of November last to your department, relative to the declaration of war
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to the death made by the French and their agents in Mexico against the citizens 
of that republic who are defending the independence of their country, and espe- ; 
cially to the assassination of Major General Arteaga and several of his compan- 

| ions in arms, conformably to the spirit of that determination, I now have the i 
| honor to send you the copy of a letter from that general to his mother, written : 
: from Uruapan, dated October 20, 1865, on the evening of the day before his et 
\ sacrifice. | a | - ' 
» ‘This important document shows, in the first place, that the assassination of | 
o General Arteaga is an accomplished fact, notwithstanding the endeavors of the ; 
r French to conceal it; and itshows, moreover, that it was premeditated and ex- i 
i. ecuted by orders from Mexico, or by command of the French general-in-chief 
2 of the invading army, or by the French agent in that city, on whom they try to : 
He lay the responsibility of their conduct. oe i 
S It appears, in fact, as well from the letter I enclose as from the official report - 
“A of the capture of those officers, which I sent you in my note of the 20th Novem- i 

ber last, that they were captured since the 13th of October, and it is inferred 4 
| from the same letter that they were shot on the 21st of the same month, after a tl 

7 period of eight days. If they had been executed according to the usurper’s : : 
| sanguinary decree of the 3d October, without the interference of the superior | f 
_ French agents residing in the city of Mexico, they would have been tried by a i 

court-martial within twenty-four hours after their capture, (art. 2,) and shot | 
| within the next twenty-four hours, (art. 1 ;) and, besides, the term of eight days : 

was more than enough time to send from Uruapan to the city of Mexico and get a 
an answer about the destiny of the prisoners. | | : 

7 The assassins have not had the manliness to assume the responsibility of their ' 
- crime, but have tried to conceal it, or impose the guilt of it upon an unhappy &§ 
i: traitor officer who bas joined the conquerors of his country. of 
a ‘I accept this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my distinguished i 
4 consideration. | : | | i 
4 | | M. ROMERO. : 
4 ~ Hon. Wittiam Hunter, 8c. &c., &c. | | i 

, ‘¢ URUAPAN, October 20, 1865. | : 
li ‘“My ADORED MoTuER : I was taken prisoner on the 13thinstant by the imperial troops, : 

and to-morrow I am to be shot. I pray you, mama, to pardon me for all the suffering I have 
caused you during the time I have tollowed the profession of arms, against your will. | : 

; _ ** Mama, in spite of all my efforts to aid you, the only means I had I sent you in April 
last; but God is with you, and he will not suffer you to perish, nor my sister Trinidad, the : 

4 little Yankee. | : . | i: 
‘*T have not told you before of the death of my brother Luis, because I feared you would : 

. die of grief; he died at Tuxpan, in the State of Jalisco, about the first of January last. : 
‘*Mama, I leave nothing but a spotless name, for I have never taken anything that did 

not belong to me; and I trust God will pardon all my sins and take me into his glory. : 
_ . “J die a Christian, and bid you all adieu—you, Dolores, and all the family, as your ver — 
obedient son, | : 

| | “JOSE MARIA ARTEAGA & 
‘*DoNA APOLONIA MAGALLANES DE ARTEAGA, Aguas Calienies.”’ 7 E 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. — 

| [ Translation. ] | | | . &§ 

. Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
Washington, January 22, 1866. 

Mr. AcTING SEcRETARY: In reference to my notes of the 25th of October ; 
and 20th of November las., and of the 5th instant, relative to the so-called decree. i 
of the usurper of Mexico, issued the 3d of October, ordering the assar ‘ination 

30 p c** | t 

‘
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| of all Mexicans defending the independence of their country, and especially to the | 
a assassination of General Arteaga and some of his companions-in-arms, I now : 
| have the honor to transmit to you various documents relating to this same sub- 2 

ject, showing how far the barbarism of the usurper and his abettors is carried. | 
The first of these documents is a letter from General Don Carlos Salazar, of 2 

|. the national army of Mexico, who was captured and sacrificed at the same time 
2 with General Arteaga, to his family, a short time before his death. In it are 
| found sentiments of the purest patriotism, and a consciousness of the fulfilment f 
| - . of duty. General Salazar suffered death with the resignation of a true martyr. : 

These iniquitous assassinations occasioned an energetic protest, a copy in | 
| English of which is enclosed, of the Belgian officers who were made prisoners ' 

in the battle of Tacambaro on the 11th of April, 1865, and remained in General 
Arteaga’s hands from that time, as prisoners of war, addressed to the usurper 

: Ferdinand Maximilian. | | 
-. You will here see the great contrast between the conduct of the Mexican au- / 

1 thorities and the usurper’s agents in the treatment of prisoners taken from the : 
1 legion of mercenary adventurers, who even doubted whether the rights of war | 

would be accorded to them or not; the usurper’s agents, in violation of every 
j principle of justice and every sentiment of humanity, assassinate every Mearcan 

who defends the independence of his country. : 
j It is not alone in Michoacan that these horrible crimes have been committed, 

but wherever French soldiers have dominion similar scenes are witnessed. ‘There | 
|. was a like case in Tamaulipas lately, the particulars of which you will find in 
| the notes exchanged, at the beginning of this month, between General Weitzel, 

commanding the United States forces on the Rio Grande, who protests in the | 
j name of the civilized world against these excesses, and the traitor Thomas 
4 Mejia, the French agent at Matamoras, and a person calling himself R. Clay ss, 

2 Crawford, general of division in the Mexican army. of 
These communications, of which I enclose copies, have been published by / 

1 the papers of this country, and their authenticity is not doubted. ) 
| I profit by this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my distin- | 

guished consideration. . a 
| : So M. ROMERO. 

Hon. WiLuiAmM Hunter, &c., &c., &c. | | | 

| | 7 ‘‘URUAPAN, October 20, 1865. 
“ADORED MOTHER : It is seven o’clock atnight, and General Arteaga, Colonel VillaGomez, L 

4 with three other chiefs and myself, have just been condemned. My conscience is quiet; I : 
3 go down to the tomb at thirty-three years of age, without a stain upon my military career or ‘ 
2 a blot upon my name. Weep not, but be comforted, for the only crime your son has com- 
; mitted is the defence of a holy cause—the independence of his country. For this I am to be 
3 shot. I have no money, for I have saved nothing. I leave you without a fortune, but God 

will aid you and my children, who are proud to bear my name.  * * 
, — Direct my children and my brothers in the path of honor, for the scaffold cannot attaint 

Joyal names. | 
: ‘Adieu, dear mother. I will receive your blessings from the tomb. Embrace my good 

uncle Luis for me, and Tecla, Lupe and Isabel; also, my namesake, as well as Carmelita, 
4 - Cholita, and Manuelita; give them many kisses, and the adieu from my inmost soul. 
3 I leave the first my silver-gilt watch; to Manuel I leave four suits of clothes. Many bless- 
: ings for my uncles, aunts, cousins, and all loyal friends, and receive the last adieu of your 
j . obedient and faithful son, who loves you much. 
; | “CARLOS SALAZAR. 

“ PosTscRIPT.—If affairs should change hereafter—and it is possible they may—I wish 
i my ashes to repose by the side of my children, in your town.”
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| . : ‘¢URUAPAN, October 20, 1865. q 

‘My Dear Fatuer: I employ my last momentsin writing to you. I would like to leave ~ 4 

| an honored name to my family ; I have worked for it, defending the cause I embraced, but I & 

| could not succeed. Patience! But I believe you will not be ashamed to own a son who 

| never left the path that you traced out for me so honorably, by precept and example. I have : 

| always acted honorably, and have no compunctions of conscience; I have behaved as a man : 

of honor, and am not sorry for it; no one ean complain of me, for I have injured no one. I : 

' hope this will be some solace to. your sorrow, and will make you proud of my memory, ever  &- 

» pure and without a stain. I die content. i 

: ‘Give my last adieus to my brother and all my friends, reserving for yourself the heart of : 

. a son sacrificed upon the altar of his country. . 

- “T, VILLA GOMEZ. . 

‘¢ Don MIGUEL VILLA GOMEZ.” 7 . 

| [Enclosure No. 3.—Translation.]. So . 

The Republica, a liberal journal representing the interests of the republican army of the Et 

centre, and issued at Nocupetaro, in the State of Michoacan, has published the following : 

documents in French and Spanish : | | 

To the General Commanding the Republican Army of the Centre: | : 

| | GENERAL: Our hearts were filled with indignation upon learning the outrages committed : 

upon officers of your army by Colonel Mendez; and we cannot do less than send the follow- : 

ing protest to Maximilian, which we are convinced will be concurred in by all our brothers. | 

We beg, therefore, general, that you will cause it to be sent to the other Zitacuaro prisoners, Ee 

who will hasten to sign it, in order that it may be laid before Maximilian’s cabinet as speedily : 

as possible. Accept, general, the expression of the respect of your prisoners, | . 

| | . | | BREUER, : 

, oe GUYOT, . p 

| FLACHAT, : 

. | VAN HOLLENBECK. . 

SO : | TACAMBARO, October 23, 1865. E 

: Sir: We have learned with horror and dismay of the act committed by Colonel Mendez, 4 

s who, in violation of all the laws of humanity and war, has executed a number of officers of . 

a the liberal army taken prisoners by him. In all civilized countries military officers respect . 

a: prisoners of war. The liberal army—to which you refuse to accord even the name of army— P 

a pays a greater respect to those laws than the leaders of your forces ; for we, who are prisoners, B 

dl are respected by all, from generals down to private soldiers. Were we not with a genuine : 

A liberal force, the act of Colonel Mendez might provoke a bloody revenge; and we Belgians, : 

4 who came to Mexico solely in order to act asa guard to our princess, but whom you have | 

i furced to fight against principles identical with our own, might have expiated with our blood ; 

the crime of a man who is a traitor to his country. We hope, sire, that this act of barbarity . . 

F will not remain unpunished, and that you will cause the laws existing among all civilized e 

: nations to be respected. We protest most earnestiy against this unworthy act, hoping that | 

4 the Belgian name will not much longer continue mixed up with this iniquitous war. . | : 

5 | BREUER, - a 
| GUYOT, | 

| | FLACHAT, , f 

} oo | VAN HOLLENBECK, | : 
and two hundred others. : 

P — | 
, | TACAMBARO, October 24, 1865. tf 

- To the Representatives of the Belgian Nation : | ; 

GENTLEMEN: The Mexican question has frequently been discussed by you, but the chief : 

point has been the legality or illegality of recruiting for the Belgian legion. Now, however, 

an event of great gravity obliges us to call your attention to it anew. The lives of two hun- : 

dred Belgian prisoners are involved. Considering the question some time back, the force : 

was intended solely as a guard of honor voluntarily offered for the protection of a Belgian 

princess. The emperor, disregarding the special service for which the legion was destined  § 

and the neutrality of the Belgian nation, ordered us to take the field, and being Belgian sol- . 

diers, we obeyed, and marched to the front cheerfully, animated by the love of war. Al- E 

though we achieved triumphs, we also, unfortunately, sustained reverses, and two hundred i 

of us Belgians are prisoners. Without taking our position into consideration, the emperor | i 

recently issued a decree which may cause terrible results. It announces to the republicans : 

that after the 15th of November all persons caught with arms in their hands would be shot. oe
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q At the commencement of this month an imperialist colonel, named Mendez—an ex-republi- | 
3 can, who sold himself to the empire—a man hating the Belgians, took a large number of | 

: prisoners from the republican army in a fight, including two generals and several officers of | 
, high rank, whom he caused to be shot, without regard to military law, and without waiting 2 
j , for the expiration of the period fixed by the decree, stating, after the execution, to persons 
i. who remonstrated with him upon the enormity of the deed, ‘‘ What matters it? They can | 

only revenge themselves upon the Belgians.’’ This alluded to the fact that all the other 
3 (French) prisoners had been exchanged. a | | 

=: We expected that all the Belgian prisoners would be put to death; but the republie of . 
_ Mexico being great and generous, like all free nations, deferred to act until after learning the f 

’ action of the administration of the empire toward this Colonel Mendez. i 
1 The emperor is very fond of this man. He has already sacrificed our brave colonel, and } 

he may sacrifice the lives of all the Belgian prisoners. — 
| Gentlemen, it is incumbent upon you to intervene. The Belgian legion desired long since , 

to return to its native country. It did not. wish to take part in this iniquitous war, or to | 
serve longer under an empire wherein such deeds are allowed to be committed. : ; 

4 Representatives of the nation, your duty calls you to act wherever the Belgian name is at i 
4 stake. . This is not a question of party, but of nationality. | : 
j. Representatives of Belgium, remember our motto, ‘‘ Unity and strength.”” It behooves / you to speak. We call upon you in the name of Belgium, whose honest confidence has been | 2 abused. Representatives of Belgium, it behooves you to see that the blood of Belgians be 

7 not sacrificed. In the name of the country do your duty, | 
: | | : BREUER, 
; | On behalf of the Belgian prisoners taken by the republican army. 

| General Crawford to General Weitzel. 

| . - BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS, January 1, 1866. 
GENERAL: Information has just reached me that a number of soldiers belonging to the | 

army of the republic of Mexico were this morning captured in battle by the soldiers of the 
so-called emperor of Mexico, and that, by the orders of the traitor Mejia, they are to be shot | 

: to death at daylight to-morrow. — . 
4 I wish, general, to protest, in the name of. humanity, against this violation of the usages 
4 of civilized warfare, and to request that you, on the part of the republic of the United States 

: | of America, prevent this atrocious murder of patriots in cold blood by the tools of the Aus- ll 
q trian usurper. : i 
i | The opinions of the people and of the government of the United States in relation to the ; 
4 inhuman orders of Maximilian are well known. - : 
1 ‘T'o permit the patriotic soldiers of a sister republic, with which we preserve diplomatic re- 

lations, to be butchered within sight of the flag of the United States, and within sound of ‘ 
7. an army of United States troops, is to prove false to every principle held dear by an Ameri- : 

can citizen. | | 
As an officer of the army of the Mexican republic I earnestly ask, general, that you pre- : 

vent the commission of this dreadful crime. | : 
1 I have the honor to be, general, your obedient servant, 2 

, . 7 R. CLAY CRAWFORD, | 
: | : General of Division, Army of Mezico. 

7 Major General GODFREY WEITZEL, | : | ‘ 
Com'dg District of Rio Grande and 25th Army Corps. - 

y | ———__- ' { 

General Weitzel to General Crawford. | ‘ 

4 | HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF THE RIO GRANDE, a 
Brownsville, Teras, January 2, 1866. 

3 GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of yes- 
; terday. 
q I have notified General Mejia of the opinion which I firmly believe my government holds 

on that subject, and have entered solemn protest in writing against the act. 
4 General Mejia replies that he is obliged to obey the orders of his government. 

I will notify my superiors of this; but I have positive, written orders not to commence 
2 hostilities without instructions so to do. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
! G. WEITZEL, Mujer General Commanding, 

3 R. CLAY CRAWFORD, . 
: . General of Division, Army of Mexico. 

4
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| HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF THE RIO GRANDE, | q 
. _ Brownsville, Texas, January 2, 1866. { 

pn GENERAL: I understand that you have taken seventeen prisoners from the liberal forces, a 
and that you intend to execute them. ae | 

| In the name of the entire civilized world I protest against such a horrible act of barbarity. — 
I believe it will stamp the power which you represent with infamy forever. : 

To execute Mexicans fighting in their own country, and for the freedom of their country, : 
: against foreign power, is an act which, at this age, will meet with universal execration. . &€ 
® I cannot permit this to be done under the eye of my government without, on its behalf, : 
i entering this solemn protest. —— | i; 
~ I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, . : 
Hy . G. WEITZEL, Major General Commanding. | 

‘Major General Tomas MESIA, - — . 
| Commanding line of the Rio Grande | : 5 

| IMPERIAL ARMY MEXIco, DIVISION MEJIA, | | : 
_ Headquarters Matamoras, January 2, 1866. — 1 

2 GENERAL: I acknowledge receipt of your communication dated this day. : 
| I find myself under the necessity of repelling energetically the participation which you : 

pretend to take in the internal concerns of this country. : 
The business to which the protest in your note refers has now been brought before com- : 

petent tribunals, and no one has a right to suspend the proceedings. : 
7 For your individual cognition I will add that the persons in question are accused of having E 

_ taken by force of arms thirteen wagons, twenty-six mules and horses, and robbed thirteen 7 &— 
persons. , | 

It would be very strange, general, if in the middle of this nineteenth century the bandits : 
and fighting robbers were to receive help and protection from the civilized world. : 

| By the same occasion I see myself obligated to remind you of the contents of the letter : 
which I had the honor to address you on the 21st of last December. I shall return without i 

| answer all communications of the character and couched in the language of the one now i. 
before me. a 

Accept, general, my esteem and consideration. | : 
: | | | TOMAS MEJIA,  &§ 

| | General Commanding line of the Rio Grande. B 
: _ Major General WEITZEL, : : E 
| Commanding Western District of Texas, Brownsville. . = 

4 | —__ | | 

4 The following is the letter of the 21st of December, referred to in the foregoing commu- : 
' nication : . | 5 
4 IMPERIAL ARMY MEXICO, ‘DIvISION MEJIA, -  - 
i Headquarters Matamoras, December 21, 1865. i 

4 GENERAL: I have received your letter dated 19th instant, transmitting me the instruc- E 
| tions which you have received from New Orleans, and informing me that I must consider as : 
u belligerents the Juarist bands of Mexico, without applying to them the name of bandits, | : 
2 seeing that the government of the United States recognizes that of Juarez, for whom these 4 

| forces are fighting. a | : 
i _ Hereafter, general, I will not answer letters of the character and couched in the language . 

of the one which now occupies me. . 
The Mexican authorities do not receive other commands, nor do they submit to any other : 

will, than that of the government of Mexico. The conduct of the forces to whom you : 
allude, and the decree of October 3 last, have defined uniformly the position of said i 
forces in the country, and in that position will they now be considered in Mexico. 

Accept, general, the assurance of my highest consideration. | e 
| TOMAS MEJIA, 4 

. | | Commanding line of Rio Grande. - | 
Major General WEITZEL, | | OE 

_ Commanding District Rio Grande. a CG : 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. . | | 

- [Translation.] - of 

Mexican Legation To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 
| . | | Washington, February 20, 1866, j 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to enclose you two printed communications, : 
of undoubted authenticity, which passed between General Riva Palacio, acting |
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as commander of the army of the centre of the Mexican republic, and General i 
? Bazaine, commander-in-chief of the French army now invading that republic. | 

The first is from T'acambaro, (State of Michoacan,) the 27th of November last, | | 
in regard to an exchange of prisoners, soon afterwards effected ; and the second 2 
is from the elty of Mexico, the 16th of the same month. | . 

{ . I also enclose a passport, in French and Spanish, given by the said Genetal_ 
| Bazaine to General Don Santiago Tapia, one of the prisoners exchanged at the 5 

time, who showed it to me in New York, on his way to the northern frontier, f 
where he has gone to continue his duty as a soldier and patriot. / 
My object in sending you these documents is to keep the United States gov- i 

ernment informed of the conduct of the invaders of Mexico, and I now call your | 
2 attention to the inconsistency of treating Mexicans.as belligerents, after once : 
| having denied them that right. The French age nt, Maximilian, after having | 

denied all rights of belligerents to the soldiers of the republic, whom he proclaims i 
| as bandits in his decree of the 3d of October last, and shoots without trial, in | 

| conformity to his decree, even though they belong to regularly organized forces, 
, now the commander-in-chief of the invaders, negotiates a formal exchange of pris- 

oners with General Riva Palacio, whom he calls general and flatters with cour- 
teous language for his humanity to French prisoners. ‘T’o say the least, this sig- | 

| nifies an acknowledgment of the rights of belligerents to the forces of t he republican _ 
army. The evident object of this inconsistency is to gain the release of the 
French prisoners; and it is an open confession, forced from the invaders of Mexican 
soil, that those forces defending the independence of their country are not dis- | 

4 organized bands of highway robbers, as they assert, and it is unjust and absurd 
, to deny them the considerations usually extended to all belligerents throughout | 
7 the civilized world. | | 

I embrace the occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my 
most distinguished consideration. 2 

: | , M. ROMERO. 4 
Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, gc., &c., Sc. = | an 

| | —_—— a | | 

; [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] | 

1 No. 1403. ] | | EXPEDITIONARY CORPS OF MEXICO, | | 
: _ .OFFICE OF THE MARSHAL COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, | 

: | | Mexico, November 16, 1865. | 

GENERAL: I received your favor through the politeness of Captain Mion. I am pleased ‘ 
| at the sentiments of humanity that have animated you in this affair. Anxious to assist you | 

in this particular, I am disposed to do all I can to bring about a good understanding. | | 
i Therefore I have the honor to inform you that I have given orders for the exchange to take : 

place in the town of Acuitzco, on the 2d of December, between 8 and 10 o’clock in the morn- 
ing. 

| In this exchange, I place at your disposal— | 
| First.. General Canto and all the officers taken prisoners with him by Colonel Potier. 
{ Second. All the officers taken prisoners in Tacambaro by Colonel Vanders Smissen. 

Third. All the officers taken prisoners in Santa Anna Amatlan by General Mendez. 
: ” Fourth. All the soldiers taken prisoners in Morelia. And, finally, if you wish it, Generals 
3 Tapia and Juan Ramirez, taken prisoners in Oaxaca and kept in Puebla. 

All the prisoners in Morelia will be delivered to-you on the 2d. In regard to Generals 
Tapia and Ramirez, I give my word of honor to set them at liberty in Puebla, with safe con- 
ducts to go where they please, as soon as I hear that the exchange is made. 

I have appointed Captain Bocarmé, of the Belgian regiment, to supervise the exchange of 
; prisoners. Captain Antonio Salgado will accompany him, and he will be escorted to the — 

town of Acuitzco by a Belgian company of 50 or 60 men and a few Mexican cavalry. 
4 I hope, general, you will accept the good intentions offered you on this occasion. 

The number of officers sent you from Morelia willbe  * * * * , |
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I will not close this letter without thanking you for your kindness and attentions towards : 

the prisoners. | | i 

Please accept the assurances of my distinguished consideration. : 
BAZAINE, : 

| . . . Marshal of France. : 

General RIVA PALACIO. | . : 

| A copy of the original : ee : 

| : , . a JESUS RUBIO, Chief Clerk. [ 

a TACAMBARO DE CODALLOS, September 27, 1865. q 

i . [Enclosure No. 2.] | a: 

REPUBLICAN ARMY OF THE CENTRE.—GENERAL-IN-CHIEF.—NO. 52,0000 ' 

! . HEADQUARTERS AT TACAMBARO DE CODALLOS, oo ; 

7 November 27, 1865. ; 

- Lhave received, with much pleasure, through Captain Minon, your proposals for an ex- 

change of prisoners; and your excellency may rest assured that I will not oppose in any ; 

manner, but will do all I can to assist the exchange; and I will order all the prisoners in : 

Zirandaro and Huetamo, Belgians and Mexicans, to be delivered to your excellency’s com- : 

- ‘missioners. . . | F 

( Lieutenant Colonel Augustin Linarte, escorted by eighty cavalry, will attend to the ex- : 

| change in Acuitzco. : e | oS | : 

I will, however, observe that Captain Minon presented your communications to me last : 

night; that from this place to the prisoners is a distance of forty-six leagues of very bad road, — ; 

and from here to the place of exchange is twelve leagues, which united make a distance of 4 

fifty-eight leagues, and I think it hardly possible that the Belgian prisoners can make that a | 

distance in the few days your excellency has appointed. However, I have sent an express. ‘ 

to start the prisoners to this city; and I take the liberty to request Captain Minon to deliver. : 

| a letter to Captain Visart Bocarmé, asking him not to start till I give the proper notice. : : 

i I am sure your excellency will not think I am to blame, if the exchange does not take : 

place on the day you have fixed, and as I desire. , : 

| ‘To prevent hostilities on the road from here to Morelia from interrupting the execution of | 

- this negotiation, I give orders that they be suspended along the line from Tacambaro to 4 

, Acuitzco, and in case they are broken, I assure your excellency it will not be caused by the : 

J republican forces. : | ae: 

| Before closing, I must thank your excellency for your kindness and civility in this business, : 

: a proof of your humane and noble sentiments. — . | | p 

4 I beg your excellency to accept the protestations of my distinguished consideration. | F 

i . VICENTE RIVA PALACIO. f 

{ His Excellency Marshal BAZAINE, | E 

A Commander-in-chief of the Expeditionary Corps in Mexico. i 

1 A copy of the original : . 
_ JESUS RUBIO, Chief Clerk. - 

TACAMBARO DE CODALLOS, November 27, 1865. 

. [Enclosure No. 3. ] 7 | : 

CORPS OF MEXICO.—OFFICE OF THE MARSHAL COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF. : 

Safe Conduct. . 4 

By virtue of the powers granted to me by his Majesty the emperor Maximilian, and in E 

consequence of the exchange of prisoners effected the 5th of December, 1865, at Acuitzco, : 

(Michoacan, ) General Tapia Santiago, prisoner of war at Oaxaca, is set at liberty and au- : 

thorized to return to Tacambaro to present himself to General Vicente Riva Palacio, or to : 

follow him wherever he may be found. | : 

The civil and military authorities are requested to let him pass freely, on his journey from 

Puebla to Tacambaro. | : a 

| BAZAINE, Marshal of France. 

| Mexico, December 8, 1865. . f 

The present safe conduct allows General Tapia to remain only eight days in Tacambaro. 
, MARSHAL BAZAINE, i 

Mexico, December 15, 1865. | | E
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] 7 [ Translation. ] — - | : 
i HEADQUARTERS OF THE REPUBLICAN ARMY OF THE CENTRE: | | 
1 The citizen general, Santiago Tapia, presented himself at these headquarters on the 30th 

day of the past month, and, in compliance with the obligation referred to in the marginal ‘ | note, returned to Mexico on the 4th day of the present month. | 
: . RIVA PALACIO, , : TACAMBARO DE CODALLOS, January 2, 1866. : a 

| _ Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : : 
1 | [ Translation. ] | " 

i Mexican Legation To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 7 : 
] | | | Washington, March 10, 1866. | 
4 Mr. SecreTary: As aspecimen of the manner in which the so-called deeree | 

of the usurper Maximilian, issued the 3d of October last, ordering the execution 
3 of all Mexicans who defend the independence of their country, is carried out, I 

have the honor to enclose to you with this note the death sentence pronounced | 
j against Colonel Carlos Garcia Cano, and the mode of its execution, contained | 

in an extract from La Sombra, a paper published in the city of Mexico. The | 
4 colonel was a young man of 25, who had once served in the ranks of the inter- : 

ventionists; but afterwards reflecting on his duty as a Mexican, he joined the 
| defenders of independence. o oe | 

He was subsequently taken prisoner, condemned and executed in the irregular 
i manner shown by the annexed document. : 
| I refrain from commenting on what is here improperly caled trial, and which 
1. is nothing but real assassination. as it was done in accordance with the so-called | 

decree, ‘which is already known to the government of the United States.. : 
I embrace the occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my ; 

2 most distinguished consideration. ee | — | | | _ -M. ROMERO. : 
1 Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Sc. §c., Sc. | , | 

| [From ‘La Sombra,” Mexico, February 4, 1866.] | 
1 Sentence and execution of Garcia Cano. | | 

2 The following has been published : —_ / : 
WAR DEPARTMENT.—FIRST MILITARY DIVISION, FIRST SUBDIVISION.—NO. 36 OF THE i 

; SENTENCE.—DATE OF THE CRIME, 28TH OF DECEMBER, 1865.—-COURT-MARTIAL. 
Sentence condemning to the penalty of death the person named Carlos Garcia Cano, ac- 

. cused of rebellion against the imperial government, under aggravatifig circumstances, at the : 
3 Pachuca Mines, on the 28th of December last, at eleven o’clock at night. On the 2Ist day | 

_ of January, 1866, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, the court-martial met, composed of Colonel 
Manuel Palomino, president; Captain Luis Alegre, judge; Captain Juan Duejias, judge ; 

3 Captain Nicholas Parra, reporter; 2d Sergeant Nicholas Salazar, notary—all appointed by 
| the war department—and pronounced the sentence, from which we make the following exe 
: tract : Oe 

i “e Maximilian, emperor of Mexico, to all those present, and those to come, greeting : 
, ‘*The court-martial of Toluca has pronounced the sentence from which the following is 

| extracted : | 
: ‘*'The court-martial having heard the statement of the commissary reporter, has declared 

the named Carlos Garcia Cano, ex-colonel of cavalry—to the Ist question, guilty by una- 
nimity ; to the 2d question, guilty by unanimity ; to the 3d, that he has commited the acts 

| of which he is accused without palliating circumstances—according to the law, guilty by 
. unanimity; to the 4th, the majority do not recommend him to pardon. ‘Therefore the said | 

| court condemned the accused Carlos Garcia Cano, ex-colonel, 25 years of age, native of Ja- 
: | lapa, married and domiciled in Pachuca, to the penalty of death, in accordance with the law 

.
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of the 3d of October, 1866, article first, which declares: that by virtue of article 139 of the i 
code of military justice, the sum of five hundred dollars in gold and silver, cost of board de- ' 
ducted, shall go into the national treasury ; the draft for five hundred and forty-nine dollars 4 

| and twelve cents, and the pistol, which is the corpus delicti in another cause, shall be re- : 
| turned to the said Cano, together with the watch and chain, two diamond Tings and the : 

pocket-book, which is his property.” . | 
| This day, the 2ist of January, 1866, the present sentence was read by us, the notary un- ' 

| dersigned, to the said Carlos Garcia Cano, in presence of the commissary reporter. : 
» | Oe | NICHOLAS SALAZAR, Notary. : 

me ; NICHOLAS PARRA, Commissary Reporter. : | 2 

. This sentence began to receive its execution on the 21st, at 2 o’clock p. m. of the month | 
7 and year mentioned ; the watch and chain, the two diamond rings and the pocket-book, were : 
: returned to Cano. The execution was continued on the 22d, at ten minutes before ten, of the : 

same month and year, Carlos Garcia Cano being shot in presence of the troops of the garri- : 
son. Finally, at five o’clock, the following sums were sent to the principal administration ; 
of revenues: Ist, 24 ounces, of $16 each, making $384; 2d, 3 idem, of $20, $60; 3d, 3 half A 

. ounces, $8, $24; 4th, in silver, $1 564; a total of $469 564; bill of the tavern for meals, : 
| $30 433; making a total of $500; 5th, one pistol; 6th, a draft for $549 12. : 

Certified as correct : | | 4 | NICHOLAS PARRA, | | 
| 7 7 : a ‘Commissary Reporter. | : 

Countersigned—NICHOLAS SAaLAzZaR, Notary. : | . oe | 
A true copy: | | : 

| J. M. MARQUEZ, | : 
| Under Secretary of War pro tem, a: 

MEXxIco, January 31, 1866. : | : ! | 1 | | |  - 
! : | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | i 
: | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
: | a 7 Washington, March 14, 1866. F 

Sm: J have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications of | 
January 5 and 22, February 20, and March 10, 1866, with their enclosures, 1 

| which relate to the decree issued on the 3d of October, 1865, by the so-called F 
-emperor of Mexico, and in which the penalty of death is declared against all | 

8 Mexicans found in arms and defending the integrity and independence of their ] 
| country, against the forcible intervention of France in that republic. ° q 
4 You further inform me that this penalty has actually been visited upon Major : 
| General José Maria Arteaga, and several of his companions-in-arms, recently i 
: made prisoners by the French. | | : 
/ In reply, it is scarcely necessary for me to assure you that the government of = — f 
d the United States deeply regrets the untimely fate which has overtaken these : 

brave champions of the cause of liberty and republican institutions in Mexico ; | 
4 and fully deprecates the practice of a system of warfare so little in consonance | 

with the usages of enlightened states. i 
I beg, in answer, to state that the subject will receive the attention to which of 

it is so justly entitled from this government, and meanwhile have the honor te __ i 
| renew to you, sir, the assurances of my highest consideration. | | : | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

Sefior Matias Romero, &c., | J 
po Washington, D. C. | ' 

| | Mr. Corwin to Mr. Seward. | : 
| | [Extract. ] | ff 
| No. 13.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs oF AMERICA, | I 

ud | | Mexico, September 10, 1865. J 
' Sir: +  * + * * * | : 

| The official paper published in this city, last evening, contained several im- / 
portant decrees issued by Maximilian on the fifth of the month, as it now ap- i
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! pears. Among others is one in regard to colonization. As will be seen by | 
a reference to the paper—a copy of which is sent enclosed herewith—this de- : 

3 cree has been drawn up solely (though not ostensibly) with the view of inducing : 
| our southern planters to emigrate, with their slaves, to Mexico. Although the : 
3 first article of the “reglamento” which accompanies the decree declares that “in : 

: conformity to the laws of the empire, all men of color are free by the simple , 
| fact of treading the Mexican soil,” yet the remaining articles show clearly that 

the blacks who may come here under the contracts mentioned in the “ reglamen- ¥ 
| to” will be reduced to a state of peonage, which, in its practical workings, is but ~ 

: slavery disguised. The article third obliges the “ patron” to maintain the chil- i 
. dren of his workmen. If the laborer dies the patron becomes the guardian of ; 
: his children, who, until they attain their majority, are to remain in the service ; 
2 of the patron, under the same conditions as tliose agreed to by the father. In 
i Mexico this majority is not reached until the man is twenty-five years old. If, 

‘in addition to this, it is considered how easy it is to bring the laborer into debt | 
2 to the patron, and that, according to the system of peonage, the peon must re- 

main with the master until he has paid the debt, and if it is considered also that | 
3 but very small wages will be paid—as the patron is obliged to agree in the origi- 

: nal contract (which is to be for a term of not less than five nor more than ten ! 
: years) to feed, clothe, and lodge the workmen, and to provide for them in cases | 
| of sickness—it will be seen at once that in many, if not the majority of cases, : 
4 the contract will be in reality a contract for life : 

| Thus Maximilian is proposing to inaugurate here a system which may, here- ! 
after, give Mexico as much trouble as slavery has caused to the United States. | 
T'wo considerations have led me to write on this subject. The first is, that only ! 
the best and most industrious negroes will come here with their old masters. 
The idle and the vicious will remain in our country. If I am correct in this | 

: supposition, the question is of some importance to our government. In the | 
second place, I have thought you might deem it advisable to have the true nature 
of these contracts made clearly known to the black population of the south. 4 

It is said that M. F. Maury, formerly in charge of the Washington Observa- ; 
: tory, will be appointed imperial commissioner of immigration. | 

_ % oK K KO oe * * a : 

1 | I am, sir, your obedient servant, © | So 
| | WM. H CORWIN. | 

~ Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | | . | 4 
| Secretary of State of the United States. . | 

| Mr. Otterbourg to Mr. Seward. — | 

No. 18.] oe UnitepD States CONSULATE, | 
| Mexico, September 29, 1865. i 

: Sir: I have the honor to inform the department that, in conformity with in- 7 

| _ gtructions received from our chargé d’affaires residing here, this consulate has 

| been directed to issue passports when required. | | 

| Enelosed I have the honor to transmit the translations (No. 1) to which L | 
referred in despatch No. 17. | | | 

: | I have the honor to be, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant, 
| MARCUS OTTERBOURG, | 

7. : an United States Consul. — | 
Hon. Wiutiam H. Sewarp, | | { 

Secretary of State of the United States of America, Washington. _ ns
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| No. 1. : . : 

DECREE. 8  & 

We, Maximilian, emperor of Mexico, in consideration of the sparseness of the population ' 
in the Mexican territory, in proportion to its extent; desiring to give to immigrants all pos- : 
sible security for property and liberty, in order that they may become good Mexicans, sin- | 

* cerely attached to their new country, and having heard the opinion of our board of coloniza. &§ 
ee tion, do decree as follows : | : 
Be ARTICLE J. Mexico is open to immigration from all nations. | . i: 

| ART. 2. Immigration agents shall be appointed, who willbe paid by the government, and : 
whose duty it shall be to protect the arrival of immigrants, and install them on the lands as- E 
signed them, and assist them in every possible manner in establishing themselves. These i 

- agents will receive the orders of an imperial commission of immigration, specially appointed &— 
: by us, and to whom, through our minister of improvement, (Fomento,) all communications : 

relating to immigration shall be addressed. : 
| ART. 3. Each immigrant shall receive a duly executed title incommutable of landed ¢es- | . &-£ 

tate, and a certificate that it is free of mortgages. . 
ArT. 4, Such property shall be free from taxes for the first year, and also from duties on : 

transfers of property, but only on the first sale. . : : 
ART. 5. The immigrants may be naturalized as soon as they shall have established them- : 

selves as settlers. . : 
i . ART. 6. Immigrants who may desire to bring laborers with them, or induce them tocome — : 

in considerable numbers, of any race whatever, are authorized to do so; but those laborers | : 
will be subject to special protective regulations. | : 

| ART. 7. The effects of immigrants, their working and brood animals, seeds, agricultural 
implements, machines, and working tools, will enter free of custom-house and transit duties. : 

| ART. 8. Immigrants are exempted from military service for five years, but they will form i 
a stationary militia, for the purpose of protecting their property and neighborhoods. q 

Art. 9, Liberty in the exercise of their respective forms of religious worship is secured to = 
immigrants by the organic law of the empire. | | : 

ART. 10. Each of our ministers is charged with carrying out such parts of this decree as q 
relates to his department. | | - : ; 

| - Given at Chapultepec on the 5th day of September, 1865. a i 
| MAXIMILIAN. . : 

By the Emperor: — . : 
, - The MINISTER OF IMPROVEMENT, (Fomento. ) - : i 

| 5 MANUEL OROZCO Y BERRA, » | : 
a | | Sub-Secretary, inthe absence of the Minister of Improvements. : 

REGULATIONS. | |  - 

3 Under article 6th of the foregoing decree we ordain as follows: 
4 1. Under the laws of the empire all persons of color are free by the mere act of their touch- uo : 
i ing Mexican territory. | | | 7 | ; 

2. They shall make contracts with the employer who has engaged or may engage them, 
j by which such employer shall bind himself to feed, clothe, and lodge them, and give them | . 

: medical attendance; and also pay them a sum of money according to whatever agreements 
they may enter into with them. Moreover, he shall deposit in the savings bank herein men- : 
tioned, for the benefit of the laborer, a sum equivalent to one-fourth of his wages. The la- 4 

: borer shall, on his part, obligate himself to his employer to perform the laber for which he 
| is employed for a term of not less than five nor more than ten years. | 

3. The employer shall bind himself to support the children of his laborers. In the event 
of the father’s death, the employer will be regarded as the guardian of the children, and they. 

oe will remain in his service until they become of age, on the same terms as those agreed on by ; 
their father. | | : | 

4, Each laborer shall receive « book certified by the local authority, in which book his i 
description, the statement of his place of labor, and a certificate of his life and habits will be | 
entered. In case of a change of employer, the consent of the former employer shall be en- 
tered in this book. oo 

5. In case.of the death of the employer, his heirs, or whoever may acquire his estate, shall 
be bound to the laborer in the same manner in which such employer was, and the laborer on 
his part shall be bound towards such new proprietor on the same terms as in his former con- : 

| tract. | : 
6. In case of desertion, the laborer, when arrested, shall be placed without pay on public : 

works, until his employer presents himself to claim him. : 
7. In case of any injustice of the employer towards the laborers, he shall be brought before q 

a magistrate. . | :
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j 8. Special police commissioners will watch over the execution of these regulations, and 7 
: officially prosecute all violators thereof. | 
i 9. A savings bank will be established by the government for the following objects: 

: - 10. The emfloyers shall deposit in said bank every month, for the benefit of the laborers, | 
a sum equivalent to one-fourth of the wages which each is entitled to under his contract of ‘ 

: employment. : | | . 
11. The laborers can deposit in addition, in the savings bank, in money, such sums as 

q they may desire. | | Lo! 
: 12. These deposits shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum per annum. h 
: 43. At the end of his engagement, and on the presentation of his book, the laborer shall 

receive the entire amount of his savings. : } 
: | _ _ 14. If at the end of his engagement the laborer wishes to leave his money in the savings 

; bank, he can then receive the interest accrued; or if he wishes to leave this also, it will be 
4 added to his capital, and also draw interest. | 

15. In case a laborer should die intestate, or without heirs, his property shall pass to the 
treasury of the government. — | 

1 Given at Chapultepec on the 5th day of September, 1865. 
? | i . a, MAXIMILIAN. 

By the Emperor: | | | 
The MENISTER OF IMPROVEMENT, (fomento. ) . 

: . MANUEL OROZCO Y BERRA, | | 
1 - . Sub-Secretary in the absence of the Minister of Improvement, - 

: | MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO. 

1 . Considering that there exist in the district of Cordoba, department of Vera Cruz, various 
q rural estates which, in consequence of insolvency proceedings and other legal questions ' 

raised about the ownership of them, have been neglected in their principal parts, thereby 
depriving agriculture and the population of the fruits which they ought to produce ; 

Considering that said estates secure large sums of money by mortgage in favor of the | 
clergy, which now belong to the public treasury by virtue of the laws of ‘‘desamortization ;” 2 

1 and that, in consequence of the abandonment in which these estates have been left, their 
actual value does not, in any manner, suffice to cover these claims ; 

; Considering that, notwithstanding the number of years that the said questions have been [ 
2 at issue, it has not been possible to terminate them, because the interest of the debtors is \ 
1 oppesed to the clearing of the rights of their creditors, thereby doing much injury to the = ° 

: public treasury ; | | 

; We decree: | “ | ( 

ARTICLE 1. The rural estates designated as follows, and which are situated in the district if 
: of Cordoba, shall be taken possession of on the ground of public utility: Haciendas del | 
q Rosario, de San Antonio, de Ojo de Agua Grande, de Ojo de Agua Chico, de Santa Ana, de 

ja Concepcion Palmillas, de San Francisco, de Toluquilla, rancho del Buen Retiro, hacienda | 
de Guadalupe a la Punta, de Cacahuatal, and de San José del Corral and Venta Pasada. | 

1 ART. 2. Our minister of improvements (fomento) will order these estates to be appraised, 
: in order that the interested parties shall receive the indemnity to which they may be entitled | 
4 by the laws, as soon as it will be made clear, by legal process, what is due the public treasury : \ 

upon the said estates for the mor.gages of the clergy, and who are the legitimate proprietors : 
ef them. 7 | , . 

ART. 3. The same minister will appropriate the said estates to colonization, dividing them | 
into small lots, and taking care to secure their value, in order to pay it over, as part of the : 
indemnity due for them, to those who may be entitled to it, when the investigations men- 

i. tioned in the preceding article will have been made. " : 
3 _ Given at Chapultepec on the 5th September, 1865. 
: | | . MAXIMILIAN. HO 

4 By the Emperor: | 
The Minister of Improvements: In his absence the sub-secretary, | 

| | MANUEL OROZCO Y BERRA. 

: On the anniversary of the independence of Mexico, the 16th of September, the so-called 
emperor Maximilian delivered'the following speech: 

GENTLEMEN: This is a family festival, a festival of brothers, which unites every one of us | 
this day under the folds of our glorious banner. The day upon which our immortal Hidalgo, | 

| elevating with unprecedented valor his patiiotic voice, united the heroes of a new Mexican 
| , era, will be forever, to the sons of our country, a day of rejoicing, because we then celebrate . 

|
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the inauguration of our nationality, because every good Mexican must renew by an oath the i 
promise to live for the greatness, the independence, and the integrity of his country, and a | 
show himself always ready to defend it with all his heart and soul. The words of that oath | 
are the first uttered by a good Mexican. I solemnly repeat them now. My heart, my soul, gt 
my labor, and my law/sul efforts belong to you and to our beloved country. No influence in - 
this world can make me waver'in my duty; every drop of my blood is Mexican now, andif : 
God sends fresh dangers to threaten our country, you will see me fight in your ranks for its 7 
independence and integrity. I am willing to die at the foot of our glorious banner, because ; 

| no human power can wrest from me the trust with which you have endowed me. What I . 
fe say must be said by every good Mexican; it must efface past rancors; it must bury party é 
ne hatred. Every one must live for the good of our beloved country. Thus united, and fol- , 

| lewing the path of duty, we will be strong, and the principles which form the basis of our &- 
: task will infallibly triumph. | : 

7 Mr. Seward to Mr. Speed. | . | : 

| so DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 
| | : | | _ Washington, October 2, 1865. a | 

Str: I have the honor to enclose herewith an extract from despatch No. 13, |  &§ 
! of September 10, 1865, received from William H. Corwin, esq., the chargé | 
| d’affaires of the United States in Mexico, and also translations of the decrees : | 
| recently issued by the party exercising authority in the city of Mexico, in rela- on | 
| tion to the immigration and colonization in that country, referred to in that de- | 
| spatch. , | | q 

I submit these papers with the view of ascertaining whether, under said de- i 
| crees, peonage or any other form of slavery can be instituted in Mexico. . | 

I will thank you for an opinion at your earliest convenience. | . 
_ I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | - 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | i 
| Hon. JAMES SPEED, | | | ¥ 

| Attorney General of the United States. 4 

| Mr. Speed to Mr. Seward. | : 

| ) ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, | 4 
| : October 21, 1865. | 
j Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2d : 
j day of October, together with an extract from despatch No. 13, of William H. : 
2 Corwin, chargé d’affaires of the United States in the city of Mexico, and also q 

translations of decrees recently issued by Maximilian, now exercising the au- — «Ef 
thority of an emperor in Mexico, in relation to immigration into and colonization | i 

| in that country. | | | | a : 
You ask me whether, under these decrees, peonage or any other form of 

slavery can be instituted in Mexico. | : 
The decrees, of which you have sent to me copies, are, in substance, as 

follows : — - 4 
_ It is recited that, considering the scant population of Mexican territory, it is. : 
desirable to give the fullest guarantees of property and liberty to immigrants ; | 
it is then decreed | f 

1, That Mexico shall be open to emigration from all nations. oo i 
2. Agents of emigration are to be appointed, and their powers and duties : 

prescribed. | : | | ee 
The 3d, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, and 9th articles set out and declare what shall be the : 

rights and privileges of emigrants. | of 
The 6th article reads thus: “Immigrants who wish to bring, or cause to : 

come, working-men, in considerable number, of whatever race they may be, are EF
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authorized to do so; but these working-men will be the object of special pro- : 
: tective regulation.” - | 

_ The second decree is supplementary, and in it are the special protective regu- | 
j lations for working-men referred to in the 6th article. ‘These regulations read 2 

as follows: | ae . 4 
4 1. In conformity with the laws of the empire, all men of color are free by | 
1 the fact, alone, of having trod on Mexican territory. | 
: 2. They shall make with the patron who shall have engaged them a contract ie 

‘by which he shall bind himself’ to feed, clothe, lodge, and take care of them in | 
their sickness, as well as pay them a salary, the amount of which shall be ' 
settled between them. The patron shall bind himself beside to deposit to the 

| eredit of the working-man a sum equivalent-to one quarter of his salary in the 

q savings bank, which will be further mentioned below. ‘The working-man shall, 

1 ‘at the same time, bind himself to his patron to execute the work to which he 

7 shall be set during the term of five years at least, and ten years at most. 
3. The patron shall bind himself to provide subsistence for the children of 

his working-men ; in case of the death of the father, the patron shall have the 
guardianship of the children, and they shall remain in his service until the age | 

, of majority, on the same condition that the father was. | | | | 

4. Kvery working-man shall have a book, inspected by the local authority, | 
{ on which shall be given his description, the indication of the place where he | 
| works, and a certificate of good life and conduct. In case of change of patron, | 

the consent of the first patron shall be inscribed on the book. : | 
- §. In case of the death of the patron, his heirs, or the individuals who have | 

: acquired his property, are bound toward their working-men on the same terms | 
; the patron was; and the working-man, on his part, is bound in respect to the 

: new proprietor in the terms of his first contract. . 
6. In case of desertion, the working-man apprehended shall be employed 

| without any pay, on the public works, until he shall be reclaimed by his patron. fF 
1 os % Every unjust act of the patron towards his working-man shall be turned 

1 over to the courts. ae : ' 

8. Special commissioners of the police shall watch over the execution of the 
present regulation, and shall, by virtue of their office, prosecute those contra- | 

- vening the same. . | | : 
9. The government will establish a savings bank for the ends hereinafter : 

| mentioned. — 
10. The patron shall deposit in the bank every month, to the credit of the i 

’ working-men, a sum equal to one-quarter of the salary to which they are enti- 

| tled by reason of their contract. , : 

11. The working-men may, besides, deposit in the savings. bank the sum of | 

, which they shall have full credit. t 

| 12. The deposits shall have the advantage of five per cent. annual interest. | 

- 13. At the close of their engagement, the working-men, on the presentation | 

of their book, shall receive their peculium integrally. sO 

4 - 14, If, on the expiring of the contract, the working-men be disposed to leave 

; their money in the savings bank, they can withdraw the interest due, or leave 

| ‘it on deposit; and in the latter case it shall be capitalized with the primitive 
: | capital, and shall also bear interest. 
: 15. In ease of death, intestate, or without heirs, the peculium of the work- 

ing-men shall pass into the possession of the public treasury. | 

: The sixth article of the decree and regulations is inconsistent and contradic- 

: tory. Whilst the sixth article of the decree speaks of working-men of every 2 

race, the regulations under it seem to embrace men of color only. 

| Notwithstanding the broad declaration in the first regulation, that all men of 

| | color are free by the fact alone of having trod on Mexican territory, it is mani- 

| fest that in the subsequent regulations a grinding and odious form of slavery is 

| sought to be established. |
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| _ Slavery is a lew by which one man asserts dominion over the conduct of | 
another, either for a specified time, or for life. . : 

The law of slavery makes the man a mere machine, controlled and governed | 4 
by another. The slave has but little occasion to exercise and use the noble q 
faculties of his mind. The physical man is alone of value to the master or | 
patron, and he, of course, looks only to the physical wants of the slave. q 

That the regulations make slaves of working-men and their families is evident. i 
Ist. They are required to sell themselves for not less than five nor more ; 

| than ten years. | | : 
ie _ 2d. They are required by law, no matter how circumstances may change, ] 

| or things may occur that were not reasonably within the contemplation of the io 
: parties, to specifically fulfil the engagement. | So : 

3d. They must execute every work to which they shall be set by their pa~ 
tron during that time. | | a q 

: Ath. They cannot feed, clothe, lodge, or take care of themselves, either in 4 
health or in sickness. | | e 

5th. They cannot provide for the subsistence of their children, nor educate ; 
them, unless by permission of the patron; and in case of death, their children. B 

| become the slaves of the patron until their majority. — - oe = 
6th. The patron or master can sell or dispose of them to whom he pleases. q 

| 7th. They may complain to the police of the harsh treatment of their master, i 
but have no right to petition for or seek a change of any law which may be  - 
regarded as oppressive or unjust to them or to their class or country. 4 

\ Sth. If the police refuse to hear their complaints, or, hearing, deny interfer- | . 
: ence, they are without redress. | | | LO q 
| 9th. These regulations contemplate that the working-men require physical : 

2 comforts only; their minds must remain uncultivated, their morals neglected, | ; 
and their religious training not cared for. | E 

| 10th. There is no provision by which the working-man can purchase himself | 
or his time, or release or improve the condition of his children. | | | 1 

: 11th. What is to become of the working-man and his children after he shall i 
\ have faithfully served his term is not provided. Is he to be a free citizen, or — | 
i is he still to be regarded as a working-man, and again compelled to sell himself E 
| and his family ? / | | | : 

: I have no hesitation in saying that these regulations constitute a law which : 
| deprives working-men of rights which we in this country regard, and which in i 

every well-organized community should be regarded as inestimable, inalienable, i 
\ and indestructible, and certainly makes them slaves. The history of this ; 

p country, and particularly the history of the troubles from which we are just ; 
emerging, shows that no society can be organized permanently and remain at : 

| peace within its own borders, and with the outside world, where these great and. : 
| important rights are denied to any considerable class of men. a a 
: . I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | i 

: | : JAMES SPEED, Attorney General. ft 
~ Hon. Witiram H. Sewarp,Secretary of State. | | : f 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward, | I 

: [ Translation. ] | — | | 

MEXICAN LEGATION TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | ff 
- Washington, October 5, 1865, 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to remit to you, for the information of the : 
| government of the United States, a copy,* in English, of the so-called law & 

* For enclosure see despatch from Mr. Otterbourg, No. 18, of the 29th September, 1865. |
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] which on the 5th of September last was issued at Chapultepec by the ex-arch- _ | 
4 duke of Austria, Fernando Maximilian, so-called emperor of Mexico, in which, 

; under pretext, apparently, of inviting foreign emigration to Mexico, he has | 
: adopted a plan which has for its purpose to call to that republic the disaffected 

: citizens of the United States who are not disposed to acknowledge the author- | 
4 | ity of this government, nor to accept the consequences of the war, by admit- 
4 | ting them with their prejudices and their peculiar system of labor, already well | 
| _ tried in the southern part of the United States. | - 

| According to the information I have received, founded on facts, and which I 
1 _ have communicated to your department, the Emperor of the French and his ' 
q agent in Mexico, considering that in the country there were not elements suffi-’ : 
| cient to sustain them, have taken means to call to it all persons they supposed 2 
i animated by any hostility against the United States. : 
: The arrangements made with ex-Senator Gwin, of California, had that object, 
2 but as that individual was recognized as a declared enemy of the United States | 
j on the close of the civil war here, it was thought not advisable to irritate this | 
| country by carrying out the plans which had been agreed upon with him. | 

_ In place of them, there has been another combination, which, under a differ- | 
1 ent form, it is hoped, may produce the like results. For this new plan they | 
’ have gone to the extreme of practically re-establishing, in fact, in Mexico, the : 

odious institution of slavery. The so-called law of the ex-archduke of Austria : 
goes accompanied by a regulation signed by the same Maximilian, of which I : 

| also enclose a copy in English, whose first article, to cover appearances, declares 
| that, ‘according to the laws of the empire, all men of color are free from the 
{ mere fact of stepping on Mexican territory;” but those following establish a | 
j slavery so much the more odious, because it is not restricted to color or deter- | 

4 - mination of caste. . | 
j The working-men—name they give to the slaves—will make, according to — 
1 such regulations, a contract with their master, called patron, by which he will 
| | bind himself to feed, clothe, and lodge them, and support them in sickness, and | 

pay them a sum of money in conformity with the conditions agreed upon 
| between them. The fourth part of the sum will be lost to the working-man 

almost, because he cannot dispose of it nor of the interest while his contract | 
: lasts, according to terms of articles 13 and 14. ‘The working-man will en- | 

. gage at the same time with his patron to do the work to which he may be : 
; assigned for the term of five years at least, and ten years at most.” ‘The 

: patron will engage to maintain the children of his working-men.” ‘This slavery 
is hereditary, because, according to article three of the regulations, “ in case of 

_ the death of the father, (working-man,) the patron shall consider himself tutor t 
of the children, and they shall continue in his service until majority on the _ \ 
same conditions as was the father.” The heirs of the patron will hold,in their 

] turn, these working-men in conformity with article 5. To complete the odious i 
1 practices of the holders of slaves, the regulation referred to contains (article 6) = 

an article against fugitive slaves, by which, “in case of desertion, the workman, 
: when caught, shall be assigned, without wages at all, to the public works until 

his patron comes to reclaim him.” ‘To consummate this work of iniquity, ar- 
; ticle 15 provides that in case of death “ab intestate,” or without heirs, the | 

q peculium of the working-man shall pass into the control of the public treasury. | 
: It is really an extraordinary thing, and almost incomprehensible, that when | 

. slavery has received a death-blow in the only country that could revive it, and | 
: when it has been shown by facts that its existence is an evil, social, moral and | 
| political, there can be in the world a usurper who, without having established : 
1 his authority in the country he tries to dominate over, should attempt to re-es- 

tablish that odious system for the purpose of strengthening himself, and merely 
changing the name for the purpose of deluding the world. | 

4 As this system of labor might be taken for what in Mexico is called peonage, 

4 .
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and as that may.be considered here as an institution equivalent to slavery, I i 
think it expedient to show to you that on some estates in the tierras calientes, Ef 

to the south of Mexico, there has in fact been, through the abuses of the pro- 4 
| prietors and the influence they enjoyed, something that might be compared in f 
» its practical effects with what the ex-archduke of Austria has now established | 

in his aforesaid decree; but such abuses, besides being restricted to a very nar- q 
| row district, were never sanctioned by the Mexican laws, and the national gov- 4 

, ernment of that republic has taken especial care to correct them and root them i 
out. It was reserved for the ex-archduke of Austria to sanction such an abu- D 

sive practice by a law which, if it goes into force, will be executed throughout E 
the whole extent of the Mexican territory. | 7 E 

, Before concluding this note, I think it proper to remit to you copy of the E 
| speech which was delivered in Mexico on the said 16th September by the said — E 
| archduke of Austria, Fernando Maximilian, in which he expresses what he og 

calls his irrevocable determination not to leave Mexico upon any consideration, | 

| _ whatever may be the circumstances. This is one proof more that the Emperor f 
of the French is very far from desisting from his outrageous attempt to deceive ; 

| the people of Mexiev into acceptance of the yoke of a European monarchy. — iL 

| It is satisfactory to me to avail of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Sec- Ef 
retary, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. f 

| | | M. ROMERO. E 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarbp, &c., &c., &e. | | 

i . , a 
EB 

. : | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | | 

! No. 296.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ; 
( | oe Washington, November 2, 1865, ot 

| Sir: The condition of the emancipated slaves or freedmen within the United e 
| States is at this moment very properly a subject of deep interest. The estab- q 

: lishment of the perfect equality of men of the African race with men of other B 
: xaces throughout the whole continent, is a policy which the United States may f 

& hereafter be expected to cultivate with constancy and assiduity. Certain de- E 
4 erees bearing on the subject of immigration which are understood to have been | 
d promulgated by authorities acting in Mexico, in opposition to that republic, q 
| have arrested the attention of this government. ‘The law officer of the govern- | | 
r ment has submitted to this department an opinion, that if those decrees were : 

carried into execution, they would inevitably operate to reduce into a condition f 
of peon slavery working-men of the African race, and, of course, such of the. F 

| freedmen before mentioned as, with or without their intelligent consent, might F 
: be brought within the jurisdiction of Mexico. i 

, If European opinion can be regarded. as established in reference to any one : 
political question, it is settled that African slavery in any form ought henceforth |g 
to cease throughout the world. We do not doubt that the Emperor of France : 

| cordially and fully concurs, as we do, in this humane sentiment. I have, there-_ : 
| fore, to request you to place a copy of the opinion of the Attorney General, i 

herewith enclosed,* in the hands of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and ask that the ~ & 
attention of the French government may be directed to the question which the i 

7 Attorney General has discussed with ability, and with an anxious desire to ar- | i 
rive at just conclusions. : | | | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, iE 
_ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | i 

Joun BiGELow, Esq., §c. &c., &. : 

The opinion of the Attorney General referred to herein is that previously inserted under : : 

date of October 21, 1865. — - 7 | | 

31 pc ** | | :
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| | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. ! 

No. 202.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| . Parts, November 24, 1868. ‘ 

_ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction No. 
296, covering the opinion of Mr. Attorney General Speed in reference to certain 

q | decrees relating to emigration which have recently been promulgated from the 
city of Mexico, and to enclose a copy of a communication addressed by me, in 
compliance therewith, to his excellency the minister for foreign affairs, on the 

q 22d instant. : 
1 I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, ‘ 

| JOHN BIGELOW. : 
Hon. Wiiitam H. Sewarp, 

j Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | | 

| [ Enclosure. ] | 
; Mr. Bigelow to Monsieur Drouyn de Lhuys. 

{ : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
4 . . | Paris, November 22, 1865. 
| SiR: Recalling the conversation which I had the honor to hold with your excellency on 
1 the 17th ultimo, in relation to the alleged levy of Egyptian troops for involuntary service in 

Mexico, and the representations I then made in regard to the natural unwillingness of my 
government and country people to see slavery in any form replanted either within our terri- 
tory or on our borders, I beg to invite your excellency’s attention to certain recent decrees | 

1 : bearing upon the subject of emigration to Mexico, purporting to emanate from authorities | 
1 acting in opposition to that republic. In the opinion of the law officer of my government, 
4 these decrees, if enforced, would inevitably reduce to the condition of peon slavery working- : 
4 men of the African race, and of course such of the freedmen of the United States as may | 

have already been, or hereafter may be, seduced to go there, without a full and intelligent b 
4 comprehension of their liabilities. That your excellency may understand the grounds for this i 
j conclusion, I am instructed to transmit to your excellency a copy of the Attorney General’s oo 

opinion, which will be found enclosed, and to invite the attention of the imperial government : 
; to the questions there discussed. In complying with these instructions of my government, I | 

avail myself of the language of the despatch containing them to say that, ‘If European 
7 Opinion can be regarded as established in reference to any one political question, it is settled 

that African slavery, in any form, ought henceforth to cease throughout the world.” We do 
not doubt that the Emperor of France cordially and fully concurs, as we do, in this humane 

j sentiment. | | | | 
I pray your excellency to accept assurances of the distinguished consideration with which 

| I have the honor to be your excellency’s very obedient and very humble servant, 
: | | | _ JOHN BIGELOW. J | 

His Excellency M. DRouyN DE LHUvys, 
j Minister of Foreign Affairs. —_ | ‘ 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. 

3 | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: | Washington, December 10, 1865. 

| _ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications 
| | of the 5th October and 20th November last, with their several important ac- 
. companiments, which you were pleased to communicate for the information of 
i the government of the United States. In reply, I have the honor to inform | 
| you that they have already received the consideration of this department, and 

that measures have been adopted which are deemed proper to meet the exigencies 
which they present. | 7 | 

2 I avail myself of this occasion to renew 1o you, sir, the assurances of my 
very distinguished consideration. | 

— | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
1 Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., §c., Washington, D.C. :
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; Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. i 

| No. 329.] [ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, [ 
2 : | | Washington, December 14, 1865. | 

Str: Your despatch of the 24th of November, No. 202, with its accompani- i 
ment, has been received. The note which you addressed to Mr. Drouyn de : 

| Lhuys on the subject of peon slavery in Mexico is approved. : 
: _ lam, sir, your obedient servant, q 
| - | — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. E 

JOHN BicELtow, Esq., &c., Sc., &e. ; 

Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. F 

3 : 7 [Three enclosures. ] _ | i 

No. 243.] : Unirep Srates Lecation, F 
Paris, January 16, 1866. i 

| Sir: Recalling my despatch No. 202, I have the honor to transmit areply, —s_ q 
received last evening, from his excellency the minister of foreign aff .irs to the f 
note which I addressed him on the 22d of November last, in reference to E 

| certain decrees promulgated recently from the city of Mexico. | ] 
1 My letter acknowledging the receipt of his excellency’s communication is also i 
| enclosed. | | | i 

I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, q 
po | | JOHN BIGELOW. : 
2 Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, - E 

| a Secretary of State. E 

| - "Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to Mr. Bigelow. i 

LS | PARIS, January 15, 1866. —— i 

, Sir: You did me the honor to communicate to me in the course of the month of November : 
| a letter addressed to Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State, by the Attorney General of the E 
a United States, on the subject of the decrees issued by the emperor Maximilian concerning : 
: immigration and colonization in Mexico. That document constituting a judgment upon S 
qe interior acts of the Mexican government, I could only receive it as a piece of information. I 7 
qo was careful to point this out to you at the time, declining also any discussion upon measures : 

. to which the Emperor’s government was absolutely foreign. In acknowledging receipt, oO 
therefore, according to your desire, of your letter of the 22d November, I consider myself : 
-bound to state the verbal reply which I had to make thereto. | : 

: . DROUYN DE LHOUYS. : 

. Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. | : 

| | 7 PARIS, January 16, 1866. ; 

Sm: I have had the honor to receive your excellency’s communication, dated the 15th : 
instant, relative to certain decrees recently promulgated in Mexico upon the subjectof immi- : 

, gration and colonization. Your excellency refuses all explanation of the inadmissible passages __ : 
of one of these decrees, to which I had the honor to call your attention in a note of the 22d ; 
of November last, upon the plea that they relate to measures of internal administration, with ; 
which the Emperor’s government had nothing to do. | : 

' Although the line separating the responsibility of the imperial government from that of the | F 
political organization it has planted in Mexico is traced with some indistinctness, I am certain : 
my government will learn with satisfaction that France, which was one of the first powers to 4 
hold up slavery to the execration of mankind, declines all responsibility as to the attempt F 
(although made under protection of her flag) to re-establish that institution in a country : 
which had expressly stigmatized and abolished it. | | 

I take this opportunity, &e., , : 
JOHN BIGELOW. :
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fo | 
7 STEPS TAKEN BY MAXIMILIAN TO OBTAIN FROM THE UNITED STATES A 

: RECOGNITION OF THE SO-CALLED EMPIRE OF MEXICO. | 

| - Senor Arroyo to Mr. Corwin.—(Confidential.) 

7 [ Translation. ] : 

7 | | New York, March 2, 1865. | 

! My Dear Sir: Under date of the 10th of January last his excellency Don 
| José Ramirez, minister of state and of foreign affairs of the Mexican empire, . 

| authorizes me to address myself directly and confidentially to the honorable Mr. | 
William H. Seward, Secretary of State, upon determinate points, which I will ° 

| indicate to you when I may have the satisfaction of seeing you for the purpose. : 
2 | The same Mr. Ramirez tells me the following: “You can see Mr. Corwin in 1 

j my name and avail yourself of his influence, manifesting to him that I have re- | 
gretted not to receive his reply to the letter which I addressed to him in August 

=: last.’ I therefore beg you to be pleased to aid me with your influence, in order 
4 to bring about and see whether the object of my commission can be obtained, 
] not doubting that your kindness will cause you to assist me with your counsels 

| and opinion. | _ | 
I think that you will be of opinion that I should go to your city (Washington) 

; _ to solicit, verbally, the two points to which my mission is concreted, and I will 
q accordingly do so; but, before undertaking the journey, I would be pleased if | 
] you would do me the favor, if you have an opportunity, to indicate to Mr. Sew- | 
4 ard my expected journey, in order that, if he have no objection that I should | 

| see him extra-officially, he should so indicate it. | 
You can at once, if you think proper, intimate to Mr. Seward that one of the : 

1 - points of my commission is to see whether the habilitation (recognition) of our 
consuls can be obtained because of the embarrassments which exist in conse- 

| quence of their non-habilitation, (non-recognition;) and while in Mexico theexer- 
cise of their functions has been continued without embarrassment to the American \ 

3 consuls, and that the government, which was that of Don Benito Juarez, does 
| not exist either de facto or de jure. | | 

7 0 You will excuse me for writing to you in my own language, as 1 do not know | 
| _ the English with the requisite perfection. 
: I avail myself of this occasion to place myself at your disposition as your 

most obedient servant, &c., &c., &e.. a | | ; 
: | LUIS DE ARROYO, — | 

=: ee | : Box No. 4202. — 
Mr. THomas Corwin, Washington. | \ 

Notr.—The foregoing letter was submitted to the Secretary of State by Mr. | 
1 Corwin in the early part of the month of March, 1865. 

1 | Memorandum. : 

4 | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | Washington, March 13, 1865. 

’ | Mr. Seward read to Mr. Corwin as follows : | 
_Itis a fixed habit of this government to hold no official intercourse with agents 

] of parties in any country which stand in an attitude of revolution antagonistic | 
| to the sovereign authority in the same country with which the United States are 
| on terms of friendly diplomatic intercourse. | .
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| It is equally a fixed habit of this government to hold no unofficial or private | | 

2 interviews with persons with whom it cannot hold official intercourse. of 
i For these reasons the overture, submitted by Mr. Corwin to the Secretary of | ; 
| State, is declined. | 

| | Gg Memorandum by Mr. Seward. i 

3 On the 17th day of July, 1865, the Marquis de Montholon called at the De- 
, partment of State, and said that a Special agent had arrived at Washington from | 

Mexico, and that he was the bearer of a letter signed Maximilian, and addressed | 
\ to the President of the United States, a copy of which the Marquis submitted | 
4 to the Secretary of State, saying that the agent was instructed to deliver the | 

letter if it should be agreeable to the government of the United States. Healso _ i 
said that the agent brought papers to make explanations and adopt proceedings | 
in relation to certain transactions on the Rio Grande, upon which the United ‘ 
States government had made representations to the imperial government of — i 
France. 7 . | i 
_. The Secretary replied, that, inasmuch as the letter referred to was directly _ o£ 
addressed to the President of the United States, the Secretary would reserve | 

\ himself until he should have had a conversation with the President upon the  - 
| subject. : 

On the 18th the Secretary of State delivered back the copy of the letter to - 1 
the Marquis de Montholon, and said that the United States are in friendly com- i 

| munication now, as heretofore, with the republican government in Mexico, and, 
| therefore, cannot depart from the course of proceeding it has heretofore pursued | 

towards that country, and of course that the President declined to receive the | 
letter, or to hold any intercourse with the agent who brought it. 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — { 

: | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | 

WASHINGTON, July 31, 1865. | i 

‘ Mr. Romero presents his compliments to Mr. Seward, and has the honor to’ j 
4 transmit to him a copy, in English, of a letter which he has received from the i 
i city of Mexico, dated the 8th of the month terminating this day, in which some : 

truthful details are given of the efforts of the usurper of Mexico to obtain the | 

} recognition of the government of the United States. . ; 

Hon. WiuiiaM H. Sewarp, §c., §¢., $e. . i 

oO [ Translation. ] . / 

= Mexico, July 8, 1865. | 

Up to a very recent period official circles here had been under the impression that President 
Johnson and Mr. Seward were great admirers of Maximilian, personally, and would be willing, 
at a proper time, to recognize him as the government of Mexico, but that they would prefer i 
that some overtures should be first made to them, and that the affair should not be in any. 
way pressed upon them as to time. Such has been for a long period the prevailing opinion 
with reference to the action of the United States government. This impression, it is said, r 
has been largely supported by, if not mainly based upon, assurances which, it is asserted, : 
have been communicated by Mr. Corwin, late minister here, in his correspondence from 
Washington, with Mr. Ramirez, Maximilian’s secretary of state, and even with General Ba- : 
zaine. Before Mr. Corwin left for home, he expressed himself in a way that led to the infer- 
ence that he was disgusted with republics generally, and his relations with Mr. Ramirez and - : 
with General Bazaine, of whom he was a great admirer, were such as to be almost confi-  &§ 
dential in their character. | i
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4 Since then Mr. Corwin has been considered here as the best friend of the empire in the | 
1 United States, and great expectations have been based upon his supposed influence with the 
7 Washington government. That he has been lending his good offices and services to promote 
: its recognition is unquestionably a fact. | | | 
4 Last winter he sought an interview from Mr. Seward in favor of Don Luis Arroyo, to obtain 
; his recognition by our government as imperial consul in New York. . In this attempt, how- 
3 ever, he utterly failed. My. Corwin, it seems, recovered from that blow, and lately wrote a | 
i little more encouragingly to his friends. The news he sent was received with the greatest 

rejoicings at the palace. As the, French, as well as Maximilian and everybody else here, 
; well understand that the empire only exists by the toleration of the United States, they 

thought at once of sending to Washington one of. the highest officials, to pave the way for | 
4 recognition, and, in justice to Maximilian, it must be acknowledged that he devised a very nice 
1 littleintrigue. The grand marshal ofthe empire, General Almonte, was to be sent to Washington | | 

as ambassador extraordinary in special mission. He was to take among his suite Chamber- a 
3 lain Degollado, as attaché to the embassy. The general would carry with him an autograph | 
=: letter of condolence from Maximilian to President Johnson upon the assassination of Presi- ie 

dent Lincoln, and congratulating Mr. Johnson upon his elevation to the presidential chair. 
q Jt was thought that Mr. Johnson could not be so rude as to decline receiving and answering | 
] such a letter, and giving a fair hearing to the grand marshal. Mr. Ramirez, the minister of — 

foreign affairs, however, spoiled this little intrigue, either because he did not place entire 
: confidence in the information he had received, or for other reasons. The fact is, he was un- 
4 willing to Jet the grand marshal go, for fear that he and his sovereign would be exposed toa 
: grievous slight. He advised that the letter should be written and sent, but that it should i 
‘ be carried by Chamberlain Degollado, who would leave for the United States as if on private 

business. This plan was finally adopted. The French papers here denied it was ever : 
1 thought to send General Almonte, and that Degollado left on private business alone. De- 

| gollado being married to a Virginia wife, was thought to be the person best fitted to go without | 
q attracting much attention, and to interest in his favor the United States government. Un- | 

fortunately for Maximilian, Degollado’s wife has not and never had Union sentiments, and | 
will not carry, therefore, much weight. Degollado was instructed to ask an interview from 4 

4 Mr. Seward or the President to deliver Maximilian’s letter, through the French minister, M. 
Montholon, it being believed that there is nothing that our government could refuse when 

i asked by such a source. You will be able to know better than we here what will be the 
1 result of this intrigue. Nobody believes here that it will succeed. . | 

: Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. ; 

| [Translation.] - 

j Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ! 
j Washington, August 1, 1865. t 

Mr. Actina Secretary: Ihave the honor to enclose to you acopy of a note : 
1 which the consul general of Mexico, residing in New York, addressed to me 

under date of yesterday, calling’my attention to the annexed advertisement pub- 
: lished in the World of the 29th of July last past, by Don Luis Arroyo, who 
; calls himself the consul named for that city by the so-called Mexican empire. \ 
. I deem it proper to call to notice that Don Luis Arroyo, under the title of . 
J commercial agent, is about to exercise, as is advertised, all the functions to | 
] which he might be entitled if he were the true consul of Mexico, with the re- 

spective exeguatur of the government of the United States. For this reason I | 
; beg you to have the goodness to communicate to me the views of the govern- 

_ ment of the United States upon two points, upon which I require to fix my ideas 
| before adopting an opinion upon this matter. ‘The first is, whether the govern- 
j ment of the United States considers that the ex-Archduke Ferdinand Maxi- | 

milian has the right to appoint in this country commercial agents who shall 
j publicly exercise the functions of consul, or whether this right belongs solely 
: to the governments whose existence is neither doubtful nor questionable. 

According to my understanding, this government only sees in the republic 
q of Mexico a war between it and France, without recognizing there Maximilian, 

not even as a government de facto. .
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: The second point is, whether such commercial agents can exercise the func- : 
| tions of consuls, not only without a formal exequatur, but also without any other ] 
: sort of permission or recognition from the government of the United States. a | 
| I must make known to you that up to this period the French consul in New | i 
; York had-been performing the functions which Don Luis Arroyo pretends now i 
2 to exercise, which was perhaps more logical and manifested more consideration ' 

for the government of the United States, inasmuch as the French consul has : 
: an exequatur from this government, and represents more genuinely the order of iF 
| things established in Mexico by the army of Napoleon III. The change which : 
| is now made seems to be directed to manifest that the government of the United : 

States tacitly recognizes as a government de facto the work of the French in- : 
| tervention in Mexico. | | | | 
i I avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate to you, sir, the assurances of i 
| my distinguished consideration. | | 

: | M. ROMERO. | 
Hon. WILLIAM Hunter, §., &c., &c. | | , 1 

[Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] | | ; 

i CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE MEXICAN REPUBLIC. IN THE U.S., . 
New York, July 31, 1865. | B 

In the number of the World dated the 29th instant, a Mr. Arroyo, who calls himself the E 
consul of the Mexican empire in the city of New York, has published an advertisement, of E 
which I enclose you a copy, in which he gives notice to the merchants of this port who may E 
send effects to Mexico, that all the certificates of invoices and manifests must be authorized 7 
by himself, and not by the undersigned. og 

' As it is well known that the said Mr. Arroyo cannot exercise in this country consular 4 
functions, because he has not the exequatur of the government of the United States, a i 
requisite which I alone possess, I have the honor to bring this fact to the knowledge of your : 
legation, that you may, if you deem it proper, obtain from the cabinet of Washington a B 
measure that will put an end to this abuse, through which the laws of this country are ; 

. mocked, which provide that in order. to be enabled to perform the duties of consul, the : 
exequatur of the President is required. | : E 

- [have the honor to protest to you on this occasion my most distinguished consideration. E 
: Independence and liberty! | | . | E 
AS JUAN N. NAVARRO. q 
t The Seftor MINISTER PLENIPOTENTIARY a : 
: Of the Mexican Republic at Washington. — | B 

[Enclosure No. 2.—From the World, of July 29, 1865.] : 

Trade with Mextco.— Decree of Maximilian with regard tO invoices and manifests of merchandise i 
forwarded to Mexican ports. 4 

| - : | New York, July 28, 1865. ' 
To the Editor of the World: E 

7 Sir: Desiring that the commercial community may come to the knowledge of the adjoin- iL 
ing decrees, I request your kindness to order its publication in the columns of your valuable 
journal, and oblige your most obedient servant, 

- LOUIS DE ARROYO, © : 
- No. 42 Broadway. F 

| - DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, > | 
, Mexico, January 24, 1865. E 

| (Section 1.—Circular No. 35.) | | i 

Consuls and vice-consuls from the empire of Mexico having been already appointed and : 
residing in foreign countries, it appertains to them to legalize the invoices and manifests of : 
merchandise forwarded to our ports, and also all documents required by the laws to be legal- 4 
ized. The agents appointed by the administration of Don Benito Juarez will cease in their i: 

| functions, as such administration came to an end since the 31st of May, 1863. i 

| | e |
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Therefore, I would direct you, by order of his Majesty the emperor, to notify the com- | 
-merce of that city that hereafter all such above-stated documents must be indispensably 

‘legalized by the agents of the empire. All invoices and manifests of vessels coming into the ! 
1 ports of said empire, certified by the former agents, whose appointments have not been re- 

newed by the actual administration, shall be considered of no value, and shail not produce 

| -any legal effect or evidence whatever. | 8 | 
: All which I communicate to you so as to have the same duly published, hoping that when- 
{ _you will acknowledge the receipt of this order you will inform me the day that the publica: 
4 : tion has been made, in order to advise it to the collectors of the custom-houses on the sea-ports. __ 

- M. DE CASTILLO, ! 
4 | Sub-Secretary of the Treasury. 

Louis DE ARROYO, | 7 | : 
Consul, acting as Commercial Agent, New York. 2 

4 Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | 

i | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
; | Washington, August 9, 1865. : 

Sir: Your note of the Ist instant has been received, in which you ask the | 
| attention of this department to an advertisement published in the New York 
’ World, of the 29th ultimo, by Don Louis Arroyo, in which that person gives 
i. notice that shippers to Mexican ports must have their invoices and manifests 

2 attested by him, as consul of the Mexican empire, in the city of New York. r 
4 In reply,-I have to state that this department is not aware of any law of the - 

United States which forbids a person claiming to be a consul of a foreign power | 
| from making on his own responsibility a publication of the character to which 

| you refer. | ! 
4 It cannot be necessary for me to repeat what has uniformly been said by | 

| _ this government in all its official correspondence, that no other than the repub- 
lican government in Mexico has been recognized by the United States. You 
are aware, however, that the party in arms against that government is, and for 
some time past has been, in possession of some, at least, of the ports of Mexico. ! 

1 That possession carries with it, for the time being, a power to prescribe the 
| terms upon which foreign commerce may be carried on with those ports. If, 

as is presumed to be the case, one of those conditions is, that the invoices and | 
manifests of vessels from abroad, bound to those ports, must be certified by a 

: commercial agent of the party in possession, residing in the port of the foreign 
: country from which the vessel quay proceed, it is not perceived what effective : 
| _ measures this government could properly take in the premises. Such a com- | 
3 mercial agent can perform no consular act relating to the affairs of his country- | 

men in the United States. To prohibit him from attesting invoices and mani- 
i fests, under the circumstances referred to, would be tantamount to an interdic- . 

: tion of trade between the United States and those Mexican ports which are not : 
7 in possession of the republican government of that country. The consuls of 

the United States in Mexico, who have their exequaturs from that government | 

i: only, themselves discharge duties as commercial agents in the ports which are 
| | not under the control of that government in all respects like those which the 

person Arroyo, in the same way and to the same extent, claims to do at New 
York: in respect to said ports. : | 

: ‘I avail myself of this occasion to offer to you, sir, renewed assurances of my 

: high consideration. | | 
| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Sefior Don Matias Romero, &c., &c., 

, New York City. oe
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- Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | i 

S PTyanslation.] 0 ' 

3 MExicAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ; 

| ‘ New York, August 12, 1865. 

: Mr. SecreTaRY: I have had the honor of receiving your note of the 9th 

: instant, in reply to mine of the 1st, asking questions of the department about : 

. the proceedings of Louis Arroyo, who has opened an office in this city, as com- ; 

, mercial agent of the pretended Mexican empire. | | i 

| As your note contains no positive answer to my interrogation, although it i 

! clearly indicates the steps to be taken by the United States government in the 

‘, affair, I have thought it my duty, considering the circumstances of the case, to : 

\ submit the question to the government of Mexico, and wait for instructions to : 

direct me in regard to it. | | 

; I embrace this opportunity of renewing the assurances of my most distin- | 

| guished consideration. a : 

| M. ROMERO. i 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., §c. | i 

! Mr. Sewarg to Mr. Bigelow. _ ae | 

| oe 7 [ Extract. ] | ; 

| No. 300.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 

; | Washington, November 6, 1865. i 

: My Dear Sir: * * ** * * * ee | 

| I will proceed to discuss the subject, and leave you to present the opinions of ' 

| the President to such extent and in such manner as your own views of propriety : 

shall suggest. The President feels himself bound to adhere to the opinion set : 

! forth in my despatch No. 259, which has, as we understand, been already read i 

ae to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. — The presence and operations of a French army in 4 

L - Mexico, and its maintenance of an authority there, resting upon force and not -  &E 

i the free will of the people of Mexico, is a cause of serious concern to the United | 

4 States. Nevertheless, the objection of the United States is still broader, and = i 

includes the authority itself which the French army is thus maintaining. That : 

d authority is in direct antagonism to the policy of this government and the prin- 1 

, ¢iple upon which it is founded. : | : 

i Every day’s experience of its operations only adds some new confirmation of _ &§ 

' the justice of the views which this government expressed at the time the attempt | 

to institute that authority first became known. ‘The United States have hitherto =, & 

practiced the utmost frankness on that subject. , | : 

They still regard the effort to establish permanently a foreign and imperial : 

government in Mexico as disallowable and impracticable. For these reasons 

they could not now agree to compromise the position they have heretofore as- : 

-gumed. They are not prepared to recognize, or to pledge themselves hereafter. a 

to recognize, any political institutions in Mexico which are in opposition to the 

republican government with which we have so long and so constantly main- E 

» tained relations of amity and friendship. I need hardly repeat my past assu- 

rances of our sincere desire to preserve our inherited relations of friendship with I 

France. This desire greatly increases our regret that no communications, for- 

mal or informal, which have been received from the government of that country, ' 

) seem to justify us in expecting that France is likely soon to be ready to remove, i 

as far as may depend upon her, the cause of our deep concern for the harmony 

of the two nations.
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The suggestion which you make of a willingness on the part of France to : 
: propose a revision of the commercial relations between the two countries is not 

regarded as having emanated from the government of the empire. However 
that may be, it is hardly necessary to say that we should not be dwelling so 

: earnestly upon the branch of political relations if it had not been our conviction 
that those relations at the present moment supersede those of commerce in the 

| consideration of the American people. | 
_ Believe me to be always faithfully yours, | 

- WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
: JOHN BiGELow, Esq., §c., Sc., §. 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. “ 

=: (Extract. ] | 

~ No. 209. ] a | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: Paris, November 30, 1865. . 

Sir: Upon reflection I concluded that I should be likely to leave more cor- 
rect impressions, and perhaps exclude some erroneous ones from the mind of | 

2 Monsieur Drouyn de Lhuys, by reading your despatch No. 300 to him, than by | | 
leaving him, after our interview on Thursday week, to imagine its contents. I ! 
accordingly called upon his excellency on Tuesday last, and after disposing of 
some other matters of less importance, told Kim frankly that I wished to read to 
him the despatch, to the contents of which I had referred at our last interview, | 
to prevent his supposing it contained anything which I had thought proper or 

: had been instructed to conceal from him. | 

When I had finished he thanked me for reading the despatch, though he felt | 
: obliged to say that he derived neither pleasure nor satisfaction from its contents. 

| # xk e Ok XK * x xk 
Lam, sir, your obedient servant, 

, | | JOHN BIGELOW. | : 
Hon. Wituram H. Sewarp, &c., &c., Sc. | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | oe 

| No. 332.] | . Department oF STate, 
Washington, December 16, 1865. i 

| Sir: Your despatch of November 30, No. 209, was duly received, and it has 
been submitted to the President. . | | 

Your proceeding in reading my despatch No. 300 to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys { 
1. is approved. ‘The general tenor of the remarks made by you to the minister of 

foreign affairs on that occasion is likewise approved. It is not the executive 
: department of this government alone which is interested and concerned in the — 
: question whether the present condition of things shall be continued in Mexico. | 
: The interest is a national one, and in every event Congress, which is now in © 
: session, is authorized by the Constitution and is entitled to direct by law the 
: action of the United States in regard to that important subject. 7 

It has been the President’s purpose that France should be respectfully informed 
: upon two points, namely: | 
: First. That the United States earnestly desire to continue and to cultivate | 
to sincere friendship with France. | 

Second. That this policy would be brought into imminent jeopardy, unless
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: France could deem it consistent with her interest and honor to desist from the | 

prosecution of armed intervention in Mexico, to overthrow the domestic repub- _ ' 

lican government existing there, and to establish upon its ruins the foreign mon- : 

archy which has been attempted to be inaugurated in the capital of that country. | 

In answer to an exposition of our views which was thus made, the suggestion : 

| was offered to you by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that the government of the United i 

States might favor the express desire of the Emperor to withdraw from Mexico, | 

3 by giving to him some formal assurance that in the event of his withdrawal this | i 
3 government would recognize the institution of Maximilian in Mexico as de fucto 4 

a political power. | | | : 

It was my desire, in framing the despatch No. 300, to express in behalf of the i 

United States a decision that the recognition which the Emperor had thus sug- : 

. vested cannot be made, and to assign, by way of explanation, the grounds upon i 

4 which that decision was based. I have carefully considered the arguments : 

| against that decision which were presented to you by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in ] 

the interview referred to, and I do not find in them any sufficient reasons for : 

modifying the views which the United States have expressed. | 
It remains now only to make known to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys my profound ; 

regret that he has thought it his duty to leave the subject, in his conversation | 

with you, in a condition that does not authorize an expectation on our part that : 

a satisfactory adjustment of the case can be effected on any basis that thus far i 

has been discussed. 7 o£ 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, |  «- 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 

| JOHN BIGELow, Esq., §¢., §c., Sc. | | 4 

es E 

| 
| The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. | : 

| | — [ Translation. ] q 

| WASHINGTON, November 29, 1865. | 

| My Dzar Sir: Conforming to the desire you expressed to me, I send you, E 

: herewith, a copy and translation of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys’s despatch, the con- : 

5 tents of which I have had the honor to read to you. : 

# With the highest regards, I remain, my dear sir, respectfully yours, i 

i MONTHOLON. : 
i Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, : 

Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. ' 

Monsieur Drouyn de Lhuys to the Marquis de Montholon.—(Confidential. ) I 

*  [' Translation. ] I 

| MINISTRE DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES, | i 

| Paris, October 18, 1865, | E 

MonSIEUR LE Marquis: I have taken several occasions since two months to advise you i 
of the dispositions of the imperial government concerning the duration of the occupation of : 
Mexico by the French troops. I told you, in my despatch of August 17, that we called with E 
our most sincere wishes for the day when the last French soldier should leave the country, : 

and that the cabinet of Washington could contribute to hasten that moment. On the 2d of : 
September I renewed to you the assurance of our strong desire to withdraw our auxiliary i 
corps so soon as circumstances should allow it. Atlast, following the same ideas more fully, ; 

in a private letter of the 10th of the same month I added that it greatly depended upon the e 

United States to facilitate the departure of our troops. If they would adopt toward the Mex- 7 : 
ican government an amicable attitude, which would aid to the consolidation of order, and in a 

which we could find motives of security for the interests which obliged us to carry arms be- ; 
yond the Atlantic, we would be ready to adopt without delay the bases of an understanding F
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| on this subject with the cabinet of Washington; and I wish to make fully known to you now : 
: the views of the government of his Majesty. | } 
q What we ask of the United States is to be assured that their intention is not to impede the | 
: consolidation of the new order of things founded in Mexico; and the best guarantee we could 
| receive of their intention would be the recognition of the emperor Maximilian by the federal 
| government, . 7 
q _ The American Union should not, it seems to us, be kept back by the difference of institu- 4 
| tions, for the United States have official intercourse with all the monarchies of Europe and of 

_ the New World. It is in conformity with their own principles of public law to regard the : 
q monarchy established in Mexico as being, at least, a government ‘‘de facto,”’ without partic- 

. ular regard to its nature or its origin, which has been consecrated by the suffrage of the people 
q of that country; and in thus acting the cabinet of Washington would only be inspired with 
: the same ‘feelings of sympathy which President Johnson expressed recently to the envoy of 
1 Brazil as guiding the policy of the United States towards the younger states of the American | 

continent. : 
1 Mexico, it is true, is still occupied at this moment by the French army, and we can readily 
, see that this objection will arise. But the acknowledgment of the Emperor Maximilian by K 
4 the United States would, in our opinion, have sufficient influence on the state of the country aa 

to allow us to take into consideration their susceptibilities on this subject; and should the 
q . cabinet of Washington decide to open diplomatic relations with the court of Mexico, we would - 
q see no difficulty to enter in arrangement for the recall of our troops within a reasonable pe- 
| riod of which we would—might consent to fix the termination. 
1 In consequence of the vicinage and immense extent of the common frontier, the United 
1 States are, more than any other power, interested to see their trade with Mexico placed under 
| the safeguard of stipulations in harmony with the mutual wants of both countries. We : 
j would most readily offer our good offices to facilitate the conclusion of a commercial treaty, 
] thereby cementing the political ‘‘rapprochement,”’ the bases of which I have just made known : 
q to you. 

! 

| By order of the Emperor I invite you to make known to Mr. Seward the dispositions of \ 
q his Majesty’s government. . a 
: You are authorized, if you think it proper, to read him the contents of this despatch. j 
| - - YT remain, : ‘ 
: | | . DROUYN DE LHUYS. . 
j The MARQUIS DE MONTHOLON, &c., &c., &c. og 

| . Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | os 

| | [ Translation. ] 

1 Mexican LeGATION To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
q | | Washington, February 11, 1866. 

| Mr. Secretary: In corroboration of the reports I have already made to 
4 your department, on various occasions, concerning the plans of the French agents 

: in Mexico to induce the discontented citizens of the south of the United States, | 
who participated in the late rebellion against their country, to emigrate to that : 
republic, I now have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a printed circular, \ 

| containing the prospectus of the so-called “ American and Mexican Emigrant y 
Company,” organized in St. Louis, State of Missouri, by virtue of a grant from 

| the usurper, dated the 27th of April, 1865. | . DON 
In this grant, to disguise appearances, it seems that general immigration is _ 

invited, while the prospectus plainly shows that it only relates to people from 
: the south. 

I embrace the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of 
my most distinguished consideration. | 

: a M. ROMERO. 
, Hon. WiLLIAM H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &e. a | 

\- | | a [ Enclosure. | 

| Prospectus of the American and Mexican Emigrant Company. 

: The American and Mexican Emigrant Company is acting under a decree issued to it bythe _ : 
3 - emperor Maximilian, on the 27th of April, 1865, a translation of which, from the Spanish, 
: we give below: | | | | 

|
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This company «organized with the view of engaging in and developing the various en- . 
terprises of which ‘exico is susceptible, and securing for Americans their natural and legiti- | 
mate share of thep. fits and advantages arising therefrom. © : 

The only practica. vay in which this can be effected is by a properly secured and organized Eg 
system of American ¢ ‘gration. : 4 

The world has long ) ‘en familiar with the inexhaustible mineral Wealth, the rich agricultural A 
resources, and the. delig ful climate of Mexico, but this wealth and these resources have i: 
remained so long hidden . uder the cloud of civil commotion, and other local causes, that the : 
enterprising mind has bee: turned to other and more laborious fields of operation, until this 
country seemed, for the tim . forgotten. | : 

Circumstances have so cor pired of late to force them afresh upon the public mind, until x 
to-day Mexico fills the eye ar 1 is the theme of the civilized world. Capital from England, : 

| France, Austria, Spain, and the whole of Europe, is now finding its way into the country, 
building her railroads, buying her rich lands, carrying off her spices and precious woods, 
and digging her gold and silver. | | : 

The time, in our opinion, has at last come for the full development of Mexico; the world 
~ needs it, and she is about to respond to its necessities. She is our neighbor—her wealth, her — i 

resources, her commerce, are at our very doors, and would naturally be contributory to our : 
own; but if Americans will not cultivate friendly relations with her, and will not take part 
in the enterprises of the country, we can expect but little or no profit from them. |  &§ 
We have now our agents in Mexico, who will keep us promptly and correctly advised of  & 

| the condition of the country in all its aspects, and who will select the best agricultural and  &-£ 
2 mineral lands in large quantities in the best parts of the empire. a : 

' All that an emigrant may want to know before he abandons his old home for a new one 4 
will be communicated through this company, by its agents in Mexico. 

| The climate on the table-lands is unequalled for its healthy character, and there being no | 
frost or winter in that country, the poor man is relieved from the drudgery of working half . : 
of the year to provide clothing and fuel for the balance. 4 

The soil, in many parts of the country, is the richest and most productive in the world, : 
yielding all that can be raised in the United States, and in many parts much more abundantly 

I with the same amount of labor, besides many other crops that will not mature here. : 
The unchanging spring-like character of the climate enables the inhabitants to plant crops e 

in any season of the year, and the most luxurious pasturage is afforded at all times, thus . ae: 
| saving the great expense and labor of laying up supplies for stock, as in cold countries. : 

Two crops of corn can be raised annually, and cotton, on account of the long seasons, iE 
will produce from one to one and a half bale to the acre. Coffee will begin to bear in : 

5 from two to three years from the plant, yielding, for many years thereafter, an immense E 
. profit, with but little care, and no expensive machinery to prepare it for the market. . : 
- . ‘The luxuriant yield of the cocoa enables the farmer to realize as much as a thousand dol- : 

: lars per acre; sugar-cane produces from three to four thousand pounds per acre; tobacco a 
LC arrives at a maturity and richness of flavor but little inferior to the best Cuban leaf; while Ef 
¥ hemp, wheat, barley, rye, oats and other small grain are successfully raised. : 
; Mahogany, iron-wood, India-rubber tree, cedar-wood, and vanilla are abundant, which, . : 

with logwood and cochineal, and other dyestuffs, added to immense supplies of prime hides 
4 and wool, will constitute very important items of Mexican commerce. q 

In alluding to these productions we do not wish to be understood as saying that all of : 
i them.can be found in every part of the country, but that each section possesses its own agti- E 

cultural characteristics, the history and details of which will be part of the province of this | F 
j company to acquire and communicate through its agencies. . 

| The mineral wealth of the country is so well and widely known, that it would seem super- . 
fluous to say more than merely to refer to them. The gold mines are equal to those of . 

\ California, and the silver leads have proven their richness beyond doubt, while platina, , 
‘ _ quicksilver, precious stones, iron and coal, have been discovered in liberal quantities; and : 

/ from experiments already made, no doubt exists that coal oil abounds to a profitable extent; 
in short, it would seem that nature had emptied her richest stores into the lap of that country, 3 
and it requires but the provident and intelligent hand to develop her lavish gifts. 

_ The company has already received offers of large grants of lands free of charge, but as : 
we do not wish to be confined to any particular section of country by free grants, we are & 
securing, and shall continue to purchase, large tracts in the most eligible localities, with 
particular reference to the wants and preference of the emigrant, which, whether from free : 
grants or purchase, will be sold on such long time and divided payments that will, in the 
aggregate, amount to less than the annual taxes per acre in any other country. , 

These lands wiil be gotten in large quantities, at from 25 cents to $1 per acre; and will 
be resold in farms to the emigrant, at a less price than he could purchase for himself from 
the original proprietors, as there is no limit to the quantity which the company is allowed to f 
purchase and improve. | | | 4 

A head of a family can go alone and locate his land, make his household arrangements, 3 
and, when he wants his family, he can, by communicating with our nearest agent in Mexico, — E 
have them brought to him by the company. | | E 

In order to obviate the difficulties and disappointments incident to a large emigration to a F
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: new country, lacking either information or material, the company will make known to its 
j members, from time to time, as to what will be the best time and the best manner of going. | 
: The company will see that houses suitable for the climate, &c., are erected for the emi- 
: grant at much cheaper rates than he can build for himself; and he can purchase his house- 
: hold effects, agricultural and mining implements, at designated and convenient localities, 
q at prices shown him by schedule, before he leaves this country; and if he prefers to carry " 

them with him, under the auspices of our company, he can do so free of duty. oe 
: The company’s arrangements with passenger packets will enable them to procure tickets 

at reduced rates to the Mexican ports, where (upon presentation of certificate of honorary. 
=. membership) he will find our agent, speaking his own language, ready to render all neces- 

: sary facilities to reach the place he may'select. _ 
q ‘The proximity of Mexico to this country, and the facilities of communication of all kinds, 

which this emigration will create, will cause the American to feel. that he has not sundered 
: all the ties that bind him to his friends, but that, in reality, the advantages of travel and 

correspondence will be in favor of his new home, when compared to the distant parts of his 
own country. He will there find whole communities of the same race and language spring- 

. ing up around him, building up a homogeneous family, where churches, schools, and other a 
q civihzing institutions will exist, as he has been accustomed to since his youth, all protected — 

| . by the well-settled principles of law and order; or, indeed, he can provide for all, these ad- | 
: vantages, before leaving, by associating with people of his own country or neighborhood, . 
: and going together, after selecting their farms in the same tract, as facilities will be afforded | | 

for this object by the company at their principal offices at home. | | a 
q The mode adopted by the company for obtaining information will enable it to furnish he 
4 those who shall connect themselves by honorary membership, on the payment of a fee of r 
q $10, all the facts relative to the industrial pursuits, agricultural, mining and manufacturing, 
q with the nature of the country, its water-power, timber and climate, in every locality ; which oo 
1 information will be derived from actual observation by our agents in the empire, and which oo 
1 will be transmitted regularly, and fresh from that country; in short, by our system of agen- : 

cies and centres of intelligence we will be able to give to the honorary member, upon any : 
subject he may desire, all kinds of information within the scope of our operations; and all. | 

q this at an infinitely less cost than he could acquire by himself. This will obviate the ex- ; 
: pensive necessity of his travelling to, and over, a strange country, with a different language, 

: where he would meet with vexatious annoyances in prosecuting his inquiries; and this fee 
for honorary membership is merely the basis of the fund upon which these agencies are | 

: established, and which fee is more than returned by the privileges it secures in the reduction ‘ 
q of passage money, price of lands, and other general benefits. oe i 

These offices will be established at New York, St. Louis, Chicago, Charleston, New Or- _ 
| leans, Memphis, Galveston, Baltimore, Louisville, and all the principal cities of the Union, 

at which maps and plats of the country generally can be seen. 
q - Honorary members will be furnished with information in reference to all lands in the em- fs 

: pire of which we can get accurate accounts ; they can go to Mexico under the auspices and : 
] benefits of this company, and be perfectly free to select any lands or occupation they may i 

deem best after their arrival there; nor will our information be confined to lands alone, but 

q to every branch of industrial life, so that our Mexican intelligence will be equally interest- — 

ing to the merchant, the professional man, the manufacturer, the artisan, the miner, the con- 

: tractor and the farmer, whether he desires to emigrate or to engage in these enterprises ; 
and, after having aided the inquirer upon all points alluded to, we léave the matter entirely [ 

; to his own self-interest or inclination to govern his future course. : 
: This company will also make it their business to furnish correct and accurate information ‘ 

| in regard to all lands which the government of Mexico may set apart for free grants to emi- i 
: rants. | 

6 Printed circulars, containing an abstract of information received by the company from its i 

. agents in Mexico, will be sent to its local agent in each county: where honorary members re- : 

| side, at stated periods, (to be hereafter determined, as necessity may require,) and which | ‘ 
; will be open to perusal by honorary members. | 
3 Arrangements are being made with gentlemen of reliability in the southern States, who 
4 will be connected with this company, and whose names and offices will be announced in 

4 due time. 
: - Members. —B. G. Caulfield, Chicago, Illinois; Wm. H. Russell, Lexington, Missouri ; | 

: A. W. Arrington, Chicago, Illinois; R. O. Glover, New York; John Howe, St. Louis; 

: James Rigney, Lexington, Missouri; John Scudder, Colorado Territory; Marshall O. 

: Roberts, New York; Ed. P. Tesson, St. Louis; Charles P. Chouteau. St. Louis ; Giovanni 

| A. Bertolla, St. Louis; Gerard B. Allen, St. Louis; J. B. Wilcox, St. Louis; Charles 8. 

3 Waller, Chicago, Illinois; Pierre A. Berthold, St. Louis; Daniel N. Carrington, New York ; 

James Harrison, St. Louis; William H. Warder, Chicago, Illinois; B. P. Churchill, Cin- 

: cinnati, Ohio; Lyttleton Cooke, Louisville, Kentucky. | 

| Directors.—John Howe, D. N. Carrington, Gerard B. Allen, Hon. A. W. Arrington, 
: Charles S. Waller, R. O. Glover, Charles P. Chouteau. i 
; Officers —James Harrison, president; Pierre A. Berthold, vice-president; Charles P. |
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: Chouteau, treasurer ; Bernard G. Caulfield, attorney ; George Frank Gouley, secretary, i 
: office No. 18 Washington avenue, St. Louis, Missouri. = — ' 
7 NotTEe.—Clubs of honorary members may be made up, and the fees can be remitted to the 
7: nearest authorized office, or sent by express, or to some reliable friend who will receive the ; 

: certificates, and return them as receipts for the money. : i, 

| : | The decree. | , : 

| : MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO. ; 
: We grant to the American and Mexican Emigrant Company, represented by Bernard G. 4 
: Caulfield, the concessions and exemptions which our secretary of internal affairs and improve- 

ments has advised us to make, so that said company may, by means of emigration, establish : 
| towns and agricultural communities, conformable to the laws of Mexico: | 

| First. The American and Mexican Emigrant Company, represented by Bernard G. Caul- j 
we field, is authorized to acquire, for the purpose of emigration, any lands within the empire, be : 

j the same cultivated or not, which it may consider suited to the development of such mineral, 
agricultugal, manufacturing, and industrial enterprises, as said company may see fit to : 
establish” In developing the property which the company may buy or receive by grant from : 
individuals, it will advise the government of its various enterprises within three months after — 

} they shall have been respectively entered into. . , i 
Second. Said company shall be exempt from the payment of the (five per cent.) tax at- e 

taching to all transfers of land in this empire on all property it may acquire, and the same , 
privilege shall extend to emigrants who shall buy or acquire lands directly from the said 4 

i “company. ; 
i Third. Said company may introduce, free of duty, into the ports of this empire, all imple- ' 

ments, machinery, houses and stock, which the necessity or convenience of emigrants may : 
demand. | | a. , 

- Fourth. Said company is authorized to build towns in such localities as it may select for 
: that purpose, first advising the government, and obtaining recognition therefor. : 
i Fifth. Said company is authorized to introduce emigrants into this empire from the United : 
' States, and also from Europe, and each resident of the empire, who shall make purchases of : 

land from said company, or take part in its enterprises, shall have the same privileges as are —  &- 
hereby extended to emigrants: Provided, The purchase of land by each person shall not ex- : 

| ceed one square kilometer. | : 
: Sixth. All contracts made with the emigrants, by or on behalf of said company, outside of : 

| the empire, and which are not repugnant to the laws thereof, shall be held, by the tribunals | 
4 of the empire, of the same force as if made within the jurisdiction of the same. : 4 Seventh. The government being now engaged in acquiring a knowledge of the lands of : 
a the empire, which are unsettled as to occupancy or title, is therefore not able.at present to : 
4 make a grant of lands to said company, but will do so as soon as the same can bé conveniently 
} done. . : 
| Eighth. The company will establish, in the capital of the empire, a general agency to t 
5 superintend the development of its various enterprises, and to serve as a means of commu- : i nication with this government. , a: | Ninth. Said company shall be protected by the government in its operations, in order that ; i it may accomplish the important ends it has in view.  &£ 
3 Given at San Salvador, El Seco, the 27th of April, 1865. | 7: 
j oe MAXIMILIANO. E 
; William H. Russell, general agent for New York and New England, office No. 17 Nassau street, New York. | | : 
J : : : 

i 

— a Mr, Seward to Mr. Romero. - : | | : 
| 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | ; 

| | mo Washington, March 15, 1866. : 
- SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 11th - 

ultimo, transmitting a copy of a printed circular containing the prospectus of the | 
‘‘ American and Mexican Emigrant Company,” organized in St. Louis, Missouri, 
by virtue of a grant from the so-called emperor of Mexico, dated the 27th of | 
April, 1865. | i 

Thanking you for your considerate attention, I avail myself of this occasion 
to repeat the assurances of my distinguished consideration. | 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. r 
Seftor Marias Romero, Washington, D. C. :
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to. Mexican LEGATION, WASHINGTON CiTy, D. C., 
| | | May 5, 1863. 

; Sir: My attention has been called to a statement made by M. Corta, a member of the 

q French corps legislatif, in the sitting of that chamber of the Lith ultimo, while discussing 

1 the Mexican question, in which he, in conformity with the policy of his government, (whose 

| agent he has been in Mexico, ) tries to impeach the patriotism of the constitutional president 

. of Mexico, using the most slanderous means, and averring that President Juarez has twice 

: offered the State of Sonora to President Lincoln for seventy-five millions of francs. 

: M. Corta said (Le Moniteur Universel of April 12, 1865, page 433) as follows : 

: After these words of General Smith—(he has just quoted some words which he means to 

q attribute to General Scott, calling him General Smith, as he names President Jackson, where 

3 he means President Polk)—Sonora and the property confiscated from the clergy have been 

: offered to the United States, to President Lincoln, for a sum of seventy-five millions. Well, | 

| the American government, the actual President of the United States, has refused this con- 

q cession proposed by Juarez two different times. = | . _ 

| I have been the only representative in Washington of President Juarez’s government dur- Ht 

ing the whole time of President Lincoln’s administration, and I do not know of any such 

: offer ever having been made to the United States through me or anybody else. Mr. Corwin, | 

: late United States minister, negotiated, it is true, in the city of Mexico, a treaty by which 

the United States were to loan to Mexico eleven millions of dollars, but no sale of Mexican 

' territory was ever offered to this government, and only the guarantee of the product ofsome 

4 of the revenue of Mexico, to wit: the product of the sale of the national property lately in 

4 the hands of the clergy, and of the public unoccupied or vacant lands in the country, which 

1 are in Mexico a source of revenue as well as in the United States. a 

q As for any previous offer of this kind by President Juarez, we have his statement denying 

] flatly that he ever intended any such thing. Isend you a copy of his statement making 

| . such denial. oe | | 

: It is my duty, as a Mexican and the representative of a government struggling for the in- ‘ 

a dependence of self, free, popular government and republican institutions, against foreign 

t conspiracies and encroachments, to expose the intrigues of the enemies of my country, by 

which they expect to prejudice public opinion against us. Only this duty makes me intrude ) 

1 upon you, begging you to have this letter and its annexed published. 

| I would thank you for this favor, and remain, sir, your most obedient servant, 

q OS : | M. ROMERO. 

= i 

| | President Juarez’s letter. : 

1 al NATIONAL PaLace, MEXIco, i 

| , February 22, 1863. 

: My Dear AND Most EsTeEEMED Sim: I have just read in the Monitor Republicano of to- 

4 day the speech which M. O’Donnell, president of the council of ministers of the Spanish 

1 government, has made in the discussion which took place with a view to answer the speech 

of the Crown, and I have seen with surprise, among several inaccurate assertions which M. 

O'Donnell has made about Mexican affairs, the following expressions: * * * “As for ' 

j myself, Juarez, as a Mexican, has a stain which can never be washed away—that of having 4 

been willing to sell two provinces of that country to the United States.” * * * This . 

accusation, coming from a high functionary of a nation, and while an eminently serious . 

: and solemn act was taking place, when the statesman must be careful that his words are im- 

pressed with the seal of truth, justice and good faith, is of the utmost importance, for one may S 

_ be led to think that on account of the position he occupies he is in possession of documents \ 

: which support his assertion—a thing which is not true. M. O’Donnell is authorized to pub- 

f lish the proofs he may possess concerning this affair. Meanwhile, my honor compels me to 

| show that M. O’Donnell has made a mistake in the judgment which he has formed of my 

: official conduct, and you are authorized, Mr. Editor, to contradict the imputation which has ~ 

: been made with so much injustice to the first magistrate of the nation. | 

/ Tam, Mr. Editor, your humble servant, 7 

i, : BENITO JUAREZ. 

‘ EDITOR OF THE DiARio. 

Official. | 

i
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RELATIVE TO PLANS: TO INDUCE THE IMMIGRATION OF DISSATISFIED: | i 
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES INTO MEXICO, AND ESPECIALLY IN E 

| REGARD TO THE PLANS OF DR. WILLIAM M. GWIN AND M. F. MAURY. | 

| oe, Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. ~ 

; | | | [ Translation. ] : 

| Mexican LEGATION, Washington, July 9, 1864. : 

| _ Mr. Romero presents his respects to Mr. Seward, and has the honor to enclose § 
L to him an extract taken from the New York Tribune, which contains the address f 

which General Magruder, commander-in-chief of the insurgent army in Texas, : 
| made to Don Santiago Vidaurri, who was the governor of the states of New : 

7 Leon and Coahuila, in the republic of Mexico, on solemnly receiving him at the eG 
city of San Antonio on the 21st May last, which address, no less than the an- : 

: swer of Vidaurri, demonstrates the existence of a perfect understanding between 4 
: the traitors in Mexico and the insurgents in the United States, because both ' 
3 count on the aid of the Freuch government to bring to a close, such as they de- i 

sire, the enterprises in which they are engaged. ‘This is the address to which F 
_ Mr. Romero referred at the interview he had with Mr. Seward at the Depart- ; 
fo: ment of State on the 20th June last past. | q 
fo Hon. WittiamM H. Sewarp, §c., &c., &. | f 

oo | | | [Enclosure No. 1. ] ; 

AN INTERESTING PAIR OF REBELS.—VIDAURRI AND MAGRUDER COMPLIMENT EACH OTHER i 
, : . IN PUBLIC SPEECHES. | p 

[From the New Orleans Era. ] F 
) 

. 

: The absquatulating ex-governor of the Mexican states of Coahuila and New Leon, Vidaurri, E 
| and the rebel commander-in-chief of Texas, General J. Bankhead Magruder, had an inter- b 

f esting meeting at Houston on the 21st May, a full account of which we give below, taken EF 
fe from the columns of the Houston Telegraph of the 23d. It was a solemn and“impressive a 

, spectacle, the meeting of these two noble and devoted patriots, martyrs in the cause of lib- z. 
fo. erty, who have fought and bled for their country, and made enormous fortunes by stealing _ EB 
ft cotton from defenceless citizens, selling it to meet the requirements of the public service, and E 

pocketing the proceeds. Here is the way these disinterested, self-sacrificing men talk to each : 
| other for the benefit of the credulous and humbugged people: E 

| Goyernor Vidaurri arrived in this city on Saturday, and was courteously received by Gen- E 
eral Magruder and his staff and a military escort. On meeting him at the depot of the Cen- B 

| tral railroad, General Magruder addressed him, in substance, as follows: . 
f GENERAL VIDAURRI: I bid you welcome to this military district, not only as one who has + 

; been governor of neighboring and friendly states, those of Coahuila and Nueva Leon, but as E 
an enlightened chief magistrate, who has established friendly relations with the confederacy, EF 
and has always appreciated the value-of an uninterrupted commercial and amicable inter- g 
course with the State and citizens of Texas. 7 . E 

. I bid you welcome as one of those patriots who have wisdom to discern and nerve to exe- : 
cute whatever may be for the best interest of the country. In the wild storms which have : 
swept over our native land you have exercised control to draw order out of chaos, and to | _  £§ 
secure the best interests of the people, even in spite of themselves. . | E 

For your noble efforts to serve the people of Coahuila and Nueva Leon you are now an. : 
| exile. For your patriotic exertions to secure for them the blessings of a well-organized, reg- F 

ular, and just government, and to free them from any dependence on the most faithless and F 
barbarous of all people, (those of the United States,) you have offered up yourself as a sacri- t 
fice. But the patriot will be rewarded; your sacrifices will be but temporary; and all wise . 

) and truly patriotic Mexicans will soon acknowledge the wisdom, as well as the patriotism, of : 
| your course, and, welcoming you back with open arms, will invite you to such a participa- . 

tion in the conduct of public affairs as your great ability and high character fairly demand. __ E 
Be assured, general, that we shall look with interest upon your future career, as we have . 

done upon the past, and that we wish you health and prosperity as cordially as we bid you y 
welcome. : 

32 p.c. * * |
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| | | [Enclosure No. 2. ] a | 

q To this Governor Vidaurri replied, thanking General Magruder for the unexpected compli ! 
4 ment he had paid him. He assured him that he had always felt the greatest sympathy fo! od 
| the Confederate States, as they had battled for their rights and for the poor privilege to be let | 
: alone. He was himself now an exile from his country for contending for the same rights that 

had been usurped by unprincipled men. He hoped soon that the Confederate States might 
1 reach the object for which they had so long struggled. | 4 
1 The governor and General Magruder then took carriages, escorted by the general’s staff. 
1 - The cortege proceeded to the Fannin House, where it halted, and the distinguished stranger 

was waited upon by the military and civil authorities, his honor the mayor tendering him a 
1 welcome to the city. 4 

4 It is a well-known fact that not two-thirds of the enormous sums of money derived from 
: the seizure and sale of cotton by General Magruder and his emissaries was ever used for the | 

{ - benefit of the rebel government, but was invested in sterling bills and foreign loans, for the 
benefit of Magruder and the men connected with him in his swindling transactions. This is 

; _ well known to hundreds of refugees from the State of Texas now in this city. Vidaurri, by | 
: : levying heavy taxes upon the cotton transported through the territory over which he ruled, / 
| and by occasional seizure of a lot belonging to private parties, (against which there was no i 

redress, owing to the lawless state of the country, and to the fact that the owners generally | 
| were rebels, and had no government that could or would protect them,) managed to feather , | 

: his nest quite snugly. It is to be hoped, however, that when he decamped from Monterey, , ot 
between the setting and rising of the sun, that he was compelled to leave behind all, or nearly (| 

4 all, of his ili-gotten geins. | | | } | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. : : : 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, an | 
| | Washington, July 27, 1864. | 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your verbal note of the | 
ninth instant, enclosing an extract from the New York Tribune, which contains. — 2 

| an account of the reception given to Don Santiago Vidaurri, late governor of ; 
the states of New Leon and Coahuila, (Mexico,) at San Antonio, on the 20th | 
May last, by General Magruder, commanding the insurgent army in ‘Texas. fo 

i. While thanking you for that attention, I beg to renew to you, sir, the assur- i 

| ances of my high consideration. Ly 
| . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. id 

Senor Matias Romero, §e., &c., &c., | 7 Po 

. | Washington, D. C. po 
ee b 

po 
Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. ° | : 

| [ Translation. ] S 

Mexican Legation To THE Unrrep States oF AMERICA, | \ 
: Washington, December 3, 1864. \ 

My Dear Sir: In the conversation we had on,Thursday, 24th November . 

last, I read to you extracts of a letter which a friend, resident in New York, 

to had written to me in relation to the plans respecting Mexico which it is assured 

are entertained by many persons in the northern States, in concert with citizens . 

: of the south. You were pleased to ask me for a memorandum from this letter, 

and I offered to send it to you. I have not done so before now, because I ex- 

| pected to receive some advices from Mexico, and wished to see if the reports in- 

| dicated were in-any manner confirmed by the advices which should be received 

| from that country. Those advices have now reached me, and I have the honor 

to send you the memorandum which you asked for, added to by the last news 

_-reeeived. | | 
~ Tam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

| M. ROMERO. 
: | Hon. Winttiam H. Seward, §c., &c., &c. : 

i .
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| _.  [ Translation. ] Ho q 

A friend of Mr. Romero writes to him from New York, under date of 22d November last : 
past, informing him that from conversations he has had with an ex-general of the army of the EF 

2 United States, and an ex-governor and ex-senator of one of the States of the Union, he was : 
convinced that there were serious intrigues on the part of many northern men, disgusted with : 
the result of the late presidential election, in connexion with a considerable number of promi- 5 
nent men at the south, that in case—which is now considered probable—the south should : 

| have to yield to the armies of the north, they would go to Mexico and operate in the develop- - 
| ment of the mines and extension of agriculture, with the purpose, in the first place, of sus- : 

taining Maximilian, and for the purpose of occupying themselves afterwards in that country. Ff 
The number of persons dissatisfied at the north is large enough, and that of those who are : 

7 disposed to venture on such an enterprise is altogether greater at the south, in the opinion of : 
the person who communicates this information—being sufficient to give a great re-enforce- Z 

| ment to Maximilian. This aid on the part of the south might assume the character of an 4 
: armed immigration, which could take place before the forces of the United States could shut 4 
, the door against them by taking the line of the Rio Grande. : e 
7 The ex-general said, in the conversation referred to, that M. Montholon, French minister | o£ 
, to Mexico, was working to this purpose, and that a full brigade would soon set off, as private. : 

individuals, from the Atlantic States for Vera Cruz, and others from California for the Pa- 2 
3 cific coast. . . 
| _ The ex-governor and ex-senator said that the French minister in Mexico had already con- : 
, cluded negotiations in respect of Sonora and Lower California. E 

po These assertions agree entirely with the news received from Mexico by the last steamer. p 
from the Havana. ; EB 

ot ‘* The Estafette,” which is the organ of the French policy in Mexico, has frequently made E 
; | allusions to the convenience that Maximilian will cultivate the best understanding with the : 

confederate authorities on the frontier, and to favor, in all modes, the immigration of citizens o£ 
who have risen against this government. : 

A letter from Mexico, published by the ‘Courrier des Etats Unis,’’ a French imperialist : 
paper printed in New York, and which it is believed was written by M. Masseras, proprietor i; 

| of that paper, who actually is in the city of Mexico, paves the way to prevent public opinion - 
from being alarmed on learning that Maximilian thinks of aliening, or has aliened, a portion. | 
of the Mexican territory. The said letter appears to restrict itself to the Mexican financial. : 
question, and says that the budget of the so-called empire approaches forty millions of dol- , p 
lars, and the portions of Mexican revenue which are in the hands of the French are reckoned t 

( at four millions. ‘To cover this deficit, says the letter, there is no other choice but to sell or | E 
mortgage the public domain. Various letters from Mexico, received in New York by different E 

" persons who are in communication with partisans of Maximilian, aver unanimously that he LE 
. . only exercises a nominal power, but that the real authority rests only in General Bazaine, EB 

. who acts under instructions which he receives directly from the Emperor of the French, and | f 
of which even the Minister Montholon has no knowledge. e 
WASHINGTON, December 3, 1864. E 

_ Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. i 

| oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | i 
a | Washington, January 7, 1865. | i 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 3d of i 
_ December last, communicating a memorandum of parts of a letter written to you | 

by a friend in New York, under date of the 22d November, 1864, in reference i 
to the plans of an armed emigration to Mexico, contemplated by many disinter- : 
ested persons in the northern States acting in concert with disloyal citizens of 
the United States. | : 

In reply, I beg to express to you my appreciation of the information trans- i 
| mitted to this government, and to assure you that the subject of your communi- __ ' 

cation will receive the serious attention to which it is justly entitled. — | 
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my very i 

distinguished consideration. a i 
| | : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

. Schor Matias Romero, &c., &c., &. |
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{ | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. a | 

7 [ Translation. ] . | 

| _ Mexican LEGATION To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 
: a Washington, February 6, 1865. | 
{ The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the | 

7 _* Mexican republic, has the honor to address himself to the honorable William 
q 'H. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States, for the purpose of protest- ; 
\ ing in the most explicit and formal manner against the cession which the ex- 

| Archduke of Austria, Ferdinand Maximilian, has made, or is about to make, to : 
4 the French government of various states of the Mexican republic. _ 

i The undersigned permits himself to remind the honorable William H. Sew- 
{ ard that at the interview which he had with him on the 19th January last past, 

7 he read to him a letter written at the city of Mexico on the 28th December 
| previous, the latest date from that city received up to this date in this country, / | 
{ _ in which a person well-informed and entirely trustworthy.communicated the | 

news that French agents in that city had proposed to the deluded Mexicans | 
1 who now encircle the usurper that the Emperor of the French has sent to Mexico bo 

a settlement, in virtue of which there is to be ceded to France the Mexican states : 
of 'lamaulipas, Nueva Leon, and Coahuila, parts of those of San Luis Potosi, Zac- | 

= atecas, Durango, and Chihuahua, almost the whole of Sonora, and the peninsula of 
a _ Lower California, the dividing line to be formed by the river Yaqui, on the Pa- | 

4 cific, and Panuco, on the Gulf, to their sources, and a straight line drawn from | | 
| one point to the other; that to make the cession of so considerable a part of the | 
| Mexican territory acceptable, assurance was made that France would establish ; | 

in the ceded territory a military colony, which would be under its immediate | 
7 protection, and which would place the rest. of the country under shelter from | ( 

-filibustering attacks from the United States, which would produce the liquida- =) | 
tion of the supposed debt which Mexico has with France, and which would fa- 7 

| cilitate the acquisition of three hundred millions to the treasury of the usurper. fo 
|. It is added, also, to make so considerable a loss less sensibly felt, that the states Do 

: referred to have only belonged in name to Mexico, because they have been ruled =, | 
| by authorities which have not respected the orders of the central government of yo 

Mexico, and which were doomed to self-destruction, either because they might : 
i. fall into the power of the French or of the United States, and that in such alter- 

native there cannot be a moment’s doubt of the preferable extreme. Inthesame | 
letter assurance was given that such settlement had not been yet submitted to | 
the usurper, and it was given out as understood that he would not fail to hesi- 

| tate and even manifest opposition to it before his acceptance. | 
| This circumstance signifies nothing, however; the usurper either has not his 
| own will, or if he has, he cannot make it prevail when in contradiction to that ‘ 

| of his protector. Besides, it is not to be presumed that he takes any interest in \ 
the destinies of a country which is not his fatherland, in which four years ago ~ 

to he was not known even by name to the vast majority of the nation, which he 
himself knew only by name, to which he has been brought and is sustained by 

: foreign bayonets, and in which he is shedding the blood of patriotic Mexicans, 
who are maintaining their independence, to satiate a blind ambition for rule, 

: which for his punishment he exercises only in appearance. 
. | The undersigned always believed that the Emperor of the French would close 

_ up in this manner his interference in Mexico, when he should become convinced : 
| that it would not be possible for him to retain the whole republic as a French 
: colony, and had the honor so to state to the honorable William H. Seward in 

: the communication he addressed to him the 27th December, 1862, and which 

.
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| the President sent to the House of Representatives among the documents relating | 
to Mexican affairs, transmitted with his message of 4th February, 1863. i 

| That which then, however, did not exceed conjecture, although well founded, : 
| has come to be realized with the course of time and the development of events. 1 

News received from Mexico, from an entirely trustworthy source, has been : 
| confirmed by other advices received simultaneously from San Francisco, Cali- ; 

fornia, and from Paris; and such coincidences, combined with other antecedents : 
which the undersigned is possessed of in this matter, do not leave him in the 4 
least doubt that if the settlement proposed has not been ratified, it is on the q 
point of so being. | - | q 

This conviction obliges the undersigned, in fulfilment of the duty which be- : 
/ longs to him as representative of the Mexican nation, to protest solemnly and - 1 
: energetically against any settlement made by the ex-Archduke of Austria in : 
| the name of Mexico, with the Emperor of the French, or with any other gov- ff 

ernment, by which he alienes or hypothecates Mexican territory, or in any E 
: manner compromises the responsibility of the native country of the undersigned. : 

: Addressing himself to the government of the United States, the undersigned 1 
does not think it necessary to halt to prove that the ex-Archduke of Austria 1 

| only represents in Mexico the Emperor of the French, by whose army he was : 
7 brought to that republic and is there sustained; and that therefore any settle- | 
fy ment made between the ex-Archduke and the Emperor of the French would ; 
: | have the same obligatory force on the Mexican naticn as one concluded between : 
: | the said Emperor and General Bazaine, commanding in chief the French forces _ : 
| in Mexico. | oe f 

| The undersigned has not thought that he should await for official notice of B 
5 the conclusion of such settlement in order to protest against it. It is of such : 

gravity and transcendency, not only to the interests of Mexico, but to those of ] 
' - the whole American continent, that he would consider himself to be wanting to — E 
: his most sacred duties should he for a moment delay to take this step. . i 

: The undersigned thinks fit, in justification of his conduct in this affair, to i 
‘ remind the honorable Secretary of State of the United States of a fact slightly 

' resembling the present, when the representatives of the French government in 1 
| Mexico protested against a treaty concluded between Mexico and the United | 

| States of much less importance than the present, only because of the vague i 
oy rumors, more or less founded, that they had received that it had been concluded, E 

| and before they had official notice of its execution. | q 
After the rupture between the allied Europeans at Orizaba, and when France | 

alone continued making war on Mexico, the minister of the United States to ; 
this republic made a treaty with the Mexican government, in virtue of which | 

| the United States were to lend to Mexico eleven millions of dollars, Mexico i 
| hypothecating in payment for such amount the unoccupied lands of the republic, 4 

the unsold national property, previously called church property, and the unsatisfied ( 
bonds and promissory notes for national property already aliened. This treaty 4 

c was signed in the city of Mexico the 6th April, 1862; but as it did not receive j 
ratification by the. government of the United States it was. not officially pub- I 
lished, and only mere rumors, more or less founded, were circulated about its i 
object and stipulations; notwithstanding which, the representatives of the Em- F 

| peror of the French addressed to the Mexican government, under date of the 
15th April aforesaid, a note in which they said to it that they had been in- 4 
formed that said government had concluded or was about to conclude a treaty i 

: with a foreign government by which were sold, ceded, transferred, or hypothe- | 
: cated thereto a part of the lands and public revenues of Mexico, to the whole : 

of which lands and revenues France made claim of right, in virtue of the fraudu- i 
lent claims of her subjects. With the note which the undersigned had the |
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: honor to address to the honorable Secretary of State on the 2d June, 1862, he | 
I remitted a copy of such protest. | | | : 

: - ‘The undersigned avails of this opportunity to renew to the honorable William | 
HL. Seward the assurances of his most distinguished consideration. i 

| | M. ROMERO. ml 
| Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, §«., &., Sc. | 

p Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | 

' - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, e 
1 | | Washington, February 25, 1865. | | 

fo Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of | 
7 the 6th instant, in which, in your character of envoy extraordinary and minister 4 

| plenipotentiary of the United Mexican States, accredited to the government of | 
the United States of America, you enter your protest, in the most formal, ener- | 
getic, and solemn manner, against any settlement or cession, either made or i | 

| to be made by the ex-Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian, of Austria, in the | | 
name of Mexico, with the Emperor of the French, or with any other govern- | 

i. ment, by which he alienates or hypothecates Mexican territory, or in any man- | 
ner compromises the responsibility of the Mexican republic. | i 

This measure you are led to take under the circumstances more fully detailed 
? in your note, believing it to be in consonance with your most sacred duties as | : 

| the representative of Mexico. | oy 
! In reply, it affords me pleasure to state that the protest referred to will be © S| 

placed upon file in the archives of this department, there to remain a testimony tO 
{ | to your course in the premises and as an additional evidence of the zealous and to 
| patriotic discharge of your functions as the minister of Mexico in the United yO 
| States, and for such other uses and purposes as future events may render it ne- yO 
| cessary to apply it. : | | | a 

_ Il avail myself of this occasion to offer to you, sir, the renewal of my very bo 
ae high and distinguished consideration. —. oo 

1 WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — 
1 Sefior Matias Romero, &., &c., &e., | | | yo 
4 | Washington, D. C. | po 

i Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. | | | 

a [ Translation. ] 

| | Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
i — | Washington, April 20, 1865. | 

| Mr. SECRETARY AD INTERIM: I have the honor to transmit to you, with N 
| this note, by instructions of my government, and for the information of that of 

the United States, a copy of a communication addressed on the 2d of December 
last by General Slaughter, who commands the insurgent forces in the western 

1 district of Texas, to Don Tomas Mejia, the commander of the forces of the in- | 
:  tervention in Matamoras, in relation to the Mexican steamer Orizaba, captured 

by the insurgents under the plea that she was manned by citizens of the United 
States. | | 

: From this communication we may infer what are the relations that have existed | 
between the insurgents of both republics, and what are the sympathies which | 

; those of the United States entertain for those of Mexico. | 
to This same communication was republished in the Gazette of Monterey of the 

18th December, referred to, preceded by an article, of which I also transmit a 

4 . 

| 
i ;
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| copy, in which the sentiments of sympathy expressed by General Slaughter are : 
| reciprocated, the interventionists of Monterey considering themselves satisfied f 

| with the explanations of the said general, and even praising his action in cap- F 
| turing the steamer Orizaba. The circumstance of the publication of such an «fl 

| article in the official paper of the so-called authorities of the intervention in New 4 
Leon is very significant. | : 

These doctments are an additional proof of the identity of political interests i 
which exists between the insurgents of this country and the partisans of the 
French cause in Mexico, thus making manifest that which exists between the | 
United States and the Mexican nation. — : 
« in confirmation of these impressions, I deem it proper to enclose the annexed q 

: slip from the Tribune, of New York, of the 13th instant, which contains a letter : 

7 written at the city of Mexico on the 29th of March last, and in which important i 
2 details upon the events which are occurring in that country, and especially in : 
2 that part occupied by the French, in alluding to the course of these latter towards ; 
| the citizens of the United States. 1 

: I avail m¥self of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my very : 

| distinguished consideration. q 
: M. ROMERO. : 

Hon. WILLIAM HUNTER, &c., §c., Se. | | i 

| [ Translation.—Enclosure No. 1. | | 

: THE SOUTHERN CONFEDERACY AND THE EMPIRE. | | 

: | | | MONTEREY, December 18, 1864. | 

We insert in continuation a communication from General J. E. Slaughter, who is now in a | 
! - command of the confederate troops in the western district of Texas, which he addresses to : 
foe General Don Tomas Mejia, in reference to the capture of the steamer Orizaba, which vessel t 
i was seized in the waters of said confederacy. - : 
|. The Monitor of the Frontier, which has first published said communication, says that the E 
r _ Orizaba was sailing under the flag of Mexico, and that, therefore, the seizure of the vessel : 

is illegal. It is known, however, that the Orizaba belongs to citizens of the United States ; F 
3 that her cargo, as General Slaughter assures us, also belongs to them, and that the crew of : 
: the vessel is composed of Yankees. | * . 
po Will it be permitted to the Yankees under the shadow of the Mexican flag to interfere with . 
pt the operations of the war, and to mock with impunity the rights of a nation like the young © I 
; 4 confederated republic to which we are united by the double tie of commercial relations and : 

mutual interests ? H 
ILowever much the contrary may be alleged, we believe that the interested parties will . 

j necessarily be compelled to have recourse to the admiralty court of the confederacy, which i: 
| is the only competent one to decide whether or not there is room for the restitution of the 2 

Orizaba. : 

[Enclosure No. 2.—Translation. ] : i 

| : HEADQUARTERS OF THE DIVISION OF TEXAS, : 
- Brownsville, December 2, 1864. f 

GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication dated No- i 
vember 30, ultimo, in reference to the capture of the steamer Orizaba and the detention of 
her officers and crew by the authorities of the Confederate States. F 

I understand that the Orizaba was built by citizens of the United States, and that she be- : 
longs to these; that her cargo also belongs to them; that, besides, her crew is of the same F 
nationality. | : 

These reasons compelled me to take the steamer, but the case will be adjudged by the court E 
of admiralty, and if these points can be proven, it will be clear that her license to sail under E 
the Mexican flag is a violation of the laws of that country, and consequently null. F 

| The decrees issued by the courts of admiralty are a general rule respected by all nations. _ . 
Both the interested parties may recur to and have the right to prove by witnesses, either : 

j of themselves or by an attorney, before the court of admiralty, their respective assertions. : 
The captain and the owners have abused the Mexican flag to cover property which belongs . 

to our enemies, and in such a case they will have to prefer a complaint to the court referred i 
to, and not to the imperial government at Mexico. 1
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: I have replied to your note with all the frankness of a soldier and friend, and at the same 
| time permit me, general, to assure you that the confederate government and authorities will 
1 use all their efforts to continue and perpetuate the most friendly relations with the imperial 

government, and whensoever my government shall promise it a thing, it will know how to 
j : comply with it, giving thus to it a loyal proof of true friendship. 
4 | Be assured, general, that any vessel which sails under the Mexican flag, and may be found 

7 in our waters, will be treated with every consideration. | 
: Permit me, general, to repeat to you the assurances of my esteem and regard, and to sub- . 

scribe myself, respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
: a | J. E. SLAUGHTER, 

Brigadier General Commanding Western District of Texas. 
| Senor Don Tomas MEsta, ] | ee | : 

General Commanding in Coahuila, New Leon, &c. rs 

| A true copy: | | 
7 eS JUAN VALDEZ. : 

; [Enclosure No. 3.—From the New York Daily Tribune, April 13, 4865.] oy 

LATER FROM MEXIcO.—DELIGHTFUL COMPLICATION EXISTING AMONG THE DIFFERENT id 
; FOREIGN ELEMENTS COMPOSING THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT.—MEXICO HOLDS THE Py 

: TRUMP CARD.—FREEDOM OF THE MEXICAN PRESS.—LATE RIOT AT PUEBLA BETWEEN , | 
4 THE FRENCH AND AUSTRIANS.—INSULTS AND INDIGNITIES OFFERED TO AMERICANS.— | | 

DEPARTURE OF THE ARMY ON THE NORTHERN CAMPAIGN.—GREAT REJOICING OF THE | 
j FRENCH OVER THE LATE REPORTED REBEL SUCCESSES.—EARTHQUAKE ON THE NIGHT 

: OF MARCH 27.—ASCENT OF THE VOLCANO OF POPOCATAPETL BY TWO AMERICANS — _ 
4 FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT. | | 

: 7 | MExico, March 29, 1865. | | 

i The discords in the royal ‘‘happy family” continue to grow more and more interesting, © j | 
Composed as it is of French, Belgians, and Austrians, each striving for the ascendency, and | S| 

q neither being able to place any confidence in the other, the position of affairs can easily be . | 
- imagined. At present, Elvin, the chief of cabinet:and confidant of the Empress Carlotta, oo 

| seems to have the firmest hold, and is the Emperor’s private counsellor. He was sent by the = = \| 
father of Carlotta to see that her interests were not neglected, and plays his cards well. No 4 
communication can reach the Emperor except through his hands, which gives him decided | 

| advantages over other members of the cabinet. All these strifes and bickerings in the impe- | 
| * rial cabinet, in the end, amount to nothing, as the decisions have all to be submitted to the | 
| approval of Marshal Bazaine, who in a moment undoes the work of days, and, as the head Oo 
: of affairs in Mexico, dashes in pieces the fabrications of the imperial council. No appoint- po 
| ments can be made, no decrees issued, no sentences approved—in fact nothing done without fo 

| being first submitted to this representative of Louis Napoleon, who, in turn, is now ruled by fo 
] a notorious Mexican prostitute, through whom important business is transacted, appoint- Po 

ments procured, rights to property established, &c., she, of course, requiring a quid pro quo | 
| for her services; so that, in the end, Mexico is decidedly ahead, this second Cleopatra, by 

her charms, ruling the destinies of the nation. | — 
: a Several of the editors of newspapers in this city, having indulged in rather severe criticism | 
] in regard to the trial and summary execution of General Romero, who was shot in this city 

: on the 18th instant, (but eight hours intervening between the close of the trial and his execu- 
. tion, ) they were by order of General Bazaine called together on the 23d, and informed that | 
] the military order issued in 1863, declaring martial law throughout Mexico, had never been 
4 revoked; that the military power reigned supreme, and was above and beyond the criticism 
: of the press, and from the decision of this tribunal there was no appeal; that any criticism _ | 
. will be considered a military offence for which the parties will be arested and tried by court-. 
: martial. After this rebuke to all, several editors present were marched off under guard to 
: await a hearing for past offences. oo 
: Bitter feelings exist between the French and Austrians now in Mexico. The memory of 
: the battle-fields of Majenta and Solferino are too fresh in their minds to admit of other than 

i, unfriendly feelings, and the result is constant strife. Many of the French soldiers wear 
badges of honor awarded by their government for services on these hard-fought and victorious | 

| fields. A few days since some Austrians were passing by the quarters of some French Z 
: zouaves, and one of them wearing an Austrian badge, for distinguished services at Solferino, 
: was insulted by the zouave, and asked why he wore a Solferino badge. Without replying, 

: the Austrian reached out his hand and tore the badge from the zouave and threw it on the | | 
ground. A general fight ensued, and each party receiving re-enforcements, it was feared it : 

: would lead to serious difficulty. | Oe 
; The late riot in Puebla is attributable to the same cause, notwithstanding the newspaper
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1 stories to the contrary. The French guards having charge of some Mexican prisoners, were . 

maltreating them by beating them with their swords. The friends of the prisoners remon- an | 
strated against such treatment of unarmed men, and weresustained by the Austrians. Gain- f 
ing courage, they made an attack upon the French, in which they were aided by the Aus- : 
trians, and for part of two days the riot continued, in which fire-arms were used freely and a E 
considerable number of lives lost. Business was entirely suspended, and the prefect of Pue- 4 

| bla telegraphed to the capital for assistance. . : : 
The general feeling among the French officials is animosity to all Americans, and knowing - 

that they have the advantage of numbers and influence, they take every opportunity to show : 
disrespect to them. Realizing ‘‘that every Cog has his day,” and that our day is not far e 
distant, we show our contempt for their cowardly sneer by passing them by in silence. No 1 
justice can be had in Mexico for an American; so discretion is the better part of valor. E 

_ The late news received here, by way of Matamoras, of the defeat of Grant at Richmond, : 
| and the loss of eighty pieces of artillery, with a corresponding slaughter of federal troops, : 

| was received with great joy by the entire French concern in Mexico, from Maximilian down. 1 
| The recent arrival of the steamer, however, has dispelled their happy illusion, and ‘‘ Uncle . E 

Sam” again looms up before them as great a terror as the ‘‘ragman” is to the juveniles. - 
The old adage ‘‘ weary lies the head that wears a crown,” was never more fully realized in . 

i the history of any monarch than in the case of the present emperor of Mexico. Seated on : 
7 the apex of a volcano at home, ready at any moment to burst forth and destroy him, and E 

with a constant fear of American interference, and a consequent withdrawal of his French BE: 
supporters, leaving him at the mercy of a people whose rights he has outraged by intruding a 

: himself upon them, the poor Maximilian begins to feel that he has been made the tool of p 
: France, and wishes for his old home, preferring to meet the demands of bailiffs for unpaid B 

tailors’ and grocers’ bills to those that will be made of him by the Mexican people. E 

| The army is leaving the capital on the great northern campaign against Juarez, and the : 
| reported re-enforcements he has received from California. Of the truth of this we know o£ 

og nothing, as but few American newspapers are allowed to reach here. Of the number of : 

fo. Americans that have joined Juarez, we have all kinds of reports, ranging from eighteen indi- Ep 

i . viduals to an army of ten thousand—the former being generally believed to be nearest the A 

truth. | A 

| On the night of the 27th an earthquake occurred. The shock took place at 83 o’clock, — E 

io! and was of very short duration, and not very severe, though sufficiently so to be generally - -§ 

; felt. The whole valley of Mexico is doubtless resting upon a bed of volcanic matter, which : 
i! will some day burst forth and destroy this modern Sodom, the frequent earthquakes that occur s, E 

i being only warnings of the fate that will one day be hers. E 

i! The ascent of the great volcano of Popocatapetl, the highest point of land on the North E 

r American continent, has recently been made by two Americans—one a Californian, the other 2 

: from Cumberland county, Pennsylvania; a full account of which is being prepared for the a 

| press. 7 E. J. MC. | | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | ; 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 
Washington, November 2, 1865. i 

Sir: I have had the honor to receive your note of the 20th of April last, = = f 

| transmitting, by instruction of your government, a correspondence which passed i 

in December, 1864, between General Slaughter, a rebel officer in Texas, and i 

General Mejia, commanding the forces of the French at Matamoras, in Mexico, | 

4 relative to the capture of the Mexican steamer Orizaba, seized by the insurgents : 

a of the United States, and to the apparent good understanding then existing i 

between said generals touching the relations of the two governments they i 

/ claimed to represent. a f 

2 You are also pleased to communicate an extract from the New York ‘Tribune : 

of the 13th of April, 1865, giving important details of the events then trans- ' 

piring in the Mexican republic. 4 

Thanking you for the information thus communicated, I pray you, sir, to ac- i 

cept the assurances of my highest consideration. | [ 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. i 

Senior Matias Romero, §c., §c., &e., i 
| Washington, D. C. | a f
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i ir. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | 

[ Translation. ] . | : 
, | 

Mexican LecaTion tn THE Untrep STATES, OF AMERICA, | | 
i | 7 Washington, July 4, 1865. 7 

Mr. SECRETARY: I deem it my duty to call your attention to the printed | 
| documents which I have the honor to accompany with this note, and which i 
| show not only the friendly and cordial understanding which existed, to the in- ' 

jury of the United States, between the insurgents against this government, in | 
Texas, and the French, who are waging war against the government of Mex- 2 

| ico in Matamoras, but also the measures taken in concert between the French and | 
| their agents on the one part, and the insurgents of Texas on the other, to resist. | 

the forces of the national government of Mexico, sent with the view of recov- 
: ering the port of Matamoras from the possession of the French. These docu- 4 

{ ments, which were found in Brownsville at the time of the occupation of said 
city by the forces of the United States, have been recently published by a 

| journal of New York, and I have sufficient reasons to consider them authentic. = 
In the communication which General James E. Slaughter, who commanded in 

Brownsville when Texas was in the possession of the insurgents, addressed on the of 
6th of April last to Colonel Thomas M. Jack, assistant adjutant general of the , | 

| military department of Texas, it is stated that Don Santiago Vidaurri, who had on 
been appointed a counsellor to the usurper, had returned to Monterey and had i | 

| written to him that he had much important information to give him, which he 1 | 
could not trust to the pen. He also asserts that “the imperialist commander \ | 

| _ of the port of Bagdad, (a Belgian,) recently assigned to that command, informed P| 
. him that he had secret instructions to permit the introduction of all kinds of | 

arms and munitions of war, &c., that might be desired, and that they should ON 
i. pass freely, for the use of the confederacy.” __ 7 

It is also mentioned that there was in Monterey, aceredited to the agents of 7 
the French, called. the “imperial authorities,” an agent of the said confederacy 

| named Mr. Querentes. General Slaughter himself adds: “General Mejia, | 
(the French agent in Matamoras,) who now commands here, promised me to do ro 
everything he could in our favor;” and he can do no less than acknowledge bo 
that the Mexican people on the frontier states, with the exception of the per- po 
sonal friends of Vidaurri, are opposed to the so-called empire. | 

In another communication which the said General Slaughter addressed to po 
| Don Tomas Mejia, under date of the 10th of May last, referring to the export- | 

ation of cotton from the south, which has been carried on through Matamoras, po 
he says to him the following: «The trade which the Confederate States are 

_ now carrying on through its authorized agents with Mexico and other countries 
through the ports of Mexico has been carried on with the consent of the Mex- | 
ican authorities.” General Slaughter means to say, of the French agents in 9 “~ 

4 Mexico. | : ‘ 
Colonel J. 8. Ford, who held, temporarily, the command in Brownsville, in 

: the name of the so-called confederacy, communicated to Don Tomas Mejia, un- 
| der date of the 28th of May last, that he was about to station some forces on. 

the banks of the Rio Grande to attack a force “which was in communication | 
with those of the United States, and which probably was acting in concert 

: with it,” and he recommends to him to station other troops on the side of Mexico 
to act in concert with the confederates in the said attack, because “it is the 
duty and the interest of both governments (the imperial of Mexico, and the con- | 

| federated of the south) to destroy and to disperse such bands,” which shows 
that the French and the insurgents have acted in concert against the forces of | 

| the United States. :
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| They have done the same thing while treating of the forces of the Mexican q 
| government. The printed official communication, which I also enclose, dated : 

on the 2d of March aforesaid, which was addressed to me by General Negrete, i 
commanding in chief the national forces of Mexico, shows, that having received — : 
instructions to attack. Matamoras, he saw, in approaching the city, that the ; 
artillery from Brownsville covered that post; that the confederates prepared ' 
themselves to enter into the fight at the time he approached the city, and that 4 

| they maintained a hostile attitude while he remained in its vicinity, thus finding 
himself compelled finally to withdraw therefrom on that account. E 

| Besides this statement of General Negrete’s, which justifies (proves) the con- : 
\ nivance of the confederates with the French against the national government 3 

: of Mexico, we have the testimony of General Slaughter himself, the commander- | 
| in-chief of Brownsville, who, in the note which he addressed to the assistant : 
| adjutant general, Colonel Jack, on the 18th of May, aforesaid, reporting his | 
: proceedings at the time General Negrete was pressing upon Matamoras, says, ; 
3 that said general knowing that he (Slaughter) was a decided imperialist, and | 
| fearing that. his sympathies might influence his official conduct, he sent him a : 
| commissioner to ask how he would act during the attack upon Matamoras. In : 

reply, he said to him that the confederates received their provisions through | 
| Matamoras, and that if the port was occupied by the Mexicans it would be | 
| blockaded by the French, for which reason it was to his interest that it should  & 
L remain in possession of the former. Further on, General Slaughter adds: “ At — F 
po the same time that I maintained a strict neutrality, I concealed my intentions in q 
pos such a manner that I obtained the same results which would have been attained ' 

if I had taken an active part in the contest. General Negrete raised the siege EB 
|. and retired, being fearful of the result should he be compelled to meet our forces.” i 

These are the principal facts, which are to be drawn from the documents an- ; 
| nexed. In view'of them, I think it would not be presumptuous on my part to i 

say that they involved acts of hostility against the United States, for which the i 
2 French agents, who occupy the frontier, are responsible. ‘This being, however, & 
! a question exclusively concerning the government of the United States, which, I : 

doubt not, will attach to it such importance as its own prudence and sense of : 
| high dignity may induce it to regard as most appropriate, I would not mention of 

. it if at the same time the facts mentioned did not constitute open acts of hos- f 
| tility against the government which I have the honor to represent, committed : 

by armed citizens of the United States, whom, whatever may have been their i 
aspirations, the Mexican government never considered as an independent ‘ 5 

| nation, and did not even recognize in them the character of belligerents, having i 
, for this reason, now, its clear right to ask reparation for these grievances from | ; 

the government of the United States, within the limits of whose jurisdiction the _ f 
Ag STeSSOrs are. - | : 

| - With the reservation, therefore, to again return to the consideration of this ; 
grave matter when I shall receive the instructions which my government may 

Y communicate to me respecting it, to ask the reparation which the outraged rights i 
of Mexico may require, I deem it my duty to protest at this time, as I do pro- 
test, against the open hostility, with regard to Mexico, of the rebel general £ 
Slaughter and his followers in Brownsville, saving harmless all the injuries which 2 
the Mexican republic may have suffered, and may suffer, from this act, in order f 

to ask reparation for them at such time and in such manner as it may be proper. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assur- | 

ances of my most distinguished consideration. 4 
| oe | M. ROMERO. : 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &. | |
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1 . [Enclosure No. 1.] 
4 NEW ORLEANS, June 17, 1865. 
4 Advices from the Rio Grande border are to the 10th instant. They contain the following 
i interesting account of the late revolution in northern Mexico, and the movement on Mata- 

; moras. It is in the form of a letter to citizen Matias Romero, envoy extraordinary and min- q ister plenipotentiary of the Mexican republic to Washington. They callit here Negrete’s 1 official report: | ] | 
| Having been invested by the citizen President of there public with extraordinary powers | 4 to make war against the traitors and those who aid and abet them, I commenced operations 7 ] against the city of Matamoras, arriving in sight of it with my command on the 30th ultimo. _ q While on the march-I learned that the traitor Mejia, in order to resist my attack, relied upon 4 the merchants of said city, who were armed, and the confederates of North America on the , left bank of the Brazos. , | | : This information was confirmed by various reliable sources, from which I also learned ! | that artillery belonging to the American troops of the south were in readiness in the main , 4 square in Matamoras. From my own eyes I know that the confederates of North America : j appeared armed on the other side of the river since I approached the city, and that even to : { this moment they maintain a hostile attitude, moving in my rear and compelling me toemploy : a part of my cavalry to watch them. These facts agree fully and completely with the open 
j hostility shown by the confederates toward the forces of Colonel Francisco Naranjo, when - 
q this officer pursued the traitors who garrisoned the village of Piedras Negras. The latter 
j escaped by crossing the Bravo, with the anticipated consent and protection of the former. oF 1 In view of these circumstances I have determined to withdraw my troops, believing that | 

_ it would not be advisable to attack a city garrisoned by soldiers, re-enforced by merchants, ot 1 (most of them foreigners,) with a numerical force superior to mine, and which, I have no hy doubt, are to be aided by the confederates in the storming of the place. The forces in the a 
service of the secession party, which are now on the banks of the Bravo, have observed bog 1 against those of the legitimate government of Mexico a conduct entirely opposed to the war , | 
which this republic maintains, making them accomplices of the vile attempt of Napoleon IIT | 1 to destroy the sovereignty of Mexico, which is also a threat to the sovereignty of all the re- | 
publics of the New World. : | 7 if 

} It is therefore but natural to infer that the confederates, like the Mexican traitors, are allies | 
of the French, and that the French protect the enemies of the United States government, | 
which is exclusively recognized by ours. The gravity of the case, and the importance that — 

1 it comes to the knowledge of the United States government, impel me to address you this 
: note, which I transmit to the minister of foreign relations. | 
j Accept the assurance of my high consideration and esteem. Independence and liberty! 
4 : | | | M. NEGRETE. 
4 BEFORE MATAMORAS, May 2, 1865. a 

] [Enclosure No. 2.] i 
. . HEADQUARTERS WEST SUB-DISTRICT, TEXAS, / | 

Brownsville, January 10, 1865. Poy 
4 GENERAL: I have the honor to state, for your information, that a few days since the judge po 
; of the district court of Matamoras notified me of the possession of certain claims of citizens of | | 

Mexico against the Confederate States, and that if payment was not made promptly he should 
: feel it his duty to issue his writs of attachment in the case and to order the seizure of cotton 
| belonging to the confederate government, and to take such other steps necessary to secure a of 
| speedy settlement. Under these circumstances I feel it my duty to urge you, if in your power, 

to stop any proceedings touching this subject until the matter can be laid before the imperial | 
‘government for its consideration and decision. 

1 * * * # * * * # * \ 

: The commerce now being carried on by the Confederate States, through their authorized 
: agents, with Mexico and other countries through the ports of Mexico, was done by the con- 

sent of the Mexican authorities. * * . * * 
: - Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | 
= | : ~ JAS. E. SLAUGHTER, . 
: . | : | Brigadier General Commanding. 
: Sefior Don ToMAS Mesias, &c., &e. 

—_____ . | | | 

: _ [Enclosure No. 3.] : . OS 
: HEADQUARTERS WEST SUB-DISTRICT, TEXAS, 
: | Brownsville, April 6, 1865. \ 

COLONEL: I have the honor to state, for the information of district and department head- : 
_ quarters, that I have exerted every means to retain and increase the feeling of friendship be- 

3 . tween the imperial and confederate governments. | 

|
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Governor Vidaurri has been appointed one of the ‘‘ Council of the Nation,” and has re- F 
turned to Monterey. I received a letter from him, in which he states he has much informa- . Ef 
tion to give to me which he cannot safely submit to writing. In view of this, as Colonel 8. | : 
Benavides has received a sick leave of absence from district headquarters, and as he was a B 
mutual friend of Governor Vidaurri and myself, I have directed him to proceed to Monterey 2 
and place himself. in personal communication with him. Upon his return I trust I will be E 
able to give more definite information as to the state of feeling towards our government and - : 

| cause by the imperial government. I have made an arrangement with General Mejia, com- : 
mander of the imperial forces on this frontier, for the mutual rendition of criminals, a copy E 
of which has been forwarded to district headquarters. Its first practical working was the A 
return of three thieves, (who happened to be deserters from Jones’s battery, ) whose influence z 

i was great and pernicious. This course on the part of General Mejia, together with the gen- : 
eral impression that the arrangement had been made between us for the return of deserters, E 
caused the United States consul to address a letter of protest, which was far from proving E 

: satisfactory to him in its results, as he obtained in reply only a letter reflecting severely upon , 
the acts and conduct of the federals in several instances in connexion with the Mexicans. I i 
ain promised a copy of this correspondence, which, when obtained, I shall promptly for- . 
ward. | | : 

| The imperial commander of the port of Bagdad, (a Belgian, ) lately assigned to the com- : 
mand, informs me he has private instructions to permit all arms, ammunition, and munitions : 

| of war, &c., to be introduced and passed for the use of the confederacy which are desired. 2 
2 This is similar to the proposal privately extended to General Mejia, and previously reported i 
| to district headquarters. They show an evident feeling of friendship for our cause. : 

. It is known by the Emperor, and strongly conjectured by myself, that the Juarez party ; 
and the federals are in correspondence with each other. I received information a few days EL 

I since that a Mexican bearer of despatches from Juarez to the federals crossed the river into | a 
my district at. Piedras Negras on the 17th ultimo. I have a large party of scouts out en- : . 

oo deavoring to intercept him. If successful, I hope to be able, through this means, to compli- , 
: cate matters between Mexico and the United States to such a degree as to work to our ad- E 

yo vantage. | | , F 
bog The feeling of all the imperial officers on this frontier is strongly in our favor. They deem E 
f our cause strongly allied to their own in many respects, and are ready and ever willing to : 
fo extend every possible aid which can be done without directly bringing their own government q 

in contact with the United States. - . B 
We have already, in the person of Mr. Querentes, a commissioner of government, who is E 

3 resident at Monterey. Ido not think that any commissioner sent by the general command- E 
: ing the department could be of any service in Mexico, as I presume Mr. Slidell has been q 
2 using every effort in his power to affect the new government. , 
2 '_ Governor Vidaurri will, I feel certain, further our interest in every way in his power, so . 

long as he retains his immediate position. p 
General Mejia, the present commander here, promised me to do all in his power to aid us. a 

I feel certain he entertains the kindest feelings for us all. E 
| I may as well add here that the people on this frontier, with the exception of the Vidaurri | E 

| party, are all opposed to the imperial government, and all look to federal assistance. E 
: Iam, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant, & 

| JAS. E. SLAUGHTER, . : 
Brigadier General Commanding. F 

Colonel THOMAS M. Jack, | iE 
Assistant Adjutant General. q 

| [Enclosure No. 4. ] / E 

| HEADQUARTERS WEST SUB-DISTRICT, TEXAS, : 
. | oo : _ - Brownsville, May 18, 1865. : 

| . COLONEL: I have the honor to state, for the information of the commanding general, that ‘ 
7 during the late excitement in Mexico, arising from the appearance of the liberal party under 4 

command of General Negrete before Matamoras, I was waited on by a deputation from E 
General Negrete to ascertain my policy. Knowing me to be personally a strong imperialist, F 
he feared it might influence my official acts. | i 

I explained to him (through his agents) that we were dependent to a great extent upon - : 
| Matamoras and its port for supplies for this country, and if the liberals occupied it it would E 

be blockaded by the French, and it would be impossible for our government to receive any- Oe 
2 thing through that channel ; hence it was to our interest for the imperial party to occupy the : 

: country. | E 
I avoided committing myself by a direct or positive answer. . E 
While I maintained strict neutrality, I veiled my intentions to such an extent as to reap 4
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| the same results which would have been attained by actual assistance rendered. General 
Negrete raised the siege and retired, being fearful of the result should he be compelled to 
meet our forces. | 

| I am, colonel, very respectfully, &c., &c., 
| | : JAS. E. SLAUGHTER, : | 

, | Brigadier General Commanding. | 
Colonel THOMAS M. Jack, | 

| Assistant Adjutant General, | | : | 

| [Enclosure No. 5.]_ - : 

| HEADQUARTERS WEST SUB-DISTRICT, TEXAS, ! 
| | - Brownsville, May 28, 1865. ( 

GENERAL: * *  * I am satisfied that there is an organized band of robbers 
| whose operations extend to both sides of the Rio Grande, and who are in communication with ! 

the Yankees, and possibly act in conjunction with them. Lo : 
Recent developments render the conclusion inevitable that no organization connected in | 

. any manner with the government of the United States can be supposed to have much regard | 
for the interests and friendship of the imperial government of Mexico, and that it is the com- | 

. mon duty and the common interest of your government and of mine to break up and disperse : 
: such organizations. I shall place troops on the river for that purpose, and should be pleased : 

| to have them act in concert with yours. | | a 
: I have the honor to renew my assurance of regard and personal consideration. Your obe- a 

: - dient servant, | | oY 
: ) | | J. 8. FORD, Colonel Commanding pro tem. DE 

‘General Don Tomas Megia, &c. , | a | po 

, Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero, | : | 

| DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 
i | | Washington, November 4,1865. : 

| Sig: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of. 
: July 4, 1865, calling my attention to the printed documents enclosed therein, 
| which consist of a correspondence between the insurgent leaders of the rebellion = 

on the southern borders of Texas and the officers of the French army operating _ 
in the same neighborhood in Mexico, manifesting a spirit of hostility, on the ; | 

| part of these insurgent citizens of the United States, against the government you ; 
represent, and against which acts of hostility you solemnly protest. _ Po 

| dn answer, I have to inform you that the matters referred to in your note, to | 
| _ which I have the honor of replying, shall receive the attention to which they po 

are entitled. | | - | Do 
| I avail myself of this opportunity to assure you of my distinguished consid- pg 

eration. ) | oa 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. , 
| Sefior Marias Romrro, §c., &c., §c.. Washington, D. C. a 

| | | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. : 

No. 215.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : : 
— Washington, July 31, 1865... | 

Sir: I enclose a translation of a note of the 8th instant, and a copy of the | ; 
=: accompaniments to which it refers, addressed to this department by Mr. Romero, 

: the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the Mexican republic 
| accredited to this government, relative to a supposed understanding between the | 

insurgent commanders in Texas and the French commander in the adjacent t 
| quarter of Mexico, and to an alleged co-operation between them, for the purpose
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of preventing the recovery of Matamoras from its present possession. Supposing - &§ 
7 the papers referred to in Mr. Romero’s communication to be genuine, they seem i 

to require explanation from the French authorities, which you will consequently | : 
| request of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. : 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : 
| | W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. ; 

JOHN BicELow, Esq., §e., dc., §e. : 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. L 

| [ Translation. ] | 

3 Mexican LeGatTion IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | + 
: Washington, July 8, 1865 q 

: Mr. Secretary: Through an accident there have fallen into my hands two Ef 
: letters from Mr. William M. Gwin, formerly senator of California, who is occupied | 
| at the present time in carrying into effect a plan of colonization in the frontier : 
: states of the Mexican republic, which letters are dated at the city of Mexico 4 
: on the 18th of March last, and directed one to Colonel John Winthrop, of New | 

York, in care of Mr. Royal Phelps, of the same city; and the other to his wife : 
and daughters living at Paris. On one leaf of the latter is found another letter | 

3 written by Mr. William M. Gwin, junior, to his mother, on the 16th and 18th of 
} said month of May. Although Mr. Gwin does not sign the letters referred to, : 
! there is abundant reason for believing that they have been written by him; the E 
: handwriting, the context, and more especially the circumstance that the son’s 4 

letter is signed, leave no doubt in regard to the authenticity of those letters. E 
Along with said letters there have come into my possession two more, one with  & 

: the mark “ confidential” on it, signed by “ Massey,” and directed to the Hon. E 
_ Benjamin Wood, of New York, and the other a correspondence written by the q 

same person and directed to the newspaper “The Daily News,” of that city. | 
Both are dated at the city of Mexico, on the said 18th of May. : 

In the letter of which I enclose you a copy, and which was addressed to me  § 
; on the 1st instant by Colonel Don Enrique A. Mejia, of the Mexican army, you f 

wiil be informed of the manner in which those letters fell into his possession. _ ; 
For what it may amount to, I will state to you that the despatches of the lega- : 
tion of the United States in Mexico for the department over which you preside, 
referred to by Colonel Mejia, I placed in the hands of Mr. Hunter on the 14th E 
of June last. | E 

The importance of the documents adverted to has induced me to send the | i 
originals to your department, in order that the government of the United States I 

| may take such steps in regard to them as it shall deem compatible with its — : 
safety and its interests. Itappears from them that Mr. Gwin is formally engaged — | 
in carrying into effect his project of colonization ; that, although he does notsay i 
so clearly, having written with much distrust, through a presentiment that his I 

: _ letters might be intercepted, that project is known to be hostile to the United __ ‘ 
States, since he proposes to take to the frontier of Mexico all the discontented 4 
citizens of the United States living in the south, with the design of organizing 4 
them there under the protection and with the assistance of France. It appears. f 
also that he has, so far as the French Emperor is concerned, ali that he needs for i 
carrying into effect this undertaking, and that there are orders from said Emperor | 
to General Bazaine, commander-in-chief of the French army in Mexico, tolend - 
to Gwin all the assistance which he may need in the development of his plan. © I 
The sanction of Maximilian—the puppet whom the Emperor of the French has : 
placed in Mexico in order that he might seem to be the sovereign of the coun- if 
try—which was the only thing wanted for the realization of the scheme, had 4
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io. not yet been obtained, but was on the eve of being obtained, as well because all 
the supporters of the usurper considered the plan referred to as the only salva- 
tion of the so-called empire, as because the members of Maximilian’s cabinet 

| who were opposed to the plan had left their places in order to be succeeded by 
| . others who were favorable to it, and more especially because it is plainly to be 

seen that the ex-Archduke of Austria has no will of his own in the affairs of 
_ Mexico, since, he having been placed in the country by the Emperor of the 

, French, and having been sustained by him militarily and pecuniarily,inthe part 
| _ of the Mexican republic occupied by the invading army, nothing is done but 3 
: what the French commanders decide to do of themselves or in virtue of orders ! 

from their government, and the ex-Archduke is only to keep up appearances, | 
| and during the course of events to indicate to the Emperor of the French what ! 
{ may be proper or necessary to be done finally in Mexico. | 
| All these important reports are corroborated in a letter from Vera Cruz of the | 
| 1st of June, published in the “ Times,” at New Orleans, a copy of which I have : 
Lo the honor to transmit to you. : 7 

I have sent to my government a copy of the enclosed letters, in order that on 
its part it may take the necessary steps to frustrate the plans hostile to Mexico 
which the Emperor of the French is endeavoring to develop in the republic. | 
Believing at the same time that such plans are equally hostile to the United 

! States, I send you the original letters, in order that you may make of them such 
j use as you may deem proper. - | | | | 

T avail myself of this opportunity, Mr. Secretary, to renew to you assurances 
of my most distinguished consideration. | | | 

. | - -M. ROMERO. | 
1 Hon. WittiAmM H. Sewarp, &., &c., Sc. | ° | 

_ [Enclosure Ne. 1.] | a ae | 

| | . WASHINGTON, July 1, 1865. 
Dear Sir: Iregret that urgent business calls me to New York. I will explain in this 

| letter the manner in which the papers submitted to you came to my hands. 
j On leaving the city of Mexico, I was requested by Mr. Corwin, the acting chargé d’affaires 
. of the United States, to take charge of some despatches for the State Department, as he | 

feared his official correspondence had been tampered with. As there was a probability that | 
4 I would be searched, he sent his despatches by another conveyance to Vera Cruz, there to ——- 

be delivered to me. Events justified this precaution, as I was arrested on arriving at Vera: | 
Cruz, ny trunks searched, and all papers taken from me, including my passport as bearer i | 

q of despatches; the official notes were demanded of me, and as I denied having them, I was © a 
‘ : thrown into prison, allowed to commuuicate with no one. Finding nothing to criminate me, | | 
; after several days, I was liberated and allowed to embark for Havana. On board of the | 
4 steamer I received the despatches the French had been so anxious to procure. | 
a On returning my papers, I received among them those now in your possession, probably | 
é taken from some other traveller, which being open I examined, and considered of sufficient , 
: _ Importance to present to you. | | me | 

_ Before leaving the city of Mexico I was shown the original letter from Napoleon to Mar- - 
: shal Bazaine, recommending Mr. Gwin’s plan, as submitted to him, and directing the mar- - 
: shal to furnish the troops demanded by Mr. Gwin. The object is to colonize Sonora and 
“ other frontier States with veteran confederates, as a barrier to any aggression of the United 
: States, and there create a power always hostile, and, with the assistance of the French, suffi- 
: ciently formidable to resist all attempts against Maximilian. | 
Q _ - French forces had already left Mexico for Sonora and the northern frontier in combination 
; | with Mr. Gwin. a | | 
}o, * Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | | | | 

| | ENRIQUE A. MEJIA. 
: . MAaTIasS ROMERO, Esq., . i 

| Minister of Mexico, &c.
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| [Enclosure No. 2.] : : | RT —. 3 Mexico, May 16, 1865. a | 
My DEAR MoTuER: Nothing has occurred since I last wrote; in fact there is nothing to : 

occur; all business has come to a stand-still, because of the emperor’s absence. When his 
: august Majesty has sufficiently amused himself with rural sports, he may take a notion to : 
: return to his sleeping capital and wake us up from our present state of lethargy. I am learn- | 
2 ing to exercise the admirable quality of patience, which means I begin to fall into the philo- : 
. sophical way of taking things coolly—the best thing a man can do in Mexico, where the : 
, object of the community is to approach as nearly as possible to a state of vegetation, and to  &-£ 
| imitate in all its lively peculiarities that interesting excrescence—a knot on a tree. - Colonel i 
: Talcott arrived a day or two ago. He has been unwell in consequence of too great exertion, : 
3 and can scarcely walk, from having sprained his ankle. We breakfasted with the family on : 
{ Saturday ; the old man read them that part of your letter about Spiller. I think they are a  &£ 

little uneasy on account of his prolonged absence. The marriage, you know, was to have oF 
taken place last month ; now no one can say when it will come off. The old man is firmly 
of the conviction that Spiller is going to act the dog. Your letters were an immense satisfac- : 

: tion. It was very consoling to hear you were in good spirits, although I know you must | 
still cherish in some small degree that pleasing reflection that, some day or other, we’ll find 
ourselves a-starving. Iam altogether opposed to ever being reduced to such an extremity, — , 

: and have determined, at the hazard of proving you a bad prophet, to make a fortune. That’s : . 
i a fixed fact upon the principle, be there a will, then wisdom finds the way. I’ve got the will i 
: and trust to luck for wisdom, and when that fortune is made, should you be hungry and a r 

wanderer, I'll give you food and shelter. . | 7. 
May 18. The old man saw the marshal the other day, but nothing resulted from the inter- Og 

| view. He renewed his protestations of friendship, and declared he would urge the old man’s oO : 
: claims to the utmost. We must content ourselves with an existence of idleness a while ~ . &£ 

longer, for no steps can be taken without the emperor. The old man saw Almonte to-day ; 
: he thinks there’ll be no trouble, and so far as he himself is concerned, we may look for strong : 
| support. a . 
| The minister of foreign affairs has gone to Europe, and every one says Almonte is to come | i 

in. He will then be all-powerful, and with his favorable disposition towards our plans we | : 
are pretty certain to carry the day. Things are progressing as smoothly as possible, only it 
provokes one to be detained when there is no sufficient cause. To think of our being kept : 
here holding our hands, when those prodigious mines are inviting us to fortune, and all . 
because the emperor will stuff birds! I feel very easy about Mexican affairs, but I’m dread- ; 

- fully blue about the south. Andy Johnson’s speeches breathe such a heinous spirit that I a 
can see nothing ahead but extermination. I shouldn’t be surprised if there were re-enacted | 
on the American continent the massacre and havoc of the French revolution. It is horrible  &§ 
to contemplate the situation of the country. I am afraid they will commit excesses to which : 
all the horrors that have gone before will be as nothing. It’s dreadful to fall in battle, but . E 
it’s ten times more dreadful to die on the scaffold. . Johnson says treason can have no exten- : 
uation; it is acrime that merits the direst punishment. That’s to say, all traitors should oe 
be hung, and as we are all traitors there’s nothing left for us but hanging. It really makes | . 
me sick when I think of the bloody agony that awaits the southern people. But we must | 
learn to suppress our feelings; it may be, after all, that our only home will be among these — : 
people. If the old man shouldn’t succeed, we shall have to live in California, and indeed we : 
are fortunate to have even such a refuge. an | 4 
Iam very glad aunt Sue is going to Europe; she’ll be a great comfort to you. The old ' 

| man wrote the judge from Havana, and said, when the time came and he got fairly started — : 
he would let him know. He told the judge that uncle Alick must come with him, to furnish | | : 
the necessary means, which should be paid on his arrival. Tell Carrie her letter was de- 

: lightful and to write me every mail. I promise to answer her every one. ‘Tell sister Lucy : 
to write me, and not to get married. “Love to all. | " &§ 

Your affectionate son, | | : 

| Nore.—On the same note-paper sheet appears the following: : : 

jo | [Enclosure No. 3.] - | &§ 

MY DEARLY-BELOVED WIFE AND DAUGHTERS: The startling news from the United 
States has made the blood of every southern sympathizer run cold with horror. No one will 
be safe in our native country. How I thank Providence that I have cast my lot elsewhere, : 
and that very soon I will have a home for my wife and children, where they will be safe ; 
from oppression, and where we have every prospect of immediate and permanent prosperity. oo 
My policy is on every man’s lips as the only one that will save this empire. The emperor f 

. lingers most unaccountably away from the capital, but his minister having charge of this : 
| matter considers it so pressing that he has gone to him with it more than a week ago. No - | 
oO one doubts that there will be an entire change of ministry, with one or two exceptions, when : ; 

the emperor returns, and that his entire ministry will be in favor of my policy. It seems 

| 33 p c ** i
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: that he is effecting this change in his absence, and that he remains away to accomplish it. 
° If I dared write I could give you names of persons who have approached me with this news 
; that would leave no doubt on your minds that all of these things will happen, and that very __ 
1. soon. The delay is unpleasant, but the certainty of success that will follow this delay is a 

great consolation, especially when everything is so dark for us everywhere else. Never have 
i -adoubt of my success. I have less now than ever. Willie is getting into heavy business. 
1 They are proposing to him to give him the entire control of the richest gold mine in the 
: | world, in Sinaloa, and he is one of three who have asked for the concession of all the rail- 
i. roads in Sonora. He will succeed in beth, and either of them will make a dozen fortunes. . 
4 Brent and his whole army will soon be in Texas. I will write more at large by British 
: steamer. | | 7 
| As ever, yours, devotedly. a 

| | (Noj{signature to this.) 
: — | | 

NotTE.—Enclosures No. 2 and No. 3 are written on the same sheet of note paper, and came | 
4 in an envelope addressed as follows: | | 
3 ‘‘Mrs. Wm. M. Gwin, 55 Boulevard Malesherbes, Paris, France.” 
; The whole of which is again enclosed in another envelope, addressed to— SO : 

‘¢ Messrs. Van den Broek & Co., 60 Rue de la Chaussee d’Antin, Paris, France.” 
. E 

| 
| [Enclosure No. 4. } 

a i 

oe _ Mexico, May 18, 1865. 
Po My DEAR COLONEL: The news from the United States appals every one here, and paralyzes 
4 all business. What will happen next is the constantinquiry. The emperor’s absence must 

. seem to persons at a distance extraordinary, but it is now developing itself that-he is bringing 
: about a radical change in his counsels, and there will be an entire change of policy on his 
: return. Three of the ruling men in his counsels have been displaced since he left, and two | 

(and they the most obnoxious to my ideas of government, and most opposed to my project) . 
1 have been sent abroad, if not in banishment, equivalent to it. No one here doubts but Al- , 

q monte will come into power, and from the first he has declared that my plan of colonization | 
{1 is the only salvation for the empire. The same sentiment is uttered by every one in favor of | 
1 the empire. In fact, if anything in the future can be certain in this country, at an early day 
‘ you will see a decree opening North Mexico to the enterprise of the world. What a people | 
4 we can assemble there if this policy is adopted. What a country it will be in a very few | 
; years. The recent startling events, and the policy I have indicated, causes delay that is un- 
1 pleasant, but no doubt of ultimate success. I have never been so confident as at present. 
| Say to my good and highly-valued friend, Mrs. W., that we will very soon meet again in the | 
- _ most delightful spot on the globe, and there will not be a cloud to obscure the future. She 
|. _ will eat her Christmas dinner in the palace, to a certainty, and what a time we will have! 
ic The day I leave here I will send an order to France for a large supply of the best wines in 
1 Europe, and they will be mellow to the taste by Christmas. This is not romance. The 
1 stern reality that confronts every one of my sentiments banishes all romance. I must have 
7 realities. ‘The crusades will be surpassed in the emigration to the country of my future | 
1 home, and such a people never moved from one country to another. You and your wife are | 
‘ among the very few that gave me a cheer of success, and that success will be marred if you | 
3 do not participate in it. But, like me, you must be patient fora time; it may be but fora = 
: very short time. I confess I chafe at every hour’s delay, but I do not permit this to depress. | 
; me or damp my energies. I have to deal in generalities, for fear of accidents, but you may , 
4 count on having a home where you will not only be prosperous and happy, but honored as 7 
: " one who, from the first, had faith. | 

‘a I may introduce your name in some important concessions that may be necessary to se- } 

; cure the success of my policy, but you may rely on it, if I do, benefits of no equivocal 

character will result to you. Every one with a particle of enterprise in his composition have 
: their eyes turned to the north, but I will be first on the ground. Ishall open new books, and 
7°. capitalists near you had better wait coming events before they venture their money. When 
4 I write you to come, bring as many millions as you please, and they will soon turn into tens 

4 of millions. Even the most skeptical here now acknowledge that no such country exists on mS 

3 the earth unoccupied. But I have to write so obscurely, for fear of accidents, that you may 

4 not comprehend me, but have faith that I know what I am about. | 
; With my best love to Mrs. W., I remain very truly yours. | | 
: | : . (No signature. ) 

: Nore.—This letter came in an envelope addressed as follows: ‘‘Colonel John Winthrop,”’ | 
: and both enclosed in another envelope addressed to: ‘‘ Royal Phelps, esq., 22 Hast Sixteenth 
: street, New York, United States of America.” . 
; : Enclosures No. 3 and No. 4 are evidently in the same handwriting, which is believed to be 
3 that of William M. Gwin, senior. | - ;
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: [Enclosure No. 5.] — : 

| | _ Mr. Massey to My. Wood. 4 
: Private. ] _ MExico, May 18, 1865. © 
: DEAR Sir: Just on enclosing the within very hastily written communication, I hear of a | 
: _ person to leave in the morning for New York, and I avail myself of the opportunity to send E 
: by him. You see I have been cautious but positive about Doctor Gwin. He, my family, 

General Stone, and two others mess together; they are all in my rooms several times a day, ; 
: or I or we in theirs. Isee Mr. Soulé daily, all in the same scheme—Sonora, Sinaloa, Chi- : 
: huahua, and Durango; they have all they want from the French Emperor; the approval of E 
| Maxamilian is desired. Marshal Bazaine has certain ordersanyhow; the thing will be carried | 
: out, and Gwin will go out as director general, &c. Stone’s project was distinct, as I have | 
| stated, and accidental. They harmonize, however, admirably. I am distinctly pledged, in E 

presence of witnesses, to have any scheme of mine carried out; I shall havethem. There are : 
_ fortunes in it, anda very peculiar kind of colonization alone permitted. I am too much hur-  &§ 

ried. to say more; I must say, however, that our affair is the largest, and best, and most rapid t 
ever conceived or granted in any country. I dropped a line to the Empress the other day, 
and in two hours had an answer entirely satisfactory. Nothing will be finished till the Em- t 
peror returns—said now not till 3d or 4th of next month; and when he does return he has t 
weighty matters awaiting him, so that I fear a still longerdelay. HenceI cannot get through __  &§ 
in time for the next (British) steamer of the Ist. Nothing is being finished in his absence. I | Eg 
do trust that, in the midst of the turbulent times about you, you have sequestered ample means E 
for our project; if I knew otherwise I would be off on another thing. But with ours, other 
“big things” follow. I am sorry you have not written to me; I know not your hopes or . E 
wishes. You ought to have sent me some money. It is hard to financier on nothing indefi- 
nitely, and I have concentrated my whole strength on our scheme. I enclose a letter for my : 

| daughter—please mail it to her; and also, as I am delayed about making money, I want, and : 
particularly request, you to send to her address a draft for $200 in gold; she needs it; her : 
term is out, and I have written that you will send it to her; don’t neglect it—that is, if you  & 
and I are ever to have anything in common, and your fortune is secure if ‘you will attend to | E 
me alittle. God knows what I will do about money if I don’t get our scheme through quick. i 
Have never seen a copy of the ‘‘ News.” | | 

.. Your friend, 5 

| | MASSEY. E 
Hon. B. Woop. | a 

| | | [ Enclosure No. 6.] E 

| Ciry oF Mexico, May 19, 1865. | 
Editor N. Y. Daily News: = : & 

The ‘‘government’’ is still on its travels; that is, the Emperor continues his recreations 
about Orizaba; consequently, civil events make no progress—everything apparently waiting [ 
for the Emperor’s return. His absence has been, and is, exceedingly unpopular. He suffers ft 

| nothing to be finished without him, and documents and messages sent to him are seemingly , 
shelved. In consequence of important news from France by the late French steamer, great £ 
changes are being effected, and great improvements expected. The loan of $50,000,000 is E 
sufficient, with the income of the country, to ‘‘run” the government for two years, within E 
which time it is at leisure to ‘‘ consolidate” itself. The vote in the French Chambers to con- | 
tinue French troops in Mexico was unexpectedly large in its favor, and guarantees French | Et 
protection of governmental stability here. That an improvement in the administration of E 
affairs is foreshadowed is indicated in the very sudden removal of Eloin, (called chief of cab- | E 
inet, really chief clerk of cabinet,) who has been reputed to have exerted an overshadowing i 
influence over the Emperor and Empress, and has been exceedingly unpopular with both na- E 

| tives and foreigners. Eloin was with the Emperor on his trip; and some instructions received I 
from France were evidently impressive, for he left on the steamer at once, without so much | 
as returning to the capital for a ‘‘change of clothes.” He is said to have been sent ona E 
special mission to Belgium and France; so, also, Ramirez, the secretary of state, has been E 
sent on a mission, it is said, to London and Brussels. The Emperor has a convenient way E 

| of substituting honors! The secretary of the interior has also been permitted to resign. | It | E 
is not stated why he, too, was not provided with a foreign mission, although it is known that ‘ 
special acts rendered his ‘‘loyalty” questionable. All these cabinet vacancies are as yet un- | 
supplied, and will remain so till the Emperor’s return. It would be useless to give rumors E 
as to who will fill them. . &§ 

: Of course, letter-writers from Havana and Mexico will have heralded the return of Dr. Et 
Gwin from Paris to the city of Mexico. All manner of things will doubtless be written. r 

: Those who know the gallant and noble ex-senator know that he knows how to keep his own | 
. counsels. My next letter may tell your readers as many particulars as they are interested in, a 

For the present I may only say that the Dr. is not a man to fail. He comes back in the best }
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; of health and spirits. All misunderstandings have been cleared up. Alltalk of the Dr. being | 
1 made duke, viceroy, or anything of the kind, is all stuff; it never entered the brain of any- | 
: : body but scribblers. The Dr. has a higher, nobler ambition than that kind of nonsense smacks 
: of. That he is in process of full success there can be no shadow of doubt. Soon a domain | 
J as large as France, and composed of four of Mexico’s richest states, will be open to the most 
f beautiful a species of immigration ever known—all to become and remain a part of the em- 
4 pire of Mexico. Soon after the Emperor’s return I will be in a position to tell your readers | 
: more. Those who are tired of revolutions, and of mobocracies, and political corruptions, 
: may look forward with hope. - og 
: _ By an accidental coincidence General Charles P. Stone got upon the same steamer at Ha- 
4 vana upon which Dr. Gwin had taken passage for Mexico. I would scarcely allude to it were 
: _ it not that letter-writers will probably indulge in a variety of speculations. General Stone : 
: was engaged in the survey of Sonora in 1859, under the celebrated Jecker contract. Some 
q of Jecker’s claims having lately been audited by the imperial government, General Stone came 
‘ . on to see about his own interests. He came with a practical experience, too, of infinite im- | 
1° portance in the near development of Sonora, His purposes and plans in relation thereto | 
: were totally independent of and disconnected with the larger enterprise of Dr. Gwin; yet | 
Z | each will materially assist the other. Within a very few weeks I am sanguine that all will 
: be in process of successful accomplishment. Till I write again, your readers must wait, and | 

take anything said in other journals with a very large. ‘‘ grain of salt.” 4 
4 Military matters are not very exciting. Of course you have heard of the entry and tem- 
: porary occupation of Saltillo and Monterey by the troops of Negrete. Upon getting over to | 
] _ .Matamoras they met with Mejia, re-enforced by five hundred fresh troops, and the Juarists | 
; precipitately retired. It is expected that they will be surrounded and taken prisoners. This 
: is the only band of any size known to be in an organized condition in Mexico. Of course, | 
7 as I have repeatedly said, it will in all probability require many years to get rid of this gue- 
1 rilla business. Mexico has been used to it for these many years, under all forms and shapes 
: | of government, and such an inveterate habit of a people cannot easily be broken up. The 
5 state of Michoacan is greatly disturbed—there is nothing like repose in it. Itisalarge state, . 
: and mountainous. Small parties can make very destructive irruptions, and French and Bel- 
3 gian troops have both suffered severely by surprise.  Re-enforcements are almost constantly 
J arriving at Vera Cruz. The vomito has been playing sad havoc already in the unfortunate 
4 city just mentioned. It is extremely dangerous for any one unacclimated to pass.a single 
1 night there. It will be a great blessing * ee * * * * * 
: {Here a portion of the third page of the letter seems to have been either torn or cut off. ] 
: to Mexico and the world. Fortunately, it is going on with all possible vigor. The company | 
q : constructing it have subleased eleven leagues of the most labor to a French and Belgian com- | 
: pany; the part which includes the mountains to be done in two years. One single bridge 2 
3 will cost $2,000,000, and will be made in England. The other part of the route goes on. | 
: The iron will be hauled over the mountains. It is in contemplation to finish this end, from | 
2 the city of Mexico to Puebla, within two years. 2 
3 The tragic events in the United States are, of course, the almost universal subject of con- 7 
3 versation. It might possibly come under the head of ‘‘news” to tell you some of the com- | 
3 ments in the highest circles. But you must pardon my refraining, because they would be 7 
: denounced as ‘‘ copperhead” representations. And the events have been too thick and fast : 
4 for a proper reference to them in a brief letter. From the stand taken by Andy Johnson and ! 
1 his Attorney General and Secretary of War, it is evident that they must have their hands too 

full for years to come to permit his talk about the ‘‘ Monroe doctrine’ to be any more than 
1 talk. Such vindictiveness in conquerors was never before seen in the world’s history, and 
‘ that it will bring the destruction of its authors is written in the book of destiny. Either to 
; ‘‘restore” or to *‘subjugate’’ is the dream of an inebriate, under the policy shadowed forth. 
4 The carriage of the remains of Lincoln through the cities of the country, the uses made of 

i, that display in exasperating the lowest passions of humanity, has afforded scandal of the | 
3 American name all over the world too glaring for remark. 
3 Yours, truly, - | 

| | JOURNALIST. — 

4 NoTE.—This communication seems to be in the same handwriting as enclosure No. 6 of 
| | this series. so | | 

q [Enclosure No. 7.—From the New York World of June 19, 1865. ] 

3 _ EMIGRATION TO MEXICO. 

1 _ The minister of public works at Mexico also publishes a notice that a citizen of the United 
q States, Dr. Thomas C. Massey, has been allowed to establish agencies for emigration to 
: Mexico, as a private enterprise solely, with no responsibility incurred by the government of 
3 the Emperor Maximilian. | | , |
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, [Enclosure No. 8.—From Vera Cruz, June 1. Correspondence of the New Orleans Times. ] : 

: The Emperor is still on his travels, stuffing birds and shooting deer, while the Empress is : 
: at a standstill awaiting his return to the capital. The last news from the interior is of a se- | j 
: rious nature. Count Pottier has been defeated by the liberals in the state of Michoacan, the E 
, count wounded and his troops badly beaten, though he, of course, claims a victory, only 
: retreating for want of water, when he says in the first part of the report that the fight occurred : 
. by a lake and during two hours’ rain. . | : 
3 The liberals, under Negrete, still hold Monterey, Saltillo, and all the country bordering on 
: the Rio Grande, and though the attack on Matamoras failed, they have been able to hold all ; 

the rest. The state of Tamaulipas, with the exception of the ports of Matamoras and Tam- ; 
pico, are entirely held by the liberals. Everywhere in the country the people seem to be : 
rising against the French. The only part of the country really held by the imperialists is ; 
the environs of the capital and the road to Vera Cruz. | 3 

In the capital things continue the same as ever. There is no accord between the French L 
commander and the imperial government. Nothing has been doneto.recuperate the finances 

| of the country, though the news by the lagt steamer seems to indicate that the great project — : 
of the imperial loan-lottery will meet with success. If an individual tried to raise the wind : 
by such means he would be indicted for swindling. Imagine, for bonds whose face shows : 
500 francs, the lender pays 350 francs. They bear six per cent. interest. Every year 

: 3,000,000 are to be raffled and prizes drawn varying from half a million to twenty-five thou- | ; 
. sand for the benefit of bondholders. Besides, after fifty years their capital is to be doubled— . : 

that is to say, they receive one thousand francs with the interest payable semi-annually in | a: 
Paris. The French government keeps the first amount paid in to cover the prizes and pay i 

, itself, and Maximilian only gets about two million. In ona year he has spent $6,000,000, ; 
! and is no nearer pacifying the country than he was six months ago. It is true he has in his of 

cabinet some liberals, but the party will have none of him. — | 
The confederates still continue to flock to Mexico. There is no doubt Dr. Gwin will get E 

his project through. It only awaits the signature of Maximilian to become a law. He goes . 
out as director general of emigration for the states of Sonora, Chihuahua, Durango, and Ta- r 
maulipas, with extraordinary powers and eight thousand French ‘troops to back him. The . 
emigration is to be strictly southern, or confederate. Ten thousand confederates are to be : 
armed and paid by the empire, but kept in the above-mentioned states as protection to the o£ 
emigrants. Strategical points are to be fortified and garrisoned on the frontier. Dr. Gwin’s : 
son has applied for and will get an exclusive privilege for all the railroads in Sonora. The : 
southerners are elate, and golden visions float before them. The last news from the States if 
has caused a panic, and every mail is anxiously expected. The Yankee invasion they con- a 
sider as certain, but hug to themselves the idea that France, Austria, and Belgium will not i 
allow the United States to invade the empire. Napoleon has sent out a director of police to ft 
Maximilian, Cappo d’Istri, who lately returned from organizing the police of the Celestial 
Empire. Persecutions immediately began, a la French. The first two imprisonments have i 
caused great sensation. | Ef 

It seems that Colonel Henry Mejia, of the liberal party, lately went to Mexico under a . 
safeguard to attend to some valuable property he had inherited, and while in the city invented : 
a rifle, of which much was spoken. It is said to shoot accurately sixty times in a minute. : 
Finding it difficult to construct in Mexico, he decided going to the United States. By acci- | 
dent, in the same stage, there was Mr. Bay, ex-governor of Mexico, also of the liberal party. : : 

| T'wo prominent liberals going to the States looked so much like conspiracy that on their 
arrival at Vera Cruz both were arrested and put in dungeons, their trunks broken open and .  &- 
papers seized. Unfortunately for Colonel Mejia, he had some despatches for the State De- 

oo partment at Washington, and also a model of his rifle, or, as the French called it, infernal , 
machine. The despatches were opened and the rifle seized. As both these gentlemen had : 
safe conducts, and really nothing could be proved against them, and as such imprisonments 
were in direct contravention of the provisional statute, they were released after eight days’ ‘£ 
close confinement. These arrests caused intense excitement, and the fears of an emeute in- 5 

: duced, no doubt, their prompt release. The rottenness of the empire is beyond description. 
i The lavish expenditures of Maximilian have no check, and nothing is done for the benefit of : 

thecountry. If Maximilian lasts two years, the debt of Mexico would be increased $300,000,000. 
The roads are impassable in the rainy season. There is no security anywhere, no order, no 
system. The French loudly complain. They say something is due to France, which means : 
that they are tired of the Austrians, and want Mexico for themselves; that if they must fight : 
the United States, the prize must be for them. As for fighting the Americans, 40,000 French Oo - 
can easily rout an army of 100,000 Yankees. French vanity can admit no equality, as they o£ 

2 say one shot, then a charge, and the poor Americans will be spitted on French bayonets.  *| 
| The confederates seriously proclaim that they only can save the empire by the emigration of — : 
| southerners, who will rally by thousands at the call of Gwin, and raise an impassable bulwark © 

against American aggression. This is seriously believed and circulated by the French com- : 
mander-in-chief, | | ee |
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1" _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. ce 

| — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| ) Washington, July 18, 1865. 

: _ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 18th | 
| _. instant, with its several accompaniments, referring to the plans of Mr. W. M. , | 

Gwin, formerly a senator of the United States, for colonizing the frontier states - | 
=: of the Mexican republic. | oe - | 

- Thanking you for your attention in communicating the important information | 
contained in those papers to this government, I have, in reply, to inform you that 

{ the subject of your note will receive the prompt consideration of this govern- 4 
: ment, and that proper measures will be adopted in reference to the same. = 

I have the honor to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my distinguished 
: consideration. | | | 

: | 7 WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Sefior Matias Romero, §c.. §c., Sc., | | 

Washington, D.C. | ee . | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. = | 

{ No. 195.] | ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | | Washington, July 13, 1865. : | 

Sir: I give you a copy of three intercepted letters which have been submitted | 
1 to this department: one letter, dated Mexico, 16th May, 1865, addressed by 

qo William M. Gwin (supposed to be junior) to his mother, followed by another 
1 letter on the same sheet, without date, in the handwriting of William M. Gwin, 2 
: senior, well known to this department, addressed to his wife and daughter. The | : 

sheet referred to is directed to Mrs. William M. Gwin, No. 55 Boulevard Male- 2 
sherbes, Paris, and is enclosed in another envelope addressed to Messrs. Van | 

: den Broek & Company, Rue de la Chausse d’Antin, Paris. Another letter, also | 
in the well-known handwriting of William M. Gwin, dated Mexico, 18th May, | 

= 1865, is addressed to ‘My Dear Colonel.” It is contained in an open envelope | 
: ‘and addressed to Colonel John Winthrop. That envelope is contained in an- | 

other to Royal Phelps, esquire, No. 22 East Sixteenth street, New York, United 2 
: States of America. A third letter, dated at Mexico on the 6th of May, 1865, | 
1. addressed to honorable B. Wood, and signed Massey, enclosing a communication 
| to the editor of the New York Daily News, dated at the city of Mexico, 19th of 2 

May, 1865, upon the subject of Mexican affairs. , 
Ist. They show that. Dr. William M. Gwin and his family are disloyal. 
2d. That they are engaged in obtaining from Maximilian, titular emperor in 

|. Mexico, grants of mineral lands in the states of that republic adjoining the United 
{ States, and that Doctor Gwin is to be the chief directing agent in working these 
q mines. 
it 3d. That a large accession of capitalists and emigrants into those states from | 
4 | the rebels against the United States is expected. | : | 
3 Ath. That they assure the said Maximilian and the Emperor of France that : 
: their contemplated proceedings tend to promote Maximilian’s success. | 
‘ dth. That they regard their enterprise as injurious to the United States. 
1 6th. That they claim to have the patronage of the Emperor of the French, : 
q with assurances of military aid. | | 

I have to request that you submit a copy of this intercepted correspondence | 
’ to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. You will frankly inform him that the sympathies of | 
2 the American people are already considerably excited in favor of the republic | | 
: of Mexico, and that they are disposed to regard with impatience the continued
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: intervention of France in that country. That any favor shown to the proceed- 

: ings of Doctor Gwin by the titular Emperor of Mexico or by the imperial gov- c 
2 ernment cf France, with reference to those agents, will tend greatly to increase | 
3 the popular impatience, because it will be regarded, perhaps justly, as importing &- 

: dangers to, or at least a menace against the United States. | 

: It is proper also that Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys shall be informed that if we could E 

i believe that the statements thus made by these speculators are true, it would 

: necessarily seem to the President that the Emperor of France was proceeding | 

in his war against Mexico in a course materially differing from that of neutrality . 
: in regard to the political institutions of that country, of which he assured the i 

United States when the war was begun. The President, on the contrary, con- . 

fidently and sincerely expects, in some form, an assurance that all the pretences 

of Dr. Gwin and his associates are destitute of any sanction from the Emperor ; 

: of France. I do not enlarge on this subject, because the French government: : 

| need not be informed of the susceptibilities of the people of the United States in — i 
: regard to Mexico. Nor can it be necessary to say, that after having expelled L 

insurgents from our own borders, the United States government could not look _ i 

with satisfaction upon their re-organization as martial or political enemies on 

the opposite banks of the Rio Grande. ! &f 

) I regret to be obliged to offer such frequent suggestions of prudence for the t 

consideration of the Emperor’s government, but the course of events creates the 4 

necessity, and good faith prescribes the duty. q 

3 I am, sir, your obedient servant, _ | | ; 
_  ° WILLIAM H. SEWARD. & 

| JouN BicELow, Esq., §c., Sc. &e. | | &§ 

Nore.—For intercepted letters see annexes to Mr. Romero’s letter of July : 
8, 1865, to Mr. Seward.  * | ;: 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. : 

‘No. 157.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; 

| Paris, August 10, 1865. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of a letter addressed by ; 

me to his excellency the minister of foreign affairs, on the 1st instant, and of ee 
his reply, in reference to the schemes of Dr. Gwin and his associates in Mexico, : 

| referred to in your despatch No. 198. . | a 

The sensitiveness betrayed by his excellency upon this subject has deter- 
7 mined me to defer any rejoinder until I have had time to hear from you. For 

that period, at least, silence will be the most effective rejoinder. a i 

. I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | _ 

| | | JOHN BIGELOW. 
~  * Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | 

| | , Secretary of State. | oe 
| | ‘ 7 | 

| | _ [Enclosure No. 1.] , | 

| , Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. oe | | 

. CO LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, August 1, 1865.  &§ 
The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States i 

at Paris, has the honor to transmit to his excellency the minister of foreign affairs copies of 4 
four letters which have been recently submitted to the State Department at Washington. 

The first, dated Mexico, May 16, 1865, is addressed by William M. Gwin, the son of Dr. 
and Mrs. William M. Gwin, followed by the second from Dr. Gwin himself, on the same : 
sheet, without date, addressed to his wife and daughter in Paris. The third, in the well- :
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1 _known handwriting of the doctor, dated Mexico, May 18, 1865, is addressed to ‘* My dear 
: Colonel,’’ and was contained in an envelope addressed to “‘ Colonel John Winthrop.” The 
: fourth, signed ‘‘ Massey,” and dated Mexico, 18th May, 1865, was addressed ‘* To the Hon. | 1 B. Wood,” (now a prisoner of state for alleged treasonable practices,) enclosing acommuni- 
: cation to the editor of the New York Daily News, dated at the city of Mexico, 19th May, 1868, 
: - upon the subject of Mexican affairs. | : 
] By these letters it appears— | = - q . First. That Doctor Wilham M. Gwin and family, though citizens of the United States, are 
: disloyal to its government. = 9 ae | 1° _ Second. That they are engaged in obtaining from Maximilian, titular emperor of Mexico, 

grants of mineral lands in the states of that republic adj ining the United States, and that ; Doctor Gwin is to be the chief directing agent in working these mines, | , | d. Third. That a large accession of capitalists and emigrants into these States from parties in ot : rebellion against the United States is expected. ed | _ 
: Fourth. That they assure the said Maximilian and the Emperor of France that their con- . é : templated proceedings will tend at once to promote the projects of Maximilian in Mexico, ; and inure to the injury of the United States. a | | 4 

Fifth. That they claim to have the patronage of the Emperor of the French, with assur- 4 
ances of military aid. | mo | 

q In submitting to his excellency, the minister of foreign affairs, copies of this correspond- q ence, the undersigned is instructed frankly to state that the sympathies of the American 
1. people for the republicans of Mexico are very lively, and that they are disposed to regard | : with impatience the continued intervention of France in that country ; that any favor shown 
: to the speculations of Dr. Gwin by the titular emperor of Mexico, or by the imperial govern- 
: ment of France, will tend greatly to increase the popular impatience, because it will be re- 
; garded, perhaps justly, as importing danger, or, at least, a menace to the United States. 7 
: Could the government of the undersigned be brought to believe that the state of these spe- 
: culations were worthy of entire confidence, the President of the United States would be | forced to the conclusion that his Majesty the Emperor of France was pursuing towards Mex-. 
: ico @ policy materially at variance with that of neutrality in regard to the political institutions 
: of the country, which he avowed at the commencement of his war with that republic. The 
: President, on the contrary, confidently and sincerely expects in some form an assurance that : | all the pretences of Dr. Gwin, and of his associates, are destitute of any sanction from the 
7 Emperor of France. , Co, : 
: It is unnecessary for the undersigned to say, that after having expelled insurgents from 
2 | our own borders, the United States could not look with satisfaction upon their reorganization : _ ag martial or political enemies on the opposite banks of the Rio Grande. - 4 The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to his excellency the minister of | : foreign affairs assurances of the distinguished consideration with which he has the honor to | 
: be his excellency’s most obedient and most humble servant. : 2 
| : : JOHN BIGELOW. : 
q His Excellency DROUYN DE Luvys, - 2 
1 | Minister of Foreign Affairs. | 7 

. , : 

: | _ [Enclosure No. 2.] | | | : | . | 
: i _ Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to Mr. Bigelow. | | 
3 . [ Translation. ] - 
: : PaRIs, August 7, 1865. | a 
5 Sir: I have received the letter which you have done me the honor to address to me, dated 

. August 1. In it you mention to me some plans for the colonization of Mexico, deemed to 
: have been conceived with intentions hostile to the government of the United States, and you | 
: desire to know if it is true that the emperor Maximilian and France lend their support to 
: | these undertakings. | : | 
q _ We shall always be ready, sir, to respond frankly to demands for explanations coming to 
3 | us from an allied nation when they are inspired by a congHatory spirit, presented in an | 

amicable tone, and based upon authentic documents or positive facts. But I must add that L 
; the Emperor is resolved to reject all interpolations which may come to us in a comminatory . | 
3 tone about vague allegations, and based upon documents of a dubious character. 
2 You will understand, sir, that it is not for me to enlighten you concerning the speculations 
: of such or such person who has emigrated to Mexico; but what I know of the intentions of 
4 the Mexican government enables me to say to you that it proposes to let the emigrants from 
: the southern States enter upon its territory only individually, and without arms. They will | 
3 receive such help as humanity requires, but will be immediately dispersed through the prov- 
| inces of the empire, and bound to abstain, in their conduct, from everything which might | 
4 awaken the just susceptibility of neighboring nations. I have, moreover, reason to believe | 
: that these dispositions of the emperor Maximilian are by this time as well known to the cab- 
4 inet at Washington as they are to us. oe 7 

_ As for France, she has on several occasions, sir, and with entire frankness, stated her res- |
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olution to observe in all the internal questions which may agitate or divide the Union an if 

impartial and scrupulous neutrality. We have nothing to offer as_a pledge of our intentions | 

but our word, but we deem the word of France a. guarantee which will satisfy any friendly _ 

power, as we ourselves are satisfied with the word pledged to us by the federal government, 

: to remain strictly neutral with regard to affairs in Mexico. I take pleasure in recalling here, &£ 

| sir, the assurances which I had the satisfaction to receive from you on that subject, especially : 

: in your letter of the 12th of June last, and which I have stated in my answer, dated the 17th. 4 

: The Emperor trusts with confidence to the sentiments of which you were the interpreter, 

and although certain recent manifestations may seem difficult to reconcile with these declara- 

: tions, his Majesty does not hesitate to rely always on the honorableness of the American 
eopie. 

. ‘Accept assurances of the high consideration with which I have the honor to be, sir, your i 

i very humble and very obedient servant, | | os 

y | | | DROUYN DE LHUYS. i 
Monsieur BIiGELow, . . 

Minister of the United States, &c., &c., &c., Paris. — . : 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. - | E 

: No. 231.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, i 

| , Washington, August 24, 1865. |  &- 

, Sir: Your despatch of August 10, No. 157, has been received. It is accom- : 

panied by a correspondence between yourself and Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys in > i 

: relation to the alleged schemes of Dr. Gwin and his associates in Mexico. | 

: It gives me pleasure to say, that information which was received from that i 
country while that correspondence was going on, and which information seems ; 

) to be authentic, induces. the belief that the speculations referred to have alto- ' 
gether failed. I observe with still more pleasure that Mr, Drouyn de Lhuys, : 
in the communication which he addressed to you of the 7th of August, author-  & 
ized us to expect that those schemes and speculations, so far as they were  «- 

| hostile to the United States, would be disapproved by the authorities acting in — ; 
Mexico under the direction of, or in co-operation with, the Emperor of France. f 
It is perceived with regret that either in substance or in manner the represent- - : 

ation which you addressed to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and which elicited his ; 
communication, before referred to, in reply, was regarded by Mr. Drouynde  —— & 
Lhuys as exceptionable. It becomes proper for me, under these circumstances,. i 
to say that your representation was made in conformity with instructions given : 
you by this department, and that on reviewing these instructions we are not ‘ 
able to discover any ground for criticism. They were given under the belief 
that aseasonable attention to the reports and rumors that were in circulation i 
in regard to schemes of Dr. Gwin and other rebel ‘emissaries in Mexico was » i 
necessary to prevent difficulties and to allay apprehensions, the indulgence of &§ 
which was prejudicial to a good understanding between the United States and : 

- France. ‘The President is gratified with the renewed assurance which Mr. F 
_ _Drouyn de Lhuys has given us of the Emperor’s resolution to observe an im- _ : 

partial and scrupulous neutrality upon all internal questions which may agitate 
or divide the United States. | —_ | ' 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | ae : 

| | a | | WILLIAM H.SEWARD. | [ 

: _ JOHN BicELow, Esgq., §x., §c., §c., Paris. a : | ' 

oo | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. - ; 

No. 390.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
, | Oo Washington, February 12, 1866. | 

Sir: Your despatch of January 16, No. 243, has been received. It was 
: accompanied by a copy of a correspondence which took place between you and |
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Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, on the subject of certain decrees which have been 
made by the authorities now existing in the city of Mexico, concerning emi- 
gration and colonization in that country. We are not able to agree with the 
French government in the opinion which it has expressed, that the subject does 
not fall properly within the province of the Emperor of France. The Presi- 

. _ dent hopes, however, that the anticipated relief of the embarrassing situation 
in Mexico, which is the subject of another correspondence between the two 

| _. powers, will facilitate a solution of the special matter which has arisen out of | 
; the before-mentioned decrees. You may make this expectation known to Mr. | 
1 Drouyn de Lhuys. | | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
: | a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
: JOHN BIGELOW, Esgq., §c., §c., Sc. | 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. 4 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | Washington, December 10, 1865. 

4 Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications 4 
: of the 5th of October last, with their several important accompaniments, which 
; you were pleased to communicate for the information of the government of the 

United States. | | Oo | | 
In reply, I have the honor to inform you that it has already received the | 

: consideration of this department, and that measures have been adopted which 
are deemed proper to meet the exigencies which it presents. | 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my very 
distinguished consideration. Co 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
_Sefior Matias RomEro, &c., Sc. &c., - | | 

| | Washington, D. C. ) ' 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : 

: - [ Translation. ] | 

: : Mexican Lecation To THE UNITED STatEs, | | 
- oe ! Washington, October 20, 1865. m 

Mr. SecreTARY : In addition to the intelligence I communicated to you in | 
my note of Sth instant, relative to the plan adopted by French agents in Mex- 
ico for the purpose of uniting in that republic the discontented citizens of the aa 
United States who are not disposed to acknowledge the authority of this gov- 

: ernment, nor accept the consequences of the late civil war, I have now the 
honor to send you various extracts from the “'Times,” a paper published in 

§ English in the city of Mexico, in which you will see a list of prominent persons 
1 from the United States of the south, lately in insurrection against the federal | 

government, and are now in the city of Mexico, and other details that are not : 
1 without interest. a , 
3 It seems also that the ex-archduke of Austria, Fernando Maximilian, now 
7 titular emperor of Mexico, already throwing aside all dissimulation, has made | 
3 public his real plans, by appointing as agents of colonization Mr. Sterling | 
: Price, of Missouri, Mr. Isham Harris, of Tennessee, Mr. John Perkins, of 

Louisiana, and Mr. Wm. F. Hardeman and Mr. Roberts, of Texas. 
j Messrs. Price and Perkins have gone to the Gulf side, and Messrs. Hardeman __ 
1 and Roberts to the Pacific, in discharge of their trusts. 

4
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| Tt seems Mr. M. F. Maury, ex-lieutenant in the navy of the United States, | 

: and afterwards agent in Europe for the insurgent States, is the person who directs i 

? this movement for emigration on foot. For this purpose he has been declared  & 

: a subject of the usurper, and as it seems from the communication addressed to i 

him on the 23d September aforesaid, of which I send copy, in which is granted 4 

1 to him the right to hold the offices reserved to the natural-born in the national 

. territory, he has been appointed in addition, by the usurper, honorary coun- I 

| cillor of state. Sr : - a So | : 
These facts indicate clearly what are the objects and the tendencies of the : 

| agents in Mexico, and I doubt not the government of the United States will i 

| attribute to them the importance they deserve. | E 

7 I avail of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of I 

| my most distinguished consideration. , i 

: Hon. Wittiam H. Seward, &c., &c., &c. | | | : 

| [Enclosure No. 1.—From the Mexico Times, September 23. ] | | 

: COLONIZATION OF PUBLIC LANDS. . . i 

: It is our pleasing task to state that the following gentlemen have been appointed agents of “fF 

colonization by the imperial government: Sejiors Sterling Price, late of Missouri; Isham : 

Harris, late of Tennessee; Joho Perkins, late of Louisiana; W. T. Hardeman and Roberts, :. 

late of Texas. Oo | E 

Seffiors Price, Harris, and Perkins left this city on the 19th instant for Cordova and the 1 

region of country bordering on the ‘‘tierra caliente.” Sefors Hardeman and Roberts left on : : 

_ the 20th instant for Tepic and the country bordering on the Pacific. Their duties are to ex- j 

amine the lands offered for colonization purposes, and to make their report to the proper au- : 

thorities as soon as practicable. We look forward with the greatest interest to the report of : 

these agents. They are men of the highest respectability. Their statements can be implicitly  &§ 

relied on. We beg our friends who have come to Mexico with the intention of seeking homes F 

to wait with patience for the result of the labors of these gentlemen. We assure them that 4 

the government will act in the most liberal manner, and that in a very short time they will : 

be amply repaid for the delays and privations to which. many are at present subjected. & 

As Abraham said to Lot, the ‘‘ whole land is before you where to choose,” therefore be not | 

impatient ; God in his providence has so arranged it that you all will have good and com- ; 

fortable homes in the dominions of the best of emperors. In a few weeks the report of the i: 

agents of colonization will be received, and good lands in healthy districts will be appropri- | E 

ated to every one who wishes to become a citizen of Mexico. : 

g [Enclosure No. 2.—From the Mexico Times, September 30. ] | | 

| American arrivals in Meaico. i i 

- Names. When arrived. - Residence. — [ 

Sterling Price ....--..---------| August 9, 1865 ...--..---.---- Missouri. | ; 

J. B. Magruder...-....---..---| August 5, 1865 ......-.-..---- Virginia. : 

| Isham G. Harris. .......-------| August 9, 1865 ........-......| Tennessee. : 

EF. Clark ...-...-----.---------| September 3, 1865 ..-......-..| Texas. : 

Trusten Polk.......-.---------| August 9, 1865..........-.---.| Missouri. 
Jo. O. Shelby ...--------------| September 3, 1865 .....-...---) Do. 

H. W. Allen ..........---.--.-| July 28, 1865......-....-----| Louisiana. : 

H. Denis ....-.22- 22 -- pene ence [ones oe MO 2. eee eee ---ee-| Do. | — § 

W. A. Broadwell ....-...-.----| September 7, 1865 ..---..----.; Do. P 

M. F. Maury.----...---.------| June 1, 1865 .-...-....--.---- Virginia. : 

J. Perkins -..-...-------------| August 9, 1865 ....-..--------| Louisiana. a ; 

Heber Price....---..- 22+ eee e ne fens we dO 7 wee eee ee ---| Missouri. ' 

H. M. Duncan ....------------|---- oe dO 2 ooo eee eee wee eee} Do. | : 

J. P. Tucker ..---- eee. cone ene e [ene ee MO eee ee cee e eee eee-| — Do. 7 

W. T. Hardeman..........-.--| August 20, 1865 .......-.....-| Texas. :
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: American arrivals. in Mexico.—Continued. | | 

3 . Names. _ When arrlved. | Residence. 
3 | a |, f 

3 . H. P. Bee.....-. 2.22. ee eee August 20, 1865.. ............| Texas. : : M. W. Sims...................| July 22, 1865.................| Do. : | 7 George Young.................| August 20, 1865 ..............| Missouri. . : ‘ R. J. Laurence-.....2. 2.2.2... August 29, 1865 ..............| Do. ; C. G. Jones... . 2.2 eee eee [eee ee Oe eee eee cee ceeeees-| Do. 
3 J. N. Edwards ..-.....2... 002. ween ene dO. epee cence neeeee--| Do. : 
4 D. C. Cage......-.........---.] August 9, 1865 ...............| Louisiana. , 

W. Yowell ..........-.--....-.| September 3, 1865 .-......-...| Missouri. | q George Hall...........022.020. aS (0 ne BY . 
3 F. M. Kephart.............02.. eS 6 ee a BY . | 
; R. A. Collins.... 2... 020. 2-222-[..00022.d0........0..-....2...| Do. | | j Y. H. Blackwell. 2.2.20... cee | oie oe dO ccc cn cone cnc nce cee ee. Do, : , 7 J. Terry... 2-2 22.2 eee eee eeepc e oee d0.s cece cee weeeceeee-| Do, | | : J. Moreland........--2-- s2----[e..2 022 Ol. eee eeeeeeeeeees| Do. | 
3 T. Boswell .... 222.02. eee eee fie oe dO. enon one eee eee. Do. 
3 W. J. McArthur. ..............| August.20, 1865. .............| Do. 3 a J.C. Wo0d «2... eee eee eel ce ee Oc nce cece cen ene ceneee Do. : 
q Ras. Woods........-...-......| August 25, 1865 ...........-..| Do. ‘ 
7. M. M. Langborne...... 222.2... node eee dO. eee eee eee ee eeeee| Dow. , i F. T. Mitchell and family.......| July, 1865.................-.| Do. : 3 Sefior Wood and wife. ......22..).0..2.0-d0..... eee eee eeeee-} = Do. " ; D. W. Bouldin................] August 20, 1865 ..............| Do. “ : 
3 S. Hunkel -... 2.0.0.0. 02222 ee. August 9, 1865 ........-....:.] Do. | i 7 J. Beard..---. 2-2-2 2eee cee eee [ee ee dO. ee eee e eee eeeeeeeee| Do. oe i 3 W. Skidmore.... 2.2.2.2... oe. wee ee dO. eee een cee cnwees Do. 

H. Thomas... ... 0.2. eee eee ee le oe Ole eae cece cnc wc eee Do. , 
C. M. Wilcox -...-............] July 16, 1865..............-..| Tennessee, ft R. Joseph....--.--.......-.--.| September 3, 1865 ............] Missouri, 

q T. Weston ............--.....-] September 12, 1865 ..........-] Louisiana. | 7 _ A. B, Acton. ................--| September 3, 1865 ...........-| Missouri. | 
a J. Donahoe ..--. 2.222. eee [ieee dO. e eee cee eee cee eeee| California. 
; TI. Reed, ..--.-.......--.......| In San Luis Potosi -........... Virginia. | 
4 T. J. Divine ....-.............] In Monterey..............--..|' Texas, 
4 J. Brown ..........-.........-| September 3, 1865 ............! North Carolina. 
4 Seflor Conrow .....-.........--] In Monterey..................] Missouri. . 
3 Sefior O’Bannon...............| In San Luis Potosi............| South Carolina. 
’ Sefior Kimmel....2.5...02...... August 9, 1865 -..............| Missouri. 
4 D. Leadbetter ....-.. 2-22-2022. [022022 dO... eee eee eeeeeeee-| Alabama, 
i O. G. Jones. 2.0.0. eee eee ee [ence eee MO. ... cus eeeeeeeseee-| Louisiana. 
; S. Gregory --2--. 2.0. eee eee fcc eee MO. ee eee eee eee eee} Texas, 
3 Sefior Thomspon.....--........{.22524--d0....--2-eeeeeeeeee--| Do, SS e 3 H. T. Chiles and family ........] September 11, 1865 .......-...| Missouri. | 4 —  M. L. Kritser. 222. eee i MO nin we cece ccc ceee Do. | 3 J. S. Kritser.... 2.20.2. e eee ee Ole eee eee eeeeceeeel Do, | q T. Whalen.-..-..-....----. 20. |.22.02--d0..2. 220... 225. eee e-| California. . | 
3 J. M. Meador .................|....2--.00....-.-.------------| Missouri. 
’ T. Collins .-.. 2. 00. eee eee ee |e ee dO. eee eee eee seeeee| Do, | 
3 WwW. Fell... 2. ee ee ce eee eee ween ee MO. ee ee eee ewe eee ~ Do. - | i; B. F. Jones -..---. 022-22. eens | eee e oe dO. see eee eee eeeee| Do, ) qa J. B. Kirtley ...-...----..----.| September 3, 1865 ............| Do. | ; J. D. Conner ..---..- 22-2 0-2 eee] eee 2 dO. eee eee eee eeee| Do. : | 4 : G. M. Winship ..-.-.-----. 0.22) .20 2 202 dO. eee eee eee eeeees| Do, 
; J. Ward 0.0. . ee eee eee ee eee [nee ee MO... eee eee eeeee-| Dow | . | : KB, Lilly .....------2 2222s - eee [eee e dO... oo. eee eee ee | Texas, - ; N. T. Fincher ...-......--..--.| September 11, 1865 ...........) Do. 

_ H. McNamee......--......0... September 3, 1865 ............| California, | | 4 R. J. Flynn... 202. eee eee ee ec ee WO. ee cee cece cece eee eee Louisiana. : a. R. H. S. Thompson...-.......- August 6, 1865 .....-. 22.5620. Do. _ : Sefior Bartlett -...-..----+-----|--------d0......2..........---| Mississippi. . | | 
a G. Mitchell........---.-......-| August 9, 1865 -............../ Missouri. 
4 JN. Lane.... 22. e eee cece cee feee eee dOe cee ce eeeeeeeeeeenee| Do, | 4 B. H. Lyon....-..--..--..----| August 20, 1865 ..............| Kentucky. | 
; oJ. J. Gaenslen 2.2... ee ee fee ee dO n n ecw een cece we nce. Virginia. 

: T. C. Hindman...............-| September 10, 1865 ...........| Arkansas.
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American arrivals in Mexico.—Continued. : : 

Names. ~ When arrived. | | Residence. : 

: J. H. Brown and family........| September 12, 1865 ...-.......| Texas. ; 
J. Brown. ...--- . 2222s eee cee owen one WO. e eee eee eee weeeees| Do. i 

| P. M. Brown ....-- cn eene cee eee (ene oa MO ee eee eee ee nee eeee| Do. : 
. H.C. Cook.... 2.220. cee eee [one oo MO. eee eee ee eee eee] Dow > E 

Richard Taylor .............-..| August 25, 1865 .............. Kentucky, E 
| O. M. Watkins .........---.-.-| August 8, 1865 ............--.| Louisiana, | 
: . T. C. Reynolds.........--. 2.2/0.2. ----d0..- 2-2 eee eee eee-| Missouri. es 
, A. Ridley. ..2 22. ceo. eee cee fee ee on dO. ene cen e ee eee eee-| California, . t 
: EK. Kirby Smith................| July 17, in Cuba. ....22.. 0... Florida, } 

J. N. Martin ........-.........| July 26, in Cuba. ............| Missouri. 1 
E. G. Walker ..........-...-.-- wen wee WOe een nn cee eee cee wees Do. . 

T. O. Moore........----...----| July 25, in Havana ...........| Louisiana. | B 
W. Preston ....--..-----------| July 25, in Canada -..........| Kentucky. | B 
Sefior Roberts -......---.-----.| August 25, 1865 ..............) Texas, | i 

| Alfred Mordecai.........--..---| July 18, 1865 ...... ..........| North Carolina. | : 
| Frank Moore ....-.-.----------| July —, 1865 ........-. ......| Alabama, E 

A. W. Terrell .........---.....| July 17, 1865 ...... ..........| Texas. | | 
George Flourney...-..----- 2-22 )e-0- 000 dO.. eee eee eeeeee cess} Do. iF 
Sefior Lougnemare. -.......--..).-..----d0.-.. 22.2. .000---0----1 Do, | { 

: oe . MORE SOLDIERS FROM FRANCE. | oe ft 
: Troops are arriving in our city daily direct from France. On yesterday a battalion of i 

_Turcos marched through the streets, exciting the admiration of all. They are a fine body of E 
men, well drilled, and inured to every hardship and to all climates. We noticed they were | o 
commanded by native officers. — | f 

| | [Enclosure No. 3,—From the Mexico Times, September 30. ] i 

GENERAL PRICE’S EXILE.—HIS EMPLOYMENT AS AN EMIGRANT LAND COMMISSIONER, i 

The Noticioso, of Vera Cruz, extracts the following from the New York papers: : 
The Brownsville correspondent of the New York Herald writes that from a conversation ~ i 

that took place between him and _a confederate officer he learned that General Price, of 5 
Missouri, had taken service under Maximilian, who authorized the general to recruit a cav- E 

: alry force of thirty thousand men from the late confederate army. He also learned that sev- i: 
eral other prominent rebels had received kind favors from the emperor, whose intentions are i 
to collect a force of at least one hundred thousand rebels in less than one year in order to E 

, face General Sheridan on the Rio Grande.—La Sociedad. . i 

| [Enclosure No. 4.—From the Mexico Times, September 30. ] | t 

a IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRANTS INVITED. I 

- Open wide the doors to immigration. Encourage by the most liberal policy good citizens | 
from Europe and the United States to come and settle upon the wild and uncultivated lands, . 
and soon there will be seen an industrious and thrifty population, who will fully appreciate ( 
their new homes, and be ready at all times to defend them against domestic or foreign foes. J 

. | oe MEXICO, September 30, 1865. i 
| His Majesty the emperor, being desirous of giving a signal proof of his estimation of the F 

distinguished merit and eminent qualifications which adorn Don Mathew Fontaine Maury, & 
and acceding to his application, has been pleased to concede to him papers of naturalization E as a Mexican, with all the enjoyments and privileges which appertain to Mexican subjects, i | including the right of holding the public positions and employments reserved to those born of on the territory of the empire. | 7 | ] 

The chief of the bureau of accountability in charge of the chancellorship, i: 
IGNACIO M. DE CASTILLO. F
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j Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | , 

a, [‘Translation. ] a | 

i LreaTion oF Mexico to THE UNITED Srarzs, 
: _ New York, November 4, 1866. { 

Mr. Secretary: In confirmation of what I had the honor of communicating 
: to you in my note of the 20th of October last, relative to the object of the colo- 

nization plan adopted by the usurper in Mexico, I now have the honor of trans- ! 
: mitting to you a copy, in English, of the so-called five decrees of the ex-Arch- 
; duke of Austria, promulgated in September previous, in which he names Mr. ! 
] M. F’. Maury, a declared enemy of the United States, as honorary counsellor of ! 

state, and imperial commissioner of colonization, and Mr. J. B. Magruder, also | 
3 a declared enemy of this government, as chief of the colonization land office. | 
: In the third of said decrees you will observe, in confirmation of what I com- | 
: municated to your department, about the nature of the colonization to be made | 
; in Mexico, that Mr. Maury has been authorized to establish agencies in the 
1 States of Virginia, North and South Carolina, Texas, Missouri, and California, | 

: and in the cities of Mobile and New Orleans, which plainly shows they only | 
think to get men from the south, and precisely from those States where they 
suppose there are most malcontents against this government. It is a very 
significant fact that not one single agency is established in the northern States, | : 
which were faithful to the Union of this government during the last civil war. 

I also enclose a copy, in English, of the circular issued on the Sth of October, : 
; by Mr. Maury, as imperial commissioner of colonization. 
1 ‘ I embrace this occasion of renewing to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of | 
j may most distinguished consideration. | 

_ Se M. ROMERO. 
q Hon, WiLiiam H. Sewarp, &c., &¢., &c., 
; Washington City, D. C. | 

[Enclosure No. 1.] | 

| | | MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO. : 
3 In consideration of his well-known capacity, I hereby nominate our honorary counsellor of | 
3 state, M. I’. Maury, imperial commissioner of colonization. © : 
J The minister of the interior is charged with the execution of this decree. : 

| } a MAXIMILIAN. a 

i For the Emperor: LUIS ROBLES PEZUELA, a 
q Minister of the Interior. : 
4 MEXICO, September 27, 1865. | oo | | 

; MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO, | 

; Our honorary counsellor of state, M. F. Maury, is authorized to establish the office of im- ! 
a perial commissioner of colonization at No. 13 San Juan de Letran street, and our minister of | 
3 the interior is authorized to rent the said property at a sum not to exceed one hundred dollars — 
: per month, | | | 
a | 7 | MAXIMILIAN. : 
: To the MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR. | : 

i For the Emperor: MANUEL OROZCO Y BERRA, 
: i Sub-Secretary. 

‘ CHAPULTEPEC, September 24, 1865. | | : | 

; 7 | MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO. 

a Our honorary counsellor of state, M. F. Maury, is authorized to appoint seven agents of 
|... colonization in the following States and cities of the United States: Virginia, North and South
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| Carolina, Texas, Missouri, California, New Orleans, Mobile. Said agents shal! receive one 4 
hundred dollars per month as compensation, and the further sum of three hundred dollars per E 

: annum for necessary expenses, | | Oey ; 
a MAXIMILIAN. ae | 

| To the MINISTER OF INTERIOR. E 

| For the Emperor: ; LUIS ROBLES PEZUELA, q 
| | : Minister of the Intervor. : 
CHAPULTEPEC, September 24, 1865. : | i 

7 . . _ MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO. . 

: The following sums are appropriated for the office of Sefior Maury, honorary counsellor of : 
state and imperial commissioner of colonization: Office furniture, $150; expenses of office, ; 

: annually, $500; for one clerk, annually, $1,200; for one private messenger, annually, $300. . 
: Our minister of the interior is charged with the execution of this order. Oe ; 

| | | | MAXIMILIAN. B 
To the MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR. ! | . : 

| For the Emperor: LUIS ROBLES PEZUELA, q 
| | Minister of the Interior. © f 

CHAPULTEPEC, September 27, 1865. . an | 

The following is the decree of Maximilian appointing the rebel General Magruder as chief ; 
of the land office of colonization : oo f 

: MAXIMILIAN, EMPEROR OF MEXICO. _ . 

Desiring to forward the object of immigration to Mexico, a land office of colonization shall i. 
be established in this capital, and J. B. Magruder is hereby appointed its chief. The follow- E 

| ing sums are appropriated for the expenses of this office: For salary of J. B. Magruder, an-  g 
nually, $3,000; for office furniture, annually, $150; for rent of office, monthly, #100; for P 
office expenses, annually, $500; for pay of messenger, annually, $300. | i 

Sefior Magruder will report to us the number of engineers and surveyors which will be ne- F 
cessary to carry into effect the objects of his appointment, and also the amount which he B 
recommends to be appropriated for their salary. | , : 

: The minister of the interior is charged with the execution of this order. iF 

: To the MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR. q 

For the Emperor: LUIS ROBLES PEZUELA. i 
Minister of the Intertor. : 

CHAPULTEPEC, September 27, 1865. | B 

[Enclosure No. 2. } F 

The Mexico Times of October 14 prints the following circular: A 

: | : No, 13 CALLE DE SAN JUAN LETRAN, E 
Oo Mexico, October 5, 1865. E 

To the land-owners of Mexico: : Oe : 

_ All who desire to encourage immigration, and have lands to sell, are hereby informed that E 
if they will make known to this office the terms and conditions upon which they are willing 
to dispose of them to actual settlers, this office, if the terms are favorable, will, without fee E 
or charge of any sort, assist, through its agents abroad and by advertisements, such owners E 
in bringing their lands to the notice of the immigrant. : | | E 

| It will also, in the case of lands which are offered upon terms that are sufficiently inviting £ 
| to immigrants, cause them to be examined at the public expense. If found suitable as to I 

health, quality, and location, it will have them surveyed and mapped, also without any ex- : 
‘pense to the owners, furnishing each with a copy of the survey of his own land. : 

The terms upon which offers are made will be regarded as confidential, if so desired; and : 
in all cases the colonists and land-owners will be left free to make and consummate theirown &§ 
bargains according to the offers made through this office. In surveying and bringing these | E 
lands into market, preference will be given to those which, on account of terms, situation, 
and quality, offer the greatest inducements to immigrants. 4 

M. F. MAURY, & 
Imperial Commissioner of Colonization. I
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} | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. So 

. oe | Translation. ] | | 

Za | | Mexican Leaation To THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Washington, December 12, 1865. 

Suz: In confirmation of what I communicated to you in my notes of the 8th 
4 of July, 5th and 20th October, and 4th of November of the present year, rela- 
| _ tive to the efforts the French government is making, through its agent, Maximil- 

ian, to carry into Mexico the discontented citizens of the United States, and 
| those who took a part in the late rebellion against this government, to which | 
4 they are not disposed to submit, even after the end of the war, to organize them | 
4 there and suffer them to give more trouble to their country, I have the honor | 
; to send you a copy, in English, of a letter written from Coidova, the 12th of 
1. November last, by Mr. Isham G. Harris, ex-governor of Tennessee, general in | 

the confederate army, and a prominent person among the insurgents. The | 
7 letter is directed to a Mr. George W. Adair, Atlanta, State of Georgia, and was | 
: published in the “ New Era,” of that city. It contains details and information _ | 
; positively confirming what I mentioned in my former notes respecting this im- | 
; portant business. | 
1 | I take this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my 
4 - most distinguished consideration, oe | | 
: Bore M. ROMERO. - : 

— Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &. | | : 

4 : , ce [Exclosure. ] oo SS | | 

: OO : : | _ -CorpDova, Mexico, November 12, 1865. | 
4 I lingered near Grenada, endeavoring to arrange some business matters, until the 14th of | 
1 May. In the mean time I had a skiff built, and on the morning of the 14th I embarked, some 

six miles east of Greenwood, and set sail for the trans-Mississippi, the party consisting of 
3 General Lyon, of Kentucky, myself, and our two servants. We navigated the Backwater 
4 for one hundred and twenty miles, and on the morning of the 21st, just before daylight, I | 
4 crossed over to the Arkansas shore. I crossed at the foot of Island No. 75, just. below the 
3 mouth of the Arkansas river; proceeded westward as far as the Backwater was navigable, 
7 and on the morning of the 22d I left my frail bark, bought horses, mounted the party, and 
3 set out for Shreveport, where I hoped to find an army resolved on continued resistance to- yy 
j federal rule; but before reaching Shreveport I learned that the army of the trans-Mississippi | 
3 had disbanded and scattered to the winds, and all the officers of rank had. gone to Mexico. | 
4 - Having no further motive to visit Shreveport, I turned my course to Red River county, 
3 Texas, where a portion of my negroes and plantation stock had been carried some two years | 
3 ago. LIreached there on the 7th of June; was taken sick and confined to my bed a week. | 
3 On the 15th of June, with my baggage, cooking utensils, and provisions on a pack-mule, I : 
; set out for San Antonio, where I expécted to overtake a large number of confederate civil and | 
3 military officers en route for Mexico. Reached San Antonio on the 26th, and learned that | 

all confederates had left for Mexico some ten days or two weeks before. On the morning of - 
7 the 27th I started to Eagle Pass, on the Rio Grande, the federals holding all the crossings of | 
; that river below Eagle Pass. Ireached Eagle Pass on the evening of the 30th, and imme- | 
a diately crossed over to the Mexican town of Piedras Negras, On the morning of the Ist of | : 
5 July set out for Monterey ; arrived there on the evening of the 9th. Here I overtook General | 
Z Price and ex-Governor Polk, of Missouri, who were starting to the city of Mexico next morn- | 
i — | ing, with an escort of twenty armed Missourians. As-I was going to the city, and the trip ) 
3 was a long and dangerous one to make alone, I decided to go with them, though I was a 
i. | literally worn out with over one thousand five hundred miles of continuous horseback travel. ) 
q I exchanged my saddle-horse, saddles, &c., for an ambulance, put my two mules to it, gave | 
4 | the whip and lines to Ran, bought me a Spanish grammar and dictionary, took the back seat, | 
i and commenced the study of the Spanish language. We made the trip at easy stages of | 
3 about twenty-five miles per day, and reached the city of Mexico on the evening of the 9th of } 
: August. The trip was one of. the longest, most laborious, and hazardous of my life, but I | 
i will not tax your time or mine with its details, many of which would interest you deeply if I oo 
7 | were there to give them to you. . | | 7 
3 ; ( ;
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| Our reception upon the part of the government officials here was all that we could have : 
expected or desired. We were invited to an audience with the Emperor at the palace, the far- E 
famed halls of the Montezumas. At the time fixed we called, and were most kindly received B 
by the emperor and empress, and were assured of their sympathy in our misfortunes, and of . 

| their earnest hope that we might find homes for ourselves and friends in Mexico. The em- 
press was our interpreter in the interview. She speaks fluently the French, Spanish, Ger- . 
man, and English languages, and is in all respects a great woman. p 
We overtook at the city of Mexico General Magruder, Commodore Maury, Governor Allen, B 

of Louisiana; Judge Perkins, of Louisiana; Governor Reynolds, of Missouri, and Governor 5 
, Murrah and Governor Clark, of Texas, with many other and lesser confederate lights. On 
7 the 5th of September the emperor publishgi a decree opening all of Mexico to immigration. 3 

and colonization, and Commodore Maury and myself and other confederates were requested E 
! to prepare regulations to accompany the decree, which we did, and which were approved by : 

the emperor on the 27th. The decree and regulations offer very liberal inducements to im- | 
migration, among which are a donation of public lands at the rate of six hundred and forty , 
acres to each head of a family, and three hundred and twenty acres to each single man; a, p 
free passage to the country to such as are not able to pay their own expenses, freedom from. E 
taxation for one year and from military duty for five years, religious toleration, &c., &c. - 
Commodore Maury has been appointed imperial commissioner of colonization, which makes. A 

his authority in the matter of colonization second only to that of the Emperor. General Price, 1 
Judge Perkins, and myself were appointed agents of colonization, and requested to examine: : 
the lands lying upon and near the line of railroad from the city of Mexico to Vera Cruz, for p 
the purpose of determining whether they were suited to American colonization. We are en-- — 

: gaged at this time in the discharge of that duty. We find in the vicinity of this place the F 
: most beautiful, and, all things considered, the best agricultural country that I have ever seen. p 
: The climate is delightful—never hot, never cold, always temperate, always pleasant. The- y 
: soil richer and more productive than the best of the prairie lands of Mississippi in the Oko- d 

lona country, yielding large crops of corn, barley, rice, tobacco, sugar-cane, and coffee, with =o 
all the fruits of the tropics, and the best that you ever tasted. You can raise two crops of A 

i corn on the same land each year. The usual mode of farming here is a crop of corn and a. p 
crop of tobacco on the same land, the corn ripening always before time to plant tobacco; and | B 
ten miles from here, in the direction of the coast, you strike as good a cotton country as can. | E 
be found in the world. : | : Ep 
‘The most profitable crop here is coffee; you plant about six or seven hundred trees to the: E 

. acre; it begins to bear at two and produces a full crop at four years old. You can always. 
calculate safely on an average of two pounds to the tree, thouch there are instances of a. B 
tree’s bearing as high as twenty-eight pounds. The tree is hardy, and will live fifty or one. FE 
hundred years. It costs about. as much labor to cultivate and put into market an acre of ~ E 
coffee as it does an acre of corn in Georgia. , E 

The coffee plantation, with its shade of bananas, figs, oranges, mangoes, and zapotes,. E 
with the walks fringed with pineapple, all in full bearing, is the richest and most beauti- : 
ful spectacle upon which my eyes have ever rested. I have selected six hundred and forty 7 E 

- acres about ten miles from here, where I propose to surround myself with the coffee planta-- oe 
2 tion, in the midst of which I will nestle down, constantly inhaling the odors of the rich. i 
: tropical fruits, and gaudy-colored and fragant tropical flowers, in an atmosphere of perpetual —  & 

spring, yet turning the eye to the northwest, you constantly behold the snow-capped peaks ; 
of Orizaba and Popocatepetl, from which I can draw my ice at all seasons of the year. b 

| There are about thirty confederates now here, all of whom will locate their lands and ec -: F 
mence the work of settlement within a week or ten days e 

The place where we begin the first colony was highly improved and ina high state f é 
civilization a hundred years ago. The extensive ruins of what were once magnificent str, - F 

» tures show that the haciendas were highly productive, and the homes of wealth, luxury a 1 4 
refinement; but; about fifty years since slavery was abolished in the state of Vera Cruz, a 1 F 
the proprietors of these magnificent estates left the country with the large fortunes they I - | O&€ 
amassed. The church seized the lands and allowed them to lie idle and go to ruin. 1 3 : 
buildings upon each of those places must have cost from $100,000 to $500,000. The chur 4  & 
held the property till about five years since, when it was taken by the government, andt : 
government now sells it to us for colonization at $1 per acre, in quantities of six hundr_ . E 
and forty acres to each head of a family and three hundred and twenty acres to each sing i 
man, on a credit of one, two, three, four, and five years. This is the beginning of the fi 
confederate colony in Mexico. Among those who propose to settle immediately are Gener a : 
Price and General Shelby, from Missouri, Judge Perkins, of Louisiana, and myself. TI . t 
resources of this country are such as to insure fortune to the energy and industry that hav &§ 
usually characterized our people. The wonder is that they have been permitted to remai E 
undeveloped so long; but this is the most indolent, lazy, and worthless population on earth - f 

# * eT # * *  * * * a # py [ 

Will many of the people of the southern States feel inclined to seek new homes; or > : 
they follow the example of Lee, Johnston, and others? Mexico presents the finest field’ | 4 
I have ever seen for the enterprise of our people; and now that slavery is abolishedi ae 3 
south, hired labor can be much more easily: procured here and made much more prof ole F
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than in any part of the United States. I do not propose, however, to urge or even advise 
: - any one to come; I only propose. to give them facts, and leave them to decide for them- ' 
: selves, as I have done for myself. Such as feel inclined to come will be received with open 
: arms and cordial welcome. But enough of this. | -_ | 
| Where is Forrest, and what is he doing? and where and how is everybody else? for I have 
1 heard from none of our friends since I left Mississippi. oe | 
: Give my kind regards to Mrs. Adair, Robin, Jack and Forrest, and kiss Mary for me, 
: | and tell her that it would give me great pleasure to have a romp with her this evening. | 
; ‘Write me fully, and do your best at penmanship, so that I may be able to read at least 
| the greater part of the letter. I sent you a copy of the Mexican News, an English news- 
q paper edited by Governor Allen, about a month ago. I hope you received it, though there 
1 was very little of interest in it except that it a | the fact that we had started an American 
‘ newspaper at the city of Mexico. I neglected to say to you that this place is situated on the 
4 line of railroad from Vera Cruz to the city of Mexico, seventy miles west of Vera Cruz. 
; The railroad is now in operation to within eighteen miles of this place, and all the balance to | 
1 the city of Mexico is under contract and the work rapidly progressing. It is a few hours’ | 
3 ‘run by rail from here to Vera Cruz, from Vera Cruz itis three days by steam to New Or- | 
; leans, and from New Orleans it is three or four days by rail to Atlanta. So you see that | | 
4 we are still neighbors, even if you should remain in Georgia. The road is owned by an 
3 English company, but it 1s. almost entirely in American hands. | | 
: My health is excellent, and I feel that it cannot. be otherwise in this charming climate. | | 
4 Direct your letters to me at Cordova, Mexico. And in conclusion let me beg you to excuse | 
: this horrid and disjointed letter, as it was written in the midst of a crowd, half of whom | 
: were continually talking to me and compelling me to talk to them. | , | 
: Very truly your triend, . | . So 
: . _ | ISHAM G. HARRIS. | 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | ee | 

| _. DEPARTMENT oF STATE, _ | | 
i | | Washington, December 21, 1865. ! 

; Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your three notes dated, 
: respectively, October 20, November 4, and December 12, 1865, which, with 
; their several accompaniments, you have been pleased to communicate to me for 
‘ the information of the government of the United States, touching the plan of 
i, colonization about to be inaugurated in the republic of Mexico, and in confirma- 
| tion of your previous communications on the same subject to this department. ; 
4 These very interesting documents, for the knowledge of which I am indebted 
i to you, and for which I beg you to accept my thanks, have been duly con- 
; sidered by this government, and shall, hereafter, receive the attention to which 
4 they are so justly entitled. , : | 
i I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my | 
‘ very distinguished consideration. — | — | 
: | = CO | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

j Sefior Matias Romero, §c., &c., §c.; | 7 
: Washington, D. C. : : | 

3 Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. 7 : 

i | | [ Translation. ] | | } 

ee Mexican Legation to Tue Unirep States, | 
| Washington, December 31, 1865. | 
: Mr. SecreTary aD INTERIM: In addition to and in confirmation of the in- 7 
: formation I have already communicated to your department in various notes, | 
; relative to the efforts of the French government, and its agents in Mexico, to | 
' induce the malcontents of the United States who took part in the late rebellion | 
' against their government, and do not mean to submit now that it is over, to settle , i 
i in Mexico and give afterwards new. trouble to their country, I have the honor |
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, to transmit two documents, published by Mr. M. F. Maury, ex-confederate 
agent in Europe, and now termed “Imperial Commissioner of Colonization,” in E 

| one of which he gives a special invitation to confederates who wish to settle in : 
| Mexico, and informs them that three hundred and fifty thousand acres of land E 
| are set apart for them in the States of Vera Cruz and Puebla. E 

_ [embrace the occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my most dis- F 
| tinguished consideration. | | | : 
| | Oo - M. ROMERO. 
: Hon. Wituiam Hunter, $c, §c., &c." | 7 E 

| | | [Enclosure No.1] | oe : 

|  CoLonration Orrice, No. 13 CALLE San JUAN LETRAN, Crty of MEXIco, E 
| December 10, 1865. p 

SALE OF A FARM BY SUBSCRIPTION, _ | q 

An offer of 350,000 acres of land is made to confederate settlers who wish to establishthem i 
selves in Mexico. E 

These lands, the most fertile of the empire, are intersected by three rivers. They are se- p 
lected on the line of the railroad from Vera Cruz to the capital, and near the road from Vera. q 
Cruz to Jalapa. They are in the healthy part of the tierras calientes. They produce equally > F 
well coffee, cocoa, indigo, cotton, and sugar-cane, with all the tropical fruits and vegetables. 5 

The proprietor will sell them to the settlers as soon as the latter have filed with the agents E 
of colonization in the United States or Mexico, subscriptions for 200,000 acres, at the follow- t 
ing rates: _ — 

| The first 50,000 acres chosen, at... 0-0 neces ee ee eee tenes eee eee ccenee BL 75 E 
The second 50,000: acres. chosen, Bb.....5 -ee eee ence ee conn ee eee eee teeeenencceccee 1 50 E 

: The third 50,000 acres chosen, at...... 22-2 eee cee eee cece cee ee eee eewewececee 125 E 
The fourth 50,000 acres chosen, at...... -. cee 2 econ ene cee cee eee ceee eee eeee 1 00 B 

| The first subscribers shall have the right to choose at the above rates, with the understand- ; 
ing that not less than 320 acres shall be sold toany one ofthem. = E 

‘When the 200,000 acres shall have been subscribed for and chesen, the rest. shall be sold f 
'. at a price to be agreed upon between the seller and purchaser. | i 

Payment shall be made in the following manner: fp 
7 One-third of the amount is to be paid in cash at Mexico, Vera Cruz, or New Orleans. The 5 
3 rest thereof shall be paid in four years’ time, causing the payment thereof to be effected in E 

| equal parts and yearly; thatis to say, one-sixth per annum, adding thereto the interest at . 
the rate of six per cent. : . | EB 

As villages and towns are established on the lands, a lot will be given gratis to each settler 4 
in said villages or towns. Said villages or towns shall be chosen and allotted by Mr. Maury, . 

. the imperial commissioner of colonization. J 
: The surveying and the cost of the title of the property will be at the expense of the settlers. E 

The keacienda offered herewith is known to be one of the finest and most celebrated in : 
Mexico. It presents, especially to the former planters of the south, a fine opportunity for  - 
establishing a flourishing American settlement. Those who are disposed to visit the country i 
for the purpose of colonizing it under the imperial decree to promote immigration will re- i 
ceive every encouragement from this office. . | a 

The offer is made by respectable parties, and persons wishing to treat will be put in com : 
munication by addressing the commissioner. 7 | : 

Apprentices, as per imperial decree of September 5, 1865, would do well here, though there. . 
is no lack ef native labor, a | : : 

| | _ M. F. MAURY, Imperial Commissioner. | cf 

os —— 
{Enclosure No. 2.—-Translated from ‘‘La Sociedad,” Mexico, December 7, 1865. ] I 

M. F. Maury, Imperial Commisstoner of Colonization, to persons wishing to settle in Mexico: 

The doors of the empire are wide open, and his Majesty the emperor has, in a most liberal F 
decree, invited immigration from all quarters, and without distinction as to nationality. L 

Many people, both in the Old World and the New, having heard of this invitation, wish to i 
change their skies and to avail themselves of its privileges. Gentlemen representing several i 
thousand. families in Europe, and hundreds in Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, the i 
Carolinas, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, in the United States, are now anxiously | 
seeking information in regard te the country, its condition and resources, with the view of i 
making it their home. | | | 

|
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1 Considering that almost the only source of information open to them upon this subject is to 
‘ be found in anonymous contributions, made for the most part to a press by no means friendly | 
3 to Mexico, I deem it proper to state for the information of all those, whatever be their nation- 
4 ality, who desire to renounce it and come to Mexico, with the intention, in good faith, of 
] making it their home, and of planting their posterity here, that they would do well to come; 
; for it is a land more blessed by nature in its soil and climate than any part of the United 

States, that great centre at present of human migration. 

: THE WEALTH OF THE SOIL. : 

| The earth here yields to the care of husbandry with a profusion that would seem incredible 
there and fabulous in Europe. In some places it crowns the labor of the husbandman regu- 

| larly with two and in others with three harvests annually; and in each one he gathers one 
; hundred, two hundred, sometimes three hundred, and occasionally four hundred fold, and 
| even more, according to his own skill and the kind of seed used. 
g Cotton and corn do well in almost all parts,of the empire. But the cotton, especially of | 
3 Tamaulipas, Matahuala, Fresnillo, Durango, Mazatlan, and the states north, is saidtobeofa 
4 / better staple, save Sea-island, than any produced in the United States; indeed, the cotton of 

Yueatan is called Sea-island. | : | 
4 Under these fine climates, which give a purity and transparency to the atmosphere that | 
i makes existence itself an enjoyment, and invest the eye with the faculties of almost a new | 
i sense, the vegetable kingdom displays its wealth and its powers most gorgeously, and with : 

the most marvellous vigor and concentration. oe 
5 ' In chosen spots and upon a single hacienda may be seen crowded together, piled up in : 
: steppes one above another, in perfection, fruits, flowers, and products, which in less favored ot 
3 climes require as many latitudes, climates, and soils as can be found in the entire breadth of : 
q plain that lies between the sources of the Mississippi and the mouths of the Amazon. | 
4 Here, besides cotton and corn, the olive and the vine, we have the finest-of wheat, with | : 
; pulse and all the cereals in great perfection; also tobacco, coffee, sugar-cane, the cocoa | 
: plant, rice, indigo, cochineal, pimento, India-rubber, and henuquin, a peculiar and valuable : 
: fibre that answers many of the purposes of both flax and hemp, and, last of all, and what, 
: moreover, no other country in the world can produce—Flora’s feat and Bacchus’s boast—the : 
: lordiy maguey, or pulque plant of Anahuae. oo 
: | I have seen some of: the very best planters from Missouri, Tennessee, and the south, and I . . 
, have conversed with the learned men from France and other paris of Europe, all of whom 
4 happen to have travelled through the northern and most healthy parts of Mexico. The Eu. 
4 ropeans report, on the one hand, an agricultural country superior to the best parts of France 

and Italy, and also of surpassing mineral wealth; while the Americans, on the other hand, 
: pronounce it a grazing and cattle country to which even the blue-grass regions of Kentucky 
: and Tennessee are not to be compared. a ) _ 
: | The mountains abound with minerals, the woods with game, and the forests withthe finest : 
4 of timber—with the most exquisite dye and ornamental woods, gums and spices, drugs, and 
+ medicinal plants of rare virtues. rn 

; | SETTLEMENTS CONTEMPLATED. | : 

3 Generals Price and Shelby, of Missouri; Governor Harris, of Tennessee, and Judge Per- | , 
3 kins, of Louisiana, with a number of their friends, have gone to examine the country about 
: Cordova. They are delighted with it; they intend to make it their home. The railway | 

hence to Vera Cruz passes through it. ‘The land is superb. It is sold by the government to | 
immigrants at one dollar the acre, to be paid for in five equal annual instalments. . 

3 Generals Hardeman and Terry, with others from Texas, are. equally well pleased with | 
4 Jalisco. They are negotiating for the purchase of haciendas there sufficiently large to accom- | 2 
i modate with land a settlement to be made up of themselves, their old neighbors and friends. 2 
q The Rev. Mr. Mitchell, of Missouri, has already commenced a fine settlement on the Rio 
3 Verdi, in San Luis Potosi.. He and his comrades have gone into the cultivation of cotton, ! 
3 corn and tobacco. a 
; The representative of large capital, M. Dousdebes, has a grant for establishing a colony | 
4 from France and Spain on the shores of Matamoras. oo | 

Mr. Lloyd, of England, equally well supported, has engaged to establish a number of | - 
‘ colonists between Vera Cruz and the capital, and a ship-load of European immigrants have _ 2 
] just arrived in Yucatan to form the nucleus of asettlement in that fine peninsula. They have | 
a been received with ovations by the good people there. | , | 
Z | _ A disposition equally favorable towards immigration is manifested in various other parts of 
7 - the country. - 
4 Patriotic. citizens have stepped forth at the call of his Majesty, and offered their own pri- 

vate lands, many of them upon the most favorable terms for colonization. 
3 Mr. Jimires inwites five hundred European families to his estates in Durango, offering them | 
7 each a house andl ot, rent free, a weekly allowance of provisions without charge, and a guar- 
i antee of work at air wages for five years. At the end of that time he further promises a | | 
4 gratuity ef $15,000 to the community, and a present to each family of a yoke ef oxen.
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Mr. Gil, of Guadalajara, invites twenty Belgian families to his highly improved and well- F 
stocked hacienda, offering them one-half of it for cultivation on shares, he finding the stock, E 
seed and cattle, and the colonists the labor. “He offers also flocks and herds, from which to : 
breed on halves. oe E 

Other enlightened and liberal-minded land-owners of the empire have offered their estates . 
for colonization on terms equally liberal. : : 

- MISREPRESENTATIONS ABROAD CONCERNING MEXICO. : 

1 Many false impressions have taken root abroad about Mexico and the Mexicans. These F 
: operate greatly to our disadvantage, inasmuch as they are stumbling-blocks in the mind of F 

the stranger, and tend to discourage immigration. E 
| The world knows Mexico as a country that for the last half a centiry has been tossed by 

revolution. Many, listening to the stories of her troubles and the tales of her calamities as A 
told by her enemies, have come to regard the whole land as a ‘‘ God-forsaken country,” in- E 
habited by a bigoted, illiberal and inhospitable people, while, in fact, no part of the world p 
can boast of a more refined society or a more elegant hospitality than that which is to be E 

: found in certain parts of the empire. E 
| The Mississippi valley, even in its palmiest days, could not boast any plantation that &— 

could compare in baronial splendor, lordly magnificence and princely hospitality with your P 
_ Mexican hacienda that has escaped the ravages of war. The halls of some of them are large B 

: enough to entertain, and have entertained, several hundred guests for weeks at a time. B 
On some of these you will find well-appointed schools for the education of the children of E 

the dependents at the expense of the proprietor; churches built and chapels maintained by E 
: the same munificent bounty ; hospitals erected for the sick, the old servants pensioned, and E 

all the operations of the estate carried on upon a scale and with expenditures followed by i 
remunerative revenues such as but few farmers in Virginia or France can boast of. E 

But all parts of the country are not so. : | , E 
For more than fifty years Mexico has been constantly torn by faction or scourged by war, : 

and she has reaped abundantly of the harvests which always spring from such seeds—forced _- : 
loans and contributions upon the rich, grievous burdens upon the poor, the spirit of enter- B 
prise in many departments of the empire well nigh crushed out of the people, the industrial | : 

_ energies of entire regions paralyzed, and capital itself frightened off into its hiding-places. q 

| _ . ABSENTEEISM. ip 

_ Such a state of things long continued in any country is sure to be followed by a general 
absenteeism from their estates of the large land-owners.. This is eminently the case in Mexico. e 

The effect of this absenteeism is expressed upon the landscape, and proclaimed by deserted . § 
mansions, neglected plantations, and other signs of ruin and decay, in tones that fall sadly of 
upon many a heart. Many of these fine estates, with the walls of their noble old mansions i 
still standing, are now offered for sale and settlement at prices varying from a few cents to a iE 
few dollars per acre. They are in the most choice parts of the country, and would, if re- B 
stored to cultivation, embellish the land with a beautiful mosaic of the most lovely garden | EF 
spots that the world ever saw. | | F 

With the immigrant coming to Mexico it is not as with the emigrant bound to the ‘far 5 
west’’ in the United States. There he goes to reclaim from the wilderness. Here he comes, : 
for the most part, to reclaim from ruin and the ravages of war. Plantations that were once EB 
garden spots invite his coming. He may pitch his tent on the verge of highly cultivated q 

_ districts from which he can draw his supplies until the bountiful earth, yielding to hisown ~~ - i 
| good husbandry, shall yield him of her increase. And this the soil of Mexico, under cli- i 

mates that. have no winter, will do in two or three months. . 
| _. One of the finest haciendas of the wasted districts is now on sale. It was abandoned some i 
c six or eight years ago in consequence of a revolution: the proprietor died, and it has not : 
| since been restored to cultivation. It yielded a regular annual profit of not less than : 
: $120,000. The dwelling-house alone cost $200,000. This hacienda is large enough to accom-  -F 

modate forty or fifty families with farms of one thousand acres each. It can now be had for. E 
_ less than five dollars the acre, and after the first payment, on long time to suit purchasers. : 

Other haciendas that are open to the choice and selection of the immigrant are much 
larger. ‘T'wo, containing each more than three thousand square miles, have been offered by : 
the proprietors for colonization. . . . &§ 

I know of no country in which the land is held by so few and in such large tracts. | q 
| This also has produced marked effects upon the nation; it appears to have deprived Mexico A 

entirely of what other countries consider their “ bone and sinew ’’—their noble, enterprising, i 
energetic, hard-working middle classes. H 

Some political economists divide society in Mexico into but two classes—the upper and  & 
lower; and out of a population of eight miliions of people, more than seven millions are said FE 

| to belong to the latter. . -
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1. : INDUCEMENTS OFFERED TO FOREIGN CAPITAL AND LABOR. 

; _ The statesmen of the country, with the emperor in their lead, desire to heal the breach 
rapidly. For this’purpose, foreign labor, capital, and skill have been invited to our shores. 

: ‘Many good men of the country look upon immigration, on a large scale, as the readiest and 
3 best means of restoring the equilibrium of the classes, and of giving to this country and its 
3 _ institutions that stability and force which are so essential to the full development of its vast 
; ‘powers, capabilities, and resources. Hence the encouragement that is now offered to immi- 
3 rants. . - . 
4 " This country is now in a better state to receive immigrants than it has been for many years. 
3 ‘The empire is daily gaining ground, strength, and support, and the armed organization 
d against it is broken up into factioris—its head and leader, ex-President Juarez, having left | 
5 the country. ; ce | 7 | 
q But now, with the dawn of a happy era of peace at last before her, Mexico, after half a 

century of continued change and revolution, finds herself in an exhausted state, and the im- _ 
: migrants who wish to cast their lot with her auspicious future must bring with them some- | 
: thing more than brawny arms and stout hearts. They must not forget those appliances of 
4 industry, those labor-saving machines and improved modes of husbandry which scientific 

skill and mechanical ingenuity, under the blessings of stable government and long-continued | 
‘peace, have, in other parts of the world, brought to such perfection. 

3 : - ROOM FOR ALL. | 

: _ There is room, with encouraging prospects, for. mechanics and artisans of all sorts, as well / 
a as for agricultural labor and scientific skill. Roads are to be repaired and made, bridges : 
3 restored, mills—grist and saw—to be erected, dwelling-houses to be repaired or built, machine i 
] shops, and all those establishments which are so essential in the agricultural economy of | 
4 other countries, will also be extensively required. | : | 
4 Immigrants who come to Mexico, from whatever country, will be warmly welcomed in : 
a many parts. They will meet with no open hostility anywhere, except from the hands of the : 
d lawless. . cal | | 
4 To resist them, and to have the full benefit of all: those conveniénces—such as mills and L 
4 other establishments just alluded to, and which every well-ordered agricultural community 
] requires it is desirable that the immigrants should come in bodies and form settlements of 
‘ their own. a | 
3 Looking to this, the decree of September 5 invests them with a semi-military organization, 
4 and they are expected to be able to defend their settlements against robbers, who, however, — 
q rarely attack where resistance is expected.. 
3 Protestants will be drawn into communities also for the sake of schools and churches. 
] Moreover, public interests require that each settlement should be large enough fairly to de- | 
3 velop the whole system of domestic, social, and agricultural economy of the country whence 
: the settlers came. , oo oe | 
5 For this purpose, each settlement should be large enough to support saw and grist mills, : 
3 tanyards, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, and the various other artisans and machinists who, in 
4 the pursuit of their calling, contribute to the requirements of modern agriculture, with all of 
3 its improvements. | a - a | 

3 ADVICE TO FOREIGNERS SETTLING IN MEXICO oe 

4 There is still another reason why immigrants from all except Spanish countries should , 
3 form themselves into settlements of their own, and that reason is one of language. A farmer | 
‘ coming to Mexico, ignorant of the language, ignorant of the customs of the country, and of | 
3 the rate of wages, and settling down among neighbors all speaking in (to him) an unknown | 
4 tongue, would find himself surrounded by embarrassments, none of which would exist in a 7 
3 settlement made up of his old neighbors, kinsmen, and friends. It would be well, therefore, | 
a for each colony to bring with it a large portion of its own labor. | | 
a The lands of Mexico have never been surveyed, nor has there been, until now, a land office. : 
i The consequence is that the government cannot tell which lands are public and which pri- | 
3 vate; and though the chief of the land office is vigorously at work organizing surveying par- | 
3 ties, and sending them forth into the field, it is found that lands sufficient to receive the com- - | 
7 ing tide of immigration cannot be surveyed, mapped, and brought into market for some time | 
2 : yet. Therefore, it is recommended to those, both in Europe and the United States, who de- | 
q sire to come now to Mexico, to form themselves into companies consisting of not less than = 

twenty-five families each. Then, while those at home are making their preparations, let 
3 their pioneers come to Mexico for the purpose of purchasing a hacienda or other lands, and 
4 of making ready to receive the rest. pas | - . 
d _ To those who will thus come now, with their families, and form settlements sufficient to 
q call into play all the industrial appliances, consisting of machinery, shops, and implements 
7 connected with agriculture in its most.improved state, and calculated to serve as so many 
4 centres of agricultural improvement in the country, special encouragement is held out. | 
4 _ They are invited to send forward their agents, who will receive all the information that the 

- office of colonization can give, and every facility that it can throw in their way as to the mos¢
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desirable parts of the country in which to settle, the choicest localities, and the cheapest and | 

best lands, &c. no gsen oe gle cre _ : 

Having made their own selections, the government will then, in case they require it, lend 5 

them pecuniary assistance, sufficient to enable them to establish themselves in their new F 

homes, and get fairly under way. no 4 

| | - _ M. F. MAURY, Imperial Commissioner. E 

: OFFICE OF COLONIZATION, | oo 
_ No. 13, Calle San Juan Letran, Mexico, November 18, 1865. E 

: | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Romero. | | L 

| ee | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ [ 

| Washington, December 31, 1865. FE 

: Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of this date, : 

: enclosing two documents, dated December 10 and November 18, 1865, issued 4 

| by M. F. Maury, on the subject of the colonization of Mexico. a &-§ 

| ‘I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my E 

distinguished consideration. | q 

| WW. HUNTER, E 

| Acting Secretary of State. . : 

: Sefior Matias Romero, &«., &c., §¢., | | E 

, Washington, D.C. | , | oe 4 

i - NEGOTIATION FOR THE TRANSIT OF UNITED STATES TROOPS, IN 1861, | 
| THROUGH MEXICAN TERRITORY. | B 

: Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. , 

: : | [ Translation. ] | : i 

: MeEXIcAN LEGATION TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 

; es oo So Washington, May 4, 1861. E 

| Mr. Secretary: The government of Mexico has been informed that there : 

2 exists in this country a numerous combination of persons, who, whether guided q 

by a fanatic spirit professed in good faith, or swayed by motives of pecuniary ; 

interest, are actively at work on the project of extending the institution of sla- 4 

very, not merely within the limits of the United States, with which Mexico could i 

have nothing to do, but also into Mexican territory, for which they propose the Gf 

acquisition of the largest possible part of that territory. a i 

You will comprehend, sir, that these apprehensions are very far from being i 

unfounded. Their best justification would be in an impartial and minute glance i 

over the public events which have occurred in this country within the last seven a 

months. The facts which present themselves to view, and which would sustain | 

such apprehensions, are so numerous, that there is really a difficulty, not in find- I 
ing them, but in knowing which of them to overlook. | : | | 

Without intending to mix myself up in the slightest degree with internal | 

questions of this country, I pray you, sir, to permit me to refer to them, consid- E 

ering them only in the aspect in which they affect the dearests interests of Mex- E 
ico, and the integrity of its territory. —— | 

Public opinion in this country regards as the principal obstacle which con- 4 

| flicted with an arrangement by means of a compromise at the last session of the [ 

Congress of the United States of the difficulties stirred up longago, and recently = | 
renewed with fresh vigor, the persistent manner in which the representatives of | 

| propagandist ideas insisted that in the arrangement which should be agreed upon I 

| there should be an express clause recognizing slavery in the territory which the | 

United States might in future time acquire at the south. You will recollect, sir, i 

that this forethought, contained in the propositions presented to the Senate in L
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; December of last year, by the Hon, J.J. Crittenden, senator from Kentucky» : 
: procured for them the acceptableness which they found among such representa- 

tives of propagandism. —_ } 
q | If these recent events were not still fresh in the memory of all, I should be 
: sustained in my assertion by the speeches delivered in the Senate by the Hon. 

Henry Wilson, senator from Massachusetts, on the 21st of February last, and in 
: _ the House of Representatives, on the 31st of January preceding, by the Hon. 
1 _ Charles Francis Adams, representative from the same State. 
: If from the bosom of the national representation of the country I may be 

| allowed to pass to the agsembly called “the peace conference,” gathered in this 
city in February last, on the proposition of the State of Virginia, to seek a pa- _ 

: cific solution of the difficulties which disturbed the nation, I find on foot the 4 
7 same obstacle to the completion of an arrangement; and, thanks to the fact that | 

the persons gathered in this assemblage were animated, apparently, by a more | 
3 sincere desire of reconciliation, and that there were no representatives there from | 

the States which, up to that time, claimed to have reassumed their sovereignty, | 
‘ which are precisely those which contain some citizens professing with most zeal | 
3 propagandist ideas, an arrangement was arrived at, which, by not acknowledging | 
7 slavery in express terms, in the territory which might in future be acquired, did | 
: not receive in Congress the approval of the representatives of propagandism. | 
: Passing from the discussion of the deliberative assemblies to that which some | 

States of the south at present consider the supreme law of the land, it appears 
i that paragraph 3d, of section 3d, of article 4th of the Constitution, adopted on | 
: _ the 11th of March last by the congress assembled at Montgomery, and rati- : 
: fied by various States of the Union, authorizes “the Confederate States of | 
1 America” to acquire new territory; providing expressly that “in all that terri- — | 
1. tory (that acquired in future) the institution of negro slavery as it now exists 
4 in the Confederate States shall be recognized and protected by Congress and by : 
: the territorial governments.” 7 : | 
: The tone of the speeches which distinguished citizens of some of the south- 

ern States have delivered, as well in the halls of the Senate as in other places, __ 
’ and with different motives, the spirit of the publications by the press in: the 
3 same States, and a multitude of other indications and demonstrations of great’ _ 
; weight, which it would be prolix to refer to, manifest, in a manner which admits 
; not the slightest doubt, that this combination of persons has a settled plan, well 
’ matured, thought over, and reckoned upon for a long time back, to acquire 
j sooner or later, according as its possibility permits, all or a part of the territory | 
: of Mexico, for the purpose of introducing and developing therein what the 
i _ said combination calls “its especial civilization,” the base and foundation of which | 
3 is the institution of slavery, if faith is to be given to what was said by a dis- | 
j tinguished citizen of Georgia, who might consider himself authorized to speak : 
' in the name of the combination, in a speech which he delivered at the city of | 
; Savannah on the 31st March last. fo a 
i You will consider, sir, how great has been the interest with which the gov- | 
: ernment of Mexico has followed the course of the political events which have 4 
; developed themselves in this country, and how great its regret on perceiving 2 
; . the rise and progress of a danger which threatens to disturb its tranquillity and : 
i to strike at its very existence as an independent nation. __ | : 
; _ Mexico does not desire to exchange its nationality for any other, however | 
' flattering might be the advantages which might result from such change. It ! 
; has the elements necessary for a sovereign power. It conquered through the - | 
; | blood of its children its desired independence, and will maintain it to the last | 
i | extremity against any invader who may attempt to take it from her. Whatever ! 
; may have been the intestine difficulties which may have taken place up to this | 
‘ time, and have contributed to restrain its material progress, it has the conscious- , 
3 ness of the important character it is to represent in future among the fam- | : 

| | i 
|
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ily of nations. It holds an absolute faith in its future, and believes that so soon | 
as the beneficent shadow. of peace and of democratic institutions may develop 

| its immense resources, and the fabulous wealth whieh its soil contains, it will E 
| occupy in the world the important part to which it is called by nature. 
: Mexico will never consent that any human being shall be reduced to slavery q 

within its territory. It is a free country, in which no man is bornaslave; and in E 
treading upon which, liberty returns to those who may before have had the mis- ] 

: fortune to lose it. Its constitution forbids that any treaty be mace in which E 
| the extradition of slaves is stipulated. | — oo q 
| _It has entered into treaty with Great Britain that it will contribute to the : 
: abolition of the slave trade, and that it will not allow of slavery in its territories ; q 
3 and these provisions of its fundamental laws, and of its international engage- E 

ments, have an indestructible sanction in the hearts of all Mexicans. q 
The government of Mexico, which understands and estimates at its value the ] 

} - respect for the laws professed by the citizens of the United States, and the’ | i 
: good faith and sound principles which guide the policy of their existing govern- F 
: ment, is very far from regarding the United States as authors and responsible : 
/ for projects, in every view unlawful and unjust, which (although strenuous  -F 
|. efforts have been made to bring proselytes to) as yet amount to only a small mi- i 
| nority. But as such plans have been formed in this country, and as their au- : 
3 thors are now, by force of late political events, in the way to attain the needful | F 
: resources to take means to carry them into execution, the government of Mex- __ EF 

ico holds it to be its duty to denounce such projects to that of the United States, i 
| and, for the purpose of securing on a solid and stable basis friendly relations | : 

7 between the two countries, has authorized me to express to you the good dis- : 
| position which it has to form a treaty which shall guarantee the boundaries of 
: the Mexican republic as now agreed upon, to be marked out and recognized, E 
: and which shall prevent the introduction and spreading of slavery in Mexican F 

territory. a e 
: In the opinion of the Mexican government, a treaty concluded upon the pre- | i 
: ceding basis would not be less favorable to the true interests of the United ; 

States than to those of Mexico. If the United States should succeed in estab- f 
lishing an insurmountable barrier which would remove all hope of extending i 
slavery to the south of the Union, it will have attained a very important step : 
in the definitive settlement of the question which has caused so many complica- _ E 
tions and difficulties to the country, and which now threatens to whelm it in a .- 

| lamentable civil war; whilst in exchange for this advantage, it would only / 
guarantee, in a manner more express, engagements already contracted with ; 
Mexico in the treaty of limits of 2d February, 1848, and of 30th December, 1853. i 

I have also instructions to state to you, sir, that in this or any other arrange- i 
| ' ment which may be made between the government of the United States and i 

that of Mexico, it must be an indispensable condition that they are not tomake __ : 
participants thereto, in any way, the nations of Europe. _ a : 

The government of Mexico considers that whatever inherence might be ‘con- i 
ceded to European powers in such conventions might be converted into a motive ; 
or pretext for the intervention of that continent in the affairs of the republic in f 

: particular, or of America in general, and desires, on its part, to avoid the possi- - | 
_ bility of such a thing happening, because it entertains the conviction that the | | 

intervention of Europe on this continent would be fatal to the preservation and i 
| development of democratic institutions, on which are founded the hopes of the | t 

progress. and social welfare of humanity. = | : [ 
This opportunity is satisfactory to me to repeat to you, sir, the assurances of t 

: my very distinguished consideration. | oe a 

| | M. ROMERO... t 
/ Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, §v., §c., &c., c a | | 

| Washington, D. C. oe | |
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Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. : 

: : | . | WASHINGTON, May 7, 1861. 
. Sir: I have received your communication of the 4th instant. 

| It would be unprofitable for this government to discuss with you the objects, 
| _ purposes, and plans of that portion of the citizens of the United States who are 

engaged in the attempt to subvert the Constitution and effect a dissolution of the ! 
) Union, even although it should be believed that beyond those designs, so inju- 

rious to our own country, they contemplate also aggressions against. Mexico. 
1 At the same time I am free to say that it is an occasion of sincere satisfaction 

to learn that the government of Mexico is apprised of its own exposure to dan- | 
: ger from the success of the revolution, and is resolved to avert it. | - | 
: It should suffice for me to say that any designs of the insurgents here against | 

your country cannot be carried into effect if their designs, aimed at the gov- | 
ernment of the United States, shall be effectually prevented. This government 
needs no additional incentive to perform its duty. It is taking all the care | 
necessary to repress the revolution, and it has no doubt of its success. | 

] The President receives with much pleasure the overtures of the government | 
: of Mexico for negotiating a new and beneficial treaty with the United States, 
: and under other circumstances it would have given him pleasure to have con- | 
1 sidered them at large. But, as you are aware, Mr. Corwin has been appointed 

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to represent this govern- i 
| ment at Mexico He has very liberal instructions and ample power to negotiate. ! 
4 a treaty which shall be equal and just and even liberal towards Mexico. In- 
: deed, it is the desire of this government to establish such relations with Mexico, 

_ and with other American republics, as will strengthen the power of each, and - 
enable them all to maintain a just and wholesome independence of the influences 
which come from the other hemisphere. You will be satisfied from this brief 
statement that Mr. Corwin will be able to give full consideration to the generous 

1 wishes of the government of Mexico. It is probable that he has already en- 
1 tered into the discussion of the question which the negotiation involves. He 
4 will immediately receive from this government instructions to meet with favor 

the enlightened views of the government of Mexico as you have communicated 
; them to this department. Under these circumstances it would be inexpedient — 

for us to engage in labors of the same kind and directed to the same end. _ 
I shall, however, with great pleasure direct that this correspondence, together 

: with your previous communication of the 30th April, 1861, in relation to the 
; Indians of Yucatan, be forwarded to Mr. Corwin, and call his attention to the | 
i interesting subjects you have so fully and so ably discussed. | | 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my high _ | 
4 consideration. ° a , ! 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
; Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., §c., : ! 
: Washington, D.C | 

7 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | 
3 i . 

: , | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

; — Washington, May 7, 1861. 

; Sir: The government of the United States contemplates the concentration of : 
| a body of troops from its Pacific possessions in the Territory of Arizona. This 

purpose can be most expeditiously accomplished if the government of Mexico | 
i will consent to their being landed at Guaymas, and marched by the most direct : 
| route to their destination. In this exigency I have the honor to request youto = 

3 |
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submit to the friendly consideration of the. Mexican government the desire I : 

have expressed, with a view to obtain the necessary permission ; and I presume | F 

that in submitting the proposition there is scarcely any need that it should be E 

accompanied with the assurance that in making the transit over Mexican terri- : 

tory the strictest regard shall be paid to the rights and authority of the gov- f 

ernment, and the persons, property, and interests of the citizens of the republic. E 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my 1 

high consideration. __ | | So : 

, ae WILLIAM H. SEWARD. E 

Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &¢., &c. | E 

| | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. _ . E 

: [ Translation. ] if 

: Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ~ F 

| Washington, May 8, 1861. — 

| Mr. Secretary: I have had the honor to receive the note which you were 

7 pleased to address to me under date of yesterday, informing me that the govern- | 

| ment of the United States desires to concentrate in the Territory of Arizona a i 

body of troops from its possessions on the Pacific by causing them to pass i 

| across the Mexican territory, and requesting me to submit that desire to the | 

| consideration of the government of Mexico with the view of its granting the i 

3 necessary permission, to enable said troops to disembark at the port of Guay- ; 

| mas, and thence proceed by the most direct route to their destination. In _ 

reply, I have the honor to inform you that I have already transmitted your F 

note to my government in which that request is solicited, and that so soon as I F 

shall have received the decision of the President of Mexico I shall hasten to , E 

communicate it to you. | oe ; &£ 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my | i 

: very distinguished consideration. | | 

| | | M. ROMERO. 
Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, &., §¢., §.5 - | 

| 7 | Washington, D. C. . oo | 

| : Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. i 

. [ Translation. ] t 

MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 
Washington, August 26, 1861. i 

“2 Mr. Secrerary: Referring to my note of the 8th of May last, I have the : 

| Lienor to transmit to you a copy of a communication which I have just received i 

from the department of foreign relations of Mexico, to which is annexed the i 

permission.granted by the sovereign congress of the republic on the 20th of : 

June last to the troops of the United States to pass across the Mexican. terri- i 

tory of Gauymas~to Arizona, in the terms in which you requested it in the ' 

note you were pleased to address to this legation under date of the 7th of May | 

referred to. I hope, sir, that the government of the United States will see in i 

the grant of this permission a fresh proof of the sincere desire which animates i 
that of Mexico to draw closer the relations of friendship which happily exist | 
between the two countries. : | So ot oF 

I gladly profit by this opportunity to repeat to you, sir, the assurances of my I 

| highest consideration. — . | | | | : 
— : : M. ROMERO. : 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, $v., &c., &c., Washington, C. D. i
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: te [ Translation. ] ns | 
. No. 97.] | MeExicaN REPUBLIC, DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR AND FOREIGN RELATIONS . 

3 . National Palace, Mexico, June 22, 1861. 
As the consequence of your note relative to the permission that government asks from the i 

] . : government of this republic for the passage of American troops through its territory, I send 
3 you the annexed copy, containing the sovereign assent’ which has been given in the matter, : 
7 in order that you may transmit it to the Department of State of the United States, and on the : 

occasion I repeat to you the assurances of my consideration. - | 
: _ LUCAS DE PALACIO Y MAGAROLA. 

The CHARGE D’ AFFAIRES of the Republic of Washington. 

"WASHINGTON, August 26, 1861. 
True copy: | . ROMERO. | 

. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNION. i 
The sovereign congress to which we made report of your note of the thirty-first last past, | 

3 _ kelative to the permission sought by the government at Washington for the passage of federal 
3 troops from Guaymas to Arizona, has pleased, at its secret session yesterday, to approve the | 
2 following proposition: . | 
: First. The executive shall have power to grant the permission which the government of | 
: the United States has asked, to disembark at this time, at the port of Guaymas, a body of 
f 0 troops, under the assurance it has proffered that they shall march, by the most direct route, 
; to the Territory of Arizona, and that in their transit they will observe the strictest regard for 
3 ’ the rights and authority of the government of Mexico, and for the persons, property and in- 
2 terests of the citizens of the republic. | : a | 
4 Second. The executive will issue suitable instructions to the government of the state of 
q Sonora, and to the federal functionaries therein, that at the disembarcation and on the pas- / 
: sage of that body of troops, no hindrance be in their way. : 
: We send this to You for your information, and consequent effects, and as the result of the. : 

note referred to, to which we respond. - - | 
: God and liberty ! . | 

MEXxico, June 21, 1861. | 
4 G. VALLE. | 
3 | E. ROBLES, 
3 _ ‘The Cater CLERK in aharge of the Department of Foreign Affairs. | 
J. | MEXxIco, June 22, 1861. 
d True copy: 
; JUAN DE DIOS ARIAS, Chief Clerk. | 

‘ 
WASHINGTON, August 26, 1861, 

q True copy :. | 
; : ROMERO. | 

Mr. F. W. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | 
; : | i - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ce 7 
: | oe Washington, August 27, 1861,.-~ | 
; Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of yesterday, | 
; communicating a copy of a despatch just received from the Mexican govern- | 
; ment, transmitting to you the assent of the sovereign congress-of the republic | 
4 to the application of this government for permission to pass-troops of the United 
; 7 States across the Mexican territory of Guaymas to Arizona, under certain pledges 
i of security and non-interference with the persons or property of the territory to 
: be traversed. | oe | 
: “ I beg you to convey to your government assurances of the high appreciation 
: entertained by this government of the liberal, prompt, and magnanimous response | 
i _ which Mexico has made to the United States in this emergency. We are pro- | 
; | foundly sensible that such a policy could be adopted ouly under the most exalted 
' confidence in the integrity and good faith of this government, which will endeavor
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2 by every means so to excercise the privilege conceded, that neither the authori- : 
| ties nor the people of Mexico will have cause to regret the marked courtesy they | 

have extended to a friendly power. oN  & 
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my i 

7 highest consideration, | i 
Oo BW, SEWARD, i 

‘ Acting Secretary. ; 
Sefior Matias Romero, §c., &c., &c., | | | : 

| Washington, D, C. : | | ; 

: | | Mr. Corwin to Mr. Seward. | 7 | 

| | | [ Extracts. | : 

| No. 2. a Mexico, June 29, 1861. ; 

| ~$ir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches Nos. | 
| 8, 4, 5, 6 and 7, with the papers referred to in them. E 
: K x x eK. * F 

. Congress has within the last week granted us the privilege of marching troops i 

| . from Guaymas, through Sonora, to our possessions in Arizona. A leading i 
: member of Congress has kindly furnished me with a memorandum of what E 

occurred when this question was up. and acted on in secret session, a copy of E 
which—with the decree—I send you, Marked D. ‘This memorandum discloses : 

: the grounds upon which this concession was made, and the prevailing tone of _ | 
public feeling here towards us at this time. Oo 4 

, x. ae : * # % # | 4 

: | Very respectfully, your obedient servant, oo E 
: . a THOMAS CORWIN. | 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | 
7 | .. Secretary of State. P 

| -Exursit D. | 7 : 

Memorandum of proceedings in the Mexican Congress ith reference to the permission for i 
transit of United States troops from Guaymas to Arizona, asked for by the Department of E 
State, through the chargé d’affatres of Mexicoin Washington. © , d 

| The note from the chargé d’affaires of Mexico in Washington, accompanying a copy of the i 
note from the department of State, in which permission was asked to land a body of United : E 
States troops.at Guaymas and march them by the most direct road to the Territory of Arizona, e 
was communicated to congress by the minister of foreign relations for the action of congress ae | 
thereon,  § 

| a 
A en the reception of these notes by congress they were passed to the Committee on Foreign i 

alrs. oe . so E 
' This committee reported unanimously in favor of conceding the permission referred to in f 

| the terms asked for by the Secretary of State of the United States. | 7 - 
On the presentation of the report, application was ordered to be made to the minister of i 

| foreign affairs that he state to congress what was the opinion of the executive in the premises. : 
. This was stated to be favorable to the permission solicited. . 

Several members then spoke upon the subject of the concession, setting forth that this. F 
permission which they were disposed to concede, although innocent in itself, might be taken F 
by the States of thé south as an offence, or used as a pretext to open hostilities against E 
Mexico for the purpose of acquiring a part of her territory for the extension of slavery, and , 
that the subject should therefore be treated as one of importance, but that they were, under i 
all the circumstances, in favor of placing themselves on the side of the north. y 

One of the prominent deputies entered largely into a history of the causes which have E 
produced the present struggle between the north and thé south, and stated that from the EB 
knowledge he had of the tendencies and projects of the leading men of the south, he believed F 
it inevitable, if the south separated from the north, that Mexico would find herself under the i
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; necessity of sustaining a war with the States of the confederation, and that while slave ‘ 
existed there, no security could be felt that the territory of Mexico would not be invaded, | 

: either by means of open war or of fillibuster expeditions. = : 
That in view of these circumstances it was clearly for the interest of Mexico to draw more : 

; closely its: relations with the north by means of friendly acts and by a commercial treaty : 
that would favor the interest of both countries, and even to celebrate a political treaty that : 

j would result in guaranteeing to Mexico in an absolute manner the integrity of her territory, L 
. or at least guarantee her against the introduction of slavery. These views were well received : 
q by the congress, and the permission for the transit of United States troops through Mexican : 
4 territory was approved without opposition being offered by a single one of the members. — 
3 MEXICO, June 21, 1861. | on 

Exuterr E, | 

| , [ Translation. ] : 

] Confidential. } | NATIONAL PALACE, Mexico, June 27, 1861. | 

Mr. MINISTER: For the due information of your excellency I have the honor to enclose | 
3 herewith the decree issued by the sovereign congress on the 21st instant, in ‘which the execu- | 
: tive is authorized to permit the transit of the troops of the United States across the territory 
4 of the Mexican republic. | | 
q By the steamer which will next sail the said decree will be communicated to the legation | 
q of Mexico in Washington, in order that it may bo made known to that government. | 
3 While so informing you, it gives me pleasure to repeat to you that, se 
i - Iam your very obedient servant, a ; 
‘ | : LUCAS DE PALACIO Y¥ MAGAROLA. 
: His Excellency Tuomas CorwWInN, Sc., &c., Sc. : | | 

DEMONSTRATION OF HONOR BY THE UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA TO | 
PRESIDENT JUAREZ, OF MEXICO. | : 

| | | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | a 

[ Translation. ] , 

| Mexican Lecation in THE Unirep States of AMERicA, ! 
: . Washington, July 22, 1865. 

Mr, Secretary: I have the honor to transmit to you, for the information | 
of the government of the United States, a copy of.a decree issued on the 2d of | 
May last, by the congress of the United States of Colombia, in which it is | 

4 declared that. ‘in virtue of the self-denial and unconquerable perseverance which | 
| Sefior Benito Juarez, in the character of constitutional president of the United. : 

i Mexican States, has displayed in defence of the independence and liberty of | 
{| his country,” he has deserved well of America, and it is decreed, “as an act of | 

' homage to such virtues, and as.an example to the Colombian youth,” that the : 
: portrait of the president of Mexico be kept in the national library of Bogota, : 
1 with an appropriate: inscription. : 
; This decree was published in the number 319 of the official journal of the | 
! United States of Colombia, corresponding to the 6th of May, aforementioned, | 
3 at page 1234, column fourth. | ho ) . 
; The government of Colombia has thus recognized the fact that the question 
; which is being debated at present in Mexico affects ull America, _ | | 
4 I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assur- 
; ances of my most distinguished consideration, = 

| Hon, WinhiaM H,. Sewarp, $c. ge, fe oe |
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Decree of the 2d of May, 1865, in honor of the president of Mexico, Sefior Benito Juarez. | 

The Congress of the United States of “Colombia decrees: SRE } 

: ARTICLE 1, The Congress of Colombia, in the name of the people which it represents, in E 
view of the self-denial and unconquerable perseverance which Sefior Benito Juarez, in the Z 
character of constitutional president of the United Mexican States, has displayed in the defence - 
of the independence and liberty of his country, declares that the said citizen has deserved E 

: well of America; and as an act of homage to such virtues, and as an example to the Colom- E 
bian youth, : 

Resolves, That the potrait of that eminent statesman be kept in the national library, with | 
: the following inscription: | 3 

| | ‘BENITO JUAREZ, the Mexican citizen.” ; 

| The Congress of 1865 offers him, in the name of the people of Colombia, this homage for q 
: his constancy in defending the liberty and independence of Mexico. L 
: ARTICLE 2, The executive power will cause to be delivered into the hands of Sefior Juarez, E 

through the channel of the minister of Colombia, residing in Washington, a copy of the FE 
present decree. a | | E 
“ARTICLE 3, In the appropriation which is to be voted by the Congress for the ensuing OB 
year will be included the sum adequate to enable the executive power to give full compliance E 
to the present decree. | 

Given at Bogota this first day of May, 1865. E 
VICTORIANO DE D. PAREDES, q 

President of the Senate of Plenipotentiaries. f 
SANTIAGO PEREZ, E 

President of the House of Representatives, 7 E 
JUAN DE D. RIOMALO, | 

| Secretary of the Senate of Plenipotentiaries. i 
NICOLAS PEREIRA GAMBA, : 

| oe | Secretary of the House of Representatives. ; 

oo | Bocota, May 2, 1865. ; 
Let it be published and executed, : : 

[L. S.J | MANUEL MURILLO. — : 
By the President: . E 

ANTONIO DEL REAL, ae . : 
oo Secretary of the Interior and Foreign Relations. 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. ef 

- DEPARTMENT of S7'ATR, | i 
| Washington, November 6, 1865, f 

Sir: Ihave had the honor to receive the copy of a decree, issued by the i 
Congress of the United States of Colombia on the 2d day of May, 1865, which i 
accompanied your note to me of the 22d of July last, expressive of their appro: f 
bation of the conduct of his excellency Sefior Don Benito Juarez, in the : 
character of constitutional president of the United Mexican States, and as the : 
champion and defender of their liberties, independence, and cherished institu- ; 
tions, in the ordeal through which Mexico is now passing. __ Oo i 

This tribute to the patriotism and eminent virtues of President Juarez is ins I 
deed well deserved, and Iam sure will be heartily indorsed by the people of the i 

| United States. - | | | | 
Thanking you for your kind attention in communicating so interesting a teati« | 

monial to this government, I avail myself of the occasion to offer to you, sir, the - | 
assurances of my most distinguished consideration, | E 

| - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. F 

Sefior Martas Romeno, $¢., §c., §¢., | | i 
Washington, D. ©. | |
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| | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | : 
| So oo [{ Translation. ] : 

Mexican Lecation In tHE Unirep States ofr AMERICA, 4 
1 New York, September 21, 1865. 
: Mr. Secrerary: I have the honor to send you'a copy of No. 112 of the 

“official newspaper of the constitutional government of the Mexican republic,” 
published at the city of Chihuahua the 29th of July last, in which you will see 

| the report of the committee of the senate of the United States of Colombia, 
| made on the 27th of February this year, respecting the decree in honor of 

_ President Juarez, approved by the Colombian Congress on the 2d of May fol- 
1 lowing, and of which I had the honor to send a copy to the department with — 
: my note of 22d of July aforesaid. The fact that such report emanated from 

one of the respectable bodies of an American republic, and showing therein the 
manner in which the Mexican question is regarded, has decided me to send a 

1 copy of this document to the government of the United States. In doing this, | 
: I think it nevertheless proper to say to you, there is in it an inaccuracy result- | 

ing from mistaken information in Bogota respecting a letter which it was reported | | 
the ex-Archduke of Austria wrote to the constitutional president of the Mexican | 

: republic. The only document of this kind which has emanated from the ex-Arch- _ 
duke is a letter which Baron de Pond, counsellor of Maximilian, addressed from | 
Brussels, under date of May 16, 1864, to a Mexican general resident in Europe, 

_ proposing to him an interview with the president of Mexico, of which letter I 
| send a copy. a . : 

: The constitutional president of the Mexican republic, to whose knowledge ~ 
such letter came, did not think it decorous to occupy himself in answering it, 

; in order not to enter into any relations with an usurper who was speculating on 
the misfortunes of Mexico. Nevertheless the contradictions between what the 
Archduke Maximilian asserted he would do in Mexico before he went to the re- oo 

: pubic and what he has done since his arrival in Mexican territory, is noticeable. : 
{- _ He then gave assurance “that he was far from imposing himself on the Mexi- 

cans by foreign force and against their will,” and he was shortly afterwards 
sent there by the Emperor of the French, and since his arrival has been sus- 

: tained in the places he has occupied by foreign bayonets. He made an appear 
| | ance of respecting the right which every independent nation has of freely dis- 4 
: posing of its destinies, whilst now he is busied in compelling the Mexican | 
3 people to accept, by force of arms, a form of government entirely foreign to | 
; them, and to which they have clearly enough demonstrated that they will never | 
; submit. He then expressed the wish to call together all the strength of the | 
1 country, without distinction of party, and to place himself in accord with the | 

principal men of the liberal party, and afterwards he was converted into a 2 
blind instrument of the French to exterminate by means of courts-martial all | 

; the Mexican patriots who deemed it their duty to take up arms in defence of _ | 
4 the independence of their country. a | | | ! 

| Lastly, it is to be noted that on the 16th of March, 1864, he still styled the 2 
! constitutional president of Mexico the /egit‘mate chief of the country when the : 
: French attempted to cause it to be believed that the national government of : 
] Mexico had disappeared a year previous—that is, since the 31st of May, 1863, 
; when said government left the city of Mexico. : 
: | It is very satisfactory to me to avail of this opportunity to renew to you, | 
: Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my very distinguished consideration. 
1. — | Oo ~  M. ROMERO. 
; Hon. WiLtiAM H. SEwarpn, &., Se, Se | 

: - | 4 |
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i [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] | i 

? From the official paper No. 112, of the constitutional government of the Mexican repub- : 
lic, published at Chihuahua, Saturday, July 29, 1865. : 

| UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA—SENATE OF THE PLENIPOTENTIARIES—REPORT OF A : 
COMMITTEE. , c 

CITIZEN SENATORS: The subject submitted to the discussion of this honorable assembly F 
} is that of the legislative body of the nation should offer a homage of admiration to the repub- : 

| lican hero of Mexico—to the Sefior Benito Juarez. : 
| There it nothing more just, gentlemen, than this thought, nothing greater and more worthy : 

of a generous people than to honor in men the noble sentiments which constitute virtue. If a 
: there be any merit in impugning vice and iniquity, it is almost obligatory upon us, proper to : 

| decorum, to bow down our heads before political honesty; yes, gentlemen, before the politi- Ef 
cal probity which is the true phoenix of the age in which we live. It seems that Providence E 
has created Europe to maintain in it the traditions of royalty and despotism, as it created q 

To America, with an intervening ocean, for democracy and republican institutions. But the : 
; proud despots of that Old World, with the mad design of changing that Divine law of the Cre- . F 

ator, have overleaped the seas, and unfurled upon the virgin soi] of America a monarchical E 
banner; this duty has been assigned to the imperial house of Austria, which is most justly — E 
termed by the poets ‘‘the prison keeper of nations.” A prince of that unfortunate house, | 
backed by forty thousand French soldiers, and by a few hundred traitors, is he who has as- B 
sumed upon the beautiful soil of the Montezumas the title of emperor. You, gentlemen, E 

, know very well, that in order to consummate so iniquitous an outrage it became necessary | . 
for three great powers of Europe—England, Spain, and France—to coalesce; and how, E 
subsequently, in imitation of Pontius Pilate, the first two have washed their hands of it, : 
without the certainty of their having washed them very clean, throwing upon the third the E 

i consequences of the treacherous crime of these three powers. t 
Mr. Thiers has stated, within the halls of the legislative chambers of France, during the E 

session of the 26th of January, 1864, all that is desirable to say upon this subject He ex- f 
i plains, in the clearest manner, the origin of this scheme, the diverse demands of the invading t 

powers, and the results to be accomplished for the benefit of France. Time will tell us by : 
, and by whether the predictions of this statesman shall be realized or not, or whether the will E 
- of God shall permit that more shall be accomplished than what his voice could give utterance . . 

to, in the presence of the assembled Congress of his country. But, notwithstanding this  & 
great league, notwithstanding the veteran army of the Emperor Napoleon, notwithstanding 4 
the traitors and the new Franco-Austrian empire, a magistrate arises, sustained by loyal Mex- 4 
icans, ready to bear aloft with firmness the standard of the republic, and to prevent the ruin ; 
of a legitimate government. This magistrate is the eminent American, Seftor Benito Juarez. i 

Permit me, therefore, citizen senators, to dwell for a while upon the eminent personage - : 
whose name has already acquired a world-wide renown, and to whose solid virtues all ele- E 
vated and just men, from every quarter of the globe, are compelled to do reverence.. q 

Sefior Juarez was born some fifty-eight years ago, in a humble village of the state of Oa- s 
jaca, called Jatlan, and which to-day bears the name of its illustrious son. Even when a . 
child, he one day bent his steps towards the gates of the capital of that state to solicit some E 
occupation through which he might earn an honest living. He was at once admitted as a 5 
servant into the house ef a wealthy gentleman, who, foreseeing his natural abilities and ge- z 
nius, caused him to be well educated. With the support alone of that kind friend he rises : 
rapidly through his own merits, and attains the brilliant position of president of the supreme F 
court of the republic—member of the national Congress—governor of his native state—sec- . i 
retary to the executive power—and of president of the republic. What were the distinguish- OE 
ing qualities of that American, that native, descended from the caciques, in his various sit- F 
uations of servant, master, lawyer, minister of justice, legislator, secretary of state, and of . : 
president? I will here state them: possessed of a pride which I shall call continental, or of E 
that of race, they were loyalty, honor, and firmness. a,  &§ 

At his present age, and in view of a situation the most difficult, complicated, and grave, E 
which can be presented to the statesman, no one dares deny to him these high qualities, f 
whether the judgment comes from his enemies or. whether it originates from friendly pens. E 
Mr. Thiers himself, who with such profound contempt speaks of the race from whom tha : 
worthy president of Mexico is descended, and to whom he says that it is only through : 
complacency that the name of the ‘‘ Latin race” is given—Mr. Thiers himself admits the pro_ 

| bity, the force of character, the persistency, the patience, and the prudence of the Indian Juarez. F 
| The celebated writer Emilio Castelas, the most brilliant and wise apostle of democracy  & 

in Spain, while drawing a parallel between Juarez and Lincoln, the most conspicuous repre- I 
sentative of the United States of America, gives vent to sentiments but too true, and but too i 
flattering to the native magistrate of the unfortunate republic of Mexico. But why should , 
I seek in foreign opinions the intrinsicment—the just meed of praise to the man who, him- | j 
self, can even now see the position which history will award to him hereafter—that skilful E 
sculptor which never errs. I shall now enter that field, though I may be deemed bold and i 

irreverent. : OE 
35 DC * * :
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d He defends the capital, and causes Puebla to be defended to the utmost extent possible to 
’ human efforts; but Puebla succumbs to the necessities of the siege, to the number and re- 
1 sources ofthe enemy. = © | | | : 
3 President Juarez then removes the seat of his government to San Luis Potosi, and thence 
4 — still keeps alive in the hearts of the nation the holy love of country; thence he holds aloft 
4 to the Mexicans, and within the grip of his strong hand, the banner of the constitutional : 

government, pure, unsullied, and unconquerable; thence he proclaims to his fellow-country- : 
; men, and to the people of the whole world, that the republic exists, that she struggles for the ; 
4 defence of her independence, and that she will, in the end, achieve it, because she disputes 
4 valiantly ; thence he procures resources, he organizes forces, and directs the operations of 
4 the war; thence he ‘keeps alive with his great“ example the sacred fire of the brave | : 
4 captains who sustain him; thence he holds out against the imperial hosts, which themselves 

prove their inability to conquer the country; thence he speaks to his friends in the United : 
I States these noble words: ‘‘but even as we.are situated, we shall endeavor, with the help of 
4 God, to defend our beloved Mexico; ” thence he manages and prepares the measures neces- 
7 sary to a vigorous, able, and determined defence, and in which it is impossible for us to say 

which is the greater—whether it be the efforts or the faith of this wonderful patriot; thence 
3 _ he gives to the oppressed peoples of the world living and speaking lessons, as to what they 
3 | can and must do in order not to suffer their liberties to be wrested from them; thence he 
; infuses into all noble minds this sublime hope, that, if Mexico falls entirely into the maws of | 
4 wolves which have been sent to devour her, she shall fall as did Francis I, with her honor 
: untarnished. | a 
3 It is likewise from that same seat of government (and this is the measure which I con- | 
3 sider the one, of all others, most worthy of his life (that Sefior Juarez, in his characteras a | | 

courteous and polite gentleman, replies to the tempting letter of Prince Maximilian without | 
: descending even in the smallest degree from his distinguished position as a republican repre- 
a sentative. That document alone suffices to cover its author with glory, and to make his 
E name immortal. But upon this brilliant reply I cannot’ pass a final judgment without | 
3 . quoting some of its passages; they are, gentlemen, as follows: oo | 
: ‘The spirit of French fillibusterism is seeking to endanger our nationality; and I, who | 
4 / by. my principles and my oaths am the one called upon to uphold its national integrity, its 
: sovereignty, and its independence, must work incessantly, redoubling my exertions to fulfil 
; the sacred charge which the nation, in the execise of her sovereign powers, has confided to a 
d ° me. - e 

: ‘*T had previously noted, when the traitors of my country presented themselves as com- : 
q missioners at Miramar with the view of tendering to you the crown of Mexico—sustained only 
4 by the treacherous proceedings of ten towns of the nation—that you had not seen, in all 

_ these proceedings, anything more than a ridiculous farce, unworthy totally of being seriously | 
4 considered by an honorable and decent man. You replied to these frauds by demanding the ri 
4 will of the nation, freely expressed, as the result of its unanimous vote. Why, therefore, 

should I not be surprised to see you come upon the Mexican. soil when no measures have been | 
3 adopted respecting the conditions exacted? Why should I now not be astonished when I 
4 find you accepting the deceits of the traitors, adopting their language, decorating and placing 
: in your service bandits like Marquez and Herran, and surrounding yourself with that low 
: class of the Mexican people? I have, frankly speaking, been greatly deceived. I believed 
4 you to be one of those pure organizations which ambition could neither reach nor corrupt.” 
7 What a lesson of decency and honesty thrown into the very teeth of a proud descendant of SO 
7 Charles V by an humble republican! Se | 
: “You tell me that peace willresult from the conference we may have, and with it the hap- mS 
q piness of the Mexican people, and that the empire will hereafter, by placing me in an im- | 
4 portant position, have the benefit to be derived from my knowledge and the support of my : 
7 patriotism. It is true, sir, cotemporaneous history registers the names of great traitors who 
3 have proved false to their oaths, their promises, and their words; who have betrayed their | 
4 : former history, and everything that is sacred to the man of honor; that in all these betrayals | 

| of all human relations the traitor has been guided by the infamous ambition of rule, and the» : 
3 vile desire of pandering to his own passions and vices; but the present incumbent in the | 
3 presidency of the republic, who rose from the obscure masses of the people, shall bow poor | 
] and full of misery if, in the arcana of Providence, it has been decreed that he shall so suc- | 
: cumb; but complying with his oaths, and meeting the hopes of the nation over which he 2 
] presides, he will thus satisfy the inspirations of his own conscience.” * * * | 
q It is, gentlemen, impossible to speak more boldly or more worthily. It is not the pride of | 
] power which dictates these words, but the loftiness of a pure conscience, of an upright soul, 
: and a calm heart. Juarez speaks to Maximilian as a sovereign to a sovereign; but the one | 
4 uses the sovereignty of right, of reason, and of honor, while the other makes use of the meas- 
‘ ures of the corrupting sovereignty of kings. The one flatters with promises, and the other 
5 retorts upon him with the code of justice and of honor. The one proposes ignominious oe 
i: - terms, the other repels infamy, and appeals to the judgment of history to decide between 
7 them. The one speaks like the serpent in paradise, with the view of seducing; the other, . 
q | while retorting, expresses himself in the words of a Bayard or of an Armand Carrel. | 
; The American statesman whom I have just described to you in a rapid and incomplete
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1 manner; the upright functionary who contrasts so strongly with so many others, traitors : 
| and perjurers; the honest man, who prefers misery and death to ignominy, because the : 

| word duty flatters him more than the bright decorations of-4 grand marshal; the Mexican | 
who stood by the constitutional government at the time of the disloyal proceedings of Presi- | 
dent Comonfort; the genius who will allay—doubt it not—the fearful storm which has re- . 
cently swept over the horizon of the New World, is he, citizen senators, to whom it is pro- ae 
posed to youto do honor by the enactment of a decree to that effect. i 

, I cannot believe that there can be a single senator of Colombia who will not promptly : 
concur, with his vote, to the consecration of a similar act which will do more honor to us : 

| than to the immortal Juarez. I also speak in the same terms with reference to members of : 
: the house of representatives. oe | | . 
2 _, The calm conscience of the president of Mexico needs no such incentives, we are perfectly : 

“sure, to induce him to continue fearlessly in the path of duty which he has followed to the f 
present hour, and to the admiration of mankind. But the morality of the world must needs p 
‘stamp upon its records this consolatory truth: that nations moving collectively, tending ever E 
to the support of virtue, follow from afar—even though it be only with the eye—both the a | 

a great men and the most noted criminals. Approve, therefore, gentlemen, of the decree which : 
has been proposed to you by the two honorable senators from the sovereign state of Cauca, — E 

_ but approve it with the modifications which I have taken the liberty of indicating to you in z 
| a separate paper. | 7 oo Oo | E 

: | ALEJO MORALES. ; E 
BoGota, February 27, 1865. £ 

[Enclosure No. 2.—Translation. ] . 

GENERAL: After some conversation that his Imperial Highness the Archduke had with E 
you in London and at Brussels, the thought struck him that a personal interview with | | FE 
President Juarez might assist in smoothing the difficulties and in enlightening him on the |  &£€ 
views of the Archduke for the good of the country he is called to rule over. . |  -§ 

It has always been far from the thought of the Archduke to wish to let himself be imposed © E 
on the Mexicans by foreign force against their will. He has too much respect for the right : 
which he acknowledges in every independent nation freely to dispose of its fate, ever to con- q 
sent that any violence should be done to it as to the choice of its political institutions. Thus, ~ _ F 
the first condition attached by the prince to the agsceptance of the crown has been the assent Ek 
of the country; and if he is now ready to assume the reins of government, it is because the E 

: acts of adhesion, coming from the greatest part of the provinces of Mexico, authorize him to i 
believe that the nation, regarded generally, is favorable to a change in its political forms, F 
and to the establishment of a constitutional monarchy under the sceptre of his Imperial t 

ighness. | : 
If that monarchy is to be constituted, the Archduke is firmly resolved to base it on the con- | 

currence of all the force of the country, without distinction of party. He wishes to labor sin- | .  &£ 
cerely to found, in the supreme interest of the well-being of the common country, political i 
opinions which have too long divided a nation worthy of better destinies. A frankly-loyal , j 

| effort on the part of the principal politicians of the liberal party, and especially with him who : 
has been until now the legitimate head of the country, and whose political sentiments the : 
Archduke has never failed to appreciate, would aid definitively in bringing about this end. : 

If Mr. Juarez shares this opinion, you might, general, by opening to him the ideas which : 
; you have yourself heard from the prince, and by reassuring the president on other points E 

_which are more readily discussed in conversation, convey to him the hope that his Imperial : 
Highness would take care that it should be possible for him to go, in perfect security, to E 
some point of the territory conveniently situated, there to meet with the Archduke. F 

In case the president should wish to have this interview, which would, without doubt, lead 5 
to happy results for the country, you might, general, have the goodness to send notice to his 3 

_ Imperial Highness through the medium of M. Jacques Kuhncherieh, his treasurer, who is : 
always in attendance on the prince’s person, and is a perfectly safe man. | | 
Please accept, general, the assurances of my high consideration. | : 

| Oo | _ BARON DE PONT, : 
: ne | Counsellor of his Inpertal Royal Apostolrcal Majesty. | 
‘BRUSSELS, ‘Hotel Bellevue, 16th March, 1864. a oe . F 

. —— ‘Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. 

a | [ Translation. ] | | E 

Mexican LeGATION To THE UNITED STatTEs or AMERICA, oo | 
| Washington, October 24, 1865. E 

: Mr. Secretary: Referring to the notes which, under date 22d July last f 
and 21st of September following, 1 addressed to your department, remittng  &-
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copy of a decree of the Congress of Colombia, approved 2d May of this year, in | 
i which it is declared that the constitutional president of the Mexican republic 
1 ‘HAS. DESERVED WELL OF AMERICA, for the abnegation and unconquerable 
' perseverance with which he has defended the independence of his country,” I 

| have now the honor to enclose to you a copy of No. 114 of the official paper of | 
| the Mexican government of the 21st September last past, in which is published 

: the autegraph letter that the president of the republic of Colombia sent with 
: said decree to the constitutional president of the Mexican republic, the reply of 
1 this functionary, and the notes exchanged on the same subject between the ~ 
: ‘minister of foreign relations of both governments. _ 
: I gladly avail of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assur- 
3 ances of my most distinguished consideration. | i 

| | : M. ROMERO. | 
q Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, &c., §c., §c. oe, - | 

' | | [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] : 

~ From the official paper of Chihuahua No. 114, September 21, 1865. 

qa Manuel Murillo, president of the United States of Colombia, to his excellency Seror Benito 
4 - Juarez, president of the United Mexican States: L 

; GREAT AND Goop FRIEND: I have the honor to remit to you, in duly authenticated 
4 copy, the decree of the 2d May last, passed by the Congress of the United States of Colombia | 
4 in your honor. — a . ene — 
d In sending you this legislative act, testimonial of the respect and consideration with which L 
: your conduct has inspired the people and the government of Colombia, let me be allowed to : 
i express to you my own admiration of your virtues, and of the good example which you have : 
4 given. | | : 
3 You will see in this decree a pledge of the sympathies that this people has maintained for 
1. yours, and the fraternal interest with which it has watched every one of your efforts in favor 
7 of the dignity and autonomy of the United Mexican States. — | : 
4 Accept, sir, the sentiments of distinguished consideration and respect with which I am 
3 your good friend, | - a | 
1 : | | | M. MURILLO. 
3 The Secretary of the Interior and of Foreign Relations, | | 
q ANTONIO DEL REAL. - 

* Given at Bogota, June 15, 1865. 

i | | _ [Enclosure No. 2.—Reply. ] | | | : 

q Benito Juarez, president of the United Mexican States, to his excellency Sefior Manuel | 
4 Murillo, president of the United States of Colombia: oy 

‘ | GREAT AND GOOD FRIEND: With your letter of 15th June of this year you have pleased . | | 
a to send me a copy of the decree of 2d May last, passed by the Congress of the United States , 
3 of Colombia, making declarations of its kind sentiments in my ‘avor, and directing a portrait | | 
3 of me to be placed in the national library of that republic. _ | 
3 This honor which the Congress of Colombia has designed to do me I receive with so much | 
g . the more gratitude the more I think I do not merit it. I have done nothing but my duty, : 
i; which for the public functionary, as for the private citizen, is the most sacred in periods of ! 
3 disaster to the country.. . , ! 
: | Inspired by their kind feelings, the Congress of Colombia has deigned to regard my con- | 
: duct with kindness, and I ask you to please to manifest to. it the sincere expression of my : 
i respect and profound acknowledgments. In high degree I thank you also for your own : 
4 sentiments, in which you have assured me at the same time of the sympathy and fraternal | 
3 interest of the people and government of Colombia with the cause of the Mexican republic. } 
3 My gratitude will be a new motive to me ever to make the sincerest prayers for your welfare, : 
i and for the increasing prosperity of the people and government of the United States of 2 
: Colombia. : | | | 
i Deign to accept, sir, the very distinguished consideration and respect with which I am ! 
; your good friend, | 
: . Se oo | BENITO JUAREZ. 2 
i The minister of foreign relations, | 7 
f [L. S.J]. - —- §. LERDO DE TEJADA, 7 , 
: PASO DEL NORTE, September 9, 1865. | i” an |
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_-—- LEnelosure No. 3.—Translation. ] i 

i U.S. of COLOMBIA, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS, | 
. | Bogota, June 15, 1865. : 

The undersigned, secretary of the interior and foreign affairs of the United States of Co- : 
lombia, has the honor to transmit to your excellency an authenticated copy of the autograph : 
letter which the citizen president of this republic addresses, under this date, to the most ex- : 

| cellent Senor Benito Juarez, president of the United States of Mexico, transcribing to him q 
the decree issued by the national Congress on the 2d of May last, and in compliance with : 
which the portrait of the most excellent Sefior Juarez shall be preserved in the national | 
library as a homage to his virtues, and an example to growing generations of Colombia. q 

The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to present to your excellency the assu- E 
: ances of the very high consideration with which he has the honor to be your excellency’s , 
: —obedient servant, | E 

, : | ANTONIO DEL REAL. . 
| His Excellency the SECRETARY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS | | 

, Of the United States of Mexico, &c., &c., ec. , q 

| | [Enclosure No, 4.—Translation. ] i 
| MEXICAN REPUBLIC, DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND OF GOVERNMENT, : | 

: Paso del Norte, September 9, 1865. é 
The undersigned, minister for foreign affairs of the Mexican republic, has the honor to com- | : 

municate to his excellency Sefior Antonio del Real, the minister of the interior and foreign a 
affairs of the United States of Colombia, that he has received his note of the 15th of June of p 
this year, with which he was pleased to transmit to him a copy of the autograph letter, and ; 
the despatch which contained it, addressed by the most excellent sefior president of Co- : 
lombia to the citizen president of the Mexican republic, transmitting to him the decree of : 
the 2d of May last, which the Congress of Colombia passed in his honor. At the same time . 

|. the undersigned has the honor to transmit to his excellency Seftor del Real an authenti- B 
cated copy of the letter of reply, together with the despatch which contains it, addressed by : 
the citizen president of this republic to the most excellent sefior president of the United a 
States of Colombia. a f 

: The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to protest to his excellency the sefior E 
minister of foreign affairs of Colombia the assurance of his most distinguished consideration. e 

8 LERDO DE TEJADA. E 
His Excellency Sefior ANTONIO DEL REAL, E Minister of the Interior and of Foreign Affairs of the U. S. of Colombia, &c. 4 

| Mr. Hunter to Mr. Romero. | | 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, i 
Washington, January 24, 1866. | 

| : Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications of | 
September 21 and October 24 last, with their several accompaniments, all of | i 

- which have reference to the decree issued on the 2d of May, 1865, by the [ 
Congress of the United States of Colombia, in honor of Don Benito Juarez, the : 
president of the republic of Mexico. | ' 

You will be pleased to accept my thanks for the information thus kindly com- — ; 
- municated by you to this government, and to receive the assurances of my-very | 

_ distinguished consideration. | I 
|  W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary. E 

Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., §c., | | ; 
| Washington, D. C. | | [ 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. I 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| Washington, October 17, 1864. ' 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you a small box to the address of the | 
“Citizen Benito Juarez, President of the United States of Mexico,” and also a |
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i copy of the despatch from Mr. Kirk, the United States minister to the Argentine | 

; Republic, under date of the 14th April, 1863, with the correspondence accompa- 7 

: , nying the same, received at this department some time since. | 

This box is said to contain a medal for the late Mexican General Zaragoza, — 

_ presented to him by the citizens of Montevideo, | | og 

The delay in its delivery to you has been occasioned by the fact of your : 

3 temporary absence in Mexico, and the forgetfulness of the clerk then in charge 

: of the South American bureau to call the attention of his successor to the fact 

; of its receipt, and which I trust you will consider an apology for this apparent 

: but really unintentional oversight. — a | 

; I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my most = 

‘ . distinguished consideration. © = 7 

| ee COL he -- WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
' | Sefior Matias Romero, &e., Sc., &c., a | 

3 _ Washington, D. C. | | | 

| a [Enclosure No. 1.] : ee | | 

j a | “Mr. Kirk to Mr. Seward. : . oo , | 

No.20]) 000 LEGATION OF THE UNrrep SraTes, | 
j oo : ; > Buenos Ayres, April 14, 1863. . | 

’ si: This box contains a medal of some value from the citizens of Montevideo, to the ad- 

3 dress of the president of Mexico. The consul of the ‘‘ Oriental republic’ called to see me, | 

a and requested me to send it to the United States minister in Mexico. I suggested the pro- 

a priety of sending it to Washington, to be given in charge of the Mexican minister; and 

j agreeably to that suggestion you will confer a special favor by sending it to the minister, — | 

a and by acknowledging the receipt of the same. / : 

a I have the honor to be your obedient servant, : 
4 a | | | ROBERT C. KIRK. 
7 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | - 
] | Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. | 

[ Enclosure No. 2.—Translation.—Private. ] 

oe a | | ---- Your House, April 13, 1863. : 

; SIR OF MY DISTINGUISHED ESTEEM: Having transmitted to the knowledge of the inter- | 

3 ested the answer that you had the goodness to give to the request that was made by my | 

q conduct, of encharging you to give sure direction to a medal dedicated by the people of 

i. Montevideo to the (now deceased) Mexican General Zaragoza, that precious object has just 

3 been sent to me to be placed in your hands with the indicated purpose. _ my 

3 In virtue of this, I have the honor to remit you asmall package wrapped with cloth, waxed, | 

j sealed with the séal of the Oriental republic, and addressed to the citizen Benito Juarez, 

‘ president of the United States of Mexico, in which the medal is found. — | 

a It is very grateful to me to be obliged for the participation that you have taken in this a 

: business; and on making it in the name of the people of Montevideo, and very particularly | 

3 in my own, I am happy that an occasion presents itself to be able to prove the sentimentsof . 

; the sincere respect and high esteem with which I have the honor to subscribe myself your | 

3 very humble servant, who kisses your hands, OR | | 

1 | MARIANO DE ESPINA, 2 
| Oriental Consul General. | 

| RoBertT C. Kirk, Esq., &c., &e., &e. | | | | 

| | P. §.—I have to beg you will please acknowledge receipt of all, so that I may be able to | 

3 satisfy the interested parties. Oo | 

3 | : 

‘ oo : / _ [Enclosure No. 3.] -_ | | 

i | ee LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ ) 
i —— : | : Buenos Ayres, April 14, 1863. | 

4 Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a small package containing a iesti- | 

' monial of friendship from the good people of Montevideo to the address of his excellency the | 

3 president of Mexico, with the request to transmit the same to its destination. a |
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| It will gives me much pleasure to comply with the request. You can inform the donors | 
| that I shall have an opportunity this week to send it by my friend, Mr. C. F. Perry, to the E 

Hon. William H. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States, with the request to send it : 
to his excellency the Mexican minister, at Washington. | | a 

: I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, | : 
: 7 | | a ROBERT C. KIRK. § 

MARIANO DE ESPINA, Esq., | q 
Oriental Consul General, &c., &c., &c. oe FE 

| ae Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. = i 

| | [Translation.] _ | : | : 

: Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, | 
: , Washington, October 18, 1864. f 

: Mr. Secretary: I have had the honor to receive your note of yesterday, i 
: with accompanying documents, and a small box covered with linen and sealed =f 
1 with the seal of the “Oriental republic of Uruguay,” and directed to “ Citizen | | 
: Benito Juarez, President of the United States of Mexico,” in which isa medal - ~— & 
3 that several citizens of Montevideo wish to present to the late General Zaragoza, | 
: of the Mexican army. ‘This box was sent to your department by the United ; 
| States minister at Buenos Ayres, to be sent to its address by my legation. | | 
: I will send a copy of your note, together with the box and accompanying 7 i 
! documents, to the Mexican government by the first safe opportunity. Mean-- i 
: time I ask you to accept my grateful thanks for your kindness in conveying : 
| this precious present from the people of a sister republic to a distinguished Mex- 4 
| ican, who died defending the independence of his country. | ae | 

_ With exceeding pleasure I embrace this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. i 
Secretary, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. f 

: . | | 7 M. ROMERO. | 
Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &. 7 e 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. F 

[Translation.] | — | | 

MEXxIcAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
| Washington, November 30, 1864. : 

Mr. Secretary: Not having had a channel in every respect safe to trans- — k 
mit to the city of Chihuahua, the present seat of the supréme government of 4 
the Mexican republic, the box which you were pleased to send to me, with your / 4 
note of the 17th of October last past, which contained a medal which the citi- I 

; zens of Montevideo intendéd to present to General Zaragoza, of the Mexican | 
army, and which, after the death of that general, they determined to send to | 
the president of Mexico, | made up my mind to send it to Madame Dona | | 
Margarita Maza de Juarez, the wife of the president of the republic, and who i 

| now resides in the city of New York, that she might preserve it as a family i 
relic, or send it to her husband by a safe channel, as she might think most L 

| proper. Mrs. Jaurez has informed me that she has decided to accept the second E 
alternative, | : a | : E 

/ Deeming it proper to inform the Oriental consul general in Buenos Ayres of i 
these facts, so that through him the citizens of Montevideo, who contributed to : 

‘the medal contained in the box referred to, may be made aware of its present  * 
whereabouts, I have written to the said consul the communication which I en- [ 

| close herewith, opened, requesting you to do me the favor to transmit it to its | | 
destination, through Mr. Robert C. Kirk, minister resident of the United States f 
to the Argentine Republic, through whom the said box was sent to me. i
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4 Anticipating my acknowledgments for the forwarding of the enclosed commu- : 
: nication, I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the 

assurances of my most distinguished consideration. | f 
. | _ M. ROMERO. : 

4 Hon. Wittiam H. SEwarp, &c., 8c¢., &. oe : 

| 7 [ Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] : 

: MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
4 , . ” ; Washington, November 17, 1864. 
4 I have the honor of transmitting to your excellency a package covered with canvas, with 
; the seal of the Oriental republic in wax upon it, and directed, ‘‘To Citizen Benito Juarez, 
; President of the United States of Mexico.” This package was sent to me by the Hon. William 
3 H. Seward, Secretary of State of the government of the United States, with a communication 
: apologizing for nct having delivered it to me before, because of the negligence of some clerk 
3 in his department. It seems from that communication, of which I enclose a copy, that the 

package contains a medal of value, awarded by the people of Montevideo to General Don 
4 Ygnacio Zaragoza; and on learning the fate of that illustrious Mexican, it was determined 
q to send it to the President of our republic, as was done through the Hon. Mr. Kirk, United | 
7 States minister at Buenos Ayres, who sent it to the Secretary of State. As I have no safe 
; means of conveyance for such a treasure, valuable in many respects, to Chihuahua, I beg | 
; you to receive it, to be sent to the President by the first opportunity, or to be kept for your | 
z ' husband when you meet again, whichever you think best. © | | 
; I also request you to send me any papers the package may contain for the government, 
; that I may forward them to the proper address. a | | 

I take this occasion to express my particular consideration and distinguished esteem. 
] M. ROMERO. | 

Lady MARGARITA MAZA DE JUAREZ, New York. 

; sL Enclosure No, 2,—Translation. ] 

4 : | | NEW YORK, November 28, 1864. : 

3 I have received your kind communication of the 17th instant, with a package sealed and 
: addressed tomy husband, by the republic of Buenos Ayres, through the Hon. W. Seward. : 
i I will try to send it to my husband by the first safe opportunity that offers. 
; Independence and the republic! oO 
q | | MARGARITA MAZA DE JUAREZ. 
: C. Matias RoMERO, a : 
4 oe Minister Plenipotentiary of the Mexican Republic, Washington, D. C. 

4 ; | [Enclosure No. 3.—Translation. ] i 

. MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
3 . . | Washington, November 30, 1864. : 

3 I have the honor of transmitting to you the copy of a note addressed to me on the 19th of — 
4 October last by the Hon. William H. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States, with 
i a box to citizen Benito Juarez, constitutional President of the United Mexican States, con- | 
3 taining a medal awarded to General Zaragoza, of the Mexican army, by certain citizens of | 
a Montevideo. In this note you will find an explanation of the long delay, on the part of the : 
4 Department of the United States, in the delivery of the box. | | 

The present condition of Mexico, caused by the war now sustained by the republic against : 
q the French invasion, and the distance of the present site of the national government, pre- ! 
7 vent frequent and safe communication. For this reason, and not wishing to run the risk of | 
q having such a valuable present lost, I have determined to send it to Mrs. Margarita Maza de | 
; Juarez, wife of the citizen President of that republic, now in New York. I did this on the ! 
; 17th instant, as you will see from an accompanying copy of my letter to that lady. Ialso : 
i enclose you a copy of her answer, in which you will see what disposition she intends to make | 
3 of it; and thus ends my connexion with the affair. ae . | 
3 I beg you to make known these facts to the citizens of Montevideo who subscribed for the | 
q medal, and assure them that the people of Mexico will never forget that proof of sympathy 2 
‘ and consideration given by a kindred nation in the time of our greatest adversity. ) 
' With pleasure I accept this occasion of offering you, Mr. Consul, the assurances of my dis- | 
4 tinguished consideration. | | ! 
Z | | M. ROMERO. | 
i Sefior DoN MARIANO ESPINOZA, > | : 
3 Consul General, Buenos Ayres. | | | )
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Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. ' 

| DeparTMENT oF STATE, | i 
| —_ | Washington, December 2, 1864. | 

Sir: Ihave had the honor to receive your note of the 30th ultimo, in refer- A 
ence to the box containing a medal intended as a present to the late General : 

| Zaragoza, of the Mexican army, from the citizens of Montevideo, and advising a 

me of the disposition you have made of said box since it came into your pos- 1 

7 session, in October last. | | | i 

7 The letter which accompanied your note, addressed to the consul general of q 
| the Oriental republic of Montevideo, Don Mariano de Espinosa, will, as you : 
| request, be transmitted to its destination, through the minister of the United i 

|. States accredited to the Argentine Republic, with instructions to deliver it to that _ i 

; gentleman. | a : | f 
, avail myself of the occasion to renew the assurances of my very distinguished _ : 
: consideration. oo , | I 

: | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. i 

: Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., &c., ; 

: | | | Washington, D. C. H 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Kirk. | i 

: | | [ Extract. ] | ; 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | , | Washington, December 5, 1864. | i 

! - §Srr: Your despatches, Nos. 72, 73, and 74, dated, respectively, August 20, : 
21, and 22, were received on the 9th ultimo. : i 

| % *  *® a * * a * : 

: ~The enclosed communication is from Sefior Romero, the minister of Mexico, | 

! who requests that you will be pleased to hand it to Sefior Don Mariano Espinosa, i 
at Montevideo, and has reference to the medal presented by citizens of that place i 
to General Zaragoza, of the Mexican army. | ; 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : i 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. F 
Rosert C. Kirk, Esq., &c., &c., &c., | | i 

Argentine Republic. - 

(For enclosures see Mr. Romero’s note of 30th November.) | ; 

oe Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. . | f 

| | [ Translation. ] | 7 | 

| _ Mexican LEGATION IN THE UnireD STATES OF AMERICA, | 
| | New York, August 21, 1865. | 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to remit you, for the information of the ; 
government of the United States, a copy of a communication addressed to me, ; 
the 22d of July last, by Mr. E. Coremaux, president of the Netherduitsche : 
League, in Antwerp, enclosing an address of the said association, directed to the k 
constitutional president of the Mexican republic, expressing, in the name of the 
Belgian people, the sympathy of that nation for the cause of liberty and inde- iL 
pendence in Mexico, and the regret at the conduct of King Leopold, for family — L 
reasons, in aiding the Emperor of the French in his endeavors to subjugate : 
that republic. :
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j I also enclose a copy of the above-mentioned address, together with my reply. | 
1 to Mr. Coremaux, of the 9th instant. | | | 
’ Iam gratified for this opportunity of repeating to you, Mr. Secretary, the : 
‘ _ assurances of my most distinguished consideration. : 
{ | | Pe hye M. ROMERO. 
j Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, $c., &c., &e. - | | : 

7 [Enclosure No. 1.] 

3 ANTWERP, July 22, 1865. 
q Sir: Enclosed we beg to hand you an address to the president of the republic, the honor- | 7 able B. Juarez, voted to him by one of the most influential political associations of this 
4 country. . 
3 _ Being aware how difficult it is, under the present circumstances, to transmit an address to 
7, the legal government of Mexico, we should feel happy if, by your kind intercession, our letter q should come to the hands of your president. —— . | 
3 We are, sir, your obedient servants, - . 

| E. COREMAUX, President. 
4 | _— WM. HAGENAER, Secretary. | j Honorable MatT1as Romero; - Ce! | | | 
‘ Ambassador of the Mexican Republic at Washington. 7 | 
4 

4 [Enclosure No. 2.] | , | 

: OO ANTWERP, July 14, 1865. 
q The Netherlands League, a Flemish democratic association, counting its members by thou- | 
a; sands, at its last general meeting, the 26th of May last, almost unanimously decided to ad- | 
: dress you, as the only legal representative of the Mexican nation, to congratulate you on : 
3 _ your persevering resistance against a foreign usurper who is trying to rob the Mexicans of : 3 their liberty and independence; and at the same time this association protests against the im- : 
3 _ pudent assent of the Belgian government to the recruiting of troops for the service of a foreign 
a usurper, thus intervening in the domestic affairs of Mexico, in violation of all international oe 
j law and of the laws of Mexico. pe : 3 This address was about to be written, when a painful piece of news was received, causing 
3 anxiety, mourning, and unspeakable anguish in hundreds .of families. It was, that your 

forces, Mexican soldiers, fighting for their independence, had gained a bloody victory over 
3 those that are endeavoring, by force of arms, to make an Emperor for Mexico out of an Aus- 
: trian archduke. Those who perished so horribly in Tacambaro were mostly our countrymen. 
3 This association joined in the general mourning, and would probably have postponed acting 
; upon the resolution but for the conduct of the Belgian government, which is contrary to the 
‘ national will. We urgently desire that an energetic protest by us may convince you and the 
3 “Mexican people that the people of Belgium take no part in these unjust proceedings, and are | : 
i therefore free from all responsibility. - ; | 
7 ._You know, Mr. President, that sixteen hundred Belgian young men left their country for | 
i Mexico. The way in which the Belgian government favored this expedition is no secret to 2 4 you or toany one. The recruiting agents made believe everywhere that our young men 2 
; were going solely to serve as a guard to the so-called empress of Mexico, daughter to the | 
j _ King of Belgium; and these men, thus deceived, continued to enlist, without reflecting that ! 
] they were going to uphold principles of tyranny and oppression. But the whole Belgian | 
5 nation, excepting a few interested individuals, condemns the proceedings in this affair. "The | 
7 people of Belgium are lovers of liberty, as zealous as any others, and the independence they | 
3 . want for themselves they desire for other nations. Belgians understand and admire the heroic : 
3 resistance made by the Mexicans to the usurper, and they do not doubt but the country will. , 
; finally be freed from foreign rule. Such also are the wishes of this association; for you know, ! 
4 Mr. President, that the few bewildered sons of this country among the Hapsburg forces is no. | 
i reason, and never will be, for free Belgians to give up their sympathy for the good cause of | 
5 _ which you are the worthy representative. However much our government, entirely influ- | 
: enced by France, may do, it will never persuade the people to favor the cause of a foreign | | 
7 usurper. The Belgian nation heard with sorrow the news of Tacambaro, and felt the greatest | 
i indignation and anger, not at Mexicans fighting for their independence, but against the really | i guilty who induced the enlistment of our youth, through deception. Letthem bear the blame, — 
im and may the justice they deserve be meted out to them. This address of a democratic asso- 
i ciation, made to you in the name of thousands of free Belgians, is a proof that our people
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take no part in the preference of their government for the cause of a foreign usurper. Bel- 
gians will always follow the example of their ancestors, who ever devotedly loved liberty : 

and hated foreign dominion. BR I da E 

In the name of the association, the Netherland League. _ : | 
E. COREMAUX, President. : 

: WM. HAGENAER, i 

| J. LECLERC, E 
. | , Secretaries. : 

2 Sefior JUAREZ, | oO . , 7 : 
President of the Mexican Republic. e 

True translation from the original. : | E 
: JOS. REFSELS, Sworn Interpreter. . 

: ae NEw YORK, Augusé 21, 1865. E 
| A true copy: - | | E 

- : | IGN’O MARISCAL, Secretary. B 

' [Enclosure No. 3.} ~ a E 

' MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, EB 
| . . : New York, August 9, 1865. : 

| Sm: I had the honor of receiving to-day, in this city, the communication you were pleased _ : 
to direct to me in Washington, dated the 22d of July last, enclosing an address of the Nether- : 
lands League, a political association of Belgium, of which you are the worthy president, di- , 

i rected to Sefior Don Benito Juarez, constitutional president of the Mexican republic, request- i 
fo. ing me to forward it to its destination. oo : 

I have the honor of informing you, in answer, that the document will be sent to-morrow by . 
t safe channel to the city of Chihuahua, the present seat of the government of Mexico, and as og 

soon as the acknowledgment of its reception reaches me I will transmit it to the association B 
over which you presides _ B 

Permit me to say that this spontaneous demonstration of a body that represents the true iF 
_ popular spirit in Belgium, as yours, cannot fail to be received in the most cordial manner by | ; 

the government and people of Mexico, and will contribute greatly to maintain the amicable E 

y disposition of the government and people of Mexico towards the enlightened inhabitants of a 
Belgium in spite of all that King Leopold has done to destroy the friendly feelings and change of 
them into sentiments of open hostility. o£ 

I take this occasion to offer you the assurances of my distinguished consideration. E 
7 | oo M. ROMERO. E 

Mr. E. COREMAUX, | an | 
President of the Netherlands League, at Antwerp, in Belgium. F 

{Enclosure No. 4.] : / 4 

Belgian sympathy for the Mexican republican cause. . : f 

_ An Antwerp paper of June 14 ( Escaut ) contains the proceedings of the Netherlands League : 
(Het Nederduttsche Bond) at their recent meeting. The following we translate from the i 
speech of Mynheer Vleeschouwer: | | : i 

, What have we in common with Mexico? Much, gentlemen. Not long ago Mexico was © —  - 
still a free and independent state, with,her own government and laws. We Belgians, a peo- — ; 
ple equally independent and free, formed a treaty of friendship and commerce with Mexico. , 
The Mexicans were then our allies, were-our friends. But the Emperor of France cannot tol- c 
erate liberty or independence anywhere. Even beyond the ocean he endeavors to murder : 
liberty. He sent an army to subjugate the free Mexican people. By force he has imposed E 
an emperor, and the Mexicans are now bending under the yoke of a foreign tyranny. | . 

_ And we, the sons of free Belgium, what shall we do while we contemplate the oppression i 
| of our allies and friends? Shall we raise the voice, protesting against the shameful violation f 

of the law of nations? No, no; we do not. We are forbidden to doit because we are aneu- : 
| tral nation. Our neutrality is guaranteed to us by treaties. We must be faithful to our neu- | L 
| trality, that we may be respected by other nations. This is the reason why we have not pro- . : 

tested. This is the reason why we could not protest. But we have done something else. We : 
have not done it ourselves: our government has done it by abusing our name. “~ * * o£ 

Belgium must make war on Mexico because our princess is married to the tyrant of Mexico. — - 
Frankly, what may such a policy lead us to? If the crowned heads should agree some day ; 
(the crowned heads are capable of everything) to make a kingdom in Switzerland, and wished | o£ 
to place our Count of Flanders on the new throne, should we not be obliged also to send an I 
army to secure the submission of the Swiss to the Count of Flanders?) And when the little dE 
princesses have grown up, the daughters of the Count of Flanders, and it is desired to convert 1 
them into queens and empresses of the regions now ultramarine republics, would it be neces- i
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j sary for us also, at the command of a foreign prince, to go and place them by force on their 3 new thrones? Naturally, we could not act otherwise. There is a precedent which may al- | 3 ways be appealed to against us. We have sent troops to Mexico to protect the daughter of F 4 Leopold I. Then you cannot appeal to your neutrality to refuse to send troops to protect the | 4 daughter of Leopold II. And you wonder, oh ye sublime statesmen, that the people murmur | 3 and feel no confidence in the future. Why do you not wonder more that the nation has had : 3 so much patience, and has not derogated all by means of the elections? Because everything — ; 3 in the state has become a lie. The representatives of the people no longer represent the peo- : 4 ple. They are only humble servants of a government composed of foreigners. : 3 After other remarks in the same style, the speaker moved an address to President Juarez, : q7 which was adopted, expressing the strongest sympathy with the Mexican patriot cause, deep : q regret that the Belgian troops have been employed to oppose it and declaring that they were t 3 enlisted under false pretences only as a guard for the princess, now called empress. 4 The Mexican Club have passed a vote of thanks to the Netherlands “ bond,”’ and addressed q to them a very well-written letter, in which they say: ‘‘'The Mexican people have always ; 3 believed they had an ally and brother in the enlightened Belgian people, and they have been q painfully surprised at seeing the Belgian flag united with the flags of France and Austria in _ p _ an enterprise to destroy the republic, to erect upon its ruins a throne as abominable as that 4 _ which in past time oppressed Mexico and Belgium; but they understand that the Belgian 4 people are strangers to that crime; they know that it has been born of the weakness of a gov- 4 3 ernment which humbles itself before the tyrant of France.” ' | 

' Mr, Seward to Mr. Romero. | 
3 . noe a- . _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
; | _ Washington, November 7, 1865. 
i Sr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 21st 
q of August, 1865, transmitting to me, for the information of the United States, | 
’ a copy of a communication addressed to you on the 22d of J uly last by Mr. 
7 Coremaux, president of the Netherlands League, in Antwerp, enclosing an ad- / 
4 dress of the said association, directed to the constitutional president of the 
; _ Mexican republic, expressing, in the name of the Belgian people, the sympathy : 
’ of that nation for the cause of the liberty and the independence of Mexico, and 
: their regret at the conduct of King Leopold, who, for family reasons, is aiding 
' the Emperor of the French in his efforts to subjugate that republic. You are 

also pleased to transmit to me a copy of the address of the Netherlands League 
: to President Juarez, dated July 14, 1865, and of your reply to Mr. Coremaux, 
' dated New York, August 9, 1865, acknowledging the same. 
; Thanking you for your. courtesy, in communicating this interesting corre- | 
; spondence to the government of the United States, I avail myself of this oppor- ! 
3 - tunity to assure you of my very distinguished consideration. 2 es -" WILLEAM H. SEWARD. | 
‘ Sefior Marias Romero, §c., §v., &, : | 
i : Washington, D.C. — : 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 
; | [Translation.] © | 
: 7 Mexican LeGATION In THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
‘ Se Washington, November 1, 1865. | 
; Mr. SecRETARY: On the 21st of August last I sent a note to your depart- | 
i ment, with the address made by the “Nederduitsche Bond,” a democratic 
i society of Antwerp, the 14th of July last, to the constitutional President of the } 
; Mexican republic, expressing the sympathy of the Belgian people for the cause 
; of liberty and. independence in Mexico, and their regret to see King Leopold, 
‘ through personal and family motives, assisting the Emperor of the French in | | 
: his efforts to conquer that republic. I now have the honor of transmitting to
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: you No. 115 of the official paper of the Mexican government, dated 28th Sep- _ } 
: tember following, containing the reply to that address of Mr. Lerdo de Tejada,  - 
: minister of foreign relations, on the 23d of the same month, in the name of the : 

President, showing how the Mexicans regard the unjustifiable conduct of the : 
King of the Belgians. | , | : 

Before concluding this note, I think it convenient to transmit you, for the inform- E 
: ation of the government of the United States, the English copy of a note which 
| I addressed tomy government, the 14th of November, 1864, in regard to the policy 4 
| of the Belgian government towards Mexico, and of the answer of the minister of : 
: foreign affairs of the 27th of January last; which documents were published in : 
| the official paper of the Mexican government, about the end of January last, : 

and re-published in English by the New York papers. ; 
I am pleased with this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of ; 

my most distinguished consideration. | —_ ’ 
| | | M. ROMERO. | : 

Hon. Winuiam H. Seward, §c., §c., Sc. | | wo : 

[Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] | | : 

From the official paper of Chihuahua No. 115, September 28, 1865. | : 

| MExIcAN REPUBLIC, DEP’T OF FOREIGN RELATIONS AND GOVERNMENT, 
Paso del Norte, September 23, 1865. 3 

Sm: The citizen President of the republic received your letter of the 14th June of this : 
year, addressed to him in the name of the Nederduitsche Bond, of which you are the worthy 4 
president, by a resolution in general meeting, and forwarded by the minister of Mexico in E 
Washington. : | : 

| The President has seen from your letter that an important political and popular association 
' of Belgium, such as the Nederduitsche Bond, counting many thousand members, has consid- . E 
ered and recognized it just to protest, in the name of the free Belgians, against the conduct F 
and acts of its government in recruiting troops to support the wicked and passing preten-  &- 
sions of a foreign usurpation and despotism in Mexico. | E 

You regret rightly that deceived Belgians should come to shed their own blood and that of £ 
Mexicans only for the interest of a stranger or a stranger’s wife; and this consideration is E 
more serious when we reflect that a Hapsburg and Orleans blot out the remembrance of their ; 
humiliation and family ruin, and offer themselves as servile instruments to another foreign 4 
power, for the reward of an empty title and a little money.  &£ 

Free Belgians should only shed their blood for Belgium; they must not spill it, like slaves, : 
to foster the family interests of a master; nor can they sell it, like mercenaries, for a handtul : 
of gold, without a patriotic sentiment. You regret rightly that a few deluded Belgians : 
should come to shed their blood for a stranger, or the wife of a stranger, who are themselves *&§ 
the submissive slaves of another foreign power. i 

The Belgian government violated the vaunted neutrality of Belgium, and contemned the og 
laws prohibiting its citizens from enlisting in a foreign service, when it acted tor the personal E 
interest of the King’s daughter, who ceased to be a Belgian as soon as she became a stran- . | 
ger’s wife, and thought to act with impunity when it became the accomplice of a strong na- B 
tion in the perpetration of a crime against a weaker one. : 

The duties of the Belgian government towards Mexico, against whom she has never had, , i 
or pretended to have, the slightest cause of complaint; the principle of the law of nations i 
requiring every nation to respect the independence and sovereignty of every other; and the i. 
eternal maxims of morality, condemning a causeless war, in which the principal and his ac- e 
complices are responsible for all the deaths and destruction, murders and robberies—were alt E 
disregarded by the Belgian government when it thought to take advantage freely of the mis- 3 
fortunes of a feeble nation, and had a private famiiy interest in partaking of the fruit of ; 

: crime. | OS L 

But it is commendable in Belgium, as well as honorable for the progress of civilization i 
| and liberty, that compunctions of conscience have raised the voices of many of her free citi- F 
| zens, causing them to rebel and protest against that iniquitous conduct. E 
| ‘ The Mexican republic is pleased with this protest, even amid her misfortunes and the : 
| struggles she is sustaining, and will sustain to the end; and the citizen President charges : 
! me to request you to express to the Nederduitsche Bond his great appreciation of its just and F 
| worthy sentiments. | | E 
| Accept, sir, the assurance of my respectful consideration. . 7 [ 

S. LERDO DE TEJADA. i 
Mr. E. COREMAUX, | 

President of the Nederduitsche Bond of Antwerp. . i
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4 [Enclosure No. 2.] | | 

4 No. 290.) : MEXICAN LEGATION, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
; | oo : — Washington, November 14, 1864. 
4 . The enlistment in Belgium of a legion for the support of Maximilian and his wife in Mex- | 
4 , ico has encountered opposition among the people and even in the legislature of that country. 

There having been published many advertisements in which recruits were called for to be 
1 enlisted under the direction of a retired lieutenant general, and other officers of the Belgian | 
3 army, the ministers were questioned in the House of Representatives with reference to the : 
3 _ participation of the government in such an enterprise, and several of the ministers, among : 

them the minister of war, denied that the administration aided directly or indirectly in the 7 | project; but they confessed, however, that they had permitted Belgian subjects to enter upon 
i this expedition without losing for this reason their nationality. _ «| 
4 It is worthy of attention that notwithstanding this explicit confession, and the fact, which 

q is well known, that the volunteers were rendezvousing in the city of Audirnad, in an edifice 
. which was in part a public building, as also that in the advertisements it was stated that the J 

4 government permitted officers of the army to enlist, granting them for this purpose two years’ 
leave of absence, in order to return to the country and still hold their positions if it did not | 

j suit them to remain in Mexico—it is worthy of attention, I repeat, that notwithstanding all | 
i this, the House of Deputies was apparently satisfied with the declarations of the ministers, 

_ and, taking note of the same, without further examination of the matter, passed to the order 
9 of the day, although not without several deputies manifesting their reprobation of all con- ! 
4 nected with the projected Belgian legion for Mexico. . | 

| A little before there had been in Brussels a meeting of the citizens, which condemned in | 
q energetic terms the enlistments alluded to, calling the attention of the Chambers to the same, 
/ and publishing in placards the resolutions they adopted with reference to the matter. . 
3 | There have also been published two important pamphlets, which I have seen—the one | 
| entitled ‘‘The Belgian Expedition to Mexico—Appeal to the Chambers ;” and the other, 
: | ‘‘ General Chapellé—the Belgian Expedition to Mexico, and article 92 of the final code.” 
4 Both are very well written, and are by distinguished members of the bar in Brussels. __ 
: In the first—after an impartial historical résumé of Mexico since the convention of London 
: of October 31, 1861—it is demonstrated that the Belgian government, in its conduct with 
: respect to the said expedition, has given offence to our country, and violated the neutrality | 
: : which Belgium is always bound to observe with respect to all nations, in conformity with — 
: its political constitution. ee , a | . 
: By such conduct, says Mr. Demeur, Belgium has lost the right to invoke in the future that 
{ neutrality which is its principal protection, and has not only incurred the enmity of a feeble 
; _ republic, such as Mexico will be for some time, but also that of the United States, which 
: latter fact may have consequences the most ruinous. 2 
7 __ The second pamphlet, written by Mr. Van Don Kerkoor, is a powerful demonstration by 

; legal argument that the enlistments for Mexico, without previous and express authorization 
; of the Belgian government, constitute @ grave crime, that the penal code of that country 
; punishes with death. It concludes with a vehement appeal to the attorney general, to whom 

the pamphlet is addressed, to indict and bring to trial the Lieutenant General Chapellé and ' 
4 his accomplices. 7 oo Ol 

As soon as I have a secure opportunity, which I expect will be very soon,.I will remit to 
3 the department both pamphlets. . : | : | 
] I renew to you the assurances of my distinguished consideration. : 
4 | - M. ROMERO. : 
4 The CITIZEN MINISTER OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, Chihuahua. - 

4 | [Enclosure No. 3.] _ | 

q No. 36.] DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND OF GOVERNMENT, | 
3 - co National Palace, Chihuahua, January 27, 1865. ! 

i . By your note No. 290 of the 14th of November last, the President has been informed of : 
4 what you communicate with reference to the enlistments that have been taking place. in : 
: Belgium for the purpose of forming a legion for the support in Mexico of the Archduke Max- | 
i imilian and his wife, the daughter of King Leopold of Belgium. . 
( There may be added to the observations you make with reference to this affair the fact ) 
3 that that government has never alleged, nor has it pretended, to have the slightest motive of ! 

tm complaint against the Mexican republic. Notwithstanding this, King Leopold has sought | 
: to take advantage of the misfortunes of a nation that has never done him an injury, and for | 
4 the private interest of favoring his daughter, he has sought to give her the support of mer- | 
| | cenary soldiers, whose purpose is to aid in overpowering the Mexicans and to shed sti:l more | 

the blood of a people who defend their independence and their liberty. : | . |
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It is not strange, therefore, that King Keopold, from solely a private family interest, has i 
3 been willing also to set aside the precepts of the constitution and the interests and the opin- an | 
' ions of the people whom he governs... 66 i 

I assure you of my most attentive consideration. oe yf 
} _ -LERDO DE TEJADA. 4 

4 The Citizen Mattas RomMERO, | | 7 i 
7 Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary | : 
: _ of the Mexican Republic in Washington. ' 

| — Mr. Hunter to Mr. Romero. — a i 

mo | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 4 
| , | Washington, January 25, 1866. i 

Sik: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication ; 
_ of the 1st November ultimo, with its three enclosures, consisting of the letters i 

of Sefior Lerdo de Tejada, the minister for foreign affairs of Mexico, to Mr: : 
7 Coremaux, president of the “ Nederduitsche Bond,” of Antwerp, dated Septem- : 
i ber 23d last, expressive of the appreciation of the Mexican government and | 

people for the kind sympathies extended to them by that association in their | 
| letter to President Juarez, of the 14th of July last; also, of copies of your | 

correspondence with Sefior Lerdo de Tejada, in regard to the policy of the Bel- | 
| gian government towards Mexico, dated November 14, 1864, and January 27, : 

1865. oe | q 
Thanking you for your attention in communicating these papers to this gov- 7 t 

ernment, I have the honor to tender to you, sir, the assurance of my highest | 
consideration. a oo, : | ' 

: | . |  W. HUNTER, : i 
| | | Acting Secretary. | : 

| Sefior Matras Romero, c., &c., &c., oo | i 
| Be Washington, D. C. i 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | | | 

[ Translation. ] | : 

MEXIcAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
. | Washington, October 20, 18685. i 

Mr. Secrerary: As a proof of the feelings of the Belgian people in regard | 
to the question now debating on Mexican soil, I have the honor of transmitting 
to you, for the information of the government of the United States, a copy of a | 

communication I received from the Liberal Union of the Civic Guard of Liege, | 
dated the 11th of August last, together with a copy of the resolutions passed 
the day before by that association, protesting against the proposal of Lieutenant 
General Pletincks, commander of the Civic Guard of Brussels, to erect a monu- 
ment to the memory of the Belgians who fell in action at Tacambaro, in the 

| Mexican republic, on the 11th of April, 1865, “ because they lost their lives in 
a cruse opposed to liberty, and in contradiction to the efforts the Belgians made : 
in 1830 to gain their independence.” oO 

I also enclose a copy of those resolutions, =» | 
I accept this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurance of 

| my very distinguished consideration. | ; 
| | M. ROMERO. | 

| Hon. Wiuiiam H. Sewarp, c., &c., Sc. | ji
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: . [ Enclosure No. 1] | | 

LIBERAL UNION OF THE Civic GuarD or LIEGE, : 
2 Liege, August 11, 1865. | 

q Sm: We have the honor of transmitting to you, by anotlier source, a copy of the deliber- p 
1 ations of our association on the tenth of this month, and we respectfully request you to have ! 
4 them sent to the government of the Mexican republic. | - : 
: Accept our distinguished regards. | : 
; The President, L. J. J. LEFEVRE. , 
3 - The Secretary, G. CLERMONT. : 

. The Secretary, G. CLERMONT. | | 
4 Mr. MaT1aAs RoMERO, , 
4, Minister of the Mexican Republic in Washington. 

[Enclosure No. 2.] | | | 

: LIBERAL UNION OF THE Civic GUARD OF LIEGE. 2 
q * The Liberal Union of the Civic Guard in general assembly convened, on the 10th of 
4 August, 1865, adopted the following resolutions : | 
3 Whereas Lieutenant General Pletincks, commander of the Civic Guard of Brussels, in a 

letter of the Ist of August, asked the concurrence of the civil militia in the erection of a mon- 
4 ument destined to preserve the memory of the Belgians killed at Tacambaro ; and : 
: Whereas, although our fellow-citizens displayed incontestible courage and bravery, it is 
4 not less true that the cause for which they gave their lives is anti-liberal, and contrary to the 
4 efforts the Belgians made in 1830 to gain their independence; and 
; Whereas the Civic Guard, as protectors of democratic and constitutional institutions, can- 
: not join in a manifestation that tends to glorify the subjugation of anation: 
: | Therefore, The Liberal Union protests against the idea of General Pletincks, and advises 
4 all the civic guards in the kingdom to reject it, | | 
: A true extract. By the committee: | 
: | The President, L. J. J. LEFEVRE. | 

Corporation Counsellor of the City of Liege. | 
2 The Secretary, G. CLERMONT, Oo | 

Lieutenant, Quartermaster of the Third Battalion of the Civic Guard of Liege. a 

Mr. Hunter to Mr. Romero. : 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | . | - Washington, January 24, 1866. | 
; Sir: [ have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 20th : 
7 . of October last, transmitting, for the information of the government of the United | 
: States, a copy of a letter addressed to you by the Liberal Union of the Civic ! 
' Guard of Liege, dated August 11, 1865, and also a copy of the resolutions | 
; adopted by that association on the 10th of the same month, in which the senti- vi 

ment of the Belgian people in regard to the question now being debated on the | 
soil of Mexico is manifested. | 7 

’ You will be pleased to accept my thanks for your courtesy in communicating | 
; these interesting papers to this department, while I avail myself of the occasion : 
‘ | to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my very distinguished consideration, 

; | W. HUNTER, 
i | Acting Secretary. 
' Sefior Matias Romero, §v., &c., &c., | | 
: Washington, D. C. | |
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] THE IMPERIAL MEXICAN EXPRESS COMPANY IN NEW YORK. 7 | 

4 Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. i 

| | | _[ Translation. ] : 

1 - Mexican Leeation In THE UNITED States oF AMERICA, f 
1 | | | Washington, October 27, 1865. i 

Mr. SecrETARY: It having come to my notice that the adventurer called ; 
] Don Fernando Maximilian, of Hapsburg, who was Archduke of Austria, and E 

who now pretends to exercise public authority in Mexico by right of conquest, | 
has granted some so-called privileges to persons of this country, or who have : 
come to it, to form here companies for the purpose of carrying them into effect, 

1 and that these persons assert, to gain buyers of shares, that the said privileges of 
have been or will be sanctioned by the constitutional President of the Mexican | 

| republic, for which they have not the slightest foundation, it seemed proper to: : 
| me, for the purpose of protecting the citizens of this country, who in good faith, f 
| and under that mistaken impression, might desire to take shares in such specu- i 

lations, to recommend that the consul general of Mexico, in the United States, ; 
resident in New York, should make known to the public that it was not certain ; 

: that the constitutional government of Mexico was disposed to sanction these ; 
grants, and sending to him the laws of the Mexican congress and the disposi- | 

| tions of the executive which declare null and void the acts of the invader. I : 
| have the honor to enclose to you copy, in English, of the note which, for this | 

purpose, I addressed, under date of 18th current, to the consul of the Mexican 4 
| republic at New York, accompanied by the dispositions which are quoted in it, ae | 

(No. 1.) That functionary caused tose di8positions to be published in the i 
: New York papers of the 23d instant, with the letter, of which I also enclose I 

copy, in English, (No.2.) On the same 23d day Mr. E. De Courcillon, titular ; 
. president of the Mexican Express Company, formed in virtue of: one of the i 

spurious grants of the usurper, addressed to me the letter, of which I also en- I 
close copy, (No. 3,) sending me a copy of that which, on the same date, he i 
addressed to the New York press, (No. 4,) and another of the prospectus of his i 
company, (No. 5.) I also send these two documents. ‘To said letter I replied,  g 
on the 24th, in the terms you will see in the copy of my reply, which I also _ &§ 

_ enclose, (No. 6.) The Mexican consul at New York replied, at the same date, | 
to Mr. De Courcillon in the manner which appears in the copy annexed of his | ' 
letter to the Herald of that city, (No. 7.) | 

I believe it to be my duty also to communicate to you, for the information of : 
the government of the United States, the facts and documents to which I have - 
made reference, to call your attention to an important point, which may affect. ; 
not only the good relations which happily exist between the government of the 
Mexican republic and the United States, but even the duties which belong to 
this government as a neutral in respect to Mexico. | 

| _ In my letter to Mr. de Courcillon, (No. 6,) in that of the consul of Mexico to the £§ 
Herald at New York, (No. 7,) and in the memorandum which I transmit of | 
the concession, so-called, of the usurper, (No. 8,) you will see that the company 
engages to transport all material of warfare of the invading army of Mexico. — 
The reading of the prospectus of the company (No. 5) demonstrates this more 7 

| plainly. Of the five agents the company has, there is one only in Europe, and he | 
resides at St. Nazaire, which, as you know, is that port of France from which E 
issues the material for war which the Emperor of the French sends to his forces in i 

| Mexico, and for which the French government has established a line of steamers & 
) between said port and Vera Cruz. Of the other four agents of the company, Ff 

one resides at Vera Cruz, and the other at the city of Mexico, which are the 

36 DC ** | |
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i stations held to prepare forcibly the material of war destined for the conquest : 
; of Mexico. | 7 oo 
3 In article 7 of the so-called concession of the usurper (No. 8) you will see also | 
; that the agents of the company.in Mexico, as well as abroad, are official agents 1 
; _ authorized for colonization, and in that will be subject to the orders and instruc- | 
: tions to one of the so-called ministers of the same usurper. The colonization \ 
’ _ which is here treated of is, as I have shown to your department in my notes of 
] the 5th and 20th instant, eminently hostile to the United States, asit is intended to : 
; ‘be of citizens of the south who do not submit themselves to the authority of this 
1 government, and to whom invitations are held out to go to Mexico with their 
: slaves, there to reorganize under the shadow of France. The president and the 
; members of the junta of colonization established by the usurper are declared ene- 

mies of the United States, as I have shown to the department. | | 
j It is very satisfactory to me to avail of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. 
’ Secretary, the assurances of my distinguished consideration. | | 
: | | M. ROMERO. | 
' Hon. WiuttaAM H. SEwarRD, &c., Sc., &e. - 

’ : | [Euclosure No. 1.) | | | 

; MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
i | : Washington, October 18, 1865. | 

It having come to my knowledge that certain speculators of this country have obtained | 
2 pretended concessions from the French agents in Mexico—that is to say, from the so-called | 
3 imperial government of Maximilian—for the establishment of an express company, proposed 
: to be styled the ‘‘Imperial Mexican Express;’’ of a suburban railroad in the city of — 
3 Mexico; of a line of; steamers in the Gulf of Mexico, and another on the Pacific; of 
3 various lines of telegtaph; to carry forward a contract for the survey of lands in the 
3 State of Sonora, and ‘another with reference to lands and mines in Chihuahua, together 
3 with various projects ‘of colonization in different parts of the Mexican republic; having also | 
3 learned that the speculators to whom I refer, in order to induce persons of good faith to take 
3 art with them in such enterprises, have asserted that their so-called concessions will be rati- E 
: fied or hereafter respected by the national government of the republic, and there being not. : 
q the slightest foundation for such assertions, I have to request you, in order that no one may j 
3 be deceived, to cause to be published the annexed dispositions of the congress andofthe su- 
3 preme government of Mexico, which declare null and void ‘and of no effect all acts of the 
q usurping authorities. 
4 I have also to add, that the sole fact of having so far recognized the said usurping authori- 

ties as to accept or solicit privileges or concessions from them, will be a circumstance which | 
: will not only redound to the prejudice and disability of all parties accepting or soliciting such _ 
3 concessions in any transaction which they may hereafter desire to have with the legitimate 
5 authorities of the republic, but will also subject them to all the responsibilities and penalties 
3 prescribed by law. 
3 I renew to you the assurances of my consideration. 4 
[ | | | | M. ROMERO. 
| The CONSUL GENERAL of the Mexican Republic, New York. . ! 

| | Decree of the Congress in Mexico. | ) 

: [ Translation. ] ) | 3 
z . | 
; : DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT. 2 
! The citizen President of the republic has been pleased to direct to me the following decree: | 

j Benito Juarez, constitutional:President of the United Mexican States, to the inhabitants of 
a. | the same: | 

' Be it known that the congress of the Union has thought proper to decree the following: | 
3 _ ArT. 1. The acts of the so-called authorities, imposed by the invaders and traitors, or | 
‘ - which they may hereafter establish in the republic, are null and void, and can never be in 
a aly way approved. Oo | eo , 
’ - Art. 2, All contracts celebrated by the said so-called authorities, or that may hereafter be 
j celebrated, are also null and void; and all who take part in the same will incur civil responsi-
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i bility, in addition to the criminal responsibility already prescribed by the laws now in force: | 
i and such contracts can never be regarded in any manner or taken into consideration by the © 
| supreme government of the republic. | 
; ArT. 3. The traitors cannot be considered under any aspect in the treaties which the gov- j 
| ernment may celebrate with France. | : 
' Dated in the hallof sessions of the congress of the Union, in Mexico, the 13th of December, : 
‘ 1862. , } 
j PONCIANO ARRIAGA, Vice-President. 
i FELIX ROMERO, Deputy Seeretary. | | : 

FRANCISCO BUSTAMENTE, Deputy Secretary. =~ : : 

Wherefore, I order that it be printed, published, circulated, and duly observed. : 
j oo | BENITO JUAREZ. : 

NATIONAL PALACE OF MEXICO, December 13, 1862. | 

To the citizen JUAN ANTONIO DE LA FUENTE, minister of foreign relations and of government :. : 
i I communicate the same to you for your intelligence and the consequent ends. Liberty and:  & 

reform! | ; 
| | FUENTE.. oF 

MEXICO, December 14, 1862. a _ & 
3 To the Citizen GOVERNOR of the federal district. | | 

: Circular from the Minister of Foreign Affairs. : 

[ Translation. ] an a | 

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS AND OF GOVERNMENT. | 
j # * % * *% * * * * * . 

The law of nations, in treating of de facto governments, presumes that they really exist, f 
, but it is an evident fact that the spurious authorities imposed by Napoleon III on the people . & 

now held or hereafter to be held in subjection by them are not and cannot be the government | 
of the country, and much less when the legitimate government exists in reality. Somuch 
for the law of nations. | | ' 

Now, as far as concerns our public law, those-false authorities are nothing better than se- ft 
ditious and treasonable. Wherefore, the chief magistrate commands me so to declare and to 
protest, as in his name I do protest, that the republic does not and will not recognize in these OE 
supposed functionaries any power or authority whatever to bind it by their treaties, agree- : : 
ments, or promises, by their acts, omissions, or other means or manner whatsoever; and that 
those who execute any authority or commission conferred or consented to by the French will | : 
most assuredly be punished in accordance with the laws of the country. ~ . E 

Please to accept the assurance of my consideration and esteem. 
Liberty and reform! | FUENTE. ' 
San Luis Potosl!, June 10, 1863. - | | ; 

Protest of the permanent deputation of Congress.  -& 
[ Translation. ]: r 

The permanent deputation, in the name of the congress of the Union, and as the faithful 
interpreter of the national sentiment so energetically and universally manifested, believes 
that it fulfils a most solemn obligation in reproducing, as by these presents it does reproduce, a 
all the declarations and protests before made by. the sovereign congress itself, by the execu- 
tive, and by the other legitimate and loyal authorities of the country—declarations which 
disavow and declare null and of no effect, as against the sovereignty of the Mexican people, 
and without force or legal value,.all acts done or which may be done by virtue of the power : 
or under the influence of the foreign invader ; and it declares that, in the constitutional orbit 
of its functions, remaining always at the side of the government which the nation, in the ex- | 
ercise of its sovereign will, manifested in conformity with its organic law, has freely estab- 

| lished, until the next session of the national assembly shall take place, it will co-operate - : 
| with all the energy and self-devotion inspired by patriotism in repelling force by force, and 
: in using every means to disconcert and defeat the machinations of treason and of conquest, 

in order to maintain secure the independence, the sovereignty, the laws, and the perfect free- 
dom of the republic. | 

- FRANCISCO ZARCO, President. 1 
Ienacto PomBo, Deputy Secretary. — a : a 
SIMON DE LA GARZA Y MELO, Deputy*Secretary. 

San Luis Porost, July 22, 1863, f
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4 Letter from the Minister of Foreign Affairs. | | 

_ [Translation.] | 4 | 

a DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS AND OF GOVERNMENT, 
| ee Chihuahua, March 23, 1865. : 

a In the copy annexed to your note, No. 31, of February 6, of this year, the citizen President | : 

3 of the republic has seen the protest which you communicated under the same date to the f 

3 honorable Secretary of State of the United States with reference to the report that the French ; 

j government had resolved to order its agent, Maximilian, to sign a pretended cession ofa. | 

large part of the territory ofthe Mexican republic. 
3 The President approves your conduct, although in this matter the republic has already 

q protested from the beginning, by means of its legitimate organs and of all its constituted au- 
3 thorities, against all the acts and consequences of the foreign invasion. 

; Neither the republic nor its government can ever be holden for the acts of the French agent 
7 Maximilian, whose only title to authority is-that lent to him by the presence of the armed 

3 forces of France, and who could not sustain himself in Mexico for a single day without the 

j support of foreign bayonets. * _  * * * . 
3 I renew to you my attentive consideration. | 
] | oe ~  LERDO DE TEJADA. © | 
3 Citizen Marias RoMERO, Envoy Extraordinary, S¢., &e., &c. mo . 

{Enclosure No. 2.] | | 

a | CONSULATE GENERAL OF MEXICO, | 

| a New York, October 20, 1865. 
i To the Editor of the Herald: an 
4 For the information of the public, and in order to protect capitalists of this country against 
a the misrepresentations of persons interested in sustaining the usurped authority of Maximil- | 
3 ian, 1 have to ask the favor that you will publish in your columns the enclosed official com- | 
j munication from the Mexican minister, and annexed dispositions of the Mexican government, | 
4 | which declare null and void all acts or concessions emanating from the so-called imperial 
3 authorities now attempting to exercise power in Mexico, under the support lent to them by 
3 the protection of foreign bayonets, and which subject all persons lending aid and counte- | 
’ nance to such usurping authorities to all the perils and penalties usual under such circum- L 
4 stances upon the restoration. of the legitimate authority of the country. —_ : ; 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 5 
j | J. N. NAVARRO, Mexican Consul General. i 

3 | | - 
; 7 [ Enclosure No. 3. ] | 

‘ - OFFICE OF THE MEXICAN Express CoMPaNY, | 
: oe ° No.5 New Street, New York, October 23, 1865. 

3 Sir: The New York journals of this morning contain your correspondence with Mr. 
j Navarro, Mexican consul general, relating, among other matters, to the Mexican Express. 
3 Company, with which we have the honor to be connécted. It was our intention to have 
3 called upon you ere this in reference to the formation of this express company, but we were 

3 not able todo so. Our regret that we were not able to do so is increased by your correspond- 
‘ ence with Mr. Navarro. We enclose to you a copy of a letter which has been addressed by 
3 us to the editors of the journals in which your correspondence appeared. The enclosure | 

7 states the facts as represented to and believed to be true by the gentlemen who have become . | 
i interested in the Mexican Express Company. C , | 
’ ‘We did not and do not suppose that any American or Mexican citizen, having the interest | 

1 of Mexico at heart, would object to having Mexico brought nearer to the United States by | 
' . the formation of a company, composed of American citizens, for the purpose of facilitating | 

q commercial intercourse between Mexico and the Unitéd States. We fail to perceive how such : 
i | a company, if organized in good faith, and prosecuting its business with enterprise, can be | 
' the subject of animadversion. . | 

| To assure you of the good faith of the company we enclose to you one of its prospectuses. , 
‘ We will afford to you such further explanations as you may desire ; and we are authorized to | 
‘ - state that any gentlemen in whom you have confidence may become shareholders in the | 

; company, upon the same terms as those who are publicly solicited to take an interest in it. | | 
3 , The enterprise and capacity of the company require time and effort for their development. | 
4 The future will afford the time, and to accompany it by the proper efforts will be the under- | 
j taking of the company. , . SO Be : 

| | 
i )
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1 We trust that you will receive this letter in the same frank spirit which has dictated it, 
' and that it will no longer seem improper to you that American capital and energy should be : 

i employed in developing the resources of Mexico. oe | 
' We are, with great respect, your excellency’s obedient servants, | 
‘ By order of the board of trustees: | | : 

; | E. DE COURCILLON, President. 
4 , L. LE COUTEULX, Agent, N. Y. £ 

7 His Excellency Sefior ROMERO, | } ¥ 
; Mexican Minister Resident at Washington, - : 

i oo . [Enclosure No. 4.] | a f 

1 To the Editor of the World: | 7 

_. Sir: I observe in your journal of this morning an article purporting to be signed by Sefior 
‘Romero, as Mexican minister at Washington. Sefior Romero states that it has come to his 
knowledge that ‘‘ certain speculators” of this country have obtained pretended concessions — 

: from the French agents in Mexico,—that is to say, from the so-called imperial government of : 
Maximilian—for the establishment of an express company, proposed to be styled the ‘‘ Impe- 
rial Mexican Express,’ and that, in order that no one may be deceived, Sefior Romero re 

quests the publication of certain Mexican decrees made in December, 1862, and June and 
July, 1863. . | i 

In answer to so much of Sefior Romero’s article as relates to the express company now be- : 
ing formed for the transaction of express business between the United States and Mexico, I 
have to state, that in the month of May last Maximilian was pleased to grant to myself, and 
to such persons, American citizens, as might become associated with me, an exclusive privi- E 

| lege of carrying on an express business between Mexico and the United States, and guaran- 
teeing, so far as he could do so, protection to the company and its business. After the grant 
of this decree I had an interview with President Juarez in Chihuahua, in which I stated to : 

him, with entire frankness, that I had obtained a decree from Maximilian for the purpose of _ : 

forming an express company to transact business between Mexico, the United States, and : 
elsewhere, and that I proposed to interest therein American citizens and American capital. : 

| President Juarez advised me that he had no objection to the formation of such a company as : 
‘I proposed, and that it was then and always had been his desire, knowing, as he supposed, | : 

the wishes and desires of the American people in regard to the form of government to prevail t 
| ‘in Mexico, to have American citizens and American capital permanently transferred to Mex- i 

ico. He remarked that this was the common-sense view of the matter, and that, certainly, 3 
there could be no objection to having American capital invested in Mexico for the purpose o i 

| conducting an express business. | | . 
IT repeated these assurances from President Juarez to gentlemen in New York who have ‘ 

become interested with me in the formation of a Mexican express company. These gentle- 
men are too well known in the city of New York and in the United States, in connexion 

with expresses already in successful operation, to need any defence against a charge of 
“* speculators.” | 

I have sent copies of this letter to Mr. Navarro, Mexican consul, and to Sefior Romero. : 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

_ EVGENE DE COURCILLON, 
. . oo President of the Mexican Express Company. : : 

| No. 5 New Street, NEw York, October 23, 1865. oe . 

7 | _ [Enclosure No. 5. ] 7 

Prospectus of the Mexican Express Company, organized October 10, 1865; capital, $2,000,000 ; 
cb , shares, $100 each, | - 

. Trustees.—E. de Courcillon, city of Mexico; I. I..Hayes, 416 Broadway, New York ; 
Clarence A. Seward, 29 Nassau street, New York; Henry Sanford, 59 Broadway, New 
York; L. W. Winchester, 65 Broadway, New York; Peter A. Hargous, 8 Pine street, New 

| ‘York; Henry B. Plant, Augusta, Georgia; John Hoey, 59 Broadway, New York; B. Haynes, 
| - San Francisco, California; Henry R. Morgan, 24 Broadway, New York; I. C. Babcock, 
| 59 Broadway, New York. | | . - 
|  President.—E. de Courcillon. . —— ME 
| Vice-President.—I. I. Hayes. — | - : 

| Treasurer.—J. C. Babcock. | | i 
| Secretary.—C. A. Seward. | a | | 
| Counsel of the company.—Blatchford, Seward & Griswold. | | . 

Agents.—Louis Le Couteulx, New York; J. P. Nourse, San Francisco, California; W. L. &£ 
Benfield, Mexico; G. Guichene, Vera Cruz; Detroyat, St. Nazaire, France.
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| | | MEXICAN EXPRESS COMPANY. | | 

i. . . The Mexican Express Company is organized under the laws of the State of New York, in | 
; conformity with a grant from the Mexican government. This grantis, insubstance, as follows : 
3 The company is exclusively authorized to carry on the express business throughout Mexico, | 
3 _and’ between Mexico and the United States and Europe. The government grants to the com- L 
7 pany the exclusive privilege of carrying mailable matter, and also of transporting all gov- | 
3 ernment property. It gives to the company the right to demand and obtain a military escort, i 
7 when required, to fix its own tariffs, and to import all materials necessary for the express, | 
: free of duties. It also grants to the company the privilege of colonization, and the com- __ t 
; pany’s agents are recognized as official agents of colonization. It appropriates to the com- E 
q pany, free of cost, four leagues of land, with the privilege of taking up, for the use of colo- k 
’ nists, any of the unoccupied public lands, at a cost not,exceeding one dollar per acre. The | 
3 colonists, under the patronage of the company, are privileged to import all materials for their 
4 @~=©——:—«C OW nn. ree, free of duties. - | | 
i; ~~, The object had in view by the Mexican government in conceding these liberal privileges 
7 2-~©=— is to invite to the country American capital and energy, and it cannot be denied that the : gC : . ° : as 2, : - i 
3 grant is very valuable. The banking and exchange business, and the transportation of | 
3 ‘specie and bullion from the city of Mexico, Guanhato, &c., and the mining districts, will be f 
i _ very large, while the distribution of imported articles of every kind throughout the country 
i -will furnish business only limited by the resources of the company. _ 
' _ The company will be patronized to the fullest extent’ by the Mexican government and 
3 | people, and every facility will be afforded, consistent with the laws, for the transaction of its. : i 
' business. The faith of the government is pledged to protect the company’s interest, and the 
‘ merchants and citizens generally have signified their appreciation of the advantages tobe: 
i _derived from its successful working, and have proffered their co-operation. ‘The business of 
q _the company is indeed ready made, and its immediate success is secured. Both government 

3 _ and people being united in their efforts to promote its organization and working, gives the | 
i ' strongest assurance that it is greatly needed. | a oO | 
: __ The company will commence business at once, with a capital stock of two millions of dol- | 
i Jars, one million of which will be sold, and the proceeds appropriated as a working capital. 
7 Only twenty percent. of this will be required on subscription, and not more than ten per | 
4 cent., in addition, will be called for within six months thereafter. This will furnish ample | 
4 funds for placing the company in successful working order. Thirty days’ notice will be | 
q given of any assessment. In the event of more capital being needed, as the business of the | 
q company is extended, the board of trustees have power, under the articles of association, to | 
: increase it as the necessities of the case may require, by their giving thitty days’ notice to the 
q original stockholders. | a a 
‘ The books for subscription to the capital stock of the company are open at the banking | 
4 office of Wilmerding, Cornwell & Heckscher, No. 5 New street, New York, where fullex- 
4 planations will be given by the undersigned. rs ae a / 
: | LI. HAYES, Vice-President. : 

: | | [Enclosure No. 6.] | —_ | 

; Unofiicial. ] WASHINGTON, October, 24, 1865. 
Str: Your favor ot yesterday, relating to my correspondence with the consul general of | 

7 Mexico in the United States, in regard to certain so-called grants given by the usurper of 
Mexico, and enclosing a copy of your letter to the press on that subject, has been received. | 
I will answer it, in an unofficial manner, in the same frank spirit you say has dictated yours. 

' If you are an American citizen, and have at heart the broad interest of this continent, chiefly 
: represented by the United States, I confess that I cannot understand why you, in your ca- 
| pacity of an American citizen, should so far recognize Maximilian as to ask for and receive 

grants from him, as if he represented the national authority of Mexico, and should afterwards | 
organize a company in the leading city of this country of prominent and influential American : 

; citizens, which must, by necessity, give their support and throw all the weight of their influ- | 
- ence towards the sub‘ugation and enslavement of Mexico,:and the consequent humiliation of | 
their own country. : . | | 

- | - I confess that I cannot, either, understand how American capital transferred to Mexico, . | 
- under the French and Maximilian, will be a support for the independent cause in that country. : 

. Were that so, the best policy for the United States, if they wish to defend the Mexican na- | 
; tionality and republican institutions on this continent, would have been to recognize at once ! 
; | Maximilian and establish friendly relations with him. so ! 
i. .It has never seemed improper to me, sir, that American capital and American energy should } 
i; _ be employed in developing the resources of Mexico, nor that companies corhposed of American | 

citizens for the purpose of facilitating commercial intercourse between Mexico and the United | 
; _ States should be established. In several.'addresses that I have made in this country, all of - | 
1 : which have been published, I have advocated that policy, not as my own only, but-as-the 

a : So, ;
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1 policy of the national government of Mexico. It is not generally known in this country 

q that the present French intervention in Mexico has been due, in a great measure, to the very &§ 

q desire of the Mexican government of developing the country with American skill and capital, : 

4 to the great regard it felt for the United States as a people, and to a wish to imitate their 

q wonderful career by following in their footsteps. The French Emperor went to Mexico to . 

q overthrow the very government which was American at heart, and openly avowed that in 
4 doing so he intended to check the progress of the United States. : 

q If Maximilian, who is, and has been, by his position, without will of his own, and reflect- t 

1 ing only the Napoleonic policy, pretends now to encourage Americans to develop Mexico, j 

7. his object is a very clear one, and that only to obtain support in this country, disappointing : 

finally such persons as may in good faith accept his grants, even in case he could remain 
4 there long enough to have them developed. : , . 
7 I am sure there was some misunderstanding in what you state was your conversation with ; 

: President Juarez on the subject of your company under Maximilan’s grants. The President ff 

i of Mexico is too much in earnest in the present war, too patriotic a man, and he has too much : 

common sense, to encourage inany way an enterprise calculated to give aid and comfort to i 

| the enemies of his country with whom he is at war. Besides, he could not forget himself so F 

i far as to set aside the laws of Congress and his own, and recent official declarations on this I 

a subject. He will be, I am sure, as.much surprised as I have been when he hears that his : 

name has been used to induce American capitalists to embark in an enterprise which, of ne- a 

i -cessity, is, and cannot but be, inimical to himself and to his country. - | : 

There is another feature in your company which makes it still more inimical to the national t 

cause of Mexico. According to article Ist of Maximilian’s grants, and to article Ist of the . : 

first contract you signed with his so-called minister of fomento, your company ‘“‘ binds itself to , 

transport al the material of war of Maximilian with a reduction of ten per cent. upon the 4 
prices adopted for the public,” and by that provision you not only give moral aid and support 

Zz to the invaders of Mexico, but also an effective material aid. =... oe : 

_ Tam sorry I cannot avail myself of the opportunity to try the good'faith of your company, : 
‘by accepting the shares you kindly offer me for those persons in whom T have confidence and iE 

may designate, ‘‘to become shareholders of your company upon the-same terms.as those who : 

-are publicly solicited to. take an interest in it.” My duty and my sense of honor, besides : 
other considerations of decorum and propriety, forbid me from aiding in any way an under- 
‘taking which Iam sorry I cannot see in other light but as inimical to my country. | : 
: The French Emperor and his agents in Mexico, representing conquest and Cesarism, are : 
-avowed and open enemies of the republic of Mexico and its defenders, representing American : 

. nationality’and republican institutions. If you have been acting in good faith with the in- : 
“vaders, you certainly cannot be friendly to the republic ; and, vice versa, if you act in good , 
‘faith with the republic, you certainly cannot be a friend of Maximilian. It is for you to de- : 
“cide which is the wisest course to follow; but in either case: you. must accept. the conse ; 

i “quences. Fs : ee 
| I am, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient: servant,. © — . bos ; 

| ° | ot ks EE M. ROMERO. | : 

| - E. DE COURCILLON, Esq., New York City. mS Cs . [ 

. - [Enclosure No.7.] °° oo ee : 

«  CONSULADO GENERAL DE LA REPUBLICA MEJICANA EN LOS EsTaDos UNIDOS, oe 

| so L : | —. .., New-York, October 24, :1865. | 
; «To the Editor of the Herald: — . - Poet e  eY bo . : 

- My. Eugene de Courcillon, who signs himself ‘‘ president of the Mexican Express Com- . : 

“pany,” has addressed to me a communication, under date of yesterday, which I see also ap- | 
“pears in your columns of this morning. I have to ask the renewed favor of the courtesy at : 
“your hands of space for a few words in reply. ee cs 
© My. de Courcillon states in his communication that in the month of May last Maximilian 

«was pleased to grant to him and such persons (American citizens) as‘might become associated | 
with him'an exclusive privilege for carrying on an express business between Mexico and the : 
‘United States, ‘and guaranteeing, so far as he could do so, protection té the company and its : 

| ‘business; that after the grant ot this decree he had an interview with President Juarez in 
! Chihuahua, in which he stated to him with entire frankness that he had obtained a decree 

| ‘from Maximilian for the purpose of forming an express company'to transact business between : 
| ‘Mexico, the United States; and elsewhere, and that he proposed to interest therein American 

: citizens and American capital; that President Juarez advised him that he had no objection to : 

| ‘the formation of ‘such a ¢ompany as he proposed, and that it was then and always had been  &§ 

| this desire, knowing, as he supposed, the wishes and desires of the American people in regard to 
| ‘the form of government to prevail in Mexico, to have American citizens and American capital — 

| permanently transferred to Mexico; and that President Juarez remarked that this was the 
tommon-sense view of the matter, and that certainly there could be no objection to having : 
American capital invested in Mexico for the purpose of conducting an express business. i
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, | _ These statements which I have quoted show very clearly the position of the ‘* Mexican Ex- 
‘ press Company.” They prove too much to be satisfactory either to President Juarez or to 
‘ Maximilian. ~ 
q It seems that after having obtained his grant from’ Maximilian, whom he fails to style 
q ‘‘emperor,” feeling somewhat doubtful about the future validity of concessions in Mexico 
| from an Austrian archduke, he proceeded to’ ‘‘have an interview with President Juarez.’ : 
7 What was the necessity or even propriety of this ‘interview,’ if Maximilian was and is to I 
' continue to be the government of Mexico? In this interview President Juarez advised him / 
; that it was then, and always had been, his desire to have American citizens and American | 
; capital permanently transferred to Mexico, and that there could be no objection to having ok 
: American capital invested in Mexico for the purpose of conducting an express business. E 

: | This is undoubtedly true. President Juarez has always been favorable to the introduction of i 
; American capital and American enterprise into Mexico, and every one of the boasted enter- 

prises of material improvement, for the adoption of which so much credit is claimed by his 
; partisans for Maximilian, had already been the subject of liberal concessions from his govern- [ 
q ment long before even the name of Maximilian was known in Mexico. But it is not true that 
‘ President Juarez desires that American capital shall be introduced into Mexico under conces- - 
] sions from the false and spurious government of Maximilian, which is sustained only by the | 
i presence of foreign bayonets, and which is shedding the blood of thousands upon thousands | 
; of Mexican citizens, whose enly crime is that they are struggling to preserve the free institu- ' 
| tions and the independence of their country. It would be an insult to the common sense as | 
: well as patriotism of President Juarez to suppose for an instant that he can look with favor upon _ 

| enterprises which give their moral support to the invaders of his country by recognizing them 
q as lawful and legitimate authorities and soliciting and accepting concessions from them. 
; Were there no laws prohibiting such a course, the noble patriotism of President Juarez would : 
' alone render this impossible. He does desire to see American enterprises established in 
; Mexico, but he does not desire that they should seek the auspices of the invaders of his coun- 
3 try, who are attempting its life and to drive him, an exile, from his native land. I make these 
; almost unnecessary explanations simply to call the attention of the public to a view of the 

questions which they may for a moment have overlooked. Republican institutions are not to | 
3 be overthrown upon this continent, and it is therefore of interest to know on which side those 
4 who are.about to invest their money in Mexico desire to place themselves. 
' But with reference to this express company there is a more serious view to take. Its sole 

title in Mexico is that contained in a so-called decree issued and signed by Maximilian, and — Ni 
' dated May 15, 1865. Article first of this so-called decree ‘is as follows: ‘‘It is conceded to 

Dr. de Courcillon, in conformity with an act of association presented to our minister of fo- 
mento, to establish throughout the empire, under the title of ‘Eapreso del Emperio Mexicano,’ | 

q a company for the transportation of travellers, merchandise, mails,’’ &c. . Article second is 
j as follows: ‘‘Our government, in order to help and protect the said company, engages itself 
] to use the services of the express for the transportation of all the civil and military freight of 
i the said government, in conformity with a contract agreed upon between the company and 
| _ our respective ministers.” And article seven is as follows: ‘‘The agents of the company in : 
‘ Mexico as well as abroad are authorized as official agents of colonization, and in that ca- _ 
4 pacity are subject to the orders and directions of our minister.” Article first of the contract 
q with the minister of fomento is in these words: ‘‘De Courcillon takes the obligation to trans- 
q port the materiel of war and of administration with a reduction of ten per cent. from the prices 
q adopted for the public, and otherwise with the same conditions and terms as for the public.” 

Does Mr. de Courcillon mean that he showed this so-called decree to President Juarez, 
1 and that President Juarez approved of the procuring of capital in the United States for the 
] purpose of transporting the materiel for Maximilian with which he is waging war upon the 
; Mexican people? Does he mean to say that President Juarez, or the legitimate authorities 
7; of the republic, will hereafter look with favor upon those who are associating themselves to- 
: gether to aid French and Austrian soldiers in their bloody work of slaughtering my fellow- 
; countrymen, of carrying desolation all over my country, and exterminating its inhabitants 
| in the unholy attempt to force a European prince upon us as our ruler, to establish monarch- _ | 
| ical institutions where before a republic has existed? And is it citizens of this great, free | 

republic of the United States, just emerged from the noblest struggle of all history in the | 
; support of those institutions, who are to join in this attempt? The question is not one of | 
| establishing useful enterprises in Mexico; it is whether American citizens will join in the | 
; perpetration of a crime—as Mr. Motley justly calls it—the crime of the destruction of a free : 
3 republic. | 

My country was bare of arms when this unequal struggle with France commenced. We , 
4 have as yet been unable to obtain them; the United States has been closed to us as a source : 
| of supply, and we have nowhere else to look. Yet the struggle is still carried on, and to-day * 2 

in every part of the republic its citizens are spontaneously rising, and are offering resistance 
1 to the extent of their means against the invader. If the people of the United States will not , 
i aid the liberal side, can we not at least expect that they will refrain from giving their moral \ : 
; countenance and support on the side of the French? The brutal and bloody decree of Max- | 
| imilian published to-day condemns to trial by court-martial and death within twenty-four -
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hours every Mexican who continues to struggle for the freedom and independence of his 

] country. ‘Will Americans add their influence on the side of the invader? I am glad and 

q proud to believe there are very few who, from motives of gain, can be so base. : 

4 I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, &- 

4 | a | J. N. NAVARRO, 

| oe | Mexican Consul General. i 

— | a [ Enclosure No. 8.) | | : 

3 The concession is signed by Maximilian, and is dated May 15, 1865. . | 

Article 1 is as follows: | | | 
d ‘¢ Tt is conceded to Dr. de Courcillon, in conformity with an act of association presented to 

’ our minister of fomento, to establish throughout the empire, under the title of ° Expreso : 

‘ del Imperio Mexicano,’ a company for the transportation of travellers, merchandise, mails, | 

&e., &c. — | 

| ‘ARTICLE 2, Our government, in order to help and protect the said company, engages itself | 

to use the services of the express for the transportation of all the civil and military freight of : 

: the said government, in conformity with a contract agreed between the company and our ' 

; respective ministers. a . | : 

4 * | * * * : * % * * . | * ; 

3 ‘¢ ARTICLE 7. The agents of the company in Mexico, as well as abroad, are authorized as : 

official agents of colonization, and in that capacity are subject to the orders and directions of ‘ 

our minister.” | i 

7 MAXIMILIAN. , : 

May 15, 1865. | | | E 

: This is followed by three contracts—one for the carrying of freight, another for the mails, ' 

and another for colonization. oO , : 

| In article 1st of the first contract is the following obligation: : 

“ARTICLE 1. De Courcillon takes the obligation to transport the materiel of war and of ad- 

ministration with a reduction of ten per cent. from the prices adopted for the public, and : 

| otherwise on the same conditions as for the public.” | | OO a | 

| The contract is for nine years. : oo . : 

ee | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. - - i 

| / | | | [ Translation. ] _ | | 

| Mexican Leeation IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | i 

: | : . ; Washington, October 31, 1865. i 

| Mr. Secretary: In addition to what I had the honor~to communicate to 

you in the note I addressed to you on the 27th of the month which ends to-day, : 

in relation to certain pretended concessions made by the usurper Maximilian, | 

- and especially to the so-called company of the “ Imperial Mexican Express,” ‘ 

7 I have now the honor to send to the department an extract from the New York : 

, Herald, of said date, which contains a letter from Mr. Courcillon, president of 

such company, in which, laying aside his first idea of causing it to be believed 

that his pretended concession was sanctioned by the national government of 

Mexieo, and even had been obtained to the advantage of said government, | 

he shows what is and has been his real object. . | 

I avail of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances — 

of my most distinguished consideration. 
| M. ROMERO. 

Hon. Wituiam H. Seward, §c., &c., &c. a i 

| | [Enclosure No. 1.] : 

| | THE MEXICAN EXPRESS COMPANY. —— | 

| | Oo NEw YORK, October 26, 1865. i 
To the Editor of the Herald: - 4 

I do not propose to enter into any controversy with Mr. J. N. Navarro, consul general of 

ex-President Juarez at this port; but as I observe that his misinterpretation of my interview L
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1 with the ex-President has been repeated in other quarters, I beg leave, through your courtesy, 
1 tosay that, representing a business contract with the government of the emperor Maximilian, 
3 I simply wished to learn from ex-President Juarez whether the convoys of the Mexican Ex- 
j press Company passing through regions occupied by troops or guerillas acting under his 
q orders would be molested. He assured me they would not be, and I consider the assurance 

- .. ¢reditable to his good sense. As he no longer, however, issues any orders on Mexican soil, of 
d the whole matter has ceased to have any importance for myself or my company. [ 
q I am your very obedient servant, } 7 | 

— E. DE COURCILLON. 

1 | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | 

| SO DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
] ue Washington, November 1, 1865. : 
; ~ Srr: Your communication of the 27th of October was received on the 28th | 

| of that month, and the one of the 31st on its date. . 7 
’ .. In relation to the operations of an express company which you represent as | 

‘having. been organized in this country, with views injurious to the republic of 
1 Mexico, I have the honor to inform you that this government has no knowledge 
’ on the subject otherwise than what is furnished by your note or. derived from 
| the newspaper press. If citizens of the United States, or other persons re- ! 
’ _ ‘siding therein, shall, whether by virtue of any charter which that company 
1 may have or may pretend to have, in any way.infringe the laws or treaties of | 
1 the. United States, or the law of nations, affecting the republic of Mexico, proper | 

_ “measures will be promptly taken to prevent or redress the wrongs which may | 
7 be meditated or committed. Bs | . | 
; I shall deem it a favor to receive information on the subject from any quarter. | 
j I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my | 
| _ tnost distinguished consideration. i 
1 SO WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ! 

_ Sefior Matias Romero, c., &c., §¢, | 
Washington, D. CW a | 

i -P.S.—Instructions to this effect have already been given to the prosecuting 
i Officers. op gt og Fe FS . | Peg fet a 

' ek Lieutenant General Grant to Mr. Seward. © 9 ! 

' . .  (* -“Hrapauarters Armtgs or THE United Siratus, | | 
q Fs re Washington, D. C., November 1, 1865. : 
1 ‘Sir: I have the honor to forward for your perusal, the prospectus of the _ ! 

_ Mexican Express Company, forming in New York city for the undoubted pur- | 
“pose of aiding the imperial government of that. country; and. also some slips ! 

| taken from New York papers throwing some light upon the subject. = | 
i "Your particular attention is respectfully called to the.article taken -from the 
i New York Courrier des Etats Unis. SN 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
: | Pe . U8. GRANT, | 
; : ae OE Lieutenant General. 
| | Hon. Wituram H. Seward, = | | - 
, wo of...) 8 Secretary of State. 7 oo |
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i —— [Enclosure No. 1.] a | of 

| oo _ THE MEXICAN EXPRESS COMPANY. 

| | . New Yorx, October 26, 1865. 
q To the Editor of the Herald: | | . . | 

q I do not propose to enter into any controversy with Mr. J. N. Navarro, consul general of 
; -President Juarez at this port; but as I observe that his misinterpretation of my inter- E 

: ew with the ex-President has been repeated in other quarters, I beg leave, through your 
‘ ‘ courtesy, to say that, representing a business contract with the government of the Emperor 
3 Maximilian, I simply wished to learn from ex-President Juarez whether the. convoys of the 
; Mexican Express Company passing through regions occupied by troops or guerillas acting 
‘ under his orders would be molested. He assured me they would not be, and I consider the | E 
3 assurance creditable to his good sense. As he no longer, however, issues any orders on | 

4 - Mexican soil, the whole matter has ceased to have any importance for myself or my company. : 

1 | Iam your very obedient servant, , | . 
’ | — - - -E. DE COUR ILLON. | 

. Se OG ae [Enclosure No. 2.] | 

mo. DHE MEXICAN EXPRESS COMPANY, | 
: Mo the Editor of the Herald: | : 
; . I observe in your journal of this morning an article purporting to be signed by Sefor 

Romero as Mexican minister at Washington. Sefior Romero states that it has come to 
his knowledge that certain speculators of this country have obtained pretended concessions ; 
‘from the French agents in Mexico—that is to say, from the so-called imperial government of | [ 
‘Maximilian—for the establishment of an express company, proposed to be styled the ‘‘Im- ; 

. -perial Mexican Express,”’ and that,.in order that;no one may be deceived, Sefior Romero if 

requests the publication of certain Mexican decrees, made in December, 1862, and June and — 

__ In answer to so much of Sefior Romero’s article as relates to the express company now | | 
| “peing forméd for the transaction of express business between the United States and Mexico, . 

| I have to state that in the month of May last Maximilian was pleased to grant to myself : 
| -and to-such persons (American citizens) as might become associated with me an exclusive 

: privilege of carrying on an express business between Mexico and the United States, and — 
- guaranteeing, so far.as,he could do-so, protection to the company and its business. . After. 
the granting of this decree, I. had an interview with President. Juarez, in Chihuahua, in 
which I stated to him, with entiré frankness, that I had obtained a decree from Maximilian - 
for the purpose of forming an express company to ‘transact business between Mexico:and 
the United-States and elsewhere, and that: I proposed to interest therein American citizensand _ 
American capital. President Juarez advised me that he had no objection to the formation 

! of such a company as I proposed, and that. it was then, and always had been, his desire, 
knowing, as he supposed, the wishes and desires of the American people in regard to the 
form of government to prevail.in Mexico, ‘to.have American citizens and American capital 

_ permanently transferred to Mexico. He remarked that this was the common-sense view of 
the matter, and that certainly there could be no objection to having American capital invested _  &§ 

- in Mexico for the purpose of conducting an express business. : 
_, L repeated these assurances of President Juarez to gentlemen of New. York, who have be- | 
‘come interested with me in the formation of a Mexican expresscompany. These gentlemen 
“are too well known in the city of New York, and in the United States, in connexion with 
.expresses already in successful operation, to need any defence against a charge of “‘specu- | 

-lators.”’ . _ Poy . SO : 

. :I have-sent copies of this letter to Mr. Navarro, Mexican consul, and to Sefior Romero, 
_ Iam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, an - FO 

Co Ce oe EUGENE DE COURCILLON,= — : 
a ms oe “President of the Mexican Express Company. | 

fo Oo [Enclosure No. 3.—Translation. ] oe 3 

Le “ From the ** Courrier des Etats Unis,’’ of New York, October 24, 1865. — 7 | 7 

Mr. Matias:Romero has deemed it proper to revive a collection of decrees and laws from 
| the so-called republican government of Mexico,-which declare all the grants made by the _ 
| regifimate government null and void. This confused heap of protests without force are re- & 

printed in consequence of the establishment, in New York, of the ‘‘ Mexican Express Com- 
pany,’’ to which capitalists and influential persons have subscribed, and among them Mr.
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| Clarence Seward, a nephew of the Secretary of State. The arrogance of the agents of Juarez | 
‘ agrees perfectly with the farce of their loan. | | 
{ If thinking men, such as Mr. Clarence Seward, take partin enterprises patronized by the 
; empire, it is because they believe in its stability ; for the same reason no man of means will 
‘ commit himself to this fancy loan. In order that this speculation should have any chances 
' of success, it would be necessary that the United States should be determined to wage war 
j against Mexico and France, and the most simple common sense, notwithstanding the ambig- 
; uous words of the Secretary of State, which people seek to interpret, and which were only 
; _ spoken in order to partially satisfy the radical supporters of the Monroe doctrine—the most 
| simple common sense, we repeat, indicates that the cabinet of Washington will not become | 
j the Don Quixote of a cause which numbers among its advocates so many competitors of 
' Gines de Pasamonte. | ce a | 

Mr. Seward to Lieutenant General Grant. — | 

) _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: Washington, November 1, 1865. 

| GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
| - this date, enclosing for my perusal the prospectus of the Mexican Express 

Company forming in New York city, and the three slips taken from New York 
papers, throwing some light upon the operations of that company, with the view 
of aiding the so-called imperial government of Mexico. | 4 

In reply, I have the honor to state that the proper measures have been 
| adopted by this department to prevent a violation of the laws of the United 

{ States, and the existing treaty stipulations between the United States and the 
: Mexican republic. es | | 
| In this connexion, I transmit for your information a copy of my note to 

Sefior Romero, of this date, upon the same. subject, a copy of which has also 
been forwarded to C. A. Seward, esq., ef New York. | | 

| ~ You will be pleased to accept my thanks for the information communicated | 
by you to this department. ee re | 

, I have the honor to be, general, your most obedient servant, | 

| - ~ ‘WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | | 
_ Lieutenant General U. 8. Grant, | | 

| : Commanding Armies of the United States, Washington, D. C. 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Dickinson. 

: OC DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
, Washington, November 1, 1865. | 

S1r; Information has been received at this department of the formation of an 
| express company in the city of New York, styled the “Mexican Express Com- : 
@ pany,” for the purpose of aiding the so-called imperial government of Mexico. | 

| You will adopt prompt measures to prevent a violation, in this connexion, by | 
- citizens of the United States, or by other persons residing therein, whether by | 

virtue of any charter which that company may have, or may pretend to have, | 
i in any way infringing the laws or treaties of the United States, or the law of | 
a nations, affecting injuriously the republic of Mexico. | | 

‘ You will diligently watch the operations of this Mexican Express Company, | 
and act in the premises as your sound judgment and discretion shall dictate, | 
with the view of preventing any violation of the just obligations of this govern- | 

| ment towards the constitutional and recognized government of Mexico. __ 
| I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

j | - | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. , 
Dawiai 8. Dickinson, Esgq., an | 

i U. S. District Attorney, Southern District of New York, N. Y. | 

; . |
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The Secretary of State to Clarence A. Seward. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, OE 

| oe a Washington, November 1, 1865. E 

Sir: I transmit herewith, for your information, a copy of a letter addressed 

| by me, to-day, to Sefior Matias Romero, the envoy extraordinary and minister 

| plenipotentiary of the Mexican republic, which relates to the formation of the F 

Mexican Express Company, recently organized in the city of New York, and 

| with which you appear to be connected. | | q 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, _ 

7 | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. E 

| CuareNncE A. SEWARD, Esq., New York. | 

L Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. | 

| [ Translation. ] 7 E 

| Mexican LeaaTION To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 4 
Washington, January 21, 1866. q 

| Mr. Acting Secretary: In my note of the 27th of October, 1865, to your q 

department, relative to grants made by the Austrian ex-Archduke Ferdinand ; 

Maximilian, to citizens of this country, to create some interest, among other q 

objects in favor of usurpation, in the United States, and specially to the so-called : 

«« Tmperial Mexican Express Company,” formed in New York, by virtue of one of q 

those pretended grants, I transmitted (No. 4) the copy of a letter addressed 4 

by Mr. de Courcillon, president of the said company, to the New York A 

press on the 23d of October, and printed the next day, of which he sent me i 

a copy, with his letter to me of the same date, and which I transmitted to the E 

department, as No. 3. In the first of these letters Mr. de Courcillon, in order to q 

induce citizens of this country to take part in his speculation, assured them it was &- 

sanctioned by President Juarez, and he used the following language : q 

- « After the granting of this decree, (that of the usurper,) I had an interview with ] 

President Juarez in Chihuahua, in which I stated to him with entire frankness as 

that I had obtained a decree from Maximilian for the purpose of forming an ex- i 

press company to transact business between Mexico and the United States, and | 

elsewhere, and ¢hat 1 proposed to interest therein American citizens and Amer- : ' 

| ican capital. | | | 

« President Juarez advised me that he had no objection to the formation of | I 

such a company as I proposed, and that it was then, and always had been, his : 

desire, knowing, as he supposed, the wishes and desires of the American people. OF 

in regard to the form of government to prevail in Mexico, to have American F 

citizens and American capital permanently transferred to Mexico. _ | 

) «He remarked that this was the common-sense view of the matter, and that | 

certainly there could be no objection to having American capital invested in i 

_ Mexico for the purpose of conducting an express business.” | oe 

| It immediately occurred to me that what Mr. de Courcillon had asserted could : 

not be true, and I told him so in the letter I addressed to him on the 24th of : 

| October, a copy of which I sent to your department, No. 6, with my note above : 

referred to. I communicated these facts to my government in due time, as was | 

my duty, and to-day I received an answer from the President of the Mexican i 

republic, dated El Paso, December 22, 1368, and enclose you a copy of it. 

| You will see by it that President Juarez informs me that he has never sanc- i 

tioned that project of Mr. de Courcillon, or anybody else, founded on the 

usurper’s grants, nor could he do anything so contrary to the law and dignity —
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] of the Mexican nation, and that he never before heard of Mr. de Courcillon and 
| his project. oe | 
i I think proper to make you acquainted with this circumstance at the present 

time, as a future reference to this and similar affairs, intending at the same time 
j _ to transmit the official answer of Mr. Lerdo de Tejada, Mexican minister of 
i - foreign affairs, to my communications of last October, as soon as it comes to 
3 hand. - 
: I embrace this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurance of my dis- 
i _ tinguished consideration, , . 
: - : | a M. ROMERO. 
7 - Hon. Wituiam Hunter, §x., &¢., Sc. — | 

: | | Copy} | 
| | (Extract. ) - | | 

| Curnuanua, December 1, 1865. | 
=: | tt ts t 0 o a a a 
4 Iam much obliged to you for the information you have given me of Mr. de Courcillon’s 
1 assumptions. 7 | | 
4 .The gentleman is very much mistaken if he thinks I can approve of what has never 
4 _, come to my knowledge. : ' . | 
7 a8 ag a a we * a a | 

| BENITO JUAREZ, | 
7 Mr. Juan N. Navarro, New York. | | 

| | | [Copy.] | | 

(Extract.) | _ 
3 | Ex Paso, December 22, 1865. 
: My Dear Frienp : % st ** You did exactly right to deny the rep- 
; resentation of Mr. de Courcillon that he had my sanction, or expected to have it, to carry 
7 out his Maximilian grant. Neither to him nor to anybody else have I offered things con- 
4 trary to the law and the dignity of our country. Moreover, I had never before heard of 
3 the gentleman or his projects, mt te a a 
3 _ Your affectionate friend, | 
; | | BENITO JUAREZ. 
3 Sefior Don Matias Romero, Washington. 

1 Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. | | 

| | [Translation] : 

i ‘Mexican LeEGATON IN THE UNTED STATES oF AMERICA, 2 
| | . Washington, January 28, 1866. | 
j Mr. Acrine Secretary: J have the honor to inform you that I have just | 
| received the reply of my government to my communication of October, 1865, | 
j relating to the so-called grants of French agents in Mexico to citizens of this 
| country, of which I spoke in my letter of the 21st instant. . " 

| In accordance with what I said on that occasion, I now have the honor to | 
‘ send to your department, for the information of the government of the United 2 
i , States, copies of two notes addressed to me on that subject by Mr. Lerdo de— , 

Tejada, minister of foreign relations of the Mexican republic, dated at Paso del 
i Norte, the 26th of December last, and numbered 415 and 416. ! | 

Tembrace this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my distin- 
guished consideration. | : 

‘ | | — M. ROMERO. © 
i Hon. Wittiam Hunter, §c., §c., $e. | | }
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q No. 415.] DEPARTMENT OF ForEIGN RELATIONS AND GOVERNMENT, : 
4q . | _ OFFICE oF ReLatrons, AMERICAN SECTION, , 
q oe Paso del Norte, December 26, 1865. 
4 In your notes numbered 503, 516, 520, 523, 526, and 527, dated the 17th, 2ist, 24th, 
4 26th, and 27th of October last, and their enclosures, you informed me of the attempts of 
q the usurper Maximilian to bribe persons of influence in that country, and even public men, 
| by means of grants, particularly that for a company to establish a ‘‘ Mexican express,’’ in 
4 which company figures Mr. Clarence A. Seward, ex Assistant Secretary of State, nephew of 
q the Secretary of State, and a prominent citizen of New York, in the three-fold character of : 
3 trustees, secretary, and counsellor. : 
4 You also informed me of the bad effect on the interest of our country this connexion of 
q Mr. Clarence A, Seward’s name with the said company had, causing light-thinking persons -&— 
3 to believe that, because of his official and parental relations with the honorable William . 
4 H. Seward, this circumstance interpreted the ideas and sympathies of that distinguished 
; statesman, and even of the government of the United States, as in favor of Maximilian’s : 

usurpation. : - | i 
’ You finally informed me of what you had said about the nullity of those grants, pub- : 
‘ lished in the newspapers of that country, and what.you had said about them in various in- ; 
’ terviews with citizens of that republic, and the note you addressed to Mr. Seward on the : 
| subject on the 27th of October last. | | o-§ 
; _ I have given an account of all this to the citizen President of the republic, who approves : 
: of your diligent and enlightened zeal in this business, and has no doubt but you will con- 

_ tinue to act with the same energy and interest. E 
q I mentioned to you, in another note, that you could publish or not what I had commu- F 

nicated to you about the nullity of Maximilian’s grants, and about the falsehood of Mr. _ o£ 
Courcillon, wno styles himself president of the company, in saying he had obtained the F 

? President’s approbation. | | &§ 
I assure you of my attentive consideration. ft 

| | | LERDO DE TEJADA. : 
5 Citizen Matias Romero, Hnvoy Extraordinary and Minister . | E 
: Plenipotentiary from the Mexican Republic at Washington City, D. C. I 

No. 416.] DEPARTMENT OF FornIGN RELATIONS 
AND GOVERNMENT, AMERICAN SECTION, . § 

. : , oo | Paso del Norte, December 26, 1865. : 
In your note of the 24th of October last, No. 520, with its enclosures, you communicated | i 

to me what the consul general of the Mexican republic in New York had published in the [ 
papers of that city, at your request, about the nullity of the pretended grants of Maximilian _ &§ 
to a company trying to be organized, to establish a ‘‘ Mexican express,’’ and what Mr. Eu- : 
gene de Courcillon, as president of the above company, had published in the same papers in on: 
answer to the Mexican consul. . | E 

The declarations of the congress and government of the Mexican republic have been very F 
frequent and explicit concerning the nullity of authoritative acts the French agent in Mex- F 
ico and French intervention have pretended to enforce. In the war kept up by the inter- 
vention and Maximilian against the independence and sovereignty of Mexico, they can exer- ; 
cise no legitimate authority in the country because their acts have no foundation by right, | c 
and are only enforced by abuse of power and use of foreign bayonets. So the legitimate | 
authorities of the republic have never recognized, nor will they ever recognize as valid, any \ 

: acts whatever of the intervention and the French agent, Maximilian, because they have no &£ 
principle of law nor any source of legitimate authority to pass them. . | : 

In this publication Mr. de Courcillon says, that after obtaining the pretended grants from 
Maximilian, in May last, he had an interview with the President of the republic, at Chihua- : 
hua, and he said he had no objection to make to the formation of a ‘‘ Mexican express”’ 
company, nor to its pretended grants. | : 

It is to be presumed that this assertion of Mr. Courcillon would appear very unlikely at : 
! once to every person of common sense. The President has instructed me to tell you he 

said no such thing to Mr. Courcillon ; that he did not speak with him in Chihuahua ; does | 
| not know him; never spoke with him anywhere, nor ever had any intercourse with him by 

writing, nor in any other way, at any time or place, directly or indirectly. | A 
I think [ can also assure you, from reliable sources, that Mr. Courcillon has not been in 

Chihuahua since May last, and it appears, also, he never was in Chihuahua at any previous 
period. | : 

I assure you of my very attentive consideration. o£ 
: LERDO DE TEJADA, | 

Citizen Masias RomERo, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister q 
Plenipotentiary of the Mexican Republic at Washington, D.C. - : ft
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: : | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Romeron 

| | oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
' me ‘Washington, January 31, 1866. | | 

' Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your two communica- 

| tions of the 21st and 28th instant, with their respective accompaniments, rela- 

i; tive to the formation of an express company in the city of New York, under | 

a grant emanating from the so-called emperor of Mexico, and which you are / 

pleased to communicate for the information of the government of the United / 

{ States. | a L 

| Thanking you for your kind courtesy, I avail myself of this opportunity to 
j renew to you, sir, the assurance of my very distinguished consideration. . 

7 | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| - Sefior Matias RomERoO, §v., §c., §c., | 
1 Washington, D. C. 

q PRESENT CONDITION OF AFFAIRS IN THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO. 

j Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 

| [ Translation. } 

' Mexican LEGATION TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
| | , Washington, July 9, 1864. 

Mr. Secretary: At the interview with which, on my return from Mexico, 
you had the kindness to favor me on the 20th of November of the last year, | 

i you were pleased to communicate to me, while referring to what had occurred 

in relation to Mexico near this government during my absence from the | 

/ United States, that ex-General D. José Domingo Cortes had presented himself | 
at your department, calling himself the representative of the Mexican States of | 

] Sonora, Sinaloa, Chihuahua, and Durango, and the territory of Lower California, 

and had solicited the annexation of those States to the United States. As was 

| my duty, I communicat2d such intelligence without loss of time to the Mexican 

1 government, and fearing that through the irregularity of the communications 

1 my correspondence containing it might miscarry, and desirous that those im-. 

; mediately interested should at once have notice of the steps which were taken 

in their name, I made the same communication directly to the governors of those 

1 States of which Cortes called himself the representative. 
; For reasons which I cannot understand, I have not yet received the instruc- | 

; tions which I expected from my government on this important business, but I : 

j am sure that they can only come of the import which I had the honor to express 

1 to you at the interview referred to—that is, denying absolutely that Cortes | 

2 represents, in whole or in part, the said States, and showing that the States | 

: themselves have no right, with reference to the constitution, to enter upon agree- 

, ments of any kind with any foreign government, and that none are further than the | 

| people of the States mentioned (in view of the repeated proofs they have given | 

of the purest patriotism through this period of trial) from desiring to annex ! 

themselves to any foreign country. . | 
There have come to my hands, however, answers to my respective communi- 

: eations from the governors of the States of Chihuahua and Sinaloa, which cor- 

roborate in everything what I have verbally stated to the department. I was 

| intending to transmit them to you, in conformity with the recommendations con- 

tained in them, when I should receive the instructions on this subject that I am : 

4 awaiting from the federal government of Mexico; but having learned this morn- _ | 

4 ing that D. José Domingo Cortes has returned to the United States and is now
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j in Washington, and has addressed your department in writing, I think it my i 
' duty, with the reservation of returning to occupy myself with this incident | 
j when I received the instructions referred to, to transmit to you a copy of the com- i 
q munications which are in this legation from the governors of Chihuahua and 
1 Sinaloa, and which show that Cortes is not in any manner authorized to speak 
] in the name of those States, nor of any other in the Mexican republic, because 
| they cannot be represented abroad except through the agents of the federal gOv- : 
| ernment of Mexico; that he is not known in the States whose representation he 
| attempts to assume, and that the proposals he has allowed himself to make to 
’ this government are formally and solemnly rebuked and repelled by the legiti- 
' mately constituted authorities thereof. | ) | | | 

The confidence I have in the justice and sound judgment of the government i 
q of the United States induces me to address this communication to it, rather to | [ 
4 enlighten its opinion than for any other purpose. If I had the least suspicion 
j that Cortes would be received in this city as the duly authorized agent of any 3 
’ fraction of the Mexican republic, and that his proposals, whatever they are, i 
‘ might be taken into consideration, I should think it my duty to protest formally | 

and without delay against such procedure and the arrangements Cortes might i 
; make. | | | | 

j I avail of this occasion to repeat to you, sir, the assurances of my most dis- #§ 
i tinguished consideration. : | ; | | a MM. ROMERO. I 

Hon. Wittiam H. SEwarp, Sc., §c., &c. — 4 

: | : [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] | 
| | GOVERNMENT oF THE Stare or CHIBUAHUA, 

. , Chihuahua, January 11, 1864. : i 
Your note, dated 20th November last past, which I have received to-day, and the copy | 

you send me of what you addressed to the department of foreign relations and government, — o&§ 
I of same date, at the city of San Luis Potosi, have informed me of the unpatriotic steps i 

taken with the minister for foreign affairs of that republic, Mr. Seward, by one D. José : 
Domingo Cortes, about the annexation to the United States of this State and those of the : 
Pacific coast, in order to free them from French intervention. a 

I at once approve the assurances you made to Secretary Seward, denying so calumnious f 
an imputation, and repudiating it as unworthy of any good Mexican; and I assure you the : 
government in my charge, and can also aver that the others in question, are very far from p 
entertaining such wretched views, because, although it is sure they will as far as possible E 
resist French intervention, it is no less sure that they pant for and will at all hazards : 
secure the nationality of Mexico, and its existing institutions ; being able to assure you, in [ 
fine, that not only is all news wanting here about the mission and character which the said " 
D. José Domingo Cortes has attributed to himself, but that the existence even of such an £ 
individual is unknown, whose condign punishment you demand with so much justice from : 
the supreme government of the nation, to which on the first opportunity I shall render an : 
account of this incident, and of this present reply, in case the communication from your. : 
legation may have gone astray. Itis gratifying to me to add to the previous explanations,. : 
and in reply to your note, the assurances of my very distinguished consideration, : 

God, liberty, reform! : . | : 
| | LUIS TERRAZAS,. 

Citizen M. Romero, . | z 
In charge of the Mexican Legation to the : | | E 

| United States of America, Washington, | i 

| [Enclosure No. 2.—Translation.] | | i 
MEXICAN REPUBLIC, GOVERNMENT OF THE State oF SINALOA, | 

| . AND Minirarny CommManpancy, Mazatuan, January 24, 1864, - A 
In La Libertad, official journal ef Durango, of the 8th instant, I saw published the note A 

which your legation addresses to the governor of that State, and the reply to it, both papers: F 
37 DC * * f
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- relating to the false mission upon which thé Spaniard D. José Domingo Cortes presented him- 
self to the Secretary of State of that republic, Mr. Seward, making proposals to annex to the 

“North Americau confederation the States of Chihuahua, Sonora, Durango, this and the 
j territory of Lower California. The adventurer D. José Domiugo Cortes never has been a 
q governor in this country, nor made representative of the States which he has been calumni- 
‘ _ ating to the cabinet of the United States of the north, by describing them as discontented 
i with the constitutional rule which governs them, and: so false and faithless in the actual | 
! struggle with the invasion as to wish to throw themselves into the arms of a neighboring 
q nation, rather than to seek safety in battle, as they have done in sending their contingents _ 

_ of blood to the interior, and preparing with men and materiel of war at their disposal to re- _ 
] gist the French and traitors on their own territory, where, as yet, they have not gained in 
{ tavor of intervention the vote of a single settlement, unless such as has been forcedfromthem | 

by the compulsion of brute violence. I fill my duty as representative of the State of Sinaloa a 
7 by pointing out in this note, for the information of the government of the United States an 

and confusion of the intriguer Cortes, the falsehood and calumny he used in his conference l 
3 with Mr. Seward, in proposing to him, in the name of the States mentioned, annexation to _ : 
3 that country. I send copy of this note to the supreme government of the nation for its : 
7 proper application, and beg you to make it public, and to accept the assurance of esteem _ E 
1 and consideratlon with which I subscribe myself your obedient servant. i 
; Liberty and reform ! | Oe | | | of 
7 : F. GARCIA’ MORALES. - 
j P, Herren, Secretary. | oo 

1 Citizen Matias Romero, _ | : 
7 Mexican Minister to the United States of America, Washington. — | 

1 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. oe | 

| DEPARTMENT OF. STATE, on, 
7 | ; | Washington, July 15, 1864. - 

1 Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 9th | 
1 instant, with its accompaniment, relating to the movements of ex-General Don _ 
] José Domingo Cortes, of Mexico, and to assure you that its information and | 
; suggestions will receive my careful attention. - a Co | 
1 I avail myself of the occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my dis- | 
7. tinguished consideration. oo | ‘ | 

| . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
j Sefior Matias Romero, &e., &c., &c., | 
i 7 | Washington, D. C. 

1 | | ' Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 

; a —— [Translation] | oe | 

; | | Mexican LEGATION-IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
4 | . - Washington, Juiy 12, 1864. | 

1 Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to transmit to you, for the information of 2 
1 the government of the United States, a copy of La Accion, No. 28, a paper 2 
; published in the city of Saltillo, the capital of the State of Coahuila, under ! 

date of the 18th of June last, which contains an article written by: Sefior | 
Zarco, a distinguished Mexican writer, in which he very clearly demonstrates | 

; the impossibility for the French agent in Mexico to comply with the pecuniary | 
7 : obligations he has contracted, even should his acts be binding upon the Mexi- | 
j can nation. | | 
i I do not doubt that the data and remarks contained in said article will be 
1 viewed with interest by the government of the United States. 

- T avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances 
1 | of my most distinguished consideration. | | 
] | Be ; .  M. ROMERO. 
1 Hon. Wiutiam H. SEwarp, &c., &c., &c., . 
1 | a | Washington, D. CG | _ | |
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i {From La ‘Accion, Saltillo, June 18; 1864:—No. 28.] | o£ 

PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAY-OF THE ESTABLISHMENT:.OF A MONARCHY IN MEXICO. E 

i / ArticLe 1.—The question of finance. a | 

1 From the rapid examination that we have made of the convention of Miramar, it : 
appears that besides the humiliations, the dishonor, and the shameful pupilage which the . 

; inexperienced Austrian prince has taken upon his projected empire, he has imposed upon ; 
it a pecuniary burden of $126,580,000, which is required for the payment to France of : 
the expenses of her piratical expedition, the hire of her soldiers in continuing the monar- : 
chical propaganda, the cost of the semi-monthly steamers which are to bring to the : 

| protecting army the orders of their government, and in making a small payment on { 
ccount for the French reclamations, which are all admitted and recognized, and are to , 
be paid. ‘ | | : | : : 

_ The manner.of revision adopted in the convention for these reclamations and certain : 
antecedent circumstances give foundation to the belief that this last item is more expan- iE 
sive than any other, and that the archduke, whether from his ignorance of the facts or by : 

. ' reason of his profound gratitude to Bonaparte, has not ventured to offer even the slightest : 
objection. | - a 

As reclamations have been the ostensible pretext of the war, and from them are to be i 
| satisfied the expectations of certain great personages about the court of the Tuilleries as : 

well as enormous commissions, as has been seen in the private correspondence of Jecker, Ef 
and as, since the time of the conferences of Orizaba, the French plenipotentiaries have oe 

| constantly sought to state the amount of these reclamations only in round numbers and | , 
without any kind of examination, it is necessary to bear in mind that only on account of E 
the Jecker affair $15,000,000 are claimed, and $12,000,000 on account of other recla- : 
mations which have never been even presented to any government of the country. oe : 

In order that the world. may judge of the morality of these exactions, and that his : 
Holiness Pope Pius [X, who condemns usury, should not hesitate to pronounce his blessing . 
upon all these affairs, it is well to recall that the fifteen millions of Jecker proceed from a : 
loan of $750,000, and that the twelve millions of other reclamations arise from a debt of. : 
only some hundreds of thousands of dollars. i 

This addition of $27,000,000 will probably bear an interest of six per cent. per annum, and : 
thus in a term of twelve years it will amount, with capital and interest, to $46,440,000, E 
making the total amount of the compromises of the convention of Miramar reach the sum E 
of $173,120,000, — a a | 4 

Supposing this debt to France is only paid, according to one of the articles of the con- : 
vention, the sense of which is not very clear, in annual payments of five millions of dol- : : 
lars, it will result that the new empire will have to send this tribute during a period of | 
thirty-five years, from which will result an enormous addition in the payment of interest. 

We will now proceed to examine another financial transaction of the archduke, that is, | 
the contract for the loan. After designing it for fabulous sums, after Minister Fould had : 
refused France as a surety for it, after the Emperor of Austria had declared he would take 
no part in the business, and, finally, after the English bond-holders had refused to enter 
into the combination, the famous loan was reduced to the issue of titles for forty millions | 
of dollars, that had to be disposed of in the markets of Paris, Brussels, Hamburg, and i 

. Amsterdam, at 63 per cent. Let us suppose that speculators take all these titles, Maxi- 
milian loses, or, more properly speaking, causes the empire to lose 27 per cent. by this [ 
issue, or, what amounts to the same thing, he only receives $27,200,000, acknowledges a 
debt of forty millions, and loses at once, on the principal alone, $12,800,000. But as he  &€§ 
has to pay an annual interest of 6 per cent. for these forty millions, the loss in twelve : 
years will be $28,800,000. | | 

The result of al! this is, that the contract and loan give the new empire only $27,200,000, 
and in twelve years cost $227,500,000. The calcul*tion is simple: a loss of $200,326,000. | 
This is a magnificent first lesson in economy, order and foresight, given by the monarchy : 
to the republic! Cana government thus beginning its existence keep up its credit to | 
meet future obligations? It would be a phenomenon as new as it is incomprehensible.  &§ 
The empire, then, relies upon the sum of $27,200,000, hardly enough for the first year, to — 

| . defray the expenses of its inauguration and future splendor; and after that, bankruptcy 
and poverty, as it is easy to demonstrate, and the gloomy conviction that Napoleon basely 

| deceived the archduke, when he told him that he was going to seat him on piles of gold 
| and silver instead of on a throne. Allowing that all the bonds find purchasers in Euro- 
| pean markets, Maximilian’s private debts of eight millions of francs will have to be : 
| deducted from the $27,200,000, as well as the farewell presents made in Austria, alms left — a 

for the vagrants in Trieste, costs of the journey from Vera Cruz to Mexico, and the & 
| $10,000 pin-money renounced by the archduchess when she left Vienna. |
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: The total yield of this great loan, a great portion of which remains in France, amounts | 
to—as we commonly say—a pie in the dog’s mouth. : 

The first days of jollity and frolic, of initiations and triumphal arches, of feasts and : 
’ flattery, being over, we must look at the serious side of empires, to the question of : 

finance, and then the eyes of the astonished Dutchman will see such a vortex before him he : 
: will miss his secondary position as kinsman of the Emperor Francis. i 

_ Let us now endeavor to estimate, as nearly as possible with the most authentic data, the 
q annual expenses of the Mexican empire. : | 
i Asa debt of honor, a sacred debt of gratitude, the cost of the crown, we have, in the | 

| first place, the tribute to France, giving the. mildest interpretation to the contract, 
4 $5,000,000 ; interest on the loan, $2,400,000. | | 

‘The financial question must be connected with the diplomatic, and as it is known that i 
; you can collect from a power de facto by force, without acknowledging it as a legitimate 

government, or having any intercourse with it, as the Penaud and Dunlop contracts made 
in Vera Cruz between the constitutional government and England and France prove, - 

q whether the new empire is acknowledged or not, we shall see these claims urged by the 
: English, Spanish, and American creditors. This shows an interest to be paid on the 
3 English debt of $4,200,000. | 
1 As it is impossible to pay at once the $600,000 that Marquez robbed from the British 
4 legation, and as this is one of the archduke’s debts of honor, an annual instalment of 6 

per cent. will have to be paid upon it, making $36,000. | 
| Interest on the Spanish debt, $605,000. | 
; By virtue of the Mon-Almonte treaty, binding upon the empire, which must close its 
3 eyes to all kinds of frauds, an additional sum must be paid of $400,000. 
; Interest. on the North American debt, at 6 per cent., estimating the principal at two 
3 millions, to say the least, $120,000. . a : | 
7 The estimates of the empire, then, only for what may be termed international obliga- . 
3 tions, not including loss and damage claims by English, Spanish, Americans and Germans, 
3 will amount to, per year, $12,781,000. | ce . | . 
4 Now, let us pass to the interior estimates. Keeping in mind the. brilliancy of the throne | 
q necessary to lend charms and respectability to the empire, the great innovation of giving | 
1 the clergy falaries, thus imposing the expense of public worship upon the treasury, and . 
4 the difficulty of satisfying our priests for the loss of their -titles, parish perquisites, mort- | 
4 gage rents, and the necessity of keeping a large army of Austrians or Mexicans, and the 
3 inexpediency of giving those soldiers less pay than the French, and remembering there 
i can be no representative system till there is peace, we think this estimate not far from L 
4 being correct, namely : ps - _ | 
3 O International obligations... 20. . cece oe nen cee eee wenn cece ce cnnncccccce $12,781, 000 - : 
3 Interest of the home debt... 20. oa ee cen wenn wee wenn eee eeceeees §=61,280,000 4 
7 The emperor’s Salary... . ---- ween cee ene ewe ce cee e wwee neeeeen--e 1,500,000 : 
4 Appropriation for the empress... oo. cee eee wee ee wees cee ene eee we 100, 000 
7 Expenses of the imperial household.... 2... 22. 2 we cee wee meee eee enn 100,000 
j Worship and the clergy, at least 2. 026. 222. eee cee wee ween ewe ceeee--- 5, 000,000 

The army, 40,000 men, with the same pay as the French......--..-..---. 8,000,000 
4 The civil list, with pensions, rewards, annuities, secret service fund, &c.,&c. 8,000,000 

i A total annual expense of. 00. ---- ee. ween cone eeee enue eeee---- 36,681, 000 

] Relying upon the synoptical table of Mr. Miguel Arroyo, who estimates the number of — 
7 imperial partisans at five millions, in order to supply the budget it would be necessary to 
3 establish a system of imposts, where every inhabitant would have to pay on an average a | 
3 tax of more than seven dollars apiece. | | : 
4 But whi'e Maximilian, counselled by Corta, Budin and Schergenbecher, is perfecting | 
‘ this prodigious invention, the empire would have to suffer a deficit of $24,681,000 in the | 

a second year of its establishment, as the revenue could not be more than sixteen millions _ | 
3 annually, considering the state of war and other serious obstacles. | 

We must bow humbly to this wonderful result, and admire the genius and skill of | 
{ Napoleon III, the great politician of our age, and the wisdom acquired by an Austrian | 

visiting the holy places and mosques, and the foresight of the reactionary party. | 
How is this deficiency, threatening to increase from year to year, to be supplied? That : | 

q is the question! it is the death of the empire in its cradle. How are you to extract gold - 
: and silver from the mountains offered by the perfidious Napoleon to the innocent archduke, : 

instead of a throne ?. French generosity is not to be depended upon, further than ful- | 
7 filling its good intertions and hiring soldiers. The Austrian brother will not spend a florin — | 
] after he has robbed his pretty sister-in-law of her pin-money. ‘The Pope’s precious bless- : 

ings may do well for eternal life, or help to make a passage through purgatory shorter, : | 

| 

: | 
: | !
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: but nobody ever made a pot-pie out of them. The other powers will get their money, but : 
i no more, and loans will soon be shut out from governments born to bankruptcy. Outside j 
; of the empire they won’t get a copper ! | | | 
3 In the interior the disinterestedness of the opposition party and the clergy is not to be ; 
3 depended upon, because that party may be divided into two ranks : the hungry, who want 
, to feed out of the public crib, and the avaricious, quick to receive and slow to give. There 
1 is no possible way to supply this deficiency, unless monarchicall institutions can work a mira- : 
’ cle and cause our fields to yield their crops monthly, make our cattle breed in geometrical | j progression, and increase the consumption of national and foreign produce one hundred : 

fold. 
: 

They cannot now resort to the ingenious plan of selling a few of the border States, with j 
the Juarists as chattels, because the United States do not desire an extension of territory, : 

q and the Confederate States cannot afford such luxuriés ; and France is not in a condition to. 
accept Sonora or Tehuantepec in satisfaction of the Miramar contract. — 

: But the mines remain, the mines of the whole country, the magnet of the expedition, the i 
first cause of the intense interest Napoleon takes in Mexico, and the great argument of his : 

d ministers to justify his crimes before the legislative assembly. The archduke will have a 
bitter disappointment in this particular, if he expects to find the heaps of gold and silver 
with which his protector dazzled him through a distant perspective. : 

Mexico is, without doubt, the first mining country in the world, and much of its mineral a : wealth is yet to be explored; but if the imperial government undertakes these develop- ‘ 7 ments, it will require an enormous capital and a century of perfect peace. Ifitthinksmore _ & proper to profit by the mines alrealy discovered and worked, it will have to establish a mi- i 
ning monopoly, and sell the mines. All that is necessary to effect this is, to seize the prop- : 
erty of all the mining companies, composed mostly of English, Prussians, Americans and . 
Spanish stockholders. This difficulty, it will be seen, is not very easy to overcome. : 

The reactionary economists may advise the Austrian to raise the taxes and create others, : 
on doors and windows for instance, to establish the monopolies of tobacco, salt, ice, powder, i 
spirits and cards, to negotiate the sale of crusade bulls from the Pope; but the adoption of 
all these ways, in the present state of the country, would not raise two millions of dollars, F : when twenty-four millions are wanted to supply the deficit. - oo : There is only one more miserable way left, and that is to impose high duties upon re- | 
vived titles of nobility, and the grant of new ones, and on the grand crosses and little ones : 
of the imperial order of Guadalupe. But this way, besides exposing the establishment of : 
the monarchy to the jests of Barres, would not be very profitable, for the sale of titles of | ) nobility never gave a great revenue to Spain, where the aristocracy has not become so con- E temptible as in Mexico. | & 

The empire of the Austrian begins with a deficiency of | twenty-four million six hundred 
and eighty thousand dollars annually ; therefore itis born weakly, sickly and paralytic. It 
cannot live without continuous loans, which are impossible ; it needs the pity of all powers 
to keep it in hopes ; and if it does not keep its engagements, but violates treaties, it is in | danger of being superseded. | 7 : 

Such is the state of the question of finance in the new empire. Sad will be the archduke’s &£ 
waking when his frolic is over, and, looking for the promised piles of gold and silver, he 
only sees his poor wife’s dressing table ! | : 

| FRANCISCO ZARCO. 

| — oe Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. = | 

ae ot | [Translation.] | , | | : 

/ Mexican Legation To THE UNITED STATEs, 
| | , a Washington, July 15, 1864. 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to remit to your department, for the in- | 
formation of the government of the United States, copies in English and French 
of a protest which Don Jesus Escobar y Armendariz, agent of the Mexican 

| government, made in the city of London, the 10th of June last past, against all 
the acts of French intervention in Mexico, and of the functionaries emanating 
therefrom, and principally against the loan which the Archduke Ferdinand
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i Maximilian of Austria decreed on the 10th of April previous, pretending by ! 

1 that act to commit the credit of the Mexican nation. 

1 : I avail of this opportunity to repeat to you the assurances of my very distin-— | 

i guished consideration. Be | | 

1 Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., §¢., Se. - | 

4 7 [Translation.] | 

| Protest of Jesus Escobar y Armendariz, late secretary of the Mexican legation in Washington, and now 

] agent of the constitutional government in Europe, against the last Mexican loan. 

1 | I, Jesus Escobar y Armendariz, agent of the constitutional government of Mexico, legally | 

' authorized, and in virtue of the divers protests made by the legislative and executive pow- | 

3 ers of the nation against all the contracts, and, in general, against all the acts of the French 

intervention, and of the functionaries emanating from it, protest anew that the Mexican 

: nation and its constitutional government will never, at any time, recognize or admit the 

3 obligations which shall be contracted by any other functionaries than those who hold their | 

=: authority from the constitution. : Oo | 

3 I protest especially against the Mexican loan which was decreed on the 10th of Aprillast. . 

4 by the Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian of Austria, and against every species of obligation 

3 which shall be contracted at the charge of the Mexican nation by what person soever who 

4 shall not be authorized by the constitutional government, whether these obligations have 

3 for their object to create a fresh national debt or to augment the amount of that which al- 

3 ready exists, oy simply to introduce modification of the English debt, which the govern- 

: ment considers sacred, or any other debt legally recognized ; and although the protests of 

the supreme power of the nation have obtained, in Europe, all the publicity that was due | 

4 | ~ to them, I now renew them in the interest of the public, and to affirm as much as possible 

3 the rights of the Mexican nation. , _ | 

J. ESCOBAR Y ARMENDARIZ. | 

3 Lonpon, June 10, 1864. Be oS | 

{ Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | 

4 : | | | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

q ; , Washington, July 27, 1864. 

; Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge tHe receipt of your communication of 

] the 15th instant, transmitting to me printed copies of a protest by Don Jesus 

Escobar y Armendariz, agent of the Mexican government, in the city of London, | 

on the 10th of June last, against the acts of the French intervention in Mexico, 

and of the functionaries emanating therefrom, and principally against the loan 

1 decreed on the 10th of April previous by the Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian — i 

; of Austria. - . | / 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my very | 

’ distinguished consideration. ! 

Oo WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
} Sefior Matias Romero, &c., §c., &C.5 . | | 2 

4 - Washington, D. C. | 

—__— 
3 , | 

| 

q Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : 

| [ Translation. } | 2 

Mexican LeGaTIon To THE UNITED STaTEs OF AMERICA, 

i | | 7 oe Washington, February 6, 1865. 

i | ~The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the . 

{ Mexican republic, has the honor to address himself to the honorable WilliamH. . 

f : Seward, Secretary of State of the United States, for the purpose of protesting,
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| in the most explicit and formal manner, against the cession which the ex-Arch- 
j duke of Austria, Ferdinand Maximilian, has made,-or is about to make, tothe 
j French government of various States of the Mexican republic. : 
j The'undersigned permits himself to remind the honorable William H.Seward _ 
| that at the interview which he had with him, on the 19th January last, he read 
q to him a letter written at the city of Mexico, on the 28th December previous, , 

1 the latest date from that city received up to this date in this country, in which : 
| a person well-informed and entirely trustworthy communicated the news that a 

French agents in that city had proposed to the deluded Mexicans, who now 
encircle the usurper that the Emperor of the French has sent to Mexico, a set- 

] tlement, in virtue of which there are to be ceded to France the Mexican States of 
7 Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila, parts of those of San Luis Potosi, 
‘ Zacatecas, Durango, and Chihuahua, almost the whole of Sonora, and the’ pe- 
j ninsula of Lower California, the dividing line to be formed by the river Yaqui, 

on the Pacific, and Panuco, on the Gulf, to their sources, and a straight line 
drawn from one point to the other; that, to make the cession of so considerable 

i a part of the Mexican territory acceptable, assurance was made that France 
! would establish in the ceded territory a military colony, which would be under  &£ 
4 its immediate protection, and which would place the rest of the country under | 
| shelter from filibustering attacks from the United States; which would, besides, «| 
' produce the liquidation of the supposed debt which Mexico has with France, _ i 

and would facilitate the acquisition of three hundred millions to the treasury of sf 
; the usurper. It is added, also, to make so considerable a loss less sensibly felt, 

? that the States referred to have only belonged in name to Mexico, because they 
have been ruled by authorities which have not respected the orders of the central _ F 
government of Mexico, and which were doomed to self-destruction, either be- 
cause they might fall into the power of the French or of the United States, and 
that in such alternative there cannot be a moment’s doubt of the preferable ex- | 

| treme. In the same letter assurance was given that such settlement had not 
- been yet submitted to the usurper, and it was given out as understood thag he 

i would not fail to hesitate and even manifest opposition to it before his accept- 
ance. 

This circumstance signifies nothing, however; the usurper either has not his 
own will, or if he has, he cannot make it prevail when in contradiction to that 
of his protector. Besides, it is not to be presumed that he takes any interest in 
the destinies of a country which is not his fatherland, in which four years ago . 
he was not known, even by name, to the vast majority of the nation, which he  & 
himself knew only by name, to which he has been brought and is sustained by _ 
foreign bayonets, and in which he is shedding the blood of patriotic Mexicans, | 

. who are maintaining their independence, to satiate a blind ambition for rule, which 
for his punishment he exercises only in appearance. 

_ The undersigned always believed that the Emperor of the French would close | 
up in this manner his interference in Mexico when he should become convinced 
that it would not be possible for him to retain the whole republicasa French  —s ff 

_ ¢eolony, and-had the honor so to state to the honorable William H. Seward in 
the communication he addressed to him the 27th Deeember, 1862, and which , 
the President sent to the House of Representatives among the documents relat- | 
ing to Mexican affairs transmitted with his message of 4th February, 1863. 

That which then, however, did not exceed conjecture, although well-founded, : 

has come to be realized with the course of time and the development of events. | 
: News received from Mexico, from an entirely trustworthy source, has been con- 

firmed by other advices received simultaneously from San Francisco, California, [ 
, and from Paris; and such coincidences, combined with other antecedents which | 

the undersigned is possessed of in this matter, do not leave him in the least | 
doubt that if the settlement proposed has not been ratified, it is on the point of i 
so being. | : |
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This conviction obliges the undersigned, in fulfilment of the duty which 
i belongs to him, as representative of the Mexican nation, to protest solemnly 
1 _ and energetically against any settlement made by the ex-Archduke of Austria, 
; in the name of Mexico, with the Emperor of the. French, or with any other 
1 _ government, by which he aliens or hypothecates Mexican territory, or in any / 
i manner compromises the responsibility of the native country of the undersigned. | 
i __ Addressing himself to the government of the United States, the undersigned | 
1 does not think it necessary to halt to prove that the ex-Archduke of Austria | 
| only represents in Mexico the Emperor of the French, by whose army he was / 
1 brought to that republic and is there sustained; and that therefore any settle- | 
: ment made between the ex-Archduke and the Emperor of the French would 
j have the same obligatory force on the Mexican nation as one concluded between ; 
if the said Emperor and General Bazaine, commanding in chief the French forees : 

In Mexico. | —— oF 
j ‘The undersigned has not thought that he should await for official notice of the : 
j conclusion of such settlement in order to protest against it. It is of such gravity 
i and transcendency, not only to the interests of Mexico, but to those of the whole / 
' American continent, that he would consider himself to be wanting to his most 
j sacred duties should he for a moment delay to take this step. 
3 The undersigned thinks fit, in justification of his conduct in this affair, to re- 
i | mind the honorable Secretary of State of the United States of a fact slightly 
i resembling the present, when the representatives of the French government in 
! Mexico protested against a treaty concluded between Mexico and the United 
3 States of much less importance than the present, only because of the vague 
; rumors, more or less founded, that they had received that it had been concluded, 
; and before they had official notice of its execution. 
1 After the rupture between the allied Europeans at Orizaba, and when France © 

alone continued making war on Mexico, the minister of the United States to this 
j republic made a treaty with the Mexican government, in virtue of which the 
’ United States were to lend to Mexico eleven millions of dollars, Mexico hy- 
1 pothecating in payment for such amount the unoccupied lands of the republic, | 
’ the unsold national property, previously called church property, and the unsatis- | 
1 fied bonbs and promissory notes for national property already aliened. This | 
| treaty was signed in the city of Mexico the 6th of April, 1862; but as it did not 
j receive ratification by the government of the United States it was not officially 
i published, and only mere rumors, more or less founded, were circulated about 
1 its object and stipulations; notwithstanding which, the representatives of the 
; Emperor of the French addressed to the Mexican government, under date of the 
j 15th April aforesaid, a note, in which they said to it that they had been informed 
; that said government had concluded or was about to conclude a treaty with a __ 

foreign government, by which were sold, ceded, transferred, or hypothecated 
1 thereto a part of the lands and public revenues of Mexico, to the whole of which | 
‘ lands and revenues France made claim of right, in virtue of the fraudulent claims | 
‘ of her subjects. With the note which the undersigned had the honor to address ! 
‘ to the honorable Secretary of State on the 2d June, 1862, he remitted a copy . | 
j of such protest. | | | | 
j The undersigned avails of this opportunity to renew to the honorable William | 

HH. Seward the assurances of his most distinguished consideration. : | 
7 R. MOMERO. 

j . Hon. Wiuuiam H. SEwarp, §c., §c.. &c. . | - :
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. 

- DEPARTMENT OF STATE, E 
| oe | — Washington, February 25, 1865. | 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of 
1 the 6th instant, in which, in your character of envoy extraordinary and minister ; 

plenipotentiary of the United Mexican States, accredited to the government of q 
! the United States of America, you enter your protest, in the most formal, ener- | 1 

getic, and solemn manner, against any settlement or cession, either made or to ] 
? be made by the ex-Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian of Austria, in the name of | 

Mexico, with the Emperor of the French, or with any other government, by 1 

| which he alienates or hypothecates Mexican territory, or In any manner com- q 
_ promises the responsibility of the Mexican republic. | - : 

This measure you are led to take under the circumstances more fully detailed 1 
: in your note, believing it to be in consonance with your most sacred duties as ] 

the representative of Mexico. | | | _— : : 
3 In reply, it affords me pleasure to state that the protest referred to will be | 

placed upon file in the archives of this department, there to remain a testimony q 
_ to your course in the premises and as an additional evidence of the zealous and ; 

patriotic discharge of your functions as the minister of Mexico in the United : 

States, and for such other uses and purposes as future events may render it | 
necessary to apply it. - , | 

| I avail myself of this occasion to offer to you, sir, the renewal of my very ft 
high and distinguished consideration. | &€ 

| | a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. , : 
Sefior Matias Romero, &«., &c., §c., | | | | : 

| - Washington, D. C. | | — : 

. Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. — 

! a [‘Translation. ] | | i 

Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | 
| , Washington, February 17, 1865. E 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to transmit to you, for the information 
, of the government of the United States, a copy of the proclamation which the ; 

constitutional President of the Mexican republic addressed to his fellow-countrymen 
on the Ist of January last, manifesting anew his firm intention to continue without i 
rest, to struggle, against the foreign invader, in defence of the liberty and inde- 
pendence of that republic. — | 

- JT avail myself with much pleasure of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. , 
Secretary, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. _ - 

= | M. ROMERO. | 
Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, &c., §c., &c. | : 

—_ PROCLAMATION. a 

_ The Constitutional President of the United Mexican States to his compatriots: - 

| Mexicans: After three years of an unequal and sanguinary contest against the foreign 
legions which treason brought to our country, we are still firm and resolved, as on the first | 

! day, to continue the defence of our independence and liberty against despotism. We have 
| been unfortunate it is true ; fate has been adverse to us on many occasions, but the cause 

of Mexico, which is the cause of right and of justice, has not succumbed, has not perished, «| 
: and will not perish, because there still exist valiant Mexicans, in whose hearts the holy fire
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q of patriotism still glows ; and in whatever part of the republic they may be carrying arms ; 

and the national standard in their hands, there, as here, will the country live ; there, as | 
q _ here, will the living and energetic protest of right against might continue to exist. Let | 
q the incautious man, who has accepted the sad mission of being the instrument to enslavea 
3 free people, understand this well, and let him remember that treason, the failure to abide 
q . by' plighted faith in the preliminaries of La Soledad, and the acts of recognition and of ad- [ 
: hesion dictated by the foreign bayonets which sustain him, are the only titles through which 
3 he pretends to govern; that his tottering throne does not repose upon the free will of the 
4 nation, but upon the blood and corpses of thousands of Mexicans whom he has sacrificed 
4 ‘without cause, and only because they were defending their liberties and their rights ; that 
3 the traitors who have longed for and called him, and those who under the pressure of force 
| _ tolerate his direful influence or render him vassalage, must recollect that they are Mexi- 
4 | cans, and that they have children to whom they must not bequeath a legacy of infamy; . 
i and that, during a cruel and obstinate war of eleven years against a more powerful enemy 
4 and one more deeply rooted to the country, we have learned the manner of reconquering | 
q our independence, effecting it with the same means which our former rulers had at their 
7 . command. . : 
j Probably the usurper may not be disposed to think of the false position he occupies, and 
4 instead of listening to the truths which our words contain, he may repel them with a smile 
3 of scorn and contempt. This matters not ; conscience, which never forgets nor pardons, 
4 will cause them to prevail, and will avenge us. In the bustle and noise of the court, in . 
3 the silence of the night, in the public festivities, and in the privacy of the domestic hearth— | 
3 at all hours and in all places, it will pursue him, will importune him with the recollection | 
3 of his crime, which will not permit him tranquilly to enjoy his’ prize, until the hour for | 

expiation arrives ; and then for the tyrant, for the traitors who sustain him, and for all | 
3 those who to-day mock us and delight in the misfortunes of our country, will come their | 
4 awakening from error with repentance; but these will then be fruitless, because then the | 
, national justice shall be inflexible and sévere. | 
2 _ That hour will come, doubt it not, Mexicans, as that of our former conquerors came, in | 
; the year 1821. Let us wait, but let us wait while acting with the heroic resolution of Hi- 

‘ dalgo and Zaragoza, with the activity of Morelos, and with the constancy and self-denial of | 
: Guerrero, by preserving and increasing the sacred fire which will produce the conflagration 
; that will devour the tyrants and traitors who profane our land. | 
; | Mexicans! those of you who are so unfortunate as to live under the dominion of the 
a usurpation, do not resign yourselves to bear the yoke of ignominy which weighs upon you. 
4 Do not delude yourselves by the perfidious insinuations of the partisans of accomplished : 
3 _ facts, because they are and have always been the partisans of despotism. The existence of : 
: arbitrary power is a permanent violation of right and of justice, which neither time nor the : 
j force of arms can ever justify, and which it is necessary to destroy for the honor of Mexico 4 
: and of the human race. This is our task ; aid us, if you do not wish to bear the name of 
3 abject slaves to a foreign tyrant. Oo : 
7 And you who, in these times of common danger, are contending against our oppressors, 
: continue your task, working with the same heroism which you have shown up to the pres- 
’ ent moment, without being discouraged by misfortunes, terrified by dangers, and dismayed 
4 by the lamentable defections of some of our brothers. These, perhaps, may return to their 
; ranks, to blot out, in defending their country, the infamous stigma of traitors which now 
’ degrades them ; and should they not do it, if obdurate, they should continue in their de- | 
i gradation. Have pity upon them, because while in the midst of the enjoyments and dis- 
; tinctions they may possess, they are unfortunate. The remembrance that they are Mexi- 
7; cans and vassals at the same. time of a foreign despot, will be the dreadful pang which 
‘ shall wither and consume their miserable existence. Do not forget that the defence of our _ / 
q country and of liberty is for us an imperative duty, because it carries with it the defence | 
; of our own dignity, of the honor and dignity of our wives and of our children, of the honor : 

and dignity of all men. Therefore have we generous colaborers within and without the | 
republic, who, with their pens, with their influence, and with their means, are aiding us, | | 
and offer up fervent prayers for the salvation of our country. Redouble, then, your efforts, | 
with the assurance that in due time our constancy, our union, and our activity will com- | 

2 pensate our sacrifices by the final triumph of the holy cause we uphold. Mexicans! he | 
| who now addresses you these words, faithful to his duty and to his convictions, will con- | 

tinue to devote his vigilance to the national defence; he will further it by all the means | 
q which may be within his reach, and with your assistance and co-operation he will keep 4] 

aloft and without humiliation the beautiful standard of independence, of liberty and pro- } 
gress, which Mexico has conquered by the heroic valor of her warriors, and through the 2 
precious blood of her sons. a | 

; Done at the national palace, in Chihuahua, January 1, 1865. | 
7; - a BENITO JUAREZ, : 

| | 
4 | | | 

|
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. 

1 | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, March 15, 1865.  - 

d Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of 

| the 17th ultimo, in which you are pleased to communicate, for the information 

i of the government of the United States, a printed copy of the proclamation 

j which the constitutional President of the Mexican republic, his excellency Benito : 

] Juarez, addressed to his fellow-countrymen on the Ist of January, 1865, and in 

which he renews his determination to continue the struggle in Mexico in defence k 

| _ of the liberty and independence of the republic. a - 
j Thanking you for your polite attention in communicating to me so interesting 

a document, I avail myself of the occasion to reiterate to you, sir, the assurances 2 

of my very distinguished consideration, | | 
ae WILLIAM H. SEWARD. i 

; Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., Sc. | | 
Washington, D. C.  & 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | E 

i [Translation] | | 

| Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNFTED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Washington, March 28, 1865. &§ 

Mr. Secretary: I deem it proper to call the attention of the government of | E 

the United States to certain documents which have recently been brought to the | 

| public view, and which have reference to the events which are actually taking : 

| place in the Mexican republic, which documents, accompanied by an index, I . : 

transmit enclosed with the present note. | i 

| It is generally known that the Mexican clergy, who have taken so direct a — | 

participation in the civil wars of that republic, with the object of preserving the | ; 

property, privileges, and influence which they enjoyed during the Spanish dom- &— 

ination, upon finding themselves overcome, in 1860, by the public opinion of ; 

their country, and deprived of their wealth and influence, and having no longer E 

the means in the country to incite another rebellion against the legitimately con- | 

stituted government, conceived the project of intriguing in Kurope in order to 

influence some of the powers of that continent, by availing themselves of the oc- 

-easion of the breaking out of the civil war in the United States, brought about 

by a hierarchy similar to the ecclesiastical one of Mexico, to intervene in the in- | 

ternal affairs of my country, to overthrow the existing constitutional government, E 

and to establish, by the force of arms, a European monarchy, with a Catholic | 

prince upon the throne, who, agreeably to the official declarations of the French 

| government, previous to the intervention and its subsequent acts, was to be the — 

then archduke of Austria, Ferdinand Maximilian. | | 

It was to be supposed that this monarchical government, which was to be es- i: 

tablished in Mexico, should follow a policy diametrically opposed to that of the 

republican government then existing. What was called the arbitrary acts, the 

excesses and errors of the latter, were painted in the darkest colors. Among those : 

| which occupied a very important place, were the laws of reform which had been : 

| decreed in Vera Cruz in July, 1859, establishing religious liberty, the supremacy 

| of the civil authority, diminishing the privileges of the clergy, and declaring as ; 

| the property of the nation the rich property which the former had until that 

| period administered, and which was called the property of the church. 

The clergy of Mexico who had intrigued to bring the intervention to their 

country, and who were lending to it their co-operation and their influence, were 

bound to believe, and with reason, and confidently expected, that so soon as the
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| city of Mexico should fall into the power of the invaders, and there should be | 
established in it the semblance of a government, they would begin by abrogating | 
the laws of reform, which were the most conspicuous work of the national gov- 

| ernment, and which had so powerfully contributed to bring about the unjust | 
war against which it was then defending itself. | ) | | 

; Matters happened, however, otherwise, and after a series of events which it 
: would be a long affair to relate, the usurper, who now calls himself the emperor 
4 of Mexico, and who has been placed and sustained there by the French bay- | 

onets, has just declared that he will carry into effect the laws of reform referred 
to, dictated by the government which he attempts to supplant; and he has thus | 

1 in this manner given evidence, that in the opinion of the usurper himself, and | 
| of the Emperor of the French, whose instrument he is, the policy adopted by | 
j the said national government was both wise and prudent, and that the principal | 

motive which was alleged for palliating the unheard of outrage of desiring to | 
1 overthrow a national government is precisely what the usurper admires most, : 
j seeing that he has sanctioned it, notwithstanding his losing by it the support of 
‘ _ the clergy ; and it is also what it is being endeavored to present to the public 
i opinion as his greatest merit, and the strongest proof of his ability, prudence, | 
j and energy. — | OO | | 
| ‘With regard to the clergy of Mexico, to whom the same thing has happened ~ 
i as to the instigators of the southern insurrection, who, in their endeavor to save 
| slavery, have seen it perish more speedily in the hands of the pretended govern- 
j ment which they themselves created with the object of making it prevail, the 

protest which they have addressed to the usurper, and of which I accompany a 
| copy among the documents annexed, (No. 3,) puts it out of all doubt that here- | 
| after they will wage against the so-called empire the same war which they have 
| _ made to the government of the republic, and that the phantom of a government . | established by France will lose, with the clergy of Mexico, the sole element of 

national support upon which it had relied up to this period. | | 
' It is very satisfactory to me-to avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate to a 
| you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. - _ | 
1  M. ROMERO. 2 
| ' Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, c., §c. Se. | | / 

3 : CO Mexican Lecartion In THe Unrrep Srates or AMERICA, | 
: | Washington, March 28, 1865. | 
j An index of the documents which this legation this day transmits to the Department of . | 
; State of the United States, with a note of this date, in reference to the rupture which has | 
: occurred between the usurper and the clergy of Mexico: | | ; No. 1. Rome, October 18, 1864.—Letter of Pius LX to Maximilian. | 
; No. 2. Mexico, December 27, 1864.—Letter of Maximilian to his minister, Sefior Escu~ 
’ dero. ; . i No. 3. Mexico, December 27, 1864.—Protest of the Archbishop of Mexico, and of the | 
' three principal bishops, in reference to the letter No.2. _ | 
: No. 4. Mexico, February 26, 1865.—Decree of Maximilian, declaring a state religion, | 1 and religious tolerance. - 2 ; No. 5. Mexico, February 26, 1865.—Decree from same, confirming the laws of the gov- : | 
‘ ernment of the republic, called those of desamortization and reform. : 
/ IGNACIO MARISCAL, | : | | Secretary. | 

| | No. 1. : 

: [Translation. ] | | 
: Sire : When in the month of April last, before assuming the reins of the new empire | 

|. of Mexico, your Majesty arrived in this capital in order to worship at the tombs of the — i 
j holy apostles and to receive our apostolic benediction, we informed you of the deep sorrow —
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3 which filled our soul by reason of the lamentable state into which the social disorders 
I during these last years have reduced all that concerns religion in the Mexican nation. 
; Before that time, and more than once, we had made known our complaints in public and 
' solemn acts, protesting against the iniquitous law called the law of reform, which attacked 
q the most inviolable rights of the church and outraged the authority of its pastors ; against : 
q the seizure of the ecclesiastical property and the dissipation of the sacred patrimony ; 
4 against the unjust suppression of the religious orders ; against the false maxims that at- 
4 tack the sanctity of the Catholic religion ; and, in fine, against many other transgressions E 
1 committed not only to the prejudice of sacred persons, but also of the pastoral priesthood 4 
| and discipline of the church, | | | I 
4 For these reasons your Majesty must have well understood how happy we were to see— r 
: thanks to the establishment of the new empire—the dawn of pacific and prosperous days 
i for the church of Mexico ; a joy which was increased when we saw called to the throne a E 
4 prince of a Catholic family, and who had given so many proofs of religious zeal and piety. E 
1 Equally intense was the joy of the worthy Mexican bishops who, on leaving the capital of F 
4 christendom, where they had presented so many examples of their fidelity and self-denial 

towards our person, had the happiness of being the first to pay their sincere homage to the - : 
’ sovereign elect of their country, and of hearing from his own lips,the most complete as- - E 
; ' surances of his firm resolution to redress the wrongs done to the church and to reorganize 
; the disturbed elements of civil and religious administration. The Mexican nation: also i: 
4 learned with indescribable pleasure of your Majesty’s accession to the throne—called to it f 
‘ by the unanimous desire of a people who, up to that time, had been constrained to groan : 
1 beneath the yoke of an anarchical government, and to lament over the ruins and disasters 
4 of the Catholic religion, their chief pride at all times and the foundation of their pros- i 
i erity. 7 : 
4 7 Under such auspices we have been waiting day by day the acts of the new empire, per-_ 
; suaded that the church, outraged with so much impiety by the revolution, would receive 
: prompt and just redress, whether by the revocation of the laws which had reduced it to - E 

such a state of oppression and servitude, or by the promulgation of others adapted to the , : 
suppression of the disastrous effects of an impious administration, | . 

Thwarted hitherto in our hopes by reason, perhaps, of the difficulties which attend the F 
reorganization of a society long overturned, we cannot now refrain from addressing your i 
Majesty and appealing to the uprightness of your intentions; the Catholic spirit-of which . | : 
you have given so many striking proofs on former occasions, and the promises made to us : 

| by your Majesty of protecting the church ; and we confidently hope that this appeal, pen- | 
etrating your noble heart, will produce the fruits we have a right to expect. 

Your Majesty will undoubtedly perceive that if the church continues to be controlled in : 
the exercise of her sacred rights, if the laws which forbid her to acquire and possess prop- 
erty are not repealed, if churches and convents are still destroyed, if the price of the - 4 
church property is accepted at the hands of its unlawful purchasers, if the sacred build- i 
ings are appropriated to other uses, if the religious orders are not allowed to reassume i 
their distinctive garments and to live in community, if the nuns are obliged to beg for 
their food and forced to occupy miserable and insufficient edifices, if the newspapers are 
permitted to insult the pastors with impunity, and to assail the doctrines of the Catholic | f 

| church—if this state of things is to continue, then the same evils will certainly continue | 
to follow, and perhaps the scandal to the faithful and the wrongs to religion will become : 
greater than ever before. 

Ah, sire, in the name of that faith and piety which are the ornaments of your august | 
family ; in the name of the church, whose supreme chief and pastor God has constituted 
us in spite of our unworthiness ; in the name of Almighty God who has chosen you to rule | 
over so Catholic a nation with the sole purpose of healing her ills and of restoring the 
honor of His holy religion, we earnestly conjure you to put your hands to the work, and 
laying aside every human consideration, and guided solely by an enlightened wisdom and | 
your Christian feelings, dry up the tears of so interesting a portion of the Catholic family, E 
and by such worthy conduct merit the blessings of Jesus Christ, the prince of pastors, : 

With this purpose, and in compliance with your own wishes, we send you our represent- E 
ative. He will inform you by word of mouth of the sorrow which has been caused to us 
by the sad news which thus far has reached us, and he will better acquaint you with our f 

| intentions and aims in accrediting him near your majesty. 
| We have instructed him to ask at once from your Majesty, and in our name, the revoca- 

tion of the unjust laws which for so long a time have opppressed the church, and to pre- t 
pare, with the aid of the bishops, and when it may be necessary, with the concurrence of _ o£ 
our apostolic authority, the complete and definitive reorganization of ecclesiastical affairs, : 

| Your Majesty is well aware that, in order effectively to repair the evils occasioned by 
the revolution, and to bring back as soon as possible happy days for the church, the Cath-~ i 
olic religion must, above all things, continue to be the glory and the mainstay of the
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4 Mexican nation, to the exclusion of every other dissenting worship ; that the bishops must 
| be perfectly free in the exercise of their pastoral ministry ; that the religious orders should 
; be re-established or reorganized conformably with the instructions and the powers which 
; we have given; that the patrimony of the church and the rights which attach to it may 
iT be maintained and protected ; that no person may obtain the faculty of teaching and pub- 
| lishing false and subversive tenets; that instruction, whether public or private, should be 
: directed and watched over by the ecclesiastical authority ; and that, in short, the chains 
; | - may be broken which up tothe present time have held the church in a state of dependence 
i and subject to the arbitrary rule of the civil government. If the religious edifice should 
q be re-established on such bases—~and we will not doubt that such will be the case—your . | 
{ Majesty will satisfy one of the greatest requirements and one of the most lively aspirations | 
; of a people so religious. as that of Mexico ; your Majesty will calm our anxieties and those | 
| of the illustrious episcopacy of that country; you will open the way to the education of a | 
| learned and zealous clergy, as well as to the moral reform of your subjects ; and, besides, | 
z you will give a striking example to the other governments in the republics of America in | 

which similar very lamentable vicissitudes have tried the church; and, lastly, you will | 
i labor effectually to consolidate your own throne, to the glory and prosperity of yourimpe- L 
; rial family. _ | | Po : F 

; _ For these reasons we recommend to your Majesty the apostolic nuncio who will havethe : 
; honor to present to you this our confidential letter. May your Majesty be pleased to honor i 

’ him with your confidence and good will, in order that he may more easily comply with the : 
j mission that has been confided to him. Your Majesty will also be pleased to grant the | 
; same confidence to the worthy prelates of Mexico, in order that, animated as they are by | 

the Holy Spirit, and desirous of the salvation of souls, they may be enabled to undertake | 
4 ‘with courage and joyfully the difficult work of restoration in all that they are concerned, | 

‘ and thus concur towards the re-establishment of social order. : : | 
q _ Meanwhile we shall not cease daily to direct our humble prayers to the Father of light 
7 and the God of all consolation to the end that, all obstacles being overcome, the councils 

‘ of the enemies of religious and social order turned to nought, political passions calmed, 
7 her full liberty restored to the spouse of Jesus Christ, the Mexican nation may be enabled 
i to hail in the person of your Majesty its father, its regenerator, and its greatest and mosh 
‘ imperishable glory. 
q Confidently hoping to see fully consummated these the most ardent desires of our heart, 
{ we send to your Majesty and to your august spouse our apostolic benediction. | 
' Given at Rome, in our Apostolic Palace of the Vatican, the 18th of October, 1864. 

j : PIUS IX. | 

a : / { 

{ oO No.2. | oo i 

| wo oe (Translation. ] 

] | | | Mixico, December 27, 1864. 

q My Dear Mixisrer Escuprro: In order to smooth the difficulties which have arisen | 
on account of the reform law, we propose to adopt a means which, while satisfying the 

: just requirements of the country, shall re-establish peace in the minds and tranquillity in | 
7. . the consciences of all the inhabitants of the empire. For this purpose, when we were at 

| Rome we opened negotiations with the Holy Father, as universal chief of the Catholic 
a church. Po ee 

1 The papal nuncio is now in Mexico, but to our‘extreme surprise he has declared thas 

‘ he is without instructions, and has to await them from Rome. — . 

1 The unnatural situation in which we have continued, with difficulty, during seven months, 

' admits of no more delay. It demands an immediate solution. We consequently charge 

; you at once to propose suitable measures in order that justice may be administered without 2 

‘ consideration of personal station ; that legitimate interests created by these laws may rest : , 

secure ; correcting the excesses and injustice committed in their name; to provide for the | 

‘ maintenance of public worship and protection of other saered matters placed under the 

/ safeguard of religion; and, finally, that the sacraments may be adininistered and other 

functions of the sacred ministry be exercised throughout the empire without cost or charge 2 

1 to the people. pS 2 

; ‘To this end you will, before anything else, propose to us the revision of the operations 2 

: of the mortmain and nationalization of ecclesiastical property, shaping it on the basis that | 

7. — Jegitimate transactions executed without fraud, and according to the laws which. decreed , 

| 3 such amortization, shall be ratified. oe Ps | 

j | Labor, in fine, according to the principles of free and ample toleration, keeping in view | 

' ; that the religion of the state is the Roman Catholic and apostolic. — 
i , | : Bs | MAXIMILIAN.
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1 ; No 3. | s 

' po ~ fTranslation.] a 

Sire: In fulfilment of the first and most sacred duty incumbent upon the prelates of the og 
‘ church, whenever the latter comes to be in conflict with the state, we are now placed under ; : the painful but unavoidable necessity of raising our voice to the throne of your Majesty, : 

and we are obliged to do so by the letter from your Majesty to the minister of justice, g 
: which has been published in the Official Gazette, and in which it appears that your Majesty q 

has taken the resolution to decide by yourself the momentous questions which are pending . 
j between the church and the state with reference to the so-called laws of reform, and have 4 

instructed your minister to prepare the necessary measures in the premises without deem- if 
ing it necessary te wait for the new instructions which the nuncio of his Holiness is about p 

; to ask on account of not having those demanded by the points proposed by the govern- : i . ment of your Majesty. | oe , | . : 
1 Your Majesty is well aware that, during the thirty years which have elapsed since the | : 

month of December, 1833, when the laws regarding patronage, termination of civil coac-  &F 
, tion with reference to monastic vows, tithes, &c., were issued, to the same month of last 4 

year, when the two regents, Almonte and Salas, declared the said laws of reform to be still : 
in force, the Mexican church has never ceased to oppose right to might against all the laws q 

: and measures which attack its doctrine, its jurisdiction, and its canonical immunities and 4 
privileges, protesting respectfully, but energetically, before the respective governments, . . 
carefully restraining and guiding the canonical conduct of the ecclesiastical authorities, i 

_ and teaching and admonishing the faithful with reference to the obligations incumbent _ . 
upon them under such circumstances as Catholics Apostolic Romanic. | : 4 

Your Majesty also knows that neither the interests of party, nor the character of insti- : 
tutions, nor the political complexion of governments, have ever exercised the slightest : 
influeace with regard to this course of the church, which, faithful only to its mission of | 4 
preserving pure and intact the doctrines of the faith, the rules of: morals, and the author- ; 
ity of canonical discipline, has never taken any step, except in the nature of self-defence, o 
when these principles have been assailed, and, in so proceeding, it. has had in view no other : 
end but the most worthy and holy purpose of saving intact the principles upon which the : 
relations between church and state are based, and of re-establishing concord between the : 
two powers, in order that, by means of this concord, the general peace of the nation should q 
be preserved. , | en | E 

Your Majesty likewise comprehends, through your knowledge of our national history, : 
that the principal, if not the only, cause of the civil wars that have devastated our un- | f 

. happy country is the endeavor of an odious minority to assail religion and the church by ; - means of laws which do violence to conscience. i 
Your Majesty knows, finally, that the arms which the Mexican episcopacy have employed B 

in its defence have been only the non licet of the gospel, and that their earnest desire has 4 
_ constantly been that by means of an agreement between the national government and the : 

Holy Apostolic See the unhappy necessity upon which their passive resistance is based . : 
should be made to disappear. : 

It is impossible to exaggerate, sire, the pain and unhappiness of the Mexican church on : 
account of this persistent warfare, which, in the name of liberty, of progress, and of civil- : 
ization, has been made upon it by this at once old and new revolution, that after having : | desolated Europe has come to combat its enemy—that-is to say, Catholicism—in this part | 7 
of the New World. Oo | 

When, after so many vicissitudes, affairs arrived at the crisis produced in December, 1860, — : 
| by the triumph of the democratic faction in the capital of the republic ; when we saw con- E 

summated among us the work which the enemies of the church had labored so long to ef- 
fect, we should have lost all hope whatever, had not our confiderice been strengthened by E 
our trust in Divine Providence, and also by our intimate knowledge. of the Catholic char- ; 
acter, which has always distinguished the Mexican people. 
_ This hope gained new strength when the intervention, triumphing at last in this capital,° : 

. made the declaration that nothing would be attempted against the independence, freedom, | : 
and rights of the nation, and that it would confine itself solely to the overthrow of the 
government of Don Benito Juarez, in order that Mexico should freely constitute itself ; and 
it was still more increased, giving the greatest consolation to the church and the people,  & 
when it became known that your Majesty was the prince who was called upon to rule the 
destinies of Mexico, The tidings that we all had of your devout Catholicism, the senti- | 

| ments manifested by your Majesty, both in your speeches and your writings, the highly ‘ : 
significant step of not leaving Europe and sailing for this, your new country, without re- 
sorting to receive and bring with you the benediction of the common Father of the faith- 
fu]; the readiness with which your Majesty sent a minister to Bome, and your earnest wish F
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4 for the arrival of the apostolic nuncio, in order to enter upon the arrangements necessary 
3 for a happy termination of the terrible crisis into which this unfortunate country has been | 
j : plunged on account of the questions raised by these so-called laws of reform ; all this, sire, - 
3 had filled us with unspeakable consolation ; all this awakened in our hearts the most lively | 
4 enthusiasm towards the august person of your Majesty, and diffused throughout all the L 
4 country that extraordinary rejoiciag which was universally and splendidly manifested from . | 
i the moment your foot touched the shores of our country. | 
4 To no one did it then appear doubtful that these grave questions would be speedily and : 
3 happily arranged, and we all expected that the day of true peace, the peace of conscience, L 
i terribly agitated by the laws and the measures of the government of Don Benito Juarez, | 
3 . would now arrive. That desired day appeared nearer and nearer to our sight when we 
j learned that the apostolic nuncio had reached Vera Cruz ; because, it being impossible that 
q the pending questions could be settled without the concurrence of both powers—that is, 
7 without the concert of the temporal and the spiritual sovereigns—the arrival of the nuncio | 
3 was regarded by all as a pledge of that concert, especially considering the Catholic charac- 
q ter of your Majesty, and the benevolent disposition and conciliatory spirit of the holy | 

3 pontiff. : | 

3 _ What must have been, therefore, our sorrow and our affliction when, instead of all that 
i we had so earnestly desired, and with such good reason had confidently expected, we have 
’ seen all our hopes dissipated at one blow by the declarations and instructions embodied in . 

the letter of your Majesty to the minister of justice? In this notable document we see that 
; there has been no arrangement with the apostolic nuncio, on account of his instructions — 
4 not embracing such points as have been raised ; that your Majesty has not been willing to — 
7 await the arrival of further instructions, and that you have resolved by yourself alone to 
i determine these grave questions, and have ordered that the necessary measures consequent ; 
: upon this decisidn shall be prepared by the minister of justice. 
4 _ Being ignorant of all that has transpreid in the secret conferences, as also with regard 
q to the documents and instructions brought by the envoy of his holiness, we ought to re- | 
4 spect the mystery in which the causes of what has passed, and the motives which have de- 
4 termined your Majesty to take a step of such grave importance, are involved. But as, in - 
q our humble opinion, whatever may have been these motives, wedo not believe them capa- 
3 ple of diminishing the sovereign power of the Catholic church, or of conferring upon the. | 
4 state a sufficient increase of power to enable it, by its decrees, to tranquillize the con- | 
3 sciences of the faithful ; and as this circumstance, far from bringing about the desired end, : 

; will still leave on foot all the existing evils, because it is only the spiritual sovereign that — / 
can decide grave questions of moral import and tranquillize conscience, we are, therefore, | 

j compelled to approach your Majesty, and earnestly pray you to be pleased to suspend the » / 
3 operation of the declarations and orders contained in the above-mentioned letter of your | : 
; Majesty. | | 
‘ In taking this step we feel ourselves sustained not only by the arguments and motives ot 
j : set forth in the manifesto issued by the Mexican episcopacy on the 10th of August, 1859, 
4 with reference to the so-called laws of reform promulgated by Don Benito Juarez at Vera | 
q Cruz, and in the expositions we addressed to Generals Almonte and Salas, as regents of the 
4 empire, in December of last year, in consequence of the circular issued by them on the 15th 
7 of that month, (copies of which documents we enclose to your Majesty herewith,) but also 
3 by the character of higher gravity which this question has now assumed by the fact of the 
1 intervention of the holy father, who has sent his nuncio at your Majesty’s request. 4 
3 The bases given by your Majesty to your minister involve, sire, the complete abrogation 
4 of all the privileges and powers of the church, the ratification of the laws of sequestration of : 
: ecclesiastical property, the confirmation of the interests created thereby, the authoritative , 
4 intervention of the civil power in the maintenance of worship, the extinction of the canon- ! 
3 ical means of subsistence, upon which public worship and its ministers depend, and, finally, | 
4 the sanction of free and ample tolerance for all religions, without other restriction than | 
7 the declaration that the Roman Catholic apostolic is the religion of the state. | 
3 To none do we yield, or will we ever yield, sire, in our fidelity in the compliance with | 
i our strict duty towards the temporal sovereign ; but when, in order to obey him, it is ne- ! 
; cessary to fail in obedience to the law of God, or that of the'church, and consequently to | 
3 ' commit the sin of prevarication, passive resistance ought then never to be considered as an: | 
; act of disobedience, because obedience is based upon the law of God, and ceases to be a duty | 
i when it is inconsistent with that law. : - . | : 
' The article of our creed with reference to the Catholic church is.a dogma of faith, and . | 
‘ this dogma establishes a supreme right in matters of doctrine, of morals, and of canonical | | 
3 government, a supreme authority that cannot be subordinated to any other on earth, and | 

it proclaims, as an unimpeachable principle for all Catholics, and as a rule of conduct, that | 
] : whatever may be the power, rank, and position of those who exercise supreme authority 

. in the state, they have absolutely no power whatever over these matters; for it is only |
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4 the visible head of the church—that is, the Pope—who can exercise this jurisdiction ; it is : 
only this power that binds and unbinds consciences ; it is only this authority that is com- E 

: petent to proclaim dogmas of faith, to enlighten belief, to rule over morals, to decide E 

doubtful questions, and to order all conflicts to cease by means of its sovereign declara- a 
4 tions. : | : 

Your Majesty will permit us, protesting above all our most profound respect, to state E 
; that your sovereign resolution, with reference to the matters referred to in the letter ad- 
| dressed to the minister of justice, relates precisely to those very points of the struggle be- B 

tween the church and the state which would not be the subject of dispute did they not | E 
; invade the spiritual power, as has been constantly demonstrated to the various governments : 

by the Mexican episcopacy ; that they are in open opposition to the social tasis of the Catholic . | 
church, and directly opposed to positive provisions of the canons, and especially to those of , 
the last general council; that they have been explicitly condemned by the apostolic see in| q 
pontifical allocutions ; and that even the request and sending of an apostolic nuncio, for p 
the definite settlement of these questions, proves that your Majesty has been of this same p 

- understanding, since it is clear that, had your Majesty not recognized the positive necessity | 
for the concurrence of both powers in the settlement of these questions, your Majesty would _&€£ 

i not have made so great an effort to obtain the sending of the apostolic nuncio. | | 5 
Besides, your Majesty, in referring to this step, characterizes it as ‘‘a means capable of P 

d satisfying the pressing necessities of the country, and of restoring peace to the minds and E 
calming the consciences of al) the inhabitants of the empire,’’ which declaration, as true BE 
as precise and conscientious, renders unnecessary, sire, any demonstration on our part. : : 

But we cannot omit to observe that these conceptions hold good, only supposing that the p 
1 steps referred to had not been taken, and that, however grave other circumstances may be - 

supposed to be, they cannot be sufficient to enable the resolution contained in your Majesty’s p 
letter to satisfy the exigencies of the country or to restore tranquillity to the consciences and . 
establish peace. A 

Your Majesty is well aware that the temporal sovereign has no power over the conscience, Z 
except to retire its coaction over it, and that, therefore, while the Pope does not decide or E 
the sovereign does not withdraw this coaction, conscience will continue to be agitated. F 

i With regard to the just exigencies of the country, we do not know what other there can E 
be if they are not those of conscience in its moral relations with interest. But, referring : 4 
only to that other class of interest produced by the appropriation of ecclesiastical property — B 
in favor of the now unlawful holders of the property of the church, under the laws that =~ E 
have despoiled it, even referring to these, and bearing in mind that many of these holders : 
seek in the solution of these questions, not the quieting of conscience merely, but the con- : 
solidation and restoration to value of their sudden wealth, your Majesty will allow us to q 
state that even these persons will remain in the same condition as before, for the sovereign E 
declaration of your Majesty will produce on their minds only the effect of adding the fear ; 
of new exactions and other burdens to the uncertainty which will continue to prevail so : 
long as the concurrence of the holy pontiff shall not have been obtained. | , . 

We will not dwell, sire, upon what relates. to the competent maintenance of public wor- i 
ship and the support of its ministers, because whatever the gratuitous enemies of the church if 
may say, interest has never had the slightest influence upon the conduct of its pastors ; nor : 
will we state to your Majesty that civil coaction having ceased, only those contribute that : 
are so disposed, and that the noble moral impulse that determines these gifts subsists inde- &§ 
pendent of all human power. But we can assure your Majesty that all of us are ready to. F 
depend solely upon the piety of the faithful rather than upon any civil appropriation, be- | 
cause nothing is so dear to us, under these circumstances, as to sustain the dignity of the | 
church and the independence of her priesthood. | E 

With regard to religious tolerance, we cin see nothing that renders it, not to say urgent, 
but even excusable. Mexico is exclusively a Catholic country, and the opposition of the 
people to religious tolerance has always been manifested in the most unequivocal manner. | 
When the constituent congress of 1856 was discussing the fifteenth article of the project of 
constitution, which would have established religious tolerance, notwithstanding the as- &£ 
sembly was made up of the most advanced partisans of what is called reform and progress, 
and in spite of their unanimous endeavor to secure the success of such an idea, they were 
obliged to give way under the irresistible pressure of public opinion, manifested as never 

| before. The radical liberals were the masters of the situation—they had all power and 
controlled the public offices everywhere ; yet, notwithstanding all this, and the slight influ- mo 

; ence of the opposite party, and particularly of the church, they were unable to stem the 
| torrent. Addresses poured in from all parts of the country, municipalities, guilds, entire 

populations, men and women, all the community, pronounced against the article; and even © | 
the government of Comonfort, perceiving it was not wise to oppose the popular feeling so 
unanimously manifested, took its stand against religious tolerance, and the article was re- 
jected by an immense majority. yo 

38 Dc * * | 4 

| |
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q These facts, sire, are eloquent indeed ; and in seven years the character and will of a 
4 _ people are not changed. oe | 
3 It would have been very easy for us, in lightly touching upon the points to which this L 
1 address relates, to make with reference to each one of those points, and in general with i 
3 reference to the so-called laws of reform, more ample observations ; but we have been de- 
4 sirous to confine ourselves carefully to the simplest indications, both in order not to exceed | 
- what our duty strictly requires, and not to distract your Majesty’s attention; and finally, 
3 after so much that both ourselves and our predecessors have said, and have proved and 
3 demonstrated with all classes of arguments in our representations and protests to the dif- 
3 ferent goveraments which have attacked the church, and very particularly in the docu- 
i. ments which we enclose herewith, in order not to unnecessarily prolong this address, we do 
: not feel that itis necessary for us to say anything more. We shall never, however, cease 
3 reiterating our supplications to your Majesty that you will cause an end to be put to the 
4. grave embarrassment that has arisen from the issuance, without awaiting the arrival of the | | 
4 new pontifical instructions, of a resolution that, not having the concurrence of the two 
1 powers, leaves still on foot, and even will largely augment, the evils already suffered, will 
3 aggravate each day more and more the situation and. render it more critical ; and we can- 
4 not say to what point will multiply the difficulties with which your Majesty is struggling. 
4 for the re-establishment of peace and the consolidation of the empire. 
3 | -PELAGIO ANTONIO, | 
a - - Archbishop of Mexico. 
: | | - CLEMENTE DE JESUS, 
4 | Archbishop of Michoacan. 
i JOSE MARIA, | 
3 | Bishop of Oajaea. 
4 BERNARDO, | 
] : Bishop of Queretare. 
3 | IGNACIO MATEO, | 
q Bishop of Zacatecas. 
; Mexico, December 29, 1864. | . 

| No. 4. | - | | 

q [Translation.] = | | 

q | Maximilian, emperor of Mexico, having consulted our council of ministers, we have de- 
3 creed and do decree the. following : a : 
E _ Articte 1. The empire protects the Catholic Apostolic and Roman religion as the reli- = 
q gion of the state. 7 
q Art. 2. All forms of worship not contrary to morality, civilization, and good manners, 
q _ ghall have free and ample toleration in all the territory of the empire. No worship can be 
4 established without the previous consent of the government. | 
1 Art. 3. As circumstances shall demand, the administration, by police regulations, will 
3 arrange all that may concern the exercise of worship. - 
7 Art. 4. Abuses which may be committed by the authorities against the exercise of wor- 
: ship, and against the liberty which the laws guarantee to their ministers, shall be laid be- | 
7 ' fore the council of state. | 
: This decree shall be placed in the archives of the empire and published in the official 

journal. So So : : 
‘ Done at the palace, at Mexico, February 26, 1865, | 
3 | MAXIMILIAN. | 
‘ By order of his Imperial Majesty. . | : | 

PEDRO ESCUDERO Y ECHANOVE, : 
i | Minister of Justice. 2 

) No. 5. | | : 

| '  [Translation.] — | | | 

We, Maximilian, emperor of Mexico, having consulted our council of ministers, have de- ! 
; creed and do decree the following : | | 
j : Articte 1. The council of state shall revise all the operations of the amortization and _ 
j nationalization of ecclesiastical property, executed in consequence of the laws of the 25th of | | 

| June, 1859, and others agreeing therewith. |
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4 Arr. 2. The council on making the revision shall remedy excesses and injustice commit- 
’ ted by fraud, by violation of thes aid laws, or by the abuses of the functionaries charged Fk 
q with their execution. | | : f 
3 Art. 3. The council will make the revision truly, openly, and in good faith, and with no E 
4 more impediments than those which it may consider necessary in each case, for the manifes- 
q tation and illustration of truth. t 
3 Art 4, The resolutions of the council are irrevocable, and will be executed as they are, E 
4 without exception of any kind. | i 
7 Art, 5. Lawful operations executed without fraud, and in accordance with the laws al- 
1 ready cited, will be confirmed. Those which do not come under this head will be annulled. | : Art. 6. Irregular operations which may have been executed against the tenor of the said t 
i jaws, with the approbation of the federal government, may be ratified, reducing them pre- . i 
4 viously to the terms prescribed in the same laws, so long as there be no injury to a third &£ 
4 party. | 
4 P Art. 7. Transactions which may be declared null and void may be revised on condition E 
4 that they be brought forward in accordance with the terms of the law of the 13th July, j 
: 1859; that there is paid into the treasury in money a fine of twenty-five per cent. on the 4 
4 total value of the estate or capital adjudged ; and that no loss is caused to a third party by £ 
4 _ £ights acquired previous to the revision of the claim. __ . 
i; Art. 8. Concessions made by the federal government, so that the part in money of the r 
3 adjudication or redemptions should be covered with credits arising from the personal services 
4 of servants of the state, will not vitiate the operation so long as the concession is under- 
: stood to be solely and immediately in favor of those who gave those services. : E 

Arr. 9. Lawful rights acquired by the law of the 25th of June, 1856, shall not be con- 
sidered lost or extinguished, except by express renunciation or on proof of their having E 

; been executed simultaneously with the operation from which it is derived. The renounce. - . &£ 
ments of women who may have no other right in property, or of the custodians or guardians . 7 of children, in the name of their pupils, will be of no effect. : t 

Arr. 10. To qualify the rights which are derived from the said laws and the effects which t 
they must produce, the date of their publication will, in every instance, be considered E according to the principles of legislation. | f Art. 11, The transfer which the clergy made of property or estates in those places which t | were subjected to the administration of Generals Zuloaga and Miramon may be ratified, if 
there be no loss to a third party, by reason of any rights previously acquired. or the f : same reason the transaction executed by virtue of the laws of the 12th and 13th of J uly, | ft 
1859, shall also be ratified in subjection to them previous to their publication in their re- I | spective places. : i Art. 12. In the case of operations on which the decrees have been executed, and judicial 
acts duly published, the revision thereof shall be limited to the reimbursement of the ex- E 
chequer with regard to the enactments of this law, which may have been infringed or de- EF 
frauded in the said transaction. The reimbursement of the exchequer must be made by . the actual possessor of the estate or funds. | | 

Arr. 13, Whenever a transaction shall be declared null and of no effect, the sums ad- | 
vanced by the person executing it must be returned in coin, and the value which it may _ have, in the same manner, form, and terms in which it was originally made. The legal 
interest on these sums shall also be paid in cash, corresponding to the time which may 
have transpired and the actual value of the improvements which may have been made on 
the estates. These reimbursements will not take place in cases where it is known that the &- transaction had been fraudulently executed. 

Art. 14. For the restitution of credits which do not existin the public offices the council 
will issue a certificate, which will have the same legal effect as the replaced credit. | Art. 15. The restitution of estates or funds which may have been the object of invalid f operations should be made with the proceeds or results which they may have realized. 

Arr. 16. There shall be established an office, to be called ‘*The Administration of Nation-. 
alized Property.’’ It shall have control over the administration of that kind of property : | which may not legitimately come under the head of private property ; it shall copy the 
evidence which may be considered necessary for the revisions ; it shall put into practice the administrative and economical operations contingent on each act of revision, or whatever E | may be deemed necessary for the council. And for the departments, wherever it may t appear necessary, the council will propose to us the nomination of agents to discharge the | functions with which they will be charged. A counsellor or auditor, appointed by us, on ft the proposal of the council, shall be inspector thereof. : 

Arr, 17, All the funds or capital of nationalized property that may not have been trans- : ferred or redeemed, those which are recovered by revision, and those which proceed from the transfer of estates which were afterwards: made, shall be in charge of the office of
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; nationalized property, which will see that they are properly administered, and collect their 
; . rents while carrying out their functions. —. oO | 
q Art. 18. No right which directly or originally proceeds from mortmain transactions or 
] nationalization shall be exercised, or be made of any value, judicial or extra-judicial, while 
! it is not shown in due and proper form that the operation whence it proceeded has been 
; properly and correctly revised. aa 
; Art. 19. Although the revision may not be complete, if it be shown in due form that | 
, the process to obtain it has been presented, the rights to which the previous article refers | 
7 may be exercised ; but those who obtain it for them must give security to the satisfaction | 
: of the chief judge, (Juez de primera instancia,) or keep the matter in judicial course until the | 
; revision is complete. | | , | 
i Art. 20. Nor shall any right or privilege, judicial or extra-judicial, be exercised in rela- : 
‘ tion to nationalized estates which may not have been ineluded in operations of mortmain : 
; | or nationalization, or which may have beén returned to ecclesiastical corporations. The | 
i possessors or detainers of those estates must show cause within two months in the form : 
: prescribed by the enactments of this law. : : iE 
; Art, 21. Any person contravening the three last-mentioned articles, or theiz accomplices, : 
; shall incur a fine of from $1,000 to $15,000, or six months to five years’ imprisonment. ; 
1 The penalty shall be appjied openly and without reference to the nullity of the act or acts i 
: which may have been exercised, a, | : 
i Art, 22. The redemption of funds or capital must be shown within two months. If the 
: manifestation be not made, the redemption will be considered null, and the deed of recogni- 

tion will recover all its vigor and force. | _ | 
j ArR?T, 23, Negotiations now pending in the tribunals in which there is a question of the 
‘ _ validity or preference of rights acquired by the laws of mortmain or naturalization will | 
’ pass the council and thus be disposed of. | , | 
‘ Art. 24. Nationalized property which may not have been transferred in consequence of 
q the laws already mentioned, and those which may be reclaimed by virtue of the revision, 4 
a shall be transferred in the form and terms which the law provides for the sale of the estates 
7 of the exchequer, with due regard to the provisions prescribed by this law. 
7 . Art. 25. The cost of the transfers shall be placed at six per cent. per annum, with the = =, 
1 hypothecation of the estate itself for a term of eighteen years, to be collected annually 
q and in equal parts. The diminution of the time of recognition and the payment in cash 
’ of the whole or part of the price shall not have any alteration. - 
4 Art. 26. Country property, in order to be transferred, shall be divided into parts, and the 
i project of division which is formed in each case shall be presented to us for our approbation. 
; Arr, 27. In every case of the transfer of country lands the preference shall be given te ' : 
i persons having no other landed property ; and in no case shall more than two properties ; 
1 be transferred to a single person. 
j Arr. 28. The transfer of agricultural lands shall only be made in favor of persons. who — 
1 have no other landed property. - | -, 
q Art. 29. All clerks, secretaries, notaries public, judges and others, shall, within two 
' months from the publication of this law, remit to the minister of justice a circumstantial 
:- notice of all writings granted in their protocols from the lst of June, 1856, with reference 
: to nationalized property, with a statement of all notes in reference thereto. Those who do 
: not exactly execute and punctually comply with this direction shall incur the penalty of 

‘ deprivation of office and a fine of $500 to $3,000. | 
4 Art. 30, At the termination of the time specified in the last article our minister of jus- 
3 tice shall name examiners of the protocols, to make examination as to the fulfilment of | 
4 the aforementioned provision. - 7 
1 | This decree shall be deposited in the archives of the empire, and be published in the | 
3 official gazette. — | | 
’ Given in the palace of Mexico, February 26, 1865. | ( | 

: MAXIMILIAN. ! 
; By command of his imperial Majesty. | 
i | PEDRO ESCUDERO Y ECHANOVE, : 
j | - Minister of Justice. | 

' | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. 

E | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
; Washington, November 1, 1868. 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 28th 
{ of March last, and of its enclosures, numbered 1 to 5, inclusive, calling the at-
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i tention of this government to the said documents which refer to the events oc- | 

eurring in the Mexican republic, at their respective dates. : : 

: While thanking you for the information thus communicated, which is con- &£ 

tained in your note and its interesting accompaniments, I avail myself of the OS 

7 opportunity to tender to you, sir, the assurance of my very distinguished con- 1 

sideration. — 
oe WILLIAM H. SEWARD. q 

Sefior Matias Romero, &c., &c., &c., | OO | 

| Washington, D. C. | | 

i , Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 

| [Translation. | | | | . 

MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES, E 

: | Washington, April 7, 1865. 

Mr. Secretary: Pursuant to my intention to communicate to the govern- ; 

| ment of the United States, through your respected channel, the principal docu- _ a 

| ments which may come to my hands, and which may serve to give an idea of : 

the policy observed by the forces and the agents of the French government in | és 

Mexico, I have the honor to accompany with this note some of those published r 

in numbers 9 and 10 of “El Correo de Mazatlan,” the organ of the so-called q 

government of the ex-Archduke Maximilian in the State of Sinaloa. I will take | : 

| the liberty to briefly call your attention to these evidences brought to light by  - 

| the agents themselves of the French intervention in my country. F 

The first is a decree from the French General Castagny, issued on the 25th | 

of January last, in which, referring to another decree upon the same subject, : 

| from the general-in-chief of the French forces in Mexico, and to the instructions an | 

of Maximilian, a court-martial is established in Mazatlan, from which there is j 

no appeal, to pronounce, at discretion, sentences which are to be executed within 1 

twenty-four hours against every republican guerilla, and even against any pris- ; 
-oner made from the regular forces who defend the independence of their country, | 
for it is kuown that the former, and even in many cases the latter, are called by i 

the invaders of Mexico “armed malefactors,” against whom apparently the : 

decree of which I speak is levelled. This barbarous system of trying by &- 

foreign courts-martial, and without subjecting to any law or rule, as they pass tf 

sentences at discretion, has already carried to the gallows hundreds of victims, iE 

among them many such as Sefior Chavez, the constitutional governor of Aguas | 

Calientes, and General Ghilardi, the companion-in-arms of Garibaldi. ‘These are oF 
the “armed malefactors’? whom the invader seeks to exterminate. : 

- The second point in evidence, which I accompany with this note, is another | 

decree from the same General Castagny, removing the political and civil author- | 

ities of Mazatlan, appointed by the French agent which preceded the said gen- 
eral at Mazatlan, and constituting other persons in their places, under the threat 

| that, if any one of them should not accept the position to which he has been 

designated, he will suffer a penalty of imprisonment for six months, agreeably | : 

to the law issued upon the subject by the intervention. | 

| The existence of this so-called law, and the necessity of threatening its exe- 

; cution in the decree to which I refer, are the best proofs which can be imagined 
of the want of popularity with which the cause of the intervention contends in 
Mexico. | | 

The third evidence comprises several communications which have passed be- 
| tween the so-called political prefect of Sinaloa and the Licentiate Don Ladislao | 

Gaona, from which it appears that this advocate did not immediately accept the 
appointment which was covferred upon him of judge of the first instance, and _ 

.
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1 though he excused himself upon the plea of infirmity, he was ordered to be im- | 4 _. prisoned, and compelled to accept-the office. | 
3 Lhe fourth and last evidence which I have the honor to transmit, although of | i .  @ later date, constitutes from its tenor a very singular document. It is a pro- | 1 ceeding subscribed by sundry persons of the city of Aguas Calientes, whe were | 

compelled by the political prefect to protest that they would not be hostile to | 7 _ the new order of things. But the fact is to be noted that the majority of the | ] signers, not satisfied that it should appear in the instrument that they acted by | 7 order of the prefect, took care to set forth before each of their signatures that | q they complied with that act solely through the fear of the pains with which ! io they were threatened. What is most singular in this document, which reveals | i what has taken place in drawing up all the acts of adhesion to the empire, | 
; should be brought to light as a proof of the spontaneity with which it is being | 7 . accepted in Mexico. I forbear from the reflections which these documents sug- | 
1 gest, because they cannot be concealed from the well-known penetration of the | | 
3 government of the United States, which I have no doubt will properly estimate | 
3 them. | . | 
3 I avail myself of this opportunity to repeat to you, Mr. Secretary, the as- | 
1 surances of my very distinguished consideration. | | | / | M. ROMERO. : 
3 | Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, Sc., §c., fe. | . : 

i. | [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation. ] | ! 
; _ [From the Correo de Mazatlan, 28th of January, 1865—Volume I, No. 9.7 | 
q Gregorio Almada, superior political prefect of the department of Sinaloa, to its inhabitants : 
j _ Know ye, that his excellency Major General De Castagny has directed to me the follow- : 1 . ing decree : | | 
; ‘‘ EXPEDITIONARY FoROE OF Mexico, lst DIVISION ‘OF Inranrry, Genera Strayer. 
3 ‘General de Castagny, commanding the Ist division of the Franco-Mexican army : 3 ‘* In virtue of the constituent decree of the general-in chief, issued the 20th of June, 
3 1863, in virtue of the orders from his Majesty the Emperor Maximilian, and using powers | 
7 _ conferred upon him, decrees as follows: _ 
3 ‘‘ Anvicte 1. A court-martial is hereby established in Mazatlan. | 

‘Art. 2, This court is invested with discretional powers to judge, without appeal, every 
; person who belongs to the gangs of armed malefactors.: | . 
q ‘Ant. 3. This court shall pronounce sentence by a majority of votes and at one session. 
7 ‘Art. 4, Sentences shall be executed within twenty-four hours, counting from the 
3 moment of their passage. | : 
4 ‘* General Commanding the First Division, | 
4 | | ‘‘DE CASTAGNY. oe i ‘* Mazatian, January 25, 1865.’’ . | Oo 
q ' Therefore I order this to be printed, published and circulated, and that it be duly 2 
j obeyed. * ) 
3 MazaTLan, January 28, 1865. | | 2 
3 | Superior Political Prefect, | 2 
3 GREGORIO ALMADA., | 
q - Secretary General of the Prefecture, 
j GREGORIO MorENo. . ; 

, a | [Enclosure No. 2. ] 

{ [Taken from the same paper as the preceding.] 

Gregorio Almada, superior political prefect of the department of Sinaloa, to its inhabitants : 
in Know ye, that his excellency Major General de Castagny, has directed to me the follow- 2 
i ing decree : 

i _ ‘* Expepirionary Force or Mexico, Ist Drviston or INFANTRY, GENERAL STAFF. 
i | ‘ General de Castagny, commanding the Ist division of the Franco-Mexican army ; , 

| |
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| ‘¢ Considering that the authorities of Mazatlan have been elected by a small portion of E 

the population, and, moreover, have. taken little pains to do their duty, it is decreed, that E 

: the fo lowing persons are provisionally appointed to office till their nominations are rati- ; 

| fied by his Majesty the Emperor Maximilian: : 

: ‘¢ Political prefect. —Don Gregorio Almada. 3 

‘© Municipal prefect —Don Francisco Gomez Flores. | E 

: ‘+ City Oouncil.—President, Don Vicente Alvarez de la Rosa. Councilmen : 1. Angel : 

: Lopez Portillo. 2. Leon Villasefior, (doctor.) 3. Manuel Hidalgo. 4. Miguel F. Castro. p 

. 5. Fortunato de la Vega. 6. Juan Ramirez. 7. Jesus Macias. e 

‘« Syndics.--1. Don Matias Acosta. 2. Don Santiago Rivero. : 

‘ Aleades.--1. Don Manuel Castellanos. 2. Don Francisco Muro. 3. Don Vicente Mal- E 

donado. E 

| ‘¢ Any of the persons above mentioned who refuse to perform the duties of the offices E 

assigned to them shall suffer six menoths’ imprisonment, according to the provisions of : 

the law. oy 

| “* General Commanding the First Dwvisien, E 

7 | ‘DE CASTAGNY. , 3 

‘¢ Heapquarrers 1X Mazaruan, January 27, 1865.”’ | | : 

Therefore I order this to be printed, published, and circulated, and command that it be E 

duly obeyed. | : 

| MazatLan, January 28, 1865. . : 

. Superior Political Prefect, | : 
_ GBEGORIO ALMADA. . 

Seradary General of the Prefecture, | | 

GREGORIO MORENO. 7 E 

: | _ {Enclosure No. 3.} , : 

. {Taken from the same paper as the preceding. ] | 

Gregorio Almada, superior political prefect of the department of Sinaloa, to tts inhabitants : &§ 

Know ye, that his excellency Major General de Castagny, has directed to me the follow- 

ing decree : , 
: 

‘¢ Expeprtionary Force or Mexico, Ist Division or Inranrry, GENERAL Srarr.—No. 1355. i 

‘‘ General Castagny, commanding first division of the Franco-Mexican army, consid- . 

ering it of great importance to organize the judicial power as soon as possible, and re- : 

| specting the recommendations of the superior political prefect, decrees as follows : : 

‘©The persons mentioned below are hereby appointed to office till their nominations are : 

. ratified by his Majesty the Emperor Maximilian, as officers of the supreme court: Minister, : 

Licenciado Don Jesus Betancourt ; attorney, Licenciado Don Jose Maria Loreto Iribarren. 

The other officers required in the supreme court of justice shall be appointed by the polit- 

ical prefect, taking into consideration the minister’s recommendations. - ; 

‘‘ The following persons are hereby appointed by the political prefect till their nomina- E 

tions are ratified by his Majesty the Emperor: First judge of first instance, Licenciade : 

| Ladislao Gaona; second judge of first instance, Licenciado Jesus Bringas. 

6} MazaTEAN, January 27, 1865. | 
‘+ General of the Division, 

. ‘¢DE GASTAGNY. : 

« ** Political Prefect, Co 

“Don Grecorio Armapa, Present.’’ 

| Therefore, I order this to be printed, published, and circulated, and command that it be 

| duly obeyed. | : 

MazaTLan, January 28, 1865. . | 

| Superior Political Prefect, 

| oo GREGORIO ALMADA. 

Secretary General of the Prefecture, | 

: GREGORIO MORENO. E 

. 

p : 

|
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; [Enclosure No. 4.] | : 
3 [From El Correo de Mazatlan, the official paper of the department of Sinaloa, February 8, 4 

| 1865, volume 1, No. 10.] 

4 : Superior political prefecture of the department of Sinaloa. | | 
q _ As the same causes still exist that I explained to the superior political prefect of the | 
3 | department in my conference with him yesterday, why I should be excused from aceepting | 

the place of 2d judge of first instance, to which I have been appointed by General de 
3 Castagny ; and as I am again suffering from another attack of malignant coast feyer, from | 
4 which I have already suffered much, making a change of air necessary to my recovery, as 

my physician says, I make known this to you that you may inform the superior political 
3 prefect of the department that, for reasons given, 1 cannot accept the aforesaid appoint- 4 ment. | 
4 . L. GAONA. "| 3 To the Szoretary of the Superior 
4 Political Prefecture of the Department, Present. | | | 
7 Mazatian, January 30, 1865. 

| [Enclosure No. 5.} | | — | | 
| SUPERIOR PoLiricaL PREFECTURE OF THz DePaRTMENT oP SINALOA, | 7. | Mazatlan, February 2, 1865. 
q Exceztency : Your official letter of yesterday has informed me of the decree against La- | 
4 dislao Gaona, who, despite his confinement, still refuses to serve as second judge of first | 
] instance for this port, to which he was appointed by your excellency’s decree, promulgated 
q the 28th of January last. : 
7 I now transmit the resolution to Mr. Gaona, and will see that it is enforced, and wil} | 
q recommend to you, when required, a person to fill his place in the above-mentioned office. 
a God grant you many years. 
4 | | Superior Political Prefect, 
3 | GREGORIO ALMADA, 
3 Secretary General, | | , | 
3 | G. Moreno. : Oo a : 
3 His Excellency General of the Division, _ | a : 
q Dr Castaany, Present. . | | 

1 ; [Enclosure No. 6 ] | | : 
3 Superior Porrrican Prerecture or THE DEPARTMENT oF SINALOA, 
4 y : _. Mazatlan, February 2, 1865. 
3 His excellency General De Castagny, of the division, informed me officially yesterday, 
3 that notwithstanding your disrespectful refusal of the second judgeship of first instance, to - 
3 which you were called by a decree of the 28th of January, 1865, he will give a proof of his 7 
4 indulgence by granting you three days from yesterday to reflect upon the serious conse- 
q quences of your resistance to the decree, and if you remain contumacious, to imprison you. 
; for six months for not respecting his commands as you ought. — | 
3 I communicate this to you for your information. 
3 Superior Political Prefect, | 
] : | GREGORIO ALMADA, — 
] Secretary General, | . | ) 
i . G. Moreno. | | 
7 Licenciado Don Lapisnao Gaona, ) 
’ Appointed Second Judge of First Instance at this Port, Present. s | 
: | —— | 
j | | | {Enclosure No. 7.] | 
; ‘SuperioR PoLiricaL PREFECTURE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SINALOA, | 
j | _ Mazatlan, February 2, 1865. | 
‘ ‘Sir: Don Ladislao Gaona writes me officially as follows : | 

—  Mazattan, February 2, 1865. o 
; ‘In reply to your note of to-day, I have the honor to say that I did not at first accept - 
3 the judgeship offered me for the sole reasons given at the time, and not intended as con- | 

tumacious. I now accept the place. | | j : , | ae | “T, GAONA, | 
| ‘The Superior Porrrican Prurscr of this Department, Present.” . ! 

i | | | 2
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: T send you a copy of the above note, that you may order Mr. Gaona to be liberated and | 
: to take charge of the office to which he-has been appointed. . E 

4 God grant you many years. —— Oo | 
q | Superior Political Prefect, 
q | | | : GREGORIO ALMADA, | 
q Secretary General, | | 
I | -. G. Moreno. - OO 4 
7 His Excellency General of the Division, | 
] De Castieny, Present. - | 7 | 

1 | SO [Enclosure No. 8.] | | i 

4 | MexIcan EMPIRE, SEconD Justice oF Lerrers, | 
; . . a Mazatlan, February 3, 1865. 
7 T have this day taken possession of the second judgeship of first instance, by order of | & 
1 your note of the 29th January last, and have the honor to inform you of it. - | i 
4 | - , - L. GAONA. oo 
: The Superior Poxrrican Prerect of this Department, Present. | 

1 | [Enclosure No. 9.—Translation. ] | | | 

[From the Pajaro Verde, Mexico, 25th day of August, 1864.] | | 

i PROTESTS. i 
j We, the undersigned, in compliance with the order of the head prefect of the department 

that persons holding office under the constitution of 1857 shall present themselves at the | E 
1 prefecture and prove that they are not hostile to the imperial government, protest on our [ 
; word of honor that we will behave like honest citizens, will live in a peaceful manner, and 7 4 

will engage in no act of hostility against the present government. : 
| | FELIX DE LA PAZ, — | 

: 7 and twenty others, 

{i signed because the penalty established in the circular of August 10th last is very se- : 
vere, and I am told that it will be enforced. OE 

| ee FRANCISCO B, JAYME. 
I signed this protest for the same reason that the Licenciate Jayme did. : 

| | MIGUEL GUINCHARD. 

| I protest that I have been hostile to no government up to this time, and I sign the pres- 
ent protest because of the penalty imposed by the circular of the 10th of last August. : : 

& | ~GUILLERMO R. BRAND. 3 
Acuas Catrentss, July 18, 1864. i 

Although we have served none of the governments of the country, nor have joined any , 
| political parties, we sign {this present paper to avoid the serious consequences that might : 

occur in case of refusal. i 

- , J. REFUGIO GUINCHARD. | 

_ Although I never held any office, I have been summoned by the prefect to ask me to be 
neutral. I protest to be so to avoid me further troubles. ‘ : 

| ~ a : A. C. BERRUECO. 

Not being employed by the government, but being partial to the liberals, Iam called | 
upon to make this protest that I will live in peace. I hereby declare to remain neutral / 
under all circumstances. _ : : 

: | , TRINIDAD PEDROZA. 
| | | | JESUS H. ASCON. : 

For the sake of suffering imprisonment or exile, I signed this protest. oe L 
| BRUNO DAVALOS.  &§ 

Although I am partial to the liberal party, I have never shown any hostility to the pres- | 
ent government, and I sign this protest to save myself from banishment or worse evils. . | 

: | LUZ G. BRAVO, 
- : ANTONIO CORNEJO. 

FRANCISCO ROSALES.  &€§ 

There are a great many other remarks like the preceding ones. | |
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1 Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. : 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, i 
j | | Washington, November 2, 1865. 
; Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge your communications of Mareh 31, | 
j and April 3 and 7, 1865, with their respective enclosures, transmitting, for the 4 
j information of this government, accounts of the condition of affairs in Mexico, | 
j and of the events occurring there connected with the operations of the forces | 
/ contending in that republic. | 
; You will be pleased to accept my grateful acknowledgments for the interest- / 
1 ing information you have so kindly communicated, while I avail myself of the / 
j occasion to reiterate to you, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. | 
| | — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. i 
j Sefior Matias RomEro, &c., §c., &c., | \ 
q Washington, D.C. : os 

' Mr. Romero to Mr. Hunter. 

4 | (Translation. ] oe 

1 Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
‘ Washington, May 10, 1865. 

1 Mr. Actine Secretary: I have the honor to transmit to you, for the in- 
‘ formation of the goverument of the United States, a copy, in English, of a note 
; which I this day received from Sefior Lerdo de Tejada, the minister of foreign — 
! relations of the Mexican republic, dated from the city of Chihuahua, on the 23d 
4 of March last, and marked No. 102, in which the views of the Mexican govern- _ | 
‘ ment are communicated to me, with reference to the note which I had the honor | 
i to address to your department on the 6th of February previous, protesting against | 

1 the acts of the French agents in Mexico, with which they are attempting to 
; | make the republic responsible. / 
1 IT avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my 

4 distinguished consideration. : a  # 
 M. ROMERO. | 

1 Hon. WILLIAM Hunter, §c., §¢., §¢. | | 

4 —  [No. 102.—Translation.] . | 

i _ DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS AND OF GOVERNMENT, : 
3 National Palace at Chihuaht\, March 23, 1865. 2 

: _In the copy annexed to your note No. 31, of February 6 of. this year, the citizen Presi- | 
3 dent of the republic has seen the protest which you communicated under the same date to. | 

i the honorable Secretary of State of the United States, with reference to the report that the | 

q French government had resolved to order its agent, Maximilian, to sign a pretended ces- | 
; sion of a large part of the territory of the Mexican republic. | 
1 The President approves your conduct, although in this matter the republic has already | 

3 protested from the beginning, by many of its legitimate organs, and of all its constituted | 
: authorities, against all the acts and consequences of foreign invasion. | 
3 Neither the republic nor its government can ever be holden for the debts of the French } 
] agent Maximilian, whose only title to authority is that lent to him by the presence of 
; the armed forces of France, and who could not sustain himself in Mexico for a single day | 
4 without the support of foreign bayonets. | | 
3 , The Mexican people, represented in the national congress, has solemnly declared its in- 
4 tention not to cede any part of the territory, whether large or small, to any nation, For 
7 this reason, in the laws enacted by congress, which conferred the most ample powers upon
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the government, even that of concluding treaties with foreign powers, the restriction was : 

inserted that, in any treaty so concluded, the integrity of the national territory should be &£ 
respected. | | | 7 

. If Maximilian, in obedience to the orders of Napoleon, has signed or should hereafter E 

sign a pretended cession of a portion of the territory, this should not be surprising, for, in ; 

order to do so, he must have set aside every consideration for the rights and will of the , 
Mexican people, all respect for the national honor, and even for the sentiment of personal E 
dignity, from the moment when, through of assumed authority, . 
he determined to play in Mexico the part of the submissive agent of the French government. 3 

I renew to you, sir, my very distinguished consideration. j 
s - LERDO DE TEJADA. iE 

Citizen Matias Romero, | : 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 7 : 

of the Mexican Republic, Washington, D. C. . 

: Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | : 

| | Translation: ] : 

MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ; 

Washington, June 12, 1865. 

Mr. SECRETARY: There has come into my hands a memorandum which con-  - 
tains some considerations on the question about Mexico, treated from the point | 
of view of the laws of nations in what regards the United States. Without ex- 7 
pressing at present any opinion respecting it, much less asking it from the gov- j 
ernment of the United States, I confine myself to sending to you a copy of said 

| memorandum. i 
LT avail of this opportunity to renew to, you, Mr. Secretary, the assurance of : 

my most distinguished consideration. | : 
oe , 7 M. ROMERO. | 

Hon. WiLLIAM H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &c. 

Memorandum. E 

Whatever were the causes which led to the war between France and Mexico, when it 
occurred it assumed the character of a war between two sovereign and independent nations. . 
In such a war the United States had no right to interfere, for, in accordance with estab- 
lished principles of international law, the federal government was in duty bound to observe E 
a strict neutrality. But after the occupation of the city of Mexico by the French, their p 
real policy and intentions were unmasked. New tactics were at once adopted, which 4 
changed the entire aspect of affairs. | : 

Former grievances were lost sight of; claims for indemnities and spoliations ceased to be ; 
the order of the day. Assisted by afew leading and influential Mexicans, France set to . | 
work to remodel the political status of the country, and succeeded in organizing an impe- 
rial party, representing the minority, in opposition to the republican party, representing : 
the majority. Hostilities ensued between the two, and civil war was inaugurated. In his : 

| last annual message to Congress, President Lincoln, alluding to the situation of affairs in ; 
Mexico, took this view in declaring that civil war was still raging in that country. : 

This change of policy on the part of France changed the position of the United States in 
| reference to the Mexican question. The war assumed a new form, and, from one waged 

between two nations, degenerated into a struggle for supremacy between two parties. If 
: the French considered themselves justified in maintaining by force of arms one of these 
| parties, the United States had undoubtedly the right to give their support to the other. : b 
| International law no longer compelled them to observe a neutrality. Fo E 

What was the result of this state of things? Simply that the imperial party, supported E 
| by French bayonets, and countenanced by other European governments, who suffered the 
| newly-proclaimed sovereign of Mexico to contract loans and enlist soldiers in their midst, 
| obtained the ascendancy over an adversary who was fighting, and still continues to fight, 

alone, unaided even with the moral support of the United States. . | 
The United States have always proclaimed themselves to be the protectors of their sister
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1 republics on the American continent. What hopes can the latter entertain of their future 
j security when they see a great republic, of which they are the feeble imitators, assisting 
] with indifference to the spectacle of a handful of foreign soldiers successfully progressing, 
4 on her very borders, in the work of erecting a government framed and fashioned on the 
j _ _Haropean plan? What will be their reflections when they discover that the United States 4 have nothing but words to offer to friends steadfast in their attachment from motives both 
3 _ of interest and sympathy ? | 
4 If, through the instrumentality of the United States, a republic should be reared and 
: fostered on the frontiers of France or of Russia, would these nations be indifferent to the 
4 event and accept the situation? Unquestionably not. For similar and more cogent rea- 
7 sons the United States cannot suffer the establishment, on the confines of their territory, = 
4 of a monarchy created and maintained by foreign arms. - 
j The United States have no more co-operated in safeguarding and perpetuating republican 
; institutions in Mexico than the diminutive States of Central America, who have thought it 

sufficient to protest against this interference and encroachment on the part of European 
; powers. But what may seem a matter of satisfaction to the pride of those states cannot be 

3 . regarded in that light by so great and formidable a nation as the United States. The — 
question at issue cannot remain in suspense; the United States must pursue one course or | 

| another—either to interfere actively in behalf of republican principles, and against the | 
French occupation in Mexico, or to recognize Maximilian, and concede forever to European | 
nations the right of an armed intervention in the domestic concerns of the republics on the | : 

: American continent. Let the United States make this sacrifice, for they will then at least’ | 
_ be spared, in the eyes of the world, the ridicule and mortification of not possessing the re- | 

q quisite energy to handle and settle a question of paramount interest to themselves, and in | 
4 which the right is incontestably on their side. | ? 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | | | . | 7 , | [ Translation. ] | | 
: 

: Mexican Le@aTIon IN THE UNITED States oF AMERICA, : 
1 Washington, June 25, 1865. — ! 

Mr. Secretary: Among the documents relating to Mexican affairs which : 
q I have neglected to transmit to your department, and whieh deserves the par- | 

ticular attention of the government of the United States, is a treaty, signed at a 
; Miramar, the 10th of April, 1864, between the Kimperor of the French and the , 
i ex-Archduke of Austria, Ferdinand Maximilian, who assumed on that day the | : 
q usurped title of emperor of Mexico. | | 
4 In this treaty, of which I enclose you a copy in English, an alliance is 
4 agreed upon between the said ex-Archduke of Austria and the Emperor of the ) 
‘ French. — 
| I also enclose you a French copy, with English translation, of the address | 
j of Mr. Montholon, French minister near the said ex-archduke, when he was re- ; 
1 ‘ ceived by the latter on the 15th of June, 1864, and ‘the usurper’s reply. | 
q I embrace this occasion of renewing to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurance of | 
1 - my most distinguished consideration. | | . | | : M. ROMERO. 
; Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., &., &c. | | 

q oe | [Enclosure No, 1.—Translation ] | 2 

| TREATY. , | 
i ' -~—s- The government of the Emperor of the French and that of the Emperor of Mexico, ani- : 
’ . mated with an equal desire to secure the re-establishment of order in Mexico and to consol- | 
; -idate the new empire, have resolved to regulate by a convention the conditions of the stay | 

of the French troops in that country, and have named their plenipotentiaries to that effect, viz: | 
The Emperor of the French—-M. Charles Herbet, minister plenipotentiary of the firgt | 

class, councillor of state, director of the ministry of foreign affairs, grand officer of the Le- | | 
gion of Honor, &c.; and the Emperor of Mexico—M. Joaquin Velasquez de Leon, his min- rc | 

: ister of state without portfolio, grand officer of the distinguished order of Our Lady. of | |
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3 Guadalupe, &c. ; who, after having communicated to each other their full powers, agreed | 
i on the following provisions : | | 

3 Articte 1. The French troops at present in Mexico shall be reduced as soon as possible F 
q to a corps of 20,000 men, including the foreign legion. This corps, in order to safeguard | 
4q the interests which led to the intervention, shall remain temporarily in Mexico, on the 
3 conditions laid dewn by the following articles: : 
q ARTICLE 2. The French troops shall evacuate Mexico in proportion as the Emperor of 
7 Mexico shall be able to organize the troops necessary to replace them. 3 
4 Articis 3. The foreign legion in the service of France, composed of 8,000 men, shall, of 
4 nevertheless, remain in Mexico six years after all the other French troops shall have been 
q recalled, in conformity with article 2. From that moment the said legion shall pass into 
4 the service and pay of the Mexican government, which reserves to itself the right of abridg- 
’ ing the duration of the employment of the foreign legion in Mexico. : 
3 Articte 4. The points of the territory to be occupied by the French troops, as well as 
i the military expeditions of the said troops, if there be any, shall be determined in common 
3 accord, directly between the Emperor of Mexico and the commander-in-chief of the French : 
4 corps, : 

q ~ Articte 5. On all the points where the garrison shall not be exclusively composed of . ; 
{ Mexican troops, the military command shall devolve on the French commander. In case i 
4 of expeditions combined of French and Mexican troops, the superior direction of those 
3 troops shall also belong to the French commander. [ 

Arricte 6. The French commanders shall not interfere with any branch of the Mexican _ 4 
administration. . | E 

3 ArticLe 7. So Jong as the requirements of the French corps d’armé shall necessitate a y 
4 two-monthly service of transports between France and Vera Cruz, the expense of the said i 
1 service, fixed at the sum of 400,000 francs per voyage, (going and returning,) Shall be paid ~ 
1 by Mexico. | | I 
q- ArticLe 8. The naval stations which France maintains in the West Indies and in the &£ 

4 Pacific ocean shall often send vessels to show the Frencb flag in the ports of Mexico. : 
‘ ARTICLE 9. The expenses of the French expedition to Mexico, to be paid by the Mexican —. I 
j government, are fixed at the sum of 270,000,000 francs for the whole duration of the ex- : 

pedition down to Ist of July, 1864. That sum shall bear interest at the rate of 3 per cent. i 
- perannum. From the Ist of July all the expense of the Mexican army shall be at the f 

charge cf Mexico. . 4 
ArricLte 10. The indemnity to be paid to France by the Mexican government for the & 

7 pay and maintenance of the troops of the corps d’armé after the Ist of July, 1864, remains ; 
fixed at the sum of 1,000 francs a year for each man. | | j 

_ Arriote 11. The Mexican government shall hand over to the French government the : 
sum of 66,000,000 francs in bonds of the loan at the rate of issue, viz: 54,000,000 francs, F 
to be deducted from the debt mentioned in article 9, and 12,000,000 francs as an instal- 
ment of the indemnities due to Frenchmen in virtue of article 14 of the present convention. | 

ArticLe 12. For the payment of the surplus of the war expenses, and for acquitting the : 
| charges in articles 7, 10, and 14, the Mexican government engages to pay annually to ; j 

France the sum of 25,000,000 francs in specie. That sum shall be imputed: Ist, to the 
sums due in virtue of articles 7 and 10; 2d, to the amount, interest and principal, of the E 
sum fixed in article 9 ; 3d, to the indemnities which shall remain due to French subjects f 
in virtue of article 14 and following. : 

ArticLe 13, The Mexican government shall pay, on the last day of every month, into | | 
the hands of the paymaster general of the army, what shall be due for covering the ex- F 

_ penses of the French troops remaining in Mexico, in conformity with article 10. a 
Artictr 14. The Mexican government engages to indemnify French subjects for the : : 

wrongs they have unduly suffered, and which were the original cause of the expedition. I 
ArticLe 15. A mixed commission, composed of three Frenchmen and three Mexicans, ap- | F 

pointed by their respective governments, shall meet at Mexico within three months, to ex- 
amine and determine these claims. : : 

| ArticLe 16. A commission of revision, composed of two Frenchmen and two Mexicans, - 
appointed by the same manner, sitting at Paris, shall proceed to the definitive liquidation of : 
the claims already admitted by the commission designated in the preceding article, and shall | 
decide on those which may have been reserved for its decision. | 

Article 17. The French government shall set at liberty all the Mexican prisoners of war _ 4 
: as soon as the emperor of Mexico shall have entered his states. : 

Articte 18. The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged as | 
early as possible. | . . t 

Done at the castle of Miramar, this 10th day of April, 1864. F 
HERBET. | 
JOAQUIN VELASQUEZ DE LEON. i
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i [Enclosure No. 2.] 2 3 
i ] | . M. Montholon’ s speech. . 

; Sire: I have the honor to present to your Majesty the letters which accredit me to your | 
L Majesty in the quality of envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of his Majesty 
; _ the Emperor Napoleon, my august sovereign. | . 
7 It is with the most lively sentiments of gratitude towards Providence that, the first 
a _ among the representatives of foreign powers, I approach the throne of your Imperial 
; Majesty—that throne which has been raised amid the acclamations of an entire people, the 
4 assurance of a new future of power and of prosperity. | 
; The work of restoration to which your Majesty has devoted yourself is one of those which 
: | could only have been undertaken by a great soul, animated by a spirit of abnegation and . | 
i the desire to do good, and attracted even by the very difficulties that it presents. France, | 
; penetrated by the grandeur of the task and the immense advantages it will yield to the | 
4 whole world, will follow with the most ardent solicitude the noble efforts of your Majesty, : 
1 and will be always prepared to second them. = —— | : 

Zz Already, sire, the Mexican nation experiences all the value of the generous thought | 
7 | which has guided your Majesties to these shores, and each day will be more and more ap- ; 
q preciated all the extent of the benefits you have conferred upon them in responding to : 

j their appeal. | ; 
q The noble companion whom God has placed at your side, sire, in view of the destinies of 
7 reserved to you, will contribute, by her grace, by her virtues, by the high qualities of her : 
3 mind and heart, to render unalterable the attachment of the Mexican people for your : 
| august persons. | : 
q Happy in having been selected by my sovereign to be his interpreter near your Imperial : 
q Majesty, my mission will be fulfilled according to the wishes of the Emperor and to the : 
3 promptings of my own heart, if I shall be able to merit the confidence of your Majesty, “| 
3 and to contribute to render more and more intimate the fraternal relations of friendship 
‘ which should exist between France and Mexico. i 
q Established, both the one and the other, upon the basis of national suffrage, united for 
3 the future by the community of ideas, as well as by the reciprocal interest of commercial 
; and industrial relations, the two empires will be drawn together by natural ties in the con- 
q stant accord of a frank and loyal policy. 
3 Be pleased, sire, to permit me to lay at the foot of the throne of your Majesties the sin- 
q cere desires of the representative of France for the progperty of your reign and the future | 
4 grandeur of the Mexican nation. 

7 . [Enclosure No. 3.] : 

3 | | : Maximilian’ s answer. 

: Monsieur Le Marquis : It is with sincere satisfaction that I receive from your hands the 
3 letters of credence by which his Majesty the Emperor of the French has accredited you 
4 near my person. | | | 
| Iam happy to see in you the representative of a sovereign who has done so much for 
3 the future of Mexico, and towards whom, as you have remarked, this country manifests 
i, sentiments of the most sincere gratitude. 
4 I do not hesitate to believe that the bonds of friendship and the fraternal relations which ' 
4 unite France to Mexico will find in you a faithful interpreter ; and, on my part, I will see rn 
3 with pleasure these ties drawn closer and closer between the two empires and the two | 
q peoples. | sO : | 

4 , | [Enclosure No. 4.—Translation,] | 

1 _ (EI Iris, Tampico, June 9, 1864.) : 

E . DEPARTMENT OF State ror Forrian Arrarrs, 
3 Imperial. Palace, Mexico, May 19, 1864. 
] The regency of the empire has pleased to order the solemn publication of the act for- 
j warded from Miramar by the Mexican commission charged to offer the votes of the Mexicans 
3 and the crown of the empire to his Imperial and Royal Highness the Archduke Ferdinand 
7 Maximilian of Austria, which says verbatim as follows: |
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3 _ At the palace of Miramar, near Trieste, on the tenth day of the month of April, 1864, : 
] being present in the reception room, his Imperial and Royal Highness the Archduke Max- 
j imilian of Austra and his august spouse, her Imperial and. Royal Highness the Archduchess : 
3 Carlota, accompanied by the Princess of Metternich, Countess Zichy, Lady of Honor to her : 
7 Majesty the Empress of Austria, with the functions of Chief Lady of the Bedchamber of the o£ 

Archduchess ; the Countess Paula Kollatues, Canoness of the Chapter of Noble Ladies of | 
; Savoy ; the Marchioness of Maria de Villa, Countess Zichy ; his excellency M. Herbet, min- . : 
; ister plenipotentiary of the first class of his Majesty the Emperor of the French on mission : 
4 from the Department for Foreign Affairs; his excellency Count O'Sullivan de Grasse, envoy : 
i extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of his Majesty thé King of the Belgians near the - 
1 court of Vienna; M. Hypolite Morier, captain in the line of the French navy, and in command : 
’ of the frigate Themis; and his excellency the Count Hadik de Tutak, actual privy coun- : 

cillor, Gentleman of his Imperial, Royal, and Apostolic Majesty, preceded by the grand- : 
master of the ceremonies Marquis José Cerio, Gentleman of his Imperial, Royal, and : 

{ Apostolic Majesty, and Gentleman on service of their Imperial Highnesses, who also were . 
present at the audience; the president and other members present of the deputation : 
charged to offer the vote of the Mexicans adopting monarchical institutions and inviting : 
his Imperial and Royal Highness and his successors to occupy the throne, to wit: the : 
most excellent D. José Maria Gutierrez de Estrada, Knight Grand Cross of the royal and = © . 
distinguished Spanish order of Charles III, formerly minister for foreign affairs, and min- i 

; ister plenipotentiary of Mexico to various sovereigns of Kurope; the most excellent Don 2 
: Joaquin Velasquez de Leon, Commander of the imperial order of Guadalupe, former minis- f 

ter of finance in Mexico, and formerly minister plenipotentiary to the United States; f 
1. Don Ignacio Aguilar, Commander of the order of Guadalupe, formerly minister of govern- : 

ment and judge of the supreme court of the nation, and Don Adrian Woll, general of divi- | 
sion, Commander of the orders of Guadalupe and the Legion of Honor, and M. de José : 
Hidalgo, Commander with the decoration of the American order of Isabel the Catholic, : 
of the Pontificate of Pio IX, and of that of Jerusalem, Grand Officer of that of Guadalupe, . i 

- and Knight of that of San Silvestre; D. Antonio Escandon, Commander in the order of : 
Isabel the Catholic, Knight of the order of St. Gregory, and of José Maria de Landa, Knight i 
of the order of St. Gregory; and there were also introduced the Mexican gentlemen D. : 

. Francisco de Paula, Arrangoiz and Berzabel, Commander with the decoration of the royal : 
American order of Isabella the Catholic, and of the Pontificate of St. Gregory, and Knight : 

| of that of Guadalupe of Mexico, formerly minister of the treasury; D. Tomas Murphy, i 
Commander of the imperial and royal order of Francis Joseph of Austria, and formerly . 
minister of Mexico to England; Colonel Don Francisco Facio, formerly chargé d'affaires at : 
London, and consul-general at the Hanseatic Cities; D. Andrea Negrete, formerly chargé 2 
d’affaires at Belgium, and now chargé d’affaires and consul- general at the Hanseatic Cities; = : 
D. Isidore Diaz, formerly minister of justice and of government; D. Pedro Escandon, . : 
Knight of the Legion of Honor, and formerly secretary of legation ; Colonel D. José Annero : 
Ruiz, Commander of the order of Isabella the Catholic, and Knight of that of Guadalupe, : 
now consul at Marseilles; Doctor of Presbytery D. Ignacio Montes de Oca; Doctor D. Pablo i 

| Martinez del Rio, Knight of the order of Guadalupe; D. Fernando Gutierrez de Estrada, i. 
Knight of the order of St. Gregory ; D. Ignacio Amor; D. Pedro Ontiveros, commanding j 
battalion ; D. Joaquin Manuel Rodriguez, commanding battalion. His excellency the : 
president addressed to his Highness the Archduke the following allocation : : 

‘¢Sir, the Mexican deputation has the happiness again to find itself in your august pres- — : 
ence, and experiences unutterable gladness on reflecting on the motives which conduct it L 
hither. In effect, sir, the good fortune falls on us to inform you, in the name of the re- : 

| gency of the empire, that the vote of the notables—by which you have been designated for L 
the crown of Mexico—ratified this day by the enthusiastic adhesion of an immense majority i 
of the country, of the municipal authorities, of the corporate bodies, consecrating that 
unanimous proclamation, has come to be, as well by its moral importance as by its numer- 
ical value, a truly national vote. | | E 

. By this glorious title, and sustained by the promises of the third of October, one thou- E 
- gand eight hundred and sixty-three, which have caused such well-founded hopes to spring 

up in the country, we now present ourselves to solicit from your Imperial Highness the E 
full and definitive acceptance of the Mexican throne, which will become a bond of union F 

| and a source of prosperity to that people, subjected for so many years to very rude and . 
| terrible trials. So great have they been, that it would infallibly have succumbed beneath i 

the burden of its calamities, without the aid of any one of the great empires of Kurope, : 
without the eminent qualities and admirable self-negation of your Imperial Highness, and i 

| lastly without the freedom of action which you are indebted for to the noble sentiments of 4 
your august brother, worthy head by a thousand titles of the illustrious house of Austria. : 
Honor and gratitude to these two princes. Honor and gratitude also to the giorious nation 
which, at the call of its sovereign, has not hesitated to pour out its blood for our political 4
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; redemption, thus creating between the one continent and the other a new fraternity in | 
' history, when until now this history has only shown to us in Europeans nothing but con- | 
q querors. Honor and gratitude to that emperor, great and generous, who, making a French | 
q interest of all the interests of the world, has in a few years, in despite of passing obstacles, | 
4 had the glory and the fortune to raise the flag of France, always feared, but always sympa- 
; thetic, on the confines of the distant empire of China, and on the remote frontiers of the L 
4 . far-off empire of Mexico. Honor and gratitude to such people and to such princes, is the b 
| cry of every true Mexican. By conquering the love of the people, you, sir, have learned [ 
4 the difficult art of governing them. Therefore it.is that, after so many struggles, our “ ; 
4 country, which experiences an imperious necessity for union, will one day owe to you the i 
q inappreciable blessing of having conciliated the hearts of the Mexicans, whom public ca- i 
1) : Jamities and the blind waywardness of passion had divided and separated, but which only | 
3 awaited your beneficent influence, and the exercise of your paternal authority, to show | 
7 themselves animated by the same identical sentiments. | | 
q ‘* A princess, who by her graciousness alone, no less than by her virtues and her high | 
i _ intelligence, is already queen, will without doubt understand, from the elevation of the | 
4 throne, to draw together all minds into perfect union for the general improvement of the i 

country. ‘To see these benefits realized, Mexico with filial confidence places in your hands 
q _ the sovereign and constituent power which must rule its future destinies, and assure its Lo 
4 glorious hereafter, promising to you in this solemn moment of alliance a love with limit 7 
3 avd happiness unchangeable. 7 

| ‘‘ It is promised to you, sir, because, catholic and monarchic, through an uninterrupted 4 
3 tradition of ages, it finds in your Imperial Highness an offshoot worthy of the Hmperor 7 
3 Charles the Fifth and the Empresss Maria Theresa, the symbol and the personification of 
4 those two great principles, bases of its primitive existence, and under whose protection, 
1 with institutions and appliances that the current of time has made necessary in the govern- 
; ment of society, may some day be placed in the high position you are called to occupy 
q among the nations—in hoc signo vinces. 7 | : 
4 ‘These two great principles, catholicism and monarchy, introduced into Mexico by the 
4 noble and knightly people who discovered it, eradicating the errors and dissipating the | A 
q gloom of idolatry, to these principles, which trained us for civilization, we shall owe this — 
i time also our safety ; revived as they have been by our independence, and, as they are 
3 now, by the smiling hopes bound up with the nascent empire. On this day, which would 
3 not be a day of happiness ifit were not alsoa day of justice, our thoughts involuntarily turn | 
2 to the historic times, and to the series of glorious monarchs, among whom excel in splendor 
3 the illustrious ancestors of your Imperial Highness. Nations as well as individuals should, 
9 in their hours of joy, salute with affectionate thankfulness the ancestors who no longer 

exist; and it is for us, sir, a glory we are ambitious of, to cause this just gratitude to shine : : 
d forth at the very moment when our unhoped-for good fortune equally attracts to us the . 
4 astonished regards of the world. In opening to you, sir, our wishes and our hopes, we do ! 
q not say, we cannot say, that the undertaking is easy; the founding an empire never 
: was so—never will be. . : . 

_ “The only thing we will assure you of is that the difficulties of to-day will to-morrow : 
4 be your glory ; and we will even add, that, in the work undertaken, the hand of God is 

_ manifestly revealed. When, with the progress of time, our hopes are satisfied and our i 
a predictions are verified, when Mexico appears prosperous and regenerate, then, reflecting 
a that Europe sent to save us its brave battalions to the peaks of Anahuac and the shores of 

the Pacific, at a time when Europe itself was filled with apprehensions and danger, neither 
3 Mexico nor Europe, nor the world, nor that other world which will survive us, and which 
3 is called history, will doubt that our safety, procured contrary to all human probability, | 
4 was not the work of Providence, and your Imperial Highness the instrument selected by it. | 
a for its consummation. But not through thought of the hazarded fortunes of our country : 
; would it be possible for us to forget, sir, that in this hour of our rejoicing, the saddest | 
a gloom prevails in other places. We well understand, and our sympathies respond to the | 
i sense, that the Austrian land, and chiefly Trieste, your favored residence, will be inconsol- - | 

ee able in your absence, but will be consoled by the recollection of your beneficence, and the 
; splendid reflex of your glory. 7 - . | 
4 ‘* After having had the inappreciable fortune to hear from the lips of your Imperial 
3 Highness the words of hope that your definitive acceptance will become a reality, deign, ) 
4 sir, to grant us this distinguished and ineffable good fortune to be the first Mexicans who 3 
] reverently greet you in the name of the country as the sovereign of Mexico, the arbiter of | 
3 its destinies, and the trustee of its future; the whole Mexican. nation, which waits with | 
i unspeakable impatience to possess you, will receive you on its privileged soil with a unan- | 
4 imous shout of welcome and of love. But for a soul like yours, sir, this brilliant spectacle, 
q which would be a recompense to others, will only serve to inspire you with new spirit, and 

strengthen your confidence, a Be | .
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3 ‘The reward will come at a later day, and will be providential, like the undertaking | 
3 achieved. There will be no reward more enviable than that your Highness will receive by 
q< coming boldly and respected to Mexico at no distant day; and in truth you could not ex- | 
q perience a. purer joy than to have founded on the voicanic soil of the Montezumas a power- 
q ful empire that will in a short time combine for its splendor and your glory the fruitful : 
3 influence of that native genius with which Heaven has gifted our American land, with all | 
q of the perfection which the justly valued European organization can offer. 
4 ‘¢The last conviction, sir, that with us crowns such happy presages, is that Mexico, that : 

| sends its acclamations to you from beyond the seas, and the whole world that gazes on 
4 you, will not long wait to learn that your Imperial Highness has not in vain had before 
4 your eyes, from your infancy, on the triumphal arch placed in front of the palace of your &§ 
4 ancestors, that inscription, well worthy of them, and which takes by surprise the admiration 
q of the traveller : ‘Justitia regnorum fundamentum’—Justice the foundation of empire.” 

4 _ His Highness deigned to reply in these terms: 
] ‘‘GuntLemMen : A deliberate examination of the acts of adhesion which you have come to 
j present to me gives me confidence that the voice of the notables of Mexico, which brought ; 
: you a short time since to Miramar, has been ratified by an immense majority of your 
] countrymen, and that I can consider myself from this time by good right as the chosen _ 
q one of the Mexican people. Thus is accomplished the first condition set forth in my reply : 
’ of 3d of October last. I also indicated another to you at that time, to wit, that relating  &- 
‘ to securing the guarantees necessary, that the nascent empire should be able calmly to I 
j devote itself to the noble task of establishing on a solid basis its independence and well- 
4 being. We count to-day on those securities—thanks to the magnanimity of the Emperor 
1 of the French, who, in the course of the negotiations which have had place on this subject, E 
j has shown himself to be constantly animated by a spirit of loyalty and good-will, the record 

of which I shall always treasure in my memory. | | : 
4 ‘‘On the other hand, the august head of my family has consented to my taking posses- i 
4 sion of the throne which has been offered to me. . q 
3 ‘* Now, then, I can fulfil the conditional promise which I made you six months since, to : [ 
3 ‘declare here, as I do solemnly declare, that with the aid of the Almighty I accept at the oF 
4 hands of the Mexican nation the crown which it offers to me. Mexico, according to the : 
] traditions of that new continent, full of strength and of a hereafter, bas exercised the right 

it has, thus to give to itself a government in conformity with its wishes and its wants, and 
has staked its hopes on an offshoot of that House of Hapsburg which, three centuries ago, 
established on its soil a Christian kingdom. I appreciate at its full value such a demons’ ra- : ic 

: tion\ of confidence, and shall take care to respond to it. I accept the constitutional power 
with which the nation, whose organ you are, has seen fit to invest me; but I will only hold 
it for the time requisite to create regular order in Mexico, and to establish wisely liberal E 
institutions ; so that, as I announced to you in my address on the 3d October, I shall hasten 
to establish monarchy upon the authority of constitutional laws as soon as the pacification | 
of the country may be completely effected. | a 

‘* The strength of a power is, in my opinion, much better assured by the permanence than — 
by the uncertainty of its limits; and I aspire to place in the exercise of my government y 

| those who, without detriment to its prestige, may guarantee its stability. We will prove, F 
as I-hope, that liberty well understood is perfectly reconcilable with the empire of order. E 

| I shall comprehend how to respect the first, and to cause the second to be respected. I : 
shall exhibit no less vigor in ever maintaining the flag of independence, that symbol of 
future greatness and prosperity. 7 

‘‘Great is the undertaking confided to me; but I have no doubt of carrying it through, : 
trusting in divine aid and the co-operation of all good Mexicans. I will conclude, gentle- : 
men, by assuring you anew that my government will never forget the gratitude it owes to 
the illustrious and friendly monarch whose aid has made the regeneration of our beautiful 
country possible. | | 

_ ‘*In fine, gentlemen, I announce to you that, before setting off formy new home, I shall 
! only remain long enough to go to the Holy City to receive from the venerable Pontiff the 
| benediction so precious to every sovereign, but doubly important to me, who have been oS r 

called to found a new empire.” : 

The president replied, saying: | : . 
‘* Possessed by feclings that cannot be exceeded, and penetrated with delight ineffable, 

we receive, sir, the solemn yes which your Majesty has just uttered. This full and absolute 
| acceptance, so ardently desired, and looked for with panting expectations, is the happy 

prelude, and must be, with God’s help, the sure pledge of the salvation of Mexico, of its ; 
new birth, and of its future greatness. On the same day our sons will raise to Heaven 

: offers of thankegiving for this truly prodigious redemption. There remains to us one duty, F 

39——pD c ** :
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| sir, to fulfil—the duty of laying at your feet the love of the Mexicans, their gratitude, and 
the homage of their fidelity.’’ . | 

i _ These last words spoken, the mitred abbot of Miramar and Lacroma, Monsieur George | 
; R.c.c., with mitre and crook, assisted by Friar Tomas Gomez, of the order of Franciscans, 
‘ and Doctor D. Ignacio Montes de Oca, presented themselves to witness the oath which the | 
i emperor spontaneously took in these words: Fa aa | 

‘‘J, Maximilian, emperor of Mexico, swear to God on the Holy Evangels to promote by 
{ all means in my power the welfare and prosperity of the nation, to defend its independence, 
j and maintain the integrity of its territory.’’ | | _ | 
1 Their majesties were three times saluted with cheers: ‘‘ Long live the emperor! long live 
; the empress !’’ given by his excellency Sefior Gutierrez de Estrada, and repeated with en- 
1 thusiasm by the assemblage. They then retired to await the hour set for the Te Deum, 

which was solemnly chaunted in the chapel in presence of their majesties, the deputation | 
j | and suite, at which act the emperor also wore the insignia of Grand Master of the Mexican | [ 

order of Guadalupe. Meantime, at the moment the emperor took the oath, the im- ; 
; perial Mexican standard was hoisted on the tower of the castle, and the frigate Bellona, of : 
! the imperial and royal Austrian navy, gave a salute of twenty-one guns, which was re- i 
j peated by the castle at Trieste, and by the French frigate Themis. iH 
i Thus closed the solemn act by which the Archduke of Austria, proclaimed emperor of i 
i _ Mexico by the free and spontaneous choice of that people, became invested with the sov- ; 
‘ ereignty which he will transmit to his illustrious descendants, or to princes called to rule : 
3 by the Jaw of succession which his majesty may deign to sanction. co ! : 
5 To perpetuate the memory of this great event, this act is extended, by order of his excel- ' 
1 lency the president of the deputation, in duplicate, and signed by him and other members . 
1 of the same deputation before mentioned, and authenticated by me as secretary, and will ' 

be transmitted to the department of foreign affairs and to the archives of the imperial i 
; house. we | 

3 a Ce J. M, GUTIERREZ DE ESTRADA, 
j | | —_ | President. : 
j JOAQUIN VELASQUEZ DE LEoN, : : | 
| Ianacio AGUILAR, | 
; ADRIAN WOLL, | . 
1 JosE H1pa1eo,. ws . 
’ ANTONIO ESCANDON, | | 
3 Jd. M. pm Lanpa, | ro? - 
i _ Ange Yarestas y Dominauez, Se | . oe | 
{ Secretaries. . a | 

j Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 7 

{ | | | | oe (Translation. | | | oe 

MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
iv | OS : Washington, 21st of July, 1865. ; | 

j Mr. SecreTARY: I have the honor to transmit to you, for the information ot 
the government of the United States, a translation into English of the discussion | 

‘ which took place in the legislative body of France on the 8th of June last, in | 
: relation to the affairs of Mexico, and of extracts of the disposal of that discus- : 
; sion, which terminated on the 9th thereof. The said translation has been faith- | 

fully made from the official record of the proceedings of that assembly, pub- | 
‘ | lished in the numbers 160 and 161 of the Moniteur Universel, of Paris, corre- | 

sponding to the 9th and 10th days of June aforementioned, pages 766, 767, | 
768, and 776, os | | 

_ The Mexicans who defend the independence of their country against the colos- a 
: sal power of France, and who at the end of four years of an unequal contest 
| maintain with the same undaunted courage and decision that holy cause, when : 

neither misfortunes nor disasters nor treason can avail to intimidate them or to | 
- c¢ause them to deviate by a single step from the path which they believe it to be 

| their duty to follow, and through which they have already made themselves 
2 worthy of the respect of the world, now find themselves assailed by their ene-
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1 . mies with the most opprobrious epithets, but which reflect dishonor upon those ft 
’ who so unjustly seek to tarnish the character of those whom they cannot con- | 
4 quer in a good fight. ‘These Mexicans have now the satisfaction of seeing their f 
j conduct defended and vindicated by the independent orators themselves of the i 
{ French assembly, and in the presence itself of the despot who does his utmost to I 
| bring discredit upon such noble patriots. Furthermore, this discussion contains i 

other points of much importance, which I do not doubt will excite the serious | 
attention of the government of the United States. i 

_ T avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assur- t 
j ances of my most distinguished consideration. | a i 

. | - -M. ROMERO. | 
Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c.. &c., §c. , | i 

| [From Le Moniteur Universel, No. 160, June 9, 1865, page 766, volume —.J - | i 

: | Discussion in the French legislative body. | _ | 

| | Session or Tourspay, June 8, 1865. f 
M. Schneider, vice-president, in the chair. . | 
The session was opened at half past 3 o’clock. The minutes of the session of the pre- f 

ceding day were read by Count Le Pelletier d’ Aunay, one of the secretaries. | | 

THe Cuarrman, M. Scunerper. The Chamber stopped yesterday in the vote on bill F, | 
‘ annexed to article 7, at the sections relative to the ministry of war and of the general gov- t 

ernment of Algeria. I resume the reading of the bill: | | f 

| EXPENSES OF THE MINISTRY OF WAR. . | ! 

- Section 1, (division second)—Central administration, quartermaster’s department, I 
12,500 francs.’”’ (Adopted.) . : | | E 

| ‘‘Section 2, (division second)—General staff, police force, 1,357,000 francs.’’ (Adopted.) t 
‘Section 3, (division second)—Pay and maintenance of the troops, 33,718,801 francs.”’ E 
M. Jules Favre is entitled to the floor. | ] 

_M. Jutes Faves. Gentlemen, in proposing to you to insert in the deficiency budget of 
1865 a sum of thirty-five millions in round numbers to cover an excess of expenditures in t 
the war budget, the governmertt and your committee impose on us the duty of examining , E 
the particular items of these expenses, and you know the most important one, and that to f 
which all the others may be referred, is that relative to the Mexican expedition. L 

_ It may be said that this year, in accordance with the mechanism of our financial system, : 
this expedition exerts a double influence on it—passively in reference to the expense, actively 
in reference to the receipts; and these two particulars, by an inexorable degree of fate, are , ; 
so indissolubly bound together that one governs the other ; that, in order to recover a sum 
of twenty-five millions a year, which is carried to the credit side of the budget, it is at - 

| present indispensable to enter on the debit side a sum which, in the deficiency bill for 1865, | i 
exceeds thirty millions. | | | | So : 

_ Such is, moreover, the calculation.and the process to which we have been condemned from | 
the very beginning of this Mexican expedition. e : : 

_ That expedition was undertaken for the recovery of an indemnity, of a debt, fixed ata 
| sum less than a million; and if we estimate at the very highest figure the contingent | : 

_ debts claimed by the persons interested, they fluctuated between five and twelve millions. 
We have already devoted more than four hundred millions to this expedition, and as an 
indemnity for this outlay we have only a certificate of indebtedness from the Mexican gov- 
ernment. It is therefore our duty to examine closely what our condition is, and what shall : 
be the extent and the duration of our sacrifices. 

I am well aware that I am here to meet with an objection that has been made to me k 
several times, and which, at one of our recent sessions, was very precisely stated in the _ f 
speech of the honorable minister of state. . ‘‘ These criticisms,'’ said he, ‘‘ are inoportune ;. : 
they are contrary to prudence and even to patriotism. Our soldiers are now at work ; \ 
France has accepted the conception and the execution of a great work beyond the Atlantic ;. i 
and yet this is the very moment which is selected to examine and criticise the motives of. I 
that work ; and so, at. the time when the great interests of all dictate a concurrence of effort. Li 
for its stable consummation, it is by such attacks’ enfeebled and ruined in advance.’’ | |
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4 - : E 
7 - Gentlemen, if such an objection as this could condemn us to silence, we might as well . : 
| | renounce forever the little share of power that has been left to us by the constitution. [Mur- 4 
; murs of disapprobation from several benches. Applause around the speaker: ] | 
j - The initiative belongs not to us; especially in matters appertaining to our foreign rela- [ 
4 tions we are called upon to consider resolutions already taken ; andif we have not theright | : 
j to examine them when they are submitted to us, we may as well abdicate our power entirely. | 
; [Renewal of similar demonstrations | pga BLS | : [ 
a _ That such is not your intention, gentlemen, I am fully convinced. Undoubtedly the 
q spirit of abuse and passion is culpable ; but that which is no less so, and which may be more : 
4 dangerous, is the spirit of systematic illusion, and undiscriminating and predetermined con- 
4 fidence. The spirit of abuse and passion awakens the distrust of the government and places | 
' it on the defensive. On the contrary, the spirit of illusion, the spirit of systematic and 
q predetermined confidence, encourages every species of rashness and folly ; it is capable of 
3 precipitatiug rash undertakings from which it is impossible to withdraw. . 

7 It is therefore a very serious obligation upon us to examine the situation in which we are 
j placed, whilst we strive, in truth, to avoid both those rocks, and for the decision of 
q facts have recourse to a careful investigation of the truth, with the independence that ap- — 

pertains to this great assembly. ae | 
4 Well, you remember that when there was first question of this Mexican expedition, we | 
q entreated the government to be pleased to restrict it to the redress of the grievances of 
i ~which our countrymen had to complain, and to abstain carefully from any interference with 
’ the internal affairs of the country. Then the language of the government was very differ- 
4 ent from that which we heard in one of your recent meetings. You may remember with — 
7 what disdain they treated our anticipations ; and when we spoke of a prospective emperor, - | 
3 to whose zealousness an appeal had already been made, how they treated all such ideas as | 
4 chimeras, and how they loudly disavowed them; and when it was desirable to obtain the 
4 adhesion of the Chamber, and it was sought to specify the nature, the character, and the 
4 purpose of the expedition, they did not depart far from the system which we ourselves have | 
7 always counselled to those in power. OB 
; They said, in fact, that it was for the redress of the grievances of our countrymen that | 
7 we went to Mexico ; only if the nation manifested a desire for a political change, we were 
‘ to give them our assistance and we were to consult them ; but it was from themselves and | 
| not from us that should emanate the final expression of will that was to decide as to their 
j future government. Then the government very loudly proclaimed that it did not intend : 
| to allow itself any intermeddling in this regard ; that it was a Mexican and not a foreign : 
7 power that it intended to inaugurate: And on this point, here are the words uttered by 

the honorable minister of state, M. Billault, not on the occasion of the first debate between 
‘ us, but the second, at the time of the debate on the budget in the month of June, 1862: 
7 _ ** When the French flag, an event which I hope will soon happen, floats over the walls of | 
; . Mexico, we will not depart from this generous and protectivé policy ; all, whether reaction- 
3 ists or liberals, violent or moderate, shall be equally admitted to participate in this general 
7 expression of the public will ; there shall be liberty for all beneath the flag of France, and 
ji it will not be the first time, as you know, that it shall have thus sheltered under ita tute- 
1 lary folds the just manifestation of. national desires. ° 
q ~ *¢ All will be allowed full and entire liberty of choice, and then if the tyranny of Juarez 
4 suits them—yes, if it suits them—well, they will say so !’’ 
; These, gentlemen, are the words that were received with almost unanimous approbation 
| by the Chamber ; these are the declarations. that induced the resolution of the majority. ; 
' Now, I ask you, What have they in common with the lofty conceptions presented to you, | 
; at one of your recent meetings, by the minister of state? Ah! gentlemen, like yourselves, | 
3 I am always touched by his talent; I am full of admiration for his eloquence ; I am not 
i astonished at the applause with which you receive his words ; and if I have any regret, it | 
’ is that I cannot join init. Only let me be permitted to’say to him, with all the deference 2 

which I entertain for him, that I find this eloquence often dangerous ; that itinflames more | | 
j than it enlightens ; that it throws more brilliancy than light on the questions on whichitis  . 
j -exercised ; and, in my opinion, the minister of state, in treating of this Mexican question, 
i, has allowed himself to be carried too far by the dangerous seductions of oratory. : 
| In any case, I assert that this grand idea of a regeneration of the Mexican nation, of the 
: foundation of an empire which is to be, beyond the sea, the fruit of the power and protec- 
; tion of France, is the mere result of chance, of events ;.and that it has been developed by 
| , facts entirely unforeseen by those now advancing it. For this dilemma stands: either, as I 
7. am unwilling to believe, the truth has not been told to the Chamber, designs have been 

concealed from it before which it would have recoiled ; or else these designs are merely the 
i results of an afterthought. This great enterprise which it is now sought to glorify before 
' you is only an idea that has been ‘thrown into the scale of events by facts not sufficiently 

considered beforehand. All the difficulties, all the dangers, all the political inconveniences ,
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3 that such an idea might produce, were not. taken into consideration ; those who now en- 
4 tertain that idea gave themselves up to it as to a sort of necéssity which it was impossible E 
q to foresee, and which became the pivot of the operations into which they were dragged, 
4 after having engaged in an expedition from which they should have refrained from the very 
1 beginning. : OO _ 
q Thus, what I assert is, that this idea of the regeneration of the Mexican nation, which is 
j now presented to us as one of the reasons for the continuance of our occupation, and the . 
j achievement of which alone can permit our flag to be withdrawn in an honorable manner, 
j did not exist at the commencement. We went to Mexico to avenge our countrymen; we 
3 went to Mexico to interrogate the Mexican nation, and we solemnly declared to it that we : 
7 would listen to its reply, and that we would conform ourselves to it. a 
4 Now the tone is somewhat changed: Hopes of a more lofty, but at the same time of a  &€£ 
3 more deceptive character, are held up before your dazzled eyes; and, in order not to be led. 
: astray by them, we must examine them closely; we must not let olurselves be seduced 
3 by glittering words; we must not rely merely on the dedutions of ehoquence; we must 
‘ . consult facts, and factsalone. [Manifestations of approbation around tye speaker. ] 
] . Now, gentlemen, permit me to say that, if the transcendent talen s and eloquence of 
1 the minister of state have oftentimes carried away the votes of the Chamber, they have not 
1 _ entirely mastered the prejudices of the committee; for the committee, even in view of 
j these brilliant prospects held out, has given utterance to words of much wisdom—words, 
; unfortunately, very useless, for they are incessantly repeated, and they are only a vain . 

. sound that moves the air; and I do not see, gentlemen, that the advice given to the gov- . 
' ernment with so much deference is followed any more this year than in preceding ones. 
7 Here is what the committee says: ‘‘In the course of these thoughts with which it has | 

been deeply inspired, the committee could not refrain from directing its attention to the __ 
j Mexican expedition. Less onerous since the return of our troops has commenced, the sac- | E 
i rifices which it has occasioned are, it is true, compensated by reimbursements ; but politi- 
1 cal considerations combine with financial reasons to cause us to desire that the completion 

of the work of pacification and the definitive establishment of the Mexican army, which ; 
- isin a good state of organization, should hasten the moment when the last soldiers of the 
expeditionary corps shall return to France.” | So 

; And a little further on the same thought is again expressed, and it is peculiarly eloquent 
; in view of the two numbers with which it is connected—41,342,470 francs on one side, oe 

claimed as the amount yet due for the expenses of our army, and 9,000,000 that are taken 
from the treasury of France to pay the Mexican army; certainly a very unpleasant inno- 
vation, and one which ought to be restricted within the narrowest limits, — 

So the committee adds, after having stated these facts: ‘‘ We had in Mexico, at the be- | 
ginning of last year, an army of 34,000 men; by the return home of various regiments its | 
strength has been reduced to 28,000 men. It will be still further diminished from this 
time to the end of 1865 by the return to France of other regiments, which will embark at ~ 
‘Vera Crus as soon as the expiration of the sickly season will allow them to march towards E 
the warm country without exposing the lives of our soldiers. Your committee on the *£ 
budget cannot but repeat here the wish that the definitive organization of the Mexican 
army should contribute to facilitate this movement and hasten the moment at which 
the last detachments of our army are to return to their country.’’ | 

Such, gentlemen, are the wishes that have been expressed by your committee, and I have f 
the right to say-—no one can contradict me—that herein. the committee has spoken the 

| sentiment of the whole country. Yes, it ardently desires that the last of our soldiers in 
| Mexico should, as soon as possible, set foot on the soil of his native land, and that as scon oo, : 

as possible, also, we should disengage ourselves from this heavy and perhaps terrible re- ; 
sponsibility that weighs upon us as long as our flag floats over a foreign land. 

The committee lays down the period of the reorganization of the Mexican army as the 4 
fitting time for. the withdrawal of the French forces. | | | | 
We will soon have to ask ourselves whether, in a political point of view, not indeed : 

permitting ourselves to be guided by mere theories, but seeking a solution from official 
documents, from those emanating from the government itself, from its despatches and its 
declarations, this is indeed the only condition that can allow the French army to with- 

| draw and abandon Mexico. : | 
But I will make this observation to the Chamber—-that the language of the committee, 

which, in my opinion, is the sentiment of the whole country, is but the repetition of that. 
used by all the committees before it that have examined our financial condition. 

They have not failed to hold out the same warning to the government; they have not: 
ceased to repeat to it, with all the energy which could be inspired into them by their ardent 
desire to maintain, as representatives of the majority, a good understanding with the gov- I 
ernment, while assuring it of their entire support, that it was necessary to put the earliest 
possible end to this-Mexican expedition. .
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This is, also, what was said by our honorable colleague, M. Gouin, so well informed in 
; such affairs, when, in his report, under date of December 25, 1863, he gave utterance to | 
; those words, which I cannot sufficiently urge the government to ponder, for they contain 
1 the secret of maintaining a true equilibrium in all budgets: — 
/ . ‘‘We insist, on the contrary, with all our strength, that the government should ; 
‘ confine itself within the ordinary resources of our budgets, and not enter upon a cE 
| system of extraordinary expenses that may have the most serious consequences in | 
3 the future. Let us learn, moreover, to resist the seductions of glory ; let us enjoy that | 
f which we have acquired, and with which we can honorably desire a peace of which the | 
; nations have so much need. Let us have peace, and our finances will improve; we can | 
3 then employ larger sums in our public works, which will prove an abundant source of : 
; wealth and prosperity for our people.”’ . 7 / 
’ _ And none of you, gentlemen, have forgotten the remarkable report of our colleague, / 
i M. Larrabure, who not only repeated the wish expressed by the honorable M. Gouin, but ; 
q also caused the government to adopt the declaration that had been made by him, that he : 
; hoped that by the end of 1864 our army should have quitted Mexico. - : 
| ‘*At this moment,”’ said the honorable M. Larrabure, ‘*the Emperor’s government de- ! 
7 clares that it has no engagements with any one, either to leave a body of French troops in : 
: Mexico, or to guarantee any loan whatever ; it declares that it has no reason to think that i 
4 it may be necessary to increase the number of the French troops now actually in Mexico; that 
7 any movements that may take place until their final withdrawal will be only for the pur- | 
3 pose of replacing the sick and those entitled to discharge. Under present circumstances, 
] as far as it can foresee, the government hopes that the end of 1864 will mark the term of : 
] the expedition.”’ : : 
3 And as the Chamber had participated somewhat in the feelings of the people in regard 
7 to an expedition that conducted our brave soldiers to the north of Mexico, the government 
‘ deemed that it could give the committee the formal assurance that the expedition to San 
j Luis Potosi should be the last. So | 
i ‘“As to the expedition to San Luis Potosi in particular,’’ said the report, ‘‘it has been — 
j judged necessary, in order to occupy the most important parts of Mexico. The country 
: comprised between San Luis and the city of Mexico includes some important centres of 
: population. Their occupation became useful solely in order to hasten the consummation of 
§ the work undertaken——-the reparation of our grievances and the enabling Mexico freely to 
4 choose a new government. Being masters of the country as far as San Luis de Potosi, we 
‘ can see these projects realized with more rapidity and success. .The army will stop there.’’ | 
i Such, gentlemen, was the assurance of the government to the committee ; such the en- | 
7 gagement made by it; and the committee added these significant words, which I recom- : 
q mend to your kindly consideration, and from which I shall soon be entitled to draw their 
4 legitimate conclusions: — a | 

‘«The army will stop there; the method of universal suffrage, naturally set in motion 
’ in accordance with the usages or the institutions of the country, will be invoked for the 
3 selection of the system of government that may be best suited to it ; whatever shall be its 
3 decision, France will respect it.’’ . 
4 Thus, more than two years passed away ; unforeseen obstacles presented themselves ; the 
; courage of our soldiers triumphed over everything, and the flag of France floated in tri- 

7 umph over the city of Mexico. | : 
3 _ The government engages not to continue, for the advantage of a cause which cannot be : 
3 that of France, an expedition that would conduct our armies into vast provinces where 
; they would be exposed to fatigues, privations, and dangers, which they are not bound to 2 
: undergo when it is not the cause of the nation that impels them. . | 
| This was the first declaration of the government. There has been a second one, which | 
4 is no less important in a political point of view. It is that there would be no:sort of pres- : 
] sure exerted on the Mexican nation. Not only will it be consulted, but it is indicated also | 
4 how that will be done. It will be in the most liberal manner. Each and every individual 2 
4 will concur in the erection of this vast national edifice, from which only anarchy and evil ; 
i passions will be excluded. Universal suffrage alone can have this secret and potency. If our 
4 troops have gone to Mexico to accomplish a stern duty, at least, after having stricken with the 
{ sword, they will give consolation by the introduction of civilization and its benefits, and 
; universal suffrage will be the consequence of their descent on the Mexican territory. [Cries . 
i of good! good! around the speaker. | | 
4 This is what was said in the report, and I have bound myself to it. I will keep my 
3 word——I will cite only official documents—here is what was promised in the month of Jan- 
4 uary, 1864. | : 
‘ _ And when, just now, I told you that the language used in 1865, and which comes from 
; your. committee, is only the echo of all these anterior declarations, and that itis in com-
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plete accordance with those of the various committees and of. the government, you see that 4 

: I was in the right. a ees : 

But I ask you, my colleagues, of what use are all these declarations if they remain | q 

: sterile? Why these promises if they are violated? Why these counsels given to the gov- i 

ernment if it takes no account of them? Has the army stopped at San Luis de Potosi? : 

Not only you know that it has proceeded even to Durango and Monterey, but also—this is : 

certain-—a part of our troops have ventured, we know not why, into the deserts of Sonora, q 

where there is nought but privations for our heroic soldiers, where they are condemned to : 

: transport their cannon on the backs of men, where they have to struggle against all the 

difficulties and all the unhealthiness of the climate. * | 7 
Such is the language of the government and such its course of action. Can we continue ? : 

Is it wise to content ourselves with mere words like these? Is it well thata great assembly &-£ 

like yours, and the committees which are its expression, should continue this kind of mis- 

understanding between us and the government, while we say, ‘‘The expedition must be E 

terminated,’’ and the government says, ‘‘I wish to terminate it,’’ and yet, in reality, con- : 

tinues and extends it ? . _ 7 

Well, it must be said, the state of the case was defined with very great precision at our q 

last meeting, with so much precision, indeed, that it is impossible now to take refuge be- 
_ hind the slightest equivocation. | , _ F 

Tn fact, gentlemen, when M. Thiers spoke upon this question, with his wonderful sagacity, 

7 he understood perfectly well that on that day when France took the Archduke Maximilian d 

by the hand, placed him beneath the protection of her flag, and accompanied him with the i 

aid of her armies to enthrone him in the city of Mexico, she espoused his cause and bound 

herself irrevocably to it. | | : : 
And then, gentlemen, he put some very precise questions to the government, to which | 

replies were given, and these questions and these replies it behooves you now to recall to E 

mind. Here is what the honorable M. Theirs said in the session of January 26, 1864: j 

‘¢T believe that when you shall have encouraged the government to persist in its pur- 

poses, which will depend on the tone which you may adopt, it will be very unseasonable 
and inappropriate for you afterwards to refuse it troops, sailors, and millions of money, in ' 

order to sustain to the end that which you are now about to undertake ; for, reflect well i 

on it, hitherto you have not committed yourselves, as an affair of honor, but on the day ’ | 

that the prince sails with your support, with your guarantee, you must sustain him at all q 

hazards, whatever comes of it.”’ . | | | . | 

| And our illustrious and venerable colleague, M. Berryer, insisting on these simple truths, ~ q 

added also, ‘‘Can the government assure France that it has resolved soon to quit Mexico? . 

Or are we, on the contrary, to be told that it will prescribe as a preliminary, conformably: OE 

to the instructions given to General Bazaine, the establishment of the monarchy of the | : 
Archduke Maximilian in Mexico ?’’ a oe - : 

Aud behold, gentlemen, in what terms the honorable minister of state replied : | 

‘‘‘he honorable M. Thiers has said to you, ‘We wish to withdraw honorably from : 

Mexico.’ Yes, we wish to withdraw honorably. The Chamber has favorably received both 

of these declarations. In fact, these two declarations are the sentiment of the majority and | E 
the sentiment of the government.”’ | | 

You received these expressions, gentlemen, with marks of approbation. : ; 
‘‘But the government does not deem it honorable to withdraw from it by negotiating : 

with Juarez. The government does not consider it proper to treat with General Almonte, F 
who represents no legally constituted authority. It can only negotiate with a government . : 
sprung from. universal suffrage. When a contract shall have been made between the Mexi- : 

| can nation and the Archduke Maximilian, if he is elected, the French government, by ne- q 
gotiating with that sovereign, will not have thereby contracted a permanent and indefinite F 
agreement for the maintenance of an empire in Mexico.’’ . | : 

All this, gentlemen, is perfectly clear. The wish of the government is apparent to you.  &- 

. It does not wish to negotiate with Juarez, who is an enemy ; it does not wish to negotiate : 

with Almonte, who is the representative of a provisional government. It isnecessary that . 
it should meet the Mexican nation face to face, in the person of the chief, not who has : 
been imposed upon it, but whom it has freely chosen through the medium of universal q 
suffrage. And when this popular consecration shall have intervened to establish Maximil- . : 
ian on his throne, France will negotiate with him and will withdraw honorably. So : 

| - This is, gentlemen, what was said by the government, and it was impossible, allow me : 
to observe, for it to hold any other language. Precedents all pointed in that direction ; E 
the Emperor himself had already written : | F 

‘Tt is against my interests, against my origin, against my principles, to impose ary gov- 
ernment whatever on the Mexican people; let them select in full liberty the form that 

. suits them best.’’ , . 

And M. Billault added, in the session of February 7, 1863: | 5
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E 3 _ ‘We appeal to the Mexican people. If its vote declares even for the government of . | 1 Juarez, so be it; let its vote be allowed to take effect !"’ . | - . i And, under date of January 27, 1864, the minister of state gave utterance to words | i which do not much differ from them: . a | ; ‘* The system of universal suffrage will soon perform its functions. If the Mexican na- | 4 tion adopts the republican form, we will respect its vote. If it prefers to establish a mon- j archy, we will likewise respect it. Now that seven-eighths of the Mexican people have 3 been freed from the yoke of Juarez and from his exactions, universal suffrage will soon pro- q nounce, and then the work of France will approach its completion.’’ 
4 _ Such words, it must be stated, are only the consequence of the original convention that j. united three powersto march against Mexico; for they had all mutually obliged themselves— ; they are the terms of article 2 of the treaty of October 31, 1861——** not to exert in the internal affairs of Mexico any influence of a nature calculated to injure the rights of the 

Mexican nation to choose the form of its government.”” 
: This, then, is perfectly well settled; and I do not believe it to be possible to deny that ; what the government has wished, what it yet recently wished according to its language : last year, was to bring the Mexican nation freely to manifest its wishes by means of uni- | | versal suffrage. It did not wish to impose on it any species whatever of form of govern- q ment. oe a | 4 Only it has happened—and assuredly, in the career of a statesmen, such a good fortune’ i | is very rare—it has happened that the scheme which we had announced, and which, al- | : though it was denied, had been long beforehand prepared by diplomacy, namely, the ad- | 4 vancement of the Archduke Maximilian, was what. proved most agreeable to the Mexican 3 nation. In one of our late meetings you heard the extremely interesting developments 

presented to you by one of our honorable colleagues just returned from Mexico. He had a 4 therein superior advantages to us. He told us seriously that the Archduke Maximilian | j must succeed, because he had blue eyes and golden hair. [Laughter on various benches ] j Yes, yes, this was one of the elements of success for him—this is what would cause him | j to be received with acclamation by the Mexican nation ; and you will see that the Mexican q nation did not even need. to see him—his good qualities were foreshadowed to them ; for, 1 even before he had yet left Miramar, the announcement of his arrival had produced such / j an effect that a general enthusiasm was created in his favor. So we are told by the. Moni- q _  teurof July 24, in which we read: ‘* We call the attention of our readers to the corres- : pondence from Mexico———.’’ . | : And, in fact, in the session ‘of J anuary 26, the honorable vice-president of the council of 4 state, M. Chaix d’Est Ange, entered into an enumeration of the adherents of the empire, i and assuredly, gentlemen, nothing was more gratifying. He said: | | 
_ ** We have now five and a half millions of inhabitants out of seven millions adhering to 3 | us, yea, obeying our laws. There are not two millions outside of our circle of action, and on these, I believe, even the most ancient and best. established governments of the country ; have never been able to lay their hands ; even the Spanish government was unable to con- . tro] them.”’ | : : 3 Thus, gentlemen, more than five millions out of seven millions adhered to the scheme | j proposed by France. The Archduke Maximilian had only to touch the soil of Mexico, tri- | 7. umphal arches were already prepared, and our honorable colleague has told us that from | : Vera Cruz to the city of Mexico it was but one long pageant; that at Vera Cruz they re- : q ceived him under a shower of flowers—always, it is true, excepting from these demonstrations | 

the 1,500,000 Mexicans whom the honorable commissioner on the part of the government : 4 qualified as recalcitrant, incorrigible, and factious individuals. What is undeniable, at : j ' least, is, that they were men who defended their country and who desired no foreign dom- | | 1, | ination. [Murmurs of disapprobation. | oo : | 
3 This state of affairs is similarly set forth in the exposé of the condition of the empire ' which has been distributed among us. — | 7 Here, gentlemen, mention is made of the eagerness with which Maximilian was received, 
: At page 174, towards the end, I read as follows: “s | 
j “ The results obtained in 1862 and 1863 by our expeditionary corps in Mexico, have, in 
; 1864, received a solemn consecration. Under the protection of the flag of France, a regu- - 
j lar government has been founded in that country, heretofore for more than fifty years de- 
1 _.livered up to anarchy and intéstine dissensions. In the beginning of the month of June 
4 the emperor Maximilian took possession of the throne, and sustained by our army, he in- | j augurates in all security an era of peace and prosperity for his new country.”’ 
1 _ And a little further on we find similar words of congratulation and confidence, and then 
q we asked ourselves, on occasion of the address: ‘‘ Since the Mexican em peror is established, q since Maximilian is the messiah announced by all past times, since he is really the man 3 both for the Indians and Spaniards, who receive him with acclamations, since he meets on 
: his passage only the bouquets of the sevoritas, let our soldiers return. What have they to do
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i in Mexico? They are not needed ; letthem return. They would only mar by their presence E 
: the gaiety of such a universal holiday ; they would only be an obstacle in the way of that ; 
| entire unanimity of feeling that exists between the prince and the nation.”’ : 
: ~ But between these words and: the truth there is, unfortunately, gentlemen, a world of £§ 

difference. . | | 
They have spoken to us of some Mexicans who were unwilling to take part with the new : 

government ; these they are occupied in pacifying. How is this pacification effected ? ; 
Hear what we learn from the news published in the papers, and in reference to which the . 

: Moniteur has been vainly called upon for explanations. 1 has continued to keep silence. : 
I regret it, gentlemen; for if these announcements are true, they are a stain upon the : 
pages of the history of France. [Murmurs of disapprobation from several benches. | 

Listen, gentlemen ; here is what I read in a telegraphic despatch published by a Paris d 
paper of the date of April 19, 1865, announcing that the pacification of Mexico is more and E 

2 more complete, and that General Castagny has burned a city. — —_ E 
' Do you know what San Sebastian is? Itisa city of 4,000 souls; it has been given to OO: 

2 - the flames, and yet the Moniteur is silent. | _ | a : : 
Ido not insist that such an announcement should be contradicted ; only, until it is contra- ; 

dicted it stands; unfortunately, I have reason to consider it correct ; and what induces : 
me to believe that Iam not mistaken is the proclamation issued by the same commander | i 
on entering one of the cities of Mexico, whereby he announced what fate was reserved for : 
those who would not submit to his laws. mo ; 

Listen, gentlemen, and ask yourselves, after having heard these words, whether mine i 
_ are too severe: oe : : : | i 

‘¢ Mexicans! I have come, in the name of the emperor Maximilian, into the State of : 
7 Sinaloa, to establish peace therein, to protect property, and to deliver you from the male- i 

factors who oppress you under the mask of liberty.”’ - —— 
Several voices: That is all right. / 
M. Jutes Favre. How! protect property by burning a city of 4,000 inhabitants; to lay _ 

| waste while declaking himself protector. [Interruptions and murmurs of disapprobation.] . o£ 
A MzmpBer. You have made no mention of the brigandage that has authorized such re- i 

prisals. , oe , a : : ‘ 
_ M. Rovner, Minister of State. You are defending Romero, a robber and an assassin. i 
[Confused manifestations. ] | : 

‘M. Garnier Packs. How! whole cities burned? It is only dens of thieves and brigands E 
that have been destroyed. SS : 

_ ‘THe Minister or State. Be pleased to respect the French flag. — i 
M. Eucunz Petieran. Burn a whole city! That is what they do in Poland. &§ 
M. GARNIER Pacus, in the midst of great confusion, utters some words that did not reach : 

the reporters. ‘ 
Tue Coarrman, M. Scunerper. Assuredly, you cannot be well acquainted with the facts, 

to be so positive in your assertions. I request you to be pleased to permit M. Jules Favre 
to continue his speech. . . . i 
' M. Junus Favre. I proceed: | 7 rE 

‘* Efforts have been made to distort the purpose of our intervention ; many of you have i 
been drawn into a false path, and they have allowed themselves to be blinded in regard to 
the veritable interests of their country.’’ | i 

It is we who have undertaken to teach the Mexicans what are the real interests of their q 
country, and we have promised to consult them _[Disapprobation.] : 

That is not all: ‘* The hour of justice has come.’’ Listen to this, gentlemen, and I pro- 
ceed to ask you whether there are two codes of morals—one for the use of the party that 
triumphs, and the other prohibited to the vanquished. | so : 

Listen to this: ‘‘ The hour of justice has come. A rigorous sentence is being executed j 
at this very moment against the district of Concordia.’’ The sentence is the burnt city ; E 
and see how they'reply to those who resist; the refuge of women and children, private prop- : 5 
erty, everything is devastated, everything is destroyed. Mexico is enlightened by fire, and | 
it is by the light of this fire that the proclamation which I read to you has been drawn up. — : 

Listen: ‘*'The Lour of justice has come. A rigorous sentence is being executed at this | E 
very moment against tae district of Concordia, Let this example exert a salutary ioflu- | 
ence on your minds. Appreciate our course of action ; to some protection, to others the : 
chastisement which they deserve. You can choose between these two alternatives.”’ 

Several voices : Very well; that is all right. , ; 
M. Jutes Favre. Listen ; that is not all: ‘‘ Weare disposed to act with the greatest | : 

kindness towards those who honestly rally round the elect of the Mexican nation.”’ . E 
Numerous voices: Very good! very good! | : 

_ M. Jutes Favrg. ‘‘ But we are resolved to act with all necessary rigor against those who
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| obstinately persist in sustaining the wretches who, usurping the glorious title of soldiers, | 
: dishonor the Mexican nation by their crimes.’’ __ oe 

| The same voices : That is very well said. | | 

| M. Jutes Favre. We understand this language; you have only to open history ; you 
; will find there that the vanquished have been always calumniated. Words of a similar im- 
; port were uttered against the vanquished of 1814 and 1815. [Loud manifestations of dis- 
; sent and murmurs of disapprobation on a great number of benches. ] Se 
. | _ Permit me to speak, gentlemen ; it is not only a right that I exercise; it is a duty that 

I perform. [Renewed disapprobation. ] 7 | | | 
_ His Excentency M. Rovner, Minister of State. You injure the French army, the army | 
of your country. | | 
_ Numerous voices : Yes, yes ; it is intolerable. | | 

; M. Jutes Favre. That is what I ought to say, and that is what I say. 
THe Cuarrman, M. Scunerper. I pray you not to compare the French, overpowered by | 

: numbers in 1814, with men whom I do not wish to characterize and whom the French army | 
; has encountered in Mexico. | _ | | 
1 _ Numerous voices: Good! good! | 
j , M. Le Marquis Dre PirrE. The brave men of 1815 had shed their blood for the defence of : 

the country, and you have never shed anything but ink. [Confusion and noise. ] : 
MM. Jutes Faves. I ask you, gentlemen, how such words can be reconciled with those that L 

3 emanated from the Emperor, with those that have been uttered by the ministers in this 
hall, wherein it was declared that the Mexican, nation was to be consulted, and that the : 
Archduke Maximilian was to be of no account without his vote. Now it is declared that : 
there are two camps in Mexico—the camp of the Mexicans who accept the empire, and these 

3 are protected. | | | 
: Several voices: That is a duty. | | | oe 
i M. Jutes Favrg. And the camp of the Mexicans who protest against the empire, and 
3 these are pillaged and shotdown. [Confused manifestations of disapprobation.] 
: That is not all, gentlemen ; these acts have been committed contrary to the law of na- 

tions, contrary to the laws of war, which require that neutrals should be respected ; that 4 
private property should not wantonly and without cause be destroyed ; that the sacking of 
cities should not be made a means of coercion in order to intimidate the minds of a people 
and inspire a salutary terror to insure the success of a pretender. Such are the principles 

. laid down by all moralists and all who have written on the law of nations. [Discordant 
: manifestations. ] . : 

| Tue CHarrman, M. Scunerper. .M. Jules Favre, allow me one observation. I am an ar-. 
dent partisan of liberty of speech, and I believe I have given proofs of it. The Chamber 
is no less anxious for it thaa I am, and it proves it at this moment; for, although it hasal- 

4 ready heard the Mexican question discussed several times, it is still willing to lend itsat- | 
tention. . Yet, in the interest of your cause—-—— 2 

_ M. Jutes Favre. It is not my cause; it is that of the law of nations. : : 
7 Tue Cuarrman, M. Scunurper. I entreat you not to exaggerate anything, and to confine | 
1 yourself to the use of such expressions as may not excite the legitimate sensibilities of the . 
| assembly. 'Good! good !] | A : 

M. Jutes Favre. In reply to the observation of the chairman, I thank the Chamber for | 
having been pleased to hear me patiently. [Loud manifestations of disapprobation. ] : 

Some voices: No, no—not very patiently, = = = — | 
] M. De Gurtionter. The Chamber hears you with indignation. 
] | M. Jures Faves. I address myself to the majority, and not to a few interrupters, 

I have called the attention of the Chamber to some new. facts—to facts which seriously 
q compromise the policy of France, to facts that may compromise the future—and it is very 

important that the government should give precise explanations in this regard. 
; _ Now, gentlemen, I call your attention to another class of facts no less important. I re- 
j _ fer to events that have excited, and very naturally, too, a strong degree’of irritation in all 
q minds in Mexico, and have given rise to hostile passions. .Who can doubt it? That irri- 
j tation, those passions, have found vent in certain writings, If those writings were culpa- 
4 ble, why not bring them before the courts of justice? There is no better course. But that 

: France, under the protection of its flag, should shelter a military council before which jour- 
nalists are brought, and that in the name of the Emperor, who has proclaimed liberty. and 

3 universal suffrage, these journalists should be delivered into the hands of the Archduke 
3 Maximilian—this is something that appears inconceivable to me, something that seems a 
; great political fault. In tnis way we compromise—and here I avail myself of the expres- 

: sion just employed by the chairman—we compromise the.cause that we wish to defend. 
. Yet, gentlemen, such things have come to passin Mexico. Journalists have been brought 

3 before a council of war, and in the name of the Emperor and by French justice have been 
4 condemed to various punishments, — nee ;
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1 ~M. De Gurttonter. That is all very proper, for they were criminals. 
| M. Jutes Fave. Is it by such means as this that: you think you can bring about that i 
: pacification for which every one isanxious: = = : 
7 Gentlemen, a frank explanation is requisite here. You have been continually told of the E 
: possibility of withdrawing our troops, now at the end of 1864, now again at the end of E 
: 1865, and the minister of state, self-deluded, though, I am convinced, in good faith, told if 
| us, on the 23d of January, 1864, that it would be sufficient for our troops to remain a few : 

months more in Mexico in order to consolidate the throne of the Archduke Maximilian and 
to give a proper impetus to the regeneration of that country. BO : 

It makes but little difference, gentlemen; and, as for me, I would very. willingly con- &£ 
sent that our troops should remain there not only some months, but even a year, provided F 
that, at the end of that year, the promise of their return should be no longer an empty 4 
word. But if the programme of the minister of state is to be accomplished, do not delude j 
yourselves ; one year will not be enough; it will require ten years yet to establish firmly — i 
the throne of the emperor Maximilian; it will be necessary to sacrifice for that purpose 
40,000 mena year, and 400 or 500 millions of money. ; 

| - This is what I consider to be a truth now firmly established, and I ask your permission : d 
, to prove it to you in a few words. : 
: _ This regeneration of Mexico will bring complications of every kind in its train. Do : 

you not believe it? Does not the present suffice to indicate what is to transpire in future ? ; 
And if we were disposed to look over history, would we not find there eminent men, more  £ 

! eminent by far than those of the present day, men of genius even, who were led astray F 
: by ideas of this character ? | : i 

What, in fact, happened to the first Emperor, to Napoleon? He, also, had an idea of i 
regenerating a people. He then held forth to Spain such assurances as it would be well ; 
now to recall; for they teach a lesson, that princes who govern without any opposition 
before them——and, unfortunately for himself, Napoleon found none—princes who govern ql 
without any sort of control, may ruin their country while ruining themselves.. In a pro- i 
clamation which he issued to the Spaniards at the time that his troops were setting out for ’ 
the peninsula, he said : ‘* Your monarchy is old ; my mission is to rejuvenate it.’’ : 

_ Lam distrustful of all self-imposed missions; and, for my part, I believe thatitisthe ; 
part of Providence to effect that there should be no more providential men, but nations | j 
governing themselves, and with power to direct their own destinies. ; : 

' T wish,’’ added Napoleon, “that your latest posterity should preserve the memory of : 
. my name and say, ‘ He is the regenerator of our country !’’’ | : 

Now that, thanks to God, she has been enabled to heal the severe wounds which we [ 
inflicted upon her, Spain has returned to us. But during the first years after our invasion, o£ 
a violent hatred reigned in the heart of that nation towards those who had wished to ; 
protect and rejuvenate it. i 

And as to the mighty man who had conceived such projects, you know whither they - 
. conducted him! You have only to consult the deliberations of the senate, and you will i 

see that his deposition was pronounced on the 14th of April, 1814, by the great legislative E 
body of the state, which thus expressed its motives for the measure : 

‘¢ Considering that Napoleon Bonaparte has undertaken a series of wars in violation of q 
| art. 50 of the constitution of the 22 Frimaire, year 8, which provides that declarations of 

war must be proposed, discussed, and promulgated like laws; * “ * considering that 4 
the liberty of the press, established and consecrated as one of the rights of the nation, has 
been constantly subject to the arbitrary censorship of the police,’’ &c., &c. . 
‘Such, gentlemen, is the answer of nations when they are unfortunate. [Tumultuous : 

interruption. ] | 7 : 
M. Le Marquis Dm Pink. The reply of France, in her misfortunes, has invariably been , 

to turn republicanism out of doors  [Noise.} oo : 
Tue CHarrMaNn, M. Scunerper. In his retrospective review, the honorable M. Jules Favre : 

has told you that there was no opposition under the first empire ; there is certainly one : 
under the second empire. [Laughter and applause. | : 
“M. Guats-Bizorn. That is not its fault. | | ; 
 M. Emite Outrvirr. Mr. Chairman, be pleased to permit freedom of discussion. | : 
M. Jutes Favre. What I wish to show is, that it is necessary, indispensable, that the : 

position, which hitherto has been equivocal, should cease to be so ; it is that it is necessary : 
and indispensable that we should know what we have to do, and what the sacrifices are to : 
which we are exposed. If the Chamber adopts the idea expressed by the minister of © : 
state ; if, indeed, it wishes to establish the new Mexican government and the throne of the c 
Archduke Maximilian on a firm basis, the majority is sovereign, and we will. bow before it, 
while retaining our own opinion; but it must not be imagined that the achievement of : 
such an undertaking can permit the return of our troops next year. .
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This is the delusion which I oppose, if in reality it exists, and I request your kindly 
1 attention for a few moments while I strive to combat it. , 

Tam well aware of the truth of what was just said by our honorable chairman : the 
most.of the points involved in this question have been already discussed. I shall call 

; your attention only to such as are of present moment. Within these limits, gentlemen, a 
q I intend to confine myself, while investigating the events that have transpired since, last 
3 year. an | 
q . After a thorough study of all the facts in the case, political, military, and financial, it is 

impossible for any one seriously to believe that the government of Maximilian can exist 4 
} : without our army. With ourarmy, I acknowledge, his throne would rest on an agree- 
: ment ; it would last as long as our assistance would be extended to it; but if you withdraw 

this assistance from it, it is evident that it will be overthrown. If, therefore, you wish to | 
3 establish it firmly,our army must remain in Mexico, The Chamber should understand 
i. ' this thoroughly. : | . ! 
1 __ You remember what I said to you just now, namely, that the French government had | 
4 obligated itself to consult the Mexican nation; that it had declared that its work would 

be finished as soon as universal suffrage should have pronounced, first, on this first ques- | 
tion : ‘‘Is it a monarchy or a republic that is to be established in Mexico?’’ These are. 

3 | the words of the minister of state, not mine. Secondly,and on the supposition that a 
i monarchy would be preferred, on this second question : ‘¢ Will the monarch be the Arch- ! 

_ duke Maximilian ?”’ ce | 
4 _ Now, gentlemen, not only did the minister of state use this language—and he spoke to : 
: ' you, with the preciseness which he usually exercises in his words, of the necessity of a : 

formal contract between the Mexican nation and the sovereign, a contract without which [ 
; the sew government would be ephemeral, founded on force and not on right—but also : 

the Archduke Maximilian himself entered into a similar engagement; and you remember / 
; the speech which he delivered to the Mexican deputation that came to bring to him the | 
4 deliberations of the notables of Mexico. He said: | 
i- ‘‘T must, however, acknowledge, being herein fully of accord with the Emperor of the 
; French, whose glorious initiative has rendered possible the regeneration of Mexico, that : 

the monarchy of that country cannot be established on solid and legitimate foundations | 
4 unless the entire nation, by a free manifestation of its will, confirms the wishes of the | | 
I capital. On the result of the vote of the assembly of the country.I must, therefore, in 
q the first instance, make the acceptance of the offered throne depend.’’ 
4 And you remember also, gentlemen--you cannot certainly have forgotten it—that such 
4 weie the instructions given by the minister of foreign affairs to Marshal Bazaine. I do 
3 not quote them in full to you; that would be an indiscretion. I content myself with 
3 reminding you that the minister had fully foreseen the distinction that was to be estab- 

lished between the deliberation of the notables and universal suffrage : ‘‘ However,”’ said : 
3 he, ‘‘ we can consider the votes of the assembly of the city of Mexico only asa preliminary | 
j indication of the disposition of the country.’’ oo co , 

And the minister enters, with minute care, into the details of the vote to which the : 
| whole Mexican nation should be invited, and without which the power of Maximilian. 2 

could have no legitimate foundation.: BS po : 
1 Here, gentlemen, is what has been said by France, since it is from the Emperor’s own a 
3 mouth that these words have come. This is what has been repeated by his ministers in | 
4 their diplomatic despatches. This is what has been asserted here in your presence. This : 
4 . is the condition of the agreement that has been made between the majority and the gov- | 

: ernment. The Chamber has not been willing that the country should suffer violence, 
| that the treasure and the blood of France should be employed in imposing on Mexico a 
1 government which it did not wish; a foolish and culpable enterprise if it were thus con- 

ducted ; legitimate, on the contrary, if it were accepted by the unanimous will of the 
i nation. — 
q Now, I ask what has been done in this regard since 1864? If we choose to rely upon 
4 the passages which I have had the honor to quote to you a moment ago, it would seem: 

q that Maximilian had only to collect the votes. He was expected by a unanimous people, 
; 5,500,000 Mexicans! The commissioner on the part of the government has counted 
3 them, and he is perfectly sure of the correctness of his calculations; 5,500,000 Mexicans 
; . were there, ready to place their votes in the urn! We demand nothing further: no more 
: did Maximilian, probably! oo 
q What has been done with these 5,500,000 Mexicans? ‘What political acts are there to 
1 which we can refer? For we are not called upon to inquire either into the resources of 
q Mexico or into the number of its population. ‘These are vague and confused questions, 
: which. it is easy to envelop in a pleasant mirage, to suit personal prejudices, but which 
1] must be set wholly aside. Let us look at facts... ss : : | 
: What has Maximilan done? He was sincerely anxious, I am convinced, to inaugurate 

1 |
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i an era of prosperity in the country in which he was received, and for this purpose he had ; 
| need of power. Nothing is possible without this vigorous instrument in a generous band. 

: But in order that this power should be useful, it: was necessary that it should be well ; 
2 rooted in the heart of the nation. He has not dared to look in that direction, and the : 

only act which we kuow of his is an act of good pleasure--a statute which, indeed, I 
have not now to examine, but which sufficiently testifies that there is yet between him ; 
and the nation some obstacle which prevents him from hearing its voice and consulting : 
it. Nothing, therefore, has been done. : 

_ I have set before you the words uttered by the organs of the government, to the j 
effect that the nation was to be consulted. If the nation desired to be republican, we i 

' would consent that it should be republican. They went even further, and said, ‘If the 
nation wishes to have Juarez, we will take Juarez.’’ You have changed your ideas, then ; _ £ 
you have changed your principles? . : | | E 

: His Excentency M. Rovuer, minister of state. Not at all. | i 
_ M. Jutes Favrer. You have not changed your ideas? 

Tue Minister or Strate You have lost your memory. There have been two votes. : 
2 M. Jutes Favre. You have not changed your ideas! I accept very willingly your decla- 

rations. I have said that I was convinced beforehand that the intentions were good ; and 
_when I just a while ago intimated, because—I say it once again—it is my duty. that the 

: conceptions had been changeable, that they had changed with events, I said that the ; 
government had thereby undergone the fatal law of necessity imposed upon it. 

Now, the government told us-—look, now, gentlemen, and judge of its policy and its | 
prudence, I entreat you—the government told us that if the Mexican nxtion was con- *é 
sulted, and if it accepted republicanism, the government would submit. And then what 
would it have todo? To assist Maximilian in packing up his baggage and crown. Gen- 
tlemen, do you understand such a:policy? They proceed to consult the country in regard 1 
to a form of government, and they begin by proclaiming one, and declaring that all those 
who act against that government will be pursued as malefactors! This is the way in E 
which they wish to consult universal suffrage. Assuredly, this is not in earnest; and in : 
any case I have a right to say that, in a political point of view, notbing has yet been : 
done; and as you have, with justice, attached all your hopes of the expedition to univer- q 
sal, suffrage, and as, on account of circumsgances which I have not to examine, it has not 
been possible to consult universal suffrage, you are still in.a provisional state. You have | : 
not advanced one step; or, rather, if we may rely on your own official documents, you E 
have recoiled; you have lost ground. ‘For the enthusiasm of the people portended to us i 
an easy election ‘The report sent to the minister of foreign affairs had this character. : 
Otherwise, the minister of foreign affairs is a person of too grave a character to write to 
General Bazaine in phrases as inconceivable as this : ‘‘ You have only to call the people : 
together aud take their vote.’’ The mivister must have received information that the E 
vote was easy, and he must have believed it. : : 

_ Now, at the present time, a vote is no longer possible. I say itis no longer possible, 
since it has not been taken. Otherwise, render an account to us of this delay in the ac- ; 
complishment of your duty. Who prevents you from consulting universal suffrage, from : 
causing the return of our troops? | | : 

Here isan important fact: Maximilian, very naturally, seeks to collect adherents around ; 
_ him. With whom did he arrive in Mexico? With the most powe:fal: with those who : 

could insure success to his enterprise. J refer to our soldiers; for, whatever be the severity ; 
| of certain chiefs, there-is in the temperament of the French soldier, in bis devotion, in : 
| his generosity, in his heroism, something that gains the hearts of the people. — | ; 

This result was certain, especially in Mexico; and if we had not conipromised all these ] 
advantages, the question would not be as melancholy as it nowis. But, besides the French ee | 
soldiers, there were auxiliaries who certainly did not participate in their sentiments. I oe 1 
refer—I wish to make use of a word that may offend no one—my honorable colleagues | 
are fully persuaded that such cannot be my intention— [manifestations of disapprobation] — | 

A voice: Not so! [Exclamations. ] - | 
- M. Junes Favaz. He who says ‘‘ Not so’’ assuredly says what the assembly is not willing : 
to udopt as its own sentiment. It does not appertain to me to qualify it as it deserves; — | 
pat I can say that if I had uttered it I should be profoundly sorry for it. [Sigus of appro- | 
ation. ] | . — &§ 

Tse Coarrman, M. Sounuiper, I regret equally with you that the word should have i 
been uttered. (Good! good !] Just a while ago I entreated M. Jules Favre to be more 
moderate, for the sake of his own cause. I also request the Chamber to listen to the : 
speaker with more calmness. | | : 

M. Emits Outivier. It is not the cause of M. Jules Favre; itis a question that apper- E 
tains to the world in general. 7 . : 

M. Jutes Favre. I would wish, I repeat, to make use of a word that would offend no . :
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one. Itis certain that the party which accompanied Maximilian was the clerical party, 

- the party that had opposed Juarez and the establishment of civil institutions, the party 

that had resisted the sale of the goods of the clergy. ‘This is the party that constituted 

7 the escort of Maximilian. In it, gentlemen, he has found his most numerous and his 

firmest adherents. 
: I have no intention to entertain you with all the details of the quarrels that have taken 

’ place between him and that party. You know many of them, and I omit them. I pro- 

ceed straight to the facts of most importance, which elucidate the condition of affairs. 

: | Before his departure for Mexico, as all the world knows, Maximilian made a journey to 

Rome. No one has any right to qualify the motives of this journey ; yet, when a person | 

has charge of souls, when he is a prince, a prince presumptive, a prince that desires to be 

4 , elected, everything becomes of importance in these various steps that are taken. Itis 

: plain enough that the newspapers have interpreted this one of Maximilian, and have seen 

in ita certain proof of an accordance between him and the views of the court of Rome. 

Now, gentlemen, it is no secret to any one that the views of the court of Rome are | 

4 diametrically opposed to the resolutions taken by the Mexican government in reference | 

to the clergy; and, consequently, you will not be astonished that, in accounting for the 

journey of Maximilian to Rome, one of the best-informed journals in this country—I mean | | 

' the Constitutionnel—should have said : . : 

4 ‘Their Imperial Majesties have gone to pay a solemn visit to the Holy Father, in order 4 

to implore the benediction of the august chief of the church, and to place their future ef- ; 

} forts under the zgis of his paternal intercession and of his powerful spiritual authority.’’ / 

3 The conference between Maximilian and Pius IX appears to have been quite long. At : 

. its conclusion, the new sovereign had another one with Cardinal Antonelli: 

3 ‘‘ The next day, April 20, their Imperial Majesties assisted at the pontifical mass in the | 

q Sixtine chapel, at half past seven o’clock in the morning. After the gospel, Pius IX en- 

; courage:l them, in a long sermon, to accomplish the designs of Providence, and represented 

4 to them their mission to Mexico as part of the grand scheme of Christian propagandism.’’ 

This visit must necessarily have excited attention. I desire to make no comments on it. 

3 It gave to the emperor Maximilian a certain kind of connexion with a well-known policy. — | 

; The world was of opinion that it did not contribute naturally to weaken his relations with 

; those who had been his first partisans. . 

j Yet, what happened? In Mexico, the emperor Maximilian recognized the impossibility 

of governing by means of that party. He recognized, rightly or wrongly, I venture no 

q judgment here, that that party was the most unpopular of all ; that it compromised every- 

thing which he desired to effect ; that it was impossible to abstain from proclaiming, what 

4 is contrary to the doctrines of the court of Rome, liberty of religious worship, toleration, 

and, to a certain extent, freedom of thought, and especially from giving his adhesion to 

j the measures takea by President Juarez, whom our troops had expelled, relative to the 

alienation of the goods of the clergy; so that it has happened—no novelty, it is true, in . 

j history-—that the successor, called in to do a very different thing, has been obliged to do : 

3 what was done by his predecessor. a | 

But what you can very easily conceive is that such a resolution was very ill received at | 

; the court of Rome; and it is well to point out to you, from the latest documents, what the 2 

i actual condition of affairs is on this point, and consequently to what embarrassments and | 

q to what dangers the new empire and France—for France is inseparably bound up with it— | 2 

4 find themselves at present exposed. | 

i Here, gentlemen, is the manner in which the Holy Father expressed himself in this re- 

j gard, in a letter addressed to Maximilian, under date of October 18, 1864: oe 

1 ‘‘ Heretofore, and on more than one occasion, we have made complaints on this point, 

] in public and solemn acts, protesting against the iniquitous law called that of reform, 

3 which overturned the most inviolable rights of the church and outraged the authority of 

] its pastors; against the usurpation of ecclesiastical property, and the plunder of the patri- 

’ mony of the church; against the unjust suppression of the religious orders; against the 

J false maxims which directly attacked the holiness of the Catholic religion ; finally, against 

3 many other outrages committed not only against sacred persons, but also against the pas- 

: toral ministry and the disciplive of the church.”’ | : 

| And the Pope added : ‘‘ Let no one obtain permission to teach and publish false maxims, 

: subversive of morality ; let instruction, public as well as private, be directed and superin- 

4 7 tended by the ecclesiastical authority ; and, finally, let the chains be broken that have | 

q hitherto retained the church dependent on the arbitrary control of the civil government.”’ 

3 See, gentlemen, how the negotiation terminated which took place between the govern- 

| ment of Rome and the emperor Maximilian. The latter did not choose t» accept the con- 

: ditions sought to be imposed upon him ; he broke through them resolutely, it must be 

7 acknowledged. Ishall not set before you the letter which he wrote to his minister ; you 

3 | know what wrath it aroused in the camp of those who suddenly became his adversaries. I
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am not at all disturbed thereat ; I merely state the fact ; I refer only to official documents. | 
| We first find a protest not very long delayed. .The letter:is of the date of December 27, = 
2 1864 ; the protest of the nuncio is of the same day. I shall not set it before you; I shall F 

only say that if I qualified it as strong I should scarcely do it justice. But what was its E 
: echo at the court of Rome? We find it in a despatch from Cardinal Antonelli, which we , 

may find exceedingly useful to consult. Here is what the cardinal says : oF 
‘* The letter which his majesty, Maximilian I, emperor of Mexico, addressed, under date E 

of December 27, ultimo, to Mr. Escudero, minister of grace and justice, and which was : 
published the same day in the official journal of the empire, has caused the most painful . 
surprise to all Catholic hearts, and has been a source of chagrin and regret to the Holy . 
Father. | | | . 

: ‘‘ Subsequent communications from the apostolic nuncio, and the note itself, which your &F 
excellency has been pleased to address, on the 8th of February last, to the cardinal secre- , 
tary of state undersigned, have not been in the slightest degree calculated to diminish the . 
serious apprehensions which the aforesaid act has produced in reference to the grave dan- ; 
gers to which the Catholic church is exposed in the empire of Mexico. The cardinal un- . 

! — dersigned, in virtue of the orders of his Holiness, sees himself, therefore, obliged to call i 
the serious attention of your excellency to an event so deplorable, and he hopes that the i 
legitimate complaints and just remonstrances of the holy apostolic see will be favorably re- : 
ceived by the new monarch.”’ | E 

Cardinal Antonelli concludes with these significant words : t 
7 ‘The Holy Father cannot admit that his majesty, raised in a Catholic family always so ; 

well disposed towards the church, can ever fail to recognize his own true interests and the ; 
real purpose of the mission which God has confided to him. He hopes, on the contrary, : 
that his majesty will abandon the course marked out in his letter to the minister Escudero, . 
and will thus spare the Holy See the necessity of taking proper measures to set right in the 
eyes of the world the responsibility of the august chief of the church—measures of which F 

; the last, certainly, would not be the recall of the pontifical representative in Mexico, in 
| order that he may not remain there a powerless spectator of the spoliation of the church, 7 

and of the violation of its most sacred rights.’’ F 
What is this despatch, gentlemen, if it be not a complete rupture, certainly according : 

to the views of the court of Rome, but a rupture that shows that the archduke Maximilian | : 
can no longer rely for support on the party that called him te the throne ? And as he : 
cannot look for support to the liberals, you see in what a precarious condition he finds him- 

. Self; and this explains perfectly why he ‘bas abandoned the idea of consulting universal i 
suffrage. , | . , 

At all events we must acknowledge that the situation has been completely changed since | 
1864. That the re-establishment of the Union in the N orth American States is not with- : 
out danger to the French government and the Mexican government, wo one can fail to re- : 

. cognize. That the condition of things should be developed in a manner least disastrous— ; 
thanks to the wisdom of both governments—I should be gratified; I hope it may be so. F 
But you will admit with me that there isa certain degree of discouragement in the minds : 

| of the partisans of Maximilian, and a certain degree of elation in those of his adversaries ; : no one can fail to recognize the fact. On the other hand, it is undeniable that the Amer- : 
: ican government has not recognized the empire of Mexico ; and in a despatch recently pub- 

lished, and which bears the date of February 25, 1865, Mr. Seward, addressing himself to : 
the representative of Juarez, acknowledges the receipt of his despatches, and expresses his ; 
desire for the welfare and success of the Mexican republic. . : Thus, all that we said, all that we announced to you, from the month of February or ; 

| March, 1862, when we entreated you not to engage in an expedition which would compro- . ; mise our relations with our best allies—relations which permit us to preserve, on the sea at : 
least, the peace of the world—all has been realized. That the government of the United | | States should not violate its treaties, I am anxious; but that a crowd of adventurers should F 
not cross the frontiers, is something that I cannot, without difficulty, imagine. an 

Now, all these dangers, all these complications, all these compromises, explain how , 
nothing can be effected in Mexico unless by force and a military establishment, and yet 
our military establishment is less solid and more precarious than it was last year. : | 

On this point also I refer only to official documents. We have complained, and we yet F complain, (I ask pardon of the minister of state,) that we have not had any kind of offi- | 
cial statement whatever in reference to this most important question that so justly en- : 
grosses the attention of the country. The Moniteur has never published any official reports ; | : 
only its editors have taken up the pen in unofficial statements. : | E 

In one of our former meetings the honorable minister told us that there were no other : 
documents. I believe him ; but in that case he is the least informed minister in the world, | ; 
for we know what the Moniteur can do; we know what it did do on the occasion of a : | celebrated speech recently delivered, and which will leave a deep trace in history. The |
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: Moniteur related only that the orator had made the circuit of the monument which he in 

q augurated, without saying one word of that which was most interesting to the reader. : 

q [Divers interruptions. Laughter and approbation around the speaker. ] . : 

- Several members: The Moniteur did well. | oe i 

4 _M. Jupus Favre. Now. relatively to Mexico, I ask myself how it is that the Chamber : 

i. has received no communication of any official despatch whatever, and how it is that. all 

j that we have been told has come to us from the pens of the too skilful editors of the ! 

Moniteur. It is probable that the committee on the budget, which has the rare good for- 

tune of receiving the intimate confidence of the government, which confidence it is utterly 

, impossible for us to know, bas been able to get a glimpse of the despatches. As tu us, who. : 

3 are outside barbarians, who are reduced to the condition of the minister of state —that is, | 

i to have to study the state of our affairs In the Moniteur, and to be debarred from the 

1 knowledge of state documents—we who are, notwithstanding, the elect of the people, 

and who should debate on the affairs of the country, at least we will be allowed the right | | 

of consulting the Moniteur. 7 . OO : | 

- Well, I take up the Jast number that makes any mention of the affairs of Mexico. Ido | 

; . not find in it the report of Marshal Bazaine, a report which, notwithstanding, is the property | 

: of the Chamber, and which is refused to it; but I find in its stead some sort of a statement : 

3 made by the official editors. Here Is what I read in the Moniteur of May 15; the reports / 

4 bear the date of April 28 and May 1: | a 

] ‘In the State of Tamaulipas, General Cortinas has fallen away from the imperial cause, : 

with 750 men under his command.”’ a | | ve 

: Thus it is, gentlemen, that we form the Mexican army in order that it may pass over to 

the enemy. This is a Penelope’s task assuredly that we are accomplishing, but with this 

4 difference, that Penelope was not killed by the fabric she wove. [Laughter.] 

5 ~ Tresume. ‘In the State of ‘Tamaulipas General Coitinas has fallen away from the im- 

3 perial cause with 750 men under his command. | General Mejia, who occupies Matamoras, 

: - has concentrated at that point the t:oops stationed ia the surroundiog districts. Foreigners, 

q resident there, have spontaneously armed themselves in order to assist the garrison, which ’ 

was to have been re-enforced on the Ist of May by the arrival of the third battalion of | 

4 the foreign regiment, under the orders of the commandant, De Brian. 

“The offensive movement undertaken by Negrete, from west to east, has induced the : 

d marshal commanding-in-chief to form two columus destined to cover the attacked territory. _ | 

q The one was to occupy Parras, fifty leagues west of Durango, over against the desert of 

3 Mapimi; the other, starting from San Luis, was to march upon Monterey, capital of New . 

i Leon, situated at an equal distance from Parras and Matamoras. | | 

j _ «Tf, contrary to all expectation, General Mejia, who commands in this latter city, shonld  * | 

_ be obliged to yield to superior forces, he was to fall back upon Victoria, the capital city of | 

3 - the State of Tamaulipas, in such a manner as to cover the country in bis rear, and to main- : 

: tain his communications with Tampico, which was to become his base of operations. : 

: ‘* Finally, Marshal Bazaine announces his intention of proceeding in person to San Luis, : 

where he is concentrating his reserves in order to be in a position to direct operations him- : 

3 self. Without mistaking the importance of the events that have transpired in the north, | 

q the marslial commanding-in-chief regards them only as among those incidents of war that 

3 can no more deceive his vigilance than shake his faith in success.”’ 

What success? That of battles? We have no doubt as to that ; we are very sure that 

, the French will succeed, on condition, however, that they be not oveitasked ; and if it be 

q the desire that they should succeed we must resign ourselves to all the expenses, for with- 

( out further expenses their situation in Mexico will become impossible to maintain. 

- You see now, all that has been said in regard to pacification is a mistake; we have been _ 

j mistaken ; we bave been mistaken in good faith, I am willing to grant; we were entirely 

j too credulous of success; we were told that all hearts flew to welcome Maximilian, yet 

1 here we see that the enemy assumes the offensive. I do not wish to remind you of any | 

q particular facts that have transpired ; yet some weeks ago Marshal Bazaine besieged a city 

i in person; in it he found a garrison of 8,000 men, and captured many hundreds of cannon. 

q Now the enemy has assumed the offensive. Matamoras is threatenel; General Mejia _ 

j takes precautions for a retreat; Marshal Bazaine does not despair ; neither do we despair ; 

4 but we have arrived at a poiat where we are to ask ourselves whether, in a war so exten- 

4 sive, we should not take a great step at once, make war as it should be made, or abandon 

Mexico entirely—that is, according as the interests of France are or are notengaged in ~~ 

3 this affair. If they are engaged in it, be assured that by all, withoat any distinction of 

; party, they will be sustained. But if, on the contrary, it is for foreign interests that we 

q > act, if it is for a foreign crown, if it is for the accomplishment of an impossib’e enterprise, 

1, if it is a phantom that we pursue, if the work to which the blood and the treasure of 

4 France are devoted is a work foreign to France, we will not continue it any further, and 

| we will demand to have itabandoned. - . . 

| on |
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] Such is the conclusion at which we arrive from a consideration of the military occurrences. E 
j And as a final and controlling idea, permit me to examine with you in a few words one : 
{ of the most characteristic features. in. a question of this nature, and one of the most in- i 

| structive. I refer to the financial aspect of the affair. The condition of the finances will ; 
i teach us, and teach us beyond a possibility of doubt, the value of this Mexican business ; : 

for herein we are not dealing with contingencies. In the discussion of this point I do not ; 
| wish to leave anything to uncertainty; I am going to state facts precisely as they are, in , 
{ order that the discussion may be useful, and we may all of us be able, as we desire the ‘of 
: welfare of our country, to arrive at conclusions favorable to it. q 
]. In order to estimate the worth of a private individual we have only to investigate what : 

bis credit is. If you desire to learn the worth of such and such a merchant, apply to 
those who have business transactions with him If he pays badly, if he seeks to raise } 

} funds at the pawnbroker’s, if he requests the signature of his wife or his family, you may - 
: be sure that this merchant is on the point of bankruptcy. , 

| Now, Mexico has engaged in financial affairs and adventures without precedent, and I 
2 blush tosee France assisting in them; to see that it is with the stamp of France, with the ‘ 

aid and under cover of her administration and of her public treasure, that those unexampled Og 
financial operations have been executed which I have to lay before the court... [Merriment ] : 

a You are a court of justice, gentlemen, in this affair; Iam authorized, therefore, to use | : 
this word without offence to you. | | _— i 

, A member: We recognize the lawyer in that. q 
M. Juzes Favre, Yes, gentlemen, I am a lawyer, and I feel proud of it, for I have always | 

exercised my profession conscientiously. _ [Cries of good! good! around the speaker. | : 
. _ There are among us men of more or less lively imagination. I do not take offence at in- 

terrupticns ; I have a goed right to be indulgent in regard to them. But when 1 am told: : 
2 . that I have been a lawyer, I cast my eyes on the government benches and find there three ; 
: illustrious confréres—— | . ; 

His EXcELLENCY THE Minister or Stats. We are proud of it. | . 4 . 
: M. Jutes Favre. ———of whom some have been either my friends or my comrades, and I — O£ 
— can only feel honored at the interruption. f[Laughter.. Cries of good! good !] oo : 

I said that we should know what the credit of Mexico is. On this point I asked my hon- ; 
orable colleague, M. Corta, permission not to accompany him on the’ peregrination, so in- 7 
teresting otherwise, and listened to with so much pleasure by the Chamber, which he un- E 
dertook through Mexico. Iam convinced that all his researches have been conscientious; : 
that he has given them to us such as he himself conceives them to be; his intention has ; 
been to enlighten the Chamber. Only in place of this marvellous romance, which seems a 
page detached from some political Arabian Nights, written by some complacent historian - 
anxious for a loan, [laughter,| I ask your permission to substitute the naked truth, namely, OE 
the loan itself ; and we will proceed to see, from the conditions under which it is negotiated, : 
what the worth is of the borrower. : | 

Every one knows that Mexico borrowed last year a sum of two hundred millions of francs. E 
No cne knows it better than the minister of state, unless it be the minister of finance, who 
has in his portfolio fifty-four millions of this Mexican paper, which he would be very | 

| willing to convert into money; and at our last meeting you heard an honorable member of 
| the government say, ‘‘ But if we wished to realize, what would we lose? Ten millions! 
| Ten millions at this time is a matter of no consequence to the government! Thus we can 

get out of the difficulty !”’ | i 
| Several members : Who said that? : 

M. Jutes Favrn. I, for my part, say that, if you look at the state of the market, it would : 
not be ten millions, it would be more than twenty miliions that you would lose, or rather 4 

: the paper could not be disposed of at any price. . E 
His Excernency M. Rovagr, minister of state. Will you please state the name of the : 

speaker, the government member, who used that language ? | | : 
A member : Is it not M. De Vintry? [Tumult and confusion. ] | : 

_,M. Le Marquis pr Pir, in the midst of the confusion, utters some words which it is im- i 
possible to understand. . oo : i 

THe CHarrMan, M. Scunzrper. Please do not interrupt, M. de Piré, or I shall be obliged: "| 
to call you to order. It is not the first time that you have interrupted with vehemence; 1  _ ; 
pray you not to renew theattempt. [Good! good !] oo : ; 

M. Jutes Favr:. At all events, the interruption of the minister of state would imply E 
that the paper cannot be disposed ofat any price, which is precisely my opinion. [Laughter ‘f 
and manifestations of approbation around the speaker.] . | 4 

This being understood, after the two hundred millions had been borrowed by Mexico, : 
Mexico very soon found itself completely short, and has been under the necessity of recur- 
ring again to credit; under what conditions? It must be stated, gentlemen, here once. ; 
more, and I say it with extreme regret, itis with the assistance of the French government : 

40 pc ** .
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; that the loan has been contracted and sent out—‘‘ subscription to 500,000 bonds of 560 | 
francs each, authorized by his excellency the minister of finance.”’ — 

4 What is the loan that is effected under the form of bonds? for it is not a consolidated 
: loan that has been made by the Mexican government. It consists of bonds that are to be 

:- redeemed in fifty years and by annual instalments. : 
1 _ What is the amount of the loan? It is 500,000 bonds of 500 francs each ; the caleula- 
i tion is very simple; that is 250 millions. The sum of 250 millions is therefore to be re- 
3 turned to the lender in the course of fifty years. Bunt the bonds are issued only at the rate | 

i _ of 340 francs, and consequently Mexico, which is under the necessity of paying 259 millions, 
j will only receive 170 millions, | | . 

M. Berryer. The bonds are for 310 franes, and not for 340. 
M. Jutes Favre. I was just going to state that. On the 170 millions there is a commis- 

; sion. The notes, which are issued for 340 francs, are sold for only 310 francs. Andtruly | 
I wonder at the minister of state who thought to overwhelm us when he told us in a speech 
recently delivered, ‘‘ Youspeak of the contingency of a loan! The loan is already effected ; 
the capitalists have been already found to take it.’’ | 

4 Permit me, Mr. Minister! Capitalists! You mean those who get the 17 millions pre- | 
mium. We know too well that they have no money, and that they appeal to the public 

3 for it. They offered the bonds to the public, and we are to see with what allurements they 4k 
q seek to entice the people to take them, what immoral conditions have presided over this : 
3 loan, and how afflicting they are, if not to our finances, at least to the morality which | 

: ought to direct the resolutions of a government. : 
: The Mexican government is under the necessity of paying 250 millions; it will receive : 
7 only 170 millions. It pays 17 millions premium to its agents, which reduces the real sum : 
3 to 153 millions. 153 millions! I do not believe, gentiemen, that such a sum will ever : 

go into the coffers of the Mexican government. | 
3 In order to obtain it, under conditions so unfavorable, and of such a nature that ifan in- 
i dividual allowed himself to enter into them he would immediately be taken in charge by 
4 the courts, do you know what the Mexican government does? Do you know what the | i 
; French government does, which authorizes it, patronizes it, takes it by the hand in order Lo 

to introduce it to the financial market, as it has taken Maximilian by the hand" order to 
conduct him to the throne of Mexico ? 

4 Here are the conditions proposed to lenders. The bonds are to the amount of 340 francs, 
and they are to be redeemed in 50 years at the nominal rate of 500 francs, principal ; that — 

3 _ isto say, 5 millions a year, with an annual interest of 30 franes, which, on a principal of 
3 340 francs, make 94 per cent., nearly. : | 7 
: But this is not all. In order to obtain money that might otherwise never be forthcom- 
: So ing, so great is the confidence. so fully convinced are people of the solidity of the enter- : 
: prise, it is not enough that 340 francs, or rather 310 francs, should produce an interest of 2 

: 30 francs ; that is, at the rate of 94 per cent.—an appeal is made to what has been pro- | 
scribed by our legislation ; a revolt has been raised against it, and a deplorable and scan- : 

; dalous example given of laws trampled under foot, avaricious passions inflamed, most de- | 
3 testable passions that agitate the lowest classes of society, in order to bring into the coffers ! 
1 of the Mexican government the money that never would have found its way thither nat- | 

urally. Here is what they have pressed into the service of the loan—a lottery. And then : 
4 under what conditions ? | —_ 
3 The bonds shall entitle to chances in a lottery of 3 millions a year, of 1,500,000 francs | 

every six mouths, divided in the following manner: There will be two semi-annual draw- | | 
: ings. The first ticket drawn entitles the holder to 500,000 francs. 
: Thus the most obscure passer-by, the lowest citizen, the humblest and poorest, is called 
: to give his 340 francs, and these 340 francs may produce him 500,000 francs! Who will 
: resist this contagion, this seduction, this immoral perdition, this monstrosity, which is not 
: only condemned by law, but by all honest hearts, and which is sufficient to Gemoralize the 
: country? Who can resist it? [Sensation ; ‘‘ bravos’’ around the speaker. | 

: But there is not. only a chance of 500,000 francs; there. are other chances. The two 

following numbers are each 100,000 franes ; the four following, 50,000; and then several 
i other premiums. | | | 7 

I have referred to the morality of the affair; I have a right to speak of it thus in 
reference to the law, for there is one—there is none for the ministers: they set it aside 

] whenever it impedes their schemes ; they apply it to their fellow-citizens ; they put them 
: in prison, if it is necessary. [Manifestations of disapprobation | As to themselves, they | 
: are above everything: [Tumultuous interruption | - | | 
4 Here is the law of which I speak. The date of its enactment is May 21, 1836. By this . 
: law lotteries are prohibited, for it says expressly: ‘‘ Lotteries of all kinds are prohibited.’’ 
: And in the commentary which. is given of this law, by a man whom we all venerate as 
’ » much as we love, and who is seated on the government benches, the honorable M..Duver- 

4 . a ;
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gier, who has been a lawyer, who has been our leader, and whose name is inscribed at the E 
head of the bar—I am only too happy to render him this homage without grudging it, E 
although he is a counsellor of state-————[Laughter. and tumult. ] I 

Well, here is what he says in his commentary: ‘‘ When the epoch fixed at January 1, E 
1836, arrived, the royal lottery ceased to exist; but all the prohibitions issued against E 
private and foreign lotteries have been maintained. It is evident that, in suppressing the I 
lottery organized by the government, and which offered guarantees that no private enter- 
prise could present, the legislature did not intend to permit the latter. Otherwise, it E 
would be very absurd for the government to sacrifice an important branch of public revenue 
for the interest of public morality, and at the same time to leave a number of private en- : 

2 terprises to speculate’ ——— | ; 
To speculate on what? It is not I that speak, it is the government—-‘‘ on the credulity F 

i and cupidity of the lower classes.’’ : | ; 
Here is your lever; here is the instrument to which you have had recourse in order to £ 

obtain money, and you could not get any otherwise. Here is what was necessary for your 
enterprise, for the enterprise of the Mexican government is your enterprise. Here is’what : 
you have developed among the people. This is the detestable feverishness which the law | 
condemns! [Cenfusion.] _ | 

And do you know what the Mexican government will have te refund? Ido not speak.  €£ 
here on suppositions ; I have the figures before me. a : 

- Besides the obligations imposed on it by the loan, it will have to pay 3,000,000 a year. q 
Whence it follows that, by adding 150,000,000 for premiums to the 250,000,009 at which 

| the Mexican government is to pay off its bends redeemable at par, we have thus a sum of : 
400,000,000 set down to the side of its indebtedness, in the face of a problematical credit E 

| of 153,008,000. : | a 
The scheme is wise—it is perfect; and the capitalists to whom appeal is made are treated | 

| by the borrower with so much distrust—so much fear is entertained of not obtaining their : 
money, that after having granted them these conditional premiums they tell them: ‘‘ When ; 
you shall have received back your 340. francs, or, rather, when you shall have received 
500 francs, that is, when you shall have obtained 250,000,000 for the 170,000,060 that 
you advance, you shall alsv have refunded to you your entire capital !”’ E 

And they commence by raising in advance on the capital of the Mexican government a 
sum of 17,000,00@ of francs, which is deposited in the treasury of France, the interest of : 
which will be added to the principal, thus producing in fifty years a sum of 170,009,000. «| 

-{Taumultuous demonstrations of various kinds among the members. ] q 
So that in reality the Mexican government will only obtain a sum of 133,000,000. - 

Such in reality is the sum. that it will have in its hands, and yet it will be obliged to pay 
out 400,000,000. Where do you think it will obtain that amount? | : 

Any man on the brink of ruin willingly exchanges some paper, to which he attaches 
his signature, for certain pieces of gold. .[Confusion.] That is an operation as base as it : 
is immoral. Now that is the very thing that is done; that is what you make the Mexican . : 
government do by causing it to borrow 133,000,000 against 400,000,000, which it will : 

| have to refund. It is im:possible that such an operation should succeed. [Long-continued- E 
and noisy demonstrations of dissent. | : 

And yet you will be the persons who will have patronized it in the stock market. I¢ q 
| _ will be in vain for you to say that you have not associated yourselves to it by giving it 1 

your guarantee; French capitalists will confront you by reminding you of the words : 
| uttered by you; they will tell you that on the very eve of the loan you pronounced here q 
| the eulogy of Mexico; that you have boasted of its resources; and then it will be your | 

responsibility, and not that of the ephemeral name of Maximilian, that they will call up! — : 
fDisapprobation. Applause around the speaker. | a ; 

_ IT have repeated the thing too often to be obliged to remind you of it once more. If i 
the Chamber thinks that the interest of France is linked to the establishment of a great i 
empire in Mexico, let it say so; but let it not delude itself with any of these declaratians, : 
which are mere mockeries—that our soldiers are returning to France, that they are on the : 

- point of setting cut on their return. - : 
If it is desirable that such an establishment should be prosperous and efficacious, in (og 

place of recalling our soldiers, let our fleets encircle Vera Cruz with new lines in order to : 
carry re-enforcements thither; but let France be fully aware of what she does. | 

Already, gentlemen, there has been much money spent. If I wished to count it up, I E 
should certainly exceed the sum of 400,000,000—490,000,000 that would now be so useful f 
to France, when we are asked for an appropriation for our public works that would improve E 
the national patrimony, when the employ; és of our institutions are not paid. [Enough of - 
this! Enough of this !] — ; 

For my part, gentlemen, to establish at the distance of 2,000 leagues from my country q 
an Austrian Rome, minus the glory, minus the grandeur of the idea, minus the prestige :
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j of historical recollections, I consider an act of folly in which I wish to have uo part. And | 
it is in the name of violated law and justice, in the name of the interests of France com- 

1 | promised thereby—of her patrimony spent in it, in the name of the generous blood of | 
q her children that has been shed to water that country, where we have cofistantly heard | 
4 mention made of hopes where we have found only deceptions, that I loudly and explicitly 
j condemn such folly. [Divers manifestations in the Chamber. Applause from some | 
] benches. j : 

oo i 3 ; | 

(Continuation of discussion in the French legistative body.—Speech of M. Chaix d’ Est-Ange, in reply | | 
1 | to M. Jules Favre.) | | : 

_ | | 
3 M. Le Baron De Beavvereer. One word only, gentlemen. M. Jules Favre has said | 

_ that he did not wish to offend any one here. Iam willing to admit it. But it is imaApos- | 
4 sible that M. Jules Favre should imagine that he offends no one when he compares our | 
q soldiers of 1814 to the Mexican brigands, when he compares our generals to incendiaries —— | 
1 (The interruptions and confused vociferations prevented the rest of the speaker’s words 

| from reaching us.) oe | | 
4 Tue Cuatrman, M. Scanerper. M. De Beauverger, you are very wrong in assuming to _ i 

‘speak, without being authorized by the chairman. | | 
4 Moreover, I have not awaited your observation to address one to M. Jules Favre, and #4 : 

: was one of those observations that have no need of being made a second time. [Good! Lt 
7 good ! 
4 M. bhaix D’ Est-Ange is entitled to the floor. } 

M. Le Comrze p’Ornano. But, Mr. Chairman, a deputy has always the right of making 
an observation. [Divers manifestations.] | | 

M. Cuatx b’Esr-Anau, vice-president of the council of state. Gentlemen——— | : 
j Several voices: Let us adjourn till to-morrow, : | | 
’ Other voices: No, no! speak! | | . 

_ M. Cuarx p’Est-Anas, vice-president of the council of state. I am at the pleasure of the 
j- Chamber, [Cries of go on! speak !] — a | 
7 _ Gentlemen, on commencing his speech the honorable gentleman who has just addressed 
3 you remarked as to the little power left to this great assembly. I confess that I do nos 
4 comprehend either the sense or the oceasion of such an observation. I know no other 
i limit to this power than that which has been assigned to it by the constitution itself. I ot 
j _ know no other limit to your liberty than that whigh propriety and your patriotism at the 
3 same time assign toit. Is the right of smestionindlaieniod to you? Is tht independence of a 
; your votes clogged by anything whatsoever? And how can the honorable gentleman, who 
: has used the liberty of speech in all its extent, speak of the little power left to this great 
j assembly? How can he call you outside barbarians? I do not understand it. | 
j However it be, he has been willing to resume this Mexican question, and to indulge in : 
4 very diffuse observations upon it, to which I ask your permission to reply. | 
: And in the first place, let us speak, since we must continually do so, of the origin of this . | 
1 quarrel and of the motives that induced France to take up arms. [Cries of no! no! to- 7 

: morrow.| | | 2 
3 A member: Ht is six o'clock. : 
: | M. rae Vice-Prustpent or THe Couner or Srarg, If the Chamber is annoyed and restless | 
j at the lateness of the hour, and fearful of a long speech, it is mistaken. I will be as brief : 
1 as possible. [Go on! speak !] | | | , 
1 The-case is not one, as the honorable gentleman stated, of a quarrel entered into for a 

sum less than five millions, and which has led us into enormous expenditures, in a devel- 
4 opment of force entirely unexpected. The quarrel is one that rests on a very different basis — 
i and has.a very different origin. Every one knows it, and the government has repeated it 

4 often enough to leave no one in ignorance of the facts. Our countrymen had been the vic- . 
3 tims of vexations, robberies, spoliations, assassinations. Reparation was demanded ; it was 
2 impossible to obtain it. Must we have kept silence? No. We insisted on our demands, 
q and then, on the refusal of any kind of satisfaction whatever, ,we were compelled to lay — 
3 down an ultimatum. Finally, we came to what the honorable M. Thiers called, I think, 
j the great argument of politics—war. This is how and why the war commenced ; because 
7 the honor of the nation was interested in it; because the safety of our countrymen was in- 

: _ volved in it; because there was at the time a reparation to be demanded for them on ac- 
q count of the material damage they had sustained, and a reparation of honor which France 

was entitled to exact. 
1. Has France had—I proceed rapidly, I do not wish at this hour to abuse the patience of 
; the Chamber—has France had any intention, as has been asserted, of imposing a govern- 
4 ~ ment upon Mexico? On this point there isa reply which bears no contradiction—the letter 

j | . | | ,
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itself read to the Chamber by the honorable M. Jules Favre, the letter written by the Em- ; 
peror to General Laurencez: ©9000 00 se : 

‘¢Tt is against my interests, against my origin, and against my principles, to impose any t 
government whatever on the Mexican people ; let it choose with full liberty the form that ; 
suits it.”’ : , _ : 

; This is the letter that was written; it bears no contradiction, and it is evident that in 
declaring war it was not sought to impose any government on Mexico, but to obtain the ; 
reparation to which we were entitled. 7 . | _&£ 

: The same language, as the honorable M. Jules Favre can remember, was held in the tri- : 

bune by M. Billault, speaking in the name of the government. He said—and I should be : 
very far from contradicting his words—that entire freedom of voting should be allowed, : 
that the Mexicans should be eonsulted as to the government that would suit them, and : 
that their will should be rigorously respected and religiously executed. Was it the purpose — 
to deceive the Chamber when such language was employed? Was it the intention really E 
to impose a government on Mexico? On the contrary, has not every facility been afforded 
for the exercise of universal suffrage? Universal suffrage has been consulted, and has . 

[| spoken with a unanimity almost complete. , 
Here, gentlemen, was the difficulty that was met with. The war must have been ter- : 

minated by a treaty; a treaty must be made with some one. And Admiral Jurien, in a 
despatch which I find among the diplomatic documents, had excellent reason to raise the » 
difficulty in the very outset of the proceedings, and to say: It is not treaties more or less | 
advantageous that we need; we have already several with Juarez, but they have never ] 
been executed. We must be certain that the government which signs them should have : 
power and will to maintain the execution of them. It is under these circumstances that q 
the Mexican people were consulted, and were told : Choose through the medium of universal 
suffrage whatever government suits you; be it a republic or a monarchy, your will shall : 
be respected and carried into effect. If it be a republic, you shall havea republic; if it be. : 
the government of Juarez that you select, well; we will accept Juarez and treat once more 4 
with him. Ifit be a monarchy, it will be accepted and proclaimed by us. : : 

Monarchy! As for me, said the honorable M. Thiers last year, my reason is confounde 
. when I reflect that the idea has been entertained of establishing a monarchy in Mexico ! : 

Why, then, has the honorable gentleman been so much astounded? Monarchical govern- : 
ment existed for 300 years quietly in Mexico. There are yet some men living, who, born F 
at the commencement of this century, can remember that they lived under the vice-royalty, 
and that they lived peaceably, with few taxes, and in perfect security; that the conductas, E 
so called, that is, the trains that conveyed the products of the mines from Potosi to Vera 
Cruz to be shipped at the latter place, could proceed freely, without any obstacle, without ; 
any danger of attack ; that the Spanish flag was raised over the wagons, and that flag was 
respected by every one. OO | F 

Some of these men there were who lived in their infancy and in their youth under the : 
monarchical form of government, and who, comparing it with the republican form, said : : 
Wecannot take asingle step without being attacked in our interests, in our liberties of every ; 
kind. We live under an anarchical government which, in the common opinion of nations, , 
is a disgrace to Mexico. : 

In such a state of things there was reason to think that they might be entitled to have | E 
the liberty of choosing between a republican form of government, which they had the right : 
to adopt, and a monarchical form, to which they had assuredly the right of returning. : 

That it should, forsooth, be a source of regret in the estimation of certain persons that : 
| they should have abandoned this republican form, under which Mexico lived so miserably : 
| for twenty years, in order to return to the monarchical form, under which it had lived so | 

happily for three hundred years, I understand very well; the partisans of monarchy, how- _ : 
ever, are entitled to have their opinions as well as those of republicanism Now, the peo- i 
ple have been consulted, they have been asked their opinion. What action has been taken, : F 
and how? The same measures have been adopted that are always adopted in such cases. | 
First, an executive janta was named. . This junta was charged with the selection of an as- e 
sembly, in the hands of which the legislative power should be deposited. This junta. q 
adopted a monarchical form of government and proclaimed the archduke. Addresses were . | 
signed in great number, and from all quarters adhesions poured in. Then it was that the — i 
result of these adhesions being thus collected together were carried to Miramar. What answer § 
did the Archduke Maximilian return? J cannot, said he, I cannot go to Mexico, except in : 
virtue of universal suffrage which will call methither. Irequirethat universalsuffrageshould =~ ; 
be consulted, and consulted in the best possible way; that lists should be opened ; that ; 
the result of the votes should offer all desirable guarantees ; and when all these precautions | 
shall have been taken, if universal suffrage calls me, I will go t» Mexico. _ 

Thereupon ‘universal suffrage was consulted. What was the result? Here it is. Out : 
of a population of 7,500,000 or 8,000,000 of inhabitants which Mexico contains, if we : 

4 a 

‘
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q allow the very highest estimate, and include therein the remotest tribes, those which have 
hitherto escaped all dependence, and which have never been under the control of the cen- 

7 tral government, there have been 5,500,000 consulted, and they have cast their votes 
: - almosteunanimously. : | 

4 These 5,500,000 adhesions were carried to the Archduke Maximilian, who thereupon be- | 
3 lieved himself the choice of universal suffrage freely expressed. 
’ But he was wrong, say they, to believe himself so. Why? Because there was a popu- | 

lation of 1,500,000 persons outside of this vote ; 1,500,000 incorrigible recalcitrants, whe | 
| - wished to have nothing to do with this government! 

q . But the honorable M. Jules Favre is mistaken. These 1,500,000 individuals are the in- | 
4 habitants of Sonora, savage Indians who have never recognized any government, and whose | 
4 opinion it was impossible to consult. Now, from the fact that these 1.500,000 individuals 

have not contributed their vote to the universal suffrage, to draw the conclusion that there _ 
3 are yet 1,500,000 individuals who protest against the monarchy, who desire to have nothing 

to do with it, and wish the expulsion of the emperor Maximilian, is something that neither | ! 
3 the Chamber nor any reasonable person will be willing to admit. | 
3 _ Therefore, when the honorable M. Jules Favre says that the Mexican people have been oo 
; promised liberty and universal suffrage, and have not received them ; that, consequently, i 
1 ' the people should be consulted anew, I reply to him that universal suffrage is a great opera- : 

tion which cannot be repeated every year. When, after having consulted a people on the : 
form of its government; when, after having asked it once, ‘‘ Whatis your will? What | 

form of government, a republic or a monarchy, suits you best?’ it has with full freedom : 
: replied, ‘* I wish a monarchy ;’’ then, when after having consulted it in order to know who : 

it should be that should govern them—who it was that had their confidence—for one reason 
: or other it has repeatedly replied, ‘‘ Here is the person for whom I ask!”’ then the trial 

by universal suffrage has been made, and you cannot, two or three years afterwards, come 4 
4 and ask us to have it renewed. [Cries of good! good !] f 

The emperor Maximilian has been consecrated by the will of the Mexican people. He : 
. is the choice of universal suffrage. It is an accomplished affair, and not one to be recom- 
q menced in this way from year to year. [Approbative laughter on several benches. | : 

M. Jules Favre has sought every possible means of attacking this rising yovernment ; : 
q he has taken it in its cradle, in the midst of difficulties of every kind and of every character : 
4 that generally obstruct every new governmedt, and especially a government succeeding an 
j anarchy which had lasted for forty or fifty years; and then, magnifying these difficulties, 
7 he has sought to render its existence impossible and to prove to all that it was impossible. 
3 Has he succeeded ? 7 | : | 

| He said, in the first place, that it had no credit. If we presumed to take the familiar 
3 comparisons that have been introduced into this debate by the honorable M. Jules Favre, 
i that is to say, if we presumed to compare the credit.of a merchant to the credit of a great 
: state, we would ask you whether, whilst it would bé repeated every morning that he was 
3 going to fail, whilst it would be continually stated in the greatest assembly in the world | | 
/ that he was unequal to his engagements, that he was on the point of bankruptcy, that he : 

resorted to the pawnbroker’s, it would not be necessary for this merchant to have the | 
; most firm credit in order to withstand such attacks? [Laughter.] | 

Now, such are the attacks to which the Mexican government has been subjected, a gov- , 
4 ernment which needed encouragement and sympathy ; and they say that he has no credit! | 
1 No credit! In the first place, it is prompt and honorable with us. It carries out the | 
: treaty of Miramar with perfect exactness. It gives us securities; and how does it give | 
4 them to us? It gives them to us at the market value, and we receive them at the same. : 
j I take up the last statement of the financial condition, and I find that the Mexican govern- | 
q ment was our debtor for all operations to the amount of 39,458,000 francs. It has paid 
: us 38,838,000 francs. It owes us at present no more than 500,000 or 600,000 francs, a 
] very small affair in a transaction of such a nature. 
4 Meanwhile what is it doing in this new country—a country so long the sport of anarchy, 
j where governments succeeded each other in some sort every day ; where it was impossible | 
q to establish any system of taxation ; where recuurse was had only to the customs alone ?. 

- It makes loans, and it makes them under onerous conditions. Yes, thatistrue; but M. 
; Juarez of whom you speak, M. Juarez who holds the country, who has armies, who has 
3 taken the field—-I would like to know whether he could effect a loan at any rate at all, 

and whether he could obtain credit. 
i. However it be, the Mexican government raises loans on conditions that make the honor- 
: able M. Jules Favre blush with shame, in the first place, because they are bad, onerous, 
3 ruinous; and secondly, because they are immoral and shameful. Ce 
: Let us examine these different objections. They areruinous! Pardonme. Thenations © 
: that have the best credit have borrowed at rates that I do not care to specify, but with 
7 which the Chamber is well acquainted. It is an ordinary thing for a very regular country 

i. * |
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to borrow at 12 per cent. I might cite, for example, a loan that has, it must be said, the : 

| sympathies of the entire world, because it was contracted under sad circumstances. I refer ; 

to the federal loan. That great country, the United States, while it was divided, while it 

: was delivered up to civil war, while it seemed that it must necessarily conquer or perish— : 

, that great country appealed to°credit, which it had not previously known, and of which it 

seemed it would never have need, and it borrowed at rates more onerous, at rates much 

higher than the Mexican loan, rates which have been as high as 167% per cent. if my in- : 

i vestigations are correct. Now, who could blame that great country, so straitened and hard : 

pressed in its resources, for having borrowed at onerous rates, in order to sustain a war for : 

the purpose and in the name of the preservation of its Union? 7 ; 

: But, say they, if States can subscribe for loans on conditions more or less onerous-—more 4 

or less ruinous-—according to their embarrassments, according to the struggles which they : 

2 have to maintain, these conditions are honorable or dishonorable according to the good or : 

bad use that is made of the borrowed money. Now, the Mexican loan is, according to M. E 

| Jules Favre, a loan subscribed to under conditions that cause the blush of shame to mantle 

the cheek of my able and eloquent adversary. 
M. Guais-Bizoww. Yes. ; 

Tae Government Commissioner. What are these dishonorable conditions? They are 4 

premiums, chances, lottery——all those immoral things prohibited by the law of 1836. F 

: - Gentlemen, I do not approve of these conditions, if [ may speak my personal sentiments : 

on the subject ; but it must be acknowledged at the same time that they have passed into 

customs, {protestations of dissent on certain benches, | into the customs of borrowers. 4 

M. Jutzs Favre. You mean to say of emperors? {Laughter. | | _— 

| Tue Vick PRESIDENT OF THE Councin oF Stats. It is no estimate that I make; it is a fact E 

that I relate; if it be not true, let it be contradicted. For fifty years Austria has been ef- ; 

fecting loans by the offer of premiums. Prussia has effected loans by means of premiums. . 

The provisional government, without deeming it an offence against morality—I am sure it 

did not wish to commit any such offeace—|laughter]—the provisional government auth or- E 

ized the city of Paris to borrow by means of premiums, and it borrows yet by means of 

| premiums. : , | E 

I would be glad, in this regard, if no authorization of this kind were ever given; butit . E 

must be acknowledged that when we consult precedents, we find that such authorizations 

have been given, and that such premiums, I shall not say, have passed into public cus- — : 

| toms, but at least that they have accompanied many loans contracted under better circum- 

stances, and by governments with greater credit. | 4 

M. Guais-Bizotn. Without lotteries ? | , 

Tue Vice-PresipeNt Of THE Counc or Srats. I beg your pardon; with lotteries, by 

- means of lots, by means of premiums. Now, then, gentlemen, what are the resources that E 

remain to the Mexican government in order to meet its engagements? Outside of loans q 

has it any resources that it can present as a guarantee ? 

| There is an assertion that has been made in some very authoritative works, and which, I | 

| believe, has been omitted by the honorable M. Thiers ; it is, that under the ancient gov- . 4 

| ernment, that is to say, under the vice-royalty, there were revenues by which the state F 

| supported itself, not by regular imposts, nor by duties on importations, which did not then .&E 

| exist, but from coinage and taxes on coinage, and from particular monopolies. 

“The illustrious and learned M. Humboldt, who passed five years in those regions, who ~ : 

. studied the laws of the country, its resources, its means of advancement, writes that this  &s 

country thus raised a revenue of twenty millions of piastres ; that is to say, from one E 

hundred to one hundred and ten millions of francs. | ; 

Mexico lived with ten millions of piastres. The rest it sent away either to the mother ; 

country—that is, Spain—or to Cuba, for the construction of fortifications there. oe | 

. Such was the condition of affairs. It was, therefore—and you may form an idea as to : 

what one hundred or one hundred and ten millions were worth at that time—it was, there- i 

fore, a country which had abundant resources for its existence. ae : 

Well, what are its resources now? The riches of the country are immense ; that every ; 

one knows. ‘The fertility of the soil is great; its productions are important, and present s 

an excellent guarantee. : 

As to the amount of bullion extracted from the mines, it increases now; but the business : 

of mining was ruined under the governments of Juarez and his predecessors. | The work- , 

ing of the mines became an impossibility, when troops of bandits feil upon the miners, and | ; 

seized and carried away the result of their labors. It is easy to understand that, in con- : 

sequence, nearly all the mines were abandoned. But, at present, the working of them : 

has been resumed with extraordinary activity, with new and more perfect processes, and E 

the product is greater than ever. | - | : 

As to the revenue from the customs, I have the statement of them, and I ask your per- a ; 

- mission to give you the data of two ports. * | :
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The customs at Tampico, during the first four months of 1864, yielded 96,000 piastres : | 1 - in the corresponding months of this year they have yielded 431,000—that is, they have 

3 | more than quadrupled. | | | 
; . At Vera Cruz the revenue from customs was from 800,000 to $00,000 piastres ; it is now | 
3 1,645,000 piastres, or nearly double the former amount. | 
; I do not wish, gentlemen, especially at this late hour, when I know how irksome it is 

for you to listen to a speech, I do not wish to have you enter on these calculations, and to | 
3 | show you how great are the resources that Mexico possesses, and how much more it has jn | 
4 imposts, which it is now proceeding to establish—such imposts as exist in all civilized | 

3 countries—such, for example, as the land tax, so just and so natural, which he that owns 
j the ground should pay to the state that protects him. a 

Such are the resources of Mexico. And I should state that, at present, in spite of the 
: prognostications of which it is the object, in spite of the evil auguries with which people 
] seek to surround it, in spite of the threats that are directed against it, it assumes anew | 3 lease of life. What I have just said in a few words in reference to the revenue from cus- 
3 toms sufficiently belies the fears that have been manifested, and proves that everywhere 4 
4 there is a total renewal of business. Yon see that by the increase of the custom-duties at Jt | Tampico and Vera Cruz commerce has received an important development. | 

The great line of railroad—that is, the line from Vera Cruz to Mexico—has been con- - : ceded to an Anglo-French company, that offers the most solid guarantees. This great line i . must be finished in five years ; it will really be finished in three years. 
7, There are, also, other lines of secondary importance capable of developing the resources 

of the country to a considerable extent, which, to the number of three, have been demanded 
3 and conceded already, and for the construction of which a capital has been subseribed of 

4,500,000 piastres—that is, of 23,000,000 of francs. _ | | q - Telegraphic lines are being constructed everywhere. In the notes which have been 
. given to me in reference to the industrial development of the nation—that is to say, to the 
3 manifestation of the individual forces that attest the political life of a country—what do I | 

see? Stage-coach enterprises, mines .of coa!, mines of petroleum, mines of gold, mines of 
4 : silver ; in a word, I see everywhere the development of all the resources of the country. — 

4 Now, gentlemen, we must come to the consideration of the desires of the Chamber, and { see whether we can diminish the strength of our army in Mexico by causing the return of 
3 our soldiers to France as soon as possible. Be assured, gentlemen, that the government, 
3 in this regard, fully participates in your desire ; thatit is of the same mind with the learned 

authors of the reports laid before you, Messrs. Gouin, O’Quin, and Larrabure, and that it : 
1 does all in its power to hasten the return of our troops to France. I have herea document, , 
' which, in this respect, can leave no doubt as to the intentions of the government. ! 
j Here are the sums of the numbers transmitted to the minister of war: The effective | : . strength of our army on the Ist of January, 1864, amounted to 34,000 men; and on the 2 3 15th of January, 1865, it amounted to 28,000 men. As many as 8,000 men, therefore, ; 
; have returned. And take notice that this is not all ; for the order had been given for the : 
i _ . return of a regiment now here—the second regiment of zouaves ; but it was retained by 2 
7 Marshal Bazaine for the necessities of the siege af Oujaca, because he did not wish to strip: | 
7 other points. As soon. however, as the siege was finished, this regiment left Mexico; so : i. that out of a total of 34,000 men, you see that more than a third has already returned to : 
: France. a . | 
1 _ This shows how the government yields to the just desire manifested by the legislative 
i body to terminate this war as soon as it may be possible to terminate it. 
' In reference to this war, the honorable gentleman has given details, into which, especially | 
d ‘at this moment, it is impossible for me to follow him otherwise than by a protest. He has 

said: ‘*T have received news telegrams, and these telegrams inform me that a city has - 
4 been burned; that Romero has been shot; that General Castagny has issued a proclama- 
: tion—a, proclamation,’’ adds the speaker, ‘‘ which I conceive myself required to read to you, — 
4 for it is contrary to all military usages.’’ a os 
4 What, then, has General Castagny done? Whence comes it that he is denounced from 
4 this tribune? Whence comes it that for the benefit of those who are called the soldiers of 
3 Juarez, who are but miserable wretches, assassins, who disembowel women, who slay 
4 children, who commit nothing but pillages and conflagrations, whence comes it that for 
3 the benefit of such men an insult is offered to a brave French general, who nobly commands 
1 his men? [Cries of good! good !] os 
: Whence comes it that amid the facilities of the tribune and far removed from the scene 

4 of events, in the impossibility of forming a correct judgment, on the faith of I know not . 
1 - what news, I know not what telegrams, a French general, present under his flag, in face 
1 of the enemy, is treated as a chief of bandits, a brigand, and a veritable vandal? It is 

. ‘against such imputations that we must protest. [Yes, yes! good, good 1] 
: For the rest, gentlemen, there is nothing in the world more legitimate, more approvable, —
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| more honorable than this proclamation of General Castagny. Any soldier would have ; 
: signed it. wo ot page : 

, How! He is there conducting his men against a ferocious enemy that flies before him ; : 
that always flies unless he be ten to one. He finds him committing atrocities and outrages, : 
and yet you wish him to be treated asa soldier! How! Must we respect men who have | 
committed such massacres ; must we treat them as gailant men, as brave soldiers? : 

No; General Castagny has them shot, because he sees in them only wretches, bandits, : 
all steeped in crime. [Good, good!] And here, gentlemen, General Castagny has cer- 1 

2 tainly done his duty; he has acted as any one ought to act under such circumstances. : 
(Yes, yes!] Not, indeed, as honor and the dignity of the fag demand when we fight with ; 
true soldiers, but as the security of men demands when they are opposed to a set of bandits. 

| {Renewed manifestations of approbation. Cries of dissent from some benches. | : 
He merely sought to punish those who dishonored the name of soldier. Yes, repeat it, a: 

his language was that of a soldier; his conduct that of a soldier ; and it is for this that he ; 
| must be treated as he has been here, in the midst of an assembly, all the words of which a 

are repeated everywhere, repeated throughout the world. 7 4 
i I do not say that the general has any need of a vindication of his conduct, but the army 
i which he commands needs a protest to be uttered in its name. [Good, good !] | 
i M. Junes Favre. The honor of the French flag is involved in the burning and massacre 

of a city! | . OE 
2 Numerous voices: Do not interrupt! do not interrupt ! "t OE 

- Tue Government Commissioner. In the midst of this excitement I cannot hear what you. 
say. . : 

| M. Junes Favre. It is because you do not wish to hear. [Cries of disapprobation. ] 
THe GOVERNMENT Commissioner. No; I do not wish to hear. No, when I have the floor 

. I do not allow any liberty of interruption. [Good !] | | F 
M. Evoene Petreran. Has he or has he not burned a city? © | | | 

| Several members: Order! order! : 
THs CHarrMAN, M. Scunerper. You should not insist on such attacks upon a French 

general. | | . | 
Tur GovERNMENT Commissioner. I conclude in a few words. It has been sought to show | | 

the difficulties to be experienced by a new government. It is true such difficulties are ex- : 
perienced ; but why come to its cradle to augment those difficulties, to raise up still more 
in its way, and to seek to render its task impossible ; for, in brief, wars like this one which i; 
we have undertaken are not as the wars of other times, wars of devastation in which they 4 
carried murder everywhere. Here we have a war undertaken in the name of liberty, in : 
order to restore that blessing to a people that has groaned for fifty years under an anarchy : 
which all the world has pointed out to you; which President Buchanan, its neighbor, | 
pointed out in his message, when he said that it was a disgrace to civilized countries to tol- © __ F 

: erate such a nation! Now, we are going to bestow civilization, liberty, order upon it, £- 
| where disorder has hitherto reigned, as well as the most frightful slavery and the most com- E 

plete anarchy. [Thatis true! Good! good!] It is, then, a noble enterprise. Why sur- : 
round it with all those difficulties, all those evilauguries? Why seek to fetter this govern- __ : 
ment in its progress? Why seek to cause its fall at every step which it takes ? : 

~ Yes, we are aware it has difficulties with the court of Rome, but nations more ancient, ; 
| more powerful, have them likewise. | : : 
: There are there, face to face with each other, two powers charged with the care of souls. : 
| As has been said, the one is the minister of God upon earth, his most elevated servant ; : 

he answers in the name of religion. He is the minister of peace, of mildness, of reconcilia- | 
tion. 

But by the side of this power which has charge of souls there is another which has charge | | 
of souls equally, and which says: ‘“ Here is a people that has been intrusted to me ; in what : 
ways must I conduct it?’’ In ways of progress, of civilization, of liberty. ; 

Now, from this arise difficulties; that is very true; but such difficulties as the modera- 
tion of both powers will know how to smooth away. | : 

The august chief of religion must persuade himself that the necessities of the times will - - 
: no longer permit the world to remain in the ways in which it was two or three hundred : 

years ago. oe ; 
On the other hand, we must count upon the moderation of the sovereign who loves re- | | 

ligion, who respects and venerates it, and who, before setting out for his new empire, and ' 
-before placing his hand upon his new crown, wished in some sort to receive it from the © | 
hands of God, and went to ask it from the Holy Father. Between them everything will ; 
be arranged ; there will be no possible difficulty ; things will be established to the satis- 
faction of all; there is every reason to hope for such a consummation. |Sensation.] : 

There remains the last difficulty ; thisis the United States, with which we are incessantly :
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j threatened, or rather with which Mexico is incessantly threatened—the United States, jeal- | | 
i ous, impatient, and only awaiting an occasion. 
4 In this regard, permit me to finish with a few brief words. | 
1 As to the United States, frequent mention has been made of the Monroe doctrine, though 
; God knows I care not much to enter upon the subject, Much talk has been expended on 

4 it without any great knowledge of its nature. The honorable gentleman spoke just now | 
of a letter of Mr. Seward. I merely ask his permission to reply by reading these few lines 
only from the last message of Abraham Lincoln. It is in the nature of a last will and 

4 _ testament; it is not only an advice given to his own people, who have lost him by so 
4 frightful a misfortune, so horrible a crime, but it is also an advice given to the world in 
i general, to whose admiration it is entitled. 
j Here is what he said in his message of the 4th of March, the last public dccument, I 
i believe, which is known of his, speaking with a perfect humility in the midst even of © | 

his triumph: . 
; ‘‘ Without bitterness, without ill-will towards any one, with charity towards all, and 
i with firm confidence in the right, as far as God permits us to see it clearly, let us finish oo: 

the work in which we have been engaged, in order thereafter to heal the wouads of the = 
; nation, to take care of the soldier whe has fought our battles, of his widow and his orphans, ; 
‘ and to do all that lies in our power to attain a just and durable peace among ourselves and ot 
; with all nations,’’ : 
: As to me, I know of no finer language than this. I was struck with it, even before it : 

. hal been consecrated by the sad end of Abraham Lincoln, and before I could have thought : 
it was his last will and testament and his last word in this world. oe 

: Now this last word is a word of mercy, a word of moderation, of peace and of clemency. 
4 Let us hope, gentlemen, that it will be understood by those who obey him no more, but : 
3 who preserve his memory. ae 
4 The blood shed in battle for a just cause, for the liberty of a great people, may be blessed ~ 

by the God of armies; but the blood shed after anger has passed, in an unjust cause, per- 
haps for the purpose of invading the rights of an inoffensive neighbor, has never yet fer- 

4 tilized the earth that received it, nor ever brought good fortune to the hand that shed it. 
1 We must hope, therefore, that the United States will repair their losses; that they will ‘ 

carry out the programme left to them by Lincoln ; that they will take care of the widows 
and orphans who are in such great numbers among them ; and that, after a war so bloody 

q and yet so just, they will not hasten to engage in new quarrels, especially when their. in- 
4 terests are opposed to any such complications. [Good! good !] 

From all sides: Let us adjourn! Let us adjourn ! 
] THe CuarnMan, M. Scunerper. To-morrow at 2 o’clock the public session will be re- 
q sumed. : | 
q - I propose to add to the order of the day, after the discussion of the deficiency bill, the | 
q bill relative to the cancellation of the rents of the bureau of liquidation, and to place the 
4 discussion of this bill before that of the regular badget for 1866. This order of discussion | 
E is necessary, because the arrangement of the items in the regular budget suppose the adop- | 
q tion of the previous measure. — | : 
q To-morrow, therefore, the order will be : Continuation of the discussion on the deficiency | 
3 budget for 1865; discussion of the hill relative to liquidation ; discussion of the budget for | 

1866; discussion of bills of local interest. | 
4 (The Chamber adjourned at half-past 6 o’clock.) . 

; [From Le Moniteur Universel, No. 161, June 10, 1865, page 776, vol. —.] 

4 Debates in the French legislative body. 

3 Sessron oF Fripay, June 9, 1865. 

1 The discussion of the deficiency bill for 1865 was continued. The Mexican question was 
resumed and examined at some length by M. Ernest Picard, a member of the opposition, 

3 after which the minister of state, M. Rouher, addressed the Chamber on the same subject, 

i in reply to M. Picard and to M. Jules Favre. The concluding portion of his speech, and a So 
7 rejoinder from M. Jules Favre, are given as follows: 
4 His Excettency M. Rovner, minister of state. * se & * 
1 In fact, the foolish hopes conceived by Cortinas, or by some few men who surrounded Jua- 
: rez, have been dispelled ; calm has succeeded agitation in the minds of men, and the au- 
3 thority of the American government has caused itself to be felt.
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Enrolling offices were opened in New York and Washington ; soldiers were invited thither ; 

to enlist under the flag of Juarez; large sums were offered as bounties to induce them to. : 

| engage in the scheme. | 3 

The American government, adhering strictly and religiously to the duty of neutrality, i 
closed these enrolling offices, in accordance with the law of April 20, 1818. And while ‘ 
this attempt was being essayed, a general, whose name had been freely mentioned in the F 

papers in connexion with the scheme, and who was represented as intrusted with the duty ‘ 

of leading this army of filibusters to Mexico—General Rosecrans—in a speech delivered F 

before the legislature at Boston, protested against the singular part which it had been 

sought to make him play, and said that he was not constituted or disposed by nature to be : 

the leader of mercenary troops, and had no inclination to betake himself to Mexico to at- : 

tack any government in that country; that the United States wished to respect the obli- : 

gations of neutrality ; that they would respect them with the greatest strictness and sin- E 

cerity ; and that the relations of friendship between France and the United States would 
not be, even in the slightest degree, compromised. [Good! good!} | : 

While these declarations were being made at Washington and New York, they received a 

formal sanction and ratification here. The minieter of the United States presented himself i 

to our minister of foreign affairs, and said to him: ‘‘ Undoubtedly we do not regard with : 

any favorable eye the establishment of a monarchy in Mexico ; undoubtedly we would pre- i 

fer to see a republic:n form prevail in that country ; but we respect the will of peoples and | 

nations ; we understood that Mexico, formerly for a long time governed by the monarchical 

form, desires to return to that state, and we are not going to make war on a mere question ~ 

as to forms of government.”’ j 

Such have been the formal declarations made by the minister of the United States to the : 

French government, and thereupon all those spasmodic efforts very soon have failed that : 

were manifested in the states of New Leon and Tamaulipas, and which, I have no hesitancy : 

in asserting, were a deplorable and melancholy consequence of an odious crime gommitted | ; 

in the United States ; a consequence which is destined very soon to disappear ; and the par- 
tisans that have been collected will quickly be dispersed by the battalions directed against : 

them by Marshal Bazaine. Such is the real condition of the Mexican empire. [Good ! » 

good ! | : 

They have called up here in this assembly—I know not for what purpose—the question : { 

as to the property of the clergy in Mexico, and they have said to you: ‘‘ The Emperor 

Maximilian is deserted ; abandoned by the very party that bore him to power!’’ And then : 

they have deemed it their duty to parade before you the Pope’s letter and the declaration q 

of Cardinal Antonelli. , 
I do not feel myself called upon to make any reply to such assertions. The Emperor 3 

Maximilian attained his power by the will of the Mexican nation. He has called upon the F 

parties to allow him to constitute a moderate party to assist him in the direction of public E 
affairs. He has not sought for men in this or that faction; he has not required certificates E 

as to antecedents from such as, abjuring evil passions, desired to subserve the interests of 
order and of civilization ; and at the very moment at which I now address you, this prince, 
who is accused of quartering himself in the conservative party, counts among his ministers q 
three former ministers of Juarez himself: the minister of the interior, the minister of public 
works, and the minister president of the council of state. ‘ : 

, The Emperor Maximilian, without ill-feeling, without any party connexions, without 

| any of those tendencies or any of those rancors which civil war leaves after it in a country, E 

has appealed to all intelligent and well-inclined men, and has said to them: ‘‘Come to me, : 
for I represent the cause of order, of security, of progress, and of civilization.’’ [Loud : 

manifestations of approbation. | : 

Now, gentlemen, permit me to address a request to the members of the opposition. f 

| [Hear! hear!] Permit me to tell them that they cannot exercise too much prudence and —&§ 
discretion in weighing the language which they use within this hall while yielding to the , i 
dictates of their convictions, the sincerity of which I have no disposition whatever to call | : 
in question. | t 

: If they could know, as the government knows, the detestable abuse that is made of their ; 
words, of their criticisms, of their charges against the government, within that empire of F 

Mexico and in the midst of those very rebels whom we have to fight, I am deeply con- | . f 

vinced that their voices would not be so loud on this question, and that they would regret : 
the language which they have already used. | | 

| Numerous voices: Good! good! | : 
Tue Minister or Stare. You would not believe the strange communications that reach ; 

the government in this regard. I have here the description of a banquet held in the : 
United States by the friends of Juarez. Do you wish me to read to you the list of toasts ; 
that were offered? [Yes, yes! read them! read them !] : 

‘“The Mexicans of the party of Juarez, residing in New York, celebrated the other f
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1 evening the anniversary of the independence of Mexico, by a grand banquet at Delmonico’s. | 
/ Among those present were remarked Messrs. Romero, Doblado, Juan Baz, Colombiez, Ala- 
4 torre, and other personages more or less distinguished for various reasons. After the ban-- | 
4 quet, M. Romero gave the signal for the speeches, which, as usual, abounded in big words 
7 and high-sounding phrases. They drank ‘to the death of Maximilian, tyrant of Mexico ; to the 
7 - death of the Pope, tyrant of consciences ; to the death of Napoleon ITI, tyrant of the whole world.’ ’’ | 
i That is not all. They drank the health of the French deputies who oppose the tyranny | 

of the Emperor! [Cries of indignation.] OS 
3 Such are the sad abuses which wicked and fiery passions make of criticisms and opposi- | 
j tions even the most conscientious—such, I feel convinced, as these are. | 

: But this is not yet all. Our soldiers; in the long and difficult marches to which their | 
3 duty condemns them, often find documents traitorously scattered among them! Do you 3 
: know their purport? ‘Juarez to the soldiers of France.’”’ I ask your pardon ; do not 
q . hasten to cry out with indignation, ‘‘ Juarez and his friend Jules Favre.’’ 

Several voices : That is true! oo : 
3 M. Rovuer, minister of state. To the French soldiers, proposing to them to desert the ot 
q flag of that tyrant called Napoleon IIT! [Manifestations of indignation. ] 

What matter our previous differences of opinion? .What matters it that you have - i 
q approved or disapproved the Mexican expedition? Let such discussions be henceforward 
7 discarded. | 

Our flag now floats over far distant shores.. Let us then have the same sentiments of 
3 patriotism ; let us all desire the triumph of that cause which we have promoted in those 
i. regions! Let us hasten by the unanimity of our wishes, let us hasten the moment when 
4 the French troops, not humbled—that they cannot be—but triumphant, and having com- 
] pleted their work, shall return amid the applauses of all France, to receive the crowns | 
’ which their courage will have merited. [Good! good! bravo! bravo! Prolonged and | 
i redoubled applause. ] . a | | 
4 M. J out Faves, Mr. President, I rise to a personal explanation. | 
| Tue Prestpent, M. Scanerper. I cannot very well see what can constitute the occasion — 
4 for a personal explanation. | 
; - Several voices: Let him speak. | 
3 Tus Prestpent, M. Scunerper. I decide, then, that M. Jules Favre asks the floor for a 

personal explanation and not fora speech. If there be question of a speech, M. Emile 
3 Ollivier is entitled. 
7 . M. Eine OLLIvierR. Oh, Mr. President, let M. Jules Favre speak. | 
4 M. Jutes Favre. It is not, you may be sure, and the Chamber may feel convinced of it, 7 
3 to the last fact cited by the minister of state that I wish to make allusion. But in the 
3 explanations which he has made to you, there is one which is calculated toimpress upon 
3 you the belief that on the part of the speakers of the opposition to the government, in : 
q the announcement of a fact recognized as very serious by all the members of the assembly, | 
4 there might have been something of a surprise; and as such an insinuation affects my : 
i character for fair and open dealing, I ask your permission to reply to it. : 
q I said, and you,remember it perfectly well, that a corps commander, whose name it is | 
: unnecessary to mention———— | | 

: Several members: Why so? Mention it. | , 
5 M. Juues Favre. I said that General Castagny, at the head of a body of French troops, | 
1 had recourse to a measure contrary to the laws of war and to the Jaw of nations. [Denials ] | 
q The minister of state says, in reply to me, that as yet there is something untimely and 

imprudent involved in the assertion, that as long as our. troops are upon hostile territory, 
‘ while they are exposed to death, we have no right to examine their conduct, and that it is 
3 proper for us to guard our expressions so that there might be no possibility of their doing 
] any harm. [That is so.] | ' 7 
4 | Task you, then, why you applaud the words of the minister? What does he do ? 
4 Various voices: His language is patriotic; he is a Frenchman! 
j M. Junes Faves. As to me, I can admit no such argument; it is unworthy of any man. 

of sense. [Murmurs and cries of disapprobation. ] | 
i I respect and honor the courage of our soldiers who brave all dangers, but I esteem not 
3 the less the courage of the statesman who, on the government benches, comes to sanction . 
: by his words the principles which he proposes to your votes. Each in his sphere fulfils a 
4 duty, and I cannot believe that one can be considered superior to the other. | Various 
: manifestations. | . . 
3 Now, if I render him this justice, I claim a similar one from him in regard to the part 
: which we perform here. -I ask, gentlemen, whether there can be a sort of infallibility, of 
3 inviolability, decreed by the danger which a general runs that would permit him to place 

: himself above all laws. [Interruption.] | : 
3 | If it be so, it is undeniable that it would not be himself only; it would be the fate of
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| the men whom he happened to command that he would succeed in endangering. [Excla- : 
mations of indignation. } . : 

: As far as regards the fact which has provoked the discussion between the minister of { 
state and us, nothing is more simple. That fact, gentlemen, is the burning of a city of 7 
four thousand souls. Before giving expression to it I took care to state that the fact had 4 
been announced a long time since that the Moniteur had been interrogated cn the subject, : 
and that the Moniteur had been silent. 3 

Just a while ago, when the minister of state reproached me for not having asked him ; 
for explanations, he must have forgotten that from the 20th of April explanations had : 
been asked by the press. [Exclamations of disapprobation. ] 

Here is what the Journal des Debats said in its issue of the 20th of April last. [Oh! 
oh !—confusion. ] a F 

Tam only replying to the reproach of the minister, which would seem to intimate that i 
I announced a fact hitherto unknown ; whilst, on the contrary, that fact was a public one, 3 
and several papers had called on the Moniteur for information in reference to it. [Inter- . 3 

| ruption. | | i 
M. Ernest Proarp That is the very point in issue. . | | 
M. Junes Faves, Here is what the Journal des Debats says : | E 
‘“'This despatch has been published by several journals, among others by the Constitu- i 

tionnel,. but we do not find it in the Moniteur of this morning. It is significant in its : 
necessary brevity, for the telegraph does not indulge in long discourses; but we hope soon : 
to find in the official organ the details and the documents which the despatch could not E 
give, and which should serve to present under their true Nght the rigorous measures ; 
adopted by General Castagny against San Sebastian and against the four Juarist chiefs in q 
question. San Sebastian counts, or rather once counted, xince that city no longer exists, a . 
population of four thousand inhabitants. Whilst allowing the greatest possible latitude : 
to the cruel necessities of war, it behooves us to know the reasons that induced General E 

| Castagny to destroy by fire a centre of population of that importance.”’ Se ; 
There, then, was’the question very distinctly made: Does the minister of state think : 

that it is conformable to the law of nations, not to pursue a few brigands, not to shoot down 
some wretches who had assassinated our soldiers. These no one has ever defended within : 
this hall—[So! so! ] | : 

The murmurs will not efface’my words from the Moniteur ; my words remain, and you 
cannot distort them. : | : 

Now, L assert that this fact was published in all the papers six weeks ago: A city of on: 
four thousand inhabitants, in which were peaceable and inoffevsive inhabitants, women, | : 
children, and men of property, has been given to the fames. This act is contrary to the t 
law of nations. We have said so; we say so yet. Such proceedings might bring deplor- 
able retaliations upon our soldiers Tadd that such violent proceedings, unless they are : 
disavowed, compromise the honor of France to a most fatal extent. [Numerous cries of in- : 

edignation. Cries of good! good! from some benches. ] - - 
THe CuarrManx, M. Scunemer. I proceed now to put to the vote the third section of the ar- . . 

ticie in reference to the war department, estimate marked #, and I announce in advance E 
that there is a demand for the yeas and nays on the question. . 

‘+ 3d section. Pay and maintenance of the troops, 33,718,701 francs.’’ E 
| The demand for the yeas and nays is signed by Messrs. Hénon, Carnot, Ernest Picard, ; 
| Viscount Lanjuinais, the Duke de Marmier, Bethmont, Magnin, Jules F avre, Marie, Garnier ; 
: Pagés. ae 

A member: And Juarez! [Exclamations and laughter. ] 
A vote was then taken. : 

‘Taz Presipent, M, Scanutper. The result of the vote is as as follows: | 
Number voting ..2- 02.22. concen ween cee eee cee eee ne mene ence cone cane ccnecuence G45 : 
Absolute majority... 022. cece. coe nee cee cee eee ences ceceeenccenecncannece 123 : 
POP ne ene cee e meme cee m ne pow eee cocges came enue wwe wes anew mmm sew ene cone ewe 232 f 
Against... ..... vane ences snc ene coe Monn eecce wen cee w es cee eeeeeneneecneee.. 18 | i 

Phe legislative body has adopted the section. | | . : 

My. Seward to Mr. Romero. : 

DEPARTMENT oF STATH, _ F 
| ° _ Washington, November 5, 1868. 

Str: I have had the honor to receive your note of the 2ist of J uly, 1865, 
transmitting to me, for the information of the government of the United States, i
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7 a translation into English of the discussion which took place in the legislative 
{ body of France on the 8th of June, 1865, in relation to the affairs of Mexico, 
4 and of parts of the disposal of that discussion, which terminated on the 9th of 
i; the same month. | a | 
! _. Thanking you for this interesting document, I have the honor to renew to 
i you, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. | 
{ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ! 
| Senor Matias Romero, &c., Washington, D. C. : 

{ Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 

; _ [Translation. ] “ 

MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : : 
j | Washington, 23d of July, 1865. 4 

Mr. SecretTary: In virtue of the recommendation which you were pleased 
| to make to me at the interview which we had yesterday at the Department of 

State, to the effect that 1 should state to you in writing what I verbally had 
j the honor to represent to you, I now proceed to make to you the following 

i statement : oo 
2 You know very well with how much anxiety the government of Mexico has 

been awgiting the termination of the civil war in the United States—since our 
: fate being identified to a certain extent with that of the Union, the success of 
/ the latter insured our own, whilst its overthrow would have made our situation 

more difficult. In fact, the French intervention in Mexico having been, as is 
: already universally admitted, nothing else than a part of the conspiracy which 

was planned to subvert this government and to break up this country, nothing 
3 is more natural than that the principal question in the United States, when 

; once decided in favor of republican institutions, the accessory one, which is be- | 
4 ing discussed in Mexico, should be decided in the same sense. ‘The success, ! 

| therefore, of the cause of the independence of Mexico is already beyond all | 
4 doubt, even to the eyes of the most determined enemies of the republic, and it | 
{ has now become only a question of time. The duty which the Mexican gov-» : 
] ernment has to shorten that time as much as may be possible causes me to ad- : 
i dress this communication to you. | | 
1 We had believed that when once the civil war had terminated here, which | 
4 from its magnitude and importance had absorbed the whole attention of the gov- , 
] ernment of the United States, without permitting it to take the measures neces- | 
| sary to destroy those accessory to the rebellion which were developing them- : 
j selves in foreign countries, the same government would have to pursue one of | 

these two policies—either to take the steps it might deem proper in order that 
| the French should withdraw themselves from Mexico, or to follow the same 
1 policy of neutrality observed up to this period, until peace is finally restored at 
4 home and the federal authority is established in the southern States, thus giving . 

| time to the Emperor of the French to the @d that, reconsidering his measures, 
he thay abandon an enterprise which is already without object, and which it is 

; utterly impossible to realize, and which, should he persist in it, will involve 
q him most certainly in future complications with the United States, which, when 
q once at peace, will not be able to remain an indifferent spectator of the conquest 
i by'a European power of one of the principal regions of this continent in their 
- immediate vicinity. | 
: : Upon the choice of these two policies I shall say nothing at this time, for I 
1 do not propose in this note to solicit from this government the adoption of the 
‘ one or of the other. My object is solely to manitest that the time necessary 

\ |
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having already elapsed to know which of them has been adopted, we have , 
believed that it is the second; and in this belief, being unable to rely for the = ff 
time being even upon the moral support of the government to put an end : 
to the war carried on against us by the Emperor of the French, we deem it | 
our duty to inform the government of the United States of what we desire to do ~ ' 
in this country in the fulfilment of our duties as Mexicans. , 

In the first place, I deem it my duty to represent to you that, although the : 
patriotism of the Mexican people is a sufficient guarantee to insure us success 
over our invaders, and although we have in our country sufficient elements to : 
defend our independence—which elements have enabled us to resist during four j 

_ years the most persistent efforts of the first military nation of Europe, and will ] 
enable us to prolong the contest to the point of compelling our enemies to leave : 
our country—our situation is such that the French might be enabled to remain 
some years more in Mexico, if they persist in it and our condition does not i 
ameliorate. | 

= It is known that the people of Mexico is without arms. As arms are not i 
_ ‘manufactured in the republic, we are compelled to use those which we may be i 

enabled to import. The circumstance that some of our ports are occupied and 
others blockaded by the French, and, above all, the fact that this government had : 

| prohibited, to our prejudice, the exportation of arms from the United States, 
and that we could not obtain them in Europe, because almost all the guvern- ; 
ments of that continent are hostile to our cause, has caused the government of | : 
Mexico, from the commencement of the war, to find itself with a small quantity 
of muskets, and these in so bad a condition that it is really surprising how the : 
resistance has been prolonged with implements so utterly worthless. | 

The principal, and almost exclusive, revenues of the Mexican government = 
being derived from the yield of maritime custom-houses of the republic, and i 

_ the most valuable of these being occupied or blockaded by the French, it fol- ' 
lows that the government of the republic has found itself deprived of its rev- | : 
enues in times when it most required them to organize and sustain the armies i 

. which defend the independence of the country. | : 
Our situation therefore is, to sum up, the following: with arms and means 

we can terminate in a few months the war which France is waging against us; | ; 
and without these elements, we shall be obliged to limit ourselves to resisting 

| the French, who will be enabled to remain in Mexico for an indefinite period, 
. with great danger to the peace of this continent, until they find themselves : 

| compelled to quit that country through weariness, if not expelled by the force 3 
of arms. | | : 

You will understand, Mr. Secretary, that it is the duty of the Mexican gov- 
ernment to shorten the war, and to do: all that is incumbent upon it to procure : 
the necessary elements to attain that result. The identity of interests existing 4 
respecting this point between the United States and Mexico, and, above all, the : 
great sympathy which, with unparalleled unanimity, the people of the United 
States have manifested, even in the most unfortunate days of the Union, for 
the cause of the independence of Mexico, have led the Mexican government to 
believe that, by rendering this sympathy effective, those elements might be de- I 
rived from it which are required to terminate immediately a war which other- | | 
wise might last for years, and all this without compromitting in any manner the | 
government of the United States, and without causing it to deviate, by a single : 

: hair’s breadth, from the duties incumbent upon it as a neutral power. Although a | 
in the realization of this ideatwe propose to ourselves to treat with the citizens : 
of this country as individuals, without in any manner compromitting their gov- ; 
ernment, and although what we think of doing is entirely lawful and compatible | 
with the attitude occupied by the United States as a power neutral towards i 
France, we deem it proper to submit our plans to the government of the United 
States, as a proof of our good faith, of our deference to this government, and with
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the view of receiving assurances, if this be possible, that no embarrassment 

2 will be placed in our way in the execution thereof, since a painful experience 
i has taught us the necessity of taking this step. Reserving, therefore, the con- 4 
1 sideration of other matters, when circumstances shall require it, our wishes are | 
{ limited for the present to the two following points : | 

ist. To negotiate a loan to the government of Mexico in this market, by dis- . 
1 posing of bonds which shall contain the guarantees which we consider sufficient 
j to induce speculators to purchase them, and which may make them acceptable 
1 to the people of this country. It is indubitable that the duties of a neutral 

3 power do. not impose upon the United States that of preventing us from real- — 
izing our bonds, since this does not constitute the intervention of this govern- = 

, ment in our behalf. The market is as much, open to us as to our enemies. If 
| the French desire to negotiate a loan. here upon the same basis as we—that is, / 

j as a.private speculation, with which the government has nothing to do—evi- 
dently there would be no right to deny it the same. ‘This same right is the one 

q which we wish to exercise now. Our deference towards the government of the = | 
' United States has reached the point that, notwithstanding we have had a press- 
; - ing necessity for the funds which such a loan could have furnished us, and that 
j there was a time which seemed most propitious for its realization, we preferred 
1 to await until the loan with the United States, which the house of Messrs. Jay 
3 Cooke & Co., of Philadelphia, is now selling, should be realized, in order not to | | 
1 appear to be acting in competition with the United States, and desirous of divert- 
: ing the funds of its citizens to exterior objects while they were needed by their | : 
4 own government. | — : 

1 2d. To purchase arms and munitions of war, and to be enabled to export them 
’ to such places as may seem to us proper. After the order of the President of 
| the 3d of May last, which rescinded the prohibition to export arms from the = 

United States, and which has left in all their force the laws and traditions of i 
this country respecting the commerce of belligerents in articles contraband of | 

--war, and, above all, after the precedent. established by this government of per-- | 
4 mitting the French officers who arrived in November, 1862, to purchase the 
4 means of transportation for the invading army of Mexico, who purchased and , 

exported the articles they needed to wage war against my country, as your de- | 
partment communicated to me in the note which it addressed to me upon this : 
subject under date of the 24th of November aforesaid, it does appear that there ) 

: cannot be the least cause that we should not be permitted now to do what the : 
| laws of this country declare in every respect lawful, and what this government | 
3 has permitted to our enemies. — | | ! 
| I do not doubt that the government of the United States will appreciate the a 
2 sincerity of the motives which induce me to address it this note, and that it will : 
| favor me with a reply which will be entirely satisfactory to my government. ; 
{| I avail myself with pleasure of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secre- 
] tary, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. 
1 |  M. ROMERO. 

Hon, Winuam H. Sewarp, c., &¢., &c. | 

4 — Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | . 

1 | DEPARTMENT OF STATS, ee | 
Washington, August 7, 1865. 

, Sir: Your note of the 23d ultimo, on the subject of the exportation of arms | 
; to, and the negotiation of a loan for, the Mexican republic, was duly received, | 
; and has been taken into consideration, —
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| You are well aware that the government of the United States has official rela- 1 
) tions with the republican government in Mexico only,.and heartily desires that | 

that form of government may, by the unity, virtue, valor, and perseverance of OE 
the people in Mexico, be maintained in that country, as the United States ear- : 

| nestly desire that, in the same manner, it may be perpetuated in every other : 
country. in the American hemisphere where it has heretofore been established. i 
Liberty and free institutions in any-country are the rewards of the popular vir- I 
tues I have named. They canaot be guaranteed by any one nation, however 
beneficent, to another, however well disposed to receive them. 3 

I am not aware of any law or executive order which at present prohibits the ; 
exportation of arms, or’ of money, from the United States to Mexico, by either 
of the parties at war in that country, or by the individual citizens or subjects of : 
the respective parties. Any proceedings for that purpose must, however, not 
be connected with proceedings which tend to infringe the impartial neutrality : 
which this government has hitherto in every instance maintained. ‘That neu- : 

trality is really the effect of existing municipal laws as well as of international = 
law. It could, therefore, be deviated from by the executive government only ; 
when Congress should have directed it. To Congress alone belongs the con- a 

_ gtitutional power to declare war. | i 
J avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my 

very distinguished consideration. | | | j 
| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

Sefior Matias Romero, _ | : 
—— «&e., §e., &c., New York, N. Y. | oo ; 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : : 
-[ Translation. | | of 

| Mexican LEG@aATion, | 
| New, York, 12th of August, 1865. : 

M. Romero presents his compliments to Mr. Seward, and has the honor to q 
transmit to him a printed copy, in English, of a treaty of alliance signed at. : 
Lima on the 23d of January last by seven of the American republics, which : 
“desire to unite for the purpose of providing for their exterior security” against q 

| the aggressions of EKuropean powers. 
M. Romero has also the honor to transmit to Mr. Seward a printed copy of | : 

another treaty, concluded on the same date and between the same contracting 
parties, with the object of completing the compact of alliance. : 2 

These two treaties constitute the principal result of the labors of the Ameri- i 
can congress which recently met at Lima, the capital of Peru. | «| 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, §c., &c., $c. | 

! [Enclosure No, 1.—Translation.] | 

| In the name of God: The States of America which are hereinafter mentioned, desiring | 4 
, to unite in order to provide for their exterior security, to strengthen their relations, to 

maintain peace among themselves, and to promote other common interests, have determined ; 
to secure these objects by means of international compacts, of which the present is the 
first and fundamental one. | | | | 

To that effect they have conferred full powers, as follows: By Salvador, to Don Pedro 
Alcantara Herran ; by Bolivia, to Don Juan de la Cruz Benavente ; by the United States m , 
of Colombia, to Don Justo Arosemena ; by Chili, to Don Manuel Montt; by Ecuador, to ; 
Don Vicente Piedrahita ; by Peru, to Don José Gregorio Paz Soldan; and by: the United : 
States of Venezuela, to Don Antonio Leocadio Guzman. | ' 

41 pc **
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; And the plenipotentiaries having exchanged their powers, which they found sufficient i 
: and in due form, have agreed herein to the following stipulations : | 
7 ArticLe 1. The high contracting parties unite and bind themselves to each other for the ‘ 
j objects above expressed, and guarantee to each other mutually their independence, their l 

= | sovereignty, and the integrity of their respective territories, binding themselves in the 
i terms of the present treaty to defend each other against any aggression which may have | 
: _ for its object the depriving any one of them of any of the rights herein expressed, whether | 

the aggression shall come from a foreign power, whether from any of those leagued by | 
3 this compact, or from foreign forces which do not obey a recognized government. 
3 Art. 2. The alliance herein stipulated will produce its effects when there shall be a ; 
j violation of the rights expressed in article 1, and especially in the cases of offences which | : 
1 shall consist— a | 
1 First. In acts directed to deprive any one of the contracting nations of a part of its | 
j -territory with the intention of appropriating its dominion or of ceding it to another power. : 

Second. In acts directed to annul or to alter the form of government, the political con- ‘ 
1 stitution, or the laws which any one of the contracting parties may give or may have 
' given itself in the exercise of its sovereignty, or which may have for their object to change 
3 forcibly its internal system, or to impose upon it authorities in the like manner. | 

Third. Io acts directed to compel any one of the high contracting parties to a protecto- 
4 rate, sale, or cession of territory, or to establish over it any superiority, right, or pre- 
i eminence whatever, which may impair or offend the ample and complete exercise of. its 

sovereignty and independence. | 
4 Art. 3. The allied parties shall decide, each one for itself, whether the offence which 

may have been given to any one of them is embraced among those enumerated in the 
3 foregoing grticles. | : . an 
; Art. 4 The casus federis being declared, the contracting parties compromit themselves 

: to immediately suspend their relations with the aggressive power, to give passports to its I 
3 public ministers, to cancel the commissions of its consular agents, to ‘prohibit the impor- | 
4 tation of its natural and manufactured products, and to close their ports to its vessels. | 
q Art. 5. The same parties shall also appoint plenipotentiaries to conclude the arguments 

4 necessary to determine the contingents of the force, and of the land and naval supplies, 
| or of any other kind which the allies must give to the nation which is attacked, the man- 

7 ner in which the forces must act, and the other auxiliary means be realized, and every- 
i thing else which may be proper to the best success of the defence. The plenipotentiaries | 
1 shall meet at the place designated by the appended party. 
j ; Art. 6. The high contracting parties bind themselves to furnish to the one which may | 
4 be attacked the means of defence which each one of them may think itself able to dispose : 
“ of, even though the stipulations to which the foregoing article refers should not have 2 
j preceded, provided the case should, in their judgment, be an urgent one. ; : 
q Art. 7. The casus feederis having been declared, the party offended will not have authority 7 
4 to conclude conventions for peace or for the cessation of hostilities without including in | 
: them the allies who may have taken part in the war and should desire to accept them. : 
1 Arr. 8. If (which may God avert) one of the contracting parties should offend the : 

4 rights of another one of them, guaranteed by this alliance, the others will proceed in the | 
4 same manner as though the offence had been committed by a foreign power. : 
1 Art. 9. The high contracting parties bind themselves not to concede to, nor to accept 
q from, any nation or government a protectorate or pre-eminence which impairs their inde- 
7 pendence and sovereignty; and they likewise compromit themselves not to transfer to 
i another nation or government any part of their territory. These stipulations do not 
| hinder, however, those parties which are coterminous to make the cessions of territory 
9 which they may deem proper for the better demarcation of their boundaries or frontiers. 
| Arr. 10. The high contracting parties bind themselves to appoint plenipotentiaries, who 
4 shall meet every three years, as nearly as possible, to adjust the conventions proper to 
4 strengthen and perfect the union established by the present treaty. A special provision of 

' the present congress shall determine the day and the place at which the first assembly of | 
4 the plenipotentiaries shall meet, which assembly shall likewise designate the following one, 

and thus thereafter until the expiration of the present treaty. | 
j Arr. 11. The high contracting parties will solicit, collectively or separately, that the 
7 other American states which have been invited to the present congress shall enter into this 
3 treaty ; and from the moment the said states shall have made known their formal ac- 
3 ceptance thereof, they shall have the rights and obligations which emanate from it. 
3 Art. 12. This treaty shall continue in full force for the period of fifteen years, to be 
4 reckoned from the day of this date; and at the end of this period any one of the con- 
j tracting parties shall have authority to terminate it on its part by announcing it to the 
j | others twelve months previously thereto. |
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_ Art. 13. The exchange of the ratifications shall take place in the city of Lima within - 
the period of two years, or sooner, if it be possible. E 

In testimony whereof, we, the undersigned, ministers plenipotentiary, sign the present 
and seal it with our respective seals, in Lima, this twenty-third day of January, in the | 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five. E 

. P. A. HERRAN. E 
| : JUAN DE LA CRUZ BENAVENTE. { 

| MANUEL MONTT. - 
Oo JUSTO AROSEMENA. E 

a a | VICENTE PIEDRAHITA, | . 
| : JOSE G. PAZ SOLDAN. : 

ANTONIO L. GUZMAN, | i 

[Enclosure No. 2.—Translation.] ; 

In the name of God: The states of America, which, agreeably to the treaty of union 3 
and alliance of this same date, have allied themselves for sundry objects, being represented a 
by the plenipotentiaries ,who subscribed the said treaty, and having exchanged their re- : 
spective powers, found to bein due form, to wit : Saivador, by Don Pedro Alcantara p 

| Herran ; the United States of Venezuela, by Don Antonio Leocadio Guzman ; the United : 
| States of Colombia, by Don Justo Arozemena ; Bolivia, by Don Juan de la Cruz Benavente ; E 

Chili, by Don Manuel Montt; Ecuador, by Don Vicente Piedrahita ; and Peru, by Don : 
José Gregorio Paz Soldan, have agreed upon the following stipulations : E 

ArticLe 1. The high contracting parties solemnly bind themselves not to commit hostil- 3 
ities against each other, even by way of compulsion, and never to resort to the use of 
arms as a means of settling their controversies, which may arise from acts not compre- = i 

| hended in the casus feederis of. the treaty of defensive alliance signed on this date. On the : 
contrary, they will employ exclusively peaceful means to terminate all these controversies, 

| submitting to the decision of an arbiter, without appeal therefrom,when they cannot 4 
| settle them in any other manner. The controversies respecting boundaries are included in - 
| this stipulation. — : 

Arr. 2. When the parties interested cannot agree upon the appointment of the arbiter, | ; 
| this will be done by a special assembly of plenipotentiaries named: by the contracting F 
| nations, and equal in number, at least, to the majority of said nations. The meeting shall q 

be held in the territory of any one of the nations nearest to the interested ones which the 3 
one which first solicited said appointment may designate. _ | 

Arr. 3. Whenever, when the selection of the arbiter may be solicited, as provided in : 
the foregoing article, the assembly of plenipotentiaries shall have met, in the number pre- 
viously determined, of which article 10 of treaty of union and alliance speaks, and signed 
on this date, it will belong to said assembly to make the said appointment. : 

Art. 4. If one of the contracting parties should refuse or avoid the appointment of the : 
arbiter, the other may have recourse to the other governments of the allied states, which : 

| will take into consideration, each one for itself, the interpretation of the case, and will 
endeavor to induce the resistant party to comply with the stipulation contained in article 1.  - 

_ Art. 5. When the parties interested shall not have previously determined upon the : 
manner of procceding, in order to discuss their rights,it will be the duty of the arbiter | ; 
to determine the procedure. | : 

- Arr. 6. Hach one of the contracting parties binds itself to prevent, by all the means j 
which may be within its reach, the preparation or collection of materials of war in its : q 
territory, the enrolling or recruiting of persons, or the fitting out of vessels to operate 
hostilely against any one of the other powers which have subscribed and joined in this ; 
treaty. They also bind themselves to prevent the emigrants or political refugees from . 
abusing their asylum by conspiring: against. the government of the country whence they 
came. : 

Art. 7. When the said emigrants or political refugees shall give just cause of complaint l 
to the power whence they come, or to another bordering upon the one where they dwell, f 
they shall be removed to a distance from the frontier sufficient to dispel every fear, when- i 
soever the power thus threatened shall solicit the intervention of the latter, with document- i 
ary proofs. - : 

Art. 8. The high contracting parties bind themselves not to permit the transit of ft 
troops, of arms, and of implements of war across their territory, when destined to operate F 
against any one of them. | 

Art. 9, The contracting parties in the same manner bind themselves not to permit the i 
vessels or squadrons of nations which may be at war with any one of those subscribing to
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1 _ the present treaty to provide themselves in their ports with articles which are contraband | 
; of war; nor to permit the repairing of their vessels-of-war, nor even that they shall ! 
4 establish themselves in the said ports to prey upon the nation with which they may be in | 
i. _astate of war or of open hostility. ! 
7 Art. 10. The high contracting parties will solicit, collectively or separately, of the | 
4 other states who have been invited to the present congress, their adhesion to this treaty; 
3 and from the moment the said states shall have manifested to all of them their formal | 
1 | acceptance thereof, they shall have the rights and obligations which emanate therefrom. i 
i Ant. 1]. This treaty shall continue in full force for the term of fifteen years from the | 
: day of the date hereof; and at the expiration of that period any one of the contracting | 
4 parties will be authorizedffor itself to terminate it, by giving notice thereof to the others — | 
| twelve months. beforehand. . | | 

‘ Art. 12. The exchange of the ratifications of this treaty shall take place in the city of i 
7 _ Lima within the period of two years, or sooner if it be possible, and it will have its effects - 
1 among the parties who shall do so as soon as they shall have executed the same. | 
q In testimony whereof, we, the undersigned plenipotentiaries, sign the present. and seal it | 
; with our respective seals, in Lima, on this twenty-third day of the month of January, in 2 
] the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five. 

P. A. HERRAN. | 
4 | | ANTONIO L. GUZMAN. 2 

1 JUAN DE LA CRUZ BENAVENTE. A 
; : | MANUEL MONTT. | : 

VICENTE PIEDRAHITA. i 
4 | JOSE G. PAZ SOLDAN. | 
1 | | JUSTO AROZEMENA. | 

, Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : 

] | | [Translation] 7 

; Mexican LEGATION To THE UNITED STATES, 2 
New York, September 14, 1865. : 

i _ Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to remit to you a copy of No. 95 of the 
: “ official newspaper of the government of the State of Tabasco,” of the 20th = 
: July last, which came to my hands a short time since, in which you will see | 

the congratulation which the governor of that State addressed on that same date 
q of July to the consul of the United States at San Juan Bautista on the termin- 

ation of the civil war in this country, manifesting at the same time his sorrow 
3 for the assassination of President Lincoln. | : 
7 It is satisfactory to me to send you this communication, as proof of the sym- 
1 _. pathies which the Mexican people have for the people of the United States; of 
] the sorrow with which they heard of their misfortunes, and of the rejoicing with 
7 which they celebrate their victories, well understanding that circumstances had 
| ‘become so complicated that the fate of the two peoples might be considered 
1 as identified, and that events favoring the United States could not be less than 
| favorable to the cause of Mexican nationality. — | | 
q I avail of this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my 

most distinguished consideration. | 
, | M. ROMERO. : 

Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, §v., &c., §c. ° 

: | | [Enclosure No. 1.—Translation.] 

1 | [From the Boletin Official of Tabasco, vol. 1, No. 95, July 20, 1865.] 

; Mexican Repvusiic, Ponrrican anp Minitary 
1 sO GOVERNMENT OF THE StTaTE oF TABASCO, 
1 | | San Juan Bautista, July 4, 1865. | | 

4 Mr. Consun : The kindred people of this continent, united in the lovely bonds of de- 
7 mocracy, ought to share mutually in its joys and its sorrows. For this reason Mexico will
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ever deplore the unfortunate event of the 14th of April last, the death of the illustrious j 
champion of liberty, in the city of Washington. For this reason will Mexico forget her ££ 
past misfortunes, in the midst of her present trials, and congratulate the great and heroic ' 
people of the United States on this day of glorious memory. | | 

Accept, then, Mr. Consul, on this day—the anniversary of that auspicious day when , 
your ancestors proclaimed their independence in the city of Philadelphia—my sincere con- 
gratulations, as a private individual, and as the representative of this State, of whose 7 
sympathies I believe myself on this occasion the most faithful interpreter. : 

Accept also, in the name of your government, the demonstrations of esteem and good P 
will from the garrison of this place, who have kindred sentiments, and trust that Mexico : 
in general, and Tabasco in particular, will be worthy members of the great democratic i 

_ family that people the world of Columbus, in spite of the mean strategy now used to : 
divide us. : - 

I make vows to Providence for the happiness of the United States, and pray that the . ; 
peace the great republic has just conquered at such a great sacrifice may last long, for the ; 
good of humanity. . | ; 

You will please accept, on this account, the assurances of my personal esteem and con- &— 
sideration. E 

' -—- Republic and liberty! San Juan Bautista, 4th of July, 1865. i 
| | . G. MENDEZ. ‘ 

Leon Axeso Torre, First Officer. | | : 
B.N. Sanpsrs, : 

Consul of the United States at this port, present. | : 

[Enclosure No. 2.—Translation.] __ | 

| CONSULATE OF THE Unrtep Srarss, P 
| 7 San Juan Bautista, July 4, 1865. 4 
| Siz: As the accredited agent of my government at this capital, I give you my most &£ 

‘sincere thanks for the eloquent and expressive homage offered in your communication of ; 
this morning to the memory of our deceased and patriot President, who fell beneath the . 
hands of that most ignoble of criminals—an assassin ; and at the same time, as a citizen : 

! of the United States, and in the name of that people, I give thanks to you, and through j 
you to all the citizens of this State who may favor the democratic constitutional system, 

| sincerely felicitating them on the anniversary of our national independence. | . | 
Let it be permitted to me to assure your excellency that with sentiments of the purest : 

| gratification and infinite satisfaction I will make known to the government at Washing- E 
| ton that Mexico, forgetting on this day her misfortunes and calamities, sends her on the © 

wings of the morning fresh proofs of her brotherly friendship, and reminds her once more, 7 
in the midst of her afflictions and calamities, of her eternal attachment to democratic 
principles. : 

It is very proper that two sister republics of the New World should rejoice on the ; 
. happy termination of our giant war, as it must be admitted that if the integrity and unity 

of our republic had been destroyed, ten years would not elapse ere the new hemisphere _ &§ 
would again fall under the domination of the Old World. This day, throughout. all the — 
circuit of the United States, the grandest spectacle ever witnessed by man is gazed on with : 
admiration : a nation of thirty millions of inhabitants, who were yesterday at war among : 
themselves, pardoning and forgetting the animosities engendered by civil war, this day q 
reunite in their respective cities and districts, unanimously cheering in solemn utterances, i 
which will resound forever; and as the rainbow is a witness of harmony between earth ; 
and heaven, so will this day be held by all the people of the United States as a guarantee : 

, of peace between east and west, north and south, by all generations to come. — | 
Let us then rejoice on the complete restoration of the Union, which, by affixing the oe : 

seal of experience to the declarations of the wise men who eighty-nine years ago laid the ~ i: 
foundation-stone of the great transatlantic republic, demonstrates to the universe that our i 

| system of government can sustain, and remain unhurt, assaults which would destroy the : 
very foundation of any nation not based upon democratic principles. Let us rejoice, . 
therefore, in the triumph of the indestructible Constitution in its pristine vigor, for it has i 
opened a new era in the history of republican government, vindicating it against the bitter 
jeering of the monarchists of the Old World, whoidly hoped we would perish ignomin- | 
iously in our civil war a short time ago raging with incomparable fury. : 

Let us thrice three times rejoice in the glorious proofs of the last years, because they, |
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; in union with the precious revolutionary memories of 1776, have added more splendor and : 
4 fame to this day as one of those of jubilee for the defenders of liberty and of progress ! 
i throughout the world; because another morning dawns, advancing towards high noon. | 
i May God protect and defend the republics of the New World. | 

: Please to accept the expression of my most distinguished consideration and respect. | 
: B. N. SANDERS. | 
: -C, Grecorio Menpez, 

3 | Governor of the State of Tabasco, present. a | ; | 

1 Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. 

1 [ Translation. ] 

; Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

: | Washington, 10th of October, 1865. — : 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to send you, for the information of the 2 
j government of the United States, the documents, translated into English, men- : 
i tioned in the index annexed, relating to public events which have taken place | 
, in Mexico. They relate to divers events, places, and times, and their reading : 
3 contributes to give an idea of what is passing in that republic at different periods. : 
] T avail myself of the occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances | 
| of my most distinguished consideration. ! 

| a M. ROMERO. : 
4 Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &c. | | 

q Index of the documents transmitted by the Mexican legation to the Department of State of the United . | 

4 States, and annexed to its note of October 10, 1865, in relation to events which have occurred in : 

4 Mexico. | | : 7 

No. 1. Governor Ortega to the people of Puebla, February 18, 1864. Proclamation | 

i calling upon the people of the State to defend the State. : 
1 No. 2. General Alvarez to the people of the State of Guerrero, May 4, 1864. Procla- : 

mation.—Arrival of the French squadron at Acapulco.—Blockade of that port, (See tor ) 
4 this proclamation No. 7, military operations in the southern division.) | 

4 No. 8. General Vega to Lozada Ampudia and Parrodi, May 15, 1864. Letters refusing 

7 to recognize the authority of Maximilian. | 
; No. 4. General Lanberg to General Trias, and his reply, April 3, 1864. Letter inviting 

: him to recognize the empire, and his reply in the negative. | 

: No. 5. General Uraga to Messieurs Caserta and others, June 18, 1864. Letter declaring 
that he will always make war against France. | 

q No. 6. The republican army to General Uraga, June 10, 1864. They tender him a vote 
; of confidence and ask him to continue in command of the army as general-in-chief. | 
3 . No. 7. General Riva Palacios to his army. Circular respecting the conduct of the 
3 French army, and ordering reprisals. | | 
q No. 8. General Cortinas to the people of Matamoras, August 22, 1864. Proclamation.— 
q Attack upon Matamoras by the French forces. . 

4 No. 9. General Doblado to the Courier des Htats Unis, October 8, 1864. Letter giving the ~ 
3 lie to reports published by said journal. 

No. 10. General Doblado to the New York Herald, October 18, 1864. Letters explaining 

q his pretended return to Mexico. | 

; No. 11. General Garcia to his subordinates, July 30, 1865. Circular.—Depredations | 

1 committed by the French on the east coast. . | 
q No. 12. The governor of Sonora to the people of that State, March 30, 1865. Procla- 
. mation.—Invasion of Sonora by the French, its enemies. 

3 A true copy : 
: F. D. MACIN, 

q . | | Second Secretary of Legation. 
3 Wasuineton, October 10, 1865.
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No. I. | = 

| (Translation. ] a 7 | 

The governor and military commander of the State of Puebla to its inhabitants, oF 

Feriow-Crrizens: I am sent among you by order of the supreme constitutional govern- . 
ment, whose hope, as well as my own, is that you will shake off the foreign yoke which ; 

: oppresses and humiliates you. _ : 
It was thought expedient that he who at a period of trial and peril wielded to your satis- E 

faction the destinies of yeur State, and who received on a subsequent occasion your sponta- : 
neous suffrages for the same exalted position, should be the bearer of the mandate of the : 
nation. You recognized in a becoming manner, in the midst of the fermentation of vio- 3 
lent passions, that law, reason, and progress were the natural tendencies of humanity. 3 
He thus acquired a popular right to address you, and in virtue of that right I trust his 
words will have due weight ; but more than. this, he now addresses you in the name of 1 
truth, and leaves you to be the judges of his sincerity. | 

| The two principles which were struggling for mutual destruction in the moral order of q 
things came finally to establish their hostile camps on the soil of the country, and the par- i 
tisans of progress and those of retrogression, each in defence of their opinions, appealed to q 
arms to decide the contest. Various were.the fortunes of war; but victory rested finally F 

" | with the champions of reform. In their despair the vanquished sought refuge at the court , 
of Napoleon, seeking assistance and laying at the feet of the Emperor the land of their L 
birth and the government of their country. They sought to avenge themselves and to ob- P 

| tain possession, by the aid of a foreign power, of the control of the government. The : 
clergy hoped by the same means to gain possession of the confiscated church property, and : 
recover the prestige they had lost by the progress of reform. : 

This situation of Mexico, falseiy represented to Napoleon, aroused his ambition, and the 3 
desire to gain in the territory of our country a compensation for those countries of Europe. | : 
which he had failed to acquire from the neighboring States, and decided him to send an E 
army of invasion, whose object was first concealed by the ‘‘convention of London,’’ and | 
subsequently by proclamations, in which his designs were veiled under the pretext of 7 
bringing about a moral reform and inaugurating a ‘‘ humanitarian redemption ”’ of the : 
people of Mexico. 3 

In this manner he opened a wide field to the hopes of the reaction party, of the clergy, : 
and of a certain class of men disposed to receive with favor the unknown future, when it | ; 
comes in the form of novelty and grandeur. Permit me, fellow-citizens, to make a com- 3 
parison between the results of what is called intervention and its pompous promises. 

The first act of the invading army was to break the engagements made solemnly in the 4 
| ‘<convention de la Soledad,”’ ‘‘to retire to the post it occupied before the conclusion of that - q 
- convention.”’ | | E 

It lent its countenance to the reactionestas in inaugurating a provisional government in 
Orizaba, composed of partisans of that faction. . , E 

Tt admitted, but in a humiliating manner, the armed forces of this faction into its ranks, : 
and keeps them there in the same humiliating subjection. E 

In the order of the day of the 17th May, after giving due praise to the garrison of Peubla, E 
they obliged the staff and commissioned officers to march on foot as prisoners of war, and _ : 
finally expatriated them. : 

On reaching the capital they caused two ‘ juntas ’’ to be formed, which, by superior order, : 
declared that the country should constitute itself under the form of an empire, and that the q 
emperor should be Maximilian, or such other as Napoleon should elect. . 

It established the pillory, to the disgrace of Mexico, of France, and of civilization. , 
It caused multitudes of Mexicans to be executed daily, under sentence of French court- 1 

martial. _ | : 
It obliged the so-called ‘‘ regency ’’ of the empire to pass a decree declaring effective the i 

laws of reform, and established a Protestant chapel, to wound more sensibly the interests 
of the clergy. | 

It kept the so-called regency in absolute ‘‘ pupilage,’’ and the participation of this ‘‘ally’’ : 
is apparent in all the public acts of that body. | . ; 

The clergy, wounded in its dearest interests, has withdrawn itself from the reactionistsc 
of which it was the principal nucleus. It has attempted to divide the great liberal part, © : 
by efforts to withdraw from it some of its most influential members. It cannot be denied , 
that these are the most notable acts of the ‘‘army of invasion,’’ which have placed it in q 
the false position it occupies in the country it pretends to domineer over. It does not co- .t 
operate or sympathize with the tendencies of the principal factions or parties, and still iess i 
with those of the nation. i
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cj At short distances from the posts occupied by the French armies are found divisions of | 
; independent troops, or bands of guerillas; and such has become its impotency that it is | 
q unable to intimidate even the robbers. who infest the vicinity of the garrison. : 
1 Persisting in their error, some men may continue to hope that in the course of time (an | 
q impossibility in the nature of things) the intervention will come to favor the national in- CO) 

terests ; but the address of the Emperor at the opening of the Chambers has destroyed the 
4 last and most distant hope of traitors. He has formally declared ‘‘that the sacrifices : 
j which France has made will be amply repaid,’’ and ‘(that the Mexican war, which was , 

commenced to vindicate the honor of France, will end by insuring her interests.’? One: ! 
: must be deprived of common sense, and destitute of every noble and generous sentiment, , 

to hope, after such a declaration of the French Emperor, that the intervention can ever be | 
3 favorable to the true interests of Mexico, since the only object seems to be to secure the | 

interests of France. On the other hand, when we examine the position of the ‘ army of i 
3 invasion,’’ we at once perceive that it has no base in our country, for the reason that it 2 
1 favors no legitimate interests. Still less can it be said to have one in France, for the Op- 
q position which the Emperor has aroused by the war in Mexico has obliged him to declare | 
1 his real intentions, as we have seen in that sentence just quoted. Least of all can there be | 
3 found a base in the tendencies or interests of England, or Spain, or of the United States, os 
; for they are all in open opposition to the projects of the Emperor. . | 
3 , Notwithstanding the constant and cynical eagerness with which the imperialists seek to 2 

exaggerate the progress of intervention, with the intention of deceiving both France and : 
3 the Emperor, and of asserting the intention of Maximilian to come to Mexico with the ob- | 
4 ject of giving consistency to the imperial project, public opinion has pronounced its inex- . | 
3 orable sentence against intervention and its agents, and this opinion will augment im- | 
j mensely the numbers of the defenders of independence. It will create new obstacles to 7 
4 the plans of Napoleon, and every hour as it passes is ringing the knell of the imperial _ | 
4 cause. The sword has never vanquished public opinion—the sovereign of the world; as | 
i she vanquished the invaders in the mountains of Guadalupe and in the streets of Puebla, , 
4 80 shall she be victorious in a thousand battles. We will triumph to-day as we will tri- , 
4 umph to-morrow, for the battle-field is now familiar to us, and we have learned, both | 

morally and physically, how to endure the hardships of war, while we respect, amidst the | 
q thunder of arms and the din of battle, civil and individual rights. If every Mexican is _ | 
j bound to repel the stigma of treason, the noble sons of Puebla are doubly bound to do so | 

from the gallant deeds of May 5 and April 25, which have raised within her territory last- | 
ing monuments to the glory of her citizens. | | : | | 

i . To arms, sons of Puebla! At the shout of Long live our constitution and independence! | 
Long live the brave General Diaz, commander-in-chief of the line of the east! let us : 
march to battle. God, reason, and justice defend our noble cause. | 

4 | FERNANDO MARIA ORTEGA. | 
} Oaxaca, Iebruary 18, 1864. | 

: (For enclosure No. 2 see No. 7, Mr. Clary’s operations in the southern division.) 7 

. 4k No. 3. 

j [Translation. ] 

7 Lozada to General Vega. — : 

1 : San Bras, March 16, 1864. 
j My Dear Genera: I have just received, by, the favor of General Don Romulo D. dela 
4 Vega, the enclosed letter from his excellency General Don Juan M. Almonte, to be forwarded 

to you in the safest manner. | 
5 T request, as a particular favor, that the reply to this letter, as well as that to the one 
| enclosed, may be forwarded as early as possible, so that the letter to General Almonte may 
1 reach its destination without delay. 
: I beseech you give a favorable reception to the proposition of co-operation with the plans 
3 of General Almonte, for in so doing you will render a signal service to the country, and 
; a very great one to me personally ; for, in that event, I shall be spared the painful duty 
j of commencing operations against your department, where I would prefer acting the part 

of a friend rather than that of an enemy. | 
j Your obedient servant, 

MANUEL LOZADA. 
3 Senor General Don Pracipo VrEGa. 

|
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| General Vega’s reply to Lozaaa. 

 ..°, San Francisco, Alta California, May 15, 1864. ; 

Sir: Your letter, dated Tepic, March 16, was received three days since, covering several : 

others—one, as you inform me, from Senor Almonte, &c., &c. 7 

I believe you have been fascinated by the influence of certain men, who, to gratify 

their mean and contemptible passions, have involved Mexico in all the horrors of a national : 

war-—have given their countenance to a monarchy imposed on us by foreigners—and that 

this illusion alone has made you believe in good faith that the only object of the inter- 

vention is the happiness and prosperity of our people, without attacking our nationality 

and independence. But acts speak louder than seductive language and flattering theories, q 

and they are in flagrant contradiction to the hopes you have been led to entertain. i 

To demonstrate this, I will only touch on two points, the appreciation of which is within : 

the comprehension of all. The first of these treats of our material, the second of our : 

religious interests. The first is the convention agreed to between the French government : 

and the so-called monarchical government of Mexico, by which it was stipulated that : 

the latter shall pay to the former the monstrous sum of two hundred and seventy millions E 

of francs, for expenses of administration to the month of July next, and from that time : 

forward an annual allowance of one thousand francs for every French soldier. In addition E 

to which, a further sum of twenty-five millions is made payable to France, with the un- 

| derstanding that that sum shall be an indemnity for twenty thousand French troops. 

_ Furthermore, and independent of the aforesaid sums, Mexico shall pay the expenses of the 

war, which will probably be made to amount to a fabulous sum, which is to be exacted E 

from a government which will require many millions to keep up its magnificence and vain | 

ostentation. : F 

. It is admitted, beyond doubt, that the basis of all monarchical institutions is the aggran- E 

dizement of the privileged classes, which constitute the nobility, and that this aggran- q 

dizement is at the cost of the masses—that is to say, by those who by their industry, by : 

. their obedience, by their poverty and their misery, constitute the people. — ; 

Can it be possible that you, a child of the people, identified with their griefs and their ’ 
sufferings ; that you, the natural protector of the indigenous races, the more wortby of E 

interest that their sufferings. are the greater—can it be that you have ranged yourself on : 

the side of their enemies to add to the number of their oppressors ? Do not, I conjure | 

you, not in my own, but in the name of this despoiled race, disappoint, through a fatal &§ 

error, the hope they cherished in confiding their interests to your keeping. : 

The judgment of the people, freely expressed, is rarely erroneous where their most ,&£ 

vital interests are in question. Consult them, and I am convinced you will see things in : 

a very different aspect from what you have seen them up to the present time. : 

, There is no time for indecision. Let us unite as good Mexicans, and we shall save our q 
country and the native rule, which has everything at stake in this formidable crisis. | q 

This conviction is so profoundiy rooted in my heart that no human power can change it, : 
and for it I am ready to sacrifice my repose, my fortune, and my life. What I am and : 
what merit I may possess I owe to my country. My love for it is a religious devotion. I 
have firm confidence that all those who, from an error of judgment, but with honest inten- — ; 
tions, have given their adhesion to the intervention, will promptly abjure their errors, _ & 

and, placing themselves under the flag of their country, will pledge themselves to its 7 
protection. : , ; 4 

| It is true that some incidents of the war have been unfavorable to our arms, but I / 
assure you that the national party has great power, particularly among the native classes : 
of all the frontier states. We have the sympathy of all civilized nations, including a , 

considerable majority of the Freach themselves, and our cause will triumph, for justice 

and reason are the pillars of strength. | | 

Convince yourself of these truths, reflect on them without prejudice, and I doubt not , 
you will adopt my ideas. When that shall be the case I shall be very happy to hear from i 
you again. i: 

oO, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | | : 
PLACIDO VEGA. 7 

Don Manuen Lozspa, Tepic. . | . _ El 

y To a similar letter from Don José de Casanova we have a spirited reply from General -_ j 
ega : | 

| General Vega’ s response. | ft 
Sefior Jos& Casanova, Mexico : | a q 

| Siz: By comparing the dates you will perceive that there has been a delay in the recep- : 
tion of the letter of February 27, to which I now reply. |
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: Once for all, I assure you that not even the eloquence of Cicero would suffice to eradicate 
from my breast my love of my country and of republican principles. | 

] ' _Ipass over unnoticed your observations which refer to the intervention, as defined, ac- 
4 cording to your appreciation of it, with, perhaps, the pious desire of controlling your own _ 
1 _ ‘services, rather than in the hope of leading me to drink of the fountain of treason ; but I- | 
i | find myself compelled to refute certain assertions without foundation, and dispel doubts 

which might rise to imputations and illusions, either real or avowed, in contradiction with 
4 my true sentiments and derogatory to my public character. 

3 When you admit that you knew my sentiments, I am surprised that, in the present state 
; of things, you should urge me to accept the monarchical system, which you know I abhor ; | 

and, more than this, have the audacity to accuse me of the intention of segregating a . 
portion of the country, and placing it under the dominion of a foreign goveroment. | 

T never made use of language which involved such a thought, nor gave occasion to sup- 
j pose that there existed in my bosom such a wish. My public life sufficiently proves this 
d assertion, for never for a moment have I deviated from the principle that death was pre- 

j ferable to the loss of our nationality and independence ; and that when all hope of saving 
the one or preserving the other should fail, better become a member of any of the Ameri- 

3 can republics than be the vassal of a despot of decrepit Europe. | 
I doubt not that the constitutional governor of Zacatecas, General Gonzales Ortega, will 

3 be highly gratified at the contemptuous manner in which you speak of him, when aware 
q that such language comes from an enemy of his country. | 
j I conclude, assuring you that, as I had the honor and satisfaction of being one of | 
3 those who filled the ranks of the army corps that marched on Puebla, now, more than ever, | 
q I will anxiously fly to unite myself to the corps that will take the initiative against the. 

city of Mexico. - . | 
4 Your obedient servant, 

7 | PLACIDO VEGA. | 

’ General Ampudia, another traitor to anything just, honest or liberal, next tried hishand — 
1 at gaining over the noble Vega. Among other arguments in favor of the empire he used . 

the following : ‘‘What a glorious prospective for our country, so worthy, from its favored 
: position, to rank among the greatest nations of the earth! Let us ask ourselves frankly, 
1 with our hands to our hearts, could we entertain such flattering anticipations, governed as 
q we have hitherto been by men without antecedents deserving of respect, without wisdom. | 
3 experience or probity, in the never-ending changes of scandalous revolutions.’’ | 

' General Vega’s reply to Ampudia. | 

j Siz: It would be vain for me to conceal the just and profound indignation! felt onread- , 
q | ing your letter of the 27th of February, at the picture you draw of yourself in the character ! 
1 of the new ideas you have adopted. The republican general, the champion of reform, con- | 
q verted into a panegyrist of monarchical institutions! and what is still more surprising, into @ | 
4 base adulator of the prince whom foreign bayonets are attempting to impose on Mexico: the soldier of the . 

- people bartering his sword for the toga of a courtesan { | 
q I will not attempt to refute, seriously, the theory you develop on the expediency of estab- 
1 lishing a monarchy, not only in Mexico, but over all the American continent-—a question 
1 which has exhausted the minds of politicians and writers of the first order. It is easy to 
4 see that you have undertaken this task, so much above your capacity, for the purpose 

only of giving proofs of your zeal in the service of your new master, and lessening the dis-. 
: trust there must be felt towards an antiquated democrat aspiring to the post of equerry at the new a 
; court. 
4 As to this, however, the monarchy of Maximilian is worthy of partisans and champions 
2 like yourself. | | 
j L reject with indignation the position and the power you offer me. My honor and my conscience, 
3 . which have never been sold or sacrificed, are above all the temptations which you can offer. - 
a If I have derived satisfaction from the exercise of authority, it has only been from the 
4 reflection that this authority emanated from the popular voice, and implied an appreciation 
; of my services on the part of my fellow-citizens, who have repaid with usury my devotion 
4 to the defence of their rights. Jf you, on account of your advanced age and instability of your 
3 principles, have preferred comfort and repose, though on a dunghill, to the struggles, the sufferings and 
3 the privations consequent on the stubborn and prolonged contest which the great national party is deter - 

mined to sustain against the foreign enemy, I, on the other haud, feel, in unison with my sense of dignity 
’ and the conviction of what is my duty, sufficient energy to combat these obstacles, and, if necessary, to 
3 lay down my life, provided I can carry to the grave a name unsullied by dishonor, and leave to my 
4 children a legacy untarnished by opprobrium. - | | ;
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Should my language, at first sight, appear too virulent and depreciative, reflect that it 

has been provoked on your part by the flagrant insult implied in your contemptible propo- & 

sition by which you attempt to dazzle me with treasonable offers of rank, office, and an 7 . 

elevated position. 
: 

Had there been any antecedents in my public life which could authorize your addressing : 

me such dishonorable propositions, my reproaches would be less energetic ; but I pride my- D 

self that my past career is without blemish, and you were bound to respect it. It is evident that this is not . 

the first occasion where you have shown a want of judgment. | ’ 

Your obedient servant, | . 

| | . PLACIDO VEGA. . 

This severe ‘settler’? to Ampudia was not, it seems, sufficient to damp the imperial : 

ardor of the miserable Parrodi, who was the next to send a friendly but very absurd invita- E 

| tion to General Vega to take side with Maximilian. We can only give the leading points of q 

General Vega’s reply to Parrodi. : 

- But your criminal defection being confirmed by your own hand, I can only follow the ‘ 

inspirations of my own character and listen to the voice of duty in striking your name from ; 

off the roll of men worthy of my esteem. I deplore the error I have committed, in my estima- ‘oF 

tion of you, in attributing to you civic virtues which you did not possess. iE 

From this day forward I look upou you asa traitor and an enemy of my country. 

Were there room for a belief that you had embraced in good faith the ideas which you og 

now profess, there would be something worthy of respect in this change, but the language : 

of your letter does not admit of that supposition. 

It belongs to history to qualify such conduct, and the judgment will be the more severe ; 

that the inconstancy of your conduct is the more flagrant. . 

As to myself, as a true lover of my country, and uncompromising on everything which : 

may wound her dignity or be in opposition to her complete unity of action, [ shall ; : 

struggle, without ceasing, in defence of our nationality, brutally and ignominiously attacked by France. : 

Fortunately the elements to sustain the contest are every day becoming more consider- : 

able and more formidable, as also is the prestige of the constitutional government daily ; 

gaining ground, however much traitors may pretend to the contrary ; but if, instead of o£ 

this being the case, the national cause were weakened and on the point of succumbing, 

I feel within myself sufficient firmness of purpose to prefer being involved in the wreck of | ; 

our political liberty to accepting the yoke of a foreign domination. My language, I 

acknowledge, is harsh, but it is the expression of my honest sentiments, and I should feel | : 

that I had been wanting in my duty to myself as well as to my country were I to attempt . : 

to conceal or extenuate them by words which expressed them with less energy. Should | 

| you, recognizing the error you have momentarily fallen into, rally to the side of all true 

Mexicans, and fulfil the sacred duty every man owes to the country of his birth, I shall : 

have great satisfaction in recognizing in you a man worthy of my highest esteem. Until 

this shall be the case, there can exist between us no other relation than such as may occur | : 

between persons destined to battle for principles diametrically opposed to each other. : 

Your obedient servant, q 

a PLACIDO VEGA. ; 

No. 4. Oc | 

a [Translation.] q 

: General Langberg to General Trias. | : | 

. | Muxtoo, April 8, 1864. i 

| My DisrinquisHep FRIEND AND Companion: In our last interview at Toluca we spoke at . 

length concerning the dissatisfaction which was caused by the conduct of the constitutional 

government. We now see that we were right in deploring it, because your antecedents 

and mine were far distant from such intrigues. You, my friend, are a man educated in 

Eurupe, consequently you profess more intelligent ideas distinct from the general run -of | 

our army, and [ have made this among other observations to the present general-in-chief 

of the Franco-Mexican army. The idea of the intervention and the near approach of the 

installation of a constitutional monarchy in Mexico are now inevitable, my friend, and. oF 

you, being a man who, during the American invasion, knew how to sacrifice your interests 

and risk your life for the country, ought to take care that she does not now lose her blood
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uselessly. Besides, you ought to know the liberal tendencies and the intelligence of the 7 man selected to sit upon the throne of the Aztecs, aided, as he is, by a nation like France, | 3 _ civilized by instinct, so that you need fear nothing for the principles which you conserve 
in your heart, and which are demanded by the age in which we live. It is an absurd j thing to believe, as some do, that the conservative party is that which is going to rule | 5 in Mexico. I, who am here on the principal theatre of occurrences, guarantee to you and | : to every one that the political thought and the dominant idea of the men who are now | i. at the front of public affairs are not either the enthronement of the ancient and recalci- | 3 trant ideas of times long past, or the proverbial disorder and anarchy which have just been _ | 4 overthrown. The principles of a government, liberal and moderate at the same time, are | . what must triumph in Mexico, having at its foundation a young monarch who in his early 2 4 years has drunk in the inspirations of our century, and who from conviction holds ideas of 2 true progress and intelligence. 

| : Concerning yourself, I have already spoken to General Bazaine, and given him some 2 details of the high qualities which adorn you. He is a gentleman of frank and sincere | ] ideas ; he aspires to nothing more than to be the faithful echo of the voice of his govern- | 4 ment; he desires nothing more than to see Mexico regenerated, free and happy. The | : truth of his words may be seen after the slightest interview with him, and I cherish the ! q hope and conviction that France, represented by such a man, can have no other intention | 3 than the noble and humanitarian one to which I have referred. : 3 In virtue of all these circumstances, and in use of the right which our sincere friendship | 4 gives to me, I invite you with all the sincerity of my soul to follow my example, | 4 hoping to co-operate with your prestige and influence in this State in establishing the | 3 good institutions which are recognized by the cities of most importance of your country. | 3 Those chiefs and old friends who may desire to second them you may assure of a most | 4 satisfactory and honorable result. Although unwell, I shall within a few days leave for | 3 Sinaloa, with the object of impressing Generals Placido Vega and Pesquiera with the | 1 same ideas. 
| 1 You can send your answer to Mazatlan, directed to Colonel Aleman, of that port, and | 4 perhaps it will not be difficult for us to have an interview with those gentlemen. I beg, 2 3 my friend, that you will meditate well over the contents of this letter, and be persuaded | of my good and friendly intentions, &c. | | 3 7 EMILIO LANGBRERG. 2 : General Don Ancen Trias. 
| 

| | : General Trias’s Reply. : 
4 Siz : The antecedents of your public and private life, combined with your foreign | j origin, ought to influence me so far as not to cause me any surprise at the contents of your 7 letter, dated in Mexico on the 3d of April last. It ought not certainly to be surprising to ! 4 any one that a man who has looked upon politics as the means of gaining his living, and | q to whom, having no fixed principles, it is all the same whether he sides with the Guelphs : 4 or the Ghibelines, so long as it does not lessen his profits and that he gets the best posi- 
3 tion possible, should sell, as you have done, the sacred cause of national independence, 
1 and should prostrate himself at the feet of a clown in the form of a monarch to receive 
; the price of his crime in a handful of gold or a glance of favor, which flatters his vanity 

and tickles his hopes of reward ; nor should the dishonorable and assiduous energy with : which ‘you seem to have embraced the propagandism of’ the wretched band to which you 
4 belong surprise me in the least, because in your earnest solicitude there is an end sought 
q for, a result, however infamous and degrading it may be. But that. which truly ought to 

surprise and astonish is the stupidity evinced in your selection of persons among whom | 3 you would pretend to make proselytes; for if the former act shows a man deprived of 
3 all virtue, the latter reveals the absence of even common sense. When you did me the 
4 justice to remember that I have sacrificed my interests and perilled my life for my country 
4 when I believed her nationality threatened, you ought not to have brought to mind these 
4 evidences of my strict and bounden duty in order to deduce from them _the consequence 
1 that Ishould now be a renegade to my principles, set aside my dignity, and stain. my | j | character with a most hateful defection. From those premises arises a deduction diame- ' 
i. _ trically contrary to that which you pretend to establish. If I had at any time in my life 
q given the slightest proof of weakness in my principles or of lukewarmness in my patriot- 7 
4 ism, the insolent liberty which you have seen fit to take in addressing me your poor invi- 
; tation would in a certain sense have been justifiable ; but to pretend that I should bea 7 traitor because I have been a patriot, to desire that I should be converted into a dishonest | 
q man because I have always been honorable, and to invite me to sell my country because 

| I love it—these are contradictions which only the head of a madman and fool can | , ; conceive. Not wishing to go into the particulars of your letter, I limit myself to
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saying to you, after whatI have already stated, that I am the same man of 1846 and 1847, : 
| to whom selfish interests and life itself are as nothing compared to the liberty of my : 

country. pe Pg Sg ee Et 
Yours, &c., | . : 

_ ANGEL TRIAS. 4 
Mr. Emitio Lanepere, Mazatlan. : | : 

: | No. 5. | | : 

| [Translation. ] | : 
| oO June 18, 1864. . 

_ Dsar Sirs: I am satisfied that in addressing me your suggestions for avoiding the effusion ; 
of more Mexican blood—the sacrifice being barren, as you say—or, what is the same thing, ; 
that I should adhere to the order of things which the Emperor of the French is seeking : 
to establish in the republic by the force of his bayonets—you did not conceive the slightest i 

| hope that I could yield to so mean a suggestion, but that you have sought for an opportu- 
| nity of sowing discord in the minds of those worthy Mexicans who are so heroically strug- , 

gling for the independence of their country, giving circulation to false, supposititious, and 3 
. absurd comments respecting the power and the elements of the national party, and to the =: 

| vilest of calumnies concerning myself. Fortunately these attempts are rendered abortive by the , 
good seuse and the patriotism of the nation, which knows its rights and has the will and ; 
energy to fulfil its duties. | | | 

I write these lines not to give an answer to those whom I consider unworthy, but to &£ 
denounce their disgraceful machinations, in view of the wise judgment of my fellow- : 

citizens. | ; 
As regards myself, I owe to the confidence of my government and the brave men who : 

share with me the glory of fighting for the most sacred of causes, and, above all, to my 
patriotic conscience, the most solemn and explicit declaration that J will never put arms out f 

| of my hands until the day in which I shall see the peace of my country solidly and effectually secured. ; 
| Touching the details contained in your letter would be to mix one’s self with nauseating 

filth. JL have no desire to bespatter myself in it. | i 
_ Besides, gentlemen, you are those who believe least in what you say. | — 

: _ Toa soldier of the republic, mutilated for the cause of liberty, and trained up from in- . 
fancy in the doctrines of political independence, no other motto is necessary than this : 3 
War unto death to France; war unto death against those who, treacherous to the holy cause of the 
country, recognize or protect the foreign invader, or to the farce-making monarch which it is sought to : 
enthrone on our soil. I have accepted war, and my country and the world may see in this the guar- E 
antee of my pledges, | | / 

| | 7 JOSE L. URAGA. E 

Sefiores Don Juan J. Caserta, Don Jesus L. Portinto, Vicente Orticosa, ANTonIo A. DEL q 
CasTILLo, and RAFAEL JIMENEZ CASTRO. | . a - 1 

| a | ‘ No. 6, | 7 : 

, | [ Translation. ] , ; 

Some Franco-Mexican papers having circulated a report that General Uraga had given , 
in his adhesion to the empire, after some preliminary business of the meeting, in which : 
the general-in-chief showed the actual state of the army and the condition of those matters : 
for which this meeting had been convened, the debate was terminated by the following . 
resolutions being unanimously adopted : . 

1. The republican army, having to the present preserved and actually maintained the i 
independence and integrity of its country, ratifies now the vote of confidence. placed in its 
general-in-chief, citizen. Lopez Uraga, so that he shall continue at its command and may | 
direct its operations, and that he may support the cause of liberty and his country. The 
army trusts to his ability to maintain the honor of the republic, and to that of those under 
arms in the ranks of the army our honor, and that he will fulfil those solemn obligations 
which he owes to his country and to society. { 

2. That all bandits who have under all circumstances, and especially the present ones, 
endangered, by the reports they have circulated, the union of the defenders of the re- ' 
public, shall be punished. os
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; These resolutions, being submitted to a vote, were unanimously approved by the generals 
3 and officers present, the same who subscribe this act. : 

Residence of the general-in-chief of the republican army at Ciudad Guzman, June 10, | 
q] 1864. oo | | 
J Signed—Miguel M. Echeagaray, Ramon Iglesias, Santiago Tapia. T. O’Horan, P. Rioseco, | 

j A. A. Guaderrama, Felix Vega, J. Diaz de Leon, L. Ornelas, Albino Espinosa, Augustin | 
Iglesias, and Francisco Castillero, for the fourth division; José Linares, for the State of | 

i Queretaro; Francisco A. Ramos, for the Colima brigade ; Antonio Neri, Miguel Garcia de | 
; Aguirre, Emilio Rey, Francisco O, Arce, Manuel Mariscal, Serapio Villalovos, Julio - ! 
j M. Cervantes, Simon Delgadillo, Maericio Casas, T. Romero, Francisco M.- Villasenor, | 
j Manuel de Unzaga, M. Mena, Ciro Uraga, Guillermo F. de Unda, Antonio M. Jaurequi, : 
q Manuel Cevallos, Mateo Reyes, José G. Munoz, Marcos Villegas, army commissioner ; ! 
; Pascual Sepulveda, Salvador Brilmega, secretary of the treasury; M. R. Alatorre, commis- | 

sioner of internal revenue; Francisco Hernandez Carrasco, Aristeo Moreno, secretary of | 
q . the meeting. ; ! 1 | A true copy: _ ARISTEO MORENO, Secretary. | 
q CrupaD Guzman, June 10, 1864. | | | 

| 

1 No. 7. | ! 

Extracts from a circular addressed by General Riva Palacios, governor of the State of 3 
’ Michoacan, to his subordinate officers: SO 

1 | [Translation. ] 

4 ‘« Tf the French general,’’ he says, ‘‘ wishes to bring civilization to this country, (Mexico,) 
he ought to commence by repressing the disorder of the troops under his command, who | 

4 have traversed the ocean to show us that they have about them nothing of the soldier a 
3 except the uniform and the arms. But in morality and discipline they are inferior not only | 
3 to our organized corps, but even to guerillas of the worst kind known unto this day in the | 
3 republic. : 
3 _ ‘The French wish to swim in the blood of our patriots, and authorize every expedition- | 
3 ary chief to murder and assassinate. They wish to convince the world of the justice of | 

4 their cause, and to change their lies and calumnies into laws; and, in short, when the en- : 
’ tire nation rejects their ‘protection,’ they seek to consummate a work of conquest by con- | 

structing the gallows and the guillotine for every man who will not consent to be placed | 
j under their ignominious yoke. #* * * * * Inasmuch as the circular of the | 

French general is a challenge of war without mercy and without quarter, we do not hesi- 7 
tate to accept it, because, in launching into the struggle for maintaining the independence ! 

4 and autonomy of Mexico, we have never counted on the clemency of Frenchmen. You will, | 
therefore, apply in future to French prisoners who may fall into your hands and power the | 
articles of the circular of the commander-in-chief of the expeditionary army ; and, after 
having established their identity, all prisoners, civil or military, employed by the French, 

4 or the so-called empire, whatever may be their nationality, shall instantly be put to death. 
j ad ae * ** To shoot prisoners it is first necessary to make them ; avd never, at 
1 least as far as we know, has Riva Palacios been exposed to this good fortune. In regard 
q to exploits, the French general has never, up to this time, done more than attack us with | 

forces like three hundred to one. Before so easily disposing of the skin of the lion, they 
7 ought, I think, to try and capture the animal himself.”’ 

q oO No. 8. | 

: - [Translation. ] | 

3 Colonel José Maria Cortina, military commandant of the line of the Bravo, to the inhabitants of the 
4 - heroic city of Matamoras : | 

Fettow-Crrizens: The French filibusters are invading this port ; we will soon have oc- 
ij casion to show that, as sons of Mexico, we know how to repel force with force. 
7 I appeal, then, to you to summon your patriotism, which has never been invoked in 
3 vain, in order that, sustained by it, you may defend the nationality menaced upon the 
j Oe frontier of the republic. 
4 _ - I solemnly call upon you to aid, to the extent of your abilities, the military authority in 
; the endeavor to drive from the territory of Tamaulipas the foreign enemy, and especially — 

to deliver this beautiful portion of the State from the calamity of invasion. |
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Remember that you first saw the light in this heroic city, and let it still preserve a glo- E 
rious title accorded to its valor and its courage, which you are expected to illustrate on this : 
occasion. | | So 

You will find at your head, defending the independence of the country and the integrity : 
of Tamaulipas, your fellow-citizen and friend, oo . ; 

| | | JOSE MARIA CORTINA. ; 
Maramoras, August 22, 1864. E 

, No. 9. | . 

Letter from General Doblado. | i 

To the Editor of the Courrier des Etats Unis : | : 
_ Sre: Referring to Mexican affairs in yesterday’s number of your daily paper, you speak of . 
me in terms so highly offensive to my honor that I feel compelled, in self-defence, to : 
trouble you again for the publication of a few lines. | 

| I repeat once more that I never did solicit anything at all of the so-called imperial gov- | 
| ernment of Mexico, nor do I intend returning there to submit to it ; he who so states, 

falsely attirms that I have done so. | | E 
It is a most infamous calumny to insist upon saying that I pretended to make an ar- '- 

rangement with the invaders to save my private property. What I possess in the State of ; 
Guanajuato has been acquired just as legally as any property bought by any one else— o£ 

' politics having nothing to do with my fortune, which has been gotten by honest labor ; ; 
for that very reason I need ask no guarantee at all of the so-called imperial government. ; 
My property, like every other person’s, is guaranteed by the civil laws in vigor in Mexico 3 
long before the country was invaded. Of all the national property sold in Mexico, I bought : 
but one single house, and that I paid for according to the regulations of the laws of reform, : 
enacted there by the legitimate government of my country. The French intervention has ; 
never dared to derogate them, in spite of the exigencies of the clergy and traitors, because : 
every one knows that owing to them the French resisting in Mexico have become posses- 3 
sors of more than one-third of the so-called church properties. . . * ft 

_ Therefore, that person asserts what is untrue who persists in affirming that I haveen- E 
deavored to enter into any kind of arrangement with the usurper of Mexico to save my . 
fortune, and I defy any one to show my signature affixed to any document of the kind. : 

I did pretend to save my fortune legally acquired, but by the only means honorable to : 
| a Mexican in these circumstances, viz: helping to keep up the war against the usurper, ; 
| the French and traitors, and repelling force by force, to the utmost of my power. I think, 

by so doing, I have done my duty asa Mexican. I emigrated to this country after the fate : 
of war had proved adverse to me, and after losing nearly all my soldiers. | ; 

As to my object on coming to this country, allow me to say, I do not consider myself 
bound to confide it to any one, and much less to writers who judge so lightly of persons 7 
whose present misfortune entitles them to the respect of all. I know, perhaps better than 
any one else, the little or no value of the guarantees the usurper’s government might ten- E 
der me, for I have not so soon forgotten the worth of Mr. Salign’s signature at the prelim- if 
inaries of La Soledad. | 

| Your servant, | : 
. . M. DOBLADO, |. : 

_ New York, October 8, 1864. Fo : 

| | No. 10. | | 

To the Editor of the Courrier des Etats Unis: | : 

_ Through the correspondence I have just received from Mexico, by the steamer Eagle, I : 
have been enabled to reach at last the true facts concerning the various statements and | 
comments recently published by the press with regard to my returning to Mexico. 

Being anxious to put an end to so many inaccurate rumors, I proceed to state the real : 
facts of the case as they have taken place in Mexico. : 

A friend of mine, who was not acquainted with my present condition, nor with that of q 
the new ‘‘empire,’’ expecting, no doubt, though wrongfully, to do me a service, applied to | 
‘General Bazaine and asked him for a safe conduct to protect my return to the country. He ' 
made his application without previously apprising me of the fact. The interventional - j 
authorities granted the request, and caused the safe conduct to be issued and sent to me 
here.
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7 _ My friend notified me afterwards, as well of his steps as of the motives which guided , 
j him, ina letter I have received but to-day. | 

_. As it was my duty, I have immediately returned the safe conduct through the same | 
q medium it reached me, disapproving, in my answer to my friend, of his whole conduct, | 
3 though thanking him for his good intentions. | 7 | 

| I have, besides, written to some influential persons in Mexico, apprising them of what | 
3 has taken place, and showing them how, in leaving my country, it was my fixed purpose | 
] to undergo ostracism and all its consequences rather than stain my publie life by a dis- | 
j honorable submission. : | 
j To leave my country, and to return to it after a few days’ absence, would be indeed an 7 

inexplicable contradiction, as the causes which compelled me to abandon it are still exist- 
{ ing. Who knows how long they will yet last? | 
q I am confident that the persons in Mexico to whom I have written will give to my state- ! 
3 ment the required publicity, which, together with the undeniable fact of my remaining | 
‘ abroad, will be the best convincing argument against those who, in good or bad faith, en- | 

deavor to attack other persons for no other reason than that of differing with them in | 
_ political opinions. : | So 

q Being persuaded that what I have here stated is enough to satisfy all who judge and act | 
: in good faith, I shall no longer employ the public press in behalf of my person, this being, __ | 

therefore, the last time I shall appeal to your kindness for the publication of my letters. | 
: Yours, respectfully, a | | 

4 | . | M. DOBLADO. } 
oe Nuw York, October 13, 1864. | | . | | 

: 

No. 11. | | 

[Circular.—Translation. ] 

] a Amarttan, July 30, 1864. : 
. Yesterday the French invaders committed one of the most barbarous deeds which history : 

can record. | | “| 
Yesterday they stealthily approached our encampment at San Geronimo in one of their _ , 

{ war steamers, they being covered by their bulwarks, from which protruded their rifle-guns. - 
4 Our forces, a small number of which defeated them on the 14th instant at Garcia bridge, 
j in order to prevent any injury which might arise to the farm of that name, were withdrawn 

to a convenient distance and beyond the reach of their artillery; but the French, under 
i. cover of the houses, landed, and, without seeking to engage us, gave themselves up to the 
4 most shameful and criminal pillage, and in the end set fire to the buildings of the farm. 
3 Subsequently they continued, torch in hand, upon the left: bank of the river, protected 
q meanwhile by their steamer, robbing everything on the rich farms in the vicinity and re- 
: ducing them to ashes in the midst of their vandal rejoicings. All the sugar plantations 

and distilleries of brandy, all the sugar-cane fields and buildings on the bank of the river _ 
4 for the distance of three miles, were committed to the flames, and their owners, peaceful 
7 and hard-working men, who had given, after the labor of many years, an impetus to the 
3 industry of the country, and procured respectable comforts for their families, were in an 
: instant reduced to poverty and compelled to seek shelter under the trees; thanks to the 
qj. wantonness of the French and their traitor friends who reduced their splendid mansions to 

ashes, the value of which is estimated at no less than two hundred and fifty thousand © 
q _ dollars. This barbarous act, which I communicate to you without any exaggeration in its 

details, is an instance of what the people living on the leeward coast must expect from 
3 those who, contrary to common sense, proclaim themselves the propagandists of civiliza- 
1 tion, and calls for the most summary vengeance on our part. You must, therefore, cause 
] copies of this official communication to be circulated and published in all the settlements 
3 and Indian towns of the country under your worthy charge, for the information of all the » 
3 people of Mexico, and to the end that they prepare for war, some by personally volunteer- 
4 ing, others by contributing their means, and all in every way possible tu them; for it is 
; clear that, from the measures adopted by our invaders, the question is no longer the de- 
3 fence of the country in its general acceptation, but that of defending, each one of us indi- 
q vidually, our families, our interests, and our lives against the acts of barbarity practiced 
: by the French and their traitor friends. | 
7 Independence and liberty. — oe oe " 
i, . | ALEJANDRO GARCIA. 

The CoMMANDER OF THE CANTON OF ——..
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: No. 12. F 

_ [Translation.] : ; 

Proclamation of the citizen Ignacio Pesquiera, governor and military commander of the State of | 
| Sonora. 

? People of Sonora! The time for making sacrifices has come, inviting the patriot to crown ' 
himself with laurels, and to perform deeds which shall redound to the glory of his country. ' 
Guaymas, of Zaragoza, has been trodden under foot by the successors of Raousset, by the J 
assassins of Chaves and of Ghilardé, by those who covet our territorial riches, and by those : 
who intend to profane the honor of our wives and daughters, and to make us the slaves of | 
a monarch, himself an adventurer. Though the invaders gave us no summons, but q 
announced their arrival by acts of barbarity, they have not been enabled to prevent our : 
brave defenders from withdrawing with their materials of war, and thus saving the honor | 
of the national flag. They withdrew from the city in order not to expose it and the in- q 
nocent families it contained to the calamities of war. Henceforth, however, they will con- : 
tinue to war upon the enemy, and they hope soon to punish him soundly on the battle- : 
field. Thanks to their vessels, they have committed with impunity their first outrage ; - 

7 but outside of walls, in an equal fight, the smallest triumph to their cause will cost them 
- much blood. : | | . 

; Fellow-citizens! Are we not the men who have been brought up in many contests for . 
liberty and independence? Your noble pride and your holy enthusiasm, awakened by this : 
ery of alarm, will be in keeping with that which our brothers, who have conquered in q 
Sinaloa and who have immortalized themselves at Puebla, expect of you. . 

, To arms, then, Sonorians! Let us raise aloft, and upon this frontier, the standard of { 
our country, and to such a height that the nations of the earth shall contemplate it with : 
applause. Henceforth the flag which shall be upheld by our arms is the only asylum for : 

| oar individual guarantees, for the security of our families, and for the preservation of our q 
i national institutions. | Oo 4 

The government has faith in the future of the state because its power is based upon i 
your co-operation, and because Sonora has never wavered when danger threatened. Let | E 

i us make one universal and spontaneous effort, and your beloved state will retain its suprem- q 
acy ; and then, rising above the weakness of our military resources, the world will look : 
upon us as great in our honor and in our civic virtues. : 

| Independence, liberty, and the Mexican republic. | : 
: | . IGNACIO PESQUIERA. : 

| Camp at Santa Maria, March 30, 1865. | | | q 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. a ae: 

(Translation. | ; 

| MEXICAN LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 
| New York, November 20, 1865. ; 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor of transmitting to you, for the informa- | 
tion of the government of the United States, the copy of a letter dated Berne, | | 
September 17, 1865, addressed by a Mexican citizen toa German baron, who is of 
in the confidence of the ex-archduke of Austria, Ferdinand Maximilian, now i 
called the emperor of Mexico. | ; | 

This review of present affairs in Mexico is impartial, if not rather inclined to  &- 
judge with too much kindness French intervention and its instrument, and EF 
plainly shows that the French Emperor’s project to substitute an Austrian mon- | 
archy for a Mexican republic is entirely impracticable, and that, should it be in- | 

sisted upon, it will only bring France into much trouble and expense, causing E 
countless ills to Mexico. | | ' 

As the monarchy, in fact, has no national support, it is impossible to conceive : 
how it can be established or consolidated. 

I am pleased with this occasion of repeating to you, Mr. Secretary, the assu- 
- rances of my most distinguished consideration. | : 

M. ROMERO. E 
Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., &c., : 

Washington City, D. C. : 
42 Dc ** | |
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i [Translation. ] : 
| | | 

: | Berne, September 17, 1865. 

q Sir: I regret that I did not, at the time they took place, write down the conversations | 
3 Thad with the Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian and yourself when his highness first [ 
7 entered Mexico; and, for fear I may forget those between you and myself in the imperial 
1 __ palace of that court, I will note them in this letter. 
: ~ Tam not moved to this by the vanity of proving that my predictions have been fulfilled, 
: or will be, but by the desire of recalling some important events to your mind, and en- 

larging upon others I barely mentioned in the course of our conversation. 
3 It is now too late to discuss past, events in Mexico, and the erroneous opinions formed 
q of them in Europe. They belong to history ; and, asto more recent deplorable events and 
q grievous deceptions, they are attempted to be justified by saying that the present condition | 
3 of Mexico is very different from what it was a year ago. | 
1 You are a friend of the archduke, and I am a friend of Mexico; so it is our duty to | 
‘ consider things as they are, and find the best remedy for them we can. In the first place, 
4 we must consider the very critical condition—more critical than is believed—not only of | 
q Mexico, but of the archduke, and examine the moral and physical support of the new 
q empire, and the elements that are conspiring to destroy it. 

The two principal parties in Mexico, the conservative and liberal, are subdivided into 
; radical (or purist, as called there) and moderate. — , 
E | The radical portion of the conservative party is composed of the higher clergy and a 
q portion of the laical people, who, by education, prejudice, or perhaps by conviction, are I 
q forced to belong to it. | , . | 
] The moderate party is composed of persons of wealth, who, though partial to conserva- [ 
4 tive principles, are always busy with the management of their own affairs, have, in 
4 reality, no political principles, and accept any form of government and liberal reform, | 
: provided the new government will let them enjoy their wealth in peace. oo - 
1 The radical fraction of the liberal party, purely republican, is composed of those who 
4 think it absolutely necessary to establish liberal principles (they made the reform) imme- 
q diately, and at every cost, and the moderate fraction of those who are slow and measured 
4 in their steps towards tiie same end, for fear of convulsions and revolutions, and even 

social commotions. be | 
; ‘When liberal principles are settled the moderate liberal party will cease to exist, as there 
3 will be no further cause for its existence, and its scattered members will have to be num- | 
q bered with the conservatives. , : 
q In nationalizing church property and confirming other reforms made in the time of | 
4 Juarez the archduke has made bitter enemies of the high clergy, and has alienated the 2 
q lower priests, who were never hostile to Juarez, by depriving them of their old fees, and | 
q assigning them salaries which they will certainly never get. As to the persons in com- | 
q fortable circumstances, that formed a portion of the moderate conservative party, and ) 
: joined the imperialists for the sake of peace and quiet, they left it as soon as they found | 

themselves in a more sanguinary and disastrous war than they had ever before seen. They | 

3 found the empire more expensive than the republic, for it must be supported by enormous 

and continued. foreign loans, that increase domestic taxes to pay them, and they find it 

4 does not protect them from guerillas; therefore, they desire a change,and want totry — 
4 -* > gome other way to gain the security and peace their interests and inclinations require. : m 

In regard to the liberal party, its moderate fraction no longer exists, as I have already 

| said, and the pure radical party is the one that now keeps up the war against the empire. 
3 All the archduke has done by his personal influence is to persuade six or eight members of 

q the moderate party to accept places in his cabinet ; but this is very different from having 

q the support of a political party. a | 
: We must conclude, then, that the empire has not the least moral support. As to physical 

7 support, all he has to depend upon are a few Mexican troops and the French army, with 
; the Austrian and Belgian divisions. The archduke can place no confidence in the first, for 
] many have already passed over to the republican side, and proposals from some of his 
7 generals are no secrets. As regards the foreign army, its insufficiency to subjugate the 

; country is already proved : first, by the fact that it has fought four years in vain; second, 

4 that re-enforcements are now being sent to them ; and third, in the opinion of their chief, 
1 who is the best judge, in a letter lately published, it is impossible to whip the guerillas, 

because they run off and disperse whenever attacked. — — 

4 The elements that militate against the empire are also physical and moral. Among 

q | the latter, and in the first place, we may name the dislike to the archduke on account of 

; his extravagance and immense and unnecessary debts with which he began to burden the 
| country before he knew jt; and for his inability to protect the Mexicans, as is seen by the
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shooting of General Romero; for the preference he shows to foreigners, putting them in E 

office instead of the natives of the land; and finally, because he has established no good 1 

administration. A philosopher'might excuse the archduke for these errors ; but the people E 

are not philosophers; they feel rather than reason, and they lack patience. A nation that E 

has suffered so much from revolutions requires a long time to recover, and must have pa- E 

tience to suffer and wait. No Mexican has ever doubted but the country would be restored f 

to peace in proper time without foreign intervention ; and if a few decided for interven- ; 

| tion, it was only because they thought it would restore peace ata more early day. As soon : 

as they were undeceived they abjured their error. E 

- In the second place we may mention the want of present and future means. The im- E 

perial expenses amount to forty millions of dollars annually ; and every Mexican knows ; 

that the country, even in times of peace, could not produce the halfof that sum. Let the E 

French financiers who were sent to make their imaginary estimates say what they please: ' 

| this is certain death to the empire. It cannot curtail its expenses, because a large army e 

must be supported to defend it from the Mexicans; nor can the revenues be increased, 7 

because the situation of the country will not allow it. No resources are left then except ; 

| temporary loans, and they will soon be exhausted. : p 

To these opposing elements may be added that of the unpopularity of the Mexican war in : 

. France, because it embarrasses the French government. And we may include another | E 

reason why the empire in Mexico must end. The civil war in the United States is ended. : 

This has discouraged the monarchists, while it has revived the hopes of the republicans. 

Now for the physical elements that are hostile to the empire. I will only mention two: : 

! first, the constitutional forces, chiefly composed of guerillas ; and second, expected aid E 

_. from the United States. Guerilla warfare is not known in Europe, nor have they any idea 7 

how useful it is. The events in Spain at the beginning of this century have been forgotten,  &- 

and they can only judge from recent events in Poland, a level and densely populated OE 

country, where the few guerillas formed were rather gangs of fugitives than organized , 

guerillas, trying to escape from the immense armies that surrounded them. In countries — ; 

like Mexico, mountainous and dry, with a mild climate, where horses abound, and incle- : 

mency of weather never prevents out-door movements; where food is found everywhere - 

to supply the necessaries of life, guerillas always exercise a deciding influence. The chief a 

difficulty is in a proper organization; but, this once acquired, they can defy the strongest  o- 

powers in the world. This system is the stronger as its power is latent and deceptive ; it E 
gains time by sudden action, and you never know when it is defeated. f 
-. Mexico gained its independence of Spain by a series of sudden victories by guerillas, in E 

eleven years. The reform was effected by the same means, in three years ; and so must | 

the second independence be achieved. The French army may triumph everywhere, just as _ : 

the royalists did in the war of independence, and the clergy did in the reform; but, as the | E 

victories of all these parties were more expensive to themselves than destructive to the : 

enemy, the latter finally triumphed. oe : | oe q 
For this very reason the national government need not be concerned about the rout of the ir E 

: guerillas—only a temporary dispersion, in fact—but may rejoice, because. those defeats are : 

only so many steps towards final victory. But to avoid the shedding of blood, danger, and ; 

expense, orders have been given to all the guerillas to annoy the enemy without offering E 

battle, as that would cause the French to make fatiguing marches, at a great expense, 
without the least advantage, except a distant sight of their foes. Every late event in  &§ 

Mexico promises a repetition of the scene in San Domingo, where two hundred thousand : 
Anhabitants, with only six or eight thousand soldiers, have whipped. Spain, and compelled 1 
her toa very mortifying retreat from that island. _ . - 

I came from America in company with General Espinar, a gentleman of good judgment, : 

_ who had served in San Domingo; and was then on his way to Spain to ask the evacuation ; 
of that island, for reasons very applicable to the French in Mexico. His proposal was i 

| shamefully received in Madrid, and, so far from listening to him, additional forces were . 

sent to reduce the handful of opposing rebels in the colony. an | 

_ Like the French leaders in Mexico, the Spanish generals in San Domingo continued to | 
send despatches announcing victories, from day to day, until they declared the whole 

_-fsland subdued. The simple final result is just what General Espinar proposed, an aban- | E 
donment of the island, under the most deplorable circumstances, after a great. sacrifice of . £§ 
men and money. How much blood Spain would have spared, how much money she would 
have saved,and how great a shame to her reputation she would have avoided, if her _ : 
government had done in time what she was compelled to do at last ! | t 

I see the French newspapers insist that the United States will remain neutral on the Mex- 
ican question, founding this argument on their conduct up to this time, and portions of | 
public documents collected here and there; but they need put no trust in what a govern- i 
ment says and does under certain political circumstances. What a government will do
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3 depends upon the natural inclinations of its inhabitants and the national interest of that 
: government at the time. | - 

_ If an American army were to dethrone Leopold of Belgium, and establish a democratic | 
republic in that country, to exist under its immediate direction, would the Emperor Napo- : 
leon remain in quiet indifference? We guess he would try to save his throne in some way, | 

7 even if he had to change political opinions in France. Well, the United States will act in | 
exactly the same manner, and with greater reason, because the establishment of an empire } 

j in Mexico was a consequence of the southern rebellion ; and did not the French Emperor | 
q declare publicly in a speech that his Mexican expedition was in defiance of the United | 

States ? . | 
_ The present silence of that republic is a prudent consideration, as it must settle with | 

q England before it offends another great power. But if the British question is amicably set- | 
4 tled by diplomacy, as is generally believed it will be, then we shall see the United States : 
j turn its attention to the empire. And even supposing it were prudent for the United States | 
4 to keep at peace with France, it would still assist the constitutional government of Mexico , 
j in many ways without getting into war with other nations. It might not prevent private | 
3 emigration to Mexico to aid Juarez, and arms, the great need, might be smuggled in from | 
j every quarter. Money they do not want; they can live upon the country, and they have 
4 always had enough men. Everybody knows the gunsat Puebla were made of old muskets / 
; rejected, and unarmed bodies of men waited to use the guns of those who were slain. And | 
4 _ even if the United States government refused to supply them with arms, individual inter- | 
j est would elude all prohibition and furnish them in any quantity, as was done in the late | 
1 civil war. But we must not think that the exportation of arms will be prohibited, be- | 
3 cause the United States has adopted as a principle in neutrality that articles of war may be } 
3 allowed in trade. If the exportation of arms was prohibited by the United States during | 
7] the civil war, it was only because they were needed in the country—just as they prohibit 
: : the exit of corn in years of scarcity. So President Johnson, faithful to these principles, has 2 

revoked the prohibition to export arms and munitions of war. This recent act is a great | 
4 benefit to Juarez—more beneficial, in fact, than if he had been aided by troops; and the | 

fact of the United States constantly refusing to recognize the empire ought to convince Max- 
4 imilian of the disposition and probable intention of the United States. : 
3 It is the policy now of the authors and aiders of intervention to say the republic of the 

United States will remain neutral ; but they cannot believe it, for they would be the first 
j victims of the error. In a nation where public opinion is all-powerful, and where it has 
’ been so often expressed against Mexican intervention, the President would run a great risk — 
; | to proclaim neutrality in an affair of vital importance to his country.’ Without debating 

4 this point to a greater extent, I will merely assure you that the United States will not re- 
1 main neutral in the question of Mexico, And in giving you this assurance, do not believe, 
| for an instant, that I am blinded by party zeal, for I consider it a disgrace to my country 

to ask for foreign assistance. I know how it lessens the sovereignty and independence of 
1 a nation. I think Mexico possesses all the necessary elements to regain her independence 
q without foreign aid. I have faith in her future, and want her to act alone, that she may 

i - be indebted to no one for her success. One of the reasons (aside from duties and natural 
j sentiments) why I have opposed European intervention so violently is precisely because it 
q would compel us to call on the northern Americans for help. I believe, my dear Baron, 
4 that, as a sequel to what I have said, the time has come when the archduke will reflect se- 

riously upon the precariousness of his position, and will take himself out of Mexico before 
3 the force of circumstances compels him to evacuate the capital. If he thinks his situation 
i. secure, I have nothing more to say ; but if he doubts it, and should hereafter change his 
1 mind, and should need my assistance with Juarez and his cabinet, I will do all I can to 
4 get him out of trouble, and at the same time save my country from further misfortunes. 
1. I will try to induce Juarez to enter into a treaty honorable to both parties, showing the 
q _ evils consequent upon foreign protection. He, as a true patriot, desires to see Mexico free 
1 from obligations to any foreign power, and I do not doubt but he can free it yet. But, I 
] repeat, Maximilian must be quick in his determination, for if Juarez once appeals to the . 
3 United States it will be too late to make treaties of any kind. In my opinion Maximilian | 
q already views affairs in Mexico in their proper light. The. pleasant visions that beguiled | 
q his fancy at Miramar are gone, and he will now believe what I told him, when I assured 
' him that the history of intervention in Mexico would be like that in France after the first 
3 revolution. The conquered party in both countries, filled with anger and thirsting for re- 
3 _venge, sought foreign aid by deceiving strange governments, exaggerating their sufferings 
] and anarchy, declaring that the call for intervention was unanimous and very easy to be 
! effected. When the people have made a reform—that is, when they have extirpated the 
q - cause of their displeasure—they are more proud and elated with hope than at any other 
’ time, and cannot bear the idea of a foreign yoke, and their patriotism is bold and exhibits 
: its full strength on the least provocation. The prodigies of French patriots against com- |
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bined Europe are well known. Mexico, feeble Mexico, will be satisfied with struggling ‘ 
7 _ within its own frontiers for its independence. q 
| According to late news from Mexico a deep hatred to the French army is spreading — : 

throughout the country on account of its cruelty as conquerors ; a dislike to Maximilian : 

| increases because he does not prevent these barbarities ; he is blamed for not giving protec- q 

tion to persons and property ; and the general want of confidence in the stability of the | 
empire is increasing and becoming more general. The day is not far distant when this dis- : 

affection will pervade the whole nation, and a second of May, as in Madrid, will be the 5 

- consequence—one of those sudden, spontaneous, and unanimous movements, of which we | 

| have seen several examples in Mexico to end Santa Anna’s dictatorship. The French army : 

is too small to resist such a movement ; and if it cannot, what is to become of the arch- : 
duke and his little band, unless France submits to new sacrifices? And supposing that o£ 
Maximilian sustains himself ‘for the present, what will support him in future? The French ; 

| army cannot always remain in Mexico! Another army, composed of adventurers and vol- ; 

“unteers from other countries, will not be sufficient to sustain him. What, then, must he 1 

| expect? Just what I must repeat—sooner or later a defeat, or sudden expulsion. To re- : 
tire quietly and decorously would certainly be far preferable, and he ought to know it 5 
better than we. | | | 

I will tell you how he could do it honorably, so as to raise himself much in the eyes of | ; 
Mexicans and foreigners. Did Maximilian come to Mexico to secure the felicity of its peo- E 
ple, or to sacrifice them and keep himself upon a throne? We must suppose the former i 

case. Well, since he has not succeeded in this, he is in honor and duty bound to with- . 

. draw. Will any one blame him fur doing his duty? Any other course of conduct would — 

Jessen him in the estimation of his peers, and ruin his former reputation. His grandfather, : 

the Emperor Francis, declaring the German Confederation dissolved, on a similar occasion, : 

thus gaining a great name in history, left him an example of abnegation and magnanimity | 1 

he ought never to forget. If I were in his place, I would agree upon an armistice with the : 

constitutional government ; then I would conclude a treaty as advantageous as possible : 
to myself, and send off the French army, in accordance with the treaty of Miramar ; and E 
lastly, I would publish a manifest explaining the object of my journey to Mexico, what I &- 

| had done there, and finally withdraw from the country, agreeable to my promise to retire ; 
as soon as I found out that my presence was not pleasant to the people. | E 

_ §$uch frank and loyal language would undoubtedly be more worthy of Maximilian than E 

to involve his party in an unequal contest, turn the whole of Mexico into a battle-field, 
and drag France into a useless and expensive war to sustain him on a throne he could never 
hold. If a treaty could not be formed with the government, it would be honorable in : 

Maximilian to withdraw at any rate, preferring peace in Mexico to personal interest, and : 

saving France much trouble and expense. Maybe Maximilian might object to this manner ; 
| of quitting Mexico! As unpleasant as it might seem to him, (but I see no reason why it 

| should be,) he ought:to remember that it is the best, and he cannot have choice. Later . 

| he might consider himself lucky to get off in a way he rejects at present. He now has a : 

good chance to get away, and he will find danger in delay. : 
I have the honor to repeat, &c., | E 

: : , . JESUS TERAN. | 

| | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | 

a : [ Translation. ] . ' 

| Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, i 
| Washington, December 15, 1865. ; 

-. Mr. Secretary: I have the honor of transmitting to you, for the information | 
of the United States government, the English translation of an article on French | 
intervention in Mexico, written by that distinguished literary Frenchman Al- 
phonse de Lamartine, and published at Paris last month, in his literary monthly 
magazine, entitled Literary Entertainments, (Les Entretiens Li(téraires. ) : 

_ The importance of this article is, that it expresses the real views of French : 
intervention in Mexico, and is, in fact, more than anything else, a paraphrase of | 
Emperor Napoleon’s letter to General Forey of the 3d of July, 1862, pointing | 
out briefly, but plainly, the objects of intervention. I sent you acopy of this : 
letter among the documents annexed to my note of the 26th of January, 1864. |
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] As a proof of this assertion I think it convenient to mention. that the semi- | 
2 official press of France has greatly lauded the article, considering it as the gen- 
| uine expression of the Emperor’s views. | 

With pleasure I accept this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the | 
: assurances of my most distinguished consideration. | 
i _ -M. ROMERO, | 
1 ~ Hon. WittiaAm H. Sewarp, &c., &c., Sc. 

: MM. Lamartine’s article. | 

: ~ Iam not afraid to say it boldly, notwithstanding the natural opposition which may exist 
j between the diplomacy of the republic and that of the empire: against interests so French, | 
q so elevated, so European, as those we defend in Mexico, there is no patriotic opposition | 
q possible. The conception of the policy in Mexico is a sublime conception, a conception ; 
; misunderstood, (f shall explain further on why,) a conception as just as necessity, as vast 
: as the ocean, as new as all that which is apropos, a conception of a statesman, fecund as 
: the future, a conception of safety for America and for the world. | 
i- We must here raise ourselves to a great height in order to comprehend the full force of . | 

this policy. The first empire, a purely military empire, and which sold Louisiana fora 
: piece of bread to feed its armies, was never capable of a conception which equalled this. 
f The idea of a bold and efficacious position to be taken in Mexico against the usurpation 
1 of the United States of America is a new but just idea.  Hurope has the right to take this posi- | 
: tion; France takes the initiative. Let us examine this right from the elevated point of : 
4 view from whence we distinguish the legitimacy of things, and let us start from this true 2 
4 but not radical position : . | | 
4 Phe globe is the property of man: the new continent, America, is the property of Europe. | 
i In starting from this principle, which has become at this moment a fact, that the Ameri- 
q can continent has become the collective property of mankind, and notof the disrupted Union ' 
7 _ of asingle race, without title and without right, at least over Spanish America, and over | 
4 the Latin race, mother of all civilization—the principle that the protection of Europe, and of | 
q its independence, at least in the seventeen republican states of South America, belongs evi-. | 
q dently to us and all the powers of the Old World—we must be prepared for events; we : 
1 must protect the Latin race ; we must, in the first place, take position at the point men- | 
1 aced by the United States. | | 
4 We must do this, or else we must declare that the new continent, the property of Eu- | 
: rope, is to belong entirely in twenty-five years, perhaps, to the armed pioneers who recog- | 

nize no other title for their usurpation than their convenience, and who permit their citi- 
: zens, like Walker, to raise, individually, fleets and armies against Cuba, while their federal 

general enters, in the name of the Union, into Mexico, and from there into all the civilized 
capitals of South America ! 

: Why, therefore, should Europe or the Old World recognize these rights of piracy by sea | 
q and land for the United States, whilst in the Old World we recognize not only the rightof 
: protecting such property as is useful to all, but further, the right to expropriate with in- | 
q demnity the right of all states and individuals in things useful to all ? 
4 This principle of the protection of interests useful to all, which applies to a commune, | 
j does it apply with less right to a continent entire? Evidently not. We do not suy, ex- 
} propriate the United States of Spanish America; their proper organic anarchy will expro- 
i priate them sufficiently ! But we say Europe has the right, and, we add, the obligation, of 

not giving over to them the Latin race, Spanish America, the half which still remains free 
j and independent of that magnificent part of the globe, more than half of the heaven, the 
4 earth, and the population of the New World ! 
1 What are the collective, sacred possessions, the necessities of mankind at large, that the ‘ 
q policy of the Old World cannot and ought not to be delivered up to the mercy of the 
; United States of English America? These things are the capital of the entire world, used 
d by a few, necessary to all, in our state of civilization and in our system of exchange, which : 
7 renders to us all moneyed gold as necessary as bread. The mines of gold are there! 
i In the second place, the food of the Old World—the wheat, flonr, corn, potatoes, on 
| which people subsist, and of which the privation in the years of famine might producein | 
: Europe incalculable calamities and destructions of populations. | 
: | . In the third place, the industries which have become in the last few years especially, by 
7 _the salaries they assure to at least forty millions of workmen in cotton, the veritable and 
4 ‘indispensable stipendium of wages and. of life. 
1 ‘In fine, commerce, which compels us to maintain a navy and sailors, a floating pepula-
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. tion, incalculable as a number of men fed under sails, still more incalculable as an element . 

of our national power. To permit the United States to renew the folly of the first empire, | 

to establish an anti-European blockade, no longer on their ports alone, but on the world, , 

as they have just proclaimed it, is no longer a poltroonery; it is to accept what New York 3 

offers us, it is to abdicate navigation, commerce, cotton, free trade, the marine of the Old i 

World; it is not to live but on the death of life. 4 

Thus, who does not know that the grain of America, of the valley of the Mississippi es- : 

pecially, does constitute the world’s granary in case of famine, as Sicily was the gran- : 

ary of the Romans? Who does not know that the monetary capital of the universe is in j 

the immense mines of Mexico, and Peru, and Sonora, and that these mines, given up to their 

natural productiveness by a good system of drainage, will place all the capital in gold and ; 

silver of the universe in the hands of the United States, masters of the two Americas ? : 

Who does not know that the master of capital is the master of interest, ana that Europe, : 

: deliveréd up to this country of monopolies, will be forever subject to its despotism? Who — 

‘does not know that, masters of the price of gold and silver, they will be masters also of 

our most vital industries, and that their coalition, already organized against our industry in 

silks, which rivals their industry in cotton, will ruin Lyons, the capital of tissues, and the E 

second capital of France? Who does not know that in depriving us, or in depriving them- 7 e 

selves by the extinction of the south, of the element of this industry in Europe, cotton, : 

. they will continue to starve, as they have already starved, eight millions of workmen in q 

France, more than that in England, five millions in Austria, and thus take Europe by 

famine at every caprice of their arbitrary interests? Who does not know, in fine, that our | 

commerce and navigation will be subject to the same destruction as our products ? 3 

In all this we discover evidently the secret thought which inspired the Mexican expe- , i 

dition, an expedition which bears the appearance of a temerity without compensation, and j 

behind which I alone in France have seen the general utility. E 

; France has not comprehended this expedition. Why? I will venture to reply : because | i 

ou the commencement it was neither explained nor explainable. It was because this idea | j 

vp taking a position in Mexico against the United States was not to be exclusively French, : 

: ut European; it was necessary to consult together, to organize, to agree frankly on a : 

ommon basis before acting, and this was not done. France, accused of secret intentions, i 

was suspected by England and Spain. They believed that she simply desired to draw her ‘ 

two allies into a war of intervention for purely French and monarchical interests, instead : 

» of combining with London and Madrid an armed, disinterested, and European policy ; and - 

for this reason they suspected and at last abandoned France. But one of two things was ; 

true; either France was sincere and wished to act in the common interest, and in this 

case there ought to have been frank explanations in advance, and no action but after a E 

diplomatic and military European agreement on an equal footing of force, which would | 

_ thus give no motive for complaints of reticence or want of frankness against the inter- 

vention: or France, acting alone, ought to have acted with a force worthy of herself, and | q 

not commence by planting her protecting flag in Mexico with a handful of heroic men, aban- | 

. doned by their auxiliaries, and insufficient for the accomplishment of the original conception, 

‘In these facts lie the vice of the enterprise and the reasons why the people in France | 

| have not comprehended it, why Spain has had suspicions of it, and why England has : 

abandoned it. France, when her loyalty in the matter is better understood, will bring a 

- ‘back England and Spain to it, or she will act alone with preponderating forces. Spanish : 

| America will thus be protected, the United States will be repressed, Spain and England E 

brought back, and this grand enterprise will turn out the honor of the century in Europe, q 

7 and the honor of France in Spanish America. | 

One can easily understand that this people have yet scarcely any of the conditions of : 

an American literature. The Mexicans before the conquest, the pretended savages of q 

| Montezuma, the Peruvians, with their poems of quippos, were in that respect much more | : 

- advanced. The gigantic monuments of the Aztecs have left on the earth traces of in- : 

 telligence and of force very much superior, thus far, to the exclusively utilitarian edifices . 

| of the Americans of the north. The pioneers of the north do not build for time ; the : 

log-splitters only know how to cut down in order to split up the grand aristocratic trees a | 

of the forests, which they see fall with the joy of men envious of the superiority of nature. : 

Their eloquence is the struggle of their legislative assemblies, into which they carry the : 

rudeness of their violent manners, and where bratalities of gesture and of the closed fist q 

take the place of the beautiful moral violeaces which the great modern or ancient orators : 

of Europe exercise by aid of persuasion or logic, or men of refinement assemble together ' 

for the purpose of seeking in common after the right and the justice of things. | ; 

Their journals, innumerable because they cost little or nothing, are only so many re- : 

ceptacles of advertisements of the charlatanisms recommended by the Barnums of the | 

press—receptacles of calumnies and invectives thrown out daily to the various parties, in | 

order to fasten upon them odious appellations or trivial accusations, 80 as to discredit one i
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i another, and to take away their subscribers. Their ‘‘salons’’ are held in hotels; their 
3 circles of men, which are tempered neither by good feeling nor by politeness toward | 
4 women, are only so many clubs of eager tradesmen, utilizing even their hours of repose . | 
: for their purses, proud to know only that which brings them in money, and entertaining 
4 each other only with real or illusory enterprises, by which they may centriple their fortunes. 
4 Their liberty, altogether personal, has always something about it hostile to some one; the 
ij. absence of all kindness of manner gives them in general the air and the attitude of some 
3 one who is in the expectation of being insulted, or who seeks, by force of pride of man- 

ner, to prevent the insults that may be offered him. They have conscience themselves of | : 
: the continual disagreeableness of their manners. 7 
4 One of their rare political orators, (the most eloquent and most honest among them,) 
: whom the envy of his fellow-citizens has always prevented from being elevated to the 

presidency of the republic, said to me one day : ‘Our liberty consists in doing all that may 
} be the most disagreeable to our neighbors,’’ The art of being disagreeable is their second nature. | 
q To be willing to please is a symptom of love. They love no one; no ove loves them. It | 
: is the expiation of egotists. History presents no parallel of such a physiognomy : pride, | 
4 coldness, correctness of features, mechanism of gestures, munching of tobacco in the. | 
4 mouth, spit-box under the feet, legs perched against the chimney-jambs or doubled up on | 
3 themselves without regard to the respect which man owes to man, an accent brief, mo- | 
4 notonous, imperious, a disdainful air imprinted in every feature—this is the picture of one 
‘ of these autocrats of money. | 
; With few exceptions, which stand out and which suffer by the general pressure in an 
1 inferior atmosphere—exceéptions so much the more respectable, inasmuch as they are more 
1 numerous in the individual—and there is the North American ; there is the people to whom 
3 Mr. Monroe, one of their flatterers, said, in order to be applauded: “‘ The time is come 
4 when you ought no longer to suffer Europe to mix in the affairs of America, and from 
q which you ought to commence to exercise a preponderance in the affairs of Europe.’’ 

{ Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. 

4 [ Translation. ] | 

j Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
a Washington, December 24, 1865. 

i Mr. Secretary: I have the honor of transmitting to you, for the informa- __ 
tion of the government of the United States, documents relating to Mexican . 
affairs ; and although some of them are of old date, I think them all of sufficient 
importance to be submitted officially to your consideration. 

You will find among them several that manifest the atrocities of the European 
1 mercenaries sent to enslave the Mexican people, and to perpetrate all sorts of 
4 outrages upon them in the name of civilization, and in a country they already 
3 consider as conquered, and other reliable reports of the condition of things in | 

| the central part of Mexico and on the western coast of the republic. 
I embrace this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my 

most distinguished consideration. 
| — M. ROMERO. 

| — Hon. Witiiam H. SEwarp, &c., §c., &c. 

3 No. 193.] DEPARTMENT OF FoREIGN RELATIONS 
d oo AND OF GOVERNMENT, NATIONAL PaLace, 
1 é : Chihuahua, May 17, 1865. 
| The citizen President of the republic has seen with pleasure what you have communi- 
3 eated in your note No. 187, of the 4th of April of this year, with reference to the demon- 
: strations of public rejoicing which took place in Washington upon the reception of the 
: news of the occupation of Petersburg and of Richmond by the troops of the Union. 
| . The allusions of the Hon. Mr. Johnson, who at that time only had the character of Vice- 

President of the United States, and of the Hon. Mr. Seward, demonstrate that in that 
: country the intrigues and the acts by which Napoleon has sought to injure the United 

States during its civil war have not been lost sight of. Napoleon has offended the people
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of the south by not favoring them, from fear of an open rupture of the government of the _ i 
United States, as much as they expected and wished ; and.he has offended the north by : 

clearly showing, so far as that fear would let him, how much he desired their downfall and E 
the permanent destruction of the Union. Without doubt the terms of Napoleon’s letter : 

| to General Forey have also been remembered, in which, without tact or prevision, he stated : 
that the principal object of the intervention in Mexico was to oppose the United States, and ; 
to raise up against it the Latin race, as if it was possible to elevate a race by seeking to : 

| humiliate and degrade one of its members and foment forgetfulness of all of its sentiments q 
: of national dignity. In order to avert the effects of that stupid lack of foresight, the French : 

senate has sought recently to record, in its answer to the address on the opening of the : 
sessions, that the intervention in Mexico has not had any object in the antagonism of races, . 

the senate thus pretending to deny the express terms of the letter of Napoleon. E 

In the allusions of Mr. Seward to the prudence of the Emperor of Austria, who has taken : 
- care to make known that he has no sympathy with rebellion anywhere, he assuredly had E 

reference to what was manifested to his government with reference to the civil war in the 4 
United States, and also to what the government of the republic has reason to know was q 
communicated to that of the United States at the beginning of last year with reference to f 
the arrival of Maximilian in Mexico, explaining thit it was his own personal affair, in : 

_ which the government of the Emperor, his brother, had no part whatever. This was an p 
act of prudence on the part of that sovereign, and at the same time of dignity ; for he did A 
not wish to take part in the unworthy enterprise of the archduke, his brother, who con- ; 
sented to come to Mexico to represent there the humble position of the simple instrument : 
of a foreign government, and, in addition, the instrument of a government which had just, : 
in Lombardy, been the means of conquering and humiliating his country and family ; who : 
consented also, at the call of a few Mexican traitors to their country, and reserving, in his | 
turn, to deceive them and to prove false to them, when after a little he should be ordered : 
by the French government. | q 

I renew to you my attentive consideration. k 
: LERDO DE TEJADA. ; 

Citizen Matias Romero, | 
| Envoy Extracrdinary and Minister 4 

Plenipotentiary of the Mexican Republic in Washington. _ 

The following letter was written by a Mexican officer in the service of Maximilian, who 
was accompanying a detachment of Belgian troops sent into the State of Michoacan. It 
reveals a tale of horror that shows how utterly impossible it is for Maximilian ever to pacify E 
that country except by the extermination of all its inhabitants. The civilization he is q 

| introducing is worse than that*of the Goths and Vandals : | : 

. Maravario, April 27, 1865. | 

My Dear Uncte: Since I left Mexico this is the first opportunity I have had to address | : 
you « letter and communicate anything about our campaign, in which the fatigue is very f 
great and the results next to nothing. For fifteen days we have been marching through i: 

- mountains and deserts, behind an enemy whom we have not had the felicity of seeing even . 
at a distance. We arrived at Zitacuro and fcund it deserted—the houses open but without i: 
inhabitants, nor even a sign that they had been occupied ; for, all the inhabitants being : 
enemies, they had retired some time since to the mountains and the most distant estates. E 

Finding the place deserted in this manner, this circumstance, added to what had occurred _ : 
| some days before to the force of Lamabrid, caused the Belgian colonel, the sole commander 7 

of the expedition, to become very indignant, and to order the most severe measures yet | 
necessary in such cases as this. : 

On the day following our arrival at this collection of houses—for it cannot be called a : 
town where there are no inhabitants—we left for the neighboring viJlages and ranches / 
with precise orders ‘‘to raze and destroy everything in them.’’ In fact, on this day we ; 
burned the villages of San Francisco and San Miguel, leaving their inhabitants without S 

\ property or home. It-was a scene that would have filled with consternation even a Nero.  & 
Think of the families in the street, the children crying, some calling for their fathers, who — : 
had fled distracted to the mountains; others entreating in the most pitiful manner ; and, ; 
accompanying all these laments, the echoes of the trumpet sounding without cessation the A 
order to set fire. Everywhere was seen nothing but flames, which devoured everything. | 
In fine, to relate to you all that I saw would be impossible. This operation finished, we 1 
scoured the fields and drove off the cattle, the horses, the mules, everything, in fact, which : 
belonged to the miserable unfortunates who, in Jess than three hours, saw perish all their | 
savings of many years. These operations we have repeated with two other villages and a _
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7 hacienda belonging to one Arias, who is serving with Riva Palacios, and finally we left for 
4 this point, whence we proceed to Morelia, | | | 
3 Up to the present time I have only lost from my squadron two men and twelve Belgians, 
: whom the Indians surprised in the mountains and whom they killed like dogs in the vil- 

lage “ pn Mateo, which also disappeared from the scene, thanks to the fire which con- 
sumed it. | | | 

q . I have met with no accident, and as I am more accustomed to active life than to quiet, I. 
am well and in very good condition. | , | . 

1 I trust that your health has also improved, and that everything is going on well, which | 
_ Tshall be much pleased to hear. | a 

: With great and sincere affection, your nephew, who hopes to see you soon, | 

. SILVIANO NAVA. | 
| General Josi Antonio HERREDIA. | | 

1 Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, well-deserving citizen of the country, and general of division of the | 
1 national armies of Mexico, to his countrymen : 

: Mexicans: He who has always addressed you on solemn occasions, whether to explain to | 
| you his political conduct, or to give you advice, or to offer you his sword, is the same who 
q now claims from you the greatest calmness and attention, in order that you may listen to | 
7 him once more I speak to you from the heart. I have never deceived you, because truth 4 
q ha: always been my rule. : | | 
q The respect which in all times and under all circumstances I have paid the majority of 
4 the people, imposes upon me the duty to impress upon you that which you have already | 
4 read in my manifesto, issued at Vera Cruz on the 27th of February, 1864. | 
q I adhered to the system. of government which appeared to be proclaimed by a consider- © 
q able majority, in obedience to the principles which I professed, based upon submission to 
q the national will, under the conviction that the Mexicans were those who, exercising their __ 
q civil omnipotence, had given themselves new institutions, and were trying to find the way | 
q to conciliate order with liberty. But’ what a painful error! From this hospitable island I | 
q contemplate with increasing indignation the scaffold which the tyranny of a usurping people | 
{ is raising in cur beloved country to stain it with the blood of our brothers, and for the , 
7 destruction of our people. | 7 i | | | 
: - From this island I have contemplated also, with pride, your struggle for life with the — ! 
4 invaders of your country, the soldiers called forth by the intervention, and the trumpet of | 

: the free has made my heart palpitate with joy, as in the happy days in which we combated | 
4 together in defence of our firesides and our outraged rights. The hopes of those who sought. , 
4 in monarchy the repose which the republic denied them have been disappointed ; the | : 

. national dignity has been contemned, justice derided, our holy rights trodden under foot, a 
q thought enslaved, prostitution elevated and virtue vilified, the sanctuary draped in mourn- | 
4 ing, and the church afflicted with tribulations. Terror is seated upon the scaffold, brand- , 
q ishing over the patriots the knife of extermination. War to the invaders! Liberty or | | 
: death should. be the cry of every generous bosom in which honor has her home, independ- © 
;- ence her altar, and liberty her rites. | 

q We thought that the Archduke Maximilian of Austria would restore to us peace, and . 
7 he has been the new. element of discord ; that with wise laws he would enrich our treasury, 
3 and he has impoverished it in an incredible manner ; that he would bring us happiness, and 
: . the misfortunes are innumerable which in so short a time he has heaped upon the ruins of _ | 
] ensanguined Mexico; that in fine he would be consistent in his principles and promises if _ 

: he accepted the views of President Juarez in all that related to reform, at the same time — 
4 that he persecutes him and gives him war to the knife. ~~ . 
q - European adventurers formed his guard of honor. The French bayonets are the founda- 

tions of his throne, and in the mean time so many see themselves condemned to oblivion, 
to the contempt of the veterans of independence, once the glory of our nation, and now , 

4 objects of derision and mockery for the foreign soldiery. Such insults cannot be tolerated 
7]. any Jonger. The hour has come in which we should exterminate from the sacred soil of 

1 the free the farcical rabble who profane the land with their feet, and insult us with their 
4 resence. : | o 
4 7 Liberals and conservatives, forget our fratricidal contentions, and advance to the rescue. 
q Let us unite together against the common enemy. One banner covers us—the flag of 

liberty. One thought alone animates us—that of war and death to the invaders who 
1 destroy our towns and cities and behead our brothers. Eternal execration to the tyrants 
i of our country ! oe : |
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Compatriots, if, on reading my manifesto of last year, your attention should be arrested 3 
by the expression that ‘‘the last words of my conscience and of,my convictions is constitu- E 
tional monarchy,’”’ remember that I also said on the same occasion, ‘‘I am not an enemy : 
of democracy, but of its excesses ;’? and, above all, do not forget that I was the founder of . E 
the republic. <A people is free, whatever be their form of government, when the head of ; 
the nation forgets that he is human. Let him remember only that he is the organ of the F 
law. This, my belief, was also yours when the republic was changed to an empire. . ; 

But we have been mistaken. The prince whom you chose is not the organ of the law, 4 
but the usurper of our rights. He is not the defender of national independence, for if he 
were he would not cede Sonora. He is not the sovereign of the nation, but the humble : 
vassal of a foreign potentate. | | . | | 

: In order to inspire greater confidence in the new form of government which you have 
just adopted, and to carry to the throne for your benefit the advice of experience, I went to 
Vera Cruz to meet the proclaimed emperor, disposed to give him, without reserve, all my q 

- gupport; but his arbitrariness and discourtesy closed the doors of my country upon me. E 
The decree of my expulsion was written in a language which our forefathers did not speak. © E 

I owe you an explanation. The public journals of the capital published my recognition 
of the French intervention. This act of mine did not originate from my own will, but was 
imposed upon me by the force of circumstances. q 

Scarcely did the steamer that conducted me anchor in the port, ere a French commander 
presented himself before me on board of the vessel, as the chief superior of Vera Cruz, and 

, made known to me that I would not be allowed to Jand, but, on the contrary, he should 
oblige me to return in the same vessel, if I did not immediately comply with the conditions | 
which he presented to me written in French. These conditions required me to recognize 
the intervention and the monarch elect, and not to address the people. Oy 

Such quiet insolence could only excite my indignation. But the sufferings of my wife, 
caused by the painful journey by the sea,.and the advice of some of my friends who came : 
to meet me, inclined me to subscribe to these conditions, which, however, did not liberate 
me from the annoyances to which I was exposed. _ | | 

All this proves that the intervention could not be supported without mistrust of the ; 
presence of the soldier who had always defended with energy the rights of his country, é 
humbling on various occasions the flag of the haughty potentates and making their so-called 
invincible legions bow under the yoke of democracy. a ; 

My friends, in addressing you to-day, I am only inspired with the desire for your happi- ; 
ness and the glory of Mexico. No unworthy sentiments dictate my words. J have shed © 
some drops of my blood in your defence, and I would shed it all, were it necessary, fighting 
in your armies, if not as your chief, then as a private soldier. In the mean time, while | 

| circumstances prevent me from joining your ranks, I wish you to know the sentiments with 
which I am animated. . 4 

Compatriots!'on the memorable 2d of December, 1822, I adopted as my motto these | 
words: ‘‘Down with the empire! Live the republic!’’. Abajo el imperio! Viva la republica ! q 
And now, from the foreign soil upon which I am exiled, I repeat that motto with the same , 
enthusiasm. . . 

A. L. DE STA. ANNA. a: 
St. THomas, July 8, 1865. | F 

| a | Crry oF Mexico, Sepiember 19, 1865. q 
| On the 16th of September last was the 44th anniversary of. Mexican independence. | & 

Maximilian availed himself of that occasion to make a most remarkable speech, intended = 
as a warning to the United States . , 

_ If any one had been laboring under the idea that the Austrian archduke was about to : 
leave Mexico, that impression must be dispelled. However great may be the complications . 

| that are to arise with the United States, he is committed irrevocably to remain in Mexico. i 
His speech contains the following solemn and unmistakable words: . | 

‘¢ No. influence in this world can make me waver in my duty ; every drop of my blood is i 
Mexican now, and if God sends fresh dangers to threaten our country you will see me fight . &- 
in your ranks for its independence and integrity. I am willing to die at the foot of our i 
glorious banner, because no human power can wrest from me the trust with which you have | { 
endowed me.’’ ‘ . : 

No more direct reference or open defiance to the United States could be made. Now, | 
after our war has terminated and time for reflection has been given, Maximilian, in defiance a | 
of the well-known views of the United States, deliberately takes his stand, and says: ‘‘I : 
shall remain in Mexico,’’ It is too late for him to say, as he might have done before, that ;
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j . he was mistaken and had been misinformed with reference to the views of the Mexican | 
people; and that they do not desire an imperial form of government, and that in deference 

7 to their wishes he was willing to abdicate the throne. Now the die is cast, and the throne 
4 usurped through the aid of the arms of France is to be maintained at all hazards This 
4 important step, however, had a higher origin than the vacillating purpose and feeble will 

of Maximilian. It emanates from Paris. Maximilian is the speaker, but the words are the | 
4 words of Louis Napoleon. It is evident, from the advices that have reached here from | 

France, that this speech, as well as the abandonment of the journey of Carlota, his wife, to 
3 Belgium, are the result of direct orders from Napoleon, who has decided to meet the issue, 
, and he it is that is to be held responsible. | 
q So strong has been the feeling of confidence here on the part of Maximilian and his J 

advisers, since the receipt of recent advices from Paris, that he has gone further than any- 
body had dreamed he would, and has attempted, in order to encourage emigration from the : 

3 south, to establish slavery in hisdominions. Before entering on his edict upon this subject, 
7 I will refer for a moment to the colonization business and how it has been managed here. 
i | It has always been the plan of Louis Napoleon and of Maximilian to rely in a consider- | 

| able degree for the maintenance of their position here upon the support of discontented 
emigrants ‘rom the south who would seek refuge in this country. 

j In the Mexicans alone they saw no elements strong enough to oppose the United States, 
in the difficulties which they foresaw would arise upon the termination of our war. But 
they have calculated upon a large emigration from the south, and this explains their 

- anxiety to receive with open arms all who harbored prejudice or had grievances yet to | 
1 redress with the United States. | : | | 
' To secure this immigration they were willing, of course, to take them with all their 

prejudices of color, and, in fact, if necessary, indirectly to adopt, for a time at least, their 
4 well-tried system of labor. | | 
3 The first plan was to have Duke Gwin, as commissioner general of emigration, to be 
q located in the northern and frontier States, and there to build up a barrier against the 

encroachments of the United States. This plan would have been carried out had not the 7 
4 rebellion been crushed so speedily. That unexpected and undesired event deranged their : 

; plans and rendered more caution necessary. Duke Gwin was obnoxious to many of the : 
4 leading rebels, who soon arrived in Mexico, and his name had been too prominently men- | 
] tioned in connexion with the scheme, and its purpose was too well known, for it to be pru- : 
i dent to have him any longer at the head of it. Consequently Duke Gwin was uncere- | 

moniously thrown overboard, and a new plan has now, after much deliberation and study, » | 
q been adopted. This plan, besides accomplishing all the purposes of the original scheme, 
: has the merit of appearing not to be exclusive, and of presenting only the honest purpose a 
; of populating the country with laborers from abroad, whose presence all admit is so much ; 

i needed. - | 

q | The scheme is embraced in several decrees which have been recently issued. One issued 
q on the 5th of September proclaims ‘‘ that Mexico is freely opened to emigration from all 
j countries,’ (which means southern emigration,) and is followed by certain ‘‘ Regulations,”’ 2 

signed by Maximilian himself, which, while declaring free, according to the laws of the ' 
: empire, all who enter the Mexican territory, proceeds to establish certain rules and regula- 2 

| | tions by which the laborer is thrown really into a worse state of slavery than that of the . 
: southern States; and a slavery that is not confined to the colored man, but extends to all 

laborers alike: - | 
| The peons, or laborers, have to make a contract with their master, who is styled patron, | 

by which they engage to work in his service for a period of not less than five nor more 
: than ten years, which contract can be renewed at its expiration. | 
: The patron is to engage himself to feed, clothe, and keep the serfs and to nurse them 

when sick, paying them also some nominal wages in money. The patron has also to feed 
: his servant’s children, and these, should the father die, are to remain in his service until 
: they become of age. Fugitive serfs are condemned to the public works, without pay, 
: until their master may demand them. | a 
4 You have doubtless heard of the former peonage system of this country, of which 
: scarcely a vestige has for many vears remained, and thatonly in a limited part of southern 
: Mexico, where it has existed in violation of law and only under an abusive practice of the 
3 land-owners, who have there a controlling influence. . This system was equivalent to 
4 slavery, but the early legislation of Mexico and the constitution of 1857, in express terms, 
E strictly abolished it and prohibited its exercise under severe penalties. 
J But it has remained for Maximilian, the Austrian, the docile tool of Napoleon, to 

attempt to re-establish this odious relic of the past, and deliberately to systematize by 
; | formal edict, and cover with the color of Jawful right, this shameful practice of virtual 
3 human slavery. Can such things be allowed in the middle of this nineteenth century, 

and when in the United States that odious institution has just been abolished at the cost 

4
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of the greatest war the world has ever seen? The object of this scheme is, while avoiding Of 

the u-e of the word ‘‘slavery,’’ to establish a system in place of it which shall be equally E 

satisfactory to southern men, and, while thus apparently drawing them in as emigrants, to 

strengthen their hands in the event of any movement by the United States. For the in- ; 

formation of your readers 1 enclose a copy of the decree and ‘‘ regulations’’ annexed : 

In addition to the evidence showing a design to secure the support of discontented 
people from the south, constant additions to the existing force in this country are being : 
made from France. . A French steam transport has just landed at Vera Cruz 800 men, and _—£ 
the last. packet from St. Nazaire bronght 500. 

There are also on the way and expected soon to arrive 1,200 Egyptians, while the money 4 
remittances from France show that Napoleon is preparing to maintain a large army here. 

The recent order of the Secretary of War disbanding a large part of Sheridan’s army on 

the Rio Grande, has caused a great deal of satisfaction to the government here; and they 

assume that it is proof positive that the United States does not intend to disturb their | E 

possession of Mexico. , | : 

It is even asserted that the recognition of the United States will yet be obtained. Quite : 

a number of agents of Maximilian are now at work in the United States, who are well 

supplied with funds for influencing popular opinion there through the press and other . 

channels. ‘The chief of these is an Austrian count, a personal friend of Maximilian, who | 

was formerly acting as the assistant secretary of the yet to be created navy. Sefior Arroyo E 

is acting under him as so-called commercial agent, and Sefior Degollado holds an inferior 
position subordinate to both. Encouraged by the reported withdrawal of our troops from : 

the Rio Grande, these efforts will be redoubled ; but it is to be hoped our government will E 

in season appreciate how great an encouragement to Napoleon this measure will be, and : 

suspend any further diminution of the forces at this most important strategic point. : 

The internal condition of affairs here could hardly be worse for Maximilian and the 
French than it is at present. The number.of guerillas increases every day, and new : 

leaders are coming into the field in every direction. They annoy and cut off the commu- / 

nication of the French, interrupt their mails, attack their convoys, prevent all travel ex- : 
cept under strong military escort, stop the transit of merchandise, pick off the French 
pickets, and, whenever an opportunity is afforded them, swoop down upon and surprise E 
some small outiying detachment. When pursued, they invariably disband and disperse in 

every direction, and are constantly always being pursued but never destroyed. As can 
easily be imagined, this kind of warfare is excessively annoying and unsatisfactory to the 
French. They are kept in a continual state of uncertainty and alarm, are constantly sub- : 
jected to long and weary marches, and are fighting an enemy who is always before them E 
but never overtaken, and is-as intangiblesas a shadow, yet surrounds them and harasses 

: them everywhere night and day. The Austrians and Belgians in considerable bodies have E 

| _ often been defeated by the guerillas, so that the former are no longer feared by the Mexi- . 

| cans, while the latter are even despised, and when taken prisoners are simply disarmed E 

| and let go at once. If I were to enumerate all the different encounters with the guerillas : 

which are contained in the recent numbers of the Franco-Mexican papers, I should fill 2 
whole pages of the Herald. I will therefore content myself, as evidence, with translating q 

| a few items from La Sociedad, an ultra clerical paper of this city, and L’Estafette, the , 

| organ of General Bazaine. | oo F 

The Estafette of the 7th of September comments upon the defeat at the Rio Florido, in : 
| the State of Chihuahua, of a detachment of French soldiers by the liberal General Patoni. | 

.The same issue has also the following: | | q 

The neighborhood of Toluca has just been the scene of painful events. The ‘ dissi- | 

dents’ having surprised at San Felipe a detachment of the municipal guards, it was de- ; 
stroyed.. This disaster costs the municipal guard of Mexico seventy men, and Captains , 
Concha and Moncada, and Lieutenant Galindo.’’ oe i 

The Sociedad of the 8th says: | | a : . i 
Figueroa took possession at Tecomovaca of a conducts of $200,000, proceeding from : 

Oaxaca to Vera Cruz, the troops that escorted the money having been completely routed.”’ i 
In the issue of the 10th the same paper adds : | | | 
‘«The Boletin of Tlaccotalpam publishes Figueroa’s report of his engagement with the : 

Austrians, after he left Tehuacan, at Trapichito, on the Rio Salado. Figueroa states that 
the enemy’s losses were more than twenty killed and forty-eight prisoners, among them an . 
Austrian lieutenant of cavalry.’’ The same paper adds: ‘‘ We are informed from a trust- : 
worthy source that Fragoso, who is again in the field, surprised, on the evening of the 2d ; 
instant, at the hacienda of San Antonio del Valle, an imperial force of ninety dragoons 
from San Juan del Rio. All were taken prisoners, except a few who escaped by scaling | E 
the walls of the hacienda. From the same source we learn that Ugalde, (another liberal E 
chief,) coming from Huapango, crossed the national road to the interior on the 3d: instant i 
with a force of five hundred men on his way to Mezquital.’’ - | :
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4 El Pajaro Verde of the 9th says: | So . | 
» “General Rueles (imperialist) is fortifying Tepeje del Rio, to await there the enemy, 

3 : who is approaching that locality with upwards of twelve hundred men.”’ | 
3 I should never finish were I to repeat all that is published of this character, and which is | 
: the staple of our daily news. ‘Tula, in the State of Mexico, has been captured by the — | 
; | republicans.’’ ‘‘ The republican forces have approached the outskirts of Orizaba.’’ ‘The | 
i imperial General Tenajero has been defeated in Nuevo Leon.’’ Such items fill the papers 
:. constantly. Maximilian, or rather General Bazaine, who is the real emperor, has aban- | 

| doned the policy of conciliation heretofore pursued, and it is now a war of extermination 
7 against all who oppose them. | 
q Here in the capital we have recently had an alarm, and some forty prominent Mexicans { 
3 of distinction were arrested and imprisoned without trial or charge, and for no reason other : 
4 than that they were known to be unfriendly to the empire in the opinions which they en- _ 
: tertained, but without taking any part whatever in the struggle that is going on. No | 
j | reason whatever has been assigned for their arrest and imprisonment, nor have they been 
3 brought before any tribunal for trial. Rumor says to-day that they are to be sent to Mar- 
i _ tinique, subject to hard labor. The outrages and atrocities that are being committed here 

by the French will, when known, shock the whole world and fill it with horror. Poland, 
q even, has scarcely been the theatre of more iniquitous events. : | 
: The Sociedad of the 6th instant publishes the following, taken from an official report of 

an engagement in Aguas Calientes: . , 
j ‘* According to orders, and with the greatest secrecy, without calling upon the authori- | 

ties of the place, Don Manuel Lozano (a supposed republican) was arrested and immedi- | 
7 ately shot in his own house.”’ | | 

Speaking of French atrocities, the Sombra, a semi-liberal paper of this city, publishes | 
q the following : : : | | 
1 ‘‘ We have denounced before the nation many acts of cruelty of which the press of this | 
1 city has taken no notice at all. We have also stated in our remarks addressed to the 

Kstafette that it is impossible to consolidate peace in the presence of a power which, in 
utter disregard of the laws of nature, and stifling all feelings of humanity, decrees with 

4 _ profound secrecy and without any law but its own will the death of citizens. It is impos- { 
j sible, we 1epeat, to re-establish peace and public confidence by the use of such means.’’ 
ol In my next I will send you further extracts,-which will unmistakably show the course : 

]. of events. | =e , 

j | | . | 
4 | ‘Mr. Romero to*Mr. Seward. | | ! 

: 

; [Translation. | ) 
4 Mexican LEGATION IN THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, 
1 | | Washington, February, 14, 1866. 

i Mr. Sucretary: I have the honor to transmit to you a copy.of a French | 
| publication lately made in Paris, entitled “ Mexico before the Chambers,” and © | 

written by Mr. Georges Jauret. It is undoubtedly the most impartial article | 
| ever published in France on the Mexican question. | 

| The importance of this publication is such that I cannot refrain from sending 
, it to the department under your worthy charge, and recommending it to your 
: particular attention. | 
q I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances 
] _ of my most distinguished consideration. _ | 
1 | 7 _ M. ROMERO. © 
1 Hon. WiLuiam H. Sewarp, Sc., §c., §. | 

[From La Presse, Paris, January 20, 1866.] * ' 

| Mexico before the French Chambers. 

1 _ On the 5th and 6th of January, 1862, the first ships of France, Spain, and England ap- 
| peared before the harbor of Vera Cruz. Spain had sent a large contingent of 7,000 men i 

3 . The quota of France was much more modest, being only 2,500 men, and the English de- 
q tachment amounted to little more than 700 bayonets. |
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° The city was evacuated before any demonstration was made against the fort of San Juan ee 
| de Ulloa, and the allies immediately took quiet possession. | &§ 

Now a series of tedious negotiations began, and concluded ‘with the convention of Sole- £ 
dad, on the 19th of February, 1862. But this e-nvention was rejected at Paris, by a formal ae | 
note in the Moniteur of the 2d of April; full diplomatic power was consigned to Mr. Dubois 1 
de Saligny; this disavowal became the pretext of a rupture between the allies, and very. : 
soon afterwards General Lorencez, at the head of the French corps, re enforced, was at- q 

: tacking the Monastery of Guadalupe, transformed into a citadel, at Puebla, on the 5th : 
of May. : | : 

Thus at each step we took on Mexican territory we found ourselves more deeply in- 4 
volved. The skirt of a garment caught in a cog-wheel drags in the whole body. We § 

| begin by wishing to protect the interests of our countrymen; at Puebla it is the honor of q 
| the flag that demands vengeance; in Mexico we shall see the exigencies of national self- : 

love determined not to give up a work once begun. | 7 : : 
General Forey, taking re-enforcements with him, takes General Lorencez’s place, and : 

embarks at Cherbourg on the 30th of July. He organizes his columns, and on the 15th of 
February, 1863, nine months after the check at Guadalupe, he determines to take the 
offensive. He had twenty thousand men with him. The siege of Puebla commenced on s 
the 18th of March, and on.the 18th of May the city and its defences were taken. Finally, . 
on the 10th of Jane, General Forey made his entry into the capital. : 

- We now approach the decisive period. The meeting of notables is held, and on the 3d | 1 
of October, 1863, a depatation starts for Miramar to offer the imperial crown to the Arch- i 

| duke Maximilian. The candidate for the restored throne of Mexico submitted his accept- : 
ance to the will of the people formally expressed, the result of this vote was communicated E 

| to him on the 10th of April, and he finally announces his acceptance to the Mexican dele- E 
gates. On the 14th of April he embarked at Miramar for Vera Cruz. The lot is now F 
cast; from this moment dates the decisive experiment and the commencement for France : 
of the bitter fruits of intervention. | oo e 

. , II. | 

~ Under this history of military incidents there is another profound one, diversified with 5 
confused and imperceptible accidents systematically dissembled by calculated reserves, and q 
by what we are pleased to call diplomatic exigencies. This last is, however, the most in- ; 

| teresting to learn; for it alone gives value to facts, in exposing the secret thought that : 
has produced or directed them. : | | q 

We must say now, as a preface to the work undertaken by our army, that Mexicoisa | E 
country of a peculiar kind. It gets on, in opposition to its governments, by pronuncia- | 2 

| mientos, just like Spain, from which it has preserved certain political morals. At the time . 
, of our expedition, instability was the normal condition of the different powers that jostled, f 

fought, and replaced each other. : f 
It may be explained in this way: the Mexican people, without being brave, are restive. | : 

_ The wars kept up fo#independence have given them the habit of arms and the necessity | i 
of internal struggles. Oo { 

_ In fine, Mexico extends over a vast territory, very poorly joined together in its parts. | : 
The absence of roads, the difficulties of communications make it a country very slightly i 
connected federally, and so cut up that a victorious party must always find resistance in i 
some remote quarter of the empire or republic, once headed by Santa Anna, then by Mira- : 
mon, and now by Juarez. | a 7 

Such were the difficuities we undertook to overcomejwhen we sigued the convention of 
. the 3ilst of October, 1861. an a 

ee III. | | 

The idea of a French expedition first appeared in a despatch from Mr. Dubois de Saligny, — *- 
dated in Mexico the 18th of April, 1861. The despatch was as follows: | ee | 

‘¢In the state of anarchy, we might say of social decomposition, in which we find this 
, unfortunate country, it is very difficult to foresee the turn events will take. One thing 

seems Certain to me: it is impossible to remain in statu quo. Everything indicates that we 
are approaching a new revolution. In this situation, it seems to me absolutely necessary 
for us to keep a material force upon the Mexican coast sufficient to protect our interests E 
under all circumstances.,”’ : | Et 

It is only a question of a protective demonstration, somewhat negative, as is plainly to’ +t 
be seen, that diverts intervention rather than invites it. a r 

| In his despatch of the 12th of June, 1861, Mr. Dubois de Saligny intensifies his thought, — E 
making it more decisive. It is no longer a question of simple protection, but one of recluma- i 
tons by force. This despatch says : : HO - i
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i - .6¢Tt remains for me to add, that I have little confidence in the new administration ; that 
4 ithe position of this government appears to me so precarious that I believe more than ever 
: in the necessity of taking immediate precautions to put ourselves in a condition to support 
3 by force, in case of need, the justice of our claims.”’ 
3 - In his despatch of the 27th of July, Mr. de Saligny arinounced to Mr. Thouvenel that | 
q on the 23d, in accord with Sir Charles Wyke, he had broken his relations with the govern- 
3 ment of Juarez | | 
4 - As to Mr. Thouvenel, he admits the necessity of demanding satisfaction and indemnities ; | 
4 but he does not yet see, even in the most distant case, the project or thought to overturn 
5 the republican government of Juarez. See in what remarkably wise terms our minister of 
3 foreign affairs resames his instructions in a despatch from Paris the 5th of September, 1861, | 
q , addressed to Mr. Dubois de Saligny: | | 

4 ‘‘The government of the Emperor entirely approves of your conduct, and protests in the t 
q most formal manner against that of the government of Juarez. That government must E 
: know the impression of the government of the Emperor, and must be instructed in regard 
. to what we require of it. You must therefore declare to it that repudiation of the foreign’ 
3 debt, under any pretext whatever, is very unpleasant to us, and we demand the immediate 
3 repeal of the law of the 17th of July last. You will add, that we require the appointment 
7 _of commissioners in the ports of Vera Cruz and Tampico, to be designated by us, and whose 
q duty shall be to assure the deposit, in the hands of the powers entitled to them, of the funds 
q collected for their benefit, in execution of foreign agreements, from the profits of the mari- 
q time custom-houses of Mexico. If the Mexican government refuses to accept these condi- | 
: tions, you will quit Mexico without delay, with all the personnel of his Majesty’s legation.”? _ 

q At last, on the 30th of October, the day before the signature of the famous convention | | 

q between France, England, and Spain, Mr. Thouvenel addressed Mr. Saligny another de- | 

3 spatch, announcing in a positive manner the expedition, the conditions under which it was | 

: to be undertaken, and the object of the three powers in organizing it. | 

q ‘¢The Emperor,’’ said Mr. Thouvenel, ‘‘ has decided that a naval division, under Rear- 

1 Admiral Jurien de la Graviére, shall be sent to the Gulf of Mexico to demand satisfaction, 
3 which must be given for insults to our dignity and injuries of all sorts to our citizens. 

3 The government of the Emperor will not act alone; the government of her Britannic 7 

1 Majesty and that of her Catholic Majesty propose to join their forces to ours in this expe- ' 

] ‘dition.’’ , | 

: To explain clearly the situation, we are now forced to stop and ask Spain, in her turn, to 2 

5 allow a brief history of her projects in regard to Mexico. It will be seen here that French ) 

q policy has only yielded to solicitations from Madrid. ‘The wrongs to that power date back 
4 even further than ours. As early as the month of April, 1860, before the final triumph 
q of Juarez, we find the first diplomatic protestations of Mr. Pacheco, the Spanish minister ! 
q in Mexico, We will soon see what fatal fruit this early germ brought forth. | 

1 | IV. | | 

4 Let us proceed with the facts. In the month of April, 1860, as Me. Calderon Collantes 

7 says in his despatch to- Mr. Mon, on the 23d of October, 1861, Spain had conceived the 

q project of a joint expedition, which would have terminated, according to the proposed plan, | 

q in the establishment of a regular and durable government, in the stereotyped language of diplo- 

: macy; but no definite resolution was taken till the end of August, 1861. As early as the 

month of September the government increases its communications with London and Paris ; 

q and on the 10th of December Mr. Isturiz writes from London to his government, ‘‘That 

; there is nothing yet agreed upon between England and France about intervention in Mexi- 

q can affairs.’? As I have observed, it was not till the 30th October, in Mr. Thouvenel’s 

] despatch to Mr. Dubois de Saligny, that French diplomacy reveals the existence of nego- 
tiations for the conclusion of a convention to be signed the next day, and on the 23d of 

i the same month Mr. Calderon Collantes discusses the plan of it in a despatch to Mr. Mon, 

q Spanish ambassador at Paris. - 
i Let us now leave dates and hasten on to the instructive portion of this history. What - 

q matters it whether the expedition originated in Madrid, Paris, or London? This question 

] was definitely settled when the three powers solemnly signed the convention October 31. 

3 From that day the responsibilities of the expedition ceased to be successive and personal ; 

q there is but one action and one responsibility. At present the situation has quite a differ- 

4 ent appearance. ‘The convention has been given up, and France remains at Vera Cruz, in 

4 | front ot Mexico. We have nothing to say about the conduct of Spain and England after 
q - withdrawing from the convention of Soledad. What good would it do? But our expedi- 

. tion has gained its ends. It remains to be seen whether these ends were desired, sought 
for, or premeditated. And for the proper solution of the question it is certainly not without 

; interest to discover what has been the French policy since the 31st of October, 1861, to the 
: 10th April, 1864, and whether it has been constantly true to itself and constantly. uniform,
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Tn our mind there are but two orders of factg in. the investigation of this question : appar- : ent and tangible facts and those that escape vulgar comprehensions ; there is the Jeter and B the spirit. 
| 2 | 7 | v. 

Consulting appearances, we easily conclude that France never had the idea, ostensibly at —&£ least, of exercising any force in the change of government in Mexico. The convention of 4 2 the 3lst October says, in article Ist: | . q _ “The commanders of the allied forces shall be authorized to carry out any other opera- 4 2 tions deemed necessary to enforce the specific aim stated in the preamble of this. convention, _ a | | _ and particularly to assure protection to foreign residents.’’ ; Mr. Calderon Collantes goes so far, on this occasion, as to demand, in his despatch of | : 23d October to Mr. Mon, the suppression of all of the article after the word ‘‘ preamble.’’ EB ‘"Then,’’ said he, ‘‘ the intent of the convention cannot be doubtful.’’ , | a _ Let us pass on to article 2d, certainly the most explicit: : | | : “Art. 2. The high contracting parties bind themselves, in the coercive measures pro- — vided by the present convention, not to seek to acquire territory, nor take any private | : ! advantage, nor to exercise in the internal affairs of Mexico any influence of a nature to: q | disturb the right of the Mexican nation to choose and constitute freely the form of its. ] government.’’ - : : This article is very explicit; and it appears much more so when we consider the com- q mentaries made upon it by official declarations and facts. The first. of these commentaries : is certainly one of the most explicit. We find it in a diplomatic document from Washing- : Z ton, signed by Mr. Seward. | 
} The three European powers in consort, moved by England, wished to have the co-opera-_  *€ : tion of the federal government. The ministers of the three powers knocked at the door E of the Washington cabinet, and the Secretary of State for foreign affairs answered. in a | &§ despatch dated Washington, December 4, 1861 ; which despatch begins by giving almost : the whole of the convention of the 31st October, and expresses the views of the United: : £ States upon each article. | | ae | : What Mr. Seward says of article 2d is particularly interesting : | Oo — The United States,’’ says Mr. Seward, ‘‘take great interest—and they are happy to : think that this interest is in commun with the high contracting parties and other civilized nations—in believing that the sovereigns that ‘have concluded the convention do not seek | : | to obtain an enlargement of territory, or any other advantage not acquired by the United | ; States, or any other civilized state, and that they do not wish to exercise any influence ; injurious to the right of the Mexican people to choose and freely establish the form of their , | government. The undersigned reiterates on this occasion the expression of his satisfaction, : : based on the declaration of the high contracting parties, that they recognize this interest, | | and he is authorized by the satisfaction of the President of the United States ”’ , : It is evident from these declarations of the American statesman that the three powers | ought to have discussed the convention of the 31st October at Washington, in a sense q altogether reassuring for the national sovereignty and the security of republican institutions. | in Mexico. 7 7 i Mr. Seward adds these characteristic declarations : - ' | ‘Tt is true that the United States also have causes of complaint against Mexico, as the _ | | high contracting parties suppose. After mature reflection the President is, however, of | : | opinion that it is not proper at this time to demand satisfaction for these wrongs by an act : of accession to the convention. Among the reasons for this decision, and which the’ undersigned is authorized to communicate, he will mention: Ist. That the United ‘States | prefer, as far as possible, to maintain that traditional policy recommended by the Father of the country, and confirmed by a happy experience, which forbids them to form alliances : ; with foreign nations, 2d. Mexico being a neighbor of the United States on this continent, and possessing, as to some of: its most important institutions, a System of government | analogous to ours, the United States profess sentiments of friendship towards that republic | and take a lively interest in its safety, its welfare, and its prosperity. Animated by these oo, ; intentions, the United States are not disposed to have recourse to coercive measures to - satisfy their wrongs at a time when the Mexican government igs profoundly disturbed by . internal dissensions and threatened by.an external war. These same sentiments prevent the United States, with greater reason, from participating in an alliance in view of a war, against Mexico.’’ | | - ' The Secretary of State in Washington would have answered very differently if the three : powers had allowed an afterthought of dynastic restoration to penetrate their communica- | tions. These afterthoughts have long existed, as we will soon see; but they are disguised, | | dimmed, and changed in the mystery of diplomatic conversations, waiting only the com- : plaisance of facts and the attitude of the Mexicans to give them the right of publicity. , : 

43 Dc ** | ae
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4 Mr. Calderon Collantes sends instructions to the captain general of Cuba. There were : 

but three points to impose on Mexico: Ist, solemn satisfaction for the expulsion of the i 

qj Spanish ambassador; 2d, execution of the treaty signed at Paris between Mon and Almonte ; ; 

q 3d, indemnity. Nothing yet of the perspective of a monarchical restoration. : | 

4 | On his part, Mr. Thouvenel, on the 11th of November, 1861, sends instructions to Rear- | 

Admiral Jurien de la Graviére. First, he is informed of the motives of the expedition ; 

j next, his duties are pointed out to him, and he is told what conditions he is to impose upon 

the Juarez government, with which the plenipotentiaries are still evidently authorized to 

4 treat. It is only later that Mr. Dubois de Saligny and Mr. Jurien de Ja Graviere will offi- | 

4 cially learn the irrevocable condemnation that threatens the Mexican republic. — 

3 ‘‘ The combined forces of the three powers,’’ says Mr. Thouvenel to Mr. Jurien dela | 

4 Graviére, in his note of the 11th of November, ‘ having arrived at the eastern shores of 

q | Mexico, you will, as I have said, claim possession of the ports of that coast. After this | 

4 step, two alternatives may arise: either you will be resisted, and you will take these ports. | 

4 by force, or the local authorities will make no material opposition, and the Mexican govern- E 

: ment will refuse to enter into relations with you.”’ - 

a We here see that Mr. Thouvenel still admits the supposition of an arrangement with ' 

: Juarez, and of course the maintenance of republican institutions. This does not certainly i 

3 accord with the diplomatic conversations then taking place between Paris and Madrid, with 

3 the view of a monarchical establishment in Mexico; but we will have occasion presently [ 

1 to examine this discreet and mysterious phase of facts ; we will continue for the present 

to look at the avowed aims and to expose appearances. a | [ 

: Mr. Thouvenel continues thus : | 

q | ‘Renewing a tactic used by one of his antecessors in the war with the United States, “ | 

: Juarez would retire to the interior. This expedient would not stop the allied powers. 

1] The interest of our dignity, and climacteric considerations, would determine us to act : 

: promptly and decisively. The government of the Emperor admits that whether it be to | 

7 reach the Mexican government, or to render coercion more efficacious, you may be com- ) 

1 pelled to march into the interior, even as far as the city of Mexico itself.’’ The march on 

] Mexico is only regarded here as a possibility. . 

: The conclusion of the despatch deserves to be given entire; we quote verbally : 

q ‘¢ The allied powers, as I have said, have no other design than is expressed in the con- 

4 vention; they do not intend to interfere with internal affairs, nor to exercise any influence | 

3 on the will of the people in their choice of a government. There are, however, certain 

4 contingencies we must be prepared for, and which we must previously examine. It might — | 

q happen that the presence of the allied forces on the Mexican territory would induce the 

q sensible portion of the population, weary of anarchy, and longing for order and repose, to 

: try to form a government with the guarantees of strength and stability, that have been | 

wanting ever since the independence of the country. The allied powers have a manifest | 

q common interest in ridding Mexico of the anarchy which has so long paralyzed its prosperity 

; and annulled the riches bestowed upon it so bountifully by Providence, forcing it to change | 

: unstable and expensive governments for others of no better character. This interest ought ) 

to induce them not to discourage these attempts, and you will not refuse them your en- | 

couragement and moral support if they undertake to establish a government that will 

q . afford protection to strangers as well as to other residents. The government of the Emperor 

1 _ relies upon your prudence and discernment to appreciate, in concert with his Majesty’s | 

: commissioner, (whose knowledge of Mexican affairs, from a long residence in that country, | 

4 will be very useful to you,) the events that will come under your observation, and the part | 

you will be called upon to take in them. | ane | . : 

: | _ OC ‘THOUVENEL.”’ 

4 Thig is the first public appearance of the intentions of the French government on the 

: restoration of royalty in Mexico. But these intentions are so slightly developed, and so 

| , little encouraged, that the French plenipotentiaries, scarcely fixed upon Mexican soil, are 

: authorized to send Juarez an ultimatum, comprehending all the wrongs against France, - 

: under the form of imposed conditions, concluding with an article 9, thus conceived : 

4 | 4 Apriotn 9. As a guarantee for the fulfilment of the financial conditions and others, 

proposed by the present ultimatum, France shall have the right to occupy the ports of 

; Vera Cruz, Tampico, and such other ports of the republic that seem proper, and to establish 

’ - commissioners to be appointed by the imperial government, whose duty shall be to deliver 

q funds collected in the maritime ports of Mexico, in execution of foreign contracts, into the 

q hands of those powers to whom they are due, and to deliver sums due to France to the 

: French agents. oo | 

4 ‘‘The said agents shall also be invested with power to reduce by half or in less propor- 

; ‘tion, as they please, the duties now collected in the ports of the republic. |
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J € Zz ‘It is expressly understood that goods upon which importation dues have been paid shall : : be subjected in no case whatever to-an additional tax of ‘mnore‘than fifteen per cent. on im- ' : port duties as internal tax or any other, neither by the supreme government nor by the ' : state authorities.’’ - E : This article shows that the French commissioners reject all projects of a nature hostile E . to the government, and are disposed to treat with Juarez. | 

Z a | VI. tj 
Z The opening of the session of 1862 was impatiently expected. The imperial discourse rE 5 would necessarily cast: some light on this Mexican expedition, around which rumors from 1 i every quarter had cast so many shadows. At the opening of the session on the 27th e A January, 1862, the Emperor expressed himself thus on the Mexican question : E = ‘We would be at peace with the world if the proceedings of an unscrupulous govern- &€ : - ment in Mexico did not force us to join Spain and England in protecting our countrymen, . ' and suppressing crimes against humanity and the laws of nations.’’ rc From. the data of this imperial speech, then, it is only a question of one of those con- ' flicts so frequent during the first half of the century across the sea. Citizens to protect, i crimes to be suppressed—such ig the wise, modest, and easy programme announced and ' : avowed solemnly by imperial policy, Oo : [ Next come discussions of the address. Strange rumors about Mexico circulate, and they € find an echo in the centre of the legislature. Vague talks of monarchy in Mexico are’ ae | : heard ; officious offers to a prince of the house of Hapsburg are hinted; the band of five ft bestirs itself, and presents this significant amendment : - 7 a _‘* We see the beginning of the Mexican expedition with regret. Its aim seems to be to e meddie with the interior affairs of a people. We advise the government to attend only to 5 : the reparation of wrongs.’’ = 

E Mr. Jules Favre gets up this amendment.. He admits the reparation of wrongs; but he. E is alarmed when the name of Maximilian is pronounced, particularly in diplomatic circles, 4g On the 24th of January, 1862, Lord Cowley wrote. to Lord John Russell thus: | € 2 ‘‘T have heard it said so often that the officers going to Mexico with re-enforcements say a | they are going there to place Archduke Maximilian on the throne of that country, that I ' have thought it neéessary to question Mr. Thouvenel on that subject. | g : ‘‘T asked him if negotiations were pending between France and Austria on the subject of a | - the Archduke Maximilian. His excellency said no, but that negotiations had been com- E . menced by Mexicans alone, who had gone to Vienna for that purpose.’’ | E 3 We must confess that this affair, lately so much of a secret, was very suddenly developed 3 t = for only three days after Lord Cowley’s despatch, Lord John Russell wrote, on the 27th of f Q January, 1862, to the English minister in Mexico as follows : | : 2 ‘Sir: Ihave received your despatches of the 18th and 28th of November, and have gg 5 placed them before the Queen. Since I last wrote to you the Emperor of the French hag i : determined to send 3,000 more men to Vera Cruz. | of ‘It is supposed these troops will march to the capital with the French and Spanish troops : _ already in the country. It is said that the Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian will be invited _ | : by a number of Mexicans to ascend the throne of Mexico, and that the Mexican people  &£ 3 will be rejoiced at this change in the form of their government, . ss ‘‘T have little to add to my instructions upon the subject. If the Mexican people, by a f : simultaneous movement, place the Austrian archduke upon the throne of Mexico, we have ' f nothing to do with it; that is not in our convention. : _ : s ‘‘But we cannot forcibly interfere in thisaffair. Mexicans must consult their own interests.’’ | i _And this was written in Europe, and talked of ia diplomatic circles, two months before ft F our plenipotentiaries tried to treat with Juarez and sent him the,ultimatum. This is a : mystery to be solved only by a contradictory study. Mr. Billault at this time undertook : to quell the alarms of. the opposition. The official orator ig very plain, precise, and rE 2 affirmative. Mr. Jules Favre dreaded the project of monarchical restoration. Mr. Billault ' | answered him thus: | | : ‘‘EKingland and Spain have joined us. The same offers have been made to the United ~ t a States ; but the United States, in regard to Mexico, do not seem to concentrate their views t 3 upon @ simple reparation of damages suffered, Their policy views things differently, and » we have decided to act without them. [Very well !] | ' 3 ‘* Does not this union of three powers fully satisfy you as to the private suppositions | . upon which your speech is founded? You persist in seeing certain secret machinations of France, — ' for the benefit of Soreign interests, beyond open and avowed Jats. When such suppositions are : g : affirmed, you ought at least to have some proof of them, and you have none!” | 7 t . . Mr. Jules Favre is afraid the convention of the 31st of October covers some ambiguity, I = and cannot give full faith to complaisant interpretations. Mr. Billault replies to him: '
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# a, a 

i ‘The convention agreed upon by the three powers is plain and precise. The aim is to | 

4 exact from Mexico: 

q | ‘©1, A more effectual protection of the persons and property of their subjects. | 

4 ‘69. The execution of obligations contracted towards them by that republic ; and article | 

q 2 of the convention adds : . | 

4 _46¢The three contracting parties bind themselves to seek for themselves, in the use of | 

q coercive measures provided by the present convention, no acquisition of territory, nor any | 

7 private advantage ; and to exercise in the internal affairs of Mexico no influence of a nature | 

4 to trespass upon the right of the Mexican nation to choose and freely constitute the form 2 

| of its government.’ . - | . 

‘‘ All that is plain and precise. It clearly explains what the three powers intend to do in 

g common, and what they forbid each other to do. Against such solemn declarations what | 

proofs have you to adduce?”’ | | 

- Mr. Jules Favre anxiously inquires why we should go as far as the city of Mexico. Mr. 

; ~Billault answers: | 4 

j ‘You ask why go as far as the capital? Gentlemen, the topographic and hygienic 

i situation of the country commands it as much as political necessity. To take possession | 

: of the coast, and remain there, would be sacrificing our troops to the yellowfever. [That's | 

3 . so! that’sso!] It would be destroying ourselves ; anarchy would reign in the interior, 

q and laugh at France and its futile efforts. . | 

: ‘¢The decisive blow must be struck at the heart of the power, and, leaving the yellow | 

1 ‘fever behind us, we must assault a less terrible enemy. : | | 

: «There, and there only, can we force our rights to be respected, and command respect | 

1 for our subjects, and the execution of obligations to our country too long delayed. [Good !] | 

That is why our troops must go to the city of Mexico ; and as they left on the 20th of | 

q February, they ought to be there now.”’ . a : | 

1 Mr. Billault does not stop at these declarations. Urged on by the current of his elo- 

] quence and applause of his hearers, he becomes more explicit : _ 

«This principle which we proclaim, this principle, the base of our public right—inde- | 

j pendence of the popular vote and national sovereignty—we will not violate it in the city | 

1 of Mexico. We will leave these unfortunates perfectly free ; miserable people, oppressed | 

3 by governments you praise, that never gave: them the securities and blessings which are | 

1. _ the rights of civilized societies. If they desire to continue that miserable existence, we ( 

4 will not: force a better lot upon them; but if they will accept a better condition, most | 

q certainly we will encourage them with all our sympathies, with all our counsel, with all ~ 

3 - our moral support.”’ : ne | / 

3 — Tt is still a question of moral support. a / 

4 And, finally, to dispel all ridiculous rumors about the throne of Mexico and the Arch- | 

4 duke Maximilian, to banish all fancies of idle imaginations, the minister makes this de- | 

q cisive argument to the Chamber: | | ! 

‘Such, gentlemen, is the situation, briefly explained ; and as to the rumors that gave : 

4 ' umbrage to the ambassador of her Britannic Majesty, permit me to pass them by. Officers : 

: . said they were going to put a foreign prince upon the throne of Mexico. What! do you L 

4 suppose a great diplomatic secret would be intrusted to the first army officer that might : 

3 be sent to Mexico? Surely he was not serious!” | 

4 In the debate on the address of 1863, Mr. Saligny was accused of having instigated the «| 

j . French government to a monarchical restoration in Mexico. We will not undertake to ' 

1 defend our plenipotentiary against these imputations ; but we must defend truth against 

4 conjectures. Did not Mr. Saligny put his name, with that of Mr. Jurien de la Gravieére, ! 

to the famous convention of Soledad, and thus give his support to the following articles : | 

4 "4 Apr. 1. The constitutional government now in power in the Mexican republic having 

informed the commissioners ‘of the allied powers that it has no need of the assistance so | 

i | generously offered to the Mexican people, because it has the strength to preserve itself =| 

4 from internal revolt, the allies will resort to treaties to present the reclamations they are | 

q charged to make in the name of their respective nations. | - | 

a i Apr, 2. With this intent, the representatives of the allied powers protest that they 

3 have no intention to injure the sovereignty and integrity of the Mexican republic. Nego- 

: tiations will be opened at Orizaba.” Co 

4 This was written on the 19th of February, 1862, over the signatures of the represen- I 

j tatives of the allied powers. These principles were subsequently denied ; but the factis 

7 not less serious, inasmuch as it reveals the nature of the instructions given to our pleni- ‘ 

potentiaries. The preliminary convention of Soledad is the authorized and official com- i 

q mentary of the convention of the 31st of October. | OT 

| ol | | |
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i The situation is now clearly established. It comes out as evidence, that until the official F 

: rejection of the Soledad convention, the French government did not acknowledge as an E 

t avowed object and aim the repression of the Mexican republic. The expedition is con- ; 

2 fined, ostensibly at least, to the prudent limits of a simple revindication. How, then, has | ; 

it been brought to abandon that policy? By what intrigue has it been impelled to a E 

‘ monarchical crusade? By what association of ideas or facts has it been led to dream of a : 

2 resurrection of an imperial crown for the benefit of the Archduke Maximilian ? , 

Q Here we fancy that French policy has left its old initiation, yielded to the solicitations | ; 

i of the court of Spain, and suffered itself to be caught in a net of intrigues, woven for it : 

: by its refugees ; but it is yet only an apprehension, and we leave it. to facts that we are ; 

: going to produce to contradict or affirm it. = | Co E 

Let us go back some years. As early as the 16th of March, 1860, the. Spanish govern- &- 

: ment began to propose its claims against a country ‘the situation of which could not be | : 

: worse.’? Miramon then ruled the republic ; but we must go back to the 24th November, E 

: 1858, to discover the first thought of a joint intervention in the affairs of Mexico. At E 

: that date Mr. Mon began to confer with Mr. Walewski on the necessity of establishing a . 

: government and a firm power in those countries. | | : : 

On the 3d of January, 1859, Mr. Mon again wrote to Mr. Calderon Collantes in these | E 

terms: ‘(The thought that I have not been able to make your excellency comprehend is . 4 

--—- to find out if it is not possible to aid in forming a government in Mexico, which, supported | : 

at first by the three powers, might afterwards exist without any assistance.’’ ; 

: Would not any one say that this despatch was written the day before the convention of _ E 

the 31st of October ? p 

| Mr. Mon continues: ‘‘ Will your excellency inform me, if possible, what form is best, E 

| and what means most available, to attain this end? Count Walewski and myself have* | 

left this question here, in order to resume it at a more convenient season.’’ : 

Mr. Calderon Collantes, minister of state, writes to Mr. Mon, on the 10th of January, - : 

that it is of the utmost importance to establish a strong and durable power in Mexico; | q 

but that to persuade Mexico to this, moral suasion and purely diplomatic discussions are sufficient. — 

As to the initiative taken in this grave question by Spain, it is indisputably affirmed in. . 

these few lines, borrowed from a despatch of Mr. Calderon Collantes, on the 18th April, | . | 

1860: . . E 

: ‘¢ Your excellency knows of the attempts made several times by the government of her 7 

4 Majesty to induce England and France to join in the adoption of measures to put an end i 

: to the anarchy now exhausting the Mexican republic.”’ . . 

- . The minister of state in Madrid continued in these terms: ‘‘I had a consultation some . : 

: time ago, on this grave affair, with Mr. Barrot, the French ambassador. Mr. Barrot trans- | 

: mitted my remarks to the department of foreign affairs of the Emperor, and recently he | 

: read me an extract from one of his despatches, which says that the governments of France. | 

4 and England are now disposed to combine their efforts to establish a government in : 

- Mexico, to be recognized by the whole nation, and put an end to the painful condition of © i 

i that unfortunate country. | | oe | 

* ‘Mr. Thouvenel thinks the best way would be to propose a constituent assembly to fix | : 

2 ‘@ permanent form of government, and settle all existing difficulties, whatever their nature 

: ~or importance. : iE 

‘« Her Majesty’s wish is that your excellency have an interview with Mr. Thouvenel, f 

4 to try and contrive some way for the three powers to intervene in the disorders of the : 

Z Mexican republic. Her Majesty’s government thinks that the simple news of this resolu- : 

: tion, and the first steps taken, will be enough to encourage the honest people of Mexico, 

i and dispose them to act in favor of the establishment of a government which, without 

4 limiting the exercise of legitimate rights and guarantees enjoyed in other civilized countries, : 

j may suppress that spirit of rebellion that has caused so much harm to that unhappy ~ 

a country.’’ : | 

4 See the gentle approach. At first it is only a strong and durable power; nothing is 

2 said of a republican form. On the 18th of April, 1860, a republic was considered; two 

é months after, Spain favored a monarchy ; and lastly, when everything was ready, as she : 

o supposed, a Bourbon was proposed. And thus our policy has been insensibly seduced into 

“ the Mexican expedition. . 3 

é _ Things were in this condition when Spain took the trouble to draw up a constitution for , 

. the reorganization of Mexico, and sent it simultaneously to London and Paris, on the 24th : 

: of May, 1860. What caused these plans of intervention, so actively caressed by Spain, sv 

E pleasantly received by France, to fail? It was their cool reception by England. 

2 On the 27th of April, 1860, Mr. Isturitz wrote from London to Mr. Calderon Collantes : 

: “In fact, on the 27th of April, 1860, Lord John Russell replied briefly to Mr. Isturitz, in
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3 | regard to English co-operation, that he would not reject it, if it was ‘understood that no 
q force was to be used in the execution’ of the projects. Ina second interview, Mr. Isturitz | 
i insists on a more explicit answer from Lord John Russell. The secretary of state replies, | 

_ that ‘England will require protection to Protestant worship ;’ to ‘which I replied,’ adds i 
4 Mr. Isturitz, ‘in that case England cannot rely upon the co-operation of Spain.’ ”’ | ~ i 
q . After this reserved attitude of England, Mr. Thouvenel seems inclined to back out. On | 
q the 18th of May, 1860, he declared to Mr. Mon, ‘‘ that as to force and coercive measures, | 
4 . he is by no means inclined to use them.’’ | : 
q ‘This is not all; on the 2d of June, 1860, Mr Barrot, our representative at Madrid, | 
| handed a despatch to the minister of state, in which the question of mediation is considered 
q by data and instructions from Mr. Thouvenel. | | 
4 ‘* Moreover, it is understood,’’ says that despatch, ‘that the steps to be taken must be | 
q of a friendly nature, to the exclusion of all forcible coercion.”’ 
/ This period of projected intervention may be considered as concluded, after the solemn 
; declaration of Mr. Thouvenel. - | - I 
1 Henceforth Spain hurries her military preparations, and sends reserved instructions to the l 
q captain general of Cuba. CO | | L 
4 _, Here‘the diplomatic history of the Mexican question has a large void; fora year passes | 
4 before a Spanish despatch, of the 6th of September, 1861, revives diplomatic negotiations L 
q upon the Mexican question. A few days previous, Mr. Mon, alluding to the troubles in Hi 
4 the United States, wrote to his government: ‘* The government ought to know that this is - Hi 
: a good opportunity to awaken old memories, and place upon the throne of Mexico a prince i 
4 of the Bourbon blood, or intimately connected with that house.”’ a | 
7 We must pay strict attention to this despatch, because it will subsequently explain the / 

sudden defection of the Spanish government. [ 
q On the 6th of September, 1861, the Spanish government instructs Mr. Mon to inform the _ | 
q French government that a Spanish expedition is fitting out against Mexico, and that special 
j orders have already been sent to the captain general of Cuba. It was a sort of demurrerin ~ 
: _the case, and Mr. Thouvenel, forgetting what he had said about coercive measures, is at- 
1 tracted within the orbit of Spanish policy. And it is not alone in regard to the expedition | 
3 that this policy prevails, but also to its aim; and, in spite of the convention of 31st of L 
‘ October, in spite of instructions to Mr. Dubois de Saligny and Jurien dela Graviére, in spite i 
7 of Mr. Billault’s declarations in the legislature, the Mexican republic is definitely con- | 

demned, and Spain’s dream of monarchy is debated, not asa possible event, but as a pro- ! 
j ject irrevocably determined on. On the 11th of October, 1861, Mr. Thouvenel wrote to 
q our ambassador in London: - = | 
: ‘¢T have told the English ambassador that I agreed perfectly with his government on one i 
: point. I agreed with Lord John Russell that our coercion of Mexico should be caused by ! 
; our complaints against that government, and that the prevention of their repetition was | 
4 the only ostensible excuse for a convention.”’ 
4 Is the word ostensible intentional? The minister continues: a H 
q ‘But it seems to me useless to object to legal participation in the events caused by / 

our operations. * ™* * Jt is lawful to suppose that if the result of the American crisis’ : 
3 _ should be a separation of the north and south, the two new confederations would seek com- / 
| pensations on Mexican territory, offered by anarchy to their rivalry. England would not i 
| remain indifferent to such an event, and the only thing, in my opinion, that could prevent i 
4 it, would be the establishment of a new government in Mexico, strong enough to prevent ! 
1. its internal derangement.”? - ees : 
q It is evident from these declarations of Mr. Thouvenel, uttered twenty days before the | 
4 convention, and five months previous to the solemn protestations of Mr. Billault, that it | 
1 _ was no longer only to avenge our countrymen; and when we compare this declaration of | 
j Mr, 'Thouvenel with that of Mr. Mon on the crisis in the United States, which we have just 
| quoted, we readily perceive the connecting link of the two kindred policies. 
4 e i 3 | | | | : VIII. | 
: We remember the clear, precise, and affirmative declarations of Mr. Billault. In 1864 | 
1 the times and ministers have changed, and policy must change. The entire disinterested I 
4 nature of the expedition must now be explained. As events have been hurried to the con- | 

tradiction of Mr, Bililault’s declarations, Mr. Rouher must explain the unfailing unity of | 
j our policy in the Mexican question. Thus he is led, in contradiction to his eloquent pre- | 

; decessor, to prove that present facts were not unexpected, and that France foresaw them, if i 
] it did not will them, from the beginning of the expedition. | ; 
3 On the 12th of May, 1864, Mr. Rouher, in reply to Mr. Jules Favre, takes a retrospective ! 

observation, and lets a confession escape, in strong contrast to the previous declarations of | 
1 Mr. Billault. He says: } a |
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q _.4¢ We did not stop at vain recriminations; ‘we did not accept insignificant satisfaction, : 

; but we resolved from the first to march to Mexico, if our honor and the protection of our — : 

countrymen required it, in spite of temporary checks, of rude blame, and mean calumny ; 4 

for after the situation was changed, despite the counsel of glory, we did not abandon the | : E 

4 way we had traced out. We have neither been exalted nor discouraged. We came to : 

] Mexico to demand satisfaction of our honor, and overthrow a man who had dared to out- : 

; rage France. We undertook to make peace in the country; we have reorganized the q 

3 finances, the administration, and the army of that long unhappy nation, and we have invited E 

: it to choose its own government.”’ | . 

‘The expedition, then, according to Mr. Bouher, had started with the determination to 

3 overthrow Juarez, and substitute another government. | c 

; But that is not all. | : 

q Mr. Rouher expressed himself thus, in the house, on the 28th of January, 1864 :_ : 

; ‘© We told the truth at first; it was satisfaction for our wrongs, protection to our country- 

i men, with the probable necessity of going on to the city of Mexico. If we go to Mexico, ; 

the Juarez government cannot be sustained ; there must be a new oné. - 

‘The form and conditions of this government must be planned by prudent cabinets, _ & 

q determined to engage in a distant expedition.”’ 
os E 

; Strange inconsistency ! / | 7 f q 

7 The existence of a government with which our plenipotentiaries were to treat was q 

E doubted. There must have been a previous determination to transform the expedition | : 

: into a crusade for monarchy, exclusive of outside machinations. In discussing the prelimi- 3 

q naries of the expedition, Mr. Rouher quotes a despatch of Thouvenel to Count Flahault, on 

4 the 11th of October, 1861. Here it is: 
4 

; - «¢ But the interest we have,’’ says Mr. Thouvenel, ‘ in the regeneration of this country : 

7 does not allow us to neglect anything to insure its success. As to a form of government, . 

4 any that would offer proper guarantees would suit us; and I believe England has no | q 

4 preference, and has come to no conclusion. Butif the Mexicans themselves, weary of their 4 

q former miserable governments, should return to the instincts of their race, and form a eek 

q monarchy, I think we ought to aid them, yet leave them free to select whatever form of ; 

4 government they may think most conducive to their happiness. oO — 

4q ‘«¢ Continuing these ideas in the form of a confidential conversation, I added that in case  &£ 

; of such an event, the government of the Emperor, entirely disinterested, did not propose a ; 

4 - prince of the imperial family, but, willing to satisfy all parties, would be pleased. to see the ; 

4 Mexicans select a prince of the house of Austria.” 

4 The proposal of the Archduke Maximilian for the restored Mexican throne is thus frankly q 

3 made. Then, we ask, how could Mr. Billault, five wonths later, call the reports from , 

; America, about Maximilian’s accession, ridiculous stories of silly officers ? 

i Mr. Rouher next read a despatch from Mr. Thouvenel to Mr. Barrot, on the 15th of Oc- , 

3 tober, 1864, concerning the projects of monarchical restoration: . . 

; ‘‘In my despatch to Mr. Flahault, you will find the observations I made to Lord Cowley 

a on this point, by which I have attempted to prove that though we assumed no direct re- F 

3 sponsibility in internal Mexican affairs, we would not discourage their efforts to form a regu- 

2 lar and substantial government, and that the three powers ought to aid in this work of re- 4 

a generation. In this way I was led to mention to Lord Cowley the possibility of a monarchy | 3 

2 in Mexico, as you will see in my despatch to Mr. Flahault.”’ | : 

a Mr. Rouher adds these characteristic details : | | : 

Z (Mr, Thouvenel continues. He relates his conversation with Mr. Mon, the Spanish am- E 

a bassador in Paris ; he acknowledges, in case of a monarchy in Mexico, France will accept : 

a the Austrian archduke, thus rejecting Spain's proposal to put a Bourbon upon that throne.”’ 1 

2 From that moment the zeal of Spain became less warm ; her troops are already on the way — 

e to Vera Cruz; she is obliged to sign the convention then negotiating ; but since she cannot ft 

4 - glip a Bourbon prince upon the Mexican throne, she will withdraw from the business as soon | i 

3 as she can; and France, pushed forward and then abandoned by her two allies, will be left 

- alone to pursue her solitary way to the city of Mexico with a crown in her knapsack. | 

co Such is history ! | | | | 

; TX, oe | 

- There was an unfortunate concurrence of circumstances to hasten the resolutions of our 

government. While Mr. Saligny was writing from Mexico, about the necessity of establish- 

ing a firm, government there, a band of Mexican refugees, one of whom had served Miramon, | 

. began their monarchical campaign in Europe. Their part, even before the October conven- 

| tion, had assumed an official character. Almonte was the evil genius of our policy in this 

| circumstance. — ; 

| Mr. Billault was wrong to treat this band of refugees, on their way to Miramar or Vienna, :
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] so contemptuously in his speecl in 1862, for not long afterwards, Almonte, their chief, ap- : j peared at Vera Cruz with a letter from Napoleon III, and made this celebrated declaration : ? to the Mexicans : - | | : ’ _ ‘*T have reason to know the desires of the allies, particularly of the French, to establish : j a firm government based upon peace and good morals in our unhappy country, and through. : | our own instrumentality alone.’ | 

' : _ The refugees act with extreme prudence, but official documents contradict them. Onthe | i 9th of April, 1862, Mr. Saligny and Mr. Jurien de la Graviare addressed this note to General Doblado : | | _ 7 ‘¢ When General Almonte left France, the government of hig Majesty the Emperor of the | 1 French knew that hostilities had commenced in Mexico. General Almonte offered to con- - | 1 . ciliate his countrymen, and make them understand the benevolent intention of Kuropean 4 intervention. His offer was accepted by the government of his Majesty, and the general was | j not only authorized but invited to repair to Mexico.’?__ 
i - There is, then, no doubt about the official character of his mission. | : On the 23d of March, 1862, General Prim wrote from Orizaba to Admiral Jurien de la | 1. Graviére about the refugees as follows : | 3 | “* The act of introducing political refugees into the interior of the country, to plan a con- | ; spiracy that may destroy the existing government as well as its political system, while you f } pretend to be friendly and are waiting for a conference, is unexampled, and I am heartily : 4 astonished at it. 
| 4 ‘* If you have orders from your government, I must say. I do not see the wisdom, justice, f j and grandeur of imperial policy ; nor do I see any conciliation of the Emperor towards Eng- q land and Spain in sucha proceeding. Iam sorry to say this, but your Mexican policy forces oF 4 me to it, and I must also say it will cool the friendly relations of England and Spain towards 3 France. I regret to say this, because nobody has more respect for the Emperor than I, and | 3 nobody loves France and Frenchmen-more than I do”? L 3 General Prim writes to his government the 17th March in the same tone. General Lo- } je rencez had arrived with re-enforcements ; there was a mutiny, and General Prim wrote : . hi j ‘* Articles in French papers announcing that the object of the imperial troops is to put Maximilian on the throne of Mexico, will not only cause a difficulty between France and a | 3 Mexico, but a coolness between Spain and England and the imperial government. Almonte, 3 Haro, Ramarez, and other monarch-makers arrived in Vera Cruzat the same time with Gen- 4 eral Lorencez. The Mexican government, knowing this, has sent me a note announcing its 3 intention to prosecute these exiled enemies of the nation, who have returned to Mexico for 4 - criminal purposes.”’ 

1 The part played by these Mexican refugees in Europe, and their influence on French di : plomacy, inducing a monarchical crusade beyond the ocean, are candidly expressed inade- | |. spatch of the Spanish minister to General Prim. We find the following lines in that despatch, 4 dated Madrid, 22d of January, 1862 : : | | 3 ‘‘ The Emperor of the French has informed the government of the Queen, by her ambas- 3 sador, that he intends to increase the Mexican expedition by 3,000 men. The object of this 7 seems to be to get enough men to march to the capital if necessary, to shorten operations — 1 and abridge the delay of troops in that country. | | _ “* As your instructions are clear and formal, I have no additions to make to them. But 1 your excellency must know that the establishment of a monarchy in Mexico is daily increas- ; ing. | i 4 ‘*Some of the natives of that country—and this deserves particular notice—now residing | in Europe are engaged in that business.’’ | | 7 k All this while Mr. Saligny enters into the full spirit of the expedition in the part he has 4 q _to play, and gets up a kind of side game with General Serrano against Hngland. Ina letter | 4 of the 24th of November, 1861, he speaks of the « incredible candor of perfidious Albion.’’ 1 The word candor is underlined. In a letter of the 39th of November he promises “ proofs | of the duplicity and stupidity of the British minister.’’ He announces “ curious revelations i i of a chimerical alliance between Mexico, England, and the United States against France and | Spain ;’’ and on the 23d he had already sent detailed accounts of the regular forces in : 1 Mexico. Alas! the 5th of May shows the result of all this ; the blood of our soldiers who / fell at Guadalupe will cry out against the advocates of Mexican emigration ; and that order - i. of General Lorencez, the betrayed and conquered general, wili accuse the folly of ambition \ q and the credulity of our policy. | | i j On the 27th May General Lorencez said to his soldiers : ‘‘ Your march on Mexico has been ‘ stopped by unforeseen obstacles, which we did not expect from what had been told us; they q said Puebla invited you within its walls, and that its inhabitants would welcome you with ; flowers. , oO ; - ‘‘ With the confidence inspired by these assurances we appeared before Puebla; we found
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it bristling with barricades and commanded by a fortress armed with every means of de- | o£ 

3 fence.’’ ; as oe . a Jo Sage Saket , &£& 

1 This is the answer to the advocates of immigration; these sad lines dissipate the illu- | 

sion and increase the bitterness of defeat. E 

4 We will now draw this first part of our labor to a close; we have pointed out the two - 

4 currents that carried our policy into the dangers of the Mexican question ; we have seen 

: Mr. Billault reduce the expedition to a simple revindication of injured interests, and the : 

1 cecret conferences of diplomacy opening the doors to the projects of monarchical restora- 

; tion. We have seen France first oppose the application of force in the restoration, and . 

q afterwards yield to the solicitations of Spain and the active manoeuvres of Mexican immi- E 

7 gration. Is that all? Alas! no. On the 9th of April, 1862, the alliance is broken at . 

q Orizaba. It is broken on account of the presence of the refugees who have already consti- 4 

4q tuted a secret government; it is broken because Mr. Saligny wants to march on Mexico, E 

q when the Spanish plenipotentiary and the English minister declare that no deed ‘‘is of a E 

4 nature to justify this resolution.’’ (See report of conference held at Orizaba on the 9th of 7 

4q April.) It is broken, in fine, ‘‘ because the three plenipotentiaries cannot agree upon the . 

q interpretation to be given to the convention of the 31st of October, 1861.’’ (See note ad- 4 

i dressed by the plenipotentiaries to General Doblado on the 9th of April, 1862.) 3 

3 England never wanted the establishment of a monarchy, and Spain, after tugging France 

: in by a Bourbon, was ready to quit on the first pretext. ; 

Spain had long been preparing for a retreat, and General Prim was ‘let into the secret. : 

4 Saligny accuses him of wanting the crown for himself, and would not play Don Quixote 3 

7. for another’s benefit. This was at the Orizaba conference on the 9th of April. . General . : 

4 Prim, who must have known the Emperor’s views in regard to Mexico when he met him ; 

4 at Vichy, wrote to Napoleon, from Orizaba, the 17th of March, the following letter : 

q oo | | ‘¢OrizaBa, March 17, 1862. . 

4 7 ‘¢ Sirm: Your Imperial Majesty has deigned to write me an autograph letter, which, on a 

3 account of the benevolent words it contains for my person, will be a title of honor for my 

3 posterity. u% Ow ag C wo re ee | 

4 “ ¢ Ags to just reclamations, there can be no difference of opinions among the commission- . . 

4 ers of the allied powers, and there will be less among the commanders of your forces and Oe 

4 those of her Catholic Majesty. But the arrival of General Almonte, of the former minis- : 

4 ter, Haro, of Father Miranda and other Mexican refugees at Vera Cruz, with the idea of : 

4 creating a monarchy in favor of Prince Maximilian of Austria, to be supported by the E 

4 forces of your Imperial Majesty, tends to create a position difficult for all, and particularly : 

4 hard for the general-in-chief of the Spanish troops, who, according to instructions from i o§ 

3 his government, will see himself obliged to refrain from contributing to the realization of E 

the views of your Imperial Majesty if they are really to raise an Austrian archduke to the | 

2 throne of Mexico. 7 | . E 

i ‘‘T have, moreover, the profound conviction that the partisans of monarchy are very : 

: few in this country, and it is reasonable, because this country has never known monarchy ~ : 

q in the person of the Spanish monarchs, only in the viceroys, who ruled as they pleased in : 

: those distant times. | : 

4 ‘¢ Monarchy has not left here the immense interests of nobility, such as exist in Europe ; E 

4 it has not left moral interests nor anything to make the present generation wish for the . | 

a re-establishment of monarchy, which it has not known. The vicinity of the United States, , 

2 and their severe reprobation of monarchy, has contributed to create a hate for it here. Ta 

z spite of constant disorder and agitation, the republic, which has existed more than forty | 

2 years, has created habits, customs, and even a certain republican language hard to destroy. 

: ‘¢ For these reasons and others that cannot escape the attention of your Imperial Majesty, — : 

: you will understand that the general opinion of this country is against monarchy. If | 

S logic does not demonstrate it, facts prove it; for during the two months that the flags of 

: the allied forces floated over Vera Cruz, and now that. we occupy Cordoba, Orizaba and Te- 

o huacan, important towns where there is no Mexican force, the partisans of monarchy have 

o made no demonstrations to tell of their existence. | : 

‘« Far be it from me to suppose that your Imperial Majesty has not the power to erect a : 

throne in Mexico for the house of Austria, Your Majesty directs the destinies of a great 

nation, rich in brave and intelligent men, rich in resources, and that manifests its enthu~ : 

siasm to second the views of your Imperial Majesty. You can easily carry Maximilian to . 

Mexico and crown him King; but the King will find no adherents in the country but : 

conservative chiefs, who had no thought of establishing monarchy when they were in 

power, but wish it now, when they are conquered, scattered and exiled. -
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‘A few rich men are willing to receive a foreign monarch who comes supported by your : 
' _ Majesty’s soldiers, but the monarch will have nothing to sustain him when the time shall + 
j come for your soldiers to withdraw, and he will fall- from the throne, as others will fall, : 
1 . when the mantle of your Imperial Majesty shall cease to protect and defend them. I : 
: know that your Imperial Majesty, moved by a high sentiment of justice, will not force ; 

this country to change its institutions in such a radical manner unless the country desires 
it and requests it. But the chiefs of the conservative party, who landed at Vera Cruz, say 

j it will only be necessary to consult the high classes of society and not mind the others; 
1 but that inspires a fear that violence may be offered to the national will. | 
1 _ . “Phe English troops that were to come to Orizaba re-embarked as soon as they heard 
4 that a greater number of French troops were coming than had been agreed upon in the | | 
j convention. Your Majesty will appreciate the importance of this withdrawal. | 

‘‘Task a thousand pardons of your Imperial Majesty for having dared to write such a i 
; long letter, but I thought the only true reply to your Majesty’s kindness to me would be : 
4 to tell the truth, and the whole truth, upou the political state of the country as I under- | 
i, stand it. In doing this I have not only done my duty, but I have obeyed the great, noble, E 
3 and respectful attachment I feel for the person of your Imperial Majesty. [ 4 ‘*GENERAL PRIM, Count Reuss.’’ i 

j _ The real design of the expedition, at first carefully concealed, afterwards timidly con- | 
q fessed, and now openly announced, comes out in relief. One remark, however, must be 
q made before entering on the era Degun by the-accession of the Mexican Emperor. We did i 
q not go to Mexico only to put up a throne for an archduke ; he is only the instrument of a | 
3 theory, of a preconceived plan. | : E 

; | XI. 

Mr. Billault was then near the truth when he insisted on reducing the expedition to 
d mean proportions; when, in 1863, he mentioned the monarchy as an unexpected event, 

; caused by a concourse of circumstances ; and Mr. Larabure was true in his report of 1864, | 
: on supplementary credits, when he expressed himself thus : ’ ; 3 ‘‘We must not conceal that these frequent expeditions disturb the nation. To be just, ot 
| let us say at once, that the Mexican expedition now pressing most heavily upon our ex- i 
q chequer and public opinion grew to its present importance by a concatenation of unfortu- i 
1 nate incidents which the government could neither foresee nor prevent,”’ E 
; When the Emperor himself said, in his discourse from the throne in 1863, ‘* Distant ex- L 

peditions, now so much criticised, have not been the results of premeditated plans; force 
of circumstances have brought them about, but they are not to be regretted ;’’ he only 

; half revealed his thought, for he destroyed his argument, the force of circumstances, in his 
’ famous letter to General Forey on the 3d of J uly, 1862: : | 

4 | ‘* FONTAINEBLEAU, July 3, 1862. , 
j ‘‘My Dear Genurat: There will be people to ask you why we are going to waste go 

many men, and spend so much money, in establishing a regular government in Mexico. : 
: ‘‘In the present state of the civilized world, the prosperity of America is not indifferent 

to Europe, for America supports our manufactories and keeps alive our commerce. We are 
| _ Interested in keeping the United States a powerful and prosperous republic; but it will 

not be interesting to us if it takes possession of the whole of the Gulf of Mexico, and gov- ; 
4 erns the West Indies and South America, thus controlling the entire produce of the New 
: World. We now see by sad experience how precarious an industry is that which is com- j pelled to seek its raw material in a single market, the changes of which so seriously | 
4 affect: it. | | 

‘‘ Now if Mexico preserves its independence and maintains the integrity of its territory ; | 
if a firm government be established there by the aid of France, we shall give to the Latin ; 

i race beyond the ocean its ancient strength and power; we shall have guaranteed the se- | 
; curity of our own and the Spanish colonies in the West Indies; we shall have extended i 

our benevolent influence to the centre of America, and that influence, while it makes a / 
market for our fabrics, secures us the material indispensable to our manufactures. i 

5 | ‘‘ Mexico, thus regenerated, will ever be favorable to us, not only from gratitude, but a 
‘ also because its interests will coincide with ours, and because it will find a support in its 

7 relations with European powers. | i 
ie “¢ NAPOLEON,’” | 

i After examining attentively a file of the Moniteur, after having collated the documents 
: and studied the evidence, we have come to the conclusion that the above letter contains 
] the true secret of the Mexican expedition. The continued expansion of the United States | 
i towards South America has frightened Europe. We had to build a dike against it out of a
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EE restored throne in Mexico; and our wrongs furnished ample excuse for the expedition. ] 

The merit of the Emperor’s letter to General Forey is the acknowledgment of a pclitical : 

4 theory, and the elevation of the expedition into a system. — E 

| "XII. ae | 

4 The question becomes grand in this light. It is no longer a question of contest with ;: 

4 the refractory population of Mexico; it is a rivalry, a contest perhaps, between the Old E 

World and the New; so Mr. Berryer proclaimed prophetically in his speech on the supple- . 

mentary credits of 1864: —— : 
; ‘¢ Nothing afflicts me more than the present strife in the United States. I desire peace . 

3 with the least possible injury to each party in that great country. But in whatever way . 

i. the civil war may terminate, we must not forget that the United States will be the ruling : 

j power in North America, and that we have offended her by our Mexican expedition. ‘Those 3 

; who deny this have not studied the documents under their eyes, and the historic facts of : 

; the last three years. I do not allude to that profound sentiment, the vital nerve of polit- : 

1 ical existence in the United States, called the Monroe doctrine; a sentiment opposed to : 

q European intervention in American affairs. I do not speak of that. But how did you be- E 

4 gin the Mexican expedition? With the convention of the 31st of October. And what did 3 

j you say in that convention? Yielding to the wish of England, the United States are in- ; 

3 vited to join the convention. And ina letter of the 25th of July, 1862, I read that it E 

q was necessary to form a new government in Mexico, just to diminish the influence of the E 

j States of the north, and prevent them from trespassing upon South America. Thus the . j 

4 / Mexican expedition was got up to oppose the United States. - rr 

q ‘IT exaggerate nothing; I simply tell the truth. Read the letter of July, 1862, and 4 

i - you will see that the development of the United States is to be arrested. q 
i ‘‘ Well, suppose you succeeded ; when the civil wars in the United States are over, and e 

3 that government saw a new nation by her side, sustained at an immense expense and 4 

. sacritice by a foreign power, hostilities would certainly break out. The northern republic E 

q would not tolerate an imperial monarchy in Mexico, and war would certainly be the conse- a } 
1 quence. This is the dangerous, impracticable situation to which you invite Prince Maxi- E 
| milian, and which will be ruinous to France if she persists in the enterprise. [Applause.]’’ E 
q Thus the question is put upon new ground by the imperial letter and Mr. Berryer’s F 

q eloquent commentary. These are the true conditions of the problem as France has pro-' 3 

j pounded them by going to Vera Cruz, and as Mr. Seward has accepted them, when he 

4 wrote to the Spanish minister, at Washington, on the 14th of October, 1861, ‘‘ That he 3 
3 acknowledged the right of Spain to make war on Mexico to defend her rights,and obtain : 

3 satisfaction for injuries; but that, as it was a question. in the eventualities of which entered the &£ 
' possibilities of a conflict with the United States and European powers, he had carefully endeavored : 
qj to avoid that possibility.’’ i | a 
1 The manner in which the Mexican question has been officially laid down since General q 
q Forey’s departure for Mexico, and Maximilian’s accession, places France and the United : 
7 States in new relations to each other. We must speak without circumlocution. The con- ; 

4 tinuance of occupation is a political danger ; is it a diplomatic duty ? , - 

4 | XIII. ; | . 

3 What are our obligations*to the new empire? That is the interesting question now to — : 
; French policy. 7 4 

3 - On the.10th of April, 1864, Archduke Maximilian received the Mexican deputation at ; 
1 ‘his castle of Miramar, and announced his acceptance in these terms: | : 
7 ‘¢Thanks to the magnanimity of the Emperor of the French, the necessary guarantees 3 
4 to fix the independence and prosperity of the country upon a solid basis are now given.’’ F 
q . But, properly speaking, this is not an engagement; if we are bound, it is less by these. 3 
3 vague effusions of a happy candidate, than by the precise terms of the diplomatic conven- _ E 

q tion of the 10th of April, 1864. Now what does that convention say? _ | i 
3 ‘¢The government of his Majesty the Emperor of the French, and of his majesty the 3 
3 ‘emperor of Mexico, animated by a like desire to assure the re-establishment of order in i 
i Mexico, and to consolidate the new empire, have determined to settle by a convention : a 
] ‘¢ Art. 1, The French troops now in Mexico shall be reduced to 25,000 men, as soon as j 
4 possible, including the foreign legion. Oo i 
4 ‘‘That body shall remain temporarily. in Mexico, to protect the interests for which : 
q intervention was instituted, under the conditions regulated by the following articles: | : 
3 ‘¢ Arr. 2. The French troops shall evacuate Mexico in proportion as his majesty the : 
a emperor of Mexico can organize the troops necessary to replace them. &— 
q ss Art. 3, The foreign legion in the service of France, composed of 8,000 men, shall
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remain in Mexico six years after all the other French forces are recalled, according to q 
j _ article 3. From that time the said legion shall go into the service and pay of the Mexican | 
i - government. The Mexican government reserves the right of shortening the term of — j 

service of the foreign legion in Mexico. . e . a i 
‘‘ Ant. 10. The indemnity to be paid to France by the Mexican government, for support- : 

ing the troops of the army corps from the Ist of July, 1864, is fixed at 1,000 francs per 7 
| annum for each man.’’ | | H 

_ At the time of the debate on the” supplementary credits, 27th January, Mr. Berryer 
: said : : | 

‘‘ Has the government bound itself to furnish money or soldiers to that country ? Are | 
4 we bound, or are we not ?”’ , * tf 
1 Mr. Rouher answered: ‘‘If you had read, Mr. Larrabure’s report you would have 
j known.”’ : 
j Now here is the report : - / 

‘*The government of the Emperor declares at this time that it is under no obligation | 
| to leave a body of troops in Mexico, nor to guarantee any loan. It declares he has no. | 
1 _ reason to think it may be necessary to increase the French forces now on Mexican soil.’’ 

In the session of the 27th of January Mr. Rouher again said : 7 
1 ‘‘In treating with the sovereign, the government contracts no permanent and indefinite 

; responsibility for the maintenance of an empire in Mexico.”’ | 
: The convention of Miramar, the most important articles of which we have quoted, 
q appeared officially in the papers of the 16th of April, 1864. It was quite natural for it to 

become the subject of an interesting debate in the discussion of appropriations. So on the | 
: 11th of May Mr. Berryer busies himself with the obligations and charges imposed by the — 
§ convention in respect to the finances and military affairsof our army. Mr. Rouher answers { 
4 him, but instead of sticking to the convention, he gives a brilliant picture of the condi- L 
: tion of Mexico. , } | of 
; Let us listen to him a while. | | | a : 
4 _ Mr. Rovuzr, minister of state, continues : | 
1 Mr. Berryer has discussed the whole Mexican question in his speech on the general | 
4 appropriation. That question hascaused many unfavorable apprehensions in this house. / 
4 When we debated it last year they said: Your San Louis Potosi expedition is madness. i 
] _ You are going to scatter the French army over four hundred square leagues. The Mexican i 
3 army, under Juarez, Uragua, Doblado, will whip our scattered battalions. / 
aC M. Turers, (interrupting.) They did not say that. . : | | 
3 M. Rovner. The honorable gentleman has only to refer to Mr. Jules Favre's speech, and i 
j _ he will see what has been said. : / 
i Mr. Favrz. I have never doubted our military success. / 
4 Mr. Rouwsr. They represented the expedition as marching contrary to the wishes of the / 
3 Mexican people. a a : 
7 A voice, (interrupting.) And they were right. of 
7 M. Rovurr. You say they were right? Have you forgotten the triumphal march of of 
3 General Bazaine over those.four hundred leagues; our arrival at Guanahuato, Queretaro, r 
7 and San Louis Potosi ; the shouts of welcome wherever the French flag was seen? Some | 
q blind people can see no, truth in historical facts. [Good, good.] : 
7 The San Louis Potosi expedition, that you blame,was a triumphal march. [Renewed ! 
q | applause.] | oo | : 
q A little farther on the minister exclaimed : ye . / 
: ‘¢ Here isa new empire just beginning, a sovereign not yet seated on his throne, a govern- / 

. ment not yet organized, and capitalists have given it nine millions per annum, when old : 
governments cannot negotiate their loans. Is not this a token of foreign confidence ? i 

i. There is no doubt that when Maximilian goes from Vera Cruz to Mexico, amid the en- / 
: | thusiastic demonstrations of the people’’ ——— [Disturbance on some seats. ] : 

: Mr. Picarp. Then recall the army. | | 
Recall the army !_ That was evidently the logical conclusion for peace. / 

q Yet the convention existed ; it was known ; the government must explain its meaning / 
j officially. On the 12th of May Mr. Jules Favre grew urgent, irresistible : —— [ 

‘You know, gentlemen,’’ said he, ‘‘ what arrangement has been made. Anewplan | 
: _ has been discovered to pay the expenses of the war; they must be paid by the victorious I 
3 power, for France issues sixty-six millions in bonds, that are only notes of accommodation, ~ i 

over its signature. [Hxclamations. ] ‘ . : 
i. _ * The convention of the 16th April, in the Moniteur, has regulated the stay of the French E 

: troops in Mexico. We are very far from the declarations of Mr. Larrabure’s report : how L 
1 long will our troops remain in Mexico? until the new empire shall be firmly established ; | 

| that, in reality, is the business of France. Maximilian’s empire must be consolidated. 
: France is deceived when they tell her the expedition is over; it has hardly commenced.
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j [Confused noises.] We leave 25,000 men in Mexico for an indefinite time ; political cir- 
; cumstances alone can fix the day for the recall of our troops. It is said they will be paid i | 

by the Mexican government—a deplorable thing fur France. [Noise.] Our troops are _ | 
: thus putin the pay of a foreign prince; they will obey a foreign policy ; they may be | 

used in enterprises, in adventures, in perils.’’ 7 
Here Mr. Rouhér takes the floor and gives the convention, and the interpretations it may q 

; provoke, their right place : : 
‘‘ We must once more consider the Mexican question. The honorable gentleman (Mr. 

Jules Favre) has told you that the treaty concluded with the emperor Maximilian violated q 
engagements we had with you; he has spoken to you of the threats of American inter- 

| vention, suspended, like the sword of Damocles, over the new Mexican empire. ; 
| ‘¢ While I listened to the ironical eulogies given to the eloquence of the government 1 

orators, as they painted gay pictures of promised prosperity to Mexico, little moved by ; 
fo. them, I was patiently reading the Mexican Courrier that I had just received ; and here is 

: whatT read: . 
| ‘¢« The general condition of Mexico is daily improving,as the masses comprehend and . : 
P appreciate the generous views of the Emperor towards them. Resistance, now only local, é 
‘ has entirely lost its nationality. The bandits fly at the approach of our troops; and when- E 
: _ ever they are caught they are cut to pieces. It has, in fact, relapsed into brigandage, — ; 
j very annoying to the inoffensive people who are the chief sufferers; but this will soon be | E 
| _ suppressed by a well-organized police system. . | : 
| a ‘¢ Confidence has greatly increased in the last month or two. People of all classes and ; 

all opinions come to the capital from every part of the country, meet and pass, forgetting | 
| their former hostility, and mingling in similar sentiments, with oblivion of the past and | 3 
| - faith in the future. Under such circumstances, with the support of the government of the = ; 
4 Emperor and the aid of Huropean capital, Mexico cannot fail soon to enter into a way of _  - 
3 national prosperity, by which Europe will be the first to profit.’ ’’ os | : 
i- Several voices : Who wrote it? | - E 

Mr. Rovner. It is signed by Mr. Montholon. og 
4 7 We will not spoil this brilliant picture by untimely reflections. He then continues : ; 

4 ‘‘ But they say the treaty contains promises contrary to our declarations. What does o£ 
4 _ the treaty say? Wirst, that the army shall be reduced to 25,000 men. The expeditionis | f 
3 over, and 10,000 of our men will return by the Ist of January, 1865. As to the other : 
4 15,000 men, we declare they are to remain temporarily in Mexico to protect the interests of : 
| France, and the interests that induced the intervention.’’ | - 

Mr. Guserovutt. Please read the treaty. | j 
; Mr. Rovner. I have not got it; but ifthe honorable gentleman wiil give it to me, I o£ 

will read it to the house. 8 ; 
_ Mr. Guerovrr. I have not got it either ; but I think the time for the return of our troops : 
was left to the emperor Maximilian. — | - | : 

: | Mr. Rovner. The honorable gentleman is mistaken ; I will give the sense of the treaty 4 
{ _ from memory: . 

i Article lst says the army shall be reduced to 25,000 men, who will remain in Mexico to &£§ 
| protect our interests there. So 25,000 men remain for no fixed time—till France chooses &§ 
: to recall them. Now, do you call this indefinite? No. The emperor of Mexico reserves E 
| the right to demand the return of our troops, in proportion as the Mexican army shall be E 
5 organized. 
: Mr. Guerovtt. But we can’t stay so long. . F 
| _ A voice. No interruption ! : an 
’ Mr, Rovner. Does Mr. Gueroult know the facts? Does he know that there is alreadya E 
i -national army of 25,000 men in Mexico, and does he not see that it is for the general. in- | q 

terest to withdraw these troops, so expensive to the emperor of Mexico? A Mexicanarmy 3 
is organizing. Mr. Berryer declared yesterday it would cost the Mexican government . q 

: thirty-seven millions this year. A national army then exists. Our soldiers will return 3 
as soon as our interests no longer require their presence there. Each day brings this pe- : 

' riod nearer, and it will be equally welcome to both nations. | , ae 
The treaty contains nothing contrary to the declarations of the legislature ; and if some j 

are pained at our stay in Mexico, I care little about them, for they are revolutionists, who : 
would like to see the country again as it was in the time of Juarez. [Very good, very : 
good.| The treaty is above criticism. It contains nothing but what conforms to the : 
thoughts expressed by the legislative body in the address. [Good, good. ] : 

Thus, in 1864, Mr. Rouher was sorry to see opposition to the prolongation of our stay in 
Mexico, because all who opposed it were revolutionists, eager to deliver the country over to the agi- 
tations of the Juarez times, which means that the prompt return of our army was impossible, : 
in spite of the allay of passion and increasing prosperity of the Mexican empire ; in spite of of 
the brilliant picture he himself had drawn. . ; 

po . oo 4
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: | XIV. oO | 

3 The dark apprehensions of 1864 were fortunately dispelled by the bright prospects in the ! 
; beginning of 1865. We find ourselves in presence of wishes, hopes, and promises. The | 

good wishes are thus expressed in the address of 1865: | | : 
4 ‘The legislative body believes with you, sire, that the most wisely governed nations : 
i cannot always avoid external complications; and when they do come, they must be met 
i firmly and without illusion. The distant expeditions to China, Cochin-China, and Mexico, 
1 succeeding each other, have disturbed many people in France on account of their expense 
7 and sacrifice. We acknowledge that they are calculated to inspire respect for our subjects | 

and our flag abroad, and tend to develop our commerce; and we shall be happy to see the 
j . good results realized that your Majesty has induced us to hope for.”’ | 

: : This hope is explained in the exposé of the condition of the empire of that year, where we | 
find the following lines : Hoe | : 

4 ‘¢The emperor Maximilian has assumed the crown offered to him by the national will, 
and his arrival has. happily put'an end to the provisional situation of Mexico. The em- 
peror’s reception in the capital, and all through the country, by all classes of people, and : 

j the support of influential men of all parties, leave no doubt about the wishes of an im- 
4 mense majority \" the Mexican people. : | | 

‘* The new sovereign will gain strength and confidence by these manifestations, which will | 
7. enable him to complete the great and generous mission he has so resolutely accepted. _ 

The pacification of an extensive country, where robbery was sheltered by the banner of a 
political party, could not be accomplished in a single day; yet, thanks to the soldiers of | 
our expeditions who have penetrated every part of the country, this is being rapidly accom- | 
plished, and so the return of our forces from that country has already begun, and will con- | 
tinue, as the object of intervention permits. Functionaries from the different branches of | 
our administration have been placed at the disposal of the Mexican government, at its re- | 
quest, to assist in the interior organization of affairs.’’ 

The promise offered is found in this solemn declaration of the imperial discourse for the | ! 
] session of 1865: eos 

‘‘Thus all of our expeditions are drawing to a close; our land troops have evacuated 
China ; the navy can protect our settlements in Cochin-China ; our army in Africa is going | 
to be reduced ; that in Mexico is now returning ; the Roman garrison will.soon return ; and 

1 when we close the temple of war, we can proudly inscribe these words upon a new trium- 
: phal arch : | - | 
j ‘‘ A la gloire des armées Francaises pour les victoires remportées en Europe, en Asie, en 
' Afrique, et en Amérique. | 

(‘* To the glory of the French armies for victories gained in Europe, Asia, Africa, and | 
| America.) _ | : | 

: ‘¢ Let us devote ourselves quietly to peaceful labors. Oo 
: ‘¢ The new throneis gaining strength in Mexico ; the country is becoming quiet ; itsim, : 
i mense resources are being developed. This is the happy result of the bravery of our sol- | \ 

diers, of the good sense of the Mexican people, and of the intelligence and energy of the | 
sovereign !’’ . cos , : . | 

. | GEORGES JAURET. | 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | 

1. | [Translation.—Unofficial. | | 

oe . - Wasuineton, February 21, 1866. 
i My Dear Sir: I have the honor to enclose you two extracts from a paper ot 
| published in the city of Mexico, under the title of “ Diario del Imperio,” the 

| organ of the usurper Maximilian, in its numbers of the 20th and 22d of January | 
; last, containing four letters from Don Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, who has 
4 - several times been President of the Mexican republic, showing the part he has 

taken in the French intervention of that republic. _ 
| I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

: oo . M. ROMERO. 

1 Hon. WitLiamM H. Sewarp, &¢., Se, go. — . | 

3 7 | |
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| [Enclosure No. 1.J a ; 

| [From the Diario del Imperio, of January 20, 1866.] 

| , DOCUMENTS FOR THE HISTORY OF MEXICO. | 

: Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, well-merited of the country, General of Division, Grand Master of the : 

national and distinguished order of Guadalupe, Knight of the Grand C.oss of the royal and distin- . 

| guished order of Charles LIZ, and President of the Mexican republic, to all who may see these presents 

| gresting : : 

_ Being authorized by the Mexican nation to constitute it under the form of government I : 

: may think most convenient to assure its territorial integrity and national independence in 

the most advantageous and permanent manner, according to the full powers with which I 

: am invested, and considering that no government is more suitable to a nation than that to 

which it has been accustomed for centuries and which has formed its peculiar customs ; 3 

4 Therefore, and to this end, placing full confidence in the patriotism. intelligence, and o£ 

| zeal of Don José Maria Gutierrez de Estrada, I confer upon him, by these presents, the 3 

| full powers necessary to enter into arrangements, and make the proper offers near the courts | 

: of London, Paris, Madrid, and Vienna, to obtain from those governments, or from any one 

| _ of them, the establishment of a monarchy, derived from any of the royal races of those q 

| powers, under qualifications and conditions to be established by special instructions. : 

4 _ - Jn faith whereof, I have caused these presents to be issued, signed by my hand, author- : 

4 ized by the seal of the nation and countersigned by the minister of relations, all under the i 

i proper reserve, in the national palace of Mexico, on the first of July, eighteen hundred and 

| fifty-four. | ae | . 
| A. L. DESANTA ANNA. : 

| | [Enclosure No. 2.] . | : 

| Sr. Tomas, November 30, 1861. : 

1 My Very Dear Frienp: The news you have been kind enough to communicate to me, in : 

1 your esteemed favor of the 31st October, received by the last mail, gave me very great : 

{ pleasure, because it is so interesting that, if it can be realized, our country will be saved 

| from ruin. | | | , 

, God grant that our dreams may come to pass as soon as possible ! 
The candidate you mention (his Imperial Highness Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian) is &-§ 

unexceptionable, and I therefore hasten to give my approbation. Do me the favor, then, to 

inform him of it, as well as our friends, but with all reserve, for you well know that in 

' politics there are things that must not be published before the proper time, on account of E 

the harm that might be caused. . | | 3 

4 I think the allied forces will reach Vera Cruz early in next January, and their arrival . : 

to - will be a cause of great rejoicing to all good Mexicans, because they will not be regarded E 

1 as a threatening enemy, but as benefactors, to save them from the worst of tyrannies. 3 

{ Public opinion will, undoubtedly, soon pronounce in favor of whatever suits the people. : 

1 Convinced that the time to act has come, I am ready to return immediately to my native 1 

: land, determined to labor with all my strength till the realization of the undertaking ‘is E 

: completed, I will let you know of my departure from this island by the mail of the 17th : 

4 of December, and I will tell you where to address your letters to me. | | 4 

1 Now you see, my friend, I am not dozing when the work is to be commenced, and my : 

; acts accord with my words. | ; 

If I am permitted to see my country constituted in a way to make it prosperous and 3 

i: happy in the future before I close my eyes in death, I shall be extremely gratified. 

| Don’t fail to send me all the news you get. | 4 

Your most obedient servant, | . : 

- ANTONIO LOPEZ DESANTA ANNA. © : 

His Excellency Don Jose Mania GUTIERREZ DE EsTRADA. . 

[Enclosure No. 3.] E 

(From the Diario del Imperio, of January 22, 1866.] a E 

Santa Anna to Maximilian. : E 

Sr. THomas, December 22, 1863. ' 

Srre: When I heard that a considerable number of my fellow-countrymen, actuated by 

the purest patriotism, had fixed upon your Royal Highness to be called to the throne of &§
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; Mexico, my soul overflowed with pleasure. If it had been in my power to accompany the | | 
Mexican commission, your Imperial Highness would have heard from the mouth of one of | 

3 the noblemen of independence, from one who held for many years the first place among | 
his fellow-citizens, the ratification of what the worthy president of the country expressed = 

i; with so much eloquence and sincerity. : | 
Yes, sire, in having the honor to greet your Imperial Highness, with the rest of my | 

| countrymen, as the emperor of Mexico, and to offer you, respectfully, my humble services, 7 | 
] I can assure you, without flattery, that my attachment to your august person is boundless ; 
7 and since distance deprives me of the pleasure of appearing personally in your presence, my | 
4 * pen will do that duty from my present place of residence, hoping your Imperial Highness 

_ will receive the expression of my sentiments with your accustomed benevolence. : 
I may also assure your Imperial Highness that the voice raised in Mexico to proclaim 

; your respected name is not the voice of a party. An immense majority of the nation desire : 
] to restore the empire of the Montezumas, with your Imperial Highness at its head, believing | 
] it to be tke only remedy for existing ills, and. the ultimate anchor of its hopes. Accept, | 
; then, in absolute confidence, the enthusiastic Mexican vote, and come courageously to the 
3 Mexican shores, certain of receiving the demonstrations of love and profound respect, be- | 

lieving, at the same time, that your agreeable presence will suffice to restore harmony | 
7 throughout the land. The occasion is propitious. Your Imperial Highness can make the 
1 '. Mexicans happy by placing your name among those of the heroes blessed by posterity. : 

The vast, beautiful, and fertile soil of Mexico abounds in elements to form a first-class | 
q empire on the American continent ; consequently it is no insignificant power that is offered - 
i to your Imperial Highness. True, the country has suffered from anarchy for half a cen- 

tury; but under the auspices of peace, with a paternal, just, and enlightened government, 
3 its resources will be restored in a few years, and it will be the admiration of the world, 
3 Would to Heaven I could see this before I end my days! 
i I hope your Imperial Highness will condescend to acknowledge, in the dean of the Mex- 
: ican army, a devoted and disinterested friend, avery obedient servant, who wishes you 
: the greatest happiness and fervently kisses’ the imperial hands of your Imperial Highness. | 
3 Co | 7 oe A. L. DE SANTA ANNA, 

His Imperial and Royal Highness i 
] . ARCHDUKE FERDINAND Maximiiian of Austria. : | 

Oo [Enclosure No. 4.] | 
4 

| 

Sr. Tuomas, 15th of October, 1861. _ 
| Mucu. Esrremep Frienp: In reply to your favor of the 15th of September, now before | 
° me, I must say to you that I had already received the news of the resolution adopted by ok 

the three maritime powers in regard to Mexico. | - , | : : From what you tell me, there can be no doubt of a change of situation in a short time. | 
What remains to be done now is to take advantage of this propitious occasion to realize : q my long-cherished desires, remembering that such an opportunity never occurs twice. | | What you have to do is to remind the governments near which you are accredited of. t 

your former petitions, insisting, especially, that Mexico cannot have a lasting peace until ‘ 1 _ the disease is radically cured, and the only remedy is the substitution of a constitutional 4 
empire for that farce called a republic. Those nations can select one jointly. Remind 

2 them, also, that I am now, more than ever, disposed to carry out that idea, and that I will 
labor without ceasing to effect it. - . 

I do not wish to depreciate the nationality of Mexico. My sole desire is to establish a | 
government of order, to repair the damages of party strife, and to make the Mexicans con- 

4 tented by restoring the Catholic religion, now almost extinct, in a country that used to be | 
1 famed for its respect and love for religion. - | | | 

I beg you to communicate my resolve to our mutual friend Mr. ————-, who I hope will 
use all his influence in aid of the triumph of correct principles. 

i In conclusion, I must say to you that since the profanation of our churches, I have | 
determined to become the avenger of so many sacrilegious outrages, trusting that Provi- 

; dence will give me strength to carry out my i1esolution. a ue te I have : 
jo improved much lately, and hope soon to be in Mexico. 
} : Ever your affectionate friend and countryman, 
| | | ° ANTONIO LOPEZ DE SANTA ANNA. | | * . Don Josu Marra Goriernez pu Esrrapa, 7 
4 . | 

OS | | 7 
. 

|
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_ | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | | 
a _ [Translation.] an 

| _ Mexican Leaation, 
. | Washington, February 22, 1866. 

Mr. Romero presents his respects to Mr. Seward, and has the honor to trans- 
mit to him a copy of extracts of a letter he has received from Paris, dated the 
od instant, and written by a reliable person, noticing the departure of forces from F 

) Oran for Mexico about the end of January last. | 

| -Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, §c., Sc., $x. Ot 

| | [Translation. |] , 
a a , Paris, February 3, 1866. F 

, Mucu Esrezmep FRiEnp : ® se a 3 a a a se 
4 I must inform you that a regiment of the Foreign Legion, consisting of twelve hundred 
; men, left Oran for Vera Cruz, seven days ago, in a vessel that came for them from Toulon, : 
i after taking on a quantity of ammunition there. : 
. This was done in the greatest secrecy ; even the newspapers do not mention it. It is 
/ likely the United States consul in Algiers or Oran has informed his. government of it. 

It is also certain that arrangements are pending between Paris and Vienna to send an : 
j army corps of Austrians to Mexico. . | | : 
: Sefior Don Marras Romero, Washington. 7 | 

| | 

| Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : 

| [Translation.] ; 

| | WASHINGTON, February 26, 1866, | 
: My Dear Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you a translation into Eng- | : 
| lish of the official documents relating to the affairs of Mexico, which were pub- | F 

| lished by the French government on the opening of the sessions of the legisla- ; 
2 tive body thereof, in what is called, in Paris, the “ Yellow Book.”’ 
| Desirous that this collection may be of some use to the department under : 
: your worthy charge, I transmit it to you, and avail myself of the occasion to ; 

| repeat myself | | ; 
| Your obedient servant, | 

Hon. Winuiam H. Sewarp, &c., &c., §c. os &£ 

| THE YELLOW BOOK. | j 

| The Yellow Book, containing the diplomatic documents communicated to the Chambers, : 
came out yesterday. These documents relate to the affairs of Italy and Rome ;.to the q 

_ Visits of the French and English squadrons; to the navigation of the Danube; to the : 
Lebanon question; to the affair of Greece; to the United States; to the affair of Chili; to F 
the affairs of the Plate; to the negotiations with Japan; to the extradition treaty between . f 

| France and England; to commercial affairs—Sweden, Norway, Zollverein, N etherlands, 
Spain ; to an international sanitary conference ; in fine, to the United States correspondence | F 
relative to the affairs of Mexico. ; 

| Underneath this summary table we find the following note: j 
‘As the publication of the correspondence on the subject of Mexico at this time might : 

present some inconveniences on account of pending negotiations, the government of the 
HKmperor reserves it for subsequent communication to the grand state bodies.”’ 

44D Cc ¥* | |
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Further on, at the head of the correspondence relative to Mexican affairs, we find another 

1. note of this tenor: | | 

**In postponing the publication of the papers relating to Mexico, the intention of the 
government of the Emperor was also to defer that of the United States upon the same ques- 
tion ; but it is now thought unnecessary to delay the communication of that correspondence 
any longer, as publicity has been given in America to the documents presented to Con- | 
gress,”’ | i | a 

7 It appears from this note that there are other documents relative to Mexico remaining to | 
be published ; in other words, the correspondence already published does not embrace all ‘| 

| the Mexican documents, but only those documents relative to the reclamations of the United | 

| States. - | | | 

UNITED STATES CORRESPONDENCE IN RELATION TO MEXICAN AFFAIRS. | 

3 The Minister of Foreign Affairs to M. Geoffroy, chargé d’ affaires at Washington. | 

Paris, March 23, 1865. 

Sir: The United States chargé d’affaires has made the communication of which you gave | 
: me notice. Without formal instructions from his government, (so he said,) Mr. Bigelow | 
: read me Mr. Seward’s despatch, the substance of which I will now give. 

The people of the United States, said the Secretary of State, have now but one thought, 
i from which no consideration can divert them, namely, the reconstruction of the Union. 
j . To effect this they are resolved to make every sacrifice, to recoil from no obstacle, and to — 

3 triumph over every resistance. | | | | oe | | , 
4 They desire that the crisis through which they are now passing may not affect their rela- 4 
3 tions with foreign states; but their sentiments towards them will chiefly-be inspired by 
4 the dispositions they are supposed to have towards us in present circumstances. Sympa- | 
q thizing with those they think favorable to the end they wish to attain, the people, by the 
1 natural effect of the contest they are sustaining, are inclined to feel considerable irritation 
3 against those who encourage their adversaries, or who provoke by their wishes a result 
; contrary to that which they are contending for at the price of so many sacrifices. Now 
; it is generally believed in the United States, rightly or wrongly, that the French govern-  ——, 
i ment would consider a definitive separation of the American Union into two distinct con- 
j federations as the most desirable consequence of the present war. | | 
1 With the present state of mind in America, this opinion upon the tendencies of the 
1 French government might change the feelings of friendship so long entertained for France, 

| and imbitter the relations between the two countries. The federal government, though _ | 
3 not amenable to popular impressions, is obliged to regard them, and would be pleased to | 
j see the French cabinet take an occasion to manifest their sentiments towards the American i 

Union; a manifestation of that nature would help to direct or reform the opinion, and : 
: prevent it from being perverted by thoughtless prejudices. : 
1 | I told the United States chargé d’affaires that we might be excused from replying to L 

suppositions that had nothing to justify them, and to which we are conscious of having | 
furnished no pretext. I added, however, that I would have no hesitation to enter into 

3 frank explanations with the federal government of the attitude observed by us since the | 
beginning of the American crisis, and to manifest once more our desire that no misunder- | 

i standing or equivocation should subsist between us. It is not necessary for France to 
_ recall the part she took at the founding of the great American republic. Still faithful to 
her sympathies, she has had the pleasure to see her interests accord with her sentiments in 
the continued development of the commercial relations of the two countries; and it is 
with sincere regret she has regarded the terrible conflict that endangered a state whose | 
prosperity and grandeur she has always desired. oe | | 

It ig superfluous to say that we have remained absolute strangers to the circumstances, © | 
altogether internal, that have brought about the separation of the north and south, in the 
centre of the Union; but we may mention that we have not ceased to deplore the events 

i. that have been the consequence; that we had always expressed ourselves in regard to it | 
: in the most explicit manner, under all circumstances, even declaring ourselves ready to_ 
i interpose our good offices if they should at any time be thought necessary to the success of. 
: an attempt at reconciliation. | 
: | Facts, however, strike everybody with incontrovertible authority. The war broke out, © 

over an extensive territory, between the two factions of the Union, and has sustained an i 
: | equilibrium for four years, kept up by large regular armies obeying constituted govern- 

| ments. It-was impossible for foreign powers not to recognize the parties engaged insuch. = 
| a conflict as belligerents, and to grant them such characters allowed by the law of nations. : 

| | | oe | | 

:
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The government of the Emperor could not then hesitate to proclaim his consequent ' duty of strict neutrality. Held responsible for his deeds, he abstained frofh every resolu- ~ E tion tending to prejudge the issue of a struggle to be decided by the force of arms and the i : will of God. | 
It was not his place to say, without meddling in affairs that concerned the people of the q 4 - United States alone, what should be the terms of reconciliation, the object we so ardently z desired. Without expressing any opinion on the subject, he has continued to maintain t | diplomatic relations with the federal sovernment, and abstained from all official inter- : | course with the power existing in Richmond. The government of the Emperor has there- : |. fore conforme] in all its acts to astrict and loyal observance of its daclarations of neutrality : by giving a friendly character to its attitude towards the Union. 1 ; We do not doubt but the good sense of the American people, laying aside the passions ; te of the struggle they are maintaining, will do justice to our intentions and our conduct : towards them. It is the duty of the government to enlighten the people as much as pos- sible, and direct their. judgment. We, too, must beware of false impressions, and defend q public opinion against ill-founded suggestions. While it is represented in the United — E | - States that France advocates disunion, it is repeated in Europe that the United States are only waiting for the end of their civil war to pounce upon Mexico and tear down a flag, j 3 the accidental vicinity of which, it seems to us, ought to inspire different sentiments in ; 1 those who are now defending the work of the founders of the American republic. We 3 j reject such suppositions ; we expect a complete reciprocity of amicable proceedings from E i the cabinet at Washington, and a similar observance of the rules of neutrality. We are F | _ pleased with the assurances that Mr. Seward has given us on that point. The exalted | E ] intelligence of that great statesman protects him, we are sure, from the prepossessions and Ef - prejudices that events in Mexico may have excited in some minds. We trust that these t : false impressions will disappear before a more calm and sound consideration of the true F | interests of the American people. a oo | 1 We went to Mexico to obtain redress and satisfaction for grievous wrongs, denying from E 4 the first, as we have always done since on all occasions, every iatention of a settlement or ; of territorial acquisition. Our intervention has permitted reconstruction in that country, | 4 on conditions much more favorable than the former governments to the development of E : . its social life and prosperity. We presume there is nothing in that to alarm the United E States, and therefore we refuse to believe the designs attributed to them. Whatever may E be the result of this struggle in the United States, we think the best employment the | E ] States of North America can make of their forces and available resources will be to repair o£ the ravages of war. We cannot believe they are thinking of using them in an expensive , F and unjust war against a country that has never given them cause of complaint—in a war, E 4 in fact, (and we say it now because we do not wish to repeat it,) in which circumstances | 4 will force the United States to meet and Oppose a power that was once their ancient ally. : We reject, then, these suppositions, condemned by our reason. We hope that the reso- E : lutions of the cabinet at Washington in regard to the Mexican government will continue 3 to confirm our confidence in their wisdom. As we are neutral in the politico- military . E | Struggle in the United States, we expect their neutrality in our affairs in Mexico. As we : | ° will help to dissipate the doubts that exist in America in regard to our sentiments towards. F : the United States, we would be pleased to gee the federal government give us grounds to” j : enlighten European opinion in regard to the intentions attributed to it by prejudiced : | minds, , an 7 | 4 4 Accept the assurances, &c., 

| F ; | | | | DROUYN DE LHUYS. : 

— Phe Minister of Foreign Affairs to Marquis Montholon, French minister to the United States. 3 
: : | | | Paris, May 2, 1865. 7 

Marquis: In a conversation with the United States minister a few days ago, he made a known to me the dispositions of his government in regard to Mexico, and read me several E passages from despatches addressed to him by Mr. Seward, Secretary of State. . . Mr. Bigelow said the people of the United States were attached to republican institutions, E and, regarding them from their own experience as most suited to assure the prosperity and *€ greatness of a nation, could not favorably lock upon the establishment of a monarchy : : among their neighbors. The cabinet at Washington had to adopt the same opinion ; yet. they understood that peculiar conditions of races, climate, geography, past habits, and tra- . E ditions, might incline another people to prefer for themselves a government different from E that which was thought the best in the United States. But we must confess, added Mr. E Bigelow, that the trial of democratic republican institutions for half a century in Mexico : E
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is far from being favorable, and has done more harm than good to that unfortunate country. 

q The United States government, therefore, has no intention to oppose the experiment now 

1 to be made with full liberty there ; nothing could be more contrary to its principles than 

4 to prevent a neighboring nation from choosing at pleasure any form of government. Re- 

4 solved to observe a scrupulous and impartial neutrality in regard to what is passing in | 
i Mexico, we hope the attitude will prevent any difficulty between us. 
: The anxiety caused in America by our intervention originated from the fear to see us | 

4 inaugurate a system of monarchical propagandism in the New World, and was increased of 
3 by the idea that we entertained hostile feelings towards the cabinet at Washington during | 

the dreadful crisis that was rending the United States. The federal government will not 

be deceived by these hypotheses, nor deviate from the line of conduct it has traced out, as : 

long as the honor and interests of the republic are not injured. 

j I thanked the United States minister for the assurances he gave me in the name of his | 

: government, and, congratulating him on the wisdom of the act, I took a note of his decla- | 

rations. I reminded him that our Mexican expedition was solely to sustain the just claims | 

3 of our citizens, which the government then existing in Mexico had neither the will nor the 

7 power to sustain. That government, having really no foundation, though some provincial | 

i brigands carried its colors, fell at our approach. a : 

; - With our assistance a new government has been formed, which is conscientiously laboring : 

i to effect a new political reorganization, promising protection to all interests, aad a peace 

q | and security long unknown in that wealthy country. There was no absolute system of 

4 monarchical restoration in our conduct, nor the least shadow of intentions of conquest or 

3 propagandism. ‘Towards the United States, during her four years of painful trials, we 

have constantly remained faithful to the duties of exact neutrality ; and we have always 

; shown our desire for peace ina country that has shown sympathy for us since its founda- 

/ tion. ‘The few slight disagreements that have unavoidably risen, despite our scrupulous 

impartiality, show how hard it is in practice not to deviate from promised neutrality with 

the most loyal intentions. i | , : 

1 We are pleased to hope, I said to Mr. Bigelow, that the government of the United States | 

: will soon be induced to establish friendly relations with the new government of Mexico. 

Commercial interests, moreover, require a closer relation between the two countries, and we 

hope this also will soon be accomplished in the political domain. : 
Such, marquis, is the substance of my answer to Mr. Bigelow’s communications. 

; | Accept the assurances, &c., | . 
7 a | a DROUYN DE LHUYS. 

| a The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister at Washington. : 

: | . ‘ Paris, May 30, 1865. : 

j -Monstevr te Marquis: I have seen with pleasure the assurances which the President of f 

the United States gave to you of his personal desire to keep the best relations with us. I 
am. pleased in thinking that we shall find the proof of those sentiments, so conformable to 

4 ours, in the measures which the federal government will take in order to stop the an-  - 

! nounced enlistments in behalf of Juarez, and to discourage all attempts of that kind. | 

Accept, &c., | 

1 DROUYN DE LHUYS. | 
| 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister at Washington. | 

; | Paris, June 1, 1865. | 

Monsieur Le Marquis: In the course of an interview which I had with Mr. Bigelow on | | 

: the subject of raising the restrictive measures resulting from the neutrality of France, | i 

j. reminded the United States minister that France had reason to reckon on the vigilance 

7 and firmness of his government to prevent or repress all acts which might, with respect to 

1 Mexico, weaken the cordiality of our relations. I also spoke to him of the reception 

accorded to you by President Johnson. I repeated, as I informed you on the 30th of last 

; month, that we had heard with pleasure of the assurances given to you by the President | 

j of the friendly dispositions of the people of the United States towards us, and of the inten- 

j tion of that government to preserve the tradition of them. I added that the language , 

| addressed to you by Mr. Johnson, nevertheless, called for an observation on my part. 1 | 

3 could not, indeed, abstain from expressing some astonishment at seeing the President 

3 inaugurate the relations of his government with the representative of the Emperor by | |
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referring to an anxiety about events of a nature calculated to disturb them. Thatconcern E 
to ‘* anticipate beyond all ordinary prevision eventualities quite unlikely,’’ and which might E 

| compromise the good relations which, it is affirmed, there ts a sincere desire to maintain, did not appear E 
i to me the best means of assuring their duration. I could therefore but regret the expression of E 

that excessive aforethought, especially in the circumstance when it had occurred. ‘That E 
- portion of President Johnson’s speech is no doubt addressed, as you remark, to a portion  &§ 

of the American public, and has been suggested by the desire of conciliating certain national ; 
| susceptibilities. I understand it as such; but the fact must not be forgotten, as my duty ft 
| was to remark it to Mr. Bigelow, that the French nation also has its susceptibilities, which ] 
| are not less respectable, and to avoid wounding which is equally important. : 
| Receive, &c., | | : 

: DROUYN DE LHUYS. : 

: | _ The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister at Washington. . | | : 

, , Paris, July 6, 1865. 
7 Monsieur Le Marquis: I have seen with satisfaction, by your last despatches, that the 4 
| efforts made in the United States to organize an armed emigration into Mexico continue to 
/ ‘lose their importance, and I approve of the terms in which you proposed to treat that ques- ; 
| tion with Mr. Seward, when it shall be possible for you to open your relations with him in E 

a regular and consecutive manner. It was a matter of great interest to us, in presence of . ; 
’ the projected expeditions to Mexico so loudly announced in ‘the United States, to remind : 
i the cabinet at Washington that the legislation of the country afforded it the means of : 
1 opposing an obstacle, if such were its wish, to enterprises of that kind. But, having done 
i this, our further measures must depend on circumstances, and you rightly thought the 7 : 
i _ present moment inopportune for demanding that the federal government should publish a ; 
4 new proclamation in conformity with that of 1818. | 
| The feelings with which the cabinet at Washington showed itself animated on this : 
{ point, and of which I have recently received further proof, are moreover of a nature to : 
| satisfy us. On the 29th of last month Mr. Bigelow communicated to me a letter which F 
, he had just received from Mr. Seward, and the first which that minister had written, or : 
3 rather dictated, since the events of which he was one of the victims. In it Mr. Seward | ; 
‘ protests against the apprehensions which the hasty language of certain American journals : 
: had given birth to in France. He affirms, in the most formal terms, that the existing 

government maintains the policy adopted by the previous administration relative to Mexico, 7 
1 and on which the representative of the Union had been many times charged to transmit : 

explanations tome. The Washington cabinet is still resolved to observe neutrality in this i 
matter. It is persuaded that the instructions given by the Attorney General to the district : 
attorneys will suffice to prevent illicit armaments; and that if, in spite of the efforts of the . 
government, some few irregular acts should occur, such acts would have no importance, 
and could not trouble either France or Mexico. I have received these declarations with 
pleasure, and I am happy to know that the facts related in your correspondence confirm j 
the assurances which were spontaneously given by Mr. Seward. | | 

4 Accept, &c., . | . | | ; 
| - DROUYN DE LHUYS. 

: | | The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister at Washington. . E 

. Paris, July 20, 1865. q 
: Marquis: News from the United States shows us the particular importance attached to : 
: confederate emigration to Mexico in that country, and how much the public mind is now 
i occupied with the pretended territorial or mining grants that the government of the Em- | J 
é peror seeks to claim. oo | — 
3 The fall of the southern confederacy has hastened the time for the Mexican government 
: to open relations of good. fellowship with the cabinet at Washington. The very delicate q 
: question of confederate emigration is, in my opinion, the first step towards an alliance, if 

it be frankly and openly considered. It could not then fail to attract the attention of the ] 
emperor Maximilian. From what our minister in Mexico writes me, his Majesty intends  &£ 

: to welcome emigrants to his territory under the following conditions : If they are armed _ &£ 
and organized, they must lay down their arms at the frontier ; they must take an oath of an 
obedience to the Mexican government, with a promise not to engage in any attempt against 

! a friendly or neighboring government. If they wish to settle as planters, they shall repair E 
: to desigaated localities, and not establish themselves upon the frontier of the United States, i
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: nor upon the isthmus of Tehuantepec. Generals Almonte and Robles are to be sent to the 
; United States by the emperor to ask for the acceptance of these conditions. 

. - According to my information, they will express themselves about in these terms at 
q Washington: ‘‘ We have,’’ they will say to the federal government, ‘‘ neither created nor 
j desired the situation imposed upon us. Remnants of confederate armies or exiled citizens __ 
; _ ask an asylum of us; the consequence for us is various obligations which we do not wish 

- toavoid. We wish to fulfil the duties of humanity towards the conquered that the fate 
1 ' of war has compelled to quit their country. We wish to take advantage of this for our- 
1 selves and make Mexico profit by the activity and energy of men who come to seek a new 
: country among us; in fine, we do not wish to quarrel with our neighbors, but our hope, | 

on the contrary, is to form and keep up good and profitable relations with the American I 
4 _ Union. To reconcile these different necessities, we will welcome the confederates ; but we 
3 : propose to disarm them on their arrival into Mexican territory, if they come with arms; 
7 to remove them from the frontier into the interior of the country, where we will give them | 
: iands and facilitate their definitive settlement according to their capabilities.”’ 

. We can but approve of this conduct in general. It has suggested to me, however, one | 
- observation. If it is necessary to remove the Americans from the territory of the Union, | 

1 it would not seem to me wise to interdict every American emigrant the faculty of estab- 
] lishing himself in the mining districts, and I do not think that the federal government, in 
; case it did-happen, should be offended at it. No matter about the details of the emperor | 

Maximilian’s plans; this seems to us the proper time to carry them out. Such language, 
i clear, plain, practical, I think would be heard and understood at Washington. — - | 

As to the recent report, newly propagated in the United States, attributing to us the ~ 
1 project of seeking territorial acquisitions or privileges for working mining districts, you - : 
: ' know they have absolutely no foundation. You know better than anybody else what are 

4 our intentions in that particular, for it was to you I communicated them on the 30th of | 
i November last, and you gave notice of them to the Mexican government. The views of 
q the government of the Emperor have not varied since that time. It is firmly resolved not 
j to accept the cession of any portion of Mexican territory, and to decline all proposals for 
3 concession of mines in Sonora. You must say this openly everywhere, so as to leave no 
4 doubt in minds, and to remove every pretext for similar allegations. | | 
; Accept, &c., . : 

| | | -DROUYN DE LHUYS. ' | 

q : . Lhe Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. - | 

- | | Parts, August 17,1865. | 
| Monsinur Le Marquis : The minister of the United States addressed to me on the Ist instant 

; the note of which you will find a copy annexed. In the answer, of which a copy is also 
given, which I sent by the Emperor’s command to this communication, I felt bound to de- 

3 clare to Mr. Bigelow that, always ready to reply to demands for explanations addressed to 
| us in a friendly manner, we could not think of responding to interpellations expressed in a threatening 
: tone relative to vague allegations: founded on equivocal documents. At the same time I took the op- 
; portunity afforded by the communication of the minister of the United States, to remind him : 
: that, as observers of a scrupulous neutrality in all the internal questions which may agitate | 
; or divide the American Union, we were entitled to rely on the exact and loyal reciprocity : 

promised to us on his part with regard to the affairs of Mexico. We do rely on it, in fact, : 
: and yet we are unable to conceal from ourselves that there is some difficulty in conciliating 
: certain recent facts and manifestations, of which we cannot mistake the character, with the | 
} assurances we have received. _ | oe - 
4 We know that our expedition, its consequences, the establishment of a monarchy in 

Mexico, have been viewed with displeasure in the United States; we have been told this, | 
j and we regret it. But a displeasure does not constitute a grievance, a sentiment does not 

create a right ; and the peace of the world would be exposed to continual dangers if each 
i State, in its relations with its neighbors, were to conduct itself solely to suit its own con- 
i veniences or preferences. Ina free country par excellence, like the United States, it should oy 
q _ be known that the liberty and the right of each—State or individual—have for limits the | 

. liberty and right of others. _ | ne 
L have not here to justify our expedition to Mexico. Obliged to do eutselves justice, we went 

7 . to Mexico to seek the satisfaction which had been obstinately refused us. We yielded to a ne- 

cessity of the same nature as that which had, at another epoch, conducted the American arms to the capi- 
tal of Mexico. The Union exercised the rights of victory in all their plenitude'by annexing a new State. 

1 . France does not go so far ; we shall leave Mexico without acquiring an inch of soil, and without re- 
serving to ourselves any advantage not common toall other powers. After our formal decla- | 

| | 

|
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i rations on this subject, and the categorical denials we have opposed to all contrary allega- E 
tions, we are dispensed from replying to the persistent rumors of territorial cessions, by means _ ' 
of which endeavors are made to keep up irritation against us in the United States. The : 
semblance of a government against which we made war disappeared at our approach. Far 
from pretending to dispose of the country, we invited and encouraged it to dispose of itself. o£- 

In a communication which Mr. Bigelow did me the honor to address to me on the 12th &§ 
June last, he was pleased to acknowledge that the success of republican institutions in Span- oF 

| ish America had not been such as to encourage the United States to attempt propagating j 
them otherwise than by example, and that, in fine, any government which should be acceptable to : 

| the Mexicans would satisfy the United States. There is no reason to be astonished, therefore, that E 
Mexico, enlightened by disastrous experience, should endeavor, under a system better adapted ; 
to its instincts, to escape from the anarchical chaos into which it had been plunged by an in- i 

: terminable series of revolutions. oo | 
A movement took place in the sense of monarchical ideas in favor of a liberal prince, be- q 

longing to a dynasty certainly illustrious among all, but attached to us by no bond, and with j 
| ~ which we had just been at war. The Archduke Maximilian, called by the suffrages of the . : 

country, and proclaimed emperor, now exercises the sovereign rights conferred on him by . 
: - the Mexican nation. No other constituted power exists on Mexican soil. An ex-President, 

1. _ flying from village to village, is no more a head of a government than a few bands of gueril- , j 
| las, pillaging and infesting the high roads, are armies. Can the cabinet of Washington be . 
: ignorant of that state of things? It has itself, during four years, contested the character _ | 

ofa regular power to the government residing at Richmond. Are we not allowed to ask by © '—E 
yo what signs it recognizes in the person of M. Juarez the attributes of sovereignty ? - E 

Our right, resulting from injury done to our interests, took us to Mexico. We are un- ; 
| willing to leave anarchy behind us, because we do not wish to have fresh wrongs to avenge, 3 

- or interests again compromised to defend. We have already withdrawn some of our troops, F 
and we shall recall them all gradually, according to the re-establishment of order and the 

: pacification of the country. We look forward with the sincerest wishes to the day when the 3 
: last French soldier shall quit Mexico. Those whom our presence disturbs or incommodes 

may contribute to the approach of that moment. There can be no doubt that excitements ; 
; from outside keep up agitation. Let those encouragements cease ; let them allow that un- .: 
| fortunate country, weary of anarchy, to become tranquil and organize itself under a gov- : 

ernment calculated to heal the wounds inflicted ; order and tranquillity willsoon be es- : 
tablished, and the term assigned for our occupation will be greatly abridged. But the fact 
should be well borne in mind that we are not in the habit of hastening our steps on account : 
of haughty injunctions or threatening insinuations. | 4 

1 You will have the goodness, Monsieur le Marquis, to take in the full meaning of this de- : 
spatch, and to communicate those explanations to the federal government. They have for : 

4 object, and we desire that they should have for effect, to clear up the situation and remove 
all doubts as to our intentions. We hope for a reply in the same spirit of frankness and ; : 

4 conciliation that has dictated our own language. It is not worthy of two great nations to o£ 
‘ allow anything equivocal to subsist between them, and their governments would incur a ; 
: severe blame in history, and a grave responsibility at the present time, if, in default of pre- : 
: liminary explanation, they were to abandon. to the chance of circumstances and unforeseen | 
3 incidents the maintenance of their good relations and the preservation of peace. Confident ; 
: in the straightforward common sense of the American people and the enlightened sagacity : 
q of its government, we are unwilling to believe that temporary impulses can, against all that £ 
i is common to us both in old reminiscences, against present interests and future prospects, : 

. prevent a truly solid and durable basis for the alliance between the two countries. | E 
_ Receive, &c., | : | . : 

. - DROUYN DE LHUYS. 

t — Lhe Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. | ; 

: . . Paris, August 17, 1865. : 

Monsieur iE Marquis: I have received the despatch which you addressed to me, dated 3 
4 the 18th July, informing me that the mission confided to M. Degollado by the Mexican gov- - [ 
| ernment had completely failed, and that the President, on refusing to receive the letter of ; 

the emperor Maximilian, of which that emissary was a bearer, had declined all kind of re- | p 
lations with him. I have naturally noticed that the Secretary of State, on notifying you 

| of this decision, took the occasion to declare that the intention of the cabinet of Washing- ; 
1 ton was to continue their policy of not recognizing in Mexico but the Mexican republicand j 
: its president, Mr. Juarez. If this declaration of the federal government is to be regretted : 

on every account, it is not less so to have it provoked by an attempt which was at least &—
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premature. The cabinet of Mexico, before engaging itself in such a course, should have . 
7 been sure of the opportunity and probabilities of its overtures, and procure better informa- 
1 tion about the disposition with which they would be met in Washington. Soit would . | 
3 have spared itself a disobliging reply, and prevented the occurrence-of an incident annoying 
3 in. every point of view. : oo | 
3 | | - DROUYN DE LHUYS. 

Phe Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister at Washington. 

4 | | — Paris, September 2, 1865. 
3 . Maraguis: I have had no official conversation with the United States minister since my 

answer of the 7th of August to his preceding communication. Mr. Bigelow did me the 
7: honor to call to see me yesterday. He did not come, he said, to answer my letter, leaving 
4 e that case to his government if it thought proper to answer it ; but he wanted to tell me 
3 personally that he desired to maintain friendly relations between the two countries, and 
i avoid every cause of irritation; that, in showing me documents of the authenticity of | 
3 which he had no doubt, he had only thought to elicit friendly explanations between us ; 
3 and that he thought he had not departed from the regard that representatives of govern- 
1 ments that respect and honor each other owe to each other in all discussions in the note he 
: addressed to me on the 1st of August. I said to Mr. Bigelow that, doing full justice to his 
| intentions, I had never intended to draw him personally into an official debate between our | 
q two governments. He had done his duty in transmitting to me the communication he 
3 was charged to deliver, and I had done mine by answering it in the name of the govern- 
]. ment of the Emperor. For my part, I was conscious of having assumed no exaggerated 7 

susceptibility on the occasion. As I had to place Mr. Bigelow’s note of the Ist of August 
4 before the eyes of his Majesty and his ministers, my colleagues, it was their unanimous 

3 impression that I had translated in the answer I made to it. | | oe 
We could not admit, in fact, that haughty demurrer, supported by documents I did not 

care to dispute, ‘but whose diplomatic value I denied. I added that I would never refuse 
3 to. take cognizance of all papers the United States minister would communicate to me as | 

3 confidential, as means to explain facts concerning the relations of the two countries. He | 
3 would find me, on the contrary, always ready to furnish him with any explanations he | 

might desire or need, either from the minister of war or the Mexican government, as.com- | 
3 plementary of the information it would be necessary for me te have, iu order to answer his } 
{ questions, | ' | | 
4 The conversation on this point being exhausted, Mr. Bigelow spoke to me of the general 

at disposition of opinion in the United States in regard to Mexico, and of the necessity of the 
7; federal government to leave the question till the meeting of Congress, the policy of which he. 

could not determine beforehand. He read me some extracts from a despatch lately received 
j from Mr. Seward. The Secretary of State approves of the language of the United States 
i minister at Paris, as far as belligerents are concerned, but he does not find it explicit | 
3 enough in explaining the dispositions of ‘the American people in regard to Mexican affairs. 
j Mr. Seward is afraid it will be inferred that the people and government are indifferent to 

the future of republican institutions in America, and particularly in Mexico. | 
i Such is not the sentiment of the United States, and the Secretary of State expresses his 
j confidence that American nations will continue to prosper under republican rule. He de- | 
4 sires and hopes to see that form of government strengthened and perpetuated, particularly 
q in Mexico. He recognizes no other, and in his eyes Juarez is the personification of it. He 4 
3 recognizes a state of war existing between France and the Mexican republic; he will not | 
3 examine the causes, nor express an opinion upon the wrongs that have brought it on, and | | 
4 the federal government is resolved to observe a strict neutrality between the belligerents ; 
; but he hopes, when the war is over, republican institutions will be revived in Mexico. 
4 I replied to the United States minister that I would not enter into a dogmatic disserta- lu 

tion upon the comparative merits of monarchical and republican institutions; but I was | 
; very much astonished to see existing and indisputable facts, recognized by legal authority [ 
: and confirmed by the free suffrage of the Mxican nation, ignored by the United States. | 

Time, good sense, and reflection, I hal no doubt, would have their influence upon the | 
American people, and banish their systematic prejudices. I could not refrain from enter- : 

3 ing a formal protest, however, against the persistence of the Secretary of State in consider- } 
ing Juarez and his wandering bands not only as belligerents, but as the recognized chief of | 

J aregular government. = = = = ee al 
4 I could not here refrain from quoting an example that came aptly into my mind. _ L 
4 When we recognized the south as belligerents, the federal government protested against | 

it; and yet a constituted power resided in Richmond, was obeyed over vast territories, | 

i
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: levied taxes, was defended by a large and valiant army, commanded by acknowledged chief- 7 
: tains ; that was surely a belligerent.; yet we only acknowledged the fact, and not the gov- : 

: ernment that used these imposing forces, and we had no intercourse with it. Now I can : 
: find no similarity in the situation of Mexico. There I saw an ex-president flying from vil- ; 

lage to village, and I asked myself by what mistake they could suppose him to be invested E 
: with the rights of a belligerent and the attributes of a government chief. 3 

But in this particular we are not to discuss the opinion and preference of the United : 
: States government ; all we have to consider is, how the United States, acknowledging two E 
: belligerents in Mexico, can keep out of the quarrel and observe an exact neutrality be- : 
: tween them. This is what I said to Mr. Bigelow. He, however, called my attention to 3 
4 the, irritation caused to his government by the relation that he supposes has existed or does ; 
: still exist between certain confederate chiefs and some of the Mexican authorities. Ta, 

New attempts to trouble the American Union could only core now from Texas, and 
: public opinion, already suspicious, could easily be deceived by simple appearances, if they ; 

thought that the attempts were organized in Mexico, where there is such toleration of gov- : 
ernment agents. It was, therefore, necessary to be very prudent on both sides, and to 3 

| examine every incident in order to prevent bitterness and causes of serious conflict. q 
: _. Lanswered Mr. Bigelow that the government of the emperor Maximilian had anticipated 
| his wish, and had ordered the greatest circumspection and the strictest vigilance among | o£ 
| his. military authorities on the Texas frontier ; that they must know that in Washington ; 
| and we advised the Mexican government to execute those provisions with vigor, promising ; 

- to do all we could to assist them in it. I added that Mr. Bigelow’s observations, the wis- 
: dom of which I recognized, gave me the occasion to repeat our recommendations and advice ; 

to Mexico on this important point. |  &£ 
: In the course of our conversation Mr. Bigelow asked me of the state of affairs in Mexico, 
: and if the results obtained augured favorably for the consolidation of the new government, . £ 

and if we could foresee the time when we could withdraw our troops and leave her to 
: attend to her own affairs. I told him we looked with confidence upon the future of the : 

: Mexican monarchy, but it was impossible to say when our assistance would cease to be ne- | 
“cessary ; power had been organized and order re-established, and we had actually withdrawn | 

| some of our troops. They must know that we wished to withdraw them all as soon as pos- ; 
sible ; but at the same time they must know that we were determined not to quit Mexico ; 

; till we had secured the interests that had brought us there, and insured ourselves against ; 
| the return of disorder and violence, for which we had, like others, to call the former gov- 

ernment to account. — | : 
As I told you, marquis, in a previous despatch—-and I repeated it to Mr. Bigelow—-the ; 

federal government can contribute greatly to hasten the moment when the last French : 
; _ goldier is to quit the soil of Mexico. : Co t 

Accept, &c., | | E 
4 oo DROUYN DE LHOUYS. ; 

1 The United States Minister in Paris to-the Minister of Foreign Affairs. | 

: , ; | Panis, September 12, 1865. £ 

: Sm : I have received the note which your excellency wrote to me on the 7th ultimo in i 
; answer to a communication I had the honor to address you on the Ist of said month, with 

respect to the alleged projects of Dr. Gwin and his associates in Mexico. oo : _£ 
‘I have the honor to transmit to your excellency the enclosed copy of a despatch which . E 

I have just received from my government. : 
I avail myself of this occasion, &c. | 

SO JOHN BIGELOW. 

For enclosure see Mr. Seward’s despatch to Mr. Bigelow, No. 231, August 24, 1865, : 

| page ——. | | . | &€- 

| The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. q 

| 7 Paris, October 18, 1865. F 

M. re Marquis: The Emperor recommends to you very particularly the contents of my ; 
despatch to you of this date. : 

In writing to you this despatch I have entered upon a course which Mr. Bigelow himself | 
inaugurated some days ago. At the end of a conversation upon other subjects, that min- 
ister asked me, in his own name and without prejudging the opinion of his government, if E 

: t
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i : . | 
} _ Idid not think that the recognition of the Mexican empire by the United States would 
i facilitate and hasten the recall of our troops. The instructions which I forward you are 

the answer to that question. a 
3 | Receive, &c., 7 
: t | | | DROUYN DE LHDYS. | 

7 The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister at Washington. | 

‘ 7 Paris, November 29, 1865. | 
i. M. re Marquis: I have had a conversation recently with Mr. Bigelow, of which I think 

: . it well to give you the substance. In that conversation the United States minister enumer- 
4 ated the reasons the cabinet at Washington had for not establishing diplomatic relations 
; with the Mexican government. The origin of that government, the antagonism between 
3 its form and the republican institutions of the neighboring country, and the small progress 

the emperor Maximilian would make in the affection and confidence of his subjects, these 
: are the three motives that oppose, according to Mr. Bigelow, the relations we desire. 
3 The representative of the federal government at the same time criticised certain mea- 
3 sures adopted in Mexico. He quoted to me particularly the decree relative to the suppres- 

sion of brigandage, and one other concerning the introduction of blacks; then he men- 
4 tioned the sinister interpretations that might be given to the honors accorded to the Iturbide 
3 family, and expressed to me the unfavorable sentiments that all these resolutions would 
{ cause in the American people. | | | 
3 Although the greater portion of this question was not new, I thought I had better answer 

it. I will not return, I said to Mr. Bigelow, to the causes that determined the Mexican 
expedition. These causes are the same that carried the federal flag to Mexico some years i 
ago. A double question of interest and dignity forced us to resort to arms, after uselessly 

] exhausting all other means to have justice done to our citizens. Finding neither repara- | 
4 tions for the past nor guarantees for the future in Mr. Jaurez’s administration, we were 
i. happy to see the Mexican people assume a new government, and faithful to the maxims of. | 

; our public law we applauded that manifestation of the national will. Our army has not | 
4 exercised the least force upon that great act, and the new government once established, we | 
3 have made ourselves an absolute law to respect its independence. 

__ The monarchical form, far from constituting an innovation, is rooted in the traditions of | 
; the country, and the other system of government did not assure the Mexican nation enough | | 
i strength, comfort, and stability to cause us to blame it for the resolution it has taken. We - 

do not dispute the greatness and prosperity that republican institutions have given to the |’ — 
_ United States; but there is nothing absolute in politics, and a government that suits one . | 

7 - country may not suit another. It is very certain that there was nothing but disorder and 
‘ anarchy in Mexico previous to the new rule. Was not the cabinet at Washington the first | 

to complain of that violent and troubled situation? Was not its interest, like that of all | 
3 other powers, to see a more normal order of things, and more in harmony with the con- 
7 ditions of vitality of modern societies, established in that country? A monarchical form ig 

certainly a menace to nobody. An empire in Mexico is certainly not more incompatible 
4 with the dignity of the United States than an empire in Brazil. There is, besides, in this 
4 affair a principle that governs all others—the privilege of every nation to choose its own 
i political rule, and the United States have certainly too just a sentiment of their own inde- 

3 pendence to wish to control that of their neighbors. 
7. As to the degree of confidence and affection that the Mexican nation feels for its sover- 

‘ eign, the reports that reach us do not agree with those received by the cabinet at Washing- 
i ton. I understand that the new government is daily growing stronger ; that Jaurez, whose | 
‘a term has just expired, represents nothing, not even in the eyes of his few followers; that | 
: constantly changing his residence, having neither army nor finances nor administration, he 

‘is, in fact as well as in law, clothed with no characters that constitute the chief of a state. 
Can the emperor Maximilian, then, under these circumstances, accord the rights of belliger- 

q ents to bands still in the field? Did not the federal government deny that quality to the | 
3 confederates of the south? And yet the confederacy had a vast territory, powers obeyed 
j everywhere, generals of rare talent, armies that the federal troops could only conquer by : 
: : patience and courage. The pretended authority of Juarez, on the contrary, is but a fiction. I 
4 Where is the seat of his government? Who knows the names of his functionaries or of his i 
j officers? What province or what city is subject to him? Where are the regular traces of | 
i his administration? What remains of it but undisciplined bands that live by robbery? If | 
: the remnants of the southern armies were to form to-day bands to overrun the federal terri- | 
j tory, would the United States treat them as belligerents? In such a situation there is no 

| question of international law, the question is internal, and the first duty of a government | 
well organized is to maintain order in the country. / 

| | 
|
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_ As to the Iturbide family, I have nothing to:say to the reasons that influenced the spon- j 
taneous decision of the emperor Maximilian. He might have desired to raise the once illus- . : 
trious name from obscurity, and his resolution might have been inspired by a sentiment of j 

: benevolence and respect for the historic recollections of the Mexican nation. I will say, by E 
: the way, that it is untrue that the rights of succession have been conferred upon young o£ 

Iturbide. 4 

' Moreover, if certain measures adopted in Mexico provoke the criticism of the cabinet at E 
Washington, they ought not to call us to account for it. Autonomical and independent, 3 

3 the Mexican government is responsible for its own acts. ‘True, our troops are still in : 
* Mexico; but the aid we lend to the emperor Maximilian constitutes in no manner a bond : 

; of vassalism. : 
In giving you this summary of my conversation with Mr. Bigelow, I desire, now that ; 

4 Congress is about to meet, to enable you to rectify the erroneous opinions that might be : 
conceived around you, and I authorize you to make use of the present despatch in your . 
conversations with Mr. Seward and the political personages of the Union. E 

: Accept, &c., — — 1 
q oo | | DROUYN DE LHUYS. E 

é The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. , E 

1 | Paris, December 8, 1865. . 3 
Monsteur te Marquis: I have received the despatch in which you relate me the conver- E 

sation which you had with Mr. Seward in reference to the appointment of General Logan ££ 
; as minister of the United States to the Mexican republic, and the explanations which the E 
i Secretary of State thought necessary tv give you concerning that measure in order to atten- : 
z uate its disagreeable impression. We could not conceal our regret at the determination | E 

taken by the federal government, and the opinions publicly expressed by General Logan on . £ 
: our expedition to Mexico make it appear to us still more inopportune. The Emperor’s gov- a 
: ernment, in extending to Mexico the protection expected from him by all his subjects, has &£ 
: only pursued the fulfilment of an imperative duty; he ought to secure for the French gsub- : 
é jects both legitimate reparations for the past and guarantees for the future. When this ; : 

work is accomplished, his action will be withdrawn, for no second thought of conquest or E 
_ domination will retain our arms beyond the ocean. It would then be painful to see, in the E 
moment we look for the means of hastening the end of our expedition, some misunder- ; 

i standing, endangering our traditional relations with the United States, and that from a £ 
situation essentially transitory there might grow a serious risk for the permanent interests 

! which unite the two countries, | | j 
Receive; &c., | . | | j 

L DROUYN DE LHUYS. : 

The French Minister in Washington to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. ; 

: WasHineton, December 11, 1865. 

4 Monstaur Le Ministre: On the 20th of November I transmitted to the Secretary of State : : 
a copy and translation of your excellency’s despatch dated the 18th of October last. -I F 

; have the honor now to make you know the note just addressed to me on that subject by the ; 
4 Secretary of State. I have confined myself to answer him that it had duly reached me, ; 
: and that I should not fail to submit it at once to the appreciation of the Emperor’s govern- : 

ment, whose instructions I would wait to discuss its contents. - ; 
Please accept, &c., , 

{ | MONTHOLON. 

(For note of Mr. Seward’s to the Marquis de Montholon, dated December 6, 1865, see F 
page —.) | | a 

: _ ‘Lhe Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. | _ o&§ 

/ | Paris, December 20, 1865. - ; 

| _ M. te Marquis: J have read with interest the message his excellency President Johnson 
has addressed to the Congress of the United States, of which you have forwarded me a copy. 
My attention has been more especially directed to the portions of this document which |



| 
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; might bear upon questions interesting at once the policy of the cabinet at Washington and 
; ours. Mr. Johnson, in a passage which seems to allued to our expedition to Mexico, dwells | } upon considerations this is not the place to discuss—upon the vicissitudes of mounarchical | 

_ and republican constitutions in the two hemispheres. I will merely point out to you that | : the pursuit of our complaints against Mexico has no connexion with the existence in that 
a; country of this or that form of government, and that it did not any more depend upon a 

_ question of geography. If at the time we required just reparation for our fellow-subjects 
: the power which had refused it had been a monarchy, that circumstance would certainly 
i not have caused us to abandon claiming our right; and in whatever part of the worlda, i. nation might dwell which had injured French interests, the protection of the Emperor, due | 

; to all his subjects, would have been legitimately extended all the same. I cannot think | 
that the Chief Magistrate of the Union has entertained an idea of raising doubts upon 1 points so evident. | | | | 

| The same passage of the presidential manifesto speaks of the provocation which would 
3 compel the American people to defend republicanism against foreign intervention, ‘‘of designs | 

hostile to the form of government of the United States,’’ and lastly, of aggression upon | 
: the part of the European powers. We cannot feel ourselves affected by these expressions, for 

4 they in no way apply to the policy we have followed. It would be superfluous to remind | 
you that the sentiments of constant friendship testified by the Emperor towards the United | 

4 States exclude every supposition of provocation or aggression upon our part. As for threat- | 1 ening the form of government that country has adopted, and which France herself has con- | 
i; tributed to establish at the price of her blood, nothing could be more foreign than such an 

undertaking to the traditions and principles of the imperial government. | 
3 I see, therefore, nothing in the language of Mr. Johnson really of a nature to arouse 

uneasiness as to the duration of friendly relations between France and the United States ; 
and if some ambiguity prevails in terms employed with regard to the questions that pre- , 

7. occupy the two peoples, other portions of the message, by settling the bearing of the 
President’s words, happily dissipate all uncertainty. The placing of the federal army upon | 4 a peace footing, and the considerable reduction of its cadres, at the same time with the | 

4 diminution of the naval forces of the Union, prove the peaceful intentions of the cabinet of | 
. Washington, and the announcement of these measures by President Johnson is a pledge to ! 

7 us of the reciprocal confidence which must continue to animate our two governments. . | 
3 | | DROUYN DE LHODYS. | | 

| Lhe Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. . | 

3 Paris, January 25, 1866. 
7 -Monsteur tz Marquis: The United States minister desired that the communication which 
1 he made to me of the Attorney General’s letter to Mr. Seward relative to the decrees of the | 
j emperor Maximilian concerning immigration and colonization in Mexico should be acknow]- 

edged in writing. I consequently addressed such an acknowledgment to Mr. Bigelow. He 
replied thereto by the letter of which a copy is appended. It would have been easy for me 
in my turn to continue the correspondence by discussing his reply. I did not consider it 

i | necessary to do so. I confined myself, in the verbal explanations which I had on this sub- | 
< ject with the United States minister, to dwelling upon two points which I could not allow 

3 ; to pass without observation. I said, first, to Mr. Bigelow that I did not admit the expres- 
: sion ‘‘planted’’ applied to the part taken by the French government in the events which 

have modified the political system in Mexico. He was sufficiently acquainted with the 
causes which led us to that country to render it unnecessary for me to revert to them; and | 

4 as to the present organization of that state, the Mexican people had themselves settled it 
7 according to their wishes and interests. an | E 

In the second place, I observed to the United States minister that I had declined all ! 
1 discussion with him upon the decrees of the emperor Maximilian in our interview, and that | 

_ ‘he was not, therefore, justified in attributing to me any opinion whatever upon the subject, | 
as he appeared to do in the last sentence in his letter, . I added that if he, however, wished 

. to know my manner of viewing the question, I did not hesitate to say that the measures of fF 
io the emperor Maximilian so strongly incriminated had not, in our opinion, the character and | | 
4 object attributed to them. It appeared to me advisable that you should not be ignorant of | 

the manner in which this incident terminated. | oO \ | 
7 | Receive, &c., re : | | 

| . . | | a DROUYN DE LHUYS.. | 

| ‘ ( i 
° : 

E | | | 

2 | |
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! The Minister of Foreign Affairs to the French Minister in Washington. j 

| | | os oeeeParis, January 25, 1866, ; 

{ Monsteun. LE Margeuis: The American newspapers bring us extracts from diplomatic 7 
| documents published in the United States, in which are related some conversations that 1 : 
4 have had with Mr. Bigelow on the subject of certain measures adopted by the emperor 
4 Maximilian’s government. The observations of the United States minister, and my replies, 7 q 
4 relate particularly to the decrees of the Mexican government concerning the admission of q 

blacks as colonists, to the suppression of brigandage, and to the position in which the Itur- j 
3 bide family were placed. I have not the official and complete text of the American docu- : 
to ments before me, and it is therefore under the reservation of the ulterior reflections which E 
| they may suggest that I deem it expedient to define the sense of the explanations to which j 

the questions I have just mentioned have given rise between Mr, Bigelow and myself, : 
These explanations are, besides, stated in the despatch which I had the honor to address ; 
to you on the 29th of November last, and I shall confine myself, in my reference thereto, : 

! to reviewing that part of the despatch relative to these questions. : 
When the United States minister came to acquaint me with the opinions of the Wash- r 

ington cabinet, I had to state that I declined all official controversy upon the acts of a 7 4 
: foreign government acting with full independence, and that I could only receive as simple 3 

information any communication he might wish to make on the subject. | : 
- It would not become us, in fact, to accept the responsibility for resolutions emanating E 

from the free initiative of the Mexican government. To admit such a discussion would j 
justify its being said, contrary to all our declarations and the attitude we have rigorously E 
observed, that we consider ourselves invested in Mexico with sovereign rights. Now, the “ . 
support we afford to the emperor Maximilian and the Mexican nation is precisely thtended 4 
to aid them to constitute, according to their wishes, an independent power responsible for 3 
its acts. This reservation very clearly established, I observed to Mr. Bigelow, in the ; 
course of ordinary conversation, that the measures pointed out to him were of a purely : 
administrative order, and did not appear to me to constitute any of those exceptional de- 
rogations from general principles which may sometimes, perhaps, authorize a government ; 
to intervene in the interior affairs of a neighboring country. Every State regulates as it : 
thinks fit the admission of emigrants upon its territory, whether black or white, and the : 

| conditions of the colonization of its soil. It is evident that these conditions, offered to : 
strangers, only apply to the persons who have freely accepted them. So also the Mexican ; 
government has only exercised a right incontestably belonging to it in declaring thatin  . 7 
its eyes civil war no longer existed on its territory ; and ceasing to recognize in wandering 

: bands the character of belligerents, it has promulgated against them the severe peus'ties : 
: which have been applied in every country for the suppression of brigandage. Still les.., . ; 

in my opinion, can it be questioned respecting an act assigning in the state a particular i 
rauk to a particular family. In any case the effect of these measures did not go beyond ; 

: the Mexican frontiers, and did not, therefore, appear to me to constitute any grievance of . ££ 
which a foreign government could complain.. If, however, an opposite opinion should be f 
entertained at Washington, I can understand that some uncertainty might be felt as to the ; 

4 means of causing the reclamations it might be thought proper to draw up to reach the 
| right quarter. But, definitively, because it does not suit the federal government to récognize the de E 

facto government of the emperor Maximilian as existing by right; and as, upon the other hand, it 3 
would seem to it ridiculous to address itself to the power it considers as legal, but which has 7 

1 in fact disappeared, I could not admit as a consequence that there was ground for finding ; 
: fault with us to escape embarrassment, and for demanding at our hands explanations of , ; 
; acts emanating from the sovereign authority of a foreign government. ; 

| Receive, &c., : E 
| DROUYN DE LHUYS. : 

_ Marquis pe Montnotoy, A | , q 
{i Minister of France at Washington. | | r 

i | , Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. — | . 

| [Translation.] | f 

‘ Mexican LecaTION To THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, f 
| | _ Washington, February 27, 1866 | 

Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to transmit to you a statement of the ; 
foreign debt of the Mexican republic, and the pecuniary responsibilities the &| 
French government wishes to impose upon that republic,.as a consequence of
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a _ its iniquitous intervention in the internal affairs of Mexico. This statement has | : been made out from correct data by an old employé of the Mexican treasury. 

It also comprises a comparison of the annual expenditures of the national ? 
government of the republic with those of the so-called empire of the usurper : 

- Maximilian. . , an | avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances | ) of my most distinguished consideration. | ft | | -  M.ROMERO. | 
| Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, 8. | a | | 

- | | | ’ | AN IMPORTANT ASPECT OF THE MEXICAN QUESTION. 
3 The following tables, compiled from authentic information recently received from the | ; city of Mexico, show the following facts : | ’ : First. That the French government has charged Mexico for the expenses of invasion of | 

her territory and other acts of intervention, up to July 1, 1864, the sum of Jifty millions of | 4 dollars. Of this sum ten millions have been paid out of a loan subsequently made, and | ! the remainder (forty millions) has been funded as a claim due by Mexico to the French gov- od ernment itself. | 
; Second. That besides the above forty millions, loans have been negotiated for Maximilian, | : in France, to the amount of more than one hundred and Jifty millions of dollars, which loans | 4 France ig,seeking to foist on the Mexican people as a legitimate debt, although every dol- | 

lar realized therefrom has been used not for the welfare or benefit of Mexico, but to meet 
the expenses which have been incurred in this iniquitous attempt to overthrow republican P q institutions and establish a monarchy on American soil. — 1 Third. That while the claims of France against Mexico, as admitted by the constitutional 
government before the intervention began, amounted to less than three millions of dollars, the 4 1 claims of France as now put forward under Maximilian, and as recognized by him, already 
amount to over one hundred and ninety-three millions of dollars. This is apart from what may | j still be added under General Forey’s recent and very significant reminder on the part of : France, that it may be necessary ‘‘ to make further pecuniary outlays in Mexico.’”’ 

Fourth. That while the entire foreign debt of Mexico, before the French intervention 
commenced, amounted to but a little over eighty millions of dollars, that debt, if Maximilian | 7 is allowed to succeed, will be increased, even if no further addition is made to it, to over tw ‘undred and seventy millions of dollars. | | 

q fifth. That the annual expenses of Mexico under the republic were less than twelve millions © 7 of dollars, while under Maximilian they have already reached the sum of forty-nine millions. | 
Of this sum over ten millions per annum is due for interest from Maximilian to France, | 

a | _ | | Comparative statement of the legitimate foreign debt of Mexico, as recognized by the constitutional gov- | 3 ernment of the republic, with the annual expenditures, as established by act of Congress, August 16, |} 
| 1861, and the debt which the French intervention seeks to impose upon the country, with the annual — 1 expenditures under the so-called empire of Maximilian. oo 

j FOREIGN DEBT AS RECOGNIZED BY THE CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT IN 1862. | 
] To English subjects : : 7 | 

: Funded debt.—Debts contracted in London £10,241,650, (interest at 3 per . I 3 cent., at $5 per £)... 222. eee eee eee cee ween weee $51, 208, 250 f 3 English convention debt, (interest at 6 per cent.)....... 0022-4 4,175, 000 : 4 ' Pending claims.—- Back interest unpaid and other acknowledged claims...... 13,231,793 1 | Various reclamations..-.2. ..c22. cecees pan n ene cece cece 696, 614 I 

| Total debt due to English subjects June 30, 1862.......-2. cee. --- 69, 311, 657 
3 . — / 7 To Spanish subjects : | : | 

funded debt.—Admitted convention debt...........22.------ $4,205,481 | ; | : Additional amount in dispute........0-...0--. 2, 427, 942 . ( j . (Interest at 3 per cent.) ———-——_ $6, 633, 423 3 _ Pending claims.—Back interest unpaid and other acknowledged claims...... 1,549,563. | . 7 | Various reclamations.. 2.2. -ocanw--cnnncacces ceceae coon. 1,278,000 © | 

, Total debt due to Spanish subjects June $0, 1862....sseeece. cancer 9,460,986 |
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To French subjects ; | Q | - j 

Funded debt.—Balance of convention Debt. 00. ene vane cee ne wore ee en enee $190, 000 F 
Pending claims.—To Juan B. Jeckér for capital expended in “his scandalous EF 

; Claim, and interest... 00. eens seen ceweos nnn eneneeceees 1,984,000 ; 
' Other claims. . 22.0220. coo. een cee eee eee cw cee ween 685, 917 E 

, Total debt due to French subjects.......sesescncaccececceeceeee 2,859,917 

| | | | RECAPITULATION. ; 

: Debt due to English subjects... 2.2... nce -nc eno cecnws coccoe secnes sececs $69, 311, 657 : 
Debt due to Spanish subjects. ..... 0.2000 seaenececeee nnnennenenesccccess 9,460,986 E 
Debt due to French subjects. ...0.. 200 neue cone cone coon cece eens cece coce 2,859, 917 E 

| Total foreign debt as recognized in 1862....22..-.eee n-ne nnenveecee 81, 632, 560° ' 

| | | ANNUAL INTEREST. | | ; 

| ‘On debt contracted in London...--.-.-------- $51, 208, 250 at 3 per cent. $1,536,247 ; 
On English convention debt...-........-.---- 4,175,000 at 6 per cent. 250, 500 | E 
On other English claims, if capitalized_........ 13,928,407 at 3 per cent. 617,852 | E 

| On Spanish convention debt..-..-- aces eeee-e 6,633,423 at 3 per cent. — 199,002 . 
4 On other Spanish claims, if capitalized.....-... 2, 827, 563 at 3 per cent. 84, 826. — . | On French claims, if capitalized.............. 2,859,917 at 6 percent. —«171, 595 3 
| Total debt. ... 22. 2222 sens cone cece cence 81, 632,560 2,760, 022 

4 Total interest to English creditors... 1.2 e nec n ee eens coon cnne enc cee wane $2, 304, 599 | . 
4 Total interest to Spanish creditors... 20.00. cece enon cee cane cena nnnucnee 283,828 : 
, Total interest to French creditors.... 1.2 no. wocnec cocces scan anne nnunene.. 171,595 | rE 

| ~ Total annual Interest...00- eae ween e cece ee eens nec ween seecees 2,760,022 

ANNUAL EXPENDITURES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIO, AS ESTABLISHED BY CONGRESS ; ; | aucust 16, 1861. . | E 
| Interest on the foreign debt... ... 222-2. ceeeee eee ee cone cee cee wees cnnnee $2,760, 022 o£: | For foreign relations. 2... -- 220. cone en enn cows meme ne ceceee $210, 840: . 
| For home departments. ...... -.20 022 eee eee ene cone wee 1,798, 059 7 
: For finance... 22. oe. eee e ween wee cone meee cone cannes ween 1,573. 624 : 
1 FOr War. 2-2 an cen ene cece ns cece ee cee ee teen nnn n cone eee ece 4,745, 395 q 

——-——- 8, 827, 418 : 1 Total annual expenditures of the national government....-.......-. 1, 087,440 ; 

The interior debt of Mexico has been nearly extinguished by sales of church propertY | i 
made under the constitutional government.. : 

i UNDER MAXIMILIAN.—DEBT WHICH THE FRENCH INTERVENTION SEEKS TO IMPOSE UPON MEXICO. | 

Indebtedness acknowledged to France by Maximilian, as part of the expenses | : 
: of the intervention, to July 1, 1864, 270,000,000 of francs, or $50,000,000, : _ of which $10,000,000 were paid out of the first loan, and the balance oO 3 funded at 3 per cent., Vid. ....2. eee ee nee cone ne emcees cucees oe nk. $40,000, 000 : : First loan put out for account of Maximilian, 216,000,000 of francs, at 6 | | per cent. interest...-... es... ce eeee eens cece cee eee cece scene anes 40,000,000 : To pay France the above $10,000,000, or 54,000,000 of francs, and ; (12,000,000 of francs more on account of reclamations to French sub- : | | jects, further bonds, as an additional loan, were put in circulation to the : | amount of 110,000,000 of francs, at 6 per cent...2...--00..----. 20, 370, 370 E 

Second loan put out for account of Maximilian in Paris, being the lottery if A loan of two series of bonds at 6 per cent. interest, amounting to 500,000,000 ° : : _ of francs, negotiated at 340... 2. eee. ween e cone cane cnc eee cone cee. 92,592,592  &«£ 

| Total debt recognized by Maximilian in favor of France.ccee-.---.. 192,962,962 | : 

: 
| . : :
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| a Brought forward. --------- weeneaceneeeeees newccee annnee $192, 962, 962 | 
The debt in favor of France as recognized by the constitutional. govern- 

3 ment 1S. cae eee weer ene e ee eeee seg enmee PWeaeee OB eG wenn eswes en anna anananaan 2,859, 917 : : 

4 Amount that Max: milian desires to augment the debt to France..... 190, 103, 045 | 

; | The debt to English subjects remains the same under Maximilian as before, the back ! 

; interest only having been capitalized. 

The debt to Spanish subjects remains nearly as before, the interest unpaid. ' i 

2 ANNUAL INTEREST UNDER MAXIMILIAN. - | 

4 On the debt to the French government for account of intervention, $40,000,000. | 
1 at 3 per CON. ... 2. cone cece wenn cee ne ene enn nee cee enenncnecee = $1, 200, 000 | 
: On the first loan, $40,000,000 at 6 per cent. ..-- .-ce----eeeecereeee----- 2, 400, 000 | 
j Onadditional amount issued to pay French government and claims, $20,370,370 

4 : at 6 per Cent. .--- eee e cee cee eee cee cen cee eee ewe see ecwenee 1,222,222 

7 On second loan put out in Paris, or lottery loan, $92,592,592 at 6 per cent... 5, 555, 555 | 

, Total annual interest on French claims under Maximilian.......---- 10,377,777 

Interest on debt due to English subjects, same as under the constitutional : 

4 POVEINMENt.. wae acces ewes ences cee ne tec e ee teeeet ce en ee eeenenes 2,304,599 

4 Interest on debt due to Spanish subjects, same as under the constitutional | 

| government . 2.222 --n- eens eee ee cere eee cnet ee ween cnne cone wanes 283, 828 | 

2 a | ————— | 
1 Total annual interest on the foreign debt under Maximilian........- 12, 966, 204 | 

ANNUAL EXPENDITURES OF THE SO-CALLED EMPIRE OF MAXIMILIAN. . 

j Interest on his foreign debt, (of which $10,377,777 is to France)... -.-« wewe $12,966, 204 

4 Annual cost of his lottery scheme in Paris...-....-.2-- scene coe ee en eee 1,391, 237 

Personal expenses and civil list of Maximilian, $10,500 per day, paid daily.. 3, 8382, 500 | 

25,000,000 francs per annum on account expenses French contingent, ac- | 

i cording to treaty of Miramar.... .-...--. ---- -----2--- eee nee eeee-e 4,629, 629 

3 400,000 francs per voyage subvention to the French line of transport steam- _ | 

i ers from St. Nazaire. ....-. ---- 2 eee ee cone cee wees cones ene ne rennee 888, 888 | 

; Ministers, legations, consulates, agents, employés, pensions, gifts, travelling | 

expenses, military and civil expenses, and charges of his foreign armed | 

7 force -. ne naeeeeee aeRO OSF wht Beeman asees SCOTBH TBE HM SHEHBOeHe SMSF HT EB HeDeee ow 26, 220, 868 | 

4 
tn renee 

3 Total annual expenditures under Maximilian. .......2.. c2--20eeeeee 49,929, 326 | 

: oe " COMPARISONS. 3 | 

. Foreign debt as attempted to be recognized by Maximilian..-......--- _.- $271,735, 605 | 

Foreign debt as recognized by the constitutional government. ......-- wees 81, 632, 560 | 

Attempted increase by Maximilian .... 22. ---- 00+ cone ene nn ene 190, 103, 045 | 

3 Annual interest required to be paid by Maximilian .... 0.2. eee cn--eceeee $12,966, 204 | 

] Annual interest under the government of the republic. ..2. 20. wees coon ee 2, 760, 022 

— 
| Attempted increase by Maximilian..-.----....------------e0---- 10,206, 182 ~| 

j . | —— 

Annual expenditures under Maximilian ..ccce ceccoe cecmee ecw wencacne--= $49,929, 326 

1 Annual expenditures as fixed by the national congress under the republic.. 11, 087, 440 - 

i Annnal‘increase under Maximilian....2-.c--esceeeveeereeeer cone 38, 841,886 | 

Annual salary of Maximilian, so-called emperor of Mexico..-..-.------- $1,500, 000° | 

: ' Annual salary of the President of the republic... .....----e0ceeseeees wane 30, 000 

4 | Wassinaton, February 27, 1866. . | 

| , | | 
3 . 

. |
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| 7 Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. : 
I | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 | 
7 Washington, March 14,1866. == © & 

: Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your several communi- j 
cations, dated, respectively, July 12, 1864; May 10, June 12, 25, and 28; | E 
August 12, October 10, November 20, and December 7, 15, and 24, 1865; also - 
of those of February 14, 21, 22, 26, and 27, and March 9, 1866, with their accom- ; 

| panying documents, all of them relating to the political condition of the Mexican 3 
|. republic, and which have contributed largely to my knowledge of the events j 

transpiring in that country. : : 
Thanking you for the information thus imparted, I beg to assure you of my : 

: high appreciation of the zeal and ability with which, from time to time, you &§ 
! have impressed this government as to the actual condition of affairs in the p 
| . Mexican republic. _ | | E 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you, sir, the assurances of my ; 

| highest consideration. _ / E 
| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | oF 

Sefior Marias Romero, §c., Washington, D. C. — | F 

Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. ] 

| [ Translation. ] 3 

| _ Mexican Leaarion To THe UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | | , 
| Washington, March 12, 1866. 3 

| Mr. Secretary: I have the honor to send you the annexed copy of a con- | ; 
vention signed in the city of Mexico, on the 29th of September last, by ¢he so- —  O#~ 
called assistant secretary of the treasury of the usurper Maximilian and M. A. : 
Dano, minister of France, for the purpose of fixing the condition of the French 

| officials sent to Mexico. 7 we : 
2 | Two important facts are shown by this document: _ |  &£ 

1st. That the so-called government of Maximilian is not at all a national one, ; 
: but essentially French, inasmuch as it is not only sustained by French bayonets 3 

| ° and money, but even the minor officials are French; and they are so numerous ; 
: that it has been thought necessary to secure their interests by means of a diplo- ; 

| matic convention. - | | o£ 
| 2d. That the arrangements made by the French government with its agent . 

| in Mexico, embracing several years to come, show it is not disposed to withdraw : 
| its forces nor its influence from that republic, as it seems to wish the United fF 

| States to believe. oe | . 7 1 
| T avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Secretary, the as- : 

| surances of my most distinguished consideration. an | 
| | | M. ROMERO. 7 

: Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, &c. ) / | | j 

| , | CONVENTION. f 
| The Mexican and French governments, desiring to fix the position of the French officials 

placed at the disposal of his majesty the emperor Maximilian, the following diplumatic . 
| | convention has been agreed upon between Don Francisco de -P Cesar, under secretary of : 

_ the treasury and public credit, and his excellency Don Alfonso Dano, envoy extraordinary : 
and minister plenipotentiary of France to Mexico, commander of the imperial order of the . 3 
Legion of Honor, &c., &c., both duly authorized by their-respective governments : 3 

ArticLe 1. Thos: agents of the administrations of the French empire who are or may be 
placed at the disposal of the government of his majesty the emperor Maximilian shall be : 
assigned to the offices and grades in which the minister under whose direction they may ' 
serve may think them most useful. 1 

45 Dc * *
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i. Artvicte 2. The government of his majesty reserves the right of determining the number 
: | and the qualifications of the French officials he may need in the different public. depart- 
a ments. Os, : 

ARTICLE 3. The said agents shall have the right to a salary equivalent to that which | 
they receive in France, and to a daily compensation at the following rates: Three dollars ! 
per day to those who receive fixed salaries of fifteen hundred francs a year; four dollars to | 
those who get from sixteen hundred to twenty-four hundred francs ; five dollars to those | 

. * who have from twenty-five hundred to five thousard francs; six dollars to those who get 
: from five thousand one hundred to eight thousand francs, and so on, increasing one dollar 

a day for every two thousand francs of fixed salary; but the French agents employed in 
; Mexico previous to the first of January, 1865, shall continue to receive the salaries and | 

| perqnisites they had before that date | 
‘ee Articie 4. The official Mexican salary is considered as composed of the European salary 

; and the compensation mentioned in article 3. The payment of the ordinary salary proper 
is charged upon the Mexican treasury, as well as the contingent expenses mentioned in 

: articles 8, 10, and 12. 7 | | oo 
4 | ArrTicLe 5 Whatever position the French agents may have in Mexico, they shall con- 
4 tinue to belong to their former administrations. They shall be entitled to gradual pro- 

motion, according to the rules of the service to which they belong. In case an agent is | 
: promoted in France, he shall immediately enjoy the emoluments corresponding to his new | 

rank in Mexico, according to article 8 of the present convention. . 
: Antics 6. The commission or patent granted to a French agent by the Mexican gov- | 

ernment shall give him no right of merit in France. | 
1 _ ArticLe 7. To entitle him to a pension his term of service in Mexico shall be increased 

fifty per cent. above its actual duration. a EE 7 
: ARTICLE 8. French agents sent to Mexico shall only receive their European salary from | 

the time they leave off duty in France till they land in Mexico ; but they shall receive for 
. travelling expenses asum equal to half of their year's pay in Europe; and in no case 

: shall it be less than one thousand francs. The half of this sum shall be paid Lim before 
| he embarks, and the other half after his arrival in Mexico. The government shall also 

pay his travelling expenses from the landing place to his place of residence in Mexico. — 
i The Mgxican government reserves the mode of recompensing the services of the French 
: agents, by increasing their salaries, or by honorific distinctions, as it finds most convenient. 
: ArticLe $. The salaries of the French agents, according to their grade in Europe, shall 

be subject to the discounts ordered by the law of the 9th of June, 1853, on civil pensions 
in France. The Mexican treasury shall have charge of the sums discounted in the offices 

: at the time the salaries are to be paid, and shall deliver the amount to the French treasurer 
: at the end of each month, together with a minute account, certified by the chief agent 
1 appointed for that purpose, by the minister of the Mexican treasury. 

ARTICLE 10. After three years’ residence in Mexico the French agent shall have a right | 
to six months’ leave of absence and a free passage to and from France. During the 

] time of the leave of absence and the voyage he shall only receive the salary of his office | 
‘ in Europe. | | | | : | 

Arricie 11. The agent who wishes to return to France before the completion of his term | 
3 of five years shall contribute to the expenses of his return in proportion to the remaining ) 

term of service, except in case of delicate health or for other reasons independent of the 
agent’s will. . Be : oo | : 

ARTICLE 12° The Mexican government shall place at the disposal of the French govern- | : 
ment those agents it deems unfit for the service in Mexico, in which case they shall have | 
their travelling expenses back to France paid by Mexico, together with their European 
salary, from the day of their embarcation to their arrival in France. And they shall also 4 

: have a right to compensation equivalent to three months of their pay in Europe. . 
; Done in duplicate, in Mexico, on the 29th of September, 1865. : | 

| | | [a F. DE P. CESAR. . 
‘ - | . _ ALFONSO DANO. | 
3 [A wax seal with the motto, ‘ French legation in Mexico.’’] oo. 

ij {Another seal with the legend, Department of the treasury and public credit ] | 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. | | 

, : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ; 
ae | Washington, March 17, 1866. : 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 12th 
, ustant, transmitting a copy of a convention concluded at the city of Mexico
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| on the 29th of September, 1865, between the minister of France and the : 
| assistant secretary of the treasury of the so-called emperor of Mexico, for the ' 

| - purpose of fixing the position and pay of such Freti¢h agents as may hereafter : 
| be employed in Mexico. oO i 
| In reply, I have to inform you that the subject will receive the attention of ' 
| _ this department, and, while thanking you for your courtesy, I avail myself of i 
| the occasion to renew the assurance of my high consideration. E 

| . | oe WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Sefior Matias Romero, &c., Washington, D. C. E 

| | Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. : 
| = 

| LEGATION OF Mexico In THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, =f 
| . New York, November 14, 1865. i 

| _ Mr. Secretary: I have the honor of transmitting a copy of a note from E 
| the consul of the Mexican republic in San Francisco, dated on the 17th of { 
| October last, which I received to-day, with the annexed documents. | i 

It appears from these that General McDowell, commanding the military de- 4 
| partment of California, issued a General Order, No: 17, on the 11th of last E 
| October, containing a declaration in regard to the exportation of arms that E 

will certainly cause a violation of the neutrality the United States wishes to ; 
| observe in the present war on Mexican territory. The order is contrary to the : 

laws of this country, which allow the export of arms and munitions of war for E 
| belligerent nations, when the United States are neutral; and you sent me t 

these laws in your communication of the 24th of November, 1862, in reply _ E 
| to mine of the same month, informing your department that several French — 

officers had visited New York and New Orleans for the purpose of purchasing I 
articles contraband of war for the French army iuvading Mexico. And, more- cE 

fo over, I have no doubt that these laws or declarations are the only ones now. in F 
. force, as applicable to the exportation of arms from this country to Mexico, q 
+ ginee the revocation of the order prohibiting the exportation of arms from the : 

United States; for Mr. Hunter, in charge of the Department of State, told me : 
/ so in the President’s name, in his note of the 12th of May last. E 

Now, the instructions given by the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Hamilton, E 
| the 4th of August, 1793, of which you sent me a copy with your note before. : 

mentioned, authorize the exportation of those articles, and I understand .export- : 
ation to mean sending out of the country, whether by land or sea. So, if any : 
distinction is made in the interpretation of this law to the injury of Mexico, I : 
sincerely hope the government of the United States will remove it, so as to E 
preserve the dona fide neutrality it intends to maintain in this war, of which. 1 
the Mexican republic is now the stage. . f 

’ As General McDowell did not deem it proper to revoke his urder on. the : 
representations of the Mexican consul in San Francisco, 1 am compelled’ to ap- | : 
peal to your excellency, and ask you to forward to that general the necessary E 

; instructions for the preservation of the neutrality proclaimed by his government. E 
in the department consigned to his command. - : r 

: This appeal to you is the more urgent, as the papers of to-day publish a. f 
| telegram, apparently from good authority, asserting that the United States . § 
5 government will extend the effect of General McDowell’s order, intended only . 5 

for his department, along the entire frontier. | 
: I cannot for a moment believe that this is true; and I hope you will enable _ 5 

me tu give my government the necessary explanations to quiet apprehensions E 

| 

: E
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in this particular, and not shake the confidence it has in the honest intentions | 
1 of the United States as a neutral. : oe : 

_ L embrace this occasion of renewing to you, Mr. Secretary, the assurances of — 
7 my distinguished consideration. : : 
| | | a M. ROMERO. 
| . Hon. Wintiam H. Sewarp, &. | : 

[Enclosure No. 1l.Jo | | | 

| " ConsunaTse or Mexico in San F'RANOISCO, - : 
: oe Sun Francisco, October 17, 1865. 

: Sm: After calling twice at General McDowell’s office, I had the gocd fortune to meet | 
him yesterday. | 

| I told him his order of the 11th instant, published with evidences of displeasure in the : 
city papers, had attracted my attention ; that the order disturbed (violated) the strict neu- oe 

3 trality proclaimed by the President of the United States between belligerent parties in | 
; Mexico, as it favored the French, now holding the Pacific ports. 7 , | 
i General McDowell said, as he always has done, that he felt the profoundest sympathy _ \ 

| for Mexico; that he wanted the republic t# triumph in this struggle; but the neutrality : 
’ laws compelled him to act in the manner he did. He said I might complain to his supe- : 
9 rior. I then told him I thought it best to apply to him first, before writing a note about | 

the affair, and learn the reasons he had for issuing the order in question ; and afterwards : 
I would appeal to General Halleck, his superior, as he advised me. : 

: In accordance with this understanding with General McDowell, who, during our inter- : 
. view, was most polite and courteous, I addressed him yesterday the note of which I send : 

| | you a copy, and also a translation of the order referred to; and I now await his reply to ; 
forward it to you. 5 oe TR OEE 

I protest my esteem and distinguished consideration. - : 
ee | - JOSE A. GODOY, Consul. 

4 Citizen Martas Romero, L 
: Envoy Extraordinary and Minister | : | oe 
i. Plenipotentiary of Mexico in Washington. — 

— | [Enclosure No, 2.] | 

| ConsunatTEe or Muxico 1x San FRaANctsco, | | , | San Francisco, October 16, 1865, 
| The undersigned, consul of the Mexican republic in this port, has the honor of calling 

- he attention of General Irvin McDowell, commander-in-chief of the department of Cali- | 
fornia, to his order of the 11th instant, published in the papers of this city. By that order | 

: the sending of arms and munitions of war into México across the United States border is : 
: _ prohibited, in regard to the neutrality towards the belligerents in Mexico. 
1 As the exportation of arms is now allowed by the government in Washington, that 
. order seems to the undersigned to favor one of the parties—namely, the French ; for, as 

; _ the ports on the Pacific are held by the invader of Mexico, the constitutional government, | 
; the only one recognized by the United States, has no other way than the frontier, which is 
j ~ now closed. Thus, general, the strict neutrality, so often announced by the government 
1 at Washington, ‘ceases; and the consequence is, the usurping party, which the brave 

people of this great republic are endeavoring to drive out, is favored, 
The consul undersigned hopes General McDowell will please revoke his order of the 11th 

instant, in conformity with the declaration of the President of the United States, permitting P| 
: the export of arms and munitions of war. This is what the undeisigned told General 
3 McDowell in the interview to-day. a — 
q The undersigned assures General McDowell of his esteem and distinguished considera- 

, tion. . | PY | | 

: | | JOSE A. GODOY. 
: General Irvin McDowet1, oS — oo | 

: Commander-in-chief of the Department of California. | a | 

ne | San Francisco, October 16, 1865, | | 
: A true copy:: ae a, 
1 | | JOSE A. GODOY. 

1 | 7 

|
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po | [Enclosure No, 3.] | | | | : 

CALIFORNIA NEUTRALITY IN MEXICAN’ Arfars.—A specnikn OF BRITISH NEUTRALITY ON THE 
Pactric.—TuHEe Unirep STATES AUTHORITIES CONNIVING AT THE FURNISHING OF ARMS TO MAXI- ; 

4 MILIAN.— THEY REFUSE TO ALLOW ANY TO PASS THE FRONTIER TO THE LIBERAL Pakty, &c. E 

| | | {Our San Francisco correspondence. ] | ; 

| | | : San Francwco, October 13, 1865. | q 

| I have already informed you of some of the measures taken by the liberalists of Mexico _ | 
| to supply themselves with arms from San Francisco. It would seem that the proclamation E 

; of the withdrawal of the prohibition of the shipment of arms to other countries by the : 
i United tates government was to be twisted, after all, so as to mean really nothing, the &€£ 

: _ benefits being all given to the French, who are allowed to carry away what they please, q 
| while the Mexicans are, as usual, to have no chance to help themselves The western E 
| coast being in the hands of the French, of course no more arms can be introduced by the : 
| Mexicans by water, and the overland route was the only one left them. The presence of E 

| Juarez at El Paso was favorable to their plan of introducing arms through Arizona, but it E 
would seem that the commander of the department of California, to which the district of E 

4 Arizona is attached, has arrived at the conclusion that it is his duty to interfere and nega- E 
tive the orders of. the War Department, a course of action highly beneficial to the French 3 
and ruinous to the Mexicans. His order, which I have been permitted to copy from the . E 
official document, is as follows: f 

| | [General Orders No, 17.] | | | | q 

| . -- -AEEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, E 

! | « San Francisco, California, October 11, 1865. . 4 

| | It is made the duty of the officers commanding the districts of Arizona and southern : 
- California—while keeping in view the recent orders allowing the exportation of arms and  &£ 

| ' munitions of war—to instruct the commanders on the southern frontiers, within the [ 
department, to take the necessary measures to preserve the neutrality of the United States 4 
with respect to the parties engaged in the existing war in. Mexico, and to suffer no armed _  &£ 

| | parties to pass the frontier from the United States, or suffer any arms or munitions of war to be | , 
sent over the frontier to either belligerent. ‘This is not to prevent individuals from passing with — 3 

4 arms for their personal protection. _ j 
By command of Major General McDowell. ; 

: | | R. C. DRUM, E 
{ Assistant Adjutant General. E 

| | ‘The words of the order are copied verbatim, the italics only being mine. : 
: It will be seen at once that this order strikes directly at Juarez and at no one else. Maxi- : 

milian can, of course, get all the supplies he wants by sea, and we have already had two 4 
: of his ally’s war steamers (the French frigate Victoire and armed steam transport Rhine) 4 

fitted up and furnished throughout with everything required for immediate service at the 4 
J United States navy yard at Mare island. | —— E 

| | : Mr. Romero to Mr. Seward. | - 3 

a [Translation. | | E 

| . Mexican LeaaTION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 
. | | New York, November 18, 1865. : 

Mr. Secretary: Referring to the note which I had the honor to address you j 
| on the 14th instant, in relation to General McDowell’s order of the 11th of Oc- : 

_ tober last, prohibiting the exportation of arms over the California frontier, con- q 
_ trary to the laws of this country, I now find occasion to remit to your department j 

: the copy of a note I have just received from the Mexican consul in San Fran — 
cisco, with six accompanying documents, that your department may take them. : 
into consideration while arriving at a determination upon the subject, agreeably E 
to the request contained in my note of the 14th instant. | i 

i I avail myself, with pleasure, of this occasion to tender to you, Mr. Secre-. : 
tary, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. F 

| M. ROMERO. | 
Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, §c., Washington, D. C. 4 

: 
| . 

i
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: ) [Enclosure No. 1.] : 

: Mexican ConsvuLaTe 1n San FRANCISCO, [ 
: San Francisco, October 20, 1865, | 

_  §rr: Ihave the honor of sending you copies of the notes, from 1 to 6, written to me i 
; by General McDowell, commander of the department of California: in answer to one from | 

_ me, of which I sent yo notice, and my last, informing him that I had notified my gov- 
j | ernment and your legation. - | | . _ 

From the documents I enclose you will perceive that the order of the President of the 
United States prohibiting the exportation of arms and munitions of war has been disre- 

i garded by the subordinate authorities, to the incalculable injury of our cause. | 

Is it showing impartiality to belligerents when one is permitted to import all necessa- 
ries, by land or sea, and the other Genied importations, even by land, the only way they | 
can get them? The French, having possession of all the Mexican ports, can introduce : 
arms, or whatever they please ; weare denied the privilege of carrying armsacross the fron- : 

: tier, to repel the invaders of our country. L 
As you are accredited to the government of the United States, you will act as you may | 

deem it proper in this matter and to the greatest advantage to the holy cause which we : 
: - defend. . i 

Receive, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. oe , i 
. JOSE A, GODOY, © | 

Citizen Matras Romero, oc | oe | : 
: Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary : 

| | of Mexico in Washington. : 

| | [Enclosure No, 2.] : | : 

: Consul Godoy to General McDowill. 

| Mexican Consutate AT San FRANCISCO, og 
| | . San Francisco, October 16, 1865, i 

7 The undersigned, consul of the republic of Mexico at this port, has the honor to call the [ 
1 attention of General Irvin McDowell, military commander of the department of California, | 
; to the effect of the General Order issued by him on the 11th instant, which has been pub- 

lished in the city papers. The object of the order referred to is to prevent arms and mu- 
| vitions of war being sent through the United States frontier, in fulfilment, as it is expressed, 

of the duties of a neutral power towards the two parties that are now waging the war in 
: Mexico. 

: _ As the government of ‘Washington has permitted by official decree the exportation of 
_ arms, the undersigned begs to say that the order referred to, if carried out by General Mc- | 

Dowell, must evidently work in favor of one of the two belligerents—that is to say, in favor 
of the French ; for as the Mexican ports on the Pacific coast have been taken possession of | 
by the Jatter, it closes the only channel through which the constitutional government of | 

: Mexico, the only one recognized by the United States, can now get arms. | 
Thus, general, the strict neutrality proclaimed by the government of Washington on dif- | 

of ferent occasions ceases, and the usurping party, which the noble people of this great repub- | 
lic -have no sympathy for, is directly favored. : 

i ‘The undersigned would suggest that General McDowell might withdraw his order of the 
: 11th'instant, if he thinks he could be. justified in so doing, conforming to the decree of the | 

| President of the United States, which permits the exportation of arms and munitions of | 
war. - 

/ At the interview he had with General McDowell the undersigned expressed the hope that | 
‘his observations would be duly taken into consideration. — | 

=: | The undersigned protests to General McDowell the assurances of his most distinguished | 

| consideration. oe - 
: | - JOSE A. GODOY. : 

‘General McDowsE tt, | | | | 
| ‘Commander ‘Department of California, San Francisco. | 

: | | San Franorsco, October 20, 1865. | 
3 A: true: copy: : ; oo . | 

: | ; JOSE A. GODOY. | 

| |
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| _ .» [Enclosure No. 3.]. 0. | : 

to. . HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, E 

" San Francisco, California, October 18, 1865. E 

. Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of yesterday, calling my . 

attention to the effect of my General Order of the 11th instant with respect to the neu- 4 

| trality to be observed towards the two parties at war with each other in the republic of ; 

| Mexico, and prohibiting the passage of arms and munitions of war across the frontier of the : 

| belligerents. | | | : 

| You conceive this order to be at variance with the orders from Washington, allowing the 

| export of arms and munitions of war, and the effect of it to be advantageous to the French . . 

for the reason that they have possession of all the ports, and the Mexicans have no other q 

channel by which to obtain arms than over the frontier, which channel this order now 4 

closes to them. | | . | | E 

It is undoubtedly true that the possession of the seaports gives the French great advan- i 

tage in the war ; but this is a ‘misfortune for Mexico for which the United States are not : 

| responsible, and it certainly could not justify them in sanctioning the use of their territory E 

and frontier for the benefit of the Mexican government in a contest in which they have de- ft 

clared themselves neutral. | 3 

| As it may be inferred from the tenor of your letter that you suppose that, under the 

| order permitting arms to be exported from the United States, they could be sent to the 

French at any of the Mexican ports now in their possession, thus placing them on a more — O&€§ 

| favored footing than the Mexicans, I beg to enclose you copies of my correspondence with the - 

collector, by which you will see that it is not only by land that arms and munitions of war ' 

‘ are not allowed to go to the seat of war, but by water as well ; and that, so far as the ; 

United States authorities are concerned, the French in the seaports will be treated the same : 

| as the Mexicans on the frontier. . | . 

| _. Lregret deeply, sefior consul, that any official act of mine should be thought by you or | : 

! any one to work harm to your country, for which I have so warm a sympathy, and it is_ - &§ 

po with real pain that I have to say that.I do not feel that I would be justified in withdraw- 

| ing the order of which you complain. . 

I have the honor to be, sefior consul, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 

ee IRVIN McDOWELL, : 

- a | . Major General, Commanding Department. 

, Sefior J. A. Gopoy. : 

! . | Mexican Consul, Sax Francisco, California. : | i 

| | San Francisco, Ce'ober20,1865. : 

2 A. true copy: | : / : 

| 7 JOSE A.GODJY. E 

| | 

| : [Enclosure No. 4.] | oo o£ 

| * | | --Heapquarters DEpsRTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, a : 

| So 7 San Francisco, October 17, 1865.. : 

Sir: I beg to ask if you would consider it your duty, under existing instructions, to. . 3 

permit arms and munitions of war to leave this port for a port of the republic of Mexico, q 

| such port being in the possession of the French forces, and you knowing that the armsand ~ E 

| munitions of war were for the use of those forces in the existing war with Mexico, the Uni- 4 

ted States being at peace with both belligerents. . : 

Would you please let me know what has been your official action with respect to the neu-  &£ 

trality of the United States in the existing war of the French against Mexico. . L 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 7 

| : | IRVIN McDOWELL, 3 

| | . , Mojor General, Commanding Departmen’. — : 

CHarLes JAMES, Hsq., | & 

Collector of the Port of San Francisco, California. eS j 

| 7 | San Francisco, October 20, 1865. : 

| A true copy: | a i 

7 | JOSE A. GODOY. ‘ : 

|
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: [Enclosure No. 5.] : | 

| - | _ Custom-nouse, San Francisco, 
i | , * Collector's Office, October 17, 1865. an 
] GrveRat : In the case put in your note of this date, in respect to the shipment ofarms  —s_ | i | and munitions of war to Mexico, I should refuse clearance, and submit the case to the Sec- 3 retary of the Treasury. a Oo | : 2 

_ I enclose copies of two orders, dated respectively the 15th and 26th ultimo, which : { indicate the policy which I have deemed it my duty to pursue in respect to the subject of | { your inquiries, — oe ) | 
With great respect, your most obedient servant, | 

| | CHARLES JAMES, Collector. 
Invin McDowztn, | _ | 2 Major General, Commanding Department. | 

i _ Wasuineton, Movember 18, 1865. | A true copy: 

IGNO. MARISCAL, Secretary. | 
i | San Francisco, October 20, 1865. | A true copy: | 

| : - JOSE A, GODOY. | 

] | [Enclosure No. 6.] | ! 
| | | | 

: | - Cusrom-nouse, San Francisco, | 
q ‘ | . Collector’ s Office, September 15, 1865. 
; Sir: I have information that a vessel will leave this port to-night with arms and muni- | | tions of war, in violation of the act of Congress of April 20,1818. The vessel is described | ; as a small coaster—name not reported. You will take an advantageous position, and | 4 bring to and search any suspected vessel, and if you find any arms and munitions of war i on beard detain her and report. _ | es : 4 Respectfully, | 7 : 
j | Bn _ 7 CHARLES JAMES, Collector. oe i Lieutenant H. H. Anprews, ; | 

Commanding Revenue Cutter Shubrick. | . | 
‘ | a San Francisco, October 20, 1865. | 
4 A true copy: | | 
1 | : JOSE A. GODOY. ! 

1 4 | . [Enclosure No. 7.] | a | 
, Cusrom-House, San Francisco, | | | . Collector’ s Office, September 26, 1865. | : 

oe, I 2 | Siz: You will be vigilant, and see that no warlike expedition or vessels laden with arms 3 and munitions of war leave this port in violation of the neutrality law. 3 3 Respectfully, oe 
] : , | _ CHARLES JAMES, Collector. | 

Lieutenant G. W. Moors, _ 7 ee a | 
4 | Commanding Revenue Cutier J. Lane. | | : 
4 . | . San Francisco, October 20, 1865. | 
q A true copy: | : 

| | J. A. GODOY. | 

| _ [Enclosure No. 8.—Translation.1 | 

1 | Mexican Consunats in San FRANCISCO, 
q | San Francisco, October 19, 1865. 
7 The undersigned, consul of the Mexican republic in this port, has the honor of acknowl- 3 edging the receipt of General Irvin McDowell’s note of yesterday, with the accompanying 

documents. | | : 
4 He thinks proper to lay his correspondence with the commanding general of the depart- 3 ment of California before his government and the minister plenipotentiary of Mexico in 7 Washington, that both may know how to act in-the case.
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: Before closing this note, the undersigned believes it his duty to inform General McDowell : 

that he has never doubted for a. moment his sympathy for the republic of Mexico, and for E 

which he is thankful, as he told him at the interview on the 16th instant. The request 

{ for the repeal of the order of the 11th.of this month was made because he believed it &§ 

prejudicial to the national cause in Mexico. — . 5 

The undersigned protests to General Irvin McDowell the assurances of his distinguished : 

consideration. | . a | 

a JOSE A. GODOY. ft 

, General Irvin McDoweEtt, | | - 4 

Commander of the Department of California, on San Francisco. | : 

| San Francisco, October 20, 1865. 1 

A true copy: | , - &£ 

| : JOSE A. GODOY. 

| 7 , | | _ [Enclosure No. 9. | : 

: | _ [From the New York Herald of November 16, 1865.] : ; 

7 | | | San Francisco, October 21,1865 | : 

- The outrageous order issued by General McDowell, cutting off the last hope of the &£ 

| Mexican liberals for obtaining arms from this side of the continent, a copy of which I sent ; 

| you last week, has called out a correspondence between Consul Godoy and General ; 

McDowell, copies and translations of which I enclose. What adds to the hardship of the . 

: case, although it does not appear on the face of the documents, is the fact that the arms _ : 

‘ which were to leave by the schooner referred to by Collector James were intended to be . 

landed at a point on the lower coast not occupied by the French, and were for Mexican — . 

| use,as the collector knew, so that his seeming impartiality is verily allon oneside. You . 

will see from the reading of this correspondence that the removal of the restriction on the . 

; exportation of arms has been practically nullified by the War Department as represented j 

| on this coast. 
| 

| a 
| : 

| : 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Speed. . ; 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
j Washington, November 21, 1865. j 

Sir: Ihave the honor to submit for your consideration two notes, received : 

from Seftor Matias Romero, the minister of the Mexican republic, dated No- : 

: vember the 14th and 18th instant, with their accompaniments, relative to the | ] 

: Order No. 17, October 11, 1865, issued by Major General Irvin McDowell, ] 

‘ commanding the military department of California, prohibiting the exportation 1 

of arms or munitions of war, by the frontier, into Mexico. | an 1 

/ I will thank you, as soon as practicable, for your opinion as to whether the _ | 

‘ Order No. 17, above referred to, is in conformity with any laws, regulations, or { 

orders now in force, bearing upon the subject. - a [ 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, 7 | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 

| Hon. JAMES SPEED, . en 

fo oo Attorney General. : 
| | v \ . 

| | | Mr. Speed to Mr. Seward. 
\ 

2 
pF 

, | oe ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, 

| , a . December 23, 1865. a 

. Sir: I must ask pardon for my delay, occasioned by pressing engagements 

! in court, in making reply to your letter of the 21st ultimo, enclosing for my con- | 

| sideration two notes received by your department from the minister of the Mex- 

ican republic, with their accompaniments, relative to an order, of date October
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_ I, 1865, issued by General McDowell, commanding the military department 
! of California, prohibiting the exportation of arms or munitions of war by the | 

frontier into Mexico. he question asked by you is, whether, in my opinion, | 
this order is in conformity with any laws, tegulations, or orders in force, bear- 
Ing on the subject. | | | 

No military officer has the right, in this country, to issue any order to which | =: | he cannot lawfully compel obedience by the forces under his command. The 
_ test, therefore, of the validity, in point of law, of this order of General Me- 

Dowell, is, whether he could lawfully employ the military forces subject to his 
| control to prevent American citizens, and other persons within our jurisdiction, 
i; from transporting arms and munitions of war, as merchandise, across the fron- | 

tier into Mexico, in the present state of the affairs of that country. 
| The answer to be given to this question depends upon the character of the 
| acts against which the order is directed—whether they are lawful or unlawful ; 
= and, if unlawful, whether the military authority can take cognizance of them | 

and prevent or restrain their commission. : : 
4 Some offences are cognizable exclusively by civil authority ; others may law- | 

fully be restrained or prevented by military power. a ‘ 
: Counterfeiting the current coin of the United States is made criminal by | 

statute, but the law leaves the offence to be dealt with by the civil authority of. | 
3 _ the United States. By the statute of 1818, the setting on foot any military ! 

expedition within the jurisdiction of the United States against the territory of 
: a foreign state with whom the United States are at peace, is a high misde- 

meanor, but the statute expressly authorizes the President to employ the army 
. and navy to prevent the carrying on of any such expedition from our territory. | 

It is plain that if it should be determined that it is not unlawful for Ameri- | 
can citizens, neutral people in the war now being waged on Mexican territory, 

1 to export articles contraband of war, by way of merchandise, to either of the 
belligerents, the inquiry as to the jurisdiction of the military authorities over 
the subject need not be pursued. | | | 

In that event any attempt on the part of those authorities to enforce obedi- . / 
; ence to rules or regulations of their own in regard to that subject would be 

, clearly a usurpation of power. | 
Now, I apprehend it to be well settled that “neutrals may lawfully sell at 

3 home to a belligerent purchaser, or carry themselves to the belligerent powers, 
j contraband articles, subject to the right of seizure in transitu. The right of the 
] neutral to transport, and of the hostile power to seize, are conflicting rights, | 
1 and neither party can charge the other with criminal act.” (Kent’s Com., 
1 p- 142.) Istate the doctrine in the words of Chancellor Kent, “of whose 
; writings it may be safely said,” a late English author has remarked, “ that 

_ they are never wrong.” - : | 
i: In the case of the Santissima Trinidad, Mr. Justice Story, in delivering the | 
i opinion of the court, said, “There is nothing in our laws, or in the law of | ! 

- nations, that forbids our citizens from sending armed vessels, as well as muui- / 
1 tions of war, to foreign ports for sale. It is a commercial adventure which no " 
‘ | nation is bound to prohibit, and which only exposes the persons engaged in it | 
1 to the penalty of confiscation.” (7 Wheaton, 340.) | , i 
j Without entering into an extended exposition of the law on this subject, [ am | / 

of opinion that if the order of General McDowell was intended to interfere with | 
such trade, conducted by our people, as the authorities to which I have referred 
have declared to be lawful, the order is not “in conformity with any laws | 

i bearing upon the subject.” 
| I observe that a portion of the order to which my attention ‘has been called 

, : was probably intended to be directed against military expeditions or armed | 
enterprises carried on from this country against the belligerents contending in | 

7 Mexico. Such expeditions and enterprises are, of course, violations of our
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| statutes; and nothing in this opinion is intended to impugn the validity of the _ ; 

. order in respect tothem. : 

| I have the honor to be, with the greatest respect, ; 

: oo JAMES SPEED, F 

| | | : Attorney General. : 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, ~ | E 

to Secretary of State. oo . 

| / Mr. Seward to Mr. Romero. : 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | ; 

| , | Washington, December 24, 1865. | o£ 

Sir: I have had the honor to receive your communications of the 14th and : 

18th of November last, with their respective accompaniments, which have refer- 4 

ence to the order issued by Major General McDowell, commanding the military F 

| department of California, No. 17, under date of the 11th of October, 1865, pro- 7 

hibiting the exportation of arms or munitions of war into Mexico by the frontier. 3 

: Having submitted the subject to the Attorney General of the United States ) E 

for his opinion on the 21st of November last, I have now the honor to transmit : 

to you a copy of said opinion rendered on the 23d instant, and likewise to inform  &- 

| you that it will be officially communicated to the honorable the Secretary of — 

) War, with the request to give such instructions to Major General McDowell as 4 

| shall conform to the decision of the Attorney General in the premises. : 

7 I avail myself of the occasion to reiterate to you, sir, the assurances of my : : 

| highest consideration. : ; 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | i 

Sefior Matias Romero, §c., Washington, D. C. | 

oe : 

| i 

| Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. — | | 

| | [ 'Franslation. ] —— : 

: LEGATION OF FRANCE IN THE UNITED STATES, © 1] 

| Washingion, March 11, 1864. : 

| $m: According to information which has reached the Emperor’s government, 4 

three regiments of the federal army have lately been sent to Matamoras, under | . 

pretext of protecting the consul of the United States at that point, and have | : 

there re-established the Juarist authority, by driving out therefrom General 3 

Cortinas, who had pronounced against it. ‘This news, the official confirmation f 

: of which, however, it had not received, has fixed the attention of the Emperor’s : 

government. Such a fact would constitute a violation of the neutrality, on : 

| which the assurances of the cabinet at Washington have authorized it to rely, 

if on its part, in regard to Mexico, and would also be entirely opposed to the E 

| instructions addressed by the Department of State to General Banks, who has. ; 

: been directed to favor neither of the two parties, and not to enter the Mexican 

| territory, even to pratect the American consul and citizens there. I therefore : 

| deem it my duty, sir, to point it out to you, and would be infinitely obliged it | 

| ~# you could furnish me with explanations on this subject. o&£ 

| Be pleased to accept, sir, assurances of my high consideration. | : 

| . L. DE GEOFROY. | : 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarpD, &c. : | 

:
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. : 

DEPARTMENT oF STATE, 
| . | Washington, March 12, 1864. 
: Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 11th : 

instant, in which you state that, according to information which has reached the 
' Emperor’s government, three regiments of the United States army have lately | 
been sent to Matamoras under the pretext of protecting the consul of the United | 

=: States at that port, and have there established the Juarist authority by driving | 
out therefrom General Cortinas, who had pronounced against it there. You | 

| proceed in your note to observe that this news, the official confirmation of which, _ | 
3 : however, had not been received by the French government, has fixed the atten- 
: tion of the Emperor’s government; that the alleged proceedings constituted a | 

7 violation of the neutrality on which the assurances of this government has au- | 
thorized France to rely, and would also be opposed to the instructions which 
were addressed by this department to Major General Banks, who commands the | 

4 United States forces on the borders of Mexico, and therefore you ask proper | 
: explanation thereupon. : | i 

In reply to your note, I have the honor to say that the attention of the Presi- | 
: dent was first directed to the transaction you have mentioned by a note which | 

was written to this department by Don Matias Romero, the minister plenipo- | 
: tentiary of the Mexican republic residing at this capital, on the 6th of February | 

last. Mr. Romero, in that note, represented that the dispute at Matamoras, | 
which was the occasion of the proceeding of General Herron, now complained | 

: of, was a dispute between two military leaders, each of whom acknowledged the | 
, authority and acted under the orders of the Mexican republic. Taking that — | 
1 view of the subject, Mr. Romero insisted that the proceeding of General Herron | 
, was a flagrant violation of Mexican sovereignty, as well as a violation of the 
3 | before-mentioned instructions of this department to Major General Banks. | 

Upon receiving these representations of Mr. Romero, I called upon the Seere- | 
. tary of War for such information concerning this transaction as he possessed, | 

. and further requested that a full investigation thereof might be instituted. I 
have received from the Secretary of War certain papers which bear upon the | 

| transaction in question, but not yet the full report which has been requested. I | 
a have now the honor to place copies of these papers before you, namely, a report 

of Major General Banks, with the documents annexed, and to add to them an | 
extract from a despatch of the United States consul at Matamoras, which has : 
been received at this department. — 7 : 

: A declaration of the views of this government upon the proceeding of General __ 
Herron is necessarily reserved until the result of the ipvestigation which has | 

a been ordered shall have been ascertained. I shall be happy, in the mean time, 
to receive any information upon the subject. which the government of France 

; shall find it convenient and desirable to submit in support of the views of that = 
j _ government, which conflict with the representations of the Mexican government, | 

as well as with the statements made by the military authorities and the consul 
| of the United States. | i 
| _ I will add that General Banks has again been specially charged to do what- 
; ever is practicable to avoid any collision between the forces under his command ! 
2 _ and either of the belligerents in Mexico, and even to ey’ so far as may be 
3 - possible, against suffering any occasion to arise. for dispute or controversy i 
| | between his command or the authorities of Texas, and either or both of these é 

| parties. ae - | : 
| _ Accept, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. | 

2 | ee — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| | Mr. L. bE GEorroy, §c., §c., Sc. | ) 

3 | | : -
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| General Canby to Mr. Seward. E 

wyvoes es os DEPARTMENT OF Srate, . L 
. Washington, February 10, 1864. E 

; Sir: The Secretary of War instructs me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of | p 
yesterday, transmitting a translation of a note addressed to you on the 4th instant by Sefior : 
Matias Romero, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United Mexican . 

" States, inviting attention to a publication in the New York journals, during the month of q 
| January last, purporting to be a communication containing menaces, addrezsed from Browns- of 
“t _ ville, on the z6th of December last, by Major General N. J. T. Dana, then commanding E 
‘ - the United States forces in Texas, to the governor of Tamaulipas, in the Mexican republic, 4 
: and also to the Matamoras correspondence, published in the daily papers, in which it is 1 

: stated that Major General Herron, now commanding United States forces at Brownsville, : 
has sent troops into the city of Matamoras, during local disturbances in that city, in viola- E 
tion of Mexican sovereignty. | . | | : : 

In regard to the alleged violation of the Mexican territory by United States troops acting E 
| under the orders of Major General Herron, the Secretary instructs me to transmit for your : 

information the enclosed copy of a communication this day received, addressed to the gen- : 
-eral-in-chief by Major General Banks, commanding the department of the Gulf, with its E 

| accompaniments, which present a detailed account of the circumstances under which the q 
temporary presence of the United States troops in Matamoras was deemed imperative fur : 
the protection of the United States consulate in that city. | | : 

On the subject of the alleged letter of menace addressed by Major General N. J. T. Dana, : 
from Brownsville, to the governor of Tamaulipas, this department has at present no know!- £ 

: edge. As soon as any information on the subject is received it will be communicated to 3 
you. a . a 

-I have the honor to be your obedient servant, : 
| _ED. R. 8. CANBY, | 

| Brigadier General, Assistant Adjutant General. | : 
| Hon, SecRETARY oF STATE, | - 
, oo. . Washington, D. C. ¢ : : 

- E 

| | General Banks to General Halleck. | : 

[Extract. ] | : 

/ : - Heapquarrers DEPARTMENT OF THE‘ GULF, | | 
os , New Orleans, January 25, 1864. ee 

| GeneraL: I have the honor to transmit to you copies of despatches received from Major q 
, General F. J. Herron, commanding the forces of the United States on the Rio Grande, and | F 
| giving in detail an account of affairs occurring on the 13th of January. | . 

ut oe % a a a ws “4 m 3 : 

The movement of troops into Matamoras seems to have been necessary to enable the. : 
4 consul to leave the city. | : 

i | . , . N. P. BANKS, 3 
| SO Major General Commanding.’ : 

Major General H. W. Hattecx, : a ' 
: | — General-in-Chief U. 8. A. | q 

Official copy: oo 
: . J. C, KELTON, F 

: . Assistant Adjutant General, : 

| | | . | 

| Generat Herron to General Stone. . : 

| . [Hxtract.} 

| Fleapquarters Unrrep States Forces on tue Rio GRranne, 3 
4 : Brownsville, Texas, January 16, 1864. q 

. Grnerat: 1 enclose herewith my report in reference to sending troops to the other side SE 
of the river for the protection of the United States consulate, and believing it will interest . | F 
you, I add some other facts in connection with the matter. | 

Upon arriving here I found Lerna established as governor of Tamaulipas, but Ruiz, who 
4 had been appointed military governor by Juarez, was moving on Matamoras with 600 men. q
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Colonel Cortinas was in command of the Lerna forces. Arriving near the town, commis- | 
sioners from the two parties met and settled the matter in this way : Lerna to retire to his | 

4 rancho; Ruiz to take his seat as governor ; the troops of both parties to unite under Gen-— 
eral Cassistran, a Ruiz man, with Cortinas as second in command, and to march against the 
French at Tampico. Lerna at once vacated. Ruiz took his seat, and the troops of both © | 

: _ parties were camped in the town. 7 | . 
As near as I can Jearn the agreement was violated in several particulars by both parties, 

and considerable feeling was created. On the afternoon of the 12th, about 4 o'clock, Car- 
denas, an officer of Colonel Cortinas, rode to Governor Ruiz’s house and insulted him ; was | 
arrested by the guard, carried into a back yard, and shot within half an hour. This settled | 
the matter, and at 8 o’clock the same evening the parties opened on each other with artil- - | 
lery in the plaza. | : - SO | | 

3 The fight continued throughout the night, and until 12 o’clock the next day. During [ 
3 _ the night, at times, the musketry was severe, and I should say 250 shots were fired with | 
3 artillery. Mr. Pierce was satisfied that an attempt would be made to rob the consulate, | 
; and had great apprehension for his family. The governor having officially notified me that 
i . he could not protect him, and believing that I could remove him without complicating 
3 matters, I sent troops over, feeling satisfied that under the circumstances I was only doing 

=: my duty. _ 7 9 . 
During the fight the town and the road leading to the ferry were filled with robbers doing 

i a good business, and had Mr Pierce attempted to cross without a guard he would have 
been robbed, if not murdered. Both partis are perfectly satisfied with my action, although 
Ruiz complained somewhat that I did not aid him, claiming that the Mexican troops once | 

: aided the citizens of Brownsville in repelling an attack of this same Cortinas. oe | 
: I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, © | 

gs ee | F. J. HERRON, | 
| | Major General Commanding. | 

| Brigadier General C. P. Stonz, Chief of Staff. - | a 
: | Heapquarters, February 3, 1864. 
: Official copy : _ | | 
1 — J. C. KELTON, | 

% | Assistant Adjutant General. | 

| 2 — 
| General Herron to General Stone. , | | 

: Heapquarters Unirep Srares Forces on THe Rio GRanns, ! 
, | * Brownsville, Texas, January 15, 1864. | 

i General: I have the honor to make the following report of circumstances that trans- | 
i pired on the night of the 13th instant: | . | | 

About 8 o’clock in the evening we were startled by rapid cannonading and musketry 
1 firing evidently going on in the streets of Matamoras, just across the Rio Grande, which 
3 continued without cessation, spreading over the greater portion of the tuwn, until 10 | 

o'clock. : . | | | 
i At this hour I received the following communication from Mr. L Pierce, jr., United | 

: States consul at Matamoras : | : | | 
| ‘“‘Unirep Srates ConsuLats, | 

| | ‘*Matamoras, Mexico, January 12, 1864—10 o'clock p. m. 

« GeneRAL: A battle is now raging in the streets of this city between the forces of Gov- 
j ernor Manuel Ruiz and Colone) Juan N. Uortinas. My person and family are in great 

danger, as the road between here and the ferry is said to be infested with robbers. I have 
also about one million of dollars in specie and a large amount of valuable property uuder | 

=. my charge in the consulate, and, from the well-known character of Cortinas and his fol- | 
lowers, I fear the city will be plundered. I therefore earnestly request that you will send 

: a sufficient force to protect myself and pruperty, and to transport the money within the : 
3 limits of the United States at the earliest moment possible. a | [ 

‘‘T am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 7 . 
i | . | |  Y PIERCE, Jr., | 

| | ‘United States Consul. | | 
‘‘ Major General F. J. Herron, © a ; 

3 ** Commanding United States Forces, B ownsville, Texas.”’ | 

| Within a very few moments the following, from Governor Manuel Ruiz, was handed to | 
me : ae = | 

a - ‘*Maramornas, January 12, 1864-—~10 o’clock p. m. | | 
F ‘Sir: The forces commanded by Colonel Cortinas have attacked my positions in this i 
; place. As this town is very extensive, I cannot protect all, nor guarantee the United States __ 

. 
| | 

. |
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: consulate and the large property of American citizens; of different nations, living in this F 

town. For this reason I shall endeavor to repulse the enemy, and ask you the favor to 3 

4 send some troops over to guard and protect the said property, which it is impossible for : 

4 me to protect. | | . ; 

! ‘‘T ask you, general, to take this application of mine in high consideration, and to admit E 

4 my profound respect. _ E 

~ 6 Your obedient servant, Ec 

- | ‘¢MANUEL RUIZ, Governor of Tamaulipas, ; 

6 Major General F. J. Herron.”’ | | 3 
: a : a , . 3 

JT had, immediately after the firing commenced, despatched an officer (Colonel Black 4 

: 87th Illinois infantry) to the United States consulate, with instructions to inform me at 

/ once of the condition of affairs, and hearing from him also that the road was infested with E 

| robbers, who were taking advantage of the fighting to rob and murder, and that the family : 

of the censul could not get away without a guard, and the legal governor, recognized by 5 

4 President Juarez, having informed me officially that he could not protect him, I deemed it E 

: not inconsistent with my instructions to send a small force into the city of Matamoras for E 

: the purpose of removing the family of Mr. Pierce and the specie to this side of the river. 
| I therefore ordered Colonel Henry Bertram, 20th Wisconsin infantry, to send forty men E 

| to take charge of the ferry, to put one regiment under arms and call at my headquarters E 

for further orders Upon reporting, I instructed him to take four companies of his regiment | r 

across the river, and proceed to the United States consulate, and there to make proper dis- E 

position of his force to protect the United States consul and his property, and to remove £ 

them at the earliest possible time to this side of the river; instructing him, at the same t 

time, in the most positive manner, not to interfere in the fight. Ithen replied to Governor &£ 

| Ruiz as follows : —_ 7 E 

| | - Efpapquarrers Unrrep States Forces on THE Rro GRANDE, | E 
| ‘¢ Brownsville, Tecas, January 12, 1864—104 o'clock p.m. E 

“Sir: Your note, dated Matamoras, 10 o’clock p.m., is at hand. Mr. Pierce, the E 

United States consul, wrote at 10 o'clock, urging me to send a force to protect the United E 

| States consulate, and at his request I despatched Colonel ertram, with a small force, to the : 

- consul’s house, to protect him in moving to this side of the river. * | | 

“The troops have positive instructions not to interfere with either person or property, : 

aud to take no part in the fight. They will protect the consulate until safely removed. | : 

‘‘ Regretting exceedingly the troubles which surround you, and with the hope that you ~&£E 

may soon quiet matters, I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, : 

i. | oo “RF. J. HERRON, 5 

| | —  & Major General Commanding. : 
| ‘¢Governor Manvex Ruiz.”’ a a : 

At the same time I wrote to Mr. Pierce, informing him of the instructions given to 

| Colonel Bertram, and requesting him to prepare for removal at once. i § 

| I also sent the following notification to Governor Ruiz, sending a similar one to Colonel 3 
| Cortinas : | - Eg 

| ‘¢Heapquarters Unrrep Srares Forces on THE Rio GRANDE, | E 

to | | + Brownsville, Texas, January 12, 1864—-104 o’clock p. m. | 3 

| ‘¢Srr: IT have the honor to state that, owing. to a battle now raging in the streets of 
| _ Matamoras, between your troops and those of Colonel Cortinas, and the danger existing to : E 

| the person and family of Mr. Pierce, United States consul, I have ordered Colonel Bertram, 4 

with four companies of United States troops, to proceed to the house of Mr. Pierce, at his 

| request, for the sole and only purpose of conveying them within the territory of the United : 

States. The dangers from assassins and robbers on the road between here and your city &- 

| seem imperatively to demand this course, which I take reluctantly, with every assurance gE 

to you that I shall commit no hostile acts upon Mexican territory, nor interfere in any © E 

fo manner with the fight now going on in yourcity. I have instructed Mr. Pierce to remove E 

| as quickly as possible, that I may withdraw the troops. a a | E 
‘¢T have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, &- 

: SO | “FR, J. HERRON, & 

i | : | ‘¢ Major General Commanding. E 
| ‘¢Governor Manvuzn Ruzz.’’ ne : , : 

Colonel Bertram proceeded without delay to the other side of the river, marching by the t 

| shortest route to the consulate, and placing his troops within the yard which is attached to : 

| the house, and such arrangements were then made as would prevent any possibility of inter- t 
ference by our men. | 7 E 

i 
:
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At 124 o’clock I received the following note from Colonel Bertram : 
3 ‘ I 

3 | ‘Ar Unrrep Sratres Consubats, S| 
: : | ‘* Matamoras, January 12, 1864—124 o’clock p.m. 

7 ‘‘GeneRAL: I have arrived at the consul’s house, and assure you he was very happy to | 
; see us I marched the shortest route, the firing having stopped as soon as we appeared on 
: the streets. The consul thinks Cortinas is gaining ground. I await further instructions, | 

‘ ‘¢ Very respectfully, - : an 
: | ‘““H, BERTRAM, Colonel Commanding. ij 
; | ‘* Major General F. J, Herron, | : 

‘* Commanding United States Forces."’ ot | _ an 

: To which I replied as follows: . - . . 

‘“‘ Heapquarters Unirep States Forces on THE Rio GRANDE, — 
| , ‘¢ Brownsville, Texas, January 12, 1864. | 

; ‘*CotoneL: Your note from the consul’s is at hand. You will remain in your position, | | 
j giving the consul sufficient time to remove his family and the valuables in the consulate to 
; this side. Again let me state that you will interfere in no way with the fight, but keep | 
’ your men at their posts for the duty assigned them. Send a good officer with the troops at | 
7 the ferry, and issue the most positive orders prohibiting straggling from the ranks or inter- 
; ference of any nature whatever with either person or property. Should a stray shot come 
; near or even strike one of your men, that will not be considered a sufficient reason for your 
: firing. I have notified both Ruiz and Cortinas of your presence in Matamoras, and the pur- 
7 _ pose. Should you see either of the persons named, state fully what your instructions are. 
; Your mission is a delicate one ; be extremely careful. | 
: | ‘*Respectfully, | 
7. | ‘FR, J. HERRON, Major General Commanding. 

‘ ‘Colonel H. Berrram "’ | oF : 
} 7 | 

4 At 124 o’clock I received the following from Colonel Bertram : 

Do, ‘Ar Unirep Srares Consunars, 
4 * . ‘‘ Matamoras, January 12—12}0’clock p.m. - 

3 ‘‘ GmneRAL: I have received your letter. Your instructions are strictly obeyed, and I have 
i, sent the most stringent orders to Lieutenant Colonel Laughlin not to allow anything to be 
4 done that could be construed into a violation of your orders. Commissions from both 
4 Ruiz’s and Cortinas’s parties have been here to inquire into the object of our coming over.. 
3 I told them what my instructions were, and both parties went away satisfied. The consul | 
: says he has about one million in specie in his possession, and that he cannot possibly remove | 

it or his family until morning. I have not been able to learn positively which party is 
4 - gaining. Ruiz still holds the plaza, and I think will hold it until morning. | 
] ‘¢ Respectfully, . | 
| | ‘“H, BERTRAM, Colonel Commanding. 
7 ‘¢ Major General Herron, | | 
i ‘Commanding United States Forces.” | ! 

_ The fighting ceased for an hour after the appearance of my troops; but learning that . | 
| _. there was to be no interference, both parties went at it again, taking care, however, to | 
j | keep some distance from the United States consulate. Matters continued so until daylight, 
3 when I sent a sufficient number of wagons to remove the family of Mr. Pierce and property — 
1 from the consulate. At 7 o’clock a. m. of the 13th they were safely landed on this side, : 
3 .and the troops withdrew. The fighting in the morning was carried on bitterly until 12 
4 o’clock, when the Ruiz party retreated, and were scattered in every direction. The casual- | 
j ties on both sides were about fifty killed and one hundred wounded. Among the killed 

was ex-Governor Alveus Lopez, a prominent Ruiz man. | 
| Governor Ruiz’s forces numbered 800 men and four pieces of artillery, while Cortinas’s 
j force was 600 men and six pieces of artillery. Considerable damage was done by the artil- 
1 lery to the town during the fight, and by lawless bands plundering, &c. 
4 Colonel Cortinas has already announced himself as governor of Tamaulipas, while Gov- 
: | ernor Ruiz, General Rohez, and some other prominent officers, escaped and crossed to this : 
3 side, and are now here refugees. 
4 I have in this report given merely the facts in detail, and will not enter into any argu- 
4 | ment in justification of my course. Notified by the governor of the State that he could 
1 not protect the United States consulate, and with an appeal from the consul direct for pro- | 
1 tection for his family and property, I felt that it was unquestionably my duty to furnish a | 

sufticient guard to remove him from the city, taking at the same time every precaution to [ 

: . | | 
| |
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: prevent collision with either of the factions. I might here state that the English consul - i 

| | yemained dyring the night at the United States consulate under our protection, * * * E 

4 In conclusion, I would say that Colonel H. Bertram, of the 20th Wisconsin infantry, who . &§ 

j commanded the troops that crossed over, performed the delicate migsion in an admirable E 

4 manner, and proved himself an officer of more than ordinary judgment. His officers and 5 

| soldiers are entitled to thanks for their conduct. - : t 

‘  T have the honor to be, general, with great respect, your obedient servant, E 

4 | 7 F. J. HERRON, Mojor General. z 

f Brigadier General C. P. Srons, a 

J oe Chief of Staff, New Orleans. | | ] 

| : Huapquartsers, Lebruary 4, 1864. : 

3 Official copy: . : | E 

: | J. C. KELTON, A. A. G. : 

: a Mr. Pierce to Mr. Seward. : 

: | [Extract. | | : 

i es - | | Unrtep States ConsuLate, E 

, | | : . Matamoras, January 16,1864. © | : 

Sir: Since the arrival of the federal troops (6th November) affairs on this side of the Rio. — 

_ Grande have been in a most complete uproar. Immediately upon the arrival of troops at | E 

- Brownsville, General Cobos, the reaccionario, crossed over, and with a small force seized | : 

: the governor (Ruiz) and other officials and placed them in confinement, making himself ; 

| governor, R. Vila military commander, and Colonel Juan N. Cortinas, who created a dis- € 

| + turbance and fight in Brownsville several years ago, second in command. After reigning | , 

twenty-four hours, Cortinas discovered that Cobos and Vila were endeavoring to get up a E 

| pronunciamiento in favor of the French, and he accordingly ordered his men to take them : 

out and shoot them, which was done. Cortinas then proclaimed Jesus de la Lerna gover- — : 

i nor, and released Ruiz from prison, giving him two hours in which toleave town, referring 

: the whole matter to the general government. In the mean time Ruiz went off to the in- : 

terior, and as Lerna had been the cause of the revolution two years ago, Ruiz was sent 

back again to take his seat, with a large escort of regular troops. Lerna, who had arrived : 

in town, supported by Cortinas, made preparations to defend the town, but after ten days’ | F 

| talk on the subject, on the first day of January it was agreed that Ruiz should take the - 

chair, and the troops of both parties should go to Tampico to fight the French, and until «= 

| they should be ready to start Ruiz should hold one side of the town and Cortinas the other. 

| Everything remained quiet until the afternoon of the 12th, when Octiviano Cardenas, who , ; 

| belonged to the Cortinas party, went to the palace, in company with two other officers, and : 

| - insulted the governor. In arresting him he fired his pistol off among Ruiz’s soldiers. ; E 

i He was immediately seized, led out, and shot todeath. This again started a correspondence 

1 between the contending parties, and at 9 p. m. the same evening the fighting commenced 3 

- in the streets, one party using six pieces of artillery and Ruiz using two. The battle lasted | E 

: until 11 a. m. on the 13th, when Cortinas took possession of the palace and town, and Ruiz 4 

q and his friends fled to Brownsville, and at present we are without a governor. £ 

4 During the night of the 12th, finding that robbing was being carried on in some parts of | 

| the town, and I having about a million of dollars in specie under my charge, at 103 p. m. | q 

4 I applied to Major General Herron, commanding the forces on the Rio Grande, for suffi- 4 

4 cient men to protect our property from thieves and robbers, and he immediately. crossed’ : 

| over a large force, who remained by us until morning, when I sent ail the money to Browns- 3 

1 ville, and the t<oops retired. a ws s * ws ws ws E 

yo. 1am, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, | . 

| : | L. PIERCH, Jr., U.S. Consul . 

| Hon. Wiut1am H. Sewarp, — | | | : 

Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | | | E 

| | | | Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. - 

7 | [ Translation. ] | | - 

| | LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, _ | 

! | | . So Washington, March 20, 1864. - 

| Sir: I have received the note you did me the honor to write to me on the ' 
| 12th of the month, with the various documents which accompanied it. | 

| 46 dc * * , a 1 

| 
q 

4 
q
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| It seems, by these papers, that on the 12th of J anuary last, a battle having | 
been commenced in the city of Matamoras between the two Mexican chiefs, | Ruiz and Cortinas, on the application of Mr. Pierce, consul of the United States | 

' there resident, who feared for his safety, Major General Herron, commanding 
the federal troops cantoned at Brownsville, Texas, sent across the frontier four. 

| companies of infantry, who came and took up a position in the vicinity of the 
consulate, and there remained until next day, the 13th; that they took back : 

_ with them to the other side of the river Mr. Pierce, his family, and the valuables 
deposited at the consulate. a | an 

: I remark that this temporary occupation had also been solicited by Ruiz, ° 
| chief of the Juarists, who wrote at the same time as Mr. Pierce to General 

. Herron, to declare to him that he was not in a condition to protect the United | 
States consulate and the property of American citizens settled in the city, and 
who, under the pretence of providing for the safety of foreigners, wished prob- 
ably to get for himself the support, at least apparent, of the federal troops. | 

_ On the morning of the 13th, when these were withdrawn, the Juarists dis- i banded, and Ruiz, with his principal officers, also crossed the river and took | } refuge at Brownsville. | ce 
i In fine, it is evident it is General Banks whose charge it is to point it out 
i that in taking possession of his command General Herron received a communi-— 
I cation of the instructions prepared the 23d of November, 1863, by the Depart- 
i, ment of State, and that in consequence he acted, as also did Consul Pierce, in t full knowledge of the subject. eS | | 

‘ Such are the facts established by the reports of the military commanders of. | 
| the United States. It would be difficult not to recognize therein a violation of neutrality, and a positive breach of orders, although so clear, which had been | ' given by the Department of State, precisely for the accordance of such eventu- | 1 alities. , - | 

j _ I shall carry your excellency’s note to the knowledge of the Emperor’s gov- | 
_ ernment, and be prepared to transmit to it also the report of Major General 

i. Banks, which you are pleased to announce to me, as well as all other docu- 4 1 ‘ments you may deem proper to complete the elucidation of the affair. | 
Please accept, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. | 

| . |  L. DE GEOFROY. | i Hon. Wituiam H. Suwarp, Sc. | | 

4 Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. / 

| , | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
3 : — | Washington, March 23, 1864. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 20th | j _ Instant, in which you assume that the sending a few troops from Brownsville | | 1 to Matamoras to protect treasure in the custody of the United States consul at | 
: the latter place, during the late civil conflict there, was contrary to the neu- 

| trality professed by this government, and which General Banks had been | 
directed to observe in reference to affairs in Mexico. ‘Without meaning to un- 

1 derrate the force of your remarks on this point, I deem it proper to postpone 
: further discussion of this subject until such views of your government as may 

be formed, after a fair consideration of the correspondence which has already 
q taken place, shall be made known to this department. | 1° ~~. Accept, sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration. . ] a Oo . WILLIAM FH. SEWARD. 

Mr. L. pz Grorroy, Se. | 

| oO | f
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| SO Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. | | i 

} [Translation] ) ' 

| LEGATION OF FraNCE TO THE UNITED STATES, | 

; | - Washington, April 3, 1864. t 

/ Sin: As I have the honor to inform you, I have transmitted to my govern- ' 

Q ment the documents which your excellency submitted to me on the subject of j 

. the affair at Matamoras. The documents can scarcely have reached Paris at : 

4 this moment. While awaiting she answer they will occasion, I this morning | 

received a second despatch from M. Drouyn de Lhuys, pointing to new facts, FE 

: - on which I shall have the honor to confer with your excellency on the earliest E 

| day my health will permit me to go out; but there is a point which seems to : 

1 be of importance to bring immediately to your notice. It would appear that ' 

| on the news of the events of the month of January last General Bazaine took ft 

to the measures necessary to protect, in the direction of Matamoras, the Mexican E 

4 territory against any further invasion. Whatever may be the opinion we may r 

form upon past events, you will comprehend, sir, how necessary it is, to avoid EF 

| all complication in the future, that General Banks, and the officers serving  &£§ 

under his orders, may be again called to the strict observance of the instructions 5 

4 given the 23d November, 1863, from your excellency’s department. | ' 

I should not, either, leave you in ignorance that the French troops must also | ‘ 

: have been directed to Sonora, where, according to reports more or less founded, og 

i a very considerable number of emigrants from California must lately have dis- 1 

| embarked at Guaymas, and have established themselves in the country in virtue & 

| of grants which were made to them by the ex-President Juarez. The mission E 

| of our forces is to prevent in Sonora all these takings of illicit possession, if £ 

| they be really attempted, and, in any case, the lawfulness of concessions which E 

shall have emanated from Juarez will never be admitted. Your excellency will | 

J probably judge proper to make this known to American citizens who might i 

: allow themselves to be drawn into such speculations. oe . E 

2 I seize this occasion to renew to your excellency the assurances of my high E 

consideration. oe dE 

| L. DE GEOFROY. r 

| Hon. WILLIAM H, Sewarp, ec. . . 

| - Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. | a E 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, i 

| oO a _ | Washington, April 6, 1864. E 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 3d F 

instant, in which you inform me that you have received a second despatch from i 

M. Drouyn de Lhuys, pointing to new facts in relation, as I am left to infer, to | 

the proceedings which took -place at Matamoras in the case of Mr. Pierce, the — a 

: consul at that place, and which have been made the subject of recent cor- Ff 

respondence, on your part, with this department. I shall with pleasure receive 

the promised information when the state of your health shall be such as to. en- t 

able you to visit me, and I sincerely regret the cause by which such a visit is &— 

delayed. Since my last note to you on the Matamoras affair was written, I t 

have learned that General Cortinas, with his forces, is certainly adhering to the ae | 

| government of the United States of Mexico. In view of this fact, it is not now | 

apparent to this government that France—being in our view only a belligerent: E 

in Mexico, and having no forces at or near Matamoras when the transaction in “4 

1 regard to the consul occurred there—can reasonably expect explanations con- 

cerning it from the United States.
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7 You inform me in the note now before me that, on hearing of that transae- : 
_ tion in January last, General Bazaine took the measures necessary to protect 

j the Mexican territory in the direction of Matamoras against any further inva- tf 
j sion; and you suggest that, in consequence of that proceeding, Major General 
7 Banks, and the officers serving under his orders, may be again called to a strict | 
| _ observance of the instructions which I gave to that general on the 23d of 

_. November last. Passing over the words “ further invasion” as an accidental | 
; assumption of a fact which this government has not conceded, and is not yet 
7 ==~—_—siprepared to concede, I have had no hesitation in informing Major General 
' Banks of the purpose of General Bazaine, antl enjoining the United States ~ | 
i general to a strict and faithful observance of the instructions of November, _ : 
' which require him to forbear from any form of intervention in the war between | 
i France and Mexico. | | | | 

_ __ You also inform me in your last-mentioned note that French forces have been i 
| directed towards Sonora, and you bring to my knowledge rumors that a very | 
: considerable number of emigrants from California have lately disembarked at 
j Guaymas, and have established themselves in the country in virtue of grants | 
1 which were made to them by President Juarez, whom you describe as ex- | 
\ President ; you further state that the mission of the French forces is to prevent, | 
\ in Sonora, the taking possession of estates under such grants, the lawfulness 
i _ of which, you say, will never be admitted ; and you suggest to me the expedi- 
5 ency of making this information known to American citizens who might be 
4 destined to allow themselves to be drawn into such speculations. | . | I 
} While I appreciate the frankness and good will which the Emperor’s  ——sfgk 

; government manifests in thus communicating its views and purposes on the 
: subject mentioned, it nevertheless remains my duty to say that this government | 
] has long recognized, and still does continue to recognize, the constitutional 
; government of the United States of Mexico as the sovereign authority in that | 
7 _ country, and the President, Benito Juarez, as its chief. ‘This government, at. the + 
4 same time, equally recognizes the condition of war existing in Mexico between 
i that country and France. We maintain‘ absolute neutrality between the bel- 
i  ligerents, and we do not assume to judge, much less to judge in advanee, of the. 
{ _ effect of the war upon titles or estates. We have no knowledge of such an 
j emigration from California to Sonora as you have described in your note; but 

=: if such an emigration has taken place, those persons who thus emigrate will of  F 
j course be regarded as subjecting themselves to the authority and laws by which _ 
i the rights of citizens of Mexico are governed; and while it seems unnecessary _ ft 
; | for the President to assume that such emigrants will claim the protection of this | 

- government for any estates of whatever kind they may attain or attempt to 
i _ attain in Mexico, it would certainly be presumptuous to attempt now to decide +t 

upon the validity of such claim. | | oo | | 
1 Peaceful emigration from the United States is entirely free from restraint or 
i influence of the government. Emigrants themselves are generally well informed 

concerning their rights. Under these circumstances, any interference of the 
; government concerning such emigration would be as inexpedient as it would be 
1 without precedent. The case would be different if the act of emigration was 

| attended with preparations and purposes hostile to Mexico, or to either belligerent | 
4 party, or to any other nation, and therefore incompatible with the laws of the | 
| United States or with the law of nations. It is believed that the government — 
4 of the United States has already sufficiently indicated the views it must takein __ { 

such a ease if it should occur, which, however, there seems no immediate reason 
q to apprehend. | | oe | 
j Accept, sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration. SO 

| oo _ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
{ Mr. L. DE GEoFROY, &c. ee a : 

. 4  &£
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7 To oe Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. : OE 

| | oo “ [Translation.} 0" | 

1 | - LeGaTion oF FRANCE To THE UNITED STATES, GE 

i 7 7 . Washington, April 7, 1864. § 

q Sir: About the end of December and beginning of January last, two bands, | 

4 the one of 200 men, the second of 500, detached from the troops which are : 

4 ander the command of General Banks in Texas, went from Brownsville and & 

- Brazos Santiago, invaded the Mexican territory by taking advantage of the dis- . 

| order which reigned. at Matamoras, and went and carried off a considerable , : 

: - mumber of bales of cotton deposited at Boca del Rio Bravo by merchants of Mon- - : 

| terey, on the pretence that this merchandise belonged to Americans of the. : 

| - gouthern States. The government of his. Majesty has charged me to call the 

| most serious attention of your excellency to these violations of territory, which, 

| connected with that which I have already had the honor to point out to you | 

previously, would constitute a combination of facts of which I have no need.  &§ 

| to develop the importance. I therefore beg your excellency to have the good- of 

| ness to give me on this subject some explanations, and I take this occasion to _ ie 

| offer to you the assurance of my high consideration. _ | = 

| | -  . LL, DE GEOFROY. 

Hon. WituiamM H. SEWARD, §c. _ ; 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy, | oe 

—_ a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a | 

. | | - | Washington, Apri 9, 1864. - | 

to Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 7th + : 

|. instant, stating that about the end of December and beginning of January last, j 

' bodies of troops from the command of General, Banks went from Brownsville = = § 

" aud Brazos Santiago, in Texas, into Mexican territory, and carried off a consid- a | 

| erable number of bales of cotton lodged at Boca del Rio Bravo. In reply I ' 

| have the honor to acquaint you that this department has no knowledge, official | 

| or otherwise, of the proceeding referred to. Inquiry will, however, at once be | 

| made in regard to it, and such further proceedings will be adopted as the result | 

, may call for, it being the disposition of this government to maintain ‘entire : 

{ neutrality between the belligerents in Mexico, and its determination not to 

| authorize or sanction any invasion of Mexican soil. | | | 

' _ IT have the honor to be, with high consideration, sir, your obedient servant, . - 

i oe , | | WILLIAM H, SEWARD. : 

| Mr. L. DE GreoFrrRoy, &c. ( ae | 

| | - | Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. | 

; SO | - [Tyanslation.] _ | a 

/ LEGATION OF FRANCE To THE UNITED STATES, : 

. | | | | Washington, April 26, 1864. : 

| _ . Sir: Some months since a society was formed in the city of New Orleans 

4 the object of which is to make enrolments and purchases of arms and ammuni- » j 

| tion destined for Mexico. This association, openly avowed and known under 

q the name of club of the Defenders of the Monroe Doctrine, D. M. D., has its | 

, regular meetings, duly announced by means of the newspapers, and employs 

! all measures of propagandism for raising subscriptions and making proselytes, | 

At its head are some Mexican refugees, and notably a Colonel de Borden. | 

Some number of federal officers also form part of it, and Governor Hahn himself,
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: whose opinions are known, has been received as a member. Already transmis- | 
i sions of arms and munitions have been directed towards the frontier of the Rio _ 

| Grande, and I am assured, although I do not like to believe it, with the couni- 
vance of some of the authorities of the United States. It suffices me to point» 

] out such facts to your excellency, I have too many evidences of the scrupulous 
j _ care you take to cause the observance of the most exact neutrality in the affairs — | 

of Mexico, not to feel certain in advance that the government of the United , | 
‘ States will take the most effective measures to repress them, and that it will, in | 
i _ an exemplary manner, deal severely with those of its agents who shall be con- , 
j __-vieted of having taken part in this. | eo 

I seize this occasion to reuew to your excellency the assurances of my high 
3 consideration. | On | a 
i; L. DE GEOFROY. 
4 Hon. Wintiam H. Szwarp, &c. | | 

‘Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy, = | 
j oO DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| - Washington, April 30, 1864. 

‘Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 26th 
1 instant, relative to the alleged formation of a society at New Orleans, the object st 
' of which is to make enrolments and purchase of arms and ammunition destined | 
] for Mexico, and stating that already transmissions of arms and munitions have ; 

been directed towards the frontier of the Rio Grande. | 
j I have the honor to inform you, in reply, that letters have been addressed by | 
4 this department to the governor of Louisiana and to Major General Banks, 

requesting an inquiry into the matters thus reported, with a view to insure a | 
i. eiriet observance of neutrality on the part of officers and citizens of the United | 

tates. vole | 
: - Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. | 

1 , — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
Mr. L. bE Grorroy, &e. | . | 

i "Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward.—(Réceived May 27, 1864.) : | 
1 o [ Translation. ] OE 

. It seems that Brownsville, on the Rio Grande, is the very active centre of a 
i traffic in articles contraband of war, a traffic which is earried on for account of | 

/ the agents of Mr. Juarez, and that the federal authorities, who are accused of , 
| deriving large profits from it, favor, in place of hindering it; that General Her- 
i | ron, who commands at Brownsville, is on the best terms with Mr. Cortinas,’ 

3 whom he aids with all his power, by furnishing him arms, munitions, and even : 
1 recruits, and that he loudly avows his sympathies with the pretended govern- 

_ ment which he still represents at Matamoras. The collector of the federal cus- t 
{ _ toms at Brownsville must be also, as it is given out, in connivance with Mr. | 

Cortinas. - | : 
- It seems that at this moment a ship is being laden near Boston, which is to. | 

- carry to Mexico one or two batteries of artillery, carbines, swords, and bayonets. | 
; Contracts for these articles, contraband of war, have been made already, some | 
i weeks since, and the vessel which will carry them will, to turn aside suspicion, : 

be cleared from some small port in New England. She will be given Brazos as | 
her destination, which is at a short distance from the mouth of the Rio Grande, L 

_ and from that locality the cargo will be sent on its way to a point occupied by 
i: the agents of Mr. Juarez. > | SO “
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to | _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. | | | : 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 4 

| | | Washington, May 28, 1864. E 

4 Sir: On the 30th of April last I had the honor to receive your note, written | 

on the 26th of that month, in which you informed me that a society had. been c 

| formed in the city of New Orleans, the object of which is to make enrolments . 

‘ and purchases of arms and ammunition destined for Mexico. You further in- : 

: formed me that this association, openly avowed, and known under the name of : 

the club of the “ Defenders of the Monroe Doctrine, D. M. D.,” has its regular | : 

- meetings, duly announced by means of the newspapers, and employs all means : . 

, of propagandism for raising subscriptions and: making proselytes; that at its | 

| head are some Mexican refugees, and notably a Colonel De Borden. Some num- &€£ 

ber of federal officers also form part of it, and Governor Hahn himself, whose ; 

] opinions are known, has been received as a member; that transmissions of arms rE 

; and munitions have already been directed towards the Rio Grande, and that you : 

were assured, although you did not like to believe it, that such transmission of o£ 

arms and munitions were made with the connivance of some of the authorities 

| of the United States. — | | o 8 

I lost no time in bringing the complaints which you thus preferred, in their _ E 

| full effect, to the knowledge of Major General Banks, who is in command of the |. ; 

United States forces west of the Mississippi, and also to the knowledge of his &§ 

: - excellency Michael Hahn, the governor of the State of Louisiana. o - : 

| _Lhave now the honor to inform you that I have received from the governor E 

of Louisiana an official communication in relation to these complaints, of the it 

| __ effect following, namely: that there is a society or club in New Orleans under  &€§ 

\ the name of the “ Defenders of the Monroe Doctrine;” that his excellency Michael —  &£ 

‘Flahn.is not a member of the club, or of any similar association; that the pre- E 

siding officer of the club is Colonel F. N. D.5. Borden, who is understood to be ; 

a loyal citizen of the republic of Mexico; that the only citizens of New Orleans | : 

who are known to the governor as belonging to the club are a few young men q 

/ of no considerable influence; that the object of the club, so far as the governor : 

has been able to ascertain it, is to bring moral influences to bear upon the gov- 

ernment of the United States in favor of a maintenance of the Monroe doctrine, | 

but not to act in violation of the law, or of the well-understood governmental | : 

policy of neutrality, in the war which exists between France and Mexico; that of 

/ so far as the governor has learned, there has been neither any enrolment of men ; 

| nor any subscriptions of money by the club, or by any other association, for the 

' purposes of war in Mexico. Nor have any arms, ammunition, or men been sent ; 

l there through any association of persons in the State of Louisiana, so far as the 

— governor knows, or has even heard. | | | | f 

I am further assured by his excellency that he cordially co-operates with the  &£ 

other public officers in Louisiana in carrying out the known instructions and 

_ wishes of the President and this department, and in observing and enforcing the : 

| _ provisions of the law relating to the neutrality of the United States in the war | 

i between France and Mexico. oo 
It remains only to assure your excellency that this department reposes implicit | | 

confidence in the statements of Governor Hahn, and, consequently, that there : 

' have been no such violations of the neutrality of the United States in New Or- 

} leans as, through misinformation, your excellency has been led to represent. : 

Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my very high consideration. | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. . | 

Mr. L. DE GEOFROY, &c. | OO a |
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4 Lr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. | 
j oe | | _ DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | | ; | mo _ Washington, June 21, 1864, | 

2 Sir: With reference to the memorandum, without date, relative toanalleged 1 _ traffic in articles contraband of war, through Brownsville, on the Rio Grande, —s_ | i; ~~ With the agents of President Juarez, which was received from the legation of  —| 1 France on the 27th ultimo, I have the honor to state, for your information, that | 7 | Major General Banks, to whom a translation of that. paper was communicated, : 1 has apprised me that the subject has received attention; that arrests have been | { made, and that goods have been seized upon the supposition that they were des-. : 
‘ | tined for a contraband trade with Mexico; that Major General McClernand, | ; commanding the 13th army corps, being absent in consequence of sickness, has | 1 requested that Major General Herron will be assigned tothe command of that 
1 corps, and his quarters will be established in the State of Louisiana. 
3 Accept, sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration. — | 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 1 Mr. L. bE GEoFROY, Sc. oe | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. | | | 
i; | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

| Washington, June 22, 1864. — : 
‘ Sir: Referring to your note of the 26th of April last, and to my replies of | 
i the 30th of that month and 28th ultimo, in regard to the formation of a society [ 
q at New Orleans, under the name of the club of the Defenders of the Monroe 

Doctrine, and to the alleged objects and proceedings of that association, I have | , now the honor to acquaint you that I have received information from Major 4 General Banks corroborating the statements made by his excellency Governor : 
Hahn, which were imparted to you in my note of the 28th ultimo. General | 

' Banks further reports that if there are any federal officers connected with the  — | 
before-named society, they are not men of influence or character. Officers may | 

; have been led, in some instances, to associate themselves with it out of motives _ 
: of curiosity, but have abandoned the organization as soon as its unlawful char- 
i, acter and purposes became known; that a Colonel Van Zandt, one of the per- 7 ; sons lately arrested, has been dismissed from the service. If enlisted men are | 

_ connected with it, they are without influence, and in many instances of disrep- ’ utable character; that as a combination this association is unimportant in its — j influence upon international relations, but that there are some dangerous men 
connected with it; that they had before and since the receipt of my communi- i cation to Major General Banks, of the 30th of April, been under close surveillance ; 

; _ that their objects are to enlist men, and, perhaps, to obtain arms and other ma- 
| terials for offensive demonstrations in Mexico or elsewhere; that it is quite as | 

likely, however, to be intended to further their own ambitious personal projects 
: and fortunes as to interfere in the affairs of Mexico or any other nation; that an — | i arrest of these parties was made at the earliest moment wlien proof could be ob- : _ tained of that purpose ; that the steamer Crescent, upon which they had taken | | 

passage for Brownsville, was seized a few days since by Brigadier General =f ; _ Bowen, provost marshal general, and the departure of the expedition prevented. | ; In conclusion, Major General Banks reassures me that every precaution will 
be taken to avoid any unlawful interference with the affairs of Mexico, in viola- | | tion of the policy of this government, as defined in my instructions to him. : ; Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration. __ | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | | Mr, L. DE GEoFRo\. | /
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| | Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. . | : 

to | -‘ [' Translation. ] | a 

| a _ Leeation or France To THE UNITED STATES, : E 

1 | so | Washington, June 22, 1864. : 

: Sir: I have received the note which you did me the honor to address to me E 

4 yesterday, to announce to me that the memorandum which I remitted to your ft 

1. excellency on the 27th of last month, on the subject of shipments of arms and 

; munitions to Mexico by the frontier of the Rio Grande, having been communi- © o£ 

4 cated to Major General Banks, that officer Had just informed your excellency j 

4 that he had given his attention to the affair, and in consequence had caused the 7 

| __ seizure of some articles suspected of being contraband of war, destined to Mex- _ 

{ ico; and besides, that General Herron had been called to the position of Gen- — —E 

eral McOlernand, in command of the 13th corps, who would have his headquar- : 

ters in Louisiana. 3 

| _. Lhasten, sir, to thank you for the news, and am going to communicate it to’ : 

r the government of the Emperor, which will appreciate, no doubt, as I myself ae 

do, both the promptitude of your excellency in sending these orders to New &£ 

| Orleans, and the diligence of Major General Banks in executing them. 3 

bo Accept, sir, the assurance of my high consideration. __ a 

| | | L. DE GHOFROY. | : 

1 Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, &c. , | : ' 

Mr, Geofroy to Mr. Seward. i 

| | |  [Translation.] | j 

| oh LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, | ' 

L, - Washington, July 8, 1864. ; 

Sip: Thave the honor to communicate to you the extract from the despatch 

| of his Majesty’s consul at San Francisco, which points out to me shipments of 

! powder and arms to Mexico, which would take place from ‘California, at the | E 

| instigation of an agent of Juarez, named Vega, and I beg your excellency will  &- 

q be so good as to address to the authorities of that State orders analogous to  &£ 

| those which stopped in Louisiana movements of the like nature. , 

' Accept, sir, the assurance of my high consideration. _ | 

' | | L. DE GEOFROY. 

j Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, &c. HO a | | 

7 | Mr. Cazotte to Mr. Geofroy. | | | | 

j | [Translation.] : : | | 

a, a - San Francisco, June 10, 1864. 

: Since the departure of Mr. James, collector of the customs at San Francisco, the deputy 

collector, who replaced him, Mr. Cushman, has the air of receiving with great earnestness | 

my communications for hindering the shipment of arms, gunpowder, and articles contra-  &| 

1 band of war, destined for Mexican ports, but the sum of it is, that he does nothing to stop. |. , 

; them. . | | : 7 | | 

| There is here a Mexican general named De Vega, who has come with money to get : | 

ready armaments in favor of ex-President J uarez ; he purchases small vessels, loads them — 

it. with arms and gunpowder, and applies at the custom-house, through his agents, to clear 

{ these vessels for the river Colorado, where there are several American settlements. In ~ 

1 _ this manner the vessels get away with the permission of the custom-house, and under any #4 

1 pretext touch at some points on the Mexican coast, where they land their cargoes. Thus, 

quite lately, the American schooner Potter, cleared on these conditions, put ashore at |
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] - Guayamas 2,500 barrels of gunpowder and fire-arms. I complain bitterly of these subter- | 3 _ + fuges to the local authorities. I ask the deputy collector to exact security from the fitters out of vessels laden with articles contraband of war, and cleared for the American ports on : 1 the banks of the Colorado ; he promises me mountains and miracles, but I do not obtain ff from him any positive result. ‘The chief of police only, Mr. Burke, actively seconds my — 7 investigations. 

a Oo | | CAZOTTE. 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. : 
| , eG DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : : | Washington July 9, 1864. | 

| Sir: With reference to the memorandum, without date, which was received | ; at this department from his Imperial Majesty’s legation, and which related, : i among other things, to a trade in articles contraband of war between Browns- , _ ville and Matamoras, and with reference also to my reply of the 21st ultimo, I | now have the honor to enclose, in further reply, a copy of a communication of q the 8th instant from the Secretary of the Treasury, from which it appears that & q. you have been misinformed. ' . : , 3 Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. - i | | ee WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | Mr. L. DE Grorroy. - ny 

j | - | Mr. Fessenden to Mr. Seward. 4 
7. - | Treasury Department, July 8, 1864. “oo 
q Sir: Your communication of May 28, enclosing translation of a memorandum from Mr. 4 L. de Geofroy, chargé d’ affaires of France, relative to ‘‘ an alleged trade in articles contra- i : band of war with Mexico, through the port of Brownsville, Texas,’”’ was duly received and q __Yeferred to the officers of this department at Brownsville for report. . 4 : IT now have the honor to transmit copy of the reports of the acting collector of the cus- j toms at Brownsville and the assistant special agent for the district of Texas. 
4 Very respectfully, 

| q W. P. FESSENDEN, + 3 fe - | | Secretary of the Treasury. | [ j Hon. Winiiam H. SEWARD, Secretary of State. a os [ 

q - Mr. Breckinridge to Mr. Chase. a a | 
| oo Treasury Department, , oT 7 

Washington, June 2, 1864. 
Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the Ist, enclosing a | 3 . communication from the Hon. Secretary of State, together. with the memorandum from | the chargé d’affaires of France. ae | 
I Jeft Brownsville, Texas, about the 7th ultimo. Up to that time no goods contraband : of war had been sent into Mexico or sold to the agents of the Mexican government. 

: I do not know of a single article contraband of war having come to the port of Brazos de : Santiago, and feel sure that trade in contraband goods could not exist, even to a very | limited extent, without my knowledge. 4 | Respectfully, &c., 
, ' G. W. BRECKINRIDGE, | 

| , - Assistant Special Agent. 
Hon. 8. P. Cuasu, Secretary of the Treasury. ' 

a | Mr. Worthington to Mr. Chase. i 
- Truasuny Department, June 26, 1864. | 

_ Sim: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of communication dated May 28, De- j oo partment of State, enclosing a memorandum from the French chargé d’affaires concerning | . a trade in munitions of war alleged to be carried on between Brownsville, Texas, and | | Matamoras, Mexico, | : . “
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| In reply to the surmise, I have only to report that till the last of May I was daily and : 

| constantly at Brownsville, in charge of the custom-house affairs, and I am certain that no 4 ; 

A such trade existed ; in fact, the sole trade we had was with New Orleans, a city itself un- 

| der martial law, and from whence no such supplies could be drawn. : 

"Ag for the connivance of the collector of the customs, it is useless to refute, as he has no ; 

4 discretionary powers in such matters. Should munitions of war arrive at the port of ; 

4 Brazos de Santiago, they will come under the authority of the proper authorities ; should £ 

4 they not have those authorizations they would, of course, be seized as contraband. : 

q Ag regards the loading of a vessel or vessels near Boston with munitions for Mexico, I : 

4. know nothing, nor have I ever heard of such a scheme. : 

4 I would also beg leave to refer you to the monthly reports of exports and imports, which 3 

: show all the business of that department, to see how fallacious are any such reports. 9 

4 With the most high respect, &c., E 

too CHARLES WORTHINGTON, | : 

| | Special Agent and Acting Collector. : 

4 Hon. 8. P. Cass, Secretary of the Treasury. . | &€£ 

| oe Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. : F 

: | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, o£ 

| | | Washington, July 14, 1864. : 

[ok Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of . : 

the 8th instant, reporting contemplated shipments of powder and arms from — 

California to Mexico, and, in reply, to inform you that the attention of the proper : 

a departments will be immediately called to the matter. : a .  &- 

Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. — j 

i . | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. = 

Mr. L. pE Grorroy, &c. : &€§ 

, : Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward —(Received August 27, 1864.) of 

[Translation. ] . . Ss 7 

Recent advices, brought from Mexico to the government of the Emperor, have | 

: apprised him that very grave events, the responsibility for which would fall upon : 

: the government of the United States if it neglected to take them into serious _ ; 

: consideration, would again be brought about at Matamoras. A great number of : 

federals, after having evacuated Brownsville, have, as it seems, passed the Rio ; 

Bravo and put themselves at the disposal of Mr. Cortinas. This chief would : 

‘also have received a considerable supply of arms and munition, despatched from - / 

American territory. If these advices are true, as it seems there is no ground to , &€ 

: doubt, there must have been there a violation of neutrality, which of itself alone : 

would give sufficient ground for reclamation on the part of the government of 

the Emperor. But the life of French subjects has ceased to be respected by the | E 

: party dominant at Matamoras; two of them, as it seems, had been shot by order | 

of Mr. Cortinas. It will, therefore, be the duty of the government of the Em- f 

: per to protest the more energetically against the support given in this circum- 

| — stance to its adversaries. a | | 

i Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward.—(Received September 2, 1864.) 

| | (Translation. ] . | 

A fraudulent shipment of arms, destined for Mexico, took place at San Fran- | , 

| cisco at the close of the month of July. A portion of it was seized through the a 

efforts of Colonel James, collector of the customs at that city, upon the sugges- | 

3 ‘
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j tion of his Majesty’s consul; the residue, enumerated in the invoice annexed, : | was.got out of the way and shipped on:a small vessel, which, by the latest ac- i 4 counts, must be anchored, it is said, in one of the coves of the bay of San Fran- | ] cisco. When prescribing to Colonel James the most active search upon this , 3 _ subject, the Department of State ig begged to recommend to. him to cause con- 7 ‘stant watch to be kept on the conduct of a certain General Vega, who is at San ]. Francisco, the agent for this sort of Operations, = : 

: | | _ [Translation.] a | | | , 
j Invoice of merchandise in the customs public store to my order, (order of General Vega.) | | 

For the river Colorado: | oe : 
] Marked. - Package. - a | | Guadelupe Mining Co., _—1 case of Enfield rifles ......-.---------.---.. 77 120 i Guayamas.. 1 do. do. were e eee teen me ceweee 79 105 } } 1 do. dO, eeeeeececececceceeeeeee 76 76 4 1 do. ~ do. Bem wne nme wnmamnncnnnee 14. 70 | ) 1 do. dO, eeeeeececceecenneeeeeee 75 70 : 1. : 1 do. dO. seceeenncecececceeeeeee 81 105 : —— 1 do. dO, eeeeeeeneeeeeeneeneeee 82° 50 ye | j oo 1 do.. do. Cee cee www nn mcm www secnne§ 89. TO [ : | Lodo. do. eceeeeeeecnnncceeeuuce 91 70 #2 ; | | | 1 do. do. ceeceeceeeeneeneeeeeeee 92 64 : 1 do. dO, aeeee eee enneeeeeeeeee 93 120. : : | I do. do. wecces wwe nnn eee §=94 880 | Esperanza Mining Oo., 1 do. do. ween e anne ene ew eceeee = 78 120 * { a Guayamas. 1 do. do. ee ee ee eee enn eeecee 83 100 F | . 1 do do. wut... -- ee, 86 (80 | 1 do. dO. neneeenneenceeeeeeeeeee 8787000 | | — 1 do. dO. dececeacnccacneesesesee 84 86 q | 1 do. do. Peweee enn nn enmneennes§ 85 100 

1 do. do. tec ees mene nn e mmm nceeece 88 60 | | ; - - 1 do | dO. cence enn eeeeeneenecee 90 114 | | 1 do. heavy carbines equipped.........-.--. 106 400 | | oo 1 do. GO. ceeene nuns ceeenneeenee 107 84 ot : . , 1 do. do. eee ces een enennennenewee 108 59 FE 4 | 1 do. Field rifles ...-2..2.--.22.-...---. «95 100 : | : 1 do. do. wen e ee cae e nw enewerecees 97 70 3 San Juan Mining Co., 1 do. dO. ~  weeneeeenec en nnnnscecee 98. 70 d Guayamas, 1 do. do. ween. meee seem nneuee 99 120 3 1 do. do. wee e ee ween ewww nneseceee 100119 | | 1 do. do. eens neem eeen ne ccceee LOL 120 : 7 . | | 1 do. dO. seeneennnneennnnesecees 102 100 
1 do. do. ewewwe nenneenneneneeee- 103 70 if : | . 1 do. do. we wees anne nnennanccneee 104 FO ot { 1 do. dO. veceaecuneceeecenseeee. 105 60 , ] Enfield rifle...... 2.22.0. - seen 40 : | 1 do. dO. eect ecece cence scenes 96 60 

. 84 cases. - | 

| Norge. —The packages above enumerated are now shipped on a small vessel moored at | i Some point in the bay of San. Francisco. ~ | | i | oO | , San Francisco, July 21,1864. | i Examined : a ‘ 7 | | ; a | . CAZOTTE, Consul of France. | : [L. 8.]
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, Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. — | 

| Oo | [Transtation. | | | | 

| | | _. Monrrea, Canana, September 23, 1864.  &£ 

| Dear Sir: I have no other information in relation to that which has just j 
, occurred at Brownsville than what is contained in the paper. Whatever the 4 
| causes which have led to it, it would seem, if, we are to believe them, that the 4 
: Mexican chief, Cortinas, has entered the territory of the United States with a ; 
: corps of troops, to which, it is said, he has even given, of his own authority, the j 
4 flag of the Union. This last act shows a boldness for which he, no doubt, will : 
‘ have to account to the federal government. That which interests me is that he : 
| be disarmed, and does never leave the American territory to make some incur- | ; 
| sion with his men on the right bank of the Rio Grande. I am sure, in ad- : 
| vance, that upon the first intelligence of this affair you will have sent to Texas 7 
| the strictest orders, in order that the duties which vicinage and neutrality re- E 

quire be strictly observed by the officers of the federal forces in that part of __ F 
| the country; and I have no need of insisting upon the grave responsibility : 
| which the latter might entail upon their government if, in contempt of their in- E 
; structions, they should permit these refugees to station themselves upon the o£ 
| frontier, and there to commit acts of hostility, directly or indirectly ;. there to 
| _- prepare expeditions, transfers of men and munitions; and, finally, there to ren- &§ 
| der aid in any manner to the party in arms in the interior of Mexico against 1 

the troops of his Majesty.. I will only remark to you that this recent act, 3 
| when ié shall be known in Paris, will make more pressing the demand for ex- | 
| planations, which I have recently been charged to address to you on the sub- q 
| ject of the relations, not very intimate, which previously existed between Cor- q 

tinas and some generals of the United States, from one bank to the other of the ' 
| ° Rio Grande, and particularly upon the sale of arms belonging to the govern- | : . 
| ment of the United States which was made by these latter to that chief. I : ' 

| would therefore thank you to hasten the reply which you have been pleased to | | 
promise me upon this subject, at the same time that you will enable me to make { 

| known to M. Drouyn de Lhuys the measures you may have taken respecting | ; 
| Cortinas and his band. a | : 

' If you should think that my presence should be immediately necessary at . : 
| Washington, I would thank you to telegraph it to me at the consulate general | : 

of his Majesty at Quebec, as late as Tuesday next, the 27th, and after that at : 
| New York, at the Brevoort House, where I propose to remain until the 4th of | 

October, and thence send off my mail. | : 
Accept, dear sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration, andofmy == ~— § 

devoted sentiments. | | a - . 
|. | L. DE GHOFROY. : 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, &c. | : 

, Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. a 

| , | : _ DEPARTMENT OF STATR, | 
, | Washington, September 30, 1864. 

\- Sin: Your note from Montreal, on the 23d, was received here on the 26th — | 
i instant. | oe | : 

When I saw the earlier newspaper reports of an alleged entrance of General : 
| Cortinas within the territory of the United States, I deemed them improbable | 
} and unreliable. The only official information upon the subject which has been | 
i received is a statement contained in a report made by Major General Canby to |
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_ the Secretary of War. Upon receiving that statement I immediately trans- : 
mitted to Mr. Dayton a despatch containing the same statement, of which I now 

i give you a copy for your information. Subsequent newspaper publications dis- 
; | . eredit the original rumors in the most essential parts; the latter, however, like - I 
3 the first, are vague and unsatisfactory. I have, therefore, addressed myself, | 
1 through the War Department, to Major General Canby, and requested a full. | 
i statement of the facts, and at the same time, although deeming it quite unne- 
; _ cessary, I have, by command of the President, renewed the injunction heretofore | 
4 _ given, that the military forces of the United States must neither commit, nor | 

suffer within the jurisdiction of the United States, any violation of the neutrality | 
7 of this government in the conflict now going on in Mexico. | 

, Accept, sir, the assurance of my very high consideration. 
1 WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
} Mr. DE GEOFRoY, &c. - | a | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. - | 

i | DEPARTMENT OF. STATE, 7 
7 . Washington, October 15, 1864. : 

| | Mr. Seward presents his compliments to Mr. Geofroy, and has the honor to | 
j communicate, for his information, a copy of a report of the loth of September, f 

: and of its accompaniments, addressed to Major General Banks by Major General | 
Canby, relative to the recent events which have taken place on the Rio Grande. | 

4 Oo Mr. Dana to Mr. Seward. | 

j | | DePARTMENT oF SraTs, : 
4 | Washington City, November 1, 1864. 

1 Sir: I transmit, herewith, by direction of the Secretary of War, the enclosed copy of | 
: the latest report received by Major General Canby, commanding the military division of t 

_ the West Mississippi, concerning affairs on the Rio Grande frontier, and by him furnished, i 
7 at your request, for your information. | 
i I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, . : 
4 | - = C. A. DANA, 

. . Assistant Secretary of War. | 
Hon. Winttam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State. 

| | General Canby to General Banks. 

. HeapquarrTers Mruirary Division or West Mississrprt, — : 
, New Orleans, Louisiana, September 15, 1864. 

GznerAL: The correspondence of Colonel Day, in relation to the Mexican force under | : 

Cortinas, has been received. Colonel Day’s action, so far as it is known here, accords 
~ with our neutral obligations, and is approved. The Mexican refugees are entitled to an 
asylum in our territory when they deliver up their arms and munitions, and restore any 

' prisoners or booty that they .may have taken from the French. | | 
They will not be received into the service of the United States for service on the Rio 

| Grande frontier, but may be enlisted for the general service. In this case they will be sent. 
oe to this city, either before or after enlistment, to be organized, armed, and equipped. Their 

. enlistment may be for one, two, or three years, but preferably for the shorter term, and | 
their duty thereafter will be determined by the circumstances of the service. = : 
As an armed enemy of France, this force will not be tolerated in our territory; and if.
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i this be the intention of Cortinas, the commanding officer will be instructed to regard, and, F 
4 as far as his power extends, to treat his force as enemies of the United States. &§ 
3 You will please instruct Colonel Day, or the commander at Brazos Santiago, accordingly, 
4 and in the contingency of any of Cortinas’s force entering our service, give the necessary E 
4 instructions in relation to enlistment, transfer to this city, and the disposition to be made &§ 
| __ of private property. The public property of the Mexican government. remains, of course, £ 
f in the custody of the United States until disposed of by proper authority. E 
: oo Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | oo 3 
| Oo ED. R. 8. CANBY, . 
4 | | _ Major General Commanding. . 
4 Major General N. P. Banks, |  &£ 
4 Commanding Department of the Gulf, New Orleans, Louisiana. ° Ec 

4 _ Official : 7 4 
: | C. T. CHRISTENSEN, !  &€£ 
a Lieutenant Colonel, Assistant Adjutant General. E 

A copy was transmitted to the Adjutant General of the army, September 17, 1864. & 

: Colonel Day to Major Drake. — 

i Heapquarters Unirep States Forces, q 
Brazos Santiago, Texas, October 9, 1864. E 

Masor: I have the honor to transmit the following report of affairs at this post: E 
: Everything has been quiet since the date of my last report—the enemy not having been | E 
4 seen. J have received information from Mr. Pierce, consul at Matamoras, also from other E 
| sources, that the rebels are greatly disappointed at the turn which Mexican affairs have — : 

taken at Matamoras. They had expected that they would be able to purchase or by some E 
_ means obtain possession of a part of the artillery, which was at that place, from Cortinas. 
The surrender of Cortinas to Mejia, and his acknowledgment of the authority of Maxi- E 
milian, of course destroyed all such anticipations. I have understood that many tempting ; 

_ proposals were made by Ford to Cortinas, with a view to obtain part of the artillery, all — E 
: of which were steadily refused. . 
1 On the 29th of September Mejia took possession of Matamoras on the following terms: #£ 

No French were to be allowed to enter the city, and all French troops were to leave rt 
4 Bagdad, and the surrender made to Mexican troops alone. These terms were carried out. : 
‘ The French troops at Bagdad have been withdrawn to their vessels, and the place occupied | q 
4 by Mexican forces. I am unable to determine whether this state of affairs is favorable to E 
4 the interests of the United States or not. _ I have been informed by some Mexican refugees, E 

; lately from Matamoras, that a confederate flag was flying at that place, and that confederate ae 
officers are received with great cordiality on the part of Mejia. The instructions received — —E 

4 by me through the department headquarters with regard to Mexican refugees have been [ 
i carried out. The refugees appear to be very well pleased with the manner in which they | E 
3 have been treated, and many are enlisting in the United States service for the period of tr 
4 one year. All the officers, and most of the men,. however, have a desire to return to their 5 
4 homes as peaceable citizens of Mexico, and I anticipate a request from Mejia that they be - E 

allowed to doso. If such a request be made, I shall allow them to return unarmed, on £ 
' condition that we secure some remuneration for the subsistence furnished. , &§ 

- The health of the troops under my command is steadily improving, and I am confident ' 
, that ere long all symptoms of scurvy will disappear. 5 
: The steamer Alliance arrived here last Monday morning, the 3d instant. During the § 
: night of the same day she experienced a severe ‘‘ norther,’’ and was blown on shore. E 
4 _ She not being able to get off until this morning accounts for the delay of my despatches. ee 
“ _ Hoping that this will meet with your approval, I am, very respectfully, your obedient E 

| servant, | | | E 
| | es H. M. DAY, ' 
| | | | Colonel, Commanding United States Forces. | i 

| _ Major Grores B. DraKxes, — | t 
: | Assistant Arjutant General, Department of the Guif, | t 
to. | ; Oo Brazos Santiago, Texas. —_ — 

Official: oe | . 
: oe | GEORGE. B. DRAKE, | 

Major and Assistant Adjutant General. |
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{ | a Mr. Geofroy te Mr. Seward. oo | 

j | [Translation. ] a | 

} | LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, a ; 
oo Washington, October 17,1864. oO 

’ Siz: I have received the copy of the report addressed to Major General | 
7; Banks by Major General Canby, which you did me the honor to send me the | 

i day before yesterday, and thank you for the communication. oe | | 
2 It appears to me, from reading this document and accompanying papers, that, 

: ' while recognizing and understanding from the outset what dutiés neutrality im- == | 
: _ posed on them, the military authorities of the Gulf have not, however, entirely : 

_ resisted the application made by refugee Mexicans to be admitted into the army of 
of the United States. It might even be inferred from the report of Colonel Day 
and Major George B. Drake, dated September 14, that the first idea of this en- — 

: _ listment came from him, and that it had been suggested to them by his orders. | 
1 On his part, Major General Canby, thinking to remove all inconvenience by _ 
i bringing to New Orleans these refugees, who are held under arms, has only suc- 
j ceeded in opening the way for greater difficulty. __ , 
7 _ New Orleans is (your excellency is not ignorant of the fact) the place where 
{ are prepared, and from which depart, clandestine expeditions bound for Mexico, : 
j which the United States government has been obliged to arrest not long since; sf 
| no place could, therefore, be more ill chosen to keep together a body of Mexi- —s_ | 
j | cans transformed into United States soldiers. The succor the federal govern- 
47 ment will derive from such recruits is, to my mind, problematical ; the embar- 

rassments they may occasion are much more plain. | | 
] I doubt not your excellency may be: struck with these remarks, which the. : 
| government of the Emperor has offered on its part to the envoy of the United | 

_ States at Paris, and I am gratified to hope that you will advise the adoption, 
by the military commander in the Gulf, of measures which can give no room for 

] any objection. _ os | we 4 
Accept, sir, the assurance of my high consideration. ) | | 

, . a oe ss, DE GEOFROY. | 
Hon. WituiamM H. Sewarp, &c. a : | | 

j " os Mr. Sewarg to Mr. Geofroy. — oe | 

: no DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a j 
| - Washington, October 24, 1864. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 17th 
| instant, which relates to the proceedings of the military authorities of the 
q United States in the department of the Gulf, in regard to the forces of Cortinas, 
| and, in reply, to inform you that your comments and suggestions on the subject | 
| will receive due attention. | 

Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my highest consideration. | | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

i Mr. L, DE GEoFROY, §c. a 

:_ Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. | a 

| Oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe ft 

: | Washington, October 25, 1864. | : 

| . Sir: With reference to the informal memorandum, without date, which you 
left at this department on the 27th of August last, relating to reports that citi- |
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| zeus of the United States, after evacuating Brownsville, have placed themselves | 
i at the disposal of the Mexican General Cortinas, and that arms and ammunition : 
; have also been furnished to the Mexicans, I have the honor to enclose, in reply, -f 
‘ acopy of a communication on the 21st instant from the War Department, from : 
; which it would seem that, happily, the reports which had reached the imperial E 
1 government, which gave occasion for the memorandum, were incorrect. q 
4 Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. : 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
| Mr, L. DE GEOFROY, §c. | | | F 

4 | Mr. Dana to Mr. Seward. : 

4 Oe - | War DEPARTMENT, a E 
: | | 7 | Washington City, October 21, 1864. . 

4 Sir: In reference to your communication of August 29, 1864, transmitting a complaint 3 
4 from Mr. Geofroy, chargé d’affaires of France, to the effect that citizens of loyal States : 
‘ have enlisted in the service of Cortinas, and that arms and ammunition have been fur- &€§ 
i nished to the Mexicans, I am directed by the Secretary of War to respectfully call your : 

attention to the report of Major General Herron, commanding United States forces on the. : 

: Rio Grande, transmitted to this department by Major General EH. R. 8. Canby, command- E 
| ing division of west Mississippi, and a copy which is herewith enclosed. : 
: - From this report it will appear that the statements referred to by Geofroy are entirely F 
; unfounded. : | 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | q 
| | | oo CO. A. DANA, | | 
| _ Assistant Secreta-y of War.  &£ 
J Hon. Witu1am H. Sewarn, Secretary of State. : _&£ 
to | : 

| General Herron to Lieutenant Colonel Christensen. . 

| ee . Heapquarrers District or Baton Rover anp Port Hupson, ; 
. | . Baton Rouge, Louisiana, September 24, 1864. 4 

| Cotonsi : The letter of Hon. W. H. Seward, Secretary of State, to Hon. E. M. Stanton, | . 
| Secretary of War, under date of August 29, 1864, covering translation of a communication q 

| received at Washington by the representative of the Emperor of the French, in regard to E 
| certain occurrences said to have taken place on the Rio Grande, and which has been _ : 

referred to me for report, has been received. There is nothing specific in the charges and : 

| statements made upon which to make a detailed report. OO | 
| With reference to the great number of federals said to have crossed into Matamoras after |  &£ 

the evacuation of Brownsville, I would state that there were not six citizens of the United : 
| States left in Brownsville when I withdeew the troops from that place. I had sent all : 
| persons, men, women, and children, to New Orleans. Some few Mexicans, who had been , : 
Co living on the east side of the Rio Grande, may probably have crossed into Mexico, but I | 
4 know the number must have been small, for I had previously shipped a great majority of 4 UE 
4 even the Mexicans to New Orleans ; I mean such as resided on our side of the river. I : 
| have been constantly in receipt of advices from Matamoras since the evacuation of Browns- 
| ville, and had such occurrences as the above taken place I would certainly have heard 
| something of it. | a | : 
| With reference to the arms and ammunition said to have gone into Mexico from 

| American territory, I would undertake to say,in the most positive manner, that nothing 
| _ of the kind took place from January 1, 1864, to August 1, 1864,the period of my admin- 
| istration on the Rio Grande; nor did anything occur that would warrant even a rumor . 

of such a thing. | 
i It seems to me that when such charges are made, involving, as they do, the reputation | 

of. officers of the United States army, some kind of proof should accompany the charges; 
but these statements being so general, I can do nothing more than make a mere denial | 

| of the whole. 
There is neither truth in the report nor ground for it. _ | 

| Iam, with great respect, your obedient servant, : | | 
| | : | | F, A. HERRON, Major Crenerat. 

Lieut. Colonel C. 8. Curisrensen, . . | 

: A, A. G., New Orleans. | | | 
. A7 Dc * * | |
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a Mr. Geofroy to Mr. Seward. Cn 
F a [ Translation. ]. | : ; 

j | LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES, ; 
3 | | _ New York, November 12, 1864. | 
i ‘Str: It would appear, agreeably to the information which has reached the 
; government of the Emperor from various quarters, that ex-President Juarez 
4 has not abandoned the project of issuing letters of marque against our com- 
: merce, and that there are being constructed in the ports of the United States, : 
1 especially at New Orleans and at San Francisco, vessels destined to cruise for | 

, his account. | | | 
: | I bring this fact to the knowledge of your excellency, not supposing, how- 
3 ever, that the federal government, had it learned it from another source, would §  j 
j not have immediately taken measures to prevent the departure of these vessels, {| 
4 which is announced as very near at hand. | 
i If, however, the good faith of the authorities of the United States being | 
| overreached, these vessels should take the sea, I must inform you that the 
4 government of his Majesty could not, in any case, recognize in them the char- 

acter of privateer. oo : mo 
’ Mr. Juarez cannot hereafter be seriously considered a chief of a government. 
i The supreme authority in Mexico has no longer at this time, and for those who 
i are the least impartial, any other real representative than the sovereign called 

by events to the head of that country. Mr. Juarez, whatever may have been = |. 
his former position, has, therefore, to-day, neither the title nor the character to | 

j issue letters of marque. ‘Those with which he should attempt to supply Ameri- 
4 can or other vessels, being henceforth without value, would expose these vessels 
i and their crews to be treated purely and simply as pirates. 
: In instructing me to make this declaration to your excellency, the government 
i of his Majesty has, nevertheless, no other intention than that of enabling that 

of the United States to give this notice again, in due season, to those of its citi- | 
1 zens who may have enteftained, or who are ready to entertain, propositions of 
: Juarez or those of his agents. Oe | : 
1 Accept, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. — | 

| Oo L. DE GEOFROY. . 
1 Hon. Wittiam Hy Sewarp, &e. oe OT 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. | 

| - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 
i | | _ Washington, November 18, 1864. 

1. Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 12th | 
, instant, by which I am informed that the imperial government of France. has ° 

i learned from various quarters that the President of the United States of Mexico | 
, | (by you described as ex-President) has not abandoned the project of issuing } 

letters of marque against French commerce, and that there are being constructed | 
in the ports of the United States, especially at New Orleans and at San Fran- 

| cisco, vessels designed to cruise for his account. | | | 
In reply, I am at liberty to inform you that this government has no knowl- 

! edge of the design which is thus ascribed to the President of Mexico, nor has it | 
any information that any such vessels are building, as is supposed, in either of — | 
the two ports you have specially designated, or in any other port of the United | | 

7 | States. The vigilance of public officers is such as to inspire a confident belief : 
that the information which the Emperor’s government has received is erroneous. | 
Nevertheless, for greater security of the present neutrality of the United States,
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1 that information will be specially submitted to the proper agents in New Orleans : 
: and San Francisco, with renewed injunctions for the discovery and prevention — i 
q of the arming or fitting out of vessels-of-war to depredate on French commerce. : 
| Similar proceedings will be adopted in relation to other ports upon my receiving r 
| any information of unlawful designs or enterprises afoot therein. : 
| _ It seems unnecessary to discuss the question you have raised, whether the : 
f ‘President of Mexico has a right, by the law of nations, to grant letters of 4 
| marque, inasmuch as this government peremptorily exacts perfect neutrality . 

from citizens of the United States in the Mexican war. | | | ' 
j Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. - ' 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

| Mr. L. DE GEoFRoy, &c. So - 

| ; | Mr. Seward to Mr. Geofroy. ° | | E 

4 . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — a ' 
| | Washington, November 26, 1864. _  &§ 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that on the 3d of September last a = 
i translation of the memorandum and of the accompanying invoice, received at t 

4 this department from the legation of France, on the 2d of that month, in rela- r 

4 tion to a fraudulent shipment of arms at San Francisco, California, which arms : 
: are said to have been destined for Mexico, was transmitted to the Secretary of ff 

- the Treasury, who was requested to cause the matter to be investigated with a : 
1 view to the adoption of proper proceedings in the premises. | ' 
J It now appears as the result of the investigation, that early in August last the — : 
| collector of customs at San Francisco was informed that the American scheoner : 
| Haze, of about forty tons burden, had on board a quantity of arms, supposed to an | 
i be four thousand stand, together with a large supply of munitions of war, sol- : 

| _ diers’ clothing, and other articles, and that she was moving from place to place, — : 
: in the bay of San Francisco, apparently seeking an opportunity to evade the ' 
| vigilance of the revenue cutter Joseph Lane, then on guard duty in that harbor, _ 
| and get to sea, when she would transfer her cargo to the schooner San Diego, ~ §& 
| of about fifty-five tons burden. The collector thereupon immediately despatched ¢ 

| - two boats under the direction of Lieutenant Selden, the commmander of the =~ §& 
L revenue cutter there, with a guard furnished by Brigadier General Mason, the 
4 provost marshal at San Francisco, in quest of the Haze, These boats returned. ' 
/ on the 4th of August, after a fruitless search of twenty-four hours. At 9 t 
| o’clock of the evening of that day the collector was informed that a schooner: &§ 
| resembling the Haze had been seen at anchor in Half Moon bay, about thirty- I 
' five miles south of the Golden Gate. | I 
| The San Diego having sailed on that day, pursued by the revenue cutter  &§ 
| _ Joseph Lane, in obedience to the collector’s orders, under the belief that the : 
| vessel reported as having been seen at the Half Moon bay was the Haze, he ; 
| immediately despatched the steam-tug Merrimac, under the command of a reve- | 
|. nue officer, with a guard from the provost marshal’s office, in pursuit. They — 
i found the Haze at the place designated, with the arms, munitions of war, and 
| - soldiers’ clothing on board. Having ordered her to be detained, the collector | 

| reported such detention to Major General McDowell, the commander of the ' 
military district in which San Francisco is situated, to whom the arms and _ ' 

| munitions of war were delivered. oe  &§ 
From this statement of facts you will clearly perceive that none of the arms | 

|. referred to were exported from San Francisco. | | 
, Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my very high consideration. | 4 
| | a - WILLIAM H. SEWARD.  ~—_—sO9 
| Mr. L. DE GEOFROY, &c.
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, OO Mr. Seward to Mr. Adams. - - re 
! No. 855.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 

3 | | 7 | Washington, February 25,1864. 
| _ Sir: [have before me your despatch of February 4, (No. 590,) which speaks it 
‘ _of the actual breaking out of hostilities between Germany and Denmark, andof  —_| 
i _ the perplexities which that act produces in the British councils. 89 | 
| _ More recent information shows that Austria and Prussia have achieved a suc- 

| | cessful campaign, and are in possession virtually of all Schleswig. It remains | 
1 to be seen whether a foundation can now be laid for a peace; that will be satis- 

factory to the greater states, who charge themselves with. the preservation of : 
the balance of power in Europe. Without pretending to the knowledge neces- , 

i sary for the formation of a reliable judgment, I may, pérhaps, be safe in ~— | 
j believing that the present condition of things in the theatre of the war is very _ : 
1 unsatisfactory to Great Britain. | : 
| I observe statements in the continental papers that emigrants have returned 
7 from this country with large promises to engage in the attractive conflicts of : 
: | Europe. If this be so, and if these conflicts continue, this government will be ) 
1 summoned to new duties in maintaining neutrality. Our responsibilities in this 
{ way are already large enough. The war of France against Mexico wears upon | 

the patience of the American people. Spain is watchful lest the insurgents of 
. | San Domingo receive aid from the United States ; and their insurgents are here 

seeking recognition, at least as belligerents. If our own unhappy civil war 
. should come to an end in the midst of a European war, it would be difficult to 
| enforce upon citizens of the United States the performance of international ob- 
4 ligations that Europe has refused to observe in regard to ourselves. : 

. I am, sir, your obedient servant, - 
a oS WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

: Hon. Cuarues Francis Apams, Esq. | | | 

i oo Mr. Seward to Mr. Adams. (Same to Mr. Dayton, No. 601.) ’ 
: ° | | [Extract. ] | ‘ft 

7 No. 868.] | DEPARTMENT OF Stats, - | 
_— | | | Washington, March 8, 1864. 

| Sir: We hear that the Canada was partially disabled on her way to Halifax. . : 
j Owing to this accident I am without any official information of European events 
i of a date more recent than the 13th of February. | | “| i; re ok Ok OK > re 

| The latest news received from Mexico gives us reason to believe that the | 
, already reduced forces of the government are to be further demoralized by [ 

faction. It is said that Vidaurri is disloyal to the republican government, and 
is demanding a resignation from the president, Juarez, with a view to the insti- 
tution of General Ortega in his place, to be followed by a compromise with the | | 

: French. — oo oo : : | | 
: I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
; oo, 7 WILLIAM H. SEWARD. _ | 

 Cuas. F, Apams, Esq. | oF | 

- | Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward. | . | 

No. 630.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; | 
* : | — London, March 24, 1864. | 

Sir: The Archduke Maximilian came here for the purpose of getting a | | 
recognition of his new position. His father-in-law, Leopold, is here to favor
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; his object. The government declined to act on the subject at present, but gave >. && 

| reason to hope that, so soon as the action in Mexico would appear to justify it, = 9 = § 

| they would acknowledge him. It is understood that Spain and Belgium will ‘ 

toro in the wake of France, after which the other powers aye expected to : 

4 accede. a oe . 

4 A loan has been negotiated for eight millions sterling, at 66 —, interest at 6 4 

4 per cent, out of which a payment is to be made to France, in part, for the ex- | 

4 pense she has been at. The rest is to be used to organize a proper support for 7 

| the archduke until he can get things going. The English creditors in the old E 

a loan, who have constituted the great support of this scheme, are greatly dis- E 

a turbed to find that no provision has been made for them. a 

A. I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, : F 

4 ee Pe - GCHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. of 

4 Hon. WituiAM H. Sewarp, | | | : : &§ 

1 —- Seeretary of State, Washington, D. CO. | j 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Adams. | 7 

| No. 937.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oS : 

| Washington, May 3, 1864. 3 

| Sir: I thank you very sincerely for your despatch of the 15th of April, No. i 

| | 669, which contains information particularly new and interesting in regard to | : 

| the proceedings which have culminated in the departure of the Archduke 

| Maximilian from Trieste, with the intention to establish an imperial monarchy | E 

| in Mexico. Every thinking observer must be fully satisfied, even without special E 

| evidence, that those events had their origin in a conspiracy of Mexicans against ; 

| the independence and freedom of their own country. Nevertheless, it will be  f 

| fortunate for the future of Mexico, and for the cause of republican government 

! there, if the history you have given me of the details of the conspiracy shall — 

| soon become generally known. | a : 

| You have very clearly explained the motives and sentiments which have E 

| induced so many of the influential statesmen and authorities of Europe to favor 

| the subversion of the Mexican republic. All these motives and sentiments 

| resolve themselves into a jealousy of the advancement of the United States. | 

| Their great prosperity and progress have necessarily provoked this political — | 

| antagonism. You very justly lament the pertinacity with which the American _ 

people continue their suicidal division in presence of the apparent overthrow of . 

their influence in Mexico, but it is the same blindness of faction which led us 

| into the civil war. Only time and events can cure it, and these we may well OE 

| believe are doing their work. No appeal to the reason or to the patriotism of =f 

the insurgents is heard so long as they entertain hopes of success in their des- | 

_ perate enterprise. The loyal people of the United States seem to have no need , 

| for new or increased devotion to the national cause. At all events, considera- | | 

| tions of foreign and remote dangers can scarcely be expected to gain serious | 

attention, when the immediate domestic perils of the conflict absorb the popular | 

| mind. I know no other way for us than to contemplate the situation calmly, 

| do our whole duty faithfully, meet every emergency as it arises with prudence, 

firmness, and force if necessary, and trust in God for a safe issue of the contest. 

| oo I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 

| a oe WILLIAM H. SEWARD. © ! 

CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, Esq., Sc. | | |
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Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 380.] | | _ Paris, November 27, 1863. 
: Sik: In the course of my conversation with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys yesterday | | I referred briefly to what he had some time since said to me in reference: to an | | _ early acknowledgment of the new government of Mexico. He said, pleasantly, == | { that he feared he had been too sanguine. I told him that our kind relations with | 1 the Juarez government were-unbroken, and that we did not anticipate an early 
j | and permanent establishment of a monarchy in Mexico. In the present con- 
i dition of things, therefore, you did not feel at liberty to consider the question he | ) had propounded. I do not think that he was either surprised or disappointed : 

by this answer. _ | | He informed me that the Emperor had been much gratified by your recent | 
action in forbidding the recruitment of men in the United States for Mexico. 

; This had been reported to him by Mr. Mercier. I reminded him, in passing, 
q that this action seemed to contrast somewhat with that of the French authorities, | 4 in permitting the shipment of a crew for the Florida ina French port. It | 4 seemed to me that the allusion was Jett. He made a note of it, as I supposed, 

and the conversation there dropped. I reminded him, however, that I had some q time since sent him a copy of that despatch in reference to Russian privateers, — 
; sent to us at the beginning of the Crimean war. He said that, owing to his 
1 absence, he had not yet seen it, nor my communication which accompanied it. 
d | I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo i | | 

| | | / WM. L. DAYTON. | | ] _ Hon. WILLiam H. Sewarp. | 
j P. S.—The proposition for a congress yet engrosses all attention; but each | ; of the great powers is distrustful of the others, and I am greatly mistaken if the : i proposition does not turn out an abortion. | : 

| | Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. , 
i No. 389.] | Paris, December 25, 1863. | 

| . _ Sir: I enclose a slip cut from a newspaper recently published here, the sub- | ; { stance of which has made the round of the French and English journals, and 
: will doubtless be re-copied in the journals of the United States. Mr. Drouyn ) 7 de Lhuys says he knows nothing of it, and has never heard of the pretended - 

| envoy therein referred to. He says, further, that should he find that any such I B person has arrived, he will not fail to let me know it; but at present he supposes 
| . the paragraph to be like all the other “trash” of this character which is put in | : circulation. | —_ | | i I referred in this connexion to the supposed outline or schedule of a treaty 

alleged to have been agreed upon, some two or three months since, between his | 
Majesty and the rebel agents abroad, and communicated to you by Mr. Morse, | 
our consul at London, a copy of whose communication was enclosed to me in 

. your confidential despatch, No. 438. ; Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys says there is no truth whatever in this statement, and | | 
that the Emperor has:no such negotiation whatever with the confederates on | 
foot. : | 7 : | I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

: | WILLIAM L. DAYTON. | 
Hon. WiLiram H. Sewarp, | | | 

Secretary of State, &c. | | :
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A | | [From a Paris paper.) : 

4 M_ Supervielle, who has just arrived in Paris, in the character of special envoy from the 

{ Confederate States, is a Frenchman by birth, who was formerly an advocate in the south 3 

4 of France, somewhere near Bordeaux. He has been living in Texas for the last seventeen oo 3 

: years, and is now a naturalized American. He got away from Matamoras on board a 7 

| French ship-of-war, which the admiral lent him to go to Vera Cruz, where he.embarked : 

4 in the transatlantic packet Florida fur St. Nazaire. He is said to have a mission to notify 4 

A to the French government the recognition by the Confederate States of the ‘‘ empire’’ of F 

4 Mexico, and also to try to persuade Napoleon III to recognize the south in return. 3 

4 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | 

4 No. 466.) SO DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 3 

Be a Washington, January 26, 1864. E 

7 Sir: Lenclose a copy of a despatch of the 31st ultimo, from Mr. M. D. L.- i 

| Lane, the United States consul at Vera Cruz, and of the protest of José Wallace F 

Smith referred to therein, containing a narrative of the treatment of which he | = 

| alleges himself and others to have been the victims at the hands of the French an | 

| authorities at Minatitlan. ‘The case, as set forth, seems one of such excessive | 

eruelty, that, without waiting further details, I have to request you to ask for a | 

| an examination into the facts, and, if they are truly stated, to claim indemnity. | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, — | | 

| | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
| Wituam L. Dayton Esq., Sc. | t 

| : ConsuLATE OF THE Untrep SraTss OF AMERICA, L 

| | = | Vera Cruz, December 31, 1863. :  &- 

| Sip: T have the honor herewith to forward the protest of José W. Smith, a citizen of the | 

United States, taken prisoner at Minatitlan, by French authorities, and sent to this place. § 

| Mr. Smith leaves here for the States, per English steamer, to-morrow. E 

| T have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

| | M. D. L. LANE, 

. | - Umted States Consul. | 

Po Hon. Witt1am H. Sewarp, | | | 

| Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. | | 

. [Protest.] | - . 

: oe ConsuLATE OF THE Unrrep States oF AMERICA, 
Vera Cruz, December 17, 1863. | 

By this public instrument of attestation, declaration and protest, be it known and made ; 

- manifest to all whom it may concern, that on this 17th day of December, A. D. 1863, be- | 

| fore me, M. D. L. Lane, consul of the United States of America for the port of Vera Cruz, 

and the dependencies thereof, personally appeared José Wallace Smith, who, being by me . ; | 

duly sworn according to law, did depose and say as follows : | CO 

| _ When the French steamer under command of Commandant Conrad arrived at Minatitlan, . 

Finebruary last, I was residing in that town and doing business there asa merchant, I was 

oald regidor of the municipal body, enabled by a decree of the Mexican government to — 

| hosl that position without infringement of my neutrality. The Mexican authorities, and | 

~ most of the native inhabitants of the town, fled at the approach of the French, and I was _ | 

left as the only neutral in office to represent the interests of the town, and if called upon, 7 

| to deliver it over to the invading force. In this position I was recognized by Commandant 

Conrad, who, when I offered to resign my office, expressly desired me to retain it. The | | 

French did not occupy Minatitlan, but anchored their steamers at the mouth of the river, 

and-for about two months I continued to act, by request of the French, as temporarily in
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i charge of the town, and was recognized as such by both parties, and used as a means of . 4 communicating with each other. : ye j Some time in May, in consequence of a want of confidence manifested in me by the Mex- oF ican authorities, arising from my connexion with Commandant Conrad, I resigned my po- 3 _ sition—a Captain Sanchez, of the Mexican army, being appointedas military commandant. _ q From that moment my connexion with the liberal parties, innocent as it was, completely - 1 and entirely ceased. In Julya French force took possession of the town, and with it came, = £ 3 as French political agent and collector of customs, one of ‘‘ Walker’s filibusters’’--a man j unfavorably known to the inhabitants, by ‘name of Bruno Van Natzmer—who indirectly ) 4 _ assumed and concentrated in himself all civil authority, and to a great extent the military =f also. This was easily accomplished with the former, on account of their ignorance and q timidity, and it was yielded to him by the latter, on account of what they supposed to be his local knowledge and the soundness of his intentions ; and immediately a System of per- _ 3 secution and personal vengeance was inaugurated such as people never thought to witness .in this nineteenth century. 

9 About the beginning of September, while at the American consulate on business, I was | 4 grossly insulted and threatened by one John Hume, a resident of the town. Among other 4 things, he said he had me completely in his power, that he could count upon the influ- | q ence and assistance of the principal authorities to carry out his threats, which were by any E and every means to have me sent away from Minatitlan or shot, and if the authorities 4 failed him, he would visit the latter fate upon me himself. At this time Natzmer was liv- | 4 ing at Hume’s house, and on the most intimate terms with him. and there is every reason 3 to believe they were conniving together against me, as will be proved by what took place 3 afterwards. | | ° q A few days after the attack upon me at the consulate, Hume came to my house, and after 3 repeating his insults and threats, struck me three times. Idid not retaliate until he struck [ q me the third time, and then I knocked him down.; as he was rising he drew a revolver, : four barrels of which were loaded, cocked and snapped itatme, whereupon I again knocked ‘ 3 him down ; the same thing was three times repeated. Some people now came up and put 3 | an end to the struggle, and the police arriving conducted us both to jail, where I was placed : q in close confinement, and Hume ina few minutes released by order of N atzmer, address- 4 ing him through the judge. © - | +t ; Natzmer then informed the judge that it was the order of the commandant that an offi- | cial communication should be drawn up, and addressed to the commandant, stating that oF ] Hume had gone to my house in a state of drunkenness, and I availed myself of the fact to endeavor to assassinate him. The judge refused to make such a statement, unless it was i first-substantiated as the result of an examination, conducted in conformity to law}; and, | notwithstanding Natzmer threatened to send him to Martinique, the judge, fortunately for : ] me, was not intimidated. The case was fairly examined and I was released, and the sen- | ; tence that would have been otherwise passed on Hume was only withheld through fear of | : Natzmer ; thus the case remains dn the archives, if they are not destroyed or tampered , i with, with the exception of what I state as having passed between Natzmer and the judge, | which took place before witnesses who will readily bear evidence, when they dare speak f i without fear of Natzmer’s vengeance. His intentions towards me were thoroughly exposed, [ , when he told the judge the next day, if he had done as he told him, by that time I should | | have been despatched. a | pe ; _ On the 18th Lieutenant Rollin came to my house with two armed soldiers; he ordered | me to put on my hat and follow him, and I was conducted to the public jail, where I found : Nicholas Lopes, Albino Garcia, Luis Carimon. We were kept some four days incommunicado. [ On the evening of the fourth day the guard received an order from Lieutenant Rollin to E take me out and shoot me at the sound of the morning bugle. I only knew the fate that 
was intended, for me from the conversation of the guard, which I could not help overhear- | | ing, from their vicinity and the slight construction of the jail, which consisted of only one I ' Toom. About fifteen minutes before the time appointed for my execution I heard that the | 
order was suspended, but frequently during the next day I was led to believe, from the | F talk of the guard, that I had but a few hours to live. — eT ‘On the afternoon of the fifth day we were marched off by a force under command of Lieu- : tenant Rollin, and conducted to the river bank, where Natzmer was waiting with another force to receive us. We were placed by Natzmer on board the schooner Clara, put in the | hold, our hands tied behind us, and our legs attached with iron rings to an iron bar of j about five feet in length. To this bar five of us were chained. The hatches were then | : nailed down, and every aperture closed, except a hole about sixteen inches equare, which i had been sawed out of one of the hatches for the purpose of letting down provisions to us. : From the extreme pain caused by the tightness of the bands and the constrained position : of the arms, and all other physical and mental horrors of our frightful situation, [ rap- ' Oo idly became delirious, and remained in that state eight or ten days. Under the influence of
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| of the delirium I used sometimes to cry out of a night, when the corporal of the guard — &€§ 

7 would come down and stamp upon me, and beat me in a manner that has left marks upon ~ : 

| my body that I will carry to my grave. This was an occurrence of every night during my | ' 

4 delirium. The necessities of nature had to be relieved as we lay, and the filth was some- : 

4 times left to accumulate for days; we had no mosquito bars ; our food was eaten amidst an . ; 

i amount of filth and stench and pestilent atmosphere that must be experienced to conceive. E 

3 The band on our arms remained sometimes day and night ; the effect on me has been to . 

4 deprive me for life of the use of my left arm, and the right is seriously injured. In this , 

a state we remained thirty days—all except Albino Garcia, the previous collector of customs, ; 

4 about sixty-five years of age, who on the twenty-ninth day died from fever, superinduced 

4 by the horrors of our situation. The body, which was in a-most filthy state, was allowed. q 

i to remain from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m., still chained to the bar, and the hands still tied behind, : 

4 and then it was drawn up by a rope passed under the arms like a sack of corn. During : 

a ‘these dreadful thirty days Natzmer frequently came on board the vessel to see that his or- | 

4 ders for our treatment were carried out, and it is to be presumed they were, for he gave no q 

a - order for its alteration. On the 18th of November Natzmer came on board the schooner, | &£ 

a and we were taken from the hold and delivered by him to the commander of the war 3 

2 steamer Fleche. I was in a wretched state of health—reduced in less than forty days from ’ 

: _ astrong, stout man to the merest shadow; and as I dictate this, unable to write myself, : 

a after nearly a mouth’s rest, I am still the mere wreck of what I was before, and my con- | 4 

| stitution has received a shock that time can never cure. | a | q 

| On the Fleche we were again placed in irons, and forced to'keep a sitting posture under  § 

| deck for about sixty hours, until we arrived at Vera Cruz, during which time we were de- | { 

| nied all nourishment excepting musty biscuit and water. oe / q 

| From the day of my arrest to my arrival in Vera Cruz I was in utter ignorance of the § 

| nature of the accusations, if there were any preferred against me, or upon what grounds I q 

| : had been cruelly treated. On the 26th of November I was placed in custody of the United : 

| States consul at Vera Cruz, he becoming responsible for my appearance when called for, E 

| where I remained till December 14, when I was summoned before a court-martial, exam- 

| ined, and discharged. On the 17th I was notified by the commandant superior at Vera : 

Cruz that I was at liberty to go to the United States. Wherefore the said appearer, in his © 

| own name, hath declared to protest, as by these presents I, the said consul, at his special 

fs instance and request, do publicly and solemnly protest against the said Natzmer, as French ; 

agent and collector of the port of Minatitlan, against the French government, against the : 

French commander of the French forces, on land and water, at Minatitlan and Vera Cruz, 

| ‘ruling in the name of France, against ali and every person and persons, against all author- ; 

ities and things, that have in any way occasioned or permitted my arrest, imprisonment, : 

and cruel treament, holding each and all of them, in every matter,.cause, or things con- | : 

{ cerned, liable and responsible for all costs, losses, damages, charges, and expenses already ' 

suffered, or that may be hereafter suffered, in my health or property, in any manner, shape, : 

or form, on account of my said arrest and imprisonment and cruel treatment. . . 

This done and protested at Vera Cruz the day and year first above written. In testimony 

whereof the said José W. Smith has hereunto subscribed his name, and I, the said consul, 

have affixed my hand and seal of office. | 
| 7 | JOSE W. SMITH. I 

| [u. 8.] a : | M. D. L. LANE, JU. S. Consul | 

oe | Mr Seward to Mr. Dayton. ; | | 

- . ae [Extract.]  - a Oo 

No. 468.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 2 

| . 7 _ Washington, February 1, 1864. 

, Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of Jan- 

! uary 15, No. 400. We learn from it the determination of the French govern- 

| ment to permit the Rappahannock to be completed and prepared for sea, though 

~ not armed, at Calais. : 

* * * # . #® * * * 

i Yesterday information was laid before me of a design of an. adventurous party, 

now beyond our jurisdiction, to obtain letters of marque from the republican 

| government of Mexico to harass the commerce of France. This government is 

| constantly called upon to give leave for the conveyance of arms into Mexico for 

: the use of the Mexican authorities in the war with France. It stands firmly and
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7 faithfully upon its neutrality, but in doing this it wounds popular sympathies 1 which no human power could repress. The Emperor’s government has had j | abundant occasion to observe that the Executive of the United States has prac- : ticed prudence and forbearance in their relations with the maritime powers which 2 were not expected from a government being so popular in its form as ours, be- | eause it seemed impossible. Is it not inexpedient for the government of France om i to continue indulgence towards our enemies such as we wholly refused to her : 1 enemies? ‘The President thinks that you should invite Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys | : to bestow serious consideration upon the subject. | * : I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ; : Wituiam L. Dayton, Ksq., &c. | | 

q- Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. | | 
j No. 418.] Paris, February 6, 1864. : 

_ Sir: During an interview with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, on Thursday last, he : handed to me the memorandum of a contract, said to have been entered into be- | 1 tween the Juarist authorities of the State of Tamaulipas and the federal author- 3 ities of the United States, in virtue of which the latter agreed to. furnish a | i 7 certain quantity of arms and munitions of war in return for delivery to them of : ; many thousand Mexican mules. I herewith send you a translation of this | 1 memorandum, which is without signatures. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys said he found | 4 the memorandum on his table, without recollecting exactly whence it came, and 7 therefore called my attention to it. I told him that I had no knowledge on the. | subject, but from the orders which had been issued by my government forbidding the supply of arms to either belligerent in Mexico, and the fact that we needed arms ourselves, as I ‘supposed, even more than mules, I did not believe such ? 4 contract had been made. I promised, however, to take the memorandum, and. | call your attention to it, as I now do. . 
i I am, sir, your obedient servant, 4 7 = | WM. L. DAYTON. | : Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, | | a | Secretary of State. | a : 

Memorandum. . | 
- _[Translation. ] 

‘¢ Tt is affirmed that a contract has been entered into between the Juarist authorities of | the State of Tamaulipas and the federal authorities, in virtue of which the latter were to : | furnish a certain quantity of arms and munitions of war in return for the delivery of several 4 thousands of Mexican mules.’’ . _ : 

: Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. — | 
No. 423.] ; Paris, February 19, 1864. 

Sir: Your despatches, from No. 465 to No. 468, both inclusive, are duly received. | : 
| No. 466, enclosing the copy of a despatch from Mr. Lane, United States con- | sul at Vera Cruz, and the protest of José Wallace Smith, referred to therein, were immediately communicated by me to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. These com- — i
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| plaints, like that referred to in your No. 465, (the imprisonment of Mr. Mans- ' 

4 field, our consul at Tabasco,) he said must be referred by him to the French E 

4 authorities in Mexico before he could give an answer. But he assured me these I 

| matters should be promptly investigated. It will, of course, be some consider- | f 

4 able time before a report on these cases can be received from Mexico. | | | 

4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | :  & 

4 . | _ WM. L. DAYTON. 

| Hon. WiuttiAm H. SEwarRD, > | | j 

] Secretary of State. | | i 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | - 

q No. 490.] BO , _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

| | Washington, February 27, 1864. : 

Sir: Your despatch of February 9, No. 419, has been received. In this : 

) communication you mention that the Archduke Maximilian, of Austria, is ex- 3 

: pected in Paris, and that circumstances may arise in which it will be necessary a 

| for you either to attend or to decline to attend ceremonies which may be ob- ] 

4 served in his honor as a sovereign of Mexico, and you ask instructions. I have » & 

| taken the President’s directions upon the question. If the Archduke Maxi- an 

| milian appears in Paris only in his character as an imperial prince of the house : 

of Hapsburg, you will be expected to be neither demonstrative nor reserved in ' j 

| your deportment towards him. If he appears there with any assumption of i 

| political authority or title in Mexico, you will entirely refrain from intercourse ; 

é with him. Should your proceedings become a subject of inquiry or remark, you 

| wil be at liberty, in the exercise of your own discretion, to say that this govern- of 

ment, in view of its rights and duties in the present conjuncture of its affairs, 

| has prescribed fixed rules to be observed, not only by this department, but by — j 

| its representatives in foreign countries. We acknowledge revolutions only by | 4 

direction of the President, upon full and mature consideration. Until such regular 

| authority for recognition, we do not hold formal or informal communications with | Er 

| political agents or representatives of revolutionary movements in countries with L 

i which we maintain diplomatic intercourse. | | 

f I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

4 WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ' 

| Wituram L. Dayton, Esq., §c. | E 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. ) | : 

| Oo : - &§ 

| No. 496.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| , Washington, March 2, 1864. a 

J Ste: Your despatch of February 6, No. 418, has been received, together with i 

|. a copy of a memorandum which M. Drouyn de Lhuys has placed in yourhands. ; 

|. That memorandum is as follows: It is affirmed that a contract has been en- E 

| ‘tered into between the Juarist authorities of the State of Tamaulipas and the 

| federal authorities, in virtue of which the latter were to forward a certain quan- 2 

| tity of arms and munitions of war in return for the delivery of several thousands . 

| of mules. | | : | | | 

| You very rightly expressed to M. Drouyn de Lhuys a disbelief of the fact i 

| stated in the paper I have recited. It is'‘uncertain whether by the term “ federal | 

| authorities’ is meant the government of the United States, or only the agents , 

| of this government in the vicinity of Tamaulipas. If the former is intended, | 

| |
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then you are authorized at once to declare that the allegation in the memorandum 
i] is without any foundation in fact. If the other condition is to be assumed, you [ 

| will in that case inform M. Drouyn de Lhuys that, so far as the government, or sf 
| any department of it, is informed, or has any reason to believe, the allegation i 
} _ Is entirely untrue. That if it were true, the proceedings would be in violation. 7 

7 of the instructions of this government, and would be denounced and censured. | 
Although no evidence of the allegation is presented, the attention of the Secre- 
tary of War has been called to the subject and due inquiries will be instituted. 

| | I am, sir, your obedient servant, . | | | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
: Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., &c. | a 

| en an 

: Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. | | 

| Extract] | | | 
}. No. 430.] | Paris, March 11,1864. | 
‘ | Sir: * e #* % * * % 
] _ M. Drouyn de Lhuys informs me that there is nothing in agitation here cal- 
1 culated to disturb the good relations between the United States and France. _ | 
3 He says that the archduke has not asked the Emperor to acknowledge the south, | 

nor does he believe that he has had anything of the kind on his mind. Certain 
English papers have been industriously propagating this idea, but there is, he 

q says, nothing in it. He informs me that he believes certain English and French 
: capitalists, already interested in Mexican loans, will, in the hope of saving a ss fgX 
4 part, at least, of their existing investments, make a moderate advance in addition, I 
7 and that the archduke will, from these sources, be able to raise a small loan to 
3 meet his existing wants; but it seems to me this cannot carry him far unlesg 
q _ France shall stand security, or give other material aid. 
] Tam, sir, your obedient servant, so | 
] WM. L. DAYTON. : 

| Hon. Winuram H. Sewarp, | : 
: — | Secretary of State, &c. | 

; | | Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. : 7 | 

| No. 431.] Paris, March 11, 1864. | 
| Sir: I have again referred, in conversation with M. Drouyn de Lhuys, to the 

| supposed negotiation reported by Mr. Morse, United States consul at London, - [ 
j _ for the cession of Texas to France for certain considerations. The supposed 

negotiation for the cession of Texas M. Drouyn de Lhuys assured me is without 
the slighest pretence of foundation. He said that France would not take Texas: — | 

' _ as a gift, even if it were accompanied with a handsome douceur besides; that 7 
she does not want it, and would not have it. That if the rumor were that she : 

! were about to part with some far-off or distant possession we might give it some 
credence, but never, while he was minister and his Majesty Emperor, need I | 
trouble myself as to the truth of any report which looked to the acquisition of : 

| distant territory. Their policy, he said, looked directly in a contrary way. i 
Whether this comports well with their existing action in Mexico may, perhaps, 
admit of a doubt. - ae | , 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| | ) WM. L. DAYTON, : 

| | Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | : 
_ -Seeretary of State, &c. | | oo
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. 

4 No. 506.) a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, «- 

: - : | | eo Washington, March 17, 1864. a | 

: Sir: I herewith transmit to you, for your information, the copy of a transla- L 

: tion of a note of the 11th instant from Mr. L. de Geofroy, the chargé d’affaires 4 

/ of France, and of the reply from this department of the 12th instant, relative to [ 

| __ the presence of United States troops in Matamoras. | ] 

‘ | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : 

4 | | | . WILLIAM H. SEWARD, : 

1: — Winuiam L, Dayton, Esq., §. | : 

q [For enclosure see correspondence with the French legation. | | 

| | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | : 

| , ; 
No. 510.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE,  *-§ 

4 | — Washington, March 23, 1864. © ' 

a Sir: For your information I give you a further correspondence between Mr. &€ 

Geofroy and this department on the subject of the proceedings of General Her-_ | 

d ron. I give you also a copy of resolutions concerning the French in Mexico | 

introduced into the Senate by Mr. McDougall, of California. | ; 

| It is not easy to understand here how any earnest debate upon such a ques- &- 

/ tion as Mr. Geofroy has raised can promote the interest of either France or the : 

| United States, or contribute to a good understanding between the two countries. a 

' I am, sir, your obedient servant, | _ | a 

, a . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. E 
~— Wiuiiam L. Dayton, Esq., Se. fr 

: JOINT RESOLUTION in relation to the occupation of Mexico by France. | 

| Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 

| assembled, That the occupation of Mexico, or any part thereof, by the Emperor of. France, | . 

| or by the person indicated by him as emperor of Mexico, is an offence to the people of the 

| republic of the United States of America. - | : 

| Suc. 2. And be it further resolved, That the movements of the government of France, and | 

| the threatened movement of an emperor improvised by the Emperor of France,demand by — 

| this republic, if insisted upon, war. - | 

oe Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. : 

| | No. 519.) - DeparTmMENT oF State, : 
2 a Washington, April 4, 1864. | 

— Sr: I transmit herewith for your information a copy of a despatch of the , 

| Ath ultimo, from the consul of the United States at Monterey, relative to the | 

2 present difficulties in Mexico. So | 

| Tam, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 

| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., &c. : | | 

| a 

| |
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, | Mr. Kimmey to Mr. Seward. ee ; 
| fExtract.]- | 

| a Unrrep Srares ConsuLats, Monterey, Mexico, 
| oe | - March 4, 1864. 

Sir: The difficulty between the general government and Governor Vidaurri is daily be- 
3 coming more complicated. A decree from President Juarez, separating the States of Nuevo . | 
j Leon and Coahuila, was given at Saltillo on the 26th ultimo. The following is a translation 

, of the first article: ‘‘The State of Coahuila will immediately reassume its character as one 
; : of the free and sovereign States of the United Mexican States, separating itself from Nuevo 
: Leon, in which it was incorporated.’? The separation of the two States gives. President 

| Juarez control of the Custen Heuse or Piedras Negras. Governor Vidaurri refuses to recog- 
; nize the authority of the President, and has declared his intention of driving him from 
: Nuevo Leon and Coahuila, and for that purpose is raising all the forces he is able to arm. 
4 Another decree from the President’ deposes Governor Vidaurri, and declares this State in 

=: open hostility to the government of Mexico. Communication between this place and Sal- 
tillo is almost entirely cut off; no provisions of any kind are allowed to.come this way. 

4 No mails pass either way, and it is only by foreigners coming in that we are able to learn 
q of the movements of the government troops. 
4 The President has now, in addition to the troops he left here, a force of about two thou- _ 
3 sand men from Durango, commanded by Governor Petona in person, which, with the volun- | 
3 teers from Saltillo and other points in the State of Coahuila, swells his numbers to not less 

than five thousand men, : - 
: Governor Vidaurri has about twelve hundred men, but, with the artillery he has belong- 
3 ing to the government, he will be able to protect himself in the citadel against a large 

force. | a : i : 
3 An order was issued here on the Ist instant to the troops to prepare themselves to march | 
3 in two days for Saltillo. The time was, to-day, further postponed until the 7th instant. | ; 
: A man just in from Saltillo represents the troops of President Juarez preparing to march : 
i on this place. An advance of five hundred men were twenty miles this side of Saltillo. — 
1 A despatch from General Bazaine, of the French forces, to Governor Vidaurri, was received : 
| a few days since. The following is its substance: | | 
3 ‘‘In one hand peace is offered; in the other war. If. you accept the former, you must 
] : adhere to the intervention, frankly recognizing the government which is established in : 
j Mexico. If, on the contrary, you decide for the latter, you must expect to suffer all the f 
3 calamities incident to war.” | | of 
’ The governor made, in substance, the following answer : 
. ‘‘T have not the power to choose between the two extremes which you propose, but will 
’ submit this vital question to the people, as I have always done on grave subjects, and their : 
1 determination transmit to you as soon as obtained.’’ : | 

. No advance of the French army has been made since my last communication ; but, on | 
7 the contrary, the report of their retreat to San Luis Potosi is quite generally believed. of 
] __ The reoccupation of the Guadalajaia by General Urega, and the taking by him of four f 
‘ thousand French and Reactienania prisoners, has given new Heart to the Mexicans of the F 
| liberal party. | | | : 

The French army in San Luis Potosi is levying contributions on the citizens for its sup- 
; port, and, instead of bringing peace, as they offer in every instance in advance, they bring sig 

misery on the people wherever their army goes. oe 

’ Your obedient servant, 3 - : 
’ | | oe \M. M. KIMMRY, 

_ United States Consul. 
| Hon. Wittram H. Sewarp, | | E 

| _ Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. , | : 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. — oo | 

| No. 521.] - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| / Washington, April 5, 1864. 

_Srr: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 21st ultimo, | 
_ No, 438, giving me a slip from Galignani’s Messenger, reprinting from the | 

: “Globe,” of London, a statement in regard to an alleged willingness of the | 

| |
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| United States to accredit a minister to and receive one from the proposed em- ' 
| peror of Mexico. We are well aware that there was no foundation for the state- E 

ment, and proper measures have been taken authoritatively to contradict it. E 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | E 

, | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. r 

4 Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., &c. | | | | a 

| Mr. Sewartl to Mr. Dayton. ; 

4 No. 524.] - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | E 

4 ne . Washington, April 8, 1864. E 

4 Sir: Your despatch of March 25, No. 440, has been received. E 

: You allude therein to a report that reaches us through English journals of E 

| effect that it is arranged that the projected imperial government in Mexico shall  &§ 

y soon extend a recognition to the insurgénts at Richmond. The contradiction of . “oe 

| this report, upon the authority of the Kmperor of France, as you have communi- E 

| cated it to me, is gratifying, although no credit whatever has been given here to t 

! the statements referred to. On the contrary, it has not seemed probable that t 

| the Prince Maximilian could extend his guardianship to insurgents here while ' 

_.__-yet engaged in a struggle with the existing authorities of Mexico, unless, indeed, — | 

| he was assured of support in that event by the government of France. Nor _ E 

| has it seemed probable, in view of previous explanations of M. Drouyn de E 

| Lhuys, that the Emperor of the French would be anxious to enlarge his respon- _ a | 

| sibilities concerning American politics, at least before the Mexican problem E 

| should have definitely reached a solution. | | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, -_ . E 

! | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. q 

| Wituram L. Dayton, Esq. | | | oe I 

| | ~ Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. E 

| [ Extract. ] _&€ 

| No. 449.] Paris, April 11, 1864. F 

| Sir: After sundry impediments, which, it would seem, have rendered the E 

action of the Archduke Maximilian somewhat uncertain, and have much delayed 

his departure, it would seem he has at last accepted the offered crown of Mexico, | 

| and to-day he starts on his most adventurous career, going to that country by | 

the way of Rome that he may receive the benediction of the Pope. I enclose , 

you a slip, cut from Galignani, giving the substance of his speech to the Mexi- | 

can deputation upon accepting the crown offered by them, and likewise another , 

short slip, cut from the Moniteur, being its only comment of to-day on the sub- | 

ject. The. French papers say that his government will not only be promptly | 

acknowledged by the Catholic powers, but by all the leading governments of | 

| Europe, including England, Russia, Prussia, and France. For something like | 

this you will, of course, be prepared. | . | 

| I need not say what I have in substance said before, that I look upon this 4 

| proceeding with intense anxiety. Nothing has occurred since my residence at | 

| this court which foreshadows future difficulty with Frafice so probably as its | 
action in this matter. God grant that it may be long delayed, and, if possible, | 

fo avoided; but I fear. * * * * | * oe 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, - | 

oe WM. L. DAYTON. : 

Hon. Wiuuiam H. Sewarp, 7 a 3 | 
Secretary of State, &c. : 

j 
q
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i. “Trieste, 10¢h.—The emperor arrived at Miramar yesterday morning at eight o’clock. | : 
qe _ After signing the documents and taking breakfast, his majesty returned to Vienna, accom- : 
: panied by the archdukes and Count de Rechberg. Their Mexican majesties will leave to- 
4 | morrow at 4 p.m. The reception of the deputation takes place this day.’’ | 

; , ‘Trieste, 10¢h.—This day, a little before noon, took place, at Miramar, the official re- 
a ception of the Mexican deputation, and the acceptance of the crown of Mexico by the | 

; Archduke Maximilian. M. Gutierrez de Estrada, the head of the deputation, delivered a 
3 long address, in which he dwelt on the importance of the national vote of Mexico. The 

archduke, replying in Spanish, said that he felt not the slightest doubt, from the act of : 
4 adhesion just presented to him, that the immense majority of the country were in favor i 
3 of the imperial form of government, and of himself as the head of the state. The choice 
4 | of. the country had been laid down in his reply of October 3 as one condition of his ac- | 
7 ceptance ; and another was, that full guarantees should be given of his being able to t 
: devote himself peaceably to the task of advancing the prosperity of the country. Those 
‘ guarantees were now fully assured, thanks to the magnanimity of the Emperor of the E 
1 . French, who, during the whole of the negotiations, had shown a straight-forwardness and __ 
q - kindness which he (the speaker) could never forget. ‘The illustrious head of my family,’ : 
: . pursued the archduke, ‘having given his consent, I now declare that, relying on the ] 
4 assistance of the Almighty, I accept the crown offered me by the Mexican nation. AsI ~ : 
3 stated in my address of October 3, I shall endeavor to place the monarchy undeyv the : 
a authority of the constitutional laws as soon as the pacification of the country shall be 
j complete. The force of a government is, in my opinion, more assured by sound regulations 
q than by the extent of its limits, and I shall be anxious for the exercise of my government 
q to fix such bounds to it as may insure its duration. I shall hold firmly aloft the flag of | 
i independence, as the symbol of our future grandeur. -I call for the co-operation of all j 
} _ the Mexicans who. love their country, to aid me in the accomplishment of my noble but at 
4 most difficult task.. Never shall my government forget the gratitude it owes to the illus-. ' 
j trious sovereign whose friendly support has rendered the regeneration of our noble land _ 
q possible. I am now on the point of leaving for my new country, paying, as I go, a visit I 
3 to Rome, where I shall receive from the holy father that. benediction which is so precious 
: for all sovereigns, but above all to me, called, as I am, to found a new empire.”’ E 

: - [Translation] . 7 : 

j — a ee | , Paris, April 10. 
To-day, the 10th of April, at ten o’clock in the morning, the Archduke Maximilian re- 

ceived at his palace of Miramar the Mexican deputation charged with the duty of offering : 
to him the crown. Mr. Gutierrez de Estrada, the head of the deputation, made a speech — : 

; to his imperial and royal highness on presenting to him the vote of the people of the 
various localities. : : | Oo 

The archduke replied by a formal acceptance. - : | : 
The head of the deputation thanked his Majesty, and laid at his feet the testimonial of —S [ 

fidelity of the Mexican nation. SF oe po 

a Immediately the Mexican flag was hoisted on the palace, and was saluted with twenty- : 
one guns. A Te Deum wassung,  —— OS . oe | 

- To-morrow, at four o’clock, the emperor and empress of Mexico will set out for their : 
new dominions, ee oo Oo | ‘ : 

a a Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward, — : 

> No. 450.) Paris, April 14,1864, 

- Sir: I herewith enclose to you a number of slips, cut from Galignani of the - ; 
12th, 13th, and 14th of this month, in reference to the Archduke Maximilian, 3 
and his acceptance of ‘the throne of Mexico, which I have thought might. be | 
interesting to you. | | | 7 : cs | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, Wo 
| ‘ WILLIAM LL. DAYTON. 

‘Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, oe of 
| Secretary of State, &c. | fo i
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| ~The Memorial Diplomatique gives a long account of the reception of the Mexican deputa-, ; 

tion at Miramar on Sunday. As the archduke always throws open his park to the public % ; 

: on holidays, an immense crowd collected to witness the arrival of the procession. The : 

: account says : : | | 
: ‘Four carriages belonging to his imperial highness, preceded by outriders, went to : 

| convey the deputation from the hotel where they had lodged at the expense of the arch- . 

- duke. The deputation was composed of M. Gutierrez de Estrada, the president ; Colonel | . 

| Velasquez de Leon, ex-minister; M. Aguilar, ex-chargé d’affaires ; General Woll; M. 4 

4 Esandon, banker; and M. Landa, merchant. A number of eminent Mexicans, among _&£ 

| whom were M. Arrangoiz, ex-minister of finance; M. Murphy, formerly Mexican envoy . 

4 at London; Colonel Fatio, M. Gutierrez de Estrada, jun., with several generals, colonels, 4 

a and other officers, accompanied the deputation. All were in full uniform, as were also | 

4 the officers of the househol dif the archduke, aides-de-camp, and the chamberlains. The . E 

A deputation, after being received by Count Zichy, who filled the functions of grand master &£- 
| of the household of his imperial highness, were introduced into the grand drawing-room, : 

a into which the Archduke Maximilian, wearing the uniform of an Austrian vice-admiral, : 

i immediately afterwards entered. The French and Belgian ministers in Austria were : 

; present at the solemnity. M. Gutierrez de Estrada then delivered a speech in the Spanish | . 

‘| language expressing the joy felt by the Mexican deputation in finding themselves in : 

| presence of his imperial highness ; they had come in the name of the imperial regency to : : 

| announce that the vote of the notables which had conferred the crown on him is hence- , o£ 

| forth ratified by the enthusiastic adhesion of the immense majority of the country ; the : 

| unanimous acclamation of the notables. of Mexico, of the municipal authorities, and. of &£ 

| the popular corporations, has become a truly national vote.”’ . : 

| ‘The archduke then made the reply which has been transmitted by telegram. The ac- : o£ 

| count then goes on to say : ne So | 3 

‘‘Ag soon as the archduke had uttered the last word, the deputation and all the Mexi- 

| cans present acclaimed their new sovereign by crying out three times: ‘God save the 

| emperor Maximilian I.’ ‘God save the empress Charlotte!’ At the same instant, salutes | ; 

| of artillery, fired from the bastions of the castle, announced to the public the accession of &§ 

the Archduke Maximilian to the throne of Mexico, and were immediately followed by other : 

| -__ galutes from the port and town of Trieste. Then M. Gutierrez de Estrada, as president of { 

| the deputation, returned thanks to his majesty for his definitive acceptance of the Mexican UE 

| crown. Hesaid: «|. . | , a : 
‘6+ Sire this complete and absolute acceptation on the part of your majesty is the prelude ; 

of our happiness; it is the consecration of the salvation of Mexico, of its approaching regene- 

ration, of its futvre greatness. Every year, on this day, our children will offer up their 

thanksgivings to heaven in gratitude for our miraculous deliverance. As for us, sire, there 

remains a last duty to perform, and that is to lay at your feet our love, our gratitude, and ! 

the homage of our fidelity !’ : SO , 
‘On saying those words the president of the deputation bent his knee and kissed the 

. hand of the new sovereign according to Spanish custom, as a mark of homage. His ex- 

ample was followed by all the Mexicans present. A proces-verbal of the acceptance of the . 
| crown of Mexico having been drawn up, the emperor Maximilian first affixed his signature : | 

to it, after which.the members of the deputation did the same, and lastly the notable | 
Mexicans. That ceremony having been accomplished, the deputation proceeded into the | 
apartments of the Princess Charlotte, whom they also proclaimed, and rendered homage to . | 

| her in the same manner. While those things were taking place at Miramar, the news of | 
the proclamation of the emperor of Mexico had already reached Trieste, and the bishop had 
a solemn Ze Deum of thanksgiving celebrated in the cathedral of San Giusto, at which all 
the authorities of the town were present. Salutes from the batteries were fired at the same | 
time. On the same day M. Zelasques de Leon, minister without portfolio, and General 
Woll, chief of the military household, took possession of their respective posts near the 

: pérson of the emperor. In the evening there was to be a grand dinner at Miramar, when _ 
_the new emperor was to appear for the first time in the uniform of a Mexican lieutenant — 
general, modified on the model of the French army. His majesty Maximilian I will also | 
wear the insignia of the order of the Virgin of La Guadalupa and of the national order of 

i Mexico. A grand representation and a fuli-dress ball are to be given at the theatre at | 

i ~ Trieste by the municipality.”’ So ae - 
| The same journal likewise gives some information as to the settlement of the difference 
i which has arisen cogcerning the Archduke Maximilian’s position in the reigning family in _ 

i Austria. It says: _ ae | os 
| ‘¢ To avoid dynastic quarrels and obviate the partition of the patrimonial property of the | 
i house of Austria, a family law imposes on every archduchess contracting marriage the obli- 
i gation of signing an act of renunciation. - By this: engagement she undertakes not to raise | 
i for herself or for her descendants of cither sex any pretensions to the eventual succession to , 

: 48 pc * * | 

| : |
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i the throne, nor to any participation in either the endowments raised on the patrimontal 
i_ property or the inheritances which might fall in ad. intestato. The creation of the patri- 7 

monial property dates from the reign of Maria Theresa ; a considerable portion of the family | 
i property was set aside for the extraordinary requirements of the different members of the 

_ family. The Grand Duke of Tuscany and the Duke of Modena, for example, now receive 
3 _-from that source incomes which could not figure on the budget of the state. Until now ; 
j _ these acts of renunciation had only occurred on the marriage of archduchesses. The ac- : 

mt ceptation of a foreign crown by an archduke is a fact. without precedent in the annals of the 
_ ‘house of Hapsburg. Was it advisable to subject the archduke to the above-mentioned law? 

A family council, which assembled during the last stay of the archduke in Vienna, took 
the question into consideration. Different considerations caused the majority of its mem- 

q ‘bers to decide in the affirmative The Archduke Maximilian is the first agnate. As such, | 
3 if (which Heaven forbid) the Emperor Francis Joseph shoug# die without a male heir, he 
: would be called on by right to the succession to the throne. There was so little time after 
: the return of the archduke to Vienna from Brussels, where he received the final vote of the : 
: Mexican nation, that it was not possible to make all the family arrangements before the 
; time first fixed for receiving the deputation. He was therefore called on to give his adhe- 

: sion to a copy of the acts of renunciation which the archduchesses usually signed previously 
7 to their marriage, and which had always hitherto remained in the same form. In the pre- 
3 cipitation which circumstances rendered necessary, the great difference between an arch- 
3 duke accepting a foreign crown and an archduchess marrying a foreign prince had been 
i overlooked. Every princess by her marriage ceases to belong to the imperial family, and . 
q _ loses her quality of agnate to such an extent that her heirs are only entitled to the title of 
3 cognates. The Archduke Maximilian, on the contrary, still retained his title of first { 
q agnate, after accepting the sceptre of Montezuma. ‘This consideration justifies the objec- f 
g tions which the archduke raised against the document submitted for his signature. Nego- 
7 tiations were found necessary to bring matters to an arrangement. As regards the former, : 
4 -the wording of the act has been completely changed, in order not. only toremove whatever _ 
] might wound the prince’s feelings, but also to mention the spontaneousness of his resolu- : 
7. tion. As regards the substance, the prince, having firmly resolved to devote himself to the : 
4 destinies of the people which has chosen him, renounces for himself and his heirs, of both 

Sexes, all right to the eventual succession to the throne of Austria so long as the new Mexican 
7 _ dynasty shalt continue to reign. The renunciation is therefore not absolute. In declaring that 
4 the effects of his renunciation will continue so long ag his dynasty shall reign, he implicitly 
i; _ deprives himself of the right of abdicating, except under the pressure of causes independent _ 

of his will. He also engages to respect accomplished facts in the interior of the Austrian | 
j monarchy. _ After leaving, if during his absence one of his brothers should be called on to 

_ Succeed to the throne, he would recognize him as legitimate sovereign. We have no need : 
to point out the extent of the concession at the point of view of Mexican interests. But 

i that is not all: the archduke has made other sacrifices; he has abandoned the half of his 
. appenage, and the whole of his rights of succession ab intestato. The future empress, as 

. archduchess, received a sum of 20,000 florins (50,060 fr.) as pin money ; wishing to join in | 
the disinterestedness of her august husband, she has also renounced that income. Finally, 
the difficulties of which we have just pointed out the origin and the conclusion will have, 
on the whole, only served to place more in relief the noble and generous Character of the 
archduke.”? : oe _ ee C | 

— The late proceedings at Miramar.and the acceptation of the Mexican throne by the Arch- 
| duke Maximilian are remarked on by several of the Paris journals, which seem to draw a / 

Jong breath of satisfaction at finding this apparently interminable affair at last brought to : 
aclose. The Constitutionnel has the subjoined observations: : 

‘‘ Every one is well aware to what a condition anarchy, under the form of a republic, : 
_ had reduced Mexico. Both France and Europe knew Only too well the deplorable state, ; 

as far as concerns both her material and her moral interests, into which that unfortunate | 
country had fallen, in consequence of the ephemeral and spoliating governments, scarcely | 
recognized at home and despised abroad. What is. less known is that Mexico, already de- 
spoiled of half her territory, was the sure and speedy conquest of the United States. The : 
word conquest, however, is too noble; for Mexico was put up to the highest bidder. If 

__. the disgraceful contract had been realized, the consequences of it would have been. incalcu- : 
. _. lable ; the Latin races would have received a check from which they would with difficulty . 

| have recovered. The principles of civilization, which constitute our moral influence in the 
| _ world, would have been deeply interfered with ; that is the idea whtgh the Emperor Na- 

poleon III expressed with extraordinary energy in his letter to the commander-in- chief of 
| _ the French expedition. Mexico, by the re-establishment of the monarchy, returns into 

-her traditional path, and again finds the true conditions of order and prosperity without 
| sacrificing anything of her independence. What a noble mission for the young prince who. : 

| accepts it so boldly, and comprehends it so well! Hance will thus have once more merited |
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| | well from civilization.. Once more short-sighted. politicians will have been in the wrong, t 
i and, thanks to the great prudence which presides over our destinies, and to that persever- ' 

a ance which triumphs over obstacles and marches. forward. to its object with admirable calm- og 

: ness, this regeneration of Mexico which is being prepared will be one of the noblest pages : 

: | of our civilizing mission in the world.” | a : 

: _ The France also has some remarks on the same subject, the following being an extract : [ 

. .- ‘©The acceptance of the throne of Mexico by the Archduke Maximilian is for France a ZZ 

J complete solution. Her task is finished. Her army will now return home in succession, : 

A _ with the prestige of a fresh glory and the consciousness of having performed one of the £ 

r - most considerable works of the present age. The expenses which that great expedition : 

: _ has entailed are about to be reimbursed with all the legitimate indemnities that French : 

: - subjects can claim. -We have in the face of history the honor of having constituted, alone, r 

yo in spite of the desertion gf our allies, and notwithstanding the difficulties and perils of the a 

yo! _ ° undertaking, in the regiOns of Central America, an empire, the stability of which is im- | z 

4 portant to the interests of the whole world. It is not only a triumph for the French flag, . 

A but also for our principles. The Mexican empire is established on the basis of popular ' 

: suffrage, which is, in the new right of which France is the expression, the only legitimate gz 

B _ foundation of governments. It is also a triumph for that great policy which occupies itself : 

: before all with the general balance of power of modern nations, and which, in establish- r 

t ing in Mexico a strong, national, and regular government there, defends at once the inter- ' 

. ests of Europe and those of all the nationalities of South America. Lastly, French inter- | : 

: ests must there find guarantees and. particular advantages, which cannot fail to excite at- £ 

: tention. There has been created on the other side of the Atlantic, by the victories of our ' 

fo soldiers, an empire which owes its existence to us; which the bonds of the most cordial | 4 

| friendship and of the most legitimate gratitude must unite to us ;. which will give fresh 4 

° strength and the straightforward influence of our policy in the New World, and open the 

- unexplored treasures of its vast. territory to French commerce and industry. The dignified E 

, and elevated speech delivered by the new emperor, on receiving the Mexican deputation, . 

: proves how highly he appreciates and how much he desires to second the generous views 4 

: of France. He twice expressed, in the warmest terms, his deep gratitude and his lively 

Q sympathy for the sovereign whose firm policy has conquered for hima powerful throne. E 

4 ‘The work of France has terminated. That of the emperor Maximilian now begins.” . r 

: _ he Nation expresses itself in these terms: | . | oe £ 

| _.*_ .#'There is above all a fact which ought to be placed in the strongest light. In accept- : 

: ing the throne of Mexico, in virtue of popular right, the Archduke Maximilian renders to : 

i that source of authority a striking homage, which is the more precious that it emanates - 

| . from a Hapsburg, and a member of that dynasty which thus far has the most openly dis- : 

| ‘dained and outraged the principle of national sovereignty. We are about to witness the ' 

: strange spectacle of two brothers, one of whom in Europe overrides that principle of na- = 

tionality from which the other in Mexico demands the consecration of his sovereign power.  -£ 

4 We shall, no doubt, be permitted to invoke this precedent when we are contending against 

| : the policy of Austria in Italy, Hungary and elsewhere. The example of Maximilian I  -£ 

4 promises, besides, other arguments to the defenders of liberal causes. The prince proposes : 

4 to inaugurate a constitutional régime which will soon replace, in his hands, the constitu- ' 

a | ent power which has provisionally devolved on him. The fact must not be concealed. that : 

yo in a country disordered and ravaged by civil war the reign of liberty will be difficult to — t 

: establish; in such a régime is, however, the only hope of safety. A system of govern- t 

4 ment which has been pieceded bya foreign rule should more than any other invigorate : t 

jo and strengthen itself by the employment of the national resources. An abuse of power ft 

4 could only give the prince a temporary authority ; by a liberal government only can be r 

to . effected a reconciliation and a pacification of all the opposing elements by which Mexico is cE 

4 .disturbed.. Arbitrary power will, besides, not be easily implanted in a country which has r 

: thrown off the yoke of its dictatorships, and which has before it, around it, and every- ' 

q where, the example of nations governing themselves and prospering by liberty.” : 

| ‘‘Letters from Vienna,” says the Patrie, ‘state that the parting of the Emperor from rE 

| _.. his brother, the Archduke Maximilian, was rather cool. The idea of a Mexican empire £ 

‘with an Austrian prince as sovereign met with decided resistance, up to the very last mo- E 

| ment, in the official circles of the Austrian capital. The firmness of character of the arch- | q 

| ‘duke alone was able to triumph over that opposition, and now that the uselessness of all ' 

4 - those efforts has been proved, the watchword in the regions of Vienna is: ‘ Mexico and | 

1 _ its emperor are strangers to Austria and her interests.’ ’’ | So | : 

| _ Tue Empzror or Mexico.—A telegram from Trieste to-day informs us that his Majesty ' 

‘is now much better, and intends to leave Miramar on Thursday next.—(Globe.) 

The future empress of Mexico has just turned author, and issued privately ‘‘ Souvenirs f 

de Voyaze 2 bord de la Fantasie,’’ and ‘‘ Un Hiver dans l'Isle de Madére.”’—(Reader.) | t 

4 
. 

| [
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j . Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. | | 

t ~—s No. 452.] Paris, Aprii 18, 1864. | | 
: Sir: I herewith send you a printed translation of the“ Convention concluded Ss 

between France and Mexico, to regulate the conditions of the stay of the French | 
1 troops in this last-named country for the purpose of establishing order and con- i 
: solidating the new empire.” __ STE | | | 
i ‘The convention explains itself. - . , , | 
| | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | Ce +t 

: i WM. L. DAYTON, : 
. Hon. Winuiam H. Sewarp, | » - | 

Secretary of State, &c. | - : 

3 . [Enclosure. ] | : 

3 The Moniteur, in its official part, contains the text of the convention concluded between ot 
; France and Mexico, to regulate the conditions of the stay of the French troops in this last- : 
3 _ named country for the purpose of establishing order and consolidating the new empire. : 
4 The convention runs thus: , . . . 
7D The government of the Emperor of the French and that of the emperor of Mexico, ani- - : 
3 mated with an equal desire to secure the re-establishment of order in Mexico and to con- - | 
3 solidate the new empire, have resolved to regulate by a convention the conditions of the [ 

stay of the French troops in that country, and have named their plenipotentiaries to that [ 
: effect, viz: , | oo _ oe . | | 
1 The Emperor of the French, M. Charles Herbet, minister plenipotentiary of the first class, it 

councillor of state, director of the ministry of foreign affairs, grand officer of the legion of 
honor, &c. ; ne | | | : 

. And the emperor of Mexico, M. Joaquin Velasquez de Leon, his minister of state with- | 
3 out portfolio, grand officer of the distinguished order of our Lady of Guadalupe, &c. ; f 
7 Who, after having communicated to each other their full powers, agreed on the follow- | 
j ing provisions : | - Be | . 
q Articte 1, The French troops at present in Mexico shall be reduced as soon as possible . 
4 to a corps of 25,000 men, including the foreign legion. This corps, in order to safeguard | . 
3 the interests which led to the interveation, shall remain temporarily in Mexico, on the . 4 

: conditions laid down by the following articles: co Oo | 
j Arr. 2. The French troops shall evacuate Mexico in proportion as the emperor of Mex-— | 
7 ico shall be able to organize the troops necessary to replace them. | 
4 Art. 3. The foreign legion in the service of France, composed of 8,000 men, shall nev- 
q ertheless remain in Mexico six years after all the other French troops shall have been re- | 
q called, in. conformity with article 2. From that moment the said legion shall pass into the 
5 service and pay of the Mexican government, which reserves to itself the right of abridging 
: _ the duration of the employment of the foreign legion in Mexico. - 
4 Art. 4. The points of the territory to be occupied by the French troops, as well as the 
i military expeditions of the said troops, if there be any, shall be determined in common 
3 _ concord directly between the emperor of Mexico and the commandant-in-chief of the — 
3 French corps. . a | : : | , 
7. Arr. 5. On all the points where the garrison shall be exclusively composed of Mexican | 
j troops, the military command shall devolve on the French commander. In case of expe- 

_ ditions combined of French and Mexican troops, the superior direction of those troops shall | 
] also belong to the French commander. ee | | 

Art. 6. The French commander shall not interfere with any branch of the Mexican ad- | 
1 ministration. , a | +t 
; Art. 7. So long as the requirements of the French corps d’armée shall necessitate a tri- | | 

monthly service of transports between France and Vera Cruz, the expense of the said ser- 
; vice, fixed at the sum of 400,000 francs per voyage, (going and returning,) shall be paid 
/ by Mexico. | SO | wea i 
3 Art. 8. The naval stations which France maintains in the West Indies and in the Pa- : 

: cific ocean shall often send vessels to show the French flag in the ports of Mexico. . | 
a Ant. 9. The expenses of the French expedition to Mexico, to be paid by the Mexican : 
; government, are fixed at the sum of 270 millions for the whole duration of the expedition | 
4 down to the Ist of July, 1864. That sum shall bear interest at the rate of 3 per cent. per — 
i annum. From the Ist of July all the expenses of the Mexican army shall be at the charge 

of Mexico. : oO |
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, Arr. 10. The indemnity to be paid to France by the Mexican government for the pay . 
- and maintenance of the troops of the corps d’ armée after. the lst of July, 1864, remains fixed : 

at the sum of 1,000 francs a yearforeach man, 2 : 
| Art. 11. The Mexican government shall hand over to the French government the sum | 

: ' of sixty-six millions in bonds of the loan, at the rate of issue, viz: fifty-four millions to t 
F be deducted from the debt mentioned in article 9, and twelve millions as an instalment : 
: of the indemnities due to Frenchmen in virtue of article 14 of the present convention. £ 
b Art. 12. For the payment of the surplus of the war expenses, and for acquitting the F 

charges in articles 7, 10, and 14, the Mexican government engages to pay annually to . 
i France the sum of twenty-five millions in specie. That sum shall be imputed, first, to the . 

sums due in virtue of articles 7 and 10; and secondly, to the amount, interest and princi- 4 

pal, of the sum fixed in giticle 9; thirdly, to the indemnities which shall remain due to & 
I _ French subjects in virtue of article 14 and following. | E 

Arr. 13. The Mexican government shall pay, on the last day of every month, into the : 

hands of the paymaster general of the army, what shall be due for covering the expenses E 
of the French troops remaining in Mexico, in conformity with article 10. a . f 

| Arr. 14. The Mexican government engages to indemnify French subjects for the wrongs f 

| they have newly suffered, and Avhich were the original cause of the expedition. E 

4 Arr. 15. A mixed commission, composed of three Frenchmen and three Mexicans, ap- | 

| - pointed by their respective regiments, shall meet.at Mexico within three months, to exam-- : 

4 ine and determine these claims. | Os E 
Art. 16. A commission of revision, composed of two Frenchmen and two Mexicans, ap- : 

| pointed in the same manner, sitting at Paris, shall proceed to the definite liquidation of o£ 
, the claims already admitted by the commission designated in the preceding article, and : 

shall decide on those which have been received for its decision. _ | | : 
| Art. 17, The French government shall set at liberty all the Mexican prisoners of war | 4 

as soon as the emperor of Mexico shall have entered his states. E 
_ Arr. 18 The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged as E 

to early as possible. : 

-. Done at the castle of Miramar, this 10th day of April, 1864. | : 
| | | HERBE® , : ' 

| oe | 7 JOAQUIN VELASQUEZ DE LEON. © - 

| Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. — 4 

| : [Extract.] | . 

' No. 454.] | | Paris, April 22, 1864. | 

| $1r: I visited M. Drouyn de Lhuys yesterday, at the department of foreign _ F 
| affairs. The first words he addressed to me on entering the room were, “ Do  &§ 

you bring us peace, or bring us war?” J asked him to what hereferred,andhe ; 

1 said he referred more immediately to those resolutions recently passed by Con- | 

| gress in reference to the invasion of Mexico by the French, and the establish- 
: ment of Maximilian upon the throne of that country. I said to him, in reply, : 

that I did not think France had a right to infer that we were about to make | 
fo war against her on account of anything contained in those resolutions. That 4 

| they embodied nothing more than had been constantly held out to the French — { 
: ~ government from the beginning. That I had always represented to the govern- 

| | ment here that any action on their part, interfering with the form of govern- : 
1 ' ment in Mexico, would be looked upon with dissatisfaction in our country, and. | 
i they could not expect us to be in haste to acknowledge a monarchical govern- | 
| ment built upon the foundations of a republic which was our next neighbor. 
| That I had reason to believe you had held the same language to the French | 

minister in the United States. This allegation he did not seem to deny, but ob- | 
| viously viewed the resolutions in question as a serious step upon our part; and 
| I am told that the leading secessionists here build largely upon these resolutions ! 
| as a means of fomenting ill feeling between this country and’ some others and | 

| ourselves. Mr. Mason and his secretary have gone to Brussels to confer with
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1 Mr. Dudley Mann, who is their commissioner at that place. Mr. Slidell, it is t 
said, was to have gone to Austria, although he has not yet got off. a 

; I am, sir, your obedient servant, | tg | 
| | - WM. L. DAYTON. ) 

Hon. WituiaAM H. SEwarp, . | a | | 
| Secretary of State, &c. : | - | 

| : Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. e a 7 

3 No. 537.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
4 | Washington, April 28, 1864. - 3 

4 Sir: I have the honor to enclose for your information a copy of a despatch , 
q of the Ist instant, No. 141¢received at this department from Charles A. Leas, 

| esq., our commercial agent at Belize, respecting the arrival at British Honduras 
q of a number of southern refugees from Texas. | 
: | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | ) 
i . | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
i WiuuiaM L. Dayton, Esq. &c. | - | 

j No. 141.] Unirep Srates ConsunaR AGENCY, 
] ae : Belize, Aprit 1, 1864. ~ 

3 Sir: By an arrival from Matamoras we have added to the population of this colony a. | 
§ number of southerners, who escaped from Texas, and have determined to take up their 
3 residence within these possessigns. They report that there is no hope left for the confed- | 
3 eracy, and that there are thousands now in Texas who are anxious to escape, but cannot, 
i in consequence of the stringency of the blockade. ‘That is to say, these are parties who | 
3 either cannot remain in the south after the rebellion shall be closed, in consequence of : 
7. their not being comprehended in the amnesty proclamation, or from a deep-seated hatred 

and animosity will not again consent to reside among us as brother members of the same | 
: national family. a - , : | | : | 

The individuals above referred to, as having just arrived here, are the second arrival of | 
4 the kind within the past few weeks, all bringing the same report. Now, if these reports - : 
j be true, (and I doubt not they are true,) then it seems to me that an important considera- 
i tion is at once presented, namely, as to whether it would not be humane as well as politic: : 

to allow some door to be opened by which such persons may escape from our country. If 
J _ their animosities are such that they are no longer willing to live with us in peace,then I~ | 
; argue that they are not worth having as citizens and residents. Their places can soon be- i 
i filled by a better class of persons. When I write thus, it must not be presumed that I 
1 would have our government and nation ignore the punishing, even to the execution of a | 
j death sentence, the arch- traitors, and to accomplish that end to carefully close all the ave- © | 

| nues by which such might escape. I refer more particularly to that class of persons who, | 
; _ from bitterness of feeling, are unwilling to take an oath of allegiance, or to longer live in 

peace with us, and hence prefer to seek a home in a foreign land. The fact is, that the. : 
authorities and large landed proprietors of this colony imagine that. they can see in those. 
persons the hope of this country; that, if they can be allowed to escape from the south, | 
thousands would seek their homes in British Honduras, thus furnishing at once, an intelli- : 
gent, experienced, and producing population, particularly in the cultivation of cotton, | 
sugar, tobacco, &c., and I have made the suggestion herein contained at the direct request. 
of some wealthy and influential gentlemen of this place. On yesterday Governor Austin’ _ 

« gave his first dinner party, at which the subject was canvassed, and I there. promised to- 
communicate with the United States government in regard to the matter; hence, if you. | 

. deem the suggestions worthy of consideration, I beg to ask, on behalf of the parties above 
alluded to, at the head of which may be considered the governor, that you will be pleased | 

-. to communicate it to the honorable Secretary of State, through whom it may reach the 
President. i a - | 

With great respect, I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, a 
. So . Pole : CHARLES A. LEAS, oy | | 

| _ a a United States Consular Agent. _. | 
| Hon. F. W. Sewarp, | | 7 a ! 

Assistant Secretary of State, Washington. — | | 

| |
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o - | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. . : 

: No. 538.| | :  s TI)EPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

: _» Washington, April 30, 1864. a 

: Str: Your despatch of April 11, No. 449, has been received. — , E 

| I thank you for the information it brings concerning the acceptance of the q 

tendered crown by the Archduke Maximilian, and his intended departure for 

| Mexico. | 7 | : 

Events which have recently occurred in the eastern section of that country, 

i if they are correctly reported, show that the Mexican national authorities are F 

: not likely to be immediately suppressed. It is of course not impossible that. &£ 

: new embarrassments for this government may grow out of the archduke’s as- q 

L sumption of authority in Mexico. But we shall do all that prudence, justice, q 

: and honor require to avert them, at the same time we shall not forego the asser- 

tion of any of our national rights. - | : 

2 _ If such precautions fail to secure us against aggression, we shall then, I trust, i 

: be able to rise without great effort to. the new duties which in that case will | o£ 

| have devolved upon us. I remain now firm, as heretofore, in the opinion that : 

| the destinies of the American continent are not to be permanently controlled by | 

| any political arrangements that can be made in the capitals of Europe. 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo a : 

| : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ' 

Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., Se gy | , j 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. ° | oo j 

| Now542.)00 °° | a ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

| | ee | Washington, May 9, 1864. : 

| Sir: Your despatch of April 22, No. 454, has been received. What you: q 

have said to M. Drouyn de Lhuys on the subject of the resolution of the 7 

| House of Representatives concerning Mexico, as you have reported it, is entirely : 

| approved. ‘he resolution yet remains unacted upon in the Senate. i 

a Mr. Corwin was to leave Vera Oruz on the 3d instant under the leave of ab- | 

sence granted to him by this department on the 8th of August last. _ " &- 

4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | ] 

| as - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ~ | : 

4 Wituram L. Dayton, Esq., Sc. | | : 

| a Mr, Dayton to Mr. Seward. — Fo - 

! No. 465.] ae oe —_ Paris, May 16, 1864. . 

Sir: In arecent conference with M. Drouyn de Lhuys he complained se-— 

| riously of your late action in refusing to the French navy a supply of coal: 

i. bought by itin New York. He says France never has declared and never will — 

4 declare coal contraband of war ;. that if the United States should do so, it would. | 

be a retrograde move, inasmuch as its traditional policy had always been in | 

/ favor of neutrals and in limitation rather than in extension of the list of contra-: & 

‘band. ~He hopes that we will not retrace our steps, but in this matter adhere: 

to our past policy; that France has always gone with us, or we with her, on | 

these questions of maritime law, and he does not think it for the interest of | 

either country to part company ; at least, that was the inference from his lan- | 

| guage. | 

| 
: 

| 
F
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| He informed me, further, that your opinion was understood to be favorable to 
letting the coal go to the French vessels, but difficulty was made by the Seere- I { . tary of the Treasury. I told him if this were so there might be some question 

i. connected with the revenue which had interfered, but he thought otherwise, and L 
| _ Said that it was made to rest purely upon the question, is coal contraband of ? 

q war? This is a question of deep interest to the French government—deeper, _ | 
perhaps, than to us, she having a large navy and lit¢le coal, while Great Britain | 

4 and the United States have an abundance of the Jatter article. | if 
i _ He said, further, that if the United States should declare eval a contraband : 
4 | of war, it would place France in a false position in reference to our country. : 
; That she, France, holding coal not to be contraband, would be compelled to : 

supply it to our enemies in time of war, and to the confederates, while denying L 
it to us because we denied it to them. That they would dislike much to be 

3 placed in a position indicating such apparent want of neutrality, yet that it 
4 | would be inevitable if coal was declared by us contraband of war.’ : 

| There is a good deal of sensitiveness manifested here upon this point. M. | 
_Rouher, minister of state, referred to it, I observe, in his late speech in the j 

7 Chamber of Deputies. a o | —— 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | . 

i Oo | . WM. L. DAYTON. | 
1 Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | a | 
; Secretary of State, &c. Sn | | | 

_ Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | 
3 No. 561.] : DEPARTMENT oF STATE, , | 
| | | a Washington, May 21,1864. , 
{ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of May | 
| 2, No. 461, and to approve of your proceedings therein mentioned. We learn | 
| that Mr. Corwin, our minister plenipotentiary to Mexico, is at Havana, on his | | return to the United States, under leave of absence. | : 
q oe I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo 
j : | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | : Wituiam L. Dayton, Esgq., §c. | a | | 

1 Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | 

j No. 557.] | , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : | 
; a an Washington, May 23, 1864. 
: __ Sir: I enclose a copy of a despatch of the 27th ultimo, and of its accompa- | 
: niments, addressed to this department by Mr. Chase, consul general of the | 

United States at Tampico, from which it appears that that officer has been 
_ treated very rudely by the French military commandant there, and even — . 

threatened with imprisonment. You will make a proper representation upon | 
: | the subject to the minister for foreign affairs of France, and will state to him { 

| _ that due reparation will be expected by this government. As the correspond- 
ence speaks for itself, no inquiry as to the facts of the case would seem to be | 

i necessary. : ; | - 
7 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | , 
j ~Witiiam L, Dayton, Esq, &c. en ie | | 

i Ps , Hh
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: | | a Mr. Chase to. Mr. F. W. Seward... —— | j 

: No. 18.] | Oo . ConsuaTs GENERAL oF THE Unrrep STaTEs,  &£ 
‘ 7 | . Tampico, April 27, 1864. — 3 

Sir: I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of a note (No, 1) addressed to me by 7 
A the French superior commandant of this place on the 25th instant ; alsoa copy of my reply E 
: thereto, (No. 3,) which was written and sent to that officer thirty minutes after the receipt 
i of his first note, (marked No. 1,) although. it was received at twilight. E 
4 My clerk went to and returned from the office of the commandant three times, without 4 
f finding him, for the purpose of putting him in possession of the above-mentioned reply. : 
oo At the hour of 9.30 p. m. I' received the second note, (No. 2,) menacing me with impris- 

L onment, and, without knowing its contents, I sent him the reply, (No. 3,) after which I 
was not molested. - : _— : E 

. The opportune arrival of the United States steamer Kanawha, Captain Taylor, off this  €£ 
L . bar on the following morning, had the effect to soften the temper of this imperious 3 
S superior commandant; still, I consider it my duty to submit this case to your decision, in- : 
S dulging the hope that redress for this outrage will be speedily demanded by my government. q 
| , Iam, with great respect, sir, your most obedient servant, . o£ 

| 7 FRANKLIN CHASE. E 
: F. W. Sewarp, Esq., . oo : ; 

| Assistant Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. . a . 

! a No. l. ee . 1 

: | | | | Commandant Givertoss to Mr. Chase. a . : 

| | | : [Translation. ] : E 

| : ee ‘Tampico, April 25, 1864. | | 
The commander-in-chief of Tampico begs the consul of the United States to be pleased to 

F give him the names and Christian names of the individuals who have this day entered this t 
- city, and who have not reported themselves at our office. He will be pleased to guarantee, E 
: - under his responsibility, the good conduct of these persons. In case he should not do so, 4 

- the superior commandant will have them arrested as vagabonds. We require an imme- 4 
: diate reply. — | . | E 
: The superior commandant, | | | E 

, V. DE GIVERTOSS. ' 
: The Consut of the United States. | . _ 4 

| Commandant Givertoss to Mr. Chase. | | — j 

: a No, 2. | . 

ft [Translation. ] | - t 
i | Tampico, April 25, 1864. q 

It seemed to me that I had asked of the consul of the United States what were the , 
names of the Americans who had this day entered our city. Let him be pleased to answer 3 

: immediately for the good conduct of those individuals ; otherwise I shall find myself under 3 
S the painful necessity of making him personally responsible therefor, and to make him my . 
- prisoner. Reply immediately. | , 
i | The superior commandant, | | oe . 
" | ¢ V. DE GIVERTOSS, . 
4 The Untrep Srates Consun, =| | | 4 

: | No. 3.. | | oe | 7 : 

| Oo | Mr. Chase to Commandant Givertoss. : | j 

| . ConsuLATE GENERAL OF THE UNITED StaTEs, - q 
| | | | Tampico, Aprit 25, 1864.  . = 

: Sm: In reply to your note of the present date, I have the honor to state to you that the 4 
s only persons I am aware of who have arrived in this city are those that came in on yester- ; 

day, viz: Charles E. Johnson, William Garret, and Lewis Davison, seamen, and five passen- | E 
gers—the names of the latter I have not as yet ascertained—all of whom are from the 

|
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| _ American schooner E. D. McClenahan, G. R. Edgett, master, which vessel was lately ) 
] wrecked near Soto la Marina on her passage from New Orleans for this port. a - 

These persons are doubtless peaceable ; but if I should hear of anything to the contrary,,. 
1 they will not receive any countenance or protection from this consulate. : 

_ I have the honor to be, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant, _ | 

oS "FRANKLIN CHASE. : 
7 The Superior Commanpant of this place, &c. ee : So : 

Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. | , 

: | [Extract.] | 7 

’ No. 484.| _ | a Paris, June 8,1864.. 0 =F: 
}- x * * * *K Kx 2K a 

: _ Sir: I thought M. Drouyn de Lhuys was: rather disposed to find fault with — 
j late proceedings of our government. He referred again to your refusal of coal to | | 
; | their fleet, and to your giving up, as he said, to be hanged the secretary of 
: Vidaurri, who had fled to Brownsville for protection, although now there was # 

scarcely a war against France in Mexico—nothing against them but some roving 
| marauding bands. He said, too, after their military officers were on the ocean it 

: to visit our country, with a view to examine what was to be seen there, and : 
3 with our assent and assurance of welcome, they were then informed that this line : 

7 - or that could not be examined. M. Drouyn de Lhuys said it would have been 
more agreeable if notice had been sooner given, &c., &c. I could not but feel 
that this querulousness was in part the result of a consciousness that we, and : 

3 not they, really had just cause of complaint. He was disposed to anticipate : 
j me in these matters—to complain rather than be complained of. | | : 

Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | | ! 
] . | | | | WM. L. DAYTON. — | : 
j ~ ‘Hon. WitLiam H. Szewarp, » | , | eS 3 

| Secretary of State, &c., | a So : 

: | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | | 

Jj No. 573.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ~~ | 
’ | | Washington, June 8, 1864. 
] Sir: Referring to my instructions of the 23d ultimo, No. 557, and to its ac- | 
]. -. companiments, relative to the rude treatment of Mr. Chase, the United States 
q consul at Tampico, by the French military commandant there, I now transmit a | 

copy of a further despatch from Mr. Chase of the 10th ultimo, No. 21, which 
4 gives a more detailed account of the matter. I need only to say that the ag- — | 
3 gression on the consul, for which you can ask reparation, is the menace contained , 
4 in the second note of the French commandant to Mr. Chase. ot 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | t 
| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. . 

; Wiiiiam L. Dayton, Esq., &c. : 

j Mr. Chase to Mr. F. W. Seward. _ | 

j No. 21.]} | ConsvLaTe GENERAL OF THE Unirep Starss, So | 
a | Tampico, May 10, 1864. 

] ' Sir: On the 27th ultimo I had the honor to address a letter to you on the subject of 
4 two notes sent to me by the French superior commandant of this place, with which I en-’ | 

2 closed copies of the said notes and copy of my reply to the first. A press of businesson this' t 
7 consulate, and the prompt despatch of the British steamer’s mail, prevented me sending a. f
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full report and the requisite translations, an omission which I now beg leave to supply, 
: with the following explanations and enclosures. ee ’ 

: From the outset of the French intervention with this country I have carefully pursued o&£§ 
| a strictly neutral course, and every American citizen residing in this place has followed my a 4 

: advice and example; and up to the present moment not one of them has been accused ; 

; of meddling in the political or military affairs of the country. In the mean time I have 7 

firmly defended their just rights, but invariably manifesting a conciliatory disposition. - 

f ‘ You will please perceive that in the first note of the French commandant he demands the 3 

: names of certain individuals who, he alleges, entered this city on that day, (April 25,) and , 

: endeavored to hold me responsible for their moral conduct. That note was written in the ] 

| French language, and not delivered to me until twilight on the day of its date; and, E 

notwithstanding the unseasonable hour, I obtained a verbal translation, and sent my reply. q 

; to it in thirty minutes after its receipt; but my cierk, not finding him in his office, went. q 

: and returned with it three consecutive times without finding him. At 9.30 p. m. I re- ; 

| ceived the second note, and, not knowing its contents, I again sent my reply to the first. E 

: The second note was so written as to leave me in doubt whether the threat of impris- | - &£ 

2 onment extended to me or,not, and under that. doubt I called at an early hour on the : 

|. commandant, and pointed out the impropriety of his attempt to hold me responsible for & 

the conduct of any persons entering this place. He excused himself on the plea of alarm-. : 

a ing reports there were in circulation. : a | . 
: Yn this state of affairs Captain Taylor, of the United States steamer Kanawha, happily : 

arrived here, and, fearing that the appearance of that vessel might excite some real alarm, | ; 

, I lost no time in presenting that officer to the commandant, who courteously reported the. E 

presence of his vessel. _ | BS F 

On my return to my office, I had a careful perusal of the second note, and ascertained q 

| . that the threat of imprisonment was actually made against me, and I felt much regret — E 

i that I had paid these visits. : a | . 

: The individuals who entered this city were those mentioned in my reply to the command-_ a ; 

ant, all of whom were duly reported to the captain of the port. Among the passengers | i 

| there was only one American citizen. 7 | | . 

-Idid not think it proper to reply to the second note from the commandant, butI | ; 

t expressed my astonishment at its contents to the acting French consul at this port. E 

remarking at the same time that no difficulty was pending between our respective govern-_ a j 

fs ments, and that it behooved the authorities not to provoke any. F 

: Shortly after that conversation the consul was sent to me with a message from the. 3 

commandant offering to retire his notes.. In reply, I stated that if the commandant felt 

. any regret for his conduct towards me, and was willing to offer an apology in writing, I  £€ 

would take much satisfaction in forwarding it to my government, as the affair was now.  &£ 

| too serious to be decided by this consulate. __ a, | . P 

This offer was declined, and I now respectfully beg leave to submit this plain statement. E 

A of the case to you, believing that you will consider it of sufficient importance to take | 4 

, measures for obtaining redress for this unprovoked wrong and insecurity for my future ~ E 

protection. | | ; : : 

: I have the honor to be, sir, with great esteem and respect, your most obedient servant, : 

| : | | | FRANKLIN CHASE... | E 

- Freperick W. Sewarp, Heq., . | a: 

: | Assistant Secretary of State, Washington. ce : 

[The two notes and reply referred to in the above despatch, and which formed its accom- . 

P paniments, are the same as those enclosed in Mr. Chase’s despatch of the 27th of April . 

: last, No. 18, published in despatch of the 23d of May, No. 557, to Mr. Dayton. | a 

Co Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. | | 

| No. 489.] Paris, June 13, 1864. : 

; ‘Sir: I have the honor to enclose herewith an original letter received a few : 

| ‘days since from certain individuals, lately officers of the Mexican army, now q 

prisoners of war in France, together with a copy of the answer returned ac- { 

i knowledging its receipt. | ' 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, © | a | 
| ce oe a WM. L. DAYTON. : 
| Hon. Wittiam H.Sewarp, ~ oO | | | q 

Secretary of State, §c. | | 

| . E
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] | [Translation.] | . | 

| _ | Tours, Department or Inpre Lorre, May 26, 1864. | | 
| Siz : As soon as the blind apologists of the sophisms and prejudices of another epoch ' 

roused the passions and interests of the government near which you are accredited, pro- 
: - ducing the unjustifiable invasion of which the Mexican territory is at present the theatre, 
j we comprehended the new field which presented itself to the human race to continue its 

_ conquests of progress, of improvement, and of perfection, to which it incessantly aspires, i 
| in compliance with laws which nothing.can impede. | | 

: Abstracting ourselves from selfish thoughts, we enter in good faith on the path of in- 
vestigation, seeking the rules of morality, the dogmas of. philosophy, the precepts of jus- 

4 tice, on which might hang the pretext for overthrowing our independence, destroying our f 
; | institutions, stifling our opinions, and casting around our necks the chains forged before- [ 

. hand in the workshops of France. We must confess, Mr. Minister, that neither in mo- of 
3 | rality, nor in reason, nor in justice,.nor in history, nor in the annals of humanity, do we 
4 . find a single word which can justify so vast an outrage, but without much effort we find E 
4 that it rested on our wretchedness and on our weakness, because we have labored enough 
4 in demolishing the ancient edifice, whose social cdnditions were repugnant, to bury 
1 beneath its ruins the rights of the citizen, in order to build up a new edifice where might 
3 eternally dwell the rights of man There was, therefore, no room for hesitation ; the 
: sword is not argument. In this idea, grasping ours in one hand, and bearing aloft in the 
q other the sublime tablet of the rights of man, convinced that.an assault upon the nation- 
7 ality of one people is an assault upon that of every people, we gave a beginning to the : 

struggle. Victory smiled on us awhile, notwithstanding that our adversary, to his indis- [| 
4 putable knowledge in the art of war—knowledge very superior to ours—added deception __ 

| . and perfidy in order to conquer us, At length, at Puebla, we succumbed to the superiority ! 
_ of physical force, and came to this country in the character of prisoners of war of France. : 

i. We are in the firm conviction that, in proportion as we strip ourselves of our prejudices _ 
3 and of our privileges, reason resumes her place and civilization is aggrandized—not that civi- : 
3 lization whose electric shock produces the shock of arms, but that whose torch is kindled 
3 _in the conscience of the people. We, in consequence, think that wars of ambition and of - 
4 “conquest are no longer possible; those of emancipation and of liberty can alone take place, : 
3 until the time arrive in which there can be no material forces which can contend with : 
4 moral force. The enlightened and magnanimous American people thinks as we do, ok 
1 and, although tormented by a civil war whose end will be the security of the rights and E 
3 immunities of man, does not, on that account, remain indifferent in a strife which f 
’ affects ‘its interests. | . es | | { 
] Even here we have heard its protest, and, considering it to be an unavoidable duty which 
7 gratitude counsels that your government should know the sincere and profound sentiments. 
: of admiration and respect with which we are inspired by the virtues of the people of the 
q United States of America, our position obliges us to address the present letter to you, I 

begging you to think proper to become the interpreter of our fraternal affection. | E 
i __ At the same time we ask you, Mr. Minister, to deign toaccept the assurance of the very E 
3 . high consideration with which we are your very humble and obedient servants, | 
7 | . ote Colonel JESUS GOMEZ, Portugal. : 
4 - . | Colonel JOSE MONTESENOF. L 
: ee SO | — Colonel LEWIS LEGONETA. | | 
4 oo . Commodore JUAN URBINA. | 
: Lieutenant Colonel V. H. RUNERAS. | | 
7 Commandant PABLO REUTEVIA | 
4 | Commandant FRANQUITOM CORTEZ. | : 
4 His Excellency Mr. Dayton, bo | 
q oo Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary . | if 
4 : _ ... Of the United States of America near the French government. . | 

| : —_ . | 
j | | | Paris, June 7, 1864. _ | 

i GryTL¥MEeNn : As representative of the government of the United States at Paris, it is - 
: my pleasing duty to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 26th of May last, and 
3 to thank you for the kind sentiments and encouraging sympathies therein expressed. oo. L 

|
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Jt will give me much pleasure to forward your communication to the government at q 
i Washington. / | : 
: Accept, gentlemen, the assurance. of highest respect with which I have the honor to | } 
: be, your very humble and very obedient servant, a : . . 
: a | WM. L. DAYTON. 

Colonel Jusus Gomez,. Portugal, . | e 
E Colonel Jose MONTESENOF, oo a : :  £g 
E Colonel Lewis Leconzra, - j 

F Commandant Juan URBINA, a : 
_ Commandant Paso Reurevia, —E 

F Commandant Franquitom Corrzz, | | ey &£ 
7 | | _Lours, (Indre Loire,) France. | Oe E 

| ir, Seward to Mr. Dayton. , ; 

No. 593.) DEPARTMENT OF STATS, | | 3 
: | - | oo Washington, June 27, 1864. — : 

|. @S1r: In your despatch of the 8th of June, No.484, which has already been ‘ 
: acknowledged, you remarked that you thought M. Drouyn de Lhuys was rather , 
“ disposed to find fault with late proceedings of this government; that he referred | 4 
| again to our refusal of coal to the French fleet and to our giving up “to be 
, hanged,” as he said, the secretary of Vidaurri, who had fled to Brownsville for : 
| protection, although there now was scarcely a man against France in Mexico. - 
| You state that M. Drouyn de Lhuys further remarked, that after their military ; 
: officers were on the ocean to visit our country with a view to examine what was b 
: to be seen there, with our assent and assurance of welcome, they were then in- : 
: formed that this line or that could not be examined, and that it would have been | 4 
' agreeable if notice had been sooner given. In your despatch No. 483 you inti- , | . 
: mate an apprehension that the French government may not be unwilling to find 
| us acting so as to enable it to assume that it is put on the defensive, and entitled q 
| to vindicate its honor. - | | , Co E 
: The remarks of M. Drouyn de Lhuys, although not intrinsically grave, derive . 

importance from the peculiar position of the relations between France and the . 
United States. The executive government of this country has no such suscep- j 

: tibilities as to make it desire or favor any misunderstanding with the govern- , 3 
: ment.of France. On the contrary, it is an administration which, by its very . 
L constitution, would be pacific and friendly towards France, and towards all na- ; 
: tions, even if it did not find especial and urgent persuasions to that policy in | : 
| the distractions of our unhappy civil war. Nevertheless, it is not. well to over- | : 
: look the fact that a large mass of the American people, owing to the war of 1 
| France against Mexico, are not less open to alienating influences in regard tos : 
. France than the government of France can be in regard to the United States. | j 
i It will be‘well, therefore, for you to let M. Drouyn de Lhuys understand. that. 7 
: you communicated his complaints to me, and to give him my answer to them, = ] 
’ which is as follows: oe , | | | j 
: First. In relation to the supply of coals for the French fleet: the same prac- o£ 
| tice was followed in regard to France in that case which is followed in regard : 
i to all other nations. Second. The restrictions on the supply of coals to foreign q 
4 vessels were adopted for our own safety against a dangerous internal enemy,and __ i 
4 for the guarding of our neutrality, as much in regard to Mexico as in regard to j 
| France. Third. That the difficulty about the exportation of the coals in question — 4 
: was accorhmodated to the satisfaction of the French government. Fourth. In : 
: regard to the delivery of the secretary of Vidaurri to the authorities of Mexico: i 
i the French government has not complained of that transaction, nor has this | | 
| government been officially called upon to express itself concerning the affair, ' 

The proceeding was a military one; it occurred on a distant and disturbed fron- og
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tier, without any knowledge on the part of the Executive, and, so far as this — ! 
q government has subsequently received any knowledge orinformation, the offend- | 

| _ ing Mexican who was delivered up to his own government was an open enemy =| 
4 of the United States, and the general who delivered him up had no knowledge | 

or reason to believe that the Mexican authorities would deal with him other | 
| than as a prisoner of war. Fifthly. As to the delay of the French officers on | 
| their way to the army of the Potomac, after this government had assented to : 
] then visit: the assent was given with no reservation, because no occasion for | 
i any was anticipated. A military exigency of extreme delicacy and importance | 
1 subsequently occurred, and the commanding general of the armies of the United | 

States deemed it important to exclude, for the time, all visitors from the army. | 
Notice was given to the French as well as to the British commission at the first | 
moment when this necessity was announced to this government. The French | 

3 commission was received here with all the hospitalities of the govornment, and [ 
1 as soon as the exigency referred to had passed, they were sent forward to the | 

field of observation. You may make these explanations to M. Drouyn de | 
1 : Lhuys. You may say to him that this government cannot admit that in either | 
: of the transactions I have thus reviewed, it has been either unjust, discourteous, 
| or unfriendly to the government of France. This government avoids with | 

7 equal care the putting unfriendly constructions upon the proceedings of the | 
government of France and on other foreign states, and the giving of accidental | 

i offence on our own part to all foreign nations. | . | 
Pursuing this course, we calmly abide events which must determine whether, : 

in spite of our devotion to peace, the field of war on this continent must be 
4 | enlarged. | | | 
1 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

| . WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
— Wiuiiam L, Dayton, Esq., &c. | 

3 | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | — | 

: | No. 598.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
; | | Washington, July 2, 1864. f 

=: ' Sir: Your despatch of the 13th of June, No. 489, has been received, together =| 
q _ with the papers annexed to the same. I have submitted to the President the 3 
j correspondence which has taken place between certain Mexican prisoners of war | 
1 and yourself, and have the pleasure to inform you that while yourreply to these | 
3 gentlemen is approved, the President is deeply affected by the sentiments of | 
q respect aud affection for the United States which the Mexican officers have soi 
: *thoughtfully and eloquently «xpressed in their communication. 
q I am, sir, your obedient servant, va | . | 

| ) | ee WILLIAM H.SEWARD. [| 
q Wituram L. Dayton, Esq., &. os os | 

j os | Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. oe | 

No. 515.] , Panis, July 18,1864. | 
7. _ Sir: Herewith I beg to enclose to you the translation of a note received from =f 
j M. Drouyn de Lhuys in reference to the complaint by Mr. Chase, our consul at | 
4 ‘Tampico. / Joe F 
: _ This note, like some others that M. Drouyn de Lhuys has written to me, is = 

unsigned, and a mere substitute for an informal verbal communication, but, being _ 
i in writing, is the more satisfactory as the less liable to be misunderstood. = __ 

. E
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| Our consul in this case may be, and doubtless is, right in his complaint of f 
| rudeness on the part of French officials, but it doés seem to me he would have _ &£ 

shown more judgment if he had accepted the offered withdrawal of the notes : 
complained of, (which was an implied apology,) rather than made thisrudeness __ | 
the subject of a serious diplomatic correspondence. | : 

. I am, sir, your obedient servant, oe | ' 
: S WM. L. DAYTON. i 

+ Hon. Wititiam H. Sewarp, &c. So E 

: | M. Drouyn de Lhuys to Mr. Dayton. | | E 

| - oo - [Translation.] Ee 

| : a .  , Memorandum—July, 1864. | | E 

. he minister of foreign affairs of the Emperor has examined the two despatches of the j 
American consul at Tampico, relative to the threats of imprisonment to which he has been & 
subjected—despatches which M. the minister of the United States has been directed to com- «££ 

- municate to the government of his majesty.. It is not possible to answer Mr. Dayton defin- fr 
| itively upon this subject before receiving the explanations requested of the cammander-in- F 
| chief of the French forces in Mexico. The attentive perusal of the second despatch of Mr. | E 
, Chase cannot fail, however, to suggest to M. Drouyn de Lhuys some reflections, which it E 

seems to him proper to offer at once to M. the minister of the United States. The circum-' 3 
stantial details given in regard to this affair by the American consul in his last report are 3 
in effect of a nature to lessen very much its gravity. . | | ; 

| According to the declaration of Mr. Chase himself, he had already in his hands the two E 
_ Jetters of the superior commandant of Tampico, which now cause his demand for satisfac- E 

| tion, when he went to this officer to represent.to him that he could not answer for the good ae 
- conduct of any one who might enter Tampico. | | Ef 

The commandant excused himself for having written as he had done, in alleging that he E 
had been Jed into it by the alarming rumors which were at that time in circulation.  - : 

A short time afterwards Mr. Chase made a second visit to this same officer, to present, . 
with a view to preventing any disquieting remarks, the captain of an American ship-of-war | 
which had arrived, in the mean time, at Tampico. E 

The incident seemed then completely void, when the French commandant learnt from | : 
the manager of the imperial consulate that Mr. Chase, having re-read his second note, had E 
manifested an extreme dissatisfaction with it. The commandant of Tampico hastened then | ; 
to send back the French agent to the American consul to offer to withdraw the letters by E 
which he felt himself wounded. Mr. Chase answered to this offer by requiring written ; 
apologies, in order to transmit them to his government, and the French officer refused a 3 
them. | - co 

| _ These are the facts, as Mr. Chase himself states them. Now it appears from this recital : 
that the misdoings of the superior commandant of Tampico would consist in having written ; 

-- . to the American consul in terms assuredly much to be regretted, but that he hastened, E 
- upon learning the impression which they had made upon this consul, to offer him sponta-— E 

. neously the withdrawal of his notes. He no doubt thought that would suffice Mr. Chase, & 
since the two visits of the latter did not allow him to suspect the importance which the E 
incident might take in the eyes of this agent. it is not to be admitted for an instant, as E 

, the latter gives it to be understood, that it was the appearance of a federal ship which : 
brought the commandant of Tampico to”the more correct proceedings, for he had, before. 3 
the arrival of this vessel, very courteously received the observations of Mr. Chase, and, to E 

- speak the truth, it is rather singular that it was only after the satisfactory explanations ex- E 
changed, and. after a second visit to the French officer, in order to present to him the federal | 
captain, that Mr. Chase thought it useful to re-read more attentively, or to cause to, be E 
more faithfully translated, a note of six lines which had been the cause of all his previous . — 
proceedings: =~ | | - “ - E 
- §o, by the very terms of the despatches of the consul of the United States, if there were . E 
for a moment a faglt in the proceedings on the part of the superior commandant of Tampico, E 

_ this officer seems to have wished, by his after conduct, to have effaced its impressions upon ae | 
Mr. Chase. oe E
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_ Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. — Or 

No. 628.] | | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, od | 
1 | . : Washington, August 8, 1864. | 
: Sir: [have received your despatch of the 18th of July, No. 515, which 
4 gives me your views of the complaint of Mr. Chase, United States consul at | 
j _ Tampico, concerning certain notes addressed to him by a French officer on the | 

7: entrance of a French military force at that place. Your despatch is accompanied | 
i by a memorandum concerning the case, which M. Drouyn de Lhuys has com- . 
; mitted to you for the information of this government. | | 
i: _ This memorandum is written in a candid and liberal spirit, and induces an 
3 expectation that, when the minister for foreign affairs shall have received the - 
1 explanations which he has asked from the military authorities, he will relieve 
7 the case of all its gravity, by showing us that the French officer addressed his | : 
j offensive notes to the consul without proper consideration of the respect due to : 
' that officer as an agent of the United States, and that the rudeness of the note 
; is disapproved by his Imperial Majesty’s government. I freely admit that I | 
: concur with you in the opinion that Mr. Chase might, with entire propriety, have | 
; | consented to the proposed withdrawal of the note of which he complains; and 
4 I regret that he did not do so. You are quite at: liberty to communicate this 
i. opinion of mine to M. Drouyn de Lhuys. This government attaches only as 
q much importance to ceremonial questions as the prevailing state of public senti- — 
q ment on this class of national issues requires. It has no desire to lift them to | 
; | the dignity of diplomatic debate. On | : 
/ I am, sir, your obedient servant, ot 
; - | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., Sc. ce ) 

1 | _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. os | 

; No. 635.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
4 | | Washington, August 18, 1864. - 

j Sir: I enclose for your information a copy of a letter which I have received 
3 from his excellency Frederick F. Low, governor of California, relative to the | 
: rumor there that Mr. William M. Gwin js to be minister of finance under the | 
j new government of Mexico, and also concerning the supposed policy of the Em- | 
: peror of France in regard to indemnity for the expenses of the war. 7 | 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, = OS | ft 
} ) _ | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 

- Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., Sc. a a | 

j ‘Governor Low to Mr. Sewtird. | | | 

’ — | Srave or CaLirornia, Executive DerarTMent, | | 
? a Sacramento, July 18, 1864. | 

; Sir : I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th June, enclosing copy of an _ 
extract from a letter received by you from Paris, giving information concerning the move- : 

4 ments of Mr William M. Gwin. - '  & | 
q _ There ig a rumor here that Gwin ig to be minister of finance under the new government | 
i of Mexico, but I cannot vouch for the correctness of the report. My impressions are that | : 
q | the Emperor of France will require indemnity for the expenses of the war, and in the ab- 

sence of any revenue which could be applied to that purpose, he will demand and receive | 
from Maximilian certain territory which will comprise the States of Sonora and Sinaloa, { 

j probably in lieu of a money consideration, — es | |
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Gwin has probably been sent as an emissary to shape the public mind for such a state of ' 
things. In any event, the ports in the Gulf of California will most likely be a sort of ren- 5 
dezvous for plotters of treason, bearing a similar relation to the Pacific coast that Nassau : 
does to the Atlantic. | ee 7 c 

The Mexican question is one that is of especial importance to the people of this State, ' 
and for any information concerning it which you may think proper to communicate to me, | 
I would feel especially obliged. | : 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | & 
Te | FREDERICK F. LOW. i 

Hon. Wiiiram H. Sewarp, 3 
. Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. . E 

| a Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | I 

No. 648.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
: - 7 Washington, September 15, 1864. E 

- Sir: I give you for your information a copy of a despatch which has just E 
been received from William H. Corwin, esq., our chargé d’affaires in Mexico. F 
Later accounts than this despatch. do not enable us to judge concerning the | 
probable results. of the military movements now going on in that republic. You ' 
will, of course, observe what Mr. Corwin relates of Dr. Gwin’s purposes in So- E 
nora. It is not to be doubted that they are unfriendly to the United States. | E 
But I think I hazard little in saying that they forebode even more of inconve-  § 

| nience to whatever government may exist in Mexico than of ultiniate harm to E 
our own country. | | | | i 

| It is hardly to be apprehended that the insurgents will come out of the pres- E 
ent civil war with any great capacity for establishing slavery in Mexico. It I 
may, however, be well for you to ascertain how far such schemes of his find ; 
support in the councils of the Emperor of France. | ' 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | t 
: a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ‘ 

| Wituiam L. Dayron, Esgq., §c. | , E 

| | Mr, Seward to Mr. Dayton. I 

No. 656.] a | DEPARTMENT OF SvaTs, ; 
| Washington, September 20, 1864. : 

Sir: I append, for such use as you may deem expedient, a copy of a letter. E 
of yesterday, addressed to this department by the Secretary of War, containing : 
a despatch which has just been received from Major General Canby, who is : rE 

commanding in the field west of the Mississippi. E 
| The proceeding of Major General Canby has been approved. The despatch 1 

contains the official information this government has of the extraordinary events : 
which have recently occurred on the Rio Grande. . oo F 

_ Iam, sir, your obedient servant, | o£ 
, WILLIAM H. SEWARD. E 

Wituiam L. Dayton, Esq., &. | . 3 

[Same to Mr. Adams. | 1 

Mr. Stanton to Mr, Seward. | : 

| | War DEPARTMENT, 7 E 
: - Washington, September 19, 1864. E 
Sie: Tenclose to you the following extract from a despatch from Major General Canby, : 

received last night, dated at New Orleans, 3 o’clock p. m., September 12: | F 

‘* Cortinas has crossed the Rio Grande to escape the French forces operating from Bagdad, E 
, / 49D © oe | E
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1 and has been notified .by the commanding officer at Brazos Santiago that, on surrendering 
; his army and ammunition, his party would be received as refugees ; and that his presence | 
i in the territory of the United States, as an armed enemy of a neutral power, would not be | 

7 tolerated.’’ : yo | 

a Your obedient servant, - a : | 

3 . . , EDWIN M. STANTON, | 2 

; | | | Secretary of War. : 
| Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | 

; co Secretary of State. oO | 

3 Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | 

‘ No. 669.| | : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| Washington, October 3, 1864. 

3 Str: I transmit for your information a copy of a private note of the 23d : 
3 ultimo from M. de Geofroy ; of my reply of the 30th ultimo, and of a letter ad- : 
; ‘dressed by me to Major General Canby on the 30th ultimo, in regard to the | 

alleged entrance of the Mexican General Cortinas, with an armed force, into the | 
7 territory of the United States, with an assumption of military authority. | 

3 I am, sir, your obedient servant, re | | | 

; | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

i — Wriuuam L. Dayton, Esq., &e. | Se | 
4 i 

4 For enclosures see correspondence with the French legation. | | 

3 Mr. Seward to Major General Canby. - | 

3 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 

; — 4 Washington, September 380, 1864. : 

j Sim: Unofficial newspaper statements concerning the alleged entrance of the Mexican | 

4 General Cortinas, with an armed force, into the territory of Texas, within the United | 

i States, with an assumption of military authority, have attracted the attention of this de~-. : 

partment, as well as that of the minister of France at this capital. The reports are con- | 

tradictory and apparently unreliable. The dignity of this government and its honor, as a | 

7 neutral power in the conflict which is raging in Mexico, render it necessary that the Presi- . 

7 dent should be fully informed as early as possible of the proceedings to which Ihave thus _ | 

3 referred. I have therefore to request that you will ascertain the facts and make a report | 

thereon.to the Secretary of War. In the mean time I have the pleasure to inform you that | 

i _ the proceeding is approved, by which, on the occasion referred to, you gave notice to the | | 

7 said Cortinas that his presence in arms within the United States, in an attitude of war 

3 against a friendly power, with which the United States are at peace, would not be tolerated. 

Although that proceeding indicates that you have faithfully adhered to the instructions | 

7 given to your predecessors, yet I think it proper to renew the injunction thaton no account, | 

; / and in no way, must the neutrality of the United States in the war between France and 

4 Mexico be compromised by our military forces, or be suffered to be compromitted within | 

4 your command by either of the belligerents. | oo | 

q T have the honor to be, general, your obedient servant, | 

! oo WILLIAM H. SEWARD. © | 

{ Major General E. RB. S. Campy, . | 
4 “Commanding Department of the Gulf, Headquarters, New Orleans. | 

, | 

; 
| 

| | Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. . | 

| No. 545.] Paris, October 7, 1864. | 
i. | Sir: The copy of a despatch from General Canby in reference to Cortinas | 

crossing the Rio Grande with his forces into Texas, which you sent to me in | 

1 your No. 656, to be used subject to my discretion, I read to M. Drouyn de | 

. | 
: . |
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Lhuys. ‘The facts had got into the newspapers with various comments, andas F 
| I well knew the attention of this government must have been called to the sub- | 

ject, I thought it safest at once to inform them of the prudent action of the gov-. j 
ernment of the United States in the premises. M. Drouyn de Lhuys said this | 
action of our government was a matter of interest, and begged me to let him  &§ 
take a copy of the extract, which I did. He remarked that it was important to : 
him to have the means of explaining the facts at once, if the subject should be : 
referred to by his Majesty. Oo : 

SO I am, sir, your obedient servant, | og : 
| . WM. L. DAYTON. i 
Hon. WittiamM H. SEwarpD, © oo . 

ae Secretary of State, &e. : 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | t 

! No. 677.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | a : 
| - | 7 Washington, October 10, 1864. : 

Sir: I transmit a copy of a report of Major General Canby, and of the ac- : 
|  eompanying papers, relative to certain proceedings near Brownsville, in Texas, : 
: in connexion with the United States, Texan, and French forces in that quarter. : 
: The condition of affairs there does not seem to have been changed, but these a | 

papers will serve to explain it. To that end you may communicate them to M. ' 
Drouyn de Lhuys. | . : 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, So : 
: | WILLIAM El. SEWARD. : 
| Witiiam L. Dayton, Esq., &c. oe t 

a oo . Gen. Townsend to Mr. Seward. | ; 

L ! : i War Derarrment, Apsutanr Gunrrat’s Orricx, : 
po Washington, October 4, 1864. : 

| Sir: I am directed by the Secretary of War to transmit to you the enclosed documents : : 
| in relation to the arrival in Texas of a Mexican force under Cortinas, with the request that . 

after you have perused the same, they may be returned to this office for file. . 
T have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, : 

' | EH, D. TOWNSEND, | | e 
Assistant Adjutant General. : 

| Hon. Wittram H. Sewarn, Secretary of State. — I 

| . General Canby to General Banks. f 

; HeapQquartTers Minirary Division or West Mississiprt, . 
| | New Orleans, La., September 15, 1864. . 

| GenuraL: The correspondence of Colonel Day, in relation to the Mexican force under &§ 
| Cortinas, has been received. Colonel Day’s action, so far as is known here, accords with : 

our neutral obligations, and is approved. The Mexican refugees are entitled to an asylum | . 
in our territory, when they deliver up their arms and munitions, and restore any prisoners . 

‘or booty that they may have taken from the French ; they will not be received into the r 
service of the United States for service on the Rio Grande frontier, but may be enlisted for ; 5 

_ the general service. In this case they will be sent to this city, either before or after enlist- r 
| ment, to be organized, armed, and equipped. Their enlistment may be for one, two, and : 
z three years, but preferably for the shorter term, and their duty thereafter will be,determined c 

_ by the circumstances of the service. . | . 
_ Asan armed enemy. of France, this force will not be tolerated in our territory ; and if o£ 

| this be the intention of Cortinas, the commanding officer will be instructed to regard, and, | t 
| as far as his power extends, to treat this force as enemies of the United States.  &£ 
| You will please instruct Colorel Day, or the commander at Brazos Santiago, accordingly, -
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and, in the contingency of any of Cortinas’s force entering our service, give the necessary 
; instructions in relation to enlistment, transfer to this city, and the disposition to be made : 
j of private property. The public property of the Mexican government remains, of course, . 
1 in the custody of the United States, until disposed of by proper authority. ; | 

Very respectfally, sir, your obedient servant, oe - , 

f ‘EDWARD R. 8. CANBY, 
Se Major General, Commanding. | 

; Major General N. P. Banxs, | 

1 | Commanding Depariment of the Gulf. a | 

] Official : : | | 

2 a BO | C. T. CHRISTENSEN, —_ | 
| | | : Lieutenant Colonel, “Assistant Adjutant General. | 

Colonel Day to Major Drake. | 

{ . Heapquarters Unirep Srares Forces, | 

| Brazos Santiago, Texas, September 8, 1864. 

. Mason : I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a letter received by me from 
: the commander of the French forces at Bagdad, also my reply to the same, in order that 
i they may be considered at the same time with my report concerning the matter alluded to 

: in each. oe a 

Tam, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 

| . H. M. DAY, E 
j | | Colonel, Comd’g U. S. Forces, Brazos Santiago, Texas. 
1. Major Gzo. B. DRaAkz, 

: Assistant Adjutant General, Department of the Gulf. | | : 

Official : | a | | 

3 GEO. B. DRAKE, A. A. G@. | 

| | [Indorsement No. 1.] | | 

: ho | . HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF, 

1 - New Orleans, September 15, 1864. | 

4 Respectfully forwarded to Adjutant General of the army, through headquarters military L 

division of West Mississippi, for information. | 7 — 

1 | “ N. P. BANKS, | 

. : Major General, Commanding. 4 

. [Indorsement No. 2.] oe | | 

: | Heapquarrers Mirrary Division West Mississippi, 

q : | | _ New Orleans, September 16, 1864. 7 

; Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant General, with copy of my letter to Major General 

i Banks, in reference to this matter. | 7 
} a EDWARD RB. 8S. CANBY, | 

i | Major General, Commanding. 

1 | | General Veron to Colonel Day. 

4 | CoMMANDER-IN-cHlIEF FRenca Forces, ot 
Bagdad, Mexico, September 7, 1864. 

4 Coroner: Yesterday, the 6th of September, the hostile forces of General Cortinas dis- 
q played themselves before our lines and made a feint to attack the place which we hold. | 

: General Cortinas, who knows the march of our several columns made against him, managed 

q - to move without our knowledge, and with your powerful aid succeeded in passing his 

4 troops to your side of the river with arms and baggage. | 

1 _~ The first squadron of cavalry afforded you immediate aid to fight the confederates. | 

; - This morning, the passing of all these forces being effected, you gave them provisions, i 

q all that they wanted. According to the facts, and according to the law of nations, which | 

q none can distrust, I am bound to consider the forces of General Cortinas as troops belong- f 

; ing to the United States government, which government now holds the responsibility for 

1 their future conduct. In any enterprise I might undertake I must be certain not to ens [ 

1 counter them on my road, either now or later. | | -
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If perchance, colonel, you have some objections to propose to the view I have of the 
matter, be so good, colonel, as to make them known as soon as possible. With this inten- : 
tion I send you Captain Visconti, my aide-de-camp. The United States and France have Et 
been too long friendly allies for any uneasy or hostile feeling to be produced between them. ; 

_. Please to accept, colonel, the assurance of my most distinguished consideration. . E 
| - 7 A. VERON, e 

| 7 Commanding French Forces, Bagdad, Mexico. 3 

| Official : : 
| | - GEO. B. DRAKE, A. A. G. , 

_ Bagpap, Mexico, September 7, 1864. . 

. | Colonel Day to General Veron. 

. | HEADQUARTERS Unitep States Forcss, _ &§ 
| Brazos Santiago, Texas, September 8, 1864. E 

, Str‘ Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication, dated Sep- E 
: tember 7, 1864, from the hands of Captain Visconti. In reply, I would respectfully state ¢ 

that you are laboring under an error with regard to the forces of General Cortinas receiving t 
provisions from me on the morning of the 6th of September. Understanding that the _ e 

: enemy had a large drove of cattle at our front, I sent a small force of mounted men with & 
instructions to capture and drive them into camp, if possible, for the sustenance of my 7 
command. I would further state that I have not as yet been officially informed that © F 
General Cortinas is within my lines, and that I will at once send an officer with a sufficient E 
escort to him, and if he is within my lines I will demand that he shall surrender all arms E 
and munitions of war to the United States. : 

I take this occasion to assure the commander of the French forces at Bagdad that I shall E 
not for a moment countenance the occupation of United States soil by any armed force F 
except our own, and especially by a force hostile to the French government, which has so 7 
long been on friendly terms with the United States. Desiring that this harmony may long 4 
continue to exist, E 

I have the honor to subscribe myself your most obedient servant,  &- 
: : H. M. DAY, : 

| a Colonel, Comd’g U. S. Forces, Brazos Santiago Texas. 
CoMMANDER OF THE FrEencH Forces, | q 

. . Bagdad, Mexico. : : E 

. Official : | E 
GEO. B. DRAKE, A. A. G.- 3 

: Colonel Day to Major Drake. | : 

| , Heapquarters Unirep States Forcss, ] 
| Brazos Santiago, Texas, September 8, 1864. q 

Magor: I have the honor to report that an armed body of Mexican troops have landed E 
on the American shore of the Rio Grande river, about fifteen miles from these headquarters. . £ 

These troops are commanded by General Cortinas, goverrior of Tamaulipas, whomI have Ee 
| seen in person, and from him learn that it is his desire to receive protection from the United 3 

States authorities. | | : 
An order has been sent to him demanding an immediate surrender of his ordnance and Ee 

ordnance stores to my command, after which I shall give him the protection that he de- ; 
sires, A copy of the order is herewith transmitted for your information, . 4 

This letter will be delivered by Major George A. Day, provost marshal of this district, | : 
: . who will give you any information you may desire, as he is in full possession of the facts . 
| in this case. Oo | 

I respectfully request that instructions be furnished me for this class of refugees. E 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 7 

| : H. M. DAY, 
i | Colonel, Commanding Forces. p 

, Major Guorce B. Drake, => F 
Assistant Adjutant General, Department of the Gulf. | 4 

Official: . 4 
GEO. B. DRAKH, A. A. G. 7 

4 a
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‘ : | Colonel Day to General Cortinas. | | 

1 , HEADQUARTERS Unirep States Forces, | 

| Brazos Santiago, Texas, September 8, 1864. , 

GeneRAL: It has come to my knowledge that you have landed on the territory of the __ | 

; United States with an armed force. I have no doubt but that you have done so on account ) 

i of the concentration of the forces of the enemies of the Mexican Republic on Matamoras. ; 

1 | If that is the case, you are welcome, also your people that are with you; your arms, 

: ammunition, and warlike stores must at once be surrendered to the United States forces. 
When you have complied with the above requirements you can rely on being protected | 

by the United States government. Any proposition you may desire to make will be cheer- | 

: fully forwarded by me to my commanding officer at New Orleans. | 

4 __- Very respectfully, your obedient servant, | i 

| : H., M. DAY, . 

4 . Colonel, Comd’g U. 8. Forces, Brazos Santiago. : 

| General Cortinas, oO | | 

3 , ~ Commanding Mexican Forces. . . I 

Official : , . 

: | GEO. B. DRAKE, A. A. G. | 

y Colonel Day to Major Drake. : | 

] : Heapquarrers Unrrep Srares Forces, 

: Brazos Santiago, Texas, September 8, 1864. _ 

: Mason: I have the honor to transmit berewith the following report of a slight engage- ot 

1 . ment which took place at ‘‘ Palmetto rancho,’’ on the Rio Grande river, about sixteen : 

4 miles from these headquarters. Learning from my scouts that the rebels had collected a 

q large number of cattle which they intended to sell to the French troops at Bagdad, and 

q that said cattle were in a bend in the river just above the ‘‘ White rancho,” I determined, 

after mature deliberation, to try and capture them, and at the same time drive back the 

1 rebels from their position, as they had been annoying us in various ways very much dur- 

4 ing the past few days. Accordingly, on the morning of the 6th I ordered a squadron of : 

1 . the lst Texas cavalry and one piece of artillery (12-pounder howitzer) to proceed up the 

: country and accomplish the object above named. Major H. J. Noyes commanded the expe- | 

q dition ; Captain P. J. Temple the cavalry ; Lieutenant A. Hills, Ist Missouri artillery, the 

q artillery. | | oe ! 

4 After crossing the Boca Chica Pass, skirmishers were thrown out to the right and left, [ 

3 and as they advanced the rebels slowly retired, until, reaching the ‘* Palmetto rancho,”’ ; 

4 astand was made and brisk firing ensued. The main body arrived soon after, and a fair 

1 prospect of a heavy engagement was apparent, as the rebels were having reinforcements 

4 from above, but our artillery opened a very effective fire with shell, which had the effect to : 

q disperse the enemy, and the last seen of him he was flying in confusion in the direction of . L 

4 Brownsville. . : : F 

4 Word being sent me by the major commanding of his position, I advanced three miles with | 

7 a detachment of the 91st [llinois infantry volunteers to re-enforce him in case of necessity ; | 

q - it was not needed, however, and the whole force returned to camp on the morning of the 

7th. | | , tf 
4 ‘The expedition was successful in its results, for a lot of cattle were captured and brought 

3 in, and the rebels forced to leave this section of the country. a ! 

q . - Hoping this report will prove. satisfactory, I remain, very respectfully, your obedient | 

q servant, . , i 

4 | | H.M. DAY, |. : 

; Colonel, Commanding Forces. } 

4 Major Grores B. Drax, oe | 

4 : Assistant Adjutant General, Department of the Gulf. 7 | I 

Official : : | 
3 : GEO. B. DRAKE, A. A. G. | | 

q — | Colonel Day to Major Drake. 

3 HEADQUARTERS Unitrep States Forces, 

| | Brazos Santiago, Texas, September 14, 1864. 

a. Mason: I have the honor to submit the following report of the action taken by me rela- 

; tive tothe fact that an armed body of Mexican troops had crossed the Rio Grande, above | 

4 our lines, of which I advised you in a recent report. .
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| In the evening of the 8th of September, I ordered Major H. J. Noyes, commanding de- ; 

tachment lst Texas cavalry, .to move with his command up the Rio Grande, the point & 

| where the troops had crossed the river, and instructed him to demand of them the surren- : 

der of all arms and warlike stores, and to offer them the protection of the United States as — 

| refugees ; I also instructed him that if he found it necessary, in order to defend himself : 

against the rebels, to allow the refugees to temporarily resume their arms. Major Noyes | 

proceeded agreeably to the above instructions, and the Mexicans willingly surrendered E 

upon the demand being made. They were not commanded by Governor Cortinas, as I was f 

at first informed, and hence reported to you, but Colonel Miguel Echazarretta, Cortinas not E 

having moved his headquarters to this side of the river. Shortly after the surrender had been q 

effected, our forces were attacked by the rebels with nearly double their number, and, — E 

according to my instructions, the refugees were allowed to resume their arms, and fought 

bravely with our men. After a short engagement, in which one piece of Mexican artillery | ' 

was used, the rebels were repulsed with great loss. They rallied and again attacked, and r 

were again repulsed; so a third time; after which Major Noyes, being short of ammuni- . q 

tion, fell back two miles and took a stronger position. Fearing that the rebels would re- i 

ceive re-enforcements from Brownsville, and would succeed in getting possession of the &£ 

artillery which the refugees had surrendered to us, I advanced, on the llth, with two hun- . 

; dred of the 91st Illinois and two pieces of artillery, as far as White’s rancho, and ordered . 

- Major Noyes to fall back with his command to that place. The rebels followed with a oo E 

f force of about six hundred, but I soon routed them with my artillery. On the morning E 

: of the 12th I returned to camp, bringing with me all refugees who had crossed the river, — . 

| their arms and warlike stores. Affixed to this report is a statement (which I respectfully | : 

submit as a part of the same) with regard to the number of refugees and the number and , 

character of their arms. No casualties attended us in any of the above encounters except : 

i] one United States soldier captured and several refugees. We took no prisoners, but the 4 

killed. and wounded of the enemy must have been great. The refugees have been very . 

' - quiet and orderly since their arrival in camp, and I understand that many of them evince 

: a desire to enlist in the United States army. : 4 . i 

: Hoping that this will meet with your approval, 1 am, very respectfully your obedient . 

EF servant, | mo a - 

/ | H. M. DAY, oo . 

| | Colonel, Commanding U. 8. Forces, Brazos Suntiago. E 

[ : Major Groras B. Drake, a 3 

i Assistant Adjutant General, Department of the Gulf. oe oe q 

F - Statement of the number of Mexican refugees at Brazos Santiago, Texas ; the number and character of — 

: their arms, amount of artillery, number of horses, Se. : 

f Number of OfficetS..-c0- enon coe cce = eww ees co nene cacnee cnne none wee seeene cecens 13 . 

Number Of Mei ccccee « eeennceccer wees ween cone cece cee eee cewwee tene secon cece 290 7 : 

Muskets, calibre .69.... ---- cece ee ween eee eee cee n eee teens rere ee cee ee cae 27 E 

/ Enfield rifles, calibre BS... cncucc sewcuc caccercanceecancecucecccnunescncececes 195 f 

| Whitney muskets, calibre .58...0.. s20 cnee cece cee nee meee cone cere eee cone cree 24 E 

F Cavalry horses, with equipments ...-.2..-.26 veces cee e ee cone een enee seneees 22 : 

| Mules... -----neee cece ee wwe ee cee eee eee ree eee meee meen ees eeeene mene meee 10 

: _ §Six-pounder rifled brass UNS nee cen ewes cree ene been ween cone ne eee ene enone 8 — 

| Rounds of cartridges, different calibre .... .--- .eeeee cee eee vee eee ence ccc eeeeee= 1,200 — § 

| Rounds of assorted ammunition... .22. ee eee wee eee ene cee ee cee een cee nees 76 : 

| oo Brazos Santraco, Texas, Seplember 14, 1864. : 

| I certify that the above statement is correct. | ; 

d | | | H. M. DAY, | 

| oe - | Colonel, Commanding U. 8. Forces. . | 

| Official : ! 

J | _ GEO. B. DRAKE, A. A. G. 

| Heapquarrers Mitirarny Division West Mississiprr, 7 f 

- New Orleans, September 14, 1864. | 

Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant General of the army. , 

| The action of Colonel Day is approved. a 
a | ED. R. 8. CANBY, 

Major General, Commanding. ,
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| _ Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. | oe | 
: | No. 550.] , Paris, October 19, 1864. | 
| _ Str: I send you the enclosed slips, (one cut from a French paper of yester- | 

day, and the other cut from Galignani of this morning,) the first of which an- 
nounces the sailing of a first detachment of six hundred men of the Belgian 
legion destined to Mexico, and the other the contemplated conveyance to Vera 

q Cruz of four thousand two hundred volunteers enlisted in Austria. The enlist- 
ments in Europe for service in Mexico, it would seem from this and other notices 

4 I have observed, are quite prompt. 
i 7 I am,-sir, your obedient servant, — 
3 WILLIAM L. DAYTON. 
a. Hon. WitLiAm H. Sewarp, Sc. | | | 

3 | Extract.—Translation. | 

7 In a despatch from St. Nazaire we noticed that the Louisiana, of the General Transatlantic 
q Company, went to sea yesterday at three o’clock. She took the first detachment of six : 
7 hundred men of the Belgian legion enrolled for Mexico, one hundred and seventy-eight 
4 civilian passengers, and a full cargo of merchandise and material exported for carrying on : 
3 of the war. | | : 

{Extract from Galignani.] | | 
1 | General Count de Thun has arrived in Paris, charged by the Mexican government to ) 
: come to an arrangement with the Transatlantic Steam Navigation Company for the con- 
1 veyance to Vera Cruz of four thousand two hundred volunteers, enlisted in Austria. 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | | 

| No. 685.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, , 
; | — Washington, October 20, 1864. — 
i Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 7th instant, | 
| in reference to Cortinas crossing the Rio Grande, with his forces, into Texas, | 
' and, in reply, to inform you that your action in laying before M. Drouyn de : 

Lhuys an explanation of the attitude of the government of the United States 
in this matter meets my approval. No further information on the subject than 
that contained in my instruction No. 677, of the 10th instant, has yet been re- : 
ceived. | | | | : 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, a 
: : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 3 
:  Wiuram L. Dayton, Esq., §c. | | . | | 

) Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. 

No. 552,] a Paris, October 21, 1864. 
| Sir: I yesterday transferred to M. Drouyn de Lhuys the answer of Mr. | 

Bigelow, our consul at Paris, to the comments which his excellency had some 
time since addressed to me on the part of Mr. Bigelow, dated 6th of June last, an 
on the movements of commerce between France and the United States. I do | 
not append to this despatch a copy of this last communication of Mr. Bigelow, | 
for the reason that you have, without doubt, received a copy of it from the con- | 
sulate. 

M. Drouyn de Lhuys, on receiving it, said he would examine it with great 
care. This is all I could expect of him, as there is nothing practical expected __ 
to grow out of this correspondence. 

oF
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| M. Drouyn de Lhuys took occasion, in the course of the interview of yester- j 

| day, to say he had received from Washington very satisfactory explanations in : j 

| reference to the action of our government in regard to the Mexican troops under j 

; Cortinas which recently crossed the Rio Grande into Texas. ‘That these ex- : 

! planations were confirmatory, as he said, of what I have already told him. j 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, — 4 

: oe WILLIAM L. DAYTON. L 

| -- Hon. Wintiam H. SEwarb, an . 

Secretary of State, §c. oo | oO: 

| ee — Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. | : 

: No. 693.| - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, F 

- | | Washington, October 31, 1864. ; 

: Sip: I enclose herewith a copy of a despatch of the 5th of October, and of : 

: its accompanying protest, from Lewis 8. Ely, esq., our consul at Acapulco, ‘ 

: - yelative to the seizure of the United States mail bag at that place, by order of 7 

the commandant of the French forces there, who, it appears, instructed the vice- ; 

consul of France to break the seal and take possession of the contents of said F 

bag, which was done while in transit from the American steamer Golden City . 

, to the office of Mr. Ely. You will at once make known the facts of the case : 

to the French government, and ask that an explanation may be given of this . 

; unusual proceeding. 
1 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | - 

| —_ - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ; 
: Wititiam L. Dayton, Esq., §c. | a : 

, | Mr. Ely to Mr. Seward. j 

: | ConsunaTe Unirep Sratres oF AMERICA, . : 

’ 
Acapulco, October 5, 1864. rE 

Sip: Ihave the honor to inform you that on the 30th day of September, A. D. 1864, — : 

: the commandant of the French forces in Acapulco ordered the vice-consul of the French . E 

to seize the United States mail bag, and to break the seal and take charge of the contents. : 

: The bag was taken while in transit’from American steamer Golden City to my office. : 

- Had the commandant required the mail matter, after I had opened the bag and found a : 

: public mail therein, I should have given it to him without protest, notwithstanding I am 

B acting under an arrangement. between the French consul and our consul at Panama, which & 

| was that I should open all mails coming into Acapulco and distribute and forward to ad- : 

3 dress, which arrangement has not been disturbed until this sudden seizure of our mail bag 

Ao and the seal violated. Hence I deemed it my duty to protest against the proceedings. 

: No plea of contraband matter or anything improper passing through the mails was set 

4 up, but an assumed arbitrary power was exercised in demolishing the sacredness of a gov- : 

| ernment seal for civil purposes. | | E 

| I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, : 

: | | LEWIS 8. ELY, 

: , United States Consul. 

/ Hon. Wiitram H. Szwarp, 

4 Secretary of State, Washington. | | 

. | Mr. Ely to the French Commandant. : 

Consutate Unrrep States or AMERICA, 

a — Acapulco, October 1, 1864. 

Sir: Tam informed, officially, that it was by your order that the United States mail, 

| addressed under seal to the United States consul at Acapulco, was seized on the 30th day 

| of September, A. D. 1864, the seal broken, and the contents removed beyond my reach. : 

|
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i 
7. _ Asthe land and naval forces of his Majesty the Emperor of the French here have no | q post roads or post routes, and as they perform no established postal service, and as the | seizure of the United States mail was not done under covér of military surveillance, but by [ 4 a civil officer of the French government, acting under your orders, and, more especially, as this mail service is performed by the United States of America, and the mails being for- | 7 | warded to their legally constituted agent here, it becomes my duty to prorssr, in the name | of my government, and in this solemn manner, against the seizure, and against all and I ; : every person or persons whom it doth or may concern, | ; Tb. 8.] Given under my hand and the seal of this consulate the day and year above 

written. “ 
4 | LEWIS 8. ELY, 
jl. - ee Cuited States Consul. 4 The Commanpant of the Land Forces of | | ; his Majesty the Emperor of the French in Acapulco. | | 

q ae _ Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. 
q No. 557] — | ~ Paris, November 4, 1864. : : | 
j : _ Sir: I visited M. Drouyn de Lhuys on yesterday for the purpose of commu- 
q nicating to him more in detail the orders and proceedings of our government in | : reference to Cortinas and his force which crossed the Rio Grande into Texas. ] Lhe papers which you forwarded to me on this subject were shown to him. 
{ hey contained, in substance, little that I had not already said to him, and with | 
7 which, when I communicated it to him heretofore, he seemed entirely satisfied. 
1 If, on reflection, he is disposed to complain, I suppose I will hear from him in ) 1 writing. | | - - 
j . Iam, sir, your obedient servant, 
4 oe WM. L. DAYTON. | ] Hon. Winuiam H. Sewarp, - - 4 | | 
3 Secretary of State, &c. : | ‘ : 

Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward. : 
4 No. 565.] a Paris, November 18, 1864. 
; sir: Your despatch No. 693 enclosed to me the copy of a despatch of 5th : 
‘ October last, and its accompanying protest from Lewis 8. Ely, our consul: at 
' Acapulco, relative to the seizure of the United States mail bag at that place by 
i order of the commandant of the French forces there. | j I have immediately called the attention of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to this sub- | 

ject, and asked the necessary explanations. He has received from me copies | 
of the above papers, and says that he will at once take measures to ascertain = | 

| the facts, or their view of them, and make the necessary answer to our demand 
for explanation, == E 

_ I am, sir, your obedient servant, | : 
a | WM. L. DAYTON. 

po Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, : oe 
Oo Secretary of State, &c. oe | 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. 

7 No. 704.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : | ; | Washington, November 18, 1864. | 
_ Sir: I give you, for your information, a copy of a correspondence which has 
just taken place between Mr. Geofroy and this department.* _ | | 

I 
| _ % See correspondence with the French legation. |
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| You will perceive that in this correspondence I decline to discuss the question an | 

? whether the President of Mexico, in his present reduced situation, has, by the : 

| law of nations, a right to issue letters of marque. I think the occasion a suit- | | : 

| able one for bringing to the consideration of the imperial government the fact j 

| that it has now for three years and a half, against the constant protest of the | 

| - United States, recognized as a naval belligerent an insurrection in the United q 

- States that has not only never had a recognized political existence, but also has q 

never hada port in our country. It would simplify affairs very much, and f 

i contribute to the security of French as well as of American commerce, if the 

; government of France should apply to our civil strite the principle it assumes : 

in regard to Mexico, namely: that a military force which is destitute of ports : 

or ships-of-war cannot rightly be deemed a naval belligerent. | j 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, E 

a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

! Witutiam L. Dayton, Esq., &e. | | : 7 : 

: | Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. : ; 

No. 705.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : E 

| - Washington, November 18, 1864. — : : 

_ Sr: Your despatch of the 4th instant, No. 557, relative to the result of an f 

interview with M. Drouyn de Lhuys, in which you communicated in detail the Er 

| | order and proceedings of this government in reference to Cortinas and his forces _ ’ 

which crossed the Rio Grande into Texas, has been received and is approved. — ; 

ir I am, sir, your obedient servant, oo £- 

2 | | a : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. -  &£ 

, — Wiiiram L. Dayton, Esq., Sc. | |  &-£ 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton. f 

No. 717.| _ DEPARTMENT. OF STATE. 1 

| Washington, December 4, 1864. : 

Sir: Your despatch of the 18th of November, No. 565, informing me that - 

: you had received assurances from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that the application of 3 

; this government for explanation of the seizure of the United States mail-bags at 7 

: Acapulco, by order of the commandant of the French forces at that place, would ? 

receive due consideration, has been received. Your proceedings in regard to the | 

: matter are approved. | a | q 

| ~ Tam, sir, your obedient servant, | | | ] 

: | | | ; | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

a WiLiiaM L. Dayton, Esq., ec. | | | 

. Mr. Seward to Mr. Pike. 7 4 

“  E Extract. ] | f 

; No. 151.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, OE 

- | | oe _ Washington, May 6, 1864. | F 

| Sin: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the : 

' 20th of April, No. 129. * * KO *K . Ke : 

: Recent advices from the eastern States of Mexico represent that the national ' 

| cause hag revived in that region since the flight of Vidaurri, the disloyal gov-
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| ernor of Coahuila and New Leon. Our attitude in regard to the conflict in | 
: Mexico remains unchanged. We still continue to see there a war between | 

: France and Mexico, in regard to which we are, as in all other foreign conflicts, 
{ neutrals. , : 

Our spring campaign is open, and it may be expected that its events and 
; | vicissitudes will for a time abate the interests with which we have been watching 

: the commotion of Europe. | | 
3 | I am, sir, your obedient servant, , | L 
] WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

: JAMES 8. PIKE, Esgq., &c. | | 
‘ i 

' Mr. Koerner to Mr. Seward. | 
: . [ Extract. ] | 

No. 83.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED Statss, 
, Madrid, March 20, 1864. 

i SIR: * % * *% *% * % 

1 The Archduke Maximilian has just returned to Miramar, and in a few days 
5 will formally accept the Mexican crown and assume the title of the « Emperor | 
1. of the Mexicans.” Ambassadors and ministers will be immediately sent to the 
7 Kuropean powers before he embarks. The name of the person designed to 
q represent him here is already given in the papers. I would thank you for an 
1 intimation as to the manner in which you desire me to regulate my conduct | 
q towards him. He will, of course, make me an official visit. Shall it be re- 
5 turned oflicially, or only privately 2 | 
j Your obedient servant, 
; oe GUSTAVUS KOERNER. | 
7 Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, ~ os | 
7 Secretary of State, &c. | 

; - Mr. Koerner to Mr. Seward. | | | 
j [Extract.] . 

: No. 85.]| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 1 | Madrid, March 27, 1864. 
: Sir: * x % | # % % | 

; _ It is stated here in various journals, which are likely to receive information — 
1 from ministerial circles, that Mr. Preston has gone to Mexico to establish com- | 
3 mercial relations with the new empire, and to procure its recognition of the 
1 Confederate States. It is also said in some of the papers that Spain has entered : | 
i into a treaty with the new emperor, reserving the throne of Mexico, in case of 
‘ failure of issue, to’a Spanish prince. This would be an important fact if true, 

as it would secure the moral co-operation of Spain in the establishment of the | 
‘ "new empire, and would have a tendency to place Spain in a somewhat antago- : 
1 nistic position to the United States. That Spain, in the end, would be cheated 
i of her expectations I have no doubt; but still it is not altogether improbable | 
i that some inducements have been held out to her, which may have some present 

effect. | Oo | 
i. I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, sir, your obedient servant; : : GUSTAVUS KOERNER. | 
j Hon. Wiuiiam H. Sewarp, : 
| Secretary of State, &c. | 

: | |
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; | | Mr. Koerner to Mr. Seward. | ° 

a [Exiract. ] | 1 

No. 90.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

: | Madrid, April 2, 1864. 3 

| The resolutions of the House of, Representatives at Washington, protesting : 

against a monarchy in Mexico, under European auspices, has caused surprise in —£ 

diplomatic cireles and a good deal of sensation in the press. It is generally I 

supposed that the attitude assumed by the House will produce complications : E 

with France, and may lead to a war. As far as Spain is concerned, there are in : 

fact very few persons in favor of the new empire under Maximilian; some, in- : 

deed, who would otherwise have been in favor of French policy in America, and E 

who generally take their ideas from France, being disappointed in this instance — : 

because a Spanish prince was not selected. : 

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, sir, your obedient servant, — 

: | | GUSTAVUS KOERNER. o£ 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, » / - ; 

| Secretary of State, §c. o£ 

oe Mr. Seward to Mr. Koerner. | | q 

No. 81.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

| | Washington, Apri.7, 1864. E 

Sir: In your despatch of March 20, No. 82, you mention the probability f 

' that the Archduke Maximilian, on assuming the title of emperor over Mexico,  &- 

will accredit a representative to the court of her Catholic Majesty, and you ask | ; 

directions how to regulate your conduct towards the person who may be so ac- | 

: credited. — | | F 

/ It is the policy of the United States to refrain from recognizing revolutionary ' 

governments. It has not recognized any revolutionary government in Mexico, | 

/ while it has justly respected the belligerent rights of the parties engaged in war 

in that country. You will, of course, follow the policy which prevails here ; i 

| and you will hold no official intercourse with any representative at Madrid of : 

/ any revolutionary government that has ‘been or shall be established against the : 

: authority of the government of the United States of Mexico, with which alone o&- 

: the United States are maintaining diplomatic relations. | | i 

: I am, sir, your obedient servant, © 

: - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : i 

: Gustavus Koerner, Esq., §c., Madrid. | | E 

: . a | Mr. Seward to Mr. Koerner. 

| - [ Extract. ] oe 

: No. 82.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

| | Washington, April 18, 1864. : E 

| SIR: * * * * ** ** ** 

‘ It is true that Mr. Preston has gone to Mexico, as a pretended legate of the f 

| insurgents to the so-called regency of the empire. They are very enterprising 

: in diplomacy, but their success there is not greatly to be feared, unless they : 

should retrieve misfortunes sustained on the battle-field. Spain has heretofore f 

} 
|
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i. | | | , had opportunity to understand the slaveholders of the United States. Tt is not +t | less her own interest than it is ours that she shall not suffer herself to be misled 

3 by them. What resistance could Mexico, now or at any future time, offer, with — 
even European aid, against the slaveholding power of the United States, if it { could escape destruction and attain independence in the present civilwar? : j I am, sir, your obedient servant, 7 

| | | a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
— Gustavus Koerner, Esq,. &¢., Madrid. | a 

] | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Koerner. 

; No. 92.] | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | ] | / Washington, May 17, 1864. 
Sir: Your despatch of the 2d ultimo, No. 90, has been received, and that 

part of it which relates to the assumption of imperial authority in Mexico by | the Archduke Maximilian has been read with much interest. For your inform- 3 ation in regard to the course of the United States in connexion with this event, | 7 I herewith enclose a copy of an instruction addressed by me to Mr. Dayton, — | | : our minister to Paris, on the 30th ultimo. : | j. _ Lan, sir, your obedient servant, | | | | | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | q Gustavus Koerner, Esq., §v., Madrid. : | | 

i. | | | Mr. Seward to Mr. Koerner. a | | 
; [ Confidential.—Extract. ] - . | 7 

7 ~ No. 95.] © : DEPARTMENT oF Stats, | 
4 , Washington, May 19, 1864. , 

| Sir: * ** * * * * ; This government, seriously preoccupied with domestic affairs, has deemed it , 
| prudent and just, and has found it possible thus far, to hold itself, as well as the © i ~—___ whole American people, absolutely neutral in two wars which are waged by | 

European states in portions of America. I refer to the war of France against | i Mexico, and to the civil war to which Spain is a party in the island of St. Do- | | mingo. This governmerit has been able to practice this neutrality and enforce 
| its observance upon American citizens, because all the maritime powers of , i Europe, while they have constantly assured the United States of their purpose | ’ to maintain neutrality in our own unhappy civil war, have also disclaimed designs : 

_ of political conquest in America. Several of the South American republican 
2 states, however, naturally sympathizing, as they must, with the republic of Mex- | 
; ico, and with the revolutionists of Spanish St. Domingo, allege, on the contrary, | 

that several of the European states, which once had colonies here, are now 
: seeking to reduce them again to the condition of dependencies. These appre- ) 

: hensions are not unlikely to be entertained by the whole people of the United , 
States. The proceedings of Spain in Peru give them color, which is deeply to , 

: be regretted. Indeed, a general discontent with the forbearance of the govern- 
| - ment is already manifest. Should the sentiment of this country demand a re- | 

consideration of the policy of neutrality which the government has hitherto | 
maintained, if is very much to be feared that new complications might arise, | 

b
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| which would not merely disturb the existing systems of commerce, but might ' 

: endanger the general peace of nations. I need not enlarge upon the subject 1 . 

have thus presented. | . eG 
se Ok sk * * *« : 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, : ; 
| | ce WILLIAM H. SEWARD. t 

_ Gustavus Korrner, Esq., §c., Madrid. | : 

en Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. | E 

Oo . [ Extract. ] j 

No. 66.] poo | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, SO . 
| | - : . Washington, April 18, 1864.  § 

«Str: After preparing for the outgoing mail very full despatches concerning — 

- Mexican affairs, I have just now received your confidential despatch of March 28, E 
_ which informs me of the grave question that has arisen in the court of Vienna, r 

i concerning the effect of the Archduke Maximilian’s acceptance of a crown in E 

: Mexico upon his presumptive rights to succeed to the imperial royal throne of i 

Austria. | | F 
| ' While I thank you very earnestly for this important information, I do not | | 

think it necessary to comment upon it. The question thus raised will probably E 

‘ have been in some way adjusted before this despatch will reach its destination.  &§ 
| The present policy of this government in regard to Mexico would remain the | E 

same whether the archduke renounces or retains his claim to the succession in of 

| Austria; and it does not seem probable here that the ultimate destiny of Mexico b 

can be influenced by anything so merely individual and personal as the character | 
or relations of the person who at this new turn of the political wheel of that i 

| state may be lifted up by one of its factions, aided by foreign power, to the seat : 

| of Montezuma. | | - i 
* * x x x KO *K x ' 

' | Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | | | | 
| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. © i 
/ J. Lorurop Motuey, Esq., &c., Vienna. | 7 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. - | t 

: | [Extract.]° — | 

/ — No. 78.] | Sc DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ' 
oo | Washington, July 14, 1864. f 

7 . Sir: %e *K # a  # % +% E 

| [thank you for your suggestions concerning Mexico, and the probable influ- | 

| ence of recent events in that country upon our relations with Austria. These ' 

: | are consequences of our civil war, and they cannot be controlled. All that can } 

| __ be done in regard to them is to practice prudence and good faith in our foreign i 

: relations, and at the same time make preparations for self.defence, if, notwith- f 

, standing our best efforts, we shall find ourselves involved in new complications. i 

i Neither is our political system weak, nor does it stand on an uncertain foundation. ; 

‘We must, indeed, do all that we can to fortify, as well as to defend it; but we E 
may not unwisely indulge an abiding confidence in its inherent strength and  ¢ 

| stability. . | : ' 
. J am, sir, your obedient servant, an | & 
| , WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 

J. LotHrop Mot ey, Esq., Sc. Vienna. a mo | 

| : 

| |
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| "Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. Ft 

| — No. 34.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTES, _ : 
1 | 2 | Vienna, September 21, 1863. | | 
| Sir: Since the date of my despatch of last week, No. 33, I have had an in- 

terview with Count Rechberg. Nothing, however, has up to this moment been : 
1 decided in regard to the expected offer of the proposed Mexican throne to the 

4 Archduke Maxmilian. The affair, so far as the imperial-royal government is an 
i concerned, remains as before. The deputation from Mexico is expected in the 7 

; course of this week to arrive at Miramar, the archduke’s residence, near Trieste. ; 
4 | I could not learn from the minister what conditions would be laid down by . 
: the archduke as necessary preliminaries to his acceptance of the crown, but I 
4 understood him to say that no binding arrangement would be concluded with | 
q this deputation, although it would probably be received. | 
7 I understood him, also, to repeat, as often before, that the Austrian govern- 7 
| ment considered the matter as a purely personal one, regarding the archduke | 
] himself and his imperial brother only, and that the imperial royal government 
i had not the means nor the inclination to send out forces to Mexico to maintain | 
4 the new empire. | 7 : | 
i I do not think it worth while to report any of the observations which I un- 
1 officially made on the subject myself, and which were simply those which any 
j loyal American, belonging to any section or party of the United States, would 2 
| be always sure to make in regard to this overturning of a republic, and the 
q substitution for it of a monarchical government on American soil, and upon our 
i frontier, by means of foreign armies and navies. | 
: It seems to me that public opinion does not need much enlightenment as to 
7 the effect likely to be produced upon the people of the United States by this 
; European armed intervention in the affairs of an American republic. I sup- 
j pose that the French Emperor is hardly acting in ignorance of American 
| _ opinions and feelings, but in defiance of them, and that the archduke, in going ft 

forth upon this adventure to improve imperial institutions upon the ruins of a 
democratic republic, can hardly have failed of weighing all the possible con- 

| sequences of such a step, and that he is not likely to have reckoned on the 
i sympathy and support of the United States government and people. 

I intimated to Count Rechberg that there were rumors of the impending 
recognition of the so-called southern confederacy by the provisional govern- 

| ment now established in the city of Mexico. I understood him to reply that 
the Austrian government knew no such provisional government, and that a 

| - communication which had been received from that source had not been and | 
would not be answered. en an | | 

I alluded, also, to the daily rumors in the European journals of intrigues and _ | 
| secret understandings between the agents of the insurgent government in the 
: seceded States and the Emperor Napoleon, in which recognition of that organ-— | 
! ization as an independent power by France was announced for the immediate | 

| future, coupled with cession of territory so far as such agents had the power to ) 
i _ cede it to the new Mexican empire, as the price of French recognition and : 

French alliance. He said that the archduke held himself aloof from all such | 
7 intrigues. In regard to the expected recognition by the new Mexican empire : 
| of the so-called confederacy, he observed that it would be easy for the United ) 

States government in a moment to make such a step impossible. 
If the United States should themselves recognize the new government of f 

Mexico, of course such recognition by so important a power would be far more _ | 
_ valuable than any political relations that might be established with the southern | 

States. He observed that everybody knew that the previous attacks upon | | 
Mexico and the disposition to extend the United States dominion 6ver the soil | 
of that country had always proceeded from the South. _ | | 

. | 

f
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| TI answered, that the recognition by the United States government of this new ; 
| empire seemed to me impossible. Instead, however, of saying anything more j 
| upon this topic myself, my personal opinions and feelings having been often __ ; 
| enough and strongly enough expressed, I. proposed reading to him your de- : 
| spatch to Mr. Dayton, of March 3, 1862, which, so far as I knew, had never . 
| been published, but of which a copy had been forwarded to me at the time, and E 
| which I had brought with me. He readily assented, expressing at the same ; 
| time a strong respect for yourself and your character as astatesman. I thought E 
| it could certainly do no harm that the Austrian government should be in, pos- F 
| session of so wise and temperate a statement of American thought on that all- : 
| important subject, and accordingly, after reading the paper, I took the respon- ; 
| . sibility of promising a copy, which has subsequently been communicated to the FE 

imperial royal foreign office. | , | i 
- Jf I have done wrong in this you will let me know. I thought it might have : 
some effect in causing reflection at this critical moment, and I relied on an ob- : 

1 servation in one of your despatches to me, that our government has no conceal- ; 
ment in this matter. a a 7 

I think you will hardly wish me to enter into academic or prophetic specula- : 
tions upon this grave incident in our history. You are informed of the exact — q 
relations between the United States and France, while I am necessarily in the o- 

. dark. , , a Oo oe 
Rumors, suspicions, and threats, in regard to the attitude of that power to- E 

wards us, fill the atmosphere of Hurope. It seems impossible to doubt that the : 
| tendencies and sympathies of the French government are towards the slave- &£ 

holders’ insurrection, and that a recognition of the so-called confederacy is an : 
ever-impending event. : | | = 

Since the revelations of the British Parliament by Messrs. Roebuck and == * E 
; Lindsay, it would be folly to doubt the feelings of the ruler of France. At : 
| __ present the see-saw of his policy between Poland on the one side and Mexico— : 

on the other seems to incline towards our side of the world. an | 
; The Poles are left to fight, single-handed and naked as it were, against the o£ 

whole power of Russia, for a winter’s campaign in that direction on the part of : j 
| France alone is hardly among the probabilities. The Gulf of Mexico seems Ee 

more tempting at present, and you are better aware than I am how much or | E 
how little danger there is of that last chance of the insurgents, a foreign war a | 
against the United States. I am sure that the President will avoid such war — | 
with any power so long as the national honor and the national safety will 7 
permit. / | | | 7 : E 

I observe this morning a single paragraph in a widely circulated Vienna news- ] 
paper which is worthy of your attention. It is in an article defending the : 
probable acceptance by the archduke of the Mexican crown: “According to- : 

2 latest accounts from Mexico it is hardly to be doubted that all inner discord in 4 
Mexico will come to an end so soon as the archduke shall tread its soil. * * * ; 

| _ Also, the French government is supposed to have arranged with the American ; 
| southern States for the cession of Texas. It is confidently assumed that the | ; 
| overwhelmingly German population of Texas would readily submit themselves F 
| to a German prince. It is apparently not feared that, in consequence of this 
| cession, a war would arise between France and North America; should, how- ; 

ever, the north of America, besides the still-continuing contest with the confed- : 
erates, be willing to burden themselves with such a war in addition, then France i 

| would not object, perhaps even wish for it, in order at least to be able to inter- | 
| fere with armed force in favor of the south.’ . | ; 
| This is in a journal which is generally supposed—I know not how justly —to ; 

be “inspired ” occasionally by government. Of what use, then, would be talk  - 
| __—- or argumentation on our side as to Mexican politics, if such views could find ; 

' general acceptance ? | | : 
50 po ** . 7
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: _ Whether the Germans in Texas, who probably did not emigrate from their 
J _ fatherland because fanatically attached to monarchical institutions, are grown : 
4 so disloyal to their adopted country as is here represented, you can judge better | 
! than I can. My impression has been that they were not only strong and sincere 
4 | democrats, but on account of their warm attachment to the United States govern- : 
j ment they had suffered much persecution from the insurgents. But under whose | 
7 _ authority has Texas been ceded to France? Even were the insurgent govern- | 
7 ' ment in as triumphant as it is really in desperate circumstances, on what theory : 

2 , and by what machinery is Texas to be ceded? : 
j At least an ordinance of secession out of the confederacy, on the part of the =f 
q State government, might be thought necessary ; or is it supposed that the govern- ) 
] ment at Richmond has spare troops enough at its disposal beyond the Mississippi 
j to deliver over Texas, bound hand and foot, to the new emperor? Cessions in : 
i _ the Nice and Savoy fashion are not so easily accomplished in our hemisphere. 

Of course, the Emperor Napoleon, or any foreign potentate, is competent to at- | 
tempt the conquest of Texas or of any other United States territory with or without : 

: “an arrangement with the southern States,” but it would certainly be something 
4 new in the history of the world that the conquest of such a province, 237,000 
| square miles in extent, and with a population of 600,000, the acquisition of which | 
3 has cost a war, besides $10,000,000 in money, should be effected without the 
4 inconvenience of a new war. : | s 
4 In conclusion, I should say, although I am unable to give you authentically | 
q the conditions to be laid down previous to the acceptance of the transatlantic | 
a crown by the archduke, that this will undoubtedly include a goodly number of  —| 

French bayonets for a considerable number of years, a recognition of the throne 
4 by France and England at least, and some more substantial manifestations of 
{ Mexican opinion in regard to the proposed revolution of the government than 
1 _ the shadowy phenomena which have thus far been visible. | : 
3 I should say, also, that this whole matter is an embarrassment to the imperial 
4 - royal government. Offence might-be given to France should her fatal present - | 
3 be refused, while acceptance can bring no possible good to Austria. — 
4 “'Timeo Danaos etiam dona ferentes”’ is, I suspect, the secret thought of the 
3 government. . . | a | } 

3 ~ I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
] - Os 7 J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. © [ 
q ~ Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, © SO | 
j a Secretary of State, Washington, D. C, , 

i Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | | : 

:  [Extract.] | | | 

a: No. 36.] LEGATION OF THE UniTED States oF AMERICA, 
] a a Vienna, October 5, 1863. | 

; | Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch, No. 41, 
; of date September 11, marked confidential, in which information is conveyed to | 

, me as to the attitude of the United States government in regard to the war now ~— | 
_ existing between the empire of France and the republic of Mexico. 

I understand from the latter portion of the despatch that the representatives 
| of the United States abroad are instructed not to engage in the political debates 

4 _. which the present unsettled aspect of the war in Mexico has elicited.. Hitherto | 
I have occasionally deemed it my duty, in my private and unofficial capacity, | 

| | to give expression to the almost universal American sentiment.as to the events | 
| in question, and as to the misfortunes which have come upon a republic, our 

nearest neighbor, through the invasion of a distant and powerful nation. Of  — | 
_ course, I have never engaged in any political debates, as I am fully aware that = | 

1 : . * | | 

4 E
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the United States government has never, directly or indirectly, authorized me | : 
| to that effect. eg ee 
| I have thought, however, that it might be useful for the department to be 
| informed, from time to time, of what might transpire as to the candidacy of the. ' 

Archduke Maximilian for the throne which it is proposed to erect in Mexico, or : 
| in that part of the republic which has been subdued by the armies of the French . 

Emperor. | | | | | : 

_ I regret that’ my last despatch, No. 35, conveyed incorrect information. . 
Although I stated that the source of that information was not official, nor such . 

. . as I.could vouch for, while I relied myself on its correctness, yet I should not / : 
have transmitted it at all, except for strong reasons for my faith, not now neces- |; 

, sary to indicate. : a | | & ' 

At any rate, unless there has been some sudden change in the plans of. the : 

archduke, which I have no reason to suppose, it is obvious that the information : 
was erroneous; for it now appears from the answer of his Imperial Highness to i 

: the deputation of “notables,” a translation of which is herewith transmitted, : 

Zz that his ultimate acceptance of the offered crown is very problematical. The  &§ 
conditions laid down are such as have been intimated in all my previous | 
despatches, except No. 35, and would seem very difficult of fulfilment. One E 
would suppose, for instance, although it is not distinctly stated, that among the &§ 
guarantees that of England would be included, and it is difficult to imagine that : 

: this could be obtained. | oe | - : 

: , , * | *k * * a * * * | § 

: ‘I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, Se o£ 

| | «J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
: Hon. Wititiam H. Sewanrp, | , a i 

Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. | | 

| | OF , .-“ Prrusre, October 3, 1863. t 

| The Mexican deputation was received to-day by his Imperial Royal Highness the Arch- t 
/ duke Ferdinand Maximilian. The archduke answered the address of the deputation : . E 

a GentLemMEN: I am deeply touched by the wishes which were expressed by the assembly t 
| of notables at Mexico, at their sitting of the 10th of June, and which you have been charged t 

: to bring to me. It can only be flattering for our house that, at the first mention of the 

| word monarchy, the eyes of your countrymen were at once turned to the race of Charles V. | ts 

‘| Although the task of assuring the independence and well-being of Mexico, by means of ' 
| durable and free institutions, is a very noble one, still I must acknowledge, in full under- 
e standing with his Majesty the Emperor of the French, whose glorious initiative makes the t 

regeneration of your beautiful country possible, that the monarchy cannot be restored, on | 
: legitimate and lasting foundations, unless the whole nation, of its own free will, ratifies i 
H the wish of the capital. Therefore, I must make my acceptance of the throne which is i 

i. offered to me depend, first, on the result of a vote of the entire country. On the other | f 
: hand, my comprehension of the sacred duties of the ruler over the restored empire makes | 

yo it necessary for me to ask for those guarantees which are indespensable to protect it from , E 

: the dangers which threaten its integrity and independence. Should the assurances of a | 
| well-grounded security in the future be obtained, and should the universal choice of the | | 
| noble Mexican people fall upon me, I shall be ready to accept the throne, supported by the | 

| _ acquiescence of the high chief of my family, and confiding in the protection of the Almighty. 5 

yoo In case that I should be called by Providence to the high mission of civilization con- 
nected with this crown, I must, gentlemen, declare to you, even now, my firm determina- ‘ 

: tion, following the wise example of my imperial brother, to open to the country the path | 
| of progress founded on law and order, by means of a constitutional government, and as j 
L soon as the whole realm has been restored to peace, to seal the fundamental fact with the | 
: nation by my oath. Only in this way could a new and truly national policy be called into | 
: life, in which all parties, forgetting their ancient enmities, would help to raise Mexico to ' | 
: that. conspicuous rank among the nations to which she would seem to be destined under a | 

- government which held as its highest principle to let moderation and law govern. . | 

: Gentlemen, will you communicate to your countrymen these resolutions, which I have _ j 
: freely imparted to you, and strive that it may be made possible to the nation to declare , 
| | what government it wishes to see established. - - I
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| | : Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. | | | 
4 No. 38.] _ Lee@ation oF tHe U. 8. or America av VIENNA, ; 
j 7 pe | ‘November 24, 1863. — | 
] _ Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches, Nos. 
i 45, 46, 47, and 48, of dates October 9, 20, 23, and 23, together with a copy of | 
q _ your despatch of date 23d October, 1863, addressed to Mr. Dayton. | 

7; This paper I took the earliest opportunity to place in the hands of Count | 
] Rechberg, at an interview a few days ago. He read it through with great at- | 
4 _ tention, and then observed that it seemed to him a very moderate and states- | 
j manlike despatch. | 
q He asked if I would leave it with him, but as you had only instructed me to 

' “make the contents known” to him, I did not consider myself justified in so | 
doing, because of the confidential nature of the document, and because it was 
addressed not to me, but to our minister in Paris. : | 

’ Our conversation on the matter was brief. He repeated what he had often 
; said before, that the imperial government held itself aloof from the whole affair. 
| Austria was a continental power, not a maritime power of the first magnitude, | 
j and could, therefore, send no ships or armies to Mexico to sustain the proposed ft 

empire. . | | | 
i I understood him to remark that it was hardly to be expected that the people a 

or government of the United States would regard with sympathy the reappear-_ 
ance of a monarchical form:of government in their neighborhood, but that, on 

| the other hand, the right of Mexico to decide as to its own form of government | 
was not to be disputed. — rn | | 

I replied that this right was the leading principle of all our policy, but that 
a real decision of a nation as to its form of government could never be made in | 
the presence of foreign armies and navies. — 3 , - 

: . The conversation then passed to other topics. _ . 
. I suppose that there is no doubt of the archduke’s expectation to leave for 
3 Mexico before next summer. _ | | 

! _ I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, — oo 
i | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 

Hon. WiLuiAmM H. Sewarp, | : | 
| Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. - | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Judd. | 
No. 72.| a _ DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 

7 | | ‘ Washington, May 9, 1864. if 
Str: I have to thank you for your despatch of April 16, No. 62, which | 

| contains a very interesting exposition of the political situation of western Europe. : 
Since it arrived I have received news of the fall of Duppel, which, doubtless, 
lends a new complexion to the war between Denmark and Germany. : 

po I am advised that Mr. Corwin, availing himself of a leave of absence granted | 
in August last, expected to take his departure from Vera Cruz on the 3d instant. | 
‘The late accounts from Mexico show that the French forces have encountered 
several reverses; but the statements are not very minute, and everything that | 
comes from that quarter, in the interest of either belligerent, is believed to be 
much exaggerated. Nothing that has occurred there or in Europe has been 
thought to furnish sufficient ground for a change of the attidude whieh the 

_ United States has hitherto held in regard to Mexico. - 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

—. | “ WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
Norman B. Jupp, Esq., &c., Berlin. . | | |
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Mr. Judd to Mr. Seward. | : 

[Extract.] _ | : 

No. 62.] a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, ' 
7 | 7 | Berlin, April 16, 1864. i 

_ Srr: Your despatches Nos. 69 and 70, dated 19th and 21st of March, respect- ' 
- ively, as also circular 48, bearing date 6th February, are received. E 

> ** 2 x x ** x 2 x : 
‘The new empire of Mexico is established, so far as it can be done on this side : 

of the ocean. Maximilian has accepted the crown and assumed all the trappings E 
of royalty. He has organized his imperial and official household, appointed t 

! diplomatic representatives to the leading European courts, and sailed from Trieste | 
in an Austrian armed ship, accompanied by French ships, and will call at Rome - 

| for a blessing on his way to his fancied empire. | j 
| The new Mexican loan has enabled Maximilian to pay his debts—he was ft 
| hopelessly insolvent—has given him, in addition, a few millions of francs for 4 
| _ travelling expenses, and put in the French exchequer the balance to pay past | 
| liabilities and guarantee future responsibilities.  * + * ee EF 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | a | 7 | | N. B. JUDD. : 
| Hon. WiLiiam H. Sewarp, | ' 
po Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. a c 

My F. W. Seward to Mr. Sanford. - | if 

; No. 148.] | " DEPARTMENT OF STATE, E 
fo | a Washington, September 26, 1864. | 
| Sir: I thank you for your interesting despatch of the 7th of September, No. 
| 214. , a 7 | ] 

| The wisdom of allowing Belgian subjects to take military service against the  &- 
i republic of Mexico is the question which seems to be discussed in the Belgian : 
| legislature. | | «| 

One important point was omitted, namely, how long the fidelity of a foreign ; 
| legion employed in America in such a cause can be depended upon. It willbe’ / t 
| seen, I think, in the end, that European soldiers coming hither, ultimately be- of 
: come American republicans. 7 | | i 
Po Tam, sir, your obedient servant; | : 

| | | F. W. SEWARD, : 
, OC | Acting Secretary. : 
| Henry 8. SanrorD, Esq., §c., Brussels. F 

| oo Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford. - 

Oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | : 
: | Washington, October 4, 1864. I 
7 __ Sie: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the | | i 
| 15th of September, No. 215, which mentions a probability that a special and _ i 

extraordinary mission will be sent by the Belgian government to the so-called E 
| imperial government in Mexico. I have also received your private note, which . i 

mentions that Mr. Rondeel von Cuelebroeck, now minister plenipotentiary here, 1 
| will likely be appointed to fill that extraordinary mission. | |
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] This government can have no right to question such a proceeding by the | 
3 Belgian government, but it is easy to perceive that if the representative of 
] Belgium shall be sent to Mexico to recognize a foreign imperial revolutionary 
q government there, while the United States remain in treaty relations with the 
j native republican government still existing in Mexico, and if that representative 
j should, immediately after performing that function, be returned to the United 
I States to renew his mission here, the transaction would then be liable to popular 4 
3 ‘misapprehension, which, even though it should not impair his usefulness, might _ 
3 at least render his residence less agreeable than it is to be desired. © | 
i. __ You may verbally and unofficially suggest these considerations to Mr. Rogier 
a for his reflection. | 
4 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 

. | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : 
i Henry S, SANFORD, Esq., &c., Brussels. | : 

4 : Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. oe a ! 

i No. 199.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
j _ | Brussels, July 6, 1864. 

q Sir: Lieutenant General Chapelie, “charged by his majesty the emperor of  —S_ | 
j Mexico with the mission of organizing a body of troops destined to form part | | 
| . of the imperial Mexican guard,” has issued a notice under date of yesterday, 
j which I enclose herewith, touching the condition, &c., of enlistment. The | 
j _ service is for six years, with a bounty of from sixty to one hundred franes, for | 
q non-commissioned officers and soldiers, and the same amount to be given at the | 
‘ expiration of their service, with return passage to AntWerp. Those who remain | 
1 in Mexico as colonists will be entitled, the common soldier to about ten acres, | 
{ the sergeant to about thirty acres of land, and to certain advances for its im- 
; provement ;~ this grant of land to be doubled in the event, of completing a | 
i second term of six years’ service. oe , 
' _ , The pay while in Belgium is to be the same as that of the Belgian army. In 
4 Mexico it will be augmented in accordance with the needs of the soldier, and 
i will be equal to that given to the best paid corps. | | 7 | 

I have been told that the organization of this corps is complete, in so far as | 
| | the officers are concerned, and that leave has been given to officers of the army E 
| who have joined this corps, which will number two thousand men. | | 

| I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | | 
| | | es | H. 8. SANFORD. : 

, Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWarD, © | | : 
| '  Seeretary of State, &c. — | : | 
: an: 

i. ' _ Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. — ne 

2 No. 214.] Unitep States LEGaTION, | 
: , | SO Brussels, September 7, 1864. 

7 Siz: I enclosed to you on the 6th of July, in my despatch No. 199, a notice : 
published by General Chapelie, inviting recruits for a Belgian legion to serve ) 
in Mexico. | _ | 

- . Soon after, I called M. Rogier’s attention, incidentally, to this notice, and ~ 
asked him if the government was a party to this organization of troops. He re- 

: plied that it was not; that, as a government, they had nothing to do with it ; 
: _ that they had, however, given permission to Belgians in their service, who de- _
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| sired to go, for without it they forfeited their nationality as Belgians. There. : 

was nothing in their laws, he continued, which prevented recruiting in Belgium  &§ 

for foreign service, provided it was not against a nation with which they were | 

at peace. | | | | ; 

! _. This subject, coupled with the appearance in the streets of the recruits in : 

| Mexican uniform, has naturally excited public attention, and in the sitting of r 

\ the 2d, on a motion by M. Coomans, he inquired of the minister of war if it € 

! was true that Belgian soldiers had received authorization from the government t 

: to take military service in Mexico, and upon what laws it was based. The =| 

| minister replied that it was in accordance with numerous precedents, and he did : 

i not see why exception should be made against those Belgians wishing to serve *_ : 

a daughter of thé King, who is a sovereign in another country. : | 

An animated and interesting debate followed, which I enclose from the Moni- q 

| __ teur, and which shows considerable embarrassment on the part of the govern- i 

ment, and on the part of its friends, to defend its course, such as it is; for its _  £§ 

effect would seem to tend to put the representatives of liberalism in Belgium in 

a false attitude before the liberal sentiment of Europe. a | 

The motion of Mr. Coomans, expressing the regret of the house that the gov- I 

ernment had authorized the promotion in Belgium of a Belgian military corps | 

for service in a foreign country, failed by a vote of 39 for and 53 against. — A ff 

substitute, by M. Bara, declaring that “the house, in presence of the formal ' 

declarations that the government has remained and will remain completely aloof - 

from the encouragement of a corps destined to serve in Mexico, proceed to the i 

order of the day,” passed by a vote of 50 for and 36 against. _ | ft 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | 1 

— a a H. 8. SANFORD. © | 
: Hon. WitiiaAmM H. Sewarp, : | oo, : ' 

oe Secretary’ of State, &c. - : | 

: | Mr. Sanford to. Mr. Seward. E 

: No. 215.| | ss [ueation oF THE Unirep Srates, | 

/ , . Brussels, September 15, 1864. | 

i Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches Nos. 

‘ 142 and 143. | - - | OF 

: | The Belge-Mexican corps which is organizing here, and to which reference | ft 

i has been heretofore made, seems to progress but slowly. I am informed that 

: but about one-half the number contemplated (2,000) has been enlisted. The 3 

: cause appears to be the want of funds to carry out the original plan. There t 

seems to be a good deal of feeling against this expedition on the part of a por- 

tion of the population here, which I would not be surprised to see take the form _o& 

: of some public manifestation. | oe | | | 

: It is probable that this government will soon send an extraordinary mission | 

to Mexico, and that M. Blondeel de von Cuelebroeck, the Belgian representative 

4 at Washington, will receive this temporary appointment.. 

. I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, | 

Po, |  #H. 8. SANFORD. 

| Hon. Witttam H. Sewarp, | | 7 | 

: Secretary of State, &c. 7 | : 

: | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | : 

: No. 220.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

: | | Brussels, October 24, 1864. | 

" Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches from 

| No. 144 to 149, inclusive; also, your circular despatch of 12th ultimo, and your. | | 

lo | 
| |
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] communications marked “private,” under date of September 17, 19, and of 4th 
j instant. The latter, touching the appointment of the present Belgian minister — i to the United States on an extraordinary mission to México, will be acted upon 4 In accordance with your suggestion. M. Rogier is out of town, and will be 
q | absent for a week or so longer. a 7 | . 

The King is absent on a visit to Germany and Switzerland, to return early i the coming month. | | | | 
_ A corps of Belgians, about 600, according to the journals, recruited here for q service in Mexico as “Empress Guard,” have left here for the country, via 

_ St. Nazaire, and sailed last week in the regular French packet for Vera Cruz. 
Want of funds will probably be an obstacle to the completion of the enlistment ' proposed here. Apart from the dissatisfaction which seems to be felt among’ 
the soldiers and officers as well, the debates in the Chambers reported to you, i and which will doubtless be resumed at the next session, have also tended to tf i: make the service unpopular; and my impression is that the Mexican empire 
cannot safely count upon more soldiers from Belgium, even had it the funds to 
continue recruiting. | So 

| I have the honor to’ be, with’ great respect, your most obedient servant, — 
| | H. 8S. SANFORD. E Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, : | : | | 
i Secretary of State, &c. | | | | 

‘Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. | | 
1 No. 228.] - Unrirep States Lecartion, t 

oo a Brussels, November 21, 1864. | 
i Sir: Another detachment from the depot of recruits for Mexico was de- | 

spatched hence last week, via St. Nazaire, about 400 men, I am informed, and | 7 the remainder are to go forward, by the same route, by the steamer of Decem- —S |. i ber. As before stated, recruiting for Mexico has, since some time, been practi- | 
cally suspended. ' 

The whole number recruited amounts, I believe, to some 1,400 men. _ How | 
many have sailed or will sail from St. Nazaire, I know not. There has been f 
considerable dissatisfaction manifested, and I suspect a good many desertions. | 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
re 4 H. 8. SANFORD. | 

Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, © | | 
Secretary of State, &c. | 

| | Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward. - 

No. 230.] | _. Legation or tue Unirep Starzs, | 
| | | Brussels, November 28, 1864. i 

__ Sir: The budget of foreign affairs was discussed in the house of representa- : 
tives on the 25th and 26th instant, and was voted without exciting any dis- 
cussion of moment. The appropriation for the mission to Mexico was duly + 
voted; one of the “liberal’? members, M. Goblet, intimating, in reply to re- | 
marks of M. Kerryn de Lettenhove in favor of the Mexican empire, that it was OE 
not then the occasion to discuss that subject; that they would vote the appro- : 
priation asked for, and reserve the expression of their opinion upon the charac- 

. ter of the intervention in Mexico. To an inquiry by one of the members why 
a full mission was provided for to Mexico and not to the United States and — 
Brazil, the minister of foreign affairs replied that they but returned the courtesy : 

_ which had been made to them. As an envoy extraordinary and minister pleni- | 

, 
. E
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| potentiary had been accredited to them by the emperor of Mexico, they pro- 1 

| posed responding by the sending of one of the same grade to that country. OE 

? I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant. a | 

| H. 8. SANFORD. | : 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, — : : 

Secretary of State, &c. | : 

Mr. Harvey to Mr. Seward. Cc | 

No. 234. | LeGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 

7 - | — Lisbon, October 17, 1863. b 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 118, covering i 

a -copy of a confidential despatch to our minister at Vienna in regard to the .  - 

' proceedings of the French government in Mexico. | : 

There can be no doubt of the prudence and propriety of your instruction that | 

we should abstain from discussion of the important questions connected with : 

the present situation of Mexico until a more appropriate time and opportunity : 

shall be presented by events which are now fast taking shape and substance. i 

| In fact, the policy of our government in reference to the states of the’ American | F 

; continent speaks so emphatically for itself, and is so generally known and Ft 

understood in Europe, as to require little of either explanation or representation i 

: on the part of its diplomatic agents abroad. — a | oo E 

J That policy is founded upon justice and right, and involves various obligations ' 

7 and duties. If foreign powers deliberately assail and violate it, they cannot be : 

/ ignorant of the results which must sooner or later attend any such infraction. : 

It is only natural that the people of the United States should feel a deep concern | 

| for the fate of Mexico, from immediate neighborhood, from the nature of her } 

: political institutions, and from the common destiny which may be regarded, in it 

/ the not far future, as the hope and aspiration’of both. = | f 

/ An occasion may possibly happen when it will be proper for that feeling to 
| be affirmed formally and distinctly, and we will be better prepared to exercise : 

: an effective influence at the opportune moment by a becoming reserve until it — 

: occurs. Intelligent and candid opinion will not misjudge us for avoiding ; 

: unnecessary complications that might weaken our position, impair the value of | | 

| our co-operation, and, perhaps, injure the rightful claim of Mexico to the sym- * , | 

: pathy and support of the friends of liberal institutions and constitutional govern- 

: ment everywhere. Despotic rulers and the champions of absolutism have always 

| regarded us with jealousy, disfavor, and distrust. ‘Their instruments will be ' 

: apt to pursue the work of misrepresentation until exhaustion succeeds to injustice. | 

/ But if we continue wise in our conduct toward Mexico, experience may serve | 

: to correct some of these European errors, and to remove many delusions con- | 

: cerning the policy, purposes, and power of the United States. | CC 

: I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, | | 

: | | . JAMES E, HARVEY. 
s Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, : a | 

| Secretary of State. | 

Mr, Seward to Mr. Wood. | | 

| No. 100.| a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo : 

| 7 oe | - Washington, November 30, 1864, , 

| Sir: Your despatch of the 24th ultimo, No. 173, was duly received. As you : 

, are aware that this government still maintains diplomatic relations with the re
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i publican government of Mexico, I regret to learn from your despatch that you =f 
1 had thought it not improper to exchange visits with the envoy of the so-called | 
4 | imperial government of that country to the courts of St. Petersburg, Stockholm, — | 
i -and Oopenhagen, on the occasion of his recent visit to the latter place. The | 
] error on your part is quite excusable, because you were without instructions 
‘ _ upon the subject. You will be expected, however, hereafter to bear in mind | 
; _ that you can know no government of any state but the one which is recognized 
i by this department, and that only agents of governments which are acknowl- 
i edged here can be treated by you as representatives of foreign powers. 
j | I am, sir, your obedient servant, _ ? 
i : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ! 

Braprorp R. Woop, Esq., §c., Copenhagen. | 
’ , | | | 

. Mr. Seward to Mr. Campbell. — : 

No. 8.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ~ | 
it : | Washington, November 19, 1864. . 

: _ Sir: It is understood here, with sincere regret, that Baron Wetterstedt has - | 
2 been ordered to Mexico on a mission of some character before coming to this _ : 
| country as the diplomatic agent of Sweden. It is proper that you should, with- 
! out delay, inform the minister of foreign affairs that the proceeding referred to is, 

for obvious reasons, far from satisfactory to this government, and that if it should | 
not prevent the baron’s official reception here, it would certainly make him less : 
welcome. | | | | | | 

| J am, sir, your obedient servant, . me 
2 CO - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. © : . James H. Campse.., Esq., §¢., Stockholm. : | 

7 | Mr. Fogg to Mr. Seward. © | | 
No. 50.] | | UNITED STATES LEGATION, Oo 

| | | . Berne, October 2, 1863. 
* Sir: Your despatch No. 44, marked “confidential,” of the date of September © } 

oe 14, and enclosing a copy of a despatch dated September 11, to Mr. Motley, ) 
United States minister at Vienna, is received. _ | ae | 

Having carefully read your despatch to Mr. Motley, permit me to say that 
: the suggestions therein contained, and which seem to be intended as directions 

. for all the United States diplomatic agents abroad, commend themselves to my : 
judgment as eminently timely and wise. I cannot doubt that our government 

| looks with intense interest upon the proceedings of the French government in ft 
_ Mexico. There can for a long time have been no doubt, in the minds of in- 4 

_ telligent observers of the events there transpiring, that the Emperor of France 
yO is now, at least, if not at the commencement of this invasion, bent on supplanting 

a republican form of government by an imperial one, and that without really — : 
| consulting the Mexican people. _ El 

7 That these proceedings will at some not very distant day demand and re- 
: ceive the attention of the people and government of the United States, I firmly | 
— believe. That no recognition of, or consent to, those proceedings will ever be ; 

extorted from our indifference or weakness, I as firmly hope. Having, as that 
: expedition against Mexico did have, its origin in a scheme against the peace and | 

integrity of the United States, it is due, not less imperatively to a sister and 
| _ neighbor republic than to the dignity and character of our own government, that
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the invaders receive no aid or countenance at our hands. Begun in conspiracy, . q 

| and prosecuted under false pretences, I trust to see no concessions or recognitions | 

: on the part of our authorities interposing to save this Mexican enterprise from . : 

: the disaster and disgrace it so richly merits. | | 

- But it is not necessary that we do more at present than maintain a “mas- 4 

terly inactivity ” in view of events transpiring in Mexico. It may not be ad- | : 

--yisable that we protest even, except by our silence. Our nation has work of its 7 

own which cannot wait. Its present duty is to save itself. Its futwre may be ' 

: to save its neighbor, and vindicate the supremacy of republican institutions upon q 

“the American continent. I trust in Heaven it will. But for that future we can : 

' __ afford to wait, while we cannot now afford to throw down the gauntlet to any | 

i new foe. — o- 

‘With the highest respect and esteem, your obedient servant, | : 

Hon. WituiAm H. Sewarp, : | 

| Secretary of State of the United States of America. 7 

| | . | : 

| EVACUATION OF MEXICO BY THE FRENCH. , 

| — ‘Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. _ 4 

; No. 228.] - a  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, E 

| | Paris, December 21, 1865. 

/ , Ste: The message of President Johnson at the opening of Congress has been | : 

1 received here with almost unanimous expressions of approval by the press, not- : 

withstanding the wretched translation in which it was swathed at its birth into 

/ the French tongue. A desire to tranquilize the public mind at a moment when 

| news from Washington was expected with great solicitude, no doubt, led many : 

| of the organs of public opinion to exaggerate a little the pacific and friendly 

to tenor of the President’s language. Every allowance made, however, for such | 

: considerations, you cannot fail to remark the unexceptionable tone with which & 

: it has been generally greeted. It has placed our government and policy, both | 

: foreign and domestic, before the world in an attitude which challenges universal 7 

A respect. a | | x 

: t enclose extracts from the representative journals of Paris, by which you — 

: can judge the spirit of all. My impression Is that the passage which refers to 

| our relations with France and Mexico will involve an early change in the rela- | i 

° | tions between those two countries, or else a still graver change in the relations : 

of France with the United States; for, whatever thay be the language held by the ' 

press upon the subject, it is impossible that the French government should not | 

, infer from the President’s language that the policy of our government is not | 

; only unfavorable to, but inconsistent with, a long continuance of French authority : 

J in Mexico. | | oo : 

| I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | | 

| : | | : JOHN BIGELOW. : 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, Secretary of State, &c. | | 

| [From the Constitutionnel of December 17, 1865—Administration! ] | : 

| . | _ [Translation. ] | 

| Although we do not yet possess the text of President Johnson’s message in extenso, the | 

analysis of it furnished by the telegraph is sufficient to enable us already to appreciate its | 

general character. oo | 

| : 
. 

-
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§ ‘With regard to the European powers, in particular, the thoughts of the Chief Magis- q trate of the American Union are clearly set forth. Mr. Johnson declares that it shall be” 3 his constant aim to maintain peace and friendly relations with foreign nations ; and he adds ] that he believes those nations to be actuated by a like disposition towards the United 4 States. Be 

The acts of the government at Washington had beforehand confirmed these declarations i of the President. Since the close of the war the effective force of the army and navy of the 3 United States has constantly undergone extensive reductions, and no later than yesterday ; the American news contained the announcement of the discharge of several volunteer regi- 3 ments from the northern States, and of a decrease of two-thirds in the number of working- j men employed in the naval arsenals. These measures constituted in themselves an em- ft q phatic denial to the assertions of certain American journals, who have at all times made a : ; trade of exciting public curiosity by means of sensation rumors. The language of the Presi- : q - dent, therefore, is but the official expression of a thought already manifested in acts. j Mr. Johnson has, moreover, seen fit to lay down, with regard to foreign nations, a rule ; to which none of the enlightened governments of Europe will refuse to subscribe. He has 4 , declared, as did most of his predecessors, his purpose of maintaining the traditionary policy / of the United States, consisting in non-interference in the internal affairs of European . 3 nations, and demands that on their part European nations shall observe a similar conduct 3 towards the American Union. He adds: ‘* We should regard it as a great calamity to our- | ; Selves, to the cause of good government, and to the peace of the world, should any Euro- | pean power challenge the American people to the defence of republicanism against foreign interference.’’ This passage was doubtless written with the sole object of giving some satisfaction to that over-excited portion of the American public who derive their political - &§ views from the newspapers above referred to, We would seek in vain, indeed, to discover oF : which of the nations of Europe can ever have conceived the thought of interfering in the | internal affairs of the United States. We know of none against which American citizens may | | _ one day be called upon to defend their institutions. | . _ The President’s message could not remain silent on the discussion created between Eng- land and the United States by the arming of vessels of English origin, which, after leaving English ports, hoisted the confederate flag, and inflicted serious damage upon the com- : : merce of the United States. The President surrenders none of the claims set up by the , cabinet at Washington on. this point, but wisely contents himself with propounding a ques- i tion of general interest, the solution of which he claims would be of importance for all i nations. He acknowledges, moreover, that England entertains but kindly dispositions : | towards the United States, and declares to be himself actuated by a sincere desire to main- : tain peace between the two countries. a | So far as the telegraphic analysis enables us to judge, the message of the President of the of United States contains, therefore, none but the most reasgurin g declarations concerning the - continuation of friendly relations between the great republic of the New World and the of European powers. We shall soon have occasion to study this message in view of its inter- . : nal policy, and of what is conventionally called in America reconstruction, viz: the position | : of the late Confederate States. towards the States which have victoriously upheld the cause : of the Union. aoe | a : | | oe H. MARIE MARTIN, | 4 

: [From the Journal des Debats of December 18, 1865—Orleanist.] : 
. | [Translation.] — | : 

_. The history of the United States’since the civil war, and in consequence of that war,is destined to become more and more mixed up with that of Enrope. The same force which ~ has saved the Union has the power to make her expand by the unavoidable progress of its : | action and of its influence abroad. Before the war, no one would have dared to question the agricultural, commercial, and industrial prosperity in store for the American Union. - . Since the war, a still more important field appears to open before the nation of which M. _ de Montalembert said recently, ‘‘the American federation is, henceforth, replaced among | the great powers of the world ; all eyes will henceforth turn to it; all minds will be taught , by the light of its future, for that future shall be more or less our own, and its destiny will perhaps decide ours.’’# | . Let us not go so far. The rivalry of influence and the reciprocity of action between the American Union and Kurope are not a new thing. On neither side have they vet assumed the character of a propagand. America has not sought to affect the customs or laws of 

*La Victoire du Nord aux Etats Unis, by Count de Montalembert.
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Europe, neither has Europe attempted to weigh upon the institutions of America. The ' 
: famous declaration of President Monroe, whose true date (1823) has recently been restored 
: . toit by Mr. John Lemoinne,. who also determined its meaning, was a purely defensive de- : 
‘ ' claration, intended to assign a limit to the attempts at legitimist yestoration then being | ' 
i _ carried out upon Spanish soil. To restore the divine right upon the throne of Spain was, r 
q of itself, a heavy undertaking; to restore it in Peru or Chili with the aid of French vessels £ 
| was a pretension which no one would have thought of. President Monroe, nevertheless, E 
¢ laid down, in opposing visionary events, an international doctrine full of vitality. E 
: France has always pretended to act abroad through the influence of her ideas and of her . 
i customs; this is right. The genius of France inclines to proselytism ; it is generous, ex- i 
: pansive, often disinterested. But in the present state of the world the door is everywhere : 
i open to liberal ideas, and contrary views obtain access but by force. The Americans of the = 
: north are the greatest producers of. liberal ideas in the world, and therefore, in the noble ft 
i - interchange of them which is going on among nations, America seems called to a superiority 

which it will be easier to balance than to oppose. The generous emulation of liberty will | 
: do more towards it than overt force. : ae | ; 
a Those who, like us, bend under the weight of nearly the whole of the waning century, / &§ 
‘ have but few lessons to receive from the American Union. What could they do with them? 
: After being a sincere monarchist all through life, one remains so. It is too late to change | ¥ 
i one’s ideas. Constitutional monarchy, when one has placed in it one’s confidence and faith, : E 
d is, moreover, a great enough progress compared with the government by divine right, to , t 

permit one not to wish for more. There is, therefore, a whole generation whose political Et 
| opinions remain uninfluenced by the spectacle of the triumph of the republican principle — t 

in the United States ; but beware of the influence of such an example upon the generations t 
which follow us ;. beware, especially, of its influence upon the masses, animated and sus- | 

i tained in their forward march towards the future by the stimulus of equality—a rail-split- 7 : 
ter, as they say in speaking of Lincoln, a self-made man, who from being an obscure lawyer _ : 

: in Illinois, became a representative of his country, then President of the Union, 7. e., su- : 
4 preme chief of the executive power of the most powerful republic of the world ; and once t 
: upon this summit, in the midst of the most formidable dangers, losing neither his coolness 
. nor his foresight, nor his respect for legal restraints—perserving in spite of all attacks his : 

stoical good temper and his resolute philanthropy—carrying on a desperate war upon an E 
: immense scale, improvising armies provided with inexhaustable resources, and commanded ' 
; by generals whose names are now among the greatest in the world. ‘What a sight, even : 
: though death has by a felon’s hand added to it its sting ! | Et 

: | _ [From the Siecle of Tuesday, December 19, 1865—-Democratic.] __ 

' | : (Translation. ] a ; 

. Another discourse was not less impatiently looked for than that of the King of Belgium— 
‘ we mean the message of the President of the United States. This document is usually very f 
i long. We hasten to the part of it which interests us the most—that relating to foreign |  § 
Zz affairs. | - : 

: After referring to the good state of the relations subsisting between the American .gov- E 
é ernment and other powers, the message declares that since its foundation the republic of - : 

the United States has made it a rule not ta interfere in the revolutions of which Europe 5 
. was the theatre, and to follow the advice of Washington, ‘ to commend the republic only : 
: by the careful preservation and wise use of its benefits.’? By their own moderation the | | 
: United States have a right to expect that we should respond by asimilar moderation. They : 

will not deviate from the path which they have followed, uniess they are forced to do so | ; 
by the aggression of European powers. They count upon the wisdom and justice of these . 
powers to respect the system of non-intervention, which during so long a period was sanc- | : 

~ tioned by time, and which, owing to its happy results, was approved on both continents. 
This reciprocity, in truth, constituted the entire Monroe doctrine. _ . | [ 
There is a passage in this part of the message which we will take pains toillustrate. It is ‘ 

that in which President Johnson—using a language which no one will think exaggera- ' 
ted—praises the results of American institutions : | | : E 

‘¢ Here is the great land of free labor, where industry is blessed with unexampled rewards, E 
and the bread of the workingman is sweetened by the consciousness that the cause of the k 
country is his own cause, his own safety, his own dignity. Here every. one enjoys the free 5 

| use of his faculties, and the choice of activity as a natural right. Here, under the com- 5 
bined influence of a fruitful soil, genial climes, and happy institutions, population has in- f 

| creased fifteen-fold within a century. Here, through the easy development of boundless I
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oa resources, wealth has increased with two-fold greater rapidity than numbers, so that we 
‘ have become secure against the financial vicissitudes of other’countries, and alike in busi-. | 
q ness and in opinion are self-centred and truly independent. Here more and more care is 
4 given to provide education for every one born on our svil. Here religion, relieved from | 
3 political connexion with the civil government, refuses to subserve the craft of statesmen, | 
’ and becomes in its independence the spiritual life of the people. Here toleration is extended. - * : 
] to every opinion, in the quiet certainty that truth needs only a fair field to secure the : 
i _ victory. Here the human mind goes forth unshackled in the pursuit of science, to collect : 
3 stores of knowledge, and acquire an ever-increasing mastery over the forces of nature. .t 
| Here the national domain is offered and held in millions of separate freeholds, so that our 
i fellow-citizens, beyond the occupants of any other part of the earth, constitute, in reality, : 
i. | a people. Here exists the democratic form of government, and that form of government, 
i by the confession of European statesmen, gives a power of which no other form is capable, | 
; because it incorporates every man with the state, and arouses everything that belongs to | 
3 the soul.”’ oe | ok 

». Why should we be astonished if the American people be faithful to their institutions, 
7 _ and declare themselves willing to make every sacrifice to maintain them? This sentiment | 
' has no need of the name of any man; it is known throughout all time, and is everywhere i 
; called by the same word, patriotism. a | | | 

| [From the Epoque, 19th December, 1865—Liberal.] tO 

: The message of President Johnson to the Congress of the United States is to-day entirely 
: known. Notwithstandinga translation hastily made, and in certain parts-confused, as by | 
j design, the Havas agency has enabled France to read and to consider this long dissertation, 
; in which the successor of Abraham Lincoln gives proof of the highest qualities of the states- : 
j man, and the grandest virtues of the citizen. If we may judge by what we have felt in 
4 reading this document, great must have been the emotion of the members of Congress as- | 
i sembled for the first time since the end of the rebellion, when they heard the words of the 
j _ President. There are, indeed, ideas which can only be born and strengthened in certain 
' jands, where liberty, so to speak, forms a part of the common air, and the members of Con- 
3 gress must have been justly proud at the thought that they lived in a medium s0 privileged. : 
| What is especially striking in the message of Mr. Johnson is the contrast between the 
’ President, as he appears to us, and the man of whom so repulsive a portrait was but 
i; recently drawn by certain sheets. We were shown a sort of demagogue, thirsting forab- 
3 | _ solute power, eager for vengeance, ready to plunge his country into all adventures; and 
; now we see a citizen bearing, without seeming to bend beneath, the weight, the burden of 
' a fearful responsibility, having accepted resolutely the heritage of Abraham Lincoln, and 

. coming freely before the representatives of a free people to render an account of hls stew- | 
ardship. | | I 

i. He has but one ruling thought, which may seem strange io Europe, after having in less 
: than one year restored the Union, reduced the war estimates from five hundred and sixteen i 
| millions of dollars to thirty-three millions, diminished in an equivalent proportion the | 

i navy estimates, provided for the extinguishment in thirty years of the public debt, amount- _ 
“ ing to $2,740,854,754, taken measures to withdraw rapidly from circulation the paper | 

? money ; in one word, after having rendered immense services to the republic, he thinks of | 
but one thing—to show that the honor of all these reforms is due to the law, which he has 

2 always respected. | oe 
__ ‘The law and the Constitution: There is the proper, the just, the sovereign remedy. - 
Four days before the opening of Congress, Mr. Johngon had restored almost everywhere the 

| habeas corpus ; and yet, as stated by a New York journal, one would scarcely have imag- 
j ined that this guarantee was suspended. But it was still too much to have in possession _ | 

an arbitrary instrument, even when no use was made of it, for Mr. Johnson thinks with 
, __ the journal already quoted, ‘‘a free government is not defined by saying it is one which 

commits no act of tyranny. To complete the definition, it must be added that it is one | 
! . under which tyranny is impossible.’’ oo | 

: The presidential message comprises three principal points of great interest for us. These 
i treat of the reconstruction of the south, of the negro question, and of the foreign question. | 

In the first of these questions Mr. Johnson maintains that those States included among 
the States that entered into secession were not in fact in rebellion as States, as, from the | 

? very first, the acts of secession of the Statés had been by the terms of the Constitution de- 7 
. clared null and void. They should hence be considered as acts engaging only the respon- 

_ sibility of the individuals who had committed them. This theory, which takes up and re- 
solves one of the most important questions of American constitutional law, explains why, 

, . . 
d ‘ . , i 

; . 7 
| | a
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3 as a skilful politician, Mr. Johnson has not wished to subject longer to the military rule : 
| the insurgent portions of the United States. DoS. E 
4 According to him, the military,governments established in the States could only increase  €§ 
4. - the discontent of former rebels, divide the people into. conquerors and conquered, create a 
: fatal precedent, be a source of ruinous expense to the Union, and, finally, arrest emigration 
ye towards the south, upon which the President greatly relies to heal the wounds of civil war ; i‘ 
A ‘+ for,’’ says he, perhaps doing us too much honor, ‘‘ what emigrant from abroad, what in- &§ 
4d dustrious citizen at home, would place himself willingly under military rule ?’’: | 
a _ He has, therefore, sought to reorganize the States on a constitutional basis, causing them : 
A to enjoy at once and anew the benefits assured by the Union. He recognizes that this pol- [ 
2 icy is not without danger, as it implies the acquiescence of the States concerned, and the ; 
A _ taking of a new oath of allegiance to the Uuion on the part of those States; but between 
Q two evils he has chosen that which may spring from the generosity of the conqueror. He  *€§ 
7 expects, however, that the States shall give a pledge to the Union in consenting to ratify | £ 
| the project of amendment to the Constitution, which provides for the final abolition of : F 
i slavery. He makes it known that the past can only be forgotten at that price. 
a The part of the message relative to the relations to be established between the freed | 
d blacks and the central government is not inspired by less sagacity and less respect for law. — 
: If by his words Mr. Johnson has indeed shown that he was favorable to the project of - € 

| ' making electors of the freedmen, he has not been willing to violate the Constitution, and con- | 
4 cede, by a presidential act, the electoral right to men of color. The Constitution prescribes t 

that each State shall be the sovereign dispenser of its rights of suffrage ; and it is only little f 
_ . by little, if must be remembered, that universal suffrage has become almost the general f 

q rule. It belongs, therefore, to each State, according to him, to resolve this question ; and | 
he hopes that this method will hasten the period of equality more than the intervention of - i 
the central government would do. | | oo , | [ 

; On this point, while rendering justice to the motives which have dictated the words of f 
, the President, and while approving bis scruples, we cannot but forma wish. We hope that » 
; Congress, all-powerful in this matter, should do what the President bas done well in not [ 
; imposing. Two means, entirely constitutional, present themselves, in fact, for the attain- £ 
i ment of the proposed end, Ist. Congress can amend the Constitution, and without occu- ; 
; pying itself with the organic laws of each State, can declare by a vote, that no State can a 
i introduce into its laws distinctions based on race and color. 2d. It can refuse admission 

_ (under article four of the Constitution, which obliges the States to have a republican form i 
of gevernment) to the senators and representatives of those States which shall not, in their : 
new Constitutions, have recognized the equality of the races; for if, in former times, the | | 
word ‘‘republic’’ has been coupled with the word ‘‘slavery,’’ this monstrous confusion of | : 

. . terms is impossible to-day. . . : 
After the exposé of the domestic situation which we have been only able briefly to ree : 

view, Mr. Johnson passes to the foreign question, and it issomewhat surprising to see him, ' 
by a trait of humor peculiar to the genius of American politicians, commence by congrat- . 
ulating himself upon the friendly relations entertained between the United States and the i 
emperor of China. After the Son of Heaven came the Czar and the Emperor of Brazil. i 

_ These are friends. As to England, the message does not conceal the fact that in recog- | : 
nizing the insurgents as belligerents, in furnishing to the rebellion vessels constructed in &§ 

| English ports, manned by English seamen, she has given occasion for serious complaints, 8 
further aggravated by her refusal to submit this question to international arbitration. The +t 
government of Washington, however, is not in pursuit of pecuniary reparation. It wishes : 
to have discussed by a tribunal of nations the grave questions of the rights of neutrals. The ' 

- message, however, does not counsel to Congress any demand for satisfaction ; it limits it- : 
. self to warning England that in future ‘‘ the friendship between the two nations must re- o£ 

pose upon the basis of mutual justice.” | ‘ &§ 

If the English journals have appeared satisfied with this part of the message, as the seimi- 
Official journals declare themselves no less delighted with the reserve of Mr. Johnson, in. ' 

_ what concerns France and Mexico, we are less disposed, for our own part, to such rejoicing. i 
‘The message for any one who can read is a declaration very clear, very firm, although [ 

| _ very moderate, of the will of the government of the United States to maintain its tradi- : 
tional policy—in other words, to sustain the Monroe doctrine. The translation given by i 
the Havas agency contains in this part a mistake so much the more to be regretted, as it : 
is of a nature to prevent the public opinion from being rightly informed. Thus this agency : 
makes the President say that he would regard it as a calamity for the peace of the world : 

| “that any Kuropean power should throw the glove to the American people, as if for the _ &€ 
defence of republicanism against foreign intervention,’’ which signifies nothing at all; : 
while the text reads, ‘‘should any European power challenge the American people, as it : 
were, to the defence of republicanism against foreign interference.’’ The formal reserves | ; 
made by President Johnson take from this declaration little of its gravity. F
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| This is not the language of a man who wishes to satisfy rancors, and achieve an easy 
_ popularity by flattering the bad instincts of national vanity. It is the grave and reserved 
utterance of the most authoritative representative of a people who wish not to embroil them- 
selves heedlessly, but who are resolved not to see compromised in any case, a liberty so 

: well conquered, so dearly preserved, and to which it owes its happiness and strength. | 
2 | | os | | H. PENARD. | 

[From the Gazette de France, December 21—Legitimist. | 

1 | (Translation. | 

j The message of President Johnson begins with these words: ‘* My first duty is to ex. | | 
press, in the name of the people, my gratitude to God for the preservation of the United an) 

' States.’ = * ; 
This is a public prayer. It is a profession of religious faith in the power of God over _ ' 

i earthly things. Atheists, free-thinkers, and doctrinaires of moral independence may say f 
' _ what they will on the usefulness of the people acknowledging a Supreme Being, just and 
: 7 good. This public acknowledgment by the head of a great people is of a nature to make | 
{ a vivid impression on the mind of those to. whom it is addressed, despite their railleries. | 
: There is no more imposing spectacle than that of a sovereign bowing before the Majesty of | 
‘ God in the name of the entire people. | | | 
1 The chief of the republic of the United States did not believe himself guilty ofa childish | 
j credulity in speaking as he did. On the contrary, he was convinced that he showed proofs 

. - of manliness of spirit in referring to the ‘intervention of Providence in human affairs.’’ 
7 That which has frequently misled Europe in the predictions which she has formed of Amer- 
3 ican affairs is, that in order to judge of the progress of events, she does not take into ac- | 

count the religious sentiment which animates the American people. | 
4 It was for this reason that so many in France:believed that the reaction against the 4 | 
q conquered would be followed up with an implacable and bloody spirit, and that liberty 
3 would succumb in the infinite calamity of civil war. The Americans possess passions more 
’ intense, perhaps, than ours, but they are certainly of a different kind. © 
7 In Europe, the first movement of states, after a similar crisis, had been to constitute 
3 what'is called a strong power, to surround it with all suitable material means to render it | 
4 formidable, terrible. In the United States, the first duty of the head of the republic, who 
i is called to the head of affairs by an odious assassination, was to reduce all the appurte- 
; nances of material force to their simplest expression, to re-establish the universal laws of 
{ liberty, to cause to disappear every. symbol which would recall the existence of arbitrary | 

rule in the minds of the people. What the President fears above all is, that the principles | 
3 of liberty, upon which the Constitution rests, be undermined in the future. He vehemently | | 
i ~ recalls to mind the farewell which the Father of his Country gave to the people of the 
j United States, when he was yet President, ‘‘ the free Constitution, which was the one work 
1 of the nation, must be maintained inviolate and sacred.’’ He saw in the maintenance of f 
q a strong army danger; he reduces it to 50,000 men. ‘‘ Military governments,’’ he says, : 
j ‘¢ established for an indefinite period, would have offered nosecurity for the early suppres- Hod 
i sion of discontent ; would have divided the people into vanquishers and the vanquished, | 
q and would have envenomed hatred, rather than restored affection. Once established, no 
3 precise limit to their continuance was conceivable.’’ _ 
a ‘¢The wilful use of such powers, if continued through a period of years, would have en- . 
4 dangered the purity of the general administration and the liberties of the States which re- 
i mained loyal. Besides, the policy of military rule over a conquered territory would have —s_ | 
4 implied that the States whose inhabitants may have taken part in the rebellion had, by 
5 the act of those inhabitants ceased to exist.’’ . 
i ‘‘ But if any State neglects or refuses to perform its offices, there is the more need that | 

, . the general government should maintain all its authority, and, as soon as practicable, re- 

4 sume the exercise of all its functions, On this principle I have acted, and have gradually | 
3 and quietly, and by almost imperceptible steps, sought to restore the rightful energy of the 7 
; general government and of the States.”’ | | ne : 
q We see the President fears but one thing: itis, thatthe civic life be weakened, that the | 
3 | mind of the people, under the influence of excess of confidence caused by victories, should : 
4 assign to the army a power which does not belong to it in a free country. © 2 
rE To reanimate the civic virtues and the energy of local governments, such is the work | 
i which the President of the United Statesassumes. And he presents this noble undertaking, | 
; very naturally, as the only means to revive prosperity in the republic. He believes in the | 

i efficacy of liberty as a safeguard to order in a nation of freemen, just as he believes in God | 
: and the interposition of Providence in human aifairs. | | 

|
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This is the striking character of this document, and it is most remarkable in that re- | 
spect. Now, indeed, when the theory of right as the basis of order and progress are in such 
favor, it is interesting to reflect upon this noble defence of the contrary theory, andtocare- _ 
fully notice that these are not mere words, but that it is a man struggling with real facts, 

| and in the face of one of the most formidable of political and social crises, who says that 
liberty is the best foundation for order, and asserts that: when states lose that faith it is 
the duty of their chiefs to try to revive their energies. _ | T 

| | | GUSTAVE JANICOT. 1 

: [From Le Monde, December 19, 1865.—Ultramontane.] | of 

President Johnson has treated at length the domestic question of the United States. The | : 
three serious points of this question are, the seceding States—the negroes—the finances. F 
The seceding or rebel States have been received to pardon. It seems even that the inten- i 
tions of the President were friendly. In his message he allows the partisans of the south ’ 
to re-enter the Union, with all their rights; he details the inconveniences of perpetual j 
military rule in a certain number of States; he prefers, in replacing these States under the | : 
law, to open the door to emigration, and thus to substitute successively free labor for slave F 

_labor. This passage of the message is a seductive appeal to emigration towards the south- . : 
“ ern States. It is to be regretted that in practice the southern people have not been treated bo 

7 so well as in words; the representatives of these States have not been admitted to Congress. : 
The division which the President desires to obliterate by the exercise of his sovereign right. . 
of pardon exists in its entirety. Mr. Johnson may talk in vain of the Americans being. LE 
brothers ; they are divided into conquerors and conquered. | : &€§ 

_ The blacks, on their side, are the object of the philanthropic theories of the President— | j 
theories which have scarcely any echoes in reality. Wecan hardly recognize in those fam- : 

| ished gangs, wandering on the highways—in those houseless beggars whom our correspond-. ' 
: ents describe—free citizens of free America. One is led to doubt whether the dream of Mr, — 

Johnson will ever be realized, when we see the contempt in which these proud republicans 
hold the African race. Free labor is not organized; empirical or radical projects gain : 

| favor—such as the expulsion of the blacks, their colonization, &c. The President is evi- ' 
- dently disquieted by this question. It may be the cause of painful troubles; it may, by 7 

requiring severe. measures, take from the United States a portion of their philanthropic __ ; 
prestige. In connexion with this question, the President makes an admission which is i 

~ confirmed by a remark made by him in speaking of the finances. The southern States : 
were, under the old arrangements, closed to northern emigrants: free labor found no access : 
there—commercial transactions were greatly hampered. The northern States long before 
the war coveted these rich countries ; they wished to farm them, as it were, for the benefit i 
of their industrial properties ; they intended to profit by that wealth, both to increase-their : 
revenues and to increase their markets. Slavery has been the flag that covered this traffic. i 

We will resume, in passing, the financial situation of the United States—a debt of two | | 
' millions and a half of dollars (12,500,000,900fr.,) regular taxes; an organization of. the : 

_ debt so. as to pay itin 30 years; a permanent army of 84,000 men, of whom 32,000 form ; 
a reserve; a fleet greatly increased ; important naval constructions ; a part of their territory | ; 
held as unsafe—a part of the population deprived of its franchises and public charges—this _ - : 
is the general aspect. In what, let us ask, is this situation an enviable one? It is not § 
like our old communities ; still Jess is it free America. Debts, taxes, army privilege, in-  &- 
ternal dissensions : ,in spite of the cheerful tone of the President, there is’ more. than one i 
cloud upon the starry heaven that forms the banner of the Union. a | 

The President has brought the same tone of moderation to the treatment of the foreign _ 
uestion. oe &£ 

| 3 This question has two objectives—England and France—i. e. the recognition of the. bel-- 
ligerents and the Mexican expedition.. On this last point the President says little—so little - ; 
that it is disquieting. The generalities which he expresses are, in our opinion, an evident. : 

: proof that there is something going on at Washington or. Paris relative to the Mexican. : 
question. One does not speak so briefly of an expedition which operates at your very.door, F 
contrary to your proclaimed principles, unless there is something under the cards which it., : 
is desirable to hide. we 
The President is more explicit in regard to England, without being more threatening: | 

_ Heaffects a still calmer tone, if possible, and contents himself with a sort of statement of: ; 
facts. These facts, it is true, constitute, according to the interpretation of Mr. Johnson, a. | a 
violation of neutrality. England, it is also true, has refused to bring them before aninter- | t 
national commission. The President regrets this, but he does not hence conclude that good: E 
relations should cease betweea the two powers. For the rest, has Mr. Johnsonagood right. E 

51 pc ** * |
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; to demand to-day the assembling of an international commission to consider questions of : 
{1° the law of nations, when the United States have always hitherto claimed to hold them- | 

selves aloof from what Europe was doing in that sense? If our memory is exact, such was | | 
i: their attitude at the time of the congress of Paris, when the rights of neutrals were reg- | 
4 ulated. : | | | 
7 _ The resumé of the exposition of the foreign attitude of the United States seems to us to | 

be this. . oo | 
| The hour of action has not arrived. | | | 

| H. VRIGNAULT. 2 

7 Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

| No. 235.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
oe | a . Paris, January 5, 1866. | 

: Sir: I have received your instruction, No. 331, in relation to the levying | 
| of troops in Egypt to re-enforce the French army in Mexico. I invited the | 

attention of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, yesterday, to the reports circulating in 
4 American papers in regard to the landing of large numbers of troops at Vera’ si 
1 Cruz, and asked if the policy of the government had undergone any change, | 

since my last conversation upon that subject, in connexion with the levy |. | 
i. of Egyptians. He replied that it had not, so far as he was aware; that he 

believed the French force in Mexico had been undergoing a reduction, rather ss 
i than an increase; but to make himself entirely sure upon the point, he would | 
] again make inquiries at the war office, and let me know their result as soon as 

: possible. In reply to another question of mine, he said that the government | 
had no intention to take Egyptian troops to Mexico, but that it adhered entirely | 

{ to the policy heretofore announced to me on that subject. On receiving this 2 
j assurance, I did not think it my duty to read to him the instruction to our | | 
’ consul general at Alexandria,, which accompanied your despatch. | | | 
q _ I an, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | | 
fo a JOHN BIGELOW. | 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | , ee | 
| | Secretary of State. , - | | 

Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. : | | 

j No. 240.] _ -« LeGation oF THE Unrrep Sratres, | 
( — Paris, January 11, 1866. | 

] Sir: I enclose a memorandum, received last evening from Mr. Drouyn de : 
i Lhuys, in pursuance of a promise which I have already reported to you. . I : 
: called upon his exeellency this afternoon for the purpose of getting clearer ideas | 
| upon some of its points, that no time should be lost by the two governments in 
j securing an available basis of negotiation. : 2 
? I read over to him the memorandum aloud, and as I proceeded, remarked that | 

;- I presumed my government would not deny to France the sovereign right of | 
' making war, which, of course, belonged to all governments; that France would 
j be singularly fortunate if the end for which she went to Mexico should be fully 
j -realized, for it always took two parties to make a war, and one must bein the _ 
j wrong; and history had preserved the record of few wars in which either — 
; belligerent attained fully the end for which it took up arms. I asked him if ! 

. he could give me an idea of the “guarantees” which he hoped to obtain from : 
j Mexico. He said they did not, of course, expect to get the money owing — : 
i | them, but they hoped for something which they might regard as an equivalent. | 

That, however, was a matter of negotiation between them and Mexico. But | 
| | ° os |
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he vould not very well talk with me about those guarantees now, for they must : 
depend upon the result of pending negotiations in Mexico, and were liable to &§ 
be different from anything they might now be able to suggest. I then asked | 

, what. form his excellency proposed that the “assurances” he asked from the — | 
cabinet at Washington should take. He replied that he had as yet given no | 
thought to that subject. re | : 

I remarked that it seemed to me desirable, for obvious reasons, that. our  § 
governments should appear to act as independently of each other as possible in : 
this matter ; that France could hardly enter with dignity into a formal covenant : 
with us to make her retirement from Mexico depend upon our forbearance, ' 
neither could we covenant not to intervene without implying a disposition on our a | 
part to intervene but for such a covenant. I expressed a doubt, therefore,  &£ 
whether a formal covenant was consistent with the dignity of either nation, but  - 

‘I suggested that it would doubtless be perfectly agreeable to the Secretary of | 
State at Washington to restate in a despatch to me the policy of non-interven- 7: 
tion in the internal affairs of other independent states which we have hitherto Of 

| pursued, and to which it is our purpose to adhere, in terms that would be per- qt 
fectly satisfactory to the Emperor. A copy of such an opinion in his hands, I : 

| _ said, would possess all of the advantages and none of the disadvantages of a : 
| formal treaty. | | ne SS : 

I also expressed my belief that you would have no objection to make such : 
a communication if it promised to favor an early and friendly solution of the 1 
questions pending between us. | | | | e 

| Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys thought well of this suggestion; said he saw no need ' 
of a treaty; he preferred the separate and independent action of the governments, | 
and he would be prepared, he said, in-conformity with that policy, to show me * +t 
when I could give him the assurance spoken of—the results of negotiations with : 
Maximilian which were already going on quite independently of that assurance. : 
IT was glad to hear from his mouth this fact, glanced at in his memorandum, for i 
it satisfied me that notice has already gone forward to Maximilian, probably by 1 
Mr. Hidalgo, that he must prepare to dispense with the French flag avant peu. ae 

I then asked whether it would not be possible in some way to arrest the useless i 
and demoralizing warfare that was carried on in Mexico between Maximilian OE 
and the Juarists, at least while these negotiations were going on, that is, while i 

| the French occupation should last. He said he wished there was; that the atro- ' 
cities practiced there were really too dreadful to speak of, but he did not know | | 
that he could do anything to discourage them, and asked if I had anything to i 

) suggest. I said, I supposed that if the Juarists were sure that the French were t 
intending to leave Mexico within a time which seemed reasonable to them, and ' 
that they would then have a fair chance of trying conclusions with Maximilian’s t 
party, they would be willing to leave him undisturbed, if undisturbed by him; | 

and that if France or Maximilian had any indirect means of coming to such an: i 
understanding with Juarez, it might render the situation less embarrassing to all ' 
“parties. ae oe oo a | | | | 

His excellency replied that he would be very glad if that were practicable, as | 
it would enable them to leave the country so much the sooner; but they had no i 

_ means of communicating with Juarez, and he asked me if I could suggest any | 
| _ mode of accomplishing what I proposed. I replied that we had relations, as he r 

was aware, with Sefior Romero, and anything that he would authorize me to say  § 
_ we should be most happy to say, @f course, that would have a tendency to termi- i 

nate this brutalizing strife. = = la a | t 
_ ss Hs excellency promised to speak of this, and also of the form of the “assur- | 

_ance’’ which we had been diseussing, to the Emperor. a | 
I then asked. his excellency if he lad heard of Santa. Anna’s projects, of — ' 

which I wrote you in my private note of the 8th instant. He seemed to be fully t 
informed upon the subject. Sn | ' 

|
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i My object in this conversation with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, as I have already | 
' stated, was to lose no time in getting our two governments to a point where they 
j can begin to act in concert. How far I have succeeded I can better judge when 
7 I shall receive your reply to this account of it. a | 
i I remain, sit, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | 
; | oe JOHN BIGELOW. 7 
‘ Hon. Wittiam H. SEewarp, &c., &c., &. - 
3 . 1 

i: [Translation.—Memorandum. | 7 - 

; The Washington cabinet recognizes the right which we have, like any sovereign nation, 
; . to make war on Mexico. On our side we desire to observe the principle of non-intervention. 
7 Does not the approximating of these two points offer the basis of a common understanding ? 
3 To make war is not only to overthrow fortifications, and _ kill‘’a certain number of men; 
i it is especially to assure a right infringed upon, the vindication of which has rendered | 
; necessary the employment of arms. Until this end is fully attained, the means of execu- | 
i tion incident to war remain legitimate. In Mexico we hope to obtain before long the guar- 
3 antees which we have sought, and which are to complete our final arrangements with the 
3 emperor Maximilian. At that moment the mission of our troops will be accomplished, and 
j they can return to France. I write in this sense to Mexico, by order of the Emperor. . 
; This will then be a case for the application of the principle of non-intervention. We 
; will conform our conduct to it, and we are confident that the people of the United States | 
4 who invoke this principle will respect it themselves, by observing towards Mexico a serupu- 
q lous neutrality. When we shall have received from the cabinet of Washington this assur- 
7 ance, we will be able to make known to them, in our turn, the result of our final negotia- 
7 tions with the empire of Mexico. oe : | 

i . | | | 

i oe ) Mr. Hunter to Mr. Bigelow. _ | 

; No. 369.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | I 
Washington, January 15, 1866. | ! 

‘ Sir: Your despatch of the 29th ultimo, No. 233, relating the substance of | 
7 conversation reported to have taken place between Messrs. Foreade and Ger- , 

; migny upon the subject of the purposes of the Emperor in regard to the pro- . | 
q vision to be made for the payment of the Mexican bonds, should he conclude to : 

withdraw his army from Mexico, has been received, and I have, in reply, to : 
q thank you for the information. - | | | 
1 I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | | 
j | | - W. HUNTER, Acting Seeretary. | 
1 JOHN BiaELow, Esgq., &., §¢., Se. - 

nna | 
| | ! 

j | _ . LMr, Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 

7 , : [ Extract. ] | | a 

; No. 248. | | LEGATION oF THE UNttEep States, 
Paris, January 25, 1866. : 

\ _ rr: The legislative chambers were opened by the Emperor on the 22d ine = 
stant, with the usual ceremonies. The Prinée Imperial, for the first time, as- 

: _-gserted his hierarchical rank, by taking the seat on the right of the throne, the : 
i _ Prinee Napoleon placing himself on the left. | 

! A copy of the imperial speech is enclosed. The relations of Franee with 
| the United States proved on this occasion a more fertile topic to his Majesty 
i than on corresponding occasions heretofore. His language betrays his high ap- 

i |
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| -— preciation of the value of our friendship, and a purpose henceforth to cultivate i 
: it assiduously. He says all that he could be expected to say about Mexico in 

the present state of his information. Resistance to the spread of the Anglo- 
: Saxon race appears to have lost a portion of its importance in his eyes, and the | 

world is distinctly notified that Maximilian must expect soon to rely upon his 
| own resources if he remains in Mexico. ‘The Emperor wisely left the time for I 
| withdrawing his army from that republic undefined. He is, therefore, at liberty | 
: to retire as soon as he pleases. Probably no part of the discourse gave such 
| general satisfaction as that which held out hopes of an early release of France : 
} from her Mexican entanglement. The press of the metropolis reflects this feeling  &| 

with singular unanimity. I enclose a few of the journals which are not habit-  &— 
| ually received at the State Department, containing articles of more or less sig- 
| nificance upon this subject. In conclusion, let me say that the language of the | 
| Emperor, and the reception it has met with from his people, have left no doubt = 
| .. wpon my mind of his intention to wash his hands of Mexico as soon as he pos- 

sibly can. — * *k * * ** * * i 
I remain, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | 

; ns - | | | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
it ‘Hen. Wititam H. Sewarp, §c., &c., &c. | . 7 

| ' The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. a | 

| | — [ Translation. ] 7 no 

| LEGATION OF FRANCE To THE UNITED STATES, . | 
: Washington, January 29, 1866. | 

| Sir: I have the happiness to hear of the return of your excellency to Wash- 
| ington at the very moment when I am in receipt of the note wnich Mr. Drouyn 

de Lhuys addresses to me, in answer to yours of the 6th December last, after hav- | 
| ing taken the orders of the Emperor in respect thereof. I hasten, Mr. Secre- | 
| tary of State, to place in the hands of your excellency the answer of Mr. 

Droayn de Lhuys, praying you to be so good as to lay it before his excellency 
| the President, Mr. Johnson. I 7 | 
| Accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances of my high consideration. | | 
| | | oe MONTHOLON. . 
| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEwarp, | | 

Secretary of State, &c., &¢., &e. : 

‘ee Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to the Marquis de Monthoton. — | | - | 

: | | : (Translation. ] | | 

| No. 2.] DEPARTMENT OF ForerGn Arrarrs, DreLomatic BRANCH, | 
| . - ‘Paris, January 9, 1866. 

; _ Mr. tus Marquis pe Montuoroy : I have already charged you, by order of the Emperor, | 
to make known to the cabinet of Washington the views of his Majesty’s goverament on the | 
affairs of Mexico, and you have, conformably with my instructions, made known to Mr.’ _ | 

i Seward the despatch I had the honor to write to you under date of 18th October. The 
i Secretary of State has answered that despatch by a communication which he was pleased to - | 

i address to you on the 6th of December, and from which I believe it to be my duty here to 
i reproduce the leading points. | 
1 According to Mr. Seward, the presence of a foreign force in a country neighboring to the : 
j Union could not but be a source of uneasiness and disquiet. This state of things draws 
. along with it on the federal government embarrassing outlays, and may lead to collisions. 
| _ At all events, the principal cause of the dissatisfaction of the United States is not that there — 
i is in Mexico a foreign army ; much less that such army is French. The cabinet of Wash- | 
j ngton recognizes in every sovereign nation the right to make war, provided the use of this = 

:
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i right does not menace the security and legitimate influence of the Union. | But the French _ } 
7 army has gone to Mexico to overthrow a national republican government, and with the _ ft 
7 avowed aim of founding on its ruins a foreign monarchical government. Mr. Seward states, | 
3 on this subject, how much the people of the United States are attached to the institutions | 

they have given themselves, and, repelling any idea of propagandism in favor of these in- | 
q stitutions, he claims for the various nations of the New World the right to secure to them-. | 
4 selves this form of government at their convenience. He would consider as inadmissible | 
; that European powers should interfere in these. countries with the idea of destroying the 
j republican form in order to substitute kingdoms and empires, ‘Having thus frankly de- | 
‘ fived our position,’’ adds Mr. Seward, ‘‘I submit the question to the judgment of France, 
; | sincerely hoping that great nation will find it compatible with its true interests, as well as 
] _ with its so highly exalted honor, to abandon the aggressive attitude it has taken in Mexico.’’ | 
i Mr. Seward recalls in closing, as a reason for his hope of arriving. at a happy solution, I 
i the ancient affection of the United States for France, and the value which every American. | 

7; citizen constantly attached in past time, and attaches in the future, to our friendship. 
' . I have not failed to place this communication before the Emperor. After having ma- 
; turely examined the considerations set forth by Mr. Seward, the government of his Majesty 
; remains convinced that the divergence of views between the two cabinets is, above all, the 
; result of an erroneous appreciation of our intentions. : 

Our expedition—need I say it?--had in it nothing hostile to the institutions of the na- | 
tions of the New World, and assuredly still less to those of the Union. France could not 

; forget that she has contributed with her blood to found them; and of the number of glo- { 
rious memories which the ancient monarchy has bequeathed to us, there is not one of which 

; Napoleon I showed himself more proud, and which Napoleon III can be less inclined to re- 
pudiate. If, moreover, we could have been influenced by a malevolent thought toward | 

1 this republic, would we have sought in the beginning to obtain the concurrence of the fed-. 
eral government, which had, as well as ourselves, reclamations to make available? Would 
we have observed neutrality in the great crisis which the United States have passed through? 
And to-day would we be disposed, as we declare with the greatest frankness, to hasten, as 
much as it will be possible for us, the moment for the recall of our troops? Our only aim : 
has been to follow up the satisfactions to which we had right, on recurring to coercive 
measures, after having exhausted all others. It is known how numerous and legitimate 

. the claims of French subjects were. It was in presence of a series of flagrantly vexatious 
| measures, and of glaring denials of justice, that we took up arms. : | 

The wrongs to the United States were certainly less numerous and less important when 
they were led—they also—-some years ago, to employ force against Mexico. The French 
army did not carry monarchical traditions in the folds of its flag. : s 

| The cabinet of Washington is not ignorant that there were in that country for many | 
years a number of men of influence, who, despairing of obtaining order out of the conditions 

: of the then existing rule, nourished the idea of falling back upon monarchy. ‘Their thoughts. 
were shared in by one of the last presidents of that republic, who even offered to use his : | 
power to favor the re-establishment of royalty. | Oo ; 

On witnessing the degree of anarchy into which the government of Juarez had fallen, they 
deemed the moment had arrived to make appeal to the opinion of the people, tired out as 
they were with the state of dissolution in which their resources were being exhausted. | 

. We did not think it a duty to discourage this supreme effort of a powerful party, the 
origin of which dates long anterior to our expedition; but faithful to the maxims of pub- 
lic right which we hold in common with the United States, we declared that question 
rested solely on the suffrages of the Mexican people. _ a 

The idea of the government of the Emperor has been defined by his Majesty in person in 
a letter addressed to the commander-in-chief of our army after the taking of Puebla. ‘Our F 
object you know,’’ wrote the Emperor, ‘is not to impose on the Mexicans a government 
against their will, nor to make our success aid the triumph of any party whatever. I de- 

. sire that Mexico may revive to a new life, and that, soon regenerated by a government 
. founded on the national will, on principles of order and of progress, on respect for the law 

of nations, she may acknowledge by her friendly relations that she owes to France her re- : 
pose and her prosperity.”’ . | a | i 

| The Mexican people have spoken—the emperor Maximilian has been called by the will | 
| of the country. The government has appeared to us to be of a nature to restore peace to | 

the interior and good faith to international relations. We have given it our support. ; | 
| We went then to Mexico, there to exercise the right of war, which Mr. Seward fully | 
: _-recognizes in us, and not in virtue of any principle of intervention, about which we profess | t 

the same doctrine as the Uaited States. We went there not to bring about a monarchical 
! proselytism, but to obtain reparation and guarantees which we ought to claim, and we 
| sustain the government which is founded on the consent of the people because we expect 
| from it the satisfaction of our wrongs, as well as the securities indispensable to the future. |
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| As we do not seek the satisfaction of an exclusive interest, nor the realization of an ambi- I 
| tious thought, our most sincere wish is to bring about, as soon as possible, the moment 
| when we shall be able, with safety to our countrymen and with due respect for ourselves, : 
| . to recall what remains in that country of the army corps which we have sent there. 
: As I have told you in the despatch to which the communication from Mr. Seward re- 
| plies, it depends much on the federal government to facilitate in this respect the accom- : E 
| plishment of the desire which he expresses to us. The doctrine of the United States, rest- | E 
: ing as ours does on the principle of the national will, has in it nothing incompatible with 
( the existence of monarchical institutions; and Presideat Johnson in. his message, as well &€ 
: as Mr. Seward in his despatch, repels all thought of propagandism, even on the American 
| continent, in favor of republican institutions. The cabinet of Washington holds friendly : 
: ' relations with the court of Brazil, and did not refuse to form relations with the Mexican | 
| empire in 1822. No fundamental maxim—no precedent in the diplomatic history of the #¢€ 
i: Union, therefore, creates any necessary antagonism between the United States and the : 
| ~ form of government which has replaced in Mexico a power whose reign was nothing but  &€ 
| a continual and systematic violation of its most positive obligations towards other nations. t 
i; Mr. Seward seems to make a double reproach to the government of the emperor Maxi- ; 
: milian of the difficulties it encounters, and of the assistance it borrows from foreign forces, 
: but the resistances which it has been obliged to wrestle with have in them nothing espe- F 
| cial against the form of the institutions. = | | an 
| It undergoes the lot quite ordinary to new powers, and it is, above all, its misfortune to > E 
| have to bear the consequences of disorders produced under previous governments, which , E 
| lot is in effect that of those governments which have not found armed competitors and 
: have enjoyed in peace an uncontested authority. . | | 
| Revolts and intestine wars were, therefore, the normal condition of the country, and E 
| the opposition made by some military chiefs to the establishment of the empire is only the E 

natural sequence of such habitudes of want of discipline and of anarchy of which the ~ 
: _ powers to whom this succeeds have been victims. — | 7 : 
| As for the support which the Mexican government receives from our army, and what is | 
: also lent to him by Belgian and Austrian volunteers, it causes no hindrance to the freedom : 
: _. of its resolutions nor the perfect independence of its actions. What state is there that | 
: needs not allies, whether to form it or to defend it? And the great powers, such as France | : 

and England for example, have they not constantly almost maintained foreign troops in f 
: their armies? When the United States fought for their emancipation, did the aid given 
: by France to their efforts cause that great popular movement to Cease to be truly national? 
| And shall it be said that the contest with the south was not in like mannera national E 
: war, because the thousands of Irishmen and Germans were fighting under the flag of the 
| Union? Tne character of the Mexican government, therefore, cannot be contested, nor 
: the resistance which it must overcome to consolidate itself,.or the foreign troops which 
: shall have aided in bringiag forth again safety and order in a country so long and deeply 
: distracted, be considered a reason for disaffection toward it. Such an undertaking is surely 
| worthy to be appreciated by a nation so enlightened as the United States, especially called : 
| on to gather the advantage. 
| In ‘place of a country unuceasingly in trouble, and which has given them so many sub- | 
: jects for complaint, and against which they have themselves been obliged to make war, 
: they will find a pacific country, offering henceforth pledges of security and vast openings 
: - to their commerce. Far from injuring their rights or hurting their influence, they, above 
: all, are thoze who must profit by the work of reorganization which is being accomplished —— - : 
! in Mexico. | | , | | 
: _ In recapitulation, marquis, the United States acknowledges the right we had to make 
: war on Mexico. On the other part we admit, as they do, the principle of non-interven- t 
: tion; this double postulate includes, as it seems to me, the elements of an agreement. The ; 
: right to make war, which belongs, as Mr. Seward declares, to every sovereign nation, im- ; 
/ plies the right to secure the results of war. We have not gone across: the ocean merely . : 

for the purpose of showing our power, and of inflicting chastisement on the Mexican gov- : 
ernment; after a train of fruitless remonstrances it was our duty to demand guarantees 

: | against the rectirrence of violence from which our countrymen had suffered so cruelly, and q 
| these guarantees we could not look for from a government whose bad faith we had proven 
: on so many occasions. | en | - | 
| . We find them now engaged in the establishment of a regular government, which shows __ | 
| itself disposed honestly to keep its engagements. In this relation we hope that the legiti- : 
| mate object of our expedition will soon be reached, and we are striving to make with the 
| emperor. Maximilian arrangements which, by satisfying our interests and our honor, will 
: permit us to consider as at an end the service of our army on Mexican soil. | 

The Emperor has given me orders to write in this sense to his minister in Mexico. " . & 
| We fall back from that moment on the principle of non-intervention, and from that mo-
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i, ment accept it as the rule of our conduct ; our interest, no less than our honor, commands 
; us to claim from all the uniform application of it. Trusting in the spirit of equity which 

animates the cabinet at Washington, we expect from it the assurance that the American , 
; people will themselves conform to the law which it invokes, by observing, in regard to 

Mexico, a strict neutrality. When you shall have informed me of the resolution of the 
federal government on this subject, I shall be able to indicate to you the results of our 

: negotiations with the emperor Maximilhan for the return of our troops. | 
1 I request you to remit a copy of this despatch to Mr. Seward, in answer to his communi- 

cation of the 6th December last, begging him to have the goodness to lay it before Presi- 
dent Johnson ; and I rely with confidence for the examination of the consideration it em- | 

. braces in the traditional sentiments recalled to notice in,the note of the Secretary of State 
' of the Union. 
: Accept, marquis, the assurances of my high consideration. | 

| ) | DROUYN DE LHUYS. | 
3 Monsieur le Marquis pe MontHoton, ; 
| Minister of France, neat Washington. : | | 

a | 

: _ Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. 

No. 378.] DEPARTMENT oF STATE, oO | 
/ . Washington, January 29, 1866. | 

| Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 5th instant, 
. _ No. 235, relating to a recent interview between yourself and Mr. Drouyn de — | 

Lhuys ‘upon the subject of levying of troops in Egypt to re-enforce the French 
_ army in Mexico. The views expressed by you on that occasion are approved. 

| I am, sir, your obedient. servant, | | | 
| : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

| JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., &c., &c., &c. 

: | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

| | | [Extract. ] | ee | 
i No. 253.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oo 
; 7 Ge a Paris, January 30, 1866. 

Sir: I have still nothing later from the State Department than the 5th of 
3 January. France is a prey to the wildest rumors, and to a sort of solicitude | 

which has been compared.in my presence by French people to that which pre- 
vailed in 1789. This is partly owing to the ignorance of what has occurred 

' between the two governments since the apparently critical moment at which the | 
correspondence sent by the President to Congress closed. In spite of the pa- | | 

. cific and friendly tone of the Emperor’s discourse, the public persist in believing 
that the actual situation is represented by that correspondence. To relieve this 

. anxiety a little, the official press has announced the departure of M. Saillard to 
_. Mexico and Mr. Faverney to Washington with communications designed to pre- | 

_., pare the way for the retirement of the French army from Mexico, and to satisfy 
President Johnson of the Emperor’s loyal intentions towards the United States. 

: You will find in the Paris correspondence of the London Times a curious ac- 
| count of Saillard’s unsuccessful efforts to procure some letters of credence, first, 

| from the Emperor, then the minister of foreign affairs, and finally from Walew- _ | 
; ski. Though his name is not given, he is the third party referred to. * * 

| ‘T’o enable you to see how completely these relations of France with the United = 
| States have swallowed up all other questions, I send you a number of journals 

| of a more or less representative character. You will be struck, no doubt, as I 
have been, by the fact that the propriety of our requiring the Emperor to with- 

| , , | | a |
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| draw his army from Mexico is not questioned by any of them; nor do I re- ' 

member to have heard it questioned by any one with whom I have conversed. 

It is universally conceded that the moment the indemnity, for which the Em- — } 

_peror professes to have gone to Mexico, ceased to be attainable by arms, it was 

his duty to leave, in order not to have other motives, which could not be justified, o£ 

assigned to his expedition. oe : 

1 am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | f 

Sas Sn JOHN BIGELOW. : 

Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, c., &c., §c. | : 

| | / : 

| | | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. . ' 

, - [Extract.] : 

No. 255. | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ; of 

a ae | Paris, February 1, 1866. 

Sir: In the diplomatic circle last evening at the palace the Emperor asked : 

. me how my country people would like his speech at the opening of the corps : 

legislatif. I replied that I had no doubt it would be read with general satisfac- : 

tion. He then said he hoped we would soon ‘have good news from the United ' 

States. 1 said I thought we might expect: good news as soon as possible after 

your return to Washington. His Majesty asked if it was true, as the papers | : 

stated, that you would touch at Vera Cruz during your absence. I replied that — : 

I had not received a single line from Washington in reference to your trip, but : 

that I had no reason to think it even probable that your voyage had any other : 

purpose than recreation, which you could hardly obtain within reach of the tele- i 

graph, and that you probably thought the moment chosen the most propitious | 

that was likely soon to offer for a brief absence. _ | | | 

OK OK > o 2 2 * ) 

| I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

| 7 JOHN BIGELOW. f 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | | | : ; : 

Secretary of State. OC 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. — 

No. 257.| . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oT 

O Paris, February 1, 1866. : 

| Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of the Documens Diplo- | 

-matiques communicated to the corps legislatif on Monday, the 29th instant. 

-You will learn from a note on the first page that it was originally intended, and | 

_ go Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys stated to me this day week, to defer the publication 

of the correspondence relating to Mexico until the pending negotiations upon | 

that subject should reach maturity. A subsequent note, at page 174, states , 

that, in consequence of the communication to Congress of correspondence upon | 

this subject by the President of the United States, it was thought best to with- | 

| hold it no longer from the corps legislatif. The despatch on page 216 is in re- | 

ply to your note addressed to the Marquis de Montholon, bearing date the 6th | 

{ _ of December last, and gives an official version of the proposal which I had the o | 

| . honor to transmit to you in my despatch No. 240, of the 11th ultimo. Talso _ | 

: - inygte your attention to the communication on page 223, addressed by Mr. | 

7 Drouyn de Lhuys to the Marquis de Montholon, in reference to a note addressed 

by me to the former on the 16th ultimo. It is true that Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys | 

did say, in conversation with me, laughingly, that he could have replied to me, |
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| if disposed, that France had not “ planted ” any political organization in Mexico, — , 1 and that he did not believe Maximilian’s decrees in reference to emigration con- : templated any such purposes or results as I attributed to them, but he left me. _ 7 _ to understand that he did not think it worth while to write abont it. _I con- j _ cluded that if he did not think it of consequence enough to answer in writing, | he did not care to have a record made of his remarks. This will explain why j you first hear of this conversation through a letter tothe Marquis de Montholon. | I also send by the bag to-night a bundle of journals showing the impression : : left upon the public mind here by the appearance of this correspondence, and , _ of that submitted to Congress by the President, It is easy to perceive that — q these publications have not been grateful to the government. : : I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | ! 
| | JOHN BIGELOW. © | 1 | Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | : | | Secrelary of State. 

i —_—— | 
Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | 

| No. 382.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ae | | a Washington, February 6, 1866. | 
j Sir: I have received and submitted to the President your despatches of the : ; 4th of January, No. 234, and of the Sth of J anuary, No. 236, also your confi- ot j dential despatch of January 11, No.240. These papers contain much valuable | ; information, and some useful suggestions concerning the mode of adjusting the : i difficulties of French intervention in Mexico. You will accept the thanks of | ‘ the government. The Emperor seems to have matured his project on the 9th ' day of January. The Marquis de Montholon submitted to me an elaborate | communication from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, which is supposed to have been | prepared in execution of that project. My reply to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys is 

now under consideration here. A copy of it will be sent to you for your in- 
_ formation, at the same time that the paper itself is delivered to the Marquis de : Montholon. The French government having transferred the discussion to this 

' capital, you will be relieved of further direct action in the premises; but your 
_ advice and co-operation will be constantly desired, and when received will be 7 highly valued. — | | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| oO | WILLIAM H SEWARD. 

JOHN BIGELOW, Esq., c., §¢., x. | | | 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 
[ Extract. ] oS | . | 

No. 264.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oo | | ‘ 7 Paris, February 8, 1866. 
Sirk: You will find in the Moniteur of the 7th instant the address reported ss by the senate commission in reply to the imperial discourse at the opening of the 

corps legislatif. a : | | The passages of chief interest to the people of the United States are the fol- =| | lowing: a | e | | “ You are, sire, the natural guardian of the interests of the army. It is "not | | your Majesty who, after having led it to victory, would forget its glorious ser- | 
vices on the return of peace. Besides, it is not always the safeguard of French 

:
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honor and the bulwark of order andlaw? It is the army which now gives on : 

. the distant territory of Mexico an example of discipline, constancy, and of all i 

military virtues, which it drops like a fruitful seed on its march. : 

« Your Majesty has announced that this memorable expedition to Mexico | 

touches its term, and that you are coming to an understanding with the em- | 

peror Maximilian for the recall of your troops. That is the same as to say to 

satisfied France that the protection of her commercial interests will be assured | 

in this vast and rich market made safe by our aid. | | : 

« As to the United States, if through any misunderstanding the presence of | 

_ the French flag on the American continent appears to them less seasonable than : 

it did at another very illustrious epoch in their history, the firm communications ' 

of your government have shown-that it will not be imperious and menacing lan- { 

guage that will determine us to return. France has not the habit of marching : 

except to her own time. [Very well; very well.| But she loves to remember : 

her ancient friendship for the United States. What you demand of them is 

neutrality and the right of nations. By this they may see that a war for the | : 

| so often declared purpose of protecting our country people against a faithless | 

government does not become, because successful, a war of conquest, of domina- &| 

tion, or of propagandism.” oo | : 
Ok * « x KK * | : 

Tam, sir, your very obedient and very humble servant, | - i 

- JOHN BIGELOW. i 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | ps a i 

- | Secretary of State. | i 

‘Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | ) 

| No. 268.] . _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, | 

| ee | Paris, February 9, 1866. . f 

Sir: You will find at page 206 of the Documens Diplomatiques, transmitted 

with my despatch No. 257, a note addressed by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to the 

Marquis de Montholon, which is calculated to leave an incorrect impression of 

what passed at the interview to which it refers. For the purpose of rectifying 

that impression I addressed to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, on the 7th instant, a _ | 

letter, which, with his reply, dated the 8th instant, I have the honor to enclose. f 

It is at present my intention to request him to publish both letters in the 

Constitutionnel and La France, where the despatch in question has been repro- 
duced. : . | | | 

T am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | E 

a JOHN BIGELOW. ' 

Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, | | _ | 

| : Secretary of State. | | | 

| oe Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. | —— | ; 

: | - . LxGavion or tHe Unirep Srates, | 
| | Paris, February 7, 1866. | 

Sir: I find at page 206 of the Documens Diplomatiques, for copies of which I have to | 

thank your excellency, a Jetter to the Marquis de Montholon, bearing date October 18, 

. 1865, in which your excellency says: ‘‘ En vous écrivant,”’ &. | 

CS -. [Translation of extract.] _ I 

‘In writing you this despatch I have entered into a path opened by Mr. Bigelow himself 4 

several days ago. In a conversation in relation to other matters, this minister asked me, 
% 

q
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| : in his own name, and without prejudging the opinion of his government, if I did not think : 1 that the recognition of the Mexican, empire by the United States might facilitate and 

: hasten the recall of our troops. The instructions which I send you are in answer to this 
question.”’ | : | 

3 , As neither the language which I remember to have used, nor the impression which I 
4 intended to convey in that conversation, correspond entirely with the version which your 
4 excellency has given of it in the foregoing citation, I desire to recall to your excellency the 

circumstances under which it occurred, for the purpose of showing that the confidence | 
1 which I have in my own recollection, and in my memoranda made at the time, is not | | q misplaced. | . | 

i : Your excellency, in reply to my inquiries, had been expressing your measure of: faith in | 3 the ultimate consolidation of the power founded under the auspices of France in Mexico. . | 
; And upon that faith rested your hopes of soon recalling your troops. You recapitulated | 
q some of the difficulties against which it would require a little time to provide ; but all of | ] which, you seemed to think, would diminish in magnitude, if the adversaries of the new | 
q order received no encouragement from the United States. It was in view of such repre- Lo 
3 sentations that I asked whether, in your excellency’s opinion, Maximilian would be able | 
; to sustain himself without the aid of France if his auth ority were recognized by the United 
3 States. That inquiry led to a conversation, in which I-had occasion, at least twice, to state 
i _ to your excellency that our recognition of any government in Mexico so long as it was sus- 
i tained by foreign aims was impossible ; that the logic of the situation required the inde- 
i pendence of Mexico to be established by the withdrawal of all foreign soldiers before our 

government could formally recognize a government accused of owing its existence to their 
: presence. . 
. Iam sorry to trouble your excellency with a rectification of a misapprehension which 

may seem trifling, but which also may acquire importance from the circumstances under | 
q which it has been submitted to the public. | | | | 
q I avail myself of this occasion to renew, &c., &c. | : ; | | JOHN BIGELOW. | 

His Excellency Monsieur Drovyn pz Luvys, . | 
3 . Minister of Foreign Affairs. | 4 OS i 

] | Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to Mr. Bigelow. | q 
i 

j . Paris, Hebruary 8, 1866. | 
i Siz: I have received the letter which you have done me the honor to write me, dated 
| the 7th February, on the occasion of a despatch recently published, in which I made allu- © | 
1 sion to a conversation which we had together upon the subject of Mexican affairs. Recall- 2 
; ing that conversation, you have thought proper to define its terms. The report of it which | 

| you give isin consonance with my own recollection, and, as I construe it, does not contain any 
| fact in contradiction tothe despatch to which you refer. It is exact that, in the opinion | 
: which you then expressed, the recognition of the emperor Maximilian by the federal 'gov- 

ernment should be preceded by the evacuation of Mexico by the French troops; while, | 
according to my view, this evacuation should not take place until after the recognition of | 
the Washington cabinet, which, by contributing to the consolidation of the new state of 

: things established in Mexico, would have precisely the effect of facilitating and hastening 
the recall of our troops. You objected that your government could not decide to recog- 

| nize an authority sustained by the presence of a foreign army, but, you added, it might be © 
| possible, on the one hand, that the government of the Emperor, seeing the United States | 
: ready to enter into regular relations with Mexico if that country were evacuated by the | 

. French troops, might determine to press the return of his soldiers; on the other hand, 
; that the United States, being informed of the intention of the government of the Em- | 

peror, might show more disposition to entertain the idea of recognition. In thus associat- 
ing the conditions from which an agreement might result, it was to be hoped that our 

_ cabinets might find in them the elements of a solution equally satisfactory to both. ! 
I cannot but render homage, sir, to the spirit of loyalty and conciliation which dictated 

this language to you. But the hypothesis which we examined together remained subject  — J 
_ to the appreciation of your government, whose judgment you reserved. The cabinet of i 

. Washington occupying a different point of view, the suggestions upon which our conversa- =~ : 
_ tion turned have been without result. | | 

Accept, sir, the assurances of my high consideration. | : , : 
| ~DROUYN DE LHUYS. 

Joun Bigerow, Esq., &c., §e., &e. : 7 | 

ae * .
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Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. ot | 

No. 270.] , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, : 

a . Paris, February 12, 1866.. | 

| §1r: The discussion of that portion of the senate address which related to : 
the United States was disposed of on Saturday without debate. The para- 
graph relating to Mexico was voted after a brief speech from Marshal Forey, 
a report of which will be found in the Moniteur of the 11th instant. The i 
part which the marshal took in planting the imperial flag in Mexico makes him i 
its natural protector everywhere. He proved, however, rather more imperialist { 

than the Emperior himself. He said that, instead of diminishing the French i 
force in Mexico, it should rather be increased, in order to hasten the moment  &- 
when the withdrawal of the French flag would be possible. When he had 
closed, the minister of state took occasion to say that the policy of the govern- 

| ment, as given in the discourse from the throne, would not be modified by any- | 

thing that had fallen from the marshal. There is either a difference of opinion 
among the intimate counsellors of his Majestyin regard to what is to be accom- 
plished before the withdrawal of the French troops from Mexico, or there is a 

_- difference of opinion in regard to the means necessary for its accomplishment. 
Time will soon disclose which. | 

| I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, | | | 
. | 7 JOHN BIGELOW. 

- Hon. Wituiam H. Sewarp, | : 
- Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. 7 | a 

| , Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. : 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
) Washington, February 12, 1866. | 

Sir: On the 6th of December I had the honor to submit to you in writing, 
for the information of the Emperor, a communication upon the subject of affairs | 

| in Mexico, as affected by the presence of French armed forces in that country. _ 
On the 29th of January thereafter you favored me with a reply to that com- | 
munication, which reply had been transmitted to you by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, | i 
under the date of the 9th of the same month. I have submitted it to the | ' 
President of the United States. It is now made my duty to revert to the inter- i 

| esting question which has thus been brought under discussion. | } ' 
| In the first place I take notice of the points which are made by Mr. Drouyn | 4 

de Lhuys. | | 
| He declares that the French expedition into Mexico had in it nothing hostile — 
to the institutions of the New World, and still less of anything hostile to the 
United States. As proofs of this friendly statement, he refers to the aid in : 
blood and treasure wig France contributed in our revolutionary war to the 
eause of our national independence; to the preliminary proposition that France : 
made to us that we should join her in her expedition to Mexico ; and, finally, to | 
the neutrality which France has practiced in the painful civil war through : 

| which we have just successfully passed. It gives me pleasure to acknowl- : 
edge that the assurances thus given on the present occasion that the French 
‘expedition, in its original design, had no political objects or motives, harmonize : 

_. entirely with expressions which abound in the earlier- correspondence of the 
minister of foreign affairs, which arose out of the war between France and a i 
Mexico. | | : | 

We accept with especial pleasure the reminiscences of our traditional friendship.
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/ Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys next assures us that the French government is dis- | 
1 posed to hasten, as much as possible, the recall of its troops from Mexico. We 
1 hail the announcement as being a virtual promise of relief to this government 
1 from the apprehensions and anxieties which were the burden of that communi- _ 
’ cation of mine, which Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys has had under consideration. | 
4 Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys proceeds to declare that the only aim of France, in 
1 pursuing her enterprise in Mexico, has been to follow up the satisfaction to _ 
1 which she had a right after having resorted to coercive measures, when measures ! 
‘ of every other form had been exhausted. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys says that it 

is known how many and legitimate were the claims of French subjects which | 
caused the resort to arms. He then reminds us how, on a former occasion, the | 

j United States had waged war on Mexico. On this point it seems equally — | 
necessary and proper to say, that the war thus referred to was not made nor 
sought by the United States, but was accepted by them under provocations of 
a very grave character. The transaction is past, and the necessity and justice | 

j of the proceedings of the United States are questions which now rest only 
within the province of history. France, I think, will acknowledge, that neither 7 
in the beginning of our Mexican war nor in its prosecution, nor in the terms on 

4 which we retired from that successful contest, did the United States assume any | 
a position inconsistent with the principles which are now maintained by us in 

regard to the French expedition in Mexico. , a | 
‘ We are, as we have been, in relations of amity and friendship equally with 
i France and with Mexico, and therefore we cannot, consistently with those * | 

relations, constitute ourselves a judge of the original merits of the war which is’ 
waged between them. We can speak concerning that war only so far as we are | 
affected by its bearing upon ourselves and upon republican and American insti- | 
tutions on this continent. | | | | 

Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys declares that the French army, in entering Mexico, did I 
not carry monarchical traditions in the folds of its flag. In this connexion he 
refers to the fact that there were at the time of the expedition a number of influ- 
ential men in Mexico who despaired of obtaining order out of the conditions of 

; the republican rule then existing there, and who, therefore, cherished the idea 
of falling back upon monarchy. In this connexion, we are further reminded 
that one of the later presidents of Mexico offered to use his power for the 
re-establishment of royalty. We are further informed that at the time of the | 
French invasion the persons before referred to deemed the moment to have 

17 arrived for making an appeal to the people of Mexico in favor of monarchy. 
: Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys remarks that the French government did not deem it a 

duty to discourage that supreme effort of a powerful party, which had its origin _ 
; long anterior to the French expedition. | | a 

- Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys observes that the Emperor, faithful to maxims of 
: public right, which he holds in common with the United States, declared on | 

that occasion that the question of change of institutions rested solely on the 
| suifrages of the Mexican people. In support of this statement, Mr. Drouyn de | 

‘Lhuys gives us a copy of a letter which the Emperor addressed to the com- | 
mander-in-chief of the French expedition, on the capture of Puebla, which letter 

_ contained the following words: “Our object, you know, is not to impose on the 
| Mexicans a government against their will, nor to make our success aid the | 

triumph of any.party whatsoever. I desire that Mexico may rise to a new life, | 
and that soon, regenerated by a government founded on the national will, on 

| principles of order and of progress, and of respect for the law of nations, she 
may acknowledge by her friendly relations that she owes to France her repose 

| and her prosperity.” : | - 
Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys pursues his argument by saying that the Mexican 

people have spoken; that the Emperor Maximilian has been called by the voice 
: of the country; that his government has appeared to the Emperor of the French 

| 

| oo
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| to be of a-iature adequate to restore peace to the nation, and, on its part, peace - ‘ 
to international relations, and that he has therefore given it his support. Mr. : r 

-Drouyn de Lhuys thereupon presents the following as a true statement of the  § 

_. present case: France went to Mexico to exercise the right of war, which is ' 

exercised by the United States, and not in virtue of any purpose of intervention, = = =&£§F 

-. concerning which she recognizes the same doctrine with the United States. q 

France went there not to bring about a monarchical proselytism, but to obtain : 
reparations and guarantees which she ought to claim; and, being there, she now ' 

. -sustains the government which is founded on the consent of the people, because [ 
she expects from that government the just satisfaction of her wrong’, as well as : 
the securities indispensable to the future. As she does not seek the satisfaction | 1 
of an exclusive interest, nor the realization of any ambitious schemes, so she t 
now wishes to recall what remains in Mexico of the army corps which France ' 

has sent there at the moment when she will be able to do so with safety to ae | 
French citizens and with due respect for herself. : |  ¢ 
..Jsam aware how delicate the discussion is to whieh Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys ©  € 
thus invites me. France is entitled, by every consideration of respect and ; 
friendship, to interpret for herself the objects of the expedition, and of the &§ 

whole of her proceedings in Mexico. Her explanation of those motives and : 
| objects is, therefore, accepted on our part with the consideration and confidence r 

which we expect for explanations of our own when assigned to France or any ee | 
other friendly power. Nevertheless, it is my duty to insist that, whatever were ft 
the intentions, purposes, and objects of France, the proceedings which were ' 
adopted by a class of Mexicans for subverting the republican government there, | 
and for availing themselves of French intervention to establish on its ruins an ft 
imperial monarchy, are regarded by the United States as having been taken _ i 
without the authority, and prosecuted against the will and opinions, of the t 
Mexican people. For these reasons it seems to this government that, in sup- i 
porting institutions thus established in derogation of the inalienable rights of ' 
the people of Mexico, the original purposes and objects of the French expedi- 
tion, though they have not been, as a military demand of satisfaction, aban- 4 

— doned, nor lost out of view by the Emperor of the French, were, nevertheless,  &§ 
left to fall into a condition in which they seem to have become subordinate toa 
political revolution, which certainly would not have occurred if France had not t 
forcibly intervened, and which, judging from the genius and character of the | k 
Mexican people, would not now be maintained by them if that armed interven- ' 
tion should cease. The United States have not seen any satisfactory evidence i 
that the people of Mexico have spoken, and have called into being or accepted ¢ 
the so-called empire which it is insisted has been set up in their capital. ‘The i 
United States, as I have remarked on other occasions, are of opinion that such | 
an acceptance could not have been freely procured or lawfully taken at any i 
time in the presence of the French army of invasion. The withdrawal of the ' 

_ French forces is deemed necessary to allow such a proceeding to be taken by © ; 
Mexico. Of course the Emperor of France is entitled to determine the aspect ; 
in which the Mexican situation ought to be regarded by him. Nevertheless, : 
the view which I have thus presented is the one which this nation has accepted. | 

It therefore recognizes, and must continue to recognize, in Mexico only the ' 
| ancient republic, and it can in no case consent to involve itself, either directly ' 

or indirectly, in relation with or recognition of the institution of the Prince ' 
Maximilian in Mexico. ee , | Se : i 

_ This position is held, I believe, without one dissenting voice by our country- ‘ 
| men. I do not presume to say that this opinion of the American people is 4 

accepted or will be adopted generally by other foreign powers, or by the public i 
opinion of mankind. The Emperor is quite competent to form a judgment 3 
upon this important point for himself. I cannot, however, properly exclude the = | 
observation that, while this question affects by its bearings, incidentally, every
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| republican state in the.American hemisphere, every one of those states has | 
adopted the judgment which, on the behalf of the United States, is herein — 
expressed. Under these circumstances it has happened, either rightfully or 

1 wrongfully, that the presence of European armies’ in -Mexico, maintaining a | 
Kuropean prince with imperial attributes, without her consent and against her 
will, is deemed a source of apprehension and danger, not alone to the United | 

| ' States, but also to all the independent and sovereign republican States founded 
| on the American continent and its adjacent islands. France is acquainted with 

the relations of the United States towards the other American States to which I 
have referr€d, and is aware of the sense that the American people entertain in 

| regard to the obligations and duties due from them to those other States. We 
| are thus brought back to the single question which formed the subject of my 

communication of the 6th of December last, namely, the desirableness of an 
_ adjustment of a question the continuance of which must be necessarily prejudi- | 

cial to the harmony and friendship which have hitherto always existed between | 
i. the United States and France. | : | 

: his government does not undertake to say how the claims of indemnity and 
: _ Satisfaction, for which the war which France is waging in Mexico was originally 

| instituted, shall now be adjusted, in discontinuing what, in its progress, has = 
5 become a war of political intervention dangerous to the United States and to 
; republican institutions in the American hemisphere. Recognizing France and 
i the republic of Mexico as belligerents engaged in war, we leave all questions 
: concerning those claims and indemnities to them. The United States rest con- 
: tent with submitting to France the exigencies of an embarrassing situation in 
: Mexico, and expressing the hope that France may find some manner which shall 
; at once be consistent with her interest and honor, and with the principles and - 
i interest of the United States, to relieve that situation without injurious delay. | 
i Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys repeats on this occasion what he has heretofore writ- | 
1 ten, namely, that it depends much upon the federal government to facilitate their 
' desire of the withdrawal of the French forces from Mexico. He argues that 
: the position which the United States have assumed has nothing incompatible , 

with the existence of monarchical institutions in Mexico. He draws to his sup- : 
port on this point the fact that the President of the United States, as well as ee 

j the Secretary of State, in official papers, disclaim all thought of propagandism 
; on the American continent in favor of republican institutions. Mr. Drouyn de 
| Lhuys draws in, also, the fact that the United States hold friendly relations _ 3 
’ with the Emperor of Brazil, as they held similar relations with Iturbide, the “4 

| Mexican Emperor, in 1822. From these positions Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys makes | 
the deduction that neither any fundamental maxim, nor any precedent in the —— 

j diplomatic history of this country, creates any necessary antagonism between | 
j the United States and the form of government over which the Prince Maxi-_ | 
1 milian presides in the ancient capital of Mexico. | | 

I do not think it would be profitable, and therefore I am not desirous to | 
engage in the discussions which Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys has thus raised. It | 
will be suthcient for my purpose, on the present occasion, to assert and to give 
reassurance of our desire to facilitate the withdrawal of the French troops from 
Mexico, and, for that purpose, to do whatsoever ‘shall be compatible with the | | 

= positions we have heretofore taken upon that subject, and with our just regard , 
| to the sovereign. rights of the republic of Mexico. Further or otherwise than | 

this France could not expect us to go. Having thus reassured France, it seems | 
| necessary to state anew the position of this government, as it was set forth in — | 

| _ my letter of the 6th of December, as follows: Republican and domestic institu- | 
| _ tions on this continent are deemed most congenial with and most beneficial to : 

the United States. Where the people of any country, like Brazil now, or Mex- ! 
: ico In 1822, have voluntarily established and acquiesced in monarchical institu- | 

_ tions of their own choice, free from all foreign control or intervention, the United __ !
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States do not refuse to maintain relations with ‘such governments, or seek | 
through propagandism, by force or intrigue, to overthrow those institutions. [ 
On the contrary, where a nation has established institutions republican and E 

: domestic, similar to our own, the United States assert in their behalf that no | i 
_ foreign nation can rightfully intervene by force to subvert republican institu- 

tions and establish those of an antagonistical character. i 
Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys seems to think that I have made a double reproach ' 

against the Prince Maximilian’s alleged government, of the difficulty it en- t 
counters and of the assistance it borrows from foreign powers. In that respect — i 
Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys contends that the obstacles and the resistance which  § 
Maximilian has been obliged to wrestle with have in themselves nothing es- 
pecial against the form of the institutions which he is supposed by Mr. Drouyn ‘ : 
de Lhuys to have established. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys maintains that Maxi- ° i 
milian’s government is undergoing the lot quite common to new powers, while, | 
above all, it has the misfortune to have to bear the consequences of discords ©. t 
which have been produced under a previous government. Mr. Drouyn de E 
Lhuys represents this misfortune and this lot to be in effect the misfortune and L 

_. lot of governments which have not found armed competitors, and which have £ 
-. @fjoyed in peace an uncontrolled authority. Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys alleges i 

| that revolts and intestine wars are the normal condition of Mexico, and he fur-. : 
ther insists that the opposition made by some military chiefs to the establish- f 
ment of an empire under Maximilian is only the natural sequénce of the same — ; 
want of discipline, and the same prevalence of anarchy, of which his -predeces- k 

’ gors in power in Mexico have been victims. It is not the purpose, nor would it be . f 
consistent with the character of the United States, to deny that Mexico has | 
been for a long time the theatre of faction and intestine war. The United t 
States confess this fact with regret, all the more sincere, because the experience f 

_ of Mexico has been not only painful for her own people, but has been also of __ I 
unfortunate evil influence on other nations. | ces 7 k 

| On the other hand, it is neither a right of the United States, nor consistent 
with their friendly disposition towards Mexico, to reproach the people of that 
country with her past calamities, much less to invoke or approve of the inflic-. 
‘tion of punishment upon them by strangers for their political errors. The Mex- 
ican population have, and their situation has, some peculiarities which are doubt- - | 
less well understood by France. Early in the present century they were foreed, 

: by convictions which mankind cannot but respect, to cast off a foreign monarch- ' 
ical rule which they deemed incompatible with their welfare and aggrandize- : 
ment. ‘hey were forced, at the same time, by convictions which the world . 
must respect, to attempt the establishment of republican institutions, without the | 
full experience and practical education and habits which would render those in- f 
stitutions all at once firm and satisfactory. Mexico was a theatre of conflict | 
between European commercial, ecclesiastical, and political institutions and dog- 
mas, and novel American institutions and ideas. She had African slavery, | 
colonial restrictions, and ecclesiastical monopolies. In the chief one of these 

! _ particulars she had a misfortune which was shared by the United States, while | 
_ the latter were happily exempted from the other misfortunes. We cannot forget __ i 

_ that Mexico, sooner and more readily than the United States, abolished slavery. f 
~ We cannot deny that all the anarchy in Mexico, of which Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys. ' 

complains, was necessarily, and even wisely, endured in the attempts to lay sure ; 
foundations of broad republican liberty. | | . 

_ I do not know whether France can rightfully be expected to concur in this 
view, which alleviates, in our mind, the errors, misfortunes, and calamities of 
Mexico. However this may be, we fall back upon the principal that no foreign i 
state can rightly intervene in such trials as those of Mexico, and on the ground ; 
of a desire to correct those errors, deprive the people there of their natural right. | ' 
of domestic and republican freedom. All the injuries and wrongs which Mexico ' 

52 Dc ** :
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| can have committed against any other state have found a severe punishment in | 
j consequences which legitimately followed their commission. Nations are not | 
i authorized to correct each other’s errors except so far as is necessary to prevent | 
j 7 or redress injuries affecting themselves. If one state has a right to intervene in | 
: any other state, to establish discipline, constituting itself a judge of the oceasion, | 
i _ then every state has the same right to intervene in the affairs of every other na- | 
j tion, being itself alone the arbiter, both in regard to the time and the oecasion. | 
i _ The principle of intervention, thus practically carried out, would seem to render | 
i all sovereignty and independence, and even all international peace and amity, | 
j uncertain and fallacious. | : “ 
‘ Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys proceeds to remark, that as for the support which Max- 
1 Imilian receives from the French army, as well also as for the support which 
1 * has been lent to him by Belgian and Austrian volunteers, those supports cause | 
1 no hindrance to the freedom of his resolutions in the affairs of his government. | 
1 Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys asks what state is there that does not need allies, either | 
4 to form or to defend. As to the great powers, such as France and England, do | 
1 they not constantly maintain foreign troops in their armies? When the United 4 
1 States fought for their independence, did the aid given by France cause that | 
; movement to cease to be truly national? Shall it be said that the contest be- | 
i tween the United States and the recent insurgents was not in a like manner a : 
; national war, because thousands of Irishmen and Germans were found fighting | 7 
i under the flag of the Union? Arguing from anticipated answers to these ques- | 
’ tions, Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys reaches a conclusion that the character of Maxi- 
j _ milian’s government cannot be contested, nor can its efforts to consolidate itself = 
} be contested, on the ground of the employment of foreign troops. | 

Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, in this argument, seems to us to have overlooked two | 
important facts, namely: first, that the United States, in this correspondence, | | 
have assigned definite limits to the right of alliance incompatible with our assent = 
to his argument; and secondly, the fact that the United States have not at any 2 
time accepted the supposed government of the Prince Maximilian as a constitu- | 
tional or legitimate form of government in Mexico, capable or entitled to form | 
alliances. ed | _ | 

| | _ Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys then arranges, in a graphic manner, the advantages | 
| that have arisen, or are to arise, to the United States, from the successful estab- 
/ lishment of the supposed empire in Mexico. Instead of a country unceasingly | 

in trouble, and which has given us so many subjects of complaint, and against ! 
’ which we ourselves have been obliged to make war, he shows us in Mexico a | 

pacific country, under a beneficent imperial sway, offering henceforth measures | 
.of security and vast openings to our commerce, a country far from injuring our ! 
rights and hurting our influences. And he assures us that, above all other na- 
tions, the United States are most likely to profit by the work which is being 
accomplished by Prince Maximilian in Mexico. These suggestions are as nat~ 
ural on the part of France as they are friendly to the United States. The = 

| United States are not insensible to the desirableness of political and commercial _ | 
reform in the adjoining country; but their settled principles, habits, and con- | 

_ vietions forbid them to look for such changes in this hemisphere to foreign, | 
royal, or imperial institutions, founded upon a forcible subversion of republican | | 
institutions. ‘The United States, in their customary sobriety, regard no bene- | | 

7 ficial results which could come from such a change in Mexigo as sufficient to 
overbalance the injury which they must directly suffer by the overthrow of the - 

: republican government in Mexico. | ee 
7 | Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys at the end of his very elaborate and able review, re- 
| - _ capitulates his exposition in the following words: “The United States acknow!- 
Po edge the right we had to make war in Mexico. On the other part, we admit, as , 
| | they do, the principle of non-intervention. This double postulate includes, as | 
| it seems to me, the elements of an agreement. The right to make war, which 

: 7
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belongs, as Mr. Seward declares, to every sovereign nation, implies the right to «& 
secure the results of war. We have not gone across the ocean merely for the 

purpose of showing our power, and of inflicting chastisement on the Mexican : 
government. After a train of fruitless remonstrances, it was our duty to demand : 
guarantees against the recurrence of violence from which our country had sutf- : 

 -fered.so cruelly, and those guarantees we could not look for from a government | 
| whose bad faith we had proved on so many occasions. We find them now en- . 

. gaged in the establishment of a regular government, which shows itself disposed : 
to honestly keep its engagements. In this relation we hope that the legitimate | 

| object of our expedition will soon be reached, and we are striving to make with : 

the emperor Maximilian arrangements which, by satisfying our interests and ot 
our honor, will permit us to consider at an end the service of the army upon ' 
Mexican soil. The Emperor has given an order to write in this same sense to ° : 

our minister at Mexico. We fall back at that moment on the principle of non-  __ : 
| intervention, and from that moment accept it as the rule of our conduct. Our q 

interest, no less than our honor, commands us to claim from all the uniform ap- ' 
- plication of it. Trusting the spirit of equity which animates the cabinet of = : 

Washington, we expect from it the assurance that the American people will — : 
themselves conform to the law which they invoke, by observing, in regardto = = =—— ff 

. ‘Mexico, a strict neutrality. When you [meaning the Marquis de Montholon| : 
shall have informed me of the resolution of the federal government, I shall be .  &§ 
able to indicate to you the nature of the results of our negotiation with the em-— : 
peror Maximilian for the return of our troops.” | | «ff 
- T have already, and not without much reluctance, made the comments upon 
the arguments of Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys which seem to be necessary to guard ae | 
against the inference of concurrence in questionable positions which might be r 

, drawn from our entire silence. I think that I can, therefore, afford to leave his rE 
recapitulation of those arguments without such an especial review as would : 
necessarily be prolix, and perhaps hypercritical. The United States have not ' 

'_elaimed, and they do not claim, to know what arrangements the Emperor may : 
make for the adjustment of claims for indemnity and redress in Mexico. It i 
would be, on our part, an act of intervention to take cognizance of them. We | 
adhere to our position that the war in question has become a political war be- | 
tween France and the republic of Mexico, injurious and dangerous to the United | ;: 
States and to the republican cause, and we ask only that in that aspect and | 
character it may be brought to an end. It would be illiberal on the part of the 5 
United States to suppose that, in desiring or pursuing preliminary arrangements, : 

_ the Emperor contemplates the establishment in Mexico, before withdrawing his : 
- forces, of the very institutions which constitute the material ground of the ex- : 

| ceptions taken against his intervention by the United States. It would be still | 
- more illiberal to suppose for a moment that he expects the United States to ; 

_ pind. themselves indirectly to acquiesce in or support the obnoxious institutions. ; 
On the contrary, we understand him as announcing to us his immediate pur- ' 

pose to bring to an end the service of his armies in Mexico, to withdraw them, | 
and in good faith to fall back, without stipulation or condition on our part, upon : 

a the principle of non-intervention upon which he is henceforth agreed with the ' 
United States. We cannot understand his appeal to us for an assurance that we ' 
ourselves will abide by our own principles of non-intervention in anyother sense : 
than as the expression, ina friendly way, of his expectation that when the people 
of Mexico shall have been left absolutely free from the operation, effects, and con- ‘ 

- sequences of his own political and military intervention, we will ourselves respect | 
their self-established sovereignty and independence. In this view ofthe subject ; 

only can we consider his appeal pertinent to the case. Regarding it in only 
| this aspect, we must meet the Emperor frankly. He knows the form and char- | ‘ 

acter of this government. The nation can be bound only by treaties which | 
have the concurrence of the President and two-thirds of the Senate. A formal
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a treaty would be objectionable as unnecessary; except as a disavowal of bad faith 
| on our part, to disarm suspicion in regard to a matter concerning which we have 
| given no cause for questioning our loyalty, or else such a treaty would be refused 

upon the ground that the application for it by the Emperor of France was un- __ 
happily a suggestion of some sinister or unfriendly reservation or purpose on his 
part in withdrawing from Mexico. Diplomatic assurances given by the President  __ 

| in behalf of the nation can at best be but the expressions of confident expecta- 
tion on his part that the personal administration, ever changing in conformity: ° 

1 and adaptation to the national will, does not: misunderstand the settled principles 
4 and policy of the American people. Explanations cannot properly be made by 
| the President in any case wherein it would be deemed, for any reason, objec- 
{ * tionable on grounds of public policy by the treaty-making power of the govern- 
| ment to introduce or entertain negotiations. | 
| With these explanations I proceed to say that, in the opinion of the President, __ 
4 France need not for a moment delay her promised withdrawal of military forces | 
| from Mexico, and her putting the principle of non-intervention into full and 
1 complete practice in regard to Mexico, through any apprehension that the United , 
: | States will prove unfaithful to the principles and policy in that respect which, 
7 on their behalf, it has been my duty to maintain in this now very lengthened 
q correspondence. The practice of this government, from its beginning, is a | 
q guarantee to all nations of the respect of the American people for the free sover- 
4 eignty of the people in every other state. We received the instruction from | 
j Washington. We applied it sternly in our early intercourse even with France. 
q The same principle and practice have been uniformly inculcated by all our | 
i statesmen, interpreted by all our jurists, maintained by all our Congresses, and 
3 acquiesced in without practical dissent on all occasions by the American people. 
j It is in reality the chief element of foreign intercourse in our history. Looking 
4 simply toward the point to which our attention has been steadily confined, the re- 
; lief of the Mexican embarrassments without disturbing our relations with France, 

we shall be gratified when the Emperor shall give to us, either through the 
channel of your esteemed correspondence or otherwise, definitive information of — 

| the time when French military operations may be expected to cease in Mexico: 
j Here I might perhaps properly conclude this note. Some obseurity, however, 
; _ might be supposed to rest upon the character of the principle of non-intervention; 

which we are authorized to suppose is now agreed upon between the United 
States and France as a rule for their future government in regard to Mexico. 
I shall, therefore, reproduce on this occasion, by way of illustration, some of the 
forms in which that principle has been maintained by us in our previous inter- 
course with France. In 1861, when alluding to the possibility that the Em- 
peror might be invoked by rebel emissaries from the United States to intervene | | 

_ in our civil war, I observed: “The Emperor of France has given abundant proofs 
io that he considers the people in every country the rightful source of authority, 

| aud that its only legitimate objects are their safety, freedom, and welfare.” | 
I wrote, also, on the same occasion, these words to Mr. Dayton: “I have : 

| thus, under the President’s direction, placed before you a simple, unexageg erated, . 
7 and dispassionate statement of the origin, nature, and purposes of the contest in 

which the United States are now involved. I have done so only for the pur- , 
pose of deducing from it the arguments you will find it necessary to employ in 
opposing the application of the so-called Confederate States to the government 

, of his Majesty the Emperor for a reeognition of their independence and sover- 
eignty. The President neither expects nor desires any intervention, or even 
any favor, from the government of France, or any other, in this emergency. 
Whatever else he may consent to do, he will never invoke nor even admit foreign 
interference or influence in this or any other controversy in which the government 
of the United States may be engaged with any portion of the American people. i 

* % <a % * * * 

| | |
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_ “Foreign intervention would oblige us to treat those who should yield it as | : 

allies of the insurrectionary party, and to carry on the war against them as | : 

enemies. a oe Ce a 

- «However other European powers may mistake, his Majesty is the last one | i 

of those sovereigns to misapprehend the nature of this controversy. He knows : 

that the revolution of 1776, in this country, was a successful contest of the great | 

| American idea of free, popular government against resisting prejudices and errors. : 

He knows that the conflict awakened the sympathies of mankind, and that ulti- i 

| mately the triumph of that idea has been hailed by all European nations. He — : 

| knows at what cost European nations for a time resisted the progress of that [ 

| - idea, and, perhaps, is not unwilling to confess how much France, especially, has : 

profited by it. He will not fail to recognize the presence of that one great idea ' 

in the present conflict, nor will he mistake the side on which it will be found. : 

It is, in short, the very principle of universal suffrage, with its claim of obedience : 

to its decrees, on which the government of France is built, that is put in issue a | 

by the insurrection here, and is in this emergency to ‘be vindicated and more — t 

effectually than ever established by the government of the United States.” I 

In writing upon the same subject to Mr. Dayton, on the 30th of May, 1861, I | 

said: “Nothing is wanting to that success except that foreign nations shall leave f 

us, as is our right, to manage our own affairs in our own way. They, as well : 

as-we, can only suffer by their intervention. No one, we are sure, can judge | 

_ better than the Emperor of France how dangerous and deplorable would be the , : 

emergency that should intrude Europeans into the political contests of the Ameri- | 

can people.” mo — , a : 

Jn declining the offer of French mediation, on the 8th of June, 1861, I wrote &§ 

to Mr. Dayton: “The present paramount duty of the government is to save the | 

integrity of the American Union. Absolute, self-sustaining independence is the = ——«*@ 

first and most indispensable element of national existence. This is a republican I 

nation; all its domestic affairs must be conducted and even adjusted in consti- : 

tutional forms, and upon constitutional, republican principles. ‘T’his is an Ameri- t 

can nation, and its internal affairs must not only be conducted with reference to i 

| its peculiar continental position, but by and through American agencies alone.” E 

On the first of August, 1862, Mr. Adams was instructed by this government f 

in the following words: “Did the European states which found and occupied f 

this continent almost without effort then understand its real destiny and pur- f 

poses? Have they ever yet fully understood and accepted them? Has any- | E 

thing but disappointment upon disappointment and disaster upon disaster re- 4 

-gulted from their misapprehensions? After near four hundred years of such | 

_ disappointments and disasters, is the way of Providence in regard to America i 

still so mysterious that it cannot be understood and confessed? Columbus, it — 

was said, had given a new world to the kingdoms of Castile and Leon. What — : 

has become of the sovereignty of Spain in America? Richelieu occupied and q 

_ fortified a large portion of the continent, extending from the Gulf of Mexico to 

the straits of Belle Isle. Does France yet retain that important appendage to | 

~ the crown of her sovereign? Great Britain acquired a dominion here surpassing 

by a hundred-fold in length and breadth the native realm. Has not a large ' 

portion of it been already formally resigned? To whom have those vast do- i 

minions, with those founded by the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the Swedes, | 

been resigned but to American. nations, the growth of European colonists and 

exiles, who have come hither, bringing with them the arts, the civilization, and , 

the virtues of Europe? Has not the change been beneficial to society on this : 

continent? Has it not been more beneficial even to Europe itself than continued 

European domination, if it had been possible, could have been? The American _ | 

nations which have grown up here are free and self-governing. They have 

made themselves so from inherent vigor and in obedience to absolute necessity. | f 

Is it possible for European states to plunge them again into a colonial state and
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hold them there? Would it be desirable for them and for Kurope, if it were | ] _ possible? The balance of power among the nations of Europe is maintained | 1 not without numerous strong armies and frequent conflicts, while the sphere of 
q political ambition there is bounded by the ocean which surrounds that continent. 
q Would it be possible to maintain it at all, if this vast continent, with all its 

populations, their resources, and their forces, should once again be brought . | 4 within that sphere? — | | | | | % Boe 9% % a KS 
1 “On the contrary of all these suppositions, is it not manifest that these’ | American nations were called into existence to be the.home of freemen ; that | 4 the states of Europe have been intrusted by Providence with their tutelage, but 1 that tutelage and all its responsibilities and powers are necessarily withdrawn to —- ] the relief and benefit of the parties and of mankind, when these parties become | 7. able to choose their own system of government, and to make and administer 
j their own laws? If they err in this choice, or in the conduct of their affairs, it — i will be found wise to leave them, like all other states, the privilege and respon- 
j sibility of detecting and correcting the error, by which they are, of course, the 
q principal sufferers.” | ; 
q On the 8th of May, 1862, Mr. Dayton was instructed to express to Mr. | ] Thouvenel “the desire of the United States that peaceful relations may soon be 
j restored between France and Mexico upona basis just to both parties, and faver- 
i _ able to the independence and sovereignty of the people of Mexico, which ig . qa equally the interest of France and all other enlightened nations.” _ | | 
it On the 21st of June, 1862, Mr. Dayton was authorized’ to speak on behalf : of the United State concerning the condition of Mexico in these words : “ France 
i has a right to make war against Mexico, and to determine for herself the cause. 
7 We have a right to insist that France shall not improve the war she makes to 
7 raise up in Mexico an anti-republican or anti-American government, or to main- | 
: tain such a government there.” 
| Accept, sir, a renewed assurance of my high consideration. 7 

| | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
The Marquis DE MontHOLon, §e., §e., §c. 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. oe | | 
No. 388.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oO 

/ Washington, February 12, 1866. 
Siz: I enclose for your information a copy of a note of this date, which I 

i _ have addressed to the Marquis de Montholon, in reply to Mr. Drouyn de 
Lhuys’ communication of the 9th of January, upon the subject of the French 

| intervention in Mexico. . 2 I am, sir, your obedient servant, | - | 
f | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
| JOHN BIGELow, Esq., Sc., §e., &. . a, | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | 

No. 390.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | . _. Washington, February 12, 1866. a 

/ Sir: Your despatch of January 16, No. 243, has been received. It was 
accompanied by a copy of a correspondence which took place between you and 

Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, on the subject of certain decrees which have been 

|
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made by the authorities now existing in the city of Mexico, concerning emi- | 

' gration and colonization in that country. We are not able to agree with the [ 

French government in the opinion which it has expressed, that the subject does ' 

not fall properly within the province of the Emperor of France. The Presi- | 

dent hopes, however, that the anticipated relief of the embarrassing situation | 

in Mexico, which is the subject of another correspondence between the two 

powers, will facilitate a solution of the special matter which has arisen out of 

the before-mentioned decrees. You may make this expectation known to Mr. 

Drouyn de Lhuys. . Oo a | Oo 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | a . 

a | | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ae 

Joun BiaELow, Esq., Se., Se. Se. | : 

Se | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | | : 

Oe | [Extract. | | i 

| No. 272.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, So I 

oe | | | Paris, February 15, 1866. ©  *£ 

| Sin: learn from an unofficial source that Gregorio Barandiran, the diplo- &- 

| matic representative of the Archduke Maximilian at Vienna, formerly secretary | 

of legation under Sefior Robles at Washington, is now at Paris, for money to  - 

| fit out 10,000 Austrians, which, he says, are ready to embark from Trieste for t 

Mexico. The Mexican commissioner informed him that there was no money in | 

| this hands. I am not sure of learning the result of the minister’s suit here, as | 

the money, if furnished, must come through indirect and concealed channels. I 

2 * x Ok * * OK. 

. I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, ae | 

| | | 7 JOHN BIGELOW.) | 

| Hon. Wintiam H. SEWARD, | 7 | | : 

Secretary of State, &c. Se. &c. | : 

| | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. an oe 

No. 402.] : - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oS 

— 7 Washington, March 1, 1866. : 

- Sir: Your very interesting despatch of the Ist of February last, No. 257, and # 

its accompaniments, by which I am informed of the contents of the Documens | 

- Diplomatique, communicated to the corps legislatif on Monday, the 29th of Jan- | i 

uary, by the French foreign office, and the popular impression in France con- | ~ 

cerning the Mexican question as affected by the publication of these papers, have : 

been received. I thank you for the complete information you have placed at | 

. my disposal upon this important subject. a | ' 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 7 a | 

oa | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — i 

JoHN BIGELow, Esq., §c., §c., Se- | | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. © | on : 

No. 404.] | | - DeparTMeNT OF STATE,  —__ I 

| | - Washington, March 2, 1866. 

Sir: Your despatch of February 8, No. 264, has been received. It recites 

the passages which are of chief interest to the United States in the reply pro-
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i: posed by the senate commission in France to the discourse which the Emperor — q _ pronounced at the opening of the legislature. Your comments upon those pas- 3 sages are deemed just and proper; nevertheless, the passages themselves are not. 7 regarded as requiring especial remark from this department at the present time. 7 I am, sir, your obedient servant, - | 

4 Ls WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 7 _ JoHN BIGELow, Esq., §<. | 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. 

7 No. 405.] DEPARTMENT oF STATE, . 7 | | Washington, March 2, 1866. j , Sir: I have received your despatch of the 9th of February, No. 268, and I ; have placed it with pleasure upon the records of the department. It shows that d you have compromised no part of the position of this government in your con- i _ versation with Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and I notice with satisfaction the friendly : i spirit with which he accepts your explanation. I¢ is hardly necessary to say i; that the misapprehensions which you have now corrected excited no particular ; uneasiness here. | - j I an, sir, your obedient servant, O, | : _ - WILLIAM H. SEWARD. ; JOHN BIGELOW, Hsq., §c. | 

i | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. : 
4 + No. 408.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

| Washington, March 5, 1866. | Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the ‘ 15th of February, No. 276, and L,approve of the manner in which you have ex- ;  ecuted my instruction, No. 336. I feel, as Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys seems to feel, 4 that it is a painful thing to contemplate even the possible occurrence of war be- | tween our country and France. Let us hope that the negotiations in which we | i are engaged will remove the ground for such apprehension. Should this hope | : fail, you may in your discretion revert to the matter of our special arrangement respecting postal steamers. | 7 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, : | 

a WILLIAM H. SEWARD. : JOHN BiaELow, Esq., Sc. | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. 7 | 

No. 411.) | DEPARTMENT OF STatn, 
; Washington, March 5, 1866. 7 
| | Sir: Your despatch of the 15th ultimo, No. 273, together with its accompa- | niments, a copy of your communication to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and of his reply thereto, relative to the authenticity of the published letter of Marshal | \ Bazaine to the republican general in Mexico, has been received, | | | Your inquiry seems to have been discreet, and it is approved. i | | I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 

WILLIAM H. SEWARD. _ 
_JouN BicELow, Esgq., Sc.
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j | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. . | | 

No. 282.] _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED StaTEs, | | 
j | | | Paris, March 6, 1866. : 

i _ §re: On the 2d of March, in the corps legislatif, the president, Count Wa- ; 
lewski, after reading the paragraph of the address to the throne relative to 

i Mexico, gave the floor to Mr. Rouher, minister of state, who asked in behalf of , 
‘ the government that the paragraph should be voted without discussion, alleging 
‘ that, considering the present state of diplomatic negotiations already initiated 

with the emperor Maximilian, the discussion of Mexican questions was at this | 
time inopportune. This proposition was adopted, but not without a spirited . | 

7 debate, in the course of which Mr. Rouher repeated, in language rather more | 
| emphatic than the government has formerly used, that the French troops were , 
| soon to be withdrawn from Mexico; and, in addition, gave positive assurances — 

| that a future opportunity would be afforded for the thorough examination of the of 
Mexican question in all its aspects. | ) 

| ‘The paragraph was then adopted, and the amendment of the minority rejected, | 
7 _ the members of the opposition protesting that the opinion of the assembly was | 

not to be prejudiced by this merely formal vote. oy ! 
| I transmit a copy of the paragraph adopted, the amendment of the opposition, | : 

and an extract from the remarks of Mr. Rouher. : | a : 
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, : 

: | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
Hon. WILLIAM H. Sewarp, a : 

Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. | es : 

_ [Enclosure 1 to despatch 282.] : | | 

- **Qur expedition to Mexico approaches its close. The country has received this assu- 
rance with satisfaction. Led to Mexico by the imperious duty of protecting our country- 
men against odious acts of violence, and to obtain the redress of legitimate grievances, our 
soldiers and our sailors have worthily falfilled the task which your Majesty has confided to 
their devotion. This expedition has attested once more, in those distant lands, the disin- 
terestedness and the power of France. The people of the United States, who have long 
known the loyalty of our policy and the traditional sympathies by which it isinspired, have — | 
no cause to take umbrage at the presence of our troops upon Mexican soil. To wish to 
subordinate their recall to any other conveniences than our own, would be to attack our | | 

| rights and our honor. You have these in charge, sire, and the legislative body knows 
that you will watch over them with a solicitude worthy of France and of your name.”’ 
(Paragraph of the address to the throne, adopted 2d March, 1866.) - 

ae | [Enclosure 2 to despatch 282.1 | 

‘¢ We condemned the expedition to Mexico, at its outset, in calling attention to the em- 
barrassments and sacrifices which it would impose upon France. | 

‘¢Last year the return of our soldiers was solemnly announced ; we regret that we should 
have encountered a delay not justified by French interests. Oo 

‘‘The country has not forgotten the early declaration of the government in regard to | t 
the causes of the expedition. It is astonished to see our army devoted to-day to the de- | 
fence of a foreign. throne.’’ 

(Amendment proposed by MM. Bethmeout, Garnier-Pages, Jules Favre, Pelletan, Duc q 
de Marmin, Picard, Glais-Bizoin, Javal, and others ; rejected March 2, 1866.) | . E
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| | [Enclosure 3 to despatch 282.] 

[Extract from the remarks of Mr. Rouher, minister of state, in the legislative body, on the: 7 
) | | 2d of March. ] | : 

‘But the speech from the throne expressed to you a thought—that of the early close of 
our expedition ; it declared that the expedition approached its termination. That thought | 
is the common thought of the government and the corps legislatif, and here I have not to 
distinguish between the majority and the opposition. It is the thought of the public opin- 
ion, ‘This thought is expressed in the project of the address. © . | 

‘‘Ts there a certain shade of differences? Beitso. Let it be reserved. . | 
‘¢ What objection should there be, then, gentlemen, that the commission and the corps 

legislatif should express their sentiments immediately upon this great theme of the early 
. (prochain) return of our troops from the shores of the Atlantic and of Mexico, making all 

reserves in regard to the conduct of the expedition, its results, and its relations with the ot 
United States, for a later discussion.’’ | ’ | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. e 

No. 425.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : | | 
° Washington, March 20, 1866. oy 

3 Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 15th ultimo, =| 
No. 272, in regard to the reports which have come to your ears concerning the 

| attempts of the agents in Europe of Maximilian’s government in Mexico to pro- 
vide for the departure from Trieste of 10,000 Austrians for that country, and to 
enclose, for your information, a copy of a communication which I have addressed | 
to Mr. Motley, the representative of this government at Vienna, upon the sub- | 
ject. I will thank you to apprise that gentleman of any further information | 
that you may receive concerning this matter, in order that he may govern his 
proceedings accordingly. | | 

lam, sir, your obedient servant, a | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | | 

JoHN BigELow, Esq., Se., §c., &. | 7 | 

— : | Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | - 

(Confidential. —Extracts. ] | 

OS LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Oo Paris, March 22, 1866. | 

Dear Sir: The Moniteur of the 21st instant announces that a military con- 
vention was signed at. Vienna on the 15th between the Austrian government and 

r the representative of Maximilian—supplementary to a convention of the same | 
| nature which had been previously concluded between the same parties. The - 

purpose of this engagement, says the Moniteur, is to insure the enrolments 
| necessary to keep full the Austrian corps in Mexico. | : 

~ In another journal, which I regret that at this moment I am unable to lay my 
| hand upon, I have seen it stated that a line of steamers is to be started from 

Trieste to Vera Cruz, to ply regularly, from the 1st of April next. The Con- 
 stitutionnel of the 21st contains also the following paragraph : | _ 
‘We learn from the Freudenblatt, of Vienna, that the enlistments for Mexico 

| will begin immediately ; that the funds had been received from Paris two months 
since. In general,” adds the Vienna journal, “our volunteers in Mexico seem to 
have made very fair savings, as Colonel Leiser has himself received more than 
300,000 francs, to be sent to their friends in Austria. This proves that their
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wages are paid regularly, and that prices are not as high in Mexico as has been : 

represented.” | | : , ft 
OK # #  # i x % a | 

- The Paris correspondent of the London Post stated a few days since that E 

Hidalgo, who is expected here in a few days, would bring the convention, signed 

| by Maximilian, providing for the withdrawal of the French troops from Mexico. _&§ 

| The paragraph was generally copied, but finally received a qualified contradic- ' 

tion in two or three of the offcious journals, which stated that what Hidalgo : 

would bring could not be known till he came, and that when he left, Mr. Salliard  § 

had not had time to communicate with Maximilian, &c. ) j 

I presume the consul at Trieste and Mr. Motley will inform you of the objects j 

had in view in the establishment. of a line of steamers from Trieste to Vera Cruz. 

They certainly can hardly be of a commercial character. | 2 

“Tam, sir, with great respeet, your obedient servant, | : 

—— | So | | JOHN BIGELOW. | _ €§ 

Hon. Wittiam H. SEWARD, _ a | | 

| Secretary of State, &c., §¢., §¢. a i 

7 | . - Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. : | Og tf 

~ No. 426.| : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 

| | | Washington, March 23, 1866. ' 

Sir: Your despatch of the 6th instant, No. 282, informing me ofthe remarks . = | 

of Mr. Rouher in the “corps legislatif’’ upon the amendment proposed by a | 

minority to the address to the throne, has been received, and I have, in reply, to a | 

inform you that I consider it interesting, as information of a part of the legis- 

| lative proceedings of France in regard to French intervention in Mexico. | | 

Tam, sir, your obedient servant, | : ' 

| a | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. [ 

| - Joun BieELow, Esq., §c., §c., &c. | | o 

Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. - oF 

| [Extract.] 

No. 297.[ | _ LecatTioN oF THE UNITED STATES, 

| oe Paris, April 6, 1866. ~ «| 

oe Sir: The Moniteur of yesterday morning announced that, as a sequence — 

to communications exchanged between “ M. Dana, minister of France, his ex- 

cellency Marshal Bazaine, and the Mexican government, the Emperor has decided a 

‘that the French troops shall evacuate Mexico in three detachments; the first 

to leave in November, 1866, the second in March, 1867, and the third in 

November, 1867.” | . | . &# 

| At M. Drouyn de Lhuys’ reception yesterday afternoon, I remarked that I : 

supposed the paragraph in the Moniteur might be regarded as an official ' 

statement of the result of Baron Salliard’s mission. He said it might, and then 

added that it was substantially what he had prefigured to me in our conversation | 

last fall. He went on to say that the seasons for the debarking of the troops 

were selected from climatic and sanitary considerations. a | 

| OK # x x  ® % % * Ox 

- Tam, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, . | | 

| , | JOHN BIGELOW. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, © | | | | 

Secretary of State, §c., Sc. &c. | | |
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2 The Marquis de Montholon to Mr. Seward. : 
: [Translation] 

1 LEGATION OF FRANCE To Tur UNtrep STATES, 
| . Washington, April 21,1866. j | Mr. Secrerary or Stare—Sir: I hasten to remit herewith to your excel- | lency copy of a despatch which I at the moment receive from his excellency : Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and which answers the despatch you were pleased to | address to me, relative to M exican affairs, on the 12th of February last. ; _ Accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances of my high consideration. z | MONTHOLON. j | Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, §c.8Sc., Sc. | os 

: Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to the Marquis de Montholon, 

: [Translation.] | | | { | | | Paris, April 5, 1866. : _Sim: I have read, gith all the attention which it deserves, the answer of the Secretary q of State to my despatch of the 9th of January last. The scrupulous care with which Mr. E Seward has pleased to analyze that despatch, and the extended considerations upon which 1 _ he has entered to define, in regard to the exposé which I have made of the conduct of : France in the affairs of Mexico, the doctrines which are the basis of the international policy Q of the United States, bear witness in our eyes of the interest which the cabinet of Washing-: : ton attaches to putting aside all misapprehension. 
| 4 We find therein the evidence of its desire to cause the sentiments of amity which the tra- : “ ditions of a long alliance have cemented between our two countries, to prevail over the g accidental divergencies, often inevitable, in the movement of affairs and the relations of i governments. It is in this disposition that we have appreciated the communication which. Q the Secretary of State has addressed to you, the 12th of February last. I will not follow i Mr. Seward in the developments he has given to the exposition of the principles which di- | ; rect the policy of the American Union. It does not appear to me opportune or profitable ; to prolong, on points of doctrine or of history, a discussion, where we may differ in opinion : from the government of the United States, without danger to the interests of the two | countries. I think it better to serve those interests by abstaining from discussing asser- ; tions—in my opinion very contestable—in order to take action on assurances which may i contribute to facilitate our understanding. | i We never hesitate to offer to our friends the explanations they ask from us, and we hasten 7 to give to the cabinet of Washington all those which may enlighten it on the purpose we : are pursuing in Mexico, and on the loyalty of our intentions. We have said to it, at the 3 same time, that the certainty we should acquire of its resolution to observe in regard to | | : that country, after our departure, a policy of non-intervention, would hasten the moment : when it would be possible for us, without compromising the interests which led us there, q to withdraw our troops, and put an end to an occupation, the duration of which we are sincerely desirous to abridge. In his despatch of the 12th February last Mr. Seward calls to mind, on his part, that the government of the United States has conformed during the : whole course of its history to the rule of conduct which it received from Washington, by practicing invariably the principle of non-intervention, and adds that nothing justifies the apprehension that it should show itself unfaithful in what may concern Mexico. We re- ceive this assurance with entire confidence, and we find therein a sufficient guarantee not | any longer to delay the adoption of measures intended to prepare for the return of our army. The Emperor-has decided that the French troops shall evacuate Mexico in three detach- ments: the first being intended to depart in the month of N ovember, 18 6; the second in March, 18€7; and the third in the month of November of the same year. You will please to communicate this decision officially to the Secretary of State. : Receive, Marquis, the assurance of my high consideration. | | - | . DROUYN DE LHUYS. The Marquis pr Monrnoton, | ; ae | | Minister of the Emperor, at Washington. :
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| Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | — : 

No. 438.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | , 

| | | Washington, April 21, 1866. | 

| Sir: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the : 

. 6th of April, No. 297. It is accompanied by a copy of the Moniteur, the offi- 5 

cial organ of the government of France, to the effect following: «That the : 

Emperor has decided that the French troops shall evacuate Mexico in three de- | 

tachments: the first to leave in November, 1866; the second in March, 1867; : 

the third in November, 1867.” | | | | ft 

You inform me that you learn from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys that the decision : 

mentioned in the Moniteur may be regarded as an official, statement of the result . 

of Baron Salliard’s mission in Mexico. : 

Presuming that we may expect very soon to receive a direct communication : 

of the Emperor’s views on the subject of the proposed evacuation of Mexico, I : 

think a discussion on our part of the newly presented points in the subject of I 

the French intervention would at the present moment be premature. . I 

| - J am, sir, your obedient servant, , | | : oF 

| | WILLIAM H.SEWARD. ~ : 

JOHN BiGcELow, &c., Sc., &c., Paris. , a” , 

| Mr. Seward to the Marquis de Montholon. | 

. | 7  DeparTmentor Stare, = | 

| | Washington, April 23, 1866. — | 

My Dear Marauts: I hasten, in advancé of the departure of the mail, to : 

acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 21st instant, together with the copy i 

of a despatch you were pleased to give me, which was addressed to you on the i 

5th instant by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, in which the minister for foreign affairs | 

of the empire of France replies to the communication I had the honor to address  &- 

to you, concerning Mexican affairs, on the 12th of February last. | | i 

The subject will early receive the considerate attention of the President of the 

United. States. cenit | | i 

I am, my dear Marquis, very faithfully yours, a F 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. f 
The Marquis p—E MoNTHOLON, &c., &c., &c. | E 

) AUSTRIAN TROOPS FOR MEXICO, =” | 

a | Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. : | | 

oe a |  [Extract.] : : i 

No. 138] Unirep States Lee@ation, © 
| | | | Vienna, December 18, 1865. | ' 

- Sir: I think it proper to send you herewith appended, marked A, a transla- | 

tion of a paragraph recently published in the semi-official papers and in the 

official Gazette of Vienna in regard to the enlistment in Austria for Mexico. | 

| I have the honor to remain your obedient servant, 7 | 

| | J. LOTHROP. MOTLEY. | 

Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | 

Secretary of State, Washington. | | 

ay
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: Extract from the ‘* General Correspondez,”” and copied into the Vienna Gazette (official) of December 4 a Oo 15, 1865. — | 

: 
[ Translation, ] : 

: We have already taken occasion long ago to contradict in the most decisive manner the 4 reports, apparently spread with design, in regard to pretended agreements for the sending : Of troops to Mexico on the part of Austria and the arrangements thereto appertaining. : Similar reports are once more willingly spread, and may have originated in an article of 4 the Patrie, which paper pretended to know that movements of imperial royal Austrian : troops and subaltern officers te Mexico were impending, a fact which undoubtedly would é have the character of a sending of Austrian auxiliary troops, | : The manner in which this news has lately, and particularly by the Paris correspondent i of the Cologne Gazette, been made use of against Austria, prompts us once more to refer | j to this affair, and to affirm in the most positive manner that these reports are nothing but | 4 inventions made for a purpose. | | i The truth in the whole question is limited to this, that itis proposed to permit such per- : sons as have already fulfilled their military duty to Austria, but only such, to enlist in the | 4 Mexican service, in the same manner and with the same conditions as was the case when a the last year’s first ehlistments for the Austrian-Mexican volunteer corps took place, The a object of these newly permitted enlistments, ag has already been explicitly stated, would only be to provide substitutes for the numerous vacancies in the Austrian volunteer corps | a serving in Mexico. The newly enlisted, like those who entered the volunteer corps in the f year 1864, take the military oath to the emperor of Mexico, and pledge themselves to him: for a six years’ service. Their flag is not the Austrian, but the Mexican, and the power of : Austria is in nowise engaged through them or for them. Also, it is entirely false when : the Patrie puts the number of those volunteers at 10,000 men ; the latest enlistments in | Austria for Mexico, concerning the permission for which negotiations are now in progress, ; would in any event not exceed yearly the total number of 2,000 men. i _ Whilst we are endeavoring to give a true and correct statement of this affair, we have { to remark that no binding resolves have been taken in regard to this affair, but that, on 3 the contrary, the negotiations on the subject have only just begun. But these may, how- i ever, very probably lead to the conclusion of a supplemental convention to the agreement : _ e€ntered into last year, of which the chief object was to place as securely as possible the i rights of those enlisting, who, after all, remain at the same time Austrian subjects. 

| | | Mr; Motley to Mr. Seward. a 

: No. 150.] Unirep Srares Legation, 
. : Vienna, Februury 27, 1866. © 

Sir: I think it is well to state, referring to my confidential despatch No. i 148, of date February 20, 1866, that I have been informed that efforts are mak- : ing to induce the Austrian government to consent that 4,000 volunteers may be 
levied here this year for Mexico, on the ground that the supplementary article | 
to the convention of Miramar permitted two thousand each year, and that none 

- *-were forwarded in the year 1865. | I learn that this consent will probably be accorded, so that if the funds canbe _ obtained for paying, equipping, and transporting them, 4,000 Austrian volun- | teers will be found and may be expected in Mexico this year. I believe that | the funds have not yet been furnished. 
: I have the honor to remain your obedient servant, 

J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | 
_ Secretary of state, Washington. | oo
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oo | Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. — | | 

| _ No. 167.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, March 19, 1866. | 

Sir: Mr. Bigelow informs me, by a despatch of the 15th of February, that 

he learned from an unofficial source that “ Gregorio Barandiran, the diplomatic 

| representative of the Archduke Maximilian, formerly secretary of legation under 

Sefior Robles at Washington, is now in Paris for money to fit out 10,000 Aus- : 

- trians, who, he says, are ready to embark from Trieste for Mexico. The Mex- : 

ican commissioner informed him that there was no money in his hands. I am ; 

not sure of learning the result of the minister’s suit here, as the money, if fur- 

nished, must come through indirect and concealed channels.”’ 

| ~ You are instructed to inquire concerning the facts, and if they justify the re- : 

port, to bring it to the knowledge of the Austrian government seasonably, and : 

| say that the United States cannot regard with unconcern a proceeding which ' 

would seem to bring Austria into an alliance with the invaders of Mexico, to 

"subvert the domestic republic, and build up foreign imperial institutions. ' 

| It is hoped Austria will give us frank explanations. | | E 

: T am, sir, your obedient servant, — Be | a 

oe WILLIAM H. SEWARD. [ 

J. Lornrop Mortey, Esq., §c., Sc., Vienna. i 

Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. - t 

| No. 169.] . DEPARTMENT oF STATE, © 

, : Washington, March 19,1866. | t 

Sir: I have your despatch of the 27th of February, No. 150, by which we f 

learn that efforts are now made to induce the Austrian government to consent — : 

that 4,000 volunteers may be levied within that empire this year for Mexico, | | 

on the ground that the supplementary article of the convention of Miramar per- : 

mitted 2,000 each year, and that none were forwarded in the year 1865. 

Upon this statement of facts you express the opinion that the consent desired ' 

will probably be accorded by the imperial government, so that if the funds can 7 

be obtained for paying, equipping, and transporting 4,000 officers and volunteers, : 

they will be found, and may be expected in Mexico this year. Atthe same time | 

you state that it is your opinion that the funds have not yet been furnished. a : 

| The case thus presented renders it proper that I should call your especial : 

| attention to my despatch No. 167, which bears the date of, and is sent forward, 

this day. | | : 

> In preparing that despatch I anticipated the case substantially which your : 

-* communication now presents. You cannot, while practicing the courtesy and ' 

| respect which are due to the Austrian government, be. either too earnest or too 4 

emphatic in the protest you have been directed to make. — i 

In performing this duty, you may be assisted by information of the actual j 

state of the question concerning French intervention in Mexico at the present — q 

moment. With this view, I give you, confidentially, a copy of my note ad- i 

dressed to the Marquis de Montholon on the 12th day of February last. As yet, : 

no reply has been received to this note, nor have its contents become public. , 

You will, therefore, see the propriety of being discreet in such use of it as you 

may find it necessary to make. oO | | q 

After reading that paper you will be justified in saying that the American
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government and people would not be likely to be pleased with seeing Austria © 
3 at this juncture assume the character of a protector to the foreign military power : which, claiming the form of an empire, is attempted to be set up upon the sup- 4; posed subverted foundations of the republic of Mexico. 

| » Iam, sir, your obedient servant, | | 
; | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | ; J. Loruror Mot ey, Esq., &¢., &¢., Vienna. 

' Mr. Motley te Mr. Seward. 

: No. 155] — Unirep States Legation, | 
7 | Vienna, Mareh 27, 1866. 

Siz: The military supplementary convention between that government of 
, Mexico which is here recognized as the legitimate one and the Austrian govern- 
5 ment was signed on the 15th of this month. | 
il As the nature and conditions of this agreement have already been fully stated 
i in my despatches of January 8, February 20, and February 27, (Nos. 142, 148, | j and 150,) the matter can be no novelty to you, and there seems no necessity for | : repeating what has already been said. | | oa 7 | 
; It is expected that about 1,000 volunteers will be shipped very soon from 
' Trieste to Vera Cruz, and at least as many more in the autumn. ; 
i I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, 
j | | oe J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
i Hon. WiLuiam H. Sewarp, | | 
; 7 Secretary of State. — | | 

{ Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. 

| No. 173.] | WASHINGTON, April 6, 1866. 
Sir: An informal note has just been received from Mr. Bigelow, the United 

States minister at Paris. In this note Mr. Bigelow writes, in substance, as 
7 follows : | | 7 | 

| “The Moniteur of the 21st of March announces that a military convention 
| was signed at Vienna on the 15th, between the Austrian government and the 
| representative of Maximilian, supplementary to a convention of the same nature 

which had been previously concluded between the same parties. 
“The purpose of this engagement, says the Moniteur, is to insure the enrol- 

ments necessary to keep full the Austrian corps in Mexico.” : | 
Mr. Bigelow further writes as follows : | | | | | 
“JI have seen it stated in another journal that a line of steamers is to be ; 

started from Trieste to Vera Cruz, to ply regularly after the 1st of April.” 
Again, Mr. Bigelow furnishes an extract from the Paris Constitutionnel of the 

21st of March : | 
“We learn from the Freudenblatt, of Vienna, that the enlistment for Mexico 

will begin immediately ; that the funds had been received from Paris two months 
since.” | 7 | 

Your despatches of dates almost as late as that of Mr. Bigelow’s note are 
| silent upon the rumors which he brings to the notice of this government, It is 

possible that more authentic information which you may possess concerning | 
the disposition and proceedings of the Austrian government may enable you to 
treat the matter mentioned by Mr. Bigelow with indifference.
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| _ Looking at the matter, however, from our point of observation, the rumors | 
referred to are deemed sufficient to entitle us.to ask a friendly and just exposi- : 
tion of the imperial royal government of the relations which it proposes to assume | ' 
or maintain henceforth in regard to Mexico. a i 

You are expected, therefore, to execute the instructions which have heretofore 
been sent to you to that effect; and it is thought proper that you should state ot 
that, in the event of hostilities being carried on hereafter in Mexico by Austrian 
subjects, under the command or with the sanction of the government of Vienna,  £ 

_. the United States will feel themselves at liberty to regard those hostilities as E 
constituting a state of war by Austria against the republic of Mexico; and in i 
regard to such war, waged at this time and under existing circumstances, the i 
United States could not engage to remain as silent or neutral spectators. | 

The President may desire to call the attention of Congress to this interesting ot 
| subject. You will see the importance, therefore, of obtaining the information 

which is desired as early as may be practicable consistently with the courtesies E 
due to Austria as a friendly government. i 

: Should you, however, find important reasons, now utknown to us, for defer- I 
. ring the execution of this instruction, you will be at liberty to exercise your . 

discretion and report those reasons to us. | 
| | _ Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | 

| | SO WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
J. Loraror Mottey, Esgq., §c., Sc. Vienna. - co [ 

oo Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. & - f 

No. 158.] | | LeeaTION oF THE Unirep States, - 
| | | Vienna, Aprié6,1866. ; 

Sir: Thad the honor to receive your No. 167, of date March 19. In this 4 
despatch it is stated that Mr. Bigelow informs you, under date of February 15,  & 
from an unofficial source, that “Gregorio Barandiran, the diplomatic repre- f 
sentative of the Archduke Maximilian, formerly secretary of legation under 
Seftor Robles, at Washington, is now in Paris for money to fit out 10,000 | 
Austrians, which, he says, are ready to embark from Trieste for Mexieo. The 
Mexican commissioner informed him that there was no money in his hands. — | 

| I am not sure of learning the result of the minister’s suit here, as. the money, _ 
/ if furnished, must come through indirect and concealed channels.” | : 

In consequence of this information furnished by Mr. Bigelow, you instruct i 
me to “inquire concerning the facts, and, if they justify the report, to bring it to 4 

_ the knowledge of the Austrian government seasonably, and say that the ‘ 
United States cannot regard with unconcern a proceeding which would. seem : 

: to bring Austria into alliance with the invaders of Mexico to subvert the do- 
mestic republic and build up foreign imperial institutions. It is hoped. that i 
Austria will give us frank explanations.”’ 4 

| In reply, I have to observe that Mr. Bigelow, in a private note to me of the 7 
same date as his despatch above cited, mentioned this report of the “10,000 
Austrians ready to embark at Trieste for Mexico,”.but the story was so entirely | | 

: at variance with everything well known to me here that I attributed: very 
_ little importance to it. In order to make assurances more sure, however, L | | 

took pains instantly to verify the facts in the most exact and authentic manner. | 
I learned, accordingly, that, instead of there being 10,000 Austrians at Trieste,_ a there was not one Austrian soldier ready to embark at that port, or at any | 
other point in this empire. | a Ses | 

This intelligence, from the most unquestionable source, was. transmitted by 
me in a private pote to Mr. Bigelow, but I confess that I did not consider it: 

DC | |
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worth while to trouble you with a matter which seemed to be mere newspaper | 
i gossip. I felt that, so long as I was deemed worthy of my present post, you 
3 _ would feel confident that I should always furnish you with accurate intelli- 
\ gence as to important events occurring in Austria, and that the concentration 
‘ and embarcation for Mexico of 10,000 Austrians at Trieste were facts not. 
j likely to escape my notice. oo ne 
: You will doubtless remember that in my despatch of the 8th of January I 
' stated, on official authority, that the Austrian government had consented that 
i volunteers should be levied in this empire, from men who had fulfilled their 
i term of service in Austria, in numbers sufficient to keep full the original legion 
1 in Mexico of 6,000 men. _ | | 
| As the supplementary convention to that effect had not then been signed, it — 
i was not possible to give you more definite information. | 
i Subsequently, on the 20th of February, I informed you that the supplement- 
i | ary articles permitted the levy of 2,000 men each year for a certain period ; 
; and on the 29th of February I added that, as no volunteers had been sent 
; in 1865, it was now permitted to send two quotas of 2,000 meneach during 
i the year 1866. | 
, TI also stated that the equipping and transporting of these troops, and all 
i other expenses, were to be defrayed by that government at Mexico which has 
i been recognized here as the legitimate one, and not in any proportion by the 
i Austrian government. As you have especially instructed me not to engage in | 
i official or political discussions on the Mexican subject with the government to 
; which I am accredited, and as that injunction, to which I have repeatedly and ~ 
i very lately alluded in this correspondence, has never been removed, I should 
| have thought m@self violating my duty had I taken the responsibility of en- 
| tering any protest on the part of the United States government against these 

_ proceedings. oe | 
My personal opinions in regard to this attempt, by means of foreign armies 

and navies, to set up a foreign empire on the ruins of an. American republic, are | 
perfectly well known here and at home. | 

7 What is of infinitely more importance, every government in Europe, that of 
i Austria included, knows the position of the United States government, and is . 
| aware that it will never, so long as a foreign power occupies the territory and 

waters of Mexico with its military and naval forces, recognize the existence of | 
- an empire which that power has sought to establish, nor accept it as the crea- 
tion of the Mexican national will. | | oe 

But I am now somewhat embarrassed by the instructions contained in your 
despatch No. 167. | es | 

| It seems to me that if I should intimate now (as instructed by you, on re- — 
ceiving the rumors contained in Mr. Bigelow’s despatch) that “ Austria is in 
alliance with the invaders of Mexico,” and should express the hope that “she 
will give us frank explanations,” I should appear to suggest that the imperial | 
royal government had not hitherto been frank in her dealings on this subject. » . 
Now, it is my duty to say that I believe the imperial government bas been 

| perfectly sincere, straightforward, and loyal towards the United States in this 
matter, and in every other, since I have had the honor of holding my present 
post. | ae ' | , | 

There have been no concealments, as I firmly believe, as to her position, in a 
regard to what is called here the Mexican empire. “ | 

| , It has been uniformly stated by the imperial government that it had nothing | ! 
: to do with the attempt to establish that empire; that it had neither a military . 

nor mercantile navy, nor superfluous land forces, adequate to sustain, by force, | 

the government which the Archduke Maximilian sought to establish in Mexico ; a 
that his acceptance or rejection of the offer made to him in 1863 was a matter 
which personally concerned only himself and his brother, the Emperor of Aus-
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tria, and that the imperial royal government was in no alliance, direct or indi- , : 
rect, with the proposed new government of Mexico. —. : 
‘The Austrian government had allowed a certain number of volunteers tobe : 

raised for service in Mexico. by the Emperor’s brother, a proceeding which 
would, of course, have been a violation of Austrian sovereignty, had it been 
done without permission. aan i 
‘What would have been the answer to a protest by the United States govern- a 

| ment against the original convention of Miramar granting that permission, or of ae 
a similar protest to the supplementary convention signed here on the 15th of > &§ 
last March, I cannot tell. | | a , a | 
_ IT suppose, however, that if the United States government had permitted, or I 
were now to permit, the republican government of Mexico, recognized by the | 
United States as the legitimate one, to raise volunteers within the territory of © E 
the United States, in whatever numbers, the Austrian government would not | 
consider itself authorized to protest against such a measure, or to resent it.. -_ 7 

| It would, I suppose, consider that a measure incident to the sovereignty of the t 
United States, and whatever might be the effect produced upon the various bel- i 
ligerents in Mexico by such a step, Austria, as a neutral, would not be affected q 
by. ite. - oo : 

My embarrassment is somewhat increased by the perusal of your No. 169, | : 
_ bearing the same date (19th of March) as your No. 167, both reaching me under | : 

| the same envelope. | | | : | 
In this latter despatch, which acknowledges receipt of my No. 150, giving in- - 

formation that the supplementary convention thereafter to be signed would al-. ' 
low a double yearly quota, viz., 4,000 volunteers, to go to Mexico this year, on ' 

_ the ground that none were forwarded in the year 1865, you gall my especial , ; 
attention to your No. 167. | BF | ; 

You observe that in preparing that despatch you anticipated the case substan- i 
tially which my communication now presents. You instruct me further that ; 
while practicing the courtesy and respect which are due to the Austrian govern- i 
ment, I cannot be either too earnest or too emphatic in the protest which I have f 

_ been directed to make. | \ , | : 
You further send for my guidance a copy of the note addressed to you by the ; 

Marquis de Montholon on the 12th of February, by which I learn the actual | 
state of the question concerning French intervention in Mexico. a  &§ 

You also observe, that after reading that paper I shall be justified in saying | 
that the “ American government and people will not be likely to be pleased i 

_ with seeing Austria at this juncture assume the character of a protector to the q 
foreign military power which, claiming the form of an empire, is attempted to og 
be set up upon the supposed subverted foundations of the republic of Mexico.” i 
_As a matter of fact, officially published here, only 1,000 volunteers. are to go. | 

_ thissummer. Whether this restriction is in order to avoid the unhealthy season J 
. in Vera Cruz, or because funds have not been provided for equipping and trans- : 

porting a larger number, I know not. | oo Betas oe : 
_ As soon as the supplementary convention was signed last month, I instructed { 

Mr. Thayer, United States consul at Trieste, to send me accurate intelligence as ‘ 
to the number of troops, dates of sailing, and other particulars of interest in this | 

| connexion, so that you may rely upon my keeping you duly informed on the q 
subject. | | | 

_ tis my anxious desire to perform my duty to the United States government | 
with the utmost fidelity in this most serious affair. I think that if 1 could have 
the advantage of direct conversation with you I should easily convince you that 
there is no intention on the part of Austria to succeed the French government =: 
in the position of protector to the foreign. military power which it is attempted 
to set up in Mexico, and that it would be difficult for the imperial royal gov- |
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po ernment to disavow any such intention more frankly and loyally than it has . 
uniformly done. 7 | | 

| If your efforts to bring about the evacuation of Mexico by the French army 
are successful, I do not.think that the Austrian volunteers in that country will 

; be sufficiently numerous to prevent a free expression of the national will as to 
the form of government thenceforth to be adopted. I also consider it indis- 

. putable that, whatever be the result, the Austrian government will never deem __ 
itself either directly or by implication called upon to sustain the cause which 
those volunteers have endeavored to support. 

| After making these preliminary observations, at no greater length, I trust, than 
| is justified by the importance of the subject, I proceed to say that, in view of 

| your decided and unequivocal instructions just received, I deem it, of course, my | 
duty to break the official silence hitherto imposed upon me, and to bring the 

i opinions of the United States government to the direct notice of the imperial 
, royal government. : | | 
, As, however, I consider frankness and sincerity the best rule in diplomacy, 

and especially on this occasion, I have decided to request the imperial royal — 
i Ininister for foreign affairs to read this despatch before I send it to you. 

Should his excellency find in it any misstatements or wrong inferences, or if | 
he should favor mé with any suggestions or comments, I shall have the honor 

i duly to notify you thereof in a subsequent despatch, probably by the same post 
that will take this one. ee | | _ 
P.S.—The Moniteur of yesterday informs us as to the terms fixed for the 

evacuation of Mexico by the French army—whether to the satisfaction, or not, 
of the United States government I know not. 

I have the honor to remain, sir, most. respectfully, your very obedient servant, 
| J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. — 

-Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp. 7 : | 
Secretary of State. ; | | | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. oo | 

No. 174.] a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| . Washington, April 16, 1866. . 

Sir: Ihave had the honor to receive your despatch of the 27th of March, — 
No. 155, which brings the important announcement that a treaty, called a “ mil- 
itary supplementary convention,” was ratified on the 15th of that month between 
the Emperor of Austria and the Prince Maximilian, who claims to be an emperor 
in Mexico. 7 a 

You inform me that it is expected that about one thousand volunteers will be — 
shipped (under this treaty) from Trieste to Vera Oruz very soon, and that at , 
least as many more will be shipped in the autumn. : | 

I have heretofore given you the President’s instructions to ask for explana- | 
tions, and, conditionally, to inform the government of Austria that the despatch — | 
of military expeditions by Austria under such an arrangement as the one which 
seems now to have been consummated would be regarded with serious concern | 

a by the United States. 
The subject has now been further considered in connexion with the official 

information thus recently received. The time seems to have arrived when the 
| attitude of this government in relation to Mexican affairs should be once again | 

frankly and distinctly made known to the Emperor of Austria, and all other 
powers whom it may directly concern. The United States, for reasons which 
seem to them to be just,and to have their foundation in the laws of nations, 
maintain that the domestic republican government with which they are in rela- _
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tions of friendly communication is the only legitimate government existing in : 

Mexico ; that.a war has for a period of several years been waged against that - 

| republic by the government of France, which war began with a disclaimer of all | 

political or dynastic designs; that that war has subsequently taken upon itself, . I 

and now distinctly wears, the character of a European intervention to over- | 

throw that domestic republican government, and to erect in its stead a European a | 
imperial military despotism by military force. The United States, in view of | 
the character of their own political institutions, their proximity and intimate 3 

relations towards Mexico, and their just influence in the political affairs of the &£§ 

American continent, cannot consent to the accomplishment of that purpose by i 

the means described. 'The United States have therefore addressed themselves, _ | 

as they think, seasonably to the government of France, and have asked that its : 

military forces, engaged in that objectionable political invasion, may desist from :  ¢€ 

further intervention and be withdrawn from Mexico. © | | ; 4 
A copy of the last communication upon this subject, which was addressed by + 

us to the government of France, is herewith transmitted for your special inform- t 

ation. This paper will give you the true situation of the question. It will { 

also enable you to satisfy the government of Vienna that the United States | 

must be no less opposed to military intervention for political objects hereafter | ; 

in Mexico by the government of Austria, than they are opposed to any further 

intervention of the same character in that country by France. _ oe , 

---You will, therefore, at as early a day as may be convenient, bring the whole t 

case, in a becoming manner, to the attention of the imperial royal government. : 

-. You are authorized to state that the United States sincerely desire that Austria _ 

- may find it just and expedient to come upon the same ground of non-interven- | 

tion in Mexico which is maintained by the United States, and to which they |  &€ 

- have invited France. , a | a s ; 

You will communicate to us the answer of the Austrian government to this f 

proposition. | — : 

‘This government could not but regard as a matter of serious concern the de-_ 

| spatch of any troops from Austria for Mexico while the subject which you are | 

thus directed to present to the Austrian government remains under consideration. | 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, oe q 

| WILLIAM H.SEWARD, 
J. LotHrop Mot ey, Esq., &c., Sc., Vienna. | | 

|  -Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. 7 | f 

No. 181.] _ | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

| , Washington, April 30, 1866. 

| Sir: I have the honor toacknowledge the reception of your despatches of the | 

6th of April, No. 158, and the 10th of April, No. 159. 7 
These papers inform me that you have brought my despatches Nos. 167 and. | 

169 to the notice of the imperial government, although not without some | 

hesitation and embarrassment.. Subsequently to the time when that duty was | 

performed you must have received my despatch of April 6, No. 173,my further 4 

despatch of April 16, No. 174, and also my confidential despatch of April 16, 

No. 176, all of which despatches relate to the situation of Mexico. 
I trust that these several communications will have cleared away whatever | j 

uncertainty you may heretofore have felt concerning the views of this govera- 
ment in regard to that subject. | | 

| In your No. 158 you have assumed that this government could not justly | 
regard as a departure from neutrality by the Austrian government the authority _ |
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j which it has given by entering into a recent treaty with the Prince Maximilian | 
vo the recruiting of volunteers by him in Austria and their despatch by him to 

exico. | : 8 
] In support of this assumption you argue that the United States would not be 
| willing to admit that it would be a violation of neutrality on their part to permit 

: the recruiting of volunteers within their jurisdiction for military service under 
the republican banner in Mexico. 

i Your assumption, and the argument upon which you built it, were submitted 
| by you to Count Mensdorff, and it is not unlikely that he may have inferred that 

the assumption is consistent with the views which are entertained by the United 
: States, and would therefore be approved by them. It becomes necessary, for 
! this reason, for me to say that I do not acquiesce in your position. . 

While any citizen of the United States is at liberty, under municipal and in- 
i ternational laws, to expatriate himself unarmed, and to engage individually, 
j when abroad, in any foreign service that he may choose, yet, on the other hand, 
' the laws of the United States and the law of nations, as they are understood by 

us, forbid this government from authorizing or permitting the enlistment or or- 
i ganization on American ground, or the departure from our territory, of armed 
i, military forces to carry on hostilities against any foreign state, except In a war 

against that state duly declared by Congress. 
: The Prince Maximilian is either a principal or a subordinate belligerent in 
: Mexico. The treaty which has been made between Austria and that belligerent, 
, by which the former authorizes the organization within the Austrian dominions 

| of two thousand or more volunteers, manifestly to be engaged in war against | 
i the republic of Mexico, is deemed by the government inconsistent with the 
i principle of neutrality, and an engagement with Maximilian in his invasion of 

that republic. | | : / 
| I give you herewith a copy of a note which was received on the 21st of April 
i instant from the Marquis de Montholon, together with a copy of the despatch 

which was addressed to that minister by Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys on the dth of 
: April instant. | oe 
i __I give you also a copy of the reply which I have made to the note of the — 
i Marquis. | | , 
| These several papers, together with my aforementioned despatches, which you 

| will now have received, will put you fully in possession of the opinions of this | 
government, and of the duty which it has called upon you to perform. | 

It will be an occasion of sincere satisfaction if you shall be able to obtain 
) _ from the imperial government an assurance that Austria will not hereafter inter- 

vene, by sending or by giving permission to the despatch of military forces from 
| within her dominions to make or continue a war against the republic of Mexico. _ 

I refrain from discussing the question you have raised, “ whether the recent 
instructions of this department harmonize entirely with the policy which it pur- 

. sued at an earlier period of the European intervention in Mexico.” : 
: Your despatch is calculated to produce an impression that, notwithstanding 

our protest, you expect the Austrian government will still permit the departure 
of the volunteers under the treaty, without waiting to give us an answer to that | 

| protest, and without affording us time to consider and reply to such answer as 
that government shall see proper and convenient tomake. Should the Austrian 
government persist in proceeding in that manner, and to the extremity thus — 
indicated, then this government will expect you to retire from Vienna, as directed 
in my aforesaid despatch No. 176. | | | 

| I forbear also from discussing the question which you have raised of the pro- : 
_ priety of some of the proceedings which have been taken by Mr. Bigelow in | 

: Paris, nor do I think it necessary to enter upon the consideration of the expla- 
_ hations which you have given of your own views in regard to these subjects. 

The European war against the republic of Mexico has been from the begin- 

| |
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ning a continual menace against this government, and even against free institu- 

tions throughout the American continent. I feel very sure that no friend of | 

auch institutions, either at home or abroad, will ever well question the necessity, - : 

the wisdom, or the justice of the policy which we have steadily pursued and = 

are still pursuing in regard to that war. It would be unprofitable for us, under 

such circumstances, to open personal discussions about that policy among our- | 

selves. a 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, | | | 

| WILLIAM H. SEWARD. — : 

J. Lornrop Mot ey, Esq., &c., §¢., Veenna. | f 

| Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. : 

No. 167.] Ot | Unirep States LEGATION, | f 

| | | | | Vienna, May 1, 1866. 

oe Sin: Many of the Vienna papers of last week published the following para-. i 

_ graphs, which I have reason to believe accurate : | | | 

“The shipment of the newly levied recruits for the Austrian volunteer corps 

in Mexico is fixed for the 15th May. Bo , 

« According to an advertisement fastened to the council-house door, the last : 

enlistments for Mexico take place'on the 27th, 28th, and 30th April. As hand- ' 

money, 25, 30, and 365 florins are offered. According to-telegraphie accounts | 

received to-day at the war department, from the various districts, the recruiting i 

for the Mexican volunteer corps is taking a favorable course. ‘The greater part | 

| of the newly enlisted men have already arrived at the head depot in Laybach, I 

and are fully uniformed. | | | | 

| “Some of them have received a furlough until the moment of sailing, and are é 

seen in their new uniforms in Vienna. | . | | a 

«The number levied in Vienna, and in the provinces, up to yesterday, (26th : 

April,) is 850 men.” | | - | 

I have as yet received no notification from Mr. Thayer, at Trieste, of the — i 

arrival of any of these volunteers inthat city. . | 

I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, 7 ' 

a | a J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. © ' 

| Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | | : 

Secretary of State. | 

| Mr. Seward to Mr. Moitley. | | 

No. 182.| | | | _ DePARTMENT OF STATE, | | 

| 7 | 7 Washington, May 3, 1866. | 

- Sir: Your confidential despatch of the 17th of April, No. 161, has been ' 

received. 7 oo 7 | ' 

It is a matter of some relief that only so small.a number of volunteers as six 

hundred have been gathered at Laybach, with a view to shipment from Trieste ' 

for Vera Cruz, and that the recruiting for that service is becoming very languid. i 

It is to be hoped that a scheme obviously so unpopular in Austria will not be | 

persisted in by the Emperor. My late communications leave no necessity for i 

dwelling upon the subject at the present moment. | 

Lam, sir, your obedient servant, | | . | | 

| | | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

J. Loraror Mot ey, Esq., &c., &¢., Vienna. | | ;
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: - _ Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward: | : | 

| No. 169.] Unirep Srates Leaation, 
, | |  -Veenna, May 6, 1866. 
| Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Nos. 173, 174, | 
| 175, and your 176, marked confidential, of dates April 6 and April 16, respect- 
| ively, all reaching me under the same envelope on May 3, in the evening. No. 
; 175 is in answer to my 156, and relates to the affairs of Austria and Prussia, | 
| _ No. 173 contains certain extracts from Paris journals, and translations in 
| Paris journals from Vienna newspapers, sent to you by Mr. Bigelow, United | 

_ States minister in Paris. Such intelligence as was accurate in those extracts - 
| has already been indicated by me in advance from authentic sources in my | 
: _ despatches of January 8, February 20, and February 27. — | | 

ik _ ‘The permission of the so-called imperial government in Mexico to levy troops 
io to supply vacancies in the volunteer corps raised in this empire in 1864 was 

accorded in the beginning of this year, and mentioned in my despatch of 8th 7 
January. Of the signature of the supplementary convention I have subse- 
quently apprised you. The statement that a line of steamers was to be started __ 

| ~ between Trieste and Vera Cruz, to begin to ply on April 1, has, 1 believe, no | 
foundation in fact. oo | a | 

i I have understood that Mr. Loosey, Austrian consul-general at New York, | 
, has long had the project of starting a line of steamers between Trieste and New 
t York, and that latterly there had been some hope of causing such steamers to | 

| stop at Vera Cruz, but I have ascertained that the project has been for the 
| | present, at least, abandoned. | | 
| I sent this information to Mr. Bigelow, in reply to his inquiry made some 

five or six weeks ago. | | | a 
| The remainder of your No. 173 I shall have the honor to answer in connexion 

with your Nos. 174 and 176,in a separate despatch, which will go by the 
; same post as does the present one. — 
' Meantime I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

| | | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. 
Z Hon. WILLIAM Hl. Sewarp, a 

! | Secretary of State. os —— 

Mr. Motley to Count Mensdorff. | | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED States oF AMERICA, | 
| Vienna, May 6, 1866. 

Your EXcELLENCY : It will be doubtless within your recollection, thatonthe 
7th of April I had the honor to lay before you, for confidential perusal, a despatch 
of my own to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States. 

_ ‘This paper was in answer to a communication from the Secretary of State, 
instructing me to-make as earnest and emphatic protest as was compatible with 

_ the profound respect entertained by the United States for the imperial royal gov- | 
ernment against the departure of any additional soldiers from Austria for Mexico. | 

The language of the protest which I was thus instructed to make was quoted 
_ at length in the despatch which I had the honor of submitting to your perusal 

before sending it to Washiugton. In returning that despatch, I understood your | 
excellency to observe that it contained a just and explicit statement of the posi- 
tion of, the Austrian government in regard to the affairs of Mexico, and that 
you had no further observations to make upon it. . | 

| ‘Since forwarding that paper to Washington, I have received despatches of a 
grave nature from my government in regard to the same subject. | | |
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| These despatches are not, of course, in answer to my communication abov_ : 
mentioned. For this, sufficient time has not yet elapsed. | 

7 The instructions just received by me from Mr. Seward are in answer to my i 
statement to him, under date of 27th March last, that the military supplement- | 
ary convention between the Austrian government and the government of Mexico, : 

recognized here as the legitimate one, had been signed on the 11th March, and 7 
that it was expected that about one thousand volunteers would be shipped very | 
soon from Trieste to Vera Cruz, and at least as many more in the autumn. t 

An imperative duty is now placed upon me of again most respectfully calling | 

your excellency’s attention to the general and growing uneasiness throughout 

the United States on the subject of foreign troops in Mexico. In so doing, I [ 
wish to use the most courteous and becoming terms that are consistent with a— t 
faithful.execution of the task just committed to me by my government... | i 

—_- Recognizing the right of one independent nation, for reasons deemed sufficient i 
by itself, to make war upon another independent nation, and not feeling called = ff 
upon to be a judge of the quarrel between the belligerents, the United States { 
have scrupulously maintained neutrality in the war existing during the past few _ I 
years between the empire of France and the republic of Mexico, with which | t 

power the United States government has not ceased to maintain friendly rela- | 

tions. | - | oo - : 
| This preservation of neutrality has been rendered the more difficult in proportion E 

_ to the growth of the conviction among the people of the United States that the 

war begun by France for the purpose of redressing grievances, and with a — 

| disclaimer of all political intentions on the part of France, was continued, as it 

" were, indefinitely for the purpose of establishing and perpetuating on the borders : 

of our own territory a foreign imperial government by means of European i 

troops. . | 

It is hoped that at last an arrangement has been effeeted by which the French  & 

| troops, heretofore preventing a free expression of the national will in Mexico, 
are to be withdrawn. | | | | | i 

The appearance of fresh troops arriving from Austria at exactly this moment, 

therefore, would almost inevitably increase the general excitement in the United € 

_ States which the recent understanding with the French government had begun ; ' 

to allay. . : =. 

It would be thought erroneous, as such a supposition really is, that the : 

government of Austria was about to succeed that of France in an armed and | 

protective alliance with the new government which it wishes to see established _ | 
in Mexico. | 7 | oe : 
_ A thousand volunteers, many of them, perhaps, veterans, having served their : 

| time in the Austrian army, will be regarded as the precursors of an indefinite I 

number sufficient to supply the void left by the retiring French forces, and to ' 

_ overawe for a period of years the free action of the Mexican people in regard to | | 

their form of government. : | - | 

: The United States government has from the beginning neither acquiesced in | 
nor intimated the possibility of a future acquiescence in the substitution of an ' 
imperial foreign and military government in the place of the national republic 

of Mexico, unless it should satisfy itself that such was .unquestionably the will | | : 

of the Mexican people. — | a 
That will, in the opinion of the United States government, can never be 

manifested in the presence of foreign fleets and armies. It has, therefore, during _ | 

its very protracted diplomatic correspondence with the French imperial govern- i 

ment, been nnable to admit the validity of the revolution supposed to have been | 

effected in the government of Mexico chiefly by the means of European forces. _ i 

_ In its last note addressed to the French government it expressed itself as \ 

understanding the Emperor of the French to announce to the United States his 

immediate purpose to bring to an end the services of his armies in Mexico, to
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withdraw them, and in good faith to fall back, without stipulation or condition on __ 
the part of the United States, upon the principle of non-intervention, as to which 
he is henceforth agreed with the United States. a a 

The practice of the United States government, says the Secretary of State, 
is from its beginning a guarantee to all nations of the respect of the American 

| _ people for the free sovereignty of the people in every other state. It is the 
chief element of foreign intercourse in our history. 7 

Thus much of information I have thought it not superfluous. to give of the 
latest expression by the United States government to that of France of its sen- — 

_ timents in regard to the affairs of Mexico. ) | 
I am now instructed to say to the imperial royal government of Austria, that, 

in the opinion of the United States, the time seems to have arrived when the 
position of their government in relation to Mexico should be frankly and dis- __ 

+ tinctly made known to the imperial government, and to all others whom it may 
j | directly concern. . 

The United States, for reasons which seem to them to be just and to have | 
their foundation in the laws of nations, maintain that the domestic republican 

; government is the only legitimate one existing in Mexico. They cannot, in 
| view of the character of their own political institutions, their proximity and . | 

intimate relations towards Mexico, and their just influence in the affairs of the. 
| American continent, consent to the subversion of that government by foreign 

j armies. Having urged upon the French government their strong and, as they > 
| think, reasonable desire for the withdrawal of the French troops engaged in that 
| objectionable invasion, it now becomes proper for the United States to announce . 
| that they are no less opposed to military intervention for political objects here- 
i after in Mexico with the sanction of the Austrian government than they are 
i | opposed to any further intervention of the same character in that country by 
i France. — : 
: _I am accordingly instructed to state that the United States sincerely desire 
i that Austria may find it just and expedient to come upon the ground of non- 
i ‘Intervention in Mexico which is maintained by the United States, and to which | 
| they have invited France. They could not but regard as a matter of serious 

concern the despatch of any troops from Austria for Mexico while the subject 
| which I am thus directed to present to the Austrian government remains under 
A consideration. | | 

IT have now faithfully laid before your excellency, as briefly as the importance 
of the subject would permit, the position of the United States in regard to  - 

| Mexico. | 
Until recently I have been instructed by my government to abstain from 

: formal political discussions here of the important events occurring in that coun- 
try. Qn repeated occasions, however, I have felt it appropriate to express in 
courteous language, without formality, but in all sincerity, the opinions of the 

| United States government and people as to the atfempt to establish a foreign 
| and imperial government by means of European military forces upon the ruins 

| of an American republic. | - 
. Those opinions have been no secret to those with whom I have had the honor 

| of conversing, but it is only now that I am instructed by my government to = 
| speak in its name, and with the whole weight of whatever influence it may be 

| thought to possess over the general sentiment of the world. There has been no 
doubt, I suppose, as to the almost unanimous opinion of the American people 
on the subject. | | : 

From time to time it has been my duty to place before the imperial royal gov- 
ernment documents emanating from the cabinet at Washington relating to the . 
affairs of Mexico. The diplomatic correspondence of the United States gov- | 
ernment with that of France, from the beginning of the hostile expeditions
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against Mexico down to a very recent period, has been regularly printed, and ) 
__ within the reach of all who wish to read it. | : 

| Public sentiment in the United States as to intervention on the part of ) 
European governments and soldiers for the purpose of revolutionizing the polity, ; 

: subverting the existing institutions, and controlling the destiny of American — | 
— republics, has been manifested in every way in which it was possible to make it | 

known, by solemn resolutions of Congress, by the utterances of great public f 
meetings without distinction of party, and by the general voice of the American i 
press. | : | | oe pe j 
The feelings of the American people and its successive governments, as 

exhibited through the whole of their national career, and publicly manifested on i 
many solemn occasions, in regard to forcible and armed interference by European E 
powers with established institutions on the western continent, are, whether they | 

_ may be deemed reasonable or not, and whatever weight may be attached to | 
them by European opinion, a matter of history and known to mankind. | 

_. Such interference was long ago proclaimed, on the highest official authority, i 
as of necessity to be considered a manifestation of an unfriendly disposition | i 

towards the United States. It is hardly expedient, therefore, on this occasion, 
to consume more of your excellency’s time by the exposition of a subject so § 
familiar to you. ae : | - oe : 

I beg your excellency to believe that the frankness and sincerity with which sf 
I have thus set forth, in obedience to the instructions of the President, the senti- j 
ments of the government which I have the honor to represent at the court of : 

‘ his imperial royal Majesty, are not incompatible with the most entire respect — 
for the imperial royal government and with the Austrian nation, and with the | 
warmest and most sincere desire for their welfare. a a i 

In conclusion, I feel it my duty, in this most grave aspect of affairs, to repeat i 
the earnest hope that it may be found expedient to postpone the departure | 
of fresh troops from Austria to Mexico until such answer to this communication i 
as your excellency may be pleased to make shall have been candidly and de- | 

: liberately considered by the United States government at Washington. | 
_ Meantime I pray your excellency to accept the expression of the highest con- 

sideration with which I have the honor to remain your excellency’s very obe- i 
dient servant, — : a | ; 

. SO J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | i 
His Excellency Count MensporFr, — | Bo | 

Imperial Royal Minister of Foreign Affairs, &c., &c., fe. | : 

| _ Mr. Canisius to Mr. Seward. —— - - . | 

| | -[Extracts. ] | ' 

No. 57.] CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, _ ; 
. Vienna, May 8, 1866. : 

Sir: ® OK * .. The news received here per telegraph that 
you have demanded of Austria the discontinuation of sending anymore volun- ; 
teers to Maximilian, of Mexico, has created here quite a sensation. The people j 

- of Austria feel now, in their distress, more than ever, that this enterprise of . 
Maximilian, and the suhsequent agreement made by this government to aid him { 
by sending soldiers to that distant country, of no value to the people of this ' 

| empire, was a great mistake. a | 
I found in this morning’s paper the following item: | i
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| | | [Translation .] oO 

| | SO “‘Laypacn, (near Trieste,) May 5. oa 
‘« The Mexican free corps.—The recruiting for the Mexican free corps will definitely be 

| closed to-day. All the recruits have to be ready on the 8th of this month at the princi- ; 
pal depot at Laybach, as the embarcation commences in Trieste on the 10th instant. The | 
Mexican Colonel Leisser will personally attend to the embarcation.”? 

| What the Austrian government will decide now, after your protest, will soon 
be seen, as the embarcation was to take place on the 10th of this month. 

: I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, | 
; , T. CANISIUS, : 
po . United States Consul. 

Hon, WiLu1AmM H. Sewarp, 7 
_ NSeeretary of State. — | | | 

| Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. 

No. 174.] . _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, os 
| Vienna, May 15, 1866. | 

Sir: Referring to my No. 173, of date May 12, I have the honor to state | 
that I have received no answer as yet to my note to Count Mensdorff, of May 
6, a copy of which was enclosed in my No. 170, of date May 8. 

\ As I have already been informed officially, but confidentially, that the de- | 
; parture of the volunteers for Mexico has been prevented, (information which I 

immediately conveyed to you in my above-mentioned No. 173,) this delay has 
nothing in it surprising. oo | 

On the eve of a tremendous war, such as this, in which all Germany is almost 
immediately to be plunged, it is natural that there should be great press of 

| business at the imperial royal foreign office. I have reason to suppose, more- 
| over, that a desire on the part of the imperial royal.government to know what 
; reply you may be pleased to make to my despatch No. 158, confidentially com- _ 
: municated to the imperial royal minister of foreign affairs before it was for- 
: warded to Washington, may, in part, accqunt for the delay. I have, of course, | 
| not intimated that there was the slightest probability of any change having 
, been effected in the emphatic opposition on the part of the United States gov- 

| - ernment to the sending of volunteers from Austria to Mexico. On the other 
hand, I think that you may consider it certain, as a matter of fact, that no sol- 
diers will sail again from Austria to Mexico, | —— 

| I shall be glad to be informed officially of the state of the negotiations be- | 
tween the United States government and that of France. oe | 

: _ From the American newspapers I gather that the decree of the French Em- 
peror concerning the evacuation of Mexico had been communicated to the 
United States government. 7 | , : 

I know not whether the United States government has expressed its concur- 
| rence with that decision, : 

| My latest authentic intelligence as to the negotiations with France is con- | 
; tained in yéhr note to the Marquis de Montholon of February 12. _ | 
a I would also observe, in passing, that the two last published volumes of the | 

Diplomatic Correspondence, parts 3 and 4, for the year 1864, containing the cor- | 
respondence with France and all other countries excepting England, has never 

| been sent to me. — . - , 
Happening to be in London at the close of last year, however, I procured a 7 

copy at the United States legation. So | |
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' I think it not superfluous to state that, according to information received from = = § 
Mr. 'Thayer, United States consul at Trieste, the transport in which the volun- | 
teers were to have been conveyed from that port to Mexico was the French 
merchant ship Tampico. 7 i | E 

-_ I have the honor to remain sir, your obedient servant, | | 
_ a | J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. E 

Hon. Wittiam H. Sewarp, ~ | = t 
Secretary of State. - : | oe | | 

| Mr. Motley to Mr. Seward. — | ft 

| No. 177.| | | Unirep States LEGATION, ft 
| Vienna, May 21, 1866. ' 

- Sie: I have the honor to state that I have just received a note from Count | 
Mensdorff, in answer to my note of date May 6, a copy of which was forwarded. f 
with my despatch No. 170, of date May 8. os | 

| I have prepared a careful translation of the minister’s note, which, together 
with a copy of the original, I transmit with this despatch. E 

I cannot doubt that both the contents and friendly spirit of this communica- 
tion from the imperial royal government will give sincere satisfaction to the 

_ United States government. | | | 7 . 
- I have the honor to remain, sir, your obedient servant, _ | 

| ne J. LOTHROP MOTLEY. | 
Hon. WittiamM H. Sewarp, | | i 

| | Secretary of State. an |  ¢€ 

| | oe Count Mensdorff to Mr. Motley, oo 

| | ; (Translation. ] oo : 

: a, Ministry OF THE IMpeRraL Hous anp oF Forniagn AFFAIRS, 
CO Vienna, May 20, 1866. . : 

The undersigned, minister of the imperial house and of foreign affairs, has had the honor | | 
_ to receive the note which the Hon. Mr. Lothrop Motley, envoy extraordinary and minister — f 

plenipotentiary of the United States of North America, addressed to him on the 6th of the | . 
current month, in which expression is given to the representations which his government 

| has seen itself called upon to make in regard to the volunteers enlisted in the Austrian | 
states for military service in Mexico. . , . Co | 

| The undersigned has already had repeated occasions to give verbal explanations to the | 
- . envoy of the United States concerning the nature and extent of the enrolments in question | : 

| which have taken place in very limited measures, both as to numbers and period of enlist- ' 
> ment—explanations which were intended to remove every doubt which could have arisen | 

in the eyes of the government of the United States in regard to the intentions of Austriain | 
this matter. As, however, it appears from the latest communications of the envoy that sO | 
the said explanations have not hitherto had the effect to entirely tranquillize the North 
American government in this respect ; as that government feels obliged to see in the enlist- : 

: ments in question an exertion of influence on the part of Austria in the internal affairs of | 
. ' Mexico which might become a motive for the United States to come out of the neutral 4 

. position which it has hitherto maintained in regard to those affairs; as, finally, according | 
to the observation contained in the note of Mr. Lothrop Motley, the exertion of an influence. © ' 

_ of the above-mentioned character would be regarded as well by the government as by ; 
public opinion in the United States as an unfriendly proceeding towards them, which would 
be entirely out of harmony with the intentions of the imperial government, the undersigned | : 
finds himself in. the position, without, therefore, being abie to agree with all the views | 
developed in the many-times cited note, to make known to the envoy that, in considera- , 
tion of all the above-mentioned circumstances, the necessary measures have been taken to j 
prevent the departure of the volunteers lately enlisted for Mexico.
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| In the confident: expectation that the cabinet at Washington will feel itself on this ac- 
i count the more induced to allow no change to take place in the neutral position hitherto 
i maintained by it towards Mexico, and that the government of the United States will recog- 

nize in this proeeeding of the imperial cabinet a new proof of its sincere wish to remove 
i everything that might be capable of exercising a prejudicial influence upon the relations 
i between the two countries, the undersigned makes use of this occasion to renew to the. 
i _ honorable Mr. Lothrop Motley the assurance of his high and distinguished consideration. 

| | I -- MENSDORFF.. | 
Mr. Lornrop Mortey, | oo 

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, U. 8. A. | 

a Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. | - 

1 No. 184. | , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
Washington, May 26, 1866. 

i Sir: Your despatch of May 6, No. 169, has been received, and I thank you 
for the information which it communicates concerning the relations between 

| _ Austria and Mexico. 
| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | 
| | WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
‘ J. LorHrop Motiey, Esq., §c., &¢., Vienna. | | 

| : Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. | / 

| No. 185.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
Washington, May 26,1866. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 
Sth instant, No. 170, which paper is accompanied by a copy of a note which, 

' on the 6th instant, you addressed to Count Mensdorff in execution of my in- 
: structions Nos. 173, 174, and 176. , | . 
pO I have great pleasure in saying that the President approves entirely of the 

proceedings on your part which are related in your despatch, and equally ap- 
proves of your note to the Austrian minister for foreign affairs, 

| I am, sir, your obedient servant, | , 
| : WILLIAM H. SEWARD. i 

J. Lorurop Mot.ey, Egq., &c., §c.. Vienna. | , 

: Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. Oo 
No. 186.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 

fo o | Washington, May 30, 1866. _ - 
| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of -your despatch of the 

: 15th instant, No. 174. In that paper I find the following paragraphs : | | 
| “ As I have already been informed, officially, but confidentially, that the de- | 

! | parture of the volunteers for Mexico has been prevented, (information which I. ¢ 
: immediately conveyed to you in my above-mentioned No. 173,) this delay has . 

nothing in it surprising, — - | . a Oe 

| “T think that you may consider it certain, as a matter of fact, thatno soldiers __ | 
will sail from Austria to Mexico.” : 
Your No. 173, referred to in the first paragraph, has not yet reached this de- | 

partment. The paragraphs extracted, however, are sufficient to satisfy the
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President that our wishes in regard to the Mexican question are receiving just 
consideration by the imperial royal government. OO | 

If it shall seem to you to be expedient, you will say this to Count Mensdorff, 4g 
and at the same time express to him our earnest and sincere wishes to remain 4 

— always in peace and cordial friendship with Austria. | | 
| In compliance with your request, I send herewith, for your information, a copy 4 

of so much of the correspondence with France concerning Mexico as has not 7 
heretofore been furnished you. - | | — | | 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, - : 
| WILLIAM H. SEWARD, | 

| J. Lorarop Morey, Esq., Sc., &c., Vienna. | | ‘ 

ee | Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley. | 

No. 189.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, , 
. Washington, June 9, 1866. i 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 
21st of May, No. 177. It is accompanied by a copy of a note which was ad- | 
dressed to you by Count Mensdorff on the 20th of May last. a | - 

Count Mensdorff announces to us in the said note that the departure of the ] 
volunteers lately enlisted in Austria for service in Mexico will not be allowed ] 
to take place. This decision of the imperial royal government is received by the ; 
President with sincere satisfaction. _ It is in harmony with the spirit which has | q 
governed the proceedings of Austria in her intercourse with the United States og 
throughout the whole period in whieh political disturbances in America have __ ' 
been the subject of discussion between the United States and the Emperor, 

You are authorized to communicate these sentiments to Count Mensdorff, and , 
to assure him that the present just, liberal, and friendly proceeding on the part 7 

_ of Austria will not fail to enhance the good will and cordial friendship which ae 
the United States so habitually cherish for the government and people of Austria. i 

. I am, sir, your obedient servant, ; , | . | | 
: oe | — WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 

J. Lorurop Morey, Esgq., §c., &¢., Vienna. OB 7 

| [From the Debats of the 18th May, 1866.—Forwarded by Mr. Bigelow.] | ] 

. | [Translation.] a | 

We have good reason to call in question the news of the departure of Austrian volun- | 
teers for Mexico, published in the Memorial Diplomatique. Nothing, in fact, could be ] 
more unlikely after the despatches from the government of the United States which we q 

| have laid before our readers. Correspondents at Trieste announce not merely that the Aus- 4 
: tro-Mexican detachment has not embarked, but that it will be disbanded, and that the { 

men who compose it have for the most part requested to take service in the corps of vol- 4 
unteers which is organizing in view of the approaching war. The Austrian government 
(they write from. Trieste) was uader the greater obligation not to withdraw its forces from 2 

| the service of the country, because it at the same time avoided assuming an offensive atti- | - 
tude towards the United States of America. Thus our own previous impressions are con- q 

7 firmed, notwithstanding the pretended information of the Memorial Diplomatique. 4
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; oo Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. | 

Pe i . [Extract. ] | . | | 
fe No. 825. ss LEGATION oF THE UNITED StaTEs, 
ee - . . . an oe - Paris, May 25, 1866. 
Pe Siz: The following semi-official announcement appeared in La France last 
fe  .. evening: “ The return to France of Marshal Bazaine with.the first detachment 
f= = returning from Mexico is under consideration. In this case the marshal will / 
p38 turn over his command to General Douai.” 
Lee Should nothing occur to change the present programme, I think Marshal | 
}.- Bazaine will return with the first detachment of French troops in October next. _ | 
r. I am told that the contract with the Transatlantic Steamship Company, for their | 
fo transport from Vera Cruz to St. Nazaire, was signed on Monday last. i 
oe I have as yet received no reply from Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys to my inquiry in 
f- ___ reference to the contract supposed to have been signed at the ministry of marine _ | 
|. __ for the shipment of troops from Trieste to Vera Cruz. His silence leaves little - 
be room to doubt that my suspicions were correct. - a 

fo — Thave, &e,, : OT ' 
be Hon, Wittiam H. Sewarp, | | _ a | 
be Secretary of State. | 

tC os | | - | | ae . —_—_— i 

Re | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. - 

Pe UNO. 469.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
i m | | | Washington, May 31, 1866. 
be | - $rr: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 16th instant, 

ae No. 320, containing a translation from La France of the 15th, in regard to the ia disposition of Austrian troops which had been intended for the service of the | 
Pe -Imperialists in Mexico, and enclosing translation of extracts from the Memorial . © 
oe Diplomatique and the Debats relating to this and other branches of the Mexican | 
po question. oe . | oe — | be. ———__— T enclose, confidentially, for your information, a copy of an instruction of this 
Pe date, which I have addressed to Mr. Motley. : 
ee I am, sir, your obedient servant,» i a 

Ba JouN BieELow, Esq., §c., 8c. §e. a | Co , 

: ao ‘a | . | Ba ———______ : , | ee | a | 
pe HO Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. 7 

POUND. 474.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ) | | 
Poe | che he Washington, June 4, 1866. | 
Bg Sir: Your despatch of the 10th ultimo, No. 316, was duly received. The — 
poe. position which you inform me therein that you propose to take in regard to the | 
fF -—— forwarding of troops to Mexico is approved. Thanking you for your attention — = 
eo to the subject, | | : | | | 
Pee oe I remain, sir, your obedient servant, a 
Bo | , WILLIAM H. SEWARD. | 
-. Soun BigELow, Esq,, Sc., §c., §. | - |
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ne | Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. | | : | 

No, 476.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, TS i 

7 | : | : Washington, June 6, 1866. | 

a Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of May | i 
25, No. 325. a 7 | oo i 

, The information which it contains seems to justify us in assuming that the i 
French government has made arrangements for withdrawing one-third of its | ' 

forces now in Mexico from that country in October. The knowledge of this i 

- fact will have a tendency to quiet the public mind in the United States. i 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, | Poe | 

a 7 | | |  WILLTAM H. SEWARD. i 
- Joun BiaeELow, Esq., §v., &e., &e. | | | ae i 

° EUROPEAN TROOPS IN MEXICO. oe | |  &t 

| Mr. Bigelow to Mr. Seward. 

_ No. 330.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

| | 7 Oo ; | Paris, June 4, 1866. 

Sir: I waited upon his excellency the minister of foreign affairs on Saturday { 

last, in pursuance of a previous appointment, to confer with him upon the subject- i 

matter of your instruction, No. 459, marked confidential. As he had been &§ 

already apprised of the contents of that despatch, through the French minister : 

residing at Washington, I was spared the necessity of restating them. He said i 
that the imperial government proclaimed.its intention to retire from Mexico be- it 

cause it suited its convenience and interests to retire, and for no other reason. i 

When, therefore, it announced formally; not merely to the United States, but to t 

all the world, that the army would be withdrawn from Mexico within a specified — j 

term, he thought it should be deemed sufficient. The government made its | 

declaration in good faith, and means to keep it. It means to withdraw its army | 

within the time prescribed, and it does not intend to take one or two hundred | 

troops in the first detachment, and one or two hundred more in the second, 4 

_. Jeaving the great body of them to the last; though it had not deemed it neces- ' 

sary to specify with minuteness details of this kind, which depend upon hygienic _ i 

and climatic considerations, of which it was the best and the only competent i 

(judge. This, his excellency said, he wished I would say to my government. ‘ 

| Tasked his excellency if I had ever intimated to him, whether in writing or — 

- orally, any suspicion of the Emperor’s intention to withdraw his army from _ I 

Mexico in unequal proportions. He replied that I had not. I then asked him | 

_ if any other person authorized to speak in the name of my government had done i 

| so. He said no; but he had read imputations of that kind in one of our papers. | 

I replied, in substance, that the press was a law unto itself, but that we had | i 

better not accept it as a law unto us; and as he asked me to communicate to 2 

my government a formal answer to what sounded like an accusation of insin- i 

- gerity and bad faith on the part of the Emperor, I wanted his authority for ! 

> stating that no such accusation had reached him through any official channel. i 

: He replied that he only had read of it in a newspaper. — CO | , 

I then went on to say that the purpose of your instruction, as I understood ° ; 

it, was simply to obtain an explanation, which was sure to be required of you, 4 

of the shipment by France of large bodies of troops to Mexico after the pur- : 

: pose to withdraw her whole army had been officially proclaimed. To this his ‘ 

54 Dc ** a
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i - excellency replied, that since seeing me he had gotten from his colleagues of . 
the marine and war departments information to the purport— . oe eo 

That no troops belonging to the Corps Eapeditionaire had been sent to 7 
3 , Mexico this year, unless for the sake of partly replacing soldiers missing, but . 

at any rate without augmentation of the number of standing troops. | 
ft That the shipment of troops referred to in the public prints, and in your 

| despatch, was most likely that made in the transport Rhéne about the begin- | 
ning of the year. — SO SO | oe 

That this Rhine touched at. Martinique, but not at St. Thomas, as was. _ 
1 : stated. . oo | Be 
To That she carried 916, and not 1,200, soldiers, | | 

That they belonged to the Foreign Legion, and not to the Expeditionary 
; Corps. — | , : oe | : 
To That they consisted of troops which had-been waiting transportation a long 
| time in France and in Algeria to join their regiments. | . 
1. That no new troops had been enrolled for the Foreign Legion since the 

Emperor proclaimed his purpose to withdraw his flag from Mexico, and that no 
: : more, for what he knew, were intended to be enrolled. ; 
to In regard to the shipments of troops from Austria, he said that that wasan 

affair entirely between that government and the Mexican, with which Francehad 
1 nothing to do; that since I had spoken to him upon the subject he had verified . 

his own convictions by a reference to the ministers of war and of marine, and — 

, had ascertained that no engagements of any sort had been entered into by either , 
| for the enrolment or transport of troops from Austria to Mexico. He went on | 
to. | further to say, that it-was the intention of the government to withdraw the : 

army entirely from Mexico within the time specified in his dispatch to you at - 
| the very latest; sooner if climatic and other controlling considerations permitted, ~~ 

and it was not its intention to replace these with other troops from any quarter. 
At the conclusion of a long conversation of which I have given the important 

results, I expressed my satisfaction with his excellency’s explanations, and the ~~ 
i pleasure I should have in communicating them to my government. — | 
| This despatch has been submitted to Mr. Drouyn de Lhuys, and the forego- 
| ing version of the results of our conversation has been approved by him. | 
| I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, | a 

) | | | JOHN BIGELOW. | 
i Hon. Witiiam H. Sewarp, | | , | 

Department of State, Washington, D.C. Oo 

. | |
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